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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this study is to obtain a larger data set of verified technological forecasts than was 
obtained during the previous effort (at least 1,000), which will allow us to achieve the sample size 
necessary to identify predictive trends and causal relationships associated with forecast accuracy 
if they exist. A previous study of 310 verified forecasts revealed that technology forecasts 
developed using quantitative methods were more accurate than were other methods, forecasts 
about autonomous systems and computers were more accurate than were forecasts about other 
technology area tags, and that while forecasts tended to be neither optimistic nor pessimistic, 
there was not a strong correlation between the nine attributes we studied and the accuracy of a 
forecast. It is the purpose of this study to reevaluate and add to those findings using a larger 
sample size.  
 
The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (ASDR&E) is focused on 
developing tools and techniques to improve technological forecasting to guide future technology 
development. In support of these efforts The Tauri Group conducted an analysis of technology 
forecasting methods. The analysis will inform current and future efforts to improve forecasting, 
support automated methods of forecasting and, and establish a performance baseline against 
which new forecasting methods and tools can be compared.  
 
Methodology and research results 
 
The Tauri Group conducted a broad survey and analysis of retrospective forecasts from academia, 
industry, government and other sources. Forecast documents were thoroughly reviewed and 2,279 
forecasts were extracted from those documents. Of these forecasts, 2,092 were found to be timely, 
specific, complete and relevant enough to be further verified and assessed for accuracy. These 
“assessable” forecasts were extracted from 300 forecast documents. Data collection metrics are 
summarized in figure ES-1.  
 

Collected data 
Number of forecast documents 300 

Assessable forecasts 2,092 

Verified forecasts 1,055 

Number of verification documents 2,016 
FIGURE ES-1. COLLECTED DOCUMENTS AND FORECASTS 

 
The forecasts were categorized using nine objective attributes including forecasting methodology, 
technology area tag, and timeframe, as seen in figures ES-2 and ES-3. We were able to verify 
1,058 forecasts to establish if the predicted event occurred and if so when. The sample of 1,055 
“verified” forecasts were used to provide descriptive statistics of our data and statistical analysis 
of the general population of forecasts. 
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FIGURE ES-2. NUMBER OF FORECASTS BY TECHNOLOGY AREA TAG AND  METHDOLOGY 
 
 

FIGURE ES-3. NUMBER OF FORECASTS BY TIME FRAME 
 
Key Findings 
 
Verified forecasts were analyzed descriptively and statistically. Forecast accuracy was analyzed 
against the nine attributes to identify statistical differences and trends within the sample and 
greater population. The key statistical and language findings are shown in table ES-2. 
 
TABLE ES-2. KEY STATISTICAL AND LANGUAGE FINDINGS 
In general, forecasts provide more accurate predictions than uninformed guesses. Six of the eight 
methodologies statistically are more accurate than a theoretical probability of success (random guess). 
Although qualitative trend analysis and gaming and scenarios methods have observed accuracies better 
than a random guess, at a 95% confidence interval there is no statistical evidence that these methods would 
perform better than a guess.    
Forecasts based on numeric trends are more accurate than forecasts based on opinion. Forecasts 
generated from quantitative trend analyses have statistically higher success rates than do forecasts 
generated from other methodologies.  

Forecasts are more likely to overestimate the event date. This is a change from our previous study, which 
indicated that there was a balance between pessimistic and optimistic forecasts. 
Short -term forecasts are more accurate than medium- and long-term forecasts. 
A predictive model of forecast accuracy could not be developed. Forecast accuracy appears to be 
influenced by a random component or some other attribute not captured in the study.  

Forecasts that clearly describe timeframe, technology, predicted event, and associated performance metrics 
are more informative.  
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
 
As DoD’s Chief Technology Office, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research and 
Engineering (ASDR&E) focuses on developing tools and techniques that will provide an 
advantage for making investment decisions for technology development. Technology 
development forecasts, which include forecasts for emergence of new technologies, the evolution 
of existing technologies, or the migration of technologies to new application areas, provide an 
important tool for informing investment decisions. Understanding which forecasting methods 
provide the best forecasts for different types of technologies can impact ASDR&E’s technology 
development decisions and development of decision tools. The Retrospective Analysis of 
Technology Forecasting project was initiated to provide this key understanding to ASDR&E. 
 
1.2 OBJECTIVES 

 
The purpose of this study is to obtain 
a larger data set of verified 
technological forecasts than was 
obtained during the previous effort (at 
least 1,000), which will allow us to 
achieve the sample size necessary to 
identify predictive trends and causal 
relationships associated with forecast 
accuracy if they exist. The results 
provide a baseline for forecast accuracy, as well as insight into the elements of a forecast that 
contribute to its accuracy. The analysis will be used to inform current and future efforts to 
improve forecasting, support fielding of more automated methods of forecasting, and enable 
comparison of new forecasting methods. A significant output of this project is a recommended 
standard language for expressing forecasts in future studies, which can be used to improve the 
utility of future forecasts. A standard lexicon based on analyst efforts to interpret forecasts is 
included in appendix B.  
 
2.0 METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN 

 
The Tauri Group conducted a broad survey and analysis of literature from academia, industry, 
and open sources that generated 2,279 forecasts from 300 documents. The analysis categorized 
the forecasts using nine attributes that were described in the previous version of the study, 
including forecast methodology, technology area tags, and time frame. From this data, we 
conducted a statistical analysis to evaluate each forecast method, identify which method(s) 
provided the best results given a combination of technology area tags and time frames, and 
identify which attributes were the most significant for a given forecasting methodology. We also 
created a dictionary of unambiguous language to enable clear and concise interpretations of 
forecasts. The intent of this dictionary is to help users read and understand future forecasts.  
 
The study was conducted in four phases: 
 

1. Collect forecast documents. We collected forecast documents from academia, industry, 
government, and other sectors. Throughout the collection process, we reviewed forecast 

Study Goals 
• Provide a rigorous statistical evaluation of science 

and technology forecasting methods using a large 
sample size (at least 1,000 verified forecasts)  

• Recommend a standard language for expressing 
forecasts in future studies 
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documents to determine if certain geographic regions, technology area tags, or 
publication types were underrepresented. We then initiated targeted document searches to 
improve representation across regions, technologies, and publication sources.  

2. Extract technology forecasts from documents and record attributes in database. During 
this phase, we extracted technology forecasts that were embedded in forecast documents 
and added them to the Quickbase database that was used during the previous effort. We 
conducted additional research to determine whether the forecasted events had occurred, 
and, if so, when they occurred.  

3. Verify whether forecasted events occurred. During this phase, we conducted research to 
verify whether forecasted events had occurred and, if so, when they occurred.  

4. Assess forecast accuracy and identify key findings. During the original study, we 
developed several statistical tests to determine how accurate forecasts were and to 
identify attributes associated with forecast accuracy. These tests were repeated on the 
larger data set.  

 
The methodology applied to this study is consistent with that of the original study. The only 
differences were the means used to collect and verify forecasts, as well as the use of deep web 
research and broad sourcing. The study methodology is summarized in figure 1.  
 

 
FIGURE 1. STUDY METHODOLOGY 

 
2.1 COLLECT FORECAST DOCUMENTS 
 
During the previous report, we collected forecast documents that were easily acquired from 
academia, industry, popular media, and Internet searches in the U.S. domain. This effort required 
that we maximize the number of forecast documents collected in order to provide an adequate 
pool of forecasts with which to meet the increase sample size (at least 1,000 forecasts). Having 
already collected many open source forecast documents during the original study, our document 
collection method during this iteration required that we employ alternative methods that would 
allow us to find as many previously-unidentified forecast documents as possible. These methods 
include:  
 

• Searching the “deep web” to find forecast documents that are not indexed by standard 
search engines and therefore cannot be retrieved using standard search engines.  
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• Searching in foreign web domains for English-language forecast documents that are not 
available in the U.S. domain 

• Purchasing used books and published reports that contain technological forecasts 
 
To search the deep web, we contracted with Bright Planet, which used proprietary methods to 
search “deep web” sites for forecast-related dynamic content that was not indexed, then cataloged 
the search results in an indexed repository (a “silo”). Bright Planet retrieved more than 3,000 
potential forecast documents using forecast-specific queries and websites of interest provided by 
the Study Team.  
 
Searches in foreign web domains yielded many forecast documents, most of which were authored 
or published outside of North America, which was the dominant geographic region in the original 
study. Used books proved to be a rich source of forecasts, both in quantity and in 
underrepresented forecast time horizons and methodologies. Vendors like Amazon.com and 
Abebooks.com provided a wide selection of affordable used books and reports, many of which 
were published by strategic analysis firms—an underrepresented publication type in the previous 
study due to their price. All sources yielded a greater number of forecast documents about 
computer and communications technologies—the dominant technology area tags in the previous 
study—than other technologies, suggesting that the general pool of available forecast documents 
favors these two technologies.  
 
The most successful methods for obtaining forecasts were conducting Internet searches and 
purchasing books and reports, since Internet searches allowed researchers to retrieve documents 
with forecast-specific language1 and books and reports typically contained numerous assessable 
forecasts. Deep web services were not as successful for obtaining forecasts due to their inability 
to perform contextual data mining of the websites and documents they searched in an automated 
fashion. Consequently, many of the documents retrieved by the deep web service lacked 
technological forecasts or assessable forecasts. At present, it is more efficient to have a researcher 
conduct Internet searches of forecast-specific language because there is not yet an automated 
system capable of discerning whether forecast-related language in a document is associated with 
an actual forecast, much less an assessable one.  
 
2.2 EXTRACT FORECASTS FROM DOCUMENTS AND RECORD 

ATTRIBUTES  
 
After reading, assessing, and recording the forecast documents, analysts extracted forecasts and 
related information from the documents. The forecast extraction process comprised two steps, 
which are described in the previous report and are consistent with the original study: 1) identify 
assessable forecasts and 2) interpret and record forecast data and attributes. 
 
2.3 VERIFY WHETHER FORECASTED EVENTS OCCURRED 
 
After entering forecast information into the database, analysts attempted to verify whether the 
forecasted event occurred and, if so, when it occurred. In order to verify the more than 1,000 
forecasts that were the goal of this study, we employed broad sourcing as an alternative 
verification technique. This method is described below.  
 
 
 
                                                
1 Forecast-specific language includes such phrases as, “in the next X years,” “in the short term,” and “by X year.”  
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2.3.1 SELECTING BROAD SOURCING SERVICES 
 
Broad sourcing is a method that involves outsourcing a task to a diffuse group of people. The 
previous work used Tauri personnel and subject matter experts to verify forecasts. Using this 
method, 38% of assessable forecasts were verified. Since this iteration of the project required 
double the number of newly verified forecasts in half the time, we needed to increase the rate at 
which forecasts were identified as well as improve the verification rate. To achieve these 
improvements, we used broad sourcing to provide us with access to a larger pool of researchers. 
Several broad sourcing sites exist, most of which are tailored for marketing, web development, 
graphic design, or simple research projects. Figure 2 summarizes the functionality of seven 
popular broad sourcing services. 
 
 

 
FIGURE 2. SUMMARY OF BROADSOURCE WEBSITE SPECIALTIES2  

 
Elance and Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) were the broad sourcing sites best suited for 
forecast verification, which is considered a research-based macrotask. Depending on how 
forecasts are disseminated to researchers, verification can be either a microtask or a macrotask.3 
Asking a researcher to verify whether a single forecast event has occurred (and, if so, when it 
occurred) is an example of a microtask, whereas asking a researcher to determine whether 
multiple forecast events have occurred is a macrotask. Elance is most conducive to macrotasks 
such as those required for forecast verification, while Amazon Mechanical Turk was more 
conducive to microtasks.  
                                                
2 B. Frei, “Paid Crowdsourcing: Current State and Progress Toward Mainstream Business Use,” September 15, 2009, 
accessed January 14, 2012, www.smartsheet.com 
3 Microtasks are simple tasks that do not typically require much skill or time on the part of the researcher, such as 
identifying logos or objects in pictures, whereas macrotasks are more complex research tasks. Verifying a single 
forecast, as was attempted when we used Amazon Mechanical Turk, is a microtask, whereas verifying ten forecasts for 
a flat rate, as was possible using Elance, is a macrotask. 
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON BETWEEN AMAZON MECHANICAL TURK AND ELANCE 

 
 
AMT’s researchers (“Turks”) are paid per task and their identities remain unknown to employers, 
whereas Elance allows employers to select researchers based on their curriculum vitae and user 
ratings. Researchers on Elance are typically highly specialized and are generally paid by the hour. 
The differences between the two services are summarized in table 1.  
 
After identifying the broad sourcing sites most likely to yield successfully verified forecasts, we 
created a template that contained forecast statements and detailed instructions of acceptable 
forecast verification research and disseminated forecasts on the AMT site.4 We initially chose to 
post forecasts on AMT because of its large population of workers (over two million) and the 
ability to pay researchers only for successfully verified forecasts. However, we found the site to 
be ineffective for the type of work we were conducting for the following reasons: 
 

• In spite of using only highly rated Turks (as assessed by AMT’s internal rating system), 
the quality of work from many researchers was well below our expectations and resulted 
in a success rate of less than 10%. 

• Through the AMT interface, work performed by a Turk can be only accepted or rejected. 
Accepted work is immediately paid for with no chance to communicate with the worker. 
It is possible to communicate with Turks whose work has been rejected to explain why 
the work was not adequate, but it is not possible to reassign the same task to the same 
Turk.  

• The AMT interface did not allow us to efficiently evaluate the work performed by Turks.  
 
Elance was better suited for our task, since it allowed us to easily communicate with researchers 
and batch our tasks into groups of 10 or 20 forecasts instead of one at a time, enabling us to pay 
researchers by task. We also found that many of the workers on Elance were willing to be paid 
per accepted forecast, rather than per hour. While the available labor pool on Elance is smaller 
(500,000) and more expensive than AMT, the quality of work and ability to effectively 
communicate with researchers resulted in a substantially higher acceptance rate (approximately 
50%) for the work performed. 
 

                                                
4 The template is provided in appendix D.  
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In the end, broad sourcing turned out to be more of a “broad hiring” process in which AMT and 
Elance were used to identify a potentially qualified workforce to which we would not have had 
access otherwise. In spite of the difficulties associated with AMT, we were able to find and 
establish a long-term working relationship with five Turks (out of the 53 who responded to posted 
tasks). Using Elance, we posted several jobs and invited roughly 40 people to participate. Of the 
15 workers with whom we contracted to work, we were able to establish long-term productive 
relationships with 10 of them. At the peak of the effort, we had 18 concurrent virtual assistants 
providing verifying information on forecasts. Broad sourcing was highly successful in terms of 
forecast verification rate, indicating that the method is well-suited for complex research tasks.  
 
The process for verifying forecasts using broad sourcing is summarized in figure 3.  
 

 
FIGURE 3. WORKFLOW FOR FORECAST VERIFICATION USING BROADSOURCING  

 
2.3.2 FORECAST VERIFICATION USING BROAD SOURCING 
 
Researchers verified forecasts using open-source research. Only information from credible sites 
and sources was accepted from researchers. These sources include conference papers, articles, 
popular magazines with a reputable editing record, industry sites, electronic books, and other 
sources with journalistic standards and appropriate subject matter expertise. Researchers were 
required to find verifying information from a minimum of two independent sources to ensure 
verification information was correct and unbiased.  
 
Verifying information obtained through broad sourcing, including the citations and page numbers 
for ground truth sources as well as analyst comments and explanations, was reviewed by Tauri 
analysts to ensure the research was credible and relevant before broad sourcing researchers were 
paid and verifying information was entered into the database. Forecasts that were credibly 
verified were entered into the database by separate researchers in Elance who had been trained to 
enter verifying information into the database.  
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2.3.3 VALIDATING FORECASTS 
 
After verified forecasts were entered in the database, a senior Tauri Group analyst validated that a 
forecast and its attributes had been characterized properly and that verifying information was 
clear, credible, and reproducible. Where needed, additional research through broad sourcing was 
conducted on forecasts that required additional sources. This additional research was conducted 
by a different researcher than the one who provided the original verifying information.  
 
The broad sourcing method of forecast verification yielded 1,058 verified forecasts out of 2,092 
total assessable forecasts—an overall verification rate of 51%, which is a significant 
improvement over the method employed in the original study. The remaining 1,034 assessable 
forecasts were not included in the statistical analysis because there was not sufficient information 
to characterize their ground truth with a high degree of confidence.  
 
2.4 ASSESS FORECAST ACCURACY  
 
The purpose of the data analysis is to quantify and characterize the forecasts, identify which 
forecasting methods are the most accurate, and determine the likelihood that a forecasted event 
will occur within the specified time frame, given certain conditions.  
 
To facilitate this analysis, we identified six metrics that could be consistently applied to each 
forecast, a set of criteria by which we could assess each forecast, and an analytical plan that 
allowed us to answer questions about the accuracy of forecasts.  
 
2.4.1 FORECAST METRICS  
 
We identified six metrics to facilitate the characterization of forecasts:  
 

• Success. A forecast was considered successful if the forecasted event was realized 
(occurred) within an allowable time frame. The allowable time frame was calculated as 
+/- 30% of the forecast time frame centered around the forecasted date. If a forecast was 
made in 1990 and the predicted year of occurrence was 2000 (a ten-year forecast), the 
forecast would be a success if the actual event occurred sometime between 1997 and 
2003 (10 years +/- 3 years). For forecasts that provided an explicit range, we used the 
provided range as the criteria for success.   

• Realization. This binary metric captures whether the forecasted event has occurred. A 
forecast that predicts that flying cars will exist by 2010 has been realized because flying 
cars had been developed by that year. However, a forecast that predicts consumer 
adoption of flying cars by 2010—for example, by predicting that flying cars will be 
commonplace by 2010—was not realized on the forecast date and has not yet been 
realized.  

• Degree of realization on forecasted year. This metric captures the degree to which a 
complex forecast was realized. In some cases, a forecast may be unrealized but not 
entirely inaccurate; in these cases, we characterized forecasts as partially accurate. For 
example, if a forecast predicted solar cell efficiency would increase to 40% by 2005 and 
the ground truth data revealed that it only increased to 36%, the forecast was 
characterized as having been partially realized.5   

                                                
5 Analysts captured the degree of realization on a Likert scale, which included five metrics: not realized at all, 
somewhat realized, almost realized, mostly realized, and fully realized. A comments box was provided for analysts to 
explain their selection. 
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• Degree of interpretation. This metric captures the amount of interpretation involved in 
verifying that a forecasted event did or did not occur. Not all ground truth sources 
provided unambiguous information, and not all forecasts were easily interpreted. This 
metric allowed analysts to provide insight about potential error introduced during the 
forecast verification process. 6 For example, when verifying a forecast that stated that by a 
certain time frame a single product that combined television, VCR, and Internet 
capabilities would be commonplace, analysts had to loosen their definition of television 
and VCR to include Internet streaming of television shows and movies and consider the 
ability of computers to play DVDs.7  

• Signed temporal forecast error (STFE): The STFE measures the difference between the 
date the forecast was realized and the forecast date. As such, it measures the temporal 
accuracy of a forecast. A forecast that predicts that a technology will emerge in 1990 
would have an STFE of -3 years if ground truth revealed that the technology emerged in 
1987, three years before the predicted date. For forecasts that provide a range of dates, 
the STFE is calculated from the midpoint in the range. The STFE provides a consistently 
comparable metric to evaluate precision and serves as the basis for analytical statements 
like “medium-term expert sourcing forecasts tend to occur two years sooner, on average, 
then predicted.” 

• Temporal forecast error (TFE): The TFE is the absolute value of the STFE. It measures 
the magnitude of the error: the larger the average TFE, the larger the error. A forecast that 
predicts that a technology will emerge in 1990 would have an STFE of -3 years and a 
TFE of 3 years, if ground truth revealed that the technology emerged in 1987. The TFE 
complements the STFE, describing the magnitude of errors among forecasts, rather than 
bias towards over- or underestimating forecast events. The TFE is the basis for analytical 
statements like “medium-term expert sourcing forecasts on average miss event dates by 
more than four years.” 

 
These metrics were used during and after the forecast verification process to characterize 
analysts’ confidence in verification and the accuracy of forecasts.  
 
2.4.2 ASSESSMENT PROCESS 
 
Figure 4 illustrates the process used to assess the forecast results. We first determined if a forecast 
could be verified, whether it fell within the time frame limits set using the 30% rule, and whether 
it met the other three criteria for viability (complete, specificity of language, and relevance). We 
collected a total of 2,092 forecasts that met this requirement. These forecasts were then verified to 
determine if the forecasted event was realized (if it occurred). Of the 2,092 forecasts, we were 
able to verify whether 1,058 of them were realized or not. Using the metrics described in section 
2.4.1, we further analyzed forecasts for success and accuracy. Forecasts that were either not 
realized or realized outside of the allowable range were considered failures. The STFE and TFE 
metrics described above were then analyzed to determine what types of forecasts provided the 
best results. 
 

                                                
6 Analysts characterized the degree of interpretation using a Likert scale, which included five metrics: all interpretation, 
a lot of interpretation, moderate interpretation, little interpretation, and no interpretation. Forecasts with all 
interpretation lacked the specificity of language necessary to be assessable. A comments box was provided for analysts 
to explain their selection.  
7 Forecast was derived from David W. Schumann, Andy Artis, and Rachel Rivera, “The Future of Interactive 
Advertising Viewed Through an IMC Lens,” Journal of Interactive Advertising, 1:2 (2001).   
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FIGURE 4. FORECAST ASSESSMENT PROCESS  

 
2.4.3 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PLAN 
 
A statistical analysis was conducted to determine if a given forecast methodology was better than 
others given various conditions. The intent of the statistical analysis was to inform decision 
makers as to the most accurate forecasting method to use in the future. Our analytical plan 
consisted of three parts: testing forecast success rates, testing for the most accurate forecast 
methodology, and determining the key attributes of successful forecasts. These analyses are 
described in the following sections.  
 
2.4.3.1 SUCCESS RATE ANALYSIS 
 
We used a binomial test to compare each forecast methodology’s success rate with a 
hypothesized probability of success based on a random guess. Forecasting methods that failed to 
outperform the hypothesized test were considered as poor choices for technology forecasts. We 
continued the analysis by comparing success rates for the methodologies against each other, to 
determine if there was statistically significant evidence that some methods were more accurate 
than other methods. 
 
2.4.3.2 TEMPORAL ERROR ANALYSIS 
 
The TFE describes the magnitude of the forecast error and the STFE indicates the tendency to 
forecast early or late. Therefore, forecasting methodologies with a small average TFE are 
considered more accurate than methodologies with a large average TFE and those with positive 
average STFE are considered to generally predict too early while those with a negative average 
STFE are considered to generally predict too late. For all methodologies, we assessed whether 
one methodology was better (more accurate), than another by comparing mean accuracy of TFE 
and STFE. 
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2.4.3.3 KEY ATTRIBUTES ANALYSIS 
 
The previous tests were designed to provide insights about the most appropriate forecasting 
methodology given a technology area tag and time frame. The last phase of the analysis was 
designed to elucidate whether, given a forecast with specific attributes, it is possible to predict 
with any confidence the accuracy of the forecast. To accomplish this, we conducted a multiple 
regression analysis as well as several data mining techniques to determine the influence (if any) 
of each attribute on the accuracy of a forecast. This analysis was conducted for each forecasting 
method and each technology area tag. We extended this analysis by including some of the other 
forecast attributes, such as TRL, publication type, and geographic region.  
 
3.0 STUDY RESULTS 
 
This section provides an overview of the results of all analyses, including forecast metrics and 
statistical analyses. 
 
3.1.1 DOCUMENT COLLECTION METRICS 
 
We extracted 2,278 forecasts from 300 forecast documents. Of these forecasts, 2,092 were 
assessable; these 2,092 came from 277 forecast documents. Ultimately, we were able to verify 
1,058 statistically assessable forecasts from 217 documents (including three forecasts that were 
later determined to be statistical outliers). Of the 1,058 verified forecasts, approximately 70% 
(736) of the predicted events had been realized. Only five forecast documents contained more 
than 30 verified forecasts and the largest number of verified forecasts from a single document 
was 46. Each forecast document is carefully cited; a full list of the documents included in the 
analysis is provided in appendix C.8   
 
Nearly 60% of the forecast documents in our sample set of 300 originated from North America. 
Approximately 25% of the documents in our sample originated from Asia and Europe and only 
5% originated from Australia and New Zealand. We were unable to extract forecasts from 
documents originating in Africa or South America. Figure 5 shows the distribution of forecasts by 
region. 
 

                                                
8 Appendix C is provided in electronic format only as a set of four comma-separated value files.  
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FIGURE 5. NUMBER OF FORECAST DOCUMENTS BY REGION OF ORIGIN 

 
With the exception of market research firms, all publication types are well represented in our 
sample set. Academic publications represent 30% of the total forecast documents, with most other 
documents split between government publications, industry, and trade press, with a slightly 
smaller percentage for strategic analysis firms. Although market research firms produce many 
forecast documents, these documents are typically available for purchase only and there is 
sufficient information available from open sources to evaluate these documents. Figure 6 shows a 
breakout of forecast documents by publication type.  
 

 
FIGURE 6. NUMBER OF FORECAST DOCUMENTS BY PUBLICATION TYPE 
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3.1.2 FORECAST COLLECTION METRICS 
 
Each of the assessable forecasts was characterized by nine attributes identified in the initial 
study.9 This section highlights some of the more informative findings associated with 
technological forecasts and their distribution among the nine attributes.  
 
The forecast methodology attribute forms the basis for many of the statistical analyses described 
in section 4. Through this expansion effort we were able to collect a sufficient number of verified 
forecasts in each methodology to allow for comparative analysis. Our findings indicate that expert 
sourcing and expert analysis methods are the dominant forecast methodologies, with about 50% 
of assessable and verified forecasts falling into these methods. The gaming and scenarios 
methodology remains the least represented. However, the percentage of verified forecasts using 
this methodology increased significantly during this expansion. There are approximately 100 
verified forecasts associated with all other methodologies, greatly increasing the statistical 
confidence in our findings as compared to the initial study. Figure 7 shows the distribution of 
assessable and verified forecasts by methodology. 

 
FIGURE 7. NUMBER OF ASSESSABLE AND VERIFIED FORECASTS PER FORECAST 

METHODOLOGY 
 
Compared to the initial study, the number of assessable and verified forecasts within most 
technology area tags increased significantly. Exceptions include production, photonic and 
phononic, and maritime transportation technologies, which have a relatively small number of 

                                                
9 The attributes are: forecast methodology, technology area tag, time frame, prediction type, geographic origin, 
geographic region forecasted about, technology readiness level (TRL), and technology complexity (system- versus 
component-level technologies). 
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assessable forecasts. The verification rate for forecasts about maritime transportation technologies 
was unusually low at 23%, compared to the average verification rate of between 40 and 60% for 
other technology area tags. More new forecasts for computer and communication technologies 
were identified than any other technology area and these areas now represent about 45% of the 
sample set. Figure 8 shows the distribution of assessable and verified forecasts by technology 
area. 

 
FIGURE 8. NUMBER OF FORECASTS PER TECHNOLOGY AREA TAG 

 
The short term continues to be the dominant time frame used in forecasts, with more 60% of 
assessable and verified forecasts having predicted timeframes of less then five years. There are 
approximately 30% fewer verified long-term forecasts than medium-term forecasts in our sample 
set. Figure 9 shows the distribution of assessable and verified forecasts by timeframe. 
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FIGURE 9. NUMBER OF ASSESSABLE AND VERIFIED FORECASTS PER TIME FRAME 

 
Generally, there are more forecasts about mature technologies; our sample contains almost three 
times as many assessable forecasts associated with high-TRL technologies than low-TRL 
technologies—a trend that continued through forecast verification. A similar ratio is seen in 
technology complexity, with nearly three times as many verified forecasts that predict about 
systems or systems of systems technologies compared to subsystems and components. This ratio 
is closer to two for assessable forecasts.  
 
3.2  COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF FORECAST METRICS 
 
This section provides highlights from a comparative analysis of forecast metrics across the 1055 
verified forecasts, excluding three outliers. These observations build on the findings of previous 
research using an initial dataset of 310 verified forecasts. Section 4 discusses the statistical 
significance of observations highlighted in this section.  
 
Forecast time frame is positively correlated with success and forecast realization; both short- and 
medium-term forecasts are realized significantly more often than long-term forecasts, by almost 
20 percentage points. Medium-term forecasts continue to perform slightly better than long-term 
forecasts with respect to success. However, short-term forecasts are significantly more successful 
than medium- or long-term forecasts by seven percentage points. The most significant change 
from the original report’s findings with respect to time frame is that long-term forecasts are no 
longer statistically less successful than medium-term forecasts. Table 2 summarizes the success 
rates by time frame.  
 

TABLE 2. SUCCESS RATE BY TIME FRAME 
Time Frame Not Realized Realized Successful 

Short term 28% 72% 35% 
Medium term 27% 73% 28% 
Long term 46% 54% 27% 
Average 30% 70% 33% 
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The realization rates for quantitative trend analysis and models are both well above average, with 
81% (56 of 69) and 83% (114 of 137), respectively. Source analysis and gaming and scenarios 
also were above average, at about 75% realization compared to an average of 70%. The 
remaining methodologies were roughly consistent at about 62-65%, with expert sourcing methods 
slightly higher at 68%. These observations are roughly consistent with respect to success rates, 
where quantitative trend analysis performs the best at a 45% success rate. At 37%, models are 
also above the average success rate. For the most part, the remaining methodologies fall slightly 
below the average rate of 33%. Qualitative trend analysis is an exception, with a statistically 
significant low rate of 24%. The consistency of these findings differ from the initial study of 310 
forecast, which indicated qualitative trend analysis and expert sourcing had significantly high 
realization rates and average success rates, further indicating convergence as additional forecasts 
were added. 
 
When accounting for time frame, quantitative trend analysis—and models, to a lesser degree—
remain top-performing methodologies. Quantitative trend analysis and models have the two 
highest realization rates in the short and medium terms, although both are below average in the 
long term. For success rates, quantitative trend analysis (at 56%) outperforms all other 
methodologies across all time frames except for models (at 60%) in the medium term. Forecasts 
generated from quantitative trend analysis do have a significantly high percentage of predictions 
about computer technologies (the technology area with the highest statistically significant success 
rate), with 46% of quantitative trend analysis forecasts falling into this technology area tag, 
compared to 21% for expert analysis methods, the methodology with the second highest 
percentage of forecasts about computer technologies. However, when comparing success rates for 
methodologies solely within the computer technology area tag, quantitative trend analysis 
performs slight below average, indicating the predominance of forecasts about computer 
technologies is not influencing the success rates of associated forecast methodologies. When 
quantitative trend analysis was compared to all other methodologies while correcting for 
technology area tag and time frame, it did not demonstrate a statistically better success rate. This 
is due in part to the small sample size of quantitative forecasts that did not project over the short 
term or make predictions about computer technologies.     
 

TABLE 3. SUCCESS RATES BY METHODOLOGY  
Methodology Not Realized Realized Successful 

Quantitative trend analysis 19% 81% 45% 
Multiple 38% 62% 33% 
Qualitative trend analysis 35% 65% 24% 
Expert sourcing 32% 68% 32% 
Models 17% 83% 37% 
Expert analysis methods 37% 63% 32% 
Gaming and scenarios 24% 76% 28% 
Source analysis 26% 74% 31% 
Average 30% 70% 33% 

 
In general, success rates for the technology area tags are similar to the average success rate of 
33%, indicating that technology types have limited impact on forecast success. Maritime 
transportation technology has the largest percentage of successful forecasts at 56%. However, 
with only nine forecasts about this technology, the high success rate is likely a product of small 
sample size. The computer technology tag has the largest percentage of successful forecasts with 
a statistically significant number of forecasts, with 40% of the 159 forecasts successful (seven 
points above average). Photonics and phononics technology forecasts had the lowest success rate 
at 18%. However, this technology area tag also had a low sample size of 17 forecasts. Sensor 
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technology had the second lowest success rate at 9% below average. Realization rates showed 
less convergence, with computer, energy and power, maritime, and materials technologies above 
80%. Interestingly, both energy and power technologies and materials technologies have below 
average success rates of 28 and 29%, respectively. 
 
The degree of interpretation metric was developed to provide insight into the vagueness of 
forecasts. However, in practice it proved to be impossible to separate forecast vagueness from the 
effort required to verify a forecast, which is sometimes due to reasons other than ambiguous 
language. We found that degree of interpretation does not provide a useful comparison for 
attributes, especially through the broad sourcing process. In general, our process was able to 
exclude forecast that were too vague or required significant effort to verify, as indicated by the 
low number of forecasts that required a lot of interpretation. The remaining values for degree of 
interpretation are fairly consistent across publication types, as shown in figure 10. As noted 
above, our sample set was comprised of few forecasts from market research firms; forecasts in 
this category were extracted from seven documents. There is therefore too little data to draw 
conclusions about the different distributions.  
 

 
FIGURE 10. DEGREE OF INTERPRETATION BY PUBLICATION TYPE 

        
4.0 KEY FINDINGS 
 
Section 3 described the data in our sample. We applied two series of analysis—success test and 
temporal error test—to determine if the observations made in section 3 could be extended to the 
population of forecasts, thereby allowing us to draw conclusions about the population of 
forecasts. We also conducted classical analysis of potential predictive models that could be used 
to assess forecast accuracy based on key attributes. Developing a meaningful model would enable 
the prediction of forecast accuracy with some level of confidence. This section provides the 
results of these analyses. 
 
4.1 TEST FOR SUCCESS  
 
We defined a successful forecast as one whose prediction was realized within 30% of the 
forecasted timeframe. Any verified forecast whose prediction had not yet been realized or was 
realized outside of the 30% range was considered a failed forecast. Our analysis considered 
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multiple factors and attributes to determine whether some types of forecasts demonstrated 
significantly higher success rates than other types. The success analysis consisted of two parts:   
 

1. A test against a control to determine if forecasts provide more information than an 
uninformed guess, and 

2. Tests against each other to determine if some forecasting attributes have higher success 
rates than others  

 
4.1.1 TEST AGAINST A CONTROL   
 
Consistent with the previous study, we bounded the ranges of the uninformed random guess by 
the 99th percentile of forecast horizons and the 95th percentile of the temporal errors (see appendix 
E for the derivation of the values of the revised uninformed random guess). Table 4 shows the 
comparison of the sample set for this study and the previous study. 
 

TABLE 4. SAMPLE SET COMPARISON  
Measure Previous Study Current Study 

Upper limit on forecast horizon 20 years 25 years 
Upper limit on forecast temporal error 10 years 15.5 years 
Forecasts excluded for lengthy horizon 4 4 
Forecasts excluded for lengthy TFE 11 36 
Adjusted sample size 295 1,018 
ρ .247 .221 
 
Appendix E provides a list of all forecasts excluded from this test and the reason that each was 
excluded. 
 
To evaluate success, we conducted a two-tailed binomial test and developed our confidence 
intervals using Wilson’s method with a continuity correction. We allowed ρ to be the success rate 
for an uninformed random guess, which we compared to the number of successes and 
observations for each methodology. Thus, our hypothesis test was: 
 

 
Where: ri is the observed success rate for methodology i, and 
 ρ is the expected success rate for a random guess 

 
In this test, we rejected the null hypothesis if there was an observed success rate for a given 
methodology that was so low that it was unlikely to have been generated by a binomial 
distribution with a probability of success equal to ρ. Failing to reject the null hypothesis indicated 
that there was sufficient evidence that ri was approximately ρ. Table 5 provides the results of the 
binomial test for each of the methodologies compared to ρ=.221. 
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TABLE 5. BINOMIAL TEST FOR FORECAST METHODOLOGIES 
Method Successes Failures Success 

Rate p-value 

Quantitative trend analysis 31 37 0.456 0.000 
Models 51 84 0.378 0.000 
Expert sourcing 88 178 0.331 0.000 
Expert analysis methods 79 160 0.331 0.000 
Multiple 32 66 0.327 0.015 
Source analysis 31 64 0.326 0.018 
Gaming and scenarios 7 19 0.269 0.635 
Qualitative trend analysis 24 67 0.264 0.314 
Random guess - - 0.221 - 
 
Gaming and scenarios and qualitative trend analysis were the two forecasting methods for which 
we failed to reject the null hypothesis; there is insufficient evidence in the observed sample set to 
assert that these two methods perform better than an uninformed guess. In the previous study, the 
source analysis method was the only one for which we failed to reject the null; its success rate is 
substantially greater in this larger data set. During the previous study, qualitative trend analysis 
(QLA) was one of the better performing methods during this study. In this data set, however, 
QLA is the worst performing method. We attribute this significant shift in performance to the fact 
that QLA had a relatively small sample size (14 out of 295) in the previous study. Finally, in the 
previous study, quantitative trend analysis (QTA) was the best performing method with a 64% 
success rate. Its success rate has dropped significantly (nearly 20 percentage points) but it still 
presents the best success rate of all methods studied. 
 
Table 6 compares the success rates of forecast methodologies during the previous study to the 
new success rates. We note in yellow the methods with significant changes in success rates 
between the two studies (QTA, multiple forecasting methodologies, source analysis, and QLA). 
The success rate associated with QTA methods decreased by nearly 20% but is still significantly 
higher than all other methods. The multiple and qualitative trend analysis methods also 
experienced decreased success rates. The changes for the multiple and qualitative trend analysis 
were expected since they had small sample sizes in the previous study. 
 

TABLE 6. COMPARISON OF FORECAST METHODOLOGY SUCCESS RATE 

 
Our probability of success for a randomly generated uninformed guess assumes a uniform 
distribution from one to 25 years for the forecast horizon. In other words, to be completely 
uninformed, we assume that the population of forecast time horizons is evenly distributed among 
the 25-year span. However, our data set indicates that the distribution of forecasts is weighted 
more towards the short-term horizon than the medium- and long-term horizons, as seen in figure 
11.   

New Sample Set Previous Sample Set 
Method 

Population Success Rate Population Success Rate 
Quantitative trend analysis 68 0.46 28 0.64 
Models 135 0.38 17 0.35 
Multiple 266 0.33 6 0.5 
Expert analysis methods 239 0.33 71 0.32 
Expert sourcing 98 0.33 115 0.38 
Source analysis 95 0.33 28 0.14 
Qualitative trend analysis 26 0.27 14 0.43 
Gaming and scenarios 91 0.27 16 0.31 
Overall 1,018 0.34 295 0.37 
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FIGURE 11. DISTRIBUTION OF THE FORCAST HORIZON  

 
Thus, our assumption of uniformity unintentionally biases the test in favor of the random guess 
since it places more guesses in the long-term than what could be expected given our observations. 
The bias occurs because of the allowable range. Given our definition of success, forecasts with a 
longer horizon have a higher probability of success than do short-term forecasts. For example, a 
forecast with a two-year horizon has a 7.5% chance of being successful, whereas a 20-year 
forecast has a 32.5% chance of being successful. By placing more forecasts in the long term than 
what could be expected, we inflate the random guess’ probability of success. If we allow our 
random guess to be informed by the empirical distribution of forecast horizons (weight the 
probability of each year’s outcome by its observed frequency), our informed random guess has a 
much lower success rate (ρ = .111) since it has a higher proportion of short-term guesses. When 
testing against the success rate of the informed random guess, we reject H0 for all methods 
(sufficient evidence that all forecast methods are better than a guess if our data set is 
representative of the distribution of technology forecast horizons). Figure 12 shows the observed 
success rate for each method along with a 95% confidence interval for each success rate. The 
horizontal lines represent the theoretical success rates for both the uninformed and informed 
random guesses. 
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FIGURE 12. OBSERVED SUCCESS RATES BY FORECASTING METHODOLOGY COMPARED TO 

BOTH THE UNINFORMED AND INFORMED RANDOM GUESS. 
 
The 30% allowable range used to determine the success or failure of a forecast is based upon a 
subjective assessment by the government that a forecast with an error outside of that range would 
be of limited value. To determine the sensitivity of the results with respect to the allowable range, 
we varied the allowable range in 10% increments from 0% allowable range (wherein the 
forecaster must get the year exactly right) to 100% allowable range (wherein the predicted event 
must occur anytime within the forecast horizon) and reevaluated the success/failure metric for 
each methodology as well as the hypothetical probability of success given an uninformed guess 
and informed guess. Table 7 provides the results of the sensitivity analysis. The values in the 
table indicate the range over which the findings reported in figure 11 are valid. 

 
TABLE 7. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Uninformed Guess Informed Guess 
Method 

Lower Limit Upper Limit Lower Limit Upper Limit 
Expert analysis methods 0% 40% 0% 100% 
Expert sourcing 0% 50% 0% 100% 
Gaming and scenarios 0% 100% 10% 100% 
Models 0% 100% 0% 100% 
Multiple 0% 30% 0% 100% 
Qualitative trend analysis 30% 100% 0% 80% 
Quantitative trend analysis 0% 100% 0% 100% 
Source analysis 0% 30% 0% 100% 

 
Using the uninformed guess, these results mean that if a 30% allowable range is too high, then all 
findings would hold except for the finding that QLA may not perform better than an uninformed 
guess. If a 30% allowable range is considered too low, the current findings will change as the 
allowable range increases. For example, the finding that forecasts that were generated from 
multiple methodologies are better than a guess does not hold for allowable ranges above 30%. 
The number of changes close to 30% indicates that these findings are sensitive to the selection of 
the allowable range value.  
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When considering the informed guess, our reported findings are robust with respect to the 
selection of the allowable range values, indicating that if the distribution of the forecasts in the 
sample set is representative of the population of forecasts, then all forecast methods are better 
than a guess. 
 
4.1.2 COMPARING METHODS TO EACH OTHER 
 
For the test against the control (success test), we used a trimmed data set of 1,018 forecasts to 
maintain consistency with the previous study. For this section of the analysis, we use the full data 
set (1,058 forecasts minus three outliers). Table 8 shows the distribution of all 1,055 forecasts by 
methodology and each method’s success rate. The values are not significantly different than the 
values reported under the control analysis and all observations that hold for the reduced set of 
1,018 forecasts hold for this data set as well. The success and failure observations from the full 
data set shown in table 8 will be used for subsequent analysis. 
 

TABLE 8. DISTRIBUTION OF THE UNTRIMMED FORECAST DATA SET BY METHODOLOGY 
Method Total Success Failure Success Rate 

Quantitative trend analysis 69 31 38 0.45 
Models 137 51 86 0.37 
Multiple 98 32 66 0.33 
Expert analysis methods 244 79 165 0.32 
Expert sourcing 276 88 188 0.32 
Source analysis 100 31 69 0.31 
Gaming and scenarios 29 8 21 0.28 
Qualitative trend analysis 102 24 78 0.24 

 
QTA has a higher success rate than the other methods. To determine whether this was a 
statistically significant observation, we used Fisher’s Exact Test to compare the success rate of 
QTA to those of the other methodologies. We used the following hypothesis test for this 
comparison: 
 

 Where: rt is the observed success rate of the QTA method, and  
 rs is the observed success rate of each other method 

 
We rejected the null hypothesis if there was sufficient evidence to indicate that it would be 
unlikely to observe a large difference in the number of successes if both methods had similar 
probabilities of success. This would imply that QTA has a true probability of success greater than 
the other methods. We conducted these tests with the success rates associated with the 30% rule. 
Table 9 provides the results of this test.  
 

TABLE 9. FISHER’S EXACT TEST COMPARING QTA TO OTHER FORECASTING METHODS 
QTA compared to  p-value 

Qualitative trend analysis 0.003 
Expert sourcing 0.030 
Expert analysis 0.038 
Source analysis 0.046 
Multiple 0.074 
Gaming and scenarios 0.083 
Models 0.180 
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There is statistically significant evidence (at a level of significance of .05) that QTA methods 
have a true probability of success greater than expert sourcing, expert analysis, source analysis, 
and qualitative trend analysis. The gaming and scenarios method has a success rate that is nearly 
20% lower than the QTA method. However, we fail to reject H0, meaning the observation that 
QTA is better than the gaming and scenarios method is not statistically relevant. The high p-
value, however, is a product of the small sample size (29) for the gaming and scenario method 
relative to the other sample sizes. 
 
4.2 SUCCESS RATE ANALYSIS BY TECHNOLOGY AREA TAG 
 
The technology area tag that is predicted about is a key attribute associated with forecasts, and we 
sought to determine whether some technology area tags have a higher success rate than others. 
Table 10 describes the success and failures of all 1,055 forecasts distributed by technology area 
tags.  
 
TABLE 10. DISTRIBUTION OF FORECAST SUCCESS AND FAILURES BY TECHNOLOGY AREA TAG 

Technology Area Tag Total Success Failure Success 
Rate 

Maritime transportation technology 9 5 4 0.555 
Computer technology 159 63 96 0.396 
Autonomous/robotics technology 58 21 37 0.362 
Communications technology 293 104 189 0.354 
Production technology 20 7 13 0.350 
Air transportation technology 30 10 20 0.333 
Physical, chemical, and mechanical system 42 13 29 0.309 
Space technology 77 23 54 0.298 
Materials technology 38 11 27 0.289 
Biological technology 88 25 63 0.284 
Energy and power technology 95 27 68 0.284 
Ground transportation technology 82 21 61 0.256 
Sensor technology 47 11 36 0.234 
Photonics and phononics technology 17 3 14 0.176 

 
Maritime transportation technology has a very high success rate compared to all other forecasts 
but its sample size is very small relative to the other technology areas. We therefore exclude 
maritime transportation for consideration as having the highest success rate.  
 
In the previous study, computer and autonomous/robotics (CAR) technology area tags had 
statistically higher success rates than other technology area tags. In the larger data set, CAR again 
is the most successful. To determine whether this was a statistically significant observation, we 
used Fisher’s Exact Test to compare CAR to the success rate of all other technology area tags 
combined, and then against each of the other methods. Finally, we compared the computer 
technology area tag by itself against each of the other technology tags. We used the following 
hypothesis test for this comparison: 
 

 
Where: rcar is the observed success rate of the CAR technology area tags, and  
 ro is the observed success rate of each/all other technology area tags 
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Table 11 provides the results of the CAR tests while table 12 provides results of the comparison 
of computer technology forecasts to each of the technology area tags. Given the small sample size 
for maritime transportation technology forecasts, we excluded it from individual technology area 
tag comparisons. Instead, it is included in the “all other technology area tags” category. 
 

TABLE 11. FISHER’S EXACT TEST COMPARING CAR TECHNOLOGY AREA TAGS TO OTHER 
TECHNOLOGY TAGS 

CAR compared to  p-value 
All other technology area tags 0.02 

Ground transportation technology 0.02 
Sensor technology 0.03 
Energy and power technology 0.05 
Biological technology 0.06 
Photonics and phononics technology 0.07 

Space technology 0.11 

Materials technology 0.17 
Physical, chemical, and mechanical system 0.22 
Communications technology 0.26 
Air transportation technology 0.36 
Production technology 0.47 

 
Table 12 indicates that CAR technology area tags have a higher success rate than all other tags 
combined, which is consistent with the findings of the previous study. However, when compared 
against each individual technology area tag, its success rate is not significantly better than the 
majority of the technology area tags.  
 
TABLE 12. COMPARISON OF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY AREA TAG FORECASTS TO ALL OTHER 

TECHNOLOGY AREA TAGS 
Computer technology compared to p-value 

All other technology areas 0.03 
Ground transportation technology 0.02 

Sensor technology 0.03 
Biological technology 0.05 
Energy and power technology 0.05 
Photonics and phononics technology 0.06 

Space technology 0.09 
Materials technology 0.15 
Physical, chemical, and mechanical system 0.20 
Communications technology 0.22 
Air transportation technology 0.33 
Autonomous/robotics technology 0.38 
Production technology 0.44 

 
Between the two technology areas included in CAR, the computer technology area tag had the 
highest success rate. However, the results indicate that while computer technology forecasts do 
appear to come from a different distribution than do all other forecasts consolidated, we cannot 
assert with statistical significance that forecasts about computer technologies have a higher 
success rate than each of the other technology area tags. 
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4.3 SUCCESS RATE ANALYSIS BY TIMEFRAME 
 
Timeframe is the third key attribute of technological forecasts. Table 13 provides the success 
rates associated with the 1,055 forecasts distributed by timeframe.   

 
TABLE 13. DISTRIBUTION OF FORECAST SUCCESS RATES BASED ON TIMEFRAME 

Time Frame Total Success Failure Success Rate 
Short term 727 254 473 0.35 
Medium term 193 54 139 0.28 
Long term 135 36 99 0.27 

 
Short-term forecasts have a higher success rate. To determine if there was statistical significance 
associated with this observation, we used Fisher’s Exact Test and the following hypothesis test to 
evaluate the observation: 
 

 

Where: rs is the observed success rate of the short-term forecasts, and  
 ro is the observed success rate of each timeframe 

 
Table 14 provides the results of the test. There is statistical significance to the observation that 
short-term forecasts have a higher success rate than do medium-term and long-term forecasts. 
 

TABLE 14. FISHER’S EXACT TEST COMPARING SHORT-TERM FORECAST SUCCESS RATES TO 
OTHER TIMEFRAME SUCCESS RATES 

Short-term compared to p-value 
Long term 0.037 
Medium term 0.040 

 
4.4 SUCCESS RATE ANALYSIS: AD HOC QUERIES 
 
During the original study, we noticed that QTA had a significantly higher percentage of short-
term forecasts than did other forecast methods. Table 15 describes the distribution of forecast 
methods by time frame for the new data set. QTA no longer stands out as having a 
disproportionately high number of short-term forecasts. Moreover, two other methods (gaming 
and scenarios and QLA) have a disproportionately high number of long-term forecasts. Given that 
the length of a time horizon does indicate a difference in success rate, we reviewed the impact of 
forecast time frame with respect to methodology. The last three columns of table 15 provide the 
success rate for each method broken out by time frame. 
 

TABLE 15. DISTRIBUTION OF FORECASTS BY METHODOLOGY AND TIMEFRAME 
% by Time Frame Success Rates 

Method Short 
term 

Medium 
term 

Long 
term 

Total 
Overall Short 

term 
Medium 

term 
Long 
term 

Quantitative trend 
analysis 71.0% 13.0% 15.9% 69 0.449 0.449 0.556 0.364 

Models 86.9% 10.2% 2.9% 137 0.372 0.378 0.357 0.250 
Multiple 83.7% 5.1% 11.2% 98 0.327 0.317 0.600 0.273 
Expert analysis 75.4% 20.5% 4.1% 244 0.324 0.337 0.300 0.200 
Expert sourcing 56.5% 30.1% 13.4% 276 0.319 0.340 0.277 0.324 
Source analysis 80.0% 11.0% 9.0% 100 0.310 0.375 0.000 0.111 
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% by Time Frame Success Rates 
Method Short 

term 
Medium 

term 
Long 
term 

Total 
Overall Short 

term 
Medium 

term 
Long 
term 

Gaming and scenarios 69.0% 0.0% 31.0% 29 0.276 0.250 - 0.333 
Qualitative trend 
analysis 36.3% 20.6% 43.1% 102 0.235 0.297 0.143 0.227 

 
Regardless of timeframe, QTA maintains its rank as the method with the highest success rate. 
However, from a statistical significance perspective, even at a level of significance of 0.1, we 
cannot state that QTA comes from a different distribution than do all other forecasting methods 
when short-term forecasts are removed from the sample set. This implies that QTA benefits from 
its performance in short-term forecasts and is not necessarily better at forecasts with longer 
horizons. We attribute this finding, however, to the small sample size (20) of QTA when short-
term forecasts are removed from consideration.  
 
During this analysis, 59% of the forecasts in which the QTA method was applied were in the 
CAR technology area tag. Since both CAR and QTA exhibited higher than average success rates, 
we sought to determine if there was a cause and effect relationship between the CAR technology 
area tag and the QTA method. We first modified the data set by removing all QTA forecasts and 
then compared CAR forecasts to all other technology area tags. Table 16 provides the results of 
this test. 
 

TABLE 16. COMPARISON OF CAR TECHNOLOGY AREA TAG FORECASTS TO OTHER 
FORECASTING TECHNOLOGY TAGS WHEN QUANTITATIVE TREND ANALYSIS FORECASTS ARE 

REMOVED FROM SAMPLE SET 
p-value Success Rate 

CAR compared to: 
w/QTA w/o QTA w/QTA w/o QTA 

CAR technologies   .387 .402 
Communications technology 0.257 0.194 0.355 0.352 
Production technology 0.472 0.429 0.350 0.350 
Air transportation technology 0.361 0.622 0.333 0.409 
Physical, chemical, and mechanical system 0.220 0.193 0.310 0.308 

Space technology 0.105 0.091 0.299 0.299 

Materials technology 0.167 0.102 0.289 0.270 

Biological technology 0.057 0.011 0.284 0.238 

Energy and power technology 0.052 0.059 0.284 0.290 

Ground transportation technology 0.023 0.028 0.256 0.263 

Sensor technology 0.032 0.029 0.234 0.234 
Photonics and phononics technology 0.066 0.058 0.176 0.176 

 
With the exception of air transportation technology (22 observations), all other technology area 
tags demonstrated marginal change (increases and decreases) in success rates and p-values. 
Success rates among air transportation technology forecasts actually improved with the removal 
of the QTA forecasts. This implies the success rates for forecasts about CAR technologies does 
not benefit by the disproportionately large number of QTA forecasts.  
 
We next modified the data set by removing CAR forecasts. We then compared QTA forecasts to 
all other methods to determine if CAR technology forecasts were responsible for QTA’s high 
success rate. Table 17 provides the results of this analysis. 
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TABLE 17. COMPARISON OF QTA FORECASTS TO OTHER FORECASTING METHODS WHEN 
CAR TECHNOLOGY TAG FORECASTS HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM THE SAMPLE SET 

p-value Success Rate 
QTA compared to: 

w/CAR w/o CAR w/CAR w/o CAR 
QTA   0.449 0.429 
Models 0.180 0.283 0.372 0.35 
Multiple 0.074 0.068 0.327 0.25 
Expert analysis methods 0.038 0.155 0.324 0.311 
Expert sourcing 0.030 0.178 0.319 0.322 
Source analysis 0.046 0.209 0.310 0.323 
Gaming and scenarios 0.083 0.150 0.276 0.259 
Qualitative trend analysis 0.003 0.042 0.235 0.232 

 
With the exception of forecasts that used multiple methodologies (72 observations), all other 
success rates demonstrated only marginal changes (increases and decreases) when CAR forecasts 
were removed from the data set. However, p-values did exhibit substantial changes resulting in no 
statistically significant differences in observed success rates, implying that QTA performance is a 
result of the disproportionately large number of CAR forecasts. However, the large p-value 
changes could not have been influenced by marginal shifts in the observed success rates. By 
removing CAR technology forecasts from the sample set, QTA’s sample size dropped from 69 
observations in the full data set to 28 observations in the revised data set. We believe these p-
value shifts are a result of the small sample size for the QTA forecasts. 
 
Based on the results of these ad hoc queries on the success rate of forecasts, QTA method is a 
better forecasting method than the other methods analyzed. Its higher success rate is not attributed 
to the timeframes in which the forecasts were distributed and is not dependant upon the 
technology area tags in which its forecasts were distributed. Additionally, short-term forecasts 
have a higher success rate than do longer-term forecasts. 
 
4.5 TESTS FOR TEMPORAL ERROR 
 
The previous test evaluated the performance of forecast types with respect to success rates. These 
success rates were based off of a binary attribute that only indicates whether a forecast produced 
results within a given threshold. A related but more informative assessment of forecast 
performance is one based on the difference in time (years for this study) between the expected 
year of the forecasted event occurring and the year it actually occurred. Forecasts defined by sets 
of attributes that generally result in small temporal errors would be better than forecasts defined 
by attributes that generally result in large temporal errors.  
 
For this series of tests, only those forecasts whose predicted events have been realized can be 
assessed, since these are the only forecasts for which the temporal error is known with some level 
of certainty. There are 736 forecasts from our sample of 1,055 that have been realized. Figure 13 
shows the distribution of the temporal errors associated with each of these forecasts. 
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FIGURE 13. DISTRIBUTION OF FORECAST TEMPORAL ERROR BY TIMEFRAME 

 
Visual inspection of the descriptive statistics associated with each method and timeframe in table 
18 indicated that some methods and timeframes might have come from different distributions 
than did other values (candidate values highlighted in yellow). To determine if there was a 
difference in the means of the underlying distributions of the attributes being investigated, we 
used the ANOVA test. The ANOVA requires the underlying distributions for each of the 
attributes being investigated to be normally distributed and have equal variance. Based on the 
results of both the Wilkes-Shapiro test for normality and the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff goodness of 
fit test, we have sufficient evidence that the data are not normally distributed. Research suggests 
that the ANOVA is sufficiently robust to overcome the normality assumption but that it is not 
robust against violations of equal variance10. Table 18 provides the TFE and STFE variances for 
each method and timeframe in the data set. The underlying variances are far too great for the 
assumption of equal variance.    
 

TABLE 18. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF FORECASTS DISTRIBUTED BY FORECAST METHOD 
Mean Variance Range STFE 

Attribute Realized 
Forecasts STFE TFE STFE TFE Min Max 

Methodology 
Expert analysis methods 244 -0.12 3.56 37.17 24.47 -22 35 
Expert sourcing 276 -1.21 4.47 48.55 29.92 -37 25 
Gaming and scenarios 29 -2.23 6.14 113.04 78.79 -37 8 
Models 137 -0.25 1.90 7.20 3.61 -8 9 
Multiple 98 0.26 3.90 35.77 20.37 -15 14 
Qualitative trend analysis 102 -1.23 7.11 112.99 63.24 -34 31 
Quantitative trend analysis 69 -1.41 3.27 28.97 20.13 -23 15 

Source analysis 100 -0.59 4.55 66.41 45.80 -29 34 

                                                
10 G.E. Box, “Non-Normality and Tests on Variances,” Biometrika, 40: 3-4 (1953): 318-335. 
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Mean Variance Range STFE 
Attribute Realized 

Forecasts STFE TFE STFE TFE Min Max 
Timeframe 

Long term 135 -1.77 7.16 117.27 68.52 -37 25 

Medium term 193 -2.06 6.84 98.80 55.91 -37 35 

Short term 727 -0.17 2.84 21.97 13.91 -24 31 

 
When data are not normally distributed, the Kruskal-Wallis (KW) test can be used as a non-
parametric equivalent of the ANOVA. The KW test requires the underlying distributions have 
similar shapes and ranges. Visual inspection of the data distributed by attribute reveals unimodal 
distributions with approximately similar ranges, but different directions and magnitude of 
skewness, indicating the underlying distributions are not similar. 
 
As the data do not fully support the use of either test, and lacking a credible alternative test for 
non-normally distributed and non independent and identically distributed variables, we default to 
the ANOVA test since generally parametric test have a higher power than do non-parametric 
tests. To compensate for the significant differences in variance, we transformed the data by taking 
the log10 of each STFE and TFE value and conducted the tests on the transformed data. Results 
indicated that for the TFE, there were statistically significant differences based on the technology 
area tag, methodology, and time frame. With respect to the STFE, only technology area tag and 
time frame resulted in statistically significant differences in the underlying distribution. Table 19 
provides the result of all six tests. 
 

TABLE 19. RESULTS OF THE ANOVA TEST WITH RESPECT TO DIFFERENCES IN FORECAST 
MEANS 

Attribute Variable of Interest F statistic p-value 
Method TFE 7.68 0.000 
Tech area tag TFE 3.12 0.001 
Time frame TFE 36.77 0.000 
Method STFE 1.68 0.115 
Tech area tag STFE 2.25 0.012 

Time frame STFE 5.57 0.005 

 
The ANOVA informs there are differences, but does not indicate which methods, technology 
areas, and timeframes are different. To determine this, we used the Tukey-Kramer Honestly 
Significant Difference Test (TKHSD) to determine which attribute values were different. Based 
on the results of this test there was statistical evidence that shows: 
 
 1) QLA has the worst (largest) temporal error of all methods assessed, and 
 2) Short-term forecasts have the best (smallest) temporal error of the three timeframes 

assessed. 
 
All other comparisons resulted in inconclusive results. While the gaming and scenarios method 
clearly appears to be similar to the QLA method with respect to performance, its small sample 
size countered any differences that may have been present. The models method only exhibited 
superiority when compared to expert sourcing and expert analysis. In all other comparisons 
between the modeling method and the remaining methods, there was insufficient evidence to 
draw any conclusions at a significance level of 0.10.  
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Surprisingly, in spite of its performance on the success/failure tests, the QTA method did not 
come from a different distribution with respect to TFE.11 After inspecting the data for a possible 
cause, we found that six forecasts that used QTA had very large STFE/TFE (in excess of 10 
years) that resulted in a large variance that its sample size could not overcome. While the 
ANOVA test did indicate there were significant differences in the technology area tag attribute 
and the TKHSD test revealed some pairings of technology area tag means that were statistically 
different, no information from either test indicated there was a universally better technology area 
tag with respect to forecast temporal error. 
 
Given the two findings from this test, we inspected the data more closely to see if we could 
discern any cause for these findings. While inspecting the data, we noticed that only 3% of all 
forecasts for the QLA method had a horizon of one year. This is about four times smaller than the 
average for all other methods (12%). Many of these one-year forecasts were unsuccessful, but 
only had a TFE of one year.12 A one-year forecast is perhaps predicting an event for which there 
is substantial evidence, and it therefore may be easier to generate an accurate forecast than it 
would with a lengthy time frame. In fact, both the gaming and scenarios method (0% of which 
were one-year forecasts) and the QLA method (3% of which were one-year forecasts) had very 
large TFE and STFE variances while the modeling method (30% of which were one-year 
forecasts) had very tight variances for the TFE and STFE.  
 
To determine whether the number of one-year forecasts was influencing the results of the 
TKHSD test, we conducted the ANOVA and TKHSD on only those forecasts with a horizon in 
excess of one year. While the ANOVA did indicate there were underlying differences in the 
methods, the TKHSD did not reveal any differences at the 95% confidence level. This finding 
indicates that the results of the previous tests (with all forecasts) were influenced by the number 
of one-year forecasts within the sample set. Results of the ANOVA and TKHSD on the modified 
data set with respect to timeframe confirmed the previous finding that short-term forecasts were 
in fact more accurate than were other longer-term forecasts. As a result, the only finding of 
statistical significance with respect to TFE and STFE is that short-term forecasts exhibit the least 
temporal error. 
 
4.6 IDENTIFICATION OF KEY ATTRIBUTES 
 
The final component of the analysis consisted of developing a model based on the nine attributes 
that could be use to predict forecast accuracy. Similar to the previous study, one- and two-
dimensional plots of data revealed no identifiable trends. Figure 14 shows the distribution of all 
forecasts by method and time frame in years. While the data do appear to be symmetric about the 
abscissa, in contrast to the previous study, there is statistical evidence that forecasts are generally 
more pessimistic (predict events will occur later than they actually do), with 25% more forecasts 
having a negative STFE. The negative slope on the regression line is based on the fact that there 
are nearly twice as many pessimistic forecasts in the medium-term as there are optimistic 
forecasts and the presence of significant STFE values in the 20- through 25-year time frame. 
 

                                                
11 The tests were not run on STFE since the ANOVA found no statistically significant differences in the method 
attribute. 
12 A one-year forecast has to get the year exactly right to be successful. 
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FIGURE 14. DISTRIBUTION OF FORECASTS BY METHOD AND TIME FRAME 

 
REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
 
We conducted an exhaustive regression analysis of the full data set using both linear and non-
linear regression models. Analysis included transformations of numerical data in an effort to 
identify a predictive model with an acceptable R2 value. The best performing regression on the 
data set returned an R2 value of .35, suggesting a low correlation between the attributes and 
accuracy of a forecast. This value is lower than the best R2 value returned from the previous data, 
indicating there was more randomness introduced into the dataset by adding more information. 
The implication of this finding is that the temporal error associated with a forecast is largely a 
function of random error. 
 
DATA MINING 
 
Failing to find a pattern in the data using traditional statistical methods, we turned to data mining 
techniques to determine if there were underlying patterns in the data that could be uncovered 
using machine learning algorithms. We applied the k-nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm, 
partitioning trees (PT), support vector machines (SVM), and neural networks (NN) to discover 
rules for classifying forecasts. We chose to use classification algorithms as opposed to regression 
algorithms since we had limited success using exact methods of regression. The exception to this 
approach was the application of neural networks; we used a classification algorithm for the 
success test and a regression test for the TFE and STFE. 
 
We used forecast success, TFE, and STFE as the target variables and converted them to classes. 
Success was divided into two class values—success or failure—based on the 30% rule. TFE and 
STFE were divided into eight and 16 classes, respectively, of five-year widths. Finally, we 
divided the data set of 736 realized forecasts into three groups: a training set (60% of the data), a 
validation set (20% of the data), and a testing set (20% of the data). The training set was used to 
develop parameters, values, and structures associated with the data mining algorithms. The 
validation set was used to adjust and modify parameters to refine the model to get the best results, 
and the test set was used to assess the performance of the refined model given the tuned 
parameters. Our objective was to develop a classification model using a combination of attributes 
that could successfully place at least 85% of the test set forecasts into the correct classification. 
We selected 85% as our threshold, since a naive model of classifying any forecast as a failure 
would result in a 67% accuracy rate, while classifying any model to have less than a five-year 
TFE would result in a 58% success rate. Table 20 provides the results of the data mining analysis. 
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TABLE 20. DATA MINING ANALYSIS RESULTS 
Model Variable Predictive 

Power R2 

KNN 53%  
PT 55%  
SVM 59%  
NN 

Success 

49%  
PT 74%  
SVM 71%  
NN 

TFE 
 0.3332 

PT 74%  
SVM 71%  
NN 

STFE 
 0.3204 

 
With few exceptions, each of the algorithms failed to produce a model that matched the 
performance of the naive model. Those models that did exceed the performance of the naive 
model were marginally better (on the order of less than 5%) and not near the minimum threshold 
of 85%. The rules produced by all of these methods were extensive and indicated an over fitting 
of data.  
 
Neither classical regression techniques nor data mining techniques were able to discern a 
meaningful relationship between the attributes included in this study and the temporal errors 
associated with forecast realization. This implies that the temporal error associated with a forecast 
is either highly influenced by a random component or some other attribute not collected during 
the data gathering process of this study. 
 
4.7 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
 
Despite substantially larger sample size of 1,055 statistically usable forecasts, the data were still 
noisy, indicating that there is minimal correlation between forecast accuracy and many of the 
forecast attributes studied. The two forecast attributes that did correlate to accuracy were time 
frame and methodology. Short-term forecasts have a higher success rate and smaller temporal 
error than do other forecasts with longer time frames, and the QTA method has a significantly 
higher success rate than do other forecasting methods. When correcting for short-term forecasts 
or well-performing technology area tags, this latter finding is no longer statistically significant, 
but just as large. We believe this loss of statistical significance is a result of sample size. The 
implication of this finding is that a forecast derived from quantitative data will generally perform 
better than a forecast derived from opinion and judgment. The findings about the influence of 
forecast time frame and methodology on accuracy are consistent with the results of the previous 
study.  
 
Our study also indicates that there is no combination of attributes we analyzed that could allow 
forecast consumers to accurately predict how large and in what direction temporal error will be 
for a given forecast. We believe this is because temporal errors are largely influenced by a 
random component or some attribute not identified in this study. One significant change from our 
previous study is that forecasts tend to be pessimistic, underestimating the year of event 
realization. The previous study found near balance between optimistic and pessimistic forecasts. 
 
As with the previous study, vague language continues to be a problem, with many forecast 
documents rejected during the document collection phase due to unspecific timeframes or 
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outcomes. Since more forecasts were used during this extension, vague language is likely a 
common feature among forecasts.  
 
5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE FORECASTS 
 
The results of this analysis indicate that consumers of forecasts should seek forecasts that were 
generated using quantitative methods, as well as those that predict events over the short term (one 
to five years). Moreover, consumers should keep in mind that most forecasts overestimate the 
date in which predicted events will be realized.  
 
Producers of technological forecasts should strive to provide enough detail to make the forecasts 
valuable to users by including a time frame and a clear description of the technology and what 
precisely will occur in the predicted time frame—technology emergence, evolution, migration, or 
market penetration.13 Many forecast documents reviewed during the data collection phase lacked 
sufficient information to make them useful to the study or assessable by analysts, suggesting that 
they are also not specific enough to be valuable to users without a significant amount of 
interpretation.  
 
 

                                                
13 For example, a forecast document that simply reads, “HDTVs, 2006-2010” may be predicting that the products will 
emerge on the market, may be adopted, or may be commonplace. In these cases, the analysts made assumptions about 
what type of prediction was being made.   
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APPENDIX A. ACRONYMS  
 
 
AMT    Amazon Mechanical Turk 
ANOVA   analysis of variance 
ASDR&E   Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering 
CAR    computer and autonomous/robotics 
CV    curriculum vitae 
KNN    k-nearest neighbor 
KW    Kruskal-Wallis 
NN    neural networks 
QLA    qualitative trend analysis 
QTA    quantitative trend analysis 
PT    partitioning trees 
STFE    signed temporal forecast error 
SVM    support vector machines 
TFE    temporal forecast error 
TKHSD   Tukey-Kramer Honestly Significant Difference 
TRL    technology readiness level 
U.S.    United States 
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APPENDIX B. STANDARD LEXICON AND ANALYSIS RULES 
 
B.1 STANDARD LANGUAGE  
 
Timeframe: 

• “A” (as in “a year”) = 1 
• “Few” = 3 
• “Some” = “few” = 3 
• “Couple” = 2 
• “Several” = “Multiple” = indicates a range of 4-10 
• “Variety/various” = “several” = 4-10 
• “Many” = context-specific; can be equivalent to significant (>15%) or several (a range of 

4-10) 
• “Majority/most” = >50% 
• “Short term” = 1 to 5 years 
• “Shortly” = 1 to 5 years 
• “Near term” = “Short term” = 1 to 5 years 
• “Coming years” or “years to come” = “short term” = 1 to 5 years 
• “Near Future” = “Short term” = 1 to 5 years 
• “Mid term” = 6 to 10 years 
• “Not too distant future” = “mid term” = 6 to 10 years 
• “Long term” = 11 to 25 years 
• “Soon” = near/short term = 1 to 5 years 
• “X years away” = evaluated as a negative forecast 
• “By the year”= evaluated date is the forecasted year 
• “By the 21st century” = 2000 
• “In the 21st century” = 2000—2099, can’t be evaluated 
• “In the next X years” = “within X years” = a date range from the year of the forecast to 

forecast + x years, evaluated date is the median   
• “In X-Y years” = a date range between x and y with the evaluation data at the median 
• “In the future” = not specific enough to include 
• “Early next decade” or “early in the 19XXs” = the first 3 years of the decade (i.e., 1970-

1973) 
• “Middle of the next decade” or “mid 19XXs” = the middle years of the decade (i.e., 

1974-1976) 
• “End of the next decade” or “late 19XXs” = the last years of the decade (i.e., 1977-1979) 
• “Foreseeable” = too vague to be analyzed on its own, requires further support from the 

document to determine timeframe 
 

Probabilistic Qualifiers: 
• “Improbable” = will not happen 
• “Maybe,” “may,” “is possible,” “can happen,” “could,” “perhaps” = equivalent to 40-

60% and excluded as a not forecast  
• “Will,” “should”, “likely”, “probably” = greater than 60% probability and treated as will 

occur 
 

Technology Maturity: 
• “Next Generation” = The version or follow-on model introduced after the technology that 

dominated its sector at the time of the forecast.  For instance, Windows NT is the next 
generation for Windows 3.1, the 486 is the next generation for the 386.  Next generation 
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may be different for military, civil, and commercial sectors for the same subject area and 
in the same time frame.  

• “Present/current generation” = The version of technology that dominates the sector at the 
time of the forecast. 

• “SOA” = The most advanced technology available at the time of the forecast. 
• “Commonplace” = technology is being used and is no longer in development 
• “In practical use” = used in consumer products 

 
Growth Rate: 

• “Annual rate(s)” = treated as compound annual growth rate 
• “Significant” = greater than 15% 
• “Substantial” = greater than 30% 
• “On the market” = can be purchased commercially 
• “Growth until X year” =growth from year of forecast until X year 

 
B.2 ANALYSIS RULES  
 
Exclusion Rules: These rules determine what we will not record in the database. 

• Timeframe:  This is a temporal filter to avoid recording data that is a waste of time. 
o We will not record recent forecasts. 

 Recent is defined as occurring more recent that 30% of the forecasted 
timeframe.  For example, a forecast in 1950 projecting X event in 2005 
will not be recorded.  A forecast in 2000 for X event in 2005 will be 
recorded. 

• Specificity:  This is a filter to avoid forecasts that are too vague. 
o For instance, at least one piece of vital information (timeframe, event, or 

technology metric) needs to be explicitly stated in a measurable format in order 
to be included.  If some but not all information is vague or not included, we will 
track that data down.  
 

Inclusion rules:  These rules effect how we populate the database. 
• Only include 10 forecasts from a single source. 

o Attempt to select forecasts that are diverse in respect to subject area or 
timeframe.  We can return to these documents at a later date if more forecasts are 
useful. 

• Binary forecasts are treated as two separate forecasts. 
o For example, “In the future there will be more error messages, and the 

information contained in such messages will be more helpful,” will translate to: 
1. There will be error messages. 
2. Error messages in the future will be more helpful. 

o “Rapid growth would follow either the entry of one of more large companies into 
the field or the emergence of a highly successful nanotechnology company,” will 
translate to: 

1. Rapid growth would follow the entry of one of more large companies. 
2. Rapid growth will follow the emergence of a highly successful 

nanotechnology company. 
 

Analysis rules:  These are rules that affect the final analysis but not data collection. 
• An event that occurs 30% out of its time horizon is recorded as a failed forecast. 

o An event forecasted to occur in the near term (1-5 years) that occurs 8 years out 
(or later) will be a failed forecast. 
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o An event forecasted to occur in the midterm (6-10 years) that occurs 15 years out 
(or later) or sooner than 3 years out will be a failed forecast. 

o An event forecasted to occur in the long term (11-25 years) that occurs 37 years 
out (or later) or sooner than 5 years out will be a failed forecast. 
 

Probabilistic Forecasts: 
• A probabilistic forecast with less than or equal to a 40% chance of occurring will be 

treated as a forecasted event that will not occur in the specified timeframe. 
• A probabilistic forecast with more than or equal to a 60% chance of occurring with be 

treated as a forecasted event that will occur. 
• A probabilistic forecast between a 40% and 60% chance of occurring will be excluded 

from analysis as a non-forecast. 
 

Causal Forecasts: 
• We will exclude causal forecasts from the analysis. 

o For instance, forecasts that say, “Because of X, Y will happen.” 
o Due to the limited number of causal forecasts, we will document them but we 

will not perform analysis on them.  They are not verifiable.   
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APPENDIX C. FORECAST SOURCES 
 
A full list of all forecast sources in a database-readable format is enclosed in the following file: 
Appendix C_Forecast Source Listings.xls. This file is included in the disc that accompanies this 
report.  
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APPENDIX D. TEMPLATE 
 
Determine the year in which a forecasted event occurred (${label_num} of ${base_num} 
forecasts) 

This task will support research that evaluates the accuracy of various forecast methods. 
The task requires answering two questions, providing citations to your supporting 
documentation, and indicating the level of interpretation you had to apply to develop your 
answer. Supporting documentation must be a bibliographic citation or a URL address. A 
successful response to this task must include answers to the two appropriate questions 
accompanied by valid citations and an assessment of interpretation. 

Guidelines: 
Valid sources for documentation include journal, magazine, and newspaper articles; 
official government reports; company press releases or reports; news outlet websites; 
professional association websites; .gov websites; and reputable .org websites. 
Inappropriate sources include wiki sites and personal blogs. The common sense test is: 
"Could you use this source document for a college-level research paper?" If the answer 
is “No”, it is not appropriate for this task. A valid citation will include all of the information 
(author, article title, journal title, volume, issue, publication year, and page number where 
confirming evidence can be found).  This information will allow an independent 
researcher to find your source document (in a library or online) and confirm 
your research findings. 

If the task instructions are too vague, please indicate this in the comment section below; 
we will correct the issue and repost the task.  

Forecasted Event: ${forecast_stmnt} 
Answer the following questions: 
${q_1} 

 
Enter the citation (include page number of confirming evidence) for your supporting 
documentation for this answer. If there are multiple sources, separate them with a 
double carriage return.  

 

Answer either 2a or 2b – whichever is appropriate for the forecast: 

 ${q_2a} 

 
 ${q_2b} 
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Enter the citation (include page number of confirming evidence) for your supporting 
documentation for your answer to 2a or 2b. If there are multiple sources, separate them 
with a double carriage return.  

 

4. Approximately how much interpretation did you have to apply to reach your 
conclusion? 

None       A little         A moderate amount         A lot          
Significant 
 
Please provide a brief narrative of what you did to interpret the data 

 

5. Please provide feedback on how we can improve this and similar HITs. 

 

 

 

 

${forecast_num} 
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APPENDIX E. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS  
  
All statistical analysis was conducted using R version 2.13.0, published on April 13, 2011. R is an 
open source statistical software package available through The R Foundation for Statistical 
Computing. Binaries for the application can be accessed via the following URL: http://cran.r-
project.org/. 
 
We present the elements of analysis for this appendix in the same sequence in which the analysis 
is referenced in the main report. This appendix is accompanied by two additional files: 
 

1. Load for R.csv: This file contains an extract of the RATF database used to conduct all but 
one of the analytical tests executed during the conduct of this study 

2. Sensitivity Methods.csv: This file contains the data read in by R used for sensitivity 
analysis of allowable range.  

3. ISEScript: This file contains the scripts which load and execute the statistical tests 
conducted in this study 

 
E.1.1  Outliers in the data set 
 
After research, verification, and validation, there were 1,058 verified forecasts. Using Cook’s 
distance as the basis for identifying outliers, we determined there were three forecasts that 
qualified for further investigation. The outliers are presented below: 
 

Table E-1. Verified forecasts excluded form analysis due to vagueness in forecast context 
Record 
Number 

Technology 
Area Method Time 

Frame 
Year 
Made 

Predicted 
Year 

Year 
Realized 

Time 
Frame TFE 

973 
Energy and 

Power 
Technology 

Source 
Analysis 

Short-
term 1982 1984 1901 2 83 

972 
Energy and 

Power 
Technology 

Source 
Analysis 

Short-
term 1982 1984 1891 2 93 

334 

Physical, 
Chemical, and 

Mechanical 
System 

Quantitative 
Trend 

Analysis 

Short-
term 2007 2010 1968 3 42 

 
Further research into the cause of the outliers revealed the forecast statements were vague and did 
not offer sufficient information for us to determine what the author was stating. Forecasts 972 and 
973 predicted that certain car batteries would be demonstrated in electric vehicles in the U.S. by 
1982. However, those two technologies were demonstrated at least 80 years prior to the forecast 
being made. It is possible the author was talking about modern electric cars, but the lack of 
specification would have caused too much inference on our part. Forecast 334 predicted 90K 
BTU air conditioners would be in use to cool buildings. However, 90K BTU AC’s had been in 
use since 1968. There was perhaps a specific technology associated with the 90K BTU ACs, but 
the author did not mention it. We chose to exclude these forecasts from the analysis as the error 
was in forecast vagueness, not forecast accuracy. 
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E.1.2 Forecasts removed from test against a control 
 
The following forecasts were temporarily removed from the data set for the analysis regarding the 
test against a control. Forecasts in table E-2 were removed due to excessive TFE while forecasts 
in table E-3 were removed due to excessive forecast horizon. 
 

Table E-2. Verified forecasts excluded from test against a control due to long horizons 
Record 
Number 

Technology 
Area Method Time 

Frame 
Year 
Made 

Predicted 
Year 

Year 
Realized 

Time 
Frame TFE 

844 
Ground 

Transportation 
Technology 

Gaming 
and 

Scenarios 

Long-
term 1973 2000 2000 27 0 

831 
Ground 

Transportation 
Technology 

Expert 
Sourcing 

Long-
term 1969 1998  29  

454 
Air 

Transportation 
Technology 

Models Long-
term 1968 2000  32  

453 
Air 

Transportation 
Technology 

Models Long-
term 1968 2000  32  

 
Table E-3. Verified forecasts excluded form test against a control due to large TFE’s 

Record 
Number Technology Area Method Time 

Frame 
Year 
Made 

Predicted 
Year 

Year 
Realized 

Time 
Frame TFE 

11 Materials 
Technology 

Expert 
Sourcing 

Long-
term 1970 1985 1968 15 17 

65 Computer 
Technology 

Expert 
Analysis 
Methods 

Mid-
term 1962 1972 2007 10 35 

91 
Energy and 

Power 
Technology 

Expert 
Sourcing 

Long-
term 1956 1969 1992 13 23 

335 

Physical, 
Chemical, and 

Mechanical 
System 

Quantitative 
Trend 

Analysis 

Short-
term 2007 2010 1987 3 23 

414 Production 
Technology 

Expert 
Sourcing 

Mid-
term 1985 1994 1970 9 24 

449 Air Transportation 
Technology 

Source 
Analysis 

Mid-
term 1968 1976 2010 8 34 

450 Air Transportation 
Technology 

Source 
Analysis 

Long-
term 1968 1979 2004 11 25 

601 
Autonomous 

Robotics 
Technology 

Qualitative 
Trend 

Analysis 

Short-
term 1984 1989 2005 5 16 

649 Computer 
Technology 

Expert 
Sourcing 

Mid-
term 1983 1992 2008 9 16 

730 Materials 
Technology 

Source 
Analysis 

Short-
term 1986 1990 1966 4 24 

745 Materials 
Technology 

Source 
Analysis 

Mid-
term 1986 1996 1967 10 29 

750 Biological 
Technology 

Source 
Analysis 

Long-
term 1986 1998 1982 12 16 

752 
Energy and 

Power 
Technology 

Expert 
Sourcing 

Mid-
term 1974 1980 2005 6 25 

937 Computer 
Technology 

Expert 
Sourcing 

Long-
term 1969 1980 1998 11 18 
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Record 
Number Technology Area Method Time 

Frame 
Year 
Made 

Predicted 
Year 

Year 
Realized 

Time 
Frame TFE 

1130 Communications 
Technology 

Expert 
Analysis 
Methods 

Short-
term 2005 2008 1986 3 22 

1353 Biological 
Technology 

Expert 
Sourcing 

Mid-
term 2001 2008 1991 7 17 

1379 Computer 
Technology 

Expert 
Sourcing 

Mid-
term 1996 2006 1982 10 24 

1635 Computer 
Technology 

Expert 
Analysis 
Methods 

Mid-
term 1989 1994.5 2011 5.5 16.5 

1937 Computer 
Technology 

Expert 
Analysis 
Methods 

Mid-
term 1970 1980 2000 10 20 

1938 Computer 
Technology 

Expert 
Analysis 
Methods 

Mid-
term 1970 1980 2001 10 21 

2002 Space 
Technology 

Qualitative 
Trend 

Analysis 

Mid-
term 1975 1985 1964 10 21 

2010 
Autonomous 

Robotics 
Technology 

Qualitative 
Trend 

Analysis 

Long-
term 1975 1995 1961 20 34 

2025 
Photonics and 

Phononics 
Technology 

Qualitative 
Trend 

Analysis 

Mid-
term 1975 1985 1964 10 21 

2033 Computer 
Technology 

Qualitative 
Trend 

Analysis 

Short-
term 1975 1980 2011 5 31 

2040 Space 
Technology 

Qualitative 
Trend 

Analysis 

Mid-
term 1975 1981.5 1998 6.5 16.5 

2044 Space 
Technology 

Qualitative 
Trend 

Analysis 

Long-
term 1975 1990 1973 15 17 

2047 Space 
Technology 

Qualitative 
Trend 

Analysis 

Short-
term 1975 1980 1997 5 17 

2088 

Physical, 
Chemical, and 

Mechanical 
System 

Expert 
Sourcing 

Mid-
term 1997 2007 1970 10 37 

2217 
Ground 

Transportation 
Technology 

Gaming 
and 

Scenarios 

Long-
term 1978 2000 1975 22 25 

2218 
Ground 

Transportation 
Technology 

Qualitative 
Trend 

Analysis 

Mid-
term 1978 1985 1965 7 20 

2219 
Ground 

Transportation 
Technology 

Qualitative 
Trend 

Analysis 

Long-
term 1978 2000 1966 22 34 

2222 
Ground 

Transportation 
Technology 

Qualitative 
Trend 

Analysis 

Mid-
term 1978 1985 1967 7 18 

2224 
Ground 

Transportation 
Technology 

Gaming 
and 

Scenarios 

Long-
term 1978 2000 1963 22 37 
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E.1.3 Derivation of 25-year Theoretical Random Guess Probability of Success 
 
Using the same methods and formulas as reported in the previous study, we updated the 20-year 
random guess to reflect a 25-year random guess, since this was consistent with the data set (99 
percentile forecast horizon and 95 percentile temporal error). Table E-4 reflects the number of 
years in a single direction associated with an allowable range of X% time horizon. 
 

Table E-4. Error in years for a given forecast horizon and allowable range 
  Error 

  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 
3 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 
4 0 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 
5 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 
6 1 1 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 6 
7 1 1 2 3 4 4 5 6 6 7 
8 1 2 2 3 4 5 6 6 7 8 
9 1 2 3 4 5 5 6 7 8 9 

10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
11 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 
12 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 
13 1 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 12 13 
14 1 3 4 6 7 8 10 11 13 14 
15 2 3 5 6 8 9 11 12 14 15 
16 2 3 5 6 8 10 11 13 14 16 
17 2 3 5 7 9 10 12 14 15 17 
18 2 4 5 7 9 11 13 14 16 18 
19 2 4 6 8 10 11 13 15 17 19 
20 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
21 2 4 6 8 11 13 15 17 19 21 
22 2 4 7 9 11 13 15 18 20 22 
23 2 5 7 9 12 14 16 18 21 23 
24 2 5 7 10 12 14 17 19 22 24 

Le
ng

th
 o

f F
or

ec
as

t (
ye

ar
s)

 

25 3 5 8 10 13 15 18 20 23 25 
 
Table E-5 shows the number of years contained within the allowable range for a given forecast 
length and allowable range 
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Table E-5. The allowable range measured in years 

  Allowable Error 
  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 
2 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 5 5 5 
3 1 3 3 3 5 5 5 5 7 7 
4 1 3 3 5 5 5 7 7 9 9 
5 3 3 5 5 7 7 9 9 11 11 
6 3 3 5 5 7 9 9 11 11 13 
7 3 3 5 7 9 9 11 13 13 15 
8 3 5 5 7 9 11 13 13 15 17 
9 3 5 7 9 11 11 13 15 17 19 

10 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
11 3 5 7 9 13 15 17 19 21 23 
12 3 5 9 11 13 15 17 21 23 25 
13 3 7 9 11 15 17 19 21 25 27 
14 3 7 9 13 15 17 21 23 27 29 
15 5 7 11 13 17 19 23 25 29 31 
16 5 7 11 13 17 21 23 27 29 32 
17 5 7 11 15 19 21 25 29 31 33 
18 5 9 11 15 19 23 27 29 32 34 
19 5 9 13 17 21 23 27 31 33 35 
20 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 32 34 36 
21 5 9 13 17 23 27 31 33 35 37 
22 5 9 15 19 23 27 31 34 36 38 
23 5 11 15 19 25 29 32 34 37 39 
24 5 11 15 21 25 29 33 35 38 40 

Le
ng

th
 o

f F
or

ec
as

t (
ye

ar
s)

   
   

  

25 7 11 17 21 27 31 34 36 39 40 
 
Table E-6 shows the probability of success associated with a given forecast length if event 
realization is uniformly distributed over 40 years 
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Table E-6. The probability of getting a forecast correct given a random guess 

  Allowable Error 
  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

1 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.075 0.075 0.075 0.075 0.075 0.075 
2 0.025 0.025 0.075 0.075 0.075 0.075 0.075 0.125 0.125 0.125 
3 0.025 0.075 0.075 0.075 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.175 0.175 
4 0.025 0.075 0.075 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.175 0.175 0.225 0.225 
5 0.075 0.075 0.125 0.125 0.175 0.175 0.225 0.225 0.275 0.275 
6 0.075 0.075 0.125 0.125 0.175 0.225 0.225 0.275 0.275 0.325 
7 0.075 0.075 0.125 0.175 0.225 0.225 0.275 0.325 0.325 0.375 
8 0.075 0.125 0.125 0.175 0.225 0.275 0.325 0.325 0.375 0.425 
9 0.075 0.125 0.175 0.225 0.275 0.275 0.325 0.375 0.425 0.475 

10 0.075 0.125 0.175 0.225 0.275 0.325 0.375 0.425 0.475 0.525 
11 0.075 0.125 0.175 0.225 0.325 0.375 0.425 0.475 0.525 0.575 
12 0.075 0.125 0.225 0.275 0.325 0.375 0.425 0.525 0.575 0.625 
13 0.075 0.175 0.225 0.275 0.375 0.425 0.475 0.525 0.625 0.675 
14 0.075 0.175 0.225 0.325 0.375 0.425 0.525 0.575 0.675 0.725 
15 0.125 0.175 0.275 0.325 0.425 0.475 0.575 0.625 0.725 0.775 
16 0.125 0.175 0.275 0.325 0.425 0.525 0.575 0.675 0.725 0.8 
17 0.125 0.175 0.275 0.375 0.475 0.525 0.625 0.725 0.775 0.825 
18 0.125 0.225 0.275 0.375 0.475 0.575 0.675 0.725 0.8 0.85 
19 0.125 0.225 0.325 0.425 0.525 0.575 0.675 0.775 0.825 0.875 
20 0.125 0.225 0.325 0.425 0.525 0.625 0.725 0.8 0.85 0.9 
21 0.125 0.225 0.325 0.425 0.575 0.675 0.775 0.825 0.875 0.925 
22 0.125 0.225 0.375 0.475 0.575 0.675 0.775 0.85 0.9 0.95 
23 0.125 0.275 0.375 0.475 0.625 0.725 0.8 0.85 0.925 0.975 
24 0.125 0.275 0.375 0.525 0.625 0.725 0.825 0.875 0.95 1 

Le
ng

th
 o

f F
or

ec
as

t (
ye

ar
s)

   
   

  

25 0.156 0.244 0.378 0.467 0.6 0.689 0.756 0.8 0.867 1 
 
Table E-7 shows the overall probability of success for a given allowable range 
 

Table E-7. Probability of success for an uninformed guess 
  Sensitivity Analysis of Allowable Range 
Allowable 

Range 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
ρ  3.3% 9.0% 15.4% 22.1% 28.3% 36.0% 41.2% 47.3% 52.3% 57.5% 61.9% 

 
There was a discussion as to whether a completely uninformed guess was the correct model to use 
and whether an empirically informed distribution based on how forecasts were actually generated 
would be better. We chose to model all forecasts in one group as opposed to create a separate 
distribution (and thus r) for each method. Table E-8 shows the observed distribution of forecast 
horizons from one through 25 years for each level of the allowable ranges. 
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Table E-8. Distribution of allowable forecasts given horizon and allowable range 
    Allowable Error 

  0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
1 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 
2 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 
3 213 213 213 213 213 213 213 213 213 208 208 
4 102 102 102 102 102 102 102 101 101 100 100 
5 149 149 149 149 149 122 122 119 119 103 103 
6 57 57 57 57 57 47 47 47 43 43 41 
7 28 28 28 28 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 
8 30 30 30 30 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 
9 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 20 13 13 

10 40 40 40 40 40 40 37 26 16 16 12 
11 11 11 11 11 11 10 9 8 8 5 5 
12 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 
13 16 16 16 16 16 15 13 13 13 13 13 
14 10 10 10 10 10 7 7 7 7 6 6 
15 17 17 17 17 17 13 13 13 13 12 12 
16 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 
17 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 3 3 3 
18 14 14 14 14 12 12 12 10 10 10 10 
19 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 
20 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 3 3 
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Le
ng

th
 o

f F
or

ec
as

t (
ye

ar
s)

   
   

  

25 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 
 
Table E-9 shows the result of taking the dot product of each column vectors in table E-9 with the 
appropriate column vector in table E-8, and then normalizing the resulting dot product by the 
number of observed allowable forecasts associated with each allowable range. 
 

Table E-9. Probability of success for an informed guess 
  Sensitivity Analysis of Allowable Range 
Allowable 

Range 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
ρ  2.5% 5.1% 8.1% 11.1% 13.1% 17.3% 18.6% 20.8% 22.3% 25.4% 26.6% 

 
E.1.4 Sensitivity analysis of observations given changes in allowable range 
 
We wanted to know how sensitive the results of our observations were relative to the allowable 
range. We repeated our analysis against the control using different values for the allowable range 
that varied from 0% to 100% in increments of 10%.  
 
We used a two-tailed binomial test with the Wilson continuity correction factors applied. The 
hypothesis test follows: 
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Where: ri is the observed success rate for methodology i, and 
 r is the expected success rate for a random guess 

 
Rejecting the null hypothesis indicates there is sufficient evidence the tests are different, but one 
must look at the success rate to determine if the success rate is better or worse than a random 
guess. 
 
Tables E-10 through E-20 show the results of the sensitivity analysis using the uninformed 
random guess. Blocks highlighted in red indicate those tests in which we would have failed to 
reject the null hypothesis at a level of significance of a=.10. Blocks highlighted in yellow indicate 
those tests we would have failed to reject the null hypothesis at a level of significance of a = .05. 
 

Table E-10. Binomial test results with 0% allowable range vs. an uninformed guess 
Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-

value Rate 95 CI 
lower 

95 CI 
upper 

0% 0.033 Expert Analysis 
Methods 65 239 0.000 0.272 0.218 0.334 

0% 0.033 Expert Sourcing 60 266 0.000 0.226 0.178 0.281 

0% 0.033 Gaming and 
Scenarios 2 26 0.211 0.077 0.013 0.266 

0% 0.033 Models 34 135 0.000 0.252 0.183 0.335 
0% 0.033 Multiple 31 98 0.000 0.316 0.228 0.419 

0% 0.033 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 20 91 0.000 0.220 0.142 0.321 

0% 0.033 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 18 68 0.000 0.265 0.168 0.388 

0% 0.033 Source Analysis 27 95 0.000 0.284 0.199 0.387 

 
Table E-11. Binomial test results with 10% allowable range vs. an uninformed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-value Rate 95 CI 
lower 

95 CI 
upper 

10% 0.09 Expert Analysis 
Methods 68 239 0.000 0.285 0.229 0.347 

10% 0.09 Expert Sourcing 74 266 0.000 0.278 0.226 0.337 

10% 0.09 Gaming and 
Scenarios 4 26 0.288 0.154 0.050 0.357 

10% 0.09 Models 37 135 0.000 0.274 0.203 0.359 
10% 0.09 Multiple 31 98 0.000 0.316 0.228 0.419 

10% 0.09 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 20 91 0.000 0.220 0.142 0.321 

10% 0.09 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 20 68 0.000 0.294 0.193 0.419 

10% 0.09 Source Analysis 28 95 0.000 0.295 0.208 0.398 
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Table E-12. Binomial test results with 20% allowable range vs. an uninformed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-value Rate 95 CI 
lower 

95 CI 
upper 

20% 0.154 Expert Analysis 
Methods 74 239 0.000 0.310 0.252 0.373 

20% 0.154 Expert Sourcing 82 266 0.000 0.308 0.254 0.368 

20% 0.154 Gaming and 
Scenarios 7 26 0.106 0.269 0.124 0.481 

20% 0.154 Models 45 135 0.000 0.333 0.256 0.420 
20% 0.154 Multiple 32 98 0.000 0.327 0.237 0.430 

20% 0.154 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 22 91 0.028 0.242 0.161 0.345 

20% 0.154 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 29 68 0.000 0.426 0.309 0.552 

20% 0.154 Source Analysis 30 95 0.000 0.316 0.226 0.420 

 
Table E-13. Binomial test results with 30% allowable range vs. an uninformed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-value Rate 95 CI 
lower 

95 CI 
upper 

30% 0.221 Expert Analysis 
Methods 79 239 0.000 0.331 0.272 0.395 

30% 0.221 Expert Sourcing 88 266 0.000 0.331 0.275 0.391 

30% 0.221 Gaming and 
Scenarios 7 26 0.635 0.269 0.124 0.481 

30% 0.221 Models 51 135 0.000 0.378 0.297 0.466 
30% 0.221 Multiple 32 98 0.015 0.327 0.237 0.430 

30% 0.221 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 24 91 0.314 0.264 0.179 0.368 

30% 0.221 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 31 68 0.000 0.456 0.336 0.581 

30% 0.221 Source Analysis 31 95 0.018 0.326 0.236 0.431 

 
Table E-14. Binomial test results with 40% allowable range vs. an uninformed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-value Rate 95 CI 
lower 

95 CI 
upper 

40% 0.283 Expert Analysis 
Methods 81 234 0.035 0.346 0.286 0.411 

40% 0.283 Expert Sourcing 93 264 0.014 0.352 0.295 0.414 

40% 0.283 Gaming and 
Scenarios 7 26 1.000 0.269 0.124 0.481 

40% 0.283 Models 53 135 0.007 0.393 0.311 0.481 
40% 0.283 Multiple 34 98 0.178 0.347 0.255 0.451 

40% 0.283 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 24 91 0.728 0.264 0.179 0.368 

40% 0.283 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 36 68 0.000 0.529 0.405 0.650 

40% 0.283 Source Analysis 32 95 0.255 0.337 0.245 0.442 
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Table E-15. Binomial test results with 50% allowable range vs. an uninformed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-value Rate 95 CI 
lower 

95 CI 
upper 

50% 0.36 Expert Analysis 
Methods 89 233 0.495 0.382 0.320 0.448 

50% 0.36 Expert Sourcing 102 245 0.072 0.416 0.354 0.481 

50% 0.36 Gaming and 
Scenarios 8 22 1.000 0.364 0.180 0.592 

50% 0.36 Models 60 124 0.005 0.484 0.394 0.575 
50% 0.36 Multiple 35 87 0.435 0.402 0.300 0.513 

50% 0.36 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 26 91 0.156 0.286 0.198 0.391 

50% 0.36 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 36 68 0.005 0.529 0.405 0.650 

50% 0.36 Source Analysis 34 95 1.000 0.358 0.264 0.463 

 
Table E-16. Binomial test results with 60% allowable range vs. an uninformed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-value Rate 95 CI 
lower 

95 CI 
upper 

60% 0.412 Expert Analysis 
Methods 97 233 0.894 0.416 0.353 0.483 

60% 0.412 Expert Sourcing 113 239 0.057 0.473 0.408 0.538 

60% 0.412 Gaming and 
Scenarios 9 22 1.000 0.409 0.215 0.633 

60% 0.412 Models 70 124 0.001 0.565 0.473 0.652 
60% 0.412 Multiple 38 87 0.664 0.437 0.332 0.547 

60% 0.412 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 29 91 0.088 0.319 0.227 0.426 

60% 0.412 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 37 68 0.035 0.544 0.419 0.664 

60% 0.412 Source Analysis 36 95 0.534 0.379 0.283 0.485 

 
Table E-17. Binomial test results with 70% allowable range vs. an uninformed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-value Rate 95 CI 
lower 

95 CI 
upper 

70% 0.473 Expert Analysis 
Methods 99 233 0.149 0.425 0.361 0.491 

70% 0.473 Expert Sourcing 118 224 0.109 0.527 0.459 0.593 

70% 0.473 Gaming and 
Scenarios 10 22 1.000 0.455 0.251 0.673 

70% 0.473 Models 73 123 0.009 0.593 0.501 0.680 
70% 0.473 Multiple 38 86 0.591 0.442 0.336 0.553 

70% 0.473 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 30 91 0.006 0.330 0.237 0.437 

70% 0.473 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 38 67 0.142 0.567 0.441 0.686 

70% 0.473 Source Analysis 37 93 0.177 0.398 0.299 0.505 
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Table E-18. Binomial test results with 80% allowable range vs. an uninformed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-value Rate 95 CI 
lower 

95 CI 
upper 

80% 0.523 Expert Analysis 
Methods 101 230 0.012 0.439 0.374 0.506 

80% 0.523 Expert Sourcing 124 212 0.074 0.585 0.515 0.651 

80% 0.523 Gaming and 
Scenarios 11 22 0.835 0.500 0.288 0.712 

80% 0.523 Models 81 122 0.002 0.664 0.572 0.745 
80% 0.523 Multiple 38 86 0.160 0.442 0.336 0.553 

80% 0.523 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 32 90 0.001 0.356 0.259 0.464 

80% 0.523 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 42 66 0.084 0.636 0.508 0.749 

80% 0.523 Source Analysis 38 91 0.046 0.418 0.317 0.526 

 
Table E-19. Binomial test results with 90% allowable range vs. an uninformed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-value Rate 95 CI 
lower 

95 CI 
upper 

90% 0.575 Expert Analysis 
Methods 103 222 0.001 0.464 0.397 0.532 

90% 0.575 Expert Sourcing 129 201 0.063 0.642 0.571 0.707 

90% 0.575 Gaming and 
Scenarios 14 19 0.171 0.737 0.486 0.899 

90% 0.575 Models 92 121 0.000 0.760 0.673 0.831 
90% 0.575 Multiple 38 86 0.016 0.442 0.336 0.553 

90% 0.575 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 32 89 0.000 0.360 0.263 0.469 

90% 0.575 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 42 56 0.010 0.750 0.614 0.852 

90% 0.575 Source Analysis 38 90 0.004 0.422 0.320 0.531 

 
Table E-20. Binomial test results with 100% allowable range vs. an uninformed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-value Rate 95 CI 
lower 

95 CI 
upper 

100% 0.619 Expert Analysis 
Methods 103 219 0.000 0.470 0.403 0.539 

100% 0.619 Expert Sourcing 133 199 0.166 0.668 0.598 0.732 

100% 0.619 Gaming and 
Scenarios 14 19 0.351 0.737 0.486 0.899 

100% 0.619 Models 92 121 0.001 0.760 0.673 0.831 
100% 0.619 Multiple 38 86 0.001 0.442 0.336 0.553 

100% 0.619 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 32 89 0.000 0.360 0.263 0.469 

100% 0.619 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 45 55 0.002 0.818 0.686 0.905 

100% 0.619 Source Analysis 38 90 0.000 0.422 0.320 0.531 

 
Tables E-21 through E-31 contain the results of the sensitivity analysis conducted against the 
informed random guess. The hypothesis test and color code for these tables is consistent with the 
test and color codes for tables E-10 through E-20. 
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Table E-21. Binomial test results with 0% allowable range vs. an informed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-value Rate 95 CI 
lower 

95 CI 
upper 

0% 0.025 Expert Analysis 
Methods 65 239 0.000 0.272 0.218 0.334 

0% 0.025 Expert Sourcing 60 266 0.000 0.226 0.178 0.281 

0% 0.025 Gaming and 
Scenarios 2 26 0.137 0.077 0.013 0.266 

0% 0.025 Models 34 135 0.000 0.252 0.183 0.335 
0% 0.025 Multiple 31 98 0.000 0.316 0.228 0.419 

0% 0.025 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 20 91 0.000 0.220 0.142 0.321 

0% 0.025 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 18 68 0.000 0.265 0.168 0.388 

0% 0.025 Source Analysis 27 95 0.000 0.284 0.199 0.387 

 
Table E-22. Binomial test results with 10% allowable range vs. an informed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-
value Rate 95 CI 

lower 
95 CI 
upper 

10% 0.051 Expert Analysis 
Methods 68 239 0.000 0.285 0.229 0.347 

10% 0.051 Expert Sourcing 74 266 0.000 0.278 0.226 0.337 

10% 0.051 Gaming and 
Scenarios 4 26 0.041 0.154 0.050 0.357 

10% 0.051 Models 37 135 0.000 0.274 0.203 0.359 
10% 0.051 Multiple 31 98 0.000 0.316 0.228 0.419 

10% 0.051 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 20 91 0.000 0.220 0.142 0.321 

10% 0.051 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 20 68 0.000 0.294 0.193 0.419 

10% 0.051 Source Analysis 28 95 0.000 0.295 0.208 0.398 

 
Table E-23. Binomial test results with 20% allowable range vs. an informed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-
value Rate 95 CI 

lower 
95 CI 
upper 

20% 0.081 Expert Analysis 
Methods 74 239 0.000 0.310 0.252 0.373 

20% 0.081 Expert Sourcing 82 266 0.000 0.308 0.254 0.368 

20% 0.081 Gaming and 
Scenarios 7 26 0.004 0.269 0.124 0.481 

20% 0.081 Models 45 135 0.000 0.333 0.256 0.420 
20% 0.081 Multiple 32 98 0.000 0.327 0.237 0.430 

20% 0.081 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 22 91 0.000 0.242 0.161 0.345 

20% 0.081 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 29 68 0.000 0.426 0.309 0.552 

20% 0.081 Source Analysis 30 95 0.000 0.316 0.226 0.420 
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Table E-24. Binomial test results with 30% allowable range vs. an informed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-
value Rate 95 CI 

lower 
95 CI 
upper 

30% 0.111 Expert Analysis 
Methods 79 239 0.000 0.331 0.272 0.395 

30% 0.111 Expert Sourcing 88 266 0.000 0.331 0.275 0.391 

30% 0.111 Gaming and 
Scenarios 7 26 0.020 0.269 0.124 0.481 

30% 0.111 Models 51 135 0.000 0.378 0.297 0.466 
30% 0.111 Multiple 32 98 0.000 0.327 0.237 0.430 

30% 0.111 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 24 91 0.000 0.264 0.179 0.368 

30% 0.111 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 31 68 0.000 0.456 0.336 0.581 

30% 0.111 Source Analysis 31 95 0.000 0.326 0.236 0.431 

 
Table E-25. Binomial test results with 40% allowable range vs. an informed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-
value Rate 95 CI 

lower 
95 CI 
upper 

40% 0.131 Expert Analysis 
Methods 81 234 0.000 0.346 0.286 0.411 

40% 0.131 Expert Sourcing 93 264 0.000 0.352 0.295 0.414 

40% 0.131 Gaming and 
Scenarios 7 26 0.071 0.269 0.124 0.481 

40% 0.131 Models 53 135 0.000 0.393 0.311 0.481 
40% 0.131 Multiple 34 98 0.000 0.347 0.255 0.451 

40% 0.131 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 24 91 0.001 0.264 0.179 0.368 

40% 0.131 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 36 68 0.000 0.529 0.405 0.650 

40% 0.131 Source Analysis 32 95 0.000 0.337 0.245 0.442 

 
Table E-26. Binomial test results with 50% allowable range vs. an informed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-
value Rate 95 CI 

lower 
95 CI 
upper 

50% 0.176 Expert Analysis 
Methods 89 233 0.000 0.382 0.320 0.448 

50% 0.176 Expert Sourcing 102 245 0.000 0.416 0.354 0.481 

50% 0.176 Gaming and 
Scenarios 8 22 0.043 0.364 0.180 0.592 

50% 0.176 Models 60 124 0.000 0.484 0.394 0.575 
50% 0.176 Multiple 35 87 0.000 0.402 0.300 0.513 

50% 0.176 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 26 91 0.009 0.286 0.198 0.391 

50% 0.176 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 36 68 0.000 0.529 0.405 0.650 

50% 0.176 Source Analysis 34 95 0.000 0.358 0.264 0.463 
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Table E-27. Binomial test results with 60% allowable range vs. an informed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-
value Rate 95 CI 

lower 
95 CI 
upper 

60% 0.19 Expert Analysis 
Methods 97 233 0.000 0.416 0.353 0.483 

60% 0.19 Expert Sourcing 113 239 0.000 0.473 0.408 0.538 

60% 0.19 Gaming and 
Scenarios 9 22 0.024 0.409 0.215 0.633 

60% 0.19 Models 70 124 0.000 0.565 0.473 0.652 
60% 0.19 Multiple 38 87 0.000 0.437 0.332 0.547 

60% 0.19 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 29 91 0.003 0.319 0.227 0.426 

60% 0.19 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 37 68 0.000 0.544 0.419 0.664 

60% 0.19 Source Analysis 36 95 0.000 0.379 0.283 0.485 

 
Table E-28. Binomial test results with 70% allowable range vs. an informed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-value Rate 95 CI 
lower 

95 CI 
upper 

70% 0.218 Expert Analysis 
Methods 99 233 0.000 0.425 0.361 0.491 

70% 0.218 Expert Sourcing 118 224 0.000 0.527 0.459 0.593 

70% 0.218 Gaming and 
Scenarios 10 22 0.016 0.455 0.251 0.673 

70% 0.218 Models 73 123 0.000 0.593 0.501 0.680 
70% 0.218 Multiple 38 86 0.000 0.442 0.336 0.553 

70% 0.218 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 30 91 0.015 0.330 0.237 0.437 

70% 0.218 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 38 67 0.000 0.567 0.441 0.686 

70% 0.218 Source Analysis 37 93 0.000 0.398 0.299 0.505 

 
Table E-29. Binomial test results with 80% allowable range vs. an informed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-value Rate 95 CI 
lower 

95 CI 
upper 

80% 0.239 Expert Analysis 
Methods 101 230 0.000 0.439 0.374 0.506 

80% 0.239 Expert Sourcing 124 212 0.000 0.585 0.515 0.651 

80% 0.239 Gaming and 
Scenarios 11 22 0.009 0.500 0.288 0.712 

80% 0.239 Models 81 122 0.000 0.664 0.572 0.745 
80% 0.239 Multiple 38 86 0.000 0.442 0.336 0.553 

80% 0.239 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 32 90 0.013 0.356 0.259 0.464 

80% 0.239 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 42 66 0.000 0.636 0.508 0.749 

80% 0.239 Source Analysis 38 91 0.000 0.418 0.317 0.526 
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Table E-30. Binomial test results with 90% allowable range vs. an informed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-value Rate 95 CI 
lower 

95 CI 
upper 

90% 0.274 Expert Analysis 
Methods 103 222 0.000 0.464 0.397 0.532 

90% 0.274 Expert Sourcing 129 201 0.000 0.642 0.571 0.707 

90% 0.274 Gaming and 
Scenarios 14 19 0.000 0.737 0.486 0.899 

90% 0.274 Models 92 121 0.000 0.760 0.673 0.831 
90% 0.274 Multiple 38 86 0.001 0.442 0.336 0.553 

90% 0.274 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 32 89 0.075 0.360 0.263 0.469 

90% 0.274 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 42 56 0.000 0.750 0.614 0.852 

90% 0.274 Source Analysis 38 90 0.003 0.422 0.320 0.531 

 
Table E-31. Binomial test results with 100% allowable range vs. an informed guess 

Allowable Rho Method Success Observations p-value Rate 95 CI 
lower 

95 CI 
upper 

100% 0.29 Expert Analysis 
Methods 103 219 0.000 0.470 0.403 0.539 

100% 0.29 Expert Sourcing 133 199 0.000 0.668 0.598 0.732 

100% 0.29 Gaming and 
Scenarios 14 19 0.000 0.737 0.486 0.899 

100% 0.29 Models 92 121 0.000 0.760 0.673 0.831 
100% 0.29 Multiple 38 86 0.003 0.442 0.336 0.553 

100% 0.29 Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 32 89 0.161 0.360 0.263 0.469 

100% 0.29 Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 45 55 0.000 0.818 0.686 0.905 

100% 0.29 Source Analysis 38 90 0.007 0.422 0.320 0.531 

 
E.1.5 Results of comparative assessments 
 
To compare method success rates against each other, we conducted Fisher’s Exact Test 
comparing success rates of different methods to each other, different technology area tags, and 
timeframes. The following is the hypothesis test used for this assessment. 
 

 Where: rt is the observed success rate of the QTA method, and  
 rs is the observed success rate of each other method 

 
Rejecting the null hypothesis means there is sufficient evidence the success rate of the attribute 
value on the left hand side of the test is statistically higher than the success rate of the attribute on 
the RHS. For tables E-32 through E-34, blocks with highlighted p-values indicate comparisons 
for which we rejected the null hypothesis 
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Table E-32:  QTA compared to all other methods 

Method Successes Failures p-value 
Quantitative Trend Analysis 
compared to 31 38  

Qualitative Trend Analysis 24 78 0.003 
Expert Sourcing 88 188 0.030 
Expert Analysis Methods 79 165 0.038 
Source Analysis 31 69 0.046 
Multiple 32 66 0.074 
Gaming and Scenarios 8 21 0.083 
Models 51 86 0.180 

 
Results indicate QTA is better than at least for methods. Failure to reject gaming and scenarios 
may be a result of small sample size 
 

Table E-33:  Short-term compared to all other timeframes 
Time Frame Successes Failures p-value 

Short term compared to 254 473  
Medium term 54 139 0.040 
Long term 36 99 0.037 

 
Results indicate the success rate for short term forecasts are better than other time frames 
 

Table E-34:  CAR compared to all other technology area tags 
Technology Area Tags Successes Failures p-value 

Computer/Autonomous/Robotics 
compared to 84 133  

Others 260 578 0.020 
Ground Transportation 
Technology 21 61 0.023 

Sensor Technology 11 36 0.032 
Energy and Power Technology 27 68 0.052 
Biological Technology 25 63 0.057 
Photonics and Phononics 
Technology 3 14 0.066 

Space Technology 23 54 0.105 
Materials Technology 11 27 0.167 
Physical, Chemical, and 
Mechanical System 13 29 0.220 

Communications Technology 104 189 0.257 
Air Transportation Technology 10 20 0.361 
Production Technology 7 13 0.472 

 
Results indicate that while CAR is better than a few technology area tags, it is not universally 
better than all other technology area tags. This is different than the results of the previous study, 
which indicated CAR was substantially better than all other technology area tags with large 
sample sizes. 
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E.1.6 Results of comparative assessments between CAR and QTA 
 
There were many QTA-derived forecasts in the CAR technology sample set. We conducted the 
Fisher’s Exact Test again on methods but this time removed the CAR forecasts and the 
technology are tags but with QTA forecasts removed. Tables E-35 and E-36 provide the results of 
these tests. 
 

Table E-35: CAR compared to all other technology area tags without QTA 
Technology Area Tags Successes Failures p-

value 
Computer/Autonomous/Robotics 
compared to 51 76  

Biological Technology 19 61 0.011 
Ground Transportation Technology 21 59 0.028 
Sensor Technology 11 36 0.029 
Photonics and Phononics Technology 3 14 0.058 
Energy and Power Technology 27 66 0.059 
Space Technology 23 54 0.091 
Materials Technology 10 27 0.102 
Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical 
System 12 27 0.193 

Communications Technology 102 188 0.194 
Production Technology 7 13 0.429 
Air Transportation Technology 9 13 0.622 

 
Results of this test are not significantly different than the results of the test with QTA forecasts. 
This indicates CAR’s high success rate is not due QTA derieved forecasts. 
 

Table E-36: QTA compared to all other methods without CAR 
Technology Area Tags Successes Failures p-value 

Quantitative Trend Analysis 
compared to 12 16  

Qualitative Trend Analysis 19 63 0.042 
Multiple 18 54 0.068 
Gaming and Scenarios 7 20 0.150 
Expert Analysis Methods 56 124 0.155 
Expert Sourcing 75 158 0.178 
Source Analysis 30 63 0.209 
Models 43 80 0.283 

 
Results are significantly different than test results including CAR. Initially, we interpreted this to 
mean that QTA success rate was influenced by CAR technology area forecasts. Upon closer 
inspection, however, the resulting changes in success rates for all but one method were marginal. 
This indicated something else was contributing to test results. We believe these observations are a 
result of the small sample size for QTA methods. 
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E.1.7 Results of comparative assessments between Timeframe and QTA 
 
We noticed different distributions of short-term, medium-term, and long-term forecasts when we 
looked at forecasts by method and timeframe. To determine if forecasts horizon was influencing 
results, we again conducted the Fisher’s Exact Test with various timeframes missing or with only 
one timeframe available. Tables E-37 through E-42 provide results of these tests. 
 

Table E-37. QTA against all other methods without short-term forecasts 
Technology Area Tags Successes Failures p-value 

Quantitative Trend Analysis 
compared to 9 11  

Source Analysis 1 19 0.004 
Qualitative Trend Analysis 13 52 0.029 
Expert Sourcing 35 85 0.126 
Expert Analysis Methods 17 43 0.136 
Models 6 12 0.345 
Gaming and Scenarios 3 6 0.432 
Multiple 6 10 0.456 

 
Results indicate short-term forecasts were responsible for QTA’s high success rates. Again, 
however, success rate changes were too marginal to account for the drastic change in p-values. 
We believe the results of this test are influenced by the sample size for all forecasting methods, as 
opposed to just the impact of short-term forecasts. 
 

Table E-38. QTA against all other methods without medium-term forecasts 
Technology Area Tags Successes Failures p-value 

Quantitative Trend Analysis 
compared to 26 34  

Qualitative Trend Analysis 21 60 0.024 
Multiple 29 64 0.088 
Expert Analysis Methods 64 130 0.096 
Expert Sourcing 65 128 0.114 
Gaming and Scenarios 8 21 0.114 
Source Analysis 31 58 0.191 
Models 46 77 0.270 

 
Even though medium-term forecasts constitute a small portion of the sample set, QTA’s overall 
success rate and performance against other methods is dependent upon its performance in 
medium-term forecasts. 
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Table E-39. QTA against all other methods without long-term forecasts 

Technology Area Tags Successes Failures p-value 
Quantitative Trend Analysis 
compared to 27 31  

Qualitative Trend Analysis 14 44 0.010 
Expert Sourcing 76 163 0.026 
Expert Analysis Methods 77 157 0.038 
Source Analysis 30 61 0.068 
Gaming and Scenarios 5 15 0.075 
Multiple 29 58 0.077 
Models 50 83 0.159 

 
Long-term forecasts have some impact on QTA’s performance but only marginally so. In general, 
trends found with all forecasts are consistent with trends found in short -and medium-term 
forecasts. 
 

Table E-40. QTA against all other methods short-term forecasts only 
Technology Area Tags Successes Failures p-value 

Quantitative Trend Analysis 
compared to 22 27  

Multiple 26 56 0.092 
Expert Analysis Methods 62 122 0.100 
Gaming and Scenarios 5 15 0.102 
Expert Sourcing 53 103 0.113 
Qualitative Trend Analysis 11 26 0.113 
Models 45 74 0.248 
Source Analysis 30 50 0.259 

 
Results indicate that short-term forecast success rates are not the factor driving QTA’s high 
performance in success rate. 
 

Table E-41. QTA against all other methods medium-term forecasts only 
Technology Area Tags Successes Failures p-value 

Quantitative Trend Analysis 
compared to 5 4  

Source Analysis 0 11 0.008 
Qualitative Trend Analysis 3 18 0.032 
Expert Sourcing 23 60 0.093 
Expert Analysis Methods 15 35 0.135 
Models 5 9 0.306 
Multiple 3 2 0.762 
Gaming and Scenarios 0 0 1.000 

 
Results indicate that medium-term forecasts could be a driver in QTA’s high success rate, but 
small sample sizes could be responsible for the findings. 
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Table E-42. QTA against all other methods long-term forecasts only 

Technology Area Tags Successes Failures p-value 
Quantitative Trend Analysis 
compared to 4 7  

Source Analysis 1 8 0.221 
Qualitative Trend Analysis 10 34 0.285 
Expert Analysis Methods 2 8 0.367 
Multiple 3 8 0.500 
Expert Sourcing 12 25 0.539 
Models 1 3 0.593 
Gaming and Scenarios 3 6 0.630 

 
Results indicate that long-term forecasts alone are not responsible for QTA’s high success rate. 
While each test regarding QTA and timeframes is inconclusive in its own right, the consolidation 
of all results indicates there is no causal relationship with timeframes that cause QTA to perform 
better than other methods. We therefore conclude that QTA is simply a better method overall. 
 
E.1.8 Results of tests for normality 
 
We planned to use the ANOVA as an omnibus test to compare temporal errors between attribute 
values in an effort to determine if some attributes indicated a higher precision. A criterion for 
using the ANOVA is an assumption of normality. We conducted two tests—the Shapiro-Wilk and 
the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff tests—to determine if the sub sample datasets were normally 
distributed.  
 
The hypothesis tests for this analyses is: 
 

 

 
Results of each test are presented in tables E-43 and E-44, respectively. 
 

Table E-43. Results of the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality 
Data set N p-value Mean s Kurtosis Skewness 

All Data 736 0.000 -0.694 6.823 10.519 -0.403 
Expert Analysis 
Methods 154 0.000 -0.120 6.097 11.824 1.210 

Expert Sourcing 189 0.000 -1.206 6.968 8.528 -0.362 
Gaming and Scenarios 22 0.000 -2.227 10.632 6.956 -2.043 
Models 114 0.001 -0.246 2.683 4.102 0.435 
Multiple 61 0.001 0.262 5.981 3.676 0.090 
Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 66 0.000 -1.227 10.629 5.339 -0.665 

Quantitative Trend 
Analysis 56 0.000 -1.411 5.383 7.943 -0.632 

Source Analysis 74 0.000 -0.588 8.149 9.450 0.350 
 
Results indicate that with a high level of confidence we reject H0 for the entire data set, as well as 
the underlying sample sets 
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Table E-44. Results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff Goodness of Fit test 

Data set N p-value Mean s Kurtosis Skewness 
All Data 736 0.000 -0.694 6.823 10.519 -0.403 
Expert Analysis Methods 154 0.001 -0.120 6.097 11.824 1.210 
Expert Sourcing 189 0.000 -1.206 6.968 8.528 -0.362 
Gaming and Scenarios 22 0.050 -2.227 10.632 6.956 -2.043 
Models 114 0.001 -0.246 2.683 4.102 0.435 
Multiple 61 0.026 0.262 5.981 3.676 0.090 
Qualitative Trend Analysis 66 0.044 -1.227 10.629 5.339 -0.665 
Quantitative Trend Analysis 56 0.017 -1.411 5.383 7.943 -0.632 
Source Analysis 74 0.005 -0.588 8.149 9.450 0.350 

 
Results of this test are consistent with the Shapiro-Wilk test. There is sufficient evidence the data 
are not normally distributed. There is evidence the ANOVA is robust against the assumption of 
normality but not against the assumption of equal variance. We conducted the F Test for equal 
variances between the data sets. The hypothesis test is: 
 

 
where, s is the standard deviation, 
            l is the method with the largest standard deviation, and 
            s is the method with the smallest standard deviation. 

 
We reject H0 if the F-statistic is larger than the critical value. Table E-45 has provides the 
variances for each method. 
 

Table E-45. Variance and log10 of the variance for each method 
Method df σ2 log10(σ2) 

Expert Analysis Methods 153 37.17 1.57 
Expert Sourcing 188 48.55 1.69 
Gaming and Scenarios 21 113.04 2.05 
Models 113 7.20 0.86 
Multiple 60 35.77 1.55 
Qualitative Trend Analysis 65 112.99 2.05 
Quantitative Trend Analysis 55 28.97 1.46 
Source Analysis 73 66.41 1.82 

 
The yellow highlighted rows identify the largest and smallest variances in the sample set. 
Dividing the largest variance by the smallest variance results in an F statistic of 15.7. Comparing 
this value to F Distribution returns a p-value of 1.8 x 10-24 indicating with high confidence we 
can reject H0. Data can sometimes be transformed to approach normality. A standard 
transformation is to take the log of the data. Rerunning the test with the transformed data results 
in an F statistic of 2.39. Comparing this value to the F-Distribution returns a p-value of .002 – 
indicating the transformed data do not exhibit equal variances. 
 
E.1.9 Results of tests for similar distributions (i.i.d) 
 
A non-parametric analog to the ANOVA is the Kruskal-Wallis (KW) test. The requirements for 
the KW test are similar shapes and ranges of the underlying distributions. Figure E-1 shows the 
histograms of the underlying data broken out by method. 
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Figure E-1. Histograms of the data broken out by method. 

 
While the data exhibit unimodal distributions and the ranges are within an order of magnitude of 
each other (which may not be sufficient to determine similar ranges), they certainly exhibit 
skewness in different directions, which does indicate the data may not have the same shape. 
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E.1.10 Results of ANOVA tests 
 
Since there are no standard parametric or non-parametric tests to use, we caveat our findings with 
the results above and apply the ANOVA test as an omnibus to determine if there are differences 
in the underlying distributions. If so, this could be used to determine whether some methods (or 
technology areas or timeframes) are better than others. The hypothesis test for this analysis 
follows: 
 

 
where, µi represents the mean of the i values each attribute can take 

 
Rejecting H0 indicates there is sufficient evidence that there are differences in the means. 
However, we caution that results from this test may not be accurate, since we failed to satisfy 
either criteria for using the ANOVA. 
 

Table E-46. Results of the ANOVA on each of the three primary attributes 

Attribute Variable of 
interest 

F-
Statistic 

Numerator 
df 

Denominator 
df p-Value 

TechArea TFE 3.399 13 111.20 0.000 
TechArea STFE 2.744 13 110.60 0.002 
Method TFE 10.939 7 180.15 0.000 
Method STFE 0.975 7 181.31 0.451 
TimeFrame TFE 27.358 2 136.85 0.000 
TimeFrame STFE 3.068 2 135.96 0.050 

 
Results indicate that there is sufficient evidence that differences in the underlying means for all 
three primary attributes exist when looking at the TFE (magnitude of error). 
 
E.1.11 Results of TKHSD 
 
The ANOVA only indicates that there are underlying differences in the means; it does not 
indicate which attributes may have different means. We used the TKHSD to determine which 
attribute pairings resulted in statistically significant means. We note the TKHSD assumes 
normality, which we have shown is not a valid assumption given our data. 
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Table E-47. Results of TKHSD for methods 

Conf 
Level Treatment Difference Lower 

Bound 
Upper 
Bound 

Adjusted 
o-value 

0.95 Qualitative Trend Analysis-Expert Analysis 
Methods 3.551 1.137 5.965 0.000 

0.95 Qualitative Trend Analysis-Models 5.203 2.665 7.740 0.000 
0.95 Models-Expert Sourcing -2.567 -4.513 -0.622 0.002 

0.95 Quantitative Trend Analysis-Qualitative Trend 
Analysis -3.838 -6.819 -0.857 0.003 

0.95 Qualitative Trend Analysis-Expert Sourcing 2.635 0.289 4.981 0.015 
0.95 Models-Gaming and Scenarios -4.233 -8.054 -0.412 0.018 
0.95 Qualitative Trend Analysis-Multiple 3.204 0.290 6.119 0.020 
0.95 Source Analysis-Models 2.644 0.194 5.093 0.024 
0.95 Source Analysis-Qualitative Trend Analysis -2.559 -5.337 0.219 0.097 
0.95 Models-Expert Analysis Methods -1.652 -3.679 0.376 0.207 
0.95 Multiple-Models 1.998 -0.605 4.601 0.277 

0.95 Quantitative Trend Analysis-Gaming and 
Scenarios -2.869 -6.997 1.260 0.408 

0.95 Gaming and Scenarios-Expert Analysis 
Methods 2.581 -1.159 6.321 0.417 

0.95 Multiple-Gaming and Scenarios -2.235 -6.315 1.846 0.710 
0.95 Expert Sourcing-Expert Analysis Methods 0.916 -0.866 2.697 0.772 
0.95 Quantitative Trend Analysis-Models 1.364 -1.313 4.042 0.780 
0.95 Quantitative Trend Analysis-Expert Sourcing -1.203 -3.700 1.293 0.826 
0.95 Gaming and Scenarios-Expert Sourcing 1.665 -2.031 5.362 0.871 
0.95 Source Analysis-Quantitative Trend Analysis 1.279 -1.627 4.186 0.884 
0.95 Source Analysis-Expert Analysis Methods 0.992 -1.329 3.313 0.899 
0.95 Source Analysis-Gaming and Scenarios -1.589 -5.574 2.395 0.928 

0.95 Qualitative Trend Analysis-Gaming and 
Scenarios 0.970 -3.070 5.009 0.996 

0.95 Multiple-Expert Sourcing -0.569 -2.986 1.847 0.997 
0.95 Source Analysis-Multiple 0.646 -2.192 3.483 0.997 
0.95 Quantitative Trend Analysis-Multiple -0.634 -3.670 2.403 0.998 
0.95 Multiple-Expert Analysis Methods 0.346 -2.136 2.829 1.000 

0.95 Quantitative Trend Analysis-Expert Analysis 
Methods -0.287 -2.848 2.273 1.000 

0.95 Source Analysis-Expert Sourcing 0.076 -2.174 2.326 1.000 
 
The values highlighted in red on the table are those for which there is sufficient evidence that the 
two underlying distributions are different. Only the QLA method indicates a universal rejection of 
all pairings, suggesting that it is perhaps worse than all other methods. The models method does 
exhibit superior performance over three other methods. 
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Table E-48. Results of TKHSD test for technology area tags 

CI Treatment Difference Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Adjusted 
p-value 

0.95 Materials Technology-Computer Technology 3.340 -0.259 6.939 0.102 

0.95 Ground Transportation Technology-Energy and 
Power Technology 2.797 -0.377 5.970 0.153 

0.95 Ground Transportation Technology-Biological 
Technology 3.059 -0.544 6.663 0.199 

0.95 Ground Transportation Technology-Computer 
Technology 2.436 -0.443 5.315 0.204 

0.95 Ground Transportation Technology-
Communications Technology 3.793 1.083 6.503 0.255 

0.95 Space Technology-Communications 
Technology 2.420 -0.581 5.421 0.273 

0.95 Materials Technology-Maritime Transportation 
Technology 5.594 -1.621 2.809 0.336 

0.95 Sensor Technology-Materials Technology -3.576 -8.299 1.147 0.377 

0.95 Materials Technology-Autonomous/Robotics 
Technology 3.149 -1.285 7.584 0.489 

0.95 Materials Technology-Communications 
Technology 4.697 1.231 8.163 0.506 

0.95 Communications Technology-Air Transportation 
Technology -3.496 -8.536 1.543 0.530 

0.95 Maritime Transportation Technology-Ground 
Transportation Technology -4.690 -11.573 2.194 0.561 

0.95 Computer Technology-Communications 
Technology 1.357 -0.679 3.393 0.598 

0.95 Sensor Technology-Ground Transportation 
Technology -2.672 -6.872 1.528 0.673 

0.95 Materials Technology-Energy and Power 
Technology 3.701 -0.138 7.540 0.720 

0.95 Ground Transportation Technology-
Autonomous/Robotics Technology 2.245 -1.628 6.118 0.797 

0.95 Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System-
Materials Technology -2.654 -7.334 2.026 0.822 

0.95 Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System-
Communications Technology 2.043 -1.575 5.661 0.826 

0.95 Maritime Transportation Technology-Air 
Transportation Technology -4.393 -12.482 3.697 0.863 

0.95 Space Technology-Materials Technology -2.277 -6.498 1.944 0.869 

0.95 Photonics and Phononics Technology-
Communications Technology 3.035 -2.612 8.682 0.872 

0.95 Materials Technology-Biological Technology 3.963 -0.238 8.165 0.879 

0.95 Production Technology-Communications 
Technology 2.623 -2.595 7.841 0.919 

0.95 Biological Technology-Air Transportation 
Technology -2.762 -8.334 2.809 0.926 

0.95 Space Technology-Maritime Transportation 
Technology 3.317 -3.686 0.320 0.948 

0.95 Energy and Power Technology-Air 
Transportation Technology -2.500 -7.803 2.803 0.949 

0.95 Communications Technology-
Autonomous/Robotics Technology -1.548 -4.843 1.747 0.951 

0.95 Photonics and Phononics Technology-Maritime 
Transportation Technology 3.932 -4.549 2.413 0.956 

0.95 Space Technology-Biological Technology 1.686 -2.141 5.513 0.970 

0.95 Production Technology-Maritime Transportation 
Technology 3.519 -4.682 1.721 0.976 
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CI Treatment Difference Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Adjusted 
p-value 

0.95 Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System-
Ground Transportation Technology -1.750 -5.901 2.401 0.980 

0.95 Computer Technology-Air Transportation 
Technology -2.139 -7.271 2.993 0.982 

0.95 Space Technology-Energy and Power 
Technology 1.424 -2.001 4.849 0.982 

0.95 Energy and Power Technology-
Communications Technology 0.996 -1.439 3.431 0.984 

0.95 Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System-
Maritime Transportation Technology 2.940 -4.349 0.229 0.986 

0.95 Sensor Technology-Air Transportation 
Technology -2.375 -8.349 3.599 0.988 

0.95 Space Technology-Ground Transportation 
Technology -1.373 -4.999 2.253 0.992 

0.95 Photonics and Phononics Technology-
Biological Technology 2.301 -3.825 8.427 0.993 

0.95 Photonics and Phononics Technology-Energy 
and Power Technology 2.039 -3.844 7.922 0.997 

0.95 Production Technology-Materials Technology -2.075 -8.078 3.929 0.997 

0.95 Maritime Transportation Technology-
Autonomous/Robotics Technology -2.444 -9.579 4.690 0.997 

0.95 Maritime Transportation Technology-Computer 
Technology -2.254 -8.901 4.393 0.997 

0.95 Autonomous/Robotics Technology-Air 
Transportation Technology -1.948 -7.697 3.801 0.997 

0.95 Space Technology-Computer Technology 1.063 -2.091 4.217 0.997 
0.95 Production Technology-Biological Technology 1.889 -3.844 7.622 0.998 

0.95 Sensor Technology-Communications 
Technology 1.121 -2.553 4.795 0.999 

0.95 Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System-
Biological Technology 1.309 -3.019 5.637 0.999 

0.95 Production Technology-Energy and Power 
Technology 1.626 -3.847 7.099 0.999 

0.95 Space Technology-Sensor Technology 1.299 -3.095 5.692 0.999 

0.95 Sensor Technology-Photonics and Phononics 
Technology -1.914 -8.409 4.581 0.999 

0.95 Photonics and Phononics Technology-
Computer Technology 1.678 -4.052 7.408 0.999 

0.95 Maritime Transportation Technology-Energy 
and Power Technology -1.893 -8.673 4.887 1.000 

0.95 Sensor Technology-Maritime Transportation 
Technology 2.018 -5.299 9.335 1.000 

0.95 Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System-
Energy and Power Technology 1.047 -2.930 5.024 1.000 

0.95 Photonics and Phononics Technology-Materials 
Technology -1.662 -8.041 4.717 1.000 

0.95 Communications Technology-Biological 
Technology -0.734 -3.708 2.240 1.000 

0.95 Sensor Technology-Production Technology -1.501 -7.627 4.624 1.000 

0.95 Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System-Air 
Transportation Technology -1.453 -7.393 4.487 1.000 

0.95 Production Technology-Computer Technology 1.265 -4.042 6.573 1.000 

0.95 Photonics and Phononics Technology-
Autonomous/Robotics Technology 1.487 -4.801 7.775 1.000 

0.95 Maritime Transportation Technology-Biological 
Technology -1.630 -8.622 5.361 1.000 

0.95 Materials Technology-Ground Transportation 0.904 -3.115 4.923 1.000 
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CI Treatment Difference Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Adjusted 
p-value 

Technology 

0.95 Space Technology-Autonomous/Robotics 
Technology 0.872 -3.209 4.954 1.000 

0.95 Production Technology-Ground Transportation 
Technology -1.170 -6.771 4.431 1.000 

0.95 Materials Technology-Air Transportation 
Technology 1.201 -4.648 7.050 1.000 

0.95 Biological Technology-Autonomous/Robotics 
Technology -0.814 -4.876 3.248 1.000 

0.95 Computer Technology-Biological Technology 0.623 -2.505 3.752 1.000 

0.95 Space Technology-Air Transportation 
Technology -1.076 -6.662 4.509 1.000 

0.95 Sensor Technology-Physical, Chemical, and 
Mechanical System -0.922 -5.758 3.914 1.000 

0.95 Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System-
Computer Technology 0.686 -3.060 4.432 1.000 

0.95 Production Technology-Autonomous/Robotics 
Technology 1.075 -4.831 6.981 1.000 

0.95 Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System-
Photonics and Phononics Technology -0.992 -7.455 5.471 1.000 

0.95 Energy and Power Technology-
Autonomous/Robotics Technology -0.552 -4.237 3.134 1.000 

0.95 Maritime Transportation Technology-
Communications Technology -0.897 -7.473 5.679 1.000 

0.95 Energy and Power Technology-Computer 
Technology -0.361 -2.982 2.260 1.000 

0.95 Ground Transportation Technology-Air 
Transportation Technology 0.297 -5.138 5.732 1.000 

0.95 Photonics and Phononics Technology-Air 
Transportation Technology -0.461 -7.815 6.893 1.000 

0.95 Production Technology-Air Transportation 
Technology -0.874 -7.904 6.157 1.000 

0.95 Computer Technology-Autonomous/Robotics 
Technology -0.191 -3.625 3.244 1.000 

0.95 Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System-
Autonomous/Robotics Technology 0.495 -4.059 5.050 1.000 

0.95 Sensor Technology-Autonomous/Robotics 
Technology -0.427 -5.026 4.173 1.000 

0.95 Energy and Power Technology-Biological 
Technology 0.262 -3.139 3.664 1.000 

0.95 Sensor Technology-Biological Technology 0.387 -3.988 4.762 1.000 
0.95 Sensor Technology-Computer Technology -0.236 -4.036 3.564 1.000 

0.95 Sensor Technology-Energy and Power 
Technology 0.125 -3.903 4.153 1.000 

0.95 Photonics and Phononics Technology-Ground 
Transportation Technology -0.758 -6.760 5.245 1.000 

0.95 Production Technology-Photonics and 
Phononics Technology -0.413 -7.890 7.065 1.000 

0.95 Space Technology-Photonics and Phononics 
Technology -0.615 -6.754 5.524 1.000 

0.95 Production Technology-Physical, Chemical, and 
Mechanical System 0.580 -5.513 6.672 1.000 

0.95 Space Technology-Physical, Chemical, and 
Mechanical System 0.377 -3.969 4.723 1.000 

0.95 Space Technology-Production Technology -0.203 -5.950 5.545 1.000 
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In spite of the results of the ANOVA, which indicated there were differences in the underlying 
distributions at the 95% CI, the TKHSD test reveals no statistically significant different pairings. 
 

Table E-49. Results of TKHSD for timeframes 

CI Treatment Difference Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Adjusted 
p-value 

0.95 Short-term-Long-term -4.316 -5.849 -2.782 0.000 
0.95 Short-term-Medium-term -4.002 -5.167 -2.838 0.000 
0.95 Medium-term-Long-term -0.314 -2.083 1.456 0.909 

 
Results indicate short-term forecasts have statistically different temporal error rates than do 
longer-term forecasts. 
 
E.1.11 Results of TKHSD when one-year forecasts are removed from the data set 
 
We observed that 30% of all model forecasts had a one-year forecast horizon, which was 
substantially larger than the number of one-year forecasts for all other methods. We wanted to 
determine if the differences observed in the model method compared to the other methods could 
be attributed to the number of one-year forecasts. For this test we removed all forecasts with a 
horizon of one year and reran the ANOVA and TKHSD.  
 

Table E-50. Results of ANOVA with no one-year forecasts 

Attribute Variable 
of interest 

F-
Statistic 

Numerator 
df 

Denominator 
df p-Value 

Method TFE 11.829 7 107.13 0.000 
Method STFE 0.899 7 108.91 0.510 

TimeFrame TFE 19.300 2 104.11 0.000 
TimeFrame STFE 2.769 2 105.38 0.067 

 
Results indicate there are differences within the method and timeframe even with the removal of 
one-year forecasts. 
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Table E-51. Results of TKHSD by methods with no one year forecasts 

CI Treatment Difference Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Adjusted 
p-value 

0.95 Multiple-Models 3.575 -0.443 7.594 0.122 

0.95 Qualitative Trend Analysis-Expert Analysis 
Methods 2.667 -0.380 5.714 0.136 

0.95 Models-Gaming and Scenarios -5.767 -11.170 -0.365 0.270 
0.95 Source Analysis-Models 3.879 0.221 7.538 0.289 
0.95 Gaming and Scenarios-Expert Analysis Methods 3.667 -1.497 8.832 0.376 
0.95 Models-Expert Analysis Methods -2.100 -5.182 0.982 0.433 

0.95 Quantitative Trend Analysis-Qualitative Trend 
Analysis -2.389 -6.510 1.732 0.644 

0.95 Quantitative Trend Analysis-Gaming and 
Scenarios -3.389 -9.252 2.473 0.647 

0.95 Quantitative Trend Analysis-Models 2.378 -1.769 6.525 0.657 
0.95 Expert Sourcing-Expert Analysis Methods 1.408 -1.100 3.915 0.681 
0.95 Source Analysis-Expert Analysis Methods 1.779 -1.517 5.076 0.723 
0.95 Qualitative Trend Analysis-Models 4.767 1.331 8.203 0.758 
0.95 Models-Expert Sourcing -3.507 -6.475 -0.540 0.845 
0.95 Gaming and Scenarios-Expert Sourcing 2.260 -2.837 7.357 0.879 
0.95 Qualitative Trend Analysis-Expert Sourcing 1.260 -1.671 4.191 0.895 
0.95 Multiple-Expert Analysis Methods 1.475 -2.216 5.167 0.927 
0.95 Multiple-Gaming and Scenarios -2.192 -7.964 3.580 0.943 
0.95 Source Analysis-Quantitative Trend Analysis 1.501 -2.808 5.810 0.964 
0.95 Source Analysis-Gaming and Scenarios -1.888 -7.416 3.640 0.968 
0.95 Quantitative Trend Analysis-Expert Sourcing -1.129 -4.869 2.611 0.984 
0.95 Qualitative Trend Analysis-Multiple 1.192 -2.800 5.184 0.985 
0.95 Quantitative Trend Analysis-Multiple -1.197 -5.816 3.421 0.994 
0.95 Source Analysis-Qualitative Trend Analysis -0.888 -4.517 2.741 0.996 
0.95 Qualitative Trend Analysis-Gaming and Scenarios -1.000 -6.383 4.383 0.999 
0.95 Source Analysis-Expert Sourcing 0.372 -2.818 3.561 1.000 

0.95 Quantitative Trend Analysis-Expert Analysis 
Methods 0.278 -3.553 4.110 1.000 

0.95 Source Analysis-Multiple 0.304 -3.881 4.489 1.000 
0.95 Multiple-Expert Sourcing 0.068 -3.529 3.665 1.000 

 
Even though the ANOVA indicated differences, the TKHSD did not identify any at a 95% 
confidence level. This means the results of the previous TKHSD was in part a result of the one-
year forecasts. 
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Table E-52. Results of TKHSD by timeframe with no one year forecasts 

CI Treatment Difference Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Adjusted 
p-value 

0.95 Short-term-Long-term -4.633 -6.647 -2.619 0.000 
0.95 Short-term-Medium-term -3.908 -5.436 -2.379 0.000 
0.95 Medium-term-Long-term -0.725 -2.983 1.532 0.730 

 
Results indicate no difference between the two TKHSD tests. This indicates the results with 
respect to timeframe do not depend on the one-year forecasts. 
 
E.1.13 Results of regression analysis 
 
R has the ability to create the best linear model from the full set of variables presented. It has two 
modes of doing this: 1) reverse (indicated by “R” in table E-53 1st column), where is takes a full 
model with all available attributes and then removes variables one at a time until it finds the best 
performing model with respect to the adjusted R2 value; and two) forward (indicated by “F” in 
table E-53, first column), where the model starts with no variables and then build to the best 
model by introducing variables as necessary until it gets the best adjusted R2. 
 
In addition to building the model looking for the best fit, we also used several transformations on 
the continuous variables in an effort to see if model performance could benefit. We applied a 
combination of exponential and natural log transformations to the STFE (dependant variable) and 
timeframe in years (independent variable). The first column of table E-53 indicates which 
transformation was applied to the variable(s) and also the direction of the model build (forward or 
reverse). The second column indicates which attributes were included in the best performing 
model. The third column indicates how much of the change in the dependent variable is 
accounted for by the independent variables. 
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Table E-53. Results of the regression analysis with variable transformation 

Variable 
Transformation Included attributes Adjusted 

R2 

Log Time R 
Region of Origin, Tech Area, Method, Timeframe, Publication type, 
Prediction type, TRL, Degree of Realization 0.3523 

Exp Time R 
Tech Area, Method, Timeframe, Publication type, Prediction type, 
TRL, Degree of Realization, Timeframe in years 0.3483 

Log STFE F Timeframe in years, Tech area, Timeframe, TRL 0.1039 
Log STFE R Tech area, Timeframe, TRL, Timeframe in years 0.1039 
No mods F Tech Area, Timeframe in years, Timeframe, TRL, Region of Origin 0.0995 
No mods R Tech Area, Timeframe, TRL, Region of Origin, Timeframe in years 0.0995 
Log Time F Tech Area, TRL, Region of Origin, Timeframe in years 0.0816 
Exp Time F Tech Area, Timeframe, TRL, Region of Origin 0.0780 

Log STFE Log 
Time F 

Timeframe in years, Tech area, Region of Origin 0.0712 

Log STFE Log 
Time R 

Tech Area, TRL, Timeframe in years 0.0712 

Log STFE Exp 
Time F 

Tech Area, Timeframe, TRL 0.0662 

Log STFE Exp 
Time R 

Tech Area, Timeframe, TRL 0.0662 

Exp STFE F Timeframe, Publication Type 0.0155 
EXP STFE R Timeframe, Publication Type 0.0155 

Exp STFE Log 
Time F 

Timeframe, Publication Type 0.0155 

Exp STFE Log 
Time R 

Timeframe, Publication Type 0.0155 

Exp STFE Exp 
Time F 

Timeframe, Publication Type 0.0155 

Exp STFE Exp 
Time R 

Timeframe, Publication Type 0.0155 

 
The low R2 value associated with all of the model runs indicates a poor fit. In addition to linear 
regression models, we also developed polynomial models in the second and third degree. No 
model structure and attribute selection resulted in an adjusted R2 value that met our threshold of 
.80. 
 
E.1.14 Results of data mining algorithms 
 
In conjunction with the classical regression techniques, we also applied four data mining 
algorithms to the data set to determine if we could develop classifying algorithms that could 
provide better results than the regression models. These four algorithms were the K-Nearest 
Neighbor (KNN), Partitioning Trees, Support Vector Machines (SVM), and Neural Networks. 
For all algorithms, we divided the data set into three randomly selected data sets (training set with 
60% of the records, validation set with 20% of the records, and the testing set with 20% of the 
records). Models were developed using the training set and parameters refined using the 
validation set. Once we found a combination of parameters that provided the best predictive 
value, we ran the model against the test set and reported the value obtained from that single run. 
This is standard practice in data mining and precludes the biasing of models by exposing them to 
the test data set. We used the same data set for all analysis. 
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Because we were going to analyze both the temporal error and success rates, we used a single 
data source of 736 records. This data set consisted only of the forecasts for which the event had 
been realized. We did this so we could compare results between model performance for both 
success classification and error magnitude classification. We used the seed value of 42 for our 
sampling algorithm to ensure a consistent allocation of records across multiple days of analysis. 
 
The classifying algorithms work by looking at attributes and then predicting which class the 
record should belong to. TFE and STFE had to be classified into different ranges to enable the 
classifying algorithms to work. Table E-54 shows the rules used to convert STFE and TFE into 
classes. 
 

Table E-54. Conversion table for TFE and STFE into Classes 
TFE Category STFE Years Class Is 

0 A -37.5 A 
5 B -32.5 B 

10 D -27.5 C 
15 E -22.5 D 
20 F -17.5 E 
25 G -12.5 F 
30 H -7.5 G 
35 I -2.5 H 

  2.5 I 
  7.5 J 
  12.5 K 
  17.5 L 
  22.5 M 
  27.5 N 
  32.5 O 

 
KNN: R does not have a KNN package that accommodates nominal variables. Given the simple 
nature of a KNN algorithm, we developed our own code in VBA that allowed us to use Hamming 
distances and value metric differences (VDM)14 as substitutes for nominal values. We compared 
and contrasted results of both the Hamming distance and VDM along with different values for K 
(the number of records in the training set used to determine what the classification should be). We 
let K = (1, 3, 5, 7). Our selection of odd numbers for K was deliberate to avoid ties in voting. We 
did not use the KNN algorithm on the STFE and TFE analysis since the code was written 
specifically for Success/Fail analysis. Tables E-55 through E-58 provide the results of the KNN 
test using various values of K for different numbers of attributes concurrently considered in the 
distance formula. ‘Attribute applied’ indicates which attribute set provided the best error rate for 
a given set of nearest neighbors. The next four columns present the confusion matrix. ‘P success’ 
indicates how many were predicted to be successful while ‘P fail’ indicates how many were 
predicted to have been failed forecasts. These predicted fails and successes are compared to the 
actual classification. ‘Error rate’ indicates the percentage of forecasts that were misclassified. 
 

 
 
 

                                                
14 Wang, Hui, Nearest Neighbors by Neighborhood Counting, IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine 
Intelligence, 28:6 (2006).  
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Table E-55. Results of KNN test using only 1 attribute 
Actually Successful Actually Failed 

K 
Attribute 
Applied P Success P Fail P Success P Fail Error rate 

1 Sys V Comp 36 25 48 38 0.497 
3 Sys V Comp 40 21 45 41 0.449 
5 TRL 40 21 46 40 0.456 
7 Pub Type 37 24 45 41 0.469 

 
Using three nearest neighbors to vote on the classification of the forecasts results in marginally 
better result when using only one attribute. 
 

Table E-56. Results of KNN test using two attributes 
Actually Successful Actually Failed 

K Attributes 
Applied P Success P Fail P Success P Fail 

Error rate 

1 Timeframe 
Sys V Comp 35 26 40 46 0.449 

3 Tech Area 
TRL 37 24 37 49 0.415 

5 Tech Area 
Timeframe 36 25 42 44 0.456 

7 Pred Type 
Sys V Comp 40 21 45 41 0.449 

 
Using three nearest neighbors to vote on the classification of a forecast results in marginally 
better predictions when using two attributes. 
 

Table E-57. Results of KNN test using three attributes 
Actually Successful Actually Failed 

K Attributes 
Applied P Success P Fail P Success P Fail 

Error rate 

1 
Method 
Timeframe 
Pred Type 

40 21 41 45 0.422 

3 
Timeframe 
Pub Type 
Sys V Comp 

38 23 44 42 0.456 

5 
Tech Area 
Method 
Pred Type 

38 23 38 48 0.415 

7 
Tech Area 
Method 
Sys V Comp 

37 24 41 45 0.442 

 
Using five nearest neighbors to vote on the classification of a forecast results in marginally better 
predictions when using three attributes. 
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Table E-58. Results of KNN test using 4 attributes 
Actually Successful Actually Failed 

K Attributes 
Applied P Success P Fail P Success P Fail 

Error rate 

1 

Method 
Timeframe 
Pub Type 
Sys V Comp 

41 20 34 52 0.367 

3 

Method 
Timeframe 
TRL 
Sys V Comp 

39 22 43 43 0.442 

5 

Tech Area 
Method 
Timeframe 
Sys V Comp 

40 21 34 52 0.374 

7 

Tech Area 
Method 
Timeframe 
TRL 

37 24 47 39 0.483 

 
Using a single nearest neighbors to vote on the classification of a forecast resulted in marginally 
better predictions when using two attributes. The yellow highlighted row in table 58 resulted in 
the best KNN solution for Hamming distances. 
 
Applying the VDM method for converting categorical values into numerical distances resulted in 
a consistently (but marginally) worse error rate. We do not provide the results of these training 
runs in this appendix. 
 
Partitioning Trees: We used the RPart package for R to conduct the tree analysis. There are four 
variables to adjust when refining the model: 
 

1. Min Split- the minimum number of records that must exist in a node before it can be a 
candidate for partitioning,    

2. Min Bucket – the minimum number of records that must exist in a leaf node 
3. Max Depth – the maximum depth associated with a tree solution 
4. Complexity – controls the sensitivity of the model to the number of partitions it creates. 

Small values of complexity result in very large complex trees while large values of 
complexity result in small simple trees. Generally, more complexity provides better 
coverage of the underlying data, but can result in over fitting. Less complex trees result in 
less coverage of the data but rarely result in over fitting. 

 
We varied all four variables over some specified ranges until we found the model with the best 
predictive results. Table E-59 provides the results of our investigation of the best parameter and 
variable selections for the tree algorithm. 
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Table E-59. Results of the Tree Partitioning algorithm 

Conditions Target 
Variable 

Error 
Rate 

Parameter values 
(Min Split, Min Bucket, Max Depth, Complexity) 

All Categorical Success 47% (20,10, 10, .01) 
All Cat (-TF) + TFYears Success 45% (20,10, 15, .01) 

All categorical TFE 26% (20,10, 10, .01) 
All Cat (-TF) + TFYears TFE 26% (20,10, 10, .01) 

All categorical STFE 51% (10, 10, 20, .01) 
All Cat (-TF) + TFYears STFE 51% (5, 5, 20, .01) 

 
The ‘conditions’ column indicates that if we used all categorical (nominal) variables in our model 
or if we substituted timeframe in years for the categorical variable timeframe (short, medium, 
long term). The second column indicates which was the target variable we were trying to classify. 
Error rate is the percentage of classifications that were wrong; lower numbers are better for this 
category. ‘Parameter values’ shows the values associated with the four parameters discussed 
above. 
 
SVM: We used the Kernlab package for R and the ksvm routine to create our SVM models. Under 
this package, there is only one parameter to set which is the kernel used to process the data. There 
are eight different kernels available. We used all eight kernels and evaluated which ones provided 
the best results given the conditions and target variable. We evaluated model performance based 
on the lowest error rate. Table E-60 provides results for the SVM analysis. 
 

Table E-60. Results of the support vector machine analysis 

Conditions Target 
Variable 

Error 
Rate 

Parameter values 
(kernel) 

All categorical variables only Success 41% Poly -2 
All Cat (-TF) + TFYears Success 41% Laplacian 
All categorical variables only TFE 29% anovadot 
All Cat (-TF) + TFYears TFE 100% Poly-2 
All categorical variables only STFE 77% vanilladot 
All Cat (-TF) + TFYears STFE 68% anovadot 
 
The number following the “Poly” term indicates the degree associated with the polynomial used 
to process the data. 
 
Neural Networks:  We used the nnet package in R to develop our neural networks. There is only 
one variable in the neural network model that we adjusted. This variable is the number of hidden 
layers between the input nodes and the output node. We varied the number of hidden layers from 
one to 10 to find the best performing model. Unlike the other models considered in this analysis, 
the neural networks used the actual numerical values of the TFE and STFE to train the model. 
Therefore, instead of generating an error rate, models developed for these two target variables 
resulted in correlation coefficients (R2). Table E-61 contains the results of the success variable 
classification while table E-62 contains the results of the TFE and STFE analysis 
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Table E-61. Results of applying neural networks on success as the target variable 

Conditions Variable Error 
Rate 

Parameter values 
Hidden Layers 

All categorical variables only Success 39% HL = 1 
All Cat (-TF) + TFYears Success 41% HL = 5 
 
When attempting to classify the success variable with neural networks, a single hidden layer on 
all categorical variables resulted in the best solution. 
 

Table E-62. Results of applying neural networks on TFE and STFE as the target variable 
Conditions Variable R2 Parameter values 

Hidden Layers 
All categorical variables only TFE 0.3332 HL = 3 
All Cat (-TF) + TFYears TFE 0.2990 HL = 3 
All categorical variables only STFE 0.1685 HL = 4 
All Cat (-TF) + TFYears STFE 0.3204 HL = 4 
 
Neural networks performed on par with classical regression techniques in the development of 
predictive models. The low R2 value indicates all four of these are poor models for accurately 
predicting forecast errors. 
 
Based on the poor performance of the classical regression techniques as well as the data mining 
techniques, we conclude the error rate association with these forecasts is either driven by a 
random component not considered in the study.  
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		0		no		no				Need original source to determine methodology. 		yes		This article is based on a December 2004 market report, Opportunities for Composites in the Global Aerospace Market 2004-2010, by E-Composites Inc.,		1								no						NA		"Aerospace Market Forecast: What's in it for Composites?," CompositeWorld.com, accessed 3-21-2011 


1This article is based on a December 2004 market report, Opportunities for Composites in the Global Aerospace Market 2004-2010, by E-Composites Inc., which estimates market size and forecasts trends for composite materials in various aerospace industry segments.  Need to find orginal source to get most of this info				yes		Market research firms		An estimated 17,500 new commercial planes will be delivered in the next 20 years. 		1		17,500 new commercial planes will be delivered by 2024. 										1		Worldwide		E-Composites, Inc. is located in California. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide.		1		2		no				no								The methodology is not clear.				no				An estimated 17,500 new commercial planes 		1		Market penetration						4						223		yes				no		Commercial planes		yes										no		Commercial planes are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Not really emergence in new field; it's penetration  		1				20		Long-term		no				2004		2024		In the next 20 years = in 2024.		1						3/8/2011 16:27		1/31/2012 10:32		SF		2		JH

		0		yes		no				Need to find original source; can't determine methodology without it. 		no		This article is based on a December 2004 market report, Opportunities for Composites in the Global Aerospace Market 2004-2010, by E-Composites Inc.,		1						2007.5		no						NA		"Aerospace Market Forecast: What's in it for Composites?," CompositeWorld.com, accessed 3-21-2011 


1This article is based on a December 2004 market report, Opportunities for Composites in the Global Aerospace Market 2004-2010, by E-Composites Inc., which estimates market size and forecasts trends for composite materials in various aerospace industry segments.  Need to find orginal source to get most of this info				yes		Market research firms		An estimated 17,500 new commercial planes will be delivered in the next 20 years. Over the next 10 years, passenger and freight traffic is forecast to grow at an annual rate of 5 percent and 6 percent, respectively. Likewise, composite materials in the aerospace market are forecast to grow by more than 10 percent annually from 2005 to 2010. During that period, it is estimated that the global aerospace industry will use $4.6 billion worth of composite materials. The defense industry, the Boeing 787 and the Airbus A380 will drive the growth for composite materials. During this period, the global end product market for composites, including radomes, horizontal stabilizers, vertical stabilizers, flaps, floors, bulkheads, etc., is estimated at $27 billion.		1		Composite materials in the aerospace market will grow by more than 10% annually from 2005 to 2010. 										1		Worldwide		E-Composites, Inc. is located in California. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide.		1		3		no				yes								The methodology is unclear. 		2007.5		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Market penetration		2010		2005		4						223		yes				no		Commercial planes		yes										no		Composite materials are components of airplanes. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Composite materials were in use when the forecast was made; forecast is predicting increased use.		1				3.5		Short-term		no				2004		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		2010		2005		3/8/2011 16:36		1/31/2012 10:30		SF		3		JH

		0		yes		no				Methodology is unclear. 		no		Article is from January 1994		50						2000		no						NA		Linda Geppert Associate Editor, "Solid State" IEEE SPECTRUM JANUARY 1994, 50-53				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		While 1-Gb DRAMs may not appear on the market until the 21st century, clever architectures have improved the performance of existing technologies. 		51		1-Gb DRAMs will not appear on the market until 2000. 										1		Worldwide		The IEEE headquarters is in New York. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast applies worldwide.		51		4		no				no								The methodology is unclear.		2000		no				". . .may not appear on the market . . ."		51		Technology emergence		2002		1998		5						226		yes				no		1gb DRAM		yes										no		1 gb Dram		51		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Mentioned in the forecast		51		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Forecast is predicting market availability		51				6		Medium-term		no				1994		2000		21st Century		51						3/8/2011 17:15		1/31/2012 10:25		SF		4		JH

		0		yes		no				Methodology is unclear. 		no		Article was written in January 1994		20						1995		no						52		Linda Geppert Associate Editor, "Solid State" IEEE SPECTRUM JANUARY 1994, 50-53				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"The first commercial products based on silicon-germanium heterojunction bipolar transistors (Si-Ge HBTs) will reach the marketplace within the year."		52		In 1995, the first commercial products based on silicon-germanium heterojunction bipolar transistors (Si-Ge HBTs) will reach the marketplace.										1		Worldwide		The IEEE headquarters is in New York. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide. 		52		5		no				no								Methodology is not apparent.		1995		no				"will reach the marketplace"		52		Technology emergence		1995		1995		5						226		yes				no		Si-Ge HBTs		yes										no		Actually a material for components		52		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Materials for commercial transistors: specifically, "silicon-germanium heterojunction bipolar transistors (Si-Ge HBTs)"		52		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		The forecast is predicting when Si-Ge HBTs will reach the market		52				1		Short-term		no				1994		1995		"within the year"		52						3/8/2011 17:23		1/31/2012 10:21		SF		5		JH

		0		yes		yes						yes		"In a recent meeting" and the publication date of the document indicates that 2003 is when the forecast was made		3						2005		no						3		J. Vanston and H. Elliott "Nanotechnology: A Technology Forecast" April 2003 Texas State Technical College				yes		Academic publications		"In a recent meeting, a group of nanotech experts were of the opinion that rapid growth would follow either the entry of one or more large companies into the field or the emergence of a highly successful nanotechnology company.  Moreover the indicated a belief that there was a real possibility that of one or both of these events occurring in the reasonably near future, i.e. one to three years"		3		Looks like two forecasts:  1) rapid growth could happen in 1-3 years and 2) a large company will emerge in the same time span.										1		Worldwide		The document was published by the Texas State Technical College, as seen on page 3 of the PDF.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No specification of geographical origin.  Nano tech is a world wide industry, and the example is Samsung electronics		3		6		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"In a recent meeting"		2005		no				This could also be technology emergency.  The forecast is on industry growth but it is for an industry that was emerging.		3		Market penetration		2006		2004		6		1		1		230		yes				no		Nanotechnology		yes				Using conference proceedings as inputs for forecasting  		Conferences		1		no		More of a material or process		3		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Forecast is on the nanotech industry.  It could also fall under manufacturing.		3				The industry is a too broad to provide a single TRL. 		NA				2		Short-term		no				2003				"one to three years"		3		2006		2004		3/9/2011 10:02		1/31/2012 10:17		SF		6		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was first published in April 2003		ii						2004.5		no						44-45		J. Vanston and H. Elliott "Nanotechnology: A Technology Forecast" April 2003 Texas State Technical College				yes		Academic publications		Extracted from graphic:

In the short term (0-3 years) instrumentation, tools, and computer simulations to provide, manipulate, measure, and visualize single atoms and molecules will be a modest commercial opportunity.		38-39		Between 2003 and 2006 at least one instrument, tool, or computer simulation to support nanotechnology will provide a mature commercial market.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was published by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		The purpose of the report is to help predict future Texas workforce demands and support curriculum development efforts at Taxes State Technical College, implying the technologies affect the local economy		iV		8		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The report mentions three forecast underpinnings

An examination of fundamental driving forces, projects of organizations, and projections of individuals.  Projections are captured in other sections of the report implying they are not the primary methodology for these forecasts.  The examination of driving forces was further supported by extrapolation techniques and literature searches.  The author states the extrapolation techniques were of limited use.  Therefore Source Analysis is the primary methodology and environmental scanning includes examination of driving forces. 		2004.5		no				These tools and techniques were available for science applications prior to commercial impact.		44-46		Technology Migration		2006		2003		6		8		59		236		yes				no		Nanotechnology Tools		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		The tools are systems		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		This forecast actually covers a wide range of technology in a specific application area.  It could also be material technologies, production technologies or computer technologies.  PCM seems the best fit for a large number of the potential nanotechnology tools		38		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		These tools existed but they were improving and emerging in new fields:

1989 - IBM Fellow Don Eigler is the first to controllably manipulate individual atoms on a surface, using the STM to spell out "I-B-M" by positioning 35 xenon atoms, and in the process, perhaps creating the world’s smallest corporate logo.		NA				1.5		Short-term		no				2003				Stated in chart "Short term (0-3 years)"		39		2006		2003		3/9/2011 11:32		1/31/2012 10:14		SF		8		JH

		0		yes		no				Need original source		no		Unknown; need original source.		NA								no						NA		J. Vanston and H. Elliott "Nanotechnology: A Technology Forecast" April 2003 Texas State Technical College				yes		Academic publications		The Japan Federation of Economic Organizations reported that the Hitachi Research Institute estimated that the nanotechnology products market for Japan alone might be over 200 billion in 2010. 		41		The nanotechnology products market for Japan alone will be over 200 billion in 2010. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		"Japan Federation of economic organizations"		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		41		"for Japan alone"		41		9		no				no								Unknown; need original source				no				Explicit in forecast statement.		41		Market penetration						6						230		yes				no		Nanotechnology		yes										no		Nanotechnologies are subsystems.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Nanotechnology is associated with materials.		NA				Need original source to determine the maturity of nanotech when the forecast was made.		NA				2010		Long-term		no						2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						3/9/2011 11:38		1/31/2012 10:13		SF		9		JH

		1		yes		no						yes		Forecast is a 15 year study targeting 1985.		190		4. Little interpretation		4. Mostly realized		1985		yes		In 1971 21.2 billion pounds of resin were produced in the U.S. The difference is around 7 percent off. 		I am estimating based on the 7.7% annual growth rate supplied in the presentation.		189		Selwyn Enzer, "General Applications: Plastics and Competing Materials by 1985", Chapter in Harold Linstone's "The Delphi Methods Teniques and Applications":III.C. 2. Plastics and Competing Materials by 1985: A Delphi Forecasting Study," Originally published in 1971				yes		Strategic analysis firms		As seen, the median estimate of the panel suggests that 50 billion pounds of plastic will be produced in the U.S. by 1985, and half of the panel's estimates ranged between 41 and 75 billion pounds for 1985.		199		50 billion pounds of plastic will be produced in the U.S. by 1985.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author and panel is U.S.-based.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		189		In the U.S. by 1985		199		10		no		1986		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Results from a delphi study		1985		no		0.066666667		Predicting production of plastics		199		Market penetration		1990		1980		7		1		6		230		yes		1		no		Plastics		yes		47.9 Billion pounds of resin		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Plastics are a raw material for products.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		50 billion pounds of plastic will be produced		199		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Production rates for commercial technology		199		1		15		Long-term		yes		ND		1970		1985		In the U.S. by 1985.		199						3/9/2011 12:30		9/8/2011 14:02		ND		10		JH

		1		yes		no		One source shows polybutadiene production at 265000 metric tons in 1968, this is ~585 million pounds.  				yes		Forecast is 15 years ending in 1985		190		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1985		yes		exceeded forecast		It appears production exceeded forecast at the time of the forecast.  I am unsure why the discrepancy but the numbers appear to be comparable. 		189		Selwyn Enzer, "General Applications: Plastics and Competing Materials by 1985", Chapter in Harold Linstone's "The Delphi Methods Teniques and Applications":III.C. 2. Plastics and Competing Materials by 1985: A Delphi Forecasting Study," Originally published in 1971				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Pulled from a table from the original delphi study		198		Polybutadiene will likely, 80 % confidence, be in wide spread use by 1985, with a potential production volume of 110 million lb/year.										1		Worldwide		The author is U.S.-based 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		189		No specific country information is provided, so the analyst assumes the forecast is global in nature. 		198		11		no		1968		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		From a delphi forecast		1985		no		1.133333333		"In addition to the changes suggested in existing materials, other materials (some already in existence) were suggested by the panel as prospects for widespread use by 1985." 		196		Technology emergence		1990		1980		7		1		6		230		yes		-17		no		Polybutadiene		yes		In 1968 production exceeded forecast "Polybutadiene production last year totaled 265000 long tons"		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The technology is a component of the material.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Polybutadiene, a plastic, is specifically called out in the table		198		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		"In addition to the changes suggested in existing materials, other materials (some already in existence) were suggested by the panel as prospects for widespread use by 1985." 		196		17		15		Long-term		yes		ND		1970		1985		"Likelihood of being in widespread use by 1985"		198						3/9/2011 13:39		1/24/2012 11:00		SF		11		JH

		1		yes		no		
I can't make heads or tails of this forecast.  I can say with a high degree of confidence that they underestimated production.  PET is the main ingredient in plastic bottles that were introduced after this forecast.  However the one source I have shows ~1,000,000,000 pounds of production in 1970.  Consequently the forecast makes no sense.				yes		Forecast is 15 years ending in 1985		190		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1985		yes		exceeded forecast		Can't compare world wide production but domestic production quickly exceeded prediction for world wide		189		Selwyn Enzer, "General Applications: Plastics and Competing Materials by 1985", Chapter in Harold Linstone's "The Delphi Methods Teniques and Applications":III.C. 2. Plastics and Competing Materials by 1985: A Delphi Forecasting Study," Originally published in 1971				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Pulled from a table from the original delphi study		198		Polyethlene terephthalate is likely, 65% confidence, to be in wide spread use by 1985 with an annual production of 75 million lb/year  										1		Worldwide		The author is U.S.-based 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		189		Does not specify for one specific country.		198		12		no		1970		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		From a delphi forecast		1985		no		1		"In addition to the changes suggested in existing materials, other materials (some already in existence) were suggested by the panel as prospects for widespread use by 1985." 		196		Technology emergence		1990		1980		7		1		6		230		yes		-15		no		Polyethleneterephthalate		yes		Production on PET exploded after the forecast, but I can't compare to the given value.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The technology is a component of the material.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Polyethleneterephthalate is a plastic specifically called out in the table		198		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		"In addition to the changes suggested in existing materials, other materials (some already in existence) were suggested by the panel as prospects for widespread use by 1985." 		196		15		15		Long-term		yes		ND		1970		1985		"Likelihood of being in widespread use by 1985"		198						3/9/2011 18:15		1/17/2012 17:28		JH		12		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Publication year determined from article source; not provided in article.		NA						1985		no						190		Selwyn Enzer, "General Applications: Plastics and Competing Materials by 1985", Chapter in Harold Linstone's "The Delphi Methods Teniques and Applications":III.C. 2. Plastics and Competing Materials by 1985: A Delphi Forecasting Study," Originally published in 1971				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Pulled from a table from the original delphi study		198		Polyprenylene Oxide Derivatives will likely, 65% confidence, be in wide spread use by 1985, with a potential production value of 750 million lb/year.   										1		Worldwide		The author is U.S.-based 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The forecast applies worldwide.		198		13		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		From a delphi forecast		1985		no				"In addition to the changes suggested in existing materials, other materials (some already in existence) were suggested by the panel as prospects for widespread use by 1985." 		196		Technology emergence		1990		1980		7		1		6		230		yes				no		Polyprenylene Oxide Derivatives		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Polyprenylene oxide derivatives are components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Polyprenylene Oxide Derivatives are plastics specifically called out in the table.		198		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		"In addition to the changes suggested in existing materials, other materials (some already in existence) were suggested by the panel as prospects for widespread use by 1985."		196				15		Long-term		no				1970		1985		"Likelihood of being in widespread use by 1985"		198						3/9/2011 18:28		1/31/2012 10:09		SF		13		JH

		0		yes		no		There is a great database at this link. http://www.matweb.com/search/PropertySearch.aspx

I can can confirm that the deflection temperature did rise above 280 at some point but I haven't been able to find release dates for any of these materials.  We can return if necessary. 		I doubt we can verify all of the forecasts included in this statement, but 1 or 2 should be possible.		yes		Publication year determined from article source; not provided in article. 		NA						1985		no						190		Selwyn Enzer, "General Applications: Plastics and Competing Materials by 1985", Chapter in Harold Linstone's "The Delphi Methods Teniques and Applications":III.C. 2. Plastics and Competing Materials by 1985: A Delphi Forecasting Study," Originally published in 1971				yes		Strategic analysis firms		There is an example table on page 195 that has several technical metrics for ABS. Adding them to a single forecast for ease of validating. 		195		Estimated metrics for ABS likely by 1985:
Price $/lb: 0.20-0.30
Maximum service temperature F: 250
Flammability, in/min: 0.65-2.0
Impact Strength, notched Izod, ft. lb./in at 73F: 2.5-11
                                                          at 40F: 0.9-5.0
Deflection Temperature, F at 264psi: 214-280
                                      at 66psi: 215- 280										1		Worldwide		The author is U.S.-based 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Forecast applies worldwide. 		195		14		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		From a Delphi study		1985		no				Forecast of technology metrics that will improve		195		Evolution		1990		1980		7		1		6		230		yes				no		ABS		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		ABS is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		A type of Engineering plastic		193		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Forecast of changing metrics for an existing technology.		195				15		Long-term		no				1970		1985		Estimated Property Value Likely by 1985		195						3/9/2011 18:44		1/31/2012 10:07		SF		14		JH

		0		yes		no				Verification requires that we determine a good definition for application area. 		yes		When the report was published; see title page.		NA						1985		no						89		Donald W. Kosy, "Air Force Command and Control Information Processing in the 1980's: Trends in Software Technology" A RAND Publication, R-1012-PR, June 1974 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Projecting the present growth rate in number of application areas (fig. 7), for example, would yield 7700 application areas, or 5200 new one between now ad 1985.  These would include totally new applications, e.g. software-controlled children's toys, and expansion in existing areas, e.g. on-line medical record keeping.		89		There will be 7700 application areas in 1985.

The report defines an application as software that preforms special purpose tasks to solve specific problems for the computer user.  Presumably an application area is a collection of applications that target a specific task.  We will have to determine what is an application area.  Is is all atari games, or all pacman games, or a specific pacman game. . . .										1		Worldwide		The author is U.S.-based 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide.		NA		15		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Projecting the present growth rate in number of application areas (fig. 7)		1985		no				Project growth in application areas		89		Market penetration		1988		1982		9		4		20		226		yes				no		Software applications		no				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Software is a subsystem.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Projecting the present growth rate in number of application areas		89		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Software applications as a whole existed, but specific software technologies behind them would be lower TRL.		NA				11		Long-term		no				1974		1985		between now ad 1985		89						3/10/2011 12:15		1/31/2012 9:59		SF		15		JH

		2		yes		no						yes		Year the report was published; see title page.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1985		no		No operating system has ever required this many lines of code. Microsoft Windows NT 3.1 released in 1993 only required 6 million lines of code. Modern day Microsoft operating systems require around 50 million lines of code.		Have assumed that the number of lines of code in operating systems did not decline on a massive scale between 1985 and 1993. Otherwise all data is clearly stated in sources.		90		Donald W. Kosy, "Air Force Command and Control Information Processing in the 1980's: Trends in Software Technology" A RAND Publication, R-1012-PR, June 1974 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Projecting the curve of user requirements for supervisor and utility software (Fig. 6) would indicate a need for about six billion instructions for each brand of computer system by 1985, most of this to be generated in the years to come.		90		Computer (operating) systems will need ~ 6 billion instructions (lines of code) in 1985.										1		Worldwide		The author is U.S.-based 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide.		90		16		yes				no		2010		Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Projecting the curve of user requirements for supervisor and utility software 		1985		no				Projecting a metric for operating systems, specifically instructions.		90		Evolution		1988		1982		9		4		20		226		yes				no		Software Code		yes		Operating systems would have required a number of lines of code many orders of magnitude below ~6bn.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Software is a subsystem.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		six billion instructions for each brand of computer system		90		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Software code is an applied technology although some of the tools and software technology would be a lower trl		NA				11		Long-term		yes		SF		1974		1985		"by 1985"		90						3/10/2011 12:42		5/4/2012 14:49		SF		16		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Year forecast was made; on title page.		NA						1985		no						93		Donald W. Kosy, "Air Force Command and Control Information Processing in the 1980's: Trends in Software Technology" A RAND Publication, R-1012-PR, June 1974 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		With increased component reliability, the hardware reliability of militarized CC {command and control} computers is expected to increase from the present MTBF {Mean time between failures} of 2000 hr to 4000 in 1975, 8000 in 1980, and 15000 in 1985.		93		Militarized C2 computers will increase to 15000 in 1985. 										1		Worldwide		The author is U.S.-based 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast applies worldwide.		93		17		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This forecast doesn't specify the type of methodology but given the type of reported data and the other forecasts in the report I am assuming extrapolation.		1985		no				Projection of metrics for computer hardware		93		Evolution		1988		1982		9		4		20		225		yes				no		Computer hardware 		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		With increase component reliability. . . 		93		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		MTBF for computer hardware components		93		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The hardware technology used in 1985 was not mature when the forecast was made. 		NA				11		Long-term		no				1974		1985		Explicit in forecast statement. 		93						3/10/2011 13:10		1/31/2012 9:56		SF		17		JH

		2		yes		no						yes		Graph adapted from 
Turn R. "Air Force Command and Control Information Processing In the 1980s: Trend in Hardware Technology", The Rand Corporation R-1011-PR, October 1972		175		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1990		yes		Commercial processors were capable of performance in the forecast range as early as 1989. Military processors were almost certainly capable of similar performance.		Interpreted the release date of 1989 for the Intel 486 processor from graph. Other data used was stated clearly in source material with no need for interpretation. Assumed that military technology would be at least as advanced civilian technology.		92		Donald W. Kosy, "Air Force Command and Control Information Processing in the 1980's: Trends in Software Technology" A RAND Publication, R-1012-PR, June 1974 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Data from a graph		92		One processor, military airborne and ground-based computers are projected to have execution speeds between 25 and 85 MIPS {Million Instructions Per Second?} in 1990 										1		Worldwide		The author is U.S.-based 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast applies worldwide.		92		18		yes		1989		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Projections from previous hardware capabilities.		1990		no		0.055555556		Projection of processor capabilities.		92		Evolution		1995		1985		9		4		20		226		yes		-1		no		Computer Processors		yes		In 1990 the Intel 486 commercial processor had been released, which was capable of performance up to 54 MIPS.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		yes		Processors are a computer component 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Graph of processor capabilities		92		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		In general this is a forecast of processors applications.  Specific processors that will meet these forecast will be at a lower TRL		92		1		18		Long-term		yes		SF		1972		1990		Commercial and Military Computing Speeds, 1960-1990.		92						3/10/2011 13:29		5/4/2012 14:48		SF		18		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Graph adapted from 
Turn R. "Air Force Command and Control Information Processing In the 1980s: Trend in Hardware Technology", The Rand Corporation R-1011-PR, October 1972		175						1990		no						92		Donald W. Kosy, "Air Force Command and Control Information Processing in the 1980's: Trends in Software Technology" A RAND Publication, R-1012-PR, June 1974 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		From graph		92		4-unit multiprocessors, military airborne and ground-based computers are projected to have execution speeds between 95 and 115 MIPS {Million Instructions Per Second?} in 1990  										1		Worldwide		The author is U.S.-based 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast applies worldwide.		92		19		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Projections from previous hardware capabilities.		1990		no				Projects of processor capabilities.		92		Evolution		1995		1985		9		4		20		226		yes				no		Computer Processors		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Processors are a computer component 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Graph of processor capabilities		92		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		In general this is a forecast of processors applications.  Specific processors that will meet these forecast will be at a lower TRL		92				18		Long-term		no				1972		1990		Commercial and Military Computing Speeds, 1960-1990.		92						3/10/2011 13:44		1/31/2012 9:51		SF		19		JH

		3		yes		no						yes		Graph adapted from 
Turn R. "Air Force Command and Control Information Processing In the 1980s: Trend in Hardware Technology", The Rand Corporation R-1011-PR, October 1972		1975		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1990		yes		The Intel 486 was introduced in late 1989 and early 1990. This processor had a peak performance of 54 MIPs. By 1993 the Intel Pentium processor was introduced, which was capable of 112 MIPS.		Interpreted some data from graph. The rest of the information is clearly stated in sources.		92		Donald W. Kosy, "Air Force Command and Control Information Processing in the 1980's: Trends in Software Technology" A RAND Publication, R-1012-PR, June 1974 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		From Graph		92		Commercial, one processor computers are projected to have execution speeds between 105 and 122 MIPS {Million Instructions Per Second?} in 1990 										1		Worldwide		The author is U.S.-based 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast applies worldwide.		92		20		yes		1993		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Projections from previous hardware capabilities.		1990		no		0.166666667		Projects of processor capabilities.		92		Evolution		1995		1985		9		4		20		226		yes		3		no		Computer Processors		yes		Commercial processors were capable of 20-54 MIPs in 1990.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		yes		Processors are a computer component 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Graph of processor capabilities		92		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		In general this is a forecast of processors applications.  Specific processors that will meet these forecast will be at a lower TRL		92		3		18		Long-term		yes		SF		1972		1990		Commercial and Military Computing Speeds, 1960-1990.		92						3/10/2011 13:48		5/4/2012 14:47		SF		20		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Graph adapted from 
Turn R. "Air Force Command and Control Information Processing In the 1980s: Trend in Hardware Technology", The Rand Corporation R-1011-PR, October 1972		175						1990		no						92		Donald W. Kosy, "Air Force Command and Control Information Processing in the 1980's: Trends in Software Technology" A RAND Publication, R-1012-PR, June 1974 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		From a graph		92		Single pipeline processor, commercial computers are projected to have execution speeds between 900 and 1500 MIPS {Million Instructions Per Second?} in 1990 										1		Worldwide		The author is U.S.-based 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast applies worldwide.		92		21		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Projections from previous hardware capabilities.		1990		no				Projects of processor capabilities.		92		Evolution		1995		1985		9		4		20		226		yes				no		Computer Processors		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Processors are a computer component 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Graph of processor capabilities		92		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		In general this is a forecast of processors applications.  Specific processors that will meet these forecast will be at a lower TRL		92				18		Long-term		no				1972		1990		Commercial and Military Computing Speeds, 1960-1990.		92						3/10/2011 13:52		1/31/2012 9:49		SF		21		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Graph adapted from 
Turn R. "Air Force Command and Control Information Processing In the 1980s: Trend in Hardware Technology", The Rand Corporation R-1011-PR, October 1972		175						1990		no						95		Donald W. Kosy, "Air Force Command and Control Information Processing in the 1980's: Trends in Software Technology" A RAND Publication, R-1012-PR, June 1974 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		From a graph		95		The cost per instruction/second executed of high performance general-purpose computers will reach slightly less than $0.002.										1		Worldwide		The author is U.S.-based 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide. 		95		22		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Projections from previous hardware capabilities.		1990		no				Projection of cost per instruction 		95		Evolution		1995		1985		9		4		20		226		yes				no		Computer Processors		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Processors are a computer component 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Graph of processor cost		95		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		In general this is a forecast of processors applications.  Specific processors that will meet these forecast will be at a lower TRL		95				18		Long-term		no				1972		1990		Cost of high performance general purpose computers 1960-1990		95						3/10/2011 15:07		1/31/2012 9:47		SF		22		JH

		0		yes		no				Need source document to determine methodology. 		no		Sources: Intel Corporation; Cisco IBSG, 2006-2009; IBM		1						2010		no						NA		Dave Evans, Chief Futurist, Cisco IBSG Innovations Practice, "Top 25 Technology Predictions" Cisco IBSG 2009.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		By the end of 2010, there will be a billion transistors per human—each costing one ten-millionth of a cent. (Sources: Intel Corporation; Cisco IBSG, 2006-2009; IBM)		1		By December 31st 2010, there will be a billion transistors in use per human.  

 										1		Worldwide		Cisco IBSG is a multinational company										7		Multi-regional		2		per human implies no geographical limit		2		24		no				no								Need original source to elucidate methodology.		2010		no				Projection of number of transistors		1		Market penetration		2010		2010		10						226		yes				no		Transistors		yes										no		Transistors are a component		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		billion transistors per human		1		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		A 1 year forecast of market penetration		1				1		Short-term		no				2009		2010		By the end of 2010		1						3/11/2011 11:34		1/31/2012 9:44		SF		24		JH

		0		yes		no				Need source document to discern methodology. 		no		Source: Cisco IBSG, 2009		2						2010		no						2		Dave Evans, Chief Futurist, Cisco IBSG Innovations Practice, "Top 25 Technology Predictions" Cisco IBSG 2009.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		By 2010, 35 billion devices will be connected to the Internet (nearly six devices per person on the planet). (Source: Cisco IBSG, 2009)		2		Prior to December 31, 2010 35 billion devices will be connected to the internet.  (I am having to assume "By 2010" is equivalent to the end of 2010.  The forecast is dated December 2009 and a forecast of less than a month doesn't make much sense.  										1		Worldwide		Cisco IBSG is a multinational company										7		Multi-regional		2		"nearly six devices per person on the planet"		2		25		no				no								Methodology cannot be discerned.		2010		no				Forecasting number of internet connected devices		2		Market penetration		2010		2010		10						225		yes				no		Internet enabled devices		yes										no		Forecast of complete devices.		2		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		"35 billion devices will be connected to the Internet"		2		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		One year market penetration forecast		2				1		Short-term		no				2009		2010		"By 2010"		2						3/11/2011 11:43		1/31/2012 9:43		SF		25		JH

		0		yes		no				Need original source. 		no		McGovern, P. J (Publisher) (1980), "Review and Forecast-Industry Report: Electronics Data Processing-Desktop Computers," Waltham, Massachusetts: International Data Corporation, 15, 23-24.		58						1981		no						NA		Thomas J. Boardman, "The Future of Statistical Computing on Desktop Computers," The American Statistician vol 36, No 1 Feb 1982 pp 49-58 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Furthermore, International Data Corporation estimates that there are approximately 979,000 desktop computers world wide and that about 53,000 units will be sold each month. . . . Recall that IDC projected 53,000 new desktops per month during 1981 (McGovern 1980)		49 and 54		During 1981 53,000 new desktops will be sold each month.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Colorado State University. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		49		Forecast applies worldwide.		49		26		no				no								Need original source to elucidate methodology.		1981		no				Forecasting penetration of desktops		54		Market penetration		1981		1981		11						226		yes				no		Desktop Computers		yes										no		Forecasting the full computer		49		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		"979,000 desktop computers world wide and that about 53,000 units will be sold each month"		49		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Forecasting adoption of commercially available computers		49				1		Short-term		no				1980		1981		during 1981		54						3/11/2011 12:31		1/31/2012 9:41		SF		26		JH

		0		yes		no				Cannot elucidate methodology without the original source. 		no		Nie, Norman H (1981) "Statistical software design and scientific breakthrough: Some reflections on the future," Computer Science and Statistics: Proceedings of the thirteenth Symposium on the Interface, New York: Springer-Verlag pp. 31-35		58						1991		no						NA		Thomas J. Boardman, "The Future of Statistical Computing on Desktop Computers," The American Statistician vol 36, No 1 Feb 1982 pp 49-58 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Those working in the science of artificial intelligence believe that some form of vocal communication will be possible within 10 years		54		By 1991 vocal computer commands will be possible										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Colorado State University. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		49		Forecast applies worldwide. 		54		28		no				no								Need original source to determine methodology.		1991		no				Emergence of speech recognition		54		Technology emergence		1994		1988		11						226		yes				no		Speeh Recognition		yes										no		This is a software element so I am assuming subsystem		54		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		 vocal communication will be possible within 10 years		54		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Speech recognition in computers was immature when the forecast was made.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1981		1991		"...will be possible within 10 years."		54						3/11/2011 12:55		1/31/2012 9:39		SF		28		JH

		0		yes		no		Forecast uses "may", which excludes it from our study. 				yes		publication date of the article		54						0		no						54		Thomas J. Boardman, "The Future of Statistical Computing on Desktop Computers," The American Statistician vol 36, No 1 Feb 1982 pp 49-58 				yes		Trade press and popular media		The next generation {of desktops} may have running times 30 to 40 times faster than the present generation's		54		The next generation of desktops (the version or follow-on model after the technology that dominated the sector at the time of the forecast--1982) will have running times 30 to 40 times faster than the present generation's										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Colorado State University. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		49		The forecast applies worldwide.		54		29		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast is not sourced and is likely based on the belief of the author.  "Every new generation of desktop computers seems to increase. . . " 		0		no				Evolution of processor speeds		54		Evolution		-595		595		11		2		8		226		yes				no		Computer Processors		no				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Although the metric is for the processing speed/processor the forecast is about full system computational speeds		54		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Forecast on desktop computer speeds		54		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Need to evaluate.  My reasoning is the "next generation" of desktop computers are in the development phase at the time of the forecast		54				-1982		Short-term		no				1982				Unable to determine what year the "next generation" of desktops translates to. 		54						3/11/2011 13:11		1/31/2012 11:31		SF		29		JH

		0		yes		no		
				yes		The graph is from another source, Dataquest.  1993 data is already known according to the graph implying the data was evaluated in late 1993 or 1994.  The article was published in January 1994 		35						1995		no						35		Richard Comerford, "PCs and workstations" IEEE Spectrum Technology 1994, 35-37.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		From graph, "Past and Future Unix Unit Sales"		35		In 1995 total sales for unix system will be ~3.1 million. 

The graph also breaks out the total says by unit type:
Workstations: ~2.3 million
Mid-range: ~400,000
Supercomputers: <100,000
Mainframes: <<100,000
PCs: ~600,000 										1		Worldwide		The IEEE HQ is in New York. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		These are likely worldwide sales. 		35		30		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Based on the reported CAGR and the prior data in the graph I am assuming an extrapolation method.  We would need the original source to confirm.		1995		no				Sales of unix units		35		Market penetration		1995		1995		12		4		20		226		yes				no		Unix computers		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Full computer		35		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Sales of unix units		35		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		The forecast is market penetration of commercial systems		35				1		Short-term		no				1994		1995		Stated on the graph		35						3/11/2011 15:23		1/31/2012 9:33		SF		30		JH

		0		yes		no				Based on the text around the forecast this is a trend analysis.  However I do not know if they used quantitative or qualitative methods.  -JH 		no		Publication date of the article 		36						1995		no						36		Richard Comerford, "PCs and workstations" IEEE Spectrum Technology 1994, 35-37.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		When delivering the four-processor version of the SparcStation 10 in early 1993, Sun Microsystems Corp., Mountain View, Calif., could claim it was the highest-performance system on the market  Last fall, Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, Mass., had laid claim to the title for its current systems and demonstrated a 320-MHz alpha system as a statement of where its technology is going. Taking the most conservative view, RISC clock speeds will double during the next two years, so the top of the hill has not been reached by any means.		36		By January 2006, or end of 2005, commercially available RISC chips will have clock speeds of 640MHz or greater										1		Worldwide		The IEEE HQ is in New York. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide.		36		31		no				yes								Based on the text around the forecast this is a trend analysis.  However I do not know if they used quantitative or qualitative methods.		1995		no				RISC Chip clock speeds		36		Evolution		1996		1994		12						226		yes				no		RISC Processors		yes										no		forecast is for a computer chip		36		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Prediction is for clock speeds on RISC chips		36		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		RISC chips are commercially available at the time of the forecast		36				1		Short-term		no				1994				During the next two years		36		1996		1994		3/11/2011 15:33		1/31/2012 9:31		SF		31		JH

		0		yes		no				The forecast was derived from a study conducted by Japan's K&T Institute; the original document could not be found so the methodology could not be elucidated. 		no		The article was published in January 1994 and says a recent study.  This could mean late 1993. 		37						1996		no						NA		Richard Comerford, "PCs and workstations" IEEE Spectrum Technology 1994, 35-37.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		A recent study by Japan’s K&T Institute shows that development programs to put plastic LCDs into mass production have revived. The study suggests that 640-by-480- pixel displays destined for portables (where their light weight and durability would give them a strong advantage) could be in mass production sometime between 1995 and 1997.		37		plastic LCD 640-480 pixel displays will be commercially available between 1995 and 1997.										1		Worldwide		Recent study by Japan's K&T Institute		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		37		Forecast applies worldwide. 		37		32		no				yes								Forecast was derived from a study conducted by Japan's K&T Institute; the original document could not be found so the methodology could not be elucidated. 		1996		no				Based on other information in the article, at the time of publication LCD displays are a new technology and research in ongoing to develop a plastic substrate LCD display.		37		Technology emergence		1997		1995		12						226		yes				no		LCD displays		yes										no		LCDs are systems. 		36		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		"looking to improve LCD computer screens by going from a glass substrate to a plastic one."		36		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		It sounds like most of the LCD technology is mature at the time of this forecast and the first LCD tv just came out.  However the article does mention that Japanese companies "are looking to improve LCD computer screens by going from a glass substrate to a plastic one" implying component development.  (This might be 7-9 instead)		36				2		Short-term		no				1994				sometime between 1995 and 1997.		37		1997		1995		3/11/2011 15:57		7/13/2012 11:52		SF		32		JH

		0		no		no				This forecast is not specific enough to enable analysis. 		yes		Year the article was published		11						1990		no						11		Robert I. Benjamin, "Information Technology in the 1990s: A Long Range Planning Scenario," MIS Quarterly Vol 6, No 2, June 1982, pp 11-31				yes		Academic publications		There will be a significant movement of processing, database, and application development to distributed organizational levels.  Both the functional architecture described and the rapid growth in the number of terminals illustrate this dynamic.  To accommodate this with out losing control there will have to be a greater emphasis on centralized control of IS {Information System} policy and standards, technical and functional architectures, and network management.		21		In 1990, there will be a significant movement of processing, database, and application development to distributed organizational levels										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Xerox, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		31		The forecast likely applies worldwide. 		21		33		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Forecast was described as a long range planning scenario		1990		no				This field does not apply to this forecast. 		NA				1992		1988		13		7		50		226		no				no		Information Systems		no				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		This field does not apply to this forecast. 		NA				Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		21				This field does not apply to this forecast. 		NA				8		Medium-term		no				1982		1990		An end point scenario for the IS environment for the year 1990  . . .		11						3/11/2011 16:53		1/31/2012 9:28		SF		33		JH

		0		no		no				This forecast is not specific enough to enable analysis. 		yes		Year the article was published		11						1990		no						11		Robert I. Benjamin, "Information Technology in the 1990s: A Long Range Planning Scenario," MIS Quarterly Vol 6, No 2, June 1982, pp 11-31				yes		Academic publications		The combination of office/end user systems will substantially increase IS spending as a percent of revenue.  The growth will be difficult if not impossible to contain due to the economics of the new technology.  However it will be very difficult to justify to senior managements this increment in costs, and assure them that it reflect greater productivity or improved effectiveness. 		22		In 1990, the combination of office/end user systems will substantially increase IS spending as a percent of revenue										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Xerox, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		31		The forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		34		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Forecast was described as a long range planning scenario		1990		no				This field does not apply to this forecast. 		NA				1992		1988		13		7		50		226		no				no		Information Systems		no				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		This field does not apply to this forecast. 		NA				Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast.		22				This field does not apply to this forecast. 		NA				8		Medium-term		no				1982		1990		An end point scenario for the IS environment for the year 1990  . . .		11						3/11/2011 16:59		1/31/2012 9:26		SF		34		JH

		0		no		no				The forecast is not specific enough to enable analysis, nor is is a technology forecast. 		yes		Year the article was published		11						1990		no						11		Robert I. Benjamin, "Information Technology in the 1990s: A Long Range Planning Scenario," MIS Quarterly Vol 6, No 2, June 1982, pp 11-31				yes		Academic publications		The rapid increase in computers (40% of processing capacity today and predicted to be 75% in 1990) devoted to end user computing will cause IS management to develop policy and control mechanisms for the management of the demand for its services, rather than the traditional policy and controls which have been concerned with managing the supply of computing services.		24		In 1990, the rapid increase in computers (40% of processing capacity today and predicted to be 75% in 1990) devoted to end user computing will cause IS management to develop policy and control mechanisms for the management of the demand for its services										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Xerox, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		31		The forecast likely applies worldwide.		24		35		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Forecast was described as a long range planning scenario		1990		no				This field does not apply to this forecast. 		NA				1992		1988		13		7		50		226		no				no		Information Systems		no				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		This field does not apply to this forecast. 		NA				Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		24				This field does not apply to this forecast. 		NA				8		Medium-term		no				1982		1990		An end point scenario for the IS environment for the year 1990  . . .		11						3/11/2011 17:02		1/31/2012 9:24		SF		35		JH

		0		no		no				The forecast language is not specific enough to enable analysis. Also, this is not a technology forecast. 		yes		Year the article was published		11						1990		no						11		Robert I. Benjamin, "Information Technology in the 1990s: A Long Range Planning Scenario," MIS Quarterly Vol 6, No 2, June 1982, pp 11-31				yes		Academic publications		The primary added value of centralized IS utility services will be in providing interconnectability to the organization.  This will be reflected in the movement of emphasis for the large DP utilities within corporations from managing computer cycles to managing networks and the interconnection of the corporation.		24		In 1990, the primary added value of centralized IS utility services will be in providing interconnectability to the organization										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Xerox, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		31		The forecast likely applies worldwide.		24		36		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Forecast was described as a long range planning scenario		1990		no				This field does not apply to this forecast. 		NA				1992		1988		13		7		50		226		no				no		Information Systems		no				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		This field does not apply to this forecast. 		NA				Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The IS function is a computer technology.		NA				This field does not apply to this forecast. 		NA				8		Medium-term		no				1982		1990		An end point scenario for the IS environment for the year 1990  . . .		11						3/11/2011 17:05		1/31/2012 9:22		SF		36		JH

		0		no		no				The forecast is not specific enough to enable analysis. Also, it is not a technology forecast. 		yes		Year the article was published		11						1990		no						11		Robert I. Benjamin, "Information Technology in the 1990s: A Long Range Planning Scenario," MIS Quarterly Vol 6, No 2, June 1982, pp 11-31				yes		Academic publications		Organizational frameworks will have to be developed to encourage the development of applications that provide the necessary integration across the business functions. 		24		In 1990, organizational frameworks that encourage the development of applications that provide the necessary integration across the business functions will be developed.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Xerox, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		31		The forecast likely applies worldwide.		24		37		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Forecast was described as a long range planning scenario		1990		no				The predicted organizational frameworks will emerge.		24		Technology emergence		1992		1988		13		7		50		226		no				no		Information Systems		no				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		This field does not apply to this forecast.		NA				Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The organizational framework would be part of a computer system.		24				This field does not apply to this forecast.		NA				8		Medium-term		no				1982		1990		An end point scenario for the IS environment for the year 1990  . . .		11						3/11/2011 17:07		1/31/2012 9:20		SF		37		JH

		0		no		no				Forecast language is not specific enough to enable subsequent analysis. 		yes		Year the article was published		11						1990		no						11		Robert I. Benjamin, "Information Technology in the 1990s: A Long Range Planning Scenario," MIS Quarterly Vol 6, No 2, June 1982, pp 11-31				yes		Academic publications		"The major mission for the IS function in this decade will be to increase productivity of application development."		24		In 1990, the IS function will increase productivity of application and development. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Xerox, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		31		No geographic location specified; forecast is assumed to apply worldwide.		24		38		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Forecast was described as a long range planning scenario		1990		no				The IS function will evolve such that it increases productivity.		24		Evolution		1992		1988		13		7		50		226		no				no		Information Systems		no				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		This field does not apply to this forecast.		NA				Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The IS function is computer-related.		NA				This field does not apply to this forecast.		NA				8		Medium-term		no				1982		1990		An end point scenario for the IS environment for the year 1990  . . .		11						3/11/2011 17:08		1/31/2012 9:16		SF		38		JH

		0		yes		yes				Need to check with SME to clarify the "other than databasing" comment in the forecast. 		yes		The cover page provides the publication date, which is 2000. Moreover, the quote "our specific assignment is to predict as well as we can where the technology will be in 5 years and in 10 years; we have included a 2-year projection" explains why the document contains forecasts for 2002 (2-year projection), 2005 (5-year), and 2010 (1-year).		iii						2001		no						iii		National Institute of Justice, "The Future of Forensic DNA Testing: Predictions of the Research and Development Working Group", 2000. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By 2002, many laboratories will have the capability of studying additional loci so that data for 20 or more loci will be available for purposes other than databasing."		2		Between 2000 and 2002, many DNA forensic laboratories will be able to study more than 20 loci. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		National Institute of Justice document; seen on the cover.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		National Institute of Justice document; forecast pertains to the U.S.		2		40		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Starting early in 1998, the group has had several meetings and numerous exchanges by letter, e-mail, and telephone, and has arrived at a consensus regarding most of the items in this report." 		2001		no				The forecast says that, "by 2002, many forensics labs will have the ability to study ADDITIONAL loci...", which indicates that some loci already exist. 		2		Evolution		2002		2000		15		1		2		224		yes				no		Forensic DNA analysis 		no				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		A locus is the location of a gene on a chromosome. 		2		Component		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Document title; seen on cover page.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		"In this period the shift from VNTRs to the CODIS 13 core STR loci will continue."		2				1		Short-term		no				2000				"By 2002" is translated as the range of years between the date of forecast to the predicted event.		2		2002		2000		3/17/2011 11:52		1/31/2012 9:11		SF		40		SF

		2		yes		yes				Ground truth validation was for 2003; forecast was for 2002. Need to search scientific literature or consult with an SME to make sure the new Y-STR loci recommended in 2003 were around in 2002. 		yes		The cover page provides the publication date, which is 2000. Moreover, the quote "our specific assignment is to predict as well as we can where the technology will be in 5 years and in 10 years; we have included a 2-year projection" explains why the document contains forecasts for 2002 (2-year projection), 2005 (5-year), and 2010 (1-year).		2		2. A lot of interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2002		yes		The DNA Initiative indicates that in 2003, a core set of Y-STR loci were recommended by a subcommittee. These Y-STR loci are assumed to have been available to commercial forensic laboratories by 2003. 		Very little data on SNPs for use in forensic laboratories; forecast may have been realized prior to 2003, depending on how many forensically-relevant SNPs were available at the time. Also, the year of realization is assumed to be 2003, since the SWGDAM Y chromosome subcommittee recommended 10 Y-STR loci for use in forensic analysis. Commercial kits for all 10 loci were available by 2011 at the latest, but they may have been available to forensic labs on a non-commercial basis by 2003.   		iii		National Institute of Justice, "The Future of Forensic DNA Testing: Predictions of the Research and Development Working Group", 2000. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Technology Projections for 2002...Numerous Y chromosome markers, both SNPs and STRs, will be available" 		3		Numerous Y chromosome markers, such as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and short tandem repeats (STRs) will be available for use in DNA forensic analysis in 2002. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		This is a National Institute of Justice document, participants are from the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii		This is a National Institute of Justice document.		v		41		yes		2003		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Starting early in 1998, the group has had several meetings and numerous exchanges by letter, e-mail, and telephone, and has arrived at a consensus regarding most of the items in this report." 		2002		no		0.5		Several Y chromosome markers were available at the time the report was published, and the authors forecasted that more markers would be available. 		3		Evolution		2003		2001		15		1		2		224		yes		1		no		DNA forensic analysis 		yes		According to the DNA Initiative, a core set of Y chromosome STR (Y-STR) loci have been selected for use in human identification applications. The core Y-STR loci were recommended by the SWGDAM Y chromosome subcommittee in 2003 and include: DYS19, DYS389I, DYS389II, DYS390, DYS391, DYS392, DYS393, DYS438, DYS439, and the multi-copy locus DYS385 a/b. Additional DNA marker systems are under exploration in the research arena. These include SNPs, Alu-insertion elements, and phenotypic predictors  		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		yes		SNPs and STRs are specific loci on chromosomes. 		3		Component		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Document title		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Several Y chromosome markers were available at the time the report was published, and the authors forecasted that more markers would be available. 		3		1		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2000		2002		The forecast statement is embedded in a section entitled "Technology Projections for 2002". 		3-Feb						3/17/2011 12:40		7/10/2012 8:18		SF		41		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		The cover page provides the publication date, which is 2000. Moreover, the quote "our specific assignment is to predict as well as we can where the technology will be in 5 years and in 10 years; we have included a 2-year projection" explains why the document contains forecasts for 2002 (2-year projection), 2005 (5-year), and 2010 (1-year).		iii		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2002.5		yes		The forecast predicts that 1 million profiles will be on file by 2005. Ground truth documents indicate that 2 million profiles were in the database by the end of 2004. 		Data stated clearly in sources there were about 1 million profiles in 1998.		iii		National Institute of Justice, "The Future of Forensic DNA Testing: Predictions of the Research and Development Working Group", 2000. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By 2005, the CODIS database should be well-established, with more than 1 million convicted felon profiles on file (assuming current funding levels continue)."		3		In 2005, there will be more than 1 million convicted felon profiles on file in CODIS.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		National Institute of Justice document, participants are all from the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii		National Institute of Justice document; forecast pertains to the U.S.		3		42		no		1998		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Starting early in 1998, the group has had several meetings and numerous exchanges by letter, e-mail, and telephone, and has arrived at a consensus regarding most of the items in this report." 		2002.5		no		1.8		The CODIS database existed at the time the forecasts were made, and the forecast calls for it to expand/evolve. 		3		Evolution		2005		2000		15		1		2		224		yes		-4.5		no		DNA forensic analysis 		yes		According to The National Institute of Justice’s “Making Sense of DNA Backlogs, 2010 – Myths vs. Reality”(p.2), at the end of 2004, CODIS contained just over 2 million offender profiles. 		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Laboratory work in DNA forensics feeds into the CODIS system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Document title; seen on the cover page. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		CODIS already existed when the report was published; more profiles were added to existing database. 		3		4.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2000		2005		"By 2005" is translated as the range of years between the date of forecast to the predicted event.		3		2005		2000		3/17/2011 13:29		6/20/2012 8:15		SF		42		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		The cover page provides the publication date, which is 2000. Moreover, the quote "our specific assignment is to predict as well as we can where the technology will be in 5 years and in 10 years; we have included a 2-year projection" explains why the document contains forecasts for 2002 (2-year projection), 2005 (5-year), and 2010 (1-year).		iii		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		The forecast predicted that the backlog in DNA comparisons would be reduced, thanks in part to greater automation and higher throughput. But ground truth documents indicate that, despite spending more on sample analysis, the backlog increased because laboratories can't meet the rising demand for DNA services. 		The forecast highlights a causal relationship between the decrease in backlog and instrument sophistication, which can't be elucidated. 		iii		National Institute of Justice, "The Future of Forensic DNA Testing: Predictions of the Research and Development Working Group", 2000. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Technology Projections for 2005...Greater automation and higher throughput approaches will help reduce the backlog."		3		The backlog in DNA evidence to be analyzed will be reduced by the use of increasingly automated laboratory equipment that allows multiple samples to be processed.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		National Institute of Justice document, participants are all from the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		v		National Institute of Justice document, which makes predictions about the U.S. 		v		43		yes				no		2005		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Starting early in 1998, the group has had several meetings and numerous exchanges by letter, e-mail, and telephone, and has arrived at a consensus regarding most of the items in this report." 		2005		no				Laboratory instrumentation for DNA analysis existed at the time of the forecast. The forecast is stating that this instrumentation will evolve such that it can process multiple samples in parallel with little human intervention.		3		Evolution		2007		2003		15		1		2		224		yes				no		DNA forensic analysis 		yes		A report by Matthew R. Durose indicates that 359,000 cases were backlogged at the end of 2005—a 24% increase from the estimated 287,000 cases backlogged at year-end 2002. 		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Instruments that analyze DNA are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Document title. 		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Laboratory instrumentation for DNA analysis existed at the time of the forecast. Efforts were under way at the time to enable instruments to process multiple samples in parallel with reduced human intervention.		3				5		Short-term		yes		ND		2000		2005		The forecast is embedded in a section entitled, "Technology Projections for 2005".		3						3/17/2011 13:50		1/25/2012 11:13		SF		43		SF

		2		yes		yes				May need to ask a SME about 1) the level of integration achieved in 2005 (if no direct transmission of test data between laboratories, this is a false forecast), and 2) the TRL of the LIMS technology in 2000. 		yes		The cover page provides the publication date, which is 2000. Moreover, the quote "our specific assignment is to predict as well as we can where the technology will be in 5 years and in 10 years; we have included a 2-year projection" explains why the document contains forecasts for 2002 (2-year projection), 2005 (5-year), and 2010 (1-year).		iii		2. A lot of interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2005		yes		The forecast is vague in what it means to integrate computers and internet, and how many labs will make use of this technology. 		The forecast is vague in what it means to integrate computers and internet, and how many labs will make use of this technology. Also, finding the initial year of realization was difficult. Based on information about LIMS manufacturers provided in the Henderson source, 2001 was selected as the realization year, since 2000 was the earliest year mentioned for some manufacturers' incorporation. Most of the manufacturers focus on producing LIMS products for forensic labs. 		iii		National Institute of Justice, "The Future of Forensic DNA Testing: Predictions of the Research and Development Working Group", 2000. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Technology Projections for 2005...We also expect integration of computers and internet with analytical techniques to permit direct transmission of test data between laboratories."		3		In 2005, a laboratory information management system (LIMS) that integrates forensic laboratory software and instruments and manages samples and results of analyses will exist.  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		National Institute of Justice document, also the participants appear to all be from the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		v		The forecast pertains to the U.S.		3		44		yes		2001		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Starting early in 1998, the group has had several meetings and numerous exchanges by letter, e-mail, and telephone, and has arrived at a consensus regarding most of the items in this report." 

List of working group members on page vii implies a workshop.		2005		no		0.8		Technology did not exist at the time of forecast, therefore is an emergent technology.		3		Technology emergence		2007		2003		15		1		2		224		yes		-4		no		Forensic DNA analysis 		yes		In 2005, approximately 80% of crime laboratories had a laboratory information management system (LIMS). 		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		A LIMS is a system by which smaller systems (laboratory instrumentation, etc.) are interconnected. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Document title; seen on cover page.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		LIMS systems likely existed when the forecast was made, but ones that met the forecast description were likely in development. 		3		4		5		Short-term		yes		SF		2000		2005		The forecast is embedded in a section entitled "Technology Projections for 2005".		3						3/17/2011 14:16		7/12/2012 12:05		SF		44		SF

		0		yes		yes				Forecast is two vague to evaluate " . . .will produce many more markers, some of which . . ."

		yes		The cover page provides the publication date, which is 2000. Moreover, the quote "our specific assignment is to predict as well as we can where the technology will be in 5 years and in 10 years; we have included a 2-year projection" explains why the document contains forecasts for 2002 (2-year projection), 2005 (5-year), and 2010 (1-year).		iii						2005		no						3		National Institute of Justice, "The Future of Forensic DNA Testing: Predictions of the Research and Development Working Group", 2000. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Research in the human genome and clinical research will produce many more markers, some of which will be used to supplement the existing procedures." 		3		In 2005, more markers will be used in DNA forensic testing. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		National Institute of Justice document, as seen on the cover page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast pertains to the U.S.		3		45		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Starting early in 1998, the group has had several meetings and numerous exchanges by letter, e-mail, and telephone, and has arrived at a consensus regarding most of the items in this report." 		2005		no				There were already several markers available for DNA analysis at the time of the forecast. The authors predict that more will be discovered, enabling DNA analysis to evolve/improve. 		3		Evolution		2007		2003		15		1		2		224		yes				no		Forensic DNA analysis 		no				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Markers are genes with a known location on chromosome. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Document title; seen on cover page. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The identification of additional markers would be done via basic research.		3				5		Short-term		no				2000		2005		The forecast is embedded in a section entitled, "Technology Projections for 2005."		3						3/17/2011 14:29		1/31/2012 8:58		SF		45		SF

		3		yes		yes						yes		The cover page provides the publication date, which is 2000. Moreover, the quote "our specific assignment is to predict as well as we can where the technology will be in 5 years and in 10 years; we have included a 2-year projection" explains why the document contains forecasts for 2002 (2-year projection), 2005 (5-year), and 2010 (1-year).		iii		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		Prototyping and development of such devices was still ongoing in 2011. Such devices were not commercially available in 2005 hence the forecast was not realized.		Portable systems at best seem to be in testing, prototypes described in sources are multiple feet in dimensions, this is interpreted to not qualify as "miniature" as in the forecast. 		iii		National Institute of Justice, "The Future of Forensic DNA Testing: Predictions of the Research and Development Working Group", 2000. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Formats that can analyze multiple STR loci in miniaturized, mobile instruments are promised and should be available by this time."		3		By 2005, miniature, mobile instruments that can analyze multiple STR loci will be available. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		National Institute of Justice document, as seen on the cover page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast pertains to the U.S.		3		46		no				no		2012		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Starting early in 1998, the group has had several meetings and numerous exchanges by letter, e-mail, and telephone, and has arrived at a consensus regarding most of the items in this report." 		2005		no				The forecast is stating that the technology to analyze STR loci--which already exists--will evolve to be both mobile and miniaturized. 		3		Evolution		2007		2003		15		1		2		224		yes				no		Forensic DNA analysis 		yes		In 2005, no miniature, mobile instruments that could analyze multiple STR loci were available.		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Instruments that analyze DNA are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Document title; seen on the cover page.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that the instrument was under development when the forecast was made.		3				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2000		2005		The forecast is embedded in a section entitled, "Technology Projections for 2005".		3						3/18/2011 7:45		6/20/2012 8:19		SF		46		SF

		0		yes		yes		This forecast is predicting a stead-state event; might not be relevant for our study. 				yes		The cover page provides the publication date, which is 2000. Moreover, the quote "our specific assignment is to predict as well as we can where the technology will be in 5 years and in 10 years; we have included a 2-year projection" explains why the document contains forecasts for 2002 (2-year projection), 2005 (5-year), and 2010 (1-year).		iii								no						iii		National Institute of Justice, "The Future of Forensic DNA Testing: Predictions of the Research and Development Working Group", 2000. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"...we expect that, although better procedures will undoubtedly have been developed, the 13 core STR loci will still be the standard currency."		3		In 2010, 13 core STR loci will be used in DNA forensic testing. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		National Institute of Justice document, as seen on the cover.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast pertains to the U.S.		3		47		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Starting early in 1998, the group has had several meetings and numerous exchanges by letter, e-mail, and telephone, and has arrived at a consensus regarding most of the items in this report." 				no				The forecast is saying that, although other markers will likely emerge by 2010, most forensic labs will continue to use the standard 13 STR loci because it is expensive and inefficient to change systems.		3		Evolution						15		1		2		224		no				no		Forensic DNA analysis 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		STR loci are components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Document title, as seen on the cover page.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The 13 STR loci were being used at the time the report was published (2000), and the forecast states that they will still be used in 2010. 		3				10		Medium-term		no				2000		2010		The forecast is embedded in a section entitled, "Technology Projections for 2010".		3						3/18/2011 8:09		1/31/2012 8:54		SF		47		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		The cover page provides the publication date, which is 2000. Moreover, the quote "our specific assignment is to predict as well as we can where the technology will be in 5 years and in 10 years; we have included a 2-year projection" explains why the document contains forecasts for 2002 (2-year projection), 2005 (5-year), and 2010 (1-year).		iii								no						iii		National Institute of Justice, "The Future of Forensic DNA Testing: Predictions of the Research and Development Working Group", 2000. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Within 10 years we expect portable, miniaturized instrumentation that will provide analysis at the crime scene with computer-linked remote analysis."		3		By 2010, portable, miniaturized instruments will be used to analyze information from crime scenes. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		National Institute of Justice document, as seen on the cover page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast pertains to the U.S.		3		48		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Starting early in 1998, the group has had several meetings and numerous exchanges by letter, e-mail, and telephone, and has arrived at a consensus regarding most of the items in this report." 				no				The forecast is stating that DNA analysis instrumentation will evolve such that it will be miniaturized and computer-linked. 		3		Evolution						15		1		2		224		yes				no		Forensic DNA analysis 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		DNA analysis instrumentation = system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Document title; seen on the cover.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Portable devices capable of conducting forensic-level analysis were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				2000		2010		The forecast is embedded in a section entitled, "Technology Projections for 2010".		3						3/18/2011 8:14		1/31/2012 8:51		SF		48		SF

		0		yes		yes				Not a technology forecast. 		yes		The cover page provides the publication date, which is 2000. Moreover, the quote "our specific assignment is to predict as well as we can where the technology will be in 5 years and in 10 years; we have included a 2-year projection" explains why the document contains forecasts for 2002 (2-year projection), 2005 (5-year), and 2010 (1-year).		iii						2002		no						iii		National Institute of Justice, "The Future of Forensic DNA Testing: Predictions of the Research and Development Working Group", 2000. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"We also expect an increasing amount of re-examination of cases in which conviction was based on evidence other than DNA." 		3		In 2002, an increased number of cases in which conviction was based on non-DNA evidence will be re-examined. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		National Institute of Justice document, as seen on the cover. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast pertains to the U.S.		3		49		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Starting early in 1998, the group has had several meetings and numerous exchanges by letter, e-mail, and telephone, and has arrived at a consensus regarding most of the items in this report." 		2002		no				The forecast is predicting the demand for case re-examination.		3		Market penetration		2003		2001		15		1		2		224		no				no		Forensic DNA analysis 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		This field does not apply to the forecast.		NA				Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Document title, as seen on the cover page.		NA				This field does not apply to the forecast.		NA				2		Short-term		no				2000		2002		The forecast is embedded in a section entitled, "Technology Projections for 2002". 		2						3/18/2011 8:38		1/31/2012 8:49		SF		49		SF

		3		yes		no		Needs a realization year to be included in statistical analysis. 				yes		This document was published in 1989, but the text throughout the article indicates that the forecasts were made in 1987, and that references to "in ten years" and "in twenty years" means by 1997 and 2007, respectively. 		30		3. Moderate interpretation		4. Mostly realized		2002		yes		Agronomically important traits have been manipulated genetically for crop plants. There is little indication that breeders use gene banks. 		Ground truth documents address plant genetic resources community. Need to determine whether other plant-related fields avail themselves of gene banks, or how often they use synthesized genes. 		29		N. Gotsch and P. Reider, "Future Importance of Biotechnology in Arable Farming," Trends in Biotechnology, 7:2 (1989): 29-34. 				yes		Academic publications		"Within the next ten to 20 years, agronomically important traits in crop plants will be manipulated by genetic engineering. But there will be no 'box of bricks' system enabling plant breeders to select traits using genes from a gene bank."		30		By 1997 to 2007, agronomically important traits in crop plants will be manipulated by genetic engineering but there will be no gene bank from which to select traits.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Institute of Agricultural Economics at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology. 		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		29		On page 19, the authors state that they "narrowed the scope of the survey by concentrating particularly on crops common in Central Europe." This indicates that the study focuses on crops that are common in Central Europe, but that forecasts can apply to any region worldwide, so long as those crops are involved.		29		50		yes				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Long-range forecasting must allow for discontinuities which can be caused by innovations. This excludes methods based on statistics but 'intuitive' methods, such as the Delphi method used in our study, are suitable." 		2002		no		133.4666667		The forecast tries to predict how much genetic engineering of crop traits will evolve.		30		Evolution		2007		1997		16		1		6		224		yes		-2002		no		Agricultural biotechnology		yes		According to ground truth sources, the manipulation of DNA is routine practice in botanical research and has made a huge impact on plant breeding, biotechnology, and biodiversity evaluation. However, DNA storage is not a common practice in the plant genetic resources community. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Gene banks are systems; they contain genetic information, which are components. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Document title. 		29		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Genetic engineering was well-developed at the time of the forecast, and gene banks for other sectors existed.		30		2002		15		Long-term		no				1987				The forecast statement starts out as "within the next ten to 20 years..." The latest date the article forecasts to is 2007, which is the 20-year range. Thus, 1997 is the ten-year range.		30		2007		1997		3/18/2011 9:37		7/10/2012 8:10		SF		50		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		This document was published in 1989, but the text throughout the article indicates that the forecasts were made in 1987, and that references to "in ten years" and "in twenty years" means by 1997 and 2007, respectively.		30		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2002		yes		Herbicide-resistant crops were introduced in 1996, about a decade before the forecast date. 		The forecast statement reads, "within the next ten to 20 years", which based on the publication date should be "by 1989 to 2009". However, the forecast document only explicitly predicts to 1997 and 2007, making it difficult to interpret when an event should have occurred. 		29		N. Gotsch and P. Reider, "Future Importance of Biotechnology in Arable Farming," Trends in Biotechnology, 7:2 (1989): 29-34. 				yes		Academic publications		"Within the next ten to 20 years, there will be a number of varieties of genetically engineered, economically important crops available, containing single genes from microorganisms and plants. The following contributions can be mentioned: herbicide-resistant crops..."		30		There will be herbicide-resistant crops within ten to 20 years. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Institute of Agricultural Economics at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology. 		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		29		On page 19, the authors state that they "narrowed the scope of the survey by concentrating particularly on crops common in Central Europe." This indicates that the study focuses on crops that are common in Central Europe, but that forecasts can apply to any region worldwide, so long as those crops are involved.		29		51		yes		1996		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Long-range forecasting must allow for discontinuities which can be caused by innovations. This excludes methods based on statistics but 'intuitive' methods, such as the Delphi method used in our study, are suitable."		2002		no		0.4		The authors are predicting that plant genetic engineering will evolve in such a way that there herbicide-resistant crops will be available. 		30		Evolution		2007		1997		16		1		6		224		yes		-6		no		Agricultural biotechnology		yes		Transgenic, herbicide-resistant crop varieties were first introduced in 1996. By 2008, more than 79 million hectacres worldwide were planted to herbicide-resistant varieties of soybean, maize, canola, cotton, alfalfa, and sugar beets.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		A genetically engineered crop (with modified genes/components) is a system because the components have been demonstrated to work. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Article title. 		30		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology appears to be in development at the time of forecast.		30		6		15		Long-term		yes		ND		1987				The forecast statement starts out as "within the next ten to 20 years..." The latest date the article forecasts to is 2007, which is the 20-year range. Thus, 1997 is the ten-year range.		30		2007		1997		3/18/2011 10:24		9/27/2011 15:09		ND		51		SF

		1		yes		no				This forecast is partially true; could not find evidence of virus-resistant sugar beets (acquired via genetic engineering, not by conventional means). Need SME input for this. 		yes		This document was published in 1989, but the text throughout the article indicates that the forecasts were made in 1987, and that references to "in ten years" and "in twenty years" means by 1997 and 2007, respectively.		30		3. Moderate interpretation		4. Mostly realized		2002		yes		Virus-resistant potatoes existed before the forecasted years (1997 to 2007). There is no evidence of virus-resistant sugar beets.  		The forecast does not state whether virus resistance must be obtained via genetic engineering. There is evidence of conventionally-grown, virus-resistant sugar beets, but no evidence of genetically modified, virus-resistant sugar beets. 		29		N. Gotsch and P. Reider, "Future Importance of Biotechnology in Arable Farming," Trends in Biotechnology, 7:2 (1989): 29-34. 				yes		Academic publications		"Within the next ten to 20 years, there will be a number of varieties of genetically engineered, economically important crops available, containing single genes from microorganisms and plants. The following contributions can be mentioned: herbicide-resistant crops, virus-resistant potatoes and sugar beet..."		30		There will be virus-resistant potato and beet crops within ten to 20 years. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Institute of Agricultural Economics at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology.		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		29		On page 29, the authors state that they "narrowed the scope of the survey by concentrating particularly on crops common in Central Europe." This indicates that the study focuses on crops that are common in Central Europe, but that forecasts can apply to any region worldwide, so long as those crops are involved.		29		52		no		1996		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Long-range forecasting must allow for discontinuities which can be caused by innovations. This excludes methods based on statistics but 'intuitive' methods, such as the Delphi method used in our study, are suitable." 		2002		no		0.4		The authors are predicting that  plant genetic engineering will evolve to the point that potatoes and sugar beet crops will be resistant to viruses.		30		Evolution		2007		1997		16		1		6		224		yes		-6		no		Agricultural biotechnology		yes		Monsanto launched in the USA/Canada its New Leaf Plus potatoes, which contained a Bt gene (conferring resistance to Colorado Beetle) in 1996.  		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Virus-resistant crops are systems, since their components (genes) have been demonstrated to work. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Document title.		30		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology appears to be under development at the time of forecast.		30		6		15		Long-term		yes		ND		1987				The forecast statement starts out as "within the next ten to 20 years..." The latest date the article forecasts to is 2007, which is the 20-year range. Thus, 1997 is the ten-year range.		30		2007		1997		3/18/2011 10:41		9/27/2011 15:03		ND		52		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		This document was published in 1989, but the text throughout the article indicates that the forecasts were made in 1987, and that references to "in ten years" and "in twenty years" means by 1997 and 2007, respectively.		30		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2002		yes		Corn-borer-resistant corn crops were introduced in 1996. The forecast is for 1997 to 2007. 		The forecast document projects "within the next ten to 20 years", which can either be 1997 to 2007 (if going by the dates explicitly stated in the forecast document) or 1999 to 2009 (if calculating 10-20 years after publication date). 		29		N. Gotsch and P. Reider, "Future Importance of Biotechnology in Arable Farming," Trends in Biotechnology, 7:2 (1989): 29-34. 				yes		Academic publications		"Within the next ten to 20 years, there will be a number of varieties of genetically engineered, economically important crops available, containing single genes from microorganisms and plants. The following contributions can be mentioned: herbicide-resistant crops, virus-resistant potatoes and sugar beet, nematode resistance in potatoes and sugar beet, resistance of corn to the European corn borer Ostrinia nubilalis..."		30		Within the next 20 years, there will be corn crops that are resistant to the European corn borer, Ostrinia nubilalis. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Institute of Agricultural Economics, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich.		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		29		The authors narrowed the scope of the survey by concentrating on crops that are common in Central Europe. However, many of these crops are common worldwide, so this forecast applies worldwide. 		29		53		yes		1996		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Long-range forecasting must allow for discontinuities which can be caused by innovations. This excludes methods based on statistics but 'intuitive' methods, such as the Delphi method used in our study, are suitable." 		2002		no		0.4		The forecast is predicting that plant genetic engineering will evolve such that certain corn crops will be resistant to a specific pest. 		30		Evolution		2007		1997		16		1		6		224		yes		-6		no		Agricultural biotechnology		yes		Ciba Seeds (now Novartis Seeds and Mycogen Seeds introduced the first Bt corn hybrids in 1996. The Bt gene produces a protein that kills the European corn borer larvae; most larvae die after taking only a few bites.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		A resistant crop is a system, since its components (genes) have been demonstrated to work. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Document title.		30		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was being worked on at the time of forecast.		30		6		15		Long-term		yes		ND		1987				The forecast statement starts out as "within the next ten to 20 years..." The latest date the article forecasts to is 2007, which is the 20-year range. Thus, 1997 is the ten-year range.		30		2007		1997		3/18/2011 11:06		7/12/2012 9:13		SF		53		SF

		3		yes		no				Event partially realized. Several crops are included in the forecast; insufficient evidence indicating that there has been success conducting haploid breeding for all. 		yes		This document was published in 1989, but the text throughout the article indicates that the forecasts were made in 1987, and that references to "in ten years" and "in twenty years" means by 1997 and 2007, respectively.		31		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2002		yes		Double haploid breeding is used in numerous crops. Syngenta cereals conducted double haploid breeding of cereals from 1994 until 2002.		It's difficult to ascertain haploid breeding is being used for crops, and whether there are commercial applications yet. 

Used 1994 year from Syngenta cereal source. JG		29		N. Gotsch and P. Reider, "Future Importance of Biotechnology in Arable Farming," Trends in Biotechnology, 7:2 (1989): 29-34. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		31		Adapted from table 3, page 31. Within the next 20 years [by 2007, which is the latest date the study makes reference to], there will be probable success in conducting haploid breeding for cereals, potatoes, and rape seed. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Institute of Agricultural Economics, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich.		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		29		The authors narrowed the scope of the survey by concentrating on crops that are common in Central Europe. However, many of these crops are common worldwide, so this forecast applies worldwide. 		29		54		yes		1994		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Long-range forecasting must allow for discontinuities which can be caused by innovations. This excludes methods based on statistics but 'intuitive' methods, such as the Delphi method used in our study, are suitable." 		2002		no		0.533333333		The forecast addresses how genetic engineering of certain crops will evolve over time. 		31		Evolution		2007		1997		16		1		6		224		yes		-8		no		Agricultural biotechnology		yes		Syngenta cereals conducted double haploid breeding of cereals from 1994 until 2002. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Haploid breeding is a process/system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Article title. 		29		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Haploid breeding was under development at the time of forecast.		NA		8		15		Long-term		yes		SF		1987				The forecast statement starts out as "within the next ten to 20 years..." The latest date the article forecasts to is 2007, which is the 20-year range. Thus, 1997 is the ten-year range.		30-31		2007		1997		3/18/2011 11:35		7/12/2012 9:13		SF		54		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		Article citations on every page. 		29		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all				yes		There is no indication that transgenic crops displaying multiple resistance existed in 2007. The first genetically engineered commercial corn product to have dual herbicide resistance was Pioneer 98140 corn, which was approved for food and/or feed in the U.S. in 2008.		Unclear whether evidence needs to be gathered for multi-resistant crops that are commercially available or ones that have been engineered in laboratories.  		29		N. Gotsch and P. Reider, "Future Importance of Biotechnology in Arable Farming," Trends in Biotechnology, 7:2 (1989): 29-34. 				yes		Academic publications		"Half the experts believed that crops would be made resistant to between one and four herbicides by 1997 and between two and six herbicides (corn, four to ten) by 2007."		31		Crops that are resistant to 2-6 herbicides will be available in 2007. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Institute of Agricultural Economics, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich.		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		29		The authors narrowed the scope of the survey by concentrating on crops that are common in Central Europe. However, many of these crops are common worldwide, so this forecast applies worldwide. 		29		55		yes		2008		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Long-range forecasting must allow for discontinuities which can be caused by innovations. This excludes methods based on statistics but 'intuitive' methods, such as the Delphi method used in our study, are suitable." 				no				The forecast is describing how crops will evolve as a result of advances in genetic engineering. 		31		Evolution						16		1		6		224		yes				no		Agricultural biotechnology		yes		There is no indication that transgenic crops displaying multiple resistance existed in 2007. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Resistant crops are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Article title.		29		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Resistant crops were being researched when the forecast was made.		NA				18		Long-term		yes		SF		1989		2007		Explicit in forecast statement. 		31						3/18/2011 12:09		7/16/2012 7:05		SF		55		SF

		5		yes		no		Forecast falls outside of 30% rule; cannot be used for statistical analysis yet. 				yes		Article citations on every page.		29		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all				yes		There is no indication that transgenic crops displaying multiple resistance existed in 2007. The scientific literature indicates that basic research on transgenic, multi-resistant crops was occurring in the mid 1990s and early 2000s, but there is no indication that these were available for commercial use. The first genetically engineered commercial corn product to have dual herbicide resistance was Pioneer 98140 corn, which was approved for food and/or feed in the U.S. in 2008. This corn crop is only resistant to 2 herbicides, so the forecast's assertion that corn would be resistant to 4-10 herbicides is incorrect. 		Unclear whether evidence needs to be gathered for multi-resistant crops that are commercially available or ones that have been engineered in laboratories.		29		N. Gotsch and P. Reider, "Future Importance of Biotechnology in Arable Farming," Trends in Biotechnology, 7:2 (1989): 29-34. 				yes		Academic publications		"Half the experts believed that crops would be made resistant to between one and four herbicides by 1997 and between two and six herbicides (corn, four to ten) by 2007.		31		At least one crop will be made resistant to 2-6 herbicides by 2007.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Institute of Agricultural Economics, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich.		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		29		The authors narrowed the scope of the survey by concentrating on crops that are common in Central Europe. However, many of these crops are common worldwide, so this forecast applies worldwide. 		29		56		yes		2008		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Long-range forecasting must allow for discontinuities which can be caused by innovations. This excludes methods based on statistics but 'intuitive' methods, such as the Delphi method used in our study, are suitable." 				no				The crops would be made herbicide resistant, which is an emergent technology.		31		Technology emergence						16		1		6		224		yes				no		Agricultural biotechnology		yes		There is no indication that transgenic crops displaying resistance to multiple herbicides were commercially available in 2007.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Transgenic crops are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Article title. 		29		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Article implies that while some other crops were already resistant, the ones described were still being worked on at the time of the forecast.		31				18		Long-term		yes		ND		1989		2007		Explicit in forecast. 		31		2007		1989		3/18/2011 12:21		7/12/2012 9:12		SF		56		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article citations on every page.		29		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1997		yes		The yield for wheat increased 10% in 1997. 		Had to convert figures into percentages. Also, there was no evidence that the yield of wheat increased by 10% any sooner than 1997. 		29		N. Gotsch and P. Reider, "Future Importance of Biotechnology in Arable Farming," Trends in Biotechnology, 7:2 (1989): 29-34. 				yes		Academic publications		"No one expected more than 10% yield increase for any crops listed by 1997"

**Crops listed in the study are rice, barley, cereals, potato, sugar beet, rape seed, wheat and grain legumes. 		33		By 1997, there will be no more than a 10% yield increase for wheat crops globally. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Institute of Agricultural Economics, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich.		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		29		The authors narrowed the scope of the survey by concentrating on crops that are common in Central Europe. However, many of these crops are common worldwide, so this forecast applies worldwide. 		29		57		no		1997		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Long-range forecasting must allow for discontinuities which can be caused by innovations. This excludes methods based on statistics but 'intuitive' methods, such as the Delphi method used in our study, are suitable." 		1997		no		0		forecasting the effects of biotechnology.  Could also be emergence for new treatments		33		Evolution		1999		1995		16		1		6		224		yes		0		no		Agricultural biotechnology		yes		In 1997, the yield for wheat increased from 1.1 tons/acre in 1989 to 1.2 tons/acre in 1997 (wheat yield increased 10%)		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		GM crops are systems 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Article title.		29		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		GM crops were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA		0		8		Medium-term		yes		SF		1989		1997		Explicit in forecast statement. 		33						3/18/2011 12:27		7/16/2012 6:57		SF		57		SF

		4		yes		no		Forecast methodology unclear. 		I don't know if this counts as a technology forecast.  In addition, the methodology may be projection of data collection rates or it may be repeating what the SDSS reports as a target		no		Publication date July 2000.		1						2005		no						NA		Jim Gray, "Computer Technology Forecast for Virtual Observatories: Extended Abstract of talk at Astronomy Virtual Observatories of the Future," presented at California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, July 2000				yes		Academic publications		The Sloan will be 40 TB raw and 3 TB cooked – but that is five years off.		2		The Sloan Digital Sky Survey will have 40 TB of raw data and 3 TB of processed data in 2005.

NOTE: this is a statement about a specific dataset.  I am not sure it counts as a technology forecast										1		Worldwide		Author is a Microsoft employee giving a talk at Caltech.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		SDSS is a multi-national effort.		2		58		no				no								Methodology could not be discerned.		2005		no				Predicting the size of the Sloan dataset.		2		Evolution		2007		2003		17						226		no				no		Raw Astronomy Data		yes		In 2005 the fourth data release, which is a superset of the previous 3 releases, included 7.5 TB or raw data and 3 TB of processed data 								no		Databases are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Projection of database size.		2		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Database of that size existed when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		no				2000		2005		"That is five years off..."		2						3/18/2011 12:32		7/12/2012 11:40		SF		58		JH

		1		yes		no		Uses "could" which is language excluded by our lexicon.		Uses "could" which is language excluded by our lexicon.		yes		Article citations on every page. 		29								yes						29		N. Gotsch and P. Reider, "Future Importance of Biotechnology in Arable Farming," Trends in Biotechnology, 7:2 (1989): 29-34. 				yes		Academic publications		"50% of the experts forecast that ten years later in 2007 an increase of 10- 20% in yield could be due to improvements in photosynthesis..."		33		By 2007, there will be a 10-20% yield increase for crops listed (corn, rice, wheat, barley, cereals, potato, sugar beet, rape seed, grain legumes). 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Institute of Agricultural Economics, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich.		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		29		The authors narrowed the scope of the survey by concentrating on crops that are common in Central Europe. However, many of these crops are common worldwide, so this forecast applies worldwide. 		29		59		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Long-range forecasting must allow for discontinuities which can be caused by innovations. This excludes methods based on statistics but 'intuitive' methods, such as the Delphi method used in our study, are suitable." 				no				Biotechnology will evolve such that it enables increased yields in crops.		33		Evolution						16		1		6		224		yes				no		Agricultural biotechnology		no				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Transgenic crops are systems. 				System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Article title. 		29		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Transgenic crops were being developed when the forecast was made.		NA				18		Long-term		no				1989		2007		Explicit in forecast statement. 		33		2007		1989		3/18/2011 12:36		7/12/2012 9:11		SF		59		SF

		0		yes		no		This forecast seems to be contingent.		"Almost any trait" is vague. Also, the forecast appears to be contingent (the forecast can only occur if there are qualified people and expensive equipment). 		yes		Article citations on every page. 		29						2004		no						29		N. Gotsch and P. Reider, "Future Importance of Biotechnology in Arable Farming," Trends in Biotechnology, 7:2 (1989): 29-34. 				yes		Academic publications		"Within the next ten to 20 years...the individual steps of genetic manipulation will be known, and it will be possible to work on practically any trait-but only with considerable input of highly-qualified staff and very expensive equipment." 		30		Between 1999 and 2009, genetic engineering will make it possible to work on almost any trait using trained staff and expensive equipment. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Institute of Agricultural Economics, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich.		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		29		The authors narrowed the scope of the survey by concentrating on crops that are common in Central Europe. However, many of these crops are common worldwide, so this forecast applies worldwide. 		29		60		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Long-range forecasting must allow for discontinuities which can be caused by innovations. This excludes methods based on statistics but 'intuitive' methods, such as the Delphi method used in our study, are suitable." 		2004		no				Genetic engineering will evolve such that people can work on any trait. 		30		Evolution		2009		1999		16		1		6		224		no				no		Agricultural biotechnology		no				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Genetic engineering is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Article title. 		29		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Genetic engineering techniques were mature when the forecast was made.		NA				15		Long-term		no				1989				Stated explicitly in forecast. 		30		2009		1999		3/18/2011 12:46		7/12/2012 9:11		SF		60		SF

		0		no		no		Uses "might" which is language excluded by our lexicon.		Might have to get a little creative to assess if millions of white-collar works are "replaced."		yes		Date of the speech		1						1955		no						1		The Associated Press, "Expert Visions Machines Taking White-Collar Jobs," New York Times December 6, 1950, pg 39:
Archived with ProQuest Historical Newspapers The New York Times (1851 - 2007)				yes		Trade press and popular media		Dr. Robert F. Jackson, Associate Professor of Mathematics at the University of Delaware, Said today that within a decade electronic calculators might take over the tasks now done by millions of white collar workers. . . . An electronic brain, he said, "can turn out as many and as good results as hundreds of pay-roll clerks, hand-computers, shipping clerks, job-routing clerks--almost any type of clerical help"  		1		By 1960 Computers will replace millions of workers in clerical jobs.										1		Worldwide		Dr. Robert F. Jackson, Associate Professor of Mathematics at the University of Delaware		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No geographic region provided; forecast is assumed to apply worldwide.		1		61		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		A talk given by a single expert.		1955		no				Forecast of computers being applied to a new task.		1		Technology emergence		1960		1950		18		2		8		226		yes				no		Computers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		"Electronic Brains"		1		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Computers existed but not in the manner forecasted.		NA				5		Short-term		no				1950				"Within a decade"		1		1960		1950		3/18/2011 13:18		1/31/2012 8:16		SF		61		JH

		1		yes		no						yes		Date of Speech		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1960		yes		The first commercially-available computer debuted in 1960, but cost $2.9 million. 		The original forecast languages states that an electronic calculator would be available in 1960. Computers have more functions than calculators. 		1		The Associated Press, "Expert Visions Machines Taking White-Collar Jobs," New York Times December 6, 1950, pg 39:
Archived with ProQuest Historical Newspapers The New York Times (1851 - 2007)				yes		Trade press and popular media		"...within a decade...An electronic calculator built by hand, now costs about $500,000.  Dr. Jackson said that in mass production they would cost from $10,000 to $20,000."		1		By 1960 computers will be commercially available at a price between $10,000 and $20,000. 										1		Worldwide		University of Delaware		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Could be developed and distributed worldwide; no specific country listed.		1		62		no		1960		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Speech from one expert		1960		no		0		Emergence of computers into a new market		1		Technology Migration		1963		1957		18		2		8		226		yes		0		no		Computers		yes		The IBM 7090 was priced at $2.9 million in 1960. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		A computer-calculator is a system of processing information.		1		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Prediction of computer evolution.		1		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Computers existed but are not applied to this market at the time of the forecast		1		0		10		Medium-term		yes		ND		1950		1960		"within a decade"		1						3/18/2011 13:23		9/8/2011 14:20		ND		62		JH

		0		yes		no				This forecast does not include a timeframe and cannot be included in our analysis. 		yes		Date of publication 		1						0		no						1		John A. Osmundsen, "Expert Fears Harmful Effects Amid Benefits From Computers,"
New York Times Jan 1, 1962, pg 33; Archived through ProQuest Historical Newspapers The New York Times (1851 - 2007)				yes		Trade press and popular media		"One example he gave was a reduction in individual privacy that would be possible with the increasing storage of personal records--even travel information--in computers.” 		1		Storage of personal information will result in a reduction of personal privacy										1		Worldwide		Speaker is from Bell Labs		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Talking about the effects on humans in general. 		1		63		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Dr. Richard W Hamming in a speech for symposium on "Man and Computer"		0		no				Predicting the effects of a new technology; not applicable to this field of the database.		NA				-589		589		19		2		8		226		yes				no		Data storage		no				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Storing personal information on computers requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1				This field is not applicable to this forecast.		NA				-1962		Short-term		no				1962				The forecast does not provide a timeframe.		1						3/18/2011 13:43		1/31/2012 8:13		SF		63		JH

		0		no		no				Verifying this forecast isn't possible, since it would entail knowing the percentage of experiments that were conducted on computers vice in laboratories during the 1960s. Also, the forecast does not provide a timeframe. 		yes		Date of publication		1						0		no						1		John A. Osmundsen, "Expert Fears Harmful Effects Amid Benefits From Computers,"
New York Times Jan 1, 1962, pg 33; Archived through ProQuest Historical Newspapers The New York Times (1851 - 2007)				yes		Trade press and popular media		Dr. Hamming estimated that about 10 percent of the experiments in the bell laboratories were done on computers rather than in a laboratory.  He predicted the time would come with the reverse would be true.  Ninety percent of the research would be done on a machine.		1		90% of experiments will be done on computers.										1		Worldwide		The article was published by the New York Times by a U.S. author.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No geographic region specified; worldwide applicability inferred. 		1		64		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Speech by an expert		0		no				Prediction of computer usage		1		Market penetration		-589		589		19		2		8		226		yes				no		Simulations		no				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Computer simulations are part of a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Predicting computer usage for simulations. 		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Computers existed when the forecast was made.		NA				-1962		Short-term		no				1962				The forecast does not include a timeframe.		NA						3/18/2011 13:48		1/31/2012 8:11		SF		64		JH

		2		yes		no						yes		Date of publication and speech.		23		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1972		yes		This forecast was a few decades ahead of its time.  The functions he described did not happen until the wireless revolution.		I am pulling the forecast from his quoted story of a possible future grocery trip.  Also I am interpreting "about a decade to 10 years) even if we went to 15, the realized date is still well outside reasonable error.		23		"Pocket Computer May Replace Shopping List"
New York Times, Nov 3, 1962, pg 23;
Archived with ProQuest Historical Newspapers The New York Times (1851 - 2007)
				yes		Trade press and popular media		Dr. Mauchly, here to address a meeting of the American Institute of Industrial Engineers said that in a decade or so everyone would have his own computer.  Data pertinent to the individual and his problems would be stored in the computer’s wafer–thin memory cells.

Dr. Mauchly described the housewife’s future grocery shopping this way: 

“Taking her computer from her handbag, she enters a vacant delivery alcove and connects the computer to a receptacle provided.

Within less than a minute, her package of groceries and other supplies such as use-once-and-throw-away clothes comes down a chute.  The are assembled in advanced because she had a home-date booth through which her computer, which kept her domestic inventory for her, had been able to relay in her order.”
		23		In 1972 portable computers will be used to coordinate shopping activities.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		American Institute of Industrial Engineers.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		23		Based on the language of the example I think the forecaster was envisioning USA or at least the western world. 		23		65		yes		2007		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Presentation of a single expert.		1972		no		3.5		Emergence then use of portable computers.		23		Technology emergence		1975		1969		20		2		8		226		yes		35		no		Portable computers		yes		Portable computers did not exist.  		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Would be a system if ordering and receiving merchandise.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Also communications technology.

		23		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Brief case computers with limited capabilities existed.  Some components for a portable computer were probably in development but the system that made this forecast a reality hadn't been thought of yet.		23		35		10		Medium-term		yes		ND		1962		1972		"in a decade or so"		23						3/18/2011 14:09		9/7/2011 11:00		ND		65		JH

		3		yes		no						yes		Date of publication.		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		Processing power of computers available in 2004 indicate that the forecast was fully met.		Processor speed (e.g. 2.66 GHz) is not directly equivalent to instructions per second (i.e. a computer with a 2.66GHz processor likely has less capability then 2.66 billion instructions per second), and the operating systems, as well as other hardware components (bus size ect), help determine the instructions per second.  However the processor speed is often used as a close approximation and given the range of speeds available in 2004 for ~500 it is likely that several machines fell between 2 and 3 billion instructions per second.      		1		Judy Anderson, Mark Gregory, Bart Massey, "A 3–5 Year Computing Technology Forecast For The Academy" Technology Subcommittee
Advisory Committee on Academic Information Technologies, January 21, 2002


NOTE: there is a table on page 11 that we might want to use to help select the forecasts from this document.
Portland State University
Portland, OR, USA 97207–0751
Subcommittee Members:
Judy Anderson <andersonj@pdx.edu>
Mark Gregory <gregorym@pdx.edu>
Bart Massey <bart@cs.pdx.edu>
				yes		Academic publications		According to Moore’s Law, a $500 PC in the year 2004 will sustain 2 to 3 billion instructions per second, and will have 512 megabytes or more of memory.		2		Two forecasts:
First "In 2004 a 500$ PC will sustain 2-3 billion instructions per second" 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Study by a committee at Portland State University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Study was for anticipating the impact of new computer technologies at the school.		1		66		yes		2004		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Using Moore's law to extrapolate computer costs		2004		no		0		Evolution of computer technology and associated drop in price.		2		Evolution		2005		2003		21		4		20		226		yes		0		no		Computers		yes		Computers for ~500 were sold with these specs.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		yes		Computers are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Discussing personal computers.		2		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PCs were already in use at time of forecast.		2		0		2		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2004		"In the year 2004..."		2						3/18/2011 14:50		7/13/2012 11:50		SF		66		JH

		3		yes		no						yes		Date of publication.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		Reviews of machines available in 2004 show specs meet the forecast. 		Direct comparison of RAM from the forecast to the specs of computers released in 2004.		1		Judy Anderson, Mark Gregory, Bart Massey, "A 3–5 Year Computing Technology Forecast For The Academy" Technology Subcommittee
Advisory Committee on Academic Information Technologies, January 21, 2002


NOTE: there is a table on page 11 that we might want to use to help select the forecasts from this document.
Portland State University
Portland, OR, USA 97207–0751
Subcommittee Members:
Judy Anderson <andersonj@pdx.edu>
Mark Gregory <gregorym@pdx.edu>
Bart Massey <bart@cs.pdx.edu>
				yes		Academic publications		According to Moore’s Law, a $500 PC in the year 2004 will sustain 2 to 3 billion instructions per second, and will have 512 megabytes or more of memory.		2		Two Forecasts:
Second "In 2004 a $ 500 PC will have 512 megabytes of memory or more"		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Study by a committee at Portland State University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Study was for anticipating the impact of new computer technologies at the school.		1		67		yes		2004		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Using Moore's law to extrapolate computer costs		2004		no		0		Prediction of price per computing power.		2		Market penetration		2005		2003		21		4		20		226		yes		0		no		Computers		yes		Computers for ~500 were sold with these specs.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		yes		Computers are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Discussing personal computers.		2		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PCs already were in use at the time of forecast.		2		0		2		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2004		"In the year 2004..."		2						3/18/2011 14:58		7/13/2012 11:50		SF		67		JH

		0		yes		yes				Not sure about the methodology behind this statement.		no		Date of publication		1						2003.5		no						12		Judy Anderson, Mark Gregory, Bart Massey, "A 3–5 Year Computing Technology Forecast For The Academy" Technology Subcommittee
Advisory Committee on Academic Information Technologies, January 21, 2002


NOTE: there is a table on page 11 that we might want to use to help select the forecasts from this document.
Portland State University
Portland, OR, USA 97207–0751
Subcommittee Members:
Judy Anderson <andersonj@pdx.edu>
Mark Gregory <gregorym@pdx.edu>
Bart Massey <bart@cs.pdx.edu>
				yes		Academic publications		The slow integration of handheld functionality—PDAs, cell phones, portable media devices such as music players and cameras, etc.—is already visible today, and will be only accelerated by the consequences of Moore’s Law and the increasing sophistication of the marketplace. The consequences here are potentially enormous: many students are likely within 3 years to own and regularly use a portable device that provides all of the above-listed functionality, as well as reasonable-bandwidth wireless Internet access (Section 2.3.1).		3-Feb		By 2005 many students will own hand held devices that provide the capabilities of a PDA, Cell Phone, Portable Medial Device, Camera and internet access.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Study by a committee at Portland State University		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Study was for anticipating the impact of new computer technologies at the school		1		68		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		I am inferring from the acknowledgments, the list of subcommittee, and qualitative conclusions that this document was written with a small pool of experts perhaps based on a workshop or an iterative draft process.  It might be possible to contact one of the authors to confirm. 		2003.5		no				Emergence of the smart phone		3-Feb		Technology emergence		2005		2002		21		1		2		226		yes				no		Hand held computer/phone		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Handheld devices with the described characteristics would be systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The bulk of the document is on computer technology but this forecast also overlaps with communications		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		These devices existed when the forecast was made.		NA				1.5		Short-term		no				2002				"With in three years"		3-Feb		2005		2002		3/18/2011 15:23		1/31/2012 8:06		SF		68		JH

		0		yes		no				"Wide spread" might mean perhaps > 50% usage or penetration; this ambiguity will make verification difficult. Also, I am guessing a bit of the methodology.		yes		Date of publication		1						2006		no						3		Judy Anderson, Mark Gregory, Bart Massey, "A 3–5 Year Computing Technology Forecast For The Academy" Technology Subcommittee
Advisory Committee on Academic Information Technologies, January 21, 2002


NOTE: there is a table on page 11 that we might want to use to help select the forecasts from this document.
Portland State University
Portland, OR, USA 97207–0751
Subcommittee Members:
Judy Anderson <andersonj@pdx.edu>
Mark Gregory <gregorym@pdx.edu>
Bart Massey <bart@cs.pdx.edu>
				yes		Academic publications		The prediction of imminent large-scale wireless networking has been made repeatedly over many years. The current predictions, however, are supported by not one, but two actual technologies currently in production use. These technologies are IEEE 802.11 [7] and Bluetooth [2], and they differ from their predecessors in several important ways. They are true general-purpose packet-switched networking architectures designed from the ground up to be integrated into the Internet. They are supported by compatible (or at least mostly-compatible) products from a broad array of vendors. They are inexpensive and simple enough to overcome barriers to entry. Finally, their range and bandwidth are sufficient to support a reasonable range of applications. This said, the technologies are not equivalent. While 802.11 is suited for a wide variety of uses, Bluetooth is a less mature technology intended primarily for short-range, low-power, low-cost applications.

In addition, the profusion of handhelds, laptops, and other mobile and portable devices makes the demand for reasonable wireless computing solutions intense. Users would like to have the same kind of computing experiences on their portable device that they have on their fixed one, and to a large extent seem willing to pay for this desire in terms of price, complexity, and limited reliability. For all these reasons, it is likely that wireless computing will become widespread within the 3–5 year time frame. Indeed, Portland State University already has a substantial campus 802.11 infrastructure in place. Although the number of users is currently limited, this is already starting to change: as this document is being written, major new installations of 802.11 are appearing on campus, with more than 50% of the campus area already covered.		3		Wireless computing will become widespread between 2005 and 2007. 
		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Study by a committee at Portland State University		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Study was for anticipating the impact of new computer technologies at the school		1		69		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		It is scanning of technology development, although not exactly big picture scanning.		2006		no				Emergence of wide spread use of wireless		3		Technology emergence		2007		2005		21		2		9		225		yes				no		Wireless networking		no				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Networks		3		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The prediction of imminent large-scale wireless networking		3		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The current predictions, however, are supported by not one, but two actual technologies currently in production use. These technologies are IEEE 802.11 [7] and Bluetooth [2], and they differ from their predecessors in several important ways.

I am assuming "production use" indicates demonstrations"		3				4		Short-term		no				2002				"Within the 3-5 year timeframe..."		3		2007		2005		3/18/2011 16:18		1/31/2012 8:03		SF		69		JH

		0		yes		no				Can't be 100% sure on the methodology		no		Publication date		1						2004.5		no						4		Judy Anderson, Mark Gregory, Bart Massey, "A 3–5 Year Computing Technology Forecast For The Academy" Technology Subcommittee
Advisory Committee on Academic Information Technologies, January 21, 2002


NOTE: there is a table on page 11 that we might want to use to help select the forecasts from this document.
Portland State University
Portland, OR, USA 97207–0751
Subcommittee Members:
Judy Anderson <andersonj@pdx.edu>
Mark Gregory <gregorym@pdx.edu>
Bart Massey <bart@cs.pdx.edu>
				yes		Academic publications		Video is notoriously consumptive of network bandwidth: thus, widespread adoption of Internet video would require continued major adoption of new network infrastructure: gigabit LANs and 100Mb WANs are likely to become commonplace over the next 5 years.		4		gigabit LANs and 100Mb WANs will be common by 2007		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Study by a committee at Portland State University		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Study was for anticipating the impact of new computer technologies at the school		1		70		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Inferring from the references in general trends of video and audio over the internet. 		2004.5		no				Prediction is for the availability of LANs and WANs		4		Market penetration		2007		2002		21		2		9		225		yes				no		Networks		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		The networks are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		gigabit LANs and 100Mb WANs		4		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		I am fairly sure these networks were demonstrated albeit cost prohibitive  in 2002		4				2.5		Short-term		no				2002				"are likely to become commonplace over the next 5 years"		4		2007		2002		3/18/2011 16:31		1/31/2012 8:00		SF		70		JH

		0		yes		no				Need a better idea of the methodology.  Also does "largely replace mean" in the market or for new systems?		no		Date of publication		1						2007		no						6		Judy Anderson, Mark Gregory, Bart Massey, "A 3–5 Year Computing Technology Forecast For The Academy" Technology Subcommittee
Advisory Committee on Academic Information Technologies, January 21, 2002


NOTE: there is a table on page 11 that we might want to use to help select the forecasts from this document.
Portland State University
Portland, OR, USA 97207–0751
Subcommittee Members:
Judy Anderson <andersonj@pdx.edu>
Mark Gregory <gregorym@pdx.edu>
Bart Massey <bart@cs.pdx.edu>
				yes		Academic publications		Perhaps the only widespread alternative to the CRT in 2001 is the LCD display ubiquitous on laptops. While LCD displays are superior in many ways, they suffer from high cost, small viewable area, and fragility. Over the next five years, as these defects continue to be remedied, the LCD display should largely replace the CRT as the predominant desktop display device.		6		By 2007 LCD displays should replace most CRT's for desktop computers		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Study by a committee at Portland State University		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Study was for anticipating the impact of new computer technologies at the school		1		71		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		This methodology could easily be scanning too.  Not enough information to be sure.		2007		no				Market penetration for LED		6		Market penetration		2009		2005		21		8		56		226		yes				no		Computer displays		no				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Computer displays are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		LED displays		6		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		These tech are "just now emerging" according to the study.  They weren't commercially available so assuming TRL 4-6.		6				5		Short-term		no				2002		2007		"Over the next five years..."		6						3/18/2011 16:43		7/13/2012 11:49		SF		71		JH

		0		yes		no						no		Publication date		1						2006.5		no								Judy Anderson, Mark Gregory, Bart Massey, "A 3–5 Year Computing Technology Forecast For The Academy" Technology Subcommittee
Advisory Committee on Academic Information Technologies, January 21, 2002


NOTE: there is a table on page 11 that we might want to use to help select the forecasts from this document.
Portland State University
Portland, OR, USA 97207–0751
Subcommittee Members:
Judy Anderson <andersonj@pdx.edu>
Mark Gregory <gregorym@pdx.edu>
Bart Massey <bart@cs.pdx.edu>
				yes		Academic publications		However, two even more important technologies are just now emerging, whose rapid development and deployment could entirely transform the display of digital information. Organic LEDs (OLEDs) [13] are carbon-based inks that can be printed onto flexible surfaces with an ordinary ink-jet printer. When electricity is applied to an OLED, it glows like an LED. The potential here is for high-resolution, low-cost, flexible displays that can be “tiled” to achieve large viewable areas.

Similarly, “Electronic Paper” [5] is a technology in which tiny machines attached to a flexible substrate change their displayed color in response to an electrical signal. Recent advances in nanotechnology have made it possible to fabricate such devices at a reasonable price. The potential here is for a paper replacement with cost, size, resolution, and display quality comparable to ordinary paper-and-ink, but allowing the contents of the page to change on the fly.

Both OLEDs and Electronic Paper are probably at least 3–5 years from widespread adoption. However, the success of either of these technologies would have profound consequences. Inexpensive roll-up computer displays would allow ubiquitous access to digital information, helping to close the digital divide, to alleviate the environmental impacts of massive use of paper and CRTs, and to change the whole nature of computer interaction. The consequences of being able to store, transport, and use a whole library in the form of a single electronic book printed on e-paper are almost unimaginably broad.		6		OLED and electronic paper should see widespread use after 2005 and before 2008		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Study by a committee at Portland State University		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Study was for anticipating the impact of new computer technologies at the school		1		72		no				yes								Might be technology tracking		2006.5		no				Emergence of OLED's and electronic paper		6		Technology emergence		2008		2005		21						226		yes				no		Computer displays		yes										no		Computer displays are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		6		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		These tech are "just now emerging" according to the study.  They weren't commercially available so assuming TRL 4-6.		6				4.5		Short-term		no				2002				are probably at least 3–5 years from widespread adoption.  

Given the short time frame of the forecast and the range. I am assuming 2008 is the outside point for at least.		6		2008		2005		3/18/2011 16:51		7/13/2012 11:49		SF		72		JH

		0		no		no				Not relevant		yes		"To expand the input of biotech experts, a meeting of such experts was conducted as part of this project. In this meeting, the participants were asked to identify what they believed would be the most important developments in biotech in the next five years." (p. 32) This experts meeting occurred on August 11, 2005 (as described in Appendix C, page 129)		32 & 129						2007.5		no						viii		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Biotechnology: A Technology Forecast" (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, 2006).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Greater acceptance of biotech by the general public, the investment community, and politicians at the state and local levels."		32		Between 2005 and 2010, there will be greater acceptance of biotechnology.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Document was written by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The report objective is to assess the role of Texas community and technical colleges in the development of a biotechnology industry in the state. However, this particular forecast addresses the national response to biotech. 		vii		73		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Also includes surveys and interviews. On page viii, the report states that “the information, assessments, and recommendations included in this report are based on five types of supporting inputs: searches of relevant literature references, a specially designed survey of Texas biotech organizations, a series of personal interviews, a structured meeting of experts in the biotech field, and prior experience of TFI in conducting related biotech analyses.” 		2007.5		no				This field does not apply to this forecast.		NA				2010		2005		22		1		2		224		no				no		Biotechnology 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		This field does not apply to this forecast.		NA				Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		32				This field does not apply to this forecast.		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				2005				The forecast statement is embedded in a section entitled, "shorter term projections." The standard lexicon defines this as 1-5 years. 		32		2010		2005		3/21/2011 10:00		1/31/2012 7:53		SF		73		SF

		0		no		no				Not relevant.		yes		Document publication. 		ii								no						viii		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Biotechnology: A Technology Forecast" (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, 2006).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Culturally, biotech manufacturing and application will move from the sensational realm of the media to the mainstream."		32		Between 2006 and 2011, the media will report on mainstream biotechnology manufacturing and application, rather than focusing on sensational stories about biotech.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		The report objective is to assess the role of Texas community and technical colleges in the development of a biotechnology industry in the state. This forecast is not specific to Texas, though. 		vii		74		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		 Also includes surveys and interviews. On page viii, the report states that “the information, assessments, and recommendations included in this report are based on five types of supporting inputs: searches of relevant literature references, a specially designed survey of Texas biotech organizations, a series of personal interviews, a structured meeting of experts in the biotech field, and prior experience of TFI in conducting related biotech analyses.” 				no				This field does not apply for this forecast.		NA								22		1		2		224		no				no		Biotechnology 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		This field is not applicable to this forecast.		NA				Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		32				This field is not applicable to this forecast.		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				2006				The forecast statement is embedded in a section entitled, "shorter term projections." The standard lexicon defines this as 1-5 years. 		32		2011		2006		3/21/2011 10:49		1/31/2012 7:51		SF		74		SF

		0		no		no						yes		Document publication. 		ii								no						viii		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Biotechnology: A Technology Forecast" (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, 2006).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Movement in the consumer market to better medical diagnosis for diseases through development and monitoring capabilities of bio-markers. Lab-on- a-chip and monoclonal antibodies will provide home diagnostic kits."		32		Between 2006 and 2011, the consumer market will move toward using biomarkers for medical diagnosis. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Document was written by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		The report objective is to assess the role of Texas community and technical colleges in the development of a biotechnology industry in the state. This forecast is not specific to Texas, though. 		vii		75		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Also includes surveys and interviews. On page viii, the report states that “the information, assessments, and recommendations included in this report are based on five types of supporting inputs: searches of relevant literature references, a specially designed survey of Texas biotech organizations, a series of personal interviews, a structured meeting of experts in the biotech field, and prior experience of TFI in conducting related biotech analyses.” 				no				The forecast is predicting the market penetration of diagnostic biomarkers.		32		Market penetration						22		1		2		224		yes				no		Biomarkers		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Biomarkers are components of diagnostic systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Diagnostic biomarkers are the products of biotechnology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Diagnostic biomarkers were in development when the forecast was made.		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				2006				The forecast statement is embedded in a section entitled, "shorter term projections." The standard lexicon defines this as 1-5 years. 		32		2011		2006		3/21/2011 10:55		1/31/2012 7:49		SF		75		SF

		0		no		no						yes		Document publication.		ii								no						viii		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Biotechnology: A Technology Forecast" (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, 2006).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Significant animal studies will validate the therapeutic potential of siRNA technology. There may also even be early stage clinical trials of the use of siRNA for the treatment of specific diseases."		32		Between 2006 and 2011, small interfering RNA (siRNA) technology will prove useful in animal studies, and may also enter early-stage clinical trials for disease treatment.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written by the Texas State Technical College. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		The report objective is to assess the role of Texas community and technical colleges in the development of a biotechnology industry in the state. This forecast applies nationwide, though. 		vii		76		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		 Also includes surveys and interviews. On page viii, the report states that “the information, assessments, and recommendations included in this report are based on five types of supporting inputs: searches of relevant literature references, a specially designed survey of Texas biotech organizations, a series of personal interviews, a structured meeting of experts in the biotech field, and prior experience of TFI in conducting related biotech analyses.” 				no				The forecast is predicting that siRNA technology will mature.		3		Evolution						22		1		2		224		yes				no		Biotechnology 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		siRNA technology is a process/subsystem.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		siRNA technology is a biotechnology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		siRNA technology was immature when the forecast was made.		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				2006				The forecast statement is embedded in a section entitled, "shorter term projections." The standard lexicon defines this as 1-5 years. 		32		2011		2006		3/21/2011 11:08		1/31/2012 7:46		SF		76		SF

		0		no		no						yes		Publication date. 		ii								no						viii		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Biotechnology: A Technology Forecast" (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, 2006).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Protein science, e.g., rapid reproduction and manipulation of proteins in free cell systems, will become as important as DNA science."		33		Between 2006 and 2011, protein science will become as important as DNA science.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		the report objective is to assess the role of Texas community and technical colleges in the development of a biotechnology industry in the state. This forecast is not specific to Texas, though. 		vii		77		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		 Also includes surveys and interviews. On page viii, the report states that “the information, assessments, and recommendations included in this report are based on five types of supporting inputs: searches of relevant literature references, a specially designed survey of Texas biotech organizations, a series of personal interviews, a structured meeting of experts in the biotech field, and prior experience of TFI in conducting related biotech analyses.” 				no				The forecast implies that the market penetration for protein science will be the same as that of DNA science.		33		Market penetration						22		1		2		224		yes				no		Biotechnology 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Protein science is a process/subsystem.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Protein science is a biotechnology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Protein science was in its early stages when the forecast was made. 		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				2006				The forecast statement is embedded in a section entitled, "shorter term projections." The standard lexicon defines this as 1-5 years. 		32		2011		2006		3/21/2011 11:13		1/31/2012 7:44		SF		77		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		ii								no						viii		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Biotechnology: A Technology Forecast" (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, 2006).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Advances in molecular breeding for specific traits, i.e., increasing use of DNA manipulation versus conventional breeding practices."		33		Between 2006 and 2011, there will be increasing use of DNA manipulation for breeding, versus conventional breeding practices. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		The report objective is to assess the role of Texas community and technical colleges in the development of a biotechnology industry in the state. This forecast is not specific to Texas, though.		viii		78		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Also includes surveys and interviews. On page viii, the report states that “the information, assessments, and recommendations included in this report are based on five types of supporting inputs: searches of relevant literature references, a specially designed survey of Texas biotech organizations, a series of personal interviews, a structured meeting of experts in the biotech field, and prior experience of TFI in conducting related biotech analyses.” 				no				DNA manipulation for breeding will increase in the forecasted timeframe, which provides an indication of the technique's penetration in a specific field/area of use.		33		Market penetration						22		1		2		224		yes				no		Biotechnology 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		DNA manipulation is a process/subsystem.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		DNA manipulation is a central tenet of biotechnology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		DNA manipulation for breeding was already conducted when the forecast was made, but wasn't as widespread as conventional means.		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				2006				The forecast statement is embedded in a section entitled, "shorter term projections." The standard lexicon defines this as 1-5 years. 		32		2011		2006		3/21/2011 11:17		1/31/2012 7:42		SF		78		SF

		0		no		no				Need to determine what "significant progress" is. 		yes		Document publication date. 		ii								no						viii		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Biotechnology: A Technology Forecast" (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, 2006).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Significant progress will be made in the area of embryonic stem cell technology with animal studies and, perhaps, early stage clinical trials demonstrating the potential of such cells."		33		Between 2006 and 2011, significant progress will be made in embryonic stem cell technology.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		the report objective is to assess the role of Texas community and technical colleges in the development of a biotechnology industry in the state. This forecast is not specific to Texas, though. 		vii		79		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		 Also includes surveys and interviews. On page viii, the report states that “the information, assessments, and recommendations included in this report are based on five types of supporting inputs: searches of relevant literature references, a specially designed survey of Texas biotech organizations, a series of personal interviews, a structured meeting of experts in the biotech field, and prior experience of TFI in conducting related biotech analyses.” 				no				The forecast is predicting that knowledge of embryonic stem cell technology will increase/evolve.		33		Evolution						22		1		2		224		yes				no		Biotechnology 		no				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Embryonic stem cell technology is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Embryonic stem cell technology involves biotechnology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technology was in its early stages when the forecast was made.		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				2006				The forecast statement is embedded in a section entitled, "shorter term projections." The standard lexicon defines this as 1-5 years. 		32		2011		2006		3/21/2011 11:42		7/12/2012 9:10		SF		79		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		ii								no						viii		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Biotechnology: A Technology Forecast" (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, 2006).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Personalized medicine will move from theory to practice through the use of genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, and immunomics. This will lead to better diagnosis and therapeutics."		33		Between 2006 and 2011, personalized medicine will move from theory to practice, improving diagnosis and therapeutics. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		The report objective is to assess the role of Texas community and technical colleges in the development of a biotechnology industry in the state. This forecast is not specific to Texas, though.		vii 		80		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Also includes surveys and interviews. On page viii, the report states that “the information, assessments, and recommendations included in this report are based on five types of supporting inputs: searches of relevant literature references, a specially designed survey of Texas biotech organizations, a series of personal interviews, a structured meeting of experts in the biotech field, and prior experience of TFI in conducting related biotech analyses.” 				no				The forecast is predicting that personalized medicine will mature.		33		Evolution						22		1		2		224		yes				no		Biotechnology 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Personalized medicine is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Biotechnology is required for personalized medicine.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Personalized medicine was not mature when the forecast was made; forecast states that it was a "theory" at the time.		33				2.5		Short-term		no				2006				The forecast statement is embedded in a section entitled, "shorter term projections." 		32		2011		2006		3/21/2011 11:47		1/31/2012 7:34		SF		80		SF

		0		no		no				Might not be relevant. 		yes		Document publication date.		ii								no						viii		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Biotechnology: A Technology Forecast" (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, 2006).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"An increasing percentage of blue collar workers will be high-tech workers who are familiar with fairly advanced technology and science, e.g., biotechnicians and nanotechnicians."		33		Between 2006 and 2011, an increasing number of blue collar workers will be high-tech, familiar with advanced technology and science. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		The report objective is to assess the role of Texas community and technical colleges in the development of a biotechnology industry in the state. This forecast is not specific to Texas, though.		vii		81		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Also includes surveys and interviews. On page viii, the report states that “the information, assessments, and recommendations included in this report are based on five types of supporting inputs: searches of relevant literature references, a specially designed survey of Texas biotech organizations, a series of personal interviews, a structured meeting of experts in the biotech field, and prior experience of TFI in conducting related biotech analyses.” 				no				Forecasted event could provide insight about the penetration of biotechnology products.		33		Market penetration						22		1		2		224		no				no		Biotechnology 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Technological complexity does not apply to this forecast.		NA				Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		33				TRL does not apply to this forecast.		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				2006				The forecast statement is embedded in a section entitled, "shorter term projections." The standard lexicon defines "short term" as 1-5 years. 		32		2011		2006		3/21/2011 11:56		1/31/2012 7:32		SF		81		SF

		0		no		no				Might not be relevant. 		yes		Document publication date.		ii								no						viii		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Biotechnology: A Technology Forecast" (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, 2006).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"The number of life sciences and biotech degrees will overtake the number of chemistry degrees."		33		Between 2006 and 2011, the number of life sciences and biotech degrees will be more than the number of chemistry degrees.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		The report objective is to assess the role of Texas community and technical colleges in the development of a biotechnology industry in the state. This forecast is not specific to Texas, though. 		vii		82		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		 Also includes surveys and interviews. On page viii, the report states that “the information, assessments, and recommendations included in this report are based on five types of supporting inputs: searches of relevant literature references, a specially designed survey of Texas biotech organizations, a series of personal interviews, a structured meeting of experts in the biotech field, and prior experience of TFI in conducting related biotech analyses.” 				no				The number of students seeking degrees in a particular field could provide insight about market penetration.		33		Market penetration						22		1		2		224		no				no		Biotechnology 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Does not apply to this forecast,		NA				Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Explicit in forecast statement		33				TRL does not apply to this forecast. 		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				2006				The standard lexicon defines "short term" as 1-5 years. Since the forecast was published/made in 2006, this would be 2006 to 2011. 		32		2011		2006		3/21/2011 11:59		1/31/2012 7:29		SF		82		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Table 1.		vi		2. A lot of interpretation		3. Almost realized		2006		yes		In 2005 (the year the forecast was made) yearly installations for north America were 21,136.  This forecast is predicting a one year drop in in installations to 16,500, and in future years the number increased again.  This drop did occur but not as sever as predicted, however the actually number made it to 5% of the target number.  We are interpreting this as an overall success.		In 2005 (the year the forecast was made) yearly installations for north America were 21,136.  This forecast is predicting a one year drop in in installations to 16,500, and in future years the number increased again.  This drop did occur but not as sever as predicted, however the actually number made it to 5% of the target number.  We are interpreting this as an overall success.  Also the forecast and the verification is from the same source institution, the IFR, which appears to be the primary source for this type of data.		iii		International Federation of Robotics, "World Robotics 2006: Executive Summary," 2006. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Table 1		vi		Installed industrial robots for year-end 2006 in North America will be 16,500						7		Northern America		3		Americas		The IFR is in Germany.		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		iii		See forecast statement or Table 1; forecast is for North America, but doesn't specify which country. 		vi		83		yes		2006		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The TOC of a full report published in 2010 indicates that these IFR reports are based on quantitative methods. 		2006		no		0		see forecast statement		vi		Market penetration		2006		2006		47		4				235		yes		0		no		Industrial Robots		yes		17,417								yes		Robots are systems of systems. 		vi		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		see forecast statement		vi		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		see forecast statement, forecast is of operational robots		vi		0		1		Short-term		yes		ND		2005		2006		Table 1		vi						3/21/2011 12:01		7/12/2012 10:42		SF		83		CM

		1		yes		no						yes		Table 1.		vi		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		The forecast predicted a small growth between 2005 and 2006.  In actually there was a sizeable growth, but it exceeded the predicted value which can be interpreted as fully realized.		The number of installations grew by almost 9% rather than the predicted 2%.  Since the number of installations passed the predicted mark in 2006 we are interpreting the forecast as successful, however an argument could be made for overly successful.		iii		International Federation of Robotics, "World Robotics 2006: Executive Summary," 2006. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Table 1		vi		Installed industrial robots for year-end 2006 in Germany will be 10,700.		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The IFR is in Germany.		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		iii		see forecast statement or Table 1		vi		84		no		2006		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The TOC of a full report published in 2010 indicates that these IFR reports are based on quantitative methods. 		2006		no		0		see forecast statement		vi		Market penetration		2006		2006		47		4				235		yes		0		no		Industrial Robots		yes		11,425								yes		Robots are systems of systems. 		vi		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		see forecast statement		vi		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		see forecast statement, forecast is of operational robots		vi		0		1		Short-term		yes		ND		2005		2006		Table 1		vi						3/21/2011 12:07		7/12/2012 10:42		SF		84		CM

		1		yes		no						yes		Table 1.		vi		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		exceeded 220		Relying on the same source org for verification.  Numbers are directly comparable but do not have independent confirmation.  		iii		International Federation of Robotics, "World Robotics 2006: Executive Summary," 2006. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Table 1		vi		Installed industrial robots for year-end 2006 in Africa will be 220.										2		Africa		The IFR is in Germany.		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		iii		see forecast statement or Table 1.

Need to be able to pick major regions -- i.e. Africa		vi		85		no		2006		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The TOC of a full report published in 2010 indicates that these IFR reports are based on quantitative methods. 		2006		no		0		see forecast statement		vi		Market penetration		2006		2006		47		4				235		yes		0		no		Industrial Robots		yes		426								yes		Robots are systems of systems. 		vi		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		see forecast statement		vi		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		see forecast statement, forecast is of operational robots		vi		0		1		Short-term		yes		ND		2005		2006		Table 1		vi						3/21/2011 12:10		7/12/2012 10:42		SF		85		CM

		1		yes		no		Cannot discern forecast methodology. 		The article does not discuss methodology used for forecast.  Can look for secondary source.		no		article is dated from 2003		1								yes								"The Future of Flight: High Times," The Economist, December 11, 2003				yes		Trade press and popular media		By 2010, hydrogen fuel cells developed for the automotive industry should begin appearing routinely in UAVs. 		2		By 2010, UAVs will be routinely powered by hydrogen fuel cells.										7		Multi-regional		The Economist is a UK publication - though they do have offices in the US.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Although the article focuses on the US military, it does mention development in other countries and the forecast statement itself is not specific to the US		2		86		no		2009		no								Methodology can't be discerned. 				no				Forecast predicts the emergence of hydrogen fuel cell powered UAVs		2		Technology Migration						23						227		yes				no		Hydrogen Fuel Cells		yes		not routine in prototype testing								no		Could select system if we look at this as forecast of UAVs.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		See forecast statement.		2		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		This forecast is predicting the emergence of hydrogen fuel cells in UAVs.		2				7		Medium-term		no				2003		2010		See forecast statement.		2		2010		2003		3/21/2011 13:10		7/12/2012 11:40		SF		86		CM

		2		yes		no						yes		Publication date.		136		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1959		yes		The forecast predicted that "at least 10" nuclear power stations would be in operation worldwide. Ground truth sources indicate that 16 were in operation at that time, and that the average capacity was 1026 MW(e).  		Some degree of interpretation in figuring out which year there were "at least 10" nuclear power reactors. 		136-141		John Cockcroft, "Future of Atomic Energy," The Scientific Monthly, 82:3 (1956): 136-141.				yes		Academic publications		"...within 5 years we are likely to have at least ten nuclear power stations operating in different parts of the world and generating up to 200 megawatts in a single unit." 		136		In 5 years there will be at least 10 nuclear power stations operating in different parts of the world and generating up to 200 megawatts in a single unit.										7		Multi-regional		The article is based on a lecture given at the United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Forecast information was derived from papers presented at the Geneva International Conference.										7		Multi-regional		136		The forecast statement says this will occur in "different parts of the world."		136		87		yes		1961		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The first page of the article states that the article is based on a lecture that was given at the United Nations International conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Throughout the article, the author highlights some of the forecasts made during the conference.  		1959		no		0.666666667		First stations will emerge in forecasted range.		136		Technology emergence		1961		1957		2		1		1		227		yes		2		no		Nuclear energy		yes		According to ground truth sources, there were 16 reactors in operation in 1961, which meets the forecast criteria for "at least 10." These sources indicate that 11 reactors were in operation in 1959. 		Using conference proceedings as inputs for forecasting  		Conferences		1		yes		A nuclear power station is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title. 		136		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Before the forecast statement, the author states, "we had described to us the first experimental atomic power stations...", indicating that the power stations were experimental at the time the forecast was made. 		136		2		3		Short-term		yes		ND		1956				The document was published in 1956, and the forecast stated "within 5 years..." so according to our lexicon it is a range of years.		136		1961		1957		3/22/2011 9:25		1/27/2012 11:33		SF		87		SF

		0		yes		no				The forecast might not be relevant to the study, since it addresses cost. 		yes		Document publication date. 		141						1964.5		no						136		John Cockcroft, "Future of Atomic Energy," The Scientific Monthly, 82:3 (1956): 136-141.				yes		Academic publications		"The consensus was that capital costs will be appreciably higher--50 to 100 percent higher--than the capital costs of coal stations, but that fuel costs will be less than half those for coal." 		136		Capital costs associated with nuclear power will be 50 to 100 percent higher than the capital costs of coal stations between 1960 and 1969. 										7		Multi-regional		The article is based on a lecture given during the United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Forecast information was derived from papers presented at the Geneva International Conference. Although these organizations are international, information likely came from multiple regions, not the entire world.										7		Multi-regional		136		This forecast would apply to nations with nuclear power. 		136		88		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The first page of the article states that the article is based on a lecture that was given at the United Nations International conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Throughout the article, the author highlights some of the forecasts made during the conference.		1964.5		no				The forecast statement speaks directly to the costs associated with nuclear power versus coal.		136		Market penetration		1969		1960		2		1		1		227		yes				no		Nuclear energy		yes				Using conference proceedings as inputs for forecasting  		Conferences		1		no		Nuclear power requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		136		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Nuclear power was in development at the time the forecast was made.		136				8.5		Medium-term		no				1956				The forecast statement is preceded by the sentence, "we must not expect the cost of nuclear power to be cheaper in the next decade than power from coal. The consensus was that..." Since the article was published in 1956, the next decade is the 1960s.		136		1969		1960		3/22/2011 10:11		1/31/2012 7:21		SF		88		SF

		2		yes		no				Might not be able to verify this forecast. 		yes		Document publication date. 		136		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1975		yes		World energy demand increased 2.4 times from 1956 to 1975, which far exceeds the 1.5 forecasted. In ~1964, world energy demand was 1.5 greater than it was in 1956. 		We were unable to find data for 1956, so we used the data we had to calculate world energy demand in 1956 [MTE(1975) = MTE(1956) * (1 + .05)^19]. Demand for 1956 was determined to be 2,070 Mtoe. The IAEA document indicated that the demand in 1975 was ~5,000Mtoe, which means demand increased 2.4 times from 1956 to 1975. Demand was 1.5 times more than the 1956 levels by 1964. 		137		John Cockcroft, "Future of Atomic Energy," The Scientific Monthly, 82:3 (1956): 136-141.				yes		Academic publications		"Economists and statisticians looked ahead to the years 1975 and 2000 and they predicted that by these years our energy requirements will increase by at least 1.5 times in 1975 and by 3 times in the year 2000." 		137		Energy requirements in 1975 will be 1.5 times higher than in 1956.  										1		Worldwide		The article is based on a lecture given during the United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Forecast information was derived from papers presented at the Geneva International Conference. Speakers likely came from multiple regions. 										7		Multi-regional		136		The forecast applies globally. 		137		89		no		1964		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		"Economists and statisticians looked ahead..."		1975		no		0.578947368		Requirement. 		137		Market penetration		1981		1969		2		4		15		227		yes		-11		no		Nuclear energy		yes		IEA’s “Key World Energy Statistics, 2007” indicates that world consumption in 1975 was slightly <5000 Mtoe. An article by Colombo indicates that annual energy consumption increased 5% between 1955 and 1973. Given this information, the world energy demand in 1956 was ~2,070 Mtoe, which means demand increased 2.4 times from 1956 to 1975. In ~1964, world energy demand was 1.5 greater than it was in 1956. 		Identifying trends in historic data  		Trend Estimation 		4		no		A system of energy.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title. 		137		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Energy already in existence at time of forecast.		137		11		19		Long-term		yes		ND		1956		1975		Explicit in forecast statement. 		137						3/22/2011 10:20		1/24/2012 12:05		SF		89		SF

		1		yes		no		This forecast was validated by Nicolette. However, according to our rule, "by the end of the century" means 2000--not a range between forecast and 2000.  This removes it from our analysis.  It was already removed from the statistics and no further action is necessary.  		Might be difficult to determine whether hydroelectricity will do the work of 1000 million tons of coal per year. 		yes		Document publication date. 		141								no		IEA’s “Key World Energy Statistics, 2007” indicates that hydroelectricity was fully developed by 2000; no data on its comparison with coal. The first figure on p.24 indicates that electricity was generated via thermal sources worldwide in 2000 (primarily), followed by both nuclear and hydro fuels. 				137		John Cockcroft, "Future of Atomic Energy," The Scientific Monthly, 82:3 (1956): 136-141.				yes		Academic publications		"Hydroelectricity should by then be fully developed, but even so, it will do the work of only 1000 million tons of coal a year."		137		In 2000, hydroelectricity will be fully developed but will only do the work of 1000 million tons of coal each year. 										1		Worldwide		The article is based on a lecture given during the United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Forecast information was derived from papers presented at the Geneva International Conference. Although these organizations are international, information likely came from multiple regions, not the entire world.										7		Multi-regional		136		No country or region specified; forecast likely applies worldwide.		137		90		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		"Economists and statisticians looked ahead to the years 1975 and 2000..." 				yes				Hydroelectricity will have fully evolved by 2000. 		137		Evolution						2		4		15		227		yes				no		Nuclear energy		yes				Identifying trends in historic data  		Trend Estimation 		4		no		Hydroelectricity is produced via a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		137		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Forecast states hydroelectricity "should be fully developed" by the forecasted time, implying it is currently under development.		137				44		Long-term		no				1956		2000		The forecast statement is preceded by this sentence: "...by the end of the century the world is likely to require the energy equivalent of 7000 or 8000 million tons of coal a year as compared with our present usage of 1700 million tons a year. Almost one-half of this energy will be required for generating electricity. Hydroelectricity should by then be fully developed..."		137						3/22/2011 10:37		1/31/2012 7:18		SF		90		SF

		2		yes		no				Might be difficult to verify; unsure if/how inflation affects the forecast price and the ground truth. 		yes		Document publication date. 		137		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1969		yes		The Keystone Center’s “Nuclear Power Joint Fact-Finding” indicates that the spot price of uranium was slightly <$40/lb in 1970. Figure 1 of Thomas Neff's "Insight into the Future" Uranium Prices and Price Formation, 1947-2004" indicates that the spot price of uranium in 1969 was <$40/lb (listed in constant 2004 USD). 		Uncertain as to how inflation affects the cost figure provided in the forecast. 		137		John Cockcroft, "Future of Atomic Energy," The Scientific Monthly, 82:3 (1956): 136-141.				yes		Academic publications		"...the costs of uranium toward the end of the next decade will be as low as $10 a pound." 		137		In 1969, the cost of uranium will be as low as $10 a pound. 										1		Worldwide		The article is based on a lecture given during the United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Forecast information was derived from papers presented at the Geneva International Conference. Presenters likely came from multiple regions of the world. 										7		Multi-regional		136		The predicted uranium price applies worldwide. 		137		91		yes		1992		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast statement is embedded in a paragraph that begins with, "we [conference participants] heard the forecast of uranium supply..."		1969		no		1.769230769		The forecast statement explicitly addresses the price of uranium. 		137		Market penetration		1973		1965		2		1		1		227		yes		23		no		Nuclear energy		yes		Thomas Neff's "Insight into the Future" Uranium Prices and Price Formation, 1947-2004" indicates that the spot price of uranium in 11956 was < $70/lb (in constant 2004 USD). The Keystone Center indicates that the price of uranium didn't drop to $10 until the 1990s. 		Using conference proceedings as inputs for forecasting  		Conferences		1		no		Uranium is a component of nuclear technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title. 		136		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already exists at time of forecast, is only predicting change in demand.		137		23		13		Long-term		yes		ND		1956		1969		The forecast statement indicates that this would occur towards the end of the next decade. The document was published in 1956, and the last year of the 1960s is 1969. 		137						3/22/2011 10:54		1/24/2012 10:01		SF		91		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		137		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1975		no		The UK House of Commons Library “Nuclear Energy Statistics” indicates that the UK was receiving only 10-15% of its electricity from nuclear energy in 1975, and that as of 2006, less than 30% of its electricity was from nuclear sources.  		The forecast statement and ground truth source were both clear. 		137		John Cockcroft, "Future of Atomic Energy," The Scientific Monthly, 82:3 (1956): 136-141.				yes		Academic publications		"...by 1975 almost half our electricity will be developed from nuclear energy." 		137		By 1975, almost half of Britain's electricity will be developed from nuclear energy. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		The forecast statement is preceded by, "we believe that by 1975..." Here, the use of "we" indicates that the author is drawing from other experts in the energy sector in Britain.  		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		137		The forecast statement is embedded in a paragraph that addresses Great Britain. 		137		92		no				no		2006		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast statement is preceded by, "we believe that by 1975..." Here, the use of "we" indicates that the author is drawing from other experts in the energy sector in Britain.  		1975		no				Nuclear energy use. 		137		Market penetration		1981		1969		2		2		9		227		yes				no		Nuclear energy		yes		Britain was receiving less than 5% of its electricity from nuclear energy in 1956.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Electricity is provided via a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title.		136		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Atomic power stations are described as "experimental" by the author.		136				19		Long-term		yes		ND		1956		1975		Explicit in forecast statement. 		137						3/22/2011 11:27		1/24/2012 9:58		SF		92		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Publication date		11		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1990		yes		Computers achieved 1 to 100 MIP in 1990		The graph on the ground truth chart is slightly difficult to read. And the phrase "high end" is ambiguous; this was assumed to mean the more expensive/better performing model. 		11		Humberto Gerola and Ralph E. Gomory, "Computers in Science and Technology: Early Indications"  Science July 6, 1984, Vol 225, no 4657, 11-18				yes		Academic publications		There are good technical reasons for projecting that straight line at the same slope to the year 1990.  The processor of today, which can execute approximately 10 MIPS, will evolve through the constant improvement of circuitry, mostly through its miniaturization toward 100MIPS.		11		High-end general purpose processors will achieve 100 MIPS in 1990.  (supported by a graph on page 12).  Earlier in the paragraph it states that these cpu are "of the high end-type." 										1		Worldwide		Authors are IBM managers at San Jose and New York.  Science is an academic publication		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		13		Talking about high-end processors in general.		11		93		no		1990		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Projecting that straight line at the same slope to the year 1990.		1990		no		0		Evolution of processing capability.		11		Evolution		1992		1988		24		4		20		226		yes		0		no		Computer Processor		yes		Computers achieved 1 to 100 MIP in 1990; the ones that achieved 100 MIP are assumed to be "high end". 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		yes		The number of MIPS would be a component of the processing capabilities of a computer system.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		"The processor of today"		11		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Processors are mature, and the specific underling technology is not mentioned.		11		0		6		Medium-term		yes		ND		1984		1990		"to the year 1990"		11						3/22/2011 11:41		9/8/2011 15:49		ND		93		JH

		3		yes		yes						yes		Document publication date. 		141		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1975		yes		U.S. Energy Information Administration source gives evidence that in 1975 nuclear energy accounted for 9% of total electricity generated, satisfying the forecast range of 1-15%.

Previously entered explanation left intact below.
(According to MIT’s U.S. Electricity Fact Sheet (October 18, 2006), electricity generation from nuclear sources in the U.S. in 2005 was 19.33%. The graph for “generation” shows that generation was much lower in 1975.)		Data stated clearly is U.S. Energy Information Administration source.		137		John Cockcroft, "Future of Atomic Energy," The Scientific Monthly, 82:3 (1956): 136-141.				yes		Academic publications		"...by 1975 the production of power generated from nuclear energy will be between 1 and 15 percent of the total power generated..."		137		By 1975, U.S. power generated from nuclear energy will be between 1 and 15 percent of the total power generated. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The article is based on a lecture given during the United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Forecast information was derived from papers presented at the Geneva International Conference. Although these organizations are international, information likely came from multiple regions, not the entire world.										7		Multi-regional		136		The forecast statement is embedded in a paragraph that addresses nuclear energy in the U.S. 		137		94		yes		1969		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"The United States presents a different picture...their speakers said that....they think by 1975..." preceded the forecast statement. 		1975		no		0.315789474		The forecast involves predicting increase in production.		137		Market penetration		1981		1969		2		1		1		227		yes		-6		no		Nuclear energy		yes		In 1975, electricity generated from nuclear sources accounted for 9% of total electricity net generation in US. In 1969, it accounted for 1% of total net electricity in the U.S.		Using conference proceedings as inputs for forecasting  		Conferences		1		yes		Nuclear energy would involve a large number of systems to process, store, and use.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		137		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Atomic power stations are described as "experimental" by the author.		136		6		19		Long-term		yes		SF		1956		1975		Explicit in forecast statement. 		137		1975		1956		3/22/2011 11:44		6/20/2012 8:24		SF		94		SF

		2		yes		no		Using 1990 rather than 1989 for end of the decade due to other forecasts written similarly in the same document with an explicit date of 1990
				yes		Publication date		11		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1990		yes		Computers with 10 MIPs existed before 1990 (by 1989). 		Direct comparison of MIPs. 		12		Humberto Gerola and Ralph E. Gomory, "Computers in Science and Technology: Early Indications"  Science July 6, 1984, Vol 225, no 4657, 11-18				yes		Academic publications		"By the end of the decade we should see 10MIPS from a single general-purpose chip, compared to the about 1/5 MIPS in common use today."		12		Commercially available, general-public processors (such as home computers) will achieve 10 MIPS by 1990.										1		Worldwide		Authors are IBM managers at San Jose and New York.  Science is an academic publication.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		13		Talking about commercial processors in general.		12		95		yes		1989		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Projecting that straight line at the same slope to the year 1990.		1990		no		0.166666667		Evolution of processing capability.		11		Evolution		1992		1988		24		4		20		226		yes		-1		no		Computer Processor		yes		Computers with 10 MIPs existed by 1989. 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		yes		The number of MIPS would be a component of the processing system on a computer.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		"General purpose chip" used to access information stored on a computer.		12		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Processors are mature, and the specific underling technology is not mentioned.		12		1		6		Medium-term		yes		ND		1984		1990		"By the end of the decade," and interpreting based on the other forecasts in the document that specifically mention 1990.  Evaluating at 1990.		12						3/22/2011 11:50		1/17/2012 17:18		JH		95		JH

		1		yes		no				Might be difficult to verify. 		yes		Document publication date. 		141		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1975		yes		In 1956 the electricity production was 9662 GWh - 7 times greater than this is 67,643 GWh. In early 1974 electricity production was slightly less than this at 66,680 GWh. It therefore appears more than likely following the trend in the graph that the 7 times amount will have been reached in 1974 sometime and exceeded by 1975.		Read figures from bar chart graph, which was difficult to read due to its small size.		136		John Cockcroft, "Future of Atomic Energy," The Scientific Monthly, 82:3 (1956): 136-141.				yes		Academic publications		"The production of electricity per head in India is at present one-eightieth of that in Britain, but it is now planned to increase it sevenfold by 1975."		137		The production of electricity in India will increase by seven times by 1975. 		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		The article is based on a lecture given during the United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Forecast information was derived from papers presented at the Geneva International Conference. Although these organizations are international, information likely came from multiple regions, not the entire world. 										7		Multi-regional		136		Explicit in forecast statement. 		137		96		no		1974		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The first page of the article states that the article is based on a lecture that was given at the United Nations International conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Throughout the article, the author highlights some of the forecasts made during the conference.		1975		no		0.052631579		The forecast is predicting India's energy production will evolve/increase.		137		Evolution		1981		1969		2		1		1		227		yes		-1		no		Nuclear energy		yes		In 1975 electricity production in India was greater than seven times the level it was in 1956.		Using conference proceedings as inputs for forecasting  		Conferences		1		yes		Atomic power stations are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		137		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Atomic power stations are described as "experimental" by the author.		136		1		19		Long-term		yes		SF		1956		1975		Explicit in forecast statement. 		137						3/22/2011 11:57		6/20/2012 8:29		SF		96		SF

		2		yes		no		

				yes		Publication date		11		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1990		yes		Chips with 1 million bits of memory were not available until 1995. 		The meaning of "ordinary" is ambiguous. The analyst assumes it refers to the the most popular/common type in use. 		12		Humberto Gerola and Ralph E. Gomory, "Computers in Science and Technology: Early Indications"  Science July 6, 1984, Vol 225, no 4657, 11-18				yes		Academic publications		By the end of the decade a dynamic memory or ordinary read/write memory of 1 million or 2 million bits to a chip is foreseeable.		12		Ordinary memory will achieve 1-2 million bits on a chip by 1990.										1		Worldwide		Authors are IBM managers at San Jose and New York.  Science is an academic publication.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		13		Talking about commercial processors in general.		12		97		yes		1995		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Projecting that straight line at the same slope to the year 1990.		1990		no		0.833333333		Evolution of memory capability.		12		Evolution		1992		1988		24		4		20		226		yes		5		no		Computer Memory		yes		Chips with 1 million bits of memory were not available until 1995. 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Number of chips would be a component of the memory system of the computer.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		"Ordinary Memory" used to store information for a computer system.		12		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Memory is a mature technology area.		12		5		6		Medium-term		yes		ND		1984		1990		"By the end of the decade," and interpreting based on the other forecasts in the document that specifically mention 1990.  Evaluating at 1990.		12						3/22/2011 12:06		1/17/2012 17:15		JH		97		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		141						1962		no						136		John Cockcroft, "Future of Atomic Energy," The Scientific Monthly, 82:3 (1956): 136-141.				yes		Academic publications		"By 1962 the Rhodesias will need 4 million tons of coal a year for power generation alone, and this is the whole predicted output of the mines at that date." 		137		Two forecasts: 1) By 1962, the Rhodesias will need 4 million tons of coal for power generation, and 2) by 1962, the output of Rhodesian coal mines will be 4 million tons per year. 		19		Zimbabwe		1		Eastern Africa		2		Africa		The article is based on a lecture given during the United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Forecast information was derived from papers presented at the Geneva International Conference. Although these organizations are international, information likely came from multiple regions, not the entire world. 										7		Multi-regional		136		Includes Zambia, too. Rhodesia explicitly mentioned in the forecast. 		137		98		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The first page of the article states that the article is based on a lecture that was given at the United Nations International conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Throughout the article, the author highlights some of the forecasts made during the conference.		1962		no				The first forecast is clearly market penetration. 		137		Market penetration		1964		1960		2		1		1		227		yes				no		Nuclear energy		yes				Using conference proceedings as inputs for forecasting  		Conferences		1		no		Coal is a component of energy-producing systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		137		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The coal industry was mature when the forecast was made.		NA				6		Medium-term		no				1956		1962		Explicit in forecast statement. 		137		1962		1956		3/22/2011 12:11		1/31/2012 7:11		SF		98		SF

		1		yes		yes		Uses "could" to modify the size of the reactor 1000 MW, but the concept of a reactor of considerable size is explicitly forecasted.				yes		Document publication date, which is provided on the title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1974.5		yes		Nuclear power wasn't adopted in Africa until the 80s		Could not find a source for power plants in copper belt, but South Africa led the continent in adoption of nuclear power.		136		John Cockcroft, "Future of Atomic Energy," The Scientific Monthly, 82:3 (1956): 136-141.				yes		Academic publications		"...by the 1970s, nuclear power stations of considerable size--perhaps up to 1000 megawatts--could be contemplated in the copper belt itself."		137		By the 1970s, nuclear power stations of up to 1000 megawatts may appear in the copper belt (Zambia, DRC). 		18		Zambia		1		Eastern Africa		2		Africa		The article is based on a lecture given by a UK- and Canada-affiliated expert during the United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Forecast information was derived from papers presented at the Geneva International Conference. Hence, the forecast is multi-regional. 										7		Multi-regional		136		Also includes the Democratic Republic of the Congo (also part of the copper belt). "Copper belt" stated explicitly in the forecast statement. 		137		99		no		1984		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The first page of the article states that the article is based on a lecture that was given at the United Nations International conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Throughout the article, the author highlights some of the forecasts made during the conference.		1974.5		no		0.513513514		Migration of nuclear power to Africa		137		Technology Migration		1979		1970		2		1		1		227		yes		9.5		no		Nuclear energy		yes		The first nuclear power reactor in S. Africa with this capacity was connected to the grid in 1984. 		Using conference proceedings as inputs for forecasting  		Conferences		1		no		Nuclear power stations are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title. 		136		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Nuclear power was mature when the forecast was made. 		NA		9.5		18.5		Long-term		yes				1956				Explicit in forecast statement. 		137		1979		1970		3/22/2011 12:18		7/12/2012 10:40		SC		99		SF

		0		yes		no						no		January 2000 publication date		35						2002		no								Richard Comerford, "Computing: The PC's Reign Ends> Internet Appliances/Server Take Over>Disk Farms Gain Acreage> Mobility Matter to Business Users."  IEEE Spectrum January 2000, 45-50				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		According to the Market Research firm DISK/Trend Inc., Mountain View Calif. redundant array of independent disks (RAID) systems account for the majority of storage systems.  About 1.3 million Raid Systems were shipped in 1998, by 2002 some 2.2 million systems will be sold. 		47-48		In 2002 2.2 million RAID systems will be sold.										1		Worldwide		IEEE Spectrum's headquarters mailing address is:
Headquarters

3 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016
+1 212 419 7555 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast likely applies worldwide.		47-48		100		no				no								Need to get original source		2002		no				Penetration of RAID systems		48		Market penetration		2003		2001		25						226		yes				no		Computer Storage		yes										no		RAID are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		RAID systems are for long term storage of data.		47		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		RAID are mature and sold commercially. 		NA				2		Short-term		no				2000		2002		"by 2002"		47						3/22/2011 12:23		1/31/2012 7:05		SF		100		JH

		1		yes		no						yes		January 2000 publication date.		35		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2001		yes		The percentage of non-traditional devices connected to the Internet exceeded the forecasted amount by 2001.		The forecast statement and the ground truth documents were clear and consistent. 		50		Richard Comerford, "Computing: The PC's Reign Ends> Internet Appliances/Server Take Over>Disk Farms Gain Acreage> Mobility Matter to Business Users."  IEEE Spectrum January 2000, 45-50				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		For the next year or two, the mouth at the end of the Internet spigot is more than likely to be a PC or and Apple IMAC in many consumer homes.  But by the year after 2000, the odds will be fifty-fifty that it will not be.  Greedily sucking data from the web will be a raft of new devices-generically being called Internet appliances—which will find their way into every day life, just as the ubiquitous cell phone has.		50		By 2001 half of all consumer devices connected to the Internet will not be a standard computer, i.e. PC, MAC, Other desktop or laptop.										1		Worldwide		IEEE Spectrum's headquarters mailing address is:
Headquarters

3 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016
+1 212 419 7555 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast discusses Internet usage, which is a worldwide phenomenon.		50		101		no		2000		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The methodology is fairly vague but I think this is the authors conclusion and based on the info in the report it is a qualitative trend analysis.  However I don't know if it is trend impact or analysis by analogy with cell-phones being the analogy		2001		no		1		Penetration of Internet appliances		50		Market penetration		2001		2001		25		5		29		225		yes		-1		no		Internet Appliances		yes		In 2001 there were about 42 million devices on the Internet. About 27 million (64%) were non traditional devices. About
15 million (36%) were traditional personal computers.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Most Internet appliances are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Focusing on the communications aspect of these techs but it could be computers too.		50		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Internet appliances where commercially available at the time of the forecast		46		1		1		Short-term		yes				2000		2001		"By the year after 2000"  (also known as 2001)		50						3/22/2011 12:40		7/12/2012 10:40		SC		101		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		ii						2005		no						14		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Fuel Cells: A Technology Forecast," (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, September 2003). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		14		In 2005, the fuel cell capacity in Texas will be 50 MW. Forecast derived from figure 1. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		The report presents fuel cell technology forecasts and their implications on Texas’s community and technical colleges.		vi		102		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Forecasts in figure 1 were derived from an analysis by the Army Engineer Research and Development Center. As such, the authors of this report are using their own expertise, plus other expert sources.		2005		no				The fuel cell capacity is evolving; explicit in forecast statement. 		14		Evolution		2006		2004		26		2		8		227		yes				no		Fuel cells		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Fuel cells are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		14		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Fuel cells were mature when the forecast was made; forecast is predicting an increase in capacity.		14				2		Short-term		no				2003		2005		Explicitly stated in figure 1. 		14						3/22/2011 13:05		1/31/2012 7:03		SF		102		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document title page. 		ii						2006		no						14		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Fuel Cells: A Technology Forecast," (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, September 2003). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		14		In 2006, the fuel cell capacity in Texas will be 200 MW. Forecast derived from figure 1. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		This report presents fuel cell technology forecasts and their implications on Texas’s community and technical colleges.		vii		103		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Forecasts in figure 1 were derived from an analysis by the Army Engineer Research and Development Center. As such, the authors of this report are using their own expertise, plus other expert sources.		2006		no				Fuel cell capacity will evolve; explicit in forecast statement.  		14		Evolution		2007		2005		26		2		8		227		yes				no		Fuel cells		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Fuel cells are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		14		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Fuel cells were mature when the forecast was made; forecast is predicting an increase in capacity.		14				3		Short-term		no				2003		2006		Explicit in figure 1		14						3/22/2011 13:23		1/31/2012 7:01		SF		103		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		ii						2007		no						14		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Fuel Cells: A Technology Forecast," (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, September 2003). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		14		In 2007, the fuel cell capacity in Texas will be 400 MW. Forecast derived from figure 1.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		This report presents fuel cell technology forecasts and their implications on Texas’s community and technical colleges.		vii		104		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Forecasts in figure 1 were derived from an analysis by the Army Engineer Research and Development Center. As such, the authors of this report are using their own expertise, plus other expert sources.		2007		no				Fuel cell capacity will evolve. 		14		Evolution		2008		2006		26		2		8		227		yes				no		Fuel cells		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Fuel cells are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		14		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Fuel cells were mature when the forecast was made; forecast is predicting an increase in capacity.		14				4		Short-term		no				2003		2007		Explicit in figure 1. 		14						3/22/2011 13:27		1/31/2012 6:59		SF		104		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		ii						2008		no						14		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Fuel Cells: A Technology Forecast," (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, September 2003). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		14		In 2008, the fuel cell capacity in Texas will be 600 MW. Forecast derived from figure 1.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		This report presents fuel cell technology forecasts and their implications on Texas’s community and technical colleges.		v		105		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Forecasts in figure 1 were derived from an analysis by the Army Engineer Research and Development Center. As such, the authors of this report are using their own expertise, plus other expert sources.		2008		no				Fuel cell capacity will evolve. 		14		Evolution		2010		2006		26		2		8		227		yes				no		Fuel cells		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Fuel cells are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement		14		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Fuel cells were mature when the forecast was made; forecast is predicting an increase in capacity.		14				5		Short-term		no				2003		2008		Explicit in figure 1.		14						3/22/2011 13:30		1/31/2012 6:57		SF		105		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		ii		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005.5		yes		The forecasted figure had been achieved by 2005 prior to the forecast year of 2006.		Figure read directly from clear graph in evidence.		vii		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Fuel Cells: A Technology Forecast," (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, September 2003). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		39		In the short term, fuel cells will cost $1,500/kW. 

Adapted from table 2. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		The forecasts pertain to the U.S.		v		106		no		2005		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The primary forecast methodology was interviews with experts, but the authors also conducted literature searches.		2005.5		no		0.2		Fuel cells will evolve for these uses. 		39		Evolution		2008		2003		26		1		4		227		yes		-0.5		no		Fuel cells		yes		In 2005 fuel cells had reached had already reached a cost of $1,500$/kW.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		yes		Fuel cells are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		39		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Fuel cells were mature when the forecast was made; forecast is predicting a decrease in price.		39		0.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2003				The timeframe for this forecast is the "short term", which the authors define as 0 to 5 years. Since the document was published in 2003, the low and high years are 2003 and 2008, respectively. 		39		2008		2003		3/22/2011 13:39		5/4/2012 14:45		SF		106		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as provided on the title page and throughout the document. 		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005.5		yes		Fuel cells were used to power electronics as early as 2003. 		Since the forecast was realized during the same year that the forecast document was published, the forecaster may have meant that fuel cells would have widespread use in electronics, which wasn't the case in 2003. The analyst assumes the forecaster simply meant that fuel cells would be used for those applications in the stated timeframe. 		vii		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Fuel Cells: A Technology Forecast," (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, September 2003). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table. 		39		In the short term, fuel cells will have a portable application in laptops, PDAs, and cell phones. 

Adapted from table 2. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		This report was conducted by the Texas State Technical College using U.S. experts. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vi		This report presents fuel cell technology forecasts and their implications on Texas’s community and technical colleges.		vi-vii		107		no		2003		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The primary forecast methodology was interviews with experts, but the authors also conducted literature searches.		2005.5		no		1		Fuel cells are evolving for new uses. 		39		Evolution		2008		2003		26		1		4		227		yes		-2.5		no		Fuel cells		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that fuel cells were being used to power electronics as early as 2003. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		yes		Fuel cells are components of energy-producing systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Fuel cells were being used when the forecast was made. 		NA		2.5		2.5		Short-term		yes				2003				The timeframe for this forecast is the "short term", which the authors define as 0 to 5 years. Since the document was published in 2003, the low and high years are 2003 and 2008, respectively.		39		2008		2003		3/22/2011 13:44		7/12/2012 10:40		SC		107		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Publication date December 1994		9		5. No interpretation		4. Mostly realized		1995		yes		Only 4 tenths of a percent off		Comparing forecasts to published statistics from the same source.  I am assuming no change in methodology.		6		United States Department of Agriculture, "Industrial Uses of Agricultural Materials"
Industrial Uses/IUS-4/December 1994				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table		9		Corn for fuel alcohol will reach 535 million bushels (from 458) in FY 1995 (1994/95).  										1		Worldwide		US. Dept. Agriculture		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		2		Based on a related outlook report by the USDA.		9		108		yes		1995		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Question: What assumptions underlie the long-term projections?

Answer: The projections are based on specific assumptions regarding macroeconomic conditions, policy, weather, and international developments. Normal weather is assumed. Further, the projections assume that there are no shocks to other factors affecting global agricultural supply and demand. Current agricultural legislation is assumed to remain in effect throughout the projections.

From USDA website on the crop production forecasts http://www.ers.usda.gov/Data/Baseline/		1995		no		0		Million of bushels for fuel.		9		Market penetration		1995		1995		27		6		49		232		yes		0		no		Corn for fuel		yes		533, I am assuming this to be within an acceptable error.		An approach that determines how the probability of an event is effected by other possible events		Cross-Impact Analysis 		6		yes		Corn is a component from which fuel alcohol can be extracted. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Assuming production not energy because the forecast is for a unit of production.		9		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Forecast is predicting evolution of a technology already in existence.		9		0		1		Short-term		yes		ND		1994		1995		Market year 1994/95		9						3/22/2011 13:44		1/24/2012 9:29		SF		108		JH

		3		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, located on title page and cover. 		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		Ground truth documents indicate that fuel cells cost were >$1,500/kW in 2005. 		The forecast does not specify the type of cost. Is it capital cost, system cost, stack cost, or some other? The analyst assumed the forecaster was predicting capital cost. 		42		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Fuel Cells: A Technology Forecast," (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, September 2003). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Graph		42		Fuel cell costs in 2005 will be $1,500 per kW of installed capacity. Forecast derived from figure 13. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		This report was conducted by the Texas State Technical College using U.S. experts. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vi		This report presents fuel cell technology forecasts and their implications on Texas’s community and technical colleges, forecasted for U.S. DoE.		42		109		yes				no		2008		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Forecasts in figure 13 were derived from an analysis by the U.S. Department of Energy, which relied on expert analysis. 		2005		no				Fuel cell costs. 		42		Market penetration		2006		2004		26		2		8		227		yes				no		Fuel cells		yes		Fuel cells costs greatly exceeded $1,500/kW in 2005. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Fuel cells are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title and explicit in forecast.		42		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already available at time of forecast.		42				2		Short-term		yes		ND		2003		2005		Explicit in figure 13. 		42						3/22/2011 13:51		1/25/2012 11:05		SF		109		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, listed on title page and cover page. 		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		no		Ground truth sources indicate that fuel cell costs were >$1,000 in 2006. 		The forecast is vague in describing what it means by cost. Is it systems cost, stack cost, or capital cost? The analyst assumed the forecast predicted capital cost. 		42		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Fuel Cells: A Technology Forecast," (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, September 2003). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Graph		42		Fuel cell costs in 2006 will be $1,000 per kW of installed capacity. Forecast derived from figure 13. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		This report was conducted by the Texas State Technical College using U.S. experts. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vi		This report presents fuel cell technology forecasts and their implications on Texas’s community and technical colleges, forecasted for U.S. DoE.		42		110		yes				no		2008		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Forecasts in figure 13 were derived from an analysis by the U.S. Department of Energy, which relied on expert analysis. 		2006		no				Fuel cell cost indicates demand.		42		Market penetration		2007		2005		26		2		8		227		yes				no		Fuel cells		yes		Fuel cell costs were well above $1,000 in 2006. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Fuel cells are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title, explicit in forecast. 		42		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Fuel cells already existed at time of forecast.		42				3		Short-term		yes		ND		2003		2006		Explicit in figure 13. 		42						3/22/2011 13:57		1/25/2012 11:05		SF		110		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Publication date September 1995		10		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1996		yes		Production was much lower than forecast.		Compered forecasts to reported statistics by the same annual source.  I am assuming the methodology didn't change.		NA		United States Department of Agriculture, "Industrial Uses of Agricultural Materials"
Industrial Uses/IUS-5/September 1995				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		From table  (Note replaced the preliminary result in the table for 1995 (540) with the actual (533) reported in the 1996 IUS.)		10		Corn for fuel alcohol will reach 563 million bushels (from 533) in FY 1996 (1995/96).  										1		Worldwide		US. Dept. Agriculture.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		2		Based on the related economic outlook publications. 		10		111		yes		2000		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Question: What assumptions underlie the long-term projections?

Answer: The projections are based on specific assumptions regarding macroeconomic conditions, policy, weather, and international developments. Normal weather is assumed. Further, the projections assume that there are no shocks to other factors affecting global agricultural supply and demand. Current agricultural legislation is assumed to remain in effect throughout the projections.

From the USDA website about crop forecasts: http://www.ers.usda.gov/Data/Baseline/		1996		no		4		Million of bushels for fuel.		10		Market penetration		1996		1996		28		6		49		232		yes		4		no		Corn for fuel		yes		396 million bushels. In Market year 1999/2000 the market recovered and fuel from corn rose to 565.8 million bushels.		An approach that determines how the probability of an event is effected by other possible events		Cross-Impact Analysis 		6		no		A way to use corn alcohol.		NA		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Assuming production not energy because the forecast is for a unit of production.		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology existed at the time of forecast.		10		4		1		Short-term		yes		ND		1995		1996		Marketing year 1995/96		10						3/22/2011 13:57		10/23/2011 14:30		ND		111		JH

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		ii		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		Forecast is fully realized as cost of fuel cells was equal to the forecast cost in 2007.		Data is clearly stated in source.		42		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Fuel Cells: A Technology Forecast," (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, September 2003). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		42		Fuel cell costs in 2007 will be approximately $800 per kW of installed capacity. Forecast derived from figure 13. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		This report presents fuel cell technology forecasts and their implications on Texas’s community and technical colleges.		v		112		no		2007		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Forecasts in figure 13 were derived from an analysis by the U.S. Department of Energy. As such, the authors of this report are using their own expertise, plus other expert sources.		2007		no		0		Fuel cell cost; explicit in forecast statement. 		42		Market penetration		2008		2006		26		2		8		227		yes		0		no		Fuel cells		yes		Fuel cells could be built for $800/kW in 2007.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Fuel cells are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		42		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Fuel cells were mature when the forecast was made; forecast is predicting decreased price.		42		0		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2003		2007		Explicit in figure 13. 		42						3/22/2011 14:04		5/4/2012 14:44		SF		112		SF

		0		yes		no				Need to confirm methodology, not sure if it is technology oriented enough.		no		Publication date September 1995		16						1997.5		no								United States Department of Agriculture, "Industrial Uses of Agricultural Materials"
Industrial Uses/IUS-5/September 1995				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		The surfactant industry is forecast to grow 3 to 4 percent annually during the next 5 years.		16		The surfactant industry will have a 3-4% CAGR through 2000										1		Worldwide		US. Dept. Agriculture		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		16		The surfactant industry is worldwide. 		10		113		no				yes								I think they are using input-output models but none of the IUS yearly publications speak to methodology.  Will need to track this down.		1997.5		no				This might not be a technology forecast, talking about growth of an industry		16				2000		1995		28						232		no				no		Surfactant		yes										no		Surfactants are part of a production system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Surfactants are associated with production. 		9		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Surfactants were in use when the forecast was made. 		16				2.5		Short-term		no				1995				"During the next 5 years" is translated as the range of years between the date of forecast to the predicted event.		16		2000		1995		3/22/2011 14:06		1/31/2012 6:49		SF		113		JH

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		ii		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		Allowing for mass manufacturing, the costs of fuel cells were lower than the costs forecast by 2008. However, fuel cells had yet to be mass produced as of 2011 and the best the industry could do is to provide an estimate of what the cost would be if fuel cells were mass produced. 		Allows for the use of mass manufacturing estimates on price, significantly reducing costs compared to manufacturing individual units.

The DOE source is using estimates because there was yet no mass market for fuel cells in 2011; there was no manufacture going on. The source provides an estimate of what the price of fuel cells should be. SC		42		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Fuel Cells: A Technology Forecast," (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, September 2003). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		42		Fuel cell costs in 2008 will be approximately $750 per kW of installed capacity. Forecast adapted from figure 13. 

		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the Texas State Technical College		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		This report presents fuel cell technology forecasts and their implications on Texas’s community and technical colleges.		v		114		no		2011		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Forecasts in figure 13 were derived from an analysis by the U.S. Department of Energy. As such, the authors of this report are using their own expertise, plus other expert sources. 		2008		no		0.6		Fuel cell cost; explicit in forecast statement. 		42		Market penetration		2010		2006		26		2		8		227		yes		3		no		Fuel cells		yes		Fuel cell costs assuming mass manufacturing were estimated to be as low as $60-80/kW in 2008.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Fuel cells are component of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		42		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Fuel cells were mature when the forecast was made; forecast is predicting a change in cost.		42		3		5		Short-term		yes		SF		2003		2008		Explicit in figure 13. 		42						3/22/2011 14:12		5/4/2012 14:57		SF		114		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Publication date of the article which is referencing a "recent" forecast by the same author. 		357						1980		no						369		M.E. Merchant, et al. "The future of batch manufacture," Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Vol 275, No 1250, A Discussion of Manufacturing Technology in the 1980s (Nov. 8 1973), pp. 357-372.				yes		Academic publications		A computer software system for full automation and optimization of all steps in the manufacturing of a part (selection of machining sequence, selection of machine tools, clamping, selection of sequence of operations, tool selection, selection of optimum cutting conditions, numerical control of machining) will be developed and in wide use.		368		A computer software system for full automation and optimization of all steps in the manufacturing of a part (selection of machining sequence, selection of machine tools, clamping, selection of sequence of operations, tool selection, selection of optimum cutting conditions, numerical control of machining) will be developed and in wide use.										1		Worldwide		This is an academic publication and discussion so I am basing the source on the primary author who is a rep. of a US company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		357		Author doesn't specify and he is speaking to a multi-national audience.		370		115		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Stated method of the forecast		1980		no				Emergence of manufacturing technology		368		Technology emergence		1982		1978		30		1		6		232		yes				no		Automated manufacturing		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		A computer software system for full automation and optimization of all steps in the manufacturing of a part		368		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		A computer software system for full automation and optimization of all steps in the manufacturing of a part		368		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The document indicates that the technology was not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				7		Medium-term		no				1973		1980		Median year of consensus in the delphi study		368						3/22/2011 15:51		1/30/2012 14:43		SF		115		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Publication date of the article which is referencing a "recent" forecast by the same author. 		357						1980		no						369		M.E. Merchant, et al. "The future of batch manufacture," Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Vol 275, No 1250, A Discussion of Manufacturing Technology in the 1980s (Nov. 8 1973), pp. 357-372.				yes		Academic publications		Complete in-process inspection of parts as they are machined will become a reality.		368		Automated systems will inspect and validate parts as they are machined.										1		Worldwide		This is an academic publication and discussion so I am basing the source on the primary author who is a rep. of a US company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		357		Author doesn't specify and he is speaking to a multi-national audience.		370		116		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Stated method of the forecast		1980		no				Emergence of manufacturing technology		368		Technology emergence		1982		1978		30		1		6		232		yes				no		Automated manufacturing		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		A computer software system for full automation and optimization of all steps in the manufacturing of a part		368		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		A computer software system for full automation and optimization of all steps in the manufacturing of a part		368		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The document indicates that the technology was not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				7		Medium-term		no				1973		1980		Median year of consensus in the delphi study		368						3/22/2011 15:52		1/30/2012 14:42		SF		116		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Publication date of the article which is referencing a "recent" forecast by the same author. 		357						1980		no						369		M.E. Merchant, et al. "The future of batch manufacture," Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Vol 275, No 1250, A Discussion of Manufacturing Technology in the 1980s (Nov. 8 1973), pp. 357-372.				yes		Academic publications		Sensors will be developed and put into use which are able to measure, instantaneously and continuously, the roughness of a surface as it is being generated by a cutting tool or grinding wheel, in-process.

Sensors and instruments will be developed and put into use which are able to measure and control, continuously and instantaneously, the exact dimensional position and characteristics of the surface being generated by a cutting tool or grinding wheel.
		368		Sensors will be developed and put into use which are able to measure, instantaneously and continuously, the roughness of a surface as it is being generated by a cutting tool or grinding wheel, in-process.

Sensors and instruments will be developed and put into use which are able to measure and control, continuously and instantaneously, the exact dimensional position and characteristics of the surface being generated by a cutting tool or grinding wheel.

NOTE: listed as two separate forecasts but we will likely find  a single piece of ground truth for these.  Could combine or only evaluate one.										1		Worldwide		This is an academic publication and discussion so I am basing the source on the primary author who is a rep. of a US company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		357		Author doesn't specify and he is speaking to a multi-national audience.		370		117		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Stated method of the forecast		1980		no				Emergence of manufacturing technology		368		Technology emergence		1982		1978		30		1		6		232		yes				no		Automated manufacturing		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		A computer software system for full automation and optimization of all steps in the manufacturing of a part		368		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		A computer software system for full automation and optimization of all steps in the manufacturing of a part		368		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The background information about the technology indicates that it was not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				7		Medium-term		no				1973		1980		Median year of consensus in the delphi study		368						3/22/2011 15:55		1/30/2012 14:41		SF		117		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Publication date of the article which is referencing a "recent" forecast by the same author. 		357						1980		no						369		M.E. Merchant, et al. "The future of batch manufacture," Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Vol 275, No 1250, A Discussion of Manufacturing Technology in the 1980s (Nov. 8 1973), pp. 357-372.				yes		Academic publications		Machine tool control systems will use the laser extensively for in-process control of accuracy.		368		Machine tool control systems will use the laser extensively for in-process control of accuracy.										1		Worldwide		This is an academic publication and discussion so I am basing the source on the primary author who is a rep. of a US company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		357		Author doesn't specify and he is speaking to a multi-national audience.		370		118		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Stated method of the forecast		1980		no				Emergence of manufacturing technology		368		Technology emergence		1982		1978		30		1		6		232		yes				no		Automated manufacturing		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		A computer software system for full automation and optimization of all steps in the manufacturing of a part		368		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		A computer software system for full automation and optimization of all steps in the manufacturing of a part		368		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The background information on the technology indicates that its maturity is low.		NA				7		Medium-term		no				1973		1980		Median year of consensus in the delphi study		368						3/22/2011 15:56		1/30/2012 14:39		SF		118		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Publication date of the article which is referencing a "recent" forecast by the same author. 		357						1980		no						369		M.E. Merchant, et al. "The future of batch manufacture," Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Vol 275, No 1250, A Discussion of Manufacturing Technology in the 1980s (Nov. 8 1973), pp. 357-372.				yes		Academic publications		Feedback control to correct thermal deformation of machine structures will be widely used.		368		Feedback control to correct thermal deformation of machine structures will be widely used.										1		Worldwide		This is an academic publication and discussion so I am basing the source on the primary author who is a rep. of a US company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		357		Author doesn't specify and he is speaking to a multi-national audience.		370		119		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Stated method of the forecast		1980		no				Emergence of manufacturing technology		368		Technology emergence		1982		1978		30		1		6		232		yes				no		Automated manufacturing		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		A computer software system for full automation and optimization of all steps in the manufacturing of a part		368		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		A computer software system for full automation and optimization of all steps in the manufacturing of a part		368		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The background information in the forecast document indicates that the technology was not mature. 		NA				7		Medium-term		no				1973		1980		Median year of consensus in the delphi study		368						3/22/2011 15:57		1/30/2012 14:38		SF		119		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Publication date of the article which is referencing a "recent" forecast by the same author. 		357						1985		no						369		M.E. Merchant, et al. "The future of batch manufacture," Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Vol 275, No 1250, A Discussion of Manufacturing Technology in the 1980s (Nov. 8 1973), pp. 357-372.				yes		Academic publications		Full on-line automation and optimization of complete manufacturing plants, controlled by a central computer, will be a reality.		368		Full on-line automation and optimization of complete manufacturing plants, controlled by a central computer, will be a reality.										1		Worldwide		This is an academic publication and discussion so I am basing the source on the primary author who is a rep. of a US company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		357		Author doesn't specify and he is speaking to a multi-national audience.		370		120		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Stated method of the forecast		1985		no				Emergence of manufacturing technology		368		Technology emergence		1989		1981		30		1		6		232		yes				no		Automated manufacturing		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		A computer software system for full automation and optimization of all steps in the manufacturing of a part		368		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Automation of a plant		368		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Plant wide automation should be a low TRL if single system automation is still several years off. 		NA				12		Long-term		no				1973		1985		Median year of consensus in the delphi study		368						3/22/2011 16:01		1/30/2012 14:37		SF		120		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Publication date of the article which is referencing a "recent" forecast by the same author. 		357						1985		no						369		M.E. Merchant, et al. "The future of batch manufacture," Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Vol 275, No 1250, A Discussion of Manufacturing Technology in the 1980s (Nov. 8 1973), pp. 357-372.				yes		Academic publications		On-line process identification and a very quick adaption of manufacturing conditions relative to output requirements, i.e. on-line optimization, will be in wide use.		368		On-line process identification and a very quick adaption of manufacturing conditions relative to output requirements, i.e. on-line optimization, will be in wide use.										1		Worldwide		This is an academic publication and discussion so I am basing the source on the primary author who is a rep. of a US company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		357		Author doesn't specify and he is speaking to a multi-national audience.		370		121		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Stated method of the forecast		1985		no				Emergence of manufacturing technology		368		Technology emergence		1989		1981		30		1		6		232		yes				no		Automated manufacturing		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		A computer software system for full automation and optimization of all steps in the manufacturing of a part		368		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Automation of a plant		368		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Plant wide automation should be a low TRL if single system automation is still several years off.  		NA				12		Long-term		no				1973		1985		Median year of consensus in the delphi study		368						3/22/2011 16:02		1/30/2012 14:36		SF		121		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Publication date of the article which is referencing a "recent" forecast by the same author. 		357						1985		no						369		M.E. Merchant, et al. "The future of batch manufacture," Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Vol 275, No 1250, A Discussion of Manufacturing Technology in the 1980s (Nov. 8 1973), pp. 357-372.				yes		Academic publications		Standard pallets for holding all components will be generally used.		368		Standardized storage of manufacturing components will be used, presumable for automated retrieval.  										1		Worldwide		This is an academic publication and discussion so I am basing the source on the primary author who is a rep. of a US company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		357		Author doesn't specify and he is speaking to a multi-national audience.		370		122		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Stated method of the forecast		1985		no				Emergence of manufacturing technology		368		Technology emergence		1989		1981		30		1		6		232		yes				no		Automated manufacturing		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		A storage system		368		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Automation of a plant		368		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Plant wide automation should be a low TRL if single system automation is still several years off.  		NA				12		Long-term		no				1973		1985		Median year of consensus in the delphi study		368						3/22/2011 16:04		1/30/2012 14:35		SF		122		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Publication date of the article which is referencing a "recent" forecast by the same author. 		357						1985		no						369		M.E. Merchant, et al. "The future of batch manufacture," Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Vol 275, No 1250, A Discussion of Manufacturing Technology in the 1980s (Nov. 8 1973), pp. 357-372.				yes		Academic publications		Over 50 % of machine tools for plastic forming will be automatically operated.		368		Over 50 % of machine tools for plastic forming will be automatically operated.										1		Worldwide		This is an academic publication and discussion so I am basing the source on the primary author who is a rep. of a US company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		357		Author doesn't specify and he is speaking to a multi-national audience.		370		123		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Stated method of the forecast		1985		no				penetration of automated tools in the plastic forming manufacturing area.		368		Market penetration		1989		1981		30		1		6		232		yes				no		Automated manufacturing		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Machine tool		368		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Automation machine tools for plastic forming		368		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Automated machine tools for these purposes were not mature when the forecast was made. 		NA				12		Long-term		no				1973		1985		Median year of consensus in the delphi study		368						3/22/2011 16:06		1/30/2012 14:34		SF		123		JH

		2		yes		no						yes		Publication date of the article which is referencing a "recent" forecast by the same author. 		357		4. Little interpretation		3. Almost realized		1985		yes		There were demonstration systems but not in use for manufacturing.		I interpreted "Consolidative type forming processes will be developed and come into use, in which parts are built up incrementally in a controlled manner from small fibers, particles or other elements" as additive manufacturing but it appears to be very close to the author's intent.		369		M.E. Merchant, et al. "The future of batch manufacture," Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Vol 275, No 1250, A Discussion of Manufacturing Technology in the 1980s (Nov. 8 1973), pp. 357-372.				yes		Academic publications		Consolidative type forming processes will be developed and come into use, in which parts are built up incrementally in a controlled manner from small fibers, particles or other elements.		368		Additive manufacturing techniques--also known as consolidative, 3-d printing, or sintering-- will be in use by 1985										1		Worldwide		This is an academic publication and discussion so I am basing the source on the primary author who is a rep. of a US company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		357		Author doesn't specify and he is speaking to a multi-national audience.		370		124		yes		1988		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Stated method of the forecast		1985		no		0.25		Emergence of 3-d printing		368		Technology emergence		1989		1981		30		1		6		232		yes		3		no		3-d printing		yes		Mature development but not in general use. Rapid development occurred during the late 1980s and commercial prototypers were available in 1988.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		3-d printer		368		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		parts are built up incrementally in a controlled manner from small fibers, particles or other elements		368		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The very first lab demos were around 1979, in 1973 the concepts had been proposed but I found no evidence of demonstrations.		NA		3		12		Long-term		yes				1973		1985		Median year of consensus in the delphi study		368						3/22/2011 16:08		7/12/2012 10:40		SC		124		JH

		2		yes		no		To me this sounds like using composites for machine tools to improve structural characteristics.  

				yes		Publication date of the article which is referencing a "recent" forecast by the same author. 		357		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1985		yes		There is a Patent filed in 1976 for a fiber composite machine tool structure for improved thermal, stiffness, and vibration canceling.  I do not know if this composite was used or just demonstrated under the related DOE contract.  In 1979 I can confirm the development of Granitan, trademarked 1984, for machine tool bases.  		I am interpreting "structures will be built up from combinations of metals and non-metals, in matrices or bonded together” to mean composites and I am unsure if the delphi study intended to predict emergence or general use.  I am evaluating emergence.		369		M.E. Merchant, et al. "The future of batch manufacture," Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Vol 275, No 1250, A Discussion of Manufacturing Technology in the 1980s (Nov. 8 1973), pp. 357-372.				yes		Academic publications		Machine tool structures will be built up from combinations of metals and non-metals, in matrices or bonded together, to give proper thermal stability, static and dynamic stiffness and wear and noise characteristics.		368		Machine tool structures will be built up from combinations of metals and non-metals, in matrices or bonded together, to give proper thermal stability, static and dynamic stiffness and wear and noise characteristics.
										1		Worldwide		This is an academic publication and discussion so I am basing the source on the primary author who is a rep. of a US company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		357		Author doesn't specify and he is speaking to a multi-national audience.		370		125		yes		1979		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Stated method of the forecast		1985		no		0.5		Composites will emerge in the forecasted timeframe. 		368		Technology emergence		1989		1981		30		1		6		230		yes		-6		no		Composites		yes		Fiber and multi component epoxies had already been introduced for improved machine tools.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Structures for the machine tool		368		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Machine tool structures will be built up from combinations of metals and non-metals, in matrices or bonded together, to give proper thermal stability, static and dynamic stiffness and wear and noise characteristics.		368		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that composites were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA		6		12		Long-term		yes				1973		1985		Median year of consensus in the delphi study		368						3/22/2011 16:13		7/12/2012 10:40		SC		125		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Publication date of the article which is referencing a "recent" forecast by the same author. 		357						1990		no						369		M.E. Merchant, et al. "The future of batch manufacture," Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Vol 275, No 1250, A Discussion of Manufacturing Technology in the 1980s (Nov. 8 1973), pp. 357-372.				yes		Academic publications		More than 50 % of the machine tools produced in the future will not have a 'stand-alone' use, but will be part of a versatile manufacturing system, featuring automatic part-handling between stations, and being controlled from a central process computer.		368		More than 50 % of the machine tools produced in the future will not have a 'stand-alone' use, but will be part of a versatile manufacturing system, featuring automatic part-handling between stations, and being controlled from a central process computer.										1		Worldwide		This is an academic publication and discussion so I am basing the source on the primary author who is a rep. of a US company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		357		Author doesn't specify and he is speaking to a multi-national audience.		370		126		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Stated method of the forecast		1990		no				penetration of automated, multi-purpose tools 		368		Market penetration		1995		1985		30		1		6		232		yes				no		Automated manufacturing		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		"Part of a versatile manufacturing system, featuring automatic part-handling between stations, and being controlled from a central process computer."		368		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		machine tools produced		368		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Machine  tools with the predicted characteristics were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				17		Long-term		no				1973		1990		Median year of consensus in the delphi study		368						3/22/2011 16:17		1/30/2012 14:32		SF		126		JH

		3		yes		no						yes		Publication date of the article which is referencing a "recent" forecast by the same author. 		357		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1990		yes		Sensors were not reliable in the forecast timeframe. 		"Reliable" and "practical" are ambiguous, but ground truth sources clearly state that sensors in 1989 were not reliable. 		369		M.E. Merchant, et al. "The future of batch manufacture," Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Vol 275, No 1250, A Discussion of Manufacturing Technology in the 1980s (Nov. 8 1973), pp. 357-372.				yes		Academic publications		Reliable and practical sensors will be available for adaptive control of all current metal cutting operations, e.g. turning, milling, etc.		368		Reliable and practical sensors will be available for adaptive control of all current metal cutting operations, e.g. turning, milling, etc.										1		Worldwide		This is an academic publication and discussion so I am basing the source on the primary author who is a rep. of a US company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		357		Author doesn't specify and he is speaking to a multi-national audience.		370		127		no		2000		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Stated method of the forecast		1990		no		0.588235294		Emergence of reliable sensors for metal cutting		368		Technology emergence		1995		1985		30		1		6		233		yes		10		no		Machine tool sensors		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that sensors used in metal cutting operations were not reliable in 1989 or 1990. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Sensor is a component of the machine too		368		Component		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Reliable and practical sensors will be available 		368		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that reliable machine tool sensors were not mature when the forecast was made.		368		10		17		Long-term		yes				1973		1990		Median year of consensus in the delphi study		368						3/22/2011 16:19		7/12/2012 10:40		SC		127		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Publication date of the article which is referencing a "recent" forecast by the same author. 		357						1990		no						369		M.E. Merchant, et al. "The future of batch manufacture," Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Vol 275, No 1250, A Discussion of Manufacturing Technology in the 1980s (Nov. 8 1973), pp. 357-372.				yes		Academic publications		75 % of industry will use group technology in manufacture.		368		75 % of industry will use group technology in manufacture.										1		Worldwide		This is an academic publication and discussion so I am basing the source on the primary author who is a rep. of a US company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		357		Author doesn't specify and he is speaking to a multi-national audience.		370		128		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Stated method of the forecast		1990		no				Penetration of group technology		368		Market penetration		1995		1985		30		1		6		232		yes				no		Automated manufacturing		no				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Group technology is a process/system. 		368		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Automated manufacturing is a form of production. 		368		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Group technology was not commonly used when the forecast was made.		NA				17		Long-term		no				1973		1990		Median year of consensus in the delphi study		368						3/22/2011 16:20		1/30/2012 14:30		SF		128		JH

		0		yes		no		Need to have an idea of what they mean by graphics and conversational programs. Rebecca should help.				yes		Publication date of the article which is referencing a "recent" forecast by the same author. 		357						1990		no						369		M.E. Merchant, et al. "The future of batch manufacture," Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Vol 275, No 1250, A Discussion of Manufacturing Technology in the 1980s (Nov. 8 1973), pp. 357-372.				yes		Academic publications		75 % of all machine tools will be designed using computer graphics and conversational programs.		368		75 % of all machine tools will be designed using computer graphics and conversational programs.										1		Worldwide		This is an academic publication and discussion so I am basing the source on the primary author who is a rep. of a US company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		357		Author doesn't specify and he is speaking to a multi-national audience.		370		129		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Stated method of the forecast		1990		no				Penetration of these design techs		368		Market penetration		1995		1985		30		1		6		232		yes				no		Automated manufacturing		no				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Automated manufacturing is a system of systems.		368		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Automated manufacturing is associated with production. 		368		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technology was not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				17		Long-term		no				1973		1990		Median year of consensus in the delphi study		368						3/22/2011 16:22		1/30/2012 14:27		SF		129		JH

		0		yes		no						no		Document publication date, as seen on the cover.		NA						2005		no								Defense Threat Reduction Agency, "Militarily Critical Technologies, Section 7: Energy Systems Technology," (Ft. Belvoir, VA: November 1999). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By 2005, projections indicate a very high cell voltage (3.6 to 4.2 V/cell) and production in prismatic and cylindrical configurations." 		III-7-56		By 2005, lithium ion batteries will have very high voltage (3.6 to 4.2 V/cell) and will be produced in prismatic and cylindrical configurations. 										1		Worldwide		U.S. Department of Defense publication, as seen on the cover. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Lithium ion batteries are available worldwide.		NA		130		no				no								Unclear methodology. 		2005		no				The forecast addresses how the voltage and appearance of lithium ion batteries will evolve by 2005. 		III-7-56		Evolution		2007		2003		29						227		yes				no		Batteries		yes										no		Batteries are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Lithium ion batteries produce energy.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Lithium ion batteries were used when the forecast was made.		NA				6		Medium-term		no				1999		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		III-7-56						3/23/2011 6:41		1/30/2012 14:23		SF		130		SF

		0		yes		no						no		Document publication date, as seen on the cover page. 		NA						2005		no								Defense Threat Reduction Agency, "Militarily Critical Technologies, Section 7: Energy Systems Technology," (Ft. Belvoir, VA: November 1999). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By 2005, the following are projected for rechargable lithium polymer batteries: use of a solid conductive polymer membrane electrolyte or gel electrolyte..."		III-7-56		By 2005, rechargeable lithium polymer batteries will use solid conductive polymer membrane electrolyte or gel electrolyte.										1		Worldwide		U.S. Department of Defense publication, as seen on the cover page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Rechargeable lithium polymer batteries are available worldwide.		NA		131		no				no								Unclear methodology. 		2005		no				The forecast describes how the batteries will evolve by 2005. 		III-7-56		Evolution		2007		2003		29						227		yes				no		Batteries		yes										no		Batteries are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Rechargeable lithium polymer batteries produce power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Rechargeable lithium polymer batteries were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				6		Medium-term		no				1999		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		III-7-56						3/23/2011 6:47		1/30/2012 14:22		SF		131		SF

		1		yes		no						no		Document publication date, located on cover. 		NA						2005		no								Defense Threat Reduction Agency, "Militarily Critical Technologies, Section 7: Energy Systems Technology," (Ft. Belvoir, VA: November 1999). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By 2005, the following are projected for rechargable lithium polymer batteries...very compact size and cell design..."		III-7-56		By 2005, rechargeable lithium polymer batteries will be very compact in size and cell design.										1		Worldwide		U.S. Department of Defense publication, information on cover.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Rechargeable lithium polymer batteries are available worldwide. 		NA		132		no				no								Unclear methodology. 		2005		no				The forecast is describing how batteries will evolve by 2005. 		III-7-56		Evolution		2007		2003		29						227		yes				no		Batteries		yes										no		Batteries are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Rechargeable lithium polymer batteries produce energy. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Rechargeable lithium polymer batteries were available when the forecast was made. 		III-7-56				6		Medium-term		no				1999		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		III-7-56						3/23/2011 6:55		7/12/2012 11:38		SF		132		SF

		0		yes		no						no		Document publication date, as seen on the cover. 		NA						2005		no								Defense Threat Reduction Agency, "Militarily Critical Technologies, Section 7: Energy Systems Technology," (Ft. Belvoir, VA: November 1999). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Projected performance by 2005 for (pulsed) CDLs: discharge time of 1–300 sec." 		p.III-7-85		By 2005, chemical double layer (CDL) capacitors will have a discharge time of 1-300 seconds.										1		Worldwide		U.S. Department of Defense publication, as seen on the cover.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		CDL capacitors are available worldwide.		NA		133		no				no								Unclear methodology.		2005		no				The forecast is describing how the performance of CDLs will change by 2005. 		III-7-85		Evolution		2007		2003		29						227		yes				no		Capacitors		yes										no		Capacitors are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		CDL capacitors are associated with energy production.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		CDL capacitors were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				6		Medium-term		no				1999		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		p.III-7-85						3/23/2011 6:58		1/30/2012 14:18		SF		133		SF

		0		yes		no						no		Document publication date, as seen on the cover page. 		NA						2005		no								Defense Threat Reduction Agency, "Militarily Critical Technologies, Section 7: Energy Systems Technology," (Ft. Belvoir, VA: November 1999). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Projected performance by 2005 for (pulsed) CDLs...charge time of 1–300 sec.."		III-7-85		By 2005, chemical double layer (CDL) capacitors will have a charge time of 1-300 seconds.										1		Worldwide		U.S. Department of Defense publication, as seen on the cover page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		CDL capacitors are available worldwide.		NA		134		no				no								Unclear methodology. 		2005		no				The forecast is describing how capacitors will change by 2005. 		III-7-85		Evolution		2007		2003		29						227		yes				no		Capacitors		yes										no		Capacitors are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		CDL capacitors are associated with energy production.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		CDL capacitors were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				6		Medium-term		no				1999		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		III-7-85						3/23/2011 7:01		1/30/2012 14:17		SF		134		SF

		1		yes		no						no		Document publication date, located on cover. 		NA						2005		no								Defense Threat Reduction Agency, "Militarily Critical Technologies, Section 7: Energy Systems Technology," (Ft. Belvoir, VA: November 1999). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Projected performance by 2005 for (pulsed) CDLs...energy density ~ 5 W hrs/kg (inorganic electrolytes), 10–15 W hrs/kg (organic electrolytes)..."		III-7-85		By 2005, chemical double layer (CDL) capacitors will have an energy density of ~ 5 hrs/kg (inorganic electrolytes), 10-15 W hrs/kg (organic electrolytes).										1		Worldwide		U.S. Department of Defense document, information on cover. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		CDL capacitors are available worldwide. 		III-7-85		135		no				no								Unclear methodology. 		2005		no				The forecast describes how capacitors will change by 2005. 		III-7-85		Evolution		2007		2003		29						227		yes				no		Capacitors		yes										no		Capacitors are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		CDL capacitors are associated with energy production.		III-7-85		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		CDL capacitors were in use when the forecast was made. 		III-7-85				6		Medium-term		no				1999		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		III-7-85						3/23/2011 7:04		7/12/2012 11:38		SF		135		SF

		1		yes		no						no		Document publication date, available on cover.		NA						2005		no								Defense Threat Reduction Agency, "Militarily Critical Technologies, Section 7: Energy Systems Technology," (Ft. Belvoir, VA: November 1999). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Projected performance by 2005 for (pulsed) CDLs...power densities >10 kW/kg..."		III-7-85		By 2005, CDL capacitors will have power densities of 10 kW/kg.										1		Worldwide		U.S. Department of Defense document, information on cover. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Capacitors are available worldwide. 		III-7-85		136		no				no								Unclear methodology. 		2005		no				The forecast is describing how capacitors will change by 2005. 		III-7-85		Evolution		2007		2003		29						227		yes				no		Capacitors		yes										no		Capacitors are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Capacitors are associated with energy production. 		III-7-85		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Capacitors were in use when the forecast was made. 		III-7-85				6		Medium-term		no				1999		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		III-7-85						3/23/2011 7:07		7/12/2012 11:37		SF		136		SF

		0		yes		no						no		Document publication date, as seen on cover page. 		NA						2005		no								Defense Threat Reduction Agency, "Militarily Critical Technologies, Section 7: Energy Systems Technology," (Ft. Belvoir, VA: November 1999). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Projected performance by 2005 for (pulsed) CDLs...charge/discharge efficiencies ~ 80 percent at high rates and 98 percent at low
rates..."		III-7-85 		By 2005, CDL capacitors will have charge/discharge efficiencies of ~80% at high rates and 98% at low rates.										1		Worldwide		U.S. Department of Defense document. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		CDL capacitors are available worldwide.		NA		137		no				no								Unclear methodology. 		2005		no				The forecast describes how capacitors will change by 2005. 		III-7-85		Evolution		2007		2003		29						227		yes				no		Capacitors		yes										no		Capacitors are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Capacitors are associated with energy production.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Capacitors were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				6		Medium-term		no				1999		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		III-7-85						3/23/2011 7:11		1/30/2012 14:12		SF		137		SF

		1		yes		no		Unclear methodology. 				no		Document publication date, located on cover.		NA						2005		no				Forecast is vague in terms of the type of cost. Is it capital investment cost, stack cost, or system costs? 				Defense Threat Reduction Agency, "Militarily Critical Technologies, Section 7: Energy Systems Technology," (Ft. Belvoir, VA: November 1999). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"They currently cost approximately $800 to $1,000/kW, with $50 to $100/kW forecasted by 2005."		III-7-27		Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) will cost $50 to $100 by 2005. 										1		Worldwide		U.S. Department of Defense document, information from cover.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No specific region or country listed.		III-7-27		138		no				no								Unclear methodology. 		2005		no				The forecast is describing how much PEMFCs will cost by 2005. 		III-7-27		Market penetration		2007		2003		29						227		yes				no		Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs)		yes										no		Fuel cells are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title. 		III-7-27		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology appears to be already available at time of forecast.		III-7-27				6		Medium-term		no				1999		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		III-7-27						3/23/2011 7:17		7/12/2012 11:36		SF		138		SF

		3		yes		no		Forecast methodology is unclear. 				no		Document publication date located on cover. 		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2002		no		According to ground truth sources, the SOFCs cost >$10,000/kW in 2005. 		The forecast does not specify whether SOFC costs are investment costs, capital costs, or what. Most ground truth documents provide capital costs. 				Defense Threat Reduction Agency, "Militarily Critical Technologies, Section 7: Energy Systems Technology," (Ft. Belvoir, VA: November 1999). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Affordability: "About $1,000/kW by 2005."		III-7-29		Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) will cost ~$1,000/kW by 2005. 										1		Worldwide		U.S. Department of Defense document, information available on cover. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Does not list on specific region or country.		III-7-29		139		yes				yes								Unclear methodology. 		2002		no				The forecast is describing how much SOFCs will cost by 2005. 		III-7-29		Market penetration		2005		1999		29						227		yes				no		Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) 		yes		SOFCs cost >$10,000/kW in 2005. 								no		Fuel cells are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title. 		III-7-29		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology seems to be available to the time of forecast.		III-7-29				3		Short-term		no				1999				"By 2005" is translated as the range of years between the date of forecast to the predicted event.		III-7-29		2005		1999		3/23/2011 7:20		7/12/2012 11:37		SF		139		SF

		2		yes		no		This does not seem to be a forecast that fits in our study.  Flywheels had already emerged before the article was published. There is no date given and it seems to not be  specific enough to include.		Unclear methodology, and there is no forecast year given. However, since the article was published in 1994, it likely meets the timeframe for this analysis. 		no		Document publication date. 		62		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		0		yes		There is no forecasted year; flywheel batteries existed when forecast document was published. 		Ground truth documents indicate that flywheel batteries can last up to 20 years for most applications. 		62		Dave Dooling, "Transportation," IEEE Spectrum,  31:1 (1994): 62-65. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Most batteries last 2-4 years versus a projected 10-20 years for flywheels." 		62		Flywheels will last for 10 to 20 years. 										7		Multi-regional		The headquarters of the IEEE Spectrum is in New York City, and the author of the article is a contributing editor. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Flywheel batteries were likely available in multiple regions. 		62		140		yes				no								Unclear methodology. The author obtained this forecast from a previous projection, but doesn't include a source. 		0		yes		0		Flywheel batteries were an emerging technology when the article was published. 		62		Technology emergence		-598		598		31						228		yes		0		no		Flywheel batteries 		yes										no		A flywheel battery is a component of a system. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Flywheel batteries are discussed in terms of their use in automobiles. 		62		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicated that a prototype flywheel would be tested later in the year (1994). 		62		0		-1994		Short-term		no				1994				No year or range of years forecasted; forecast is predicting that the batteries, whenever purchased and used, would last 10 to 20 years. 		62						3/23/2011 12:21		1/30/2012 14:08		SF		140		SF

		0		no		no				The author does not describe the specific information and location systems needed to help freight clear customs and move to its final destination, which might complicate our ability to verify this forecast. The forecast methodology is also unclear. 		no		The article was published in 2000 but was likely written in 1999.		91						2001.5		no						91		Elizabeth A. Bretz, "Transportation," IEEE Spectrum, 37:1 (2000): 91-96.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"The information and location systems needed to help freight to clear customs and move on to its final destination are expected to see increased commercial use in the next year or two." 		91		Between 2001 and 2002, commercial use of information and location systems needed to help freight to clear customs and move on to its final destination will increase.										1		Worldwide		The IEEE Spectrum headquarters is in New York City, and the author is a Senior Associate Editor. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		91		Freight is shipped worldwide.		NA		141		no				yes								The methodology is unclear. The author draws on trends and other forecasts, but none of these are cited.		2001.5		no				The forecast addresses commercial use of a technology. 		91		Market penetration		2002		2001		32						228		yes				no		Location systems 		no										no		Information and location systems. 		91		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		91		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Location systems were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				1999				The forecast statement says the predicted event will occur "in the next year or two." Since the publication date is 2000, the event should occur in 2001 or 2002. 		91		2002		2001		3/23/2011 13:05		7/10/2012 11:23		SF		141		SF

		0		yes		no				The cost figure in the forecast is likely based on how much it will cost a commercial truck to drive from China to Saudi Arabia (though the author uses "say" after giving these country examples). Also, the forecast methodology is unclear. 		no		The article was published in 2000 but was likely written in 1999.		91						2000		no						93		Elizabeth A. Bretz, "Transportation," IEEE Spectrum, 37:1 (2000): 91-96.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"In the coming months, fleet operators expect to be able to follow a commercial truck and its cargo to China or Saudi Arabia, say, for about $3000 per vehicle in equipment (capital) costs. Wide-scale deployment is expected to bring the price down." 		93		In 2000, fleet operators will be able to follow a commercial truck and its cargo for about $3000 per vehicle in equipment costs. This cost will decrease following wide-scale deployment of the associated technologies. 										4		Asia		The IEEE Spectrum headquarters is in New York City, and the author is a Senior Associate Editor.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		91		The forecast mentions China and Saudi Arabia.		93		142		no				no								The methodology is unclear. The author draws on trends and other forecasts, but none of these are cited.		2000		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration. 		93		Market penetration		2000		2000		32						228		yes				no		Location systems 		no										no		Location systems. 		93		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		The forecast describes following commercial trucks and their cargo. 		93		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Location systems were in use when the forecast was made. The forecast is predicting that they will be used for cargo trucks.		93				1		Short-term		no				1999		2000		The forecast statement reads, "within the coming months." Since the article was published in January 2000, the event should occur in 2000. 		93						3/23/2011 13:15		7/10/2012 11:22		SF		142		SF

		3		no		no		Partially verified; need to discern year of realization. 				yes		The document was published in January 2000, and was likely written in 1999. 		91						2000		no						94		Elizabeth A. Bretz, "Transportation," IEEE Spectrum, 37:1 (2000): 91-96.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Telematics will be offered as an option or standard feature on approximately 25 percent of new cars during the year 2000..." 		94		Vehicle control and monitoring systems will be integrated with location tracking devices and wireless communications, and will be an option or standard feature on ~25% of cars in 2000. 										7		Multi-regional		The IEEE Spectrum headquarters is in New York City, and the author is a Senior Associate Editor.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		91		The article discusses trends in auto manufacturers in Europe and the U.S.		94		143		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The information was derived from Stephan Beckert, a consultant with The Strategis Group. The text reads, " 'Telematics will be offered as an option or standard feature on approximately 25 percent of new cars during the year 2000,' said Stephan Beckert, a senior consultant with the Strategis Group of Washington, D.C.  		2000		yes				Telematics will migrate to use in cars. 		94		Technology Migration		2000		2000		32		1		4		228		yes				no		Telematics 		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Telematics is composed of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement and in the document title.  		94		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Telematics will migrate to a new area.		94				1		Short-term		no				1999		2000		Explicit in forecast statement. 		94						3/23/2011 14:16		7/16/2012 14:37		SC		143		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2000 but was likely written in 1999.		91						2002		no						94		Elizabeth A. Bretz, "Transportation," IEEE Spectrum, 37:1 (2000): 91-96.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Revenues from telematics services are projected to rise from less than $40 million in 1999 to over $1.7 billion by 2004." 		94		"Revenues from telematics services are projected to rise from less than $40 million in 1999 to over $1.7 billion by 2004."		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The IEEE Spectrum headquarters is in New York City, and the author is a Senior Associate Editor.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		91		The forecast is derived from The Strategis Group's "U.S. Telematics Marketplace: 2009" report.		94		144		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast statement is preceded by the sentence, "The U.S. automotive telematics market is poised for explosive growth, according to the group's [The Strategis Group] new study, 'U.S. Telematics Marketplace: 1999.'" 		2002		no				Explicit in forecast statement. 		94		Market penetration		2004		2000		32		2		8		228		yes				no		Telematics 		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Telematics services are composed of several systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		94		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		The forecast indicates that telematics were in use.		94				3		Short-term		no				1999		2004		"By 2004" is translated as the range of years between the date of forecast to the predicted event.		94		2004		2000		3/23/2011 14:24		7/10/2012 11:21		SF		144		SF

		4		yes		no		Need more research on first year of realization. SF 7/6/12 				yes		The article was published in 2000 but was likely written in 1999. 		91		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		yes		Ground truth documents indicate that there were fewer than 4 million telematics subscribers in the U.S during 2004 (approximately 3.5 million). In 2008 there were approximately 10.5 million subscribers and in 2009 there were 14 million subscribers.		Calculated that if in 2004 70% of the subscribers market was equivalent to 2.5 million subscribers then the entire market was approximately 3.5 million subscribers. Interpreted data in graph from 2011 ATX Group source.		94		Elizabeth A. Bretz, "Transportation," IEEE Spectrum, 37:1 (2000): 91-96.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"The number of subscribers is projected to grow from under 200,000 at the end of 1999 to more than 11 million by 2004." 		94		The number of subscribers to telematics services will grow to more than 11 million by 2004. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The IEEE Spectrum headquarters is in New York City, and the author is a Senior Associate Editor.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		94		The forecast is derived from The Strategis Group's "U.S. Telematics Marketplace: 2009" report. 		94		145		yes		2009		no		2004		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast statement is preceded by the sentence, "The U.S. automotive telematics market is poised for explosive growth, according to the group's [The Strategis Group] new study, 'U.S. Telematics Marketplace: 1999," which primarily used expert input. 		2004		no		1		Forecast statement. 		94		Market penetration		2006		2002		32		2		8		228		yes		5		no		Telematics 		yes		There were < 4 million telematics subscribers in the U.S. in 2004. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Telematics services consist of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		The forecast statement is embedded in a paragraph that addresses telematics services. 		94		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already exists.		94		5		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1999		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. 		94						3/23/2011 14:31		7/13/2012 12:18		SF		145		SF

		2		yes		no				I had to guess a little on the context and methodology.		yes		Publication Date		1						2003		yes						14 and 47 of supporting doc		John Manobianco, Et. al. "Global Environmental MEMS Sensors (GEMS): Revolutionary Observing Technology for the 21st Century," ENSCO Inc., NASA Institute for Advanced Concepts Phase 1 Presentation, October 2002.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		1 year - $50 node
		14		MEMS Atmospheric sensors to measure temperature, pressure, and humidity will cost $50 per unit in 2003.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ENSCO is an American company.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Forecast is of an ENSCO technology.		1		146		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		We need to revisit this.  The final report associated with the power point mentions: "A quantitative comparison of GEMS with a future observing system necessitates speculative scenarios and projections with large degrees of uncertainty."  followed by the $1/node figure given in the 10 year forecast; however I do not know if the scenario helped develop the cost per node or if the cost per node was a input in the scenario.  If latter this is more likely key technology.		2003		no		2003		Cost evolution of an emerging technology.		14		Evolution		2003		2003		34		7		50		233		yes		-2003		no		MEMS atmospheric sensor		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		I am assuming the Node is a system and the network is a system of systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in presentation title and technology description.		4		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The components and subsystems for this technology have been built and demonstrated in a lab at the time of the forecast		13-Oct		2003		1		Short-term		no				2002		2003		1 year from year of forecast.		14						3/23/2011 15:23		7/10/2012 8:06		SF		146		JH

		0		yes		no				I had to guess a little on the context and methodology.		yes		Publication Date		1						2005		no						14 and 47 of supporting doc		John Manobianco, Et. al. "Global Environmental MEMS Sensors (GEMS): Revolutionary Observing Technology for the 21st Century," ENSCO Inc., NASA Institute for Advanced Concepts Phase 1 Presentation, October 2002.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		3 years - $5 node
		14		MEMS Atmospheric sensors to measure temperature, pressure, and humidity will cost $5 per unit in 2005.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ENSCO is an American company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast is of an ENSCO technology		14		147		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		We need to revisit this.  The final report associated with the power point mentions: "A quantitative comparison of GEMS with a future observing system necessitates speculative scenarios and projections with large degrees of uncertainty."  followed by the $1/node figure given in the 10 year forecast; however I do not know if the scenario helped develop the cost per node or if the cost per node was a input in the scenario.  If latter this is more likely key technology.		2005		no				Cost evolution of an emerging technology.		14		Evolution		2006		2004		34		7		50		233		yes				no		MEMS atmospheric sensor		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		I am assuming the Node is a system and the network is a system of systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		4		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The components and subsystems for this technology have been built and demonstrated in a lab at the time of the forecast		13-Oct				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		3 years		14						3/23/2011 15:24		1/30/2012 13:52		SF		147		JH

		1		yes		no		Need more research to figure out when this was first realized. It was definitely before 2003, but we have no source for that. SF 7/6/12 

Added suggested interpretation. DF		I had to guess a little on the context and methodology.		yes		Publication Date		1		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		Sensor motes were 60% larger than expected on forecasted year.		The sensor packages are general purpose not just for atmospheric sensing. The volume of MEMS sensors may have been 3cc prior to 2003 (due to them having reached a size of 5cc in 2003) however there are no sources that indicate as such.		10-13, and chapter 3 in final report		John Manobianco, Et. al. "Global Environmental MEMS Sensors (GEMS): Revolutionary Observing Technology for the 21st Century," ENSCO Inc., NASA Institute for Advanced Concepts Phase 1 Presentation, October 2002.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		1 year - $50 node
– 3 cc, 1 month lifetime (battery)
– 1’ helium balloon deployment
– 3 km communication range
– Temp, pressure, humidity
		14		MEMS Atmospheric sensors to measure temperature, pressure, and humidity will have a volume of 3 cc in 2003.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ENSCO is an American company.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Forecast is of an ENSCO technology.		1		148		no		2003		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Most of the presentation and a good portion of the Final Report focus on related or precursor technologies.  I am assuming that these technologies are feeding into their predictions of when MEMS atmospheric sensors will be mature.		2003		no		0		Metric for sensor size.		14		Evolution		2003		2003		34		8		56		233		yes		0		no		MEMS atmospheric sensor		yes		5 cc in 2003. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		yes		I am assuming the Node is a system and the network is a system of systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in document title and technology description.		4		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The components and subsystems for this technology have been built and demonstrated in a lab at the time of the forecast		13-Oct		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2003		1 year from year of forecast.		14						3/23/2011 15:31		7/13/2012 8:38		SF		148		JH

		2		yes		no				I had to guess a little on the context and methodology.		yes		Publication Date		1		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		The GEMS could last longer than one month, provided the battery was re-charged after ~8 hours of use. 		1) The GEM-2 is an environmental sensor, which is assumed to include temperature, humidity, and pressure. 
2) The forecast states that the battery life of the sensor will be 1 month, which the analyst interpreted as meaning the battery could not be recharged, so it only lasted a month. The GEM-2 could only be used for ~8 hours before the battery needed to be recharged, but provided the battery was recharged, it would last longer than a month (perhaps for the sensor's lifetime). 		10-13, and chapter 3 in final report		John Manobianco, Et. al. "Global Environmental MEMS Sensors (GEMS): Revolutionary Observing Technology for the 21st Century," ENSCO Inc., NASA Institute for Advanced Concepts Phase 1 Presentation, October 2002.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		1 year - $50 node
– 3 cc, 1 month lifetime (battery)
– 1’ helium balloon deployment
– 3 km communication range
– Temp, pressure, humidity
		14		MEMS Atmospheric sensors to measure temperature, pressure, and humidity will have battery lifetime of 1 month in 2003.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ENSCO is an American company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast is of an ENSCO technology		14		149		no		2003		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Most of the presentation and a good portion of the Final Report focus on related or precursor technologies.  I am assuming that these technologies are feeding into their predictions of when MEMS atmospheric sensors will be mature.		2003		no		0		Metric for sensor battery.		14		Evolution		2003		2003		34		8		56		233		yes		0		no		MEMS atmospheric sensor		yes		The battery life of a commercially-available GEMS was ~8 hours between charges in 2003. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		yes		The battery is a component of the node.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Document title. 		4		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The components and subsystems for this technology have been built and demonstrated in a lab at the time of the forecast		13-Oct		0		1		Short-term		yes				2002		2003		1 year		14						3/23/2011 15:33		7/12/2012 10:40		SC		149		JH

		0		yes		no				I had to guess a little on the context and methodology.		yes		Publication Date		1						2003		no						10-13, and chapter 3 in final report		John Manobianco, Et. al. "Global Environmental MEMS Sensors (GEMS): Revolutionary Observing Technology for the 21st Century," ENSCO Inc., NASA Institute for Advanced Concepts Phase 1 Presentation, October 2002.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		1 year - $50 node
– 3 cc, 1 month lifetime (battery)
– 1’ helium balloon deployment
– 3 km communication range
– Temp, pressure, humidity
		14		MEMS Atmospheric sensors to measure temperature, pressure, and humidity will have a 3km communication range in 2003.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ENSCO is an American company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast is of an ENSCO technology		14		150		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Most of the presentation and a good portion of the Final Report focus on related or precursor technologies.  I am assuming that these technologies are feeding into their predictions of when MEMS atmospheric sensors will be mature.		2003		no				Metric for sensor communications.		14		Evolution		2003		2003		34		8		56		233		yes				no		MEMS atmospheric sensor		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		The comm system is a component of the node.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		4		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The components and subsystems for this technology have been built and demonstrated in a lab at the time of the forecast		13-Oct				1		Short-term		no				2002		2003		1 year		14						3/23/2011 15:34		1/30/2012 13:49		SF		150		JH

		0		yes		no				I had to guess a little on the context and methodology.		yes		Publication Date		1						2005		no						10-13, and chapter 3 in final report		John Manobianco, Et. al. "Global Environmental MEMS Sensors (GEMS): Revolutionary Observing Technology for the 21st Century," ENSCO Inc., NASA Institute for Advanced Concepts Phase 1 Presentation, October 2002.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		3 years - $5/node
– 1cc, 3 month lifetime (battery)
– Range/localization
– Gas sensing		14		MEMS Atmospheric sensors to measure temperature, pressure, and humidity will have a volume of 1 cc in 2005.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ENSCO is an American company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast is of an ENSCO technology		14		151		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Most of the presentation and a good portion of the Final Report focus on related or precursor technologies.  I am assuming that these technologies are feeding into their predictions of when MEMS atmospheric sensors will be mature.		2005		no				Metric for sensor size.		14		Evolution		2006		2004		34		8		56		233		yes				no		MEMS atmospheric sensor		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		I am assuming the Node is a system and the network is a system of systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		4		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The components and subsystems for this technology have been built and demonstrated in a lab at the time of the forecast		13-Oct				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		3 years		14						3/23/2011 15:35		1/30/2012 13:45		SF		151		JH

		0		yes		no				I had to guess a little on the context and methodology.		yes		Publication Date		1						2005		no						10-13, and chapter 3 in final report		John Manobianco, Et. al. "Global Environmental MEMS Sensors (GEMS): Revolutionary Observing Technology for the 21st Century," ENSCO Inc., NASA Institute for Advanced Concepts Phase 1 Presentation, October 2002.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		3 years - $5/node
– 1cc, 3 month lifetime (battery)
– Range/localization
– Gas sensing		14		MEMS Atmospheric sensors to measure temperature, pressure, and humidity will have a battery lifetime of 3 months in 2005.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ENSCO is an American company		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast is of an ENSCO technology		14		152		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Most of the presentation and a good portion of the Final Report focus on related or precursor technologies.  I am assuming that these technologies are feeding into their predictions of when MEMS atmospheric sensors will be mature.		2005		no				Metric for sensor battery lifetime.		14		Evolution		2006		2004		34		8		56		233		yes				no		MEMS atmospheric sensor		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		The battery is a component of the node		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		4		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The components and subsystems for this technology have been built and demonstrated in a lab at the time of the forecast		13-Oct				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		3 years		14						3/23/2011 15:36		1/30/2012 13:40		SF		152		JH

		1		yes		no				I had to guess a little on the context and methodology.		yes		Publication Date		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		MEMS sensors accurately sensed gas compositions in 2005. 		Some ambiguity regarding whether the MEMS sensors would be  commercially available or in T&E in 2005. 		10-13, and chapter 3 in final report		John Manobianco, Et. al. "Global Environmental MEMS Sensors (GEMS): Revolutionary Observing Technology for the 21st Century," ENSCO Inc., NASA Institute for Advanced Concepts Phase 1 Presentation, October 2002.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		3 years - $5/node
– 1cc, 3 month lifetime (battery)
– Range/localization
– Gas sensing		14		MEMS Atmospheric sensors will be able to sense gas composition in 2005. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ENSCO is an American company.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Forecast is of an ENSCO technology.		14		153		no		2005		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Most of the presentation and a good portion of the Final Report focus on related or precursor technologies.  I am assuming that these technologies are feeding into their predictions of when MEMS atmospheric sensors will be mature.		2005		no		0		Metric for sensor capabilities. 		14		Evolution		2006		2004		34		8		56		233		yes		0		no		MEMS atmospheric sensor		yes		MEMS sensors accurately sensed gas compositions in 2005. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		yes		I am assuming the node is a system and the network is the system of systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in technology description.		4		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The components and subsystems for this technology have been built and demonstrated in a lab at the time of the forecast.		13-Oct		0		3		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2005		3 years from date of forecast would be 2005.		14						3/23/2011 15:38		10/23/2011 14:39		ND		153		JH

		0		yes		no				The forecast methodology is not specific enough to allow analysis. 		no		Publication date		57						1999		no						59		Ann M. Florini, "Remote Sensing and Diplomacy," Technology in Society, Vol. 11, pp. 17-65 (1989)				yes		Academic publications		According to some forecasts, at least 24 Landsat-type remote-sensing satellites will be launched in the next decade.		59		24 new remote-sensing satellites with Landsat capabilities will be launched by 1999 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with UCLA. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		57		A number of other countries have developed national satellite remote-sensing systems, including China, Japan, and India. According to some forecasts, at least 24 Landsat-type remote-sensing satellites will be launched in the next decade. The European Space Agency (which includes most of Western Europe), Canada, and Israel have remote-sensing programs under way.		NA		154		no				no								The forecast cites other forecasts ("According to some forecasts") but doesn't provide a source. Without this source, we can't evaluate methodology. 		1999		no				Number of landsat-type satellites to launch		59		Market penetration		2002		1996		35						233		yes				no		Remote Sensing Satellites		no										no		Remote sensing satellites are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		59		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Remote sensing satellites were mature when the forecast was made.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1989		1999		"in the next decade"		59						3/23/2011 16:09		1/30/2012 13:37		SF		154		JH

		1		yes		no		Not relevant; pertains more to car economics than to car technology. SF		Not relevant; pertains more to car economics than to car technology. 		yes		Document publication date is 1987 but the article explains the results are from 1986.		115		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		Retail gas prices reached the forecast levels in or before the forecast year. 		The Energy Information Administration spreadsheet lists several categories for retail gasoline prices. Conventional retail gasoline prices were used for ground truth in this assessment. 		iii		University of Michigan,“Delphi IV Forecast and Analysis of the U.S. Automotive Industry Through 1995”, (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, March 1987). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Marketing panelists forecast that unleaded gasoline retail prices will rise to an average of $1.20 per gallon in 1990, $1.35 in 1995, and $1.60 in 2000." 		16		Gasoline will cost $1.20, $1.35, and $1.60 per gallon in 1990, 1995, and 2000, respectively. Prices are based on constant 1986 dollars. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the University of Michigan and the panelists appear to be from the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		v		The report addresses the U.S. automotive industry. 		16		155		no		1990		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Document title and explained in the forward.		1995		no		0.555555556		Explicit in forecast statement. 		16		Market penetration		2000		1990		33		1		6		228		no		-5		no		Fuel 		yes		Gasoline retail prices did reach $1.20 in 1990 and $1.60 in 2000. However, gas prices in 1995 weren't close to $1.35. In fact, gas prices reached $1.35 the week of October 22, 1990 and then reached it again in February of 2000. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Gasoline is a component of an automobile. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		16		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology existed when the forecast was made. 		16		5		9		Medium-term		no		ND		1986				Explicit in forecast statement. 		16		2000		1990		3/24/2011 6:38		7/12/2012 12:02		SC		155		SF

		1		yes		no		Not relevant; pertains more to car economics than to car technology. SF		Not relevant; pertains more to car economics than to car technology. 		yes		Document publication date is 1987 but the article explains the results are from 1986.		115						1990		no				Not sure how inflation affects forecast verification. 		iii		University of Michigan,“Delphi IV Forecast and Analysis of the U.S. Automotive Industry Through 1995”, (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, March 1987). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"The average retail sales price, in constant [1986] dollars, of U.S. produced passenger cars is expected to rise from an estimated $11,600 in 1985 to $12,500 in 1990..."		19		The average retail sales price of U.S. produced passenger cars will be $12,500 in 1990.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the University of Michigan and the panelists appear to be from the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		v		The report addresses the U.S. automotive industry. 		19		156		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Document title and explained in the foreword.		1990		no				Explicit in forecast statement. 		19		Market penetration		1991		1989		33		1		6		228		no				no		Automobiles 		yes		The Senate Fiscal Agency “The U.S. and Michigan Motor Vehicle Statistical Report” indicates that the average price of domestic cars in 1990 was $14,491.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Automobiles consist of many systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		19		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The technology was already available at the time of forecast. 		19				4		Short-term		no		ND		1986		1990		Explicit in forecast statement.		19		1995		1990		3/24/2011 6:45		7/12/2012 12:02		SC		156		SF

		2		yes		no		Not relevant; pertains more to car economics than to car technology. SF		Not relevant; pertains more to car economics than to car technology. 		yes		Document publication date is 1987 but the article explains the results are from 1986. 		115		4. Little interpretation		4. Mostly realized		1995		yes		Prices were fluctuating around 1995 but they were very close to the inflation adjusted prediction.		Had to use standardized conversions for inflation, and there is some uncertainty that the forecast and source have the same definition of passenger car.		iii		University of Michigan,“Delphi IV Forecast and Analysis of the U.S. Automotive Industry Through 1995”, (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, March 1987). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"The average retail sales price, in constant [1986] dollars, of U.S. produced passenger cars is expected to rise from an estimated $11,600 in 1985 to....$13,800 in 1995." 		19		The average price of the U.S. produced passenger cars will be $13,800 in 1995.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the University of Michigan and the panelists appear to be from the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		v		The document addresses the U.S. automotive industry. 		19		157		yes		1997		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Document title and explained in the forward.		1995		no		0.222222222		Explicit in forecast statement. 		19		Market penetration		1998		1992		33		1		6		228		no		2		no		Automobiles 		yes		19,819		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Automobiles consist of many systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		19		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology available at the time of forecast, prediction is for price increase.		19		2		9		Medium-term		no		ND		1986		1995		Explicit in forecast statement. 		19						3/24/2011 6:48		7/12/2012 12:02		SC		157		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date is 1987 but the article explains the results are from 1986. 		115		3. Moderate interpretation		4. Mostly realized		1990		yes		4.8 million trucks were sold in 1990, so the forecast is correct. However, more than 4.8 million trucks were sold in 1986. Since the forecast says that truck sales will increase from 1985 to 1990, this portion is untrue. 		The forecast document was published in 1987 and the associated Delphi analysis was conducted in 1986. 1986 is when truck sales reached the forecast for 1990 (4.8 million). Since the forecast didn't specify whether sales figures include new and/or used trucks or domestic and/or import sales, this might be misleading. 		iii		University of Michigan,“Delphi IV Forecast and Analysis of the U.S. Automotive Industry Through 1995”, (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, March 1987). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Truck sales in the U.S. are forecast to increase from the estimated level of 4.5 million in 1985 to 4.8 million in 1990..."		25		4.8 million domestic- and foreign-produced trucks will be sold in the U.S. in 1990. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the University of Michigan and the panelists appear to be from the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		v		Explicit in forecast statement. 		25		158		yes		1986		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Document title and explained in the forward. 		1990		no		1		Number of trucks sold. 		25		Market penetration		1991		1989		33		1		6		228		yes		-4		no		Automobiles 		yes		According to the Oak Ridge National Laboratory ground truth source, 4.8 million trucks were sold in 1990, so the forecast is correct. However, more than 4.8 million trucks were sold in 1986. Since the forecast says that truck sales will increase from 1985 to 1990, this portion is untrue. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Automobiles consist of numerous systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Document title. 		25		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology available at the time of forecast, prediction for market penetration.		25		4		4		Short-term		yes		ND		1986		1990		Explicit in forecast statement. 		25						3/24/2011 6:58		1/24/2012 8:54		SF		158		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date is 1987 but the article states the results are from 1986. 		115		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		The forecast predicted 5 million truck sales in 1995. The ground truth reveals that 6.5 million trucks were sold. 5.1 million were sold as early as 1988. 		The forecast didn't specify whether sales figures included new and/or used cars or domestic and/or import sales. 		iii		University of Michigan,“Delphi IV Forecast and Analysis of the U.S. Automotive Industry Through 1995”, (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, March 1987). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Truck sales in the U.S. are forecast to increase from the estimated level of 4.5 million in 1985 to...5 million in 1995." 		25		5 million domestic- and foreign-produced trucks will be sold in the U.S. in 1995. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the University of Michigan and the panelists appear to be from the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		v		Explicit in forecast statement. 		25		159		yes		1988		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Document title and described in the forward. 		1995		no		0.777777778		Number of trucks sold. 		25		Market penetration		1998		1992		33		1		6		228		yes		-7		no		Automobiles 		yes		The Oak Ridge National Laboratory ground truth sources indicate that total new retail truck sales (for classes 1-8 trucks) was ~6.5 million in 1995. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Automobiles consist of numerous systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Document title. 		25		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already available at the time of forecast, prediction is for market penetration.		25		7		9		Medium-term		yes		ND		1986		1995		Explicit in forecast statement. 		25						3/24/2011 7:02		1/24/2012 8:52		SF		159		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date is 1987 but the article states the results were from 1986. 		115		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		4.7 million light trucks were sold in 1992, and 5.4 million were sold in 1993. 		The forecast did not specify whether it related to new and/or used cars or to domestic and/or import sales, 		iii		University of Michigan,“Delphi IV Forecast and Analysis of the U.S. Automotive Industry Through 1995”, (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, March 1987). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Sales of light trucks (14,000 GVW pounds and less) are predicted to rise steadily to a level of 4.87 million units per year in 1995." 		31		Sales of light trucks will be 4.87 million in 1995.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the University of Michigan and the panelists appear to be from the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		v		The survey question asked respondents about sales in the U.S. 		30		160		yes		1993		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Document title and described in the forward. 		1995		no		0.222222222		Light truck sales. 		31		Market penetration		1998		1992		33		1		6		228		yes		-2		no		Automobiles 		yes		According to ground truth sources, approximately 6.1 million light trucks sold in 1995.  		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Automobiles consist of numerous systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Document title. 		31		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists at time of forecast, prediction is for market penetration.		31		2		9		Medium-term		yes		ND		1986		1995		Explicit in forecast statement. 		31						3/24/2011 7:10		9/27/2011 1:12		ND		160		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date is 1987 but the article states the results were from 1986. 		115		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1990		yes		According to the DOE ground truth source, van sales reached 1.2 million in 1989. Sales remained at 1.2 million in 1990. 		The forecast does not specify whether figures relate to new and/or used cars or domestic and/or foreign imports. The Oak Ridge National Laboratory ground truth source provides domestic and import sales; it's unclear whether the Department of Energy source does as well. 		iii		University of Michigan,“Delphi IV Forecast and Analysis of the U.S. Automotive Industry Through 1995”, (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, March 1987). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Sales of domestic vans are forecast to increase from the estimated 1985 level of 933,000 units to 1.2 million...in 1990..."		33		1.2 domestic vans will be sold in 1990.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the University of Michigan and the panelists appear to be from the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		v		The survey respondents were asked to forecast U.S. sales. 		33		161		yes		1989		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Document title and described in the forward. 		1990		no		0.25		Sales forecast. 		33		Market penetration		1991		1989		33		1		6		228		yes		-1		no		Automobiles 		yes		According to the DOE ground truth source, van sales reached 1.2 million in 1989. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Automobiles consist of numerous systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Document title. 		33		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already available at the time of forecast, prediction is for market penetration.		33		1		4		Short-term		yes		ND		1986		1990		Explicit in forecast statement. 		33						3/24/2011 7:25		9/27/2011 1:03		ND		161		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date is 1987 but the results were actually found in 1986. 		115		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		According to ground truth documents, van sales in the U.S. reached 1.6 million in 1995. Sales had been 1.4 million in 1994.		The forecast does not state whether the sales figures are for new and/or used vans or for domestic or import sales. Figures in Oak Ridge National Laboratory document include domestic and import sales. The U.S. Department of Energy does not specify what its sales figures are from. 		iii		University of Michigan,“Delphi IV Forecast and Analysis of the U.S. Automotive Industry Through 1995”, (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, March 1987). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Sales of domestic vans are forecast to increase from the estimated 1985 level of 933,000 units to...1.6 million in...1995..."		33		1.6 million domestic-produced vans will be sold in 1995 in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the University of Michigan and the panelists appear to be from the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		v		Survey respondents were asked to forecast van sales in the U.S. 		33		162		yes		1995		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Document title, explained in forward. 		1995		no		0		Van sales. 		33		Market penetration		1998		1992		33		1		6		228		yes		0		no		Automobiles 		yes		According to ground truth documents, van sales in the U.S. reached 1.6 million in 1995. Sales had been 1.4 million in 1994.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Automobiles consist of numerous systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Document title. 		33		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already exists at time of forecast, prediction is for market penetration.		33		0		9		Medium-term		yes		ND		1986		1995		Explicit in forecast statement. 		33						3/24/2011 8:10		1/17/2012 16:50		JH		162		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The document was published in early 1987, but pages 17 and 115 of the report indicates that surveys were processed in 1986. 		115		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		100,000 heavy-duty trucks were forecast to be sold in 1995. The ground truth reveals that 107,000 were sold that year. 		The forecast does not specify whether the sales figure relates to new and/or used cars, or to domestic and/or import sales. The figures in the ground truth source are domestic and foreign sales. 		iii		University of Michigan,“Delphi IV Forecast and Analysis of the U.S. Automotive Industry Through 1995”, (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, March 1987). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"The heavy-duty truck sales forecast through 1995 is almost flat, increasing from 1985's unit sales of 97,500 to 100,000." 		37		100,000 heavy duty trucks (26,001-33,000 lbs GVW) will be sold by 1995. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the University of Michigan using experts from the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		v		Survey respondents were asked to forecast heavy duty truck sales in the U.S. 		37		163		yes		1986		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Document title, explained in the forward. 		1995		no		1		Truck sales. 		37		Market penetration		1998		1992		33		1		6		228		yes		-9		no		Automobiles 		yes		107,000 Class 7 trucks (26,001-33,000 lbs GVW) were sold in 1995, exceeding the forecast total by 7,000. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Automobiles consist of numerous systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Document title. 		37		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology is in existence at time of forecast, prediction is for market penetration.		37		9		9		Medium-term		yes		ND		1986		1995		The last number for truck sales, 100,000 is for 1995		37						3/24/2011 8:15		1/25/2012 10:54		SF		163		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The document was published in early 1987, but pages 17 and 115 of the report indicates that surveys were processed in 1986. 		115		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		The 134,000 milestone for sale of extra-heavy-duty trucks was reached in 1988, when 148,000 of these trucks were sold. The forecast stated that only 134,000 of these trucks would be sold in 1995, but 201,000 were. So the forecaster(s) underestimated the number of trucks sold on the forecast date (1995). 		The forecast statement does not explain whether the predicted sales applied to new and/or used cars or for the sale of domestic- and/or foreign-produced automobiles. The figures in the ground truth source are for domestic and import sales; not sure if the forecast numbers are consistent with the ground truth numbers. 		iii		University of Michigan,“Delphi IV Forecast and Analysis of the U.S. Automotive Industry Through 1995”, (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, March 1987). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Extra-heavy-duty truck sales are predicted to remain flat from current levels of 132,000 units annually to 134,000 by 1995." 		39		134,000 extra-heavy-duty trucks (33,001 lbs GVW and over) will be sold by 1995. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the University of Michigan using experts from the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		v		Survey respondents were asked to predict truck sales in the U.S. 		39		164		yes		1988		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Document title and forward to article. 		1995		no		0.777777778		Truck sales. 		39		Market penetration		1998		1992		33		1		6		228		yes		-7		no		Automobiles 		yes		201,000 extra-heavy-duty trucks were sold in 1995. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Automobiles consist of numerous systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Document title. 		39		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology existed at time of forecast, prediction was for market penetration.		39		7		9		Medium-term		yes		ND		1986		1995		Explicit in forecast statement. 		39						3/24/2011 8:19		1/24/2012 8:45		SF		164		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on page 3 of the PDF.		NA						2004		no						vii		University of Michigan, “Forecast and Analysis of the North American Automotive Industry for 2004 and 2009,” (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, August 2001).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		106		In 2004, 10% of the total U.S. light vehicle market will have adjustable brake pedals. Adapted from table MKT-34. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The study was conducted by the University of Michigan.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		viii		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		165		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Discussed throughout the foreword. 		2004		no				Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		Market penetration		2005		2003		36		1		6		228		yes				no		Brake pedals		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Brake pedals are components of brakes. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		106		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Brake pedals existed at the time of the forecast. 		NA				3		Short-term		no				2001		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106						4/4/2011 13:35		1/30/2012 13:12		SF		165		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on page 3 of the PDF. 		NA						2004		no						vii		University of Michigan, “Forecast and Analysis of the North American Automotive Industry for 2004 and 2009,” (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, August 2001).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		106		In 2004, 27% of the total U.S. light vehicle market will  have automatic climate control systems. Derived from table MKT-34. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The study was conducted by the University of Michigan.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		viii		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		166		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Discussed throughout the foreword. 		2004		no				Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		Market penetration		2005		2003		36		1		6		228		yes				no		Climate control systems		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Climate control systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		106		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles had climate control systems when the forecast was made. 		NA				3		Short-term		no				2001		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106						4/4/2011 13:40		1/30/2012 13:10		SF		166		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on page 3 of the PDF. 		NA						2004		no						vii		University of Michigan, “Forecast and Analysis of the North American Automotive Industry for 2004 and 2009,” (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, August 2001).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		106		In 2004, 5% of the total U.S. light vehicle market will have car phones. Derived from table MKT-34. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The study was conducted by the University of Michigan.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		viii		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		167		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Discussed throughout the foreword. 		2004		no				Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		Market penetration		2005		2003		36		1		6		228		yes				no		Car phones		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Incorporation of a communication system directly into a vehicle would produce a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Car phones existed at the time the forecast was made. 		NA				3		Short-term		no				2001		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106						4/4/2011 13:44		1/30/2012 13:09		SF		167		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on page 3 of the PDF. 		NA						2004		no						vii		University of Michigan, “Forecast and Analysis of the North American Automotive Industry for 2004 and 2009,” (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, August 2001).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		106		In 2004, 10% of the total U.S. light vehicle market will have in-vehicle navigation systems. Derived from table MKT-34. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The study was conducted by the University of Michigan.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		viii		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		168		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Discussed throughout the foreword. 		2004		no				Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		Market penetration		2005		2003		36		1		6		228		yes				no		In-vehicle navigation systems 		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Navigation systems would be one of many systems in a car.		106		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Navigation systems existed at the time the forecast was made, but the forecast is predicting that they would be integrated into vehicles. 		106				3		Short-term		no				2001		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106						4/4/2011 13:48		1/30/2012 13:07		SF		168		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on page 3 of the PDF. 		NA						2004		no						vii		University of Michigan, “Forecast and Analysis of the North American Automotive Industry for 2004 and 2009,” (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, August 2001).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		106		In 2004, 5% of the total U.S. light vehicle market will have in-vehicle internet/e-mail access. Derived from table MKT-34.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The study was conducted by the University of Michigan.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		viii		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		169		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Discussed throughout forward. 		2004		no				Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		Market penetration		2005		2003		36		1		6		228		yes				no		In-vehicle internet/e-mail		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Incorporating Internet access to a computer would create a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. In this case, a communications technology becomes a ground transportation technology.		106		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Internet existed when the forecast was made, but few cars had Internet.		106				3		Short-term		no				2001		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106						4/4/2011 13:51		1/30/2012 13:00		SF		169		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on page 3 of the PDF. 		NA						2004		no						vii		University of Michigan, “Forecast and Analysis of the North American Automotive Industry for 2004 and 2009,” (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, August 2001).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		106		In 2004, 65% of the total U.S. light vehicle market will have keyless entry. Derived from table MKT-34. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The study was conducted by the University of Michigan.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		viii		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		170		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Explicit throughout foreword and from document title. 		2004		no				Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		Market penetration		2005		2003		36		1		6		228		yes				no		Keyless entry 		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Keyless entry is one of many systems in a car.		106		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that cars with keyless entry were common when the forecast was made. 		106				3		Short-term		no				2001		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106						4/4/2011 13:53		1/30/2012 12:57		SF		170		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on page 3 of the PDF. 		NA						2004		no						vii		University of Michigan, “Forecast and Analysis of the North American Automotive Industry for 2004 and 2009,” (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, August 2001).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		106		In 2004, 12% of the total U.S. light vehicle market will have steering-wheel-mounted controls. Derived from table MKT-34. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The study was conducted by the University of Michigan.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		viii		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		171		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Explicit throughout foreword and from document title. 		2004		no				Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		Market penetration		2005		2003		36		1		6		228		yes				no		Steering-wheel-mounted controls		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The controls would be one of many systems in a car.		106		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document language indicates that steering-wheel-mounted controls were in use when the forecast was made, but that few cars had this feature.		106				3		Short-term		no				2001		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106						4/4/2011 13:56		1/30/2012 12:55		SF		171		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on page 3 of teh PDF. 		NA						2004		no						vii		University of Michigan, “Forecast and Analysis of the North American Automotive Industry for 2004 and 2009,” (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, August 2001).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		106		In 2004, 5% of the total U.S. light vehicle market will have telescopic steering columns. Adapted from table MKT-34		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The study was conducted by the University of Michigan.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		viii		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		172		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Explicit in foreward and title. 		2004		no				Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		Market penetration		2005		2003		36		1		6		228		yes				no		Telescopic steering columns		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Telescopic steering columns are one of many systems in a car.		106		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		106		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that telescopic steering columns were not mature when the forecast was made, since only 5% of cars would have them 3 years later. 		106				3		Short-term		no				2001		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106						4/4/2011 13:59		1/30/2012 12:52		SF		172		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on page 3 of the PDF. 		NA						2004		no						vii		University of Michigan, “Forecast and Analysis of the North American Automotive Industry for 2004 and 2009,” (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, August 2001).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		106		In 2004, 10% of the total U.S. light vehicle market will have trip computers. Derived from table MKT-34. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The study was conducted by the University of Michigan.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		viii		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		173		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Explicit in document title and throughout the forward		2004		no				Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		Market penetration		2005		2003		36		1		6		228		yes				no		Trip computers		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Trip computers would be one of many systems in a car.		106		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. In this context, the forecast is about ground transportation technology because the two will be integrated.		106		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast language indicates that trip computers were being developed for the predicted purpose when the forecast was made.		106				3		Short-term		no				2001		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106						4/4/2011 14:01		1/30/2012 12:48		SF		173		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on page 3 of the PDF. 		NA						2004		no						vii		University of Michigan, “Forecast and Analysis of the North American Automotive Industry for 2004 and 2009,” (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, August 2001).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		106		In 2004, 5% of the total U.S. light vehicle market will have VCR/video. Derived from table MKT-34. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The study was conducted by the University of Michigan.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		viii		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		174		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Explicit in document title and the foreward.		2004		no				Explicit in forecast statement. 		106		Market penetration		2005		2003		36		1		6		228		yes				no		VCR/video		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		VCR/video equipment would be one of many systems in a car. 		106		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the forecast is about ground transportation because it predicts that electronic communication technologies (VCR and video) will be integrated into vehicles. 		106		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		VCR and video existed at the time the forecast was made. The forecast is predicting that they migrate to a new market (the automotive industry) 		106				3		Short-term		no				2001		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. 		106						4/4/2011 14:04		1/30/2012 12:45		SF		174		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		The forecast document was published in 1998, but the forecast was made in 1996. Results are presented from four survey rounds covering the preceding 8 years, and they are compared longitudinally to estimate the range of variance. 		95		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		On-demand entertainment was available in 2003. 		The forecast states that movies, TV shows, sports, and "other forms of entertainment" will be available on-demand in 2003 but does not specify what these other forms of entertainment are. 		89-90		W.E. Halal, M.D. Kull, and A. Leffmann, “The George Washington University Forecast of Emerging Technologies,” Technology Forecasting and Social Change, 59 (1998): 89-110. 				yes		Academic publications		..."entertainment on-demand (7.1)—is not expected until 2003..."		95		In 2003, a variety of movies, TV shows, sports, and other forms of entertainment can be selected electronically at home on demand. From appendix A.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the George Washington University. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		89		Table 2. 		98		175		yes		2003		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast draws on several methods, but the authors have placed primary importance on the Delphi method (p.90). Environmental scanning and trend analysis were used to identify emerging technologies, and a Delphi-type survey then asked a panel of authorities to estimate the year each advance will occur, its associated probability, the potential size of its market, and the nation that will lead each technology (p.89). 		2003		no		0		Explicit in forecast statement. 		95		Technology emergence		2005		2001		37		1		62		225		yes		0		no		On-demand entertainment 		yes		In 2003, it was possible to view movies, TV shows, and sporting events on demand.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		yes		On-demand entertainment would require a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		95		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was being worked on when the forecast was made. 		NA		0		7		Medium-term		yes				1996		2003		Explicit in forecast statement. 		95						4/5/2011 13:12		7/12/2012 10:40		SC		175		SF

		3		yes		yes		This is a negative forecast. 		Duplicate entry with forecast #177. 		yes		The forecast document was published in 1998, but the forecast was made in 1996. Results are presented from four survey rounds covering the preceding 8 years, and they are compared longitudinally to estimate the range of variance.		95		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		Telephone and video capabilities from a personal computer were fully realized and commonly used.		Some interpretation needed to judge when usage was "widespread." Both video and telephony were available in the early to mid 90s but were not used widely used (due to factors such as expert-only interfaces and limited access to personal computers and internet connections in many homes).

Also, the author's use of the term "Web-TV" is ambiguous because since the time the forecast was written the term "Web-TV" now refers to a television set that has the capability to browse the internet. The author of this forecast is instead referring to capabilities of a personal computer. It is not clear if the author intended to refer to the streaming of live TV (via Internet Protocol television (IPTV)) or the viewing of VOD (video on demand), which grew in use alongside general online video use (for example, through sites like youtube).

One could argue that the 2003 is the year in which this forecast was realized. Some computer-savy subsets of society (such as the gamer community) used these technologies regularly at that time. However, both technologies experienced a high level of growth in 2005. At this time the technologies were adopted by the general public.		89-90		W.E. Halal, M.D. Kull, and A. Leffmann, “The George Washington University Forecast of Emerging Technologies,” Technology Forecasting and Social Change, 59 (1998): 89-110. 				yes		Academic publications		"Personal computers may soon be able to incorporate television, telephone, and interactive video (4.3), but our panel did not see this...in wide use until...2005." [Table 2 confirms 2005 as the forecasted date] 		95		Personal computers will incorporate television, telephone, and interactive video in 2005.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the George Washington University. The geographic origin of Delphi participants could not be determined. The analyst concludes that the forecast is U.S.-derived.
		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		91-92		Table 2.		98		176		yes		2005		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast draws on several methods, but the authors have placed primary importance on the Delphi method (p.90). Environmental scanning and trend analysis were used to identify emerging technologies, and a Delphi-type survey then asked a panel of authorities to estimate the year each advance will occur, its associated probability, the potential size of its market, and the nation that will lead each technology (p.89).		2005		no		0		PCs will be used for entertainment and audio/visual communication.		95		Technology Migration		2007		2003		37		1		62		225		no		0		no		Online video and telephony		yes		Telephone and video capabilities from a personal computer were fully realized and commonly used.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		yes		The predicted uses for the computer requires a system of systems.		95		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		95		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Online video and telephony had been demonstrated in the forecast year (1998) but their use was not widespread.

Video:
Quicktime (software enabling video and interactive video) was released in December of 1991. 
(Source: http://www.theapplemuseum.com/index.php?id=41)

Adobe Flash (software enabling video and interactive video) was released in 1996.
http://www.pxleyes.com/blog/2010/07/evolution-of-flash-from-1996-to-2010/

Telephony:
"By 1998 some entrepreneurs started to market PC-to-phone and phone-to-phone VoIP solutions." (Source: "A Brief History of VoIP," Joe Hallock, November 26, 2004. Accessed May 19, 2011.  http://www.joehallock.com/edu/pdfs/Hallock_J_VoIP_Past.pdf. pg 7)
		NA		0		7		Medium-term		no				1998		2005		Table 2. 		98						4/5/2011 13:22		1/30/2012 12:34		SF		176		SF

		3		yes		yes						yes		The forecast document was published in 1998, but the forecast was made in 1996. Results are presented from four survey rounds covering the preceding 8 years, and they are compared longitudinally to estimate the range of variance.		89		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		Telephone and video capabilities from a personal computer were fully realized and commonly used by 2005.		Some interpretation needed to judge when usage was "widespread." Both video and telephony were available in the early to mid 90s but were not used widely used (due to factors such as expert-only interfaces and limited access to personal computers and internet connections in many homes).

Also, the author's use of the term "Web-TV" is ambiguous because since the time the forecast was written the term "Web-TV" now refers to a television set that has the capability to browse the internet. The author of this forecast is instead referring to capabilities of a personal computer. It is not clear if the author intended to refer to the streaming of live TV (via Internet Protocol television (IPTV)) or the viewing of VOD (video on demand), which grew in use alongside general online video use (for example, through sites like youtube).

One could argue that the 2003 is the year in which this forecast was realized. Some computer-savy subsets of society (such as the gamer community) used these technologies regularly at that time. However, both technologies experienced a high level of growth in 2005. At this time the technologies were adopted by the general public.		89-90		W.E. Halal, M.D. Kull, and A. Leffmann, “The George Washington University Forecast of Emerging Technologies,” Technology Forecasting and Social Change, 59 (1998): 89-110. 				yes		Academic publications		"Personal computers may soon be able to incorporate television, telephone, and interactive video (4.3), but our panel did not see this or a Web-TV (4.4) with telephone capabilities in wide use until 2005 or 2006" 		95, 98		PCs with Web-TVs and telephone capabilities will  be in wide use in 2005. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		89		Table 2		98		177		yes		2005		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast draws on several methods, but the authors have placed primary importance on the Delphi method (p.90). Environmental scanning and trend analysis were used to identify emerging technologies, and a Delphi-type survey then asked a panel of authorities to estimate the year each advance will occur, its associated probability, the potential size of its market, and the nation that will lead each technology (p.89).		2005		no		0		Degree of use provides an indication of market penetration.		95		Market penetration		2008		2002		37		1		62		225		yes		0		no		Online video and telephony		yes		Telephone and video capabilities from a personal computer were fully realized and commonly used by 2005.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		yes		Online video and telephony requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		95		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Online video and telephony had been demonstrated in the forecast year (1998) but their use was not widespread.

Video:
Quicktime (software enabling video and interactive video) was released in December of 1991. 
(Source: http://www.theapplemuseum.com/index.php?id=41)

Adobe Flash (software enabling video and interactive video) was released in 1996.
http://www.pxleyes.com/blog/2010/07/evolution-of-flash-from-1996-to-2010/

Telephony:
"By 1998 some entrepreneurs started to market PC-to-phone and phone-to-phone VoIP solutions." (Source: "A Brief History of VoIP," Joe Hallock, November 26, 2004. Accessed May 19, 2011.  http://www.joehallock.com/edu/pdfs/Hallock_J_VoIP_Past.pdf. pg 7)		NA		0		9		Medium-term		yes				1996		2005		Forecast statement and table 2. 		95, 98						4/5/2011 13:31		7/12/2012 10:40		SC		177		SF

		0		yes		yes		This is a negative forecast				yes		The forecast document was published in 1998, but the forecast was made in 1996. Results are presented from four survey rounds covering the preceding 8 years, and they are compared longitudinally to estimate the range of variance.		91						2006		no						89-90		W.E. Halal, M.D. Kull, and A. Leffmann, “The George Washington University Forecast of Emerging Technologies,” Technology Forecasting and Social Change, 59 (1998): 89-110. 				yes		Academic publications		"In the field of communications, a standard digital protocol (6.2) that would allow more advanced global networking applications is not expected until 2006."		96		Standard digital protocol will allow for more advanced global networking applications by 2006.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the George Washington University. Delphi participants included futurists, forecasters, and technical experts (p.92), though their geographic affiliations could not be discerned. The analyst concludes that this is primarily a U.S.-derived forecast.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		91-92		Table 2. 		98		178		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast draws on several methods, but the authors have placed primary importance on the Delphi method (p.90). Environmental scanning and trend analysis were used to identify emerging technologies, and a Delphi-type survey then asked a panel of authorities to estimate the year each advance will occur, its associated probability, the potential size of its market, and the nation that will lead each technology (p.89).		2006		no				The forecast implies that a standard digital protocol with the predicted characteristics does not exist but would by 2006 as a result of technology evolution. 		96		Evolution		2008		2004		37		1		62		225		yes				no		Standard digital protocol		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Protocols are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		96		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast language indicates that the standard digital protocol with the predicted characteristics is not expected until 2006, which implies that it was immature when the forecast was made.		96				8		Medium-term		no				1998		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		96						4/5/2011 13:36		7/17/2012 8:28		SF		178		SF

		0		yes		yes		This is a negative forecast. 				yes		The forecast document was published in 1998, but the forecast was made in 1996. Results are presented from four survey rounds covering the preceding 8 years, and they are compared longitudinally to estimate the range of variance.		91								no						89-90		W.E. Halal, M.D. Kull, and A. Leffmann, “The George Washington University Forecast of Emerging Technologies,” Technology Forecasting and Social Change, 59 (1998): 89-110. 				yes		Academic publications		"...most people will not have access to the information superhighway (6.3) until 2008." 		96		Most of the people in the U.S. won't have access to the information superhighway/World Wide Web until 2008.  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the George Washington University. Delphi participants included futurists, forecasters, and technical experts (p.92), though their geographic affiliations could not be discerned. The analyst concludes that this is primarily a U.S.-derived forecast.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		91-92		Table 2		98		179		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast draws on several methods, but the authors have placed primary importance on the Delphi method (p.90). Environmental scanning and trend analysis were used to identify emerging technologies, and a Delphi-type survey then asked a panel of authorities to estimate the year each advance will occur, its associated probability, the potential size of its market, and the nation that will lead each technology (p.89).				no				The forecast is predicting that "most" people won't have access to the Internet until 2008, which is an indication of market penetration. 		96		Market penetration						37		1		62		225		yes				no		Internet		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		96		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet existed in 1998; the forecast is predicting the number of users. 		96				10		Medium-term		no				1998		2008		Explicit in forecast statement. 		96						4/5/2011 13:40		1/30/2012 12:25		SF		179		SF

		3		yes		yes						yes		The forecast document was published in 1998, but the forecast was made in 1996. Results are presented from four survey rounds covering the preceding 8 years, and they are compared longitudinally to estimate the range of variance.		89		2. A lot of interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2007		no		Depending on what is included in the forecaster's definition of "medical systems", this forecast is partially true. If the forecast only intends to describe home health and self-care systems, then these were not routinely used by 2007. However, if the forecast also includes other medical systems, such laboratory operations and patient records, then the forecast is partially true (these systems were computerized and routinely used by 2007). 		Unclear whether forecast only applies to home and self-care or whether it includes all aspects of medical care. There are no enlightening ground truth sources from 2007, but Internet research of the topic provided no evidence of such systems being used routinely in 2007. 		89-90		W.E. Halal, M.D. Kull, and A. Leffmann, “The George Washington University Forecast of Emerging Technologies,” Technology Forecasting and Social Change, 59 (1998): 89-110. 				yes		Academic publications		"...computerized medical systems (10.1) including provisions for home and self- care should be commonly used by 2007."		96		Computerized medical systems will be commonly used in the U.S. by 2007. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		89		Table 2. 		98		180		no				no		2006		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast draws on several methods, but the authors have placed primary importance on the Delphi method (p.90). Environmental scanning and trend analysis were used to identify emerging technologies, and a Delphi-type survey then asked a panel of authorities to estimate the year each advance will occur, its associated probability, the potential size of its market, and the nation that will lead each technology (p.89).		2007		no				Frequency of use is an indication of market penetration. 		96		Market penetration		2010		2004		37		1		62		225		yes				no		Computerized medical systems		yes		Many medical systems, such as laboratory instrumentation and operations and patient records, were computerized and routinely used by 2007. However, some computerized medical systems, such as home health systems (which can be used for self-care and/or telemedicine), existed in 2006 but were difficult to use and weren't covered by most health plans. As such, these systems were not routinely used. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Computerized medical technologies would be systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		96		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Some computerized medical technologies existed when the forecast was made. 		NA				11		Long-term		yes				1996		2007		"By 2007" Evaluated on the forecasted date.		96						4/5/2011 13:43		7/12/2012 10:40		SC		180		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		The forecast document was published in 1998, but the forecast was made in 1996. Results are presented from four survey rounds covering the preceding 8 years, and they are compared longitudinally to estimate the range of variance.		91								no						89-90		W.E. Halal, M.D. Kull, and A. Leffmann, “The George Washington University Forecast of Emerging Technologies,” Technology Forecasting and Social Change, 59 (1998): 89-110. 				yes		Academic publications		"By 2008, genetic engineering (3.1) should allow the routine production of new strains of plants and animals."		96		By 2008, new strains of plants and animals will be routinely produced in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the George Washington University. Delphi participants included futurists, forecasters, and technical experts (p.92), though their geographic affiliations could not be discerned. The analyst concludes that this is primarily a U.S.-derived forecast.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		91-92		Table 2		98		181		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast draws on several methods, but the authors have placed primary importance on the Delphi method (p.90). Environmental scanning and trend analysis were used to identify emerging technologies, and a Delphi-type survey then asked a panel of authorities to estimate the year each advance will occur, its associated probability, the potential size of its market, and the nation that will lead each technology (p.89).				no				Genetic engineering will evolve such that transgenic plants and animals will be routinely produced. 		96		Evolution						37		1		62		224		yes				no		Genetic engineering 		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Genetic engineering (which produces transgenic organisms) is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		96		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Genetic engineering was used to produce some organisms when the forecast was made, but was primarily restricted to microorganisms and was not routinely done.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1998		2008		Explicit in forecast statement. 		96		2008		1998		4/5/2011 13:47		1/30/2012 12:23		SF		181		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		The forecast document was published in 1998, but the forecast was made in 1996. Results are presented from four survey rounds covering the preceding 8 years, and they are compared longitudinally to estimate the range of variance.		91		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		The first hybrid car in the U.S. was released in 1999--7 years before the forecasted date. 		The forecast statement and ground truth sources are clear. 		90		W.E. Halal, M.D. Kull, and A. Leffmann, “The George Washington University Forecast of Emerging Technologies,” Technology Forecasting and Social Change, 59 (1998): 89-110. 				yes		Academic publications		"...hybrid vehicles (12.2) combining the advantages of electric and internal combustion systems will be on the road by 2006."		96		Hybrid vehicles will be on the road in the U.S. by 2006. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		89		Table 2. 		98		182		yes		1999		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast draws on several methods, but the authors have placed primary importance on the Delphi method (p.90). Environmental scanning and trend analysis were used to identify emerging technologies, and a Delphi-type survey then asked a panel of authorities to estimate the year each advance will occur, its associated probability, the potential size of its market, and the nation that will lead each technology (p.89).		2006		no		0.7		Predicting first hybrid cars available.		96		Technology emergence		2009		2003		37		1		62		228		yes		-7		no		Hybrid vehicles		yes		In 1999, Honda released the Insight, which was the first hybrid car to hit the mass market in the U.S. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Hybrid cars would be complex systems of transportation.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		96		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		In 1997 (a year before the forecast was made), the Toyota Prius had already been released in Japan and Audi manufactured a hybrid vehicle that was available in Europe. 		96		7		10		Medium-term		yes		ND		1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		96						4/5/2011 13:50		1/24/2012 8:31		SF		182		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		The forecast document was published in 1998, but the forecast was made in 1996. Results are presented from four survey rounds covering the preceding 8 years, and they are compared longitudinally to estimate the range of variance.		91						2005		no						91-92		W.E. Halal, M.D. Kull, and A. Leffmann, “The George Washington University Forecast of Emerging Technologies,” Technology Forecasting and Social Change, 59 (1998): 89-110. 				yes		Academic publications		"...computer sensory recognition (5.3)...anticipated by 2005." 		97		Computer sensory recognition will be seen in the U.S. by 2005. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the George Washington University. Delphi participants included futurists, forecasters, and technical experts (p.92), though their geographic affiliations could not be discerned. The analyst concludes that this is primarily a U.S.-derived forecast.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		91-92		Table 2. 		98		183		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast draws on several methods, but the authors have placed primary importance on the Delphi method (p.90). Environmental scanning and trend analysis were used to identify emerging technologies, and a Delphi-type survey then asked a panel of authorities to estimate the year each advance will occur, its associated probability, the potential size of its market, and the nation that will lead each technology (p.89).		2005		no				Computer sensory recognition will emerge in the U.S.		97		Technology emergence		2007		2003		37		1		62		235		yes				no		Computer sensory recognition		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Computer sensory recognition is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		97		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast language and timeframe indicate that computer sensory recognition was not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				7		Medium-term		no				1998		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		97		2005		1998		4/5/2011 13:55		1/30/2012 12:20		SF		183		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		The forecast document was published in 1998, but the forecast was made in 1996. Results are presented from four survey rounds covering the preceding 8 years, and they are compared longitudinally to estimate the range of variance.		91								no						89-90		W.E. Halal, M.D. Kull, and A. Leffmann, “The George Washington University Forecast of Emerging Technologies,” Technology Forecasting and Social Change, 59 (1998): 89-110. 				yes		Academic publications		"In 1990, we included an item for artificial intelligence, which many not think is impossible. Today, this idea is approached through more pragmatic ETs, such as computer sensory recognition (5.3), machine learning (5.8), and intelligent agents (5.5), anticipated by 2005, 2008, and 2009, respectively." 		97		Machine learning will occur in the U.S. by 2008. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by the George Washington University. Delphi participants included futurists, forecasters, and technical experts (p.92), though their geographic affiliations could not be discerned. The analyst concludes that this is primarily a U.S.-derived forecast.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		91-92		Table 2. 		98		184		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast draws on several methods, but the authors have placed primary importance on the Delphi method (p.90). Environmental scanning and trend analysis were used to identify emerging technologies, and a Delphi-type survey then asked a panel of authorities to estimate the year each advance will occur, its associated probability, the potential size of its market, and the nation that will lead each technology (p.89).				no				Machine will emerge in the forecasted timeframe. 		97		Technology emergence						37		1		62		235		yes				no		Machine learning 		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Machine learning is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		97		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast language and timeframe indicate that machine learning was not mature when the forecast was made.		97				10		Medium-term		no				1998		2008		Explicit in forecast statement. 		97						4/5/2011 14:02		1/30/2012 12:17		SF		184		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The date of forecast is on the first page. 		1								no						1		Battelle Memorial Institute, "Environment Wins in Technology Forecast," news release, April 23, 1998. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Other crops will be engineered to use their nutrients efficiently, requiring less fertilizer or water while providing higher yields." 		1		In 2008, several transgenic crops will require less fertilizer or water and will provide higher yields. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle's headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio and PNNL is located in Washington state. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast implies that these crops will appear anywhere in the world.		1		185		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		This is either workshops, brainstorming, or interviews; the document does not specify. 				no				Transgenic crops will evolve such that they are easier to maintain and/or produce better yields. 		1		Evolution						38		1				224		yes				no		Transgenic crops 		yes										no		Transgenic crops are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Transgenic crops existed when the forecast was made. 		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1998		2008		The forecast statement is preceded by a heading that reads, "Pacific Northwest researchers ranked the top 10 environmental technological breakthroughs for 2008 as:..." 		1						4/5/2011 14:27		1/30/2012 12:08		SF		185		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The date of forecast is on the first page.		1								no						1		Battelle Memorial Institute, "Environment Wins in Technology Forecast," news release, April 23, 1998. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Membranes and other techniques will remove organic compounds, which currently can result in undesired reactions with chlorine."		1		In 2008, membranes will remove organic compounds from water. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle's headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio and PNNL is located in Washington state.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast language implies that membranes can be used for this purpose anywhere in the world.		1		186		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		This is either workshops, brainstorming, or interviews; the document does not specify. 				no				Membranes have been used in other applications; the forecast predicts that they will be used to clean water.		1		Technology Migration						38		1				230		yes				no		Membranes 		yes										no		In this context, a membrane would be a component of a water purification system.		1		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Membranes are materials. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Membranes were used for other purposes when the forecast was made. The forecast is implying that they will be used to purify water.		1				10		Medium-term		no				1998		2008		The forecast statement is preceded by a heading that reads, "Pacific Northwest researchers ranked the top 10 environmental technological breakthroughs for 2008 as:..."		1						4/5/2011 14:32		1/30/2012 12:06		SF		186		SF

		0		yes		no				Might be a contingent forecast. 		yes		The date of forecast is on the first page.		1								no						1		Battelle Memorial Institute, "Environment Wins in Technology Forecast," news release, April 23, 1998. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"In 10 years, improved power storage will increase the use of electricity from solar and wind power." 		1		In 2008, the use of electricity from solar and wind power will increase. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle's headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio and PNNL is located in Washington state.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast implies that the use will increase worldwide.		1		187		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		This is either workshops, brainstorming, or interviews; the document does not specify. 				no				Explicit in forecast statement; the use of electricity and from solar and wind power will increase. 		1		Market penetration						38		1				227		yes				no		Solar and wind power		yes										no		Power generation requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Solar and wind power was already in use when the forecast was made. The forecast is predicting an increase in use.		1				10		Medium-term		no				1998		2008		The forecast statement is preceded by a heading that reads, "Pacific Northwest researchers ranked the top 10 environmental technological breakthroughs for 2008 as:..."		1						4/5/2011 14:38		1/30/2012 12:03		SF		187		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The date of forecast is on the first page.		1								no						1		Battelle Memorial Institute, "Environment Wins in Technology Forecast," news release, April 23, 1998. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"...micro chemical plants will produce industrial chemicals as needed, thereby eliminating storage and transportation safety issues."		2		In 2008, micro chemical plants will produce industrial chemicals on an as-need basis." 										1		Worldwide		Battelle's headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio and PNNL is located in Washington state.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The process can change at industrial chemical plants worldwide.		2		188		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		This is either workshops, brainstorming, or interviews; the document does not specify. 				no				The forecast is saying that industrial production of micro-chemicals will evolve/change. 		2		Evolution						38		1				232		yes				no		Micro chemical plants		yes										no		The forecast is predicting about a production process, which is a system.		2		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		The forecast pertains to the industrial production of micro-chemicals. As such, it is a forecast about production technology.		2		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast language and timeframe indicate that the predicted process of micro-chemical production was not widely-used.		2				10		Medium-term		no				1998		2008		The forecast statement is preceded by a heading that reads, "Pacific Northwest researchers ranked the top 10 environmental technological breakthroughs for 2008 as:..."		2						4/5/2011 14:41		1/30/2012 12:00		SF		188		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The date of forecast is on the first page.		1								no						1		Battelle Memorial Institute, "Environment Wins in Technology Forecast," news release, April 23, 1998. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Advanced display systems may...project images directly on the retina of the eye." 		2		A display system that is capable of projecting images directly on the retina will be available in 2008. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle's headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio and PNNL is located in Washington state.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast implies that the display system can emerge anywhere in the world. 		2		189		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		This is either workshops, brainstorming, or interviews; the document does not specify. 				no				The forecast is predicting that the display system will emerge in a certain timeframe.		2		Technology emergence						38		1				225		yes				no		Advanced display systems		yes										no		Display systems.		2		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		2		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast language implies that the display systems were not mature at the time.		2				10		Medium-term		no				1998		2008		The forecast statement is preceded by a heading that reads, "Pacific Northwest researchers ranked the top 10 environmental technological breakthroughs for 2008 as:..."		1				1998		4/5/2011 14:47		1/30/2012 11:56		SF		189		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The date of forecast is on the first page.		1								no						2		Battelle Memorial Institute, "Environment Wins in Technology Forecast," news release, April 23, 1998. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"...sensors designed at the molecular level will monitor manufacturing of materials and chemicals more precisely, halting or correcting processes sensitive to temperature changes and other parameters."		2		In 2008, sensors designed at the molecular level will allow the manufacture of materials and chemicals to be monitored more precisely. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle's headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio and PNNL is located in Washington state.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The sensors can emerge anywhere in the world.		2		190		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		This is either workshops, brainstorming, or interviews; the document does not specify. 				no				Molecular-level sensors will emerge.		2		Technology emergence						38		1				233		yes				no		Molecular sensors 		yes										no		Molecular sensors are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement 		2		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Molecular-level sensors were being developed when the forecast was made.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1998		2008		The forecast statement is preceded by a heading that reads, "Pacific Northwest researchers ranked the top 10 environmental technological breakthroughs for 2008 as:..."		2						4/5/2011 14:50		1/30/2012 11:54		SF		190		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The date of forecast is on the first page.		1								no						1		Battelle Memorial Institute, "Environment Wins in Technology Forecast," news release, April 23, 1998. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Microorganisms and plants will 'grow' environmentally friendly chemical and biological products such as drugs, proteins and enzymes for many uses."		2		In 2008, microorganisms and plants will be used to produce environmentally-friendly drugs, proteins, and enzymes, which will have a variety of uses. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle's headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio and PNNL is located in Washington state.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Microorganisms can be used to make these products anywhere in the world.		2		191		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		This is either workshops, brainstorming, or interviews; the document does not specify. 				no				The forecast is predicting that microorganisms will be used to produce environmentally-friendly products in addition to current products. 		2		Technology Migration						38		1				224		yes				no		Bioprocessing 		yes										no		Using microorganisms to produce substances is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		2		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Microorganisms were already used to produce pharmaceutical and other products when the forecast was made. The forecast is predicting that they will be used to produce environmentally-friendly products as well. 		2				10		Medium-term		no				1998		2008		The forecast statement is preceded by a heading that reads, "Pacific Northwest researchers ranked the top 10 environmental technological breakthroughs for 2008 as:..."		1						4/5/2011 14:55		1/30/2012 11:51		SF		191		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The date of forecast is on the first page.		1								no						1		Battelle Memorial Institute, "Environment Wins in Technology Forecast," news release, April 23, 1998. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Supermarkets will use sensors to detect E. coli and other dangerous pathogens in food."		2		In 2008, pathogens will be detected in supermarkets using sensors. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle's headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio and PNNL is located in Washington state.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The technology can emerge anywhere in the world.		2		192		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		This is either workshops, brainstorming, or interviews; the document does not specify. 				no				The forecast is predicting that a technology that can identify pathogens in food at the point of sale will emerge. 		2		Technology emergence						38		1				233		yes				no		Biological sensors 		yes										no		Biological sensors are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		2		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Portable biological sensors existed at the time the forecast was made. 		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1998		2008		The forecast statement is preceded by a heading that reads, "Pacific Northwest researchers ranked the top 10 environmental technological breakthroughs for 2008 as:..."		1						4/5/2011 15:02		1/30/2012 11:46		SF		192		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The date of forecast is on the first page.		1								no						1		Battelle Memorial Institute, "Environment Wins in Technology Forecast," news release, April 23, 1998. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"In 10 years, "green" companies will create products that are environmentally friendly from cradle to grave." 		2		In 2008, products that are environmentally friendly from manufacturing to decomposition will exist. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle's headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio and PNNL is located in Washington state.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast implies that the products can emerge anywhere in the world. 		2		193		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		This is either workshops, brainstorming, or interviews; the document does not specify. 				no				The forecast is predicting that the described environmentally-friendly products will emerge in the forecasted timeframe. 		2		Technology emergence						38		1				230		yes				no		Compostable, environmentally-friendly materials		yes										no		The products would be components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Environmentally-friendly compounds will be used to make products/materials. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Environmentally-friendly products of this description were in development when the forecast was made.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1998		2008		The forecast statement is preceded by a heading that reads, "Pacific Northwest researchers ranked the top 10 environmental technological breakthroughs for 2008 as:..."		1						4/5/2011 15:05		1/30/2012 11:40		SF		193		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The date of forecast is on the first page.		1								no						1		Battelle Memorial Institute, "Environment Wins in Technology Forecast," news release, April 23, 1998. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Lighter cars will be built with less steel and more lightweight aluminum, magnesium, titanium and composites."		3		In 2008, cars will be built with less steel and more lightweight aluminum, magnesium, titanium and composites. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle's headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio and PNNL is located in Washington state.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast language implies that the cars can emerge anywhere in the world.		3		194		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		This is either workshops, brainstorming, or interviews.				no				The forecast is predicting that cars will evolve such that they use less steel and more lightweight aluminum, magnesium, titanium and composites. 		3		Evolution						38		1				228		yes				no		Cars		yes										no		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that such cars were being worked on at the time.		3				10		Medium-term		no				1998		2008		The forecast statement is preceded by a heading that reads, "Pacific Northwest researchers ranked the top 10 environmental technological breakthroughs for 2008 as:..."		1		2008		1998		4/5/2011 15:08		1/30/2012 11:33		SF		194		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 1996. 		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		no		As of 2011, gene therapy was in general still an experimental field of medicine and no treatments were approved by the FDA.		Interpreted genetics-based medications to mean gene therapies.		1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Battelle Predicts Ten Most Innovative Products by 2006,” news release, 1996. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Genetics-based medical treatments will cure or mitigate the effects of various human diseases and disorders, including pharmaceutical treatments for osteoporosis, MS, cystic fibrosis, Lou Gehrig's disease, and Alzheimer's."		1		By 2006, genetics-based medical treatments will treat osteoporosis, MS, cystic fibrosis, Lou Gehrig's disease, and Alzheimer's disease. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast implies that the treatments can emerge anywhere in the world.		1		195		no				no		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that the forecasts were made by technology experts; it isn't clear how the forecasts were elicited from the experts (workshops, surveys, interviews, etc.).		2006		no				Genetics-based medical treatments will emerge for several diseases.		1		Technology emergence		2009		2003		39		1				224		yes				no		Genetaceuticals 		yes		There were no gene therapy treatments for osteoporosis, MS, cystic fibrosis, Lou Gehrig's disease, and Alzheimer's disease in 2006.								no		Genetics-based medical treatments are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Genetics-based medical treatments were not mature when the forecast was made.		1				10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		2006		1996		4/6/2011 8:14		5/4/2012 14:38		SF		195		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 1996. 		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		Wireless Internet existed in 2006. 		Verification was a matter of ensuring that wireless Internet existed in 2006. 		1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Battelle Predicts Ten Most Innovative Products by 2006,” news release, 1996. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"The personalized computer will be as mobile and versatile as its user, sending and receiving wireless data and accessing information from remote sites."		1		By 2006, PCs will be able to send and receive wireless data and access information remotely. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Technology will be able to be used worldwide.		1		196		yes		2000		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that the forecasts were made by technology experts; it isn't clear how the forecasts were elicited from the experts (workshops, surveys, interviews, etc.).		2006		no		0.6		The personal computer will evolve to have new capabilities.		1		Evolution		2009		2003		39		1				225		yes		-6		no		Personal computers wireless access		yes		Wireless Internet, which allows computers to exchange and access information remotely, existed in 2000. 								no		A system for connecting to information and people.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Although it is a computer, the technology is specifically related to the ability to wirelessly connect to people and information.		1		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The technology was being worked on when the forecast was made. 		1		6		10		Medium-term		yes		ND		1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1						4/6/2011 8:17		1/24/2012 8:28		SF		196		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 1996. 		1		2. A lot of interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2006		yes		Only one vehicle was able to use a combination of fuels, but this vehicle was only available in Brazil. 		Some ambiguity over what is meant by "combinations of various fuels" and whether the forecast means multiple vehicles will use multiple fuels or a single vehicle will use multiple fuels. The analyst assumed the latter case--that a vehicle that uses multiple fuels would be available. 

Flexible fuel vehicles run on several different fuels (in the U.S., this is usually gas mixed with ethanol; since there are only 2 fuels, this doesn't meet the criteria of "various fuels"), but these fuels are pre-combined in the same gas tank. Multi-fuel vehicles use several different fuels, which are contained in different tanks. Therefore, flexible fuel vehicles weren't considered when verifying ground truth.  		1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Battelle Predicts Ten Most Innovative Products by 2006,” news release, 1996. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"...vehicles will use combinations of various fuels, such as reformulated gasoline, electricity, and natural gas." 		1		By 2006, vehicles will use combinations of various fuels. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The technology can emerge anywhere in the world. 		1		197		yes		2006		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that the forecasts were made by technology experts; it isn't clear how the forecasts were elicited from the experts (workshops, surveys, interviews, etc.).		2006		no		0		Cars that are capable of using numerous fuels will emerge in the marketplace. 		1		Technology emergence		2009		2003		39		1				228		yes		0		no		Automobiles 		yes		Only one vehicle in 2006 was able to use a combination of fuels. 								yes		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence in article that technology is in development at time of forecast.		1		0		10		Medium-term		yes		ND		1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1						4/6/2011 8:28		7/6/2012 14:15		SF		197		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 1996. 		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		TVs capable of video teleconferencing were available in 2005 (see: http://www.zdnet.com/blog/ou/high-definition-video-conferencing-is-here/59). 		The forecast does not specify whether the TV set is high-definition or not. 		1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Battelle Predicts Ten Most Innovative Products by 2006,” news release, 1996. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"In ten years, our television set...will be much more than just an entertainment device--it will also be used as a computer monitor capable of networking with other computers as an interactive, videoconferencing device."		1		In 2006, television sets will be capable of networking with other computers as a videoteleconferencing device. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Technology can be used worldwide.		1		198		yes		2005		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that the forecasts were made by technology experts; it isn't clear how the forecasts were elicited from the experts (workshops, surveys, interviews, etc.).		2006		no		0.1		Television already exists, is evolving to include new features and capabilities.		1		Evolution		2009		2003		39		1				225		yes		-1		no		Television		yes		The first high-definition TV capable of service as a video teleconferencing device was introduced in 2005; additional products were released in 2006. 								yes		Technology would be a system of entertainment.		1		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence from article shows the technology is under development.		1		1		10		Medium-term		yes		ND		1996		2006		Document title. 		1						4/6/2011 8:33		1/24/2012 8:24		SF		198		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 1996		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		no		As of 2011, physical cash remains the primary means of payment worldwide.		Data stated clearly in source.		1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Battelle Predicts Ten Most Innovative Products by 2006,” news release, 1996. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Electronic money will be used for everything from buying soda in a vending machine to making an international transaction over your computer." 		1		By 2006, electronic money will be the primary means by which transactions occur.										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide.		1		199		no				no		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that the forecasts were made by technology experts; it isn't clear how the forecasts were elicited from the experts (workshops, surveys, interviews, etc.).		2006		no				The forecast is predicting that e-commerce will be the primary means of conducting business. This is an indication of market penetration.		1		Market penetration		2009		2003		39		1				225		yes				no		Electronic money		yes		In 2006 electronic money was not the primary means by which transactions occurred.								no		Digital cash is a subsystem. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		E-commerce is a type of communication. 		1		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		E-commerce existed when the forecast was made, but it was not the primary means by which transactions occurred.		1				10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		2006		1996		4/6/2011 8:43		7/17/2012 8:28		SF		199		SF

		1		yes		no		Uses "may" which is language excluded by our lexicon.		Uses "may" which is language excluded by our lexicon.		yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 1996. 		1		4. Little interpretation		4. Mostly realized		2006		yes		Health monitors capable of measuring multiple physiological functions existed in 2006. However, ground truth documents indicate that these devices were difficult to use. 		Some ambiguity in determining whether the devices allow people to "easily" monitor their health. 		1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Battelle Predicts Ten Most Innovative Products by 2006,” news release, 1996. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Many physical functions--liver functions, ovulation, levels of cholesterol, triglycerides, sugar, hormones, water, salt, and potassium--may be monitored as easily as weight is now tracked by bathroom scales."		2		By 2006, home health monitors will allow people to easily monitor many physical functions.										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast language indicates that it applies worldwide.		2		200		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that the forecasts were made by technology experts; it isn't clear how the forecasts were elicited from the experts (workshops, surveys, interviews, etc.).		2006		no		200.6		Home health monitors will evolve such that they will allow people to easily monitor many physical functions.		2		Evolution		2009		2003		39		1				224		yes		-2006		no		Home health monitors		no		Home health monitors capable of determining blood pressure, heart rate, temperature, glucose levels, and other functions were available in 2006. 								no		Home health monitors are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Explicit in forecast statement		2		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Home health monitors were in use when the forecast was made.		NA		2006		10		Medium-term		no				1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		2		2006		1996		4/6/2011 8:47		7/10/2012 8:05		SF		200		SF

		3		yes		yes						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 1996. 		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		GPS were used to locate people (and, thereby, prevent crimes) in the late 1990s. 		GPS units were in use in the late 1990s and could be used to prevent or mitigate certain crimes. 		1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Battelle Predicts Ten Most Innovative Products by 2006,” news release, 1996. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Global positioning systems also will be used to help prevent crime by tracking the exact location of cars and other valuables."		2		By 2006, GPS will be used to track the location of cars and other valuables. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Technology can be used worldwide.		2		201		yes		1998		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that the forecasts were made by technology experts; it isn't clear how the forecasts were elicited from the experts (workshops, surveys, interviews, etc.).		2006		no		0.8		Technology is moving to the new area of crime prevention.		2		Technology Migration		2009		2003		39		1				233		yes		-8		no		GPS		yes		By 2006, GPS units had already been incorporated into cell phones and vehicles and were used to locate people and belongings. 								no		Global positioning "system"		2		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		In this context, GPS is using as a sensor to locate individuals and objects. 		2		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		In the late 1990s, GPS technology was being used by hikers, etc. for geolocation. 		2		8		10		Medium-term		yes		ND		1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1						4/6/2011 8:52		1/24/2012 8:01		SF		201		SF

		0		yes		no		I think the forecast is better summarized as "By 2006, materials will be able to indicate damage from stress, wear, thermal loads, or other failure mechanisms".  This forecast could be verified, although it isn't particularly specific.
		Forecast may be too vague to verify. What is "excessive stress," and what sorts of materials is the forecast referring to? 		yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 1996. 		1						2006		no						1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Battelle Predicts Ten Most Innovative Products by 2006,” news release, 1996. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"New materials for construction and other uses will be able to give off warnings when they detect excessive stress. For instance, materials in bridges or office buildings could change color before conditions become unsafe. Automobile parts could give a similar warning when approaching the point of breakdown."		2		By 2006, materials will be able to indicate damage from stress, wear, thermal loads, or other failure mechanisms.										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast indicates that the predicted materials could emerge anywhere in the world.		2		202		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that the forecasts were made by technology experts; it isn't clear how the forecasts were elicited from the experts (workshops, surveys, interviews, etc.).		2006		no				Materials that sense excessive stress and provide warning will emerge in the forecasted timeframe.		2		Technology emergence		2009		2003		39		1				233		yes				no		Smart materials 		yes										no		Sensor-integrated materials are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		The materials are capable of detecting stress; as such, they're able to sense or they incorporate sensing technology. 		2		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast language and timeframe indicate that these materials were not mature when the prediction was made.		2				10		Medium-term		no				1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		2		2006		1996		4/6/2011 8:56		1/30/2012 10:47		SF		202		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 1996. 		1						2006		no						1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Battelle Predicts Ten Most Innovative Products by 2006,” news release, 1996. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Vehicles may carry more than one fuel type, with an on-board computer that will conduct on-going analyses of travel conditions to calculate fuel mixtures for maximum fuel efficiency and performance."		1		By 2006, vehicles will contain on-board computers that will conduct analyses of travel conditions and calculate fuel mixtures. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast implies that the predicted event could happen anywhere in the world.		1		203		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that the forecasts were made by technology experts; it isn't clear how the forecasts were elicited from the experts (workshops, surveys, interviews, etc.).		2006		no				Programs capable of conducting analyses to maximize fuel efficiency will migrate such that they will be used in vehicles. 		1		Technology Migration		2009		2003		39		1				228		yes				no		Automobiles 		yes										no		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article and forecast timeframe indicate the technology was not mature when the forecast was made. 		1				10		Medium-term		no				1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		2006		1996		4/6/2011 9:10		1/30/2012 10:43		SF		203		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 1996. 		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		GPS were used to provide users' exact location by the late 1990s. 		The forecast and ground truth sources were clear and used consistent language. 		1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Battelle Predicts Ten Most Innovative Products by 2006,” news release, 1996. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Getting 'there' will be decidedly easier with the widespread use of Global Positioning Systems-'smart' maps that will show travelers, boaters, and hikers their exact position and direction."		2		By 2006, GPS systems will be able to show users' exact position and direction. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Technology would be available worldwide.		2		204		yes		1997		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that the forecasts were made by technology experts; it isn't clear how the forecasts were elicited from the experts (workshops, surveys, interviews, etc.).		2006		no		0.9		GPS technology will be able to show exact positions and directions.		2		Evolution		2009		2003		39		1				233		yes		-9		no		GPS		yes		GPS systems were used by hikers, sailors, farmers, drivers, etc. to pinpoint their direction by at least 1997. 								no		Global Positioning "system"		2		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		GPS is a global positioning system that uses sensors to track and pinpoint individuals or vehicles.		2		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		GPS systems existed and were in use when the forecast was made. 		2		9		10		Medium-term		yes		ND		1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1						4/6/2011 9:13		1/24/2012 7:58		SF		204		SF

		1		yes		yes		Forecasted year is the same as the year the forecast was made.				yes		May 1 2006		1				5. Fully realized				yes		Forecast was spot on. 				1		LC Angell, "iPod nano to get video playback, Apple working on vPod battery life?," May 1, 2006, www.ilounge.com [News Relese]				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Our most recent checks indicate that the current 2GB and 4GB models will see their storage doubled to 4GB and 8GB capacities. . . . become available in the September quarter"		1		Ipod Nano's will double in storage capacity from the baseline as of May 1 2006 (2gb and 4gb) between September 2006 and December 2006.										1		Worldwide		American Technology Research is now known as Gleacher & Company, Inc, Research Division.   Both firms are U.S Based.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Ipod Nano's ship worldwide		NA		205		no		2006		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Based on "research note to clients" by Shaw Wu.  May also be Export Sourcing				yes				Evolution in the Ipod Nano storage		1		Evolution						40		2		8		226		yes				no		Ipod Nano		yes		In September 2006 Apple released next generation of Ipod Nano with 4 and 8gb capacity. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Ipod Nano is a system		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Ipod Nano's are a multi-media device but the forecast is for the storage, a computing element		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Ipod Nano's are mature and commercially available in 2006		NA				0		Short-term		no				2006		2006		available in the September quarter.  This is a range of three months September to December.		1						4/6/2011 12:28		7/12/2012 9:51		SC		205		JH

		1		yes		yes						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 2002. 		1						2007		yes						1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Breakthroughs for Future Household Products by 2007,” news release, 2002. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Wires will begin to disappear from view in homes as we move toward wireless communication, data transmission, and energy distribution. That means more cordless telephones, wireless hook-ups to the internet, and even electric lamps and small appliances that don't have to be plugged in." 		1		By 2007, the number of cordless telephones will be greater than the number available in 2002.										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No specific country or region listed.		1		206		yes				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that Battelle is making the forecasts but doesn’t specify that experts at Battelle is doing so. However, Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied. 		2007		no		401.4		The technologies are evolving such that they don't need wires. 		1		Evolution		2009		2005		41		1				225		yes		-2007		no		Wireless communication 		yes										no		Wireless communication is a system of systems. 		1		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Forecast states "more" wireless devices will become available, implying they are already in existence at the time of forecast.		1		2007		5		Short-term		no				2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		2007		2002		4/6/2011 13:52		7/17/2012 8:27		SF		206		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 2002. 		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		There is no evidence that in-home sorting systems existed in 2007. 		The forecast is clear that the sorting systems will be in-home appliances. 		1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Breakthroughs for Future Household Products by 2007,” news release, 2002. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Imagine an in-home system that sorts, recycles and disposes of home waste-eliminating the need for hand sorting."		1		By 2007, there will be in-home systems that sort through waste. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No specific country or region listed; the forecast is assumed to be global in nature. 		1		207		yes				no		2007		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that Battelle is making the forecasts but doesn’t specify that experts at Battelle is doing so. However, Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied. 		2007		no				Waste sorting systems will migrate to household use. 		1		Technology Migration		2009		2005		41		1				236		yes				no		Waste sorting system		yes		There is no evidence that in-home sorting systems existed in 2007. 								no		Technology is a system of waste management.		1		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Waste sorting systems are mechanical. 		1		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence the technology is being worked on at the time of forecast.		1				5		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1						4/6/2011 14:08		1/24/2012 7:56		SF		207		SF

		2		yes		yes		


				yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 2002. 		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		The Equaris system for water treatment and recycling in the household had existed since 1999.		Interpreted Equaris system to be capable of "treating and recycling water".		1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Breakthroughs for Future Household Products by 2007,” news release, 2002. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"We may even see the development of systems for at-home water treatment and recycling."		1		By 2007, there will be household systems capable of treating and recycling water.  										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The forecast implies worldwide applicability.		1		208		yes		1999		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that Battelle is making the forecasts but doesn’t specify that experts at Battelle is doing so. However, Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied. 		2007		no		1.6		Water treatment and recycling systems will migrate to household use. 		1		Technology Migration		2009		2005		41		1				236		yes		-8		no		Water treatment and recycling sytems		yes		By 2007 systems for at-home water treatment and recycling had already existed for an extended period of time.								no		The forecast is predicting about water treatment and recycling systems.		1		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Water treatment and recycling systems capitalize on physical, chemical and mechanical properties. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast language and timeframe indicate that these systems were in development.		1		8		5		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		2007		2002		4/6/2011 14:12		5/4/2012 14:36		SF		208		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 2002. 		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		HDTVs capable of video conferencing and connecting to the Internet were available in 2007. 		Direct comparison of the products and their capabilities. 		1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Breakthroughs for Future Household Products by 2007,” news release, 2002. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Battelle researchers predict that future digital HDTV sets will incorporate home videoconferencing, computing, and networking."		1		By 2007, HDTV sets will incorporate home videoconferencing, computing, and networking										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No specific country or region listed; forecast is assumed to be global in nature. 		1		209		yes		2007		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that Battelle is making the forecasts but doesn’t specify that experts at Battelle is doing so. However, Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied. 		2007		no		0		The technology will evolve such that it incorporates different features. 		1		Evolution		2009		2005		41		1				225		yes		0		no		Digital HDTV sets		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that the first HDTVs capable of video conferencing and connecting to the Internet became available in 2007. 								yes		HDTVs are systems.		1		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Since HDTV sets are forecasted to be available 5 years after the forecast, they were likely being worked on when the forecast was made. 		1		0		5		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1						4/6/2011 14:17		7/17/2012 8:26		SF		209		SF

		1		no		yes						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 2002. 		1				5. Fully realized		2007		no		Virtual reality was used in computer games before 2007. 				1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Breakthroughs for Future Household Products by 2007,” news release, 2002. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Virtual projections and sound environments will be used to enhance computer games, music systems, video entertainment systems, and exercise equipment."		2		By 2007, home computer games will incorporate virtual projections and sound. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No specific country or region listed.		2		210		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that Battelle is making the forecasts but doesn’t specify that experts at Battelle is doing so. However, Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied. 		2007		no				Virtual projections and sound environments will migrate into video game, music, entertainment, and other technologies. 		2		Technology Migration		2009		2005		41		1				225		yes				no		Virtual reality products		yes		By 2007, virtual projections and sound had already been incorporated into computer games. 
								no		The products would be systems. 		2		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Virtual reality products are a form of communication.		2		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence given the technology was being worked on at the time of forecast.		2				5		Short-term		no				2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		2007		2007		4/6/2011 14:21		7/17/2012 8:27		SF		210		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 2002. 		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		E-commerce and e-banking were widely-used by 2000. 		The forecast simply states that there will be electronic shopping and banking by 2007.  		1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Breakthroughs for Future Household Products by 2007,” news release, 2002. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"We will enjoy electronic shopping and banking, including financial transactions that are error-free, secure, easy to use, and low cost."		2		By 2007, there will be electronic shopping and banking. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The forecast uses "we" and is assumed to apply to people worldwide. 		2		211		yes		2000		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that Battelle is making the forecasts but doesn’t specify that experts at Battelle is doing so. However, Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied. 		2007		no		1.4		Technology migration to shopping and banking.		2		Technology Migration		2009		2005		41		1				225		yes		-7		no		Electronic commerce 		yes		Ground truth documents indicate that both e-banking and e-commerce were routinely used by 2000 and 2001, and have increased in use since then. 								no		E-commerce requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Commerce is a form of communication.  		2		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence technology is being worked on at the time of forecast.		2		7		5		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1						4/6/2011 14:25		7/17/2012 8:26		SF		211		SF

		4		yes		yes						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 2002. 		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		Several voice-activated household products were available in 2007. 		The forecast simply states that several household products will be voice-activated but does not describe how widespread the use of these products will be. 

Used 2002 source from NYTimes to conclude 2002 as the year of realization.		1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Breakthroughs for Future Household Products by 2007,” news release, 2002. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Products throughout the home, such as televisions, computers, lights, and other electronic appliances, will be operated by voice commands."		2		By 2007, several (4-10) household products will be voice-activated. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No specific country or region listed.		2		212		yes		2002		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that Battelle is making the forecasts but doesn’t specify that experts at Battelle is doing so. However, Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied. 		2007		no		1		Household products will evolve such that they're voice-activated. 		2		Evolution		2009		2005		41		1				225		yes		-5		no		Voice-activated electronics		yes		Ground truth documents indicate that a number of voice-activated household products were available by 2007, such as microwaves, TV remotes, light switches, MP3 players, and telephones. 								no		The voice activation would be a subsystem of the appliance or electronic device.		2		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Most of the household products identified in the direct forecast quote communicate information. 		2		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence technology is being worked on at the time of forecast.		2		5		5		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		2007		2002		4/6/2011 14:29		7/10/2012 8:01		SF		212		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 2002. 		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		Self-vaccuming carpets did not exist in 2007. 		The forecast states that there would be self-vacuuming carpets in 2007, which implies that they will exist but might not be widely used. 		1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Breakthroughs for Future Household Products by 2007,” news release, 2002. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"These products could range from smart filters on furnaces and air vents to localized filtering appliances to new concepts, such as anti-allergen and anti-bacterial surfaces and self-vacuuming carpets that serve as filtering systems."  		1		By 2007, there will be self-vacuuming carpets that serve as filtering systems. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The technology can appear or be available anywhere in the world.		1		213		no				no		2007		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that Battelle is making the forecasts but doesn’t specify that experts at Battelle is doing so. However, Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied. 		2007		no				Carpets will evolve such that they're self-vacuuming and serve as filtering systems.		1		Evolution		2009		2005		41		1				236		yes				no		Self-vacuuming, filtering carpets		yes		While a patent was issued in 1998 for a self-cleaning entry carpet, there is no evidence to suggest that self-vacuuming carpets existed or were in use by 2007. 								no		Self-vacuuming carpets would require a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Self-vacuuming carpets that serve as filtering systems likely do so by  chemical, physical, and or means. 		1		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technology was immature when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		yes				2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1						4/6/2011 14:34		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		213		SF

		5		yes		yes		Couldn't discern the year of realization.

Added data concerning antimicrobial copper alloys which claim to be the only antimicrobial surface allowed to make public health claims in the U.S - these became licensed to be marketed as such in 2008. DF				yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 2002. 		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		yes		Antibacterial and anti-allergen countertops, other than antibacterial quartz, existed in the forecast timeframe. Antimicrobial copper alloys, which claim to be the only antimicrobial surface allowed to make public health claims in the U.S, became licensed to be marketed as such in 2008		Assumed that products registered by the EPA as being antibacterial are the only truly antibacterial surfaces. 		1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Breakthroughs for Future Household Products by 2007,” news release, 2002. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"These products could range from smart filters on furnaces and air vents to localized filtering appliances to new concepts, such as anti-allergen and anti-bacterial surfaces and self-vacuuming carpets that serve as filtering systems." 		1		By 2007, there will be anti-allergen and anti-bacterial surfaces. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Does not specify one country or region.		1		214		yes		2008		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that Battelle is making the forecasts but doesn’t specify that experts at Battelle is doing so. However, Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied. 		2007		no		0.2		Anti-allergen and anti-bacterial surfaces will migrate to household use. 		1		Technology Migration		2009		2005		41		1				236		yes		1		no		Anti-allergen/anti-bacterial surfaces		yes		Antibacterial and anti-allergen countertops were not available in 2007. 								yes		Would probably be a subsystem of filtering that could be applied to different devices/systems.		1		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Physical, chemical, and/or mechanical properties enable surfaces to be anti-bacterial and anti-allergen. 		1		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence in article that technology is being worked on at time of forecast.		1		1		5		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		2007		2002		4/6/2011 14:38		7/11/2012 13:06		SF		214		SF

		0		yes		no		Document was written in same year as the forecasted event is to occur. 				yes		Article written on May 1, 2006.		1				1. Not realized at all				yes		The technology did not develop until the next year				1		LC Angell, "iPod nano to get video playback, Apple working on vPod battery life?," May 1, 2006, www.ilounge.com [News Relese]				yes		Trade press and popular media		"We are also picking up that basic video playback capability will likely be added to further differentiate against competitors.  We anticipate these new nanos will become available in the September quarter..."		1		In the September quarter, the ipod Nano will be equipped with basic video playback capabilities.										1		Worldwide		American Technology Research is now known as Gleacher & Company and is based in the United States.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Ipod Nano's ship worldwide.		NA		215		no		2007		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		"Wu said in a research note to clients." May also be expert sourcing.				no				The already created ipod Nanos are developing by adding new video playback capabilities.  "We are also picking up that basic video playback capability will likely be added to further differentiate against competitors. We anticipate these new nanos will become available in the September quarter"		1		Evolution						40		2		8		226		yes				no		Ipod Nano		yes		No video capabilities.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Ipod Nano is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Ipod Nanos are a multi-media device but this forecast was about developing new video capabilities, which would be computing.		1		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Ipods Nanos did not have video capabilities at the time of the forecast. 		NA				0		Short-term		no				2006		2006		"We anticipate these new nanos will become available in the September quarter..."  This is a range of months from September through December.		1						4/6/2011 15:10		1/30/2012 10:32		SF		215		ND

		1		yes		no				Might be difficult to verify.		yes		Document publication date.		3		2. A lot of interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1967		yes		Around 1977, wool's market share was half of the 1952 market share. Synthetics made up the difference in the market share, which can be taken to mean that synthetics replaced wool. 		I struggled with how to evaluate this.  As stated the forecast implies a zero sum game where synthetics replace wool on a one to one basis. However, until recently wool continued to grow in absolute terms. As a portion of market share, however, wool was replaced by synthetics.  

Unable to determine what year between 1975 and 1980 that the forecasted event was realized; decided on 1977 because it was the mid-point. 		3		Science News-Letter, "Synthetic Future Forecast," Science News-Letter, 61:1 (1952): 3-4				yes		Academic publications		"...synthetic fibers will replace the natural fibers, with half the wool now consumed substituted by synthetics within 10 to 20 years..."		4		Between 1962-1972, half of the wool consumed in 1952 will be substituted with synthetic materials. 										1		Worldwide		Dr. Adams is affiliated with the University of Illinois. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		The article speaks in general terms about "man's" scientific future; this presumably applies worldwide. 		3		216		no		1977		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were derived from Dr. Roger Adams, an organic chemist at the University of Illinois.		1967		no		0.666666667		Synthetic fabrics will emerge and replace natural fabrics. 		4		Technology emergence		1972		1962		42		1		4		230		yes		10		no		Synthetic fabrics		yes		Around 1967 (1970) the market share of wool dropped 3 points.  It wasn't until ~10 years later the market share of wool dropped a further 2.5 points or to 1/2 of its share in 1952. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The materials would be a component.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Synthetic fabrics are materials. 		4		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		In 1952 synthetic fibers existed but they were not largely used for general textiles. 		4		10		15		Long-term		yes		ND		1952				The forecast statement reads, "within 10 to 20 years." Since the article was published in 1952, that would mean 1962-1972. 		4		1972		1962		4/7/2011 8:24		1/24/2012 7:46		SF		216		SF

		3		yes		no		For batteries this was true in 1995, for fuel cells it hasn't been realized.  We would need to define compact, long-lasting, and highly portable to fully evaluate. 				yes		The document indicates that the content was originally posted by Battelle in 1995.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		3. Almost realized		2005		yes		The forecast is true for batteries but not for fuel cells. 		The term "long-lasting" is not defined by the forecaster. The analyst took this to mean "longer lasting"; that batteries for small electrical devices in that timeframe should last longer than their predecessors. 		1		Battelle Memorial Institute, "The Top Ten Strategic Technologies by 2005, in Order of Importance," news release, 1995.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Compact, long-lasting and highly portable energy sources, including fuel cells and batteries will power electronic devices of the future, such as portable personal computers."		1		By 2005, fuel cells and batteries will be portable and long-lasting, enabling them to power small electrical devices. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle's headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		These technologies might be available and used worldwide. 		1		217		no		1999		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		No methodology described, but Battelle produces technology forecasts regularly. Other forecast documents indicate that forecasts are derived from Battelle experts and researchers. Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied.  		2005		no		0.6		Fuel cells and batteries will be more compact and longer lasting such that they can be used to power small devices.		1		Evolution		2008		2002		43		1				227		yes		-6		yes		Portable energy sources		yes		Portable, longer-lasting batteries were capable of powering laptops as early as 1999. There is still no market for portable fuel cells that can power small electric devices.  								no		Fuel cells and batteries are components of systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Predicting evolution of a technology already available at time of forecast.		1		6		10		Medium-term		yes		ND		1995		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1						4/7/2011 9:52		1/17/2012 16:33		JH		217		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The document indicates that the content was originally posted by Battelle in 1995.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		3. Almost realized		2005		yes		An electronic device that merged the characteristics of telephones and computers was available in 1996. However, this device was larger than a pocket calculator but could still fit in a pocket. Also, it is unclear whether the device could act as a fax machine. 		The forecast is clear. Some interpretation involved in trying to determine how a mobile phone could serve as a fax machine. 		1		Battelle Memorial Institute, "The Top Ten Strategic Technologies by 2005, in Order of Importance," news release, 1995.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Interactive, wireless data centers in a pocket calculator-size will provide users with a fax machine, telephone, and computer capable of storing all the volumes in their local library."		1		By 2005, a wireless, pocket-sized electronic device will merge the characteristics of fax machines, telephones, and computers. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle's headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The technology will be available worldwide and might emerge anywhere in the world. 		1		218		yes		1996		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		No methodology is described, but Battelle produces technology forecasts regularly. Other forecast documents indicate that forecasts are derived from Battelle experts and researchers. Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied.		2005		no		0.9		The pocket-sized device containing all of the aforementioned characteristics will emerge. 		1		Technology emergence		2008		2002		43		1				225		yes		-9		no		Personal digital assistants		yes		The Nokia Communicator 9000 was released in 1996. It could access the Internet wirelessly and make calls. 								no		PDAs are systems.		1		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The technology described in the forecast has all of the characteristics of a PDA. 		1		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		This technology was being developed when the forecast was made. 		1		9		10		Medium-term		yes		ND		1995		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		2005		1995		4/7/2011 9:57		7/17/2012 8:25		SF		218		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document indicates that the content was originally posted by Battelle in 1995.		1						2005		no						NA		Battelle Memorial Institute, "The Top Ten Strategic Technologies by 2005, in Order of Importance," news release, 1995.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Cost-effective "smart systems" will integrate power, sensors, and controls. They eventually will control the manufacturing process from beginning to end."		1		By 2005, smart systems that integrate power, sensors, and controls will control the manufacturing process. 										1		Worldwide		Battelle's headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		This technology can emerge anywhere in the world and be used worldwide. 		1		219		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		No methodology is described, but Battelle produces technology forecasts regularly. Other forecast documents indicate that forecasts are derived from Battelle experts and researchers. Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied.		2005		no				Smart systems that integrate power, sensors,and controls will emerge and will be used in manufacturing.		1		Technology emergence		2008		2002		43		1				232		yes				no		Smart systems for manufacturing		yes										no		Smart systems will integrate power, sensors, and controls, which are all systems. 		1		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Manufacturing is part of production.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast language and timeframe indicate that the technology was not mature when the prediction was made.		1				10		Medium-term		no				1995		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		2005		1995		4/7/2011 10:01		1/30/2012 10:28		SF		219		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The document indicates that the content was originally posted by Battelle in 1995.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		A multi-fuel vehicle capable of selecting fuels was not available until 2006--a year after the forecasted date. Additionally, the forecast implies that more than one vehicle will have these capabilities. There is no evidence of any other multi-fuel vehicle on the market with these capabilities. 		Multi-fuel vehicles needed to be distinguished from flexible-fuel vehicles, in which fuels are contained in a common tank (rather than separate tanks). 		1		Battelle Memorial Institute, "The Top Ten Strategic Technologies by 2005, in Order of Importance," news release, 1995.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Smart vehicles, equipped to operate on a variety of fuels, will select the appropriate fuel based on driving conditions."		1		By 2005, there will be vehicles capable of operating on a variety of fuels and selecting appropriate fuels based on driving conditions.										1		Worldwide		Battelle's headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The technology can emerge anywhere in the world, or be available worldwide. 		1		220		no		2006		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		No methodology is described, but Battelle produces technology forecasts regularly. Other forecast documents indicate that forecasts are derived from Battelle experts and researchers. Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied.		2005		no		0.1		Cars capable of using >1 fuel type will emerge. 		1		Technology emergence		2008		2002		43		1				228		yes		1		no		Hybrid vehicles		yes		A multi-fuel vehicle capable of selecting appropriate fuels based on driving conditions debuted in 2006. 								yes		Picking and processing fuel would involve multiple systems in a car.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence technology is being worked on at time of forecast.		1		1		10		Medium-term		yes		ND		1995		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1						4/7/2011 10:11		9/13/2011 0:13		ND		220		SF

		2		yes		no		Uses "could" which is language that is excluded by our lexicon.		Methodology may not be specific enough to allow for evaluation. 		no		Document publication date		97		3. Moderate interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2004.5		no		Some aircraft operating in the U.S. were equipped with ADS-B in 2005, but ground truth sources indicate that the most aircraft were not equipped with it. 		The phrase, "across the U.S." is ambiguous. The analyst assumes this means nationwide coverage or near-nationwide coverage. 		NA		Phil Scott, "Technology 2000: Aerospace & Military," IEEE Spectrum, January 2000. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"By 2004 or 2005, it could be in use across the United States, and then begin to expand to the rest of the world." 		102		The Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) could be in use across the U.S. by 2004 or 2005. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		IEEE Spectrum headquarters are in New York and the author is based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		102		221		yes				yes		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Expert sourcing is assumed for this forecast, since the article uses information from interviews throughout. 		2004.5		yes				The ADS-B will be in use by this timeframe. 		102		Market penetration		2005		2004		45		1				223		yes				no		Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B)		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that the FAA expected nationwide coverage with the ADS-B to be completed by 2013, and for most aircraft operating in the U.S. to be equipped with some form of ADS-B by 2020.								no		The ADS-B is a system used in aircraft.		102		System		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		The ADS-B is used in air transportation systems. 		102		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the ADS-B was in development when the forecast was made. 		102				4.5		Short-term		no				2000				Explicit in forecast statement. 		102		2005		2004		4/7/2011 13:00		1/30/2012 10:19		SF		221		SF

		1		yes		no		We should try to find a second source that shows the percent of consumers using trackballs.				yes		Article written December 14, 2006.		2		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007.5		no		Trackballs were only used by about 5% of mobile devices within the forecasted timeframe.  5-way keypads were the most dominant method of phone navigation.		Had to calculate percent of mobile devices that used trackballs based on listed mobile devices on the source (mobiledia). Source did not specify if it contained a complete, worldwide listing. 

Evaluated based on number of models with trackballs, not number of mobile devices sold with trackballs.		NA		Mike Elgan, "Why the BlackBerry Pearl is the smart phone of the future," Computerworld, December 14, 2006, accessed April 7, 2011, www.computerworld.com				yes		Trade press and popular media		"The trackball will become the dominant navigational device for mobile devices within two years."		2		Over the next two years the trackball will become the most popular form of navigation for mobile devices, such as the one in the Blackberry Pearl (main focus of the article).										1		Worldwide		Mike Elgan is an American writer based out of Silicon Valley.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Trackballs are available worldwide in phones such as the Blackberry Pearl. The author mentions observing people in international airports.		2		222		no				yes		2010		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This article was written as an opinion piece by one author based on his previous knowledge and understanding of consumer preferences in the area of mobile phone technology.

http://www.elgan.com/: MIKE ELGAN is a Silicon Valley-based columnist, writer, speaker and blogger who specializes in the most complex part of any machine: the user.
His work appears in a variety of publications, including Cult of Mac, Computerworld, Datamation, PC World, InfoWorld, MacWorld, ITWorld, CIO, the San Francisco Chronicle and many others, reaching more than a million readers per month.

Mike publishes a newsletter called Mike's List, and a blog called The Raw Feed. He is also co-authoring a book about healthy living called The Spartan Diet, which has an associated blog.

Between 1990 and 2003, Mike worked as chief editor for a variety of consumer-technology publications (most of which he founded or launched) where he also served as columnist and editorial writer. In the late 1980s, Mike worked as a reporter, editor and editorial writer for three California newspapers.

Mike has appeared as a guest on BBC, CNN, CNBC and FOX News and has been quoted by The New York Times, Wall Street Journal, NPR and hundreds of other publications and media organizations (and even by Bill Gates in one of his books).		2007.5		no				The technology had recently been released into the market. The prediction is simply stating it will become dominant in the next two years.		2		Market penetration		2008		2007		44		2		8		225		yes				no		Trackballs for mobile devices		yes		Trackballs were used by a minority (about 5%) of all mobile devices released in the forecasted year range.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		The trackball is a component of a mobile device 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The trackball is used only in mobile communication devices.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Mobile devices with trackballs had already been released at the time of forecast.		NA				1.5		Short-term		yes		CM		2006				The article predicts the technology to be dominant within the "next two years".		2		2008		2007		4/7/2011 17:02		1/31/2012 11:28		SF		222		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2010, as indicated on the cover page. 		NA								no						NA		J. Ruffolo, P. Lee, and D. Stewart, "Technology Predictions 2010," (London, UK: Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, 2010).				yes		Market research firms		"DTT TMT predicts that in 2010 cloud computing is likely to grow much faster than most other technology verticals...we also expect to see it grow the fastest in the consumer market, rather than in the large enterprise and government markets."		8		In 2010, cloud computing will grow the faster in consumer markets than in large enterprise and government markets.										1		Worldwide		According to page 28 (of the PDF), the document was researched and written by Deloitte/TMT representatives in the UK and Canada.										7		Multi-regional		NA		The technology can be used worldwide. 		8		223		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the document (page 2 of the PDF), the 2010 series of predictions is based on internal and external inputs, including conversations with technology, media, and telecommunications (TMT) companies, contributions from Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu (DTT) member firms' 7,000 partners and senior practitioners specializing in TMT, discussions with financial and industry analysts, and conversations with trade bodies.				no				Cloud computing will be used in a certain market more than others.		8		Market penetration						46		1		4		225		yes				no		Cloud computing		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Cloud computing is made up of complex systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The document lists examples of cloud computing as Gmail, Hotmail, Facebook, and Twitter, implying that it is a communications technology.		8		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document implies that cloud computing exists and is in use.		8				0		Short-term		no				2010		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		8						4/8/2011 11:56		1/30/2012 10:07		SF		223		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2010, as indicated on the cover page. 		NA								no						NA		J. Ruffolo, P. Lee, and D. Stewart, "Technology Predictions 2010," (London, UK: Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, 2010).				yes		Market research firms		Although estimates vary..., in 2009 cloud services revenue was around $55 billion, and we predict that it will likely grow by more than 20 percent in 2010 to roughly $70 billion."		8		In 2010, cloud services revenue will grow to $70 billion. 										1		Worldwide		According to page 28 (of the PDF), the document was researched and written by Deloitte/TMT representatives in the UK and Canada.										7		Multi-regional		NA		Worldwide applicability is implied in the forecast.		8		224		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the document (page 2 of the PDF), the 2010 series of predictions is based on internal and external inputs, including conversations with technology, media, and telecommunications (TMT) companies, contributions from Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu (DTT) member firms' 7,000 partners and senior practitioners specializing in TMT, discussions with financial and industry analysts, and conversations with trade bodies.				no				Revenue is an indication of market penetration.		8		Market penetration						46		1		4		225		yes				no		Cloud computing 		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Cloud computing is composed of complex systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The document provides examples for cloud services, which include Gmail, Hotmail, Facebook, and Twitter. This implies that cloud services are for communications. 		8		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that cloud services were in use at the time of forecast. 		8				0		Short-term		no				2010		2010		Explicit in forecast statement. 		8						4/8/2011 12:42		1/30/2012 10:05		SF		224		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2010, as indicated on the cover page. 		NA								no						NA		J. Ruffolo, P. Lee, and D. Stewart, "Technology Predictions 2010," (London, UK: Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, 2010).				yes		Market research firms		"In 2010, over one million seats may go thin client, with the largest deployments involving tens of thousands of seats."		10		In 2010, > 1 million seats may use a thin client approach based on the Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (a computing model based on "thin" or stateless clients, centralized applications, and processing power).  

**According to the article, a thin client approach centralizes processing power and data storage and replaces a user's computer with a dumb terminal whose role is limited to sending keyboard and mouse inputs and receiving screen inputs.										1		Worldwide		According to page 28 (of the PDF), the document was researched and written by Deloitte/TMT representatives in the UK and Canada.										7		Multi-regional		NA		Worldwide use implied. 		10		225		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the document (page 2 of the PDF), the 2010 series of predictions is based on internal and external inputs, including conversations with technology, media, and telecommunications (TMT) companies, contributions from Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu (DTT) member firms' 7,000 partners and senior practitioners specializing in TMT, discussions with financial and industry analysts, and conversations with trade bodies.				no				Number of users or units in use = market penetration. 		10		Market penetration						46		1		4		226		yes				no		Virtual desktop infrastructure		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		A virtual desktop infrastructure is a complex system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		A virtual desktop infrastructure is a computer technology.		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document implies that these models were in use at the time of forecast. 		10				0		Short-term		no				2010		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		10						4/8/2011 12:53		1/30/2012 10:03		SF		225		SF

		0		no		no				Might be difficult to verify whether the technology impacted the security concerns; contingent relationship implied. 		yes		The document was published in 2010, as indicated on the cover page. 		NA								no						NA		J. Ruffolo, P. Lee, and D. Stewart, "Technology Predictions 2010," (London, UK: Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, 2010).				yes		Market research firms		"Thin client should address many of enterprises' key security concerns in 2010, including the following: the impact on reputation from the loss of data; the increasingly professional approach to the creation and dissemination of malware, phishing, and other forms of digital attack; and the ubiquity and capacity of portable data storage, facilitating illicit copying of files." 		11		
In 2010, thin client should address many security concerns, such as: loss of data; malware, phishing, and other digital attacks; and illegal copying of files. 

**According to the article, a thin client approach centralizes processing power and data storage and replaces a user's computer with a dumb terminal whose role is limited to sending keyboard and mouse inputs and receiving screen inputs.										1		Worldwide		According to page 28 (of the PDF), the document was researched and written by Deloitte/TMT representatives in the UK and Canada. 										7		Multi-regional		NA		The forecast implies worldwide applicability. 		11		226		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the document (page 2 of the PDF), the 2010 series of predictions is based on internal and external inputs, including conversations with technology, media, and telecommunications (TMT) companies, contributions from Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu (DTT) member firms' 7,000 partners and senior practitioners specializing in TMT, discussions with financial and industry analysts, and conversations with trade bodies.				no				The technology will be used to address these security concerns. 		11		Technology Migration						46		1		4		226		yes				no		Virtual desktop infrastructures		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Virtual desktop infrastructures are complex systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Virtual desktop infrastructures are computer technologies.		11		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that the technology was in use at the time the forecast was made. 		11				0		Short-term		no				2010		2010		Explicit in forecast statement. 		11						4/8/2011 13:03		1/30/2012 10:01		SF		226		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the cover page.  		NA								no						NA		J. Ruffolo, P. Lee, and D. Stewart, "Technology Predictions 2010," (London, UK: Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, 2010).				yes		Market research firms		"Global C-Si PV manufacturing capacity experienced material growth into 2008, with almost 12GW of annual global capacity, driving silicon and module prices up sharply...the capacity expansion continues unabated...By the end of 2010, annual global capacity is expected to be 24GW, and although demand will grow, it will still only be about 6.2 GW, meaning that utilization will be barely above 25 percent." 		14		In 2010, annual global capacity of global crystalline silicon photovoltaic (C-Si PV) will be 24GW.										1		Worldwide		According to page 28 (of the PDF), the document was researched and written by Deloitte/TMT representatives in the UK and Canada.										7		Multi-regional		NA		Explicit in forecast statement ("global capacity"). 		14		227		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the document (page 2 of the PDF), the 2010 series of predictions is based on internal and external inputs, including conversations with technology, media, and telecommunications (TMT) companies, contributions from Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu (DTT) member firms' 7,000 partners and senior practitioners specializing in TMT, discussions with financial and industry analysts, and conversations with trade bodies.				no				The technology evolves such that capacity increases. 		14		Evolution						46		1		4		230		yes				no		Crystalline silicon photovoltaic (C-Si PV)		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		C-Si PV is a component of integrated circuits and energy production systems.		14-15		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		The document indicates that C-Si PV can making integrated circuits. However, C-Si PV is discussed as being used to produce solar energy. The tech area could be either materials, electronics, or energy and power. The analyst chose materials because C-Si PV can be a material for any of these tech area tags.		14-15		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that C-Si PV was in use at the time of forecast. 		14-15				0		Short-term		no				2010		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		14						4/8/2011 13:19		1/30/2012 9:59		SF		227		SF

		2		yes		no		Forecasted year is the same as the year the forecast was made.				yes		The document was published in 2010, as seen on the cover page. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		Global demand for cement was "at least 2 billion tons" in 2010.		The forecast statement was clear, as were the ground truth sources. Global demand for cement in 2010 was at least 2 billion tons. 		NA		J. Ruffolo, P. Lee, and D. Stewart, "Technology Predictions 2010," (London, UK: Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, 2010).				yes		Market research firms		"In 2010, worldwide demand for cement is expected to be at least two billion tons."		16		In 2010, worldwide demand for cement will be at least two billion tons.										1		Worldwide		According to page 28 (of the PDF), the document was researched and written by Deloitte/TMT representatives in the UK and Canada.										7		Multi-regional		NA		Explicit in forecast statement. 		16		228		yes		2009		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the document (page 2 of the PDF), the 2010 series of predictions is based on internal and external inputs, including conversations with technology, media, and telecommunications (TMT) companies, contributions from Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu (DTT) member firms' 7,000 partners and senior practitioners specializing in TMT, discussions with financial and industry analysts, and conversations with trade bodies.				yes				Demand relates to market penetration. 		16		Market penetration						46		1		4		230		yes				no		Cement		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that global cement demand was 3.29 billion tons in 2010, and was over 2 billion tons in 2009.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Cement is a component of systems, such as buildings, etc.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Cement is a material used for construction and other industries.		16		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Cement is in use. 		NA				0		Short-term		no				2010		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		16						4/8/2011 13:25		7/12/2012 9:51		SC		228		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2010, as seen on the cover page. 		NA								no						NA		J. Ruffolo, P. Lee, and D. Stewart, "Technology Predictions 2010," (London, UK: Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, 2010).				yes		Market research firms		"In 2010, output of low-carbon cements should grow and exceed two million tons, or about 0.1 percent of total cement production in 2010." 		16		In 2010, 2 million tons of low-carbon cements will be produced, which will account for 0.1% of total cement production that year. 										1		Worldwide		According to page 28 (of the PDF), the document was researched and written by Deloitte/TMT representatives in the UK and Canada.										7		Multi-regional		NA		Implied in forecast statement. 		16		229		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the document (page 2 of the PDF), the 2010 series of predictions is based on internal and external inputs, including conversations with technology, media, and telecommunications (TMT) companies, contributions from Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu (DTT) member firms' 7,000 partners and senior practitioners specializing in TMT, discussions with financial and industry analysts, and conversations with trade bodies.				no				Amount of production is an indication of market penetration.		16		Market penetration						46		1		4		230		yes				no		Low-carbon cement 		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Cement is a component of systems (buildings, etc.). 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Low-carbon cement is a material for buildings, etc.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that low-carbon cement was in use at the time the forecast was made. 		16				0		Short-term		no				2010		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		16						4/8/2011 13:34		1/30/2012 10:13		SF		229		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		iii								no						NA		International Federation of Robotics, "World Robotics 2006: Executive Summary," 2006. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"The world market for industrial robots is projected to decrease from 126,700 units in 2005 to 110,600 in 2006."		vi		In 2006, the world market for industrial robots will be 110,600. 										1		Worldwide		The headquarters for the International Federation of Robotics (IFR) is in Frankfurt, Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		vi		230		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This is an executive summary and the forecast methodology isn't explicit. However, the document was produced by the IFR Statistical Department and, so statistical analyses are implied.				no				Explicit in forecast statement. 		vi		Market penetration						47		4				235		yes				no		Industrial robots		yes										no		Robots are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title.		iii		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that industrial robots were in use at the time of forecast. 		vi				0		Short-term		no				2006		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		vi						4/8/2011 14:44		7/12/2012 10:41		SF		230		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.  		iii		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2009		no		The forecast overestimated the number of industrial robots installed worldwide. 		The number of units sold worldwide in 2007 is assumed to be the global market. 		iii		International Federation of Robotics, "World Robotics 2006: Executive Summary," 2006. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"From 2007, it will rise by a yearly average of 5.6% to 130,150 in 2009.		vi		In 2009, the world market for industrial robots will be 130,150 units. 										1		Worldwide		The headquarters for the International Federation of Robotics (IFR) is in Frankfurt, Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		iii		Explicit in forecast statement. 		vi		231		no				no		2009		Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This is an executive summary and the forecast methodology isn't explicit. However, the document was produced by the IFR Statistical Department and, so statistical analyses are implied.		2009		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		vi		Market penetration		2010		2008		47		4				235		yes				no		Industrial robots		yes		Only 114,365 new industrial robots were installed worldwide in 2007. This number declined in 2008 and 2009, and there is no indication that it has improved. 								no		Robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		vii		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that industrial robots were in use at the time of forecast. 		vi				3		Short-term		yes		ND		2006		2009		Explicit in forecast statement. 		vi						4/8/2011 14:48		7/12/2012 10:41		SF		231		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		iii		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2009		no		There were fewer than 1,112,500 operational industrial robots worldwide in 2009. 		The forecast statement and ground truth source are both clear. However, the ground truth source was produced by the same organization that produced the forecast, although the forecast was derived from a document that was published 2 years earlier. Since the ground truth document proved the forecast incorrect, the analyst decided to use the ground truth document even though it was published by the same organization.  		iii		International Federation of Robotics, "World Robotics 2006: Executive Summary," 2006. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"In terms of units, it is estimated that the worldwide stock of operational industrial robots will increase from about 922,900 units at the end of 2005 to 1,112,500 at the end of 2009..."		vii		In 2009, the worldwide stock of operational industrial robots will be 1,112,500 units. 										1		Worldwide		The headquarters for the International Federation of Robotics (IFR) is in Frankfurt, Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		vii		Explicit in forecast statement.		vii		232		no				no		2009		Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This is an executive summary and the forecast methodology isn't explicit. However, the document was produced by the IFR Statistical Department and, so statistical analyses are implied.		2009		no				The number of units sold is an indication of market penetration.		vii		Market penetration		2010		2008		47		4				235		yes				no		Industrial robots 		yes		The total worldwide stock of operational industrial robots at the end of 2009 was 1,020,731. 								no		Robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		vii		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that industrial robots were in use at the time of forecast. 		vii				3		Short-term		yes		ND		2006		2009		Explicit in forecast statement.		vii						4/8/2011 14:55		7/12/2012 10:40		SF		232		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date		iii		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007.5		yes		>34,000 professional-use robots were installed in 2006. 		Robot sales for 2006-2009 had to be looked up on a year-by year basis, and the source documents for these figures were produced by the same organization that published the forecast.

The analyst assumed that the robots installed in the years were new (additions to current stocks). 		iii		International Federation of Robotics, "World Robotics 2006: Executive Summary," 2006. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Projections for the period 2006-2009: 34,000 new service robots for professional use to be installed."		ix		Between 2006 and 2009, the stock of service robots for professional use will increase by 34,000. 

**The first graph on page x shows the number of service robots for professional use in 2005 by purpose (underwater, cleaning, medical, logistic, etc.). This should be used when verifying ground truth.										1		Worldwide		The headquarters for the International Federation of Robotics (IFR) is in Frankfurt, Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		ix		Worldwide stock is implied, since most other forecasts in the document apply on a global scale. 		ix		233		yes		2006		yes				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This is an executive summary and the forecast methodology isn't explicit. However, the document was produced by the IFR Statistical Department and, so statistical analyses are implied.		2007.5		no		1		Stock is an indication of market penetration. 		ix		Market penetration		2009		2006		47		4				235		yes		-1.5		no		Service robots		yes		39,900 service robots for professional use were installed in 2006. 49,000 were installed in 2007; 63,000 in 2008; and 76,600 in 2009. 								yes		Services robots were not as complex/autonomous as other robots when the forecast was made, and were therefore systems (rather than systems of systems). 		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		ix		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The report indicates that service robots were in use at the time of forecast. 		ix		1.5		1.5		Short-term		yes		ND		2006				Explicit in forecast statement. 		ix		2009		2006		4/8/2011 15:02		7/12/2012 10:40		SF		233		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		iii						2006.5		no						NA		International Federation of Robotics, "World Robotics 2006: Executive Summary," 2006. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Projections for the period 2005-2008: about 5.6 million units of service robots for personal use to be sold."		ix		Between 2005 to 2008, 5.6 million units of service robots will be sold for personnal use. 

**Use second graph on page x to verify ground truth. 										1		Worldwide		The headquarters for the International Federation of Robotics (IFR) is in Frankfurt, Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		NA		Most of the other forecasts in the document contain explicit language that they apply globally. 		ix		234		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This is an executive summary and the forecast methodology isn't explicit. However, the document was produced by the IFR Statistical Department and, so statistical analyses are implied.		2006.5		no				Sales indicate market penetration. 		ix		Market penetration		2008		2005		47		4				235		yes				no		Service robots		yes										no		Service robots were not as complex/autonomous as other robots when the forecast was made, and were therefore systems (rather than systems of systems). 		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title.		iii		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that service robots were in use at the time of forecast. 		iii				0.5		Short-term		no				2006				Explicit in forecast statement.		ix		2008		2005		4/8/2011 15:07		7/12/2012 10:39		SF		234		SF

		2		yes		no		Uses "could" which is language excluded by our lexicon however the context and other information provided is very explicit indicating a verifiable forecast.

Due to a scarcity of data on robot sales, IFR-produced reports were used to verify this IFR forecast. The analyst thought this appropriate because the ground truth sources indicate that, while this particular forecast happens to be true, the original forecast underestimated the number of robots sold in the timeframe. 		Might be difficult to verify.		yes		Document publication date.		iii		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007.5		yes		>3.9 million domestic robots sold in the forecast timeframe. 		Robot sales for 2006-2009 had to be looked up on a year-by year basis, and the source documents for these figures were produced by the same organization that published the forecast.		NA		International Federation of Robotics, "World Robotics 2006: Executive Summary," 2006. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"It is projected that sales of all types of domestic robots (vacuum cleaning, lawn-mowing, window cleaning and other types) in the period 2006-2009 could reach some 3.9 million units."		ix		Between 2006 and 2009, sales of all types of domestic robots could reach 3.9 million units.

**The second graph on page x might be helpful when verifying ground truth.										1		Worldwide		The headquarters for the International Federation of Robotics (IFR) is in Frankfurt, Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		NA		Most of the forecasts in the document are explicitly global.		NA		235		yes		2008		yes				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This is an executive summary and the forecast methodology isn't explicit. However, the document was produced by the IFR Statistical Department and, so statistical analyses are implied.		2007.5		no		0.333333333		Sales are an indication of market penetration. 		ix		Market penetration		2009		2006		47		4				235		yes		0.5		no		Domestic robots		yes		2.4 million domestic robots sold in 2006, 3.4 million in 2007, 4.5 million in 2008, and 5.6 million in 2009. 								yes		Domestic robots were not as complex or autonomous as other robots when the forecast was made, and were therefore systems (rather than systems of systems). 		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that domestic robots were in use at the time of forecast. 		NA		0.5		1.5		Short-term		yes				2006				Explicit in forecast statement.		ix		2009		2006		4/8/2011 15:12		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		235		SF

		2		yes		no		Due to a scarcity of data on robot sales, IFR-produced reports were used to verify this IFR forecast. The analyst thought this appropriate because the ground truth sources indicate that, while this particular forecast happens to be true, the original forecast underestimated the number of robots sold in the timeframe. 				yes		Document publication date.		iii		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007.5		yes		By 2007, >1.6  million robots were sold for entertainment and leisure. 		Robot sales for 2006-2009 had to be looked up on a year-by year basis, and the source documents for these figures were produced by the same organization that published the forecast. 		iii		International Federation of Robotics, "World Robotics 2006: Executive Summary," 2006. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"The market for entertainment and leisure robots, which includes toy robots, is forecast at about 1.6 million units..."		ix-x		Between 2006 and 2009, about 1.6 million robots will be sold for entertainment and leisure.

**The second graph on page x might be helpful when verifying ground truth.										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by the International Federation of Robotics (IFR), which is headquartered in Frankfurt, Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		iii		Most of the forecasts in the document are explicitly global.		iii		236		yes		2007		yes				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This is an executive summary and the forecast methodology isn't explicit. However, the document was produced by the IFR Statistical Department and, so statistical analyses are implied.		2007.5		no		0.333333333		Sales are an indication of market penetration. 		x		Market penetration		2009		2006		47		4				235		yes		-0.5		no		Entertainment and leisure		yes		1.1 million were sold in 2006, 2 million in 2007, <3 million in 2008, and 3.1 million in 2009. 								yes		Robots that were used for entertainment and leisure when the forecast was made were not as autonomous or complex as those used for other applications and were therefore systems (rather than systems of systems). 		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		iii		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Robots were in use for entertainment and leisure at the time of forecast. 		x		0.5		1.5		Short-term		yes		ND		2006				Not explicit in forecast statement, but explicit in the second graph on page x. 		x		2009		2006		4/8/2011 15:16		7/12/2012 10:37		SF		236		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		iii								no						NA		International Federation of Robotics, "World Robotics 2006: Executive Summary," 2006. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		vi		The worldwide stock of operational industrial robots will be 964,100 at the end of 2006. Adapted from table 1.										1		Worldwide		The headquarters for the International Federation of Robotics (IFR) is in Frankfurt, Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		NA		Table 1. 		vi		237		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This is an executive summary and the forecast methodology isn't explicit. However, the document was produced by the IFR Statistical Department and, so statistical analyses are implied.				no				Stock is an indication of market penetration. 		vi		Market penetration						47		4				235		yes				no		Industrial robots		yes										no		Robots are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		iii		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Industrial robots were in use at the time of forecast. 		NA				0		Short-term		no				2006		2006		Table 1. 		vi						4/8/2011 15:20		7/12/2012 10:35		SF		237		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		iii								no						NA		International Federation of Robotics, "World Robotics 2006: Executive Summary," 2006. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		vi 		By the end of 2006, 65,000 industrial robots will be installed in Asia/Australia. Adapted from table 1. 										4		Asia		The headquarters for the International Federation of Robotics (IFR) is in Frankfurt, Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		NA		Per table 1, this forecast applies to Asia and Australia. 		vi		238		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This is an executive summary and the forecast methodology isn't explicit. However, the document was produced by the IFR Statistical Department and, so statistical analyses are implied.				no				Installation implies market penetration. 		vi		Market penetration						47		4				235		yes				no		Industrial robots		yes										no		Robots are systems. 		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		iii		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Industrial robots were in use at the time of forecast. 		NA				0		Short-term		no				2006		2006		Table 1. 		vi						4/8/2011 15:25		1/30/2012 9:14		SF		238		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		iii								no						NA		International Federation of Robotics, "World Robotics 2006: Executive Summary," 2006. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		vi		By the end of 2006, there will be 28,200 industrial robots installed in Europe. Derived from table 1.										5		Europe		The headquarters for the International Federation of Robotics (IFR) is in Frankfurt, Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		NA		Per table 1, this includes all of Europe.		vi		239		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This is an executive summary and the forecast methodology isn't explicit. However, the document was produced by the IFR Statistical Department and, so statistical analyses are implied.				no				Installation is an indication of market penetration.		vi		Market penetration						47		4				235		yes				no		Industrial robots		yes										no		Robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title.		iii		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Industrial robots were in use at the time of forecast. 		NA				0		Short-term		no				2006		2006		Table 1		vi						4/8/2011 15:29		7/12/2012 10:35		SF		239		SF

		2		yes		no				Might be difficult to verify. 		yes		The document was published in the summer of 2008, as indicated on the cover and title page.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2009		no		The forecast overestimated the percent of virtualized servers by 27%. 		Direct comparison of percent of virtualized servers. 		34		PricewaterhouseCoopers, “Technology Forecast”, Summer 2008. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Adoption of virtualization solutions is expected to accelerate for the next few years. According to Forrester Research, half of surveyed enterprise IT organizations were using x86 server virtualization in early 2008, increasing to two-thirds by 2009. Among enterprises using virtualization, 24 percent of servers are virtualized today, and that percentage is expected to reach 45 percent by 2009."		34		Among enterprises using virtualization, 24 percent of servers are virtualized today, and that percentage is expected to reach 45 percent by 2009.										1		Worldwide		Pricewaterhouse Coopers is an international organization, as indicated on the document cover. There is no indication of this report having been written by U.S. analysts. 										7		Multi-regional		NA		Virtualized servers can be located worldwide. 		34		240		yes				no		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The sentence before the forecast statement indicates that "half of surveyed enterprise IT organizations were using...", indicating that the forecast was derived from a survey. The survey was conducted by Forrester Research--not PricewaterhouseCoopers. The original research by Forrester Research was not cited in the PWC report. 		2009		no				Number of enterprises using virtualization is an indication of market penetration. 		34		Market penetration		2009		2009		48		1		5		226		yes				no		Virtualization solutions		yes		Only 18% of servers were virtualized in 2009. 		Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Servers are computer systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Virtualization solutions will likely involve software. 		34		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the technology was mature at the time the forecast was made.		34				1		Short-term		yes		ND		2008		2009		Explicit in forecast statement. 		34						4/11/2011 11:26		1/25/2012 10:46		SF		240		SF

		0		yes		no		Need original document from Forrester Research. 		Need original document from Forrester Research. 		yes		The document was published in the summer of 2008, as indicated on the cover page. 		NA								no						44		PricewaterhouseCoopers, “Technology Forecast”, Summer 2008. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"...51 percent of Global 2000 companies expect to buy Web 2.0 tools in 2008."		44		In 2008, 51% of Global 2000 companies will buy Web 2.0 tools.										1		Worldwide		PricewaterhouseCoopers is an international corporation.										7		Multi-regional		NA		The forecast pertains to Global 2000 companies. 		44		241		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast is derived from a survey that was conducted by Forrester Research in 2008. The document does not cite the Forrester Research document so the original source cannot be retrieved. 				no				Global 2000 companies expect to purchase Web 2.0 tools, which indicates market penetration. 		44		Market penetration						48		1		5		225		yes				no		Web 2.0 		yes				Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Web 2.0 tools are part of a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Web 2.0 is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the technology was mature at the time the forecast was made.		44				0		Short-term		no				2008		2008		Explicit in forecast statement. The date is assumed to mean the end of 2008, since the document was published in the summer of 2008. 		44						4/11/2011 11:31		1/30/2012 9:07		SF		241		SF

		0		yes		no		The document is horribly worded here.  At face value it doesn't make sense as both multi-junction and single junction si solar cells exceeded 20% well before 1995.  We could focus on the "practical application" statement however I think commercial technologies above 20% also existed at this point.  Alternatively, based on the subsequent sentences the forecast might be referring to thin film or amorphous silicon solar cells.  As we have it currently worded I can’t evaluate.				yes		Document publication date, according to this site: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/l_all-e.html.		NA						2000		no						2-Jan		National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP), "Japanese and German Technology Forecast Survey (Mini-Delphi): NISTEP Report No. 42," December 1995.  				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The practical application of solar cells of about 20% in conversion efficiency was considered to progress in about 10 years from now in Japan as can be seen in '101: Practical application of large area amorphous silicon solar cells with an efficiency of 20% or more' and '102: Practical application of large area thin film solar cells with an efficiency of 20%'."		6		In ten years, solar cells will have a 20% solar conversion efficiency in Japan. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The report was produced by the Japanese National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP). 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		Explicit in forecast statement.		6		242		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Document title and methodology discussion.		2000		yes				The technology will evolve such that its conversion efficiency is 20%. 		6		Evolution		2005		1995		49		1		6		227		yes				no		Solar cells 		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Solar cells are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		6		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The document indicates that solar cells of the specified capacity were immature when the forecast was made.		6				5		Short-term		no				1995		2005		The forecast statement reads, "the practical application of solar cells of about 20% in conversion efficiency was considered to progress in about 10 years from now..." Since the document was published in 1995, the predicted event should occur in 2005. 		6		2005		1995		4/11/2011 12:28		1/30/2012 9:03		SF		242		SF

		2		yes		no		This might be a scientific prediction not a technology one.  

If we do keep it in the data set we need to revisit the statement "mechanism of high temperature superconductivity."  It is generally agreed upon that paired electrons enable resistance free flow and this theory may have existed in 1995.  However I don't think the details on how electrons pair have been worked out.  Nor is there a complete enough theory to predict future superconducting materials.
		Might not be relevant; more about basic research than technology development. 		yes		Document publication date, according to this site: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/l_all-e.html		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		The forecast revelation of the mechanism of high temperature superconductivity had not occurred by the forecast year.		Data stated clearly in evidence.		2-Jan		National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP), "Japanese and German Technology Forecast Survey (Mini-Delphi): NISTEP Report No. 42," December 1995.  				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"It was predicted that relatively small scale application technologies would be realized in more than 10 years from now, and that the mechanism of high temperature superconductivity would also be revealed within 10 years from now." 		7		Between 1995 and 2005, researchers will have successfully demonstrated high-temperature super-conductivity in the lab.
										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by the Japanese National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP).		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		The mechanism of high temperature superconductivity can be elucidated anywhere in the world. 		7		243		yes				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Document title and methodology section.		2000		no				Science is evolving such that the mechanisms for certain phenomena  can be elucidates. 		7		Evolution		2005		1995		49		1		6		227		yes				no		High temperature superconductivity		yes		In 2000 there was no clear understanding of the mechanism of high temperature superconductivity. This was still the case in 2011.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Superconductors are components. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		High temperature superconductivity is a process involved in generating power. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The document indicates that research on the mechanism was immature at the time.		7				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1995				The forecast verbiage is "within 10 years from now", which indicates that the event will happen between 1995 (forecast date) and 2005. 		7		2005		1995		4/11/2011 13:20		7/12/2012 13:12		SC		243		SF

		3		yes		no				Might be difficult to verify. 		yes		Document publication date, as indicated on this site: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/l_all-e.html
		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		Electronic libraries were commonly-used in 2003. 		"Prevalent use" was ambiguous. The analyst translated it to mean widespread or popular.  		2-Jan		National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP), "Japanese and German Technology Forecast Survey (Mini-Delphi): NISTEP Report No. 42," December 1995.  				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"It was predicted that about 85% of subjects concerning artificial intelligence would be realized in a period from 2003 to 2010, and that in the beginning of the 21st century, various applications would be practiced and prevalently effected one after another in a short period of time. It was predicted that technologies relatively close to our daily life such as '213: Prevalent use of an electronic library to allow access to necessary documents and literature from respective residences' and '212: Prevalent use of a system for retrieving data and knowledge within several minutes from throughout the world without specifying any data base' would be realized about 2003." 		7		In 2003, prevalent use of an electronic library will allow access to necessary documents and literature from respective residences. 										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by the Japanese National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP).		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		The library can emerge or be used worldwide. 		7		244		yes		2003		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Document title and methodology section.		2003		no		0		The use of a library implies market penetration. 		7		Market penetration		2005		2001		49		1		6		235		yes		0		no		Artificial intelligence		yes		Electronic libraries were commonly-used in 2003. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		The electronic library would be a system. 		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		The forecast is embedded in a section entitled, "artificial intelligence." 		7		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence given that technology is being worked on at the time of forecast.		7		0		8		Medium-term		yes		ND		1995		2003		Explicit in forecast statement. 		7						4/11/2011 13:28		1/24/2012 7:07		SF		244		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, according to this site: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/l_all-e.html		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		yes		By 2007 a technology that allowed defects to be prevented in and removed from silicon by constantly controlling pressure applied to wafers during the manufacturing process had been developed.		Data stated clearly in source.		2-Jan		National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP), "Japanese and German Technology Forecast Survey (Mini-Delphi): NISTEP Report No. 42," December 1995.  				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"It was considered that such technologies as "Practical application of a technology for identifying kinds of individual atoms by high resolution surface analysis" and "225: Development of a technology for repairing and controlling the surface defects of silicon" expected to be foundations for various applications would progress by 2006..."		7		By 2006, a technology for repairing and controlling the surface defects of silicon will be developed.										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by the Japanese National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP).		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		The technology could emerge anywhere in the world. 		7		245		no		2007		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Document title and methodology section.		2006		no		0.090909091		Technology development = emergence. 		7		Technology emergence		2009		2003		49		1		6		232		yes		1		no		Nanotechnology 		yes		In 2006 a technology for repairing and controlling suface defects of silicon had not been developed.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Nanomaterials would repair and control defects on silicon. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Nanotechnology that can repair and control the surface defects of silicon. This relates to production.  		7		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that the technology was not mature at the time.		7		1		11		Long-term		yes		SF		1995		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		7		2006		1995		4/11/2011 13:34		7/2/2012 13:24		SF		245		SF

		0		yes		no				Might not be relevant to the study; contingent relationship. 		yes		Document publication date, according to this site: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/l_all-e.html
		NA								no						2-Jan		National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP), "Japanese and German Technology Forecast Survey (Mini-Delphi): NISTEP Report No. 42," December 1995.  				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"...Quantitatively and qualitatively revealing the influence of methane gas on global warming would be realized relatively early till about 2007."		9		In 2007, the influence of methane gas on global warming will be revealed quantitatively. 										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by the Japanese National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP).		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		The research can be conducted anywhere in the world. 		9		246		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Document title and methodology section.				no				Science will evolve such that there will be literature revealing the role of methane gas in global warming. 		9		Evolution						49		1		6		227		no				no		Methane gas		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Methane gas is a component of a larger system. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Methane gas		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that this research was immature. 		9				12		Long-term		no				1995		2007		Explicit in forecast statement. 		9						4/11/2011 13:44		1/30/2012 8:57		SF		246		SF

		4		yes		no		Can't discern the year of realization. 

Year of realization appears to be 1994, from first source. JG				yes		Document publication date, according to this site: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/l_all-e.html
		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		Microorganisms were used to remediate soil in Germany before 2003.		Unsure what "mass-polluted" soils are; ground truth sources indicate that microorganisms have been used to remediate explosives, light oils, and fuels in separate areas. 		2-Jan		National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP), "Japanese and German Technology Forecast Survey (Mini-Delphi): NISTEP Report No. 42," December 1995.  				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Both the countries generally relatively well agreed in the prediction of realization years, and the subjects greatly different between both the countries were '415: Successful purification of mass-polluted soils by use of microbes" (2010 in Japan and 2003 in Germany)'"...		9		In 2003, microbes will be used to successfully purify mass-polluted soils in Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The report was produced by the Japanese National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP).		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		The forecast pertains to Germany. 		9		247		yes		1994		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Document title and methodology section.		2003		no		1.125		Microbes will be used to clean soil (a new application). 		9		Technology Migration		2005		2001		49		1		6		224		yes		-9		no		Microbial soil remediation		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that Germany has been using microbes for bioremediation of soil since 1994 (a year before the forecast was made). From 1994 to 2003, microbes have been used to remediate soils contaminated with light oils, explosives, xenobiotics, and fuels in Germany. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The microbes would be subsystems associated with the remediation process/system. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		9		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Already exists at time of forecast.		9		9		8		Medium-term		yes		SF		1995		2003		Explicit in forecast statement. 		9						4/11/2011 13:48		7/12/2012 9:09		SF		247		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, according to this site: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/l_all-e.html		NA						2005		no						2-Jan		National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP), "Japanese and German Technology Forecast Survey (Mini-Delphi): NISTEP Report No. 42," December 1995.  				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Both the countries generally relatively well agreed in the prediction of realization years, and the subjects greatly different between both the countries were '415: Successful purification of mass- polluted soils by use of microbes' (2010 in Japan and 2003 in Germany)'' and '401: Prevalent use of small household refuse boxes capable of automatically classifying all kinds of refuse' (2013 in Japan and 2005 in Germany)."		9		In 2005, small household boxes capable of automatically classifying all kinds of refuse will be prevalent in Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The report was produced by the Japanese National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP).		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		Explicit in forecast statement.		9		248		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Document title and methodology section.		2005		no				The technology will be new. 		9		Technology emergence		2008		2002		49		1		6		236		yes				no		Waste sorting system		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		This would be a waste sorting system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		The sorting system would rely on physical, chemical, or mechanical processes to accomplish its task. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Sorting systems of this kind were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1995		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		9						4/11/2011 13:52		1/30/2012 8:54		SF		248		SF

		1		yes		no		Could also be a forecast for technology emergence.  Concepts for BIPV have been around for a while I am not sure the technology was mature in 1995. . 				yes		Document publication date, according to this site: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/l_all-e.html
		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		Solar cells that were integrated into other building materials did not reach the market until 2010. 		I am inferring from this language that BIPV are not "prevalent."  We would need the report to get additional data.		2-Jan		National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP), "Japanese and German Technology Forecast Survey (Mini-Delphi): NISTEP Report No. 42," December 1995.  				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Japanese experts thought that solar cells would be prevalently used in buildings and dwelling houses relatively early as can be seen in '107: Prevalent use of solar cell integrated building materials in the walls and roofs of buildings' (2005)..."		6		By 2005, the use of solar cells that integrated into building materials, walls, and roofs will be prevalent in Japan.  		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The report was produced by the Japanese National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP). 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		Explicit in forecast statement.		6		249		no				no		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Document title and methodology section.		2005		no				Solar cells will be prevalent in building materials. 		6		Market penetration		2008		2002		49		1		6		227		yes				no		Building Intergrated Solar cells		yes		Solar cells were on the market in 2005, but cells that were integrated into other building materials did not reach the market until 2010. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Solar cells are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		6		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Solar cells were on the market when the forecast was made, but not necessarily those that were integrated into other building materials.		NA				10		Medium-term		yes				1995		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		6						4/11/2011 13:59		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		249		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						2005		no						1		John Keller, "Next Decade to See Healthy Spending for Defense Electronics," Military & Aerospace Electronics, April 1, 2001, accessed March 4, 2011, www.militaryaerospace.com/...electronics/.../next-decade-to-see-healthy-spending-for-defense-electronics.html				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Procurement is to surge in 2005 to $13.9 billion as the newest versions of military electronics equipment begin to take to the field, the study says. "		1		Procurement of defense electronics equipment will surge to $13.9 billion in 2005.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The article originated in Newtown, Connecticut.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The forecast addresses U.S. Department of Defense procurement. 		1		250		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were made by a senior military electronics analyst for Forecast International/DMS in Connecticut. 		2005		no				Procurement is an indication of market penetration.		1		Market penetration		2006		2004		52		1		4		225		yes				no		Defense electronics equipment		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Defense electronics can be systems or systems of systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Could be under communications or air transportation. I think communications technology is the best fit.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The equipment was already in use when the forecast was made.		NA				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						4/12/2011 12:55		1/30/2012 8:44		SF		250		SF

		0		yes		no				Might be difficult to verify. 		yes		The article was published in April 2001.		1						2006.5		no						1		John Keller, "Next Decade to See Healthy Spending for Defense Electronics," Military & Aerospace Electronics, April 1, 2001, accessed March 4, 2011, www.militaryaerospace.com/...electronics/.../next-decade-to-see-healthy-spending-for-defense-electronics.html				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Procurement is to surge in 2005 to $13.9 billion as the newest versions of military electronics equipment begin to take to the field, the study says. The following two years (2006 and 2007) appear to be the peak."		1		Procurement of military electronics equipment will peak in 2006 and 2007. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The article originated in Newtown, Connecticut.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The forecast addresses the U.S. Department of Defense. 		1		251		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were made by a senior military electronics analyst for Forecast International/DMS in Connecticut.		2006.5		no				Procurement is an indication of market penetration.		1		Market penetration		2007		2006		52		1		4		225		yes				no		Defense electronics equipment		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Defense electronics are systems or systems of systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Could be computer systems technology or sensors. I think communications technology is the best fit.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Defense electronics equipment were already in use then the forecast was made.		NA				5.5		Medium-term		no				2001				Explicit in forecast statement.		1		2007		2006		4/12/2011 13:03		1/30/2012 8:43		SF		251		SF

		0		yes		yes		Need original Frost & Sullivan report to elucidate methodology. 		Need original Frost & Sullivan report to elucidate methodology. 		yes		Article publication date.		1						2006		no						1		"Air Transport Market: The Demand Continues," Avionics Magazine, January 1, 2001, accessed March 3, 2011, http://www.aviationtoday.com/av/issue/feature/12513.html 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"The world air transport avionics market is expected to maintain a 7% to 10% growth rate annually over the forecast period to 2006, according to Frost & Sullivan, and it is expected to reach $5.52 billion by the end of the forecast period." 		1		By 2006, the world air transport avionics market will reach $5.52 billion.										1		Worldwide		The headquarters for Avionics magazine is in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		252		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast is based on a Frost & Sullivan report/essay. 		2006		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Market penetration		2008		2004		54		2		8		223		yes				no		Avionics 		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Avionics = system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		There is already an avionics market.		1				5		Short-term		yes		ND		2001		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		2006		2001		4/12/2011 14:21		1/31/2012 11:56		SF		252		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Press release dated July 16 2004.		1						2008		no						1		Semico Research Corp, Online staff: Electronic News Press Release, Structured ASIC Market Set to Expand- Semico, July 16, 2004, accessed April 12, 2011, www.semico.com				yes		Market research firms		"Shrinking market windows, lengthening design cycle times, higher design costs and shortened product life cycles are fueling the structured ASIC market and will provide it with the momentum to expand into the future, from $164.1 million last year to $1.4 billion in 2008, a CAGR of 54.4 percent, according to Semico Research Corp."		1		The ASIC market will expand 54.4% or $1.4 billion in the year 2008.										1		Worldwide		Semico is a U.S. company.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		ASIC is a worldwide market.		1		253		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Semico Corp analysts are experts in the field and looked at a number of factors that would effect the overall growth of the ASIC market.		2008		no				Forecast is predicting overall growth of a specific market.		1		Market penetration		2009		2007		53		2		9		226		yes				no		Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) for semiconductors		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		ASICs are circuits in a bigger system.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ASIC are circuits in a system that control one specific process.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		ASIC are already in the market.		NA				4		Short-term		no				2004		2008		"...to $1.4 billion in 2008, a CAGR of 54.4 percent..."		1						4/12/2011 14:49		7/13/2012 11:47		SF		253		ND

		1		yes		no		Need SME to check this; the ground truth source provides IC unit volume for DSP/ASIC. I'm not sure if this is what we're looking for. 		Changed timeline from 2004-2008 to 2008, per standard rules and lexicon. -SFYE		yes		Press release dated July 16, 2004.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		The number of units sold in 2008 exceeded 81.9 million. 		The ground truth document provides IC unit volume, which required some interpretation. 		1		Semico Research Corp, Online staff: Electronic News Press Release, Structured ASIC Market Set to Expand- Semico, July 16, 2004, accessed April 12, 2011, www.semico.com				yes		Market research firms		"Semico forecasts unit volumes for the structured ASIC market to grow from 11.7 million last year to 81.9 million units by 2008, a CAGR of 47.5 percent." 		1		Unit volumes for ASIC market will grow to 81.9 million units by 2008, a CAGR of 47.5%.										1		Worldwide		Semico is a U.S. company.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		ASIC is a worldwide market.		NA		254		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Semico Corp uses a MAP method to determine the demand for ASIC units in 2008.		2008		yes		502		This forecast predicts the growth in the number of units in the structured ASIC market.		1		Market penetration		2009		2007		53		6		36		226		yes		-2008		no		Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) for semiconductors		yes		In 2008, the 2008 IC unit volume for DSP/ASIC was 5.65 billion units. 		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		ASIC is a circuit in a larger system.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ASICs are circuits that control one specific process.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		ASIC were already on the market at the time of the forecast.		NA		2008		4		Short-term		no				2004		2008		Obvious in forecast statement.		1		2008		2004		4/12/2011 15:23		7/13/2012 11:47		SF		254		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Press release dated July 16, 2004.		1						2008		no						1		Semico Research Corp, Online staff: Electronic News Press Release, Structured ASIC Market Set to Expand- Semico, July 16, 2004, accessed April 12, 2011, www.semico.com				yes		Market research firms		"Average selling prices (ASP) for structured ASICs is forecast to be relatively flat over the forecast period reaching $17.61 in 2008, up from $14.03 last year, representing a CAGR of 4.7 percent."		1		Average selling prices for structured ASICs will be $17.61 in 2008 with a CAGR of 4.7%.										1		Worldwide		Semico is a U.S. company.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		ASICs are in a worldwide market.		NA		255		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Uses a MAP model to determine the average selling price which is based on a variety of market factors.		2008		no				Predicted the average cost of structured ASICs.		1		Market penetration		2009		2007		53		6		36		226		yes				no		Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) for semiconductors		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		ASICs are circuits within a larger system.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ASICs are circuits that control one specific process.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		ASICs were already on the market when the forecast was made.		NA				4		Short-term		no				2004		2008		The forecast predicts the average price to be $17.61 "in 2008..."		1						4/12/2011 18:34		7/13/2012 11:47		SF		255		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Press released dated September 6, 2005.		1		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006.5		no		By January 2009 the year-on-year growth rate of worldwide semiconductor revenues had fallen to ~-30% indicating that revenues had fallen dramatically worldwide through 2008.		Interprets falling year-on-year revenues to indicate contraction in size of semiconductor market in 2008. Uses year-on-year change in revenues from January 2009 to cover period "through 2008".		1		Semico Research Press Release, "Semico Predicts Good Growth Ahead for Semiconductor Industry", September 6 2005, accessed April 12, 2011, www.semico.com				yes		Market research firms		"...semiconductor industry. . .prediction for greater than marginal growth over the next several years. . . 'It is Semico’s projection, based on the Inflection Point Indicator (IPI), that we will experience good growth into 2008.'"		1		There will be significant growth in the semiconductor industry through 2008.										1		Worldwide		Semico is a U.S. company.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Semiconductors are a worldwide industry.		NA		256		no				yes		2011		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		"Semico Research developed the Inflection Point Indicator to assist in forecasting semiconductor revenues approximately two quarters in advance. IPI—combined with our bill-of-materials, end-market analysis and primary research—has helped Semico Research accurately forecast the industry ahead of all the other prognosticators."  Semico used IPI to evaluate the demand for the semiconductor industry in the forecasted years.  http://semico.com/about/default.asp		2006.5		no				Prediction based on general growth of the semiconductor industry.		1		Market penetration		2008		2005		55		6		36		226		yes				no		Semiconductors		yes		There was not significant growth in the semiconductor industry 2008.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Semiconductors are a material used in chips or circuitry.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Semiconductors are materials used in transferring electricity.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Semiconductors are already on the market.		NA				1.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				The prediction is into 2008.		1		2008		2005		4/12/2011 20:27		7/2/2012 11:25		SF		256		ND

		0		yes		no		This is a negative forecast. 				yes		Press release dated September 6, 2005.		1						2008		no						1		Semico Research Press Release, "Semico Predicts Good Growth Ahead for Semiconductor Industry", September 6 2005, accessed April 12, 2011, www.semico.com				yes		Market research firms		"'The next downturn will not occur until the end of 2008 and into 2009.'"		1		There will be positive growth until late 2008.										1		Worldwide		Semico is a U.S. company.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Semiconductors are a worldwide industry.		NA		257		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Using the IPI method, Semico Crop predicted the industry's downturn.  "Semico Research developed the Inflection Point Indicator to assist in forecasting semiconductor revenues approximately two quarters in advance. IPI—combined with our bill-of-materials, end-market analysis and primary research—has helped Semico Research accurately forecast the industry ahead of all the other prognosticators."
http://semico.com/about/default.asp		2008		yes				The forecast predicted market demand will decrease in 2008.		1		Market penetration		2009		2007		55		6		36		226		yes				no		Semiconductors		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Semiconductors are a material used to make chips and circuitry.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Semiconductors are a material used to make chips and circuitry.

Might also be materials		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Semiconductors are already on the market.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005		2008		The downturn will begin in 2008.		1						4/12/2011 21:07		1/30/2012 8:26		SF		257		ND

		2		yes		no				Might be difficult to verify; what does forecast mean by saying the first plane won't be "seen" for 5 or 6 years? 		yes		Document publication date.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005.5		no		The A400M was still grounded in 2009--3 years after the forecast said it would be operational. 		The forecast predicted that the A400M would be operational by 2006, but ground truth clearly indicates that the aircraft was not operational even 3 years later in 2009, since development improvements were being made. 		2		Sandra I. Erwin, "European Cargo Plane Inches Forward," National Defense Magazine, December 2000, accessed March 3, 2011, http://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/archive/2000/December/Pages/European_Cargo4302.aspx				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"James I. Baginski, a retired U.S. Air Force major general who was responsible for airlift operations, said it would be misguided to discount the A400M as a viable competitor in the future. 'It will be five to six years before you see the first airplane,' he said.		2		The A400M will be operational in 2005 or 2006. 										7		Multi-regional		The National Defense Industrial Association's headquarters is in Arlington, VA.  The article is about a European cargo plane, but the expert interviewed was an American.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The article discusses the A400M markets in Europe and the U.S. 		2-Jan		258		yes				yes		2009		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast was made during an interview with James I. Baginski, a retired USAF major general. 		2005.5		no				The technology won't emerge/be available for 5 or 6 years. 		2		Technology emergence		2006		2005		56		1		4		223		yes				no		Military aircraft		yes		According to ground truth sources, the A400M project was launched in 1982 but encountered delays during the next 20 years. In 2009, the A400M remained grounded. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Aircrafts are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		2		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The first paragraph of the article indicates that the aircraft could begin being built as early as mid-2001 (1.5 years after the forecast document was published). 		1				5.5		Medium-term		yes		ND		2000				The forecast indicates that the first plane won't be "seen" for five or six years, and the publication date is 2000. 		2		2006		2005		4/13/2011 9:05		9/26/2011 15:45		ND		258		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Presentation date.		1		4. Little interpretation		4. Mostly realized		2005.5		yes		The Eurofighter as declared 'operational' by at least one country by 2005-2006. Actual dates are classified. 		The author did not define "final operational clearance"; this is assumed to mean "operational". The actual date for when the Eurofighter was operational is classified. 		1		Aloysius Rauen, "EADS Military Aircraft," April 28, 2003. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		8		The Eurofighter will obtain final operational clearance at the end of 2005/beginning of 2006. Derived from Slide 8. 										5		Europe		EADS is an international corporation with headquarters in the Netherlands.		189		Netherlands		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		9		The Eurofighter will likely be developed somewhere in Europe. 		9		259		no		2006		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The presenter is using his knowledge of the R&D on the Eurofighter (conducted by his company), expected test and evaluation performance,  client requirements, and unexpected hurdles (materials production, political climate, etc.) that may be encountered during the technology development. 		2005.5		no		0.2		The forecast predicts that the technology will evolve such that it is operational by the given years. 		8		Evolution		2006		2005		57		2		9		223		yes		0.5		yes		Military aircraft		yes		The Eurofighter as declared 'operational' by at least one country by 2005-2006. Actual dates are classified. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Aircraft are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title, program overview.		7		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Slide 8 indicates that the technology was in development in 2003.		8		0.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		ND		2003				Depicted on Slide 8. 		8		2006		2005		4/13/2011 9:28		9/7/2011 13:19		ND		259		SF

		0		yes		no				Might be difficult to verify. 		yes		Document publication date, as seen from the cover page.		NA						2004		no						43		Japan Aircraft Development Corporation, "Worldwide Market Forecast for Commercial Air Transport 2000-2019," June 2000.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		16		The load factor for Asian airlines will be ~68% in 2004. Adapted from graph on page 16. 										4		Asia		The document was written by the Japan Aircraft Development Corporation, as seen from the cover page.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		Table on page 16. 		16		260		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The authors used OAG schedule data and other sources to make forecasts. 		2004		no				Airplanes will evolve such that their load factors will change.		16		Evolution		2005		2003		58		4		20		223		yes				no		Aircraft 		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplanes are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Airplanes were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				4		Short-term		no				2000		2004		Explicit in table.		16						4/13/2011 12:03		1/30/2012 8:23		SF		260		SF

		0		yes		no				Might be difficult to verify.		yes		Document publication date, as seen on the cover page.		NA						2004		no						43		Japan Aircraft Development Corporation, "Worldwide Market Forecast for Commercial Air Transport 2000-2019," June 2000.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		16		The load factor of Japanese airlines will be ~69% in 2004. Derived from table on page 16.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The document was written by the Japan Aircraft Development Corporation, as seen from the cover page.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		Explicit in table.		16		261		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The authors used OAG schedule data and other sources to make forecasts.		2004		no				Airplanes will evolve such that their load factors will change.		16		Evolution		2005		2003		58		4		20		223		yes				no		Aircraft 		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplanes are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Airplanes were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				4		Short-term		no				2000		2004		Table on p.16.		16						4/13/2011 12:07		1/30/2012 8:22		SF		261		SF

		0		yes		no				Might be difficult to verify. 		yes		Document publication date, as seen on the cover page.		NA						2004		no						43		Japan Aircraft Development Corporation, "Worldwide Market Forecast for Commercial Air Transport 2000-2019," June 2000.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		16		The average load factor for airlines worldwide will be ~71% in 2004. Derived from table on page 16. 										1		Worldwide		The document was written by the Japan Aircraft Development Corporation, as seen on the cover page.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		Explicit in table.		16		262		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The authors used OAG schedule data and other sources to make forecasts.		2004		no				Airplanes will evolve such that their load factors will change.		16		Evolution		2005		2003		58		4		20		223		yes				no		Aircraft 		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplanes are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Airplanes were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				4		Short-term		no				2000		2004		Table on page 16.		16						4/13/2011 12:17		1/30/2012 8:21		SF		262		SF

		0		yes		no				Might be difficult to verify. 		yes		Document publication date, as seen on the cover page.		NA						2004		no						43		Japan Aircraft Development Corporation, "Worldwide Market Forecast for Commercial Air Transport 2000-2019," June 2000.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		16		The load factor of North American airlines will be ~73% in 2004. Derived from table on page 16.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was written by the Japan Aircraft Development Corporation, as seen on the cover page.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		Explicit in table.		16		263		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The authors used OAG schedule data and other sources to make forecasts.		2004		no				Airplanes will evolve such that their load factors will change.		16		Evolution		2005		2003		58		4		20		223		yes				no		Aircraft 		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplanes are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Airplanes were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				4		Short-term		no				2000		2004		Explicit in table.		16						4/13/2011 12:20		1/30/2012 8:20		SF		263		SF

		0		yes		no				Might be difficult to verify. 		yes		Document publication date, as seen on the cover page.		NA						2004		no						43		Japan Aircraft Development Corporation, "Worldwide Market Forecast for Commercial Air Transport 2000-2019," June 2000.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		16		The load factor of airlines in Western Europe will be ~78% in 2004. Derived from table on page 16.						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The document was written by the Japan Aircraft Development Corporation, as seen from the cover page.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		Explicit in table.		16		264		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The authors used OAG schedule data and other sources to make forecasts.		2004		no				Airplanes will evolve such that their load factors will change.		16		Evolution		2005		2003		58		4		20		223		yes				no		Aircraft 		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplanes are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Airplanes were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				4		Short-term		no				2000		2004		Explicit in table.		16						4/13/2011 12:24		1/30/2012 8:19		SF		264		SF

		0		yes		no				Forecast does not specify what region or country it applies to, which will complicate verification. 		no		Document publication date, as seen on the cover page. 		NA						2005		no						43		Japan Aircraft Development Corporation, "Worldwide Market Forecast for Commercial Air Transport 2000-2019," June 2000.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		26		In 2005, 150 jet (passenger) airplanes will be backlogged. Derived from graph on page 26. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The document was written by the Japan Aircraft Development Corporation, as seen on the cover page.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The forecast could apply worldwide, but I think it tends to apply more to Japan.  				265		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The authors used OAG schedule data and other sources to make forecasts.		2005		no				Backlogged planes is an indication of market penetration. 		26		Market penetration		2007		2003		58		4		20		223		yes				no		Aircraft 		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplanes are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Airplanes were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				5		Short-term		no				2000		2005		Explicit in table.		26						4/13/2011 12:33		1/30/2012 8:17		SF		265		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article published in the January 1994 edition of IEEE Spectrum.		30		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		The HD-DIVINE system was field tested in early 1993. 		Some ambiguity with what the forecaster means by "completed". 		30-34		Tekla S. Perry, "Consumer Electronics", January 1994, IEEE Spectrum, Volume 31 Issue 1, 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Broadcasters and manufacturers from Sweden, Denmark, Finland, and Norway are jointly developing the digital HD-Divine system, scheduled for completion in 1995..."		31		The HD-Divine system will be completed in 1995.										7		Multi-regional		IEEE Spectrum is headquartered in the U.S. and the author is U.S.-based: http://www.linkedin.com/pub/tekla-perry/11/4a2/33b
		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The system is being developed by Sweden, Denmark, Finland, and Norway and will be available to those countries in the forecasted timeframe. 		31		266		no		1993		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author is working from other sources as well as her own thoughts about when the specific technology will emerge.		1995		no		2		HDTV already existed at the time of the forecast but the specific program it is applied in will be available in 1995.		31		Evolution		1995		1995		59		8		59		225		yes		-2		no		HD-Divine System (HDTV)		yes		A fully operational HD-DIVINE system was available in 1992 and field trials of the system began in early 1993. 		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		It is a system used for processing and viewing HDTV.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		TV communicates information to the public.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Article states that technology is already developed and the specific system forecasted about is already in development.		31		2		1		Short-term		yes				1994		1995		"..will be completed in 1995."		31						4/13/2011 14:31		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		266		ND

		4		yes		no		The forecast statement incorrectly reported the chart in the forecast source.  This has been changed.  In addition the ground truth do not agree with the forecast baseline making it difficult to verify.  With additional research this forecast could be usable. -JASON				yes		Report published in 2007, as seen on the cover page.		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2009		yes		The forecast underestimated the number of e-mails sent by 87 trillion. 		Extrapolation was used using existing sources (2003,2008,2009). The forecast grossly underestimated the number of e-mails sent in 2009 (90 trillion were sent, rather than 3 trillion). 27 trillion e-mails/year was first achieved some time between 2004 and 2007. 2005 was chosen as the realization year because the numbers of e-mails sent per year in 2008 was 76 trillion, which far exceeded the 27 trillion predicted.		NA		John F. Gantz (Project Director), "The Expanding Digital Universe: A Forecast of Worldwide Information Growth Through 2010", March 2007, International Data Corporation (IDC)				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		7		Information from figure 7.  All email (person to person and spam) will be about 27 trillion in 2009.										1		Worldwide		IDC is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Email is a worldwide industry.		NA		267		yes		2005		no		2009		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		IDC's website indicates all their research is based on elements such as "...demand-side data, data integrity cross-checks, global data collection and analysis at regional and local levels, verification and updating of segmentation, supplier models, distribution channel models, analysis of external drivers and linkages, and vision of the future."  http://www.idc.com/about/methodology.jsp#market_segments		2009		no		2		Forecast was indicating the number of users of email, reflecting the demand for the technology.		7		Market penetration		2010		2008		60		6		36		225		yes		-4		no		Email		yes		247 billion e-mails were sent per day in 2009, which equals over 90 trillion e-mails in that year. 		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Email is a system of communication in within the system of the internet.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Email is a kind communication between people.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Email was already being used at the time of the forecast; prediction only were concerned with growth of industry.		NA		4		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2007		2009		Bar on graph represents 2009.		7						4/13/2011 21:40		7/10/2012 7:58		SF		267		ND

		1		yes		no				The y-axis on figure 8 is mislabeled; the summary of the graph on page 7 indicates that the y-axis should be labeled in billions, not millions. Forecast statement was revised to reflect this discrepancy. -Shannon 		yes		Report published in March 2007, as seen from the title page.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		The forecast overestimated the number of images captured by 120 billion. 		Comparison of number of images taken. 		NA		John F. Gantz (Project Director), "The Expanding Digital Universe: A Forecast of Worldwide Information Growth Through 2010", March 2007, International Data Corporation (IDC)				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		8		400 billion digital images will be taken from cell phone cameras and digital still cameras in 2008. Derived from figure 8. 										1		Worldwide		IDC is a global market intelligence firm that is headquartered in the U.S. This document appears to have been written by U.S.-based analysts.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Email is a worldwide industry, graph states "Millions Worldwide."		8		268		no				no		2008		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		IDC's website indicates all their research is based on elements such as "...demand-side data, data integrity cross-checks, global data collection and analysis at regional and local levels, verification and updating of segmentation, supplier models, distribution channel models, analysis of external drivers and linkages, and vision of the future."  http://www.idc.com/about/methodology.jsp#market_segments		2008		no				Forecast was indicating the number of digital images, reflecting the demand for the technology.		8		Market penetration		2008		2008		60		6		36		226		yes				no		Digital Images		yes		20 billion digital images were captured in 2008 using digital cameras and 260 billion images were captured using camera phones, for a total of 280 billion images. 		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Digital images are pieces of information.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Digital images are processed and stored on a computer or server.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Digital images were already being used at the time of the forecast; prediction only were concerned with growth of industry.		NA				1		Short-term		yes				2007		2008		The y-axis on figure 8 is mislabeled; the summary of the graph on page 7 indicates that the y-axis should be labeled in billions, not millions. 		8-Jul						4/14/2011 8:09		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		268		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report published in 2007, as seen on the cover page.		NA						2009		no						NA		John F. Gantz (Project Director), "The Expanding Digital Universe: A Forecast of Worldwide Information Growth Through 2010", March 2007, International Data Corporation (IDC)				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		14		Overall amount of money spent on compliance (softwarre, hardware, and services) will grow by 4,000 million worldwide between 2007 and 2009. Information from figure 11.										1		Worldwide		IDC is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Email is a worldwide industry, graph states "Millions Worldwide."		NA		269		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		IDC's website indicates all their research is based on elements such as "...demand-side data, data integrity cross-checks, global data collection and analysis at regional and local levels, verification and updating of segmentation, supplier models, distribution channel models, analysis of external drivers and linkages, and vision of the future."  http://www.idc.com/about/methodology.jsp#market_segments		2009		no				Forecast was indicating the amount of money spent on compliance.		14		Market penetration		2010		2008		60		6		36		226		yes				no		Compliance		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Compliance technology is a combination of systems within the internet/computer technology field.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Compliance is comprised of hardware, software, and services for the computer.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Compliance laws were already in existence at the time of the forecast; prediction only were concerned with growth of industry.		NA				2		Short-term		no				2007		2009		Bar on graph represents 2009.		8						4/14/2011 8:30		1/30/2012 8:12		SF		269		ND

		0		yes		no				Might not be relevant/technology-focused. 		yes		Document publication date.		B.1						2005		no						B.3		King County International Airport/Boeing Field, "Revised Draft Master Plan, Section B: Aviation Activity Demand Forecast," August 2001. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		B.3		In 2005, there will be 3,000 military aircraft operations (landings or takeoffs) at King County International Airport/Boeing Field. Forecast derived from table B2.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written for the King County International Airport, which is in Washington.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		B.1		The forecast is about the King County International Airport.		B.3		271		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The data has been revised after the initial document publication to reflect historical data from 1995, 1996, or 1997. 		2005		no				Aircraft and airport operations are an indication of market penetration. 		B.3		Market penetration		2006		2004		61		4		20		223		no				no		Aircraft operations		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplanes and airports are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		B.1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Airplanes were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Explicit in table.		B.3						4/14/2011 9:07		1/30/2012 8:06		SF		271		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		B.1						2005		no						B.3		King County International Airport/Boeing Field, "Revised Draft Master Plan, Section B: Aviation Activity Demand Forecast," August 2001. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		B.7		In 2005, there will be 21,159 air cargo operations (landings or takeoffs) of <60,000 pounds at King County International Airport/Boeing Field. Forecast derived from table B3.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written for the King County International Airport, which is in Washington.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		B.1		The forecast is about the King County International Airport.		B.7		272		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The data has been revised after the initial document publication to reflect historical data from 1995, 1996, or 1997. 		2005		no				Airplane operations are an indication of market penetration. 		B.7		Market penetration		2006		2004		61		4		20		223		yes				no		Aircraft operations		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplanes are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		B.1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Airplanes were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Explicit in table.		B.7						4/14/2011 9:11		1/30/2012 8:05		SF		272		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		B.1						2005		no						B.3		King County International Airport/Boeing Field, "Revised Draft Master Plan, Section B: Aviation Activity Demand Forecast," August 2001. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		B.7		In 2005, 227,537 single engine planes will operate (land or takeoff) from King County International Airport/Boeing Field. Forecast derived from table B3. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written for the King County International Airport, which is in Washington.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		B.1		The forecast is about the King County International Airport.		B.7		275		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The data has been revised after the initial document publication to reflect historical data from 1995, 1996, or 1997. 		2005		no				Aircraft operations provide insight about market penetration. 		B.7		Market penetration		2006		2004		61		4		20		223		yes				no		Aircraft operations		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplanes are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		B.1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Airplanes were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Explicit in table.		B.7						4/14/2011 9:36		1/30/2012 8:04		SF		275		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		B.1						2005		no						B.3		King County International Airport/Boeing Field, "Revised Draft Master Plan, Section B: Aviation Activity Demand Forecast," August 2001. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		B.7		In 2005, 33,961 multi-engine planes will operate (land or takeoff) from King County International Airport/Boeing Field. Forecast derived from table B3.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written for the King County International Airport, which is in Washington.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		B.1		The forecast is about the King County International Airport.		B.7		276		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The data has been revised after the initial document publication to reflect historical data from 1995, 1996, or 1997. 		2005		no				Aircraft operations provide insight about market penetration. 		B.7		Market penetration		2006		2004		61		4		20		223		yes				no		Aircraft operations		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplanes are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		B.1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Airplanes were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Explicit in table. 		B.7						4/14/2011 9:40		1/30/2012 8:03		SF		276		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		B.1						2005		no						B.3		King County International Airport/Boeing Field, "Revised Draft Master Plan, Section B: Aviation Activity Demand Forecast," August 2001. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		B.7		In 2005, 16,980 turboprop planes will operate (land or takeoff) from King County International Airport/Boeing Field. Forecast derived from table B3.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written for the King County International Airport, which is in Washington.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		B.1		The forecast is about the King County International Airport.		B.7		277		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The data has been revised after the initial document publication to reflect historical data from 1995, 1996, or 1997. 		2005		no				Airplane operations provide insight about market penetration.		B.7		Market penetration		2006		2004		61		4		20		223		yes				no		Aircraft operations		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplanes are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		B.1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Airplanes were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Explicit in table.		B.7						4/14/2011 9:46		1/30/2012 8:02		SF		277		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		B.1						2005		no						B.3		King County International Airport/Boeing Field, "Revised Draft Master Plan, Section B: Aviation Activity Demand Forecast," August 2001. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		B.7		In 2005, 2,837 B-737s will operate (land or takeoff) from King County International Airport/Boeing Field. Forecast derived from table B3.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written for the King County International Airport, which is in Washington.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		B.1		The forecast is about the King County International Airport.		B.7		278		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The data has been revised after the initial document publication to reflect historical data from 1995, 1996, or 1997. 		2005		no				Aircraft operations provide insight about market penetration. 		B.7		Market penetration		2006		2004		61		4		20		223		yes				no		Aircraft operations		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplanes are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		B.1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		B-737s were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Explicit in table.		B.7						4/14/2011 9:50		1/30/2012 8:01		SF		278		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		B.1						2005		no						B.3		King County International Airport/Boeing Field, "Revised Draft Master Plan, Section B: Aviation Activity Demand Forecast," August 2001. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		B.7		In 2005, 850 B-757s will operate (land or takeoff) from King County International Airport/Boeing Field. Forecast derived from table B3.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written for the King County International Airport, which is in Washington.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		B.1		The forecast is about the King County International Airport.		B.7		279		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The data has been revised after the initial document publication to reflect historical data from 1995, 1996, or 1997. 		2005		no				Aircraft operations provide insight about market penetration.		B.7		Market penetration		2006		2004		61		4		20		223		yes				no		Aircraft operations		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplanes are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		B.1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		B-757s were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Explicit in table. 		B.7						4/14/2011 9:53		1/30/2012 8:00		SF		279		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		B.1						2005		no						B.3		King County International Airport/Boeing Field, "Revised Draft Master Plan, Section B: Aviation Activity Demand Forecast," August 2001. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		B.7		In 2005, 10 B-777s will operate (land or takeoff) from King County International Airport/Boeing Field. Forecast derived from table B3.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written for the King County International Airport, which is in Washington.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		B.1		The forecast is about the King County International Airport.		B.7 		280		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The data has been revised after the initial document publication to reflect historical data from 1995, 1996, or 1997. 		2005		no				Aircraft operations provide insight about market penetration. 		B.7		Market penetration		2006		2004		61		4		20		223		yes				no		Aircraft operations		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplanes are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		B.1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Airplanes were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Explicit in table. 		B.7						4/14/2011 9:56		1/30/2012 7:59		SF		280		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		B.1						2005		no						B.3		King County International Airport/Boeing Field, "Revised Draft Master Plan, Section B: Aviation Activity Demand Forecast," August 2001. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		B.7		In 2005, 3,600 single-engine passenger planes will operate (land or takeoff) from King County International Airport/Boeing Field. Forecast derived from table B3.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written for the King County International Airport, which is in Washington.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		B.1		The forecast is about the King County International Airport.		B.7		281		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The data has been revised after the initial document publication to reflect historical data from 1995, 1996, or 1997. 		2005		no				Aircraft operations provide insight about market penetration.		B.7		Market penetration		2006		2004		61		4		20		223		yes				no		Aircraft operations		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplanes are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title.		B.1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Single-engine airplanes were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Explicit in table.		B.7						4/14/2011 10:05		1/30/2012 7:58		SF		281		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		B.1						2005		no						B.3		King County International Airport/Boeing Field, "Revised Draft Master Plan, Section B: Aviation Activity Demand Forecast," August 2001. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		B.7		In 2005, 2,880 multi-engine passenger planes will operate (land or takeoff) from King County International Airport/Boeing Field. Forecast derived from table B3.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written for the King County International Airport, which is in Washington.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		B.1		The forecast is about the King County International Airport.		B.7		282		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The data has been revised after the initial document publication to reflect historical data from 1995, 1996, or 1997. 		2005		no				Aircraft operations provide insight about market penetration.		B.7		Market penetration		2006		2004		61		4		20		223		yes				no		Aircraft operations		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplanes are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		B.1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Multi-engine passenger planes were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Explicit in table. 		B.7						4/14/2011 10:08		1/30/2012 7:57		SF		282		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		61						1975		no						61		A.W. Blackman, “Normex Forecasting of Jet Engine Characteristics,” Technological Forecasting and Social Change 2 (1970): 61-76. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		74		In 1975, ~85% of total commercial jet engine units installed will have a specific fuel consumption of 0.36 to 0.37 lbs/hr. Forecast derived from figure 18.

										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the United Aircraft Research Laboratories in East Hartford, Connecticut. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		61		The jet engine market is global. 		NA		283		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This document uses the normex forecasting technique, which is a combination of the exploratory and normative forecasting techniques. Exploratory forecasting is a technique in which key performance parameters characterizing a particular area of technology are identified and future progress is predicted by extrapolating existing rates of change of the performance parameters to indicate future capabilities. Normative technological forecasting techniques seek to identify future sociological, geopolitical, and economic environments alone with their concomitant demand patterns and to indicate the rate of technological progress required in a given field to meet the future needs.  		1975		no				The forecast predicts the distributions of jet engine specific fuel consumption in the commercial market.		74		Market penetration		1977		1973		63		4				223		yes				no		Jet engines		yes										no		Jet engines are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		61		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Jet engines were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				5		Short-term		no				1970		1975		Explicit in figure 18. 		74						4/14/2011 11:15		1/30/2012 7:55		SF		283		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Report released May 2003, as seen on title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		The satellite was launched in 2010--five years after the forecasted date. 		Direct comparison of launch years. 		26		James M. Brandon, "The Global Positioning System: Global Developments and Opportunities", May, 2003, , Office of Industries, U.S. International Trade Commission				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The next generation of GPS satellites, which are scheduled to be launched by 2005..." p. ii

"The next generation of GPS satellites (GPSIIF) is currently being developed by Boeing.  These satellites, which are scheduled to be launched by 2005..." p. 26		26		The next generation of GPS satellites will be launched by 2005.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the U.S. International Trade Commission, as seen from the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Even though the satellites are made in America, the GPS satellite industry is worldwide.		26		284		yes		2010		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Forecast predicts exact time the next generation of satellites will be released/launched.		2005		no		2.5		GPS satellites already exist; this forecast is predicting the next generation or the evolution of GPS satellites.		26		Evolution		2006		2004		62		6		40		234		yes		5		no		GPS Satellite		yes		The first GPS IIF satellite was launched in 2010. 		Models that provide probability for specific events 		Probabilistic Forecasting 		6		no		Satellites are a complex machine with many systems involved.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		GPS satellites will be launched into space.		26		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		GPS satellites are already in existence but the generation forecasted about had not been released yet and was still in development.		NA		5		2		Short-term		yes				2003		2005		"By 2005" is plainly stated.		26						4/14/2011 11:19		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		284		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		61						1975		no						61		A.W. Blackman, “Normex Forecasting of Jet Engine Characteristics,” Technological Forecasting and Social Change 2 (1970): 61-76. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		75		In 1975, ~48% of total commercial jet engine units installed will have a specific weight of 0.225 lbs. Forecast derived from figure 19. 

**Specific weight is defined as lbs engine weight/lbs thrust. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the United Aircraft Research Laboratories in East Hartford, Connecticut. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		61		The jet engine market is global. 		NA		285		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This document uses the normex forecasting technique, which is a combination of the exploratory and normative forecasting techniques. Exploratory forecasting is a technique in which key performance parameters characterizing a particular area of technology are identified and future progress is predicted by extrapolating existing rates of change of the performance parameters to indicate future capabilities. Normative technological forecasting techniques seek to identify future sociological, geopolitical, and economic environments alone with their concomitant demand patterns and to indicate the rate of technological progress required in a given field to meet the future needs.  		1975		no				The forecast predicts the distribution of jet engine specific weight in the commercial market.		75		Market penetration		1977		1973		63		4				223		yes				no		Jet engines		yes										no		Jet engines are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title.		61		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Jet engines were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		no				1970		1975		Explicit in figure 19. 		75						4/14/2011 11:20		1/30/2012 7:54		SF		285		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1		5. No interpretation		3. Almost realized		2010		yes		The screen is slightly smaller (by 0.3 inches) than predicted. 		Direct comparison of screen sizes. 		1		"Technology Predictions for 2010," The Telegraph, December 24, 2009, accessed March2, 2011, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/6874009/Technology-predictions-for-2010.html.				yes		Trade press and popular media		"...there is good reason to suspect that the device will feature a 10" LCD screen and resemble a large iPhone." 		1		The Apple tablet computer will feature a 10" LCD screen and resemble a large iPhone. 										1		Worldwide		The Telegraph is a UK newspaper.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Apple tablet computers can emerge anywhere in the world. 		1		286		yes		2010		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The article features forecasts for 5 different technologies by 5 different correspondents. The correspondents belong to the Telegraph's "technology team" and can be considered experts. 		2010		no		0		Apple's tablet computer will emerge on the market in 2010.		1		Technology emergence		2010		2010		64		1		4		226		yes		0		no		Tablet computers		yes		The iPad has a 9.7-inch LCD screen. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		yes		Tablet computers are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The forecast is embedded in a section entitled, "rise of the tablet computer..."		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Tablet computers existed when the forecast was made. 		2		0		1		Short-term		yes		ND		2009		2010		Article title. 		1						4/14/2011 12:01		1/31/2012 11:55		SF		286		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2010		no		Social networking was not incorporated into TVs in 2010. 		The forecaster did not define "360 degree TV experience", which could include more than integration of social networking. 		2		"Technology Predictions for 2010," The Telegraph, December 24, 2009, accessed March2, 2011, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/6874009/Technology-predictions-for-2010.html.				yes		Trade press and popular media		"This year will hopefully see broadband-enabled TV finally come to the living room of the masses...with each broadcaster integrating social networking applications, it should--fingers crossed--be a truly on demand 360 degree TV experience..." 		2		In 2010, broadband-enabled TV will provide a on-demand, 360 degree TV experience, including integration of social networking. 										1		Worldwide		The Telegraph is a UK newspaper.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Broadband TV can evolve globally. 		2		287		yes				no		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The article features forecasts for 5 different technologies by 5 different correspondents. The correspondents belong to the Telegraph's "technology team" and can be considered experts. 		2010		no				Broadband-enabled TV will evolve such that it provides a 360 degree TV experience.		2		Evolution		2010		2010		64		1		4		225		yes				no		On-demand entertainment 		yes		In 2010, there appeared to be a market for integrating social networking with TV, but that service did not exist.  		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		On-demand TV is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		TV is a technology that is capable of communicating information. 		2		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		On-demand TV existed when the forecast was made. 		2				1		Short-term		yes		ND		2009		2010		Article title.		1						4/14/2011 12:12		1/31/2012 11:55		SF		287		SF

		3		yes		no				Might be difficult to verify. 		yes		Article publication date.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2010		no		Only 4 million sold worldwide in 2010. This is a small share of the global TV market. Research indicates that, as of 2012, 3DTVs are still not popular or widely-adopted. 		Moderate interpretation involved in determining what the forecaster meant by "popular". Since only 4 million sold worldwide in 2010 (a small percent of the overall TV market) and since ground truth sources from 2012 indicate that the technology was not yet widely adopted, the forecast was interpreted as not having been realized. 		1		"Technology Predictions for 2010," The Telegraph, December 24, 2009, accessed March2, 2011, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/6874009/Technology-predictions-for-2010.html.				yes		Trade press and popular media		"It's set to be a bumper year for 3D television."		3		In 2010, 3D television will be popular. 										1		Worldwide		The Telegraph is a UK newspaper.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		3D TVs can emerge anywhere in the world. 		3		288		yes				no		2012		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The article features forecasts for 5 different technologies by 5 different correspondents. The correspondents belong to the Telegraph's "technology team" and can be considered experts. 		2010		no				3D TVs will emerge in 2010. 		3		Technology emergence		2010		2010		64		1		4		225		yes				no		3D television 		yes		3DTVs were not popular in 2010; only 4 million sold worldwide in 2010. This is a small share of the global TV market. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		3D TVs are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		TV is a technology that is capable of communicating information. 		3		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		3D TVs existed when the forecast was made. 		3				1		Short-term		yes		SF		2009		2010		Article title.		1						4/14/2011 12:17		7/12/2012 12:18		SF		288		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2010		yes		This beta release was limited to 2000 users. There were not full commercial releases of this software until 2011.		Data stated clearly in sources. Allowed for "navigation display" to be interpreted as any display showing navigation software (such as a smartphone display) rather than displays on devices solely designed for navigation only.		1		"Technology Predictions for 2010," The Telegraph, December 24, 2009, accessed March2, 2011, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/6874009/Technology-predictions-for-2010.html.				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Location-based games will spread, littering the landscape with puzzles, monsters and easter eggs, and navigation displays will move from bird's-eye-view map-based diagrams to arrows on the road." 		4		In 2010, augmented reality will allow navigation displays to show arrows on the road, rather just a bird's-eye-view. 										1		Worldwide		The Telegraph is a UK newspaper.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The technology can appear anywhere in the world. 		4		289		yes		2011		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The article features forecasts for 5 different technologies by 5 different correspondents. The correspondents belong to the Telegraph's "technology team" and can be considered experts. 		2010		no		1		GPS and other technologies will evolve such that they can inject moving pictures within physical surroundings.  		4		Evolution		2010		2010		64		1		4		233		yes		1		no		Augmented reality		yes		In 2010 there were beta versions of software navigation applications available made for smartphones which were capable of showing superimposed arrows on roads rather than a birds eye view. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		These technologies are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Many of the technologies that enable these functions are sensors (GPS).		4		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that there are already similar applications in iPhones and Androids. 		3		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2009		2010		Article title.		1						4/14/2011 12:25		7/12/2012 13:05		SF		289		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						2010		no						1		"Technology Predictions for 2010," The Telegraph, December 24, 2009, accessed March2, 2011, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/6874009/Technology-predictions-for-2010.html.				yes		Trade press and popular media		"...blank walls will become huge, constantly-updated displays."		4		In 2010, augmented reality technologies will enable displays to be continuously projected onto blank walls. 										1		Worldwide		The Telegraph is a UK newspaper.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		These technologies can emerge and/or evolve anywhere in the world. 		4		290		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The article features forecasts for 5 different technologies by 5 different correspondents. The correspondents belong to the Telegraph's "technology team" and can be considered experts. 		2010		no				GPS and other technologies will evolve such that they can inject moving pictures within physical surroundings.		4		Evolution		2010		2010		64		1		4		233		yes				no		Augmented reality		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		These technologies are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Many of the technologies that enable these functions are sensors (GPS).		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that most of the enabling technologies were in use when the forecast was made.		3				1		Short-term		yes		ND		2009		2010		Article title.		1						4/14/2011 12:28		1/31/2012 11:54		SF		290		SF

		0		yes		no		Forecasted year same as year of forecast.				yes		The article was published in January 1994.		66								no						66		Dave Dooling, "Technology 1994: Aerospace and Military," IEEE Spectrum, 1994. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"The U.S. Army Missile Command...kept to an ambitious schedule in developing and testing the Theater High Altitude Area Defense missile interceptor with 20 test flights during 1194-1996...First flight is expected by September..."		66		The first flight of the Theater High Altitude Area Defense (Thaad) Missile interceptor will take place in September, 1994.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The IEEE headquarters is in New York City and the author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The Thaad missile interceptor was developed by the U.S. Army Missile Command in Huntsville, Alabama and would presumably emerge nearby or in the U.S. 		66		291		no		1995		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast was likely derived from an interview, since the author uses interview data throughout the article and cites one interviewee in the sentence preceding the forecast.				yes				A first flight is similar to a technology emergence. 		66		Technology emergence						65		1		4		234		yes				no		Missile defense systems		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Missile defense systems are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Missile defense systems typically use space-based sensors, etc. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the system will conduct its first intercept (a test, presumably) in 1995. 		66				0		Short-term		no				1994		1994		The forecast predicts that the event will occur in September of 1994. 		66						4/14/2011 12:50		1/31/2012 11:53		SF		291		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		66		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		yes		The THAAD didn't successfully intercept a missile until 1999--four years after the forecasted date. 		"First intercept" is assumed to mean the first successful intercept, rather than the first intercept attempt. 		66		Dave Dooling, "Technology 1994: Aerospace and Military," IEEE Spectrum, 1994. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"First flight is expected by September, and the first intercept in January 1995." 		66		The Theater High Altitude Area Defense (Thaad) missile interceptor will conduct its first intercept in January 1995. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The IEEE headquarters is in New York City; the author is likely based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		66		The Thaad missile interceptor was developed by the U.S. Army Missile Command in Huntsville, Alabama and would presumably emerge nearby or in the U.S.		66		292		yes		1999		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast was likely derived from an interview, since the author uses interview data throughout the article and cites one interviewee in the sentence preceding the forecast.		1995		no		4		The Thaad's first intercept will emerge/occur in 1995. 		66		Technology emergence		1995		1995		65		1		4		234		yes		4		no		Missile defense systems		yes		The THAAD conducted its first successful missile intercept in June 1999. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Interceptors are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Missile interceptors/defense systems often rely on space-based technologies. 		66		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The first intercept (presumably a test) will occur a year after the forecast. 		66		4		1		Short-term		yes		ND		1994		1995		Explicit in forecast statement.		66						4/14/2011 12:56		1/31/2012 11:53		SF		292		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		54		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		Electronics accounted for <25% of of a vehicle's value in 2005. 		No data is available for 2005, so the analyst assumed that the percentage for that year was closer to the percentage for 2004 (i.e, 19% or less than 25%). 		56		Michael J. Riezenman, "Technology 1994: Test and Measurement," IEEE Spectrum, 1994.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Although it is not a new area, some experts feel that automotive test presents the most exciting new growth opportunity currently available to the test and measurement industry. What's driving it is the rapidly growing electronic content of modern automobiles, which will represent some 25 percent of the value of a new car by the year 2005, according to James DeStefano, program manager for Hewlett-Packard's automotive initiative." 		56		By 2005, the electronic content of new automobiles will represent ~25% of their value.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The forecast was derived from a representative of Hewlett-Packard, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		54		The forecast presumably addresses the U.S. auto industry. 		56		293		yes		2011		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast was obtained from a program manager at Hewlett-Packard, who is likely an expert.		2005		no		0.545454545		Automobiles will evolve such that they will have more electrical content. 		56		Evolution		2008		2002		66		1		4		228		yes		6		no		Automobiles 		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that electronics accounted for 19% of vehicles' value in 2004, and 25% of the value in 2011. No data is available for 2005, but it is assumed to be closer to the 2004 percentage (i.e., not 25%). 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Automobiles are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		56		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use when the forecast was made. 		56		6		11		Long-term		yes		ND		1994		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		56						4/14/2011 13:55		1/31/2012 11:52		SF		293		SF

		1		yes		no				Might not be relevant/technology-focused. However, the forecast indicates that calibration consistency is essential for ISO 9000 certification and that automatic calibration can help with this.  		yes		Article publication date.		54		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		Approximately 265-270,000 companies needed certification since 1998.		Read data from graph with large 100,000 intervals in scale.		57		Michael J. Riezenman, "Technology 1994: Test and Measurement," IEEE Spectrum, 1994.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Whatever the degree of automation, it improves the consistency of calibrations and documentation, and can therefore help companies with their ISO 9000 certifications. Since there are only about 2000 certified companies in the United States right now, and experts estimate that between 250,000 and 300,000 companies will need certification by the year 2000, automatic calibration is poised to become one of the market's brighter spots in the years ahead." 		57		By the year 2000, 250,000 to 300,000 companies will need ISO 9000 certification. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The IEEE headquarters is in New York City and the author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		54		The forecast pertains to U.S. companies. 		57		294		no		1998		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The article indicates that the forecast was derived from experts; this likely occurred through interviews because no document is cited.  		2000		no		0.333333333		The number of companies needing ISO certification can be an indication of market penetration. 		57		Market penetration		2002		1998		66		1		4		232		yes		-2		no		Automatic calibration		yes		Approximately 405,000 companies needed ISO 9000 certification in 2000		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		yes		Appears to be a system/process of calibration.		NA		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		The forecast appears to pertain to the calibration of production equipment. 		57		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The paragraph preceding the forecast statement indicates that computer-prompted and computer-aided calibration were in use when the forecast was made. 		57		2		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1994		2000		Explicit in forecast statement. 		57		2000		1994		4/14/2011 14:04		6/20/2012 8:39		SF		294		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Article dated October 2, 2006.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		A wireless service introduced in 2008 allowed WiMax-enabled cell phones to transfer data at 2 to 4 Mbps. 		The forecast did not account for phones that needed to be equipped with enabling technology (WiMax antennas, etc.) in order to achieve the 4-10 Mbps transfer speed.  		1		Yardena Arar, PWC Print, "The Future of Cell Phones: Handsets get even thinner, more versatile," Oct 2 2006, Accessed April 14, 2011, www.pcworld.com 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"In the next few years, cell phone networks will move data at several megabits per second..."		1		In the next 3 years data in cell phone networks will move at a rate of several megabits (4-10 megabits) per second.										1		Worldwide		A quote given in the article is from Nortel, a company that is heavily involved in the technology discussed.  It appears the author spoke to this company to formulate the forecast and this company is based out of Canada. http://www.nortel.com/corporate/corptime/index.html		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Cell phone data transfer is a worldwide technology field.		1		295		yes		2008		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The author asked different companies for their input on the future of mobile phone data movement.		2008		no		0		Cell phones sending/receiving data is nothing new but this prediction is about the improved rate of that data movement.		1		Evolution		2009		2007		67		1		4		225		yes		0		no		Data movement rate		yes		Ground truth documents indicate that cell networks in 2007 and 2008 (3G, mostly) moved data at ~1 megabit per second. However, a wireless service introduced in 2008 enabled 2 to 4 Mbps downloads from WiMax-enabled cell phones. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		yes		It is a system allowing for faster data transfer in mobile devices.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Involves sending information by phone, including text messages, news, media and actual phone calls.		1		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Texts and data sending already popular when this forecast was made but the technology enabling the faster rate this forecast specifically discusses was still being developed.		NA		0		2		Short-term		yes				2006				"In the next few years..."  According to our lexicon, few means 3years, so 2007 through 2009.		1		2009		2007		4/14/2011 17:50		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		295		ND

		2		yes		no		Uses "may" which is language that is excluded by our lexicon. Also, forecast was made in the same year as the predicted events will occur.  		Uses "may", which is excluded from our study. 		yes		The article was published on January 4, 1958. May have been written in 1957.		10		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all				yes		There were no successes or partial successes in 1958--only failures. 		The forecast statement indicates that a rocket or missile will reach the moon in 1959. It is assumed that the forecaster meant a spacecraft or manmade object. 		10		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1958," The Science News Letter, 73: 1( 1958): 10-11.  				yes		Academic publications		"A rocket may reach the moon in 1958, not a man-carrying space vehicle but a more modest missile."		10		In 1958, a rocket/missile will reach the moon.										1		Worldwide		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		10		This appears to be a general statement about global capabilities.		10		296		yes		1959		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author of this article is the expert. 				no				Science will evolve such that a rocket will reach the moon. 		10		Evolution						68		2		8		234		yes				no		Rockets		no		Several launches were made by the U.S. and U.S.S.R. in 1958 with the goal of impacting the moon, but these failed. The first success occurred in 1959. See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moon_landing		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Rockets/missiles, when launched, are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Rockets in space. 		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Rockets existed when the forecast was made.		NA				0		Short-term		no				1958		1958		Explicit in forecast statement.		10						4/15/2011 8:10		7/10/2012 11:29		SF		296		SF

		2		yes		no				Might be difficult to verify, since the article doesn't provide the number of satellites the Soviet Union or the U.S. had at the time the forecast was made. 		yes		The article was published on January 4, 1958, but was likely  written in 1957. 		10		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1958		no		Ground truth sources indicate that the USSR launched only 1 artificial satellite in 1958, while the U.S. launched at least 3 such satellites. 		Some of the ground truth sources might not have been exhaustive, complicating verification. However, while the exact number of satellite launches per country in 1958 might not be clear from ground sources, all indicate that the U.S. launched more than the U.S.S.R. did that year. 		10		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1958," The Science News Letter, 73: 1( 1958): 10-11.  				yes		Academic publications		"Additional satellites will be launched by both Soviet Russia and the United States."		10		In 1958, more satellites will be launched by the Soviet Union and the United States.										7		Multi-regional		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		10		The forecast pertains to the former Soviet Union and the United States. 		10		297		yes				no		1958		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author of this article is the expert.		1958		no				Technology will evolve such that more satellites will be launched into space.		10		Evolution		1958		1958		68		2		8		234		yes				no		Satellites		yes		The Soviets had launched Sputnik (the world's first artificial satellite) the previous year.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Satellites are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that satellites were in use when the forecast was made. 		10				1		Short-term		yes		SF		1957		1958		Document title.		10						4/15/2011 8:26		7/10/2012 11:13		SF		297		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		The article was published on January 4, 1958 but was likely written 1957.  		10						1958		no						10		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1958," The Science News Letter, 73: 1( 1958): 10-11.  				yes		Academic publications		"There may be beginning attempts to join two satellites together, the first step toward a space platform." 		10		In 1958, there some nation may attempt to join two satellites together in an attempt to produce a space platform. 										7		Multi-regional		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		10		This forecast would apply to regions/countries that had satellites in 1958; presumably the U.S. and the FSU. 		10		298		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author of this article is the expert.		1958		no				Technology will evolve such that a space platform might be produced. 		10		Evolution		1958		1958		68		2		8		234		yes				no		Satellites		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Satellites are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that satellites existed when the forecast was made. 		10				1		Short-term		no				1957		1958		Document title.		10						4/15/2011 8:30		7/10/2012 11:28		SF		298		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published on January 4, 1958 but was likely written 1957.  		10						1958		no						10		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1958," The Science News Letter, 73: 1( 1958): 10-11.  				yes		Academic publications		"One of the earth-circling satellites may carry a television device that will spy upon all portions of the globe's surface successively as it orbits." 		10		In 1958, a launched satellite will be able to continuously observe all portions of the earth's surface as it orbits.										7		Multi-regional		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		10		The forecast applies to any nation/region that had satellites in 1958, which was presumably the U.S. and the FSU. 		10		299		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author of this article is the expert.		1958		no				The technology will evolve such that satellites can successively observe the earth's surface.		10		Evolution		1958		1958		68		2		8		234		yes				no		Satellites		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Satellites are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that satellites existed when the forecast was made.		10				1		Short-term		no				1957		1958		Explicit in forecast statement. 		10						4/15/2011 8:34		7/10/2012 11:28		SF		299		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published on January 4, 1958 but was likely written 1957.  		10						1958		no						10		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1958," The Science News Letter, 73: 1( 1958): 10-11.  				yes		Academic publications		"Defense-wise, there will be more rockets and missiles readied, tested and put into production in a rush to catch up with the Soviet progress..."		10		In 1958, the U.S. will ready, test, and produce additional rockets.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		10		Explicit in forecast statement. 		10		300		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author of this article is the expert.		1958		no				The number of rockets produced provides insight about market penetration.		10		Market penetration		1958		1958		68		2		8		234		yes				no		Rockets		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Rockets of this type require systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Rockets existed when the forecast was made. 		NA				1		Short-term		no				1957		1958		Document title.		10						4/15/2011 8:40		7/10/2012 11:28		SF		300		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published on January 4, 1958 but was likely written 1957.  		10						1958		no						10		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1958," The Science News Letter, 73: 1( 1958): 10-11.  				yes		Academic publications		"There will be very high balloon flights taking apparatus for many hours above 99.7% of the atmosphere."		10		In 1958, balloon flights will enable apparatuses to fly above 99.7% of the atmosphere for many hours. 										7		Multi-regional		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		10		The forecast applies to nations/regions with space programs. 		10		301		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author of this article is the expert.		1958		no				The technology will evolve such that balloon flights can fly farther for longer periods of time. 		10		Evolution		1958		1958		68		2		8		234		yes				no		Balloon flights		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Balloon flights are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that balloon flights were occurring when the forecast was made.		10				1		Short-term		no				1957		1958		Explicit in forecast statement.		10						4/15/2011 8:45		7/10/2012 11:27		SF		301		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published on January 4, 1958 but was likely written in 1957. 		10						1958		no						10		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1958," The Science News Letter, 73: 1( 1958): 10-11.  				yes		Academic publications		"Construction will continue on four new high energy accelerators for exploring with immense energies the constitution of matter."		10		In 1958, construction on four high energy accelerators meant to explore the constitution of matter will continue. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		10		The article indicates that construction on these accelerators will continue, which suggests that they were being constructed when the forecast was made. The accelerators were probably being constructed in the U.S. because the author of the article probably didn't have access to information about Soviet endeavors.  		10		302		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author of this article is the expert.		1958		no				High energy accelerators will emerge. 		10		Technology emergence		1958		1958		68		2		8		234		yes				no		High-energy accelerators		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Accelerators are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that construction on the accelerators had begun when the forecast was made. 		10				1		Short-term		no				1957		1958		Document title.		10						4/15/2011 9:04		7/10/2012 11:26		SF		302		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published on January 4, 1958 but was likely written in 1957. 		10						1958		no						10		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1958," The Science News Letter, 73: 1( 1958): 10-11.  				yes		Academic publications		"Radio astronomers are hopeful that 1958 will witness the practical use of the maser in radio astronomical problems. The maser, named from 'microwave amplification by stimulated emission of radiation,' is a device that causes solids to oscillate at microwave frequencies and makes possible higher amplifications. Applied to radio telescopes it is expected the utility of these relatively new viewers of the universe will be increased a hundredfold."		10		In 1958, the utility of masers will be increased a hundredfold when applied to radio telescopes. 										7		Multi-regional		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		10		This forecast applies to nations/regions that have masers.		10		303		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author of this article is the expert.		1958		no				The utility of masers will evolve/improve. 		10		Evolution		1958		1958		68		2		8		231		yes				no		Masers 		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Masers are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Masers are examples of photonics technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that masers existed when the forecast was made.		10				1		Short-term		no				1957		1958		Document title.		10						4/15/2011 9:11		7/10/2012 11:25		SF		303		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		440		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1961		no		According to ground truth sources, the magnetic monopole was still a theoretical particle and hads not been created in 2010. 		There is ambiguity in the forecast language about what the "creation" of a magnetic monopole is. However, source documents are clear in indicating that the magnetic monopole was still theoretical in 2010. 		440		"Science Forecast for 1961," The Science News-Letter, 78:27 (1960): 440-441.				yes		Academic publications		"For 1961, the world will see some significant developments in science and technology...For example:...Creation of a new kind of fundamental particle, the magnetic monopole."		440		In 1961, the magnetic monopole will be created. 										1		Worldwide		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		440		The particle could emerge anywhere in the world.		440		304		yes				no		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were made by Watson Davis, but they appear to be derived from an interview with him.		1961		no				A new fundamental particle will emerge. 		440		Technology emergence		1961		1961		69		1		4		236		yes				no		Fundamental particles		yes		The magnetic monopole had not been created or simulated in 1961.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		A particle is a component.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Particle physics. 		440		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article implies that basic research is needed to create this particle.		440				1		Short-term		yes		ND		1960		1961		Article title.		440						4/15/2011 9:49		1/23/2012 14:07		SF		304		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		440		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1961		yes		No nuclear reactors were built in the Arctic, and the U.S. reactor in Antarctica wasn't activated until 1962. 		It's unclear whether the forecast means the nuclear reactors will simply be built in 1961 or whether they will be activated. The analyst assumes that the forecaster was referring to the activation of the reactor, since construction would have occurred in 1960, which was when the forecast was made.  		440		"Science Forecast for 1961," The Science News-Letter, 78:27 (1960): 440-441.				yes		Academic publications		"For 1961, the world will see some significant developments in science and technology...For example:...Building of atomic reactors to provide heat and power at isolated American bases in the Antarctic and the Arctic."		440		In 1961, atomic reactors will be build at American bases in the Antarctic and the Arctic.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		440		The forecast pertains to American bases in the Antarctic and the Arctic. 		440		305		yes		1962		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were obtained from Watson Davis, who was editor of the Science News-Letter. Since Mr. Davis did not write the article, the forecasts likely came from interviews with him. 		1961		no		1		Atomic reactors will emerge in Antarctic and the Arctic.		440		Technology emergence		1961		1961		69		1		4		227		yes		1		no		Atomic reactors		yes		A nuclear reactor was activated at the McMurdo Station (Antarctica) in 1962, and there is no evidence of any reactor being built on U.S. bases in the Arctic (see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_nuclear_reactors)		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Atomic reactors are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		440		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Nuclear reactors existed when the forecast was made. 		440		1		1		Short-term		yes		ND		1960		1961		Document title.		440						4/15/2011 9:54		1/31/2012 11:51		SF		305		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		440						1961		no						440		"Science Forecast for 1961," The Science News-Letter, 78:27 (1960): 440-441.				yes		Academic publications		"Considering first the high energy research upon matter, it can be foreseen that: The giant accelerators in the range of tens of billions of electron volts that went into operation in 1960 will begin to duplicate under control the kinds of radiations that have only heretofore been produced by natural processes in the reaches beyond the earth." 		440		In 1961, giant accelerators in the range of tens of billions of electron volts will increase their range twofold.										7		Multi-regional		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		440		The forecast applies to whatever region(s) that had the giant accelerators that produced the tens of billions of electron volts. 		440		306		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were obtained from Watson Davis, who was editor of the Science News-Letter. Since Mr. Davis did not write the article, the forecasts likely came from interviews with him.		1961		no				Accelerators will evolve such that they will produce more volts. 		440		Evolution		1961		1961		69		1		4		236		yes				no		Accelerators 		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Accelerators are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Accelerators capitalize on physical properties. 		440		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that accelerators existed when the forecast was made.		440				1		Short-term		no				1960		1961		Article title.		440						4/15/2011 10:10		1/31/2012 11:51		SF		306		SF

		1		yes		no		Need a second opinion on my interpretation of event realization (see "degree of realization" explanation box, as well as "degree of interpretation" box). Is 1963 the correct year to put in as the event realization date? If so, how to we account for the fact that numerous seismographs might exist in a single seismic station? 


I think the technology is a standardized network of seismographs not the total number and this did not exist until WWSSN.  1963 looks accurate.  I've seen new articles saying it was started in late 1962, and they were still adding to the network in 1964, so they likely passed 100 in 1963.  The first A-bomb detection news I saw was 1964.  (JASON)   				yes		Article publication date.		440		3. Moderate interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1961		yes		The WWSSN may have installed >100 satellites worldwide by 1961, but ground truth only provides numbers for the "early 1960s". Moreover, there were over 500 seismic stations worldwide by 1959, and some of these may have been used to detect nuclear explosions in 1961. So the forecast was somewhat realized. 		1) There may have been >100 seismographs installed worldwide by 1961 to detect nuclear weapons, given that 500 seismic stations existed in 1959 (most of these were for earthquake recording, but could have been co-opted for nuclear detection) and that 120 WWSSN stations were installed in the early 1960s.
2) The forecast predicts the number of seismographs; there may be several seismographs per seismic station. 		440		"Science Forecast for 1961," The Science News-Letter, 78:27 (1960): 440-441.				yes		Academic publications		"Detection of atomic explosions is still very much an unsolved problem, and this is a barrier to the policing of agreements on atomic testing. About a hundred seismographs having uniform characteristics will be installed at strategic stations throughout the world."		440		In 1961, ~100 seismographs will be installed throughout the world to detect atomic explosions.										7		Multi-regional		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		440		Seismographs will be installed at strategic stations throughout the world. 		440		307		no		1963		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were obtained from Watson Davis, who was editor of the Science News-Letter. Since Mr. Davis did not write the article, the forecasts likely came from interviews with him.		1961		no		2		Seismographs will be used to detect nuclear explosions. 		440		Technology Migration		1961		1961		69		1		4		233		yes		2		no		Seismographs		yes		There were ~500 seismic stations throughout the world before 1961, but many of these were for global earthquake recording. In the early 1960s (defined by the standard lexicon as 1960-1963), 120 standardized seismic stations were installed in over 60 countries as part of the World Wide Standard Seismograph Network (WWSSN). 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Seismographs are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Seismographs are sensors. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Seismographs existed when the forecast was made. 		NA		2		1		Short-term		yes		ND		1960		1961		Document title.		441						4/15/2011 10:16		1/31/2012 11:50		SF		307		SF

		3		yes		no		The forecast uses may reveal but the soft language is due to uncertainty in science not the the development and application timeline for the satellite technology. Therefore, the forecast will be retained in our analysis, even though our lexicon excludes forecasts that use "may" as too vague.				yes		Article publication date.		440		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1961		yes		Gamma rays were detected in the primary cosmic radiation in 1961 by Explorer 11.  		Explorer 11 detected 22 gamma ray events in 1961.		440		"Science Forecast for 1961," The Science News-Letter, 78:27 (1960): 440-441.				yes		Academic publications		"A search, with the help of rockets and satellites, for gamma rays, in the primary cosmic radiation may reveal the presence of such electromagnetic radiation. Hitherto the presence of such gamma radiation has not been clearly established through balloon flights." 		440		In 1961, a satellite with the ability to revel the presence of gamma rays, will be in operation.										1		Worldwide		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		440		Gamma rays can be discovered by any country. 		440		308		yes		1961		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were obtained from Watson Davis, who was editor of the Science News-Letter. Since Mr. Davis did not write the article, the forecasts likely came from interviews with him.		1961		no		0		Gamma rays will be discovered in a specific region. 		440		Technology emergence		1961		1961		69		1		4		234		yes		0		no		Gamma rays		yes		Gamma rays were detected in the primary cosmic radiation in 1961 by Explorer 11. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		yes		Gamma rays are components. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		440		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that gamma rays had not been identified in the primary cosmic radiation. 		440		0		1		Short-term		yes				1960		1961		Article title. 		440						4/15/2011 10:43		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		308		SF

		2		yes		no		Need another analyst to verify 1) that this isn't a technology forecast, or if it is 2) the date, and 3) whether the amount of lithium, beryllium, and boron are "appreciable". 

Calling this a technology forecast is a bit of a stretch even for the loose definition. (JASON)		Might not be relevant, and might be difficult to verify. 		yes		Article publication date.		440		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1961		yes		No evidence that the abundance of these elements in the cosmic radiation was known in 1961. 		The forecast does not quantify an "appreciable abundance" of the elements. 		440		"Science Forecast for 1961," The Science News-Letter, 78:27 (1960): 440-441.				yes		Academic publications		"The long-standing question as to whether an appreciable abundance of the elements, lithium, beryllium and boron, is present in the primary cosmic radiation may be settled."		441		 By 1961, scientist will have the ability to detect and quantify the amount of lithium, beryllium, and boron in primary cosmic radiation.										1		Worldwide		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		440		Scientists anywhere in the world can make this discovery. 		441		309		yes		1963		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were obtained from Watson Davis, who was editor of the Science News-Letter. Since Mr. Davis did not write the article, the forecasts likely came from interviews with him.		1961		no		2		Science will evolve such that it will be possible to determine whether these elements can be found in the primary cosmic radiation.		441		Evolution		1961		1961		69		1		4		234		yes		2		no		Elements		yes		An article published in 1963 indicates that lithium, beryllium, and boron are overabundant in the primary cosmic radiation relative to hydrogen.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The elements would need to be detected using some type of sensor, which is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		441		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecasted year is the following year after the date of forecast, it is probably in development at time of forecast.		440		2		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1960		1961		Article title.		440						4/15/2011 11:01		7/12/2012 13:15		SC		309		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		440		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1961		yes		China had not detonated an atomic bomb in 1961. 		The forecast clearly states that China may be capable of detonating an atomic bomb by 1961; ground truth sources explicitly state that this didn't occur until 1964. 		440		"Science Forecast for 1961," The Science News-Letter, 78:27 (1960): 440-441.				yes		Academic publications		"It will not be surprising if in 1961 Red China becomes the fifth atomic power by exploding its own fission atomic bomb, as France did in 1960."		441		In 1961, China will explode a fission atomic bomb.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		440		Explicit in forecast statement.		441		310		yes		1964		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were obtained from Watson Davis, who was editor of the Science News-Letter. Since Mr. Davis did not write the article, the forecasts likely came from interviews with him.		1961		no		3		Atomic bombs will emerge in China. 		441		Technology emergence		1961		1961		69		1		4		236		yes		3		no		Atomic bombs		yes		In 1961, the U.S., U.S.S.R., UK, and France were the only countries to have conducted nuclear weapons testing. See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_weapons_testing		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Atomic bombs are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Atomic bombs rely on physical and mechanical properties. 		441		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Atomic bombs existed when the forecast was made. 		441		3		1		Short-term		yes		ND		1960		1961		Article title.		440						4/15/2011 11:05		1/31/2012 11:49		SF		310		SF

		1		yes		no				Might be difficult to verify; what does a "significant role" mean? 		yes		Article publication date.		440		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1961		no		Ground truth sources indicate that whistlers were still being studied in 1972. 		It's unclear what is meant by "a significant role"; ground truth indicates that whistlers interfere with radio communication and that whistlers were being researched in 1972.  		440		"Science Forecast for 1961," The Science News-Letter, 78:27 (1960): 440-441.				yes		Academic publications		"We should know whether the 'whistler' mode of radio propagation, previously a scientific curiosity, has a significant role to play in radio communications."		441		In 1961, scientists will discern whether the "whistler" mode of radio propagation has a significant role to play in radio communications. 										1		Worldwide		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The role of the "whistler" radio propagation can be elucidated anywhere in the world.		441		311		no				no		1972		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were obtained from Watson Davis, who was editor of the Science News-Letter. Since Mr. Davis did not write the article, the forecasts likely came from interviews with him.		1961		no				Science will evolve such that the role of "whistler" radio propagation will be known.		441		Evolution		1961		1961		69		1		4		225		yes				no		Radio propagation		yes		According to ground truth sources, in 1965, R.A. Helliwell published the first comprehensive book on whistlers that incorporated both experimental observations and theoretical explanations for most ionospheric phenomena. In order to better understand whistlers, Siple Station was built in Antarctica in 1972. This station was used to transmit very low frequency (VLF) signals along field-aligned magnetospheric ducts, which were received at Lake Missiniti, Canada. These VLF signals were used to simulate the properties of whistlers and their propagation paths in a controlled fashion. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Radio communication is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Radios communicate information.  		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Radio communication was in use when the forecast was made		NA				1		Short-term		yes		SF		1960		1961		Article title.		440						4/15/2011 11:12		7/12/2012 13:03		SF		311		SF

		0		yes		no		Uses "may" which is language excluded by our lexicon.				yes		Article publication date.		440						1961		no						440		"Science Forecast for 1961," The Science News-Letter, 78:27 (1960): 440-441.				yes		Academic publications		"New observations in Antarctica may tell whether the lines of force of earth's magnetic field, near the poles, close from one hemisphere to the other or are lost in the interplanetary magnetic field."		441		In 1961, scientists will determine whether the force from the earth's magnetic field near the poles close from one hemisphere to the other or are lost in the interplanetary magnetic field. 										1		Worldwide		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		440		The question can ostensibly be answered by any nation.		441		312		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were obtained from Watson Davis, who was editor of the Science News-Letter. Since Mr. Davis did not write the article, the forecasts likely came from interviews with him.		1961		yes				Science will evolve such that this question will be answered.		441		Evolution		1961		1961		69		1		4		234		yes				no		Magnetic field		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The observation would likely occur via sensors, which are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		441		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The document indicates that scientists were far from being able to answer the question.		441				1		Short-term		no				1960		1961		Article title.		440						4/15/2011 11:19		1/31/2012 11:48		SF		312		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		440		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1961		yes		Although ALGOL was not universally adopted or commercially popular, the forecast simply states that scientists will "attempt" to have computers use the same mathematical language. ALGOL was their attempt. 		Some interpretation involved in determining whether the forecaster was projecting about the success of the common computer language. The analyst concludes that the forecaster was merely predicting that an attempt would be made to standardize computer language. 		440		"Science Forecast for 1961," The Science News-Letter, 78:27 (1960): 440-441.				yes		Academic publications		"For the growing complexity of computers being put into use in many varieties for a multiplicity of purposes, an attempt will be made to have them use the same mathematical 'language' oriented to the problems they tackle." 		441		In 1961, scientists will attempt to have computers use the same mathematical language. 										1		Worldwide		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		This can occur anywhere in the world. 		441		313		yes		1961		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were obtained from Watson Davis, who was editor of the Science News-Letter. Since Mr. Davis did not write the article, the forecasts likely came from interviews with him.		1961		no		0		Computers will evolve such that they speak the same mathematical language. 		441		Evolution		1961		1961		69		1		4		226		yes		0		no		Computers		yes		The Algorithmic Language (ALGOL) protocol was adopted in 1958 (via a formalized report) and was common in the 1960s. It was designed by an international committee to be a universal language. ALGOL never reached the level of commercial popularity of FORTRAN and COBOL, but is considered the most important language of its era in terms of its influence on later language development.  		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		yes		Computers are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		441		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Computers existed when the forecast was made. 		NA		0		1		Short-term		yes				1960		1961		Article title.		440						4/15/2011 11:23		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		313		SF

		4		yes		no				Might not be relevant, since no technology is being produced. 		yes		Article publication date.		403		2. A lot of interpretation		4. Mostly realized		1966		no		The forecast appears is true for drug-resistant bacteria but not for drug-resistant protozoans. 		In order to verify the ground truth, the analyst assumed that research for articles published in 1966 and 1967 was conducted in 1965 and 1966, respectively. The forecast is vague about what it means to "combat" drug-resistant organisms; the analyst assumes that all research on these organisms is associated with combating them, since a basic understanding of organisms' pathogenic mechanisms is necessary to develop countermeasures. 		403		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1966," The Science News-Letter, 8:26 (1965): 403-404. 				yes		Academic publications		"Medical research will be intensified on drug resistance and on new drugs that could meet the challenge posed by new, resistant forms of bacterial and protozoal infections." 		403		In 1966, there will be increasing research on combating drug-resistant bacteria and protozoans. 										1		Worldwide		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		403		This research can be conducted worldwide. 		403		314		no				no		1966		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is the forecaster and is also the editor of the journal. As such, the author is presumed to be an expert.		1966		no				The scientific community's understanding of resistance mechanisms will increase such that new drugs might be developed. 		403		Evolution		1966		1966		70		2		8		224		yes				no		Microbial resistance		yes		The number of scientific articles published in 1967 addressing drug resistance in bacteria was higher than the number of articles published in 1966, indicating that research on drug-resistant bacteria increased in 1966 versus 1965. Articles published about drug resistant protozoans decreased slightly in 1967. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Research is a component of combating drug-resistant organisms, as it increases to the understanding of such organisms. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		403		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that basic research will be conducted on resistance mechanisms. 		403				1		Short-term		yes		ND		1965		1966		Article title.		403						4/15/2011 11:58		7/12/2012 9:08		SF		314		SF

		2		yes		no				Might be difficult to verify whether satellite geodesy provides the most precise picture or not. 		yes		Article publication date.		403		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1966		yes		By 1964 a source describes "most basic problems" of geodesy such as size and shape to have been solved by satellite geodesy. In 1966 the precision was improved through  research initiatives and satellite systems.		Interpreted most basic geodetic problems finding solutions in satellite geodesy to indicate it provides the most precise picture.		403		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1966," The Science News-Letter, 8:26 (1965): 403-404. 				yes		Academic publications		"The most precise picture yet of the earth's size and shape will be given in a report from the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, made possible in large part by satellite geodesy."		403		In 1966, satellite geodesy will provide the most precise picture of the earth's size and shape. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The article indicates that the satellite images will be obtained from the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, which is in the U.S. 		403		315		yes		1964		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is the forecaster and is also the editor of the journal. As such, the author is presumed to be an expert.		1966		no		2		Satellite geodesy will evolve such that it provides a precise picture of the earth's size and shape. 		403		Evolution		1966		1966		70		2		8		234		yes		-2		no		Satellite geodesy		yes		Satellite Geodesy provided the most precise picture of earth's size and shape in 1966.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Satellite geodesy is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		403		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article implies that satellite geodesy was in use when the forecast was made. 		403		2		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1965		1966		Article title.		403						4/15/2011 12:04		6/20/2012 8:43		SF		315		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		403		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1966		yes		Site was chosen within forecast time period.		Data stated clearly in evidence.		403		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1966," The Science News-Letter, 8:26 (1965): 403-404. 				yes		Academic publications		"A site will be chosen by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission during the year for the 200-billion-electron-volt accelerator, and funds may be authorized for a start of the construction." 		403		In 1966, a site will be chosen for the 200-billion-electron-volt accelerator.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The site housing the accelerator will be built in the U.S. 		403		316		no		1966		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is the forecaster and is also the editor of the journal. As such, the author is presumed to be an expert.		1966		no		0		The 200 billion electron volt accelerator will emerge in the U.S. 		403		Technology emergence		1966		1966		70		2		8		236		yes		0		no		Accelerators 		yes		The site for the 200-billion-electron-volt accelerator was chosen on December 7, 1966.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Accelerators are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Accelerators capitalize on physical and mechanical properties. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the accelerator had not been built when the forecast was made. 		403		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1965		1966		Article title.		403						4/15/2011 12:10		6/20/2012 8:45		SF		316		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		403		3. Moderate interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1966		yes		The accelerator began operations in 1966 but did not achieve 20 billion eV until the following year. 		The linear accelerator was turned on in 1966 but 20-GeV was not achieved until 1967.		403		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1966," The Science News-Letter, 8:26 (1965): 403-404. 				yes		Academic publications		"The gigantic linear accelerator at Stanford University can be expected to begin operations at a level of 20 billion electron volts."		403		In 1966, Stanford University's linear accelerator will begin operations at a level of 20 billion electron volts. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author is based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		403		Stanford University is in Northern California. 		403		317		no		1967		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is the forecaster and is also the editor of the journal. As such, the author is presumed to be an expert.		1966		no		1		The accelerator with 20 billion electron volts will emerge at Stanford University. 		403		Technology emergence		1966		1966		70		2		8		236		yes		1		no		Accelerators 		yes		The linear accelerator began operations in 1966 and achieved 20 GeV (20 billion electron volts) the following year. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Accelerators are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Accelerators capitalize on physical and mechanical properties. 		403		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the accelerator existed when the forecast was made. 		403		1		1		Short-term		yes		ND		1965		1966		Article title.		403						4/15/2011 12:14		1/23/2012 13:46		SF		317		SF

		1		yes		no				Might be difficult to verify whether fluorescent bulbs were used to provide light or heat. 		yes		Article publication date.		403		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1966		no		There has never been an intentional effort to heat buildings with fluorescent lamps. 		The forecast implies that there will be an intentional effort to use fluorescent lights as heat sources. 		403		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1966," The Science News-Letter, 8:26 (1965): 403-404. 				yes		Academic publications		"Greater use of the heat of fluorescent lighting as a primary source of building heating will be advanced, with architects planning such lighting to provide for both illumination and warmth for future major buildings." 		403		In 1966, the use of fluorescent lighting to heat buildings will increase.  										1		Worldwide		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		403		Fluorescent lighting can be used anywhere in the world. 		403		318		no				no		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is the forecaster and is also the editor of the journal. As such, the author is presumed to be an expert.		1966		no				Fluorescent lighting will be used to heat buildings as well as light them. 		403		Technology Migration		1966		1966		70		2		8		227		yes				yes		Fluorescent lighting		yes		As of 2011, there has never been an intentional effort to heat buildings with fluorescent lamps. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Fluorescent lightbulbs are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		403		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Fluorescent lighting existed when the forecast was made. 		403				1		Short-term		yes		ND		1965		1966		Article title.		403						4/15/2011 12:19		1/23/2012 13:44		SF		318		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		403		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1966		yes		The contract for the mirror had been issued.  It was scheduled to be cast then delivered in June 1966.  I cannot confirm if it was originally cast in 1966, but it was not delivered until October 1967.		Inferring the delay in delivery also meant a delay in casting 		403		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1966," The Science News-Letter, 8:26 (1965): 403-404. 				yes		Academic publications		"The world's first large fused quartz mirror...will be cast, which will be an advance in telescope making because quartz is less sensitive than glass to temperature changes."		403		In 1966, the first large fused quartz mirror will be cast. 

**The article defines "large" as ~151-inch in diameter. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		403		A fused quartz mirror can emerge anywhere, but the article explicitly states that it will emerge at Kitt Peak National Observatory in Arizona. The location of the technology emergence was not included in the forecast statement because it would have created two forecasts (forecast 1: the mirror will be made/emerge, forecast 2: it will be made at Kitt Peak Observatory). 		403		319		no		1967		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is the forecaster and is also the editor of the journal. As such, the author is presumed to be an expert.		1966		no		1		The first large fused quartz mirror will emerge.		403		Technology emergence		1966		1966		70		2		8		236		yes		1		no		Fused quartz mirror		yes		The mirror had not been delivered in 1966. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		The quartz mirror is a component of a system. 		403		Component		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Fused quarts capitalizes on physical and chemical properties.		403		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the mirror was in production when the forecast was made. 		403		1		1		Short-term		yes		ND		1965		1966		Article title.		403						4/15/2011 12:27		1/23/2012 13:42		SF		319		SF

		0		yes		no				Might be difficult to verify; "progress" is vague. 		yes		Article publication date.		403						1966		no						403		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1966," The Science News-Letter, 8:26 (1965): 403-404. 				yes		Academic publications		"There will be progress in attempts to modify the weather locally to bring needed rain, abort storms, and change atmospheric conditions for special purposes, such as sports competitions and other public events."		403		In 1966, scientists will attempt to modify local weather.										1		Worldwide		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The technology could presumably emerge anywhere. 		NA		320		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is the forecaster and is also the editor of the journal. As such, the author is presumed to be an expert.		1966		no				The ability to manipulate local weather will emerge. 		403		Technology emergence		1966		1966		70		2		8		236		no				no		Weather manipulation		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Manipulating weather would presumably involve systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Weather is a physical phenomenon. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Weather manipulation was not well-understood when the forecast was made.		NA				1		Short-term		no				1965		1966		Article title.		403						4/15/2011 12:34		1/30/2012 7:24		SF		320		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		403		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1969		yes		Humans landed on the moon and explored it (walked, conducted experiments, took samples, took photos) in 1969 during the Apollo 11 mission. 		The forecast was clear that humans would explore the moon in 1969. The astronauts of Apollo 11 explored the moon in July of that year.  		403		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1966," The Science News-Letter, 8:26 (1965): 403-404. 				yes		Academic publications		"The exploration of space will continue during the year with three or four Gemini shots, numbers 8 through 10 or 11, preparatory to the attack on the moon by human astronauts about four years from now."		403		Human astronauts will explore the moon in 1969.										7		Multi-regional		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		403		This forecast would apply to regions/nations with space programs at the time the forecast was made.  Cites the Gemini program, but goes on to say these will prepare for "human astronauts" in general to explore the moon.		403		321		yes		1969		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is the forecaster and is also the editor of the journal. As such, the author is presumed to be an expert.		1969		no		0		The exploration of space through the Gemini shots will evolve such that humans will explore the moon. 		403		Evolution		1970		1968		70		2		8		234		yes		0		no		Space exploration		yes		Astronauts had orbited the moon in 1968, but landed on the moon and explored it in 1969 during the Apollo mission.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Traveling to the moon would involve a large number of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		403		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Humans had not explored the moon when the forecast was made. 		403		0		4		Short-term		yes		ND		1965		1969		The forecast states that humans will explore the moon "four years from now". Since the article was published in 1965, the forecasted event should occur in 1969. 		403						4/15/2011 12:40		1/23/2012 13:40		SF		321		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		403		5. No interpretation		3. Almost realized		1966		yes		Only one Surveyor spacecraft soft landed on the moon in 1966. The other Surveyor spacecraft crashed into the moon during an unsuccessful mission. 		The forecast clearly states that 2 Surveyor spacecraft will soft-land on the moon in 1966. Ground truth sources indicate that only 1 Surveyor landing in 1966 was successful. 		403		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1966," The Science News-Letter, 8:26 (1965): 403-404. 				yes		Academic publications		"While Project Gemini is paving the way for the Apollo landing by providing practice time, a series of Surveyor spacecraft will soft-land on the lunar surface and radio data back to earth. The first two or three should be launched in 1966."		404		In 1966, two or three Surveyor spacecraft will soft-land on the lunar surface.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		403		Project Gemini and the Surveyor Program were U.S. endeavors.		404		322		yes		1967		no		1966		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is the forecaster and is also the editor of the journal. As such, the author is presumed to be an expert.		1966		no		1		Surveyor spacecraft will emerge and will land on the lunar surface. 		404		Technology emergence		1966		1966		70		2		8		234		yes		1		no		Space exploration		yes		According to ground truth sources, Surveyor 1 was  launched in June of 1966 and successfully landed on the lunar surface. Surveyor 2 was launched in September 1966 but was not successful (it crashed into the moon). The next Surveyor spacecraft--Surveyor 3--landed on the moon in 1967. Therefore, only 1 Surveyor spacecraft landed on soft landed on the moon in 1966. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Spacecraft are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		404		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the technology was mature when the forecast was made.		404		1		1		Short-term		yes		ND		1965		1966		Explicit in forecast statement.		404						4/15/2011 12:44		1/23/2012 13:39		SF		322		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		403		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1971		yes		The U.S. had sent several probes to Mars during the 1960s, and a satellite orbited Mars in 1971 and 1972. The first successful landings on Mars didn't occur until 1976. The forecast explicitly states that no probes or spacecraft would be sent until 1971. 		There was some ambiguity in determining whether the forecast was referring to a Mars landing or not. Since the first U.S. Mars landing didn't occur until 1976, the forecast would still be incorrect. 		403		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1966," The Science News-Letter, 8:26 (1965): 403-404. 				yes		Academic publications		"No planetary probes are planned, nor will any more spacecraft be sent to Mars until 1971."		404		No U.S. spacecraft, after Mariner 4, will be sent to Mars until 1971.   		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author is based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		403		The forecast statement is embedded in paragraphs that discuss specific U.S. space exploration programs.		404		323		yes		1969		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is the forecaster and is also the editor of the journal. As such, the author is presumed to be an expert.		1971		no		0.333333333		For the most part each new probe is a new technology.  There are a few exceptions but Mariner 6 is a different technology than Mariner 4.		404		Technology emergence		1973		1969		70		2		8		234		yes		-2		no		Space exploration		yes		Several probes had been sent to Mars during the 1960s.  In 1969 Mariner 6 and 7 were launched and had close flybys of mars. In 1971, the Mariner 9 (the first man-made satellite to orbit a planet other than earth) was launched and provided the first close-up photos of the Martian moons Phobos and Deimos. However, the first probes to successfully land on the surface of Mars were Vikings 1 and 2, both of which were launched in 1976 (see http://starchild.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/StarChild/space_level2/mars.html.)		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Spacecraft are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		404		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article states that no more spacecraft will be sent to Mars until 1971, which implies that spacecraft had already been sent there. 		404		2		6		Medium-term		yes		ND		1965		1971		Explicit in forecast statement. 		404						4/15/2011 12:49		1/23/2012 13:38		SF		323		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		137						1984.5		no						137		R. Munton, “Future Propulsion Systems for Merchant Ships,” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, Series A: Mathematical and Physical Sciences, 273:1231 (1972): 137-150.				yes		Academic publications		"The conclusions drawn from the two approaches are in close agreement that in the 1980s the most widely used propulsion systems will be the slow speed diesel and the geared steam turbine with the main contenders being the medium speed diesel engine and the gas turbine."		137		In the 1980s, the most widely used propulsion systems for merchant ships will be the slow speed diesel and the geared steam turbine, with the main contenders being the medium speed diesel engine and the gas turbine. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British & Commonwealth Shipping Co. Ltd. and the article was published in a UK journal.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		137		The propulsion systems can be used anywhere in the world. 		137		324		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The first part of the paper considers the likely trends with regard to main propulsion systems arising from that viewpoint. It takes into account the emphasis on reliability and safety, pollution problems, and the combination of capital and operating costs of the system. In the second part of the paper, the individual views are compared with those derived from a statistical investigation of trends in machinery installations related to ship types and sizes based on published data.		1984.5		no				The forecast predicts the most widely-used propulsion systems, which is an indication of market penetration.		137		Market penetration		1989		1980		72		5		66		229		yes				no		Propulsion systems		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		5		no		Propulsion systems are systems, explicit in forecast.		137		System		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Document title.		137		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the various propulsion systems were mature when the forecast was made. 		137				12.5		Long-term		yes		ND		1972				Explicit in forecast statement ("in the '80s"). 		137		1989		1980		4/15/2011 13:41		10/25/2011 15:21		ND		324		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Journal was the October 1975 volume.		623		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1980.5		no		As of 2011, no interstellar probe aimed at nearer stars has been launched, and no contracts have been signed. 		Some ambiguity over what it "let" contract is  (awarded? signed?), as well as the definition for "nearer stars" (5 light years?). 		625		W.F. Hilton, "Electronics in Space", The Radio and Electronic Engineer, Vol. 45 No. 10, p.623-626, October 1975				yes		Academic publications		"...I am confident that the first electronic contracts for an interstellar probe aimed specifically at the nearer stars will be let in the coming decade."		626		Between 1975-1985 contracts for probes aimed at the closest stars will be in existence.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		623		Author does not specify a certain country that will be creating these contracts, just says they will exist.		626		325		yes				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is basing his forecast on the fact that some satellites are already out in the solar system and so satellites aimed at the nearest stars are the next obvious step, in his opinion.		1980.5		no				Satellites already were in orbit, the forecast is merely stating developments in the distance and destination of such satellites.		626		Evolution		1985		1976		71		2		8		234		yes				yes		Satellites in development for deep space		yes		To date, an interstellar probe aimed at nearer stars has not been launched. Though there have been plans to do so, no contracts to build these probes have been signed yet. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Satellites are a complex machine with many different systems involved in them.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Satellite's purpose will be to travel to the nearest stars to Earth.		626		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Satellites existed, but none were able to travel the distances predicted in this forecast.		NA				5.5		Medium-term		yes				1975				Forecast was for "the coming decade", meaning the next ten years, meaning 1976-1985		626		1985		1976		4/15/2011 13:56		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		325		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article was published May 21, 1966, as evidenced from the cover page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1969		yes		U.S. communications satellites were in orbit by 1963. 		The forecast was made in 1966, but the first communication to be placed in synchronous orbit was launched in 1963 (3 years before the forecast was made), indicating that the forecast might mean something else. 		2		Author Unknown, "Satellite Launch Set," Science News Vol. 89 No. 21, May 21, 1966, p. 402, Published by: Society for Science & the Public www.jstor.org				yes		Trade press and popular media		"The 'magic date' for having U.S. satellites in orbit is 1969, James McCormack, chairman of the board of the Communications Satellite Corporation, said."		2		U.S. satellites will be in orbit in 1969.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The journal is U.S.-based, as is the expert interviewed for the article. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		2		The forecast pertains to the U.S. 		2		326		yes		1963		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Forecast made from quote by expert in field.		1969		no		2		Satellites were already in existence but these would be a newer generation and American made.		2		Evolution		1970		1968		73		1		4		234		yes		-6		no		Satellites, American		yes		The first communications satellite to be placed in synchronous orbit was launched in 1963. Near complete Earth coverage (excluding polar areas) was achieved with the development of Intelsat and the launching of satellites into geosynchronous earth orbit over the Atlantic (in 1965), the Pacific (in 1967), and Indian oceans (in 1969). 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Satellites are complex machines with multiple systems involved.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Satellites would be orbiting Earth in space.		2		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Satellites were being worked on when forecast was made.		NA		6		3		Short-term		yes				1966		1969		"The 'magic date'...is 1969."		2						4/15/2011 17:58		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		326		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published May 21, 1966		1						1969		no						1		Author Unknown, "Satellite Launch Set," Science News Vol. 89 No. 21, May 21, 1966, p. 402, Published by: Society for Science & the Public www.jstor.org				yes		Trade press and popular media		"It will take about three years to build the ground stations that will receive radio transmissions from the orbiting satellites, Mr.McCormack reported."		1		Ground stations used to receive the satellites radio transmissions will be ready in 3 years.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Information came from spokesperson from Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT) which is based out of America. http://www.scripophily.net/cosaco19c.html		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Since satellites are for American TV, it is reasonable to assume the stations would need to be built across the U.S. for transmission.		1		327		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Forecast made from quote by expert in field.		1969		no				No buildings capable of receiving the U.S. satellites' signals have been built yet.		1		Technology emergence		1970		1968		73		1		4		225		yes				no		Buildings capable of receiving satellites' transmissions		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Buildings would involve multiple systems to receive and process satellites' transmissions.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Buildings would be responsible for receiving transmissions from satellites		1		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Buildings were being started around this time.		NA				3		Short-term		no				1966		1969		Three years from 1966 is 1969.		1		1970		1967		4/15/2011 18:26		1/30/2012 7:20		SF		327		ND

		2		no		no				This forecast is actually predicting a steady state.  We can't evaluate steady state forecasts with our current methodology.		yes		Document publication date, located on cover and in disclaimer.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		The typical residential gas-fired water heater capacity in 2004 and 2010 was 20-100 gallons. 		Direct comparison of capacity. 		4		Navigant Consulting, “EIA: Technology Forecast Updates – Residential and Commercial Building Technologies, Reference Case Second Edition (Revised), September 21, 2007. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		6		In 2010, the capacity of a typical residential gas-fired water heater will be 40 gallons. Derived from table.

**The document defines typical as the average product being sold in the particular timeframe. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by Navigant Consulting’s Washington, DC office. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		While not explicitly stating that the forecasts pertain to U.S. technologies, the analysis relied heavily on U.S. sources, such as the U.S. Department of Energy and the Census Bureau.  		1		328		no		2004		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The authors gathered input from industry, government, R&D organizations, and manufacturers to project product enhancements concerning equipment performance and cost attributes. 				no				The technology will evolve such that the capacity will change.		6		Evolution						74		4		20		236		yes				no		Residential gas-fired water heaters		yes		The typical residential gas-fired water heater capacity was 20-100 gallons. 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Water heaters are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Water heaters are mechanical systems. 		6		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Water heaters existed when the forecast was made.		6				3		Short-term		no		ND		2007		2010		Explicit in table.		6						4/18/2011 10:20		7/12/2012 12:02		SC		328		SF

		2		no		no						yes		Document publication date, located on cover and in disclaimer.		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		A high-efficiency oil-fired furnace that exceeded 105 kBtu/hr was available in 2010. 		Direct comparison of capacities. No dates were provided for ground truth sources; since the ground truth verification is occurring in the fifth month of 2011, it is assumed that the products were available in 2010.  		4		Navigant Consulting, “EIA: Technology Forecast Updates – Residential and Commercial Building Technologies, Reference Case Second Edition (Revised), September 21, 2007. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		20		In 2010, the typical capacity of high residential oil-fired furnaces will be 105 kBtu/hr. Derived from table.

**The document defines "high" as the product with the highest efficiency available in the particular timeframe. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by Navigant Consulting’s Washington, DC office. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		While not explicitly stating that the forecasts pertain to U.S. technologies, the analysis relied heavily on U.S. sources, such as the U.S. Department of Energy and the Census Bureau.		1		329		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The authors gathered input from industry, government, R&D organizations, and manufacturers to project product enhancements concerning equipment performance and cost attributes. 				no				The technology will evolve such that the capacity will change. 		20		Evolution						74		4		20		236		yes				no		Residential oil-fired furnaces		yes		A high-efficiency oil-fired furnace with a capacity of 50,000 to 230,000 Btu (50 to 230 kBtu) was available in 2010. 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Oil-fired furnaces are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Oil-fired furnaces capitalize on mechanical systems. 		20		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Oil-fired furnaces existed when the forecast was made. 		20				3		Short-term		no				2007		2010		Explicit in table.		20						4/18/2011 10:25		7/16/2012 14:37		SC		329		SF

		1		no		no						yes		Document publication date, located on cover and in disclaimer.		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		Central air conditioners in 2010 met or exceeded 42 kBtu/hr. 		Direct comparison of capacities. No dates were provided for ground truth sources; since the ground truth verification is occurring in the fifth month of 2011, it is assumed that the products were available in 2010.  		4		Navigant Consulting, “EIA: Technology Forecast Updates – Residential and Commercial Building Technologies, Reference Case Second Edition (Revised), September 21, 2007. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		26		In 2010, the typical residential central air conditioning unit will have a capacity of 42 kBtu/hr. Derived from table.

**The document defines 'typical' as the average product being sold in the particular timeframe. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by Navigant Consulting’s Washington, DC office. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		While not explicitly stating that the forecasts pertain to U.S. technologies, the analysis relied heavily on U.S. sources, such as the U.S. Department of Energy and the Census Bureau.		1		330		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The authors gathered input from industry, government, R&D organizations, and manufacturers to project product enhancements concerning equipment performance and cost attributes. 				no				The technology will evolve such that its capacity will change. 		26		Evolution						74		4		20		236		yes				no		Residential central air conditioning		yes		The average central air conditioner size is 36,000 to 72,000 Btu/hr (36-72 kBtu/hr). 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Air conditioners are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Air conditioners capitalize on chemical and mechanical properties. 		26		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Air conditioners existed when the forecast was made. 		26				3		Short-term		no				2007		2010		Explicit in table.		26						4/18/2011 10:29		7/16/2012 14:37		SC		330		SF

		1		no		no				This forecast is actually predicting a steady state. We can't evaluate steady state forecasts with our current methodology.		yes		Document publication date, located on cover and in the disclaimer.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		The capacity of residential air heat pumps exceeded 36 kBtu/hr as early as 2003.  		Direct comparison capacities. 		4		Navigant Consulting, “EIA: Technology Forecast Updates – Residential and Commercial Building Technologies, Reference Case Second Edition (Revised), September 21, 2007. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		28		In 2010, the capacity of a typical residential air source heat pump will be 36 kBtu/hr. Derived from table.

**The document defines typical as the average product being sold in the particular timeframe.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by Navigant Consulting’s Washington, DC office. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		While not explicitly stating that the forecasts pertain to U.S. technologies, the analysis relied heavily on U.S. sources, such as the U.S. Department of Energy and the Census Bureau.		1		331		no		2003		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The authors gathered input from industry, government, R&D organizations, and manufacturers to project product enhancements concerning equipment performance and cost attributes. 				no				The product will evolve such that its capacity will change. 		28		Evolution						74		4		20		236		yes				no		Residential air source heat pumps		yes		Residential air heat pumps with capacities ranging from 9,000 to 90,000 Btu/hr (9-90 kBtu/hr) were available as early as 2003.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Heat pumps are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Heat pumps capitalize on physical and mechanical properties. 		28		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Heat pumps existed when the forecast was made.		28				3		Short-term		no		ND		2007		2010		Explicit in table.		28						4/18/2011 10:44		7/12/2012 12:02		SC		331		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, located on cover and in disclaimer.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		The efficiency of gas cooktops in 2010 exceeded 12 kBtu/hr.		Direct comparison of cooling capacities. 		4		Navigant Consulting, “EIA: Technology Forecast Updates – Residential and Commercial Building Technologies, Reference Case Second Edition (Revised), September 21, 2007. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		36		In 2010, the capacity of highest-efficiency residential gas cooktop/stove will be 9 to 12 kBtu/hr. Forecast was derived from table.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by Navigant Consulting’s Washington, DC office. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		While not explicitly stating that the forecasts pertain to U.S. technologies, the analysis relied heavily on U.S. sources, such as the U.S. Department of Energy and the Census Bureau.		1		332		yes		2008		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The authors gathered input from industry, government, R&D organizations, and manufacturers to project product enhancements concerning equipment performance and cost attributes. 				no				The technology will evolve such that the capacity will change.		36		Evolution						74		4		20		236		yes				no		Residential gas cooktops/stoves		yes		The maximum output of several high-efficiency gas cooktops range from 15,000 to 18,000 Btu/hr (15 to 18 kBtu/hr).  		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Gas stoves are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Gas stoves capitalize on chemical and mechanical properties. 		36		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Gas stoves existed when the forecast was made. 		36				3		Short-term		yes		ND		2007		2010		Explicit in table.		36						4/18/2011 10:48		10/4/2011 1:35		ND		332		SF

		2		no		no						yes		Document publication date, located on cover and in disclaimer.		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		Commercial reciprocating chillers with cooling capacities of 120-210 tons were available. 		Direct comparison of cooling capacities. No dates were provided for ground truth sources; since the ground truth verification is occurring in the fifth month of 2011, it is assumed that the products were available in 2010.  		4		Navigant Consulting, “EIA: Technology Forecast Updates – Residential and Commercial Building Technologies, Reference Case Second Edition (Revised), September 21, 2007. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		47		In 2010, the capacity of typical/average commercial reciprocating chillers will be 100 to 200 tons. Forecast was derived from table.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by Navigant Consulting’s Washington, DC office. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		While not explicitly stating that the forecasts pertain to U.S. technologies, the analysis relied heavily on U.S. sources, such as the U.S. Department of Energy and the Census Bureau.		1		333		yes				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The authors gathered input from industry, government, R&D organizations, and manufacturers to project product enhancements concerning equipment performance and cost attributes. 				no				The technology is evolving such that capacity changes. 		47		Evolution						74		4		20		236		yes				no		Reciprocating chillers		yes		In 2010, commercial reciprocating chillers with cooling capacities of 120-210 tons were available. 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Chillers are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Reciprocating chillers capitalize on physical and mechanical properties. 		47		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Reciprocating chillers existed when the forecast was made.		47				3		Short-term		no				2007		2010		Explicit in table.		47						4/18/2011 11:15		7/16/2012 14:37		SC		333		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as provided on the cover page and disclaimer. 		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		The average cooling capacities of rooftop (commercial unitary air conditioners) has been at or above 90 kBtu/hr since at least 1968 when recording began. 		The research only goes back as far as 1968. Technology with the capacity may have been available prior to that. '		4		Navigant Consulting, “EIA: Technology Forecast Updates – Residential and Commercial Building Technologies, Reference Case Second Edition (Revised), September 21, 2007. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		53		In 2010, the capacity of typical/average commercial rooftop air conditioning units will be 90 kBtu/hr. Forecast was derived from table.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by Navigant Consulting’s Washington, DC office. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		While not explicitly stating that the forecasts pertain to U.S. technologies, the analysis relied heavily on U.S. sources, such as the U.S. Department of Energy and the Census Bureau.		1		334		yes		1968		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The authors gathered input from industry, government, R&D organizations, and manufacturers to project product enhancements concerning equipment performance and cost attributes. 				no				The technology evolves such that its capacity changes.		53		Evolution						74		4		20		236		yes				no		Commercial air conditioning units		yes		Rooftop air conditioners with cooling capacities ranging from 22,000 to 135,000 BTU/hr (22 to 135 kBtu/hr) existed in 2010. 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Air conditioners are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Air conditioners capitalize on chemical and mechanical properties. 		53		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Air conditioners existed when the forecast was made.		53				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2007		2010		Explicit in table.		53						4/18/2011 11:24		7/11/2012 12:40		SF		334		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, on cover and in disclaimer.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		Oil-fired furnaces in 2010 had capacities extending beyond 400 kBtu/hr.  As far back as 1987 the majority of oil-fired commercial furnaces were in the 300-400 kBtu/hr range. 		The majority of capacities in 1987 fell within the range of the forecast, thus we can conclude that they were the typical and average capacity. Research into previous years did not produce like numbers. 		4		Navigant Consulting, “EIA: Technology Forecast Updates – Residential and Commercial Building Technologies, Reference Case Second Edition (Revised), September 21, 2007. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		63		In 2010, the capacity of typical/average commercial oil-fired furnaces will be 400 kBtu/hr. Forecast was derived from table. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by Navigant Consulting’s Washington, DC office. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		While not explicitly stating that the forecasts pertain to U.S. technologies, the analysis relied heavily on U.S. sources, such as the U.S. Department of Energy and the Census Bureau.		1		335		yes		1987		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The authors gathered input from industry, government, R&D organizations, and manufacturers to project product enhancements concerning equipment performance and cost attributes. 				no				The technology evolves such that its capacity changes. 		63		Evolution						74		4		20		236		yes				no		Commercial oil-fired furnaces		yes		In 2010, oil-fired furnaces with capacities extended to 1,000,000 BTU/hr (1,000 kBtu/hr). 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Furnaces are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Furnaces capitalize on physical and mechanical properties. 		63		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Furnaces existed when the forecast was made. 		63				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2007		2010		Explicit in table.		63						4/18/2011 11:32		7/11/2012 12:36		SF		335		SF

		2		yes		no		Additional research on year of realization did not yield any results. SF 7/11/12 (Catherine)				yes		Document publication date, located on cover and in disclaimer.		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		The maximum input capacity was as high as 6000 kW in 2010. 		Dates are not provided for ground truth sources. Since the verification is occurring in the fifth month of 2011, it is assumed that capacities were the same in 2010. 		4		Navigant Consulting, “EIA: Technology Forecast Updates – Residential and Commercial Building Technologies, Reference Case Second Edition (Revised), September 21, 2007. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		65		In 2010, the capacity of typical/average commercial electric boilers will be 165 kW. Forecast was derived from table. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by Navigant Consulting’s Washington, DC office. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		While not explicitly stating that the forecasts pertain to U.S. technologies, the analysis relied heavily on U.S. sources, such as the U.S. Department of Energy and the Census Bureau.		1		336		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The authors gathered input from industry, government, R&D organizations, and manufacturers to project product enhancements concerning equipment performance and cost attributes. 				no				The technology evolves such that its capacity changes. 		65		Evolution						74		4		20		236		yes				no		Commercial electric boilers		yes		The maximum input capacity of typical commercial electric boilers was 45 to 6000 kW in 2010. 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Electric boilers are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Electric boilers capitalize on physical and mechanical properties.		65		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electric boilers existed when the forecast was made.		65				3		Short-term		no				2007		2010		Explicit in table. 		65						4/18/2011 11:36		7/12/2012 9:51		SC		336		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, located on cover and in disclaimer.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		Electric resistance storage water heaters were available in 120-gallon capacities in 2010. 		The forecast doesn't explicitly state the capacity for commercial versus residential electric resistance water heaters; the capacity of commercial water heaters is assumed to be on the high end of this spectrum (i.e., 120 gallons). 		4		Navigant Consulting, “EIA: Technology Forecast Updates – Residential and Commercial Building Technologies, Reference Case Second Edition (Revised), September 21, 2007. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		72		In 2010, the capacity of typical/average commercial electric resistance water heaters will be 120 gallons. Forecast was derived from table.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The analysis was conducted by Navigant Consulting’s Washington, DC office. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		While not explicitly stating that the forecasts pertain to U.S. technologies, the analysis relied heavily on U.S. sources, such as the U.S. Department of Energy and the Census Bureau.		1		337		no		2010		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The authors gathered input from industry, government, R&D organizations, and manufacturers to project product enhancements concerning equipment performance and cost attributes. 				no				The technology evolves such that its capacity changes. 		72		Evolution						74		4		20		236		yes				no		Commercial electric resistance water heaters		yes		Electric resistance storage water heaters were available in one-to 120-gallon capacities in 2010. 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Water heaters are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Water heaters capitalize on physical and mechanical properties. 		72		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Water heaters existed when the forecast was made. 		72				3		Short-term		yes		ND		2007		2010		Explicit in table.		72						4/18/2011 11:40		10/4/2011 1:03		ND		337		SF

		3		yes		yes		Uses "possible" which is language that is excluded by our lexicon, to standardize we looked for available products.				yes		Document publication date, which is provided on the cover page. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		yes		PDAs from 192 to 2002 were only capable of storing 1-32 MB of data. Ground truth sources indicate that memory chips for devices capable of storing 500 MB were still in development in 2004. They became available in 2005, but we were unable to find a reference from a *credible* source to confirm this. 		Direct comparison of memory storage. Assuming that a A 500-megabyte digital memory in a shirt-pocket device includes the software and hardware to extract and manipulate the data.  Not simple a hard drive. Much interpretation involved in determining that the memory was available in 2005; there were many sources indicating that this was the case, but the credibility of these sources was dubious. 		42		National Research Council, “STAR 21: Strategic Technologies for the Army of the Twenty First Century,” (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1992). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Improved computer memory technologies will allow the individual soldier to carry an enormous quantity of information in a small package. A 500-megabyte digital memory in a shirt-pocket device will be possible within a decade." 		65		Between 1992 and 2002, a computer device that can fit in a shirt pocket will be capable of storing 500 megabytes of memory. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was published by the National Academies Press and was conducted by the National Research Council. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iii		The forecasts pertained to U.S. military technology needs. 		65		338		yes		2005		yes		2004		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Eight systems panels were set up for the STAR study. Each panel was tasked with envisioning applications of advanced technologies to systems of importance to the future Army. The panel members were experts in their various application areas; most were drawn from industry. Each panel developed its own approach to performing the assigned task and wrote its own report. During the course of the study, over a hundred meetings and workshops were held by the various sub-committees, panels, and groups so that members could interact with one another. 		1997		no		1.6		Computing devices will evolve such that they'll be smaller and will have more memory. 		65		Evolution		2002		1992		75		1		62		225		yes		8		no		Personal digital assistants		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that pocket-sized computing devices/PDAs from 1992 to 2002 were capable of storing 1 to 32 MB of data. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		PDAs are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		PDAs are used to communicate information.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The document indicates that PDAs were immature when the forecast was made. 		NA		8		5		Short-term		yes				1992				Forecast statement predicts that the event will occur "within a decade". 		65		2002		1992		4/18/2011 15:16		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		338		SF

		1		yes		yes		The ground truth source contains information from experts, but it might be too vague to be considered useful. Need this to be double checked by another analyst or verified by an SME.

Additional research did not yield any results. SF 7/11/12 (Catherine)				yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1999.5		yes		The ground truth source only states that the STAR21's predictions about coherent diode-laser arrays was correct and provides evidence of a DARPA project that achieved 25 kW. There is no mention of when DARPA achieved this.		The ground truth source only states that the STAR21's predictions about coherent diode-laser arrays was correct and provides evidence of a DARPA project that achieved 25 kW. There is no mention of when DARPA achieved this.		42		National Research Council, “STAR 21: Strategic Technologies for the Army of the Twenty First Century,” (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1992). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Coherent diode laser arrays, another high-leverage technology choice, are tunable by adjusting the composition and temperature of the semiconductor whose bandgap transition is the radiation source. The Technology Group forecasts that power levels of 10 to 1,000 W per modular unit, with energy fluxes as high as 1 kW/cm 2, can be achieved in the next 5 to 10 years. Efficiencies of 50 percent appear achievable." 		172		Between 1997 and 2002, coherent diode laser arrays will have power levels of 10 to 1,000 W per modular unit and energy fluxes as high as 1 kW/cm2. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written by the National Research Council's Board on Army Science and Technology, as seen on page 2 of the PDF. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecasts address U.S. military technology needs.		172		339		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Eight systems panels were set up for the STAR study. Each panel was tasked with envisioning applications of advanced technologies to systems of importance to the future Army. The panel members were experts in their various application areas; most were drawn from industry. Each panel developed its own approach to performing the assigned task and wrote its own report. During the course of the study, over a hundred meetings and workshops were held by the various sub-committees, panels, and groups so that members could interact with one another.		1999.5		no		266.6		The technology will evolve such that its power level and energy flux will change. 		172		Evolution		2002		1997		75		1		62		231		yes		-1999.5		no		Coherent diode laser arrays 		yes		According to "An Assessment of the Science and Technology Predictions in the Army's STAR21 Report", the STAR21 report's discussion of coherent coupling of lasers was correct. A program called HILL at DARPA had achieved 25 kW.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Laser arrays are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Lasers.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that these arrays existed when the forecast was made. 		172		1999.5		7.5		Medium-term		no				1992				The forecast statement reads, "in the next 5 to 10 years". Since the document was published in 1992, this would be 1997 and 2002. 		172		2002		1997		4/18/2011 15:23		7/11/2012 12:55		SF		339		SF

		1		yes		yes		The ground truth source contains information from experts, but it might be too vague/general to be considered useful. Need this to be double checked by another analyst or verified by an SME.

Additional research did not yield any results. SF 7/11/12 (Catherine) 				yes		Document publication date, as seen on the cover page.		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1999.5		yes		According to this source, the STAR21 study’s discussion of coherent coupling of lasers was correct. 		The ground truth source only states that the STAR21's predictions about coherent diode-laser arrays was correct. There is no mention of when the specific forecast event was achieved. 		42		National Research Council, “STAR 21: Strategic Technologies for the Army of the Twenty First Century,” (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1992). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Coherent diode laser arrays, another high-leverage technology choice, are tunable by adjusting the composition and temperature of the semiconductor whose bandgap transition is the radiation source. The Technology Group forecasts that power levels of 10 to 1,000 W per modular unit, with energy fluxes as high as 1 kW/cm 2, can be achieved in the next 5 to 10 years. Efficiencies of 50 percent appear achievable."		172		Between 1997 and 2002, coherent diode laser arrays will have efficiencies of 50%.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written by the National Research Council's Board on Army Science and Technology, as seen on page 2 of the PDF. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecasts address U.S. military technology needs.		172		340		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Eight systems panels were set up for the STAR study. Each panel was tasked with envisioning applications of advanced technologies to systems of importance to the future Army. The panel members were experts in their various application areas; most were drawn from industry. Each panel developed its own approach to performing the assigned task and wrote its own report. During the course of the study, over a hundred meetings and workshops were held by the various sub-committees, panels, and groups so that members could interact with one another.		1999.5		no		266.6		Coherent diode laser arrays will evolve such that their efficiencies will change. 		172		Evolution		2002		1997		75		1		62		231		yes		-1999.5		no		Coherent diode laser arrays 		yes		According to "An Assessment of the Science and Technology Predictions in the Army's STAR21 Report", the STAR21 report's discussion of coherent coupling of lasers was correct. A program called HILL at DARPA had achieved 25 kW.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Laser arrays are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Lasers.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that these arrays existed when the forecast was made. 		172		1999.5		7.5		Medium-term		no				1992				The forecast statement reads "in the next 5 to 10 years". Since the document was published in 1992, this would equate to 1997 and 2002. 		172		2002		1997		4/18/2011 15:26		7/11/2012 12:54		SF		340		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the cover page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		yes		Gyrotrons were capable of producing megwatt-level continous-wave power in 1999 when a gyrotron producing output powers up to 1.25 megawatt (MW) continuous wave was demonstrated.		Interpreted the development of a waterload for use with gyrotrons producing 1.25MW continuous-wave power as evidence that such gyrotrons are available.		42		National Research Council, “STAR 21: Strategic Technologies for the Army of the Twenty First Century,” (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1992). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The Technology Group forecasts that gyrotron technology will produce megawatt-level continuous-wave power by about 1995, but it will be at fixed frequencies."		174		By 1995, gyrotron technology will produce megawatt-level continuous-wave power.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written by the National Research Council's Board on Army Science and Technology, as seen on page 2 of the PDF. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecasts address U.S. military technology needs.		174		341		yes		1999		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Eight systems panels were set up for the STAR study. Each panel was tasked with envisioning applications of advanced technologies to systems of importance to the future Army. The panel members were experts in their various application areas; most were drawn from industry. Each panel developed its own approach to performing the assigned task and wrote its own report. During the course of the study, over a hundred meetings and workshops were held by the various sub-committees, panels, and groups so that members could interact with one another.		1995		no		1.333333333		Gyrotron technology will evolve such that it produces megawatt-level power. 		174		Evolution		1996		1994		75		1		62		231		yes		4		no		Gyrotron technology 		yes		In 1995 Gyrotrons were not capable of producing megwatt-level continous-wave power.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Gyrotrons are subsystems.  		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		174		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that gyrotron technology existed when the forecast was made. 		174		4		3		Short-term		yes		SF		1992		1995		Explicit in forecast statement. 		174		1995		1992		4/18/2011 15:37		7/2/2012 11:26		SF		341		SF

		1		yes		yes						yes		Document publication date, located on title page.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		no		In 1995, free electron lasers produced < 1MW of power. 		Direct comparison of power production. 		42		National Research Council, “STAR 21: Strategic Technologies for the Army of the Twenty First Century,” (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1992). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The Technology Group forecasts that gyrotron technology will produce megawatt-level continuous-wave power by about 1995, but it will be at fixed frequencies...In the same time frame, free-electron laser (FEL) technology will provide 1-MW power levels with limited tuning capability and pulse rate. The FEL technology for tunable frequency sweep across the entire 30 to 300 GHz range with continuous-wave 1- MW power can be achieved by 2005. 
		174-175		By 1995, free-electron laser technology will provide 1 megawatt power levels.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was published by the National Academies Press and was conducted by the National Research Council. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The forecasts address U.S. military technology needs.		1		342		no				no		2008		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Eight systems panels were set up for the STAR study. Each panel was tasked with envisioning applications of advanced technologies to systems of importance to the future Army. The panel members were experts in their various application areas; most were drawn from industry. Each panel developed its own approach to performing the assigned task and wrote its own report. During the course of the study, over a hundred meetings and workshops were held by the various sub-committees, panels, and groups so that members could interact with one another.		1995		no				The technology will evolve such that it is capable of producing more power. 		174		Evolution		1996		1994		75		1		62		231		yes				no		Free-electron lasers		yes		The Army quit working on free electron lasers in the early 1990s. The STAR21 study overestimated the progress on free electron lasers, and perhaps even got it wrong. The average power of free-electron lasers in 2008 was 2kW at varying wavelengths.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Free-electron lasers are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Lasers. 		174		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The report indicates that free-electron lasers existed when the forecast was made. 		174				3		Short-term		yes		ND		1992		1995		Explicit in forecast statement. 		174						4/18/2011 15:47		1/23/2012 13:22		SF		342		SF

		1		yes		yes						yes		Document publication date, located on title page.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		The average power in 2008 (3 years after the forecasted event) was 2kW at varying wavelengths. The ground truth document does not mention the free-electron laser frequency, but the fact that the lasers cannot achieve 1 MW of power means the forecasted event didn't occur. 		Free-electron produced < 1-MW of power in 2005. 		42		National Research Council, “STAR 21: Strategic Technologies for the Army of the Twenty First Century,” (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1992). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The FEL technology for tunable frequency sweep across the entire 30 to 300 GHz range with continuous-wave 1- MW power can be achieved by 2005." 		174-175		By 2005, the free-electron laser technology for tunable frequency sweep across the 30 to 300 GHz range with continuous-wave 1-MW power will be achieved. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was published by the National Academies Press and was conducted by the National Research Council. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The forecasts address U.S. military technology needs.		1		343		no				no		2008		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Eight systems panels were set up for the STAR study. Each panel was tasked with envisioning applications of advanced technologies to systems of importance to the future Army. The panel members were experts in their various application areas; most were drawn from industry. Each panel developed its own approach to performing the assigned task and wrote its own report. During the course of the study, over a hundred meetings and workshops were held by the various sub-committees, panels, and groups so that members could interact with one another.		2005		no				FELs will evolve such that they can produce 1 MW power across the 30-300 GHz range. 		175		Evolution		2009		2001		75		1		62		231		yes				no		Free-electron lasers		yes		According to "An Assessment of the Science and Technology Predictions in the Army's STAR21 Report", the Army quit working on free electron lasers in the early 1990s. The STAR21 study overestimated the progress on free electron lasers, and perhaps even got it wrong. The Thomas Jefferson Laboratory National Accelerator Facility in Virginia is working on FELs for the Navy. The average power in 2008 was 2kW at varying wavelengths.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		FELs are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Lasers. 		174		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that FELs existed when the forecast was made. 		174				13		Long-term		yes		ND		1992		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		175						4/18/2011 15:55		1/23/2012 13:18		SF		343		SF

		1		yes		yes		The ground truth source contains information from experts, but it might be too vague to be considered useful. Need this to be confirmed by an SME. 

Additional research did not yield any results. SF 7/11/12 (Catherine)				yes		Document publication date, as seen on the cover page.		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1999.5		yes		According to "An Assessment of the Science and Technology Predictions in the Army's STAR21 Report", the STAR21 report's discussion of coherent coupling of lasers was correct. 		The ground truth source only states that the STAR21's predictions about coherent diode-laser arrays was correct and provides evidence of a DARPA project that achieved 25 kW. There is no mention of when DARPA achieved this. 		42		National Research Council, “STAR 21: Strategic Technologies for the Army of the Twenty First Century,” (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1992). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"For coherent diode-laser arrays, diode laser arrays are coherently coupled to produce the output beam, rather than being used to pump another laser. The Propulsion and Power Technology Group has forecast that power levels of 10 to 1,000 W per modular unit, with energy fluxes as high as 1 kW/cm2, can be achieved in the next 5 to 10 years." 		198		Between 1997 and 2002, coherent diode-laser arrays will produce 10 to 1,000 W of power per modular unit, with energy fluxes as high as 1 kW/cm2. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written by the National Research Council's Board on Army Science and Technology, as seen on page 2 of the PDF. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecasts address U.S. military technology needs.		198		344		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Eight systems panels were set up for the STAR study. Each panel was tasked with envisioning applications of advanced technologies to systems of importance to the future Army. The panel members were experts in their various application areas; most were drawn from industry. Each panel developed its own approach to performing the assigned task and wrote its own report. During the course of the study, over a hundred meetings and workshops were held by the various sub-committees, panels, and groups so that members could interact with one another.

		1999.5		no		266.6		The technology will evolve such that its power production and energy flux changes. 		198		Evolution		2002		1997		75		1		62		231		yes		-1999.5		no		Coherent diode laser arrays 		yes		According to "An Assessment of the Science and Technology Predictions in the Army's STAR21 Report", the STAR21 report's discussion of coherent coupling of lasers was correct. A program called HILL at DARPA had achieved 25 kW. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Coherent diode laser arrays are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Lasers.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that coherent diode laser arrays existed when the forecast was made		198		1999.5		7.5		Medium-term		no				1992				The forecast statement reads, "in the next 5 to 10 years". Since the document was published in 1992, this means 1997 to 2002. 		198		2002		1997		4/18/2011 16:01		7/11/2012 12:53		SF		344		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the cover page.		NA						1995		no						42		National Research Council, “STAR 21: Strategic Technologies for the Army of the Twenty First Century,” (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1992). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		125		In 1995, 1 W commercial power amplifiers will have a maximum frequency of <50 GHz. Adapted from figure 3-6. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written by the National Research Council's Board on Army Science and Technology, as seen on page 2 of the PDF. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecasts address U.S. military technology needs.		125		345		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Eight systems panels were set up for the STAR study. Each panel was tasked with envisioning applications of advanced technologies to systems of importance to the future Army. The panel members were experts in their various application areas; most were drawn from industry. Each panel developed its own approach to performing the assigned task and wrote its own report. During the course of the study, over a hundred meetings and workshops were held by the various sub-committees, panels, and groups so that members could interact with one another.		1995		no				The technology will evolve such that its maximum frequency changes.		125		Evolution		1996		1994		75		1		62		227		yes				no		Power amplifiers 		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Accelerators are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in figure.		125		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Accelerators existed when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		no				1992		1995		Explicit in figure.		125						4/18/2011 16:10		1/30/2012 7:01		SF		345		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						2000		no						42		National Research Council, “STAR 21: Strategic Technologies for the Army of the Twenty First Century,” (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1992). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		125		In 2000, small-signal amplifiers and 0.1 W power amplifiers will have a maximum frequency of 110-120 GHz. Adapted from figure 3-6.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written by the National Research Council's Board on Army Science and Technology, as seen on page 2 of the PDF. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecasts address U.S. military technology needs.		125		346		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Eight systems panels were set up for the STAR study. Each panel was tasked with envisioning applications of advanced technologies to systems of importance to the future Army. The panel members were experts in their various application areas; most were drawn from industry. Each panel developed its own approach to performing the assigned task and wrote its own report. During the course of the study, over a hundred meetings and workshops were held by the various sub-committees, panels, and groups so that members could interact with one another.		2000		no				The technology will evolve such that its frequency will change. 		125		Evolution		2002		1998		75		1		62		227		yes				no		Amplifiers		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Amplifiers are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		125		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that amplifiers existed when the forecast was made. 		125				8		Medium-term		no				1992		2000		Explicit in figure. 		125						4/18/2011 16:16		1/30/2012 7:00		SF		346		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		Document publication date, which is provided on the cover page.		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1999		yes		A 900 MFlop processor was available in 1999. 		One ground truth source described a 100 MFlop processor that was available in 1992 (the same year the forecast was made). This required SME validation. 		42		National Research Council, “STAR 21: Strategic Technologies for the Army of the Twenty First Century,” (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1992). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		129		In 1999, a single digital signal microprocessor (DSP) will have a computational rate of ~100 mega floating-point operations per second (MFLOP). Adapted from figure 3-9. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was published by the National Academies Press, and was conducted by the National Research Council. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iii		The forecasts address U.S. military technology needs.		129		347		no		1992		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Eight systems panels were set up for the STAR study. Each panel was tasked with envisioning applications of advanced technologies to systems of importance to the future Army. The panel members were experts in their various application areas; most were drawn from industry. Each panel developed its own approach to performing the assigned task and wrote its own report. During the course of the study, over a hundred meetings and workshops were held by the various sub-committees, panels, and groups so that members could interact with one another.		1999		no		1		The technology will evolve such that the computational rate changes.		129		Evolution		2001		1997		75		1		62		226		yes		-7		no		Digital signal processing microprocessor 		yes		A 100 MFlop DSP that was available in 1992 (the same year the forecast was made). In 1999, a 900 MFlop processor was available. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Processors are components. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		129		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that DSPs existed when the forecast was made. 		129		7		7		Medium-term		yes				1992		1999		Explicit in figure.		129						4/18/2011 16:24		7/13/2012 11:46		SF		347		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article was published in January of 2000.		104		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2002.5		no		ASICs with neural chips were not affordable in 2003. 		The only ground truth source generally addressed the affordability of ASICs. 		104		Gadi Kaplan (Senior Technical Editor), "Industrial Electronics", January 2000 IEEE Spectrum magazine, 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"'You need about 100 neurons [on a chip], but there is no chip with that processing power yet,'...digital ASICs with neural chips at the right size and price will become available in two to three years."		105		ASICs with neural chips with about 100 neurons on them will become available at an affordable price in two to three years.										1		Worldwide		The forecast was derived from an interview with a professor of electrical engineering at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		104		ASICs with neural chips will be distributed worldwide.		105		348		no				yes		2008		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Interviewed Bimal Bose, "a world-renowned power electronics expert and professor of electrical engineering at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville."		2002.5		no				Chips will evolve to be more affordable and hold more neurons.		105		Evolution		2003		2002		77		1		4		226		yes				no		Application-specific-ICs (ASICs) neuron chips		yes		The forecast overestimated the use of ASICs, which are expensive and have been largely replaced by Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) chips. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The chip is a small part of larger systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Neural chips run specific processes in ASICs.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Article points out that neural chips have been released with escalating neuron capacities showing companies have been working on them already.		105				2.5		Short-term		yes				2000				Article states technology will be available in 2-3 years form 2000, meaning 2002-2003.		105		2003		2002		4/18/2011 22:58		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		348		ND

		3		yes		yes		The forecast was made by the UN Economic Commission for Europe, which co-publishes the annual "World Robotics" reports with the IFR. We were unable to find the original document cited here, but based on previous IFR reports, we can deduce that the forecast was derived from some type of quantitative method. 				yes		The present article was published in 2000, but the forecast comes from the Geneva-based UN Economic Commission for Europe. The article provides no citation for the commission report, but the preceding sentence indicates that the report may have been published in 1998, since it was providing information about industrial robot numbers in 1999 and 1998. 		107		4. Little interpretation		3. Almost realized		2002		yes		The forecast overestimated the number of robots by ~30,000. 		The forecast statement was clear, as were the ground truth sources. 

		NA		Gadi Kaplan (Senior Technical Editor), "Industrial Electronics", January 2000 IEEE Spectrum magazine, 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"The commission also estimated that in the year 2002, there will be be 800,000 or so operational industrial robots in the world..."		107		In 2002, there will be about 800,000 operational industrial robots in the world.										1		Worldwide		The forecast was based on a UN Economic Commission for Europe, so its origin is multi-regional. 										7		Multi-regional		107		Forecast explicitly states "in the world."		107		349		yes		2003		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The forecast was made by the UN Economic Commission for Europe, which co-publishes the annual "World Robotics" reports with the IFR. We were unable to find the original document cited here, but based on previous IFR reports, we can deduce that the forecast was derived from some type of quantitative method. 		2002		no		0.25		Forecast predicts number of operational industrial robots in 2002.		NA		Market penetration		2003		2001		77		4				235		yes		1		no		Industrial Robots		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that the operational stock of industrial robots was ~770,000 units in 2002. There were ~800,000 at the end of 2003. 								yes		Industrial robots are complex machines with multiple systems involved.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Robotics technology		107		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Robots were already working industrially when forecast was made.		NA		1		4		Short-term		yes				1998		2002		Explicitly stated in forecast.		107						4/19/2011 1:56		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		349		ND

		5		yes		no		No year of realization provided in sources. Looks likely this had occurred by 1982 and if not before. DF

Need additional research for year of realization. SF 7/2/12				yes		Document publication date.		171		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1982.5		yes		By 1979 the first robot programming language had been commercially released for use with PUMA robots. In March 1982 Sankyo Seiki was building Type 7535 robots in Tokyo, which used IBM's AML (A Manufacturing Language). By 1984 more than 14 languages were being used in industrial robotics (location unstated).		Assumes that PUMA robots (the first with a commercially available programming language) would have been in use in Japan after release.		172		K.Yonemoto and K. Shiino, “Present State and Future Outlook for Industrial Robots in Japan,” The Industrial Robot, December 1977.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		174		Robot languages for programming will be applied in practice in Japan between 1980 and 1985. Forecast derived from figure 5.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the Japan Industrial Robot Association and the Nomura Research Institute.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		171		Explicit in forecast statement.		174		350		yes		1979		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Explained on page 172. 		1982.5		no		0.636363636		The technology will evolve such that languages will be in practical use in a certain timeframe. 		174		Evolution		1985		1980		79		1		6		235		yes		-3.5		no		Robot languages		yes		By 1983 robot languages for programming were applied in practice in Japan.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Robot languages are components of robots (systems). 		NA		Component		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		171		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that languages would be in development in 1978 (a year after the article was published). 		174		3.5		5.5		Medium-term		yes		SF		1977				Explicit in figure.		174		1985		1980		4/19/2011 9:11		7/6/2012 14:36		SF		350		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		171						1981		no						172		K.Yonemoto and K. Shiino, “Present State and Future Outlook for Industrial Robots in Japan,” The Industrial Robot, December 1977.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		174		Painting robots that finish the painting of a car's body will be applied in practice in Japan between 1980 and 1982. Forecast was derived from figure 5. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the Japan Industrial Robot Association and the Nomura Research Institute.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		171		Explicit in forecast statement.		174		351		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Discussed on page 172.		1981		no				The technology will evolve such that it is applied in a certain timeframe. 		174		Evolution		1982		1980		79		1		6		235		yes				no		Painting robots		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Robots are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title.		171		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that the robots will not be developed unitl 1978 or 1979. 		174				4		Short-term		no				1977				Explicit in figure 5. 		174		1982		1980		4/19/2011 9:30		7/12/2012 10:34		SF		351		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		171						1984.5		no						172		K.Yonemoto and K. Shiino, “Present State and Future Outlook for Industrial Robots in Japan,” The Industrial Robot, December 1977.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		175		Coal mining robots will be applied in practice in Japan between 1983 and 1986. Forecast was derived from figure 5. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the Japan Industrial Robot Association and the Nomura Research Institute.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		171		Explicit in forecast statement.		175		352		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Discussed on page 172.		1984.5		no				The technology will evolve such that it is in practical use within a specific timeframe. 		175		Evolution		1986		1983		79		1		6		235		yes				no		Robots		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Robots are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		171		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that these robots will be in development from 1980 to 1982. 		175				7.5		Medium-term		no				1977				Explicit in figure. 		175		1986		1983		4/19/2011 9:38		7/12/2012 10:33		SF		352		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		171						1984.5		no						172		K.Yonemoto and K. Shiino, “Present State and Future Outlook for Industrial Robots in Japan,” The Industrial Robot, December 1977.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		175		Maintenance robots capable of inspecting the temperature and vibration of reactor furnaces will be applied practically in Japan between 1982 and 1987. Forecast was derived from figure 5.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the Japan Industrial Robot Association and the Nomura Research Institute.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		171		Explicit in forecast statement.		175		353		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Discussed on page 172.		1984.5		no				The technology will evolve such that it will be used practically within a certain timeframe. 		175		Evolution		1987		1982		79		1		6		235		yes				no		Robots		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Robots are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Article title. 		171		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that these robots will be developed between 1980 and 1985. 		175				7.5		Medium-term		no				1977				Explicit in figure.		175		1987		1982		4/19/2011 9:43		7/12/2012 10:33		SF		353		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		171						1985		no						172		K.Yonemoto and K. Shiino, “Present State and Future Outlook for Industrial Robots in Japan,” The Industrial Robot, December 1977.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		175		Underwater, movable robots capable of conducting geological surveys in depths <300m will be applied in practice in Japan between 1982 and 1988.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the Japan Industrial Robot Association and the Nomura Research Institute.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		171		Explicit in forecast statement.		171		354		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Discussed on page 172.		1985		no				The technology will evolve such that it is in practical use within a specific timeframe. 		175		Evolution		1988		1982		79		1		6		235		yes				no		Robots		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Robots are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Article title. 		171		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that these robots will be developed between 1979 and 1980. 		175				8		Medium-term		no				1977				Explicit in figure 5.		175		1988		1982		4/19/2011 9:48		7/12/2012 10:33		SF		354		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		171						1985		no						176		K.Yonemoto and K. Shiino, “Present State and Future Outlook for Industrial Robots in Japan,” The Industrial Robot, December 1977.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Taking into consideration the increasing machine tools installation, the development of robot and automatic technology, etc., the number of machine tools with the automated material handling equipment will rise to 130,000-160,000 sets in 1985."		177		In 1985, 130,000 to 160,000 sets of machine tools with automated material handling equipment will exist in Japan. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the Japan Industrial Robot Association and the Nomura Research Institute.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		171		Explicit in forecast statement.		177		355		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The long-term market forecast of the industrial robot market was conducted using a survey of 8 application fields. 		1985		no				The number of units produced is an indication of market penetration. 		177		Market penetration		1987		1983		79		1		5		235		yes				no		Automated handling equipment		yes				Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Automated material handling equipment is a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		171		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that this technology existed when the forecast was made. 		177				8		Medium-term		no				1977		1985		Explicit in forecast statement.		177						4/19/2011 10:28		7/12/2012 10:32		SF		355		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		171		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1985		no		The forecast overestimated the number of robot installations by 6,000. 		The forecast and ground truth source were clear. 		176		K.Yonemoto and K. Shiino, “Present State and Future Outlook for Industrial Robots in Japan,” The Industrial Robot, December 1977.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"In the meantime the share of utilizing robots in the whole automation systems will rise rapidly. In 1985, the number of total installation of industrial robots will reach 70,000 to 100,000, which means that they will play the main role of the whole automation systems in the machining of metal process."		177		In 1985, 70,000 to 100,000 industrial robots will be installed in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the Japan Industrial Robot Association and the Nomura Research Institute.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		171		Forecasted for Japan.		171		356		no				no		1985		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The long-term forecast of the industrial robot market was conducted via a survey of 8 application fields.		1985		no				The number of robots installed is an indication of market penetration.		177		Market penetration		1987		1983		79		1		5		235		yes				no		Robots		yes		Japan installed 64,000 robots in its factories in 1985. 		Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Robots are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		171		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		"Machining" robots existed when the forecast was made. 		177				8		Medium-term		yes		ND		1977		1985		Explicit in forecast statement. 		177						4/19/2011 11:00		7/12/2012 10:32		SF		356		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		171		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1985		yes		The actual number of robots in use exceeded the forecasted amount by 57,000. 		The number of sets is assumed to mean the total number in use. 		176		K.Yonemoto and K. Shiino, “Present State and Future Outlook for Industrial Robots in Japan,” The Industrial Robot, December 1977.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"With a growing need for robots dictated by the users, cumulative numbers of the industrial robots will increase at least to 36,000 sets in 1985, sharing about 12% of the total cumulative installation number of presses."		178		In 1985, there will be 36,000 sets of industrial robots in Japan.  		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the Japan Industrial Robot Association and the Nomura Research Institute.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		171		Forecasts for Japan.		171		357		no		1983		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The long-term forecast of the industrial robot market was conducted via a survey of 8 application fields.		1985		no		0.25		The number of sets provides insight about market penetration. 		178		Market penetration		1987		1983		79		1		5		235		yes		-2		no		Robots 		yes		There were 32,000 industrial robots in use in Japan in 1985. 		Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		yes		Robots are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		171		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that these robots existed when the forecast was made. 		171		2		8		Medium-term		yes		ND		1977		1985		Explicit in forecast statement. 		178						4/19/2011 11:17		7/12/2012 10:32		SF		357		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		171						1985		no						176		K.Yonemoto and K. Shiino, “Present State and Future Outlook for Industrial Robots in Japan,” The Industrial Robot, December 1977.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Supported by such a favourable trend, the cumulative numbers of robots for pouring molten metal and unloading robots in 1985 will rise to 6,000 and 3,000, respectively."		178		In 1985, 6,000 robots in Japan will be used to pour molten metal. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the Japan Industrial Robot Association and the Nomura Research Institute.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		171		Explicit in forecast statement.		178		358		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The long-term forecast of the industrial robot market was conducted via a survey of 8 application fields.		1985		no				The number of robots used for a certain application provides insight about market penetration. 		178		Market penetration		1987		1983		79		1		5		235		yes				no		Robots 		yes				Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Robots are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		171		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Robots existed when the forecast was made. 		NA				8		Medium-term		no				1977		1985		Explicit in forecast statement.		178						4/19/2011 11:22		7/12/2012 10:31		SF		358		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		171						1985		no						176		K.Yonemoto and K. Shiino, “Present State and Future Outlook for Industrial Robots in Japan,” The Industrial Robot, December 1977.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Supported by such a favourable trend, the cumulative numbers of robots for pouring molten metal and unloading robots in 1985 will rise to 6,000 and 3,000, respectively."		178		In Japan, 3,000 robots will be used for unloading in 1985. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the Japan Industrial Robot Association and the Nomura Research Institute.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		171		Explicit in forecast statement.		178		359		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The long-term forecast of the industrial robot market was conducted via a survey of 8 application fields.		1985		no				The number of robots used for a particular application provides insight about market penetration. 		178		Market penetration		1987		1983		79		1		5		235		yes				no		Robots 		yes				Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Robots are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		171		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Robots existed when the forecast was made. 		NA				8		Medium-term		no				1977		1985		Explicit in forecast statement.		178						4/19/2011 11:25		7/12/2012 10:31		SF		359		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2000.		104						2003		no						108		Gadi Kaplan (Senior Technical Editor), "Industrial Electronics", January 2000 IEEE Spectrum magazine, 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"The use of Ethernet-based networks for industrial distributed and remote I/O is growing, according to Venture Development Corp. (VDC).  This management-consulting firm, in Natick, Mass., believes that such Ethernet-based systems will reach 22 percent of the market in 2003, up from only 8.4 percent in 1998."		108		Ethernet-based networks for industrial distributed and remote I/O will reach 22% of the market in 2003.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S. and the company interviewed was based in Massachusetts.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		104, 108		Ethernet-systems could be used worldwide.		NA		360		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Spoke to VDC about the future of the technology.		2003		no				Technology is growing in an industry it is already involved in.		108		Evolution		2004		2002		77		1		4		225		yes				no		Ethernet-based systems		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Ethernet-based network is a communication system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Ethernet is used to communicate information between systems.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		This technology has already been used, forecast is only predicting growth in the market.		108				3		Short-term		no				2000		2003		Article states "...in 2003."		108						4/19/2011 11:50		1/27/2012 14:23		SF		360		ND

		0		yes		no				Need to verify the methodology. 		yes		Article publication date.		1						2009		no						1		Shai Shammai and Christopher Cradock, "Future Asia and Asia-Pacific Procurement Trends," April 15, 2005, accessed March 1, 2011, http://www.frost.com/prod/servlet/market-insight-top.pag?Src=RSS&docid=35854398.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Some of the most exciting projects in the region are for HALE UAVs. HALE UAVs are likely to figure in the market from 2009 onwards and to account for about 10% of sales."		2		High altitude, long endurance unmanned aerial vehicles (HALE UAVs) will account for 10% of UAV sales in the Asia and Asia-Pacific market by 2009. 										4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with universities in the UK, and Frost & Sullivan has headquarters in the U.S. and Europe.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The article addresses the Asian and Asian-Pacific market. 		1		361		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The document language indicates that the authors are experts in UAV markets. 		2009		no				Explicit in forecast statement. 		2		Market penetration		2010		2008		80		2		8		235		yes				no		High-altitude long endurance UAVs		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		UAVs are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Article title. 		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		HALE UAVs existed when the forecast was made.		2				4		Short-term		yes		ND		2005		2009		Explicit in forecast statement.		2						4/19/2011 12:19		1/31/2012 11:47		SF		361		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1961, but it is based on a presentation given at a seminar in Italy on September 9, 1960. 		112		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1963		yes		The forecast was off by 6 years. 		Direct comparison of years.		112		Hugh L. Dryden, “Future Exploration and Utilization of Outer Space,” Technology and Culture, 2:2 (1961): 112-126.				yes		Academic publications		"By 1963 we hope to be able to launch with the Atlas-Agena B launch vehicle an orbiting geophysical observatory weighing about 1300 pounds either in a nearly circular polar orbit at altitude 350 statute miles or a highly eccentric inclined orbit with perigee of 150 statute miles and apogee of 70,000 miles at an inclination of 33 degrees to the equator."		120		By 1963, NASA will launch an orbiting geophysical observatory weighing about 1300 pounds.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author was Deputy Administrator of NASA when the paper was presented.  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		112		On page 118, when discussing the "near future", the author states that he can only speak authoritatively for the plans and work of NASA. Presumably, this means his predictions apply to the U.S. 		118		362		no		1969		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author was Deputy Administrator of NASA when the paper was presented; forecasts were based on his expert judgment.  		1963		no		2		A geophysical observatory will be launched for the first time in 1963. 		120		Technology emergence		1964		1962		81		2		8		234		yes		6		no		Geophysical observatory		yes		The first OGO was launched in 1969. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		A geophysical observatory is a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Article title.		120		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the technology to launch a geophysical observatory was not mature when the forecast was made. 		120		6		3		Short-term		yes		ND		1960		1963		"By 1963" is translated as the range of years between the date of forecast to the predicted event.		120						4/19/2011 13:08		1/31/2012 11:46		SF		362		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		This forecast was derived from a Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the U.S. House of Representatives report entitled, "The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-1969." This report was published on January 2, 1959.  		122		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1963.5		yes		A manned circumlunar mission occurred in 1968. 		The forecast statement and ground truth sources are clear. 		122		Hugh L. Dryden, “Future Exploration and Utilization of Outer Space,” Technology and Culture, 2:2 (1961): 112-126.				yes		Academic publications		"Forecasts of time scale varied greatly, but it was generally believed that the circumlunar flight of man would be accomplished before 1969."		122-123		Before 1969, humans will participate in circumlunar flight.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		 This forecast was derived from a Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the U.S. House of Representatives report entitled, "The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-1969." 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		122		This forecast was derived from a Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the U.S. House of Representatives report entitled, "The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-1969," which presumably forecasted about the U.S. space program. 		122		363		yes		1968		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the article, the Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the U.S. House of Representatives report entitled, "The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-1969" contained the views of 56 scientists, engineers, industrialists, military officers, and government administrators concerned with some aspect of the national space program. It is unclear how these views were obtained (surveys, workshops, interviews).		1963.5		no		1		Circumlunar flight of man would be a technology emergence. 		123		Technology emergence		1968		1959		81		1				234		yes		4.5		no		Circumlunar landing		yes		Apollo 8 was the first manned circumlunar flight. It was launched in 1968. 								yes		Circumlunar flight of man requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Article title. 		123		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the technology wasn't very mature when the forecast was made. 		123		4.5		4.5		Short-term		yes				1959				The forecasted event was predicted to occur before 1969.		123		1968		1959		4/19/2011 13:18		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		363		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		This forecast was derived from a Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the U.S. House of Representatives report entitled, "The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-1969." This report was published on January 2, 1959.  		122		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1972		yes		In 1969, humans landed on the moon during the Apollo 11 mission. 		The forecast statement is clear in its prediction that a moon landing would occur in the early 1970s. Ground truth sources explicitly state that this occurred in 1969. 		122		Hugh L. Dryden, “Future Exploration and Utilization of Outer Space,” Technology and Culture, 2:2 (1961): 112-126.				yes		Academic publications		"A few predicted landing on the moon within the decade, but the majority thought it would take place early in the following decade."		123		Man will land on the moon in the early 1970s.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		This forecast was derived from a Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the U.S. House of Representatives report entitled, "The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-1969."  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		122		This forecast was derived from a Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the U.S. House of Representatives report entitled, "The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-1969," which presumably made predictions about the U.S. space program. 		122		364		yes		1969		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the article, the Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the U.S. House of Representatives report entitled, "The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-1969" contained the views of 56 scientists, engineers, industrialists, military officers, and government administrators concerned with some aspect of the national space program. It is unclear how these views were obtained (surveys, workshops, interviews).		1972		no		0.230769231		The ability to send a man to the moon is a technology emergence. 		123		Technology emergence		1974		1970		81		1				234		yes		-3		no		Moon landing 		yes		By 1972, man had already landed on the moon during the Apollo 11 mission in 1969. 								no		Moon landings require systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Article title. 		123		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the technology wasn't mature when the forecast was made. 		123		3		13		Long-term		yes		ND		1959				"Early the following decade" means 1970 to 1974. 1975 would be considered the middle of the 1970s.		123		1974		1970		4/19/2011 13:19		1/23/2012 12:29		SF		364		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2000.		104						2003		no						109		Gadi Kaplan (Senior Technical Editor), "Industrial Electronics", January 2000 IEEE Spectrum magazine, 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Foundation Fieldbus, another industry group that supports open buses, is also pushing its open networks.  It is seen as capturing 8.3 percent of the market in 2003, substantially increasing its share of 2.4 percent in 1998."		109		Open networks for Foundation Fieldbus will capture 8.3% of the market in 2003.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Open networks market is a worldwide industry.		NA		365		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Spoke with Foundation Fieldbus to make forecast.		2003		no				Shows the demand increase in the industry and therefore the increased percentage in the market.		109		Market penetration		2004		2002		77		1		4		225		yes				no		Open Networks		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Works to connect different systems together.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Open networks are a system that communicates information between other systems.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Already available, forecast is predicting growth in the field.		109				3		Short-term		no				2000		2003		Forecast explicitly states prediction will occur in 2003.		109						4/19/2011 13:20		1/27/2012 14:21		SF		365		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		This forecast was derived from a Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the U.S. House of Representatives report entitled, "The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-1969." This report was published on January 2, 1959.  		122		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1964.5		yes		55 satellites were launched for meteorological use between 1960 and 1969. Therefore, there were meteorology satellites in orbit in 1965. 		Needed to define "commonplace" in order to verify this forecast. According to the standard lexicon, "commonplace" means the technology is actively being used and no longer in development.		122		Hugh L. Dryden, “Future Exploration and Utilization of Outer Space,” Technology and Culture, 2:2 (1961): 112-126.				yes		Academic publications		"It is generally believed that applications of satellites to meteorology, communications, and navigation would be commonplace before the end of the decade." 		123		Before 1970, the use of satellites for meteorology will be commonplace. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		This forecast was derived from a Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the U.S. House of Representatives report entitled, "The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-1969." This report was published on January 2, 1959.  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		122		This forecast was derived from a Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the U.S. House of Representatives report entitled, "The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-1969," which presumably made projections about the U.S. space program.  		122		366		yes		1960		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast was derived from the Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the U.S. House of Representatives report entitled, "The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-1969" contained the views of 56 scientists, engineers, industrialists, military officers, and government administrators concerned with some aspect of the national space program. It is unclear how these views were obtained (surveys, workshops, interviews).		1964.5		no		0.818181818		Satellites will be used regularly for meteorology, communications, and navigation.		123		Technology Migration		1969		1960		81		1				234		yes		-4.5		yes		Satellites 		yes		Several satellites were used for meteorology by 1965. 								yes		Satellites are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Article title.		123		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Satellites were in use when the forecast was made. 		123		4.5		5.5		Medium-term		yes		ND		1959				The forecast states that the predicted event will occur before the end of the 1960s (the "next decade").		123		1969		1960		4/19/2011 13:36		1/31/2012 11:45		SF		366		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The forecast came from NASA's Ten-Year Plan, which was presented to Congress in 1960.		122						1964.5		no						122		Hugh L. Dryden, “Future Exploration and Utilization of Outer Space,” Technology and Culture, 2:2 (1961): 112-126.				yes		Academic publications		"In January of 1960, NASA presented to the Congress its Ten-Year Plan of space activities. During the next decade 62 launchings are expected to be required for the development of launch vehicles." 		123		During the 1960s, 62 launchings will be required for the development of launch vehicles. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The forecast was obtained from NASA's Ten Year Plan. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		122		The forecast was obtained from NASA's Ten Year Plan so it applies to the U.S. 		123		367		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast was obtained from NASA's Ten Year Plan.		1964.5		no				The number of launches required to develop launch vehicles is an indication of the technology's evolution.		123		Evolution		1969		1960		81		2		8		234		yes				no		Launch vehicles		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Launch vehicles are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Article title. 		112		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the technology wasn't mature when the forecast was made.		123				4.5		Short-term		yes		ND		1960				The forecast statement indicates that the event will occur "during the next decade". Since the forecast was made in early 1960, this presumably means the 1960s.		123		1969		1960		4/19/2011 13:43		1/27/2012 14:19		SF		367		SF

		0		yes		no		Uses "could" which is language excluded by our lexicon.				yes		The forecast was likely derived from NASA's Ten-Year Plan, which it presented to Congress in early 1960.		123						1967		no						122		Hugh L. Dryden, “Future Exploration and Utilization of Outer Space,” Technology and Culture, 2:2 (1961): 112-126.				yes		Academic publications		"The weight of the largest spacecraft that could be launched in a 300-mile earth orbit increases from the 20 to 150 pounds of 1958 and 1959 to more than 50,000 pounds by 1967."		123		By 1967, the weight of the largest spacecraft that can be launched in a 300-mile earth orbit will be 50,000 pounds.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The forecast was likely derived from NASA's Ten-Year Plan. As such, it originated from the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		122		The forecast was likely derived from NASA's Ten-Year Plan so it applies to the U.S.
		123		368		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast was likely derived from NASA's Ten-Year Plan, which it presented to Congress in early 1960.		1967		yes				The weight of launched spacecraft is increasing, indicating technology evolution. 		123		Evolution		1969		1965		81		2		8		234		yes				no		Spacecraft 		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Spacecraft are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Article title. 		112		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Spacecraft existed when the forecast was made. 		123				7		Medium-term		no				1960		1967		Explicit in forecast statement. 		123		1967		1960		4/19/2011 13:50		1/27/2012 14:18		SF		368		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1961, but it is based on a presentation given at a seminar in Italy on September 9, 1960. 		123		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1965		no		There were no test launches of nuclear-powered rockets in the 1960s. 		The forecast and ground truth sources were clear. 		123		Hugh L. Dryden, “Future Exploration and Utilization of Outer Space,” Technology and Culture, 2:2 (1961): 112-126.				yes		Academic publications		"In 1965 the first flight test of a nuclear second-stage rocket will be accomplished if unexpected problems are not encountered."		123		In 1965, the first flight test of a nuclear second-stage rocket will be accomplished.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author was Deputy Administrator of NASA when the paper was presented, forecast for NASA project.  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		123		On page 118, when discussing the "near future", the author states that he can only speak authoritatively for the plans and work of NASA. Presumably, this means his predictions apply to the U.S. 		118		369		no				no		1969		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author was Deputy Administrator of NASA when the paper was presented and the forecast is from NASA's Ten-41 report to Congress in 1960.		1965		no				A test flight is a technology emergence. 		123		Technology emergence		1967		1963		81		2		8		234		yes				yes		Nuclear second-stage rocket		yes		There was some effort in the 1960s related to nuclear-powered rockets (Project Orion, etc.), but none of these efforts led to operational systems or test launches.  		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Launching rockets requires systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Article title. 		123		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the technology wasn't mature when the forecast was made. 		123				5		Short-term		yes		ND		1960		1965		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						4/19/2011 13:55		1/31/2012 11:37		SF		369		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1961, but it is based on a presentation given at a seminar in Italy on September 9, 1960. 		112		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1979.5		no		No spacecraft were near the edge of the solar system in 1980. 		"The limits of the solar system" is ambiguous and required some interpretation. The analyst assumes this means the edge of the solar system. It is also unclear whether the forecast pertains to humans or probes. 		112		Hugh L. Dryden, “Future Exploration and Utilization of Outer Space,” Technology and Culture, 2:2 (1961): 112-126.				yes		Academic publications		"I believe as a matter of faith that the extension of space travel to the limits of the solar system will probably be accomplished in several decades, perhaps before the end of the century." 		125		Space travel to the limits of the solar system will be accomplished before the year 2000.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author was Deputy Administrator of NASA when the paper was presented.  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		112		On page 118, when discussing the "near future", the author states that he can only speak authoritatively for the plans and work of NASA. Presumably, this means his predictions apply to the U.S. 		118		370		yes				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author was Deputy Administrator of NASA when the paper was presented; the forecasts are derived from his judgment as an expert. 		1979.5		no				Space travel will evolve such that travel to the outer limits of the solar system will be possible. 		125		Evolution		1999		1960		81		2		8		234		yes				no		Space travel		yes		No spacecraft were near the edge of the solar system in 2000. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Space travel requires systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Article title. 		112		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The technology wasn't mature when the forecast was made. 		112				19.5		Long-term		yes				1960				The forecasted event is predicted to occur before the end of the century. 1999 is the end of the century. 		125		1999		1960		4/19/2011 14:01		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		370		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in May 2001.		1						2005		no						6		David Krebs & Michael J. Liard, "Global Markets and Applications for Radio Frequency Identification," Venture Development Corporation, May 2001				yes		Market research firms		"In 2000, security/access control applications dominated the RFID market in terms of hardware revenue across all three regions. Overall, security/access control and transportation represent the most widely adopted applications in the RFID industry. By 2005, supply chain management applications will join these applications in holding the lion’s share of market revenues."		3		By 2005, supply chain management applications will join security/access control and transportation applications to control the market. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Discussed worldwide market for discussed technology.		3		372		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Report was based on a variety of factors and forecast is on overall market control.		2005		no				Market will be controlled by discussed technology areas.		3		Market penetration		2006		2004		83		2		9		233		yes				no		Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		RFID is a complex technology of multiple systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Radio frequency identification detects various items in multiple areas.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already in existence, forecast predicts change in the demand on the market.		3				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		3		2005		2001		4/19/2011 23:09		1/27/2012 14:14		SF		372		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Date on cover page. 		1						2008.5		no						NA		International Federation of Robotics Statistical Department, "World Robotics 2008 Press Conference," June 11, 2008.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Forecast 2007-2010: another 35,000 service robots for professional use."		30		Between 2007 and 2010, another 35,000 service robots will developed for professional use, bringing the total to 75,000. 

**35,000 (2007-2010) + 40,000 (forecast for 2006) = 75,000 total. See slide 30. 										1		Worldwide		The IFR headquarters is in Germany.		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		1		Document title. 		1		373		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Study methodology is not explicit; assumed to be extrapolation, since historical market figures preceded forecasts.		2008.5		no				The number of service robots in use is an indication of market penetration. 		30		Market penetration		2010		2007		84		4		20		235		yes				no		Service robots		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Service robots available at the time of the forecast were not as autonomous or complex as were industrial robots, and were therefore systems (rather than systems of systems). 		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Service robots existed when the forecast was made. 		30				0.5		Short-term		yes		ND		2008				Explicit in forecast statement. Not sure why 2007 was included in the forecast, since the presentation was given in 2008.		30		2010		2007		4/20/2011 8:35		7/12/2012 10:31		SF		373		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Date on title page.		1						2008.5		no						NA		International Federation of Robotics Statistical Department, "World Robotics 2008 Press Conference," June 11, 2008.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Forecast 2007-2010: another 3.6 million service robots for private use."		30		Between 2007 and 2010, there will be an additional 3.6 million service robots developed for private use, for a total of 7.1 million private-use robots.

** 3.6 million (2007-2010) + 3.5 million (2006) = 7.1 million total. See slide 30. 										1		Worldwide		The IFR headquarters is in Germany.		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		1		Document title. 		1		374		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Study methodology is not explicit; assumed to be extrapolation, since historical market figures preceded forecasts.		2008.5		no				The number of robots in use provides insight about market penetration.		30		Market penetration		2010		2007		84		4		20		235		yes				no		Robots		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Private-use robots available at the time of the forecast were not as autonomous or complex as industrial robots, and were therefore systems (not systems of systems). 		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Robots were in use when the forecast was made.		30				0.5		Short-term		yes		ND		2008				Explicit in forecast statement. Not sure why 2007 was included, since the presentation was made in 2008. 		30		2010		2007		4/20/2011 8:40		7/12/2012 10:30		SF		374		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, which is provided on the title page. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		DoD funding in 2005 exceeded the forecasted funding. 		The forecast and ground truth source were both clear. 		NA		Department of Defense, “Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Roadmap 2002-2007,” December 2002. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Graph		20		In 2005, the U.S. DoD will fund $2139 M (TY$) for UAVs. Forecast was derived from figure 2.4-1. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was produced by the U.S. DoD's Office of the Secretary of Defense.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iii		The forecast was about DoD funding. 		20		375		no		2005		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast methodology is not obvious; the forecasters use a mixture of historical cost data and DoD funding data, as well as other reports and expert opinion.		2005		no		0		The amount of DoD funding provides insight about market penetration. 		20		Market penetration		2006		2004		85		2		9		235		yes		0		no		UAVs		yes		DoD funding for UAVs in 2005 was $2,166 M (TY$). 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		UAVs are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		20		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		UAVs were mature when the forecast was made. 		20		0		3		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		20						4/20/2011 11:57		1/31/2012 11:26		SF		375		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, which is provided on the title page. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		A diesel-powered, tactical UAV was in use by U.S. forces in 2005. 		The forecast and ground truth source were clear. 		NA		Department of Defense, “Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Roadmap 2002-2007,” December 2002. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table		55		In 2005, a diesel-powered, tactical UAV platform will be fielded. Forecast was derived from Table 6.1-1. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was produced by the U.S. DoD's Office of the Secretary of Defense.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iii		The UAV will be fielded in the U.S. 		55		376		no		2005		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast methodology is not obvious; the forecasters use a mixture of historical cost data and DoD funding data, as well as other reports and expert opinion.		2005		no		0		A diesel-powered UAV will emerge. 		55		Technology emergence		2006		2004		85		2		9		235		yes		0		no		UAVs		yes		The Silver Fox, a diesel-powered UAV designed for tactical intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) support was in development in 2003 and in use by U.S. forces in Iraq by 2005. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		UAVs are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		55		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		UAVs existed when the forecast was made. 		55		0		3		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2005		Explicit in figure.		55						4/20/2011 12:04		1/31/2012 11:26		SF		376		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the cover page. 		NA						2004		no						NA		Department of Defense, “Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Roadmap 2002-2007,” December 2002. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		55		In 2004, a UAV that is inaudible from a 500 to 1000 ft. slant range will be fielded. Forecast was derived from Table 6.1-1.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was produced by the U.S. DoD's Office of the Secretary of Defense.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		i		The UAV will be fielded in the U.S. 		55		377		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast methodology is not obvious; the forecasters use a mixture of historical cost data and DoD funding data, as well as other reports and expert opinion.		2004		no				Technology will evolve such that UAVs will become inaudible. 		55		Evolution		2005		2003		85		2		9		235		yes				no		UAVs		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		UAVs are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		i		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		UAVs existed when the forecast was made. 		NA				2		Short-term		no				2002		2004		Explicit in figure.		55						4/20/2011 12:08		1/31/2012 11:25		SF		377		SF

		2		yes		no		 We can't say for sure (or maybe just can't say) whether the event has occurred or not. 		May be difficult to verify due to potential classification of info. 		yes		Document publication date; provided on the title page.		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		There is no evidence in the open source of a FOPEN UAV sensor that was fielded in 2005. 		A FOPEN UAV sensor may have been fielded by 2005 or after, but that information is likely classified. 		NA		Department of Defense, “Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Roadmap 2002-2007,” December 2002. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table		55		In 2007, a UAV sensor capable of detecting targets under trees will be fielded. Forecast was derived from Table 6.1-1.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was produced by the U.S. DoD's Office of the Secretary of Defense.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		i		The sensors will be fielded in the U.S. 		55		378		no				no		2009		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast methodology is not obvious; the forecasters use a mixture of historical cost data and DoD funding data, as well as other reports and expert opinion.		2007		no				Sensors will evolve such that they can detect targets under foliage. 		55		Evolution		2009		2005		85		2		9		233		yes				no		Foliage-penetrating sensors 		yes		There is no evidence in the open source of a FOPEN UAV sensor that was fielded in 2005. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Sensors are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Foliage-penetrating sensors were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		yes				2002		2007		Explicit in figure. 		55						4/20/2011 12:12		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		378		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the cover page.		NA						2005		no						NA		Department of Defense, “Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Roadmap 2002-2007,” December 2002. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		55		In 2005, a UAV sensor capable of distinguishing facial features from 4nm will be available. Forecast was derived from Table 6.1-1.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was produced by the U.S. DoD's Office of the Secretary of Defense.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		i		The sensor will be fielded in the U.S. 		55		379		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast methodology is not obvious; the forecasters use a mixture of historical cost data and DoD funding data, as well as other reports and expert opinion.		2005		no				Sensors will evolve such that they are capable of distinguishing facial features/enabling the identification of individuals. 		55		Evolution		2006		2004		85		2		9		233		yes				no		Sensors 		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Sensors are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		55		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		These types of sensors weren't mature when the forecast was made. 		NA				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in figure.		55						4/20/2011 12:16		1/31/2012 11:25		SF		379		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the cover page.		NA						2005		no						NA		Department of Defense, “Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Roadmap 2002-2007,” December 2002. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		55		In 2005, DoD UAVs will be able to achieve 3-inch single aperture radar (SAR) resolution over a 10 nm wide swath. Forecast was derived from table 6.1-1.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was produced by the U.S. DoD's Office of the Secretary of Defense.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		i		The document was produced by the U.S. DoD's Office of the Secretary of Defense. Forecasts pertain to the U.S. DoD.		NA		380		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast methodology is not obvious; the forecasters use a mixture of historical cost data and DoD funding data, as well as other reports and expert opinion.		2005		no				The technology will evolve such that the SAR resolution changes. 		55		Evolution		2006		2004		85		2		9		235		yes				no		UAVs		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		UAVs are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		i		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		UAVs existed when the forecast was made. 		NA				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in figure		55						4/20/2011 12:21		1/31/2012 11:24		SF		380		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the cover page.		NA						2005		no						NA		Department of Defense, “Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Roadmap 2002-2007,” December 2002. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		55		In 2005, DoD UAVs will be able to relay the entire communications intelligence (COMINT) spectrum in real time. Forecast was derived from table 6.1-1.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was produced by the U.S. DoD's Office of the Secretary of Defense.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		i		The document was produced by the U.S. DoD's Office of the Secretary of Defense. Forecasts pertain to the U.S. DoD.		NA		381		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast methodology is not obvious; the forecasters use a mixture of historical cost data and DoD funding data, as well as other reports and expert opinion.		2005		no				The technology will evolve such that more information will be relayed more quickly. 		55		Evolution		2006		2004		85		2		9		235		yes				no		UAVs		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		UAVs are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title. 		i		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		UAVs existed when the forecast was made. 		NA				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in table.		55						4/20/2011 12:24		1/31/2012 11:24		SF		381		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Report published in 2009		18		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2010		no		The forecast overestimated the number of Internet users viewing videos online by 6%. 		There was no way to verify the frequency in which the 84% watched videos. 		19-23		Lawrence K. Vanston & Ray L.Hodges, "Forecasts for the US Telecommunications Network" (Austin, TX: Telenor ASA 2009)				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"...percentage of Internet users viewing online videos (of any type) at least once a week.  The percentage is currently at about 75% and forecast is to rise to 90% by 2010."		23		By 2010, 90% of Internet users will be viewing online videos of any kind at least once a week.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		18		Forecasted for US telecommunications network.		23		382		no				no		2010		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		A wide variety of methodologies were used by Technology Futures, Inc., however the overall goal was to determine the growth of technologies based on the demand by consumers.
http://www.tfi.com/five-views-of-the-future.html		2010		no				Forecast predicts the level of growth for a technology and also increased demand from internet users in the U.S. 		23		Market penetration		2010		2010		86		6		36		225		yes				no		Online Video		yes		Only 84% of Internet users in the U.S. viewed online videos. 		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Online videos involve a variety of systems, including devices to record the video, upload it, and broadcast it.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Online videos are used to communicate via the internet.		22		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Online videos were already being viewed by internet users; this forecast was predicting growth in the industry.		23				1		Short-term		yes				2009		2010		States "by 2010"		23						4/20/2011 14:31		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		382		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Report published in 2009.		18		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2010		no		The forecast overestimated by at least 20%. 		Very little data exists on the number of internet TV subscriptions, since subscriptions aren't always required for streaming TV shows or movies from the Internet.  		19-23		Lawrence K. Vanston & Ray L.Hodges, "Forecasts for the US Telecommunications Network" (Austin, TX: Telenor ASA 2009)				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Internet TV...over 50% of US households subscribing to it in 2010."		23		In 2010, over 50% of US households will be subscribing to internet TV.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		18		Forecasted for US telecommunications network.		23		383		no				no		2010		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		A wide variety of methodologies were used by Technology Futures, Inc., however the overall goal was to determine the growth of technologies based on the demand by consumers.
http://www.tfi.com/five-views-of-the-future.html		2010		no				Forecast predicts the level of growth for a technology and also increased demand from U.S. households.		23		Market penetration		2010		2010		86		6		36		225		yes				no		Internet TV		yes		30% of all U.S. households had a TV connected to the Internet in 2010. 		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Internet TV involves a variety of systems, including devices to record the video, upload it, and broadcast it.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Internet TV is used to communicate via the internet.		23		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Internet TV was already being viewed by U.S households; this forecast was predicting growth in the industry.		23				1		Short-term		yes				2009		2010		States "in 2010" in the forecast.		23						4/20/2011 16:27		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		383		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Report published in 2009.		18		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2010		yes		11-15% more households had HDTVs in the forecasted year. 		The forecast statement was clear, as were the ground truth documents. 		19-23		Lawrence K. Vanston & Ray L.Hodges, "Forecasts for the US Telecommunications Network" (Austin, TX: Telenor ASA 2009)				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"High-definition television (HDTV) has now penetrated about 20% of US households as of yearend 2006 and is forecast to approach 50% by 2010..."		23		By 2010, about 50% of US households will have HDTV.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		18		Forecasted for US telecommunications network.		23		384		yes		2010		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		A wide variety of methodologies were used by Technology Futures, Inc., however the overall goal was to determine the growth of technologies based on the demand by consumers.
http://www.tfi.com/five-views-of-the-future.html		2010		no		0		Forecast predicts the level of growth for a technology and also increased demand from U.S. households.		23		Market penetration		2010		2010		86		6		36		225		yes		0		no		HDTV		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that 61-65% of U.S. households had HDTVs in 2010. In 2009, only ~46% of U.S. households had HDTVs (see: http://www.leichtmanresearch.com/press/113009release.html).		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		yes		HDTVs are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		HDTV is used to communicate via the internet.		23		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		HDTV was already being viewed by U.S households; this forecast was predicting growth in the industry.		23		0		1		Short-term		yes				2009		2010		States "by 2010" in the forecast.		23						4/20/2011 20:04		7/17/2012 8:24		SF		384		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Report published in 2009.		18		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2010		no		Only 10% of households with a television set connected to the Internet watch videos from the Internet/used the Internet HDTV. 		Ground truth sources don't specify the percent of U.S. households using Internet HDTV, only the percent that are connected or the number of adults that used Internet HDTV to watch videos. The forecast does not limit the use to adults only. 		19-23		Lawrence K. Vanston & Ray L.Hodges, "Forecasts for the US Telecommunications Network" (Austin, TX: Telenor ASA 2009)				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"...about 20% of households will use Internet HDTV by 2010..."		23		By 2010, about 20% of US households will use Internet HDTV.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		18		Forecasted for US telecommunications network.		23		385		no				no		2010		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		A wide variety of methodologies were used by Technology Futures, Inc., however the overall goal was to determine the growth of technologies based on the demand by consumers.
http://www.tfi.com/five-views-of-the-future.html		2010		no				Forecast predicts the level of growth for a technology and also increased demand from U.S. households.		NA		Market penetration		2010		2010		86		6		36		225		yes				no		Internet HDTV		yes		30% of U.S. households had at least one television set connected to the Internet via a video game system, a Blu-ray player, and/or the TV itself in 2010, and 10% of adults watched video from the Internet at least weekly.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Internet HDTV involves a variety of systems, including devices to record the video, upload it, and broadcast it.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Internet HDTV is used to communicate via the internet.		23		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Internet HDTV was already being viewed by U.S households; this forecast was predicting growth in the industry.		23				1		Short-term		yes		SF		2009		2010		States "by 2010" in the forecast.		23						4/20/2011 20:10		7/12/2012 10:55		SF		385		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report published in 2009.		18						2010		no						NA		Lawrence K. Vanston & Ray L.Hodges, "Forecasts for the US Telecommunications Network" (Austin, TX: Telenor ASA 2009)				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"The shift to VHS broadband (24 Mb/s and above) requires fiber-based loop architectures.  In the US, both fiber to the node (FTTN) and fiber to the premises (FTTP) architectures are being deployed for VHS broadband.  Verizon is deploying FTTP...AT&T is deploying FTTN...Both plan to pass about 50% of the households in their service areas by 2010."		24		By 2010, Verizon's and AT&T's fiber-based loop architectures will be available in over 50% of households in their respective service areas.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		18		Forecasted for US telecommunications network.		NA		386		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		A wide variety of methodologies were used by Technology Futures, Inc., however the overall goal was to determine the growth of technologies based on the demand by consumers.
http://www.tfi.com/five-views-of-the-future.html		2010		no				Forecast predicts the level of growth for a technology and also increased demand from U.S. households.		24		Market penetration		2010		2010		86		6		36		225		yes				no		VHS broadband fiber-based loop architectures		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		VHS broadband involves a variety of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		VHS broadband is a way of transferring information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		VHS broadband was already being used in U.S households; this forecast was predicting growth in the industry.		NA				1		Short-term		no				2009		2010		States "by 2010" in the forecast.		24		2010		2009		4/20/2011 20:51		1/27/2012 14:05		SF		386		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page. 		NA						2002.5		no						11		N.Y. Lao and F.C. Wong, “Hyperspectral Imagery Market Forecast: 2000-2005,” December 2000. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"The airborne HSI imagery demand is expected to grow 10% to 15% through 2005..."		18		The demand for airborne hyperspectral imagery (HSI) will grow 10-15% from 2000 to 2005. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are representatives of The Aerospace Corporation in El Segundo, California, as seen on page 3 of the PDF.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The analysis was conducted for the Air Force Material Command’s Space and Missile Systems Center. Forecasts are for the U.S.		NA		387		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Forecast were primarily derived from secondary publications and web sites, as well as interviews with industry participants, HSI equipment and service providers, and HSI experts. 		2002.5		no				Demand provides insight about market penetration. 		18		Market penetration		2005		2000		87		1		4		233		yes				no		Hyperspectral imagery 		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		HSI technology is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		HSI is a sensing technology. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		According to the document, airborne hyperspectral imagers have been available only since the early 1980s while spaceborne hyperspectral imagers in 2000 had been technology demonstrations and had not always been used for remote sensing.		6				2.5		Short-term		no				2000				The forecast indicates that demand will grow "through" 2005. The document title indicates that, although it was published in 2000, that demand forecasts for 2000 are also included. 		18		2005		2000		4/21/2011 8:39		1/27/2012 14:02		SF		387		SF
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		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		133						2000		no						135-138		Tamio Arai, “Forecast of Assembly Automation in the Automobile Industry: Technological Progress in Robotics,” Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 35 (1989): 133-148.  				yes		Academic publications		Chart		147		In 2000, the rate of automation for scuff plates will be ~99% in Japan. Derived from figure 9. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is a professor at the Department of Prevision Machinery Engineering at the University of Tokyo. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		133		The forecast pertains to Japan’s auto industry. 		147		402		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The analysis used modeling, growth curves, and surveys with industry experts.		2000		no				The technology evolves such that automation increases. 		147		Evolution		2003		1997		88		4		65		235		yes				no		Robotics		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		4		no		Robots are systems. 		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Could also be ground transportation technology, since it applies to the automotive industry.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Robots existed when the forecast was made. 		NA				11		Long-term		no				1989		2000		Explicit in table. 		147						4/21/2011 10:20		1/27/2012 13:40		SF		402		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		133						2000		no				I have a source that seems to indicate final assembly is still low but I am unsure if it is an apples to apples comparison.  Source: "What Makes Transplants Thrive: Managing the transfer of "best practice" at Japanese auto plants in north America"  Extensive searching did not result in a solution or another source		135-138		Tamio Arai, “Forecast of Assembly Automation in the Automobile Industry: Technological Progress in Robotics,” Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 35 (1989): 133-148.  				yes		Academic publications		"By the year 2000, final automobile assembly line will be automated between 35% and 75%." 		148		By 2000, the final automobile assembly line in Japan will be 35-75% automated.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is a professor at the Department of Prevision Machinery Engineering at the University of Tokyo. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		133		The forecast pertains to Japan’s auto industry. 		148		403		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The analysis used modeling, growth curves, and surveys with industry experts.		2000		no				The technology will evolve such that automation increases. 		148		Evolution		2003		1997		88		4		65		235		yes				no		Robotics		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		4		no		Assembly lines are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Could also be ground transportation technology, since it applies to the automotive industry.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Robots existed when the forecast was made. 		NA				11		Long-term		no				1989		2000		Explicit in forecast statement. 		148		2000		1989		4/21/2011 10:24		7/12/2012 10:29		SF		403		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article published in 1999.		7		4. Little interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2000.5		yes		Most major Internet sites were capable of hosting mobile agents by 2004.		Both the forecast statement and the ground truth are clear. 		12-Jul		D. Kotz & R.S. Gray, "Mobile Agents and the Future of the Internet," CM Operating Systems Review, (1999): 7-13				yes		Academic publications		"It seems likely that, within a few years, nearly all major Internet sites will be capable of hosting and willing to host some form of mobile code or mobile agents."		7		Sometime between 1999 and 2002, most major Internet sites will be able to host and willing to host some form of mobile code or mobile agents.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Dartmouth College. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		7		The internet is a worldwide technology area.		NA		404		no		2004		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Article used a number of qualitative factors (i.e. security, customization, information overload, etc) to predict a likely course of action for the discussed technology.  Also touched on present (at date of forecast) position of technology in relation to various qualitative factors.		2000.5		no		2.333333333		Forecast predicts evolution of technology from where it was at the time of the forecast to where it needs to be based on several qualitative factors that will influence it's development.		NA		Evolution		2002		1999		89		5		27		226		yes		3.5		no		Mobile Agents and Mobile Code		yes		Almost all major Internet sites are capable of hosting and willing to host some form of mobile agents in 2004. Hosting of mobile agents was not as pervasive in 2001.  		An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		Mobile agents are systems that can be used in any device or host that uses the internet.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		"Mobile agents are programs that can migrate from host to host in a network, at times and to places of their own choosing."  These are programs that control, run, and save programs on various hosts/devices.		7		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Mobile agents were used at the time of forecast, but prediction concerns the growing rate of dependency on mobile agents and their expanding role in the internet.		NA		3.5		1.5		Short-term		yes				1999				Forecast states "within a few years" which, according to our lexicon, means within three years from the forecast year, so 1999-2002.		7		2002		1999		4/21/2011 23:03		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		404		ND

		1		no		yes		Needs SME verification. Could not discern the year of realization. 

Forecast is vague and unverifiable. SF 7/9/12 		Forecast is vague and unverifiable. SF 7/9/12 		yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1988		yes		Optical fiber was used heavily in telecommunications in the 1980s. 		The forecast does not define the stages of telecommunications. 		v-viii		Office of Technology Assessment, "Information Technology and R&D: Critical Trends and Issues," February 1985.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Optical fiber is already used for communication lines between some major cities in the United States, and a transatlantic cable using optical transmission will be laid in the late 1980s. By the end of the 1980s optical fiber will be used heavily in nearly every stage of the telecommunication systems, from local intraoffice networks to long-distance lines." 		12		By the end of the 1980s, optical fiber will be used heavily in most stages of telecommunication systems. 										1		Worldwide		The document was published by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Optical fiber can be used for telecommunications worldwide.		12		405		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that a number of technology-centric workshops were conducted to elicit information from experts. 		1988		no		662.6666667		The amount of use provides information about the degree of market penetration. 		12		Market penetration		1989		1987		90		1		2		225		yes		-1988		no		Optical fiber		yes		Optical fiber was used heavily in telecommunications in the 1980s. 		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Optical fiber is a component of communication systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Optical fibers are used in communication lines.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that optical fiber is already used for communication lines. 		12		1988		3		Short-term		no				1985		1989		Per the standard lexicon, the "end of the '80s" is translated as the last years of the 1980s: 1987-1989. 		12		1989		1987		4/22/2011 10:02		7/9/2012 11:21		SF		405		SF

		1		yes		yes						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1989		yes		The value of $3.2bn exceeds the forecast amount thus the forecast has been fully realized.		Assumed linear constant positive growth between 1986 and 1990. In which case the market grew at a rate of $575 million a year meaning that the $3bn figure would first be reached in 1989. 		v-viii		Office of Technology Assessment, "Information Technology and R&D: Critical Trends and Issues," February 1985.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The United States, Canada, Western Europe, and Japan accounted for an estimated 96 percent of a $550 million world market in fiber optics communications equipment in 1983. The world market was approaching $1 billion for 1984, and is projected to expand to $3 billion by 1989, as countries satisfy their telecommunications system expansion and re- placement needs with the increasingly cost-competitive fiber optic communication systems rather than with microwave radio, copper twisted wire pair, and coaxial cable."		69		The world market for fiber optics will be $3 billion by 1989.										1		Worldwide		The document was published by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast predicts the world market for fiber optics. 		69		406		no		1989		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that a number of technology-centric workshops were conducted to elicit information from experts.		1989		no		0		The forecast predicts the world market for fiber optics. 		69		Market penetration		1990		1988		90		1		2		225		yes		0		no		Optical fiber		yes		The world fiber optics market was valued at ~$3.2bn in 1989.		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		yes		Optical fiber is a component of communication systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Optical fibers are used for communication lines. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that optical fiber is already used for communication lines.		12		0		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1985		1989		Explicit in forecast statement. 		69		1989		1985		4/22/2011 10:06		5/4/2012 14:35		SF		406		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		Document publication date, located on the title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1987		yes		The purpose of the "Ada mandate" was to ensure that Ada was the primary computer language for military computer systems. 		Some difficulty in determining what the "primary language" means. Since the "Ada mandate" required that all DoD systems use Ada, this means the DoD wanted Ada to be the primary language of military systems. 		v-viii		Office of Technology Assessment, "Information Technology and R&D: Critical Trends and Issues," February 1985.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"DOD has moved toward the development and use of a single standard computer language. The rationale for this is the potential for saving several hundred million dollars a year through lower personnel training costs, increased programmer productivity, and substantial reuse of standard code modules. After competitive development of four separate languages and extensive design evaluation, the Pentagon chose a language developed by the French company Cii Honeywell Bull. The name of the language, Ada, is trademarked, and compilers using the Ada name are strictly controlled and validated to assure that the language remains standard. Ada is expected to be the primary DOD computer language by 1987." 		78		Ada will be the primary computer language for the U.S. Department of Defense by 1987.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was published by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iv		The forecast pertains to the U.S. Department of Defense.		78		407		yes		1987		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that a number of technology-centric workshops were conducted to elicit information from experts.		1987		no		0		The forecast predicts that Ada will be used heavily by the DoD, indicating that its level of penetration in that market will be high.		78		Market penetration		1988		1986		90		1		2		226		yes		0		no		Computer language 		yes		According to ground truth sources, in 1987, the Department of Defense (DoD) issued the "Ada mandate", which stated that all defense software be implemented using data. The DoD did not abandon the mandate until 1997, when it began to invest in commercial-off-the-shelf technology to meet its needs. 		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		yes		Computer languages are subsystems of computer technologies.  		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Computer language is a component of computer technology. 		78		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that Ada was mature at the time of forecast.  		78		0		2		Short-term		yes		ND		1985		1987		Explicit in forecast statement. 		78						4/22/2011 10:11		7/13/2012 11:45		SF		407		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		Document publication date, located on title page.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1991.5		no		The global market for AI was only $900 million in 1993/the early 1990s, as opposed to $2.5-8.5 billion. 		Some interpretation was required in determining the evaluation year. 1993 is the early 1990s and was the only year for which data was available. 		v-viii		Office of Technology Assessment, "Information Technology and R&D: Critical Trends and Issues," February 1985.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Two market forecasts describe the commercial potential of AI systems as exploding over the next decade. From the small 1983 sales base of $66 million to $75 million, the market for AI products is expected to rise to $2.5 billion to $8.5 billion by the early 1990s. "		100		The market for artificial intelligence (AI) products will rise to $2.5-8.5 billion in the early 1990s.										1		Worldwide		The document was published by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment; information from the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iv		AI products were disseminated worldwide in 1983.		100		408		yes				yes		1993		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that a number of technology-centric workshops were conducted to elicit information from experts.		1991.5		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		100		Market penetration		1993		1990		90		1		2		226		yes				no		Artificial intelligence		yes		No information was available for 1992, but ground truth sources for 1993 indicate that the global market for AI was $900 million. 		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		AI products are systems. 		100		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		AI is a characteristic of computer systems. 		100		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that artificial intelligence technology existed and was in use when the forecast was made.		100				6.5		Medium-term		yes		ND		1985				"The early 1990s" is defined as 1990-1993, per standard lexicon. 		100		1993		1990		4/22/2011 10:19		7/13/2012 11:45		SF		408		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						1989		no						v-viii		Office of Technology Assessment, "Information Technology and R&D: Critical Trends and Issues," February 1985.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Some sources estimate a current annual market for machine vision systems of $35 million. This market is projected to double each year for the next 5 years, and should reach about $1 billion by the end of the decade." 		100		The market for machine vision systems will reach ~$1 billion by 1989.										1		Worldwide		The document was published by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Machine vision systems were available worldwide when the forecast was made.		100		409		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that a number of technology-centric workshops were conducted to elicit information from experts.		1989		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		100		Market penetration		1990		1988		90		1		2		226		yes				no		Artificial intelligence		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		AI is a subsystem associated with machine vision systems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		AI is a characteristic of computer systems.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Machine vision systems existed and were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1985		1989		Explicit in forecast statement. 		100		1989		1985		4/22/2011 10:25		7/13/2012 11:44		SF		409		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, located on title page.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1993		no		The forecast grossly overestimated the global AI market in 1993; instead of being ~ $8 billion, it was only $900 million. 		The forecast was derived from a figure in the report; some interpretation was required to determine whether the forecast was for the global AI market for for a specific country/region. 		101		Office of Technology Assessment, "Information Technology and R&D: Critical Trends and Issues," February 1985.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Graph		101		The artificial intelligence market will be $8,536 million in 1993. Derived from figure 15.  										1		Worldwide		The headquarters for International Resource Development, Inc. is in the U.S. It presumably consists of US-based analysts. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		101		AI products were distributed worldwide when the forecast was made.		101		410		yes				no		1993		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The figure was derived from a report published by International Resource Development, Inc.		1993		no				Explicit in figure 15. 		101		Market penetration		1995		1991		90		2		8		226		yes				no		Artificial intelligence		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that the global artificial intelligence market in 1993 was $900 million. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		AI is described as a system. 		100		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		AI is a characteristic of computer systems.		101		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that AI existed and was in use when the forecast was made.		100				8		Medium-term		yes		ND		1985		1993		Explicit in figure 15.		101						4/22/2011 10:32		7/13/2012 11:43		SF		410		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						1990		no						v-viii		Office of Technology Assessment, "Information Technology and R&D: Critical Trends and Issues," February 1985.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"More than 90 percent of Japanese households now have telephones, which means that the traditional market (revenue) has leveled off. In addition, NTT is in the process of testing and eventually implementing its ambitious 20-year all-digital Information Network System (INS) program, which is expected to cost up to $120 billion by 1990." 
		238		The Information Network System (INS), implemented by Nippon Telegraph and Telephone (NTT), will cost $120 billion by 1990.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The document was published by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast is about Japan.		238		411		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that a number of technology-centric workshops were conducted to elicit information from experts.		1990		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration. 		238		Market penetration		1992		1988		90		1		2		225		yes				no		Digital telecommunications 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Digital telecommunication is a subsystem of overall telecommunication. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Telecommunications relay information. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that digital telecommunication existed when the forecast was made. 		NA				5		Short-term		no				1985		1990		Explicit in forecast statement. 		238		1990		1985		4/22/2011 10:41		1/27/2012 13:30		SF		411		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						1990		no						310		Office of Technology Assessment, "Information Technology and R&D: Critical Trends and Issues," February 1985.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"According to some estimates, cellular radio will be a $4 billion U.S. industry by 1990 and could reach $6 billion by the mid-1990s. "		310		Cellular radio will be a $4 billion industry in the U.S. by 1990.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was published by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as indicted on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast pertains to the U.S. cellular radio industry. 		310		412		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast statement is not cited; it likely originated from one of the workshops conducted in conjunction with this project. 		1990		no				The amount of money an industry is worth provides insight about its degree of market penetration. 		310		Market penetration		1992		1988		90		1		2		225		yes				no		Cellular radio 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Cellular radios are systems in cellular networks.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Cellular radios are used to communicate information. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that cellular radios existed when the forecast was made. 		NA				5		Short-term		no				1985		1990		Explicit in forecast statement. 		310		1990		1985		4/22/2011 10:48		1/31/2012 11:44		SF		412		SF

		0		yes		yes		Uses "could" which is language excluded by our lexicon.				yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						1995		no						v-viii		Office of Technology Assessment, "Information Technology and R&D: Critical Trends and Issues," February 1985.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"For decades, use of mobile telephone serv- ice has been limited by over-crowding of the electromagnetic spectrum; major cities have had only some few hundred subscribers be- cause of spectrum constraints. Demand for ad- ditional mobile voice service has been grow- ing at a 12 percent rate annually for the past 20 years. A new technology-cellular mobile radio communications—holds promise for vastly increasing the number of potential subscribers (to more than 100,000 in particu- lar geographic areas),’ while providing serv- ice of improved quality compared to that availa- ble previously...According to some estimates, cellular radio will be a $4 billion U.S. industry by 1990 and could reach $6 billion by the mid-1990s." 		310		The U.S. cellular radio industry could reach $6 billion by the mid-1990s.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was published by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast is about the U.S. cellular radio industry.		310		413		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast statement is not cited; it likely originated from one of the workshops conducted in conjunction with this project. 		1995		yes				An industry's monetary worth provides insight about its degree of market penetration. 		310		Market penetration		1996		1994		90		1		2		225		yes				no		Cellular radio 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Cellular radios are systems in cellular networks. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Cellular radios communicate information. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that cellular radios existed when the forecast was made.		310				10		Medium-term		no				1985				Per the standard rules and lexicon, "by the mid-1990s" translates to the range defined as 1994-1996.		310		1996		1994		4/22/2011 10:58		1/31/2012 11:44		SF		413		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1994		yes		Sources indicate that ion implantation first came into high volume manufacturing in 1970 and electron beams began to be used commercially in 1967.		Data stated clearly in sources.		v-viii		Office of Technology Assessment, "Information Technology and R&D: Critical Trends and Issues," February 1985.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Electron-beam and ion implantation technology are expected to be in use on commercial integrated circuit production lines by 1994." 		326		Electron beam and ion implantation technology will be in use on commercial integrated circuit production lines by 1994.										1		Worldwide		The document was published by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Electron-beam and ion implantation can be used on commercial circuit production lines anywhere in the world. 		326		414		yes		1970		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that a number of technology-centric workshops were conducted to elicit information from experts.		1994		no		2.666666667		Electron beam and ion implantation technology will emerge in commercial integrated circuit production lines. 		326		Technology emergence		1997		1991		90		1		2		232		yes		-24		no		Electron beam and ion implantation technology		yes		By 1994 both electron beam and ion implantation technology had been in use on commercial integrated circuit production lines for over 20 years.		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Electron beam and ion implantation is a system in materials engineering. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		The document discusses this technology in the context of commercial integrated circuit production.		326		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the technology was mature at the time of forecast.		326		24		9		Medium-term		yes		SF		1985		1994		Explicit in forecast statement. 		326		1994		1985		4/22/2011 11:09		7/11/2012 13:07		SF		414		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on page 3 of the PDF.		NA						2008		no						NA		PricewaterhouseCoopers, “Software Pricing Trends,” January 2007. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Chart		10		The price of all software in 2008 will be ~2% less than in 2007. Derived from figure 2. 										1		Worldwide		PricewaterhouseCoopers is a multi-national corporation. The document provides no information about which PWC office was responsible for its production.  										7		Multi-regional		NA		Software was distributed worldwide when the forecast was made. 		NA		415		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The methodology is not explicit, but the document looks at historical software pricing trends and contrasts this with economic realities and user requirements to develop forecasts throughout. A list of industry participants is provided on page 47 of the PDF. 		2008		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration. 		10		Market penetration		2008		2008		91		5		29		226		yes				no		Software 		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Software is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Software is associated with computers. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Software existed when the forecast was made. 		NA				1		Short-term		no				2007		2008		Explicit in figure.		10						4/22/2011 13:21		7/13/2012 11:42		SF		415		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on page 3 of the PDF.		NA						2009		no						NA		PricewaterhouseCoopers, “Software Pricing Trends,” January 2007. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure.		10		The price of all software in 2009 will be ~5% less than in 2008. Derived from figure 2. 										1		Worldwide		PricewaterhouseCoopers is a multi-national corporation. The document provides no information about which PWC office was responsible for its production.  										7		Multi-regional		NA		Software is distributed worldwide. 		NA		416		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The methodology is not obvious, but the document used historical cost data, economic information, and insights/requirements from industry to formulate forecasts throughout. A list of industry participants is provided on page 47 of the PDF.		2009		no				Cost provides insight about market penetration. 		10		Market penetration		2010		2008		91		5		29		226		yes				no		Software 		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Software is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Software is a component of computer systems. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Software existed when the forecast was made. 		NA				2		Short-term		no				2007		2009		Explicit in figure. 		10						4/22/2011 13:25		7/13/2012 11:42		SF		416		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on page 3 of the PDF		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		The CRM market only grew by $1.02 billion between 2007 and 2008, which is ~$2.6  billion less than predicted. 		Data stated plainly in source/ 		NA		PricewaterhouseCoopers, “Software Pricing Trends,” January 2007. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"One case in point is CRM software, a fairly mature segment long dominated by established vendors such as SAP, Sage Software, and Siebel Systems (now part of Oracle). What do customers talk about when they discuss CRM? It is no longer new features, but new ways of provisioning and paying. Looking ahead, IDC estimates that 76 percent of growth in the CRM market between now and 2008 will come from the on-demand market and that vendor revenues in this sector will grow from $700 million to $3.6 billon during the same period—even though the overall CRM market will grow just a little." 		32		The market for customer relationship market (CRM) software will grow to $3.6 billion by 2008. 										1		Worldwide		PricewaterhouseCoopers is a multi-national corporation. The document provides no information about which PWC office was responsible for its production.  										7		Multi-regional		NA		CRM software is used and distributed worldwide. 		NA		417		yes				no		2008		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The methodology is not explicit, but the document uses historical cost data, economic information, and insights from industry to make forecasts throughout. Industry reps are provided on page 47 of the PDF. 		2008		no				Explicit in forecast statement. 		32		Market penetration		2008		2008		91		5		29		226		yes				no		Software 		yes		In the year 2008, global CRM market revenue totalled $9.15 billion in 2008, a 12.5 percent increase from 2007 revenue of $8.13 billion. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Software is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Software is a component of computer systems. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Software existed when the forecast was made. 		NA				1		Short-term		yes		SF		2007		2008		Explicit in forecast statement. 		32		2008		2007		4/22/2011 13:30		7/13/2012 11:41		SF		417		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.

NOTE: The document states "The purpose here is to provide a summary of the 1994 base data forecast information (presented in Aviation Demand Forecasts Draft Technical Paper, December 1996, by TRA-BV) that was previously accepted by King County and the FAA
and to update those forecasts as required in consideration of activity through the end of calendar year 1997."  And it includes a "forecast" for 2000.  We could argue a forecast data of 1997.		B.1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		The trend forecasted was reversed and general aviation operations decreased.		I had to infer definitions when comparing the forecasted table to data recorded by FAA, however this inference was confirmed with 1997 actual reported in both sources.

The larger interpretation is the year the forecast was made.  We are going with published document date.
		B.3		King County International Airport/Boeing Field, "Revised Draft Master Plan, Section B: Aviation Activity Demand Forecast," August 2001. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		From Chart		B.7		In 2005, 339,608 general aviation aircraft (including single engine, multi-engine, turboprop, business jet, and helicopter) will operate (land or takeoff) from King County International Airport/Boeing Field. Forecast derived from table B3.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written for the King County International Airport, which is in Washington.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		B.7		The forecast is about the King County International Airport.		B.7		418		yes				no		2010		Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The data has been revised after the initial document publication to reflect historical data from 1995, 1996, or 1997. 		2005		no				Aircraft operations provide insight about market penetration.		B.7		Market penetration		2006		2004		61		4		20		223		yes				no		Aircraft operations		yes		in 2005 225,666 general aviation aircraft operated from BFI (King County International Airport/Boeing Field) 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplane operations are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		B.7		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Passenger planes were in use when the forecast was made. 		B.77				4		Short-term		yes		ND		2001		2005		Explicit in table. 		B.7						4/22/2011 13:34		1/17/2012 15:51		JH		418		JH

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.

NOTE: The document states "The purpose here is to provide a summary of the 1994 base data forecast information (presented in Aviation Demand Forecasts Draft Technical Paper, December 1996, by TRA-BV) that was previously accepted by King County and the FAA
and to update those forecasts as required in consideration of activity through the end of calendar year 1997."  And it includes a "forecast" for 2000.  We could argue a forecast data of 1997.		B.1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		The trend forecasted was reversed and general aviation operations decreased.		I had to infer definitions when comparing the forecasted table to data recorded by FAA, however this inference was confirmed with 1997 actual reported in both sources.

The larger interpretation is the year the forecast was made.  We are going with published document date.
		B.3		King County International Airport/Boeing Field, "Revised Draft Master Plan, Section B: Aviation Activity Demand Forecast," August 2001. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		From Chart		B.7		In 2005, 3000 military aircraft will operate (land or takeoff) from King County International Airport/Boeing Field. Forecast derived from table B3.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written for the King County International Airport, which is in Washington.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		B.3		The forecast is about the King County International Airport.		B.7		419		yes				no		2010		Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The data has been revised after the initial document publication to reflect historical data from 1995, 1996, or 1997. 		2005		no				Aircraft operations provide insight about market penetration.		B.7		Market penetration		2006		2004		61		4		20		223		yes				no		Aircraft operations		yes		in 2005 1753 military aircraft operated from BFI (King County International Airport/Boeing Field) 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplane operations are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		B.7		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Passenger planes were in use when the forecast was made. 		B.7				4		Short-term		yes		ND		2001		2005		Explicit in table. 		B.7						4/22/2011 13:51		1/17/2012 15:50		JH		419		JH

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.

NOTE: The document states "The purpose here is to provide a summary of the 1994 base data forecast information (presented in Aviation Demand Forecasts Draft Technical Paper, December 1996, by TRA-BV) that was previously accepted by King County and the FAA
and to update those forecasts as required in consideration of activity through the end of calendar year 1997."  And it includes a "forecast" for 2000.  We could argue a forecast data of 1997.		B.1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		The trend forecasted was reversed and general aviation operations decreased.		Comparing the total aircraft from the FAA database and the actuals reported in the forecast for 1997 shows a 292 aircraft difference (less than 8 hundredths of a percent), possibly indicating a slight definitional difference 

The larger interpretation is the year the forecast was made.  We are going with published document date.
		B.3		King County International Airport/Boeing Field, "Revised Draft Master Plan, Section B: Aviation Activity Demand Forecast," August 2001. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		From Chart		B.7		In 2005, 419,593 total aircraft will operate (land or takeoff) from King County International Airport/Boeing Field. Forecast derived from table B3.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written for the King County International Airport, which is in Washington.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		B.7		The forecast is about the King County International Airport.		B.7		420		yes				no		2010		Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The data has been revised after the initial document publication to reflect historical data from 1995, 1996, or 1997. 		2005		no				Aircraft operations provide insight about market penetration.		B.7		Market penetration		2006		2004		61		4		20		223		yes				no		Aircraft operations		yes		in 2005 300,478 aircraft operated from BFI (King County International Airport/Boeing Field) 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Airplane operations are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		B.7		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Passenger planes were in use when the forecast was made. 		B.7				4		Short-term		yes		ND		2001		2005		Explicit in table. 		B.7						4/22/2011 14:00		1/17/2012 15:50		JH		420		JH

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		294		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		Sales in 2008 were $12 billion more than what was forecast. 		The forecast statement and ground truth sources were unambiguous. 		294		Fleur Pijpers and Mark J. Belsey, “Cancer Remains the Dominant Disease Target for Biotech Through to 2010,” Journal of Commercial Biotechnology, 12:4 (2006): 294-298.				yes		Academic publications		Graph		296		Total biologic oncology sales in 2008 will be ~$26,000M. Derived from figure 1. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Datamonitor, an international corporation.										7		Multi-regional		294		Cancer meds are distributed worldwide. 		296		422		yes		2008		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The article indicates that forecasts were based on company-provided information; it is unclear how the companies provided this information (surveys, interviews, etc.).		2008		no		0		Product sales provide insight about market penetration.		296		Market penetration		2009		2007		92		1				224		yes		0		no		Pharmaceuticals 		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that global biologic oncology sales in 2008 were $38 billion. 								yes		Most pharmaceuticals capitalize on biological components (rDNA, mAb, etc.) but are tested, working systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Pharmaceuticals manipulate biological systems. 		294		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Cancer meds existed and were in use when the forecast was made. 		296		0		2		Short-term		yes		ND		2006		2008		Explicit in figure.		296						4/25/2011 9:17		9/20/2011 13:37		ND		422		SF

		9		yes		no		Additional research did not yield any results on year of realizaton. SF 7/11/12 (Catherine)				yes		Article publication date.		167		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		The forecast underestimated sales by ~$8.3 billion. 		The forecast was clear, as were most of the ground truth documents. 		167		Alex K. Pavlou, "Leading Biotechnology Players, 2002-2008: Key Products, Indications, and Technologies," Journal of Commercial Biotecnlogy, 10:2 (2003): 167-176.				yes		Academic publications		Graph		170		Ethical sales of blockbuster drugs in 2008 will total ~$19,000 ($m). Derived from figure 4. 

**Blockbuster drugs include Aranesp, Epogen, Synagis, Enbrel, Rituxan, Avonex, Neulasta, Rebif, and Viread. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Datamonitor's London office. Datamonitor is an international corporation.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		167		Pharmaceuticals are distributed worldwide.		170		423		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		According to the article's abstract, the forecasts were derived from Datamonitor's proprietary forecasting methodology, which isn't described in the article. However, the author uses historical sales and marketing data for each company and technology to make forecasts. 		2008		no		401.6		Sales are an indication of market penetration. 		170		Market penetration		2010		2006		93		4		20		224		yes		-2008		no		Pharmaceuticals 		yes		Ground truth documents indicate that global sales of the 9 blockbuster drugs in 2008 totaled ~$27.3 billion.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Most pharmaceuticals capitalize on biological components (rDNA, mAb, etc.) but are tested, working systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Pharmaceuticals manipulate biological systems. 		170		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The pharmaceuticals mentioned in the forecast existed when the forecast was made. 		170		2008		5		Short-term		no				2003		2008		Explicit in figure.		170						4/25/2011 9:49		7/11/2012 12:52		SF		423		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		167		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		Forecast correctly predicted sales.  Sales of Aranesp fell from 2007 to 2008 and presumably sales reached 3.1 at one point prior to 2008. 		I am directly comparing sells in 2008 however the TFE could be calculated differently if we selected the first date sales reached 3.1 billion. 		167		Alex K. Pavlou, "Leading Biotechnology Players, 2002-2008: Key Products, Indications, and Technologies," Journal of Commercial Biotecnlogy, 10:2 (2003): 167-176.				yes		Academic publications		"Aranesp will lead its anemia-related market segments and it is forecast to achieve a 40 per cent six year CAGR with sales expected to grow from US $1.1nb in 2003 to US $3.1bn in 2008."		172		Sales of Aranesp will be US $3.1B in 2008. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Datamonitor's London office. Datamonitor is an international corporation.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		167		The pharmaceuticals mentioned in the forecast were distributed worldwide. 		172		424		yes		2008		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		According to the article's abstract, the forecasts were derived from Datamonitor's proprietary forecasting methodology, which isn't described in the article. However, the author uses historical sales and marketing data for each company and technology to make forecasts.		2008		no		0		Sales are an indication of market penetration. 		172		Market penetration		2010		2006		93		4		20		224		yes		0		no		Pharmaceuticals 		yes		$3.1 Billion		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		yes		Most pharmaceuticals capitalize on biological components (rDNA, mAb, etc.) but are tested, working systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Pharmaceuticals manipulate biological systems.		172		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The pharmaceuticals mentioned in the forecast existed when the forecast was made. 		172		0		5		Short-term		yes		ND		2003		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		172						4/25/2011 9:56		1/23/2012 10:43		SF		424		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		167		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		Sales exceeded forecast by 113%. Enbrel sales reached 3 billion USD in early 2007. 		Comparing direct sales.		167		Alex K. Pavlou, "Leading Biotechnology Players, 2002-2008: Key Products, Indications, and Technologies," Journal of Commercial Biotecnlogy, 10:2 (2003): 167-176.				yes		Academic publications		"This is followed by Enbrel, the arthritis leader, with ethical sales forecast to increase from US $1.1bn in 2003 to US $3bn in 2008..."		172		Sales of Enbrel in 2008 will be $3B. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Datamonitor's London office. Datamonitor is an international corporation.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		167		Pharmaceuticals are distributed worldwide. 		172		425		yes		2007		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		According to the article's abstract, the forecasts were derived from Datamonitor's proprietary forecasting methodology, which isn't described in the article. However, the author uses historical sales and marketing data for each company and technology to make forecasts.		2008		no		0.2		Sales provide insight about market penetration. 		172		Market penetration		2010		2006		93		4		20		224		yes		-1		no		Pharmaceuticals 		yes		$6.4 B in 2008. 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		yes		Most pharmaceuticals capitalize on biological components (rDNA, mAb, etc.) but are tested, working systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Pharmaceuticals manipulate biological systems.		172		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The pharmaceuticals mentioned in the forecast existed when the forecast was made.		172		1		5		Short-term		yes		SF		2003		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		172						4/25/2011 10:14		7/11/2012 12:45		SF		425		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		167		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		2008 sales exceeded forecast sometime in 2007, when sales totaled over 2.5 Billion USD		I am assuming the forecast is for Rituximab, sold under the trade names Rituxan and MabThera, and not exclusively the trade name Rixtuxan. 

***Rituxan by Genentech reached (worldwide):
2006:2.25 Billion USD
2007:2.52 BIllion USD
2008:2.85 Billion USD
source: http://www.gene.com/gene/about/ir/historical/product-sales/rituxan.html		167		Alex K. Pavlou, "Leading Biotechnology Players, 2002-2008: Key Products, Indications, and Technologies," Journal of Commercial Biotecnlogy, 10:2 (2003): 167-176.				yes		Academic publications		"Genentech's Rituxan will continue to be the leading monoclonal antibody with its ethical income expected to grow from US $1.5bn in 2003 to US $2.3bn in 2008."		172		Rituxan sales in 2008 will be $2.3B. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Datamonitor's London office. Datamonitor is an international corporation.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		167		Pharmaceuticals are distributed worldwide. 		172		426		yes		2007		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		According to the article's abstract, the forecasts were derived from Datamonitor's proprietary forecasting methodology, which isn't described in the article. However, the author uses historical sales and marketing data for each company and technology to make forecasts.		2008		no		0.2		Sales are an indication of market penetration. 		172		Market penetration		2010		2006		93		4		20		224		yes		-1		no		Pharmaceuticals 		yes		2.85 Billion in 2008		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		yes		Most pharmaceuticals capitalize on biological components (rDNA, mAb, etc.) but are tested, working systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Pharmaceuticals manipulate biological systems.		172		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The pharmaceuticals mentioned in the forecast existed when the forecast was made.		172		1		5		Short-term		yes		SF		2003		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		172						4/25/2011 10:19		7/10/2012 8:28		SF		426		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		167		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		Forecast was spot on at slightly above 1.2B		Directly compared sales		167		Alex K. Pavlou, "Leading Biotechnology Players, 2002-2008: Key Products, Indications, and Technologies," Journal of Commercial Biotecnlogy, 10:2 (2003): 167-176.				yes		Academic publications		"This will be followed by MedImmune's Synagis, which will  have ethical sales of US $1.2bn in 2008."		172		Synagis sales in 2008 will be $1.2B. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Datamonitor's London office. Datamonitor is an international corporation.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		167		Pharmaceuticals are distributed worldwide. 		172		427		no		2008		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		According to the article's abstract, the forecasts were derived from Datamonitor's proprietary forecasting methodology, which isn't described in the article. However, the author uses historical sales and marketing data for each company and technology to make forecasts.		2008		no		0		Sales are an indication market penetration. 		172		Market penetration		2010		2006		93		4		20		224		yes		0		no		Pharmaceuticals 		yes		1,230 Million 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		yes		Most pharmaceuticals capitalize on biological components (rDNA, mAb, etc.) but are tested, working systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Pharmaceuticals manipulate biological systems.		172		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The pharmaceuticals mentioned in the forecast existed when the forecast was made.		172		0		5		Short-term		yes		ND		2003		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		172						4/25/2011 10:25		9/14/2011 15:19		ND		427		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		167		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		Sales in 2008 exceeded the forecast by 27%.		Direct comparison of sales.
In 2006 sales were at $1.45 Billion and in 2007 sales reached $1.9B.

		167		Alex K. Pavlou, "Leading Biotechnology Players, 2002-2008: Key Products, Indications, and Technologies," Journal of Commercial Biotecnlogy, 10:2 (2003): 167-176.				yes		Academic publications		"Within the interferon class, Rebif is expected to overtake Avonex, with sales forecast to reach more than US $1.5bn by 2008."		172		By 2008, Rebif sales will reach US $1.5B.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Datamonitor's London office. Datamonitor is an international corporation.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		167		Pharmaceuticals are distributed worldwide. 		172		428		yes		2007		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		According to the article's abstract, the forecasts were derived from Datamonitor's proprietary forecasting methodology, which isn't described in the article. However, the author uses historical sales and marketing data for each company and technology to make forecasts.		2008		no		0.2		Sales are an indication of market penetration. 		172		Market penetration		2010		2006		93		4		20		224		yes		-1		no		Pharmaceuticals 		yes		Sales were at 1.9 B in 2008. 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		yes		Most pharmaceuticals capitalize on biological components (rDNA, mAb, etc.) but are tested, working systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Pharmaceuticals manipulate biological systems.		172		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The pharmaceuticals mentioned in the forecast existed when the forecast was made.		172		1		5		Short-term		yes		SF		2003		2008		Explicit in forecast statement. 		172		2008		2003		4/25/2011 10:29		7/10/2012 8:27		SF		428		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		167		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		The sales of protein therapeutics were estimated to be $17bn in 1997 and $32bn by 2003.		Interpreted $17bn market value figure in 1997 and $32bn in 2003 to indicate that by 2000 the forecast will have been satisfied.		167		Alex K. Pavlou, "Leading Biotechnology Players, 2002-2008: Key Products, Indications, and Technologies," Journal of Commercial Biotecnlogy, 10:2 (2003): 167-176.				yes		Academic publications		"The field of rDNA proteins will continue to dominate the leading biotechnology sector, with ethical sales forecast to grow from US $11.3bn in 2003 to US $19.2 bn in 2008..."		172		In 2008, sales of rDNA/theraptutic proteins will be $19.2B.  										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Datamonitor's London office. Datamonitor is an international corporation.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		167		Pharmaceuticals are distributed worldwide. 		172		429		yes		2000		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		According to the article's abstract, the forecasts were derived from Datamonitor's proprietary forecasting methodology, which isn't described in the article. However, the author uses historical sales and marketing data for each company and technology to make forecasts.		2008		no		1.6		Sales are an indication of market penetration. 		172		Market penetration		2010		2006		93		4		20		224		yes		-8		no		Pharmaceuticals 		yes		The market value of rDNA therapeutic proteins had exceeded the forecast long before 2008.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Most pharmaceuticals capitalize on biological components (rDNA, mAb, etc.) but are tested, working systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Pharmaceuticals manipulate biological systems.		172		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The pharmaceuticals mentioned in the forecast existed when the forecast was made.		172		8		5		Short-term		yes		SF		2003		2008		Explicit in forecast statement. 		172						4/25/2011 10:42		5/4/2012 14:34		SF		429		SF

		3		yes		no		The large discrepancy between the ground truth and the forecast might be because the geographic region forecasted about is not worldwide.  				yes		Article publication date.		167		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		The forecast was well surpassed by the evaluation date. The forecast was met and exceeded in 2004. 		The forecast and ground truth were clear. However, there is a large discrepancy between the ground truth sales and the forecasted sales. This might be because the geographic region forecasted about is not worldwide.  		167		Alex K. Pavlou, "Leading Biotechnology Players, 2002-2008: Key Products, Indications, and Technologies," Journal of Commercial Biotecnlogy, 10:2 (2003): 167-176.				yes		Academic publications		"This will be followed by monoclonal antibodies, with ethical sales expected to increase from US $3.3bn in 2003 to US $7.6bn in 2008..."		172		Monoclonal antibody sales in 2008 will be $7.6B.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Datamonitor's London office. Datamonitor is an international corporation.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		167		Pharmaceuticals are distributed worldwide. 

Note: the forecast doesn't specifically call out a region, but it does reference total sales of multinational firms.  I concluded the region is worldwide.
		172		430		yes		2004		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		According to the article's abstract, the forecasts were derived from Datamonitor's proprietary forecasting methodology, which isn't described in the article. However, the author uses historical sales and marketing data for each company and technology to make forecasts.		2008		no		0.8		Sales are an indication of market penetration.		172		Market penetration		2010		2006		93		4		20		224		yes		-4		no		Pharmaceuticals 		yes		33 Billion in 2008. 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Most pharmaceuticals capitalize on biological components (rDNA, mAb, etc.) but are tested, working systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Pharmaceuticals manipulate biological systems.		172		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The pharmaceuticals mentioned in the forecast existed when the forecast was made.		172		4		5		Short-term		yes		SF		2003		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		172						4/25/2011 10:45		7/11/2012 12:44		SF		430		SF

		1		yes		no		Unable to discern year of realization. 

Additional research did not yield any results. SF 7/11/12 (Catherine)				yes		Article publication date.		167		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		The forecast underestimated the sales figure by ~$4.6 billion. 		The ground truth document lists sales figures for 8 small molecule therapeutics, which needed to be added. There may be more therapeutics. 		167		Alex K. Pavlou, "Leading Biotechnology Players, 2002-2008: Key Products, Indications, and Technologies," Journal of Commercial Biotecnlogy, 10:2 (2003): 167-176.				yes		Academic publications		"However, the highest growth will be achieved by small molecules. The latter are forecast to reach ethical sales of US $3.9bn in 2008..."		172-173		Sales of small molecule therapeutics in 2008 will be US $3.9B. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Datamonitor's London office. Datamonitor is an international corporation.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		167		Pharmaceuticals are distributed worldwide.		173		431		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		According to the article's abstract, the forecasts were derived from Datamonitor's proprietary forecasting methodology, which isn't described in the article. However, the author uses historical sales and marketing data for each company and technology to make forecasts.		2008		no		401.6		Sales are an indication of market penetration.		172-173		Market penetration		2010		2006		93		4		20		224		yes		-2008		no		Pharmaceuticals 		yes		Global sales for 8 small molecule therapeutics in 2008 totaled ~ $8.5 billion. 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Most pharmaceuticals capitalize on biological components (rDNA, mAb, etc.) but are tested, working systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Pharmaceuticals manipulate biological systems.		173		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The pharmaceuticals mentioned in the forecast existed when the forecast was made.		173		2008		5		Short-term		no				2003		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		172-173						4/25/2011 10:49		7/11/2012 12:56		SF		431		SF

		12		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		167		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		The forecast underestimated sales by ~$3 billion. The previous year's (2004) sales were 14.6 billion combined, so the 15 billion mark would have occurred sometime early in 2005.		The forecast was clear and most ground truth sources were also clear. 		167		Alex K. Pavlou, "Leading Biotechnology Players, 2002-2008: Key Products, Indications, and Technologies," Journal of Commercial Biotecnlogy, 10:2 (2003): 167-176.				yes		Academic publications		Graph		170		Ethical sales of blockbuster drugs in 2005 will total ~$15,000 ($m). Derived from figure 4. 

**Blockbuster drugs include Aranesp, Epogen, Synagis, Enbrel, Rituxan, Avonex, Neulasta, Rebif, and Viread. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Datamonitor's London office. Datamonitor is an international corporation.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		167		Pharmaceuticals are distributed worldwide. 		170		432		yes		2005		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		According to the article's abstract, the forecasts were derived from Datamonitor's proprietary forecasting methodology, which isn't described in the article. However, the author uses historical sales and marketing data for each company and technology to make forecasts.		2005		no		0		Sales are an indication of market penetration. 		170		Market penetration		2006		2004		93		4		20		224		yes		0		no		Pharmaceuticals 		yes		Ground truth documents indicate that sales of the 9 blockbuster drugs in 2005 totaled ~$17.9 billion. 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		yes		Most pharmaceuticals capitalize on biological components (rDNA, mAb, etc.) but are tested, working systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Pharmaceuticals manipulate biological systems.		170		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The pharmaceuticals mentioned in the forecast existed when the forecast was made.		170		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2003		2005		Explicit in figure.		170						4/25/2011 10:53		7/11/2012 12:43		SF		432		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 2005		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that 30 million U.S. households used broadband in 2006 (GAO Report), 57.8 million households used it in 2007 (Consumer Electronics Association), and 66.6 million used it in 2008 (Internet Innovation Alliance). 		The forecast statement and ground truth sources were explicit and used the same metrics. 		1		"Big Bets for the U.S. Cable Industry: Key Opportunities for Future Revenue Growth," (San Jose, CA: PricewaterhouseCoopers Global Technology Centre, January 2005)				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Between 2004 and 2008, total U.S. broadband households are forecasted to increase from 29 million to 54 million..."		14		By 2008, 54 million U.S. households will use broadband.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the PWC office in San Jose, CA. Industry participants appear to be US-based (as seen in the "acknowledgements" section before page 1). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasts are made for the U.S. Cable Industry.		14		434		yes		2007		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The forecast is based on demand on certain areas of the cable industry.  PricewaterhouseCoopers is attempting to predict the areas of high demand for the industry to focus on.		2008		no		0.333333333		The forecast is predicting the growth in the number of households that will be using broadband in the given year.		14		Market penetration		2009		2007		94		6		36		225		yes		-1		no		Broadband		yes		66.6 million U.S. households used broadband in the home in 2008.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		yes		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used as a way to connect to the internet.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband is already used in U.S. households at the time of the forecast.		14		1		3		Short-term		yes				2005		2008		Although it appears to be a range, the forecast is predicting the number of households in the U.S. with broadband by the year 2008.		14						4/25/2011 20:10		7/17/2012 8:24		SF		434		ND

		1		yes		no		Uses "could" which is language excluded by our lexicon.		Uses "could" which is language excluded by our lexicon.		yes		Article publication date.		587		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1985		yes		in 1985, the imported oil was above the forecasted amount. Therefore, the forecast was fully realized at its predicted date.		The oil imports needed to be estimated from looking at the figures located in the source. However, it clearly indicated that the oil imported was beyond 50% which satisfied the forecast.		587		J. Hill, A.B. Lovins, J. Hill, K.E. Zimen, and E. Eisner, “Future Trends in Nuclear Power Generation [and Discussion],” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 276: 1261 (1974): 587-601. 				yes		Academic publications		"Even with North Sea oil, the European Economic Community (including the United Kingdom) could depend on imported oil for some 50% of its energy needs in 1985, according to an official estimate made earlier this year, and the price of North Sea oil will almost certainly
be determined by world prices." 
		591		In 1985, ~50% of the European Economic Community's oil will be imported. 										5		Europe		John Hill is affiliated with the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority in London. Eisner is affiliated with the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow. Zimen is affiliated with the Hahn-Meitner Institute of Nuclear Research in Berlin, and Lovins is affiliated with Friends of the Earth in London. 										7		Multi-regional		599-600		This forecast pertains to members of the European Economic Community, which included Belgium, Denmark, France, West Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, and the UK. 		591		435		no		1985		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The first author is an expert in the field. This article is based on his expertise, as well as previous reports.  		1985		no		0		Demand is an indication of market penetration. 		591		Market penetration		1988		1982		95		2		63		227		yes		0		no		Oil 		no		In 1985, about 65% of the oil from Europeans Economic Community's was imported.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		yes		Oil is a component of power-generating systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		591		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Oil was in use when the forecast was made.		NA		0		11		Long-term		no				1974		1985		Explicit in forecast statement.		591						4/26/2011 8:27		7/10/2012 8:55		SF		435		SF

		0		yes		no		Uses "could" which is language excluded by our lexicon.				yes		Article publication date.		587						2000		no						587		J. Hill, A.B. Lovins, J. Hill, K.E. Zimen, and E. Eisner, “Future Trends in Nuclear Power Generation [and Discussion],” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 276: 1261 (1974): 587-601. 				yes		Academic publications		"By A.D. 2000 and assuming only modest rates of growth there could well be a short-fall of the order of 40% of world energy requirements." 		591		By 2000, the world energy supplies will be 40% less than energy demand/requirement. 										1		Worldwide		John Hill is affiliated with the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority in London. Eisner is affiliated with the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow. Zimen is affiliated with the Hahn-Meitner Institute of Nuclear Research in Berlin, and Lovins is affiliated with Friends of the Earth in London. 										7		Multi-regional		599-600		Explicit in forecast statement. 		591		436		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The first author is an expert in the field. This article is based on his expertise, as well as previous reports.		2000		yes				Supply and demand are indications of market penetration. 		591		Market penetration		2008		1992		95		2		63		227		yes				no		Energy requirements		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		Energy is generated via systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		591		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Energy was in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				26		Long-term		no				1974		2000		Explicit in forecast statement. 		591		2000		1974		4/26/2011 8:33		1/27/2012 12:52		SF		436		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		587						1985		no						587		J. Hill, A.B. Lovins, J. Hill, K.E. Zimen, and E. Eisner, “Future Trends in Nuclear Power Generation [and Discussion],” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 276: 1261 (1974): 587-601. 				yes		Academic publications		"It is particularly important that the countries of Western Europe make the necessary effort to achieve these targets. In 1985, even with North Sea oil and gas, the annual oil imports of the Nine will be over 900 million tonnes at a time of great pressure on supplies from other oil- importing nations." 		592		In 1985, Western European nations will import over 900 million tonnes of oil. 		171		Austria		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		John Hill is affiliated with the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority in London. Eisner is affiliated with the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow. Zimen is affiliated with the Hahn-Meitner Institute of Nuclear Research in Berlin, and Lovins is affiliated with Friends of the Earth in London. 										7		Multi-regional		599-600		The forecast pertains to the nine countries in Western Europe. 		592		437		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The first author is an expert in the field. This article is based on his expertise, as well as previous reports.		1985		no				Demand is an indication of market penetration. 		592		Market penetration		1988		1982		95		2		63		227		yes				no		Oil 		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		Oil is a component of energy-generating systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title. 		587		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Oil was in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				11		Long-term		no				1974		1985		Explicit in forecast statement. 		592						4/26/2011 8:37		1/27/2012 12:51		SF		437		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		587		5. No interpretation		4. Mostly realized		1977.5		yes		The forecast overestimated by only 2 to 3%. 		The forecast statement is clear, and the ground truth source explicitly demonstrates that the percent of electricity from nuclear sources in the UK was <15%. 		587		J. Hill, A.B. Lovins, J. Hill, K.E. Zimen, and E. Eisner, “Future Trends in Nuclear Power Generation [and Discussion],” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 276: 1261 (1974): 587-601. 				yes		Academic publications		"At present, nuclear plants account for about 7% of this country's electricity generating capacity, and by 1977/8 when the a.g.r. have all come into operation this proportion will rise to about 15%." 

**'a.g.r.' = advanced gas-cooled reactors. 		593		By 1977 or 1978, nuclear plants will account for 15% of the UK's electric generating capacity.

 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		John Hill is affiliated with the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority in London. Eisner is affiliated with the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow. Zimen is affiliated with the Hahn-Meitner Institute of Nuclear Research in Berlin, and Lovins is affiliated with Friends of the Earth in London. 										7		Multi-regional		599-600		The forecast pertains to the UK. 		593		438		yes		1982		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The first author is an expert in the field. This article is based on his expertise, as well as previous reports.		1977.5		no		1.285714286		The forecast is asserting that the demand for nuclear-derived energy will increase, which is an indication of market penetration. 		593		Market penetration		1978		1977		95		2		63		227		yes		4.5		no		Nuclear energy		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that the percent of UK electricity supplied by nuclear sources in 1977 and 1978 was <15%. Specifically, it was ~13% and 12%, respectively. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		Provision of nuclear energy requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title. 		593		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Nuclear energy was in use when the forecast was made. 		593		4.5		3.5		Short-term		yes		ND		1974				Explicit in forecast statement. 		593		1978		1977		4/26/2011 8:57		1/25/2012 10:07		SF		438		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		587						1978		no						587		J. Hill, A.B. Lovins, J. Hill, K.E. Zimen, and E. Eisner, “Future Trends in Nuclear Power Generation [and Discussion],” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 276: 1261 (1974): 587-601. 				yes		Academic publications		"Over 10% of Britain's electricity is currently generated by the nuclear stations, and this proportion is expected to rise to over 20%. By 1978 our power-stations will be saving the equivalent of 15 x 10^6 tonnes of oil a year (17.5 x 10^6 m3)..." 		593		By 1978, Britain's power stations will be saving the equivalent of 15 x 10^6 tonnes of oil a year (17.5 x 10^6 m3).		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		John Hill is affiliated with the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority in London. Eisner is affiliated with the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow. Zimen is affiliated with the Hahn-Meitner Institute of Nuclear Research in Berlin, and Lovins is affiliated with Friends of the Earth in London. 										7		Multi-regional		599-600		Explicit in forecast statement. 		593		439		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The first author is an expert in the field. This article is based on his expertise, as well as previous reports.		1978		no				Demand is an indication of market penetration. 		NA		Market penetration		1979		1977		95		2		63		227		yes				no		Nuclear energy		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		Nuclear energy is generated via a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		593		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Nuclear energy was in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				4		Short-term		no				1974		1978		Explicit in forecast statement. 		593		1978		1974		4/26/2011 9:09		1/27/2012 12:50		SF		439		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		587						1990		no						587		J. Hill, A.B. Lovins, J. Hill, K.E. Zimen, and E. Eisner, “Future Trends in Nuclear Power Generation [and Discussion],” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 276: 1261 (1974): 587-601. 				yes		Academic publications		"By 1990 up to three-quarters of total new capacity ordered each year will be nuclear, with the remainder being divided between the most efficient fossil- fuelled plant, hydro-electricity and specialized peaking plant such as gas turbines." 		594		By 1990, up to 75% of total new electrical capacity will be nuclear in non-communist countries.										7		Multi-regional		John Hill is affiliated with the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority in London. Eisner is affiliated with the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow. Zimen is affiliated with the Hahn-Meitner Institute of Nuclear Research in Berlin, and Lovins is affiliated with Friends of the Earth in London. 										7		Multi-regional		599-600		The forecast statement is embedded in a paragraph that discusses the growth of nuclear capacity in the non-communist world. 		594		440		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The first author is an expert in the field. This article is based on his expertise, as well as previous reports.		1990		no				Demand is an indication of market penetration.		594		Market penetration		1995		1985		95		2		63		227		yes				no		Nuclear energy		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		Nuclear energy is generated via systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		594		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Nuclear energy was in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				16		Long-term		no				1974		1990		Explicit in forecast statement. 		594		1990		1974		4/26/2011 9:17		1/27/2012 12:47		SF		440		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		587		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1981.5		yes		The first commercial fast breeder reactor had been in operation prior to the early 1980s. 		The forecast statement was clear (first commercial reactor in operation) and the ground truth sources were equally clear. 		587		J. Hill, A.B. Lovins, J. Hill, K.E. Zimen, and E. Eisner, “Future Trends in Nuclear Power Generation [and Discussion],” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 276: 1261 (1974): 587-601. 				yes		Academic publications		"The fast breeder is a sophisticated concept, and some degree of caution is essential in the rate at which it is developed. But there is now great confidence in it all over the world, following a long period of painstaking experimentation and development. The first fully commercial reactors of this type will be in operation by the early 1980s." 		596		The first commercial fast breeder reactors will be in operation by the early 1980s.										1		Worldwide		John Hill is affiliated with the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority in London. Eisner is affiliated with the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow. Zimen is affiliated with the Hahn-Meitner Institute of Nuclear Research in Berlin, and Lovins is affiliated with Friends of the Earth in London. 										7		Multi-regional		599-600		The reactors can emerge anywhere in the world. 		596		441		yes		1973		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The first author is an expert in the field. This article is based on his expertise, as well as previous reports.		1981.5		no		1.133333333		The forecast is asserting that the first commercial fast breeder reactors will emerge within a specific timeframe. 		596		Technology emergence		1983		1980		95		2		63		227		yes		-8.5		no		Fast breeder reactors 		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that the world's first commercial fast breeder reactor was started in Kazakhstan in 1972 and was operational in 1973. The forecasted event occurred approximately 10 years before the predicted date. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		Reactors are systems associated with nuclear energy production. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		596		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the fast breeder reactors had already been developed and tested when the forecast was made. 		596		8.5		7.5		Medium-term		yes		ND		1974				Explicit in forecast statement. Per the standard lexicon, the "early 1980s" is defined as 1980 to 1983. 		596		1983		1980		4/26/2011 9:30		1/25/2012 10:06		SF		441		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		587		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1980		yes		Forecast requires the world electrical capacity to be ~1700/GW in 1980. It was closer to this in 1981 when electrical capacity was was 1718.153/GW minus communist countries.		Data stated clearly in tables in source.		587		J. Hill, A.B. Lovins, J. Hill, K.E. Zimen, and E. Eisner, “Future Trends in Nuclear Power Generation [and Discussion],” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 276: 1261 (1974): 587-601. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		593		In 1980, world electrical capacity (excluding communist countries) will be ~1700/GW. Derived from figure 1. 										7		Multi-regional		John Hill is affiliated with the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority in London. Eisner is affiliated with the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow. Zimen is affiliated with the Hahn-Meitner Institute of Nuclear Research in Berlin, and Lovins is affiliated with Friends of the Earth in London. 										7		Multi-regional		599-600		The forecast applies to non-communist countries. 		593		442		no		1981		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The first author is an expert in the field. This article is based on his expertise, as well as previous reports.		1980		no		0.166666667		The technology will evolve such that world electrical capacity will increase. 		593		Evolution		1982		1978		95		2		8		227		yes		1		no		Electrical capacity 		yes		In 1980 world electrical capacity excluding communist countries was 1639.974/GW.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Generation of electricity requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		593		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electricity was fully developed when this forecast was made. 		NA		1		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1974		1980		Explicit in figure 1.		593						4/26/2011 9:33		5/4/2012 14:33		SF		442		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		587		3. Moderate interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1990		yes		Electricity capacity saw significant growth between 1974 and 1990 but did not reach the projected value until 10 years after the forecast.		I had to use some extrapolations to verify the forecast with available sources.

Presumably the former Soviet Union was excluded from this forecast, as it was a communist nation in 1974, however countries from the former USSR are not excluded from the ground truth analysis.  If the author’s intent was to exclude these countries in whole (not based on their communist affiliations) it would push the realization date back several years.
		587		J. Hill, A.B. Lovins, J. Hill, K.E. Zimen, and E. Eisner, “Future Trends in Nuclear Power Generation [and Discussion],” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 276: 1261 (1974): 587-601. 				yes		Academic publications		Graph		593		In 1990, world electrical capacity (excluding communist countries) will be 3200/GW. Derived from figure 1. 										7		Multi-regional		John Hill is affiliated with the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority in London. Eisner is affiliated with the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow. Zimen is affiliated with the Hahn-Meitner Institute of Nuclear Research in Berlin, and Lovins is affiliated with Friends of the Earth in London. P.599-600										7		Multi-regional		599-600		The forecast pertains to non-communist countries. 		593		443		yes		2000		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The first author is an expert in the field. This article is based on his expertise, as well as previous reports.		1990		no		0.625		Technology will evolve such that electrical capacity will increase. 		593		Evolution		1995		1985		95		2		63		227		yes		10		no		Electrical capacity 		yes		<2852 GW		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		Generation of electricity requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		593		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electricity was fully developed when the forecast was made. 		593		10		16		Long-term		yes		ND		1974		1990		Explicit in figure 1. 		593						4/26/2011 9:48		1/25/2012 10:05		SF		443		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		587		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1983		no		100,000 t of U3O8 is about equal to 85,000 t of U.  OECD requirements have not exceeded 60,000 t as of 2007. 		I made corrections for the weight of U3O8 compared to U.  Even with these corrections it is possible that the original forecast and charts in the ground truth documents are incompatible.		587		J. Hill, A.B. Lovins, J. Hill, K.E. Zimen, and E. Eisner, “Future Trends in Nuclear Power Generation [and Discussion],” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 276: 1261 (1974): 587-601. 				yes		Academic publications		Graph		594		Uranium requirements for the OECD area in 1983 will be ~100,000 t U308. Derived from figure 2. 

Note: The forecast statement predicts tonne of Triuranium octoxide.  Most sources report tonne of uranium.  Uranium composes 85% of Triuranium octoxide by weight.										7		Multi-regional		John Hill is affiliated with the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority in London. Eisner is affiliated with the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow. Zimen is affiliated with the Hahn-Meitner Institute of Nuclear Research in Berlin, and Lovins is affiliated with Friends of the Earth in London.										7		Multi-regional		599-600		The forecast pertains to the OECD, an international organization. 		594		444		yes				no		2007		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The first author is an expert in the field. This article is based on his expertise, as well as previous reports.		1983		no				Requirement is an indication of market penetration. 		594		Market penetration		1986		1980		95		2		63		227		yes				no		Uranium requirements		yes		<40,000 t Uranium in 1983. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		Uranium is a component of nuclear energy. 		594		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		594		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Uranium was in use when the forecast was made. 		594				9		Medium-term		yes		SF		1974		1983		Estimated from figure 2. 		594						4/26/2011 9:55		7/6/2012 14:05		SF		444		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 2005		1						2008		no						1		"Big Bets for the U.S. Cable Industry: Key Opportunities for Future Revenue Growth," (San Jose, CA: PricewaterhouseCoopers Global Technology Centre, January 2005)				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"...the CAGR for end-user consumer spending on Internet access for the same period will be 7.3 percent, rising from @25.5 billion in 2004 to $32.8 billion in 2008."		14		In 2008, end-user consumer spending on Internet access will be $32.8 billion.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		According to the title page, this document was produced by PWCs San Jose, CA office.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasts are made for the U.S. Cable Industry.		14		445		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The forecast is based on demand on certain areas of the cable industry.  PricewaterhouseCoopers is attempting to predict the areas of high demand for the industry to focus on.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting the growth in the demand for Internet access as shown by the increased amount of money being spent on it by the consumer.		14		Market penetration		2009		2007		94		6		36		225		yes				no		Internet Access		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Internet access uses multiple systems to connect to the internet, receive information, etc.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Internet is a way of connecting to other people and information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Internet access is already available, forecast is predicting increased demand.		14				3		Short-term		no				2005		2008		Forecast predicts level of spending in the year 2008.		14						4/26/2011 10:37		1/27/2012 12:42		SF		445		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 2005		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		The forecast 87% of household holding multi-channel video subscriptions was achieved 2 years earlier in 2006 and was exceeded by 2008.		Data stated clearly in sources.		1		"Big Bets for the U.S. Cable Industry: Key Opportunities for Future Revenue Growth," (San Jose, CA: PricewaterhouseCoopers Global Technology Centre, January 2005)				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Currently, 86 percent of households subscribe to multi-channel video, and by 2008, this figure will increase less than one percentage point to 87 percent of households, according to PricewaterhouseCoopers projections."		17		In 2008, 87 percent of households will subscribe to multi-channel video.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		According to the title page, this document was produced by PWCs San Jose, CA office.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasts are made for the U.S. Cable Industry.		17		446		yes		2006		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The forecast is based on demand on certain areas of the cable industry.  PricewaterhouseCoopers is attempting to predict the areas of high demand for the industry to focus on.		2008		no		0.666666667		The forecast is predicting the growth in the demand for multi-channel video as shown by an increased percent of households subscribing to it.		17		Market penetration		2009		2007		94		6		36		225		yes		-2		no		Multi-channel Video		yes		In 2008 90% of households in the US subscribed to multi-channel video.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Multi-channel video uses multiple systems to receive, broadcast, and display the channels.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Multi-channel video is a way of connecting to other people and information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Multi-channel video is already available, forecast is predicting increased demand.		17		2		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2008		Forecast predicts percentage of households in the year 2008.		17						4/26/2011 10:56		6/20/2012 8:52		SF		446		ND

		2		yes		no		Need SME confirmation. 

Jason's comment: While styles and sizes vary, there were fewer than a couple thousand of all these vehicles, which doesn't support the forecast's premise.

Shannon's comment: I think the forecast focuses on the variety of styles and sizes--not on the number produced within these styles and sizes. Ground truth sources confirm that the sizes and styles varies, but I can't discern the year of realization with any confidence.  		Forecast isn't specific enough to facilitate credible verification. 		yes		Article publication date.		173		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1994		yes		Electric cars were available in a number of styles and sizes in the 1990s, including sport utility vehicles, pickup trucks, minivans, sedans, and compact cars. These were available in 1994.    		Ground truth sources don't provide dates, other than to state that these styles were available in the 1990s (which is within the forecast timeframe). Moreover, there weren't very many electric cars produced in the 1990s. 		174-176		George A. Hoffman, "Future Electric Automobiles," Technological Forecasting, 1 (1969): 173-183				yes		Academic publications		"The tendencies toward specializing in vehicle design point to the future electric automobile becoming available in another twenty or thirty years in a wide spectrum of styles and sizes, ranging from vehicles representing today's small two-seaters to large luxury cars--and everything in between."		177		In 20-30 years [1989-1999], electric automobiles will be available in a wide array of styles and sizes. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is affiliated with the Advanced Structures Department of the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company in Santa Monica, California.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		173		While not explicitly stated as a U.S.-centric forecast, the document describes U.S. filling stations and even projects auto emission control costs based on data from the Los Angeles basin (figure 1). 		177		447		yes				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Forecasts were obtained using recent historical trends in automotive technology and metropolitan travel.		1994		yes		79.76		The variety in automobile sizes and shapes is an indication of market penetration. 		177		Market penetration		1999		1989		96		5		29		228		yes		-1994		no		Electric cars 		no		Electric cars were available in a variety of styles and sizes in the 1990s. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Automobiles are systems of systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Document title. 		173		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electric cars existed early in the 20th century. 		NA		1994		25		Long-term		no				1969				The article was published in 1969, so "another twenty or thirty years" translates to 1989 and 1999, respectively. 		177		1999		1989		4/26/2011 11:08		1/27/2012 14:41		SF		447		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 2005		1		4. Little interpretation		3. Almost realized		2008		yes		The number of "sets" went from 8.3 Million (according to the forecast source) to about 40 million.  

Note: The forecast source seems to use sets and TV households interchangeably.  There are several statements on that page comparing sets to number of TV homes/household, so I think it is appropriate to use household penetration to verify.  Incidentally, as of 2007 52 Million HD units were cumulatively sold.
		I am interpreting sets to mean TV households.  This is consistent with industry data and is supported by contextual information around the forecast.		1		"Big Bets for the U.S. Cable Industry: Key Opportunities for Future Revenue Growth," (San Jose, CA: PricewaterhouseCoopers Global Technology Centre, January 2005)				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"The number of HD sets in use is expected to reach 57.5 million by 2008, more than half the nation's 109 million TV households."		25		In 2008, there will be 57.5 million HD sets in use in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the PWC office in San Jose, CA. Industry participants appear to be US-based (as seen in the "acknowledgements" section before page 1). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasts are made for the U.S. Cable Industry.		25		448		yes		2010		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The forecast is based on demand on certain areas of the cable industry.  PricewaterhouseCoopers is attempting to predict the areas of high demand for the industry to focus on.		2008		no		0.666666667		The forecast is predicting the growth in the demand for HD TV sets as shown by an increased number of households using them.		25		Market penetration		2009		2007		94		6		36		225		yes		2		no		HD TV Sets		yes		40 million		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		HDTVs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		HD TV is a way of communicating information to people.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		HD TV is already available, forecast is predicting increased demand.		25		2		3		Short-term		yes				2005		2008		Forecast predicts number of HD sets in use in the year 2008.		25						4/26/2011 11:30		7/17/2012 8:23		SF		448		ND

		2		yes		no		Forecast statement says "might be in service within 6 to 7 years" then codifies it with an exact data.  Based on the context we are accepting this as a verifiable forecast.				yes		The article is based on a paper read at the General Meeting of International Air Transport Association (IATA) in Munich in October of 1968. 		5		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1976		yes		There is no evidence of a scramjet/ramjet achieving Mach 4.5 or 5 until 2010. 		The ground truth assessment was based on flight tests, not demonstrations on the ground. 		7		G. Bouladon, "Aviation's Role in Future Transportation," Technological Forecasting, 1 (1969): 5-16				yes		Academic publications		"...according to the technicians, who would be ready to start work at once, the ramjet at Mach 4.5/5 might be in service within 6 to 7 years, i.e., about 1976..."		7		A ramjet capable of achieving Mach 4.5/5 speed will be in service by 1976.										7		Multi-regional		The author is affiliated with the Battelle Institute in Geneva. 		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		5		The ramjet was distributed in several regions of the world. 		NA		449		yes		2010		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author extrapolates using historical data, expert opinion, and trend analysis. This is made explicit throughout the document.		1976		no		4.25		The technology will evolve such that it is capable of traveling at increased speed. 		NA		Evolution		1978		1974		97		8		56		223		yes		34		no		Ramjet 		yes		There is no evidence of a scramjet/ramjet achieving Mach 4.5 or 5 until 2010. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Ramjets are subsystems of aircraft. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Ramjet's existed when the forecast was made. 		NA		34		8		Medium-term		yes		SF		1968		1976		Explicit in forecast statement. 		7						4/26/2011 11:45		7/12/2012 10:54		SF		449		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1969, but it is based on a paper read by the author at the General Meeting of IATA in Munich in October of 1968.		5		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1979		yes		In 2004 the X-43A set a record of Mach 6.8.		Data stated clearly in sources.		7-Jun		G. Bouladon, "Aviation's Role in Future Transportation," Technological Forecasting, 1 (1969): 5-16				yes		Academic publications		"...the ramjet at Mach 4.5/5 might be in service within 6 to 7 years...while the scramjet at Mach 6 would take 2 or 3 years longer than the ramjet (1979)..."		7		By 1979, a scramjet capable of achieving Mach 6 will be available. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Battelle Institute in Geneva. 		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		5		The scramjet can be developed anywhere in the world. 		7		450		no		2004		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author extrapolates using historical data, expert opinion, and trend analysis.		1979		no		2.272727273		The technology will evolve such that it will be capable of achieving higher speeds. 		7		Evolution		1982		1976		97		8		56		223		yes		25		no		Scramjet		yes		By 1979, a scramjet capable of achieving Mach 6 was not available.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Scramjets are subsystems of aircraft. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		5		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Scramjets existed when the forecast was made. 		NA		25		11		Long-term		yes		SF		1968		1979		Explicit in forecast statement.		7						4/26/2011 11:56		7/16/2012 15:20		SF		450		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1969, but is based on a talk given at the Generatl Meeting of IATA in Munich in October of 1968.		5		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1985.5		no		Commercial aircraft did not advanced beyond two supersonic systems.		I am interpreting "commercial hypersonic aircraft" to mean a passenger airliner not an aircraft sold commercially.  This is consistent with the forecast context. 		6		G. Bouladon, "Aviation's Role in Future Transportation," Technological Forecasting, 1 (1969): 5-16				yes		Academic publications		"...a commercial hypersonic aircraft could appear by 1983 but is more likely in 1985-1986..."		8		A commercial hypersonic aircraft will likely appear between 1985 and 1986.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Battelle Institute in Geneva. 		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		5		The technology can emerge anywhere in the world. 		8		451		no				yes		2011		Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The author extrapolates using historical data, expert opinion, and trend analysis.		1985.5		no				Hypersonic aircraft will emerge on the market in a specific timeframe. 		8		Technology emergence		1986		1985		97		4		15		223		yes				no		Hypersonic aircraft 		yes		No hypersonic commercial airliners existed		Identifying trends in historic data  		Trend Estimation 		4		no		Aircraft are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		8		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		From world war II Scram and Ramjets were in development and they matured through the 50's and 60's		6				17.5		Long-term		yes		ND		1968				Explicit in forecast statement. 		8		1986		1985		4/26/2011 12:02		1/25/2012 9:59		SF		451		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1969, but it is based on a presentation the author gave at the IATA General Meeting in October of 1968. 		5		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1987.5		yes		The forecast was realized.

Note: If we chose to evaluate the midpoint of the range 1200 B RPM (which is specifically identified in the forecast) this would push back the realization date to about 1994.


		Estimating off a graph		9		G. Bouladon, "Aviation's Role in Future Transportation," Technological Forecasting, 1 (1969): 5-16				yes		Academic publications		"...it would be wise to forecast total world air traffic for commercial aviation between 1000 and 1400 billion passenger-miles during the period 1985-1990." 		10		Between 1985 and 1990, total world air traffic for commercial aviation will be 1000-1400 billion passenger miles. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Battelle Institute in Geneva. 		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		5		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		452		yes		1988		yes				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The author is relating results from an economic model		1987.5		no		0.025641026		Passenger-miles are an indication of market penetration. 		10		Market penetration		1990		1985		97		6		35		223		yes		0.5		no		Passenger miles 		yes		In 1988 total RPM was slight more than 1 trillion.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		yes		Air travel requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Air travel existed when the forecast was made. 		10		0.5		19.5		Long-term		yes		ND		1968				Explicit in forecast statement. 		10		1990		1985		4/26/2011 12:08		1/25/2012 9:59		SF		452		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1969, but it is based on a presentation the author gave at the IATA General Meeting in October of 1968. 		5		4. Little interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2000		no		The forecast overestimated demand by a trillion RPMs but the strong growth foreseen did occur.		I had to estimate off graphs		9		G. Bouladon, "Aviation's Role in Future Transportation," Technological Forecasting, 1 (1969): 5-16				yes		Academic publications		"For the year 2000, traffic would be 3 trillion passenger-miles, of which about one-third would be flown in a hypersonic aircraft."		10		In 2000, world air traffic will total 3 trillion passenger-miles.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Battelle Institute in Geneva. 		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		5		Explicit in forecast statement. 		10		453		yes				no		2009		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The author is relating results from an economic model.		2000		no				Passenger-miles are an indication of market penetration. 		10		Market penetration		2010		1990		97		6		35		223		yes				no		Passenger miles 		yes		1.9-2 Trillion		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Air travel requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Air travel was mature when the forecast was made. 		10				32		Long-term		yes		ND		1968		2000		Explicit in forecast statement. 		10						4/26/2011 12:12		1/25/2012 9:58		SF		453		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1969, but it is based on a presentation the author gave at the IATA General Meeting in October of 1968. 		5		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		The market never developed.		I am not counting re-entry of spacecraft as passenger miles, however these "passenger miles" would be significantly less than 1 trillion.		9		G. Bouladon, "Aviation's Role in Future Transportation," Technological Forecasting, 1 (1969): 5-16				yes		Academic publications		"For the year 2000, traffic would be 3 trillion passenger-miles, of which about one-third would be flown in a hypersonic aircraft."		10		In 2000, one third of the 3 trillion world passenger-miles will be flown in hypersonic aircraft. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Battelle Institute in Geneva. 		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		5		Explicit in forecast statement. 		10		454		no				no		2011		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The author is relating results from an economic model.		2000		no				Passenger-miles are an indication of market penetration. 		10		Market penetration		2010		1990		97		6		35		223		yes				no		Passenger miles 		yes		No hypersonic commercial airlines exist		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Hypersonic aircraft are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		10		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		From World War II Scram and Ramjets were in development and they matured through the 50's and 60's.		NA				32		Long-term		yes		ND		1968		2000		Explicit in forecast statement. 		10						4/26/2011 12:16		1/25/2012 9:58		SF		454		SF

		2		yes		no		We need to decide how to evaluate this one since a stated velocity w/o a reference point is fairly meaningless in space.  The most relevant velocity record is dV and Dawn has that with more than 9,600 mph and an expected total change of 24,000 MPH.  http://www.space.com/8579-nasa-spacecraft-breaks-speed-boost-record.html, http://blogs.jpl.nasa.gov/2011/03/dawn-spacecraft-creeping-up-on-vesta/.  A second option is solar escape velocity and Voyager 1 would take that record at ~38,600 MPH http://www.daviddarling.info/encyclopedia/F/fastest_spacecraft.html.  Or we could consider fastest earth escape velocity relative to the earth's surface.  New Horizon’s has this record at 35,800MPH.  Finally we could consider orbital velocities.  Helios 1 and 2 had the record during their closest approach to the sun at ~160,000MPH. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helios_%28spacecraft%29#cite_note-0  Helios's record may have been broken by messenger.				yes		The article was published in 1969, but it is based on a presentation the author gave at the IATA General Meeting in October of 1968. 		5		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1980		yes		The Helios 2 space probe reached 150,000 mph orbiting the sun entering into solar orbit in 1976.		Data uses orbital velocities.		7-Jun		G. Bouladon, "Aviation's Role in Future Transportation," Technological Forecasting, 1 (1969): 5-16				yes		Academic publications		Chart		7		In 1980, the speed of space aircraft will be ~75,000 mph. Derived from figure 1.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Battelle Institute in Geneva. 		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		5		Space aircraft are distributed worldwide. 		7		455		yes		1976		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The author extrapolates using historical data, expert opinion, and trend analysis.		1980		no		0.333333333		The technology will evolve such that speed will increase.		7		Evolution		1984		1976		97		4		20		223		yes		-4		no		Space aircraft 		yes		By 1980 the top speed of a space aircraft was 150,000mph.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		yes		Aircraft are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		5		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Space aircraft existed when the forecast was made. 		NA		4		12		Long-term		yes		SF		1968		1980		Explicit in figure 1. 		7						4/26/2011 12:36		7/11/2012 13:10		SF		455		SF

		2		yes		no		We need to decide how to evaluate this one since a stated velocity w/o a reference point is fairly meaningless in space.  The most relevant velocity record is dV and Dawn has that with more than 9,600 mph and an expected total change of 24,000 MPH.  http://www.space.com/8579-nasa-spacecraft-breaks-speed-boost-record.html, http://blogs.jpl.nasa.gov/2011/03/dawn-spacecraft-creeping-up-on-vesta/.  A second option is solar escape velocity and Voyager 1 would take that record at ~38,600 MPH http://www.daviddarling.info/encyclopedia/F/fastest_spacecraft.html.  Or we could consider fastest earth escape velocity relative to the earth's surface.  New Horizon’s has this record at 35,800MPH.  Finally we could consider orbital velocities.  Helios 1 and 2 had the record during their closest approach to the sun at ~160,000MPH. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helios_%28spacecraft%29#cite_note-0  Helios's record may have been broken by messenger.				yes		The article was published in 1969, but it is based on a presentation the author gave at the IATA General Meeting in October of 1968. 		5		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1990		no		2008 sources describe the Helios 2 space probe as reaching 150,000 mph orbiting the sun entering into solar orbit in 1976. Research indicates this is the highest speed of a space aircraft. 		Data uses orbital velocities.		7-Jun		G. Bouladon, "Aviation's Role in Future Transportation," Technological Forecasting, 1 (1969): 5-16				yes		Academic publications		Chart		7		In 1990, the speed of space aircraft will be ~200,000 mph. Derived from figure 1.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Battelle Institute in Geneva. 		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		5		Space aircraft are distributed worldwide. 		7		456		yes				no		2008		Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The author extrapolates using historical data, expert opinion, and trend analysis.		1990		no				The technology will evolve such that speed will increase. 		7		Evolution		1997		1983		97		4		20		223		yes				no		Space aircraft 		yes		By 1990 the top speed of a space aircraft was 150,000mph.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Aircraft are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		5		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Space aircraft existed when the forecast was made. 		NA				22		Long-term		yes		SF		1968		1990		Explicit in figure 1. 		7						4/26/2011 12:39		7/11/2012 13:13		SF		456		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1969, but it is based on a presentation the author gave at the IATA General Meeting in October of 1968. 		5		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1980		no		The fastest commercial jet liner was the TU-144 with a max speed around Mach 2.35.  There were some Tu-144 flights during the 80s.  The Concord had a max speed of 2.04.  Both these systems were in development at the time of the forecast.  Hypersonic commercial airliners never developed.  		Directly comparing max velocity		7		G. Bouladon, "Aviation's Role in Future Transportation," Technological Forecasting, 1 (1969): 5-16				yes		Academic publications		Graph		7		In 1980, the speed of commercial aircraft will be ~3,500 mph. Derived from figure 1.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Battelle Institute in Geneva. 		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		5		Commercial aircraft were distributed worldwide. 		7		457		no				no		2011		Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The author extrapolates using historical data, expert opinion, and trend analysis. This is made explicit throughout the document.		1980		no				The technology evolves such that speed increases. 		7		Evolution		1984		1976		97		4		20		223		yes				no		Commercial aircraft 		yes		Mach 2.4		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Commercial aircraft are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		7		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Although commercial aircraft were in use when the forecast was made, hypersonics were early in development. 		7				12		Long-term		yes		ND		1968		1980		Explicit in figure 1. 		7						4/26/2011 12:42		1/25/2012 9:57		SF		457		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1969, but it is based on a presentation the author gave at the IATA General Meeting in October of 1968. 		5		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1990		no		The fastest commercial jet liner was the TU-144 with a max speed around Mach 2.35.  The Concord was still in service in 1990 with a max speed of 2.04.  Both these systems were in development at the time of the forecast.  Hypersonic commercial airliners never developed.   		Directly comparing max velocity 		7		G. Bouladon, "Aviation's Role in Future Transportation," Technological Forecasting, 1 (1969): 5-16				yes		Academic publications		Graph		7		The speed of commercial aircraft in 1990 will be ~9,000 mph. Derived from figure 1.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Battelle Institute in Geneva. 		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		5		Commercial aircraft were distributed worldwide. 		7		458		no				no		2011		Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The author extrapolates using historical data, expert opinion, and trend analysis. This is made explicit throughout the document.  		1990		no				The technology evolves such that speed increases. 		7		Evolution		1997		1983		97		4		20		223		yes				no		Commercial aircraft 		yes		Mach 2		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Aircraft are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Document title. 		7		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Although commercial aircraft were in use when the forecast was made, hypersonics were early in development. 		7				22		Long-term		yes		ND		1968		1990		Explicit in figure 1.		7						4/26/2011 12:45		1/25/2012 9:57		SF		458		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		237		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1990		no		Kraft pulping accounted for <78% of total U.S. wood pulping capacity in 1990. 		No sources provided figures for the Kraft process in wood pulp production. However, the Kraft process is a chemical pulping process. Since chemical pulping accounted for ~78% of wood pulping in 1990, the Kraft process had to account for less than this. 		237		Jeffrey C. Stier, “Technological Substitution in the United States Pulp and Paper Industry: The Sulfate Pulping Process,” Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 23 (1983): 237-245. 				yes		Academic publications		"If paperboard price remains at the 1979 level, the sulfate process is projected to account for 87% of aggregate woodpulp production in 1990..."		243		The sulfate pulping process will account for 87% of aggregrate woodpulp production in the U.S. in 1990. 

**Sulfate pulping is also known as the kraft process/kraft pulping.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is affiliated with the Department of Forestry at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		237		The forecast pertains to the U.S. pulp and paper industry. 		237		459		no				no		2000		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper presents an econometric analysis of the diffusion of the sulfate piping process.		1990		no				This forecast addresses the penetration of the Kraft process in wood pulp production. 		237		Market penetration		1992		1988		99		8		61		232		yes				no		Sulfate pulping process		yes		Chemical wood pulping accounted for only ~78% of total U.S. wood pulping capacity in 1990. Kraft is the most dominant chemical pulping process.  		Forecasting future events from economic trends		Econometrics 		8		no		The sulfate process is a component of the woodpulp production (a system). 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Sulfate pulping is used in the production of woodpulp. 		237		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Sulfate pulping was used when the forecast was made. 		237				7		Medium-term		yes		ND		1983		1990		Explicit in forecast statement. 		243						4/26/2011 14:05		1/23/2012 10:16		SF		459		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		237		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		The Kraft process accounted for only ~83% of wood pulp production, not 95%. 		One ground truth source provided figures for 2000, while the others provided information about 2002 and 2006. The information about 2002 and 2006 indicate that the Kraft process accounted for less than 95% of the wood pulping process even in those timeframes.  		237		Jeffrey C. Stier, “Technological Substitution in the United States Pulp and Paper Industry: The Sulfate Pulping Process,” Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 23 (1983): 237-245. 				yes		Academic publications		"If paperboard price remains at the 1979 level, the sulfate process is projected to account for 87% of aggregate woodpulp production in 1990 and 95% in the year 2000." 		243		The sulfate process will account for 95% of aggregate woodpulp production in the U.S. in 2000.

**Sulfate pulping is also known as the kraft process/kraft pulping.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is affiliated with the Department of Forestry at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		237		The forecast pertains to the U.S. pulp and paper industry. 		237		460		yes				no		2006		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper presents an econometric analysis of the diffusion of the sulfate piping process.		2000		no				This forecast addresses the penetration of the Kraft process in wood pulp production. 		243		Market penetration		2005		1995		99		8		61		232		yes				no		Sulfate pulping process		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that the Kraft process accounted for only ~83% of wood pulp production in the U.S. in 2000.		Forecasting future events from economic trends		Econometrics 		8		no		The sulfate process is a component of the woodpulp production (a system). 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		The sulfate process is used to produce woodpulp. 		237		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The sulfate process was in use when the forecast was made. 		237				17		Long-term		yes		ND		1983		2000		Explicit in forecast statement. 		243						4/26/2011 14:08		1/23/2012 10:15		SF		460		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		237		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1990		yes		Kraft pulping accounted for less than 78% of total U.S. wood pulping capacity in 1990. 		No sources provided figures for the Kraft process in wood pulp production. However, the Kraft process is a chemical pulping process. Since chemical pulping accounted for ~78% of wood pulping in 1990, the Kraft process had to account for less than this. 		237		Jeffrey C. Stier, “Technological Substitution in the United States Pulp and Paper Industry: The Sulfate Pulping Process,” Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 23 (1983): 237-245. 				yes		Academic publications		"However, even if the real price of paperboard is assumed to rise from 85.5 to 100.0 immediately, the sulfate process is still projected to account for 83% of total output in 1990..."		243		In 1990, the sulfate process will account for 83% of the total output of woodpulp in the U.S.

**Sulfate pulping is also known as the kraft process/kraft pulping.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is affiliated with the Department of Forestry at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		237		The forecast pertains to the U.S. pulp and paper industry. 		237		461		no		2000		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper presents an econometric analysis of the diffusion of the sulfate piping process.		1990		no		1.428571429		This forecast addresses the penetration of the Kraft process in wood pulp production. 		243		Market penetration		1992		1988		99		8		61		232		yes		10		no		Sulfate pulping process		yes		Chemical wood pulping accounted for ~78% of total U.S. wood pulping capacity in 1990. While Kraft pulping accounts for the majority of chemical wood pulping in the U.S., the Kraft process did not account for 83% of total output of wood pulp in the U.S. in that year. 		Forecasting future events from economic trends		Econometrics 		8		no		The sulfate process is a component of the woodpulp production (a system). 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Sulfate pulping is used in the production of woodpulp.		237		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The sulfate process was used when the forecast was made. 		237		10		7		Medium-term		yes		ND		1983		1990		Explicit in forecast statement.		243						4/26/2011 14:13		1/25/2012 9:55		SF		461		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		237		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		The sulfate process only accounted for 83% of wood pulp production in 2000, not 90%. 		One ground truth source provided figures for 2000, while the others provided information about 2002 and 2006. The information about 2002 and 2006 indicate that the Kraft process accounted for less than 90% of the wood pulping process even in those timeframes.  		237		Jeffrey C. Stier, “Technological Substitution in the United States Pulp and Paper Industry: The Sulfate Pulping Process,” Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 23 (1983): 237-245. 				yes		Academic publications		"However, even if the real price of paperboard is assumed to rise from 85.5 to 100.0 immediately, the sulfate process is still projected to account for 83% of total output in 1990 and 90% by the year 2000."		243		In 2000, the sulfate process will account for 90% of aggregate woodpulp production in the U.S. 

**Sulfate pulping is also known as the kraft process/kraft pulping.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is affiliated with the Department of Forestry at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		237		The forecast pertains to the U.S. pulp and paper industry. 		237		462		yes				no		2006		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper presents an econometric analysis of the diffusion of the sulfate piping process.		2000		no				This forecast addresses the penetration of the Kraft process in wood pulp production. 		243		Market penetration		2005		1995		99		8		61		232		yes				no		Sulfate pulping process		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that the Kraft process accounted for ~83% of wood pulp production in the U.S. in 2000. 		Forecasting future events from economic trends		Econometrics 		8		no		The sulfate process is a component of the woodpulp production (a system).  		NA		Component		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Sulfate pulping is used in the production of woodpulp.		237		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The sulfate process was used when the forecast was made. 		237				17		Long-term		yes		ND		1983		2000		Explicit in forecast statement. 		243						4/26/2011 14:15		1/23/2012 10:09		SF		462		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 2004.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that FTTH subscriptions in Europe was nearing 2 million in February 2009 and reached 2.8 million in June of that year. The number of subscriptions in 2008 was ~1.6 million. The forecast overestimated the number of subscriptions by 400,000. 		The ground truth document with information about 2008 subscriptions (IDATE, 2009) doesn't contain information about all nations in Europe, thereby confounding verification. Other ground truth documents verify that subscriptions in Europe reached 2 million in 2009. 		3		Jonathan Doran, Broadband & Media Europe, "Mass-Market Fiber Remains Distant on the European Horizon", The Yankee Group, December 2004				yes		Market research firms		"...adoption of FTTH broadband subscriptions will barely exceed 2 million by 2008."		1		By 2008, FTTH broadband subscriptions will be just over 2 million.										5		Europe		The authors are affiliated with the Yankee Group consulting firm, which is headquartered in Boston, MA. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Unable to select one sub-region because forecast was for 25 countries all over Europe.		1		463		yes		2009		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Report had a very thorough "methodology" section included.  The Yankee Group looked at various factors that could affect the growth of the FTTH industry in order to establish their forecast.		2008		no		0.25		Forecast was predicting growth in the number of households using broadband.		1		Market penetration		2009		2007		100		6		36		225		yes		1		no		Fiber to the House Broadband		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that there were fewer than 2 million FTTH broadband subscriptions in Europe in 2008. 		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		yes		Involves a number of systems to connect to internet.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		FTTH Broadband is a way of connecting people to the internet and communicating information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		FTTH Broadband was already being used at the time of the forecast.		NA		1		4		Short-term		yes				2004		2008		Forecast states "by 2008."		1						4/26/2011 15:43		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		463		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 2004.		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		The forecast overestimated the market penetration of DSL by 27% and cable modem by 41.5%.		The ground truth document doesn't provide market penetration figures for all European nations. 		3		Jonathan Doran, Broadband & Media Europe, "Mass-Market Fiber Remains Distant on the European Horizon", The Yankee Group, December 2004				yes		Market research firms		"Residential broadband penetration of DSL and cable modem services will reach 45% across Europe by 2008..."		10		45% of residences in Europe will have DSL and cable modem broadband services by 2008.										5		Europe		The author is affiliated with the Yankee Group consulting firm, which is headquartered in Boston, MA. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Unable to select one sub-region because forecast was for 25 countries all over Europe.		10		464		no				no		2008		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Report had a very thorough "methodology" section included.  The Yankee Group looked at various factors that could affect the growth of the FTTH industry in order to establish their forecast.		2008		no				Forecast was predicting growth in the number of households able to use DSL and cable modem broadband.		10		Market penetration		2009		2007		100		6		36		225		yes				no		DSL and cable modem broadband		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that DSL and cable modem penetration in 29 European countries were 18% and 3.5%, respectively.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Involves a number of systems to connect to internet.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		DSL and cable modem broadband are ways of connecting people to the internet and communicating information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		DSL and cable modem broadband were already being used at the time of the forecast.		NA				4		Short-term		yes				2004		2008		Forecast states "by 2008."		10						4/26/2011 20:15		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		464		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article published in May 2002 issue of magazine.		148		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006.5		yes		The forecast predicts that there will be 2 billion subscribers by 2006 or 2007. There were 2 billion subscribers in 2005; this number increased in 2006 and 2007. 		The forecast is clearly stated with non-ambiguous metrics; ground truth sources use the same metrics, facilitating verification. 		148-150		T.S. Rappaport, A. Annamalai, R.M. Buehrer & W.H. Tranter, "Wireless Communications: Past Events and a Future Perspective"  IEEE Communications Magazine, May 2002				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Today there are approximately 700 million subscribers, and this is expected to increase to more than two billion subscribers in the 2006-2007 time frame." (cell phone subscribers worldwide)		148		Within 2006-2007, there will be more than 2 billion cell phone subscribers worldwide.										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		161		Predicts growth in number of cell phone subscribers in the given time frame.		148		465		yes		2005		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Authors appear to have complied a list of sources that discuss the related technology and the forecasts are based on those sources.		2006.5		no		0.333333333		Forecast predicts increase in consumer demand for the technology.		148		Market penetration		2007		2006		101		8		57		225		yes		-1.5		no		Cell Phone		yes		There were over 3 billion cell phone subscribers worldwide in 2007. See http://mobirecycle.com/docs/Mobirecycle_cellwastefactsheet.pdf		Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		Cell phones use multiple systems to send information.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Cell phones are used to communicate information between people.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Cell phones already prevalent at the time of the forecast.		148		1.5		4.5		Short-term		yes				2002				Forecast states "in the 2006-2007 time frame" meaning a range of the two years listed.		148		2007		2006		4/27/2011 12:22		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		465		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		587		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1990		no		Nuclear capacity rose to a few hundred GWs and has remained more or less stable.		I am comparing world capacity from nuclear sources not the non-communist subset. 		587		J. Hill, A.B. Lovins, J. Hill, K.E. Zimen, and E. Eisner, “Future Trends in Nuclear Power Generation [and Discussion],” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 276: 1261 (1974): 587-601. 				yes		Academic publications		Graph		593		In 1990, world electrical capacity from nuclear sources (excluding communist countries) will be 1100/GW. Estimated from figure 1. 										7		Multi-regional		John Hill is affiliated with the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority in London. Eisner is affiliated with the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow. Zimen is affiliated with the Hahn-Meitner Institute of Nuclear Research in Berlin, and Lovins is affiliated with Friends of the Earth in London. 										7		Multi-regional		599-600		The forecast pertains to non-communist countries. 		593		466		yes				no		2002		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The first author is an expert in the field. This article is based on his expertise, as well as previous reports.		1990		no				Technology will evolve such that electrical capacity will increase. 		593		Evolution		1995		1985		95		2		63		227		yes				no		Nuclear electrical capacity 		yes		~347 GW		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		Generation of electricity requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		593		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Nuclear reactors existed when the forecast was made. 		593				16		Long-term		yes		ND		1974		1990		Explicit in figure 1. 		593						5/5/2011 15:56		1/25/2012 9:47		SF		466		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Report published in 2004.		1						2007		no						NA		Carlton Daniel, Corps of Engineers, "Laser Scanning Technology for 3-d Representation," (US Army Corps of Engineers; 15 April 2004)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Graph		6		The demand for the Terrestrial Laser Scanning market will increase from $100 million in 2004 to about $220 million in 2007.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Graph shows future estimations for worldwide market.		6		467		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The author seemed to look at the past market trend and factors impacting the technology.  Based on those two things, the author predicted the rise in demand.		2007		no				Forecast predicts how market will grow.		6		Market penetration		2008		2006		102		4		15		231		yes				no		Terrestrial Laser Scanning		yes				Identifying trends in historic data  		Trend Estimation 		4		no		Technology seemed to be very complex network of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Lasers are a type of photonics.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Already in demand worldwide at time of forecast.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2004		2007		Graph shows 2007 as year indicated.		6						5/16/2011 13:21		1/27/2012 12:27		SF		467		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article published in 1999.		163						2001		no						170		Angela Navarrete, "Future Internet," (PC World: March 1999)				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Sprint's Mike Grubbs estimates that DWDM has already increased his company's fiber capacity by a factor of 32. 'In the next few years,' he says, 'we hope to increase that to 100-fold or more.'"

"One photonics scheme, Dense Wave Division Multiplexing (DWDM), sends multiple frequencies of light down the same fiber at the same time."		170		In the next 3 years, fiber capacity will increase 100-fold because of DWDM.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Predicted about product of an American company.		170		468		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Quoted expert in the field from the company discussed in order to get forecast.		2001		no				Forecasts indicates growth of fiber due to photonics.		170		Evolution		2002		2000		103		1		4		231		yes				no		Dense Wave Division Multiplexing		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Seems like a system that could be used in multiple other systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		"One photonics scheme, dense Wave Division Multiplexing..."		170		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already existed at time of forecast and was being used by companies to improve their fiber capacity.		NA				2		Short-term		no				1999				The word"in" indicates a range of three years extending into 2002.		170		2002		2000		5/16/2011 14:20		1/27/2012 12:11		SF		468		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2007, as seen on the title page.		NA								no						60		W.S. Ring, "Silicon Photonics: Challenges and Future," (Washington, DC: Optoelectronics Industry Development Association, 2007)				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Currently the forecast for a 100 Gbit Ethernet transceiver for the Ethernet switch market is <100,000 units in 2010."		60-61		In 2010, less than 100,000 units of 100Gbit Ethernet transceivers will be in demand.										1		Worldwide		The authors is affiliated with a U.S.-based company, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Does not specifically say this is a forecast about the U.S. or the world.		60-61		469		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Looked at the past demand to predict future need.				no				Forecast is describing demand increase.		60-61		Market penetration						104		4		19		231		yes				no		Silicon Photonics in Ethernet Receivers		yes				Extrapolating future events from a liner fit of historic data		Linear Prediction 		4		no		A system that can be used in a variety of fields.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Article discussing applications of silicon photonics to a variety of fields.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Already in existence at time of forecast.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2007		2010		Article states "in 2010."		60-61						5/16/2011 15:01		1/27/2012 11:58		SF		469		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 2004.		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		The COIL laser was installed on the C-130 Hercules aircraft in 2007. 		Some interpretation involved in determining whether the COIL laser was an advanced tactical laser. 		4		Maj Gen Donald L. Lamberson, Col Edward Duff, Don Washburn, & Lt Col Courtney Holmberg, "Whither High-Energy Lasers?", (Air & Space Power Journal, 1 March 2004)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The ATL uses a closed-cycle, chemical oxygen-iodine laser (COIL) with an appropriate beam control. The closed-cycle system captures all of the waste by-products, making it suitable for tactical employment. The ATL will be installed in a C-130 aircraft to demonstrate its ability to engage tactical targets from a moving platform at ranges of approximately 10 km. This SOCOM demonstration program is important and should be completed in the next three to five years."		4		The Advanced Tactical Laser will be installed in a C-130 aircraft between 2007 and 2009.  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Most of the authors were affiliated with the U.S. Air Force.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Forecasted about US military demonstration.		4		470		no		2007		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		May have based forecast on past familiarity of Army demonstrations.		2008		no		0.25		Demonstrating a new laser.		4		Technology emergence		2009		2007		105		5		26		231		yes		-1		no		US Special Operations Command's Advanced Tactical Laser		yes		Boeing installed the COIL laser on the C-130 Hercules aircraft in 2007. 		Forecasts based on analysis of the structure and behavior of social institutions		Institutional Analysis 		5		yes		Lasers are complex systems that can be applied to a variety of fields.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Lasers are a part of photonics.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is being tested at the time of the forecast.		NA		1		4		Short-term		yes				2004				Report states "in the next three to five years" indicating a range.		4		2009		2007		5/16/2011 15:52		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		470		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 2004.		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005.5		yes		The COIL was not integrated into the 747 until 2 years after the predicted date. 		The ground truth source does not state whether this is the first time the 747 was equipped with the COIL. 		4		Maj Gen Donald L. Lamberson, Col Edward Duff, Don Washburn, & Lt Col Courtney Holmberg, "Whither High-Energy Lasers?", (Air & Space Power Journal, 1 March 2004)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Finally, the high-energy COIL will be installed on the aircraft for full system integration and testing. These efforts should be completed in about two years."		4		The COIL laser will installed on a Boeing 747-400 aircraft by 2006.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Most of the authors were affiliated with the U.S. Air Force. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Forecasting US military operations.		4		471		no		2008		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		May have based forecast on past familiarity of Army demonstrations.		2005.5		no		1.666666667		Demonstrating a new laser.		4		Technology emergence		2006		2005		105		5		26		231		yes		2.5		no		Chemical oxygen-iodine laser (COIL)		yes		The COIL was integrated into the 747 in 2008. 		Forecasts based on analysis of the structure and behavior of social institutions		Institutional Analysis 		5		no		Lasers are a complex system that can be applied to various fields.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Lasers are a part of photonics.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is being tested at time of forecast.		NA		2.5		1.5		Short-term		yes				2004				Report states "in about two years" indicating a range.		4		2006		2005		5/17/2011 10:30		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		471		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 2007, as indicated on the title page.		NA						2008		no						NA		Department of the Army, "DoD In-house S&T Activities Report FY2006" (Ft.Belvoir, VA: July 2007)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"This effort is expected to conclude in 2008 with fabrication and ballistic/laboratory testing (TRL 5) of a floor test article that demonstrates ballistic protection and floor load capability."		Feb-83		In 2008, fabrication and ballistic/laboratory testing of a new floor material (“integrally armored cargo floor”) will occur, demonstrating that the material provides ballistic protection and improved floor load capability.  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. Army, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast is for when material will be available for use in the US Army.		Feb-83		472		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Forecast was based on workings of the military, their testing procedures and when they would be able to use the technology.		2008		no				The material will be available at the forecasted time.		Feb-83		Technology emergence		2008		2008		106		5		26		230		yes				no		Integrally Armored Cargo Floor		yes				Forecasts based on analysis of the structure and behavior of social institutions		Institutional Analysis 		5		no		It is the material that the floor was made of.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Floor is made of a material to improve cargo load capability and ballistic protection.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was still being tested at the time of forecast.		NA				1		Short-term		no				2007		2008		Forecast specifically says "in 2008."		Feb-83						5/17/2011 12:49		1/27/2012 11:54		SF		472		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Report published in 1981, as evidenced from the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1982		yes		Woodland camouflage was issued a year earlier than predicted. 		The forecast and ground truth documentation were clear and consistent. 		13-Jun		Alvin O. Ramsey & William B. Bushnell, "Development of the US Woodland Battle Dress Uniform," (US Army Natick Research and Development Laboratories, Natick, MA, January 1981)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"General procurement of fabric is now well-advanced and it is anticipated that initial issue of uniforms will begin early in 1982."		14		Woodland-patterned camouflage uniforms will be issued in 1982. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was produced by the US Army's Natick Research and Development Laboratories, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for use by the US Army.		14		473		yes		1981		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The forecast was made based on the restrictions and needs of the US military before using a material as their basis for a uniform. The general criteria are outlined in section 2. 		1982		no		1		The material that will make-up the new uniforms had not yet been used before.		NA		Technology emergence		1982		1982		107		5		26		230		yes		-1		no		Woodland Uniform		yes		According to this source, the woodland battle dress uniform (BDU) was introduced as the Army’s field-garrison uniform in October of 1981.		Forecasts based on analysis of the structure and behavior of social institutions		Institutional Analysis 		5		no		Technology is the fabric that the uniform is made out of.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		The technology is the new material used to improve the uniforms.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The technology was still in development at time of forecast.		14		1		1		Short-term		yes				1981		1982		Forecast specifically states "in early 1982."		14						5/17/2011 20:48		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		473		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2005.		3						2008		no						2		Michael Maloni & Eric C. Jackson, "North American Container Port Capacity: An Exploratory Analysis" (The Behrend College, Erie, PA: 2005)				yes		Academic publications		Graph		2		In the year 2008, the volume of containers shipped in the American Association of Port Authorities will be at a volume of 50 million TEUs (twenty-foot equivalent unit).						7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Penn State University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Could not select one country because forecast predicted for both the US and Canada.		2		474		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		"Forecast developed from historical average growth rates."2		2008		no				Forecast predicted evolved demand for maritime transportation of goods.		2		Market penetration		2009		2007		108		4		20		229		yes				no		Twenty-foot equivalent units for maritime transportation		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Containers are a system for shipping goods.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Forecast involved shipping containers for maritime transportation of goods.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already in existence, forecast was predicting growth in demand.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005		2008		Bar on graph represents 2008.		2						5/18/2011 9:03		1/27/2012 8:55		SF		474		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 2000, as seen on the title page.		NA						2002		no						NA		Planning and Management Consultants, Ltd., "The National Dredging Needs Study of Ports and Harbors- Implications to Cost-Sharing of Federal Deep Draft Navigation Projects Due to Changes in the Maritime Industry," (Carbondale, IL: May 2000)				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Short-term forecasts indicate that through the year 2002, seaborne container shipments to and from the U.S. should increase at a rate of between seven and eight percent per annum."		47		Through the year 2002, the rate of shipments coming by maritime transport to and from the US will increase between 7% and 8%.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The study was conducted for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers by a U.S.-based company, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast specifically states "...to and from the U.S..."		47		475		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The forecasters seemed to have looked at the rising demand for containers over the past years to predict how much the demand will rise in the future.		2002		no				The forecast was determining a rise in demand for maritime container shipping.		47		Market penetration		2003		2001		109		4		20		229		yes				no		Shipping containers		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Containers are a system of transporting goods.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Forecast predicts increased demand in the usage of shipping containers needed to ship good overseas.		47		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Already in existence, forecast is predicting increase in demand.		NA				2		Short-term		no				2000		2002		Forecast specifically states "...through the year 2002..."		47						5/18/2011 11:59		1/27/2012 8:52		SF		475		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 2003.		i		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		According to the forecast, 12.6 million containers were transited from U.S. ports in 2001. This number was expected to double by 2005, which it did (25.2 million). 		Difficult to determine what metrics to use to verify the forecast: the number of imports or experts or the overall number. The analyst chose to use the overall number, since there was more data for that. 		2		William M. Jankowski, "Maritime Shipping Container Security and the Defense Transportation System: Problems and Policy in the 21st Century," (Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA : June 2003)				yes		Academic publications		"In 2001, the international liner shipping industry carried approximately 18 million TEUs (twenty-foot equivalent units) of containerized cargo in America’s international trade – roughly $480 billion dollars worth of goods. That represents slightly over two-thirds of the value of the nation’s entire ocean borne commerce. It represents approximately 4.8 million containers of U.S. export and 7.8 million containers of import cargo.1 [World Shipping Council, (2002)] By the year 2005, these numbers are expected to double."		9		Between 2001 and 2005, the number of containers used for US export and import will both double.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		This document is a thesis written by a student at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		i		Predicted for US ports.		NA		476		yes		2005		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Forecast looked at past demand increases to predict future increased demand.		2005		no		0		Forecast is predicting increased demand for the technology.		NA		Market penetration		2006		2004		110		4		20		229		yes		0		no		TEU Containers		yes		The total number of containers imported into or exported from the U.S. in 2005 was 25.2 million TEUs. 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		yes		Containers are the system for transportation of goods.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Containers being used to ship goods overseas.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Containers (TEUs) are already being used, forecast is predicting demand.		NA		0		2		Short-term		yes				2003		2005		Forecast specifically states "By the year 2005..."		9						5/18/2011 13:35		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		476		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		The forecast was derived from a Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the U.S. House of Representatives report entitled, "The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-1969." This report was published on January 2, 1959. 		122		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1964.5		yes		68 communications satellites were launched between 1960  and 1969, indicating that satellite use for communications was commonplace in 1965. 		Needed to define "commonplace" in order to verify this forecast. According to the standard lexicon, "commonplace" means the technology is actively being used and no longer in development. 		122		Hugh L. Dryden, “Future Exploration and Utilization of Outer Space,” Technology and Culture, 2:2 (1961): 112-126.				yes		Academic publications		"It is generally believed that applications of satellites to meteorology, communications, and navigation would be commonplace before the end of the decade."		123		Before 1970, the use of satellites for communications will be commonplace. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		This forecast was derived from a Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the U.S. House of Representatives report entitled, "The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-1969." This report was published on January 2, 1959.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		122		The forecast pertains to the U.S. 		123		477		yes		1960		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast was derived from the Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the U.S. House of Representatives report entitled, "The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-1969," which contained the views of 56 scientists, engineers, industrialists, military officers, and government administrators concerned with some aspect of the national space program. It is unclear how these views were obtained (surveys, workshops, interviews). 		1964.5		no		0.818181818		Satellites will be used regularly for communications. 		123		Technology Migration		1969		1960		81		1				234		yes		-4.5		no		Satellites 		yes		Several communications satellites had been launched by 1965. 								yes		Satellites are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Article title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Satellites were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA		4.5		5.5		Medium-term		yes		ND		1959				The forecast states that the predicted event will occur before the end of the 1960s (the "next decade"). 		123		1969		1960		5/18/2011 14:45		1/31/2012 11:43		SF		477		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The forecast was derived from a Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the U.S. House of Representatives report entitled, "The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-1969." This report was published on January 2, 1959.		122		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1964.5		yes		53 satellites were launched for navigational use between 1960 and 1969, indicating that satellite use for navigation was commonplace in 1965.		Needed to define "commonplace" in order to verify this forecast. According to the standard lexicon, "commonplace" means the technology is actively being used and no longer in development.		122		Hugh L. Dryden, “Future Exploration and Utilization of Outer Space,” Technology and Culture, 2:2 (1961): 112-126.				yes		Academic publications		"It is generally believed that applications of satellites to meteorology, communications, and navigation would be commonplace before the end of the decade."		123		Before 1970, the use of satellites for navigation will be commonplace. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		This forecast was derived from a Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the U.S. House of Representatives report entitled, "The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-1969." This report was published on January 2, 1959.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		122		The forecast pertains to the U.S. 		123		478		yes		1960		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast was derived from the Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the U.S. House of Representatives report entitled, "The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-1969," which contained the views of 56 scientists, engineers, industrialists, military officers, and government administrators concerned with some aspect of the national space program. It is unclear how these views were obtained (surveys, workshops, interviews).		1964.5		no		0.818181818		Satellites will be used regularly for navigation.		123		Technology Migration		1969		1960		81		1				234		yes		-4.5		no		Satellites		yes		Several satellites for navigational use had been launched by 1965. 								yes		Satellites are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Article title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Satellites were in use when the forecast was made.		NA		4.5		5.5		Medium-term		yes		ND		1959				The forecast states that the predicted event will occur before the end of the 1960s (the "next decade").		123		1969		1960		5/18/2011 14:48		1/31/2012 11:43		SF		478		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page. 		NA						1985		no						6-May		D.M. Johnson and D. Meister, “Man-Machine Impact of Technology on Coast Guard Missions and Systems,” December 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"In addition, data telemetered from remote sensors, satellites, or other
sources could be entered automatically into computer memory. All this information, as appropriate, will be instantaneously available for planning and executing command decisions. Data processing speeds will permit essentially real-time interaction with the computer." 
		8		Between 1980 and 1990, data processing speeds will permit Coast Guard personnel to interact with the computer in real-time, accessing data from remote sensors, satellites, or other sources. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors of this report were affiliated with the U.S. Navy’s Personnel Research and Development Center in San Diego, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report was prepared for the U.S. Coast Guard (which was then a component of the U.S. Department of Transportation). Forecasts are for the U.S.		NA		479		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were derived via literature reviews (expert analysis methods/essays) and from consultations with experts (expert sourcing/interviews). 		1985		no				Computers will evolve such that their processing speeds will allow real-time interaction. 		8		Evolution		1990		1980		111		9				226		yes				no		Computers		yes										no		In the context of this forecast, the described computer would be a system of systems, receiving information from various other sources. 		8		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		8		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Computers existed when the forecast was made. 		NA				6		Medium-term		no				1979				The study was conducted to identify technological changes that will occur in the 1980-1990 timeframe. 		1		1990		1980		6/2/2011 11:51		7/13/2012 11:41		SF		479		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page. 		NA						1985		no						6-May		D.M. Johnson and D. Meister, “Man-Machine Impact of Technology on Coast Guard Missions and Systems,” December 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Operator inputs to the computer will continue to be made by means of conventional electromechanical devices such as key pads, ball tabs, thumb wheels, light or touch pens, and “joysticks,” In addition, inputs may be made by human voice using minimally restricted vocabulary." 		8		Between 1980 and 1990, Coast Guard personnel will input data into computers with conventional electromechanical devices, such as key pads, ball tabs, thumb wheels, light or touch pens, and joysticks. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors of this report were affiliated with the U.S. Navy’s Personnel Research and Development Center in San Diego, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report was prepared for the U.S. Coast Guard (which was then a component of the U.S. Department of Transportation). Forecasts are for the U.S.		NA		480		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were derived via literature reviews (expert analysis methods/essays) and from consultations with experts (expert sourcing/interviews).		1985		no				The technology for inputting info into computers will not evolve. 		8		Evolution		1990		1980		111		9				226		yes				no		Computers		yes										no		Computers are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		8		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Computers were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				6		Medium-term		no				1979				The study was conducted to identify technological changes that will occur in the 1980-1990 timeframe. 		1		1990		1980		6/2/2011 11:56		1/27/2012 8:46		SF		480		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page. 		NA						1985		no						6-May		D.M. Johnson and D. Meister, “Man-Machine Impact of Technology on Coast Guard Missions and Systems,” December 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Computer output to the user-operator will continue to employ conventional digital readouts, printed page or strip, and cathode ray tube (CRT). Large screen, flat, high-resolution displays will also be used." 		8		Between 1980 and 1990, Coast Guard computers will continue to display information on conventional digital readouts, printed pages or strips, and cathode ray tubes. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors of this report were affiliated with the U.S. Navy’s Personnel Research and Development Center in San Diego, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report was prepared for the U.S. Coast Guard (which was then a component of the U.S. Department of Transportation). Forecasts are for the U.S. 		NA		481		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were derived via literature reviews (expert analysis methods/essays) and from consultations with experts (expert sourcing/interviews).		1985		no				The technology for displaying information will not evolve/change. 		8		Evolution		1990		1980		111		9				226		yes				no		Computers		yes										no		Computers are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		8		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Computers were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				6		Medium-term		no				1979				The study was conducted to identify technological changes that will occur in the 1980-1990 timeframe. 		1		1990		1980		6/2/2011 12:06		1/27/2012 8:45		SF		481		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, located on the title page. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1984.5		yes		The first thermoelectric cooled FLIR systems wasn't developed until 1986.		The ground truth sources do not mention the focal plan array, but that is a standard component on imaging systems.		6-Mar		D.M. Johnson and D. Meister, “Man-Machine Impact of Technology on Coast Guard Missions and Systems,” December 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"One of the major problems in the development of IR systems has been the need for cryogenic cooling of the detectors. The 1980s will see the emergence of a solid-state thermoelectric cooled focal plan array forward-looking infrared FLIR and possibly an uncooled IR imager." 		9		In the 1980s, a solid-state thermoelectric cooled focal plan array forward-looking infrared (FLIR) will emerge. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors of this report were affiliated with the U.S. Navy’s Personnel Research and Development Center in San Diego.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report was prepared for the U.S. Coast Guard (which was then a component of the U.S. Department of Transportation). 		1		482		no		1986		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were derived via literature reviews (expert analysis methods/essays) and from consultations with experts (expert sourcing/interviews).		1984.5		no		0.272727273		A FLIR of that description will emerge in the forecasted timeframe. 		9		Technology emergence		1989		1980		111		9				233		yes		1.5		no		Forward-looking infrared (FLIR)		yes		The first thermoelectric cooled FLIR systems wasn't developed until 1986.								yes		FLIR sensors are subsystems in a system of systems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		FLIR is a sensing technology. 		9		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Thermoelectric cooled systems were proposed and likely in development at the time of the forecast. 		9		1.5		5.5		Medium-term		yes		ND		1979				The forecast states, "in the 1980s." 		9		1989		1980		6/2/2011 12:10		1/23/2012 9:25		SF		482		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, available on the title page. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1984.5		yes		A multispectral IR scanner capable of scanning at least 7 bands existed as early as 1980.		The forecast statement indicates that several infrared sensor systems would be integrated to provide multispectral scanning. This was assumed to mean that the sensors would be able to scan several (at least 7) bands. 		6-Mar		D.M. Johnson and D. Meister, “Man-Machine Impact of Technology on Coast Guard Missions and Systems,” December 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"A multispectral IR scanner (i.e., a single device operating in several IR frequency ranges) is unlikely in the foreseeable future. Within the 1980s, however, it will be entirely feasible to integrate several IR (and other) sensor systems to provide multi-spectral data for purposes of pollution detection, etc." 		9		In the 1980s, several (4-10) infrared sensor systems will be integrated, enabling multi-spectral scanning.  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors of this report were affiliated with the U.S. Navy’s Personnel Research and Development Center in San Diego.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report was prepared for the U.S. Coast Guard (which was then a component of the U.S. Department of Transportation). 		1		483		yes		1980		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were derived via literature reviews (expert analysis methods/essays) and from consultations with experts (expert sourcing/interviews).		1984.5		no		0.818181818		Multi-spectral scanners will emerge in the forecasted timeframe. 		9		Technology emergence		1989		1980		111		9				233		yes		-4.5		no		Multi-specral IR scanners		yes		A multispectral IR scanner capable of scanning 11 bands existed in 1980. 								yes		IR scanners are subsystems in systems of systems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Infrared scanners are used for sensing. 		9		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence technology is being worked on at time of forecast, states it is "unlikely in the foreseeable future."		9		4.5		5.5		Medium-term		yes		ND		1979				The forecast states, "within the 1980s." 		9		1989		1980		6/2/2011 12:14		1/23/2012 9:24		SF		483		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, available on the title page. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1985		yes		Digital radio communication didn't replace conventional communication for the Coast Guard until 1999. As such, the Coast Guard used conventional radio communication in 1985. 		The Coast Guard may have been using digital radios before 1999, but there is no indication that digital communication replaced conventional in the Coast Guard until 1999, when the FCC regulation went into effect. 		6-Mar		D.M. Johnson and D. Meister, “Man-Machine Impact of Technology on Coast Guard Missions and Systems,” December 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The higher the frequency of the transmitting beam the more information it can carry. Light beams can have frequencies millions of times higher than those of radio waves. Thus, conventional radio communications can be expected to give way to “digital radio;” increased development of communications systems utilizing light beams can be anticipated. Lasers probably will be the primary light source for these systems." 		10		Between 1980 and 1990, conventional radio communication will be replaced with digital radio. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors of this report were affiliated with the U.S. Navy’s Personnel Research and Development Center in San Diego.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report was prepared for the U.S. Coast Guard (which was then a component of the U.S. Department of Transportation). 		1		484		yes		1999		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were derived via literature reviews (expert analysis methods/essays) and from consultations with experts (expert sourcing/interviews).		1985		no		2.333333333		The market for digital radio will increase in this timeframe and the market for conventional radio communication will decrease. 		10		Market penetration		1990		1980		111		9				225		yes		14		no		Digital radio 		yes		Beginning in 1999, the Federal Communications Commission required that all new maritime radios be equipped with Digital Selective Calling (DSC), which uses digital transmission. The Coast Guard fully implemented this requirement by 1999. 								no		Digital radio communication is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Digital radio enables communication. 		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Digital radio existed when the forecast was made. 		10		14		6		Medium-term		yes		ND		1979				The study was conducted to identify technological changes that will occur in the 1980-1990 timeframe. 		1		1990		1980		6/2/2011 12:19		1/23/2012 9:22		SF		484		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, which is provided on the title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1984.5		yes		Telephone wires were replaced with fiber optics cable in the 1980s. Neither the forecast nor the ground truth documents provide an exact date, so it isn't clear if the date is 1985 or sometime earlier or later.  Data lines were the first to be replaced by fiber optic cables, not telephone lines. 		Neither the forecast nor the ground truth documents provide an exact date, so it isn't clear if the date is 1985 or sometime earlier or later.  		6-Mar		D.M. Johnson and D. Meister, “Man-Machine Impact of Technology on Coast Guard Missions and Systems,” December 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The inherent advantages of fiber optics, coupled with the rising cost and scarcity of wire metals, give grounds for expecting fiber optics generally to replace metallic wire wherever possible. The first conversion will probably be that of telephone lines."  [Forecast timeframe: 1980-1989]		10		Telephone lines will be replaced by fiber optic cables in the 1980s. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors of this report were affiliated with the U.S. Navy’s Personnel Research and Development Center in San Diego.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report was prepared for the U.S. Coast Guard (which was then a component of the U.S. Department of Transportation). 		1		485		yes		1985		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were derived via literature reviews (expert analysis methods/essays) and from consultations with experts (expert sourcing/interviews).		1984.5		no		0.090909091		Telecommunications will evolve such that fiber optic cables will be used instead of metallic wires. 		NA		Evolution		1989		1980		111		9				225		yes		0.5		no		Fiber optics 		yes		Telephone wires were replaced with fiber optics cable in the 1980s. 								yes		Fiber optic cables are subsystems of systems of systems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Fiber optic cables facilitate communication. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Fiber optic cables existed and were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA		0.5		5.5		Medium-term		yes				1979				The study was conducted to identify technological changes that will occur in the 1980-1990 timeframe. 		1		1989		1980		6/2/2011 12:25		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		485		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, available on title page. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		no		The Coast Guard is unable to continuously monitor all vessels via satellite. 		Some of the Coast Guard's tracking techniques are likely classified; it's possible that the Coast Guard can continually monitor vessels. It's unlikely that all vessels can be monitored continually, though. 
 		6-Mar		D.M. Johnson and D. Meister, “Man-Machine Impact of Technology on Coast Guard Missions and Systems,” December 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Satellite surveillance will provide continuous monitoring of all vessels (at least 10 feet or longer)." 		15		Between 1990 and 2000, satellite surveillance will allow the Coast Guard to continually monitor all vessels that are 10 feet of longer. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors of this report were affiliated with the U.S. Navy’s Personnel Research and Development Center in San Diego.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The report was prepared for the U.S. Coast Guard (which was then a component of the U.S. Department of Transportation). 		1		486		yes				yes		2011		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were derived via literature reviews (expert analysis methods/essays) and from consultations with experts (expert sourcing/interviews).		1995		no				The technology will evolve such that it will enable continuous monitoring of vessels. 		15		Evolution		2000		1990		111		9				233		yes				no		Satellites surveillance 		yes		The Coast Guard had started the Automatic Identification System (a system to track vessels) in the 1990s, but only Increment 3 of the AIS was to incorporate satellite tracking. As of 2011, Increment 3 had not yet been developed. Meanwhile, in 1988, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration implemented the Vessel Monitoring System, which tracked fishing vessels via satellite. The Coast Guard likely had access to this information, but did not have an indigenous satellite tracking system. Moreover, the VMS only worked on vessels that had been outfitted with the necessary equipment (in other words, vessels that were compliant with necessary regulations). As such, the Coast Guard is unable to continuously monitor all vessels via satellite. 								no		Satellite-based sensing is a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		In this context, the satellites are sensing technologies because, in order to enable continuous monitoring of vessels, they must be coupled with sensors. 		15		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Satellite tracking was mature when the forecast was made. 		15				16		Long-term		yes		ND		1979				Although the study was conducted to identify technological changes that will occur in the 1980-1990 timeframe, this forecast was embedded in a section that described forecasts for the 1990-2000 timeframe. 		12		2000		1990		6/2/2011 12:30		1/23/2012 9:18		SF		486		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, located on title page.		NA		4. Little interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1990		no		The Coast guard conducted EO surveillance in 1990, but it lacked RPVs so EO surveillance was conducted via aircraft. 		Some interpretation involved in determining the intent of the forecast, since variables are mixed. The forecast could be focusing on the Coast Guard's EO surveillance, or it could be saying that the EO surveillance is going to be conducted using RPVs. The analyst assumes the latter interpretation is what the forecast meant. 		6-Mar		D.M. Johnson and D. Meister, “Man-Machine Impact of Technology on Coast Guard Missions and Systems,” December 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"In the 1990 time frame, electro-optical surveillance capabilities will be such that only a method of placing these capabilities into position will be needed to make use of them. The method of delivering the surveillance will be the Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV), which will be launched from the Coast Guard station." 		18		In 1990, the Coast Guard will conduct electro-optical surveillance using a remotely piloted vehicle. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors of this report were affiliated with the U.S. Navy’s Personnel Research and Development Center in San Diego.  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The report was prepared for the U.S. Coast Guard (which was then a component of the U.S. Department of Transportation). 		1		487		yes				no		2010		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were derived via literature reviews (expert analysis methods/essays) and from consultations with experts (expert sourcing/interviews).		1990		no				EO sensors will evolve such that they will be incorporated into remotely-piloted vehicles.  		18		Evolution		1993		1987		111		9				233		yes				no		Electro-optical sensors 		yes		The Coast Guard conducted EO surveillance in 1990, but not from RPVs. 								no		EO sensing via remotely-piloted vehicles is a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		18		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		EO sensors were mature when the forecast was made. 		18				11		Long-term		yes		ND		1979		1990		"In the 1990 timeframe" is assumed to mean "in 1990". 		18						6/2/2011 12:38		1/25/2012 9:38		SF		487		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, which is provided on the title page. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1990		no		In 2010, the Coast Guard still lacked a UAV that could fly off its ships. 		RPVs existed in the forecast timeframe, but they weren't used by the Coast Guard. The forecast isn't about the range of RPVs per se; it's abotu the range of the RPVs that the Coast Guard uses. Since the Coast Guard doesn't have RPVs, the forecast was not fulfilled. 		6-Mar		D.M. Johnson and D. Meister, “Man-Machine Impact of Technology on Coast Guard Missions and Systems,” December 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The range of the RPV in 1990 will probably be somewhere between 500 and 1000 miles."  		13		In 1990, the range of the Coast Guard's remotely-piloted vehicles will be 500 to 1,000 miles. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was prepared for the U.S. Coast Guard (which was then a component of the U.S. Department of Transportation), as seen on the title page and the (unnumbered) pages that follow. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.   		13		488		no				no		2010		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were derived via literature reviews (expert analysis methods/essays) and from consultations with experts (expert sourcing/interviews).		1990		no				RPVs will evolve such that their range will increase. 		13		Evolution		1993		1987		111		9				235		yes				no		Remotely-piloted vehicles 		yes		The Coast Guard lacks a dedicated UAV that can fly off its ships. 								no		RPVs consist of systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Remotely-piloted vehicles are robotics technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document suggests that RPVs were being worked on at the time.		NA				11		Long-term		yes				1979		1990		Explicit in forecast statement.		13						6/2/2011 12:41		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		488		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		70		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2010		yes		A billion-transistor chip was available in 2005. 		The forecast doesn't specify whether the chip would be commercially available or simply developed somewhere. The analyst interpreted the forecast as saying that a billion-transistor chip would be developed but not necessarily commercialized. 		70		Wang Jong Chin and Victor Chua Yung Sern, “Unmanned Aerial Vehicles: Development Trends & Technology Forecast,” DSTA Horizons, February 2009. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Advances in micro-manufacturing technology will allow us to place a billion transistors on a single silicon chip in the 2010 timeframe, 20 times more than what current technology allows." 		76		In 2010, a billion transistors will be placed on a single silicon chip. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Singapore government's Defense Science & Technology Agency (DSTA).		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		70		Micro-manufacturing technology is in use worldwide. 		76		489		yes		2005		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The document language indicates that the authors are experts in the field. 		2010		no		5		Micro manufacturing technology will evolve such that it will enable a billion transistors to be placed on a silicon chip. 		76		Evolution		2010		2010		112		2		8		232		yes		-5		no		Micro manufacturing 		yes		Intel developed a billion-transistor chip in 2005. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Micro-manufacturing technology is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Micro manufacturing technology is a type of production technology. 		76		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Micro manufacturing technology existed when the forecast was made. 		76		5		1		Short-term		yes		ND		2009		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		76						6/2/2011 12:54		1/31/2012 11:42		SF		489		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		GPS revenues for 2005 well exceeded $8.5B.		Estimates for GPS revenues very depending on what products and services are included.  A Department of Commerce source notes GPS hardware sales exceeded 6 Billion in 1999.  A similar DoC source project 9.5 Billion in GPS equipment sales in 2002.  BCC research reports that the GPS market reached nearly $12 billion in 2001.  Since the forecast specifically stated GPS-based products (not products and services or the market in general) I am using a more conservative ground truth date of 2001. 		1		Katie Hafner, “Scooby Doo, Where Are You?” The New York Times, May 14, 1998, accessed June 1, 2011, http://www.nytimes.com/1998/05/14/technology/scooby-doo-where-are-you.html.				yes		Trade press and popular media		"GPS receivers may someday become as pervasive and indispensible as the system’s cheerleaders expect. Industry trade groups predict that the market for GPS-based products, now at around $2 billion, will rise to $8.5 billion by 2005." 		1		The market for GPS-based products will be $8.5 billion in 2005. 										1		Worldwide		The article was published in the New York Times by a US-based author. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		GPS-based products were/are used worldwide. 		1		490		yes		2001		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast is derived from industry trade groups. Since it was derived from multiple trade groups, it likely came from essays. 		2005		no		0.571428571		The market for GPS-based products will increase. 		1		Market penetration		2007		2003		113		2		8		234		yes		-4		no		GPS 		yes		ABI Research estimates global market revenues for satellite-based positioning technologies for all applications at $21.8 Billion for 2005.  This includes GPS and GLONASS products and services 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		GPS is a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		GPS is primarily a space technology, but it could also be considered a communications or sensing technology. 		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		GPS was in use when the forecast was made. 		1		4		7		Medium-term		yes		ND		1998		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						6/2/2011 13:08		1/31/2012 11:41		SF		490		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		The study was conducted from August 7 to September 1 of 1967, located in preface. 		NA						1970		no						NA		National Academy of Sciences, “Synthetic-Aperture Optics, Volume 1: Woods Hole Summer Study,” August 1967. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"We are forced to conclude, then, that in the near future the potential military applications of interferometry are limited to situations in which a relatively small amount of image data is required. Thus for determining the size of an otherwise unresolved object, or for adding a few resolution cells to an image that would otherwise be meaningless, interferometry techniques show considerable promise." 		38-39		Between 1968-1972, the military applications of interferometry will be limited to situations in which a small about of image data is required. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The summer study was sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences and supported by the Air Force Systems Command.  In preface.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The purpose of the study was to determine the applicability of the technology for U.S. military purposes. 		38		491		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The study was conducted in four weeks by a group of research scientists from universities, industrial laboratories, and government, representing skills in radio and optical astronomy, microwave radar, optical design, laser physics, holography, electromagnetic theory, information theory, and related disciplines. There is no explicit mention that the document isn't the result of a consensus. 
Located in preface.		1970		no				Interferometry will not evolve such that it can be used on large image data. 		38		Evolution		1972		1968		114		1		3		233		yes				no		Interferometry 		yes				Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		no		Interferometry for remote sensing requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Interferometry in this context is a remote sensing technology. 		38		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		It appears the technology exists at the time of forecast.		38				3		Short-term		yes		ND		1967				"In the near future" = "in the near term". Per the standard lexicon, "near term" = 1-5 years. Since the document was published in 1967, this would be 1968-1972. 		38		1972		1968		6/2/2011 13:22		10/25/2011 14:00		ND		491		SF

		2		yes		no		Changed methodology to scenario to reflect that section of the report. (JASON)

Forecast outside of timeframe, but may be useful to the client for subsequent studies. 				yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		The forecast underestimated China's energy consumption in 2010. 		Direct comparison of tce. 		7-May		Junfeng Li, “Mitigation Country Study—China,” United Nations Human Development Report, 2007. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The major driving force is China’s 20% reduction of per GDP energy use regulation, which indicated that by 2010, the per GDP energy use will be reduced 20% compared with the level of 2005. Base[d] on this assumption, the primary energy demand in the baseline scenario would go to 2.8 billion tce in 2010 and 3.4 billion tce in 2020. As the contrast, the total energy use reduction in [the] high efficiency scenario will be 200 and 400 million tce respectively in 2010 and 2020, compared with the baseline scenario." 		8		China's total energy use in 2010 will be 2.8 billion tce.  		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		Not every country is a member of the UN, as seen on title page. 										7		Multi-regional		NA		Document title, located on title page. Also explicitly stated in forecast.		8		492		no		2008		no		2011		Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		These specific forecasts are from energy scenario studies outlined in the larger composite forecast. 				no				Energy use is an indication of market penetration. 		8		Market penetration						115		7		50		227		yes				no		Energy 		yes		China's total energy consumption in 2010 was 3.25 billion tce and was between ~2.85 billion tce in 2008. 		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Energy production requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		8		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Energy was in use when the forecast was made. 		8				3		Short-term		yes		ND		2007		2010		Explicit in forecast statement. 		8						6/3/2011 12:18		1/27/2012 8:41		SF		492		SF

		0		yes		no		The relevance of this forecast is dubious; I submit to the group for consideration.  				yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page. 		NA								no						7-May		Junfeng Li, “Mitigation Country Study—China,” United Nations Human Development Report, 2007. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The total carbon emission in 2010 and 2020 will be about 5930 and 6757 million ton of CO2 by 2010 and 2020 respectively."  		9		China will emit a total of 5,930 million tons of CO2 in 2010. 		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The document was published by the UN, as seen on the title page. 										7		Multi-regional		NA		Document title. 		NA		493		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Forecasts come from a composite of trend analysis, essays, and historical information. The author is assumed to be an expert in the field. 				no				Prediction N/A; carbon emission 		NA								115		2		10		227		no				no		Carbon emission 		yes				combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		no		N/A		NA				Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		9				N/A		NA				3		Short-term		no				2007		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		9						6/3/2011 12:22		1/27/2012 8:39		SF		493		SF

		0		yes		no		In reviewing the methodology I think this section of the report is relying primarily on key tech analysis. 				yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page. 		NA								no						17		Junfeng Li, “Mitigation Country Study—China,” United Nations Human Development Report, 2007. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The carbon reduction from solar will be mainly relied on solar thermal before 2020. [In] 2010, it is expected that the total area of installed solar collectors will be 140 million m2." 		17		In 2010, the total area of solar collectors installed in China will be 140 million m2. 		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The document was published by the UN, as seen on the title page. 										7		Multi-regional		NA		Document title. 		NA		494		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Author is assessing the impact of major technologies available or in development in China 				no				The market for solar energy will increase. 		17		Market penetration						115		8		56		227		yes				no		Solar collectors 		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Solar collectors are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		17		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Solar collectors existed when the forecast was made. 		17				3		Short-term		no				2007		2010		Explicit in forecast statement. 		17						6/3/2011 12:27		1/27/2012 8:36		SF		494		SF

		2		yes		no		The methodology may have been trend analysis but I concur that composite is the best fit.				yes		Document publication date, located on title page.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		The forecast overestimated China's renewable energy consumption by 2.2%. 		Some interpretation involved in discerning whether the forecaster's description of "renewable energy" was the same as the ground truth source's. 		7-May		Junfeng Li, “Mitigation Country Study—China,” United Nations Human Development Report, 2007. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"As the conclusion, the proportion of total renewable energy utilization is expected to reach 10% in the total energy mix by 2010…” 		18		China's total renewable energy utilization in 2010 will be 10% of the total energy mix. 		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The document was published by the UN, information from title page.										7		Multi-regional		NA		Document title, listed on title page.		NA		495		no				no		2010		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Forecasts come from a composite of trend analysis, essays, and historical information. The author is assumed to be an expert in the field.				no				The market for renewable energy sources will increase in China. 		18		Market penetration						115		2		10		227		yes				no		Renewable energy 		yes		China's share of world renewable energy consumption was only 7.8% in 2010. It was 8.3 percent in 2009. 		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		no		Renewable energy is a system of power.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		18		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Renewable energy sources were in use when the forecast was made. 		18				3		Short-term		yes		ND		2007		2010		Explicit in forecast statement. 		18						6/3/2011 12:30		9/8/2011 12:16		ND		495		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date; available on title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2003		no		Based of statistics for 2004-5 and subjective statements from 2010 we can conclude in 2003 mobile commerce was a small fraction of total e-commerce. 		For the verification on 2004 or 2004 I am comparing India's e-commerce to total Asia m-commerce to get an upper bound.  Also the e-commerce statistics is for a split year, presumable a fiscal year, and the m-commerce is reported as calender years.

For the 2010 number I am inferring from the phrase "nascent stage" that mobile commerce hasn't reached a significant percentage of e-commerce, and I am relying on a collection of less rigorous sources.		43		Government of India Planning Commission, “India As Knowledge Superpower,” June 2001. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“It is estimated that more than 10 per cent of the e-commerce will be through mobile handsets by the year 2003, both in India and abroad.” 		43		In 2003, >10% of e-commerce in India will be conducted using mobile handsets. 		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		The report was written by the Indian government's planning commission, as evidenced in the title page and foreword. 		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		NA		Explicit in forecast statement. 		43		496		yes				no		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast statement is preceded by "it is estimated", indicating that the authors derived the information either from themselves or from other sources. Since a task force of experts was convened to inform the report, it is assumed that the forecast was derived from expert sourcing. 		2003		no				This forecast addresses the penetration e-commerce via mobile devices, often called m-commerce. 			NA		Market penetration		2004		2002		116		1		2		225		yes				no		E-commerce by Mobile handsets		yes		M-commerce grew but not fast enough to reach 10% of the e-commerce market.		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Mobile commerce requires a system of systems		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile communications and e-commerce facilitate communication or are forms of communication. 		43		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Mobile commerce existed in 2001 but only in small niches demonstrating the capabilities.		NA				2		Short-term		yes				2001		2003		Explicit in forecast statement. 		43						6/3/2011 12:45		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		496		SF

		2		yes		no				Verifying information might be classified. 		yes		Article publication date.		1		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		The PLA had an estimated 1,500 to 2,000 Type 96 tanks in 2005. 		The forecast is about Chinese military capabilities, which are difficult to verify. One ground truth source indicates that the PLA had 1,200-1,800 Type 96 tanks in 2008, while another indicated that it had 1,500-2,000 in 2005. 		1		U.S. Department of Defense, “Annual Report on the Military Power of the People’s Republic of China,” July 12, 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Production of the Type 96 tank continues, with 1,800 expected to be deployed by 2005.” 		4		In 2005, China will deploy 1,800 Type 96 tanks. 

**The document does not have page numbers; the numbers provided below are from the electronic/PDF version.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The article was published by the U.S. Department of Defense. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Document title. 		4		497		yes		2005		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The article was likely written by defense intelligence personnel. As such, information from a variety of sources was used within a formalized analytical process. 		2005		no		0		Type 96 tanks will emerge in China. 		4		Technology emergence		2006		2004		117		2		10		228		yes		0		yes		Type 96 tanks 		yes		The PLA had an estimated 1,500 to 2,000 Type 96 tanks in 2005. 		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		yes		Tanks are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Tanks are a form of ground transportation. 		4		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		According to the document, the tanks were still in development in 2002. 		4		0		3		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		4						6/3/2011 12:53		1/25/2012 9:35		SF		497		SF

		1		yes		no		Negative forecast. 		Verifying information might be classified. 		yes		Article publication date. 

**The document does not have page numbers; the numbers provided below are from the electronic/PDF version.		1		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2003		no		The Chinese Navy still has not made significant gains in fleet air defense. 		Very little information exists about China's military capabilities. 		1		U.S. Department of Defense, “Annual Report on the Military Power of the People’s Republic of China,” July 12, 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“In addition, the Navy is attempting to address weaknesses in anti-submarine warfare. Despite incremental gains, the PLAN still lacks fleet air defense, over-the-horizon targeting, and sufficient sea/air lift for major amphibious operations. The PLA is addressing these deficiencies, but does not appear likely to make significant gains in those areas until at least 2005.”		12		China's Navy will not make significant gains in fleet air defense before 2005. 

**The document does not have page numbers; the numbers provided below are from the electronic/PDF version.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The article was published by the U.S. Department of Defense. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Document title. 		12		498		no				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The article was likely written by defense intelligence personnel. As such, information from a variety of sources was used within a formalized analytical process.		2003		no				China's ability to provide fleet air defense will evolve. 		NA		Evolution		2004		2002		117		2		10		236		yes				yes		Fleet air defense 		yes		As of 2011, the Chinese Navy still has not made significant gains in fleet air defense. 		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		no		Fleet air defense requires systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Air defense technologies capitalize on PCM properties.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Fleet air defense technologies were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				1		Short-term		yes				2002				According to the standard lexicon, the forecasted event will occur in 2005. However, this is a negative forecast; if the PLA will make gains in 2005, then it won't make gains from the time that the forecast was made (2002) until the year before 2005 (2004).  		12		2004		2002		6/3/2011 12:58		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		498		SF

		0		yes		no		Need to determine if this is a valid forecast. "does not appear likely" obscures the forecast		Verification might require classified information. 		yes		Document publication date. 		1						2005		no						NA		U.S. Department of Defense, “Annual Report on the Military Power of the People’s Republic of China,” July 12, 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“In addition, the Navy is attempting to address weaknesses in anti-submarine warfare. Despite incremental gains, the PLAN still lacks fleet air defense, over-the-horizon targeting, and sufficient sea/air lift for major amphibious operations. The PLA is addressing these deficiencies, but does not appear likely to make significant gains in those areas until at least 2005.”		12		In 2005, China will make significant gains in over-the-horizon targeting. 

**This document’s pages are unnumbered. All page references are to the PDF version**		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The article was published by the U.S. Department of Defense. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Document title. 		1		499		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The article was likely written by defense intelligence personnel. As such, information from a variety of sources was used within a formalized analytical process.		2005		yes				China's ability to conduct OTH targeting will evolve. 		12		Evolution		2006		2004		117		2		10		233		yes				no		Over-the-horizon targeting 		yes				combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		no		OTH targeting requires systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		OTH targeting requires sensors. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		OTH sensors were in use when the forecast was made. 		12				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		12						6/3/2011 13:01		1/27/2012 8:33		SF		499		SF

		3		yes		no				Verifying information might be classified. 		yes		Document publication date. 		1		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006.5		yes		The forecast was off by 2-3 years. 		This is a forecast about Chinese military capabilities, which are difficult to verify. Several sources indicate that the first Type 093 SSN was commissioned in 2006. However, submarines aren't usually operational/in service until after they are commissioned and tested. 		1		U.S. Department of Defense, “Annual Report on the Military Power of the People’s Republic of China,” July 12, 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“China will acquire a new nuclear-powered attack submarine class, the Type 093 Class SSN, which will have technology similar in quality to the Russian VICTOR III SSN. The Type 093 Class will carry wire-guided and wake-homing torpedoes and cruise missiles. The first Type 093 Class SSN probably will be operational soon after 2005.”		15		China's first type 093 Class nuclear attack submarine (SSN)  will be operational in 2006 or 2007. 		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The article was published by the U.S. Department of Defense. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Document title. 		15		500		yes		2009		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The article was likely written by defense intelligence personnel. As such, information from a variety of sources was used within a formalized analytical process.		2006.5		no		0.555555556		The type 093 class SSN will emerge in China. 		15		Technology emergence		2007		2006		117		2		10		229		yes		2.5		yes		Nuclear attack submarine 		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that the Type 093 SSNs were in service/operational by 2009.		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		no		Nuclear attack submarines are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Submarines are maritime technologies. 		15		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Nuclear attack submarines existed and were in use when the forecast was made. 		15		2.5		4.5		Short-term		yes		ND		2002				Per the standard lexicon, "soon after 2005" is 1-2 years after 2005. 		15		2007		2006		6/3/2011 13:09		9/21/2011 16:51		ND		500		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		China likely did not have 30 ICBMs capable of targeting the U.S. in 2005. 		Information about PLA military capabilities is imprecise, especially open-source information. It's possible that the PLA had 30 such ICBMs prior to 2009. 		1		U.S. Department of Defense, “Annual Report on the Military Power of the People’s Republic of China,” July 12, 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“China currently has around 20 ICBMs capable of targeting the United States. This number will increase to around 30 by 2005 and may reach 60 by 2010.”		18		In 2005, China will have 30 ICBMs capable of targeting the U.S. 		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The article was published by the U.S. Department of Defense. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Document title. 		18		501		no		2009		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The article was likely written by defense intelligence personnel. As such, information from a variety of sources was used within a formalized analytical process.		2005		no		1.333333333		The market for ICBMs in China will increase. 		18		Market penetration		2006		2004		117		2		10		236		yes		4		yes		Intercontinental ballistic missiles 		yes		China was estimated to have ~20 ICBMs capable of targeting the U.S. in 2006. It was estimated to have ~30 such ICBMs in 2009. 		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		no		ICBMs require systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		ICBMs capitalize on PCM properties. 		18		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		ICBMs were mature when the forecast was made. 		18		4		3		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		18						6/3/2011 13:13		9/21/2011 16:27		ND		501		SF

		3		yes		yes						yes		The forecast was derived from India's Technology Vision 2020 reports, which were published in 1996 (see page 19 of Ron Johnson's report). 		19		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		India has fluctuated around 15-20 on the list reported by the World Machine Tool Output and Consumption Survey, but has never approached 5th.		The ground truth data ranks countries production of machine tools in terms of revenue.  This ranking may not favor developing countries with primarily domestic sales.

Also I had to use the internet archive to access the 2002 world machine tool survey.		2		Ron Johnston, “Technology Planning in Major Asian Countries: An Analysis of Recent Foresight Reports from China and India & Comparison with Japan and Korea,” January 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		India will become the 5th largest producer of machine tools in the world by 2000. 		24		India will become the 5th largest producer of machine tools in the world by 2000. 		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		The author is affiliated with the University of Sydney’s Australian Centre for Innovation. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		2		Explicit in forecast statement. 		24		502		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author compared the results of Delphi and other analyses from China, India, Japan, and Korea to make projections about China and India. 		2000		no				India's technological production will evolve such that it will become a leading producer. 		24		Evolution		2001		1999		118		2		9		232		yes				no		Machine tool production		yes		In 2000 India was the 21st largest Machine tool producer in terms of USD.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Machine tool production requires a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		24		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Machine tool production was mature when the forecast was made. 		24				4		Short-term		yes		ND		1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement. 		24						6/3/2011 13:24		1/25/2012 9:33		SF		502		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		This forecast was derived from India's Technology Vision 2020 reports, which were published in 1996 (see page 19 of Ron Johnson's report). 		19						2005		no						2		Ron Johnston, “Technology Planning in Major Asian Countries: An Analysis of Recent Foresight Reports from China and India & Comparison with Japan and Korea,” January 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Boiler designs for many alternate fuels will be available by 2005."		24		Boiler designs for alternate fuels will be available in India in 2005. 		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		The author is affiliated with the University of Sydney’s Australian Centre for Innovation, but this forecast was derived from India's Technology Vision 2020 report.		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		20		India's Technology Vision 2020 report made predictions about India. 		24		503		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		India's Technology Vision 2020 ostensibly used the Delphi method, since Delphi studies from the other countries were also used. 		2005		no				Boiler designs for alternate fuels will emerge in India. 		24		Technology emergence		2008		2002		118		1		6		227		yes				no		Alternate fuels 		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Alternate fuels are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		24		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists at time of forecast.		24				9		Medium-term		yes		ND		1996		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		24						6/3/2011 13:28		1/27/2012 8:30		SF		503		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		129		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1990		yes		90% of the Indian population had access to television in 1990. 		Direct comparison of percentage. 		131		N.S. Contractor, A. Singhal, and E.M. Rogers, “Metatheoretical Perspectives on Satellite Television and Development in India,” Journal of Broadcasting & Electronic Media, 32(2): Spring 1988: 129-148.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“By 1990, about 90% of the Indian population will have access to television broadcasts.”		133		By 1990, about 90% of the Indian population will have access to television broadcasts.		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and the University of Southern California.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		129		Explicit in forecast statement.		133		504		yes		1990		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The objective of the article is to analyze the role of satellite TV in the national development of India from 4 metatheoretical viewpoints, focusing on a contingency viewpoint. The authors chronicle the views of scholars in investigating impacts of satellite communication technology on the development of rural India, summarize the lessons learned from past experience, and describe current developments and debates surrounding the role of satellite TV in India. 		1990		no		0		The market for TV will increase in India. 		133		Market penetration		1991		1989		120		2		10		225		yes		0		no		Television		yes		90% of the Indian population had access to television in 1990. 		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		yes		TV broadcasts require systems of systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		TV broadcasts are a form of communication. 		133		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		TV was mature when the forecast was made. 		133		0		2		Short-term		yes		ND		1988		1990		Explicit in forecast statement.		133						6/6/2011 13:19		10/21/2011 13:03		ND		504		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		no		China had only launched 2 manned spacecraft in 2006. 		The forecast was interpreted as meaning China would develop several (4-10) crewed spacecraft prior to 2006. The Shenzhou 2-4 were developed in this timeframe, but they were not crewed when launched and were therefore not considered in the ground truth assessment. 		2		“China Eyes New Spaceport and Bigger Rockets,” Space Daily, February 6, 2001				yes		Trade press and popular media		“Meanwhile, Xu Fuxiang, president of the Chinese Academy of Space Technology (CAST), reiterated China’s goal of sending a man in space and revealed that his academy would develop several spacecraft in the next five years in order to fulfill the plan, Xinhua said in a separate report. China expects to reach this stage ‘in the next few years’, said Hu Hongfu, deputy general manager of the China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation, China’s space administrative body.”		2		By 2006, China will develop several (4-10) spacecraft to allow manned flights to space. 		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		Space Daily is a Chinese publication and the forecast sources are China-based. 		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		2		Explicit in forecast statement. 		2		505		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast came from the president of the Chinese Academy of Space Technology and the deputy general manager of the China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation. 		2006		no				The ability to make manned space flights will migrate to China. 		2		Technology Migration		2008		2004		121		1		4		234		yes				no		Manned space flights		yes		In 2006, China had only launched 2 manned spacecraft. As of 2011, China had only launched 3. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Space travel requires systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		2		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Several manned space flights had occurred before the forecast was made. 		2				5		Short-term		yes		ND		2001		2006		The forecast states that the event would occur "in the next five years". 2001 + 5 = 2006. 		2						6/6/2011 13:26		1/23/2012 8:52		SF		505		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, available on title page. 		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		4. Mostly realized		2003		yes		Taiwanese companies didn't manufacture 90nm until the following year. However, the forecast says 100nm level, which isn't as advanced as the 90nm level, so the 100nm might have been available in 2003. 		Although it is a leading semiconductor manufacturer, the TSMC might not be the first Taiwanese company to manufacture chips. Also, there was no data to confirm whether the 0.10-micron chip was produced in 2003 or 2004. The analyst assumes it was fabricated by 2004 because that is when the 90nm technology was produced. 		14		W.W. Keller and L.W. Pauly, “Crisis and Adaptation in East Asian Innovation Systems: Semiconductors in Taiwan and South Korea,” January 2001. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"In short order, this investment brought an industry once seen as capable only of high-volume standard chip production to the brink of world leadership. In 1997, the best estimates publicly available were that Taiwanese fabs would be mass producing at the 180 nanometer level within three years. In fact, that era dawned in 1999. Current Taiwan Semiconductor Industry Association estimates see 150 nm as feasible by 2001 and 130 nm by 2003. Industry labs are now working at the 130 nm level and expect to be at the 100 nm by 2003." 		14		In 2003, Taiwanese companies will be fabricating 100nm-level technology. 		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The document was written by two MIT-affiliated researchers, but the forecast was derived from the Taiwan Semiconductor Industry Association.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		14		The forecast applies to Taiwan. 		14		506		yes		2004		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The footnote at the end of the forecast statement indicates that information was derived from a database. 		2003		no		0.5		The technology is evolving such that 100nm chips can be fabricated. 		14		Evolution		2004		2002		122		8		60		226		yes		1		no		Semiconductors		yes		The Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company was fabricating 90nm technology in 2004 and 130nm technology in 2000. The company planned to fabricate the 0.10-mircon chips in 2003 or 2004. 		Automated search tools for identifying trends in large datasets 		Data Mining 		8		yes		Semiconductors are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Applied to computer industry.		14		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Semiconductor technology was mature when the forecast was made. 		14		1		2		Short-term		yes		ND		2001		2003		Explicit in forecast statement. 		14						6/6/2011 13:40		1/23/2012 8:49		SF		506		SF

		0		yes		no				Information in figure 11 projects the theoretical limits of the technology, not the actual performance. 		yes		Article publication date.		590						2008		no						590-593		P. Kapur, J.P. McVittie, and K.C. Saraswat, “Technology and Reliability Constrained Future Copper Interconnects—Part I: Resistance Modeling, IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices, 49:4 (2002): 590-597.				yes		Academic publications		Chart		595		The copper wire resistance per unit length for atomic layer deposition (ALD) barrier under a resistivity of 1.7 microohm-cm in 2008 will be <200 ohms/mm for global interconnects. Forecast was derived from figure 11. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Stanford University’s Department of Electrical Engineering.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		590		Copper wires are used worldwide. 		NA		507		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors modeled copper wire effective resistivity in the light of the technological and reliability constraints. 		2008		no				The resistance of copper wire will change under certain in time under certain conditions. 		590		Evolution		2010		2006		123		6		46		232		no				no		Copper wire		yes				An general approach where events are simulated 		Simulation 		6		no		Copper wires are components of technologies/subsystems and systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Copper wires are used in production. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Copper wires were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				6		Medium-term		no				2002		2008		Explicit in figure.		595						6/7/2011 9:33		1/27/2012 8:26		SF		507		SF

		0		yes		no				Information in figure 11 projects the theoretical limits of the technology, not the actual performance. 		yes		Article publication date.		590						2008		no						590-593		P. Kapur, J.P. McVittie, and K.C. Saraswat, “Technology and Reliability Constrained Future Copper Interconnects—Part I: Resistance Modeling, IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices, 49:4 (2002): 590-597.				yes		Academic publications		Chart		595		The copper wire resistance per unit length for atomic layer deposition (ALD) barrier under a resistivity of 1.7 microohms-cm in 2008 will be 500 ohms/mm for semiglobal interconnects. Forecast was derived from figure 11. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Stanford University’s Department of Electrical Engineering.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		590		Copper wires are used worldwide. 		NA		508		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors modeled copper wire effective resistivity in the light of the technological and reliability constraints. 		2008		no				The resistance of copper wire will change under certain in time under certain conditions.		595		Evolution		2010		2006		123		6		46		232		no				no		Copper wires		yes				An general approach where events are simulated 		Simulation 		6		no		Copper wires are components of technologies/subsystems and systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Copper wires are used in production. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Copper wires were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				6		Medium-term		no				2002		2008		Explicit in figure 11.		595						6/7/2011 9:40		1/27/2012 8:24		SF		508		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		Phase I was demonstrated on the forecasted year. 		The forecast and ground truth are clear and consistent. 		2		Ben Ames, “Army to Spin Off Future Soldier Gear to Homeland Security First Responders,” Military & Aerospace Electronics, August 1, 2003, accessed June 7, 2011, http://prod.militaryaerospace.com/articles/print/volume-14/issue-8/departments/design-watch/army-to-spin-off-future-soldier-gear-to-homeland-security-first-responders.html				yes		Trade press and popular media		“Engineers at Natick plan to demonstrate OFW Phase I by 2006…”		2		Phase I of the Objective Force Warrior (OFW) will be demonstrated by 2006. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The article was written in Natick, Massachusettes. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The OFW is for U.S. Army personnel. 		1		509		yes		2006		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The author interviewed a representative of the U.S. Army and engineers at Natick. 		2006		no		0		The OFW will evolve to a different phase of development. 		2		Evolution		2007		2005		124		1		4		236		yes		0		no		Objective Force Warrior		yes		Phase I of the Future Force Warrior (formerly the Objectively Force Warrior) was demonstrated in a 2006 Advanced Technology Demonstration.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		yes		The OFW would be a subsystem of communications and detection/sensor systems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		The OFW integrates protective material with GPS, enhanced communications, biometric sensing, and microclimate conditioning. Most of these technologies capitalize on PCM properties.  		1		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that the OFW would not be demonstrated until 2006.  		2		0		3		Short-term		yes		ND		2003		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		2						6/7/2011 10:55		1/23/2012 8:44		SF		509		SF

		0		yes		no		Need someone to double-check the technology area. 


Similar to the OFW tech, but I think physical chemical and mechanical might apply the best jason				yes		Document publication date. 		V						2005		no						VII		Commonwealth of Australia, “Defence 2000: Our Future Defence Force,” 2000.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Over the last 10 to 15 years, a number of regional defence forces have begun to develop sophisticated air combat capabilities. They have introduced new-generation fighters with the weapons and sensor systems for Beyond Visual Range air combat—which means the ability to detect and attack hostile aircraft from ranges of up to 60 or 70 nautical miles. Until the mid-1990s Australia was one of very few countries in the Asia Pacific region with BVR capabilities. By 2005, at least nine regional countries, apart from the United States and Australia, will have developed these capabilities…” 		24-25		By 2005, more than 8 regional countries (besides the U.S. and Australia) will have developed air combat capabilities that enable them to detect and attack other aircraft from ranges of 60 to 70 nautical miles. 										7		Multi-regional		The document was published by the Australian government, as seen on the (unnumbered) page following the title page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in forecast statement. 		24-25		510		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		This White Paper was written following an intensive government review of Australia’s defense needs, which included a community consultation program and interviews with personnel in Australia’s Ministry of Defence. 		2005		no				Beyond Visual Range air combat will migrate to other countries. 		24-25		Technology Migration		2007		2003		126		1		4		236		yes				no		Beyond Visual Range air combat		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Beyond Visual Range air combat requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Air combat systems, which include aircraft and sensors, capitalize on PCM properties. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that Beyond Visual Range air combat was in use when the article was written. 		24				5		Short-term		no				2000		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		24						6/7/2011 11:31		1/27/2012 8:22		SF		510		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date, in introduction.		V		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004.5		yes		The Armidales entered service in 2005. 		Both the forecast and the ground truth documents used the term "enter service." 		VII		Commonwealth of Australia, “Defence 2000: Our Future Defence Force,” 2000.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“The 15 Fremantle class Patrol Boats are close to the end of their service life. These boats make a critical contribution to coastal surveillance and enforcement, and are accorded a high priority by the government. On current planning a project will start next year to provide a new class of patrol boat to replace the Fremantles as they are decommissioned. The new boats will preferably be built in Australia and are expected to enter service from 2004-2005.” 		91		The new class of patrol boats, which will replace Australia's Fremantle boats, will enter service in 2004 or 2005.  		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The document was published by the Australian government. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		V		The patrol boats will be used in Australia. 		91		511		yes		2005		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		This White Paper was written following an intensive government review of Australia’s defense needs, which included a community consultation program and interviews with personnel in Australia’s Ministry of Defence. 		2004.5		no		0.111111111		The new class of patrol boats will emerge in Australia within the forecasted timeframe. 		91		Technology emergence		2005		2004		126		1		4		229		yes		0.5		no		Patrol boats		yes		The Armidale patrol boats replaced the Fremantle boats in 2005. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		yes		Patrol boats are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		91		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document did not provide any indication of the maturity of the new patrol boats. 		91		0.5		4.5		Short-term		yes		ND		2000				Explicit in forecast statement. 		91		2005		2004		6/7/2011 11:35		9/12/2011 18:03		ND		511		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		11		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		no		Global m-commerce revenue in 2006 was <$200 billion. 		One ground truth source (which admits to be based on estimates) indicates that global m-commerce revenue in 2006 was under $40 billion, while another claims revenue generated in 2006 was ~ $22 million. Either way, revenue was <$200 billion. 		11		“The Mobile World,” Futurist, November 1, 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“According to wireless communications consultant Ron Schneiderman, analysts expect mobile commerce (m-commerce) to generate more than $200 billion in revenue by 2006.		11		Mobile commerce will generate more than $200 billion in revenue by 2006. 										1		Worldwide		The World Future Society is in Bethesda, Maryland and Ron Schneiderman is US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		Mobile commerce can occur anywhere in the world. 		11		512		yes				no		2009		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The author interviewed Ron Schneiderman, an analyst (expert) on mobile commerce. 		2006		no				Mobile commerce will be popular in 2006. 		11		Market penetration		2007		2005		127		1		4		225		yes				no		Mobile commerce		yes		Global m-commerce revenue in 2006 was <$40 billion and reached $80 billion in 2009. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Mobile commerce requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile commerce is a form of communication. 		11		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Mobile commerce was used when the forecast was made. 		11				4		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		11						6/7/2011 13:09		7/17/2012 8:22		SF		512		SF

		1		yes		no		The verifying source contains forecasts, not actual figures. This needs to be re-researched. SF 7/5/12 				yes		Article publication date.		11		3. Moderate interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2004		no		301 Million had been realized in 2006 and 955 Million in 2010, short of the 1.5 Billion needed to realize the forecasted event.		No data for actual forecasted year, but data points shown clearly show that the event was not realized in the year predicted, and that  as of the last year for which there is data, has not been realized in 2010. It is predicted to happen between 2010 and 2015 according to table 1.3.		11		“The Mobile World,” Futurist, November 1, 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Among the trends Schneiderman predicts: Beginning in 2003 or 2004,  more people will use portable wireless devices to tap into the Internet than personal computers. More than 1.5 billion mobile devices worldwide will be wireless-enabled by 2004…”		11		In 2004, more than 1.5 billion mobile devices worldwide will be wireless-enabled. 										1		Worldwide		The World Future Society's headquarters is in Bethesda, Maryland.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		Explicit in forecast statement. 		11		513		no				no		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The author interviewed Ron Schneiderman, an analyst (expert) on mobile commerce. 		2004		yes				The forecast addresses the penetration of wireless-enabled devices. 		11		Market penetration		2005		2003		127		1		4		225		yes				no		Wireless-enabled devices		yes		There is no data for 2004, but as of 2010 there were 955 Million out of the 1.5 Billion required to realize the event.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Wireless-enabled devices are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Wireless-enabled devices facilitate communication. 		11		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Wireless-enabled devices existed when the forecast was made. 		11				2		Short-term		no				2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. 		11						6/7/2011 13:12		7/12/2012 9:51		SC		513		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		11						2004		no						11		“The Mobile World,” Futurist, November 1, 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Among the trends Schneiderman predicts:…By 2004, 60% of all U.S. employees will be using wireless devices on the job…”		11		In 2004, 60% of U.S. employees will use wireless devices on the job. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The World Future Society's headquarters is in Bethesda, Maryland.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		Explicit in forecast statement. 		11		514		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The author interviewed Ron Schneiderman, an analyst (expert) on mobile commerce. 		2004		no				The forecast addresses the penetration of wireless devices among U.S. companies. 		11		Market penetration		2005		2003		127		1		4		225		yes				no		Wireless devices 		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Wireless devices are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Wireless devices facilitate communication. 		11		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Wireless devices were in use when the forecast was made. 		11				2		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. 		11						6/7/2011 13:15		10/24/2011 22:09		ND		514		SF

		1		yes		no		The source is a forecast document, so this needs to be re-researched . SF 7/5/12				yes		Article publication date.		11		3. Moderate interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2005		no		In 2006, the number required to meet the event criteria was about 180 million short of the 480 million required to classify the event as realized.		Extrapolation must be used in analysis of graph to determine the approximate year in which the event was realized. However, it is clear from the data on table 1.3 that the even had not been realized in the predicted year.		11		“The Mobile World,” Futurist, November 1, 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Among the trends Schneiderman predicts:…By 2005, more than 480 million people worldwide will access the Internet via wireless technology.”		11		In 2005, more than 480 million people worldwide will have access to the Internet via wireless connections. 										1		Worldwide		The World Future Society's headquarters is in Bethesda, Maryland. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		Explicit in forecast statement. 		11		515		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The author interviewed Ron Schneiderman, an analyst (expert) on mobile commerce. 		2005		yes				The forecast addresses the global market for wireless Internet. 		11		Market penetration		2006		2004		127		1		4		225		yes				no		Wireless Internet 		yes		In 2006, there were 301 Million worldwide wireless Internet users, which is after the forecast date and less than the forecast amount. The status of the technology in 2005 is not available.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Wireless Internet is a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Wireless Internet facilitates communication. 		11		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Wireless Internet was in use when the forecast was made. 		11				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		11						6/7/2011 13:18		7/17/2012 8:22		SF		515		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		11		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2003.5		no		The share of wireless device users does not satisfy the forecast. In 2004 there were not more people using wireless devices to access the internet than desktop computers.		Wireless internet user share is below 50% therefore more people use desktop computers than wireless devices to access the internet. 2004 figure given is calculated by assuming a constant positive and linear increase in share between 2003-2006.		11		“The Mobile World,” Futurist, November 1, 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Among the trends Schneiderman predicts: Beginning in 2003 or 2004,  more people will use portable wireless devices to tap into the Internet than personal computers..."		11		In 2003 or 2004, more people will use portable wireless devices to access the Internet than personal computers. 										1		Worldwide		The World Future Society's headquarters is in Bethesda, Maryland. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		The sentence after the forecast statement addresses worldwide use of mobile technologies. 		11		516		no				yes		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The author interviewed Ron Schneiderman, an analyst (expert) on mobile commerce. 		2003.5		no				The forecast compares the market penetration of computers versus mobile devices. 		11		Market penetration		2004		2003		127		1		4		225		yes				no		Wireless devices		yes		In 2004, approximately 20% of users connected to the internet through wireless devices.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Wireless devices require systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Wireless devices facilitate communication. 		11		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Wireless devices were in use when the forecast was made. 		11				1.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2002				Explicit in forecast statement. 		11		2004		2003		6/7/2011 13:22		5/7/2012 15:03		SF		516		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		4		4. Little interpretation		4. Mostly realized		2005		yes		The demand grew at a rate higher than the forecast, but it did grow in that period and meet the forecast amount before exceeding it. 		Using the research we see that in 2003, if you add up the U.S., Canada and Mexico's consumption, we are at approx. 4,370,800,000,000 kWh of consumption.  Doing the same with 2007, we are at approx 4,630,100,000,000 kWh of consumption.  In this case, because the consumption obviously would be at least equal to demand, and given the numbers, the consumption grew by a lot more than 67,000 MW, therefore the forecast is true.		4		North American Electric Reliability Council, “2003 Long-Term Reliability Assessment: The Reliability of Bulk Electric Systems in North America,” December 2003. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Electricity demand is expected to grow by about 67,000 MW in the near term.” 		4		Electricity demand in North America  will grow by 67,000 MW between 2003-2007. 						7		Northern America		3		Americas		The NERC is an organization of electrical grid operators in North America.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		The forecast pertains to North America. 		4		517		yes		2005		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In preparing this report, NERC reviewed summaries of regional self-assessments, including forecasts of electric peak demand, electric energy requirements, and planned resources; appraised regional plans for new electric generation resources and transmission facilities; and assessed the potential effects of changes in technology, market forces, legislation, regulations, and governmental policies on the reliability of future electricity supplies.		2005		no		0		Demand provides an indication of market penetration. 		4		Market penetration		2007		2003		128		2		10		227		yes		0		no		Electricity		yes		The demand grew by over 67,000 MW by 2005. 		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		yes		Electricity generation requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		4		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electricity was in use when the forecast was made. 		4		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2003				The paragraph that precedes the forecast statement defines "near term" as 2003-2007.		4		2007		2003		6/7/2011 15:05		7/5/2012 11:09		SF		517		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		4		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		Forecast figure of 38% of electrical capacity coming from natural gas was not realized in 2008. As of 2011 natural gas accounted for generation of only 24.76% of electricity.		Performed the following calculations to derive percentage of electricity generated from natural gas. 2008 natural gas 882,981 thousand MW/hrs of total 4,119,388 hence 21.43%. 2011 natural gas 1,016,595 thousand MW/fre of total  4,105,734 hence 24.76%.		4		North American Electric Reliability Council, “2003 Long-Term Reliability Assessment: The Reliability of Bulk Electric Systems in North America,” December 2003. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		 “Fuel availability is a concern relative to the ability to obtain enough gas for generation. With the projected increase in natural gas usage for electricity generation in the United States, coupled with its traditional role as a home-heating fuel and industrial fuel, total gas consumption by 2012 is expected to increase by 26% over that of 2002. Current NERC [North American Electric Reliability Corporation] projections show that capacity fired by natural gas will represent over 38% as a percentage of the total electric generating capacity for the summer of 2008. 		40		Natural gas will represent 38% of the total electric generating capacity in the U.S. during the summer of 2008. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The NERC is an organization of electrical grid operators in North America.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		Explicit in forecast statement. 		40		518		no				no		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In preparing this report, NERC reviewed summaries of regional self-assessments, including forecasts of electric peak demand, electric energy requirements, and planned resources; appraised regional plans for new electric generation resources and transmission facilities; and assessed the potential effects of changes in technology, market forces, legislation, regulations, and governmental policies on the reliability of future electricity supplies		2008		no				The forecast describes the market for natural gas. 		40		Market penetration		2010		2006		128		2		10		227		yes				no		Natural gas		yes		Natural gas accounted for 21.43% of Electrical capacity in 2008.		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		no		Natural gas is a component of a system. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		40		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Natural gas was used when the forecast was made. 		40				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2003		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		40						6/7/2011 15:10		5/4/2012 14:29		SF		518		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		4		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		Construction of the line was completed in May and the line was operational in June. 		Some ambiguity over the meaning of "completed". This could refer to the construction of the line (which finished in May) or the date that the line is operational (which occurred in June). The analyst assumes the author meant to convey that the line would be operational in the forecast timeframe. 		4		North American Electric Reliability Council, “2003 Long-Term Reliability Assessment: The Reliability of Bulk Electric Systems in North America,” December 2003. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Current plans call for the addition of about 123 miles of extra high voltage transmission lines (230 kV and above) that are expected to enhance and strengthen the bulk transmission network. Included in these planned additions is AEP’s 765 kV project, originally scheduled for service in May 1998. The Wyoming-to-Jacksons Ferry 765 kV line portion of this project is now expected to be completed by June 2006. 		51		The Wyoming-to-Jacksons Ferry 765 kV line will be completed in June 2006. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The NERC is an organization of electrical grid operators in North America.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		The forecasted 765 kV line will be located in the U.S. 		51		519		yes		2006		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In preparing this report, NERC reviewed summaries of regional self-assessments, including forecasts of electric peak demand, electric energy requirements, and planned resources; appraised regional plans for new electric generation resources and transmission facilities; and assessed the potential effects of changes in technology, market forces, legislation, regulations, and governmental policies on the reliability of future electricity supplies		2006		no		0		The 765 kV line will emerge in the forecasted region in 2006. 		51		Technology emergence		2007		2005		128		2		10		227		yes		0		no		Power line 		yes		The line was completed in May 2006 and was energized/operational in June 2006. 		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		yes		Power lines are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title. 		51		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		765 kV power lines existed when the forecast was made. 		51		0		3		Short-term		yes		ND		2003		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		51						6/7/2011 15:16		10/4/2011 20:12		ND		519		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		4		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		The line was energized in early 2008. 		Direct comparison of dates. 		4		North American Electric Reliability Council, “2003 Long-Term Reliability Assessment: The Reliability of Bulk Electric Systems in North America,” December 2003. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Outages of 345 kV tie lines connecting the Twin Cities metropolitan area of Minneapolis-St. Paul to the Iowa and Wisconsin regions are continuing to result in system stability restrictions that limit energy transfers from the Twin Cities to Iowa and Wisconsin. The Arrowhead-Weston 345 kV transmission line has been identified as a significant reinforcement to improve the overall performance of this interface. The proposed line is expected to be in service in 2008.” 		64		The 345 kV Arrowhead-Weston transmissionh line will be in service in 2008. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The NERC is an organization of electrical grid operators in North America.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		The power line will be located in the U.S. 		64		520		yes		2008		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In preparing this report, NERC reviewed summaries of regional self-assessments, including forecasts of electric peak demand, electric energy requirements, and planned resources; appraised regional plans for new electric generation resources and transmission facilities; and assessed the potential effects of changes in technology, market forces, legislation, regulations, and governmental policies on the reliability of future electricity supplies. 		2008		no		0		The 345 kV line will emerge in the forecasted location in 2008.		64		Technology emergence		2010		2006		128		2		10		227		yes		0		no		Power line 		yes		The Arrowhead-Weston 345 kV line was energized in February 2008. 		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		yes		Power lines are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		64		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Power lines were in use when the forecast was made. 		64		0		5		Short-term		yes		ND		2003		2008		Explicit in forecast statement. 		64						6/7/2011 15:18		10/4/2011 20:00		ND		520		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		4		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		Phase 1 of connection to the 345 kV grid was not completed and put in service till October 2006 and only offered improvements of 230 MW. Phase 2 completed in December 2008 increased capacity by 1200 MW.		The data used is clearly stated in the evidence.		4		North American Electric Reliability Council, “2003 Long-Term Reliability Assessment: The Reliability of Bulk Electric Systems in North America,” December 2003. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“The most transmission constrained sub-area of New England affecting reliability is southwestern Connecticut. To alleviate projected southwestern Connecticut transmission constraints, plans are being developed to help solve the twin problems of congestion cost and inadequate infrastructure by expanding the transmission system to connect customers…to the 345 kV grid. The first phase of the proposed upgrades, to be implemented in 2005, is expected to increase import limits into southwestern Connecticut by up to 300 MW. The second phase, to be implemented in 2007, is expected to increase import limits in southwestern Connecticut by another 800 MV."		69		Connection to the 345 kV grid will increase electrical import limits into southwestern Connecticut by 300 MW in 2005. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The NERC is an organization of electrical grid operators in North America.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		The forecasted region is in the U.S. 		69		521		yes		2008		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In preparing this report, NERC reviewed summaries of regional self-assessments, including forecasts of electric peak demand, electric energy requirements, and planned resources; appraised regional plans for new electric generation resources and transmission facilities; and assessed the potential effects of changes in technology, market forces, legislation, regulations, and governmental policies on the reliability of future electricity supplies. 		2005		no		1.5		Electrical import limits will evolve/change		69		Evolution		2006		2004		128		2		10		227		yes		3		no		Power line		yes		Southwestern Connecticut could not import any extra electric due to connection to the 345 kV grid in 2005.		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		no		Power lines are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		69		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Power lines were in use when the forecast was made. 		69		3		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2003		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		69						6/7/2011 15:24		5/4/2012 14:27		SF		521		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		4		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		yes		An increase of 800 MW was not gained till the completion of phase 2 of the improvement project in 2008 when 1200 MW more capacity was added.		Data used stated clearly in evidence.		4		North American Electric Reliability Council, “2003 Long-Term Reliability Assessment: The Reliability of Bulk Electric Systems in North America,” December 2003. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“The most transmission constrained sub-area of New England affecting reliability is southwestern Connecticut. To alleviate projected southwestern Connecticut transmission constraints, plans are being developed to help solve the twin problems of congestion cost and inadequate infrastructure by expanding the transmission system to connect customers…to the 345 kV grid. The first phase of the proposed upgrades, to be implemented in 2005, is expected to increase import limits into southwestern Connecticut by up to 300 MW. The second phase, to be implemented in 2007, is expected to increase import limits in southwestern Connecticut by another 800 MV." 		69		Connection to the 345 kV grid will increase electrical import limits into southwestern Connecticut by 800 MW in 2007.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The NERC is an organization of electrical grid operators in North America.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		The forecasted event will occur in the U.S. 		69		522		yes		2008		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In preparing this report, NERC reviewed summaries of regional self-assessments, including forecasts of electric peak demand, electric energy requirements, and planned resources; appraised regional plans for new electric generation resources and transmission facilities; and assessed the potential effects of changes in technology, market forces, legislation, regulations, and governmental policies on the reliability of future electricity supplies		2007		no		0.25		Import limits will evolve/change.		69		Evolution		2008		2006		128		2		10		227		yes		1		no		Power lines 		yes		Connection to the 345 kV grid had only increased capacity by 230 MW by 2007.		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		yes		Power lines are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		69		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Power lines were in use when the forecast was made. 		69		1		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2003		2007		Explicit in forecast statement. 		69						6/7/2011 15:26		5/4/2012 14:26		SF		522		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		4		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		yes		The forecast overestimated demand by ~6,000 MW. 		Direct comparison of net demand. 		4		North American Electric Reliability Council, “2003 Long-Term Reliability Assessment: The Reliability of Bulk Electric Systems in North America,” December 2003. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		32		Northeast Power Coordinating Council (NPCC-U.S.) net internal electricity demand for the summer of 2004 will be 57,760 MW. Forecast derived from figure 2. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The NERC is an organization of electrical grid operators in North America.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		The forecast predicts NPCC U.S. electricity demand. 		32		523		no		2006		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In preparing this report, NERC reviewed summaries of regional self-assessments, including forecasts of electric peak demand, electric energy requirements, and planned resources; appraised regional plans for new electric generation resources and transmission facilities; and assessed the potential effects of changes in technology, market forces, legislation, regulations, and governmental policies on the reliability of future electricity supplies		2004		no		2		Forecast is predicting demand.		32		Market penetration		2004		2004		128		2		10		227		yes		2		no		Electricity demand		yes		NPCC (U.S.) net internal demand was 51, 580 MW in the summer of 2004.
57,760 MW was first exceeded in 2006, when demand was 60,879. 		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		no		Electrical production requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title. 		32		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electricity was in in use when the forecast was made. 		32		2		1		Short-term		yes		ND		2003		2004		Explicit in table. 		32						6/7/2011 15:34		10/4/2011 19:37		ND		523		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		4		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		ERCOT's demand in 2004 was >58,364 MW. 		Direct comparison of demand. 		4		North American Electric Reliability Council, “2003 Long-Term Reliability Assessment: The Reliability of Bulk Electric Systems in North America,” December 2003. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		32		Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT’s) net internal demand for the summer of 2004 will be 58,364 MW. Forecast derived from table 2. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The NERC is an organization of electrical grid operators in North America.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		ERCOT is in the U.S. 		32		524		no		2003		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In preparing this report, NERC reviewed summaries of regional self-assessments, including forecasts of electric peak demand, electric energy requirements, and planned resources; appraised regional plans for new electric generation resources and transmission facilities; and assessed the potential effects of changes in technology, market forces, legislation, regulations, and governmental policies on the reliability of future electricity supplies. 		2004		no		1		The forecast describes the amount of electricity in demand during a specific timeframe. 		32		Market penetration		2004		2004		128		2		10		227		yes		-1		no		Electricity demand 		yes		ERCOT's net internal demand in the summer of 2004 was 58,531 MW. The first time 58, 364 was exceeded was in 2003, when demand was 59,282. 		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		no		Electricity generation requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title. 		32		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electricity was in use when the forecast was made. 		32		1		1		Short-term		yes		ND		2003		2004		Explicit in table. 		32						6/7/2011 15:37		10/4/2011 14:40		ND		524		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		4		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		no		The forecast overestimated MAIN's electricity demand by ~4,000 MW. 		Direct comparison of demand. 		4		North American Electric Reliability Council, “2003 Long-Term Reliability Assessment: The Reliability of Bulk Electric Systems in North America,” December 2003. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		32		MAIN’s [Mid-America Interconnected Network’s] net internal electricity demand for the summer of 2004 will be 54,678 MW. Forecast derived from table 2.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The NERC is an organization of electrical grid operators in North America.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		MAIN is in the U.S. 		32		525		no				no		2004		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In preparing this report, NERC reviewed summaries of regional self-assessments, including forecasts of electric peak demand, electric energy requirements, and planned resources; appraised regional plans for new electric generation resources and transmission facilities; and assessed the potential effects of changes in technology, market forces, legislation, regulations, and governmental policies on the reliability of future electricity supplies		2004		no				The forecast describes the amount of electricity in demand during a specific timeframe.		32		Market penetration		2004		2004		128		2		10		227		yes				no		Electricity demand		yes		MAIN’s net internal electricity demand for the summer of 2004 was 50,499 MW. 54,000 MW had not been reached from 1998-2004; there is no data for the following years. 		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		no		Electricity generation requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title. 		32		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electricity was in use when the forecast was made. 		32				1		Short-term		yes		ND		2003		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. 		32						6/7/2011 15:48		1/25/2012 9:19		SF		525		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		4		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		SERC's electricity demand in the summer of 2008 was >171,300 MW. The forecast underestimated demand by ~25,000 MW. 		Direct comparison of demand.		4		North American Electric Reliability Council, “2003 Long-Term Reliability Assessment: The Reliability of Bulk Electric Systems in North America,” December 2003. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		32		SERC’s [Southeastern Electric Reliability Council’s] net internal electricity demand for the summer of 2008 will be 171,300 MW. Forecast derived from table 2.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The NERC is an organization of electrical grid operators in North America.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		SERC is in the U.S. 		32		526		no		2005		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In preparing this report, NERC reviewed summaries of regional self-assessments, including forecasts of electric peak demand, electric energy requirements, and planned resources; appraised regional plans for new electric generation resources and transmission facilities; and assessed the potential effects of changes in technology, market forces, legislation, regulations, and governmental policies on the reliability of future electricity supplies		2008		no		0.6		The forecast describes the amount of electricity in demand during a specific timeframe.		32		Market penetration		2010		2006		128		2		10		227		yes		-3		no		Electricity demand		yes		SERC’s net internal electricity demand in the summer of 2008 was 196,711 MW. Demand first exceeded 171,300 MW in 2005, when it was 186,049.		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		no		Electricity requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title. 		32		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electricity was in use when the forecast was made. 		32		3		5		Short-term		yes		ND		2003		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		32						6/7/2011 15:51		10/4/2011 14:13		ND		526		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		Chinese designation for the CSS-4 MOD 1 and MOD 2 are DF-5 and DF-5A. The DF-5's were replaced with DF-5A's mid decade.		Very little information regarding NATO designations of Chinese missiles had to find out that CSS-4 Mod 1/Mod 2 have a Chinese designation of DF-5/DF-5A to verify forecast.		NA		U.S. Department of Defense, “Annual Report on the Military Power of the People’s Republic of China,” July 12, 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“China is replacing CSS-4 Mod 1 ICBMs with longer range CSS-4 Mod 2s. The replacement of all the approximately 20 CSS-4 Mod 1s will be completed by mid-decade.”		18		Between 2004 and 2006, China will replace its CSS-4 Mod 1 ICBMs with CSS-4 Mod 2 ICBMs. 

**This document’s pages are unnumbered. All page references are to the PDF version**		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The article was published by the U.S. Department of Defense. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Document title. 		1		527		no		2005		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The article was likely written by defense intelligence personnel. As such, information from a variety of sources was used within a formalized analytical process. 		2005		no		0		There will be a market for Mod 2 ICBMs in China. 		18		Market penetration		2006		2004		117		2		10		236		yes		0		yes		CSS-4 Mod 2 ICBMs 		yes		China replaced its CSS-4 Mod 1 ICBMs with CSS-4 Mod 2 ICBMs mid decade.		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		yes		ICBMs require systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		ICBMs capitalize on PCM properties. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		ICBMs were in use when the forecast was made. 		18		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002				According to the standard lexicon, mid-decade is 2004-2006. 		18		2006		2004		6/8/2011 7:54		4/11/2012 12:09		SF		527		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		1		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		yes		The DF-31 was not deployed until 2008. 		The forecast is about a Chinese weapon, so it's nearly impossible to verify with the open source. Some sources indicated the ICBM was operational by 2006, but most said it was operational in 2008. 		1		U.S. Department of Defense, “Annual Report on the Military Power of the People’s Republic of China,” July 12, 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“In addition, China is developing three solid propellant ICBMs. Development of the DF-31 is progressing and deployment should begin before mid-decade.”		18		Before 2004, China will deploy the DF-31 ICBM. 		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The article was published by the U.S. Department of Defense. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Document title, explicit in forecast. 		18		528		yes		2008		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The article was likely written by defense intelligence personnel. As such, information from a variety of sources was used within a formalized analytical process. 		2004		no		2		The DF-31 will emerge in China in the forecasted timeframe. 		18		Technology emergence		2005		2003		117		2		10		236		yes		4		yes		DF-31 Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs)		yes		Most ground truth sources indicate that the DF-31 was deployed in 2008. 		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		no		ICBMs require systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		ICBMs capitalize on PCM properties. 		18		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		ICBMs were in use when the forecast was made. 		18		4		2		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2004		According to the standard lexicon, mid-decade is 2004-2006. Since the forecasted event is supposed to occur before mid-decade, it should occur before 2004. 		18						6/8/2011 7:57		9/15/2011 9:22		ND		528		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		The DF-31 missiles were being deployed in the forecast time range.		Source used does not specify that modernization was completed, but it does state deployment had begun.		NA		U.S. Department of Defense, “Annual Report on the Military Power of the People’s Republic of China,” July 12, 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“China is also developing two follow-on extended range versions of the DF-31: a solid propellant, mobile ICBM and a solid propellant submarine launched ballistic missile (SLBM). Deployment of these two DF-31 follow-ons should begin by mid-to-late decade...The DF-31 follow-on SLBM will be deployed on a new, more capable submarine by the end of the decade.” 		18		The DF-31 submarine launched ballistic missile will be deployed between 2007 and 2009. 

**This document’s pages are unnumbered. All page references are to the PDF version**		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The article was published by the U.S. Department of Defense. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Document title. 		1		529		no		2009		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The article was likely written by defense intelligence personnel. As such, information from a variety of sources was used within a formalized analytical process. 		2008		no		0.166666667		The SLBM will emerge in China in the forecasted timeframe. 		18		Technology emergence		2009		2007		117		2		10		236		yes		1		yes		Submarine-launched ballistic missiles 		yes		China started deploying the DF-31 ICMBs in March 2009.		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		yes		SLBMs require systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		SLBMs capitalize on PCM properties. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		SLBMs were mature when the forecast was made. 		18		1		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2002				According to the standard lexicon, the end of the decade is 2007-2009. 		18		2009		2007		6/8/2011 8:03		4/11/2012 12:10		SF		529		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		The J10 is a 4th Gen fighter and the Y8 is an AWACS type aircraft, there were thought to be at least 4 Y8 aircraft and a fleet of J10 aircraft by 2008.		Needed some interpretation on what constituted a fleet of aircraft.  Had to assume that according to the first citation "numerous sightings" coincided with "at least 4".		NA		U.S. Department of Defense, “Annual Report on the Military Power of the People’s Republic of China,” July 12, 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“By the end of the decade, China is expected to have a more robust fleet of 4th-generation fighters augmented by modern missiles, electronic countermeasures, and several AWACs-type aircraft.” 		12		Between 2007 and 2009, China will have a fleet of 4th-generation fighters augmented with modern missiles, electronic countermeasures, and several (4-10) Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACs)-type aircraft. 

**This document’s pages are unnumbered. All page references are to the PDF version**		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The article was published by the U.S. Department of Defense. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Document title. 		1		530		no		2008		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The article was likely written by defense intelligence personnel. As such, information from a variety of sources was used within a formalized analytical process. 		2008		no		0		China's fleet will evolve such that it includes 4th generation fighters. 		12		Evolution		2009		2007		117		2		10		223		yes		0		yes		Military aircraft		yes		The J10 (fighter) and Y8 (AEW) were fielded in numbers of sufficient size to satisfy the forecast.		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		yes		Aircraft are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		12		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		4th generation aircraft were mature when the forecast was made. 		NA		0		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2002				According to the standard lexicon, the end of the decade is 2007-2009. 		12		2009		2007		6/8/2011 8:08		5/4/2012 14:25		SF		530		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		1		3. Moderate interpretation		3. Almost realized		2006		yes		More than 40mph is approaching 50mph.		I don’t have a precise max velocity for the vehicle in 2006 and I am inferring that the straight stretches, and maximum speed, occurred on a paved portion of the track.

For the 2008 I am inferring that the max velocity stated later in the document was from a test in November 2008 mentioned earlier.  If not the velocity was demonstrated between the 2008 test and July 2009.   
		1		John McHale, “Robotics Are Key to Future of Vertronics,” Military & Aerospace Electronics, October 1, 2002, accessed June 8, 2011, http://www.militaryaerospace.com/index/display/article-display/158428/articles/military-aerospace-electronics/volume-13/issue-10/features/special-report/robotics-are-key-to-future-of-vertronics.html. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“By 2006, when the Robotic Follower is demonstrated as part of the Future Combat System, TACOM officials say they expect the vehicle will be capable of maneuvering on primary roads with a top speed of between 50 and 60 mph..." 		1		By 2006, the Robotic Follower will maneuver on primary roads with a top speed of 50-60 mph. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Military & Aerospace Electronics is a U.S. publication; authors are likely based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The Robotic Follower is a U.S. DoD program. 		2		531		yes		2008		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were derived from interviews with representatives of the U.S. Army's Tank-automotive and Armaments Command (TACOM).		2006		no		0.5		The technology will evolve such that speed improves. 		2		Evolution		2007		2005		129		1		4		235		yes		2		no		Robotic follower 		yes		On straight stretches of presumably paved roads the vehicle reached velocities of more than 40mph.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The Robotic Follower is a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Article title. 		2		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the Robotic Follower was in development when the forecast was made. 		2		2		4		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		2						6/8/2011 8:27		7/12/2012 10:28		SF		531		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		1		4. Little interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2006		no		The technology improved in the time frame of the forecast however the ground truth sources indicate average off-road velocities were significantly less than 40 miles an hour.		I don’t have an exact off road velocity for 2006.  I am inferring the off road velocity was significantly less than 40mph based on the average speed and the improved status in 2009.		1		John McHale, “Robotics Are Key to Future of Vertronics,” Military & Aerospace Electronics, October 1, 2002, accessed June 8, 2011, http://www.militaryaerospace.com/index/display/article-display/158428/articles/military-aerospace-electronics/volume-13/issue-10/features/special-report/robotics-are-key-to-future-of-vertronics.html. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“By 2006, when the Robotic Follower is demonstrated as part of the Future Combat System, TACOM officials say they expect the vehicle will be capable of maneuvering...off-road at speeds as fast as 40 mph..."  		1		In 2006, the off-road speed of the Robotic Follower will be 40mph. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Military & Aerospace Electronics is a U.S. publication; authors are likely based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The Robotic Follower is a U.S. DoD program.		1		532		yes				no		2009		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were derived from interviews with representatives of the U.S. Army's Tank-automotive and Armaments Command (TACOM).		2006		no				The technology will evolve such that off-road speeds will increase. 		2		Evolution		2007		2005		129		1		4		235		yes				no		Robotic follower 		yes		During a test in 2006 the average speed for a follower was 22 miles an hour on a track that was 30% off road.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The Robotic Follower is a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Article title. 		1		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the Robotic Follower was in development when the forecast was made.		2				4		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		2						6/8/2011 8:30		7/12/2012 10:28		SF		532		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		1		4. Little interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2006		no		Progress was made since 2002 but the vehicle's range is considerably less than 180 miles.  If the forecast is predicting autonomous operation range than in 2006 the robotic follower was far from its target.   By 2009 the range for autonomous operations increased to more than 100 miles.		Range could mean range of autonomous operations (distance between manual overrides) or physical range of the vehicle based on gas tanks size and fuel efficiency. 		1		John McHale, “Robotics Are Key to Future of Vertronics,” Military & Aerospace Electronics, October 1, 2002, accessed June 8, 2011, http://www.militaryaerospace.com/index/display/article-display/158428/articles/military-aerospace-electronics/volume-13/issue-10/features/special-report/robotics-are-key-to-future-of-vertronics.html. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“By 2006, when the Robotic Follower is demonstrated as part of the Future Combat System, TACOM officials say they expect the vehicle will be capable of maneuvering on primary roads...with a vehicle range of between 180 and 450 miles."		2		In 2006, the Robotic Follower will have a vehicle range of 180 to 450 miles. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Military & Aerospace Electronics is a U.S. publication; authors are likely based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The Robotic Follower is a U.S. DoD program.		2		533		yes				no		2009		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were derived from interviews with representatives of the U.S. Army's Tank-automotive and Armaments Command (TACOM).		2006		no				The technology will evolve such that the vehicle range increases. 		2		Evolution		2007		2005		129		1		4		235		yes				no		Robotic follower 		yes		In February 2006 the Army (TARDEC) conducted a test of the robotic follower system.  The test was limited to 100 miles and manual overrides may of occurred.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The Robotic Follower is a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Article title. 		1		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the Robotic Follower was in development when the forecast was made.		2				4		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		2						6/8/2011 8:33		7/12/2012 10:27		SF		533		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		1								no						1		Kate Jacobs, “The Year in Ideas: Personal Terrorism Prevention,” New York Times Magazine, December 15, 2002.				yes		Trade press and popular media		“And scientists at the University of California at Berkeley are working on a smallpox-and-anthrax detector no bigger than the tip of a ballpoint pen. They expect to have it on the market in several years.”		1		A detector the size of the tip of a ballpoint pen that is capable of sensing smallpox and anthrax will be on the market between 2006 and 2012.  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The New York Times Magazine is published in the U.S. and the author appears to be based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The technology is being developed in the U.S. at UC Berkeley. 		1		534		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Document language indicates the author knew about the technology development by reading scientific literature and/or reports on science.  				no				The technology will emerge in the forecasted timeframe. 		1		Technology emergence						130		8		58		233		yes				no		Biological agent detector		yes				Analysis of scientific research to forecast technology development		Scientometrics		8		no		The detector is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Biological detectors are sensor technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Although biological detection devices were on the market when the forecast was made, smaller biological sensors of the type worked on by UC Berkeley researchers were in merely in development at the time. 		NA				7		Medium-term		no				2002		2009		According to the standard lexicon, "several" means 7. 		1						6/8/2011 9:34		1/31/2012 11:41		SF		534		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		Document publication date, on cover and referenced throughout forward and introduction. 		2		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1999		yes		The 180nm technology was introduced in 1999. 		The forecast statement and ground truth sources used the same words. 		ix		Semiconductor Industry Association, “The National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors: Technology Needs,” 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“In addition, the introduction into the market place of the 180 nm technology generation, which was previously predicted to occur in the year 2001, it is now forecast to occur in the year 1999." 		13		In 1999, the 180 nm semiconductor technology generation will be introduced into the market. 										1		Worldwide		The headquarters of the Semiconductor Industry Association is located in Washington. D.C. Working Group members (in appendix A) appear to be U.S.-based.  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		A-1		Semiconductors are available worldwide. 		13		535		yes		1999		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors has always been much more than just a document. The roadmap, requirements, and forecasts in this document resulted from a consensus-building process that included Technology Working Groups. These working groups were composed of experts from numerous related technology areas. 		1999		no		0		The technology will change such that the 180 nm generation will be available in the forecasted timeframe. 		13		Evolution		2000		1998		131		1		2		226		yes		0		no		Semiconductors 		yes		The 180nm technology was first produced in 1999. 		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		yes		Semiconductors are components. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Enables computers to function.		13		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Being worked on at time of forecast.		13		0		2		Short-term		yes		ND		1997		1999		Explicit in forecast statement.		13						6/8/2011 12:01		7/13/2012 11:39		SF		535		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		Document publication date, on cover and throughout forward and introduction.		2		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1999		yes		The first fully-functional chips on 300mm wafers were produced in 1999. 		The forecast and ground truth sources used similar verbiage. 		ix		Semiconductor Industry Association, “The National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors: Technology Needs,” 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		 “Historically, another major productivity increase has resulted from the conversion to wafer size of progressively larger diameter. It is anticipated that conversion to 300 mm diameter wafers will commence production ramp in 1999. It is projected that the number of available chips will increase by a factor of 2.4-2.5 on a 300 nm wafer compared to the number of chips available on a 200 mm wafer." 		15		300 mm diameter wafers will be produced in 1999.
										1		Worldwide		The headquarters of the Semiconductor Industry Association is located in Washington. D.C. Working Group members (in appendix A) appear to be U.S.-based.  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		A-1		Semiconductor-related products are available worldwide. 		15		536		yes		1999		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors has always been much more than just a document. The roadmap, requirements, and forecasts in this document resulted from a consensus-building process that included Technology Working Groups. These working groups were composed of experts from numerous related technology areas. 		1999		no		0		300 mm diameter chips will emerge in 1999. 		15		Technology emergence		2000		1998		131		1		2		226		yes		0		no		Semiconductors 		yes		The first fully-functional chips on 300mm wafers were produced in 1999. Conversion to 30mm wafers from 200mm wafers began in earnest in 2000. 		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		yes		Semiconductors are components. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The wafers house semiconductor chips. 		15		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology probably in development at time of forecast.		15		0		2		Short-term		yes		ND		1997		1999		Explicit in forecast statement. 		15						6/8/2011 12:13		7/13/2012 11:39		SF		536		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		Document publication date. 		ix		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		There is very little evidence anywhere that discusses the actual replacement of BiCMOS with CMOS.		In 2001 a company was founded which aimed to manufacture CMOS technology to replace BiCMOS technology but the 2009 source claims this is yet to have occurred and that BiCMOS technology is still dominant.		ix		Semiconductor Industry Association, “The National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors: Technology Needs,” 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“It is expected that, as the speed-power product of CMOS increases, the technology will replace BiCMOS and bipolar at around 180 nm (2000)." 		55		In 2000, complimentary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology will replace bipolar CMOS (BiCMOS) technology. 										1		Worldwide		The headquarters of the Semiconductor Industry Association is located in Washington. D.C. Working Group members (in appendix A) appear to be U.S.-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		A-1		Semiconductors are used worldwide. 		55		537		no				no		2009		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors has always been much more than just a document. The roadmap, requirements, and forecasts in this document resulted from a consensus-building process that included Technology Working Groups. These working groups were composed of experts from numerous related technology areas. 		2000		no				CMOS will have a larger share of the market than BiCMOS. 		55		Market penetration		2001		1999		131		1		2		226		yes				no		Semiconductors 		yes		CMOS had not yet replaced BiCMOS.		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Semiconductors are components. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Semiconductors are associated with information technology. 		55		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		It appears the technology is already available at the time of forecast.		55				3		Short-term		yes		SF		1997		2000		Explicit in forecast statement. 		55						6/8/2011 12:20		7/13/2012 11:38		SF		537		SF

		1		yes		yes						yes		Document publication date, on cover page and reference throughout the forward and introduction. 		2		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2001		yes		Chips on 30mm wafers had been delivered to customers by 2001. 		The ground truth source was published in February 2001, and the verifying statement indicates that the chips on 300mm wafers had already been delivered to customers. This could have occurred in 2000, since the ground truth document was published in early 2001. However, there was no indication of the wafers having shipped in 2000. 		ix		Semiconductor Industry Association, “The National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors: Technology Needs,” 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“The present strategy for the IC [integrated circuitry] industry indicates that the need for metrology tools for future generations will cover a mixture of wafer sizes (200, 300, and 450 mm). The first shipment of chips from a 300 mm fab is expected by 2001…” 		179		The first shipment of semiconductor chips on a 300 mm wafer will occur in 2001. 										1		Worldwide		The headquarters of the Semiconductor Industry Association is located in Washington. D.C. Working Group members (in appendix A) appear to be U.S.-based.  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		A-1		Semiconductors are available worldwide. 		179		538		no		2001		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors has always been much more than just a document. The roadmap, requirements, and forecasts in this document resulted from a consensus-building process that included Technology Working Groups. These working groups were composed of experts from numerous related technology areas. 		2001		no		0		The first 300 mm wafer will emerge in 2001. 		179		Technology emergence		2002		2000		131		1		2		226		yes		0		no		Semiconductors 		yes		The first products based on 300mm wafers had been delivered to customers by February 2001. 		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		yes		Semiconductors are components. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Being used on a wafer for computer processing.		179		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Being worked on at time of forecast.		179		0		4		Short-term		yes		ND		1997		2001		Explicit in forecast statement. 		179						6/8/2011 12:24		7/13/2012 11:38		SF		538		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		iii		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		Car lifespan has not yet reached 20 years. 		Data does not exist for all regions of the world, and lifespan depends largely on use and maintenance.  		10		U.S. Coast Guard, “The Road to 2012: Looking Towards the Next Two Decades,” March 1993. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Because of increased use of ceramics and plastics, one estimate has the average life of cars increasing from 10 years to 20 years by the year 2000.” 		77		The average life of cars will be 20 years in the year 2000. 										7		Multi-regional		The report was written by the U.S. Coast Guard in collaboration with the Arlington Institute, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iii		Ceramics and plastics would likely be adopted in all car manufacturing. 		77		539		yes				no		2009		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This document is the report of an environmental scan of the most significant driving forces that are likely to affect the future two decades hence. Page 3 indicates that the authors scanned for trends in social values, technology, economics, politics, energy, environment, health, population, transportation, and commercial space. 		2000		no				The average life of cars will evolve. 		77		Evolution		2002		1998		132		2		9		228		yes				no		Automobiles 		yes		Ground truth sources indicate that car lifespan in the U.S. was 9.2 years in 2008--an all-time high--and 13 years in 2009. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Cars are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		77		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Cars were mature when the forecast was made. 		77				7		Medium-term		yes		ND		1993		2000		Explicit in forecast statement. 		77						6/9/2011 13:16		1/25/2012 9:06		SF		539		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, located on title page and documentation page. 		iii		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2002		yes		Bionic legs were available as early as 1999. 		Some ambiguity in the interpretation of "bionic". Ground truth sources were consistent. 		10		U.S. Coast Guard, “The Road to 2012: Looking Towards the Next Two Decades,” March 1993. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Bionic legs, equipped with computer-controlled actuators and small power sources will become available in 2002.” 		236		Bionic legs will be available in 2002. 										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Coast Guard in collaboration with the Arlington Institute, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iii		Bionic legs can emerge in any market worldwide. 		236		540		yes		1999		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This document is the report of an environmental scan of the most significant driving forces that are likely to affect the future two decades hence. Page 3 indicates that the authors scanned for trends in social values, technology, economics, politics, energy, environment, health, population, transportation, and commercial space. 		2002		no		0.333333333		Bionic legs will emerge on the market in 2002. 		236		Technology emergence		2005		1999		132		2		9		236		yes		-3		no		Bionic legs 		yes		Bionic legs were available as early as 1999. There was no evidence that they were available prior to 1999. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Bionic legs are a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Bionic legs capitalize on PCM properties. 		236		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence given in article that the technology is being worked on at the time of forecast.		236		3		9		Medium-term		yes		ND		1993		2002		Explicit in forecast statement. 		236						6/9/2011 13:27		1/25/2012 9:05		SF		540		SF

		1		yes		no		 				yes		Document publication date, located on title page and documentation page.		iii		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		Implantable, prosthetic ears were available in 2003.		Some ambiguity over what is meant by "artificial ear". The analyst assumes the forecast does not pertain to middle-ear prostheses (cochlear implants). 		10		U.S. Coast Guard, “The Road to 2012: Looking Towards the Next Two Decades,” March 1993. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Bionic legs, equipped with computer-controlled actuators and small power sources will become available in 2002, followed closely in 2003 by implantable artificial ears.” 		236		Implantable artificial ears will be available in 2003. 										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Coast Guard in collaboration with the Arlington Institute, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iii		Artificial ears can emerge anywhere in the world. 		236		541		no		2003		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This document is the report of an environmental scan of the most significant driving forces that are likely to affect the future two decades hence. (p.10) Page 3 indicates that the authors scanned for trends in social values, technology, economics, politics, energy, environment, health, population, transportation, and commercial space. 		2003		no		0		Artificial ears will emerge on the market in 2003. 		236		Technology emergence		2006		2000		132		2		9		236		yes		0		no		Artificial ears 		yes		Implantable, prosthetic ears were available in 2003. There is no indication that they were available before 2003. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Artificial ears are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Artificial ears rely on PCM properties. 		236		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence given in article that the technology is being worked on at time of forecast.		236		0		10		Medium-term		yes		ND		1993		2003		Explicit in forecast statement. 		236						6/9/2011 13:31		1/25/2012 9:05		SF		541		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, located on title page and documentation page. 		iii		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		no		Some human trials of bioartificial organs had been conducted from 2004 to 2008, but there is no indication that these organs are regularly used or commercially available. 		"Available" was interpreted to mean "on the market/commercially available". There is no indication that bioartificial organs have made it through human trials or been approved by regulatory agencies. 		10		U.S. Coast Guard, “The Road to 2012: Looking Towards the Next Two Decades,” March 1993. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“By 2006, we should have artificial organs from human tissue. Body cells and tissues will be incorporated into artificial pancreases, kidneys, and livers.” 		236		In 2006, artificial organs derived from human tissue will be available.										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Coast Guard in collaboration with the Arlington Institute, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iii		Artificial, tissue-derived organs can emerge anywhere in the world. 		236		542		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This document is the report of an environmental scan of the most significant driving forces that are likely to affect the future two decades hence. (p.10) Page 3 indicates that the authors scanned for trends in social values, technology, economics, politics, energy, environment, health, population, transportation, and commercial space. 		2006		no				Artificial, tissue-derived organs will emerge. 		236		Technology emergence		2010		2002		132		2		9		224		yes				no		Artificial organs 		yes		The first human trial of a bioartificial kidney occurred in 2004, and the first bioartificial heart was developed in 2008. Artificial organs derived from skin cells were made throughout this timeframe. However, there is no indication that these bioartificial organs were mature/available commercially in 2006 or 2011. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Artificial organs are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		The organs will be tissue-derived. 		236		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Bioartificial organs were not mature when the forecast was made. 		236				13		Long-term		yes		ND		1993		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		236						6/9/2011 13:34		1/25/2012 9:04		SF		542		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, located on title page and documentation page. 		iii		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		There were no FDA-approved drugs to prevent paralysis due to spinal cord injury in 2000. 		"Genetically engineered pharmaceuticals" are defined as pharmaceutical compounds derived from engineered cells or plants. Also, the forecast implies that the pharmaceuticals would be available, which means they'll be approved for use by the FDA or similar regulatory agencies (if outside the U.S.). 		10		U.S. Coast Guard, “The Road to 2012: Looking Towards the Next Two Decades,” March 1993. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Some of the most interesting new genetically-engineered drugs, available in 2000, will prevent paralysis due to spinal cord injury.” 		236		Genetically-engineered pharmaceuticals that prevent paralysis due to spinal cord injury will be available in 2000. 										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Coast Guard in collaboration with the Arlington Institute, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iii		The drugs can emerge anywhere in the world. 		236		543		yes				no		2010		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This document is the report of an environmental scan of the most significant driving forces that are likely to affect the future two decades hence. (p.10) Page 3 indicates that the authors scanned for trends in social values, technology, economics, politics, energy, environment, health, population, transportation, and commercial space. 		2000		no				The drugs will emerge in the forecast timeframe. 		236		Technology emergence		2002		1998		132		2		9		224		yes				no		Genetaceuticals 		yes		As of 2010, there were no approved drugs to prevent paralysis due to spinal cord injury. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Genetic engineering is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		236		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Drugs for that application were in the basic research stage at the time the forecast was made. 		236				7		Medium-term		yes		ND		1993		2000		Explicit in forecast statement. 		236						6/9/2011 13:40		1/25/2012 9:04		SF		543		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, available on title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1998		no		The project was discontinued and no other high speed rail system replaced the proposed TGV system.		The articles are clear when and why the Texas high speed rail project was terminated.		10		U.S. Coast Guard, “The Road to 2012: Looking Towards the Next Two Decades,” March 1993. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Operating on a totally new dedicated train in the ‘Texas Triangle’ (Dallas/Ft.Worth-Houston-San Antonio) will be the French TGV (Atlantique) traveling at speeds of up to 200 mph. The first operational phase between Dallas/Ft. Worth and Houston is planned for 1998.” 		256		The first operational phase of the French TGV's (Atlantique's) train between Dallas/Ft. Worth and Houston will begin in 1998. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written by the U.S. Coast Guard in collaboration with the Arlington Institute, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iii		Dallas, Ft. Worth, and Houston are in the U.S. 		256		544		yes				no		2009		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This document is the report of an environmental scan of the most significant driving forces that are likely to affect the future two decades hence. (p.10) Page 3 indicates that the authors scanned for trends in social values, technology, economics, politics, energy, environment, health, population, transportation, and commercial space. 		1998		no				The train between Dallas/Ft. Worth and Houston will emerge in the forecasted timeframe.		256		Technology emergence		2000		1996		132		2		9		228		yes				no		Trains 		yes		The Texas Triangle high speed rail effort was terminated in 2004.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Trains require systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Trains were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				5		Short-term		yes				1993		1998		Explicit in forecast statement. 		256						6/9/2011 13:45		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		544		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, located on title page and on documentation page.		iii		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		2 trillion revenue passenger miles were traveled in 2000. 		Direct comparison of revenue passenger miles. 		10		U.S. Coast Guard, “The Road to 2012: Looking Towards the Next Two Decades,” March 1993. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“National and international air transportation systems are growing. Increases of about a trillion revenue passenger-miles are projected for each decade between now and the year 2020, resulting in two trillion revenue passenger-miles in 2000, three trillion in 2010, and four trillion in 2020.” 		257		2 trillion revenue passenger-miles will be traveled in 2000 via air transportation. 										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Coast Guard in collaboration with the Arlington Institute, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iii		Explicit in forecast statement. 		257		545		no		2000		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This document is the report of an environmental scan of the most significant driving forces that are likely to affect the future two decades hence. (p.10) Page 3 indicates that the authors scanned for trends in social values, technology, economics, politics, energy, environment, health, population, transportation, and commercial space. 		2000		no		0		The number of passenger-miles traveled provides an indication of market penetration. 		257		Market penetration		2002		1998		132		2		9		223		yes		0		no		Air travel 		yes		2 trillion revenue passenger miles were traveled between 2000 and 2001 via air transportation. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Air travel requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		257		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Air travel was mature when the forecast was made. 		257		0		7		Medium-term		yes		ND		1993		2000		Explicit in forecast statement. 		257						6/9/2011 13:52		1/25/2012 9:02		SF		545		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, located on title page and documentation page.		iii		2. A lot of interpretation		3. Almost realized		1996		yes		Fewer than 4 commercial satellite constellations were in orbit in 1996. 		Some ambiguity in determining what the author meant by “constellations”. Tauri Group space experts contend that “constellation” usually applies to groups of satellites working in conjunction, in low Earth orbit or medium Earth orbit. Additionally, space industry experts were needed to interpret STAR database output. Commercial constellations that were initially launched before the forecasted timeframe include Intelsat and Inmarsat. However, new generations of these constellations that were launched during the forecasted timeframe, such as the Inmarsat 3 and 7, were included. 		10		U.S. Coast Guard, “The Road to 2012: Looking Towards the Next Two Decades,” March 1993. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“A number of new private global satellite constellations will also come on stream in the next five years.” 		53		Several (4-10) new private global satellite constellations will be launched between 1994-1998. 										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Coast Guard in collaboration with the Arlington Institute, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iii		The private satellites can be launched from anywhere in the world. 		53		546		yes		1998		yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This document is the report of an environmental scan of the most significant driving forces that are likely to affect the future two decades hence. (p.10) Page 3 indicates that the authors scanned for trends in social values, technology, economics, politics, energy, environment, health, population, transportation, and commercial space. 		1996		no		0.666666667		Additional private satellites will emerge in the forecasted timeframe. 		53		Technology emergence		1998		1994		132		2		9		234		yes		2		no		Satellites		yes		Four commercial new satellite constellations were in orbit between 1994 and 1998. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Satellites are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Satellites are space technologies. 		53		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Satellites were in use when the forecast was made. 		53		2		3		Short-term		yes		ND		1993				"In the next five years" is 1994 to 1998		53		1998		1994		6/9/2011 14:15		1/25/2012 9:02		SF		546		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, located on the title and documentation page. 		iii		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1998		yes		GPS receivers were in many new cars in 1998. 		The forecast failed to define "many". However, the ground truth document used the same imprecise adjective, so the forecast event did occur. 		10		U.S. Coast Guard, “The Road to 2012: Looking Towards the Next Two Decades,” March 1993. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“American manufacturers predict that by the end of the decade many new car models in the U.S. will be GPS equipped.” 		280		Between 1997-1999, many new car models in the U.S. will be equipped with GPS technology.  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written by the U.S. Coast Guard in collaboration with the Arlington Institute, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iii		Explicit in forecast statement. 		280		547		yes		1998		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This document is the report of an environmental scan of the most significant driving forces that are likely to affect the future two decades hence. (p.10) Page 3 indicates that the authors scanned for trends in social values, technology, economics, politics, energy, environment, health, population, transportation, and commercial space. 		1998		no		0		GPS technology will migrate to use in automobiles. 		280		Technology Migration		1999		1997		132		2		9		228		yes		0		no		Global Positioning System		yes		Many cars were equipped with GPS technology in 1998. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		GPS technology is a subsystem. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, GPS (which is a type of sensor) is an automobile technology. 		280		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		GPS technology was mature when the forecast was made. 		280		0		5		Short-term		yes		ND		1993				According to the standard lexicon, the "end of the decade" is XX77-XX79. 		280		1999		1997		6/9/2011 14:18		1/25/2012 9:01		SF		547		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, available on title page.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		no		The DC-X never entered full-scale development. 		Some interpretation involved in determining what "full-scale development" means. 		10		U.S. Coast Guard, “The Road to 2012: Looking Towards the Next Two Decades,” March 1993. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company has planned a Single Stage To Orbit vehicle (SSTO), which will operate like [an] airplane; launch into space, drop off a payload, and then land on earth again. It is designed to turn around in days or hours. The prototype will be tested in May of 1993 with full-scale development scheduled in ’94-’96.” 		284		The Single Stage To Orbit (SSTO) vehicle will be in full-scale development between 1994 and 1996.  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written by the U.S. Coast Guard in collaboration with the Arlington Institute, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iii		The SSTO is a U.S. program. 		NA		548		yes				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This document is the report of an environmental scan of the most significant driving forces that are likely to affect the future two decades hence. (p.10) Page 3 indicates that the authors scanned for trends in social values, technology, economics, politics, energy, environment, health, population, transportation, and commercial space. 		1995		no				The SSTO will evolve such that it will be in full-scale development in the forecasted timeframe. 		NA		Evolution		1996		1994		132		2		9		234		yes				no		Single Stage to Orbit vehicle 		yes		The DC-X (the SSTO being developed by McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company) never got past being a demonstrator vehicle, and therefore never entered full-scale development. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		The SSTO is a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		The SSTO is a space technology. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that a SSTO prototype would be tested in 1993 (the year the forecast was made). 		284				2		Short-term		yes				1993				Explicit in forecast statement. 		284		1996		1994		6/9/2011 14:22		7/12/2012 10:39		SC		548		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as see on the title page.		NA						1973		no						i		U.S. Department of Transportation, “Oceanborne Shipping: Demand and Technology Forecast,” June 1968.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“The trend in supersize bulk carriers will continue and tankers larger than 200,000 DWT are expected to comprise one-half of total world tonnage capacity by 1973…” 		i		In 1973, tankers larger than 200,000 deadweight tonnage (DWT) will comprise one-half of total world tonnage capacity. 										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Department of Transportation, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement. 		i		549		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This analysis explores trends in the volume of oceanborne trade, trends in the development of ship technology, and trends in the growth of the world fleets. Based on these trends, and on an examination of the economic factors that serve as the catalysts for technological advance, projections are made relative to trade, technology, and fleet composition for periods 1, 15, 35, and 75 years into the future. (i)		1973		no				200,000 DWT tankers will comprise half of the market. 		i		Market penetration		1975		1971		133		2		9		229		yes				no		Tankers 		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Tankers are ships and are therefore systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast language and timeframe suggest that tankers of that capacity were in use when the forecast was made, and would comprise more of the market in the predicted year. 		i				5		Short-term		no				1968		1973		Explicit in forecast statement. 		i						6/9/2011 14:32		1/27/2012 7:47		SF		549		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page. 		NA						1983		no						i		U.S. Department of Transportation, “Oceanborne Shipping: Demand and Technology Forecast,” June 1968.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“By 1983, it is expected that tankers in the 400,000 to 600,000 DWT category will comprise ten percent of total world tonnage capacity.” 		3-Jan		In 1983, tankers in the 400,000 to 600,000 deadweight tonnage (DWT) category will comprise 10% of total world tonnage capacity.										1		Worldwide		This document was written by the U.S. Department of Transportation, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement. 		3-Jan		550		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This analysis explores trends in the volume of oceanborne trade, trends in the development of ship technology, and trends in the growth of the world fleets. Based on these trends, and on an examination of the economic factors that serve as the catalysts for technological advance, projections are made relative to trade, technology, and fleet composition for periods 1, 15, 35, and 75 years into the future. (i)		1983		no				400,000-600,000 DWT tankers will have 10% of the market. 		3-Jan		Market penetration		1988		1978		133		2		9		229		yes				no		Tankers 		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Tankers are ships, and are therefore systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast timeframe suggests that tankers of that capacity were not in use when the forecast was made. 		3-Jan				15		Long-term		no				1968		1983		Explicit in forecast statement. 		3-Jan						6/9/2011 14:35		1/27/2012 7:44		SF		550		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1983		yes		By 1983 bulk carriers had surpassed the forecast DWT.		Data clearly stated in table from source.		i		U.S. Department of Transportation, “Oceanborne Shipping: Demand and Technology Forecast,” June 1968.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“It is expected that 200,000 DWT will probably be the largest bulk carrier in the world fleet by 1983.” 		3-Jan		In 1983, the largest bulk carrier in the world will have a 200,000 deadweight tonnage (DWT) capacity. 										1		Worldwide		This document was written by the U.S. Department of Transportation, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement. 		3-Jan		551		no		1979		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This analysis explores trends in the volume of oceanborne trade, trends in the development of ship technology, and trends in the growth of the world fleets. Based on these trends, and on an examination of the economic factors that serve as the catalysts for technological advance, projections are made relative to trade, technology, and fleet composition for periods 1, 15, 35, and 75 years into the future. (i)		1983		no		0.266666667		The 200,000 DWT carrier will be the market leader. 		3-Jan		Market penetration		1988		1978		133		2		9		229		yes		-4		no		Bulk carrier		yes		In 1983 the worlds largest bulk carrier was the "Ore" built in 1982 with a 267,889 DWT.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Bulk carriers are ships and are therefore systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast timeframe indicates that bulk carriers with the predicted capacity were not in use when the forecast was made.		3-Jan		4		15		Long-term		yes		SF		1968		1983		Explicit in forecast statement. 		3-Jan						6/9/2011 14:38		5/4/2012 14:23		SF		551		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1983		no		In 1983 world tanker trade was not 3,354 million long tons. The forecast was therefore not realized.		Interpreted the negative trend in yearly tanker cargo volume between 1980 and 1990 to indicate that in 1983 world tanker trade was not 3,354 based on the 1980 figure of 1871 million tons.		i		U.S. Department of Transportation, “Oceanborne Shipping: Demand and Technology Forecast,” June 1968.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table		4-Jan		In 1983, the world tanker trade will be 3,354 million long tons. Forecast derived from table 1-1. 										1		Worldwide		This document was written by the U.S. Department of Transportation, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement. 		4-Jan		552		yes				no		2009		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This analysis explores trends in the volume of oceanborne trade, trends in the development of ship technology, and trends in the growth of the world fleets. Based on these trends, and on an examination of the economic factors that serve as the catalysts for technological advance, projections are made relative to trade, technology, and fleet composition for periods 1, 15, 35, and 75 years into the future. (i)		1983		no				World tanker trade = market penetration of tankers. 		4-Jan		Market penetration		1988		1978		133		2		9		229		yes				no		Tankers 		yes		World tanker in 1980 was 1,871 million long tons assuming world tanker trade did not nearly double in 3 years would indicate that trade did not reach 3,354 million long tons of volume by 1983.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Tankers are ships, and are therefore systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Tankers existed and were in use when the forecast was made. The forecast is predicting what the world trade in tankers would be in a certain timeframe.		4-Jan				15		Long-term		yes		SF		1968		1983		Explicit in table. 		4-Jan						6/9/2011 14:40		5/4/2012 14:22		SF		552		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						1983		no						i		U.S. Department of Transportation, “Oceanborne Shipping: Demand and Technology Forecast,” June 1968.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table		6-Jan		In 1983, 4,384 tankers will be in the world fleet. Forecast derived from table 1-3. 

[Also has 2,261 bulk ships and 14,823 freighters. Could seek to verify those if we can't find the # of tankers]										1		Worldwide		This document was written by the U.S. Department of Transportation, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in table. 		6-Jan		553		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This analysis explores trends in the volume of oceanborne trade, trends in the development of ship technology, and trends in the growth of the world fleets. Based on these trends, and on an examination of the economic factors that serve as the catalysts for technological advance, projections are made relative to trade, technology, and fleet composition for periods 1, 15, 35, and 75 years into the future. (i)		1983		no				Number of tankers in world fleet =  market penetration of tankers. 		6-Jan		Market penetration		1988		1978		133		2		9		229		yes				no		Tankers 		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Tankers are ships, and are therefore systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Tankers existed and were in use when the forecast was made. The forecast is merely predicting how many would be in the world fleet during a specific timeframe.		6-Jan				15		Long-term		no				1968		1983		Explicit in table. 		6-Jan						6/9/2011 14:42		1/27/2012 7:37		SF		553		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						1973		no						i		U.S. Department of Transportation, “Oceanborne Shipping: Demand and Technology Forecast,” June 1968.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Conventional break bulk ships will be built or converted to all hatch vessels equipped with gear of high spotting ability to efficiently handle mixes of unit and break bulk cargo. A fleet of 10 to 20 barge carriers will be in operation by 1973 and will compete with other unit cargo movement systems." 		2-Mar		A fleet of 10 to 20 barge carriers will be in operation by 1973. 										1		Worldwide		This document was written by the U.S. Department of Transportation, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast is likely for the world fleet. 		2-Mar		554		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This analysis explores trends in the volume of oceanborne trade, trends in the development of ship technology, and trends in the growth of the world fleets. Based on these trends, and on an examination of the economic factors that serve as the catalysts for technological advance, projections are made relative to trade, technology, and fleet composition for periods 1, 15, 35, and 75 years into the future. (i)		1973		no				Number of barge carriers in operation = market penetration. 		2-Mar		Market penetration		1975		1971		133		2		9		229		yes				no		Barge carriers 		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Barge carriers are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Barge carriers already existed and were in use when the forecast was made; forecast is merely predicting the number of carriers that will be in operation. 		2-Mar				5		Short-term		no				1968		1973		Explicit in forecast statement. 		2-Mar						6/9/2011 14:45		1/27/2012 7:35		SF		554		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page. 		NA						1978		no						i		U.S. Department of Transportation, “Oceanborne Shipping: Demand and Technology Forecast,” June 1968.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“It appears probable that slow speed diesel and later medium speed diesels as well as stem plants will continue to dominate this market [propulsion] in the near future (5-15 years].” 		8-Mar		Between 1973 and 1983, the propulsion market will be dominated by slow and medium speed diesel and stem plant propulsion systems. 										1		Worldwide		This document was written by the U.S. Department of Transportation, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast is addressing the world maritime propulsion market. 		8-Mar		555		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This analysis explores trends in the volume of oceanborne trade, trends in the development of ship technology, and trends in the growth of the world fleets. Based on these trends, and on an examination of the economic factors that serve as the catalysts for technological advance, projections are made relative to trade, technology, and fleet composition for periods 1, 15, 35, and 75 years into the future. (i)		1978		no				3 propulsion systems will dominate the market in the forecasted timeframe. 		8-Mar		Market penetration		1983		1973		133		2		9		229		yes				no		Propulsion systems		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Propulsion systems are systems. 		8-Mar		System		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast is predicting a steady-state event with currently-used technology (propulsion systems). 		8-Mar				10		Medium-term		no				1968				The predicted event was slated to occur in the "near future", which the document defined as 5-15 years. The document was published in 1968. 		8-Mar		1983		1973		6/9/2011 14:49		1/27/2012 7:32		SF		555		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						1983		no						i		U.S. Department of Transportation, “Oceanborne Shipping: Demand and Technology Forecast,” June 1968.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“It is highly probable that in 1983, dry cargo will be unitized to the maximum degree possible and whatever non-bulk dry cargo is left in its original form because of excessive dimensions or weight or other characteristics, will be carried out by special vessels or barge-carriers.” 		3-23, 3-24		By 1983, the cargo unitization process will be competed. 										1		Worldwide		This document was written by the U.S. Department of Transportation, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Cargo unitization can happen anywhere in the world. 		23-Mar		556		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This analysis explores trends in the volume of oceanborne trade, trends in the development of ship technology, and trends in the growth of the world fleets. Based on these trends, and on an examination of the economic factors that serve as the catalysts for technological advance, projections are made relative to trade, technology, and fleet composition for periods 1, 15, 35, and 75 years into the future. (i)		1983		no				The forecast indicates that cargo  unitization would change (evolve) in the predicted timeframe. 		23-Mar		Evolution		1988		1978		133		2		9		229		yes				no		Cargo unitization 		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Cargo unitization is a system/process. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast language indicates that the cargo unitization process was underway when the forecast was made.		23-Mar				15		Long-term		no				1968		1983		Explicit in forecast statement. 		23-Mar						6/9/2011 14:51		1/27/2012 7:30		SF		556		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1973		yes		The forecast indicated the average crude oil tanker would have a capacity of 80,000 DWT; the average capacity was 10,000 DWT less than forecasted. 		Read data from graph in source. 1976 is assumed to be the first year 80,000 DWT was reached. 		i		U.S. Department of Transportation, “Oceanborne Shipping: Demand and Technology Forecast,” June 1968.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“According to the present trend in the size of newly ordered tankers, the average crude oil ‘workhorse’ will grow to about 80,000 DWT within the next five years.” 		Mar-39		By 1973, the average crude oil tanker will have a capacity of 80,000 deadweight tonnage (DWT). 										1		Worldwide		This document was written by the U.S. Department of Transportation, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Oil tankers are used worldwide. 		Mar-39		557		no		1976		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This analysis explores trends in the volume of oceanborne trade, trends in the development of ship technology, and trends in the growth of the world fleets. Based on these trends, and on an examination of the economic factors that serve as the catalysts for technological advance, projections are made relative to trade, technology, and fleet composition for periods 1, 15, 35, and 75 years into the future. (i)		1973		no		0.6		Oil tankers will evolve such that their DWT capacity will increase. 		Mar-39		Evolution		1975		1971		133		2		9		229		yes		3		no		Oil tankers 		yes		The average crude oil tanker had a capacity of ~70,000 DWT in 1973.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Oil tankers are ships, and are therefore systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast statement indicates that crude oil tankers existed when the forecast was made, but would increase in size in the predicted timeframe.		Mar-39		3		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1968		1973		1968 + 5 years = 1973. 		Mar-39						6/9/2011 14:54		5/4/2012 14:20		SF		557		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1983		yes		Mono-hull ships were dominant in the forecast year.		Data stated clearly in source. 		i		U.S. Department of Transportation, “Oceanborne Shipping: Demand and Technology Forecast,” June 1968.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“1983 Forecast. As in 1973, displacement type mono-hulls will be the dominant ship form for most of the world’s trade volume, in spite of limited speed capabilities.” 		Mar-50		In 1983, displacement type mono-hulls will be the dominant ship form for most of the world's trade volume. 										1		Worldwide		This document was written by the U.S. Department of Transportation, as seen from the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement. 		Mar-50		558		no		1983		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This analysis explores trends in the volume of oceanborne trade, trends in the development of ship technology, and trends in the growth of the world fleets. Based on these trends, and on an examination of the economic factors that serve as the catalysts for technological advance, projections are made relative to trade, technology, and fleet composition for periods 1, 15, 35, and 75 years into the future. (i)		1983		no		0		Displacement type mono-hulls will dominate the market in the forecasted timeframe. 		Mar-50		Market penetration		1988		1978		133		2		9		229		yes		0		no		Displacement type mono-hulls 		yes		Displacement type mono-hulls remained the dominant ship form for most of the world's trade volume in 1983. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Displacement type mono-hulls are ships, and are therefore systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that displacement type mono hulls were being built when the forecast was made.		Mar-50		0		15		Long-term		yes		SF		1968		1983		Explicit in forecast statement. 		Mar-50						6/9/2011 14:57		5/4/2012 14:17		SF		558		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		1						2005		no						1		“Forecasts Bright for Future of Technology,” The Daily Yomiuri, December 1, 1992. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“They foresee revolutionary developments in food production technology with a process to convert cellulose into starch by 2005…”		1		A process to convert cellulose into starch will be used in food production by 2005. 										1		Worldwide		The Daily Yomiuri is a Japanese newspaper.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		The cellulose-to-starch conversion technology can emerge anywhere in the world. 		1		559		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were derived from a Japan Science and Technology Agency survey of 3,000 experts in a wide range of fields.		2005		no				The cellulose-to-starch conversion technology will emerge in 2005. 		1		Technology emergence		2009		2001		134		1		5		224		yes				no		Cellulose conversion		yes				Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		A cellulose conversion process is a subsystem. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Cellulose conversion for food production likely involves biotechnology. 		1		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence that the technology discussed was being worked on at the time of the forecast.		1				13		Long-term		yes		ND		1992		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1						6/9/2011 15:03		10/24/2011 14:10		ND		559		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		no		There was no cure for HIV/AIDS in 2006. 		There was no cure for HIV/AIDS in 2006. 		1		“Forecasts Bright for Future of Technology,” The Daily Yomiuri, December 1, 1992. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“They say a reliable cure for AIDS will be available by 2006…”		1		A reliable cure for AIDS will be available in 2006. 										1		Worldwide		The Daily Yomiuri is a Japanese newspaper.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		A cure for AIDS can emerge anywhere in the world. 		1		560		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were derived from a Japan Science and Technology Agency survey of 3,000 experts in a wide range of fields.		2006		no				A cure for AIDS will emerge in the forecasted timeframe. 		1		Technology emergence		2010		2002		134		1		5		224		yes				no		Pharmaceuticals 		yes		There was no cure for HIV/AIDS in 2006, and there is still no cure (in 2011). 		Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Pharmaceuticals are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		A cure for AIDS would likely be a pharmaceutical product. 		1		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		There was no cure for HIV/AIDS when the forecast was made. 		NA				14		Long-term		yes		ND		1992		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1						6/9/2011 15:06		7/12/2012 9:07		SF		560		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, available on title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		Several models of hybrid vehicles prior to 2005 had fuel efficiencies that exceeded 30 mpg. 		Unable to find information about the fuel efficiencies of midsize cars in Japan, which had hybrid vehicles before the U.S. did. As such, the realization date might not be entirely correct. 		7		Office of Technology Assessment, “Advanced Automotive Technology: Visions of a Super-Efficient Family Car,” September 1995. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		 “OTA believes that new mid-size autos will gradually become more fuel efficient—reaching about 30 mpg by 2005…” 		10		Mid-size cars will have a fuel efficiency of 30 mpg by 2005. 										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment and participants were US-based.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iv-ix		Cars are available worldwide and the auto industry is multi-regional. 		NA		561		yes		1999		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The OTA used workshops, interviews with experts, and a literature to produce forecasts. Workshop participants represented academic institutions, the auto industry, strategic consulting firms, and government agencies. 		2005		no		0.6		Mid-sized cars will evolve such that their fuel efficiency will improve. 		10		Evolution		2008		2002		135		1		62		228		yes		-6		no		Automobiles 		yes		The Honda Insight, released in 1999, had a fuel efficiency of 60/66 mpg (city/highway). The 2001 Toyota Prius had a fuel efficiency of 41 mpg (combined). 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Cars are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Document title, obvious in forecast. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Cars were mature when the forecast was made. 		NA		6		10		Medium-term		yes		ND		1995		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		10						6/10/2011 11:11		1/23/2012 8:06		SF		561		SF

		2		yes		no		As written, this appears to be a contingent forecast. However, given the context I think the phrase, "If OTA’s projections for technology prove to be correct..." is really just a way of saying if our forecast is correct--not a precursor variable.  				yes		Document publication date, available on title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		Several models of hybrid vehicles prior to 2005 had fuel efficiencies that exceeded 39 mpg.		Unable to find information about the fuel efficiencies of midsize cars in Japan, which had hybrid vehicles before the U.S. did. As such the realization date might not be entirely correct.		7		Office of Technology Assessment, “Advanced Automotive Technology: Visions of a Super-Efficient Family Car,” September 1995. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“If OTA’s projections for technology prove to be correct, a mid-size auto could achieve 39 to 42 mpg by 2005…” 		10		A mid-size automobile will achieve 39-42 mpg in 2005. 										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment, and participants were US-based.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iv-ix		Cars are available worldwide and the auto industry is multi-regional. 		NA		562		yes		1999		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The OTA used workshops, interviews with experts, and a literature to produce forecasts. Workshop participants represented academic institutions, the auto industry, strategic consulting firms, and government agencies. 		2005		no		0.6		Cars will evolve such that their fuel efficiency will improve. 		NA		Evolution		2008		2002		135		1		62		228		yes		-6		no		Automobiles 		yes		The Honda Insight, released in 1999, had a fuel efficiency of 60/66 mpg (city/highway). The 2001 Toyota Prius had a fuel efficiency of 41 mpg (combined).		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Cars are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Cars were mature when the forecast was made. 		NA		6		10		Medium-term		yes				1995		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		10						6/10/2011 11:14		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		562		SF

		0		yes		no		Uses "can" which is language excluded by our lexicon.				yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA								no						7		Office of Technology Assessment, “Advanced Automotive Technology: Visions of a Super-Efficient Family Car,” September 1995. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“While longer term prospects show promise, OTA considers it unlikely that a PEM fuel cell can be successfully commercialized for high-volume, light-duty vehicle applications by 2005…” 		16		Proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells will be commercialized for light-duty vehicle applications in the long term. (11-25 years)  										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment. Participants were US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iv-ix		Cars are available worldwide and the auto industry is multi-regional. 		16		563		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The OTA used workshops, interviews with experts, and a literature to produce forecasts. Workshop participants represented academic institutions, the auto industry, strategic consulting firms, and government agencies (see pages viii-ix). 				yes				The PEM fuel cell will not emerge on the market for those applications in 2005. 		16		Technology emergence						135		1		62		228		yes				no		PEM fuel cells		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Fuel cells are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, PEM fuel cells apply to vehicles. 		16		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that PEM fuel cells were not mature when the document was written.		16				23.5		Long-term		no				1995				Explicit in forecast statement. 		16		2031		2006		6/10/2011 11:18		1/27/2012 7:20		SF		563		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						2005		no						7		Office of Technology Assessment, “Advanced Automotive Technology: Visions of a Super-Efficient Family Car,” September 1995. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		 “Most manufacturers OTA interviewed had similar expectations for tire rolling resistance reduction over the next decade…Most also believed the H-rated or V-rated tires would have similar percentage reductions in rolling resistance so that they would have rolling resistance coefficients (RRCs) of 0.009 to 0.01 by 2005.” 		78		H-rated or V-rated tires will have rolling resistance coefficients (RRCs) of 0.009-0.01 in 2005. 										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment. Participants were US-based 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iv-ix		Cars are available worldwide and the auto industry is multi-regional. 		NA		564		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The OTA used workshops, interviews with experts, and a literature to produce forecasts. Workshop participants represented academic institutions, the auto industry, strategic consulting firms, and government agencies (see pages viii-ix)		2005		no				Technology will evolve such that RRC will improve. 		78		Evolution		2008		2002		135		1		62		228		yes				no		Tires		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Tires are components of cars. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Tires were in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1995		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		78						6/10/2011 11:21		1/27/2012 7:18		SF		564		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, available on title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2005		yes		Tires with a 0.0065 RRC existed in 2005, but the average RRC of normal tires is likely >0.0065. 		The term "normal" tires is undefined; the analyst assumes this means passenger tires (with L,M, N, P, Q, R,S, T, U, and H ratings). Also, it's unclear whether the 0.0065 is meant to be an average of all passenger tires, or if the forecaster is merely stating that some normal tires will have a RRC of 0.0065. 		7		Office of Technology Assessment, “Advanced Automotive Technology: Visions of a Super-Efficient Family Car,” September 1995. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Most manufacturers OTA interviewed had similar expectations for tire rolling resistance reduction over the next decade. The expectation was that an overall reduction of 30 percent was feasible by 2005, resulting in normal tires with a rolling resistance coefficient (RRC) of 0.0065…” 		78		Normal tires will have a rolling resistance coefficient (RRC) of 0.0065 in 2005. 										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment and participants were US-based.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iv-ix		Cars are available worldwide and the auto industry is multi-regional. 		NA		565		no		2005		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The OTA used workshops, interviews with experts, and a literature to produce forecasts. Workshop participants represented academic institutions, the auto industry, strategic consulting firms, and government agencies. 		2005		no		0		Technology will evolve such that tire RRC will improve. 		78		Evolution		2008		2002		135		1		62		228		yes		0		no		Tires		yes		The RRC range of normal replacement tires in 2005 ranged from 0.005 to 0.0152. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		yes		Tires are components of cars. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Document title, explicit in forecast. 		78		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Tires were mature when the forecast was made. 		78		0		10		Medium-term		yes		ND		1995		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		78						6/10/2011 11:23		1/23/2012 8:02		SF		565		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, available on title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		Only 30% of new cars had a 4-cylinder engine in 2005. 		Some interpretation involved in determining whether the forecaster meant new cars or cars on the road. Since forecast document is about efficient family cars, the analyst assumes the forecast is referring to new cars. 		7		Office of Technology Assessment, “Advanced Automotive Technology: Visions of a Super-Efficient Family Car,” September 1995. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Analysis of additional valve layout designs suggests that five valve designs (three intake, two exhaust) can provide an additional 20 percent increase in flow area, at the expense of increased valvetrain complexity. Current expectations are that most engines will be of the four-valve types by 2005.” 		84		Most car engines in 2005 will be of the four-valve type. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was written by the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment, and participants were US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iv-ix		The forecast was likely referring to the U.S. market.  		iii		566		yes		2010		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The OTA used workshops, interviews with experts, and a literature to produce forecasts. Workshop participants represented academic institutions, the auto industry, strategic consulting firms, and government agencies. 		2005		no		0.5		Four-valve engines will dominate the market in 2005. 		84		Market penetration		2008		2002		135		1		62		228		yes		5		no		Engines		yes		30 percent of new cars had four cylinder engines in 2005; 65% had four cylinders in 2010. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Engines are subsystems in cars. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Document title. 		84		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Four-valve engines were mature when the forecast was made. 		84		5		10		Medium-term		yes		ND		1995		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		84						6/10/2011 11:26		1/23/2012 8:00		SF		566		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. Publication date is provided on the title page, which isn't numbered.		NA		4. Little interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2002.5		yes		Lean NOx catalysts were in development from the late 1990s until around 2001, when the first products started appearing in Europe. The forecast states that the catalysts will be in development from 2000-2005. Ground truth indicates they were in development for only one year of this predicted timeframe (2000). 		Some interpretation involved in figuring out the degree to which the forecast had been realized. The forecast states that the catalysts will be in development from 2000-2005. Ground truth indicates they were in development for only one year of this predicted timeframe (2000). 		7		Office of Technology Assessment, “Advanced Automotive Technology: Visions of a Super-Efficient Family Car,” September 1995. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Little data on lean-NOx catalysts with diesel engines was presented by the manufacturers, but there is guarded optimism that such catalysts may emerge from the research stage within the next five years. Commercialization may occur after 2005…” 		95		Lean-NOx catalysts will be in development between 2000 and 2005. 

										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment and study participants were US-based.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iv-ix		Cars are available worldwide and the auto industry is multi-regional. 		NA		567		yes		1998		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The OTA used workshops, interviews with experts, and a literature to produce forecasts. Workshop participants represented academic institutions, the auto industry, strategic consulting firms, and government agencies. 		2002.5		no		0.6		Lean-NOx converters will evolve such that they will progress towards development and commercialization. 		NA		Evolution		2005		2000		135		1		62		228		yes		-4.5		no		Lean-NOx catalysts 		yes		Lean-NOx catalysts were in development in 1998 and were on the market in Europe as early as 2001. BlueTech, a lean NOx engine, was introduced to the U.S. market in 2006. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Catalysts are components of cars. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		The catalysts will be used to power automobiles. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The catalysts were in development when the forecast was made. 		NA		4.5		7.5		Medium-term		yes				1995				If research on the catalysts is slated to end in five years (1995 + 5 = 2000) and commercialization occurs in 2005, then development will occur between 2000 and 2005. 		95		2005		2000		6/10/2011 11:34		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		567		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. Publication date is provided on the title page, which is not numbered.		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		The batteries were not mass produced until 2011. 		It's unclear whether the forecast is saying that the batteries will be mass produced for use in cars or for use in other applications (such as energy, which NGK Insulators produced the NaS batteries for).The analyst assumes the mass production pertains to all applications. 		7		Office of Technology Assessment, “Advanced Automotive Technology: Visions of a Super-Efficient Family Car,” September 1995. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Based on this, it is reasonable to conclude that batteries whose status is listed ‘3’ in Table 3-12 will not be mass produced until 2000 at the earliest.” 

**Batteries in table 3-12 are: nickel-metal hydride, sodium sulfur, and sodium nickel chloride.		104		Sodium sulfur batteries will  be mass produced in 2000. 

**Could replace sodium sulfur with nickel-metal hydride or sodium nickel chloride. 										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment, and participants were US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iv-ix		NaS batteries could be mass produced anywhere in the world. 		NA		568		yes		2011		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The OTA used workshops, interviews with experts, and a literature to produce forecasts. Workshop participants represented academic institutions, the auto industry, strategic consulting firms, and government agencies. 		2000		no		2.2		The batteries will not be ready for mass production until the forecasted timeframe. 		104		Evolution		2002		1998		135		1		62		228		yes		11		no		Batteries 		yes		Ground truth documents indicate that NaS batteries had not been mass produced in 2000 or in 2007, and that NGK Insulators, Ltd. in Japan was the first company to successfully mass-produce the batteries in 2011 (approximately). 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Batteries are components of cars. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, batteries are used to power automobiles. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		These particular batteries were not mature when the forecast was made. 		NA		11		5		Short-term		yes				1995		2000		Explicit in forecast statement. 		104						6/10/2011 11:38		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		568		SF

		2		yes		no		This is a negative forecast. 				yes		Document publication date. Publication date is provided on the title page, which is not numbered.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1999.5		yes		Switch reluctance motors were commercialized as early as 1999--six years before the forecast stated they would be. 		One ground truth source indicates that the motors were commercialized a few years before 2000, but there were no sources to indicate that they were commercialized before 1999. 		7		Office of Technology Assessment, “Advanced Automotive Technology: Visions of a Super-Efficient Family Car,” September 1995. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Most industry experts contacted by OTA do not believe switched reluctance motors can be commercialized before 2005…” 		116		Switch reluctance motors will not be commercialized before 2005. 										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment. Participants were US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iv-ix		Cars are available worldwide and the auto industry is multi-regional. 		NA		569		yes		1999		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The OTA used workshops, interviews with experts, and a literature to produce forecasts. Workshop participants represented academic institutions, the auto industry, strategic consulting firms, and government agencies. 		1999.5		no		0.111111111		The motors will not be mature in the forecasted timeframe. 		NA		Evolution		2004		1995		135		1		62		228		yes		-0.5		no		Switched reluctance motors 		yes		Ground truth documents indicate that switch reluctance motors were commercialized as early as 1999. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		yes		Motors are subsystems in cars. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The motors were not mature when the forecast was made. 		NA		0.5		4.5		Short-term		yes				1995				1995-2004 is the timeframe when the motors will not be commercialized. 		116		2004		1995		6/10/2011 11:42		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		569		SF

		2		yes		no		This is a negative forecast. 				yes		Document publication date. Publication date is provided on the title page, which isn't numbered. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1999.5		yes		Zinc-air batteries were commercially available 7 years before the forecasted date. 		"Zinc air fuel cells" is used synonymously with "zinc air batteries". Not sure if the forecast refers to chargeable or rechargeable batteries, and if that distinction is relevant. 		7		Office of Technology Assessment, “Advanced Automotive Technology: Visions of a Super-Efficient Family Car,” September 1995. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“OTA considers it unlikely that a zinc-air fuel cell can reach commercial production much before 2005…” 		106		Zinc-air fuel cells will not be produced commercially before 2005. 										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment. Participants are US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iv-vi		Cars are available worldwide and the auto industry is multi-regional. 		NA		570		yes		1998		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The OTA used workshops, interviews with experts, and a literature to produce forecasts. Workshop participants represented academic institutions, the auto industry, strategic consulting firms, and government agencies. 		1999.5		no		0.333333333		The fuel cells will not be mature in the forecast timeframe. 		NA		Evolution		2004		1995		135		1		62		228		yes		-1.5		no		Zinc-air fuel cells		yes		Zinc-air batteries were commercially available as early as 1998.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		yes		Fuel cells are components of cars. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the fuel cells are used to power automobiles. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The document indicates that zinc-air fuel cells were a nascent technology that were far from commercialization. 		106		1.5		4.5		Short-term		yes				1995				"Before 2005" means the timespan between when the forecast was made (1995) to the year before 2005 (2004).  		106		2004		1995		6/10/2011 11:45		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		570		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 1990, but the forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988 in Uberlingen. 		3						1990		no						3		European Space Agency,” Materials and Structures for 2000 and Beyond and Attempted Forecast by the DLR Materials and Structures Department,” May 1990. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart 		45		Rapidly-solidified (RS) superalloys will initially be used in 1990. Forecast derived from figure 7. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts were made by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in West Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		3		RS superalloys can emerge anywhere in the world. 		45		571		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988.		1990		no				RS superalloys will emerge in 1990. 		45		Technology emergence		1991		1989		136		1		2		230		yes				no		Rapidly-solidified superalloys 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Superalloys are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		RS superalloys are materials. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast timeframe indicates that RS superalloys were nearing maturity when the forecast was made.		45				2		Short-term		no				1988		1990		Explicit in figure. 		45						6/10/2011 13:23		1/27/2012 7:15		SF		571		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 1990, but the forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988 in Uberlingen. 		3						1995		no						3		European Space Agency,” Materials and Structures for 2000 and Beyond and Attempted Forecast by the DLR Materials and Structures Department,” May 1990. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		45		Fiber reinforced superalloys (FRS) will initially be used in 1995. Forecast derived from figure 7. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts were made by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in West Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		3		FRS superalloys can emerge anywhere in the world. 		45		572		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988.		1995		no				FRS superalloys will emerge in the forecast timeframe. 		45		Technology emergence		1997		1993		136		1		2		230		yes				no		Fiber reinforced superalloys 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Superalloys are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Superalloys are materials. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast timeframe indicates that superalloys were being developed when the forecast was made.		45				7		Medium-term		no				1988		1995		Explicit in figure. 		45						6/10/2011 13:27		1/27/2012 7:13		SF		572		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 1990, but the forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988 in Uberlingen. 		3						2001.5		no						3		European Space Agency,” Materials and Structures for 2000 and Beyond and Attempted Forecast by the DLR Materials and Structures Department,” May 1990. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		45		Intermetallic compounds will initially be used between 2001 and 2002. Forecast derived from figure 7. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts were made by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in West Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		3		Intermetallic compounds can emerge anywhere in the world. 		45		573		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988.		2001.5		no				Intermetallic compounds will emerge in the forecast timeframe. 		45		Technology emergence		2002		2001		136		1		2		230		yes				no		Intermetallic compounds 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Intermetallic compounds are components of systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Intermetallic compounds are materials. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that intermetallic compounds would not be "initially" used until 2001, which means they weren't used when the forecast was made. 		45				13.5		Long-term		no				1988				See figure 7. 		45		2002		2001		6/10/2011 13:29		1/27/2012 7:11		SF		573		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 1990, but the forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988 in Uberlingen. 		3						2000		no						3		European Space Agency,” Materials and Structures for 2000 and Beyond and Attempted Forecast by the DLR Materials and Structures Department,” May 1990. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“In recent years, the use of fibre-reinforced plastics in highly loaded structures has increased extraordinarily, to an extent scarcely foreseeable. An estimate of the market volume for the year 2000 predicts consumption at a level of US $ 7.5 x 10^9 [7.5 billion], with aviation and space flight responsible for 70%. Twenty percent is estimated for sports and leisure. The remaining 10% would be shared by such sectors as machine building and motor vehicle production.” 		56		The market volume for fiber-reinforced plastic structures in 2000 will be $7.5 billion USD. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts were made by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in West Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		3		The forecast addresses the global market for fiber-reinforced plastic structures. 		56		574		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988.		2000		no				Explicit in forecast statement. 		56		Market penetration		2004		1996		136		1		2		230		yes				no		Fiber-reinforced plastic 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Fiber-reinforced plastic is a component. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Fiber-reinforced plastic is a material. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Fiber-reinforced plastic structures were mature when the forecast was made. 		NA				12		Long-term		no				1988		2000		Explicit in forecast statement. 		56						6/10/2011 13:33		1/27/2012 7:09		SF		574		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 1990, but the forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988 in Uberlingen. 		3						2000		no						3		European Space Agency,” Materials and Structures for 2000 and Beyond and Attempted Forecast by the DLR Materials and Structures Department,” May 1990. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“In recent years, the use of fibre-reinforced plastics in highly loaded structures has increased extraordinarily, to an extent scarcely foreseeable. An estimate of the market volume for the year 2000 predicts consumption at a level of US $ 7.5 x 10^9 [7.5 billion], with aviation and space flight responsible for 70%. Twenty percent is estimated for sports and leisure. The remaining 10% would be shared by such sectors as machine building and motor vehicle production.” 		56		Aviation and space flight will account for 70% of the $7.5 billion (USD) market for fiber-reinforced plastic structures in 2000. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts were made by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in West Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		3		The forecast pertains to the global air and space market. 		56		575		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988.		2000		no				Explicit in forecast statement. 		56		Market penetration		2004		1996		136		1		2		230		yes				no		Fiber-reinforced plastic 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Fiber-reinforced plastic is a component of a system. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Fiber-reinforced plastic is a material. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Fiber-reinforced plastic was in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				12		Long-term		no				1988		2000		Explicit in forecast statement. 		56						6/10/2011 13:38		1/27/2012 7:09		SF		575		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 1990, but the forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988 in Uberlingen. 		3						2000		no						3		European Space Agency,” Materials and Structures for 2000 and Beyond and Attempted Forecast by the DLR Materials and Structures Department,” May 1990. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Forecasts of different manufacturers allow a rise of 10 to 14 thousand year-tonnes to be extrapolated for the year 2000.” 		57		In 2000, 10-14 year-tonnes of carbon fiber carbon will be sold. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts were made by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in West Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		3		The forecast pertains to worldwide sales. 		57		576		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988.		2000		no				Sales provide information about market penetration. 		57		Market penetration		2004		1996		136		1		2		230		yes				no		Carbon fiber 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Carbon fiber is a component. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Carbon fiber is a material. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Carbon fiber was used when the forecast was made. 		NA				12		Long-term		no				1988		2000		Explicit in forecast statement. 		57						6/10/2011 13:41		1/27/2012 7:08		SF		576		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 1990, but the forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988 in Uberlingen. 		3						1998		no						3		European Space Agency,” Materials and Structures for 2000 and Beyond and Attempted Forecast by the DLR Materials and Structures Department,” May 1990. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		57		In 1998, 12,000 year-tonnes of carbon fiber will be sold. Forecast derived from figure 11. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts were made by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in West Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		3		The forecast pertains to global sales. 		57		577		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988.		1998		no				Sales provide information about market penetration. 		57		Market penetration		2001		1995		136		1		2		230		yes				no		Carbon fiber 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Carbon fiber is a component. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Carbon fiber is a material. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Carbon fiber was used when the forecast was made. 		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1988		1998		Explicit in figure. 		57						6/10/2011 13:44		1/27/2012 7:07		SF		577		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 1990, but the forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988 in Uberlingen. 		3						2003		no						3		European Space Agency,” Materials and Structures for 2000 and Beyond and Attempted Forecast by the DLR Materials and Structures Department,” May 1990. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		57		In 2003, 14,000-16,000 year-tonnes of carbon fiber/year will be sold. Forecast derived from figure 11. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts were made by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in West Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		3		The forecast projects global sales. 		57		578		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988.		2003		no				Sales provide information about market penetration. 		57		Market penetration		2008		1998		136		1		2		230		yes				no		Carbon fiber 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Carbon fiber is a component. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Carbon fiber is a material. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Carbon fiber was used when the forecast was made. 		NA				15		Long-term		no				1988		2003		Explicit in figure. 		57						6/10/2011 13:47		1/27/2012 7:06		SF		578		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 1990, but the forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988 in Uberlingen. 		3		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1993.5		yes		China's first manned space flight didn't occur until 2003. 		The Shenzhou V was obviously China's first manned space flight. 		3		European Space Agency,” Materials and Structures for 2000 and Beyond and Attempted Forecast by the DLR Materials and Structures Department,” May 1990. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Up to the year 2000, the international environment is expected to be as follows:…China will have experience in manned space flight, and [will] have carried out experiments in weightlessness.” 		66		Before the year 2000, China will have conducted manned space flight. 		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The forecasts were made by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in West Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		5		Explicit in forecast statement. 		66		579		yes		2003		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988.		1993.5		no		1.727272727		Manned space flight technology will migrate to China. 		66		Technology Migration		1999		1988		136		1		2		234		yes		9.5		no		Manned space flight 		yes		China conducted its first manned space flight in October 2003, when the Shenzhou V was launched. 		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Manned space flights require systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		66		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Manned space flights had occurred before the forecast was made. 		66		9.5		5.5		Medium-term		yes		ND		1988				The forecast reads, "up to the year 2000", which implies that the event could occur from when the forecast was made to 1999. 		65		1999		1988		6/10/2011 13:52		10/20/2011 23:09		ND		579		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 1990, but the forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988 in Uberlingen. 		3						2001		no						3		European Space Agency,” Materials and Structures for 2000 and Beyond and Attempted Forecast by the DLR Materials and Structures Department,” May 1990. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		57		In 2001, 13,000-14,000 year-tonnes of carbon fiber will be sold. Forecast derived from figure 11. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts were made by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in West Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		3		The forecast projects global sales. 		57		580		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were made during a 2-day closed session in October 1988.		2001		no				Sales provide information about market penetration. 		57		Market penetration		2005		1997		136		1		2		230		yes				no		Carbon fiber 		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Carbon fiber is a component. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Carbon fiber is a material. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Carbon fiber was in use when the forecast was made. 		NA				13		Long-term		no				1988		2001		See figure 11. 		57						6/10/2011 14:03		1/27/2012 7:05		SF		580		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004.5		yes		Both professional and consumer blue laser optical storage existed in 2005.		Forecast was clear. 		1		Michael V. Copeland, “Tech Detective: Lasers at PARC,” Venture Capital Journal, October 1, 2002. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“A blue laser can read pits that are four times smaller than those read by red lasers. With a marketplace full of blue laser-based readers, you could quadruple the content on a DVD. It would also allow you to fit a single movie in the data-intensive high definition television standard onto a DVD, a pending government requirement. Optical data devices could also be made much smaller, and blue lasers are the key to it all. 'That is one of the near-term applications that is happening right now' says Jonhson..."No one would be surprised that within the next few years these blue laser devices will start hitting the market…' ” 		2		Blue laser devices for DVDs and optical data will hit the market between 2003 and 2006. 										1		Worldwide		Venture Capital Journal authors are US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Blue lasers can emerge anywhere in the world. 		2		581		yes		2003		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The individual making the forecast was affiliated with the Palo Alto Research Center. As such, he is an expert on lasers. 		2004.5		no		0.6		Expensive semiconductor blue laser devices existed and the prediction is for emergence into the commercial market		2		Technology Migration		2006		2003		137		1		4		231		yes		-1.5		no		Blue lasers 		yes		The first professional blue laser DVD recorder was released by Sony in late 2003.  These devices started hitting the consumer electronics market in 2005.  Mass availability for blue laser consumer electronics began in early 2006. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		yes		Lasers are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Lasers are photonics or phononics technologies. 		2		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Blue laser devices existed but were not in the consumer electronics market.		2		1.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		ND		2002				The article was published in late 2002. The next 3 years are 2003-2006. 		2		2006		2003		6/13/2011 11:09		1/23/2012 7:39		SF		581		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1988.5		no		The U.S. has not developed a space-based laser battle station.		Some interpretation required to discern what a laser battle station is. 		1		“Pentagon Studying Laser Battle Stations in Space,” Aviation Week & Space Technology, July 28, 1980. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“The program to develop the various technologies necessary to support a space-based series of laser battle stations position for self protection of U.S. satellites, as for ballistic missile defense, will require 7-10 years at the current pace, according to the assessment.” 		1		Between 1987 and 1990, a space-based series of laser battle stations capable of protecting U.S. satellites and providing missile defense will be developed. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Most Aviation Week & Space Technology authors are US-based.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The battle station will be developed and used by the U.S. 		1		582		no				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecasts were based on several assessments/essays on laser battle stations.		1988.5		no				The laser-based battle station will emerge in the forecast timeframe. 		1		Technology emergence		1990		1987		138		2		8		231		yes				yes		Laser battle stations 		yes		As of 2011, the U.S. has not developed a space-based laser battle station. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Space- and laser-based battle stations are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		This could be either photonics/phononics or space, since the laser battle station would be space-based. 		1		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technology was not mature when the forecast was made. 		1				8.5		Medium-term		yes		ND		1980				The article was published in 1980; 7-10 years is 1987 to 1990. 		1		1990		1987		6/13/2011 11:18		1/25/2012 8:56		SF		582		SF

		1		yes		no		Although the forecast statement has soft language and a lot of negative statements, the forecast for a laser battle station provides a valid and verifiable range. 				yes		Article publication date. 		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1986		no		The U.S. has not developed a space-based laser battle station.		Some ambiguity over the meaning of a space-based laser battle station. 		6-Jan		“Pentagon Studying Laser Battle Stations in Space,” Aviation Week & Space Technology, July 28, 1980. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“With present high energy laser program development, schedules, and funding profiles, feasibility will not be established conclusively for space-based weapons systems until 1985-1987, which places earliest possible operational capability for a battle station in orbit in the mid-1990s.”		1		High energy lasers will conclusively demonstrate feasibility for a space-based, laser battle station in 1985-1987. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Most Aviation Week & Space Technology authors are US-based.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The article addresses feasibility of a space-based weapon system in the U.S. 		1		583		no				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecasts were based on several assessments/essays on laser battle stations.		1986		no				The battle station will emerge in the forecasted timeframe. 		NA		Technology emergence		1987		1985		138		2		8		231		yes				yes		Laser battle station 		yes		As of 2011, the U.S. has not developed a space-based laser battle station. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Laser battle stations are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		This can be either photonics/phononics or space, since the laser battle station would be space-based. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Laser battle stations were immature when the forecast was made. 		NA				6		Medium-term		yes				1980				Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		1987		1985		6/13/2011 11:24		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		583		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1986		yes		The Strategic Defense Initiative was the closest thing to a commitment to use high energy lasers in the forecast period. However, in May 1994, two contracts were awarded to develop fully operational Airborne Laser (ABL) weapons, which use a high-energy COIL. 		Since the Strategic Defense Initiative was not truly a laser system with any developed hardware, the ABL contracts awarded in 1994 are the first high energy laser systems to be decided upon for use in ballistic defense. 

Moderate interpretation required to decipher what a "decision" is. 		1		“Pentagon Studying Laser Battle Stations in Space,” Aviation Week & Space Technology, July 28, 1980. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“But the decision to use high energy lasers as part of a mixed ballistic defense force is not expected until 1985-1987, when the effectiveness of more conventional antiballistic missile defense weapons is determined, and the cost effectiveness comparisons are complete.” 		5		The DoD's decision to use high energy lasers as part of ballistic defense will be made between 1985 and 1987. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The headquarters for Aviation Week & Space Technology is in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The U.S. will be making the decision. 		5		584		no		1994		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecasts were based on several assessments/essays on laser battle stations.		1986		no		1.333333333		A decision will emerge in the forecasted timeframe. 		5		Technology emergence		1987		1985		138		2		8		231		yes		8		no		High-energy lasers 		yes		The closest thing to a decision to use high energy lasers as part of a ballistic defense during the forecast range was the Strategic Defense Initiative in 1984. This was more of a commitment to research feasibility of higher energy lasers rather than to incorporate them into the ballistic defense system.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		High-energy lasers for ballistic missile defense would require a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		5		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology seems to exist at the time of forecast.		5		8		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1980				Explicit in forecast statement. 		5		1987		1985		6/13/2011 11:28		4/11/2012 11:59		SF		584		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		1						1986		no						4		W.D. Marbach, P. Hoban, R. Sandza, R. LaBrecque, K. Willenson, K. Foltz, & W.J. Cook, “The Dazzle of Lasers,” Newsweek, January 3, 1983.				yes		Trade press and popular media		“For the near term, they conclude, the best use of the lasers will be to disable enemy electronic sensory systems. They are not yet a primary military weapon.” 		4		Between 1984 and 1988, the best military use of lasers will be to disable enemy electronic sensory systems. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Newsweek is a U.S. publication. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The forecast pertains to the U.S. DoD's use of lasers. 		1		585		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts were derived from interviews with DoD personnel.		1986		no				Lasers will be used for a new purpose in the military within the forecast timeframe. 		4		Technology Migration		1988		1984		139		1		4		231		yes				no		Lasers 		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Lasers are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		4		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Lasers were mature when the forecast was made. 		4				3		Short-term		yes		ND		1983				Per the standard lexicon, "near term" is 1-5 years. The article was published in 1983, so this timeframe is 1984-1988. 		4		1988		1984		6/13/2011 11:35		10/25/2011 19:58		ND		585		SF

		1		yes		no		This is a negative forecast. 				yes		Article publication date. 		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1980.5		no		High-energy lasers do not have as many advantages as conventional weapons. 		Some ambiguity over what the forecaster means by "a large advantage over". The analyst took this to mean that HEL, in general, will not be as advantageous as conventional weapons, which can include several attributes (more rugged, portable, or durable; easier to use; more effective; less expensive, etc.)		1		Philip J. Klass, “Laser Destroys Missile in Test,” Avionics, August 7, 1978.				yes		Trade press and popular media		“Despite encouraging progress, it is not evident that high energy lasers would have any significant advantage over conventional weapons, at least in the near future, according to Defense Department officials.” 		1		Between 1978 and 1983, high energy lasers will not have a large advantage over conventional weapons.  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The forecast captures the perspective of the U.S. DoD. 		1		586		no				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Forecasts were derived from interviews with DoD personnel.		1980.5		no				High energy lasers will not evolve such that they are more effective than conventional weapons. 		1		Evolution		1983		1978		140		1		4		231		yes				yes		High energy lasers 		yes		As of 2011, high-energy lasers still do not have a large advantage over conventional weapons. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Lasers are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		High energy lasers were immature when the forecast was made. 		1				2.5		Short-term		yes		ND		1978				The near term is 1-5 years. Since the article was published in 1978, the timeframe is 1978-1983. 		1		1983		1978		6/13/2011 11:45		1/31/2012 14:32		SF		586		SF

		2		yes		no		This is a negative forecast. 		This forecast may be too vague to verify. 		yes		Article publication date. 		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1979.5		no		The U.S. has never deployed a high-energy laser weapon. 		Some interpretation to determine what "developed" means. The analyst assumes this means a system will not be operational. 		1		Philip J. Klass, “Laser Destroys Missile in Test,” Avionics, August 7, 1978.				yes		Trade press and popular media		“For this reason it is doubtful that the Pentagon will even consider beginning development of a high-energy laser weapon system prior to Fiscal 1982, and this date could slip.” 		1		The U.S. DoD will not develop a high-energy laser weapon system before October 1981*. 

*October 1981 is the beginning of FY82. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		587		no				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Forecasts were derived from interviews with DoD personnel.		1979.5		no				The technology will not be developed in the forecasted timeframe. 		1		Evolution		1981		1978		140		1		4		231		yes				yes		High energy laser 		yes		Although some high-energy laser development programs exist and have conducted tests, the U.S. has never deployed a high-energy laser weapon. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		HEL weapons require systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		HEL weapon systems were immature when the forecast was made. 		1				1.5		Short-term		yes		ND		1978				The DoD will not consider developing the weapon system before FY 1982. So it will not be developed before October 1981. 		1		1981		1978		6/13/2011 11:52		1/25/2012 12:10		SF		587		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1979		yes		Ground tests of the laser had been conducted against drones, and ALL flight tests began in 1975, but the ALL did not shoot down a drone until 1983.  		Unclear what relevance the Hughes pointing/tracking system has to the forecast event occurring. The ALL did not shoot down a drone in flight tests until 1983. 		3		Philip J. Klass, “Laser Destroys Missile in Test,” Avionics, August 7, 1978.				yes		Trade press and popular media		“These USAF experiments demonstrated that these earlier concerns were not problem areas. As a result, the airborne laser laboratory is being outfitted with a high-power gas-dynamic laser…The new laser has been tested at USAF’s test facility in Kirtland AFB, N.M., and ‘performs right up to specification,’ according to an observer close to the program. It is now being installed and integrated with an improved Hughes pointing/tracking system. USAF flight test experiments against drone targets are expected to begin in 1979.” 		3		Flight test experiments to test the effectiveness of a high-power, gas-dynamic laser integrated (combined with a Hughes pointing/tracking system) against drone targets will be conducted by 1979. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Obvious in forecast statement. 		3		588		no		1983		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Forecasts were derived from interviews with DoD personnel.		1979		no		4		Tests of the system's effectiveness will be conducted in the forecasted timeframe. 		3		Evolution		1979		1979		140		1		4		231		yes		4		no		Gas-dynamic laser 		yes		Airborne Laser Laboratory (ALL) flight tests began in 1975, but the ALL did not shoot down a drone until May 1983. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The laser and the Hughes tracking systems combined create a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Obvious in forecast statement. 		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The system was scheduled for testing the year after the forecast was made. 		3		4		1		Short-term		yes		ND		1978		1979		Explicit in forecast statement. 		3						6/13/2011 11:59		1/23/2012 7:26		SF		588		SF

		0		no		no		This forecast might need to be deleted, since it uses the word "might". 

I concur that we can't use this forecast.   The might makes it too vague and it is complex.  If an accelerated effort occurs then . . . .  (Jason)				yes		Article publication date.		1						1988		no						3		Philip J. Klass, “House Unit Alters Laser Goals,” Aviation Week & Space Technology, April 26, 1982. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“He estimated that with an accelerated effort, excimer lasers might match the current capabilities of hydrogen-fluoride and deuterium-fluoride chemical lasers in five to seven years.” 		3		Excimer lasers will match the current capabilities of hydrogen-fluoride and deuterium-fluoride chemical lasers by 1987-1989. 										1		Worldwide		Aviation Week & Space Technology is published in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Improvements to the excimer laser can be made anywhere in the world. 		3		589		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast was derived from a DoD expert. 		1988		yes				The performance of the excimer laser will improve. 		3		Evolution		1989		1987		141		1		4		231		yes				no		Excimer laser 		no				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Lasers are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Obvious in forecast statement. 		3		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology appears to be available at the time of forecast.		3				6		Medium-term		no				1982				The forecasted event should occur in 5-7 years. The article was published in 1982, so the timeframe is 1987-1989. 		3		1989		1987		6/13/2011 12:05		10/25/2011 14:15		ND		589		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		yes		China's first lunar satellite entered orbit in 2007--a year after the forecasted date. 		Verification was a matter of finding out when China's first lunar satellite launched. 		2		Matthew Forney, “Great Leap Skyward,” Time,  October 20, 2003. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“Beijing hopes to send a satellite around the moon by 2006, land a robotic explorer there two years later, and make a moon walk perhaps within a decade.” 		1		By 2006, China will send a satellite around the moon. 		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		590		yes		2007		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast is based on interviews with experts. 		2006		no		0.333333333		Space technology will migrate to China. 		1		Technology Migration		2007		2005		142		1		4		234		yes		1		no		Satellites 		yes		The Chang'e 1 was China's first lunar satellite. It entered lunar orbit in November 2007. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		yes		The forecasted event would require a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Satellites were orbiting the moon before the forecast was made. 		1		1		3		Short-term		yes		ND		2003		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1						6/13/2011 12:10		1/23/2012 7:24		SF		590		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		2		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		China has not sent a robotic explorer to the moon. 		Verification required ascertaining the progress of the Chang'e. 		2		Matthew Forney, “Great Leap Skyward,” Time,  October 20, 2003. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“Beijing hopes to send a satellite around the moon by 2006, land a robotic explorer there two years later, and make a moon walk perhaps within a decade.” 		1		China will land a robotic explorer on the moon by 2008. 		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		591		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecasts are based on interviews with experts.		2008		no				The technology will migrate to China. 		1		Technology Migration		2010		2006		142		1		4		234		yes				no		Robotic explorer 		yes		In 2011, China still had not sent a robotic explorer to the moon. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Robotic explorers require systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Robotic explorers had landed on the moon before the forecast was made. 		1				5		Short-term		yes		ND		2003		2008		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1						6/13/2011 12:13		1/23/2012 7:23		SF		591		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007.5		yes		The F-15K entered operational use/was fielded in 2008. 		Direct comparison of the date. 		2		Robert Wall, “Better Defense, Better Offense,” Aviation Week & Space Technology, April 12, 2004. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“In the next 3-4 years, the U.S. and South Korea expect to introduce more than 150 equipment improvements, valued at $11 billion, Campbell noted, including South Korea’s fielding of its F-15k strike fighters.”		2		Between 2007 and 2008, South Korea will field its F-15K strike fighters. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is currently based in London (http://www.aviationweek.com/aw/About_Us_Editorial.do). 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		Explicit in forecast statement. 		2		592		no		2008		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author used interviews and essays. 		2007.5		no		0.142857143		F-15K fighters will emerge in South Korea. 		2		Technology emergence		2008		2007		143		2		9		223		yes		0.5		no		F-15k strike fighter 		yes		The F-15K entered operational use in 2008. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Aircraft are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		2		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The F-15 existed but was not fielded when the forecast was made. 		2		0.5		3.5		Short-term		yes		ND		2004				The forecasted event would happen in the next 3 to 4 years. 		2		2008		2007		6/13/2011 12:19		1/25/2012 8:51		SF		592		SF

		2		yes		no		I changed the methodology slightly to key technology scanning, corrected the time frame and change prediction type to emergence.  The space station was in development at the time of the forecast (and technically there have been other space stations) but ISS is a unique technology that "emerged" when it could be crewed.  (Jason)				yes		Article publication date. 		68		4. Little interpretation		4. Mostly realized		1997.5		yes		The author did not anticipate that the U.S. space station plans at the time (Space Station Freedom) would be subsumed under the International Space Station. 		The forecast author did not anticipate that the U.S. space station plans at the time (Space Station Freedom) would be subsumed under the International Space Station		68		K.M. Leonard and V.K. Aksamentov, “Compatibility of Russian Life-Support Systems to Future Space Missions,” Journal of Aerospace Engineering, (1995): 68-74. 				yes		Academic publications		“For example, the current NASA manned space vehicles, space shuttles, have had flight durations of 14 days and have replenished water, air, and food supplies for each flight. The future U.S. space station, proposed to be human-tended within the next 5 years, is projected to have a lifetime of 10 years and will serve as a staging base for missions to Mars.” 		68		The U.S. space station will be human-tended by the year 2000. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with the University of Alabama in Huntsville.  		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		68		The forecast pertains to the U.S. space station. 		68		593		yes		2000		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The authors derived the forecast by reviewing other published works.		1997.5		no		1		The space station will be operational and crewed in 5 years.		68		Technology emergence		2000		1995		144		8		56		234		yes		2.5		no		Space station 		yes		Plans for a U.S. space station in the late ‘80s/early ‘90s were scrapped; the U.S. plans became incorporated into the International Space Station. The International Space Station was launched in 2000 and has been continuously occupied by humans since.  		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		yes		The space station is a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		68		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that the space station was not mature when the forecast was made. 		68		2.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		ND		1995				The article was published in 1995. Five years after that is 2000. 		68		2000		1995		6/13/2011 12:27		1/31/2012 11:40		SF		593		SF

		0		yes		no				The International Space Station was launched in 2000, so its forecasted lifespan will extend to 2010. However, this can't be verified yet due to the 30% rule. 		yes		Article publication date. 		68								no						70-73		K.M. Leonard and V.K. Aksamentov, “Compatibility of Russian Life-Support Systems to Future Space Missions,” Journal of Aerospace Engineering, (1995): 68-74. 				yes		Academic publications		"The future U.S. space station, proposed to be human-tended within the next 5 years, is projected to have a lifetime of 10 years and will serve as a staging base for missions to Mars.” 		68		The U.S. space station will have a lifetime of 10 years. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are associated with the University of Alabama. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		68		The forecast pertains to the U.S. space station. 		68		594		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The authors derived the forecast by reviewing other published works. 				no				The space station will have a long lifespan. 		68		Evolution						144		8		56		234		yes				no		Space station 		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		The space station is a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		68		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the space station wasn't mature when the forecast was made. 		68				15		Long-term		no				1995		2010		The International Space Station was launched in 2000, so its forecasted lifespan will extend to 2010. 		68						6/13/2011 12:32		1/31/2012 11:39		SF		594		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Data of publication.  Based on wording in the report these forecasts were made late in 1990s but exact date is unknown		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2001		no		The Akash missile is still not operational/in service. 		Some ambiguity over the meaning of "enter service". The analyst assumes this means the weapon has been cleared for use (inducted), manufactured, and deployed. 		viI		Guy J. Farley and S. M. Gauthier. "Radar Technology Forecast for Land Warfare," Defense Research Establishment Ottawa, Technical Memorandum DREO TM 2000-064, April 2000 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		India's AKASH medium-range SAM operates with the RAJENDRA phased array radar, and probably uses radar command to line-of-sight guidance.  The system is still undergoing development and will probably enter service in the late 1990s, to early 2000s.		18		The Akash missile will enter service in 1999 to 2003.		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		Canadian report.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Forecasting an Indian system.		18		595		yes				yes		2011		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Forecast is an assessment of key radar technologies in development around the world.		2001		no				The system is still undergoing development and will probably enter service in the late 1990s, to early 2000s.		18		Technology emergence		2003		1999		145		8		56		236		yes				no		AKASH		yes		The Akash had undergone numerous trial firings in the late 1990s and early 2000s but had not entered service yet. It was inducted into the Indian Air Force in 2008 and an order was placed with Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) to fill the order. As of June 2011, there is no indication of the BEL having delivered the missiles to the Indian Air Force. It was inducted into the Indian Army in 2011; those deliveries will not occur for several years. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		The AKASH is a surface to air missile system.		18		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		The AKASH system is a surface to air missile system.		18		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The system is still undergoing development and will probably enter service in the late 1990s, to early 2000s.		18				1		Short-term		yes		ND		2000				in the late 1990s, to early 2000s.  Using 1999 rather than 1997-1999 due to the date of publication.		18		2003		1999		6/20/2011 13:59		10/21/2011 12:17		ND		595		JH

		2		yes		no						yes		Publication date		47		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997.5		yes		The Canadarm2 space robot, launched in 2001, is the earliest example of such a robot with flexible materials.		Thermoplastics can vary between flexible or rigid depending on the temperatures they are exposed to.		51		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)				yes		Academic publications		By 1995-2000, the following features of space robots should become feasible at
reasonable costs:
l The mechanical structure as well as the manipulator and end-effector of space
robots will be highly flexible in order to meet special space application requirements.
l There will be a multitude of sensors installed on the space robot (e.g., force,
torque, tactile, and visual sensors).
Time-proven technology for improving reliability, ranging from sturdy but lightweight
materials for mechanical systems to fault-finding and self-correcting controls,
will be available for space robots.
l New materials, such as plastics and composite materials, will be available for
space robots and will make robots stiffer and alleviate the dynamics design problems.
0 Dynamic control of robots can be improved substantially with real time computer
simulation. We can safely forecast that some form of crude real time simulation
for space robot dynamic control will become deployable.
l Active compliance control (e.g., by the use of force sensor feedback through a
computer to manipulate a pin for insertion into a hole) is likely to become a
proven technology available for space application.
l Technology for simple coordination among multiple robots will likely be available
for space applications.		51		Between 1995 and 2000, the structural and end-effector components of space robots will be made from highly flexible materials. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are from the U.S. and China. 										7		Multi-regional		47		Forecast is for space robots in general.  It mentions the Space Station which was a multi-national effort		NA		596		yes		2001		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The forecast calls the methodology precursor forecasts but the "precursor" is advances in industrial robots that the author claims proceeds space robots.  Based on this forecast by analogy is the closed sub-methodology.  There are also elements of metatrend or long wave analysis in this forecasts (Called generation dynamics by the author.) 		1997.5		no		0.259259259		Although space robots aren't mature the forecast is on an evolutionary metric for these robots		51		Evolution		2000		1995		146		5		28		235		yes		3.5		no		Space Robots		yes		Space robots did not have structural or effector components made from flexible materials in 1998.		Forecasting by comparison to a similar technology		Forecast by Analogy 		5		no		Forecast is for a material property of a space robot subsystem		NA		Component		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Document title.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Simplistic robotic technology for space existed, but the technologies forecasted where conceptual or in development.		NA		3.5		13.5		Long-term		yes		SF		1984				By 1995-2000,		51		2000		1995		6/20/2011 14:35		5/4/2012 14:14		SF		596		JH

		1		yes		no						yes		Publication date		47		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997.5		no		As of 2012, NASA engineers have indicated that no robots in space are capable of finding faults and then self correcting.		Interpreted finding faults and self correcting to mean robots repairing themselves.		51		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)				yes		Academic publications		By 1995-2000, the following features of space robots should become feasible at
reasonable costs:
l The mechanical structure as well as the manipulator and end-effector of space robots will be highly flexible in order to meet special space application requirements.
l There will be a multitude of sensors installed on the space robot (e.g., force, torque, tactile, and visual sensors).
0 Time-proven technology for improving reliability, ranging from sturdy but lightweight materials for mechanical systems to fault-finding and self-correcting controls, will be available for space robots.
l New materials, such as plastics and composite materials, will be available for space robots and will make robots stiffer and alleviate the dynamics design problems.
0 Dynamic control of robots can be improved substantially with real time computer simulation. We can safely forecast that some form of crude real time simulation for space robot dynamic control will become deployable.
l Active compliance control (e.g., by the use of force sensor feedback through a computer to manipulate a pin for insertion into a hole) is likely to become a proven technology available for space application.
l Technology for simple coordination among multiple robots will likely be available for space applications.		51		Fault-finding and self-correcting controls will be installed on space robots.										1		Worldwide		The authors are from the U.S. and China. 										7		Multi-regional		47		Forecast is for space robots in general.  It mentions the Space Station which was a multi-national effort		NA		597		no				yes		2012		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The forecast calls the methodology precursor forecasts but the "precursor" is advances in industrial robots that the author claims proceeds space robots.  Based on this forecast by analogy is the closed sub-methodology.  There are also elements of metatrend or long wave analysis in this forecasts (Called generation dynamics by the author.) 		1997.5		no				This forecast is for the emergence of fault-finding/ self-correcting space robotic controls		51		Technology emergence		2000		1995		146		5		28		235		yes				no		Space Robots		yes		Space robots were not able to find faults and self correct in 1998.		Forecasting by comparison to a similar technology		Forecast by Analogy 		5		no		Robotic controls are a subsystem		52		Subsystem		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		In this section we will apply the concepts of generation dynamics and precursors to one of the space robot subsystems-robot structure and control.		51		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Simplistic robotic technology for space existed, but the technologies forecasted where conceptual or in development.		NA				13.5		Long-term		yes		SF		1984				By 1995-2000,		51		2000		1995		6/20/2011 15:55		5/4/2012 14:12		SF		597		JH

		2		yes		no						yes		Publication date		47		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997.5		yes		The earliest example of a space robot incorporating plastics is the Canadarm2 in 2001.		Takes lack of evidence of plastics in space robots prior to Canadarm2 as indication that this was the first space robot constructed as such.		51		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)				yes		Academic publications		By 1995-2000, the following features of space robots should become feasible at reasonable costs:
l The mechanical structure as well as the manipulator and end-effector of space robots will be highly flexible in order to meet special space application requirements.
l There will be a multitude of sensors installed on the space robot (e.g., force, torque, tactile, and visual sensors).
0 Time-proven technology for improving reliability, ranging from sturdy but lightweight materials for mechanical systems to fault-finding and self-correcting controls, will be available for space robots.
l New materials, such as plastics and composite materials, will be available for space robots and will make robots stiffer and alleviate the dynamics design problems.
0 Dynamic control of robots can be improved substantially with real time computer simulation. We can safely forecast that some form of crude real time simulation for space robot dynamic control will become deployable.
l Active compliance control (e.g., by the use of force sensor feedback through a computer to manipulate a pin for insertion into a hole) is likely to become a proven technology available for space application.
l Technology for simple coordination among multiple robots will likely be available for space applications.		52		Between 1995 and 2000, plastics will be used on space robots.										1		Worldwide		The authors are from the U.S. and China. 										7		Multi-regional		47		Forecast is for space robots in general.  It mentions the Space Station which was a multi-national effort		NA		598		yes		2001		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The forecast calls the methodology precursor forecasts but the "precursor" is advances in industrial robots that the author claims proceeds space robots.  Based on this forecast by analogy is the closed sub-methodology.  There are also elements of metatrend or long wave analysis in this forecasts (Called generation dynamics by the author.) 		1997.5		no		0.259259259		This forecast is for the emergence of plastic structure for space robots		52		Technology emergence		2000		1995		146		5		28		235		yes		3.5		no		Space Robots		yes		There were no plastics used on space robots in 1998.		Forecasting by comparison to a similar technology		Forecast by Analogy 		5		no		Plastics are a material to make components and subsystems		52		Component		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		In this section we will apply the concepts of generation dynamics and precursors to one of the space robot subsystems-robot structure and control.		51		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Simplistic robotic technology for space existed, but the technologies forecasted where conceptual or in development.		NA		3.5		13.5		Long-term		yes		SF		1984				By 1995-2000,		52		2000		1995		6/20/2011 16:03		5/4/2012 14:11		SF		598		JH

		2		yes		no						yes		Publication date		47		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997.5		yes		Earliest example of space robot using composite carbon fiber-thermoplastic structures is the Candarm2 in 2001.		Interpreted carbon fiber-thermoplastic to be a composite and used Canadarm2 as first example of a space robot with such material due to lack of evidence of other such robots.		51		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)				yes		Academic publications		By 1995-2000, the following features of space robots should become feasible at
reasonable costs:
l The mechanical structure as well as the manipulator and end-effector of space robots will be highly flexible in order to meet special space application requirements.
l There will be a multitude of sensors installed on the space robot (e.g., force, torque, tactile, and visual sensors).
0 Time-proven technology for improving reliability, ranging from sturdy but lightweight materials for mechanical systems to fault-finding and self-correcting controls, will be available for space robots.
l New materials, such as plastics and composite materials, will be available for space robots and will make robots stiffer and alleviate the dynamics design problems.
0 Dynamic control of robots can be improved substantially with real time computer simulation. We can safely forecast that some form of crude real time simulation for space robot dynamic control will become deployable.
l Active compliance control (e.g., by the use of force sensor feedback through a computer to manipulate a pin for insertion into a hole) is likely to become a proven technology available for space application.
l Technology for simple coordination among multiple robots will likely be available for space applications.		52		Between 1995 and 2000, composites will be used on space robots.										1		Worldwide		The authors are from the U.S. and China. 										7		Multi-regional		47		Forecast is for space robots in general.  It mentions the Space Station which was a multi-national effort		NA		599		yes		2001		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The forecast calls the methodology precursor forecasts but the "precursor" is advances in industrial robots that the author claims proceeds space robots.  Based on this forecast by analogy is the closed sub-methodology.  There are also elements of metatrend or long wave analysis in this forecasts (Called generation dynamics by the author.) 		1997.5		no		0.259259259		This forecast is for the emergence of plastic structure for space robots		52		Technology emergence		2000		1995		146		5		28		235		yes		3.5		no		Space Robots		yes		In 1998 there were no space robots with composite structures.		Forecasting by comparison to a similar technology		Forecast by Analogy 		5		no		Composites are a material to make components and subsystems		52		Component		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		In this section we will apply the concepts of generation dynamics and precursors to one of the space robot subsystems-robot structure and control.		51		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Simplistic robotic technology for space existed, but the technologies forecasted where conceptual or in development.		NA		3.5		13.5		Long-term		yes		SF		1984				By 1995-2000,		52		2000		1995		6/20/2011 16:04		5/4/2012 14:09		SF		599		JH

		2		yes		no						yes		Publication date		47		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997.5		no		The Mars rovers Sojourner, Spirit, and Opportunity were semi-autonomous systems, but did not have more than 7 sensors. 		The forecast statement and the ground truth sources appear to use the same metrics (number of sensors), however under further inspection we could not determine if the author meant scientific sensors, i.e. instruments, or more general sensors like position and feedback sensors that are common on autonomous robots. Some additional interpretation involved in determining what a robot is. 		51		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)				yes		Academic publications		By 1995-2000, the following features of space robots should become feasible at
reasonable costs:
l The mechanical structure as well as the manipulator and end-effector of space robots will be highly flexible in order to meet special space application requirements.
l There will be a multitude of sensors installed on the space robot (e.g., force, torque, tactile, and visual sensors).
0 Time-proven technology for improving reliability, ranging from sturdy but lightweight materials for mechanical systems to fault-finding and self-correcting controls, will be available for space robots.
l New materials, such as plastics and composite materials, will be available for space robots and will make robots stiffer and alleviate the dynamics design problems.
0 Dynamic control of robots can be improved substantially with real time computer simulation. We can safely forecast that some form of crude real time simulation for space robot dynamic control will become deployable.
l Active compliance control (e.g., by the use of force sensor feedback through a computer to manipulate a pin for insertion into a hole) is likely to become a proven technology available for space application.
l Technology for simple coordination among multiple robots will likely be available for space applications.		51		Between 1995 and 2000, more than 10 sensors will be installed on space robots. 										1		Worldwide		Forecasters are from the USA and China										7		Multi-regional		47		Forecast is for space robots in general.  It mentions the Space Station which was a multi-national effort		51		600		no				yes		2011		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The forecast calls the methodology precursor forecasts but the "precursor" is advances in industrial robots that the author claims proceeds space robots.  Based on this forecast by analogy is the closed sub-methodology.  There are also elements of metatrend or long wave analysis in this forecasts (Called generation dynamics by the author.) 		1997.5		no				This forecast is for the evolution of sensors on a space robot.		51		Evolution		2000		1995		146		5		28		235		yes				no		Space Robots		yes		As of 2011, NASA does not have a fully or partially autonomous rover with more than 7 sensors. 		Forecasting by comparison to a similar technology		Forecast by Analogy 		5		no		Sensors would be subsystems associated with robots. 		51		Subsystem		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		In this section we will apply the concepts of generation dynamics and precursors to one of the space robot subsystems-robot structure and control.		51		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Simplistic robotic technology for space existed, but the technologies forecasted where conceptual or in development.		51				13.5		Long-term		yes		ND		1984				By 1995-2000.		51		2000		1995		6/20/2011 16:06		7/12/2012 10:27		SF		600		JH

		1		yes		no						yes		Publication date		47		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1989		yes		The first 2 armed robot with high accuracy, repeatibility, dexterity and two arms working in concert in industry was the MOTOMAN, introduced in 2005.		Interpreted the requirement for high accuracy and dexterity as being held to a human like standard or greater.		53		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)				yes		Academic publications		At present, two-arm robots are still in experimental stage. While there is no urgent need in industry for the two-arm feature, we forecast that the two-arm robots working in consort will emerge by the end of this decade, with high accuracy, repeatibility, and dexterity, and they will be attractive for space applications by the year 2000.		53		Two arm robots will be used in industry by 1989										1		Worldwide		The authors are from the U.S. and China. 										7		Multi-regional		47		Forecast is for space robots in general.  It mentions the Space Station which was a multi-national effort		NA		601		no		2005		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This forecast focuses on generational analysis for industrial robots		1989		no		3.2		Emergence of 2 armed robots		53		Technology emergence		1991		1987		146		5		32		235		yes		16		no		Industrial robots		yes		Robots with high accuracy, repeatibility, dexterity and two arms working in concert were not used in industry in 1989.		Analysis based on trends that extend over many generations		Megatrend Analysis 		5		no		Robots are systems of systems. 		53		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		While there is no urgent need in the industry		53		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Experimental stage		NA		16		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1984		1989		End of this decade		53						6/20/2011 16:17		7/12/2012 10:26		SF		601		JH

		2		yes		no						yes		Publication date		47		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		A two-armed robot was not used in space until 2008. 		The forecast and ground truth information were clear. 		53		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)				yes		Academic publications		"At present, two-arm robots are still in experimental stage. While there is no urgent need in industry for the two-arm feature, we forecast that the two-arm robots working in consort will emerge by the end of this decade, with high accuracy, repeatability, and dexterity, and they will be attractive for space applications by the year 2000."		53		Two arm robots will be used in space by 2000										1		Worldwide		Forecasters are from the USA and China										7		Multi-regional		47		Forecast is for space robots in general.  It mentions the Space Station which was a multi-national effort.		53		602		yes		2008		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The forecast calls the methodology precursor forecasts but the "precursor" is advances in industrial robots that the author claims proceeds space robots.  Based on this forecast by analogy is the closest sub-methodology.  There are also elements of metatrend or long wave analysis in this forecasts (Called generation dynamics by the author.) 		2000		no		0.5		Emergence of 2 armed robots for space.		53		Technology emergence		2005		1995		146		5		28		235		yes		8		no		Space robots		yes		No two-armed robots were launched in or before 2000. The first two-armed robot, the Dextre SPDM, was launched in 2008. 		Forecasting by comparison to a similar technology		Forecast by Analogy 		5		no		Robots are systems of systems. 		53		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Will be attractive for space applications.		53		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Experimental stage.		53		8		16		Long-term		yes		ND		1984		2000		Stated in forecast		53						6/20/2011 16:20		7/12/2012 10:26		SF		602		JH

		0		yes		no				Some ambiguity on forecast methodology		yes		Publication date		47						1997.5		no						55		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)				yes		Academic publications		We forecast that space-qualified computers will continue to lag earth-bound computers by 5 to 10 years in terms of state-of-the-art technology.		55		Space qualified computer will lag earth-bound computers by 5 to 10 years 										1		Worldwide		Forecasters are from the USA and China										7		Multi-regional		47		Forecast is for space robots in general.  It mentions the Space Station, which was a multi-national effort		NA		603		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Page 55 indicates that the forecast is based on generational analysis		1997.5		no				Evolutions of space qualified computers		55		Evolution		2000		1995		146		5		32		226		yes				no		Space qualified computers		yes				Analysis based on trends that extend over many generations		Megatrend Analysis 		5		no		Computer system		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		We forecast that space-qualified computers		53		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Space qualified computers are mature		NA				13.5		Long-term		no				1984				Stated in forecast		47		2000		1995		6/20/2011 16:34		1/31/2012 11:23		SF		603		JH

		0		yes		no				Some ambiguity on forecast methodology		yes		Publication date		47						1997.5		no						55		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)				yes		Academic publications		There are new forms of computer memory, such as optical memory and superconducting systems. While the very low temperature environment in outer space might provide an opportunity for using superconducting systems, none of the new forms of memory, in our judgment, will be usable for space robot applications by 1995-2000.		55		Space qualified computer will continue to use standard electronic and magnetic memory.										1		Worldwide		Forecasters are from the USA and China										7		Multi-regional		47		Forecast is for space robots in general. It mentions the Space Station, which was a multi-national effort		NA		604		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Page 55 indicates that the forecast is based on generational analysis		1997.5		no				Evolutions of space qualified computers		55		Evolution		2000		1995		146		5		32		226		yes				no		Space qualified computer memory for robots		yes				Analysis based on trends that extend over many generations		Megatrend Analysis 		5		no		Memory chips are a computer component.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		None of the new forms of memory, in our judgment, will be usable for space robot applications		53		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Space qualified computers are mature		NA				13.5		Long-term		no				1984				Stated in forecast		47		2000		1995		6/20/2011 16:37		1/31/2012 11:22		SF		604		JH

		2		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1984.		47		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1994.5		no		In 2007 robots were still only able to process natural language in a limited fashion in a lab environment.		Decided that if a human must change the way he/she speaks to get the robot to understand, it isn’t natural language.  Also decided the standard was "not in the lab". There are no robots available with NL capabilities that are not in the lab.		48		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)				yes		Academic publications		"5th generation: Robots that can understand natural language, 1990s (?)"		50		During the 1990s, robots will be able to respond to natural language.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are from the U.S. and China. 										7		Multi-regional		47		Looked at development of technology based on NASA, so therefore predicted for future technologies in United States.		NA		605		yes				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article states the authors reviewed literature and interviewed experts.  They discussed what might influence "an expert's opinion" making it clear they used interviews with experts to make their forecasts.		1994.5		no				Robots were predicted to begin to understand natural language, a development not yet reached at the time of the forecast.		50		Technology emergence		1999		1990		146		1		4		235		yes				no		Robots understanding natural language		yes		Robots were not able to respond to natural language.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Understanding language is a system in the robot's system of systems.		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Technology about system in robotics.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology not yet available at time of forecast.		NA				10.5		Long-term		yes		SF		1984				Forecast states that event will occur in the 1990s.		50		1999		1990		6/21/2011 10:50		4/11/2012 12:13		SF		605		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1984.		47						1987		no						48		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)				yes		Academic publications		"Rare earth metals are being used in rotors of pancake motors and can offer the advantages of lightweightedness and high torque capacity.  Motors manufactured in this way are estimated to be commercially available by 1987."		52		By 1987, robot's motors' rotors will be made with rare earth metals.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are from the U.S. and China. 										7		Multi-regional		47		Looked at development of technology based on NASA, so therefore predicted for future technologies in United States.		NA		606		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article states the authors reviewed literature and interviewed experts.  They discussed what might influence "an expert's opinion" making it clear they used interviews with experts to make their forecasts.		1987		no				The technology was still being researched at the time of forecast.		52		Technology emergence		1988		1986		146		1		4		235		yes				no		Robot's motors' rotors made with rare metals		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The material used to create the motor is a component of the robot, but the rotors are subsystems associated with the robot. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Technology about development in robotics.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology not yet available at time of forecast.		NA				3		Short-term		no				1984		1987		Forecast states that event will occur in 1987.		52		1999		1990		6/21/2011 11:04		7/12/2012 10:25		SF		606		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1984.		47		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1985		no		Only 1-3% of robots sold by 2001 had vision, unlikely 15% of robots had vision in 1985.		Inferring the invalidity of forecast by observing lack of robots with vision systems long after the date range of forecast.		48		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)				yes		Academic publications		"We forecast the robots with some vision will be 15% of all robots sold by 1985..."		53		Fifteen percent of robots sold by 1985 will have vision.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are from the U.S. and China. 										7		Multi-regional		47		Looked at development of technology based on NASA, so therefore predicted for future technologies in United States.		NA		608		no				no		2001		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article states the authors reviewed literature and interviewed experts.  They discussed what might influence "an expert's opinion" making it clear they used interviews with experts to make their forecasts.		1985		no				The technology was still in development at the time of forecast.		53		Technology emergence		1985		1985		146		1		4		235		yes				no		Robots with vision		yes		Fifteen percent of robots sold by 1985 did not have vision.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The vision system would be a system in the robot.		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Technology about development in robotics.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology not yet available at time of forecast.		NA				1		Short-term		yes		SF		1984		1985		Forecast states that event will occur by 1985, in one year.		53		1989		1985		6/21/2011 11:30		4/11/2012 11:46		SF		608		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1984.		47		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1990		no		Only 1-3% of robots sold by 2001 had vision, unlikely that 25% had vision in 190		Inferring that in 1990 25% of robots did not have vision from observation of a lack of robots with vision systems in 2001.		48		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)				yes		Academic publications		"We forecast the robots with some vision will be...25% of all robots sold by 1990..."		53		Twenty-five percent of robots sold by 1990 will have vision.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are from the U.S. and China. 										7		Multi-regional		47		Looked at development of technology based on NASA, so therefore predicted for future technologies in United States.		NA		609		no				no		2001		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article states the authors reviewed literature and interviewed experts.  They discussed what might influence "an expert's opinion" making it clear they used interviews with experts to make their forecasts.		1990		no				The technology is still under development at time of forecast, but is being forecasted to have emerged before the timeframe given for this forecast, therefore making it an evolution instead of emergence.		53		Evolution		1992		1988		146		1		4		235		yes				no		Robots with vision		yes		25% of robots sold by 1990 did not have vision.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The vision system would be a system in the robot.		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Technology about development in robotics.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology not yet available at time of forecast.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1984		1990		Forecast states that event will occur by 1990.		53		1990		1985		6/21/2011 12:00		4/11/2012 11:47		SF		609		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1984.		47		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1985		no		Forecast still has not been realized. This technology is still in research stages. In 2010 researchers were still working towards a robot with scene analysis capability which would allow it to "do useful things in real everyday environments".		In 2010 robotic scene analysis capabilities still were not useful in an everyday environment. From this it can be inferred that 10% of robots sold in 1985 would not have a feature that is still without use in 2010.		48		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)				yes		Academic publications		"We forecast...that robots with scene analysis capability will be 10% of all robots sold by 1985..."		54		Ten percent of robots sold by 1985 will have scene analysis capability.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are from the U.S. and China. 										7		Multi-regional		47		Looked at development of technology based on NASA, so therefore predicted for future technologies in United States.		NA		610		no				no		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article states the authors reviewed literature and interviewed experts.  They discussed what might influence "an expert's opinion" making it clear they used interviews with experts to make their forecasts.		1985		no				The technology is still under development at time of forecast.		54		Technology emergence		1985		1985		146		1		4		235		yes				no		Robots with scene analysis capability		yes		10% of robots did not have scene analysis capability in 1985.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The scene analysis capability would be a subsystem in the vision system of the robot.		NA		Subsystem		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Technology about development in robotics.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology not yet available at time of forecast.		NA				1		Short-term		yes		SF		1984		1985		Forecast states that event will occur by 1985, so in one year.		54		1990		1985		6/21/2011 12:14		4/11/2012 11:50		SF		610		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1984.		47		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1990		no		In 2010 scene analysis capability in robots was still in the developmental stages and not yet at a stage to be useful in everyday environments. 		If scene analysis capability is still not useful in an everyday environment it is unlikely 15% of robots sold by 1990 had this capability.		48		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)				yes		Academic publications		"We forecast...that robots with scene analysis capability will be...15% (of all robots sold) by 1990..."		54		Fifteen percent of all robots sold by 1990 will have scene analysis capability.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are from the U.S. and China. 										7		Multi-regional		47		Looked at development of technology based on NASA, so therefore predicted for future technologies in United States.		NA		611		no				no		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article states the authors reviewed literature and interviewed experts.  They discussed what might influence "an expert's opinion" making it clear they used interviews with experts to make their forecasts.		1990		no				The technology is still under development at time of forecast, but by the timeframe given it will have already emerged, therefore making it an evolution instead of emergence.		54		Evolution		1992		1988		146		1		4		235		yes				no		Robots with scene analysis capability		yes		15% of all robots sold in 1990 did not have scene analysis capability.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The scene analysis capability would be a subsystem in the vision system of the robot.		NA		Subsystem		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Technology about development in robotics.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology not yet available at time of forecast.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1984		1990		Forecast states that event will occur by 1990.		54		1990		1985		6/21/2011 12:19		4/11/2012 11:50		SF		611		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1984.		47		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1985		no		By 2007 the use of tactile sensors was still described as extremely low. In 2000 few if any tactile sensors could be found in factory based applications.		Tactile sensors have little to no use in modern factories in 2007, it is therefore unlikely that 5% of industrial robots were using such sensors in 1985.		48		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)				yes		Academic publications		"For industrial robots, it is forecasted that robots with simple tactile sensors will be 5% of all robots sold by 1985..."		54		Five percent of industrial robots sold by 1985 will have simple tactile sensors.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are from the U.S. and China. 										7		Multi-regional		47		Looked at development of technology based on NASA, so therefore predicted for future technologies in United States.		NA		612		no				no		2007		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article states the authors reviewed literature and interviewed experts.  They discussed what might influence "an expert's opinion" making it clear they used interviews with experts to make their forecasts.		1985		no				The technology is still under development at time of forecast.		54		Technology emergence		1985		1985		146		1		4		235		yes				no		Robots with simple tactile sensors		yes		Five percent of industrial robots sold by 1985 did not have simple tactile sensors.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The simple tactile sensors would be a system of the robots.		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Technology about development in robotics.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology not yet available at time of forecast.		NA				1		Short-term		yes		SF		1984		1985		Forecast states that event will occur by 1985, in one year.		54		1990		1985		6/21/2011 12:30		4/11/2012 11:52		SF		612		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1984.		47		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1990		no		In 2007 the use of tactile sensors was still described as extremely low and in 2000 there were few if any tactile sensors found in factory applications.		Few if any tactile sensors were in use in factories in 2000. It is therefore unlikely twenty percent of industrial robots sold had these sensors by 1990.		48		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)				yes		Academic publications		"For industrial robots, it is forecasted that robots with simple tactile sensors will be...20% by 1990."		54		Twenty percent of industrial robots sold by 1990 will have simple tactile sensors.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are from the U.S. and China. 										7		Multi-regional		47		Looked at development of technology based on NASA, so therefore predicted for future technologies in United States.		NA		613		no				no		2007		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article states the authors reviewed literature and interviewed experts.  They discussed what might influence "an expert's opinion" making it clear they used interviews with experts to make their forecasts.		1990		no				The technology is still under development at time of forecast, but is forecasted to have emerged before the timeframe given, making it an evolution not emergence.		54		Evolution		1992		1988		146		1		4		235		yes				no		Robots with simple tactile sensors		yes		Twenty percent of industrial robots sold by 1990 did not have simple tactile sensors.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The simple tactile sensors would be a system of the robots.		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Technology about development in robotics.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology not yet available at time of forecast.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1984		1990		Forecast states that event will occur by 1990.		54		1990		1985		6/21/2011 12:43		4/11/2012 11:53		SF		613		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1984.		47						1997.5		no						55		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)				yes		Academic publications		"In view of the historical trends described, our forecast is that only the early versions of task-oriented RLs (robotic language) will become available for space robot assembly and maintenance tasks by 1995 to 2000."		55		Space robots will have early versions of task-oriented robotic language by 1995 to 2000.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are from the U.S. and China. 										7		Multi-regional		47		Looked at development of technology based on NASA, so therefore predicted for future technologies in United States.		NA		614		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The article states that for this particular forecast, the authors looked at the historical trends of generation dynamics.		1997.5		no				The technology is still being researched and developed at the time of the forecast.		55		Technology emergence		2000		1995		146		5		32		235		yes				no		Robots with task-oriented robotic language		yes				Analysis based on trends that extend over many generations		Megatrend Analysis 		5		no		The task-oriented robotic language would be a subsystem of the robots.		NA		Subsystem		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Technology about development in robotics.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology not yet available at time of forecast.		NA				13.5		Long-term		no				1984		1985		Forecast states that event will occur by 199 to 2000, indicating a range.		55		2000		1995		6/21/2011 13:19		1/26/2012 14:13		SF		614		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1988, as seen on the title page.		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1993		no		Earliest mentions of a system with this capability being deployed are in the Space Based Radar Plan. This system is now currently forecast to be operation in 2015.		No earlier mentions of systems with capabilities described in forecast. No published data regarding systems of this kind. Therefore there were most likely no systems of this kind operational at the forecast date.		69		G.W. Criss III, "Space Technology and the Soviet/US Strategic Competition: A Perspective and Forecast Using Twelve-Year Cycles" Air War College Research Report, United States Air Force, 1988				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"What's in store for 1993?...Sensing From Space- Targets of military significance that move, radiate or reflect will be detected and tracked from space."		70		In 1993, space technology will be able to track military targets from space.										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by the Air War College and written by a Colonel in the U.S. Air Force, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Technology will be available for any country.		NA		615		yes				no		2011		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Predicted events based on historical trends in technology area over 12 year groupings.		1993		no				Technology is still being researched at time of forecast.		70		Technology emergence		1995		1991		148		5		32		234		yes				no		Sensing from Space		yes		No systems were in place in 1993 to track military targets from space. This remained the case in 2011. 		Analysis based on trends that extend over many generations		Megatrend Analysis 		5		no		Tracking terrestrial targets from space would involve many systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Technology described implies technology in space will allow for tracking targets on Earth.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1988		1993		The predictions are all for the year 1993.		70						6/21/2011 14:45		4/11/2012 12:01		SF		615		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1988, as seen from the title page.		NA						1993		no						69		G.W. Criss III, "Space Technology and the Soviet/US Strategic Competition: A Perspective and Forecast Using Twelve-Year Cycles" Air War College Research Report, United States Air Force, 1988				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"What's in store for 1993?...Battle Management- Computers endowed with artificial intelligence linked via comsats with ground, air and space sensors will fuse data and analysis to help dispel the proverbial fog of war."		71		In 1993, computers with artificial intelligence will be used to aid in military operations.										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by the Air War College and written by a Colonel in the U.S. Air Force, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Technology will be available for any country.		NA		616		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Predicted events based on historical trends in technology area over 12 year groupings.		1993		no				Technology is still being researched at time of forecast.		70		Technology emergence		1995		1991		148		5		32		226		yes				no		Computer with Artificial Intelligence		yes				Analysis based on trends that extend over many generations		Megatrend Analysis 		5		no		Computers with artificial intelligence would be very complex and involve multiple systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Technology described implies advanced computer technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				5		Short-term		no				1988		1993		The predictions are all for the year 1993.		71						6/21/2011 14:58		1/26/2012 14:08		SF		616		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article published in 1981.		41		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1984		yes		Multiple sources point to 1973 being the year in which ATMs began to be installed for public use. 		The research shows that the ATMs were patented and 2000 of them were installed in 1973. 		56		J. Henize, "Evaluating the Employment Impact of Information Technology," Technology Forecasting and Social Change, 20 (1981), 41-61				yes		Academic publications		..."introducing automatic hand-written-amount readers that effectively remove the human operator from the system...These new systems...they certainly will be installed in the early and mid- 1980s..."		60		The installation of these new systems [ATMs] that remove humans from the process will begin anytime from 1982 to 1986.										1		Worldwide		The author is visiting scientist at the Gesellschaft fur Mathematik and Dataenverarbeitung in W. Germany.		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		41		New ATMs could replace old ones worldwide.		NA		617		yes		1973		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Looked at economic factors in replacing humans and current (at time of forecast) Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs) with updated ATMs.		1984		no		3.666666667		ATMs already existed at time of forecast, prediction involves updated version.		60		Evolution		1986		1982		149		8		61		226		yes		-11		no		Automatic Teller Machines		yes		The forecast had be realized over a decade in advance of 1984. 		Forecasting future events from economic trends		Econometrics 		8		no		Updated ATMs would be a complex grouping of systems to improve performance. However, individual ATM nodes are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Updated circuitry to improve ATM performance.		59		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already exists, just needs to be used in practical application.		NA		11		3		Short-term		yes		SF		1981				The forecast states that the years were through the "mid-1980s" indicating a range.		60		1986		1982		6/21/2011 16:18		7/13/2012 11:37		SF		617		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1986.		197						1990.5		no						197		A. Mody & D. Wheeler, "Technological Evolution of the Semiconductor Industry," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 30 (1986), 197-205				yes		Academic publications		"...between 1989 and 1992...the second generation of 1M...will be produced..." [dynamic random access memories DRAM)]		198		Between 1989 and 1992, the second generation 1M DRAM will be produced.										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		197		Semiconductor technology will be used around the world.		NA		618		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article states forecast was based on interviews with experts.		1990.5		no				Technology will evolve to a new generation of technology.		198		Evolution		1992		1989		150		1		4		226		yes				no		1M dynamic random access memories		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		1M circuitry is a component of the semiconductor.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		A form of circuitry used in the semiconductor industry.		198		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already exists, forecast predicts improvement in technology.		NA				4.5		Short-term		no				1986				Forecast states "between 1989 and 1992" indicating a range.		198		1992		1989		6/21/2011 18:26		1/26/2012 14:03		SF		618		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1986.		197		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1990.5		yes		4M DRAM was produced in the forecast period.		The data confirming the forecast can be read directly from the table in the source.		197		A. Mody & D. Wheeler, "Technological Evolution of the Semiconductor Industry," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 30 (1986), 197-205				yes		Academic publications		"...between 1989 and 1992...the first generation of 4M will be produced..." [dynamic random access memories DRAM)]		198		Between 1989 and 1992, the first generation 4M DRAM will be produced.										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		197		Semiconductor technology will be used around the world.		NA		619		no		1989		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article states forecast was based on interviews with experts.		1990.5		no		0.333333333		Technology will evolve to a new generation of technology.		198		Evolution		1992		1989		150		1		4		226		yes		-1.5		no		4M dynamic random access memories		yes		The first generation of 4M DRAM was produced in 1989		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		yes		1M circuitry is a component of the semiconductor.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		A form of circuitry used in the semiconductor industry.		198		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already exists, forecast predicts improvement in technology.		NA		1.5		4.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1986				Forecast states "between 1989 and 1992" indicating a range.		198		1992		1989		6/21/2011 18:31		4/11/2012 11:21		SF		619		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article published in 1980.		205						2000		no						212		W.C. Patterson, "Technological Trends in the Automobile industry and Their Impact on Aluminum Usage," technological Forecasting and Social Change, 18, (1980), 205-216				yes		Academic publications		"The model predicts that lightweight materials will comprise about 75% by volume of all metals and plastics used in vehicles by 2000."		212		By the year 2000, 75% by volume of all metals and plastics used in cars will be lightweight materials.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is affiliated with Alcoa, a U.S.-based company (http://www.alcoa.com/global/en/general/contact_alcoa.asp). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		205		Forecasted about future developments in the United States automobile industry.		212		620		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Forecast reflects replacing heavier materials with lightweight materials.		2000		no				Materials already used in various technologies would be applied to the technology area involving vehicle construction.		212		Technology Migration		2006		1994		151		6		47		230		yes				no		Lightweight Materials		yes				Forecasts that predict performance trends and impacts based on how one technology replaces another		Technology Substitution 		6		no		Material used in construction is a component of the various systems of the vehicle.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Forecasts specifically about materials already developed being used in a new applications.		212		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Lightweight materials were already being used in automobile construction, forecast is predicting a higher rate of usage.		NA				20		Long-term		no				1980		2000		Forecast states "by the year 2000"		212		2000		1981		6/21/2011 23:17		1/26/2012 13:58		SF		620		ND

		3		yes		no						yes		Article published in 1980.		205		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		The forecast overestimated average fuel efficiency by 25 mpg. 		Direct comparison of fuel efficiency. 		207		W.C. Patterson, "Technological Trends in the Automobile industry and Their Impact on Aluminum Usage," technological Forecasting and Social Change, 18, (1980), 205-216				yes		Academic publications		"Improved engine and drivetrain technology..." Actual forecast in chart on page 213.		212		Cars made in the United States will have an average estimated miles per gallon (MPG) rate of 54 to 66 in the year 2000.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is affiliated with Alcoa, a U.S.-based company (http://www.alcoa.com/global/en/general/contact_alcoa.asp). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		205		Forecasted about future developments in the United States automobile industry.		212		621		yes				no		2010		Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Forecasts states "trend extrapolation" because it used old quantitative data to forecast future data.		2000		no				Vehicles already had MPG, but forecast is predicting improvements in the field.		NA		Evolution		2006		1994		151		4		20		228		yes				no		Engine and Drivetrain Technology		yes		The average fuel efficiency of domestic cars in 2000 was 28.7 mpg. The average in 2010 was 32.9 mpg. 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Engine and drivetrain technology are systems in the vehicle.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Forecasts about technology used in motor vehicles.		212		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Vehicles in the United States already had a MPG rating, forecast involves improved technology allowing for better milage.		NA				20		Long-term		yes				1980		2000		Forecast is a chart so no range is implied, just the year of forecast event realization given.		213						6/22/2011 11:10		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		621		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1993, as seen on the title page (page 3 on PDF)		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		Instruments on a chip were developed for a decade prior to the forecast range.		The ADXL50 was developed in 1993 and this is described as being an instrument on a chip. The forecast was realized in 1993.		x		J.A. McEvers, R.L. Anderson, J.O. Hylton, T.J. McIntyre, & M.R. Moore, "CALSETS 2000 Assessment Study," Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc for the United States Department of Energy, 1993				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"For instance, extrapolating trends from today's stand-alone instruments and modular instruments-on-a-card (IOC), one can predict that in 10 years it is plausible to expect the development of instruments-on-a-chip (IOc)."		x		In 2003, instruments-on-a-chip (IOc) will be developed.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was published by Oak Ridge National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast for United States Department of Energy.		x		622		yes		1993		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Forecasts states "extrapolation trends" showing it is an extrapolation.		2003		no		1		IOc's would be a new technology in 2003.		x		Technology emergence		2006		2000		152		4		20		226		yes		-10		no		Information-on-a-chip (IOc)		yes		Instruments on a chip had been developed 10 years prior.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Chip seems to be a subsystem of the semiconductor industry.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Computer technology because has to do with storing information.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Seems to be in development from information-on-a-card.		NA		10		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1993		2003		Forecast states in 10 years, so 2003.		x						6/22/2011 12:46		4/11/2012 12:03		SF		622		ND

		1		yes		no		Validation requires the assumption that typists have a similar adoption curve as the general public.		Validation requires the assumption that typists have a similar adoption curve as the general public.		yes		Article was published in 1985.		203		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1990		no		Fewer than 25% of individuals in the U.S. used PCs for word processing in 1990. 		The forecast pertained to a particular job category (typists). The analyst assumes that typists have an average technology adoption curve.		213		J.D. Roessner, "Forecasting the Impact of Office Automation on Clerical Employment, 1985-2000," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 28, (1985), 203-216				yes		Academic publications		"...70% of all typists will use word processors by 1990..."		213		By 1990, 70% of all typists will use word processors.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is affiliated with the Georgia Institute of Technology.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		203		Forecasted in reference to United States clerical employment.		214		623		no				no		2000		Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article states that scenarios were created to look at different input-output options in the economy to create the forecast.		1990		no				The word processors are going to be in higher demand as time goes on.		213		Market penetration		1992		1988		153		7		55		226		yes				no		Word Processors		yes		PC penetration per individual in the U.S. was <25% in 1990.		Method for determining possible options and likely outcome		Options Analysis 		7		no		Word processors are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Word processors are computer technology used to complete complex tasks faster.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already in existence is going to be in higher demand in the year 1990.		NA				5		Short-term		no				1985		1990		Forecast specifically states "by the year 1990"		213		1990		1986		6/22/2011 14:44		7/13/2012 11:36		SF		623		ND

		1		yes		no		Validation requires an assumption that typist have a similar adoption curve to the general public.  		Validation requires an assumption that typist have a similar adoption curve to the general public.  		yes		Article was published in 1985.		203		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		Only 60% of individuals in the U.S. used PCs in 2000. 		The forecast pertained to a particular job category (typists). The analyst assumes that typists have an average technology adoption curve. 		213		J.D. Roessner, "Forecasting the Impact of Office Automation on Clerical Employment, 1985-2000," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 28, (1985), 203-216				yes		Academic publications		"...100% of all typists will use word processors by 2000..."		213		By 2000, 100% of all typists will use word processors.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is affiliated with the Georgia Institute of Technology.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		203		Forecasted in reference to United States clerical employment.		214		624		no				no		2000		Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article states that scenarios were created to look at different input-output options in the economy to create the forecast.		2000		no				The word processors are going to be in higher demand as time goes on.		213		Market penetration		2005		1995		153		7		55		226		yes				no		Word Processors		yes		U.S. PC penetration per individual was ~60% in 2000.		Method for determining possible options and likely outcome		Options Analysis 		7		no		Word processors are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Word processors are computer technology used to complete complex tasks faster.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already in existence is going to be in higher demand in the year 2000.		NA				15		Long-term		yes				1985		2000		Forecast specifically states "by the year 2000" 		213		2000		1986		6/22/2011 15:09		7/13/2012 11:35		SF		624		ND

		3		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1985.		203		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1990		yes		ATMs were commonplace in banks by 1990. 		Ground truth sources indicate that ATMs were widely used by credit unions starting in 1990. Since not all credit unions are large banks, it is assumed that large banks had also installed ATMs by 1990 at least. 		213		J.D. Roessner, "Forecasting the Impact of Office Automation on Clerical Employment, 1985-2000," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 28, (1985), 203-216				yes		Academic publications		"...100% of large banks will install Automated Teller Machines (ATM) by 1990..."		213		By 1990, 100% of large banks will install ATMs by 1990.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is affiliated with the Georgia Institute of Technology. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		203		Forecasted in reference to United States clerical employment.		214		625		yes		1990		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article states that scenarios were created to look at different input-output options in the economy to create the forecast.		1990		no		0		The ATMs are going to be in higher demand as time goes on.		213		Market penetration		1992		1988		153		7		55		226		yes		0		no		Automatic Teller Machines		yes		ATMs were commonplace in banks by 1990. 		Method for determining possible options and likely outcome		Options Analysis 		7		yes		ATMs are complex systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ATMs are computer technology used to complete complex tasks faster.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already in existence is going to be in higher demand in the year 1990.		NA		0		5		Short-term		yes				1985		1990		Forecast specifically states "by the year 1990." 		213		1990		1986		6/22/2011 15:13		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		625		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Reoprt was published in 1976.		ii		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1990		no		The forecast grossly overestimated the number of artificial objects in Earth orbit in 1990, since some objects are not trackable. 		It's difficult to know exactly how many artificial objects are in Earth orbit, which is why exact numbers for 2009 vary. 		17-32		"Soviet Space Programs, 1971-75 Overview, Facilities and Hardware, Manned and Unmanned Flight Programs, Bioastronautics, Civil and Military Applications, Projections of Future Plans," Staff Report, Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences United States Senate by the Science Policy Research Division, Congressional Research Service, the Library of Congress Volume I, August 30, 1976 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Red Star forecast that by 1990 there should be about 1 million man-made objects in orbit with a cumulative weight of 100,000 metric tons."		530		By 1990 there should be 1 million man-made objects in orbit.										1		Worldwide		The source document was published by the U.S. Senate, but the actual forecast is from Red Star (newspaper of the Russian/FSU armed forces: http://www.worldpress.org/newspapers/EUROPE/Russia.cfm). 		163		Russian Federation		4		Eastern Europe		5		Europe		530		Forecasted about man-made material in space in general.		530		626		yes				no		2011		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Article reviews past forecasts to find future forecasts.		1990		no				Satellites already in orbit, forecast is predicting a higher rate of them in the future.		530		Evolution		1994		1986		154		8		56		234		yes				yes		Satellites in Orbit		yes		In 1990, there were ~4, 700 objects 10 cm or larger in Earth's orbit. Approximately 8,000 objects were in orbit in 2011. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Man-made products in space are complex technology.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Satellites in orbit around Earth in space.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already in existence at time of forecast.		NA				14		Long-term		yes				1976		1990		Forecast states "by 1990."		530		1990		1977		6/22/2011 15:45		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		626		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		4		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		SPP's demand in the summer of 2008 exceeded 42,429 MW. 		Direct comparison of demand. 		4		North American Electric Reliability Council, “2003 Long-Term Reliability Assessment: The Reliability of Bulk Electric Systems in North America,” December 2003. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		32		The Southwest Power Pool’s (SPP’s) net internal electricity demand for summer 2008 will be 42,429 MW. Forecast derived from table 2. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The NERC is an organization of electrical grid operators in North America.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		The SPP is in the U.S. 		32		627		no		2007		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In preparing this report, NERC reviewed summaries of regional self-assessments, including forecasts of electric peak demand, electric energy requirements, and planned resources; appraised regional plans for new electric generation resources and transmission facilities; and assessed the potential effects of changes in technology, market forces, legislation, regulations, and governmental policies on the reliability of future electricity supplies. 		2008		no		0.2		Forecast is predicting demand.		32		Market penetration		2010		2006		128		2		10		227		yes		-1		no		Electricity demand 		yes		SPP’s net internal electricity demand for summer 2008 was 42,906 MW. SPP first exceeded 42,429 MW in the summer of 2007, when the net internal demand was 42,459. 		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		yes		Electrical production requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title. 		32		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electricity was in use when the forecast was made. 		32		1		5		Short-term		yes		ND		2003		2008		Explicit in table. 		32						6/23/2011 9:45		1/25/2012 8:32		SF		627		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		4		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		The FRCC's demand in the summer of 2008 was > 44,024 MW. 		Direct comparison of demand. 		4		North American Electric Reliability Council, “2003 Long-Term Reliability Assessment: The Reliability of Bulk Electric Systems in North America,” December 2003. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		32		The Florida Reliability Coordinating Council’s (FRCC’s) net internal electricity demand for summer 2008 will be 44,024 MW. Forecast derived from table 2. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The NERC is an organization of electrical grid operators in North America.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		The FRCC is in the U.S. 		32		628		no		2005		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In preparing this report, NERC reviewed summaries of regional self-assessments, including forecasts of electric peak demand, electric energy requirements, and planned resources; appraised regional plans for new electric generation resources and transmission facilities; and assessed the potential effects of changes in technology, market forces, legislation, regulations, and governmental policies on the reliability of future electricity supplies. 		2008		no		0.6		Forecast is predicting demand.		32		Market penetration		2010		2006		128		2		10		227		yes		-3		no		Electricity demand 		yes		FRCC’s net internal demand for summer 2008 was 44,660 MW. Demand first exceeded 44,024 MW in 2005, when it was 45,950 MW. 		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		no		Electrical production requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title. 		32		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electricity was in use when the forecast was made. 		32		3		5		Short-term		yes		ND		2003		2008		Explicit in table. 		32						6/23/2011 9:55		1/25/2012 8:32		SF		628		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		4		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		no		The forecast overestimated demand by ~4,000 MW. 		Direct comparison of demand.  		4		North American Electric Reliability Council, “2003 Long-Term Reliability Assessment: The Reliability of Bulk Electric Systems in North America,” December 2003. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		32		The Mid-Atlantic Area Council’s (MAAC’s) net internal electricity demand for summer 2004 will be 56,211 MW. Forecast derived from figure 2. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The NERC is an organization of electrical grid operators in North America.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		The MAAC is in the U.S. 		32		629		no				no		2004		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In preparing this report, NERC reviewed summaries of regional self-assessments, including forecasts of electric peak demand, electric energy requirements, and planned resources; appraised regional plans for new electric generation resources and transmission facilities; and assessed the potential effects of changes in technology, market forces, legislation, regulations, and governmental policies on the reliability of future electricity supplies. 		2004		no				Forecast is predicting demand.		32		Market penetration		2004		2004		128		2		10		227		yes				no		Electricity demand 		yes		MAAC’s net internal demand in the summer of 2004 was 52,049 MW. 56, 211 was not exceeded in 1998-2004, and no data is available for 2005-2009.		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		no		Electrical production requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title. 		32		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electricity was in use when the forecast was made. 		32				1		Short-term		yes		ND		2003		2004		Explicit in table. 		32						6/23/2011 10:03		1/25/2012 8:30		SF		629		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		4		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		yes		The forecast overestimated demand by ~300 MW. 		Direct comparison of demand. 		4		North American Electric Reliability Council, “2003 Long-Term Reliability Assessment: The Reliability of Bulk Electric Systems in North America,” December 2003. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Chart		32		The Western Electricity Coordinating Council’s (WECC’s) net internal electricity demand in the U.S. for the summer of 2008 will be 131,220 MW. Forecast derived from table 2.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The NERC is an organization of electrical grid operators in North America.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		The WECC is in the U.S. 		32		630		no		2006		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In preparing this report, NERC reviewed summaries of regional self-assessments, including forecasts of electric peak demand, electric energy requirements, and planned resources; appraised regional plans for new electric generation resources and transmission facilities; and assessed the potential effects of changes in technology, market forces, legislation, regulations, and governmental policies on the reliability of future electricity supplies. 		2008		no		0.4		Forecast is predicting demand.		32		Market penetration		2010		2006		128		2		10		227		yes		-2		no		Electricity demand 		yes		WECC’s net internal electricity demand in the U.S. in the summer of 2008 was 130,916 MW. 131, 220 was first exceeded in 2006, when demand was 139, 402 MW. 		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		yes		Electrical production requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title, explicit in forecast. 		32		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electricity was in use when the forecast was made. 		32		2		5		Short-term		yes		ND		2003		2008		Explicit in table. 		32						6/23/2011 10:09		1/25/2012 8:30		SF		630		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, which is provided on the title page. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		yes		The forecast overestimated demand by ~4,000 MW. 		Direct comparison of demand. 		4		North American Electric Reliability Council, “2003 Long-Term Reliability Assessment: The Reliability of Bulk Electric Systems in North America,” December 2003. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Table		32		The East Central Area Reliability’s (ECAR’s) net internal electricity demand for the summer of 2004 will be 99,675 MW. Forecast derived from table 2.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The NERC is an organization of electrical grid operators in North America.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The ECAR is in the U.S. 		NA		631		no		2000		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In preparing this report, NERC reviewed summaries of regional self-assessments, including forecasts of electric peak demand, electric energy requirements, and planned resources; appraised regional plans for new electric generation resources and transmission facilities; and assessed the potential effects of changes in technology, market forces, legislation, regulations, and governmental policies on the reliability of future electricity supplies. 		2004		no		4		Demand is an indication of market penetration. 		NA		Market penetration		2004		2004		128		2		10		227		yes		-4		no		Electricity demand 		yes		ECAR’s net internal electricity demand for the summer of 2004 was 95,300 NW. 		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		no		Electrical production requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electricity was in use when the forecast was made. 		NA		4		1		Short-term		yes				2003		2004		Explicit in table. 		32						6/23/2011 10:19		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		631		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page. 		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2002		yes		First nanotechnology product was on sale in 1988.		Interprets molecular manufacturing to be the same as nanotechnology since many online references list them together. Assumes Ambisome is the first product of molecular manufacturing this is not explicitly stated.

		10		U.S. Coast Guard, “The Road to 2012: Looking Towards the Next Two Decades,” March 1993. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“The first usable products from molecular manufacturing should be available by 2002.” 		68		The first products resulting from molecular manufacturing will be on the market by 2002. 										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Coast Guard in collaboration with the Arlington Institute, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iii		The products can emerge anywhere in the world. 		68		632		yes		1988		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This document is the report of an environmental scan of the most significant driving forces that are likely to affect the future two decades hence. (p.10) Page 3 indicates that the authors scanned for trends in social values, technology, economics, politics, energy, environment, health, population, transportation, and commercial space. 		2002		no		1.555555556		Products resulting from molecular manufacturing will emerge in 2002. 		68		Technology emergence		2005		1999		132		2		9		232		yes		-14		no		Molecular manufacturing 		yes		In 2002, products resulting from molecular manufacturing were being sold.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Molecular manufacturing is a process/system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Molecular manufacturing is a type of production. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Molecular manufacturing was not mature when the forecast was made.		NA		14		9		Medium-term		yes		SF		1993		2002		Explicit in forecast statement. 		68						6/24/2011 6:40		4/11/2012 12:15		SF		632		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, available on title page. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1998		yes		In 1998, there was a physical map of the human genome, but it had not been sequenced.  		The forecast states that the HGP will "identify the whole human genetic code" in the projected timeframe. This is taken to mean that the sequence of the human genome would be elucidated in that timeframe. 		3		U.S. Coast Guard, “The Road to 2012: Looking Towards the Next Two Decades,” March 1993. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“The Human Genome Project will, over the next decade, identify the whole human genetic code…” 		235		Between 1993 and 2003, the Human Genome Project will map the entire human genome. 										7		Multi-regional		The report was written by the U.S. Coast Guard in collaboration with the Arlington Institute, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iii		The Human Genome Project was a multi-regional endeavor. 		235		633		yes		2003		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This document is the report of an environmental scan of the most significant driving forces that are likely to affect the future two decades hence. (p.10) Page 3 indicates that the authors scanned for trends in social values, technology, economics, politics, energy, environment, health, population, transportation, and commercial space. 		1998		no		1		The Human Genome Project will evolve such that the entire genome will be mapped in 10 years. 		235		Evolution		2003		1993		132		2		9		224		yes		5		no		Human Genome Project 		yes		The entire human genome was sequenced in April 2003. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		The Human Genome Project is a system of systems.  		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Mapping the human genome requires biotechnology. 		235		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Commercial molecular biology techniques were available in 1993. 		235		5		5		Short-term		yes		ND		1993				The forecast reads, "over the next decade", which means "in the next ten years". 		235		2003		1993		6/24/2011 6:46		7/12/2012 9:07		SF		633		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, available on title page. 		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2003		no		There is no tested and approved cure for cancer, although different treatment options exist. 		The author does not describe what is meant by "cure", which is important when referring to cancer. Chemotherapies, radiation, and surgery can be considered cures, if "cure" is defined as removing tumors or reducing the number of cancerous cells. Since these therapies existed when the forecast was made, the  forecaster is likely referring to a new product that eliminates cancer cells entirely, or prevents their formation in the first place. Also, the analyst assumes that the forecaster is referring to a cure that is approved by a regulatory agency like the FDA, rather than alternative therapies. 		10		U.S. Coast Guard, “The Road to 2012: Looking Towards the Next Two Decades,” March 1993. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Bionic legs, equipped with computer-controlled actuators and small power sources will become available in 2002, followed closely in 2003 by implantable artificial ears. That year should also bring a cure to cancer and the advent of bionic muscles..."		236		A cure for cancer will be available in 2003. 										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Coast Guard in collaboration with the Arlington Institute, a U.S.-based company. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		iii		The cure for cancer can emerge anywhere in the world. 		236		634		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This document is the report of an environmental scan of the most significant driving forces that are likely to affect the future two decades hence. (p.10) Page 3 indicates that the authors scanned for trends in social values, technology, economics, politics, energy, environment, health, population, transportation, and commercial space. 		2003		no				A cure for cancer will emerge. 		236		Technology emergence		2006		2000		132		2		9		224		yes				no		Pharmaceuticals 		yes		Although surgery, radiation, and various chemotherapies were available to treat cancer patients in 2003, there was no tested and approved cure for cancer. In 2011, this remains the case.  		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		A pharmaceutical product is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Pharmaceutical production involves biotechnology, and an approved cure for cancer would most likely be a pharmaceutical product. 		236		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		There was no cure for cancer when the forecast was made, but other therapies were available. 		NA				10		Medium-term		yes		ND		1993		2003		Explicit in forecast statement. 		236						6/24/2011 6:51		7/12/2012 9:06		SF		634		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page. 		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2003		no		Bionic muscle technology was not available for use in 2003, only being used in experimental settings.		Bionic muscles is a poorly defined term. If we take the forecast literally as the author has written it then we are looking for artificial muscle fibers to be available. These are not available, as of 2011 they are still being studies, developed and experimented with.		10		U.S. Coast Guard, “The Road to 2012: Looking Towards the Next Two Decades,” March 1993. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Bionic legs, equipped with computer-controlled actuators and small power sources will become available in 2002, followed closely in 2003 by implantable artificial ears. That year should also bring a cure to cancer and the advent of bionic muscles: compact robots with actuators in a fibrous form resembling human muscle.” 		236		Bionic muscles will be available in 2003. 										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Coast Guard, as seen from the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Bionic muscles can emerge anywhere in the world. 		236		635		no		1999		no		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This document is the report of an environmental scan of the most significant driving forces that are likely to affect the future two decades hence. (p.10) Page 3 indicates that the authors scanned for trends in social values, technology, economics, politics, energy, environment, health, population, transportation, and commercial space. 		2003		no				Bionic muscles will emerge in 2003. 		236		Technology emergence		2006		2000		132		2		9		236		yes				no		Bionic muscles 		yes		In 2003 bionic muscles were developed but not in use. This was still the case in 2011. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Bionic muscles are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Bionic muscles capitalize on physical and mechanical properties. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Bionic muscles were not mature when the forecast was made. 		NA				10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1993		2003		Explicit in forecast statement. 		236						6/24/2011 6:55		4/11/2012 12:56		SF		635		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						1973		no						i		U.S. Department of Transportation, “Oceanborne Shipping: Demand and Technology Forecast,” June 1968.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Most non-bulk commodities will be moved in unitized loads. It is expected that, by 1973, 23 percent of all U.S. liner cargoes will move on container ships. By 1983, that figure will have reached over 40 percent of all linear cargoes." 		6-Jan		By 1973, 23% of all U.S. liner cargoes will move on container ships. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		This document was written by the U.S. Department of Transportation, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast pertains to U.S. liner cargoes. 		6-Jan		636		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This analysis explores trends in the volume of oceanborne trade, trends in the development of ship technology, and trends in the growth of the world fleets. Based on these trends, and on an examination of the economic factors that serve as the catalysts for technological advance, projections are made relative to trade, technology, and fleet composition for periods 1, 15, 35, and 75 years into the future. 		1973		no				This forecast describes the market for container ships. 		6-Jan		Market penetration		1975		1971		133		2		9		229		yes				no		Container shipping 		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Container shipping requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The document indicates that moving liner cargoes on container ships was uncommon when the forecast was made. 		6-Jan				5		Short-term		no				1968		1973		Explicit in forecast statement. 		6-Jan						6/24/2011 7:10		1/26/2012 13:46		SF		636		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page. 		NA						1983		no						i		U.S. Department of Transportation, “Oceanborne Shipping: Demand and Technology Forecast,” June 1968.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Most non-bulk commodities will be moved in unitized loads. It is expected that, by 1973, 23 percent of all U.S. liner cargoes will move on container ships. By 1983, that figure will have reached over 40 percent of all linear cargoes." 		6-Jan		By 1983, 40% of all U.S. linear cargoes will move on container ships. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		This document was written by the U.S. Department of Transportation, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast pertains to U.S. linear cargoes. 		6-Jan		637		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This analysis explores trends in the volume of oceanborne trade, trends in the development of ship technology, and trends in the growth of the world fleets. Based on these trends, and on an examination of the economic factors that serve as the catalysts for technological advance, projections are made relative to trade, technology, and fleet composition for periods 1, 15, 35, and 75 years into the future		1983		no				This forecast projects the market for container ships. 		6-Jan		Market penetration		1988		1978		133		2		9		229		yes				no		Container shipping 		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Container shipping requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The document indicates that moving liner cargoes on container ships was uncommon when the forecast was made.		6-Jan				15		Long-term		no				1968		1983		Explicit in forecast statement. 		6-Jan						6/24/2011 7:12		1/26/2012 13:44		SF		637		SF

		0		no		no				Negative forecast		yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page. 		NA						1973		no						i		U.S. Department of Transportation, “Oceanborne Shipping: Demand and Technology Forecast,” June 1968.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		 “The handling methods for liquid cargoes will serve an average tanker of about 80,000 dwt and a sizable fleet of 300,000 dwt ships. Stripping by main cargo pumps will not become standard practice by 1973.” 		2-Mar		Stripping by main cargo pumps will not be standard practice in 1973. 										1		Worldwide		This document was written by the U.S. Department of Transportation, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies to tankers worldwide. 		2-Mar		638		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This analysis explores trends in the volume of oceanborne trade, trends in the development of ship technology, and trends in the growth of the world fleets. Based on these trends, and on an examination of the economic factors that serve as the catalysts for technological advance, projections are made relative to trade, technology, and fleet composition for periods 1, 15, 35, and 75 years into the future. 		1973		no				The forecast addresses the frequency of stripping by main cargo pumps. 		2-Mar		Market penetration		1975		1971		133		2		9		229		yes				no		Cargo pumps 		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Stripping by main cargo pumps is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The document indicates that stripping by main cargo pumps was not common when the forecast was written. 		NA				5		Short-term		no				1968		1973		Explicit in forecast statement. 		2-Mar						6/24/2011 7:17		1/26/2012 13:42		SF		638		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page. 		NA						1973		no						i		U.S. Department of Transportation, “Oceanborne Shipping: Demand and Technology Forecast,” June 1968.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Cargo handling by 1973. About 30 to 50 percent of the non-bulk dry cargoes will be handled in units, while products more difficult to unitize will be in break bulk form.” 		2-Mar		In 1973, 30-50% of non-bulk dry cargoes will be handled in units, as opposed to break bulk form. 										1		Worldwide		This document was written by the U.S. Department of Transportation, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		This forecast applies to cargo handling procedures around the world. 		2-Mar		639		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This analysis explores trends in the volume of oceanborne trade, trends in the development of ship technology, and trends in the growth of the world fleets. Based on these trends, and on an examination of the economic factors that serve as the catalysts for technological advance, projections are made relative to trade, technology, and fleet composition for periods 1, 15, 35, and 75 years into the future. 		1973		no				The forecast seems to be predicting how cargo handling would evolve. 		2-Mar		Evolution		1975		1971		133		2		9		229		yes				no		Cargo handling 		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Cargo handling is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that handling dry cargoes in units was already occurring.  		2-Mar				5		Short-term		no				1968		1973		Explicit in forecast statement. 		2-Mar						6/24/2011 7:21		1/26/2012 13:40		SF		639		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as provided on title page. 		NA						1973		no						i		U.S. Department of Transportation, “Oceanborne Shipping: Demand and Technology Forecast,” June 1968.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“ Conventional break bulk ships will be built or converted to all hatch vessels equipped with gear of high spotting ability to efficiently handle mixes of unit and break bulk cargo. A fleet of 10 to 20 barge carriers will be in operation by 1973 and will compete with other unit cargo movement systems." 		2-Mar		In 1973, a fleet of 10-20 barge carriers will be in operation. 										1		Worldwide		This document was written by the U.S. Department of Transportation, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast is referring to the worldwide fleet. 		2-Mar		640		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This analysis explores trends in the volume of oceanborne trade, trends in the development of ship technology, and trends in the growth of the world fleets. Based on these trends, and on an examination of the economic factors that serve as the catalysts for technological advance, projections are made relative to trade, technology, and fleet composition for periods 1, 15, 35, and 75 years into the future. 		1973		no				The forecast addresses the penetration of barge carriers. 		2-Mar		Market penetration		1975		1971		133		2		9		229		yes				no		Barge carriers 		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Barge carriers are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Barge carriers were mature when the forecast was made. 		NA				5		Short-term		no				1968		1973		Explicit in forecast statement. 		2-Mar						6/24/2011 7:24		1/26/2012 13:37		SF		640		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The workshop on advanced auto safety convened in September of 1994. The workshop for advanced automotive technologies convened in April 1995.		viii-ix		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		The Honda Insight had all of the predicted features apart from being a mid sized vehicle. In 2010 a second generation of Insights was released with aluminum body which was capable of a combined 68.9 mpg and was capable of holding 5 passengers.		Interpreted 4 or more passengers to qualify a vehicle as mid sized. Also have interpreted the low number of aluminum bodied cars available, coupled with the low number of cars that can achieve 61mpg, to indicate that the first model of car able to satisfy all specified criteria and be in production was the second generation of Honda Insights in 2010.		7		Office of Technology Assessment, “Advanced Automotive Technology: Visions of a Super-Efficient Family Car,” September 1995. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table		41		In 2005, a hybrid-electric mid-size car with a 1st generation aluminum body will achieve 61 mpg. Forecast derived from table 1-1. 										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Cars are available worldwide and the auto industry is multi-regional. 		NA		641		yes		2010		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The OTA used workshops, interviews with experts, and a literature to produce forecasts. Workshop participants represented academic institutions, the auto industry, strategic consulting firms, and government agencies. 		2005		no		0.5		A HEV with that mpg will emerge in 2005. 		41		Technology emergence		2008		2002		135		1		62		228		yes		5		no		Hybrid vehicles		yes		The Honda Insight was available in 2005 and was a hybrid car with aluminum body capable of 61mpg, but only took 2 passengers and was classed a compact vehicle.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Cars are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Document title. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Hybrid and electric vehicles existed when the forecast was made. 		NA		5		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1995		2005		Explicit in table. 		41						6/24/2011 7:27		7/6/2012 11:52		SF		641		SF

		0		yes		no		Need to find original source for all forecasts in this document. 		Need to find original source for this forecast. 		no		Sources: Intel Corporation; Cisco IBSG, 2006-2009; IBM		1						2010		no								Dave Evans, Chief Futurist, Cisco IBSG Innovations Practice, "Top 25 Technology Predictions" Cisco IBSG 2009.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		By the end of 2010, there will be a billion transistors per human—each costing one ten-millionth of a cent. (Sources: Intel Corporation; Cisco IBSG, 2006-2009; IBM)		1		By December 31st 2010 transistors on average will cost one ten-millionth of a cent.

 										1		Worldwide		Cisco IBSG is a multinational company										7		Multi-regional		2		per human implies no geographical limit		2		642		no				no								The article's predictions are derived from other sources. We can't elucidate the forecast methodology without obtaining the original sources.		2010		yes				Projection of number of transistors		1		Market penetration		2010		2010		10						226		yes				no		Transistors		yes										no		Transistors are a component		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		billion transistors per human		1		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		A 1 year forecast of market penetration		1				1		Short-term		no				2009		2010		By the end of 2010		1						6/24/2011 16:16		1/26/2012 13:31		SF		642		JH

		1		yes		no						yes		Report was first published in April 2003		ii		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004.5		yes		Carbon nanotubes had been commercially available since 1999 and other nanomaterials were also available commercially including quantum dots and NEMS by 2005.		Data taken directly from table.		44-45		J. Vanston and H. Elliott "Nanotechnology: A Technology Forecast" April 2003 Texas State Technical College				yes		Academic publications		Extracted from graphic:

In the short term (0-3 years) Nanomaterials including metal and ceramic nanopowders, fullerenes, and carbon nanotubes will be a modest commercial opportunity.		38-39		Between 2003 and 2006 at least one nanomaterial will provide a mature commercial market.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was published by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The purpose of the report is to help predict future Texas workforce demands and support curriculum development efforts at Taxes State Technical College, implying the technologies affect the local economy		iV		643		no		1999		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The report mentions three forecast underpinnings

An examination of fundamental driving forces, projects of organizations, and projections of individuals.  Projections are captured in other sections of the report implying they are not the primary methodology for these forecasts.  The examination of driving forces was further supported by extrapolation techniques and literature searches.  The author states the extrapolation techniques were of limited use.  Therefore Source Analysis is the primary methodology and environmental scanning includes examination of driving forces. 		2004.5		no		3.666666667		Nanomaterials were available for science applications prior to commercial impact.		38-39		Technology Migration		2006		2003		6		8		59		230		yes		-5.5		no		Nanomaterials		yes		More than one nanomaterial was commercially available in 2005.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Most nanomaterials are components of products		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Nanomaterials are material technologies		38		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Nanomaterials were demonstrated		NA		5.5		1.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2003				Stated in chart "Short term (0-3 years)"		39		2006		2003		6/24/2011 17:40		4/11/2012 12:26		SF		643		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was first published in April 2003		ii						2007		no						44-45		J. Vanston and H. Elliott "Nanotechnology: A Technology Forecast" April 2003 Texas State Technical College				yes		Academic publications		Extracted from graphic:

In the mid-term (3-5 years) nanotechnology for diagnostics will be an important commercial opportunity.		38-39		Between 2006 and 2008 nanotechnologies for diagnostics will have a mature, important market.  Indicators could include multiple (4-7) technologies or 10s-100s million in sales.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was published by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The purpose of the report is to help predict future Texas workforce demands and support curriculum development efforts at Taxes State Technical College, implying the technologies affect the local economy		iV		644		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The report mentions three forecast underpinnings

An examination of fundamental driving forces, projects of organizations, and projections of individuals.  Projections are captured in other sections of the report implying they are not the primary methodology for these forecasts.  The examination of driving forces was further supported by extrapolation techniques and literature searches.  The author states the extrapolation techniques were of limited use.  Therefore Source Analysis is the primary methodology and environmental scanning includes examination of driving forces. 		2007		no				Important commercial opportunity implies the market is mature and gives a subjective value of penetration or value  		38-39		Market penetration		2008		2006		6		8		59		224		yes				no		Nanotechnology for diagnostics		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		The nanomaterial might be a component but the diagnostic capability requires a system		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Diagnostics nanotechnology is a biological technology		38		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		diagnostic tools with quantum dots were in development.		NA				4		Short-term		no				2003				Stated in chart "Mid-term (3-5 years)"		39		2008		2006		6/24/2011 17:59		1/26/2012 13:27		SF		644		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was first published in April 2003		ii						2007		no						44-45		J. Vanston and H. Elliott "Nanotechnology: A Technology Forecast" April 2003 Texas State Technical College				yes		Academic publications		Extracted from graphic:

In the mid-term (3-5 years) nanotechnology for electronics, information, and optical technologies will be an important commercial opportunity.		38-39		Between 2006 and 2008 nanotechnologies that continue Moore's Law in the miniaturization of information technology components will contribute to a mature, important market.  Indicators could include multiple (4-7) technologies or 10s-100s million in sales.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was published by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The purpose of the report is to help predict future Texas workforce demands and support curriculum development efforts at Taxes State Technical College, implying the technologies affect the local economy		iV		645		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The report mentions three forecast underpinnings

An examination of fundamental driving forces, projects of organizations, and projections of individuals.  Projections are captured in other sections of the report implying they are not the primary methodology for these forecasts.  The examination of driving forces was further supported by extrapolation techniques and literature searches.  The author states the extrapolation techniques were of limited use.  Therefore Source Analysis is the primary methodology and environmental scanning includes examination of driving forces. 		2007		no				Nanotechnologies for IT were still developing at the time of the forecast.		38-39		Technology emergence		2008		2006		6		8		59		226		yes				no		Nanotechnology for IT		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		The nanotechnologies are components of IC.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		This application area for nanotech focus on IT		38		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Nanotechnologies for IT were still developing at the time of the forecast.		NA				4		Short-term		no				2003				Stated in chart "Mid-term (3-5 years)"		39		2008		2006		6/25/2011 19:13		1/26/2012 13:26		SF		645		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was first published in April 2003		ii						2007		no						44-45		J. Vanston and H. Elliott "Nanotechnology: A Technology Forecast" April 2003 Texas State Technical College				yes		Academic publications		Extracted from graphic:

In the mid-term (3-5 years) Computer simulation of nanosystems and technologies will be an important commercial opportunity.		38-39		Between 2006 and 2008 computer simulations for nanotechnologies will contribute to a mature, important market.  Indicators could include multiple (4-7) technologies or 10s-100s million in sales.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was published by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The purpose of the report is to help predict future Texas workforce demands and support curriculum development efforts at Taxes State Technical College, implying the technologies affect the local economy		iV		646		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The report mentions three forecast underpinnings

An examination of fundamental driving forces, projects of organizations, and projections of individuals.  Projections are captured in other sections of the report implying they are not the primary methodology for these forecasts.  The examination of driving forces was further supported by extrapolation techniques and literature searches.  The author states the extrapolation techniques were of limited use.  Therefore Source Analysis is the primary methodology and environmental scanning includes examination of driving forces. 		2007		no				These tools and techniques were available for science applications prior to commercial impact.		38-39		Technology Migration		2008		2006		6		8		59		226		yes				no		Computer simulations		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Computer simulations are a self contained "system" of code and applications.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		This forecast focuses on computer simulation for nanotechnology.		38		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		These tools existed but they were improving and emerging in new fields:

1989 - IBM Fellow Don Eigler is the first to controllably manipulate individual atoms on a surface, using the STM to spell out "I-B-M" by positioning 35 xenon atoms, and in the process, perhaps creating the world’s smallest corporate logo.		NA				4		Short-term		no				2003				Stated in chart "Mid-term (3-5 years)"		39		2008		2006		6/25/2011 19:20		1/26/2012 13:25		SF		646		JH

		1		yes		no						yes		Report was first published in April 2003		ii		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		There were at least 10 approved, U.S.-manufactured nanotechnology products for drug delivery in 2005.		A lot of interpretation involved in determining what the authors meant by a "large commercial opportunity". 

The ground truth source likely doesn't include all approved, nanotech-inspired drug delivery products. 		44-45		J. Vanston and H. Elliott "Nanotechnology: A Technology Forecast" April 2003 Texas State Technical College				yes		Academic publications		Extracted from graphic:

In the mid-term (3-5 years) nanotechnologies for drug delivery will be a large commercial opportunity.		38-39		Between 2006 and 2008 nanotechnologies for drug delivery will contribute to a mature, critical market.  Indicators could include a numerous (>~10) technologies or on the order of a billion dollars, or more, in sales.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was published by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		The purpose of the report is to help predict future Texas workforce demands and support curriculum development efforts at Taxes State Technical College, implying the technologies affect the local economy		iv		647		no		2005		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The report mentions three forecast underpinnings

An examination of fundamental driving forces, projects of organizations, and projections of individuals.  Projections are captured in other sections of the report implying they are not the primary methodology for these forecasts.  The examination of driving forces was further supported by extrapolation techniques and literature searches.  The author states the extrapolation techniques were of limited use.  Therefore Source Analysis is the primary methodology and environmental scanning includes examination of driving forces. 		2007		no		0.5		Nanotechnology drug delivery had not been developed yet.		39		Technology emergence		2008		2006		6		8		59		224		yes		-2		no		Drug delivery		yes		There were at least 10 approved, U.S.-manufactured nanotechnology products for drug delivery in 2005. Revenues for these products exceeded $1 billion.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		The nanotechnologies used in drug delivery are often one component of a drug therapy that can include the nanotechnology scaffolding, active and inactive chemicals, and possibly external systems to trigger dosage. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Drug delivery is a biotechnology.		38		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Nanotechnology for drug delivery was in the early stages of research.		39		2		4		Short-term		yes		ND		2003				Stated in chart "Mid-term (3-5 years)"		39		2008		2006		6/25/2011 19:30		10/21/2011 12:37		ND		647		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was first published in April 2003		ii						2007		no						44-45		J. Vanston and H. Elliott "Nanotechnology: A Technology Forecast" April 2003 Texas State Technical College				yes		Academic publications		Extracted from graphic:

In the mid-term (3-5 years) nanotechnologies for data storage will be a large commercial opportunity.		38-39		Between 2006 and 2008 nanotechnologies for data storage will contribute to a mature, critical market.  Indicators could include a numerous (>~10) technologies or on the order of a billion dollars, or more, in sales.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was published by the Texas State Technical College.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The purpose of the report is to help predict future Texas workforce demands and support curriculum development efforts at Taxes State Technical College, implying the technologies affect the local economy		iV		648		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The report mentions three forecast underpinnings

An examination of fundamental driving forces, projects of organizations, and projections of individuals.  Projections are captured in other sections of the report implying they are not the primary methodology for these forecasts.  The examination of driving forces was further supported by extrapolation techniques and literature searches.  The author states the extrapolation techniques were of limited use.  Therefore Source Analysis is the primary methodology and environmental scanning includes examination of driving forces. 		2007		no				Nanotechnologies for IT were in development.		38-39		Technology emergence		2008		2006		6		8		59		226		yes				no		Data storage		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Data storage devices are a component of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Nanotechnology memory is a computer technology		38		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Nanotechnology data storage components were in the early stages of research.		NA				4		Short-term		no				2003				Stated in chart "Mid-term (3-5 years)"		39		2008		2006		6/25/2011 19:33		1/26/2012 13:23		SF		648		JH

		4		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1983, as seen on the title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1992		yes		There were no displays commercially available which were able to show 3D presentations in 1992. First graphical display capable of 3D presentations for home use was manufactured by Hyundai and released in 2008.		Interpreted the forecast as referring to in home 3D displays such as 3D TV's or monitors rather than in cinema. Also decided against the interpretation of this forecast as meaning any 3D object rendered on a graphical display as this had been achieved at least as early as 1972.		11		A. Weiss, N. Themelis, & N. Guernsey "Technological Innovation in the Copper Industry: Volume II, Technology Forecast," Bureau of Mines, United States Department of the Interior, Division of Minerals Policy and Analysis, March 1983				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart depicting forecasts		29		The earliest probable time for a graphics display to be able to show a 3-dimensional presentation is 1992.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. Department of Interior's Bureau of Mines, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for domestic copper industry.		11		649		yes		2008		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Surveyed the opinions of 60 expert technologists.		1992		no		1.777777778		Technology not yet available		29		Technology emergence		1995		1989		155		1		4		226		yes		16		no		3-dimensional graphic capabilities		yes		Research into 3D displays was still in its infancy in 1992.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Graphics capabilities would be a system in the computer.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Graphic technology would be computer technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was being worked on at the time of forecast.		NA		16		9		Medium-term		yes		SF		1983		1992		Chart indicates 1992 as date.		29		1999		1995		6/26/2011 18:18		7/6/2012 11:50		SF		649		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1983, as seen on the title page.		NA						1993		no						11		A. Weiss, N. Themelis, & N. Guernsey "Technological Innovation in the Copper Industry: Volume II, Technology Forecast," Bureau of Mines, United States Department of the Interior, Division of Minerals Policy and Analysis, March 1983				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart depicting forecasts		29		Chart indicates that the earliest, probable time for a graphics display to be able to show images in 30-60 seconds would be 1993.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. Department of Interior's Bureau of Mines, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for United States domestic copper industry.		11		650		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Surveyed the opinions of 60 expert technologists.		1993		no				Technology evolving to show images faster.		29		Evolution		1996		1990		155		1		4		226		yes				no		Graphics Display		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Graphics capabilities would be a system in the computer.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Graphics technology would be computer technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was being worked on at the time of forecast.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1983		1993		Chart indicates 1993 as date.		29		1999		1995		6/26/2011 18:26		1/26/2012 13:14		SF		650		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1983, as seen on the title page.		NA						1993		no						11		A. Weiss, N. Themelis, & N. Guernsey "Technological Innovation in the Copper Industry: Volume II, Technology Forecast," Bureau of Mines, United States Department of the Interior, Division of Minerals Policy and Analysis, March 1983				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart depicting forecasts		42		Chart indicates that the earliest, probable time for improved image resolution would be 1993.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. Department of Interior's Bureau of Mines, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for United States domestic copper industry.		11		651		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Surveyed the opinions of 60 expert technologists.		1993		no				Technology evolving to show images with an improved resolution.		42		Evolution		1996		1990		155		1		4		226		yes				no		Image Resolution		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Graphics capabilities would be a system in the computer.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Image resolution would be, graphics technology which would be computer technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was being worked on at the time of forecast.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1983		1993		Chart indicates 1993 as date.		42		1999		1995		6/26/2011 18:46		1/26/2012 13:13		SF		651		ND

		3		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1983, as seen on the title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1992		no		MSS data was no longer being collected in forecast year, at best MSS data was able to identify plant species associated with some deposits.		Since MSS data was only ever able to indirectly identify deposits through associated plant species, by the time collection of data ceased this forecast was never realized.		11		A. Weiss, N. Themelis, & N. Guernsey "Technological Innovation in the Copper Industry: Volume II, Technology Forecast," Bureau of Mines, United States Department of the Interior, Division of Minerals Policy and Analysis, March 1983				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart depicting forecasts		42		Chart indicates that the earliest, probable time for multi-spectral scanning from satellites (LANDSAT) to be able to obtain information about rock composition and below-surface deposits would be 1992.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. Department of Interior's Bureau of Mines, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for United States domestic copper industry.		11		652		yes		1978		no		1999		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Surveyed the opinions of 60 expert technologists.		1992		no				Technology already exists, being forecasted to evolve to do more operations.		42		Evolution		1995		1989		155		1		4		233		yes				no		LANDSAT		yes		Collection of MSS data from LANDSAT ceased in October of 1992 and was replaced by TM data (which is hyper spectral).		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		LANDSAT is a complex detection method.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		LANDSAT uses satellites to locate underground deposits and better understand rock compositions.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was being worked on at the time of forecast.		NA				9		Medium-term		yes		SF		1983		1992		Chart indicates 1992 as date.		42		1999		1995		6/26/2011 19:22		4/11/2012 11:39		SF		652		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1983, as seen on the title page.		NA						1994		no						11		A. Weiss, N. Themelis, & N. Guernsey "Technological Innovation in the Copper Industry: Volume II, Technology Forecast," Bureau of Mines, United States Department of the Interior, Division of Minerals Policy and Analysis, March 1983				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart depicting forecasts		42		Chart indicates that the earliest, probable time for multi-spectral scanning from satellites (LANDSAT) to have the capabilities to not be affected by weather, illumination or vegetation would be 1994.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. Department of Interior's Bureau of Mines, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for United States domestic copper industry.		11		653		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Surveyed the opinions of 60 expert technologists.		1994		no				Technology already exists, being forecasted to evolve to do more operations.		42		Evolution		1997		1991		155		1		4		233		yes				no		LANDSAT		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		LANDSAT is a complex detection method.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		LANDSAT uses satellites to improve operations in the copper mining industry by sensing through weather, vegetation, and illumination.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was being worked on at the time of forecast.		NA				11		Long-term		no				1983		1994		Chart indicates 1994 as date.		42		1999		1995		6/27/2011 10:22		1/26/2012 13:10		SF		653		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1983, as seen on the title page.		NA						1999		no						11		A. Weiss, N. Themelis, & N. Guernsey "Technological Innovation in the Copper Industry: Volume II, Technology Forecast," Bureau of Mines, United States Department of the Interior, Division of Minerals Policy and Analysis, March 1983				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart depicting forecasts		51		Chart indicates that the earliest, probable time overland belt conveyors would have improved flexibility would be 1999.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. Department of Interior's Bureau of Mines, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for United States domestic copper industry.		11		654		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Surveyed the opinions of 60 expert technologists.		1999		no				Technology already exists at time of forecast.		49		Evolution		2004		1994		155		1		4		232		yes				no		Overland Belt Conveyor		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Overland belt conveyors would be complex transporting machines.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Overland belt conveyors assist in the production of the copper mining industry.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology was being used in mines already at the time of forecast.		NA				16		Long-term		no				1983		1999		Chart indicates 1999 as date.		51		1999		1995		6/27/2011 10:47		1/26/2012 13:09		SF		654		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1983, as seen on the title page.		NA						1996		no						11		A. Weiss, N. Themelis, & N. Guernsey "Technological Innovation in the Copper Industry: Volume II, Technology Forecast," Bureau of Mines, United States Department of the Interior, Division of Minerals Policy and Analysis, March 1983				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart depicting forecasts		51		Chart indicates that the earliest, probable time overland belt conveyors would have the technology to minimize disruption of operations would be 1996.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. Department of Interior's Bureau of Mines, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for United States domestic copper industry.		11		655		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Surveyed the opinions of 60 expert technologists.		1996		no				Technology already exists at time of forecast.		49		Evolution		2000		1992		155		1		4		232		yes				no		Overland Belt Conveyor		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Overland belt conveyors would be complex transporting machines.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Overland belt conveyors assist in the production of the copper mining industry.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology was being used in mines already at the time of forecast.		NA				13		Long-term		no				1983		1996		Chart indicates 1996 as date.		51		1999		1995		6/27/2011 11:04		1/26/2012 13:08		SF		655		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1983, as seen on the title page.		NA						1998		no						11		A. Weiss, N. Themelis, & N. Guernsey "Technological Innovation in the Copper Industry: Volume II, Technology Forecast," Bureau of Mines, United States Department of the Interior, Division of Minerals Policy and Analysis, March 1983				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart depicting forecasts		57		Chart indicates that the earliest, probable time In Situ Solution Mining will have improved technology to create and assess deposit permeability and/or porosity would be 1998.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. Department of Interior's Bureau of Mines, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for United States domestic copper industry.		11		656		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Surveyed the opinions of 60 expert technologists.		1998		no				Technology already exists at time of forecast.		57		Evolution		2003		1993		155		1		4		236		yes				no		In Situ Solution Mining (ISM)		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		ISM is a complex process to mine metals.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Enables the extraction of copper from United States copper mines by injecting a liquid or liquid/gas mixture into a drilled hole in the deposit.		54		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology had been demonstrated and used limitedly at the time of forecast.		NA				15		Long-term		no				1983		1998		Chart indicates 1998 as date.		57		1999		1995		6/27/2011 11:26		1/26/2012 13:07		SF		656		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1983, as seen on the title page.		NA						2000		no						11		A. Weiss, N. Themelis, & N. Guernsey "Technological Innovation in the Copper Industry: Volume II, Technology Forecast," Bureau of Mines, United States Department of the Interior, Division of Minerals Policy and Analysis, March 1983				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart depicting forecasts		57		Chart indicates that the earliest, probable time In Situ Solution Mining will have effective control over the flow of the solution to contact desired minerals would be 2000.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. Department of Interior's Bureau of Mines, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for United States domestic copper industry.		11		657		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Surveyed the opinions of 60 expert technologists.		2000		no				Technology already exists at time of forecast.		57		Evolution		2005		1995		155		1		4		236		yes				no		In Situ Solution Mining (ISM)		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		ISM is a complex process to mine metals.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Enables the extraction of copper from United States copper mines by injecting a liquid or liquid/gas mixture into a drilled hole in the deposit.		54		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology had been demonstrated and used limitedly at the time of forecast.		NA				17		Long-term		no				1983		2000		Chart indicates 2000 as date.		57		1999		1995		6/27/2011 11:36		1/26/2012 13:06		SF		657		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1983, as seen on the title page.		NA						1999		no						11		A. Weiss, N. Themelis, & N. Guernsey "Technological Innovation in the Copper Industry: Volume II, Technology Forecast," Bureau of Mines, United States Department of the Interior, Division of Minerals Policy and Analysis, March 1983				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart depicting forecasts		57		Chart indicates that the earliest, probable time In Situ Solution Mining will be able to avoid metal loss through dilution and precipitation would be 1999.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. Department of Interior's Bureau of Mines, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for United States domestic copper industry.		11		658		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Surveyed the opinions of 60 expert technologists.		1999		no				Technology already exists at time of forecast.		57		Evolution		2004		1994		155		1		4		236		yes				no		In Situ Solution Mining (ISM)		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		ISM is a complex process to mine metals.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Enables the extraction of copper from United States copper mines by injecting a liquid or liquid/gas mixture into a drilled hole in the deposit.		54		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology had been demonstrated and used limitedly at the time of forecast.		NA				16		Long-term		no				1983		1999		Chart indicates 1999 as date.		57		1999		1995		6/27/2011 11:53		1/26/2012 13:05		SF		658		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1991.		a		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1992		yes		Hughes introduced the first line of reduced-size VSAT dishes two years before the forecasted date and one year before the forecast was made. 		The forecast does not specify what the network's use will be or the size of the dishes. 		4-Mar		"Economic Planning Agency Technology Forecast to the Year 2010: Part I: General Report," JPRS Report Science & Technology Japan, Keizai Kikiakucho Sogkeikaku-Kyoku in Japanese July 91 pp 1-78				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart depicting forecasts		64		VSAT/Satellite Network will be realized in 1992.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		Produced by the Japanese government and reproduced by the U.S. Department of Commerce. Experts involved in making forecasts are Japanese.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		2		Forecasted for science and technology development in Japan.		3		659		yes		1990		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Methodology was to ask experts/members of the council to look at a variety of factors in order to formulate a forecast. for the technology at hand.		1992		no		2		Technology will be realized by year given.		64		Technology emergence		1992		1992		156		2		9		225		yes		-2		no		VSAT/Satellite Network		yes		Hughes introduced the first VSAT network in 1990. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		A complex method of communication and a network of satellites.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		VSAT is a satellite communications system.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology being worked on at time of forecast.		NA		2		1		Short-term		yes				1991		1992		Forecast clearly states 1992.		64						6/27/2011 13:53		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		659		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1991.		a		2. A lot of interpretation		4. Mostly realized		1994		yes		Although the first identifiable technologies that meet this forecast were not commercially available in 1994, they appear to have had general market penetration and competed with established markets, thereby meeting the majority of the source document’s time of application definition (“the time in which a product can be expected to be competing with existing products and yielding a return on a commercial basis”).		Video conferencing technologies were available prior to the forecast and were sold commercially at very high premiums.  The Cornell CU-seeme software was the first internet video conferencing software referenced by several sources as having general market penetration.  I am choosing 1994 as the realization date because that was when the CU-seeme version with video and audio was released. Commercial version of CU-seeme and competitors took off the next year in 1995.

According to a reflector listing at list a few CU-seeme reflectors were still active in Japan in 2001. http://www3.sympatico.ca/rjcekal/rcekal/reflist.htm		4-Mar		"Economic Planning Agency Technology Forecast to the Year 2010: Part I: General Report," JPRS Report Science & Technology Japan, Keizai Kikiakucho Sogkeikaku-Kyoku in Japanese July 91 pp 1-78				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart depicting forecasts		64		A TV conference system will be commercially available in 1994.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		Produced by the Japanese government and reproduced by the U.S. Department of Commerce. Experts involved in making forecasts are Japanese.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		2		Forecasted for science and technology development in Japan.		3		660		yes		1994		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Methodology was to ask experts/members of the council to look at a variety of factors in order to formulate a forecast. for the technology at hand.		1994		no		0		Technology will be realized by year given.		64		Technology emergence		1995		1993		156		2		9		225		yes		0		no		TV Conference System		yes		Free versions of audio and video internet conferencing were available in 1994.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		A system of communication.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		TV conference system is for conferencing over long distances using TV channels.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology being worked on at time of forecast.		NA		0		3		Short-term		yes				1991		1994		Forecast clearly states 1994.		64						6/27/2011 13:57		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		660		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1991.		a		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1994		yes		Based on the forecast document definition "fixes the Time of Application as the time in which a product can be expected to be competing with existing products and yielding a return on a commercial basis." Videophones were fully realized in 1994.  However the return was not large and the technology was replaced by low cost web camera.		Although the AT&T phone meets the definition for time of application, the intent to have a commercially viable videophone market did not manifest until the webcam.		4-Mar		"Economic Planning Agency Technology Forecast to the Year 2010: Part I: General Report," JPRS Report Science & Technology Japan, Keizai Kikiakucho Sogkeikaku-Kyoku in Japanese July 91 pp 1-78				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart depicting forecasts		64		A TV telephones will be commercially available in 1994.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		Produced by the Japanese government and reproduced by the U.S. Department of Commerce. Experts involved in making forecasts are Japanese.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		2		Forecasted for science and technology development in Japan.		3		661		no		1993		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Methodology was to ask experts/members of the council to look at a variety of factors in order to formulate a forecast. for the technology at hand.		1994		no		0.333333333		Technology will be realized by year given.		64		Technology emergence		1995		1993		156		2		9		225		yes		-1		no		TV Telephone		yes		Videophones were commercially available but they never penetrated a large market. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		A system for communication.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		TV telephones are a communications device.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology being worked on at time of forecast.		NA		1		3		Short-term		yes				1991		1994		Forecast clearly states 1994.		64						6/27/2011 14:12		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		661		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1991.		a		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		Biodegradable plastics were commercially available in 2000. 		Biodegradable plastics first appeared in the early 1990s but weren't fully biodegradable--only the starch portion would degrade, which left the plastic residue behind (see: http://www.saskwastereduction.ca/resources/plastics/biodegr.html). The industry and several governments subsequently developed standards for biodegradable materials in the early to mid 1990s, resulting in modern-day biodegradable plastics. These earlier "biodegradable" products were not considered in the verification, since the forecast was written when the earlier "biodegradable" plastics were available and was likely predicting that fully-degradable plastics would emerge. 		4-Mar		"Economic Planning Agency Technology Forecast to the Year 2010: Part I: General Report," JPRS Report Science & Technology Japan, Keizai Kikiakucho Sogkeikaku-Kyoku in Japanese July 91 pp 1-78				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart depicting forecasts		64		Biodegradable plastics will be available in 2000.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		Produced by the Japanese government and reproduced by the U.S. Department of Commerce. Experts involved in making forecasts are Japanese.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		2		Forecasted for science and technology development in Japan.		3		662		yes		1999		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Methodology was to ask experts/members of the council to look at a variety of factors in order to formulate a forecast. for the technology at hand.		2000		no		0.111111111		Technology will be realized by year given.		64		Technology emergence		2003		1997		156		2		9		230		yes		-1		no		Biodegradable Plastics		yes		The earliest indication of biodegradable plastics in the commercial marketplace is 1999. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		A material to be used in a variety of ways.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Biodegradable plastics would be a material technology development.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology being worked on at time of forecast.		NA		1		9		Medium-term		yes				1991		2000		Forecast clearly states 2000.		64						6/27/2011 14:17		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		662		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1991, as seen on the title page.		NA						2005		no						1		"Economic Planning Agency Technology Forecast to the Year 2010: Part I: General Report," JPRS Report Science & Technology Japan, Keizai Kikiakucho Sogkeikaku-Kyoku in Japanese July 91 pp 1-78				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart depicting forecasts		64		Deep underground railways and roads will be available in 2005.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		Produced by the Japanese government and reproduced by the U.S. Department of Commerce. Experts involved in making forecasts are Japanese. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		2		Forecasted for science and technology development in Japan.		64		663		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Methodology was to ask experts/members of the council to look at a variety of factors in order to formulate a forecast. for the technology at hand.		2005		no				Technology will be realized by year given.		64		Technology emergence		2009		2001		156		2		9		228		yes				no		Deep Underground Railways and Roads		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Underground transportation would be a complex form of transportation involving many systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Transportation of materials using ground transportation technology underground.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				14		Long-term		no				1991		2005		Forecast clearly states 2005.		64						6/27/2011 14:30		1/26/2012 13:02		SF		663		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1991, as seen on the title page.		NA						2000		no						1		"Economic Planning Agency Technology Forecast to the Year 2010: Part I: General Report," JPRS Report Science & Technology Japan, Keizai Kikiakucho Sogkeikaku-Kyoku in Japanese July 91 pp 1-78				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart depicting forecasts		64		Small VTOL (vertical take-off and landing) Jet Crafts will be available in Japan in 2000.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		Produced by the Japanese government and reproduced by the U.S. Department of Commerce. Experts involved in making forecasts are Japanese. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		2		Forecasted for science and technology development in Japan.		64		664		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Methodology was to ask experts/members of the council to look at a variety of factors in order to formulate a forecast. for the technology at hand.		2000		no				Technology will be realized by year given.		64		Technology emergence		2003		1997		156		2		9		223		yes				no		Vertical Take-off and Landing Jet Crafts		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		A VTOL jet craft would be a complex machine of many systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		VTOL jet crafts are air technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1991		2000		Forecast clearly states 2000.		64						6/27/2011 17:25		1/26/2012 13:01		SF		664		ND

		0		yes		yes						yes		The report was published in 1986, as indicated on the title page.		NA						1989		no						iv		Office of Technology Assessment, Marine Applications for Fuel Cell Technology- A Technical Memorandum, OTA-TM-O-37 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, February 1986).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The state-of-the-art has advanced to the point that fuel cell manufacturers hope to begin marketing fuel cells in just a few years."		iii		In 1989, fuel cells will be on the market.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was produced by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as indicated on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasts made for United States industry.		iii		665		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Included a workshop in which experts in the field worked together to discuss fuel cell technology and futures.		1989		no				Fuel cells will emerge on the market in the forecast.		iii		Technology emergence		1990		1988		157		1		3		227		yes				no		Fuel Cell		yes				Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		no		A fuel cell is a system that can be applied to and work in other, larger systems.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Fuel cells convert chemical energy into electronic energy.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Fuel cells exist, forecast describes entrance into the market.		NA				3		Short-term		no				1986		1989		The forecast states "in a few years" which according to our lexicon would mean 1989.		iii						6/27/2011 19:54		1/26/2012 12:58		SF		665		ND

		2		yes		yes						yes		The report was published in 1986, as indicated from the title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1993.5		yes		Solid oxide fuel cells were first made commercially available/purchased in 2009.		Had to assume fuel cells were sold in 2009 due to the early date of the mobile mag report (February 2010). Takes some synthesis of the two documents to get there. The two put together however indicate that there was a commercial system available and in use in 2009.		iv		Office of Technology Assessment, Marine Applications for Fuel Cell Technology- A Technical Memorandum, OTA-TM-O-37 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, February 1986).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Solid oxide fuel cells are theoretically highly efficient and are...at least 5 to 10 years from commercial use.		9		Between 1991 and 1996, solid oxide fuel cells will be used commercially.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was produced by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as indicated on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasts made for United States industry.		NA		666		yes		2009		yes		2003		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Included a workshop in which experts in the field worked together to discuss fuel cell technology and futures.		1993.5		no		2.066666667		Solid oxide fuel cells will be commercially used by forecasted date.		9		Technology emergence		1996		1991		157		1		3		227		yes		15.5		no		Solid Oxide Fuel Cells		yes		Solid oxide fuel cells were not commercially available.		Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		no		A solid oxide fuel cell is a subsystem that can be applied to and work in other, larger systems.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Fuel cells convert chemical energy into electronic energy.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Solid oxide fuel cells are in development at the time of forecast.		9		15.5		7.5		Medium-term		yes		SF		1986		1989		The forecast states "in 5 to 10 years" from the time of forecast, which would be 1991-1996.		9		1996		1991		6/27/2011 20:11		4/11/2012 12:23		SF		666		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		403		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1966		yes		Freeze branding in 1966 was believed to be and developed as a painless alternative to hot iron branding.		Assumes the forecast is concerned with freeze branding technology becoming available rather than the painlessness of the technology.		403		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1966," The Science News-Letter, 8:26 (1965): 403-404. 				yes		Academic publications		"In the agriculture field, a painless and harmless method for using super-cold for branding livestock is expected to be put into use." 		403		A painless, harmless method for branding livestock using super-cold will be put into use in 1966. 										1		Worldwide		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		403		The technology can emerge anywhere in the world. 		NA		667		yes		1966		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is the forecaster and is also the editor of the journal. As such, the author is presumed to be an expert.		1966		no		0		A super-cold method for branding will emerge in 1966. 		403		Technology emergence		1966		1966		70		2		8		236		yes		0		no		Branding technology 		yes		In 1966 freeze branding became established as a method of branding livestock.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		The brand would be a component. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		The branding technology would capitalize on PCM properties. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The short forecast timeframe indicates that the technology was being worked on when the forecast was made.		403		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1965		1966		The article predicts events that will happen in 1966. 		403						7/5/2011 11:40		7/11/2012 13:15		SF		667		SF

		6		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		403		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1966		yes		Basic research on rubella increased in 1966. 		Efforts to learn more about a particular organism usually involve basic research. Scientific publications are an indication of basic research. Since some research conducted in 1965 might not be published for a few years, publication data up to 1969 was included. 		403		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1966," The Science News-Letter, 8:26 (1965): 403-404. 				yes		Academic publications		"Efforts to learn more about German measles, or rubella infection, will be intensified." 		403		In 1966, basic research about rubella/German measles will increase. 										1		Worldwide		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. and the author is the editor. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		403		Research on rubella can occur anywhere in the world. 		403		668		yes		1965		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is the forecaster and is also the editor of the journal. As such, the author is presumed to be an expert.		1966		no		1		There will be a demand for information about rubella/German measles. 		403		Market penetration		1966		1966		70		2		8		224		yes		-1		no		Rubella/German measles 		yes		Research articles on rubella increased from 94 and 140 in 1964 and 1965, respectively, to 138, 219, 275, and 402 from 1966-1969 (respectively). This indicates that basic research on rubella was increasing from 1963-1968, which includes 1966.  		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		The microorganism that causes rubella is a component. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Basic research about rubella/German measles would require biological technology. 		403		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast predicts that basic research on this disease would increase. 		403		1		1		Short-term		yes		ND		1965		1966		The article predicts events that will occur in 1966. 		403						7/5/2011 11:50		1/20/2012 14:55		SF		668		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						1995		no						5-Feb		D.M. Johnson and D. Meister, “Man-Machine Impact of Technology on Coast Guard Missions and Systems,” December 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The computer of the 1990-2000 time frame will have an automatic self-checking capability that will immediately identify the existence of a potential malfunction source."		33		Between 1990-2000, Coast Guard computers will have an automatic self-checking capability that will identify the source of malfunctions. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors of this report were affiliated with the U.S. Navy’s Personnel Research and Development Center in San Diego, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast pertains to US Coast Guard computers. 		33		670		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were derived via literature reviews (expert analysis methods/essays) and from consultations with experts (expert sourcing/interviews).		1995		no				Computers will evolve such that they will be able to identify sources of malfunctions. 		33		Evolution		2000		1990		111		9				226		yes				no		Computers		yes										no		Computers are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		33		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Computers existed when the forecast was made. 		NA				16		Long-term		no				1979				Explicit in forecast statement.		33		2000		1990		7/5/2011 13:35		1/26/2012 12:50		SF		670		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		S.84		3. Moderate interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2004.5		no		Sequence-based probe detection methods were used before 2005, but de novo sequencing was not commonly used in clinical laboratories in that timeframe. 		The author does not specify whether sequence-based probe detection would qualify as a DNA sequencing kit. The analyst assumes not, since sequence-based probe detection existed before the forecast was made. 		S.84		Ellen Jo Baron, “Speculations on the Microbiology Laboratory of the Future,” Clinical Infectious Diseases, 35:1 (2002): S84-S87. 				yes		Academic publications		“Kits for DNA sequencing are available, too, and this approach will become the preferred method for identifying anaerobic bacteria, coryneform rods, and nonfermenting gram-negative bacilli within the next five years.” 		S.86		Between 2002-2007, DNA sequencing kits will be the preferred method by which anaerobic bacteria, coryneform rods, and nonfermenting gram-negative bacilli are identified in clinical laboratories. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is affiliated with the Stanford University Medical School.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		S.84		The author was referring to clinical laboratories in the U.S. 		S.84		671		no				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Forecasts are based on the author’s experience, as well as thoughts from others in the field. The forecasts are influenced heavily by the author's analysis of trends.  		2004.5		no				DNA sequencing kits will be popular in clinical labs in the forecast timeframe. 		S.86		Market penetration		2007		2002		158		2		10		224		yes				yes		DNA sequencing kits		yes		As of 2011, DNA sequencing kits are expensive and labor-intensive and are not widely-used in clinical diagnostics. 		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		no		Sequencing kits are a products that enable DNA sequencing, a system/process. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		DNA sequencing kits are a biotechnology. 		S.86		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		DNA sequencing kits were in use when the forecast was made. 		S.86				2.5		Short-term		yes		ND		2002				The forecast reads, "within the next five years" and was published in late 2002. 		S.86		2007		2002		7/8/2011 7:40		7/12/2012 9:06		SF		671		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1997.		99		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		no		The sale of 1032 machines does not qualify for being "commonly bought". In early 2012 3D printers remained a niche market being commercially inviable for a lot of businesses and certainly for households.		Interpreted 1032 sales and being a niche market as not being strong enough to qualify as commonly bought.		102		Alejandro Carrion, "Technology forecast on ink-jet head technology application," Rapid Prototyping Journal, Vol 3, 1997, 99-105				yes		Academic publications		"The average year estimate for the common purchasing of 3D printers with a CAD-based system was 2004."		103		The year that 3D printers with a computer aided design based system will be commonly bought is 2004.										1		Worldwide		The author is with IBM in the USA. Article lists the experts involved in the survey and of the ones who have locations given it appears there are experts from the US and Europe.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		99		Forecast for when technology will enter into the world market.		103		672		yes				no		2012		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Expert opinions were collected using surveys.		2004		no				Forecast states that the technology will be on the market in the year 2004.		103		Market penetration		2006		2002		159		1		5		226		yes				no		3D Ceramics Printer		yes		In 2004 there were 5 suppliers of 3D printers who were estimated to have sold 1032 machines that year.		Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		3D printers for ceramics would be a complex machine with multiple systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Computer technology because it is printing data.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology has been applied at time of forecast but not able to be commonly bought yet.		111				7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1997		2004		The forecast explicitly states 2004.		103						7/8/2011 10:12		7/6/2012 11:49		SF		672		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1971.		99						2000		no						99		Charles G. Moore & Hugo P. Pomrehn, "Technological Forecast of Marine Transportation Systems 1970 to 2000," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 3, 1971, 99-135				yes		Academic publications		Graph		110		In the year 2000, US merchant vessels shipping capacity will be between 49 and 490 million tons.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		99		Forecasted specifically for US maritime merchant shipping vessels.		110		673		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Although the general forecast methodology used a "spectrum of technological forecasting methods and techniques that appear to be most appropriate for ocean transport systems,"  they looked at a "trend extrapolation, envelope curve, and figure of merit techniques," for the section this forecast was made in, which are all quantitative analyses.		2000		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in demand for maritime shipping methods.		110		Market penetration		2009		1991		160		4		65		229		yes				no		US Merchant Shipping Vessels		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		4		no		Maritime transportation would be a complex process involving multiple systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Shipping vessels for ocean cargo transportation is a maritime transportation technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already in use, forecast is predicting increased demand.		NA				29		Long-term		no				1971		2000		Graph shows level of shipping capacity in the year 2000.		110						7/8/2011 11:35		1/26/2012 12:39		SF		673		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1971.		99						2000		no						99		Charles G. Moore & Hugo P. Pomrehn, "Technological Forecast of Marine Transportation Systems 1970 to 2000," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 3, 1971, 99-135				yes		Academic publications		Graph		110		In the year 2000, foreign merchant vessels shipping capacity will be 1550 million tons.										7		Multi-regional		The authors are based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		99		Forecasted specifically for all foreign maritime merchant shipping vessels, excluding the US.		110		674		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Although the general forecast methodology used a "spectrum of technological forecasting methods and techniques that appear to be most appropriate for ocean transport systems,"  they looked at a "trend extrapolation, envelope curve, and figure of merit techniques," for the section this forecast was made in, which are all quantitative analyses.		2000		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in demand for maritime shipping methods.		110		Market penetration		2009		1991		160		4		65		229		yes				no		Foreign Merchant Shipping Vessels		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		4		no		Maritime transportation would be a complex process involving multiple systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Shipping vessels for ocean cargo transportation is a maritime transportation technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already in use, forecast is predicting increased demand.		NA				29		Long-term		no				1971		2000		Graph shows level of shipping capacity in the year 2000.		110						7/8/2011 11:40		1/26/2012 12:38		SF		674		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1971.		99						2000		no						116		Charles G. Moore & Hugo P. Pomrehn, "Technological Forecast of Marine Transportation Systems 1970 to 2000," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 3, 1971, 99-135				yes		Academic publications		Graph		115		In the year 2000, maritime vessels capacity will be able to complete a transatlantic trip in 60-70 hours.										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		99		Forecasted for all maritime merchant vessels, did not mention any specific region or country.		115		675		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Article explicitly states that the authors used extrapolation for this forecast.		2000		no				Forecast is predicting an decrease in time it will take to cross the Atlantic Ocean by maritime vessels.		115		Evolution		2009		1991		160		4		20		229		yes				no		Transatlantic Maritime Vessels		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Maritime vessels would be a complex process involving multiple systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Maritime vessels crossing Atlantic Ocean.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already in use, forecast is predicting increase in speed.		NA				29		Long-term		no				1971		2000		Graph shows level of shipping capacity in the year 2000.		115						7/8/2011 12:02		1/26/2012 12:37		SF		675		ND

		1		yes		no				This forecast was preceded by the sentence, “Draft forecasts intended to stimulate thinking about the scope and rate of growth include:…” Since the forecasts themselves are very specific, they were considered usable and therefore included in the analysis.		yes		Article publication date. 		4		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		no		No resistant elm trees were introduced in 2004. 		The forecast was clear. There is no indication that elm trees rendered resistant to Dutch elm disease via genetic engineering have been introduced.  		10		William R. Rowley, “Biotechnology Overview: Applications and Forecasts,” Foresight, 4:4 (2002): 4-12. 				yes		Academic publications		"By 2004, genetically modified elm trees resistant to the Dutch elm disease fungus are introduced.” 		10		By 2004, genetically-modified elm trees that are resistant to the Dutch elm fungus will be introduced. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institute of Alternative Futures in Alexandria, Virginia.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		The resistant tree can emerge anywhere in the world. 		10		676		no				no		2011		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The forecasts are based on the evolution or emergence of certain technologies.		2004		no				A resistant Dutch elm tree will emerge in 2004. 		10		Technology emergence		2005		2003		161		8		56		224		yes				no		Transgenic plants 		yes		While researchers in Scotland have planted GM trees with resistance to Dutch elm disease, no tree that has been rendered resistant to the disease via genetic engineering has been introduced. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Genetically-modified plants are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Transgenic plants are a result of biotechnology. 		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Genetically-modified plants existed when the forecast was made. 		10				2		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		10						7/8/2011 12:05		1/20/2012 14:47		SF		676		SF

		0		yes		no				This forecast was preceded by the sentence, “Draft forecasts intended to stimulate thinking about the scope and rate of growth include:…” Since the forecasts themselves are very specific, they were considered usable and therefore included in the analysis.		yes		Article publication date. 		4						2004		no						5-Apr		William R. Rowley, “Biotechnology Overview: Applications and Forecasts,” Foresight, 4:4 (2002): 4-12. 				yes		Academic publications		"By 2004, biosensors will be available to monitor bioremediation in situ in many currently inaccessible locations, such as the degradation of pollutants deep in the ground, and may be applied to many pollutants now difficult to measure.” 		11		By 2004, sensors that are capable of monitoring the degradation of pollutants deep in the ground will be available. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institute of Alternative Futures in Alexandria, Virginia.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		The sensors can emerge anywhere in the world. 		NA		677		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The forecasts are based on the evolution or emergence of certain technologies.		2004		no				Biosensors capable of monitoring bioremediation in situ will emerge in the forecast timeframe. 		11		Technology emergence		2005		2003		161		8		56		233		yes				no		Biological sensors 		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Biosensors are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		11		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Biosensors were mature when the forecast was made. 		NA				2		Short-term		no				2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. 		11						7/8/2011 12:18		1/26/2012 12:35		SF		677		SF

		2		yes		no				This forecast was preceded by the sentence, “Draft forecasts intended to stimulate thinking about the scope and rate of growth include:…” Since the forecasts themselves are very specific, they were considered usable and therefore included in the analysis.		yes		Article publication date.		4		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		Genetically-modified microorganisms were used to remediate materials  as early as 2003. 		Some interpretation involved in determining what constitutes "difficult-to-degrade" materials. 		4		William R. Rowley, “Biotechnology Overview: Applications and Forecasts,” Foresight, 4:4 (2002): 4-12. 				yes		Academic publications		"By 2006, there will be early use of genetically modified microorganisms designed to remove difficult-to-degrade materials.” 		11		By 2006, genetically modified microorganisms will be used to remove difficult-to-degrade materials. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institute of Alternative Futures in Alexandria, Virginia.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		The organisms can emerge and be used anywhere in the world. 		11		678		yes		2003		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The forecasts are based on the evolution or emergence of certain technologies.		2006		no		0.75		GM microorganisms that can degrade hardy products will emerge in the forecast timeframe. 		11		Technology emergence		2007		2005		161		8		56		224		yes		-3		no		Genetically modified microorganisms 		yes		Genetically-modified microorganisms were used to remediate materials in situ as early as 2003. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		In this context, the organisms would be subsystems associated with the remediation process/system. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Genetically modified microorganisms are the result of biotechnology. 		11		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Genetically modified organisms were in use when the forecast was made. 		11		3		4		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		11						7/8/2011 12:21		7/12/2012 9:05		SF		678		SF

		2		yes		no				This forecast was preceded by the sentence, “Possible forecasts include:..” The standard lexicon defines a forecast using the word “possible” as having a 40-60% probability, and therefore not a forecast. However, the forecast statements themselves were very specific, and were included in the analysis.		yes		Article publication date. 		4		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		yes		Devices with telehealth functionality may have been available in 2004 but none of these devices had abilities to coach healthy behaviours, or provide information and advice.		The Intel Health Guide was released in 2008 and has the functionality required to fulfill the forecast statement. None of the other major telehealth devices listed in the CTA paper, which were available in and before 2009, have the complete set of functionality described in the forecast. Therefore the forecast was realized in 2008 with the release of the Intel Health Guide.		5-Apr		William R. Rowley, “Biotechnology Overview: Applications and Forecasts,” Foresight, 4:4 (2002): 4-12. 				yes		Academic publications		“By 2004, personal ‘digital medical assistants’ will monitor an individual’s health status through sensors, coach healthy behaviours, provide information and advice, and be connected to the health system for professional support.” 		6		By 2004, personal digital medical devices that monitor a patient's health status, coach healthy behaviors, provide information and advice, and are connected to a health system for professional support will be available. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institute of Alternative Futures in Alexandria, Virginia.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		The devices can emerge anywhere in the world. 		6		679		yes		2008		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The forecasts are based on the evolution or emergence of certain technologies.		2004		no		2		The personal medical assistants will emerge on the market in the forecast timeframe. 		6		Technology emergence		2005		2003		161		8		56		233		yes		4		no		Digital medical assistants 		yes		No system which had all the functionality described in the forecast was available.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		A digital medical device would be a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		The device's key function would be to monitor patients using sensors. 		6		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast's short timeframe indicates that the technology was being worked on when the forecast was made.		6		4		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. 		6						7/8/2011 12:27		4/11/2012 11:36		SF		679		SF

		1		yes		no				This forecast was preceded by the sentence, “Possible forecasts include:..” The standard lexicon defines a forecast using the word “possible” as having a 40-60% probability, and therefore not a forecast. However, the forecast statements themselves were very specific, and were included in the analysis.		yes		Article publication date. 		4		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		There were at least 100,000 probes in 2005, but these were not tied to certain conditions. As such, <100,000 genetic conditions could be identified via gene chips. 		The forecast was clear. 		6		William R. Rowley, “Biotechnology Overview: Applications and Forecasts,” Foresight, 4:4 (2002): 4-12. 				yes		Academic publications		“By 2005, a gene chip is available that includes markers for all human genes and to test over 100,000 genetic conditions.” 		6		By 2005, gene chip that can test for >100,000 genetic conditions will be available. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institute of Alternative Futures in Alexandria, Virginia.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		The gene chip can emerge anywhere in the world. 		6		680		no				no		2011		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The forecasts are based on the evolution or emergence of certain technologies.		2005		no				The gene chip will emerge in 2005. 		6		Technology emergence		2006		2004		161		8		56		224		yes				yes		Gene chip		yes		As of 2011, probes exist for >100,000 sites, but these probes are not necessarily tied to conditions. These >100,000 probes have the potential to identify the same number of genetic conditions, but not enough is known about the sites to do so. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Gene chips are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Gene chips are the result of biotechnology. 		6		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology appears to be at some level of development at time of forecast.		6				3		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		6						7/8/2011 12:30		9/12/2011 14:34		ND		680		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1971.		99						2000		no						116		Charles G. Moore & Hugo P. Pomrehn, "Technological Forecast of Marine Transportation Systems 1970 to 2000," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 3, 1971, 99-135				yes		Academic publications		Graph		115		In the year 2000, transatlantic maritime vessels will be able to reach a V/C (velocity of vehicle/speed of light) ratio of 60.2.										1		Worldwide		The authors were based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		99		Forecasted for all maritime merchant vessels, did not mention any specific region or country.		115		681		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Article explicitly states that the authors used extrapolation for this forecast.		2000		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in V/C Ratio.		115		Evolution		2009		1991		160		4		20		229		yes				no		Transatlantic Maritime Vessels		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Maritime vessels would be a complex process involving multiple systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Maritime vessels crossing Atlantic Ocean.		115		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already in use, forecast is predicting increase in speed.		NA				29		Long-term		no				1971		2000		Graph shows level of shipping capacity in the year 2000.		115						7/8/2011 12:33		1/26/2012 12:31		SF		681		ND

		1		yes		no				This forecast was preceded by the sentence, “Possible forecasts include:..” The standard lexicon defines a forecast using the word “possible” as having a 40-60% probability, and therefore not a forecast. However, the forecast statements themselves were very specific, and were included in the analysis.		yes		Article publication date.		4		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		Practitioners sometimes screen certain patients' DNA profiles and use that information to inform the choice of prescriptions (among other things), but they do not screen patients' DNA in order to determine what drugs to prescribe. 		Some interpretation involved in determining the context for genetic screening. Most practitioners do this on a non-laboratory basis, asking patients questions about family history of illness, etc. The analyst assumes the forecaster is predicting genetic screening in a literal sense. 		6		William R. Rowley, “Biotechnology Overview: Applications and Forecasts,” Foresight, 4:4 (2002): 4-12. 				yes		Academic publications		“By 2005, many new and older drugs will be prescribed after a screening of the patient’s genetic profile to better estimate likely efficacy and safety. A screening kit will be part of new drug prescriptions.” 		6		By 2005, patients' genetic profiles will be screened before drugs are prescribed. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institute of Alternative Futures in Alexandria, Virginia.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		Screening kits can emerge and be used anywhere in the world. 		6		682		no				no		2011		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The forecasts are based on the evolution or emergence of certain technologies.		2005		no				Kits to screen patients will emerge in the forecast timeframe. 		6		Technology emergence		2006		2004		161		8		56		224		yes				yes		DNA screening kits 		yes		As of 2011, practitioners do not screen patients' DNA before prescribing drugs. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		The described screening would require a system of systems, whereby patients would be screened, their genetic information would be stored in a database, and could be accessed from multiple computer systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		The screening result from biotechnology. 		6		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology appears to be past the conceptual phase but not yet fully demonstrated.		6				3		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		6						7/8/2011 12:35		7/12/2012 9:04		SF		682		SF

		2		yes		no				This forecast was preceded by the sentence, “Possible forecasts include:..” The standard lexicon defines a forecast using the word “possible” as having a 40-60% probability, and therefore not a forecast. However, the forecast statements themselves were very specific, and were included in the analysis.		yes		Article publication date. 		4		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		Biomarker-based diagnostics were used to identify fewer than 4 types of cancer in 2005. 		Interpretation involved in determining when biomarkers for >4 cancers were approved, since some biomarkers provided in one ground truth source might be included in drugs that are in advanced clinical trials (not necessarily drugs that have been approved for marketing). 		4		William R. Rowley, “Biotechnology Overview: Applications and Forecasts,” Foresight, 4:4 (2002): 4-12. 				yes		Academic publications		“By 2005, biomarkers indicate the likely presence of several cancers, classify their defining molecular characteristics, and indicate which therapies should be beneficial to the particular type of tumour.” 		6		By 2005, biomarkers will be used to identify 4-7 types of cancer and indicate which therapies would be most beneficial.  										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institute of Alternative Futures in Alexandria, Virginia.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		The biomarkers can be used in this way anywhere in the world. 		6		683		no		2011		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The forecasts are based on the evolution or emergence of certain technologies.		2005		no		2		Biomarkers will evolve such that they have a new use. 		6		Evolution		2006		2004		161		8		56		224		yes		6		yes		Biomarkers 		yes		Biomarker-based diagnostics were used to identify fewer than 4 types of cancer in 2005. Biomarkers were used to identify and treat >4 types of cancer in 2011. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Biomarkers are components. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Biomarkers are a biological technology. 		6		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Biomarkers existed when the forecast was made. 		6		6		3		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		6						7/8/2011 12:40		9/9/2011 11:20		ND		683		SF

		2		yes		no				This forecast was preceded by the sentence, “Possible forecasts include:..” The standard lexicon defines a forecast using the word “possible” as having a 40-60% probability, and therefore not a forecast. However, the forecast statements themselves were very specific, and were included in the analysis.		yes		Article publication date. 		4		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		In 2005, the U.S. and most European countries had not approved the use of therapeutic cloning for embryonic stem cell production. This remains the case in 2011. 		The forecast is clear. 		4		William R. Rowley, “Biotechnology Overview: Applications and Forecasts,” Foresight, 4:4 (2002): 4-12. 				yes		Academic publications		“By 2005, therapeutic cloning under strict controls for the production of embryonic stem cells will be accepted by most European countries and USA.” 		8		By 2005, therapeutic cloning for the production of embryonic stem cells will be approved by most countries in Europe, as well as the U.S. 										7		Multi-regional		The author is affiliated with the Institute of Alternative Futures in Alexandria, Virginia.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		The forecast pertains to the U.S. and Europe. 		8		684		yes				no		2011		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The forecasts are based on the evolution or emergence of certain technologies.		2005		no				Embryonic stem cell technology will emerge in the US and Europe. 		8		Technology emergence		2006		2004		161		8		56		224		yes				no		Embryonic stem cells 		yes		By 2011, the U.S. and most European countries had not approved the use of therapeutic cloning for embryonic stem cell production. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Stem cells are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Stem cell technology is a biotechnology. 		8		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Likely in development due to short time frame between date of forecast and date of event realization.		8				3		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		8						7/8/2011 12:43		9/9/2011 11:17		ND		684		SF

		3		yes		no				This forecast was preceded by the sentence, “Possible forecasts include:..” The standard lexicon defines a forecast using the word “possible” as having a 40-60% probability, and therefore not a forecast. However, the forecast statements themselves were very specific, and were included in the analysis.		yes		Article publication date.		4		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		The FDA was evaluating the health of cloned animals at this time, but didn't reach a conclusion until 2008. 		There was very little data for countries outside of the U.S. and Europe. Moreover, the FDA evaluated the health of cloned animals and revealed in 2008 that their health was good. However, they did not formally approve the use of cloned animals at that time, and instead asked U.S. farmers to voluntarily keep direct clones out of the food supply. 		11		William R. Rowley, “Biotechnology Overview: Applications and Forecasts,” Foresight, 4:4 (2002): 4-12. 				yes		Academic publications		“By 2005, with technical refinements eliminating almost all abnormalities and deaths, cloning will be accepted for livestock.” 		11		By 2005, cloning will be approved for use in livestock.  										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institute of Alternative Futures in Alexandria, Virginia.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		Cloning for livestock can occur anywhere in the world. 		11		685		yes				no		2011		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The forecasts are based on the evolution or emergence of certain technologies.		2005		no				Cloning was used commercially for microorganisms at the time, and is forecast to migrate to larger organisms. 		11		Technology Migration		2006		2004		161		8		56		224		yes				no		Cloning 		yes		As of 2011, no regulatory agency appears to have formally approved the use of cloned livestock for food production. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Cloned livestock are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Cloning is a biological technology. 		11		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Cloning will emerge in livestock, commercially. 		11				3		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		11						7/8/2011 12:47		9/12/2011 14:13		ND		685		SF

		1		yes		no				This forecast was preceded by the sentence, “Possible forecasts include:..” The standard lexicon defines a forecast using the word “possible” as having a 40-60% probability, and therefore not a forecast. However, the forecast statements themselves were very specific, and were included in the analysis.		yes		Article publication date.		4		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		no		No approved vaccines were delivered in milk in 2006. 		The forecast statement is clear. 		11		William R. Rowley, “Biotechnology Overview: Applications and Forecasts,” Foresight, 4:4 (2002): 4-12. 				yes		Academic publications		“By 2006, milk containing vaccines produced by a transgenic cow will be approved for human use.” 		11		By 2006, milk containing vaccines will be approved for human use. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institute of Alternative Futures in Alexandria, Virginia.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		The vaccine/milk can emerge anywhere in the world. 		11		686		no				no		2011		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The forecasts are based on the evolution or emergence of certain technologies.		2006		no				Vaccine-laced milk will emerge in 2006. 		11		Technology emergence		2007		2005		161		8		56		224		yes				yes		Vaccine 		yes		As of 2011, no approved vaccines are delivered in milk. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Milk that contains vaccines would be a system, and once in the body would become a prophylaxis/system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Vaccines are the result of biotechnology. 		11		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Passive vaccines were in use when the forecast was made. 		11				4		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		11						7/8/2011 12:50		7/12/2012 9:03		SF		686		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1971.		99						2000		no						117		Charles G. Moore & Hugo P. Pomrehn, "Technological Forecast of Marine Transportation Systems 1970 to 2000," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 3, 1971, 99-135				yes		Academic publications		Graph		117		In the year 2000, tankers will reach 500 thousand DWT.										1		Worldwide		The authors were based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		99		Forecasted for all maritime merchant vessels, did not mention any specific region or country.		117		687		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Used several quantitative factors to identify a growth curve.		2000		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in vessel size.		117		Evolution		2009		1991		160		4		16		229		yes				no		Liquid Bulk Tankers		yes				Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		Maritime vessels would be a complex process involving multiple systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Liquid bulk tankers are maritime vessels.		117		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already in use, forecast is predicting increase in size in terms if deadweight tonnage (DWT).		NA				29		Long-term		no				1971		2000		Graph shows level of shipping capacity in the year 2000.		115						7/8/2011 12:59		1/26/2012 12:30		SF		687		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1971.		99						2000		no						117		Charles G. Moore & Hugo P. Pomrehn, "Technological Forecast of Marine Transportation Systems 1970 to 2000," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 3, 1971, 99-135				yes		Academic publications		Graph		117		In the year 2000, bulk carriers will reach a size of over 100 thousand DWT.										1		Worldwide		The authors were based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		99		Forecasted for all maritime merchant vessels, did not mention any specific region or country.		117		688		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Used several quantitative factors to identify a growth curve.		2000		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in vessel size.		117		Evolution		2009		1991		160		4		16		229		yes				no		Dry Bulk Carriers		yes				Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		Maritime vessels would be a complex process involving multiple systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Dry bulk carriers are maritime vessels.		117		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already in use, forecast is predicting increase in size in terms if deadweight tonnage (DWT).		NA				29		Long-term		no				1971		2000		Graph shows level of shipping capacity in the year 2000.		115						7/8/2011 13:38		1/26/2012 12:29		SF		688		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1971.		99						2000		no						117		Charles G. Moore & Hugo P. Pomrehn, "Technological Forecast of Marine Transportation Systems 1970 to 2000," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 3, 1971, 99-135				yes		Academic publications		Graph		117		In the year 2000, cargo liners will reach a size of about 30 thousand DWT.										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		99		Forecasted for all maritime merchant vessels, did not mention any specific region or country.		117		689		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Used several quantitative factors to identify a growth curve.		2000		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in vessel size.		117		Evolution		2009		1991		160		4		16		229		yes				no		Cargo Liners		yes				Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		Maritime vessels would be a complex process involving multiple systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Cargo liners are maritime vessels.		117		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already in use, forecast is predicting increase in size in terms if deadweight tonnage (DWT).		NA				29		Long-term		no				1971		2000		Graph shows level of shipping capacity in the year 2000.		117						7/8/2011 13:39		1/26/2012 12:28		SF		689		ND

		3		yes		no				This forecast was preceded by the sentence, “Possible forecasts include:..” The standard lexicon defines a forecast using the word “possible” as having a 40-60% probability, and therefore not a forecast. However, the forecast statements themselves were very specific, and were included in the analysis.		yes		Article publication date.		4		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		The materials forecast to be used as packing in 2005 were not available, but were still only being researched for this purpose. Companies are still trying to become the first to commercialize these products in 2012.		Have interpreted the forecast to mean that this kind of edible plastic packaging will be commercially available in shops as packaging for products people could purchase. Following this interpretation there are yet to be any available edible plastic packagings.		5-Apr		William R. Rowley, “Biotechnology Overview: Applications and Forecasts,” Foresight, 4:4 (2002): 4-12. 				yes		Academic publications		“By 2005, biodegradable plastics will be created by bacterial action on potato wastes from plants producing potato chips. Edible plastics will be used for fast food plates, cups, and packaging. After use they can be eaten, utilized in animal feed, or put in the compost pile.” 		12		By 2005, edible plastics will be available and used for fast food plates, cups, and packaging. After use, these plastics can be eaten, used as animal feed, or put into a compost pile. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institute of Alternative Futures in Alexandria, Virginia.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		Edible plastics can emerge anywhere in the world. 		NA		690		yes				no		2012		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The forecasts are based on the evolution or emergence of certain technologies.		2005		no				Edible plastics will emerge in the forecast timeframe. 		12		Technology emergence		2006		2004		161		8		56		230		yes				no		Edible plastics 		yes		In 2005 research was being carried out into edible plastics but none were commercially available.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Edible plastics are components. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Edible plastics are materials. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast's short timeframe indicates that edible plastics were being worked on when the forecast was made.		12				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		12						7/8/2011 14:14		7/6/2012 11:48		SF		690		SF

		1		yes		no				This forecast was preceded by the sentence, “Possible forecasts include:..” The standard lexicon defines a forecast using the word “possible” as having a 40-60% probability, and therefore not a forecast. However, the forecast statements themselves were very specific, and were included in the analysis.		yes		Article publication date.		4		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		Potato-based biodegradable plastics were produced at least 4 years before the forecasted date. 		Some interpretation involved in determining when the first biodegradable plastic product was available. 		12		William R. Rowley, “Biotechnology Overview: Applications and Forecasts,” Foresight, 4:4 (2002): 4-12. 				yes		Academic publications		“By 2005, biodegradable plastics will be created by bacterial action on potato wastes from plants producing potato chips..." 		12		By 2005, biodegradable plastics will be created from potato wastes. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institute of Alternative Futures in Alexandria, Virginia.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		4		The plastics can emerge anywhere in the world. 		12		691		no		2001		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The forecasts are based on the evolution or emergence of certain technologies.		2005		no		1.333333333		Biodegradable plastics will emerge in the forecast timeframe. 		12		Technology emergence		2006		2004		161		8		56		230		yes		-4		no		Biodegradable plastics 		yes		Potatopak began producing potato-based biodegradable plastics as early as 2001. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Biodegradable plastic would be a component. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Biodegradable plastics are materials. 		12		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology appears to be past the conceptual stage but not yet fully demonstrated.		12		4		3		Short-term		yes		ND		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		12						7/8/2011 14:24		9/12/2011 14:08		ND		691		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1971.		99						2000		no						119		Charles G. Moore & Hugo P. Pomrehn, "Technological Forecast of Marine Transportation Systems 1970 to 2000," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 3, 1971, 99-135				yes		Academic publications		Graph		119		In the year 2000, there will be over 1500 gas turbine powered ships with a gas turbine horsepower of 6 million.										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		99		Forecasted for all maritime merchant vessels, did not mention any specific region or country.		119		692		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Article specifically states that it used extrapolation for this forecast.		2000		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in number of vessels.		119		Evolution		2009		1991		160		4		20		229		yes				no		Gas Turbine Powered Ships		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Maritime vessels would be a complex process involving multiple systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Maritime because forecast was predicting number of ships available.		119		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already in use, forecast is predicting increase in number with designated horsepower.		NA				29		Long-term		no				1971		2000		Graph shows level of shipping capacity in the year 2000.		119						7/8/2011 14:42		1/26/2012 12:23		SF		692		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1971.		99						2000		no						119		Charles G. Moore & Hugo P. Pomrehn, "Technological Forecast of Marine Transportation Systems 1970 to 2000," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 3, 1971, 99-135				yes		Academic publications		Graph		119		In the year 2000, there will be 2200 gas turbine powered ships with a gas turbine horsepower of 8.8 million.										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		99		Forecasted for all maritime merchant vessels, did not mention any specific region or country.		119		693		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Article specifically states that it used extrapolation for this forecast.		2000		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in number of vessels.		119		Evolution		2009		1991		160		4		20		229		yes				no		Gas Turbine Powered Ships		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Maritime vessels would be a complex process involving multiple systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Maritime because forecast was predicting number of ships available.		119		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already in use, forecast is predicting increase in number with designated horsepower.		NA				29		Long-term		no				1971		2000		Graph shows level of shipping capacity in the year 2000.		119						7/8/2011 14:50		1/26/2012 12:22		SF		693		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1971.		99						2000		no						119		Charles G. Moore & Hugo P. Pomrehn, "Technological Forecast of Marine Transportation Systems 1970 to 2000," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 3, 1971, 99-135				yes		Academic publications		Graph		119		In the year 2000, there will be about 2400 gas turbine powered ships with a gas turbine horsepower of about 9.7 million.										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		99		Forecasted for all maritime merchant vessels, did not mention any specific region or country.		119		694		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Article specifically states that it used extrapolation for this forecast.		2000		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in number of vessels.		119		Evolution		2009		1991		160		4		20		229		yes				no		Gas Turbine Powered Ships		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Maritime vessels would be a complex process involving multiple systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Maritime because forecast was predicting number of ships available.		119		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already in use, forecast is predicting increase in number with designated horsepower.		NA				29		Long-term		no				1971		2000		Graph shows level of shipping capacity in the year 2000.		119						7/8/2011 14:55		1/26/2012 12:21		SF		694		ND

		1		no		no		Perhaps we need to read the forecast statement and determine if their is more specific information the with respect to the type of synthetic material or cells being discussed since it is unlikely the author was talking about any type of eukaryotic cell and got it this far off.  This forecast, while verified, has a 67.5 year TFE and will be excluded from analysis due to its outlying nature.

After reviewing original forecast statement, I've deduced that the author may be predicting that synthetic blood or sera will be used for cell cultures (of multicellulary eukaryotes). As such, this forecast needs to be re-researched in light of the new summary statement. SF 7/6/12 				yes		The article was published in 1986, but the text at the bottom of the first page indicates that the text was first published in the summer of 1981. 		192				5. Fully realized		1988.5		yes		The article cited as evidence clearly states that yeast cells (which are Eukaryote) have been grown in synthetic liquid media (Synthetic agar) since 1921.  If we were able to do so in 1921, it stands to reason we could still do the same in 1989. 				193		Joel de Rosnay, “The Growth of Biotechnics: Biology, Computerization, and Automation,” Futures, April 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		“In the medium term (five to ten years)...the culture of eukaryotic cells should continue in many laboratories with, in particular, the development of synthetic growth media and greater mastery of factors of cellular growth." 		193		Between 1986 and 1991, synthetic growth media (blood, sera) will be developed for growing cultures of multicellular eukaryotic cells.   										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institut Pasteur. 		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		192		The synthetic media can emerge anywhere in the world. 		NA		695		no		1921		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author analyzed trends in multiple life science disciplines to make forecasts. 		1988.5		yes		9		A synthetic growth media for eukaryotic cells will emerge in the forecast timeframe. 		193		Technology emergence		1991		1986		162		5		29		224		yes		-67.5		no		Synthetic growth media 		yes		By 1989, eukaryotic cell cultures were being grown in synthetic growth media		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Growth media is a component. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Cell cultures are biotechnology. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast's short timeframe indicates that synthetic growth media were being worked on when the forecast was made.		193		67.5		7.5		Medium-term		no				1981				The article was first published in 1981. 		192		1991		1986		7/11/2011 8:26		7/16/2012 14:37		SC		695		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1986, but the text at the bottom of the first page indicates that the text was first published in the summer of 1981.		192		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1988.5		yes		Use had started in 1983 and had become standard practice by 1989. 		There is some interpretation regarding the exact year of realization, although it falls within the years in which the event was realized. 		192-193		Joel de Rosnay, “The Growth of Biotechnics: Biology, Computerization, and Automation,” Futures, April 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		“In the medium term (five to ten years)...Transfers and expression of various genes in cells through multi-organism vectors will become standard practices.” 		193		Between 1986 and 1991, the transfer and expression of genes in multi-organism vectors will be standard practice. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institut Pasteur.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		192		The technology can emerge and be used anywhere in the world. 		NA		696		yes		1989		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author analyzed trends in multiple life science disciplines to make forecasts. 		1988.5		no		0.066666667		Transfer and expression of genes will evolve such that multi-organism vectors will be commonly used. 		193		Evolution		1991		1986		162		5		29		224		yes		0.5		no		Gene transfer and expression 		yes		Use of the technology was considered to be standard practice in 1989. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		Gene transfer and expression is a process/technique and requires a subsystem. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Gene transfer and expression are biotechnologies. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Gene transfer and expression were mature when the forecast was made. 		NA		0.5		7.5		Medium-term		yes		SF		1981				The article was first published in 1981. 		192		1991		1986		7/11/2011 8:35		7/5/2012 11:11		SF		696		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1986, but the text at the bottom of the first page indicates that the text was first published in the summer of 1981.		192		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1988.5		yes		Hybridization techniques for diagnosis were commonplace before 1989. 		The author does not define hybridization techniques. Moreover, the forecast does not specify whether these diagnostic tests would be FDA approved. The expert involved in verification assumed the forecast was not specific to FDA-approved diagnostic tests. 		192-193		Joel de Rosnay, “The Growth of Biotechnics: Biology, Computerization, and Automation,” Futures, April 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		“In the medium term (five to ten years)...Hybridization techniques should also develop considerably for application in diagnostic tests as well as for the production of therapeutic agents to be directed exclusively towards target cells.” 		193		Between 1986 and 1991, hybridization techniques will be applied to diagnostic tests. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institut Pasteur.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		192		The assays can emerge and be used anywhere in the world. 		193		697		no		1986		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author analyzed trends in multiple life science disciplines to make forecasts. 		1988.5		no		0.333333333		Diagnostic tests using hybridization techniques will emerge in the forecast timeframe. 		193		Technology emergence		1991		1986		162		5		29		224		yes		-2.5		yes		Diagnostic assays 		yes		Hybridization techniques for diagnosis, such as DNA probes and PCR, were commonplace as early as 1986. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		Diagnostic assays are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Diagnostic tests result from biotechnology. 		193		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that hybridization techniques were still under development when the forecast was made. 		193		2.5		7.5		Medium-term		yes		ND		1981				The article was first published in 1981. 		193		1991		1986		7/11/2011 8:50		9/8/2011 11:17		ND		697		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1986, but the text at the bottom of the first page indicates that the text was first published in the summer of 1981.		192		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1988.5		no		siRNA-based therapeutics were not approved in 1989. 		The author did not define "hybridization techniques". The expert who verified the forecast was confident that siRNA technology (which might have been known as antisense technology when the forecast was made) was the type of technique the author was referring to. 		192-193		Joel de Rosnay, “The Growth of Biotechnics: Biology, Computerization, and Automation,” Futures, April 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		“In the medium term (five to ten years)...Hybridization techniques should also develop considerably for application in diagnostic tests as well as for the production of therapeutic agents to be directed exclusively towards target cells.”		193		Between 1986 and 1991, hybridization techniques will be used to produce therapeutic agents. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institut Pasteur.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		192		The pharmaceuticals can emerge and be used anywhere in the world. 		193		698		no				yes		2011		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author analyzed trends in multiple life science disciplines to make forecasts. 		1988.5		no				Therapeutic agents resulting from hybridization techniques will emerge in the forecast timeframe. 		193		Technology emergence		1991		1986		162		5		29		224		yes				yes		Pharmaceuticals 		yes		As of 2011, there is no siRNA-based therapy that has been approved by regulatory agencies for use in humans. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		In this context, the hybridization techniques would be subsystems associated with the production of therapeutics (systems). 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Pharmaceuticals result from biotechnology. 		193		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence the technology is more than a concept at time of forecast.		193				7.5		Medium-term		yes		ND		1981				The article was first published in 1981. 		193		1991		1986		7/11/2011 8:54		7/12/2012 9:02		SF		698		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1986, but the text at the bottom of the first page indicates that the text was first published in the summer of 1981.		192		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1988.5		no		Lab animals were not cloned for mass production in 2005. 		The forecast is clear. 		192-193		Joel de Rosnay, “The Growth of Biotechnics: Biology, Computerization, and Automation,” Futures, April 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		“In the medium term (five to ten years)...Cloning techniques in mammals will be used by cattle breeders for mass production of laboratory animals.” 		193		Between 1986 and 1991, cloning will be used to mass produce laboratory animals. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institut Pasteur.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		192		The technology can emerge or be used anywhere in the world. 		193		699		no				yes		2011		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author analyzed trends in multiple life science disciplines to make forecasts. 		1988.5		no				Cloning will be used to mass produce laboratory animals. 		193		Technology Migration		1991		1986		162		5		29		224		yes				yes		Cloning 		yes		As of 2011, lab animals are genetically-modified, but they are not cloned. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Mass production of animals via cloning is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Cloning is a biotechnology. 		193		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence technology is in development at time of forecast.		193				7.5		Medium-term		yes		ND		1981				The article was first published in 1981. 		193		1991		1986		7/11/2011 9:00		9/8/2011 10:40		ND		699		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1986, but the text at the bottom of the first page indicates that the text was first published in the summer of 1981.		192						1988.5		no						192-193		Joel de Rosnay, “The Growth of Biotechnics: Biology, Computerization, and Automation,” Futures, April 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		“In the medium term (five to ten years)...Enzyme engineering should also develop continuously and be applied in an increasing number of industrial processes—biochemical (isomerization, specific electrodes) or chemical (hemisyntheses).” 		193		Between 1986 and 1991, enzyme engineering will be applied in a at least 4 industrial processes. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institut Pasteur.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		192		Enzyme engineering can be used in industry anywhere in the world. 		193		700		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author analyzed trends in multiple life science disciplines to make forecasts. 		1988.5		no				Enzyme engineering will evolve such that it is used in industrial processes. 		193		Evolution		1991		1986		162		5		29		224		yes				no		Enzyme engineering 		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Enzyme engineering is a process/system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Enzyme engineering is a biotechnology. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that enzyme engineering was still in development when the forecast was made. 		193				7.5		Medium-term		no				1981				The article was first published in 1981. 		192		1991		1986		7/11/2011 9:05		7/12/2012 9:01		SF		700		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1986, but the text at the bottom of the first page indicates that the text was first published in the summer of 1981.		192		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1983.5		yes		DNA synthesizers had been developed three years earlier. 		"Pre-prepared DNA sequences" are interpreted by the analyst as the nucleotides that DNA synthesizers string together to form oligonucleotides. 		192-193		Joel de Rosnay, “The Growth of Biotechnics: Biology, Computerization, and Automation,” Futures, April 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		“When longer chains are required, sequences of 12 units can be easily linked by an enzyme: the ligase. Thus any gene can now be produced. This synthesis is still done element by element, but I believe that pre-prepared sequences will soon automatically be called up by the machine and connected by it, depending on the programme selected, to other elements making up the synthetic gene being produced.”  		196		Between 1981 and 1986, pre-prepared DNA sequences will be automatically called up and synthesized by machines. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institut Pasteur.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		192		DNA synthesizers are available worldwide. 		196		701		yes		1981		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author analyzed trends in multiple life science disciplines to make forecasts. 		1983.5		no		1		DNA synthesizers will be able to synthesize pre-prepared sequences.		196		Evolution		1986		1981		162		5		29		224		yes		-2.5		no		DNA synthesis 		yes		DNA synthesizers were available in 1981. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		DNA synthesis is a process that requires a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		DNA synthesis is a biotechnology. 		196		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		DNA synthesis had occurred when the forecast was made, but was not commercialized or commonplace. 		196		2.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		ND		1981				The article was first published in 1981. The standard lexicon defines "soon" as "near term", which is 1-5 years. 		196		1986		1981		7/11/2011 9:12		9/8/2011 10:23		ND		701		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1986, but the text at the bottom of the first page indicates that the text was first published in the summer of 1981.		192		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1983.5		yes		In 1984, at least 2 sequence databases with sequences common to at least five organisms existed. 		The forecast statement is verbose and attempts to draw analogies, which complicated the forecast interpretation. 		192-193		Joel de Rosnay, “The Growth of Biotechnics: Biology, Computerization, and Automation,” Futures, April 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		“Soon, thanks to synthetic genes, genetic ‘sub-programme’ libraries will be set up similar to those of data processing systems, consisting of repetitive sequences common to several species of living organisms. These genetic ‘sub-programmes’—ie various programming modules designed, for instance, for gene synthesis machines—are already produced on demand by companies specializing in the agents required for genetic engineering experiments.” 		197-198		Between 1981 and 1986, genetic libraries with sequences common to at least 5 organisms will emerge .										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institut Pasteur.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		192		Gene libraries can emerge anywhere in the world. 		197		702		yes		1982		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author analyzed trends in multiple life science disciplines to make forecasts. 		1983.5		no		0.6		Gene libraries will emerge in the forecast timeframe. 		197		Technology emergence		1986		1981		162		5		29		224		yes		-1.5		no		Gene libraries 		yes		By 1982, at least 2 sequence database existed. These databases contained sequences common to at least five organisms. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		Gene libraries would require systems (to sequence DNA, to verify the sequence is correct, and to disseminate the sequences). 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Gene libraries are used in biotechnology. 		197		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that some gene libraries existed when the forecast was made. 		197		1.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		ND		1981				The standard lexicon defines "soon" as "near term" or 1-5 years. 		197		1986		1981		7/11/2011 9:26		1/20/2012 14:26		SF		702		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1986, but the text at the bottom of the first page indicates that the text was first published in the summer of 1981.		192		3. Moderate interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1986		yes		While several important tools were available in 1986, NCBI and the FASTA program did not exist until 1988 and the BLAST program wasn't implemented until 1991.		The forecast author did not define what "substantial progress" meant, and whether progress in the 1981-1991 timeframe was to be compared to progress made in other timeframes. Determination of "substantial" was made by an SME in biology, and the analyst assumed that the forecast simply meant that substantial progress would be made in 1981-1991, not that the most substantial progress in bioinformatics would be made in that timeframe. 		192		Joel de Rosnay, “The Growth of Biotechnics: Biology, Computerization, and Automation,” Futures, April 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		“Because nucleic acids and proteins are sequential and can be memorized on computers, the sequences they contain can be compared in a way similar to the comparison of sequences of written words from commonly used languages. These automated comparisons, research and analyses open up a path for all modern applications of word processing—search for keywords, information coding, databases, identification of sequential homologues, etc. Major progress is expected in linguistics and automated translation within the next ten years through the use of data processing systems. “ 		198		Between 1981 and 1991, substantial progress will be made in the field of bioinformatics.

										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Institut Pasteur.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		192		Bioinformatics can be used or improved anywhere in the world. 		192		703		yes		1988		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author analyzed trends in multiple life science disciplines to make forecasts. 		1986		no		0.4		The field of bioinformatics will evolve. 		198		Evolution		1991		1981		162		5		29		224		yes		2		no		Bioinformatics 		yes		Substantial progress was made in the field of bioinformatics between 1981 and 1991. Specifically, numerous molecular biology tools were introduced that enabled molecular modeling, protein design, determination of similarity between biological sequences, and other important functions.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		Bioinformatics is a system of systems, requiring multiple laboratories, computers, software systems, and communication technologies. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Bioinformatics is used in the biotechnology industry. 		198		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Electronic tools to analyze DNA and proteins were not mature when the forecast was made. 		198		2		5		Short-term		yes		ND		1981				Explicit in forecast statement. 		198		1991		1981		7/11/2011 9:34		7/12/2012 9:00		SF		703		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in January 2002.		14						2005		no						21		Dirk Basting, Klause Pippert, & Uwe Stamm, "History and future prospects of excimer laser technology," RIKEN Review No. 43, January 2002, Lambda Physik AG, Germany				yes		Academic publications		"Today, we assume that 4kHz 157 nm and 6 kHz or even 8 kHz 193 nm lasers will be developed in the near future."		20		Within the next 5 years, 4 kHz 157 nm lasers will be developed.										1		Worldwide		Lambda Physik is based in Germany.		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		14		Lambda Physik lasers would be available worldwide.		21		704		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Authors seemed to look at history of technology and rate of development to determine a likely time period of realization for the forecasted technology.		2005		no				Technology is evolving to a new level in forecast.		20		Evolution		2007		2003		163		4		20		231		yes				no		4 kHz 157 nm Lasers		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		A laser is a complex system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Lasers are a photonic technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Was being developed at time of forecast.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2002				Forecast specifically states "near future" which according to our lexicon means one to five years.		20		2007		2003		7/11/2011 12:36		1/26/2012 12:13		SF		704		ND

		0		yes		no		Need to double-check whether this forecast should be included. It states that a current trend will continue; I included it in the database because that current trend had just begun (according to the author). 				yes		Article publication date. 		573						1990		no						573		Deam W. Given, “ROV Technology Trends and Forecast,” 1983.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“A trend which has just begun and will continue throughout Phase IV is the use of modular components for the purpose of applications. Perry’s RECON-IV, for example, offers a manipulator work package which attaches underneath the basic vehicle. Two heavy-duty manipulators are available for work applications. AMETEK/Straza’s new ATLAS ROV under development shows a similar design approach. Modular design could be used for a complete work systems package a la the design which NOSC [Naval Ocean Systems Center] made in the 1970s for its RUWS and [Cable-controlled Underwater Recovery Vehicle] CURV vehicles.” 		576		Between 1985 and 1995, modular components will be used on remotely-operated vehicles (ROVs) operated by the offshore oil industry. 										1		Worldwide		The author is the editor of SubNotes and an employee of Acoustic Systems, Inc., both of which are based in California.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		573		The offshore oil drilling industry is worldwide. 		NA		705		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author is looking at present trends and projecting future events. 		1990		yes				Modular components will be used during Phase IV. 		576		Evolution		1995		1985		164		5		27		235		yes				no		Remotely-operated vehicles 		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		Forecast is about modular components. 		NA		Component		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Article title. 		573		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The author indicated that modular components were beginning to be used when the forecast was made. 		576				7		Medium-term		no				1983				Explicit in forecast statement. 		576		1995		1985		7/11/2011 13:17		1/26/2012 12:06		SF		705		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		573						1990		no						573		Deam W. Given, “ROV Technology Trends and Forecast,” 1983.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“The key ROV sensor will still be the underwater television camera. Smaller, lighter and mostly transmitting bright, living color, it will be employed in varying number on ROVs…it should take hold as a main NDT and manipulative work aid." 		576		Between 1985 and 1995, the underwater television camera will be the main NDT and manipulative work aid on remotely-operated vehicles (ROVs) used in the offshore drilling industry. 

**NDT could mean 'NASP-derived vehicle'. Document does not define NDV. 										1		Worldwide		The author is the editor of SubNotes and an employee of Acoustic Systems, Inc., both of which are based in California.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		573		Underwater cameras can be used anywhere in the world. 		576		706		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		 The author is looking at present trends and projecting future events. 		1990		no				The underwater camera will be the main NDT and primary manipulative work aid. This is an indication of the underwater camera's market penetration.  		576		Market penetration		1995		1985		164		5		27		233		yes				no		Underwater cameras 		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		The underwater camera would be a subsystem on the ROV. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Underwater cameras are ROV sensors. 		576		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the ROV sensor was in use when the forecast was made, but that its use would increase in the forecast timeframe. 		576				7		Medium-term		yes		ND		1983				This forecast was embedded in a section entitled “ROV of the Future—Phase IV.” Phase IV was defined earlier in the document as occurring between 1985 and 1995. 		576		1995		1985		7/11/2011 13:48		10/25/2011 21:23		ND		706		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		573						1990		no						573		Deam W. Given, “ROV Technology Trends and Forecast,” 1983.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Sonar will be virtually standard on all ROVs, except rudimentary models used for simple shallow water tasks.” 		576		Between 1985 and 1995, sonar will be standard on all ROVs associated with the offshore oil industry, except rudimentary models used for simple shallow water tasks.” 										1		Worldwide		The author is the editor of SubNotes and an employee of Acoustic Systems, Inc., both of which are based in California.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		573		ROVs and sonar are used worldwide. 		576		707		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		 The author is looking at present trends and projecting future events. 		1990		no				The frequency in which sonar is used on ROVs is an indication of its market penetration. 		576		Market penetration		1995		1985		164		5		27		236		yes				no		Sonar 		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		Sonar is a subsystem of ROVs. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Sonar capitalizes on physical properties. 		NA		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Sonar existed when the forecast was made, but was being applied to ROVs. 		576				7		Medium-term		yes		ND		1983				This forecast was embedded in a section entitled “ROV of the Future—Phase IV.” Phase IV was defined earlier in the document as occurring between 1985 and 1995. 		576		1995		1985		7/11/2011 13:54		1/26/2012 12:02		SF		707		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article is published in 1994.		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		The first personal robot in the home was the Roomba in 2002, all other "robots" prior marketed for the home were toys and curiosities.		Roomba is a robot by every definition of the word and it was built for personal (not factory) use.  All other robots that were commercially available prior to that time were curiousities (toys).		1		Marvin J. Cetron, "An American renaissance in the year 2000: 74 trends that will affect America..." The Futurist, Mar/Apr 1994, 28, 2, ABI/INFORM Global, SS1				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Personal robots will appear in the home by 2000."		3		In 2000, personal robots will be in the home.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		Forecast was for US in the year 2000, as stated by article's title.		1		708		no		2002		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Martin Cetron is an expert in forecasting and he uses analyses and research to develop his forecast for this article.		2000		no		0.333333333		Personal robots were not in existence at the time of forecast.		3		Technology emergence		2002		1998		165		2		8		235		yes		2		no		Personal Robots		yes		There were no personal robots in the home in 2000.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Robots would be a complex set of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Robots are an autonomous technology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Personal robots were not in existence at time of forecast.		NA		2		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1994		2000		Article specifically states the year 2000.		3						7/11/2011 13:58		4/11/2012 12:27		SF		708		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		573						1990		no						573		Deam W. Given, “ROV Technology Trends and Forecast,” 1983.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Sonar will be virtually standard on all ROVs, except rudimentary models used for simple shallow water tasks. Because of real-time or near-real time requirements, sonars will be Scan Within a Pulse (SWAP) or CTFM with the former preferred because no mechanical scanning is required.” 		576		Between 1985 and 1995, sonar used on ROVs in the offshore oil industry will be Scan Within a Pulse (SWAP) or Continuous-transmission frequency-modulated (CTFM). 										1		Worldwide		The author is the editor of SubNotes and an employee of Acoustic Systems, Inc., both of which are based in California.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		573		The offshore oil industry is worldwide. 		576		709		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author is looking at present trends and projecting future events. 		1990		no				SWAP and CTFM sonar will have a greater penetration in the offshore oil industry market. 		576		Market penetration		1995		1985		164		5		27		236		yes				no		Sonar 		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		Sonar is a subsystem on ROVs. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Sonar capitalizes on physical properties. 		NA		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Sonar was in use when the forecast was made, but it was migrating to use in underwater ROVs. 		576				7		Medium-term		yes		ND		1983				This forecast was embedded in a section entitled “ROV of the Future—Phase IV.” Phase IV was defined earlier in the document as occurring between 1985 and 1995. 		576		1995		1985		7/11/2011 14:01		1/26/2012 12:00		SF		709		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article is published in 1994.		1						2000		no						1		Marvin J. Cetron, "An American renaissance in the year 2000: 74 trends that will affect America..." The Futurist, Mar/Apr 1994, 28, 2, ABI/INFORM Global, SS1				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Personal robots will appear in the home by 2000.  Robots will also work at mundane commercial and service jobs..."		3		In 2000, personal robots will be working commercial jobs.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		Forecast was for US in the year 2000, as stated by article's title.		1		710		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Martin Cetron is an expert in forecasting and he uses analyses and research to develop his forecast for this article.		2000		no				Personal robots were not in existence at the time of forecast.		3		Technology emergence		2002		1998		165		2		8		235		yes				no		Personal Robots		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Robots would be a complex set of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Robots are an autonomous technology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Personal robots were not in existence at time of forecast.		NA				6		Medium-term		no				1994		2000		Article specifically states the year 2000.		3						7/11/2011 14:03		1/26/2012 11:59		SF		710		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article is published in 1994.		1		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		iRobot had robots clearing mines in surf zones in 1996 and earlier still Rover No.1 was used in Nov 1985 to obtain concrete samples from inside the 3-mile island reactor to assess the amount of radioactivity.
		Environmentally dangerous and personal robot are two ambigous terms that need interpretation. Accepting environmentally dangerous to mean here on earth (as opposed to in space where any of our unmanned spacecraft - like the Viking landers in 1976) and also limiting to terra ferma (since there were remotely operated vehicles working underwater to retrieve practice torpedoes in the 1950's and the oil and gas industry has been making extensive use of ROV's since the late 70's) then the answer is 1985 in support of 3-mile island cleanup.		1		Marvin J. Cetron, "An American renaissance in the year 2000: 74 trends that will affect America..." The Futurist, Mar/Apr 1994, 28, 2, ABI/INFORM Global, SS1				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Personal robots will appear in the home by 2000.  Robots will also work at mundane commercial and service jobs, environmentally dangerous jobs..."		3		In 2000, personal robots will be working environmentally dangerous jobs.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		Forecast was for US in the year 2000, as stated by article's title.		1		711		yes		1985		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Martin Cetron is an expert in forecasting and he uses analyses and research to develop his forecast for this article.		2000		no		2.5		Personal robots were not in existence at the time of forecast.		3		Technology emergence		2002		1998		165		2		8		235		yes		-15		no		Personal Robots		yes		There were robots in dangerous areas in 2000.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Robots would be a complex set of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Robots are an autonomous technology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Personal robots were not in existence at time of forecast.		NA		15		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1994		2000		Article specifically states the year 2000.		3						7/11/2011 14:05		5/4/2012 13:56		SF		711		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article is published in 1994.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		The ISS robotic arm was deployed in 2001.		No interpretation necessary the date of the addition of the robotic arm is plainly in source.		1		Marvin J. Cetron, "An American renaissance in the year 2000: 74 trends that will affect America..." The Futurist, Mar/Apr 1994, 28, 2, ABI/INFORM Global, SS1				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Personal robots will appear in the home by 2000.  Robots will also work at mundane commercial and service jobs, environmentally dangerous jobs, and assembly and repair of space station components in orbit"		3		In 2000, personal robots will be assembling and repairing space station components in orbit.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		Forecast was for US in the year 2000, as stated by article's title.		1		712		no		2001		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Martin Cetron is an expert in forecasting and he uses analyses and research to develop his forecast for this article.		2000		no		0.166666667		Personal robots were not in existence at the time of forecast.		3		Technology emergence		2002		1998		165		2		8		235		yes		1		no		Personal Robots		yes		Robots not yet assembling and repairing space station components in orbit.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Robots would be a complex set of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Robots are an autonomous technology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Personal robots were not in existence at time of forecast.		NA		1		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1994		2000		Article specifically states the year 2000.		3						7/11/2011 14:07		4/11/2012 12:29		SF		712		ND

		1		yes		no		This is a negative forecast				yes		Article publication date. 		573		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1996		yes		Untethered ROV's were not in use in the offshore oil and gas industry until 2000.		Interpreted the source's statement (made in 2010) as meaning that prior to this there were no AUVs in use in the oil industry.

The source document, published in 2010, indicates that AUVs were introduced to the oil and gas industry "about 10 years ago."		573-574		Deam W. Given, “ROV Technology Trends and Forecast,” 1983.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		The tetherless vehicle is touted to be the wave of the future. Maybe. But not during Phase IV in the oil patch. Today, there is only one operational untethered ROV (UROV): EPAULARD. And despite being offered by UIC, a prominent underwater services firm, it will find few applications offshore. Even a ‘super’ EPAULARD now under development which will have, reportedly, an acoustic telemetry link for ‘real-time’ transmittal of TV and other data will not find a home offshore. Phase V: yes. Especially for platform inspection and pipeline following tasks.” 		577		Untethered ROVs will not be used in the offshore oil industry before 1995. 										1		Worldwide		The author is the editor of SubNotes and an employee of Acoustic Systems, Inc., both of which are based in California.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		573		Untethered ROVs can be used in the offshore oil industry anywhere in the world. 		577		713		no		2000		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author is looking at present trends and projecting future events. 		1996		no		0.307692308		There will be no market for untethered ROVs before 1995. 		577		Market penetration		2000		1992		164		5		27		235		yes		4		no		Untethered ROVs		yes		Untethered ROVs were not in use in the offshore oil industry.		An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		yes		A ROV is a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		ROVs are autonomous systems. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that one untethered ROV was operational when the forecast was made. 		577		4		13		Long-term		yes		SF		1983		1996		According to the forecast, untethered ROVs will not be used until Phase V, which begins in 1995 (the same year Phase IV ends; the author does not specify a month, thus confusing the distinction of the timeframes). As such, between the year of the forecast (1983) and 1995, untethered ROVs will be used. 

We have changed this forecast from a negative forecast to a positive forecast.  By saying it won't happen before 1995 means it can happen as early as 1996.  Therefore we changed the forecast to say:  "By 1996, untethered ROV's will be used in the offhore oil industry"		577		1994		1983		7/11/2011 14:09		4/11/2012 11:20		SF		713		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Article is published in 1994.		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		By 2000 portable computers were able to be wirelessly connected to networked data.		Data used is stated clearly in sources. Wireless Andrew was built to "support mobile computing research" therefore portable computers should have been able to access it.		1		Marvin J. Cetron, "An American renaissance in the year 2000: 74 trends that will affect America..." The Futurist, Mar/Apr 1994, 28, 2, ABI/INFORM Global, SS1				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Portable computers will give us wireless access to networked data wherever we go.""		3		In 2000, portable computers will be wirelessly connected to networked data.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		Forecast was for US in the year 2000, as stated by article's title.		1		714		no		1997		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Martin Cetron is an expert in forecasting and he uses analyses and research to develop his forecast for this article.		2000		no		0.5		Computers will evolve to be portable.		3		Evolution		2002		1998		165		2		8		226		yes		-3		no		Portable Computers		yes		Precursors of modern Wi-Fi networks had been deployed by 1997 prior to the 2000 forecast date, allowing portable computers to access networked data wirelessly.
		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Computers are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Portable computers are computer technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Portable computers were being developed at the time of forecast.		NA		3		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1994		2000		Article is predicting events for the year 2000.		3						7/11/2011 14:30		7/13/2012 11:33		SF		714		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article is published in 1994.		1						2001		no						1		Marvin J. Cetron, "An American renaissance in the year 2000: 74 trends that will affect America..." The Futurist, Mar/Apr 1994, 28, 2, ABI/INFORM Global, SS1				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Semiconductors operating at room temperature will be in commercial use by 2001."		4		In 2001, semiconductors will operate at room temperature in commercial use.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		Forecast was for US in the year 2000, as stated by article's title.		1		715		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Martin Cetron is an expert in forecasting and he uses analyses and research to develop his forecast for this article.		2001		no				Semiconductors will evolve to operate at room temperature.		4		Evolution		2003		1999		165		2		8		227		yes				no		Semiconductors		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Semiconductors are a technological subsystem inside other systems such as radios and telephones.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Semiconductors are a technology that converts energy from one form to another.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence that room temperature semiconductors are being developed at the time of forecast.		NA				7		Medium-term		no				1994		2001		Article specifically states 2001.		4						7/11/2011 14:57		1/26/2012 11:48		SF		715		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article is published in 1994.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		Planes with the highest passenger capacity in 2005 carried fewer than 1,000 passengers. This remains the case in 2011. 		The forecast and its metrics are clear. 		1		Marvin J. Cetron, "An American renaissance in the year 2000: 74 trends that will affect America..." The Futurist, Mar/Apr 1994, 28, 2, ABI/INFORM Global, SS1				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Planes will carry 1,000 passengers."		4		In 2000, airplanes will carry 1,000 passengers.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		Forecast was for US in the year 2000, as stated by article's title.		1		716		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Martin Cetron is an expert in forecasting and he uses analyses and research to develop his forecast for this article.		2000		no				Planes will evolve to hold more passengers.		NA		Evolution		2002		1998		165		2		8		223		yes				no		Airplanes		yes		As of 2011, planes carry fewer than 1,000 passengers. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Airplanes are complex machines made of various systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Forecast discusses airplane capacity.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence that airplanes able to carry 1000 passengers are being developed at the time of forecast.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes				1994		2000		Article forecasts events for the year 2000.		4						7/11/2011 15:09		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		716		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article is published in 1994.		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		Only 66% of U.S. households subscribed to cable TV in 2000. 		Some interpretation involved in determining whether the forecast applies to DBS or not. 		1		Marvin J. Cetron, "An American renaissance in the year 2000: 74 trends that will affect America..." The Futurist, Mar/Apr 1994, 28, 2, ABI/INFORM Global, SS1				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Today, 60% of households with televisions have cable TV.  The proportion will reach 87% by 2000."		5		In 2000, 87% of US households will have cable TV.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		Forecast was for US in the year 2000, as stated by article's title.		1		717		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Martin Cetron is an expert in forecasting and he uses analyses and research to develop his forecast for this article.		2000		no				Forecasting the increased demand for cable TV.		NA		Market penetration		2002		1998		165		2		8		225		yes				no		Cable Television		yes		In 2000, 66% of U.S. households subscribed to cable TV. Only 60% subscribed in 2011. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Cable TV is a system of systems, including systems for transmitting and receiving information along with displaying it.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Cable TV transmits information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology is already in use, forecast is predicting the increase in demand.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes				1994		2000		Forecast specifically states the year 2000.		5						7/11/2011 15:39		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		717		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article is published in 1994.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		No substitutes were commercially available in 2000; this remained the case in 2010. 		Artificial blood was not on the market in 2000		1		Marvin J. Cetron, "An American renaissance in the year 2000: 74 trends that will affect America..." The Futurist, Mar/Apr 1994, 28, 2, ABI/INFORM Global, SS1				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Artificial blood will be on the market by 2000."		5		In 2000, artificial blood will be on the market.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		Forecast was for US in the year 2000, as stated by article's title.		1		718		yes				no		2010		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Martin Cetron is an expert in forecasting and he uses analyses and research to develop his forecast for this article.		2000		no				Predicts emergence of artificial blood onto the market.		5		Technology emergence		2002		1998		165		2		8		224		yes				no		Artificial Blood		yes		FDA studies for blood substitutes existed in 2000 but no substitute was approved for use.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Artificial blood is a chemical component that, once commercialized and packaged, would become a system. Once in the body (a system of systems), it also becomes a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Artificial blood is a biological technology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence is given that artificial blood was being developed at the time of forecast.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1994		2000		Forecast specifically states the year 2000.		5						7/11/2011 15:48		7/16/2012 6:53		SF		718		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		7		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		yes		The forecast overestimated MEMS microphone sales in 2008 by ~24 million.		Direct comparison of sales. 		10		Robert Bogue, “MEMS Sensors: Past, Present, and Future,” Sensor Review, 27:1 (2007): 7-13. 				yes		Academic publications		“…the consumption of MEMS microphones has taken off dramatically since 2004 as they started to be used in mobile phones. Predictions are for more than 350 million units to be sold in 2008, rising from some 60 million in 2005. “ 		10		Over 350 million MEMS microphones will be sold in 2008. 										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the UK (see: http://www.robbogue.co.uk/). 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		The forecast is likely referring to the global market for MEMS microphones. 		10		719		no		2009		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author is referencing other sources and did not provide the original source.		2008		no		1		Technology sales are an indication of market penetration. 		10		Market penetration		2008		2008		166		8		8		233		yes		1		no		MEMS microphones		yes		Only 326.3 million MEMS microphones were sold in 2008. More than 350 million sold in 2009. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		MEMS microphones are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Article title. 		7		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		MEMS microphones were mature when the forecast was made. 		NA		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2007		2008		Explicit in forecast statement. 		10						7/12/2011 7:19		7/10/2012 11:52		SF		719		SF

		0		no		no				Need original source to verify; can't deduce methodology otherwise. 		no		Article publication date. 		7								no						10		Robert Bogue, “MEMS Sensors: Past, Present, and Future,” Sensor Review, 27:1 (2007): 7-13. 				yes		Academic publications		“By 2010, the MEMS gyroscope market is forecast to reach a value of around $800 million, although silicon will compete with both ceramic and quartz technology." 		10		In 2010, the global market for MEMS gyroscopes will be $800 million. 										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the UK (see: http://www.robbogue.co.uk/). 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		The forecast likely pertains to the global market. 		10		720		no				no								The author is referencing other predictions but doesn't provide a source.				no				Explicit in forecast statement. 		10		Market penetration						166				8		233		yes				no		MEMS gyroscope 		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		MEMS gyroscopes are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Article title. 		7		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		MEMS gyroscopes were mature when the forecast was made. 		NA				3		Short-term		no				2007		2010		Explicit in forecast statement. 		10						7/12/2011 7:22		1/26/2012 11:39		SF		720		SF

		0		no		no				Need original source; can't deduce methodology otherwise. 		no		Article publication date. 		7						2008		no						11		Robert Bogue, “MEMS Sensors: Past, Present, and Future,” Sensor Review, 27:1 (2007): 7-13. 				yes		Academic publications		“…since the advent of the inkjet printer head, so far the most commercially successful MEMS-based microfluidic device, microfluidics has emerged as a technological discipline in its own right which is now being investigated at numerous national laboratories and universities. Its importance is well illustrated by the growing number of companies offering microfluidic components and recent market research which predicts that revenues for microfluidics will grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 10.3 percent, from nearly $1.7 billion in 2003 to more than $2.7 billion in 2008.”  		11		In 2008, revenues from microfluidics will be $2.7 billion. 										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the UK (see: http://www.robbogue.co.uk/). 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		The forecast is likely projecting global revenue. 		11		721		no				no								The author is citing "recent market research" but doesn't reference this research. 		2008		no				Revenue is an indication of market penetration. 		NA		Market penetration		2008		2008		166				8		236		yes				no		Microfluidics 		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Microfluidics technologies are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Microfluidics are based on MEMS technology. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Microfluidics technologies were mature when the forecast was made. 		NA				1		Short-term		no				2007		2008		Explicit in forecast statement. 		11						7/12/2011 7:32		1/26/2012 11:38		SF		721		SF

		0		no		no				Need original source; can't deduce methodology.		no		Article publication date. 		7						2008		no						12-Nov		Robert Bogue, “MEMS Sensors: Past, Present, and Future,” Sensor Review, 27:1 (2007): 7-13. 				yes		Academic publications		“The perceived benefits of lab-on-a-chip devices are their portability, improved analytical speed, better separation efficiency, reduced sample and reagent consumption and lower costs. They are now becoming a commercial reality, although market development has been gradual rather than dramatic, with key applications emerging in point-of-care diagnostics and life science research such as genomics and drug screening. The market is forecast to grow at a CAGR of 31.3 percent to 2008…” 		12-Nov		The market for lab-on-a-chip devices will grow at a CAGR of 31.3% to 2008. 										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the UK (see: http://www.robbogue.co.uk/). 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		The forecast likely pertains to global growth of lab-on-a-chip devices. 		12-Nov		722		no				no								The author is the associate editor of Sensor Review and an expert in sensors. He frequently publishes reviews on sensor technologies and is a private S&T consultant (see: http://www.robbogue.co.uk/).

The author is referencing another source but does not cite the original source.		2008		no				CAGR is an indication of market penetration. 		NA		Market penetration		2008		2008		166						233		yes				no		Lab-on-a-chip devices 		yes										no		Lab-on-a-chip devices are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Lab-on-a-chip devices are sensors. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Lab-on-a-chip devices were mature when the forecast was made. 		NA				1		Short-term		no				2007		2008		Explicit in forecast statement. 		12-Nov						7/12/2011 7:38		1/26/2012 11:36		SF		722		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The forecast was made at the 34th European Microwave Conference in 2004. 		1569		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		The first contract for the mass production of RF MEMS devices for cell phones was won in 2012. This was for a tunable antenna not an RF MEMS switch.		The first ever RF MEMS mass production contract for cell phones was awarded in 2012. This was not for RF MEMS switches but a tunable antenna. The forecast is yet to be realized.		1570		Jeremie Bouchaud and Henning Wicht, “RF MEMS: Status of the Industry in 2004, Application Roadmap and Market Forecasts,” presented at 34th European Microwave Conference (Amsterdam, Netherlands: 2004). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Most optimistic companies announce first serial production of RF MEMS switches for cell phones in 2005.” 		1570		Radiofrequency MEMS (RF MEMS) switches for cell phones will be mass produced in 2005. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Wicht Technologie consulting in Munich, Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		1569		The technology can be mass produced anywhere in the world.		1570		723		no				no		2012		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The acknowledgement section of a paper indicates that the authors either interviewed or surveyed 80 MEMS companies and institutes to discern their RF MEMS developments. This particular forecast was likely derived from that input. 		2005		no				Mass production is an indication of market penetration. 		NA		Market penetration		2005		2005		167		1		4		233		yes				no		RF MEMS 		yes		RF MEMS switches for cell phones were not mass produced in 2005.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		RF MEMS switches are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		RF MEMS are sensors. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that RF MEMS switches existed but had not yet been mass produced. 		1570				1		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1570						7/12/2011 8:06		4/11/2012 11:35		SF		723		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The forecast was made at the 34th European Microwave Conference in 2004.		1569		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006.5		no		The first commercial contract for the mass production of a RF MEMS device for cell phones was awarded in 2012 and this was for a tunable antenna, not a switch.		Only evidence of mass implementation of RF MEMS is given in this 2012 source. This source discusses the first mass implementation of RF MEMS devices in cell phones; these devices are tunable antennas, not switches. The forecast has not been realized.		1570		Jeremie Bouchaud and Henning Wicht, “RF MEMS: Status of the Industry in 2004, Application Roadmap and Market Forecasts,” presented at 34th European Microwave Conference (Amsterdam, Netherlands: 2004). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Most optimistic companies announce first serial production of RF MEMS switches for cell phones in 2005. WTC expects that serial implementation will take one to two years longer due to packaging issues. ” 		1570		Mass implementation of RF MEMS switches in cell phones will occur in 2006 or 2007. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Wicht Technologie consulting in Munich, Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		1569		The forecast likely applies to RF MEMS switch implementation worldwide. 		1570		724		no				yes		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The acknowledgement section of a paper indicates that the authors either interviewed or surveyed 80 MEMS companies and institutes to discern their RF MEMS developments. The authors also interviewed user companies of RF MEMS to discern their needs. The authors also described funding for RF MEMS among various governments worldwide.  All of this information influenced the forecasts. 		2006.5		no				Mass implementation of a technology is an indication of market penetration. 		1570		Market penetration		2007		2006		167		2		10		233		yes				no		RF MEMS 		yes		No mass implementation of RF MEMS switches in cell phones had occurred in 2007.		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		no		RF MEMS switches are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		RF MEMS is a sensing technology. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		RF MEMS switches were mature when the forecast was made, but had not been mass produced. 		1570				2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2004				The forecast statement indicates that mass implementation would not occur until 1 or 2 years after 2005. 		1570		2007		2006		7/12/2011 8:10		4/11/2012 11:32		SF		724		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The forecast was made at the 34th European Microwave Conference in 2004.		1569		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		2005 was the first year in which at least 10 companies were commercializing RF MEMS devices.		Year and number of companies stated clearly in text.		1570		Jeremie Bouchaud and Henning Wicht, “RF MEMS: Status of the Industry in 2004, Application Roadmap and Market Forecasts,” presented at 34th European Microwave Conference (Amsterdam, Netherlands: 2004). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Around 10 companies should start commercialization of RF MEMS devices until [the] end of 2005.” 		1570		In 2005, 10 companies will begin commercializing RF MEMS devices. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Wicht Technologie consulting in Munich, Germany. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		1569		The forecast likely applies to companies worldwide. 		1570		725		no		2005		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The acknowledgement section of a paper indicates that the authors either interviewed or surveyed 80 MEMS companies and institutes to discern their RF MEMS developments. The authors also interviewed user companies of RF MEMS to discern their needs. The authors also described funding for RF MEMS among various governments worldwide.  All of this information influenced the forecasts. 		2005		no		0		RF MEMS devices will emerge on the market in 2005. 		1570		Technology emergence		2005		2005		167		2		10		233		yes		0		no		RF MEMS 		yes		In 2005 of around 60 companies developing RF MEMS components, 12 had entered the commercialization phase.		combines forecasts from alternative methods to improve overall accuracy		Composite Forecasts		2		yes		RF MEMS devices are subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		RF MEMS devices are sensors. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that RF MEMS devices were mature but had not yet been commercialized. 		1569		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		1570						7/12/2011 8:14		4/11/2012 11:30		SF		725		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		638		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1987		yes		The forecast was off by 2 years; HGH was commercialized to treat dwarfism in 1985. 		The forecast and ground truth sources were clear. 		638		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		Table		649		In 1987, the human growth hormone will be commercialized to treat dwarfism. Forecast derived from table 2. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		638		HGH can emerge in any market in the world. 		649		726		yes		1985		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper reviews the use of patent statistics to predict markets and technology trends. 		1987		no		2		HGH will emerge on the market in the forecast timeframe. 		649		Technology emergence		1987		1987		169		8		57		224		yes		-2		no		Human growth hormone 		yes		Genentech's Protropin was approved for use in 1985 to treat dwarfism. 		Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		A hormone is a component, but commercialized/packaged components are systems.  		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		HGH production requires biotechnology. 		649		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that HGH had been demonstrated but had not yet been commercialized. 		649		2		1		Short-term		yes		ND		1986		1987		Explicit in table. 		649						7/12/2011 9:33		7/12/2012 8:57		SF		726		SF

		4		yes		no		Cannot be certain whether the author was asserting that penicillin would first be used in 1990 or would still be used in 1990 (a forecast that the FDA would not act on its 1977 petition to withdraw approval for use of antibiotics in animal feed).

The forecast is predicting that antibiotics from genetically engineered cells will be fed to animals in the time horizon. The forecast needs to be re-researched in light of the revised forecast summary. SF 7/6/12 				yes		Article publication date. 		638		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1990		yes		In December 2011, in a controversial move, the FDA decided to withdraw its 1977 petition to preclude the use of penicillin in feed for livestock.  This indicates it was still widely practiced.		The blog (source number 1) did a good job of clearly identifying critical the timelines and status of the use of penicillin.  The Federal register (Source 2) clearly supports the blog statement of current use (1990) while the journal article (Source 3) provides evidence of when Penicillin was first used.		638		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		649		In 1990, microgenetically engineered penicillins or erythromycins will be added to animal feed. Forecast derived from table 2. 

**"Microgenetically engineered = derived from human-made (genetically engineered) organisms										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		638		Penicillins can be used in animal feed anywhere in the world. 		649		727		yes		1951		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper reviews the use of patent statistics to predict markets and technology trends. 		1990		yes		9.75		Penicillins will migrate to use in animal feed. 		649		Technology Migration		1991		1989		169		8		57		230		yes		-39		no		Penicillins 		yes		In 1990, antibiotics (to include penicillins) were regularly mixed in with animal feeds in spite of pressure to stop its continued use.		Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		Penicillin is a component. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		In this case, penicillins would be used in the production of animal feed. 		649		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		This forecast predicts that penicillins will migrate from use in health care settings to use in agriculture.  		649		39		4		Short-term		no				1986		1990		Explicit in table. 		649						7/12/2011 9:37		7/12/2012 17:24		SC		727		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 1974.

The publication date is provided on the title page, which is not numbered.		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1975		yes		Magnetic core RAM cycle times were 500 ns in 1974. 		Some interpretation involved in translating cycle times in table 2-1. 		2		Deputy Director for Operations Research Test and Analysis, "TRI-TAC Technology Forecast," Joint Tactical Communications (TRI-TAC), October 1974, Report Number TTO-ORT-035-74				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		44		The magnetic core Random Access Memory speeds will have a cycle time of 500 ns in 1975.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. government. Appendix B (which is not numbered; starts at page 168 on the PDF) provides a list of interviewees, who were based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Predicted for the TRI-TAC's future of military communications.		2		728		yes		1974		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The method is described as a "modified and informal Delphi method."		1975		no		1		Technology already exists, forecast is predicting improved speed.		44		Evolution		1975		1975		168		1		6		226		yes		-1		no		Random Access Memory (RAM)- Magnetic Core		yes		The cycle time of the CDP-16KX16 magnetic core memory ranged from 340-850 ns in 1974. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		RAM would be a component of a computer system.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		RAM is a computer memory technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was being worked on at time of forecast.		NA		1		1		Short-term		yes				1974		1975		Chart shows 1975 as year of forecast.		44						7/12/2011 9:38		7/13/2012 11:32		SF		728		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 1974.

The publication date is provided on the title page, which is not numbered.		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1975		yes		The maximum write cycle times for bipolar RAMS in 1975 were over 20 ns. 		Some interpretation in determining whether write cycle times are the same as cycle times. 		2		Deputy Director for Operations Research Test and Analysis, "TRI-TAC Technology Forecast," Joint Tactical Communications (TRI-TAC), October 1974, Report Number TTO-ORT-035-74				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		44		The bipolar Random Access Memory speeds will have a cycle time of 10-20 ns in 1975.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. government. Appendix B (which is not numbered; starts at page 168 on the PDF) provides a list of interviewees, who were based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Predicted for the TRI-TAC's future of military communications.		2		729		no		1975		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The method is described as a "modified and informal Delphi method."		1975		no		0		Technology already exists, forecast is predicting improved speed.		44		Evolution		1975		1975		168		1		6		226		yes		0		no		Random Access Memory (RAM)- Magnetic Core		yes		The maximum write cycle times for various bipolar RAMs in 1975 were 25-70 ns. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		RAM would be a component of a computer system.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		RAM is a computer memory technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was being worked on at time of forecast.		NA		0		1		Short-term		yes				1974		1975		Chart shows 1975 as year of forecast.		44						7/12/2011 9:40		7/13/2012 11:32		SF		729		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		638		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1990		yes		Erythromycins were introduced in 1966.		The verifying data was extracted directly from Tables in source.		638		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart 		649		In 1990, erythromycins will be added to animal feed. Forecast derived from table 2. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		638		Erythromycins can be used in animal feed anywhere in the world. 		649		730		no		1966		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper reviews the use of patent statistics to predict markets and technology trends. 		1990		no		6		Erythromycins will migrate from use in health care settings to use in animal feed. 		649		Technology Migration		1991		1989		169		8		57		230		yes		-24		no		Erythromycins 		yes		Erythromycins had been added to animal feed long before 1990		Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		Antibiotics are components. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		In this case, erythromycins are materials associated with the development of animal feed (which is a material). 		649		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Erythromycins were used in health care settings when the forecast was made. The forecast predicts that they will be used in animal feed. 		NA		24		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1986		1990		Explicit in table. 		649						7/12/2011 9:41		4/11/2012 12:31		SF		730		SF

		4		yes		no		Need to re-research the forecast in light of the new forecast statement (engineered organisms). SF 7/6/12 

Added data relevant to revised forecast statement. DF				yes		Article publication date. 		638		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1988		yes		The first generation of blood factors produced utilizing genetic engineering became approved for use in the early 1990s with rFVIII being approved for use in treatment of hemophilia 1992.		Data stated clearly in sources.		638		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart 		649		In 1988, a blood clotting factor to treat hemophilia that is synthesized by human-made/genetically engineered microorganisms will be commercialized. Forecast derived from table 2. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		638		Blood clotting factors can emerge anywhere in the world. 		649		731		yes		1992		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper reviews the use of patent statistics to predict markets and technology trends. 		1988		no		2		Blood clotting factors will emerge on the market.  		649		Technology emergence		1989		1987		169		8		57		230		yes		4		no		Blood clotting factors 		yes		Blood clotting factors to treat hemophilia that are synthesized by genetically engineered organisms were not commercially available in 1988.		Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		Blood clotting factors are components. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Blood clotting factors are proteins. These would be included in a pharmaceutical, which is a material. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that blood clotting factors were mature when the forecast was made, but not available commercially. 		649		4		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1986		1988		Explicit in table. 		649						7/12/2011 9:44		7/16/2012 10:46		SF		731		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		638						1988		no						638		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart 		649		In 1988, tryptophan will be used as a feed additive. Forecast derived from table 2. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		638		Tryptophan can be used in cattle feed anywhere in the world. 		649		732		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper reviews the use of patent statistics to predict markets and technology trends. 		1988		no				Tryptophan will migrate from use in pharmaceuticals or nutraceuticals to use in cattle feed. 		649		Technology Migration		1989		1987		169		8		57		230		yes				no		Tryptophan 		yes				Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		Amino acids are components. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		The forecast predicts that tryptophan will be included in animal feed, which is a material. 		649		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Tryptophan had been used in pharmaceuticals and nutraceuticals when the forecast was made. 		NA				2		Short-term		no				1986		1988		Explicit in table. 		649						7/12/2011 9:48		1/26/2012 11:23		SF		732		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 1974, as seen on the title page.		NA						1978		no						2		Deputy Director for Operations Research Test and Analysis, "TRI-TAC Technology Forecast," Joint Tactical Communications (TRI-TAC), October 1974, Report Number TTO-ORT-035-74				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		53		Electron beam mass memory data rates will be at 10 to the seventh through 10 to the eighth power bits per second in 1978.										3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. government. Appendix B (which is not numbered; starts at page 168 on the PDF) provides a list of interviewees, who were based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Predicted for the TRI-TAC's future of military communications.		2		733		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The method is described as a "modified and informal Delphi method."		1978		no				Technology already exists, forecast is predicting improved data rates.		53		Evolution		1979		1977		168		1		6		226		yes				no		Electron Beam Mass Memory Data Rates		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Mass memory would be a subsystem of a computer system.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Mass memory is a computer memory technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1974		1978		Chart shows 1978 as year of forecast.		53						7/12/2011 9:48		1/26/2012 11:21		SF		733		ND

		2		no		no		Need to re-research in light of the new forecast summary (genetic engineering). SF 7/6/12 				yes		Article publication date. 		638		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1987		yes		Pepsin was commercialized as part of a laxative syrup as early as 1888 and commercialization is said to have begun as early as 1872 long before the forecast date.		Interpreted pepsin in syrup and non-crystalline forms as satisfying the forecast requirement of commercialized pepsin.		638		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		649		In 1987, pepsin that is derived from human-made microorganisms/genetic engineering will be commercialized. Forecast derived from table 2. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		638		Pepsin can emerge in any market in the world. 		649		734		no		1872		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper reviews the use of patent statistics to predict markets and technology trends. 		1987		yes		115		Pepsin will emerge on the market. 		649		Technology emergence		1987		1987		169		8		57		230		yes		-115		no		Pepsin 		yes		Pepsin was available commercially long before the forecast date.		Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		Enzymes are components of biological systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Pepsin would be a component of a nutritional supplement or a pharmaceutical. As such, it is a material. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that pepsin was mature but not available commercially. 		NA		115		1		Short-term		no				1986		1987		Explicit in table. 		649						7/12/2011 9:51		7/16/2012 14:37		SC		734		SF

		4		yes		no		The forecast is for micro-genetically engineered xanthan gum. As such, this needs to be re-evaluated in light of the revised forecast statement. SF 7/6/12

Added data provided from new research. DF				yes		Article publication date.		638		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		In 1980, Standard Oil filed for a patent on a recombinant strain of X. campestris that was capable of producing xanthan gum, which was presumably used in the oil industry. Many articles in industry journals describe the engineering of microorganisms capable of producing xanthan gum. Most articles pre-date 1995.   		The 1980 patent by Standard Oil for a strain of recombinant/GM/microgenetically engineered X. campestris that produced xanthan gum suggests that the xanthan gum was used in oil recovery during that time. 		638		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		650		In 1995, microgenetically engineered xanthan gum will be commercialized for use in tertiary oil recovery. Forecast derived from table 2. 

**Microgenetically engineered = derived from human-made (genetically engineered) microorganisms. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		638		Xanthan gum could be used for tertiary oil recovery anywhere in the world. 		650		735		yes		1980		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper reviews the use of patent statistics to predict markets and technology trends. 		1995		no		1.666666667		Xanthan gum had been used in food and cosmetic products when the forecast was made. 		650		Technology Migration		1998		1992		169		8		57		230		yes		-15		no		Xanthan gum 		yes		By 1995, recombinant microorganisms had been producing xanthum gum for enhanced recovery operations (tertiary extraction methods for oil) for 15 years.		Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		Xanthan gum is a component. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Xanthan gum is used in food and cosmetic items. 		NA		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Xanthan gum had been used in food and cosmetic products when the forecast was made but had not been commercialized for use in oil recovery. 		NA		15		9		Medium-term		yes		SF		1986		1995		Explicit in table. 		650						7/12/2011 9:55		7/13/2012 8:44		SF		735		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		638						1990		no						638		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		650		In 1990, ethanol, hydrogen, methanol, and methane will be used in fuel. Forecast derived from table 2. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		638		Ethanol, methanol, and methane can be used in fuel anywhere in the world. 		650		736		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper reviews the use of patent statistics to predict markets and technology trends. 		1990		no				Ethanol, methanol, and methane will migrate for use in fuels. 		650		Technology Migration		1991		1989		169		8		57		227		yes				no		Ethanol, methanol, and methane 		yes				Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		Ethanol, methanol, and methane are components of fuel. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		In this context, ethanol, methanol, and methane will be used to produce fuel. 		650		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		The article indicates that ethanol, methanol, and methane were already in use when the forecast was made, but not for use in fuel. 		NA				4		Short-term		no				1986		1990		Explicit in table. 		650						7/12/2011 9:59		1/26/2012 11:16		SF		736		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		638						1998		no						638		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart. 		650		In 1998, maize will be transformed such that its nutritional content will be increased. Forecast derived from table 2. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		638		Transgenic maize can emerge anywhere in the world. 		651		737		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper reviews the use of patent statistics to predict markets and technology trends. 		1998		no				Transgenic maize will emerge in the forecast timeframe. 		651		Technology emergence		2002		1994		169		8		57		224		yes				no		Transgenic maize 		yes				Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		Transgenic crops are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Transgenic maize requires biotechnology. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that transgenic crops were still in development when the forecast was made. 		NA				12		Long-term		no				1986		1998		Explicit in table. 		651						7/12/2011 10:03		1/26/2012 11:15		SF		737		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 1974, as seen from the title page.		NA						1977		no						2		Deputy Director for Operations Research Test and Analysis, "TRI-TAC Technology Forecast," Joint Tactical Communications (TRI-TAC), October 1974, Report Number TTO-ORT-035-74				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"It is probable that in the near future switching systems will use MOS LSI technology..."		56		Between 1975 and 1979, switching systems will use MOS LSI technology.										3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. government. Appendix B (which is not numbered; starts at page 168 on the PDF) provides a list of interviewees, who were based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Predicted for the TRI-TAC's future of military communications.		2		738		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The method is described as a "modified and informal Delphi method."		1977		no				Technology already exists, forecast is predicting increase in demand and use for a technology.		56		Evolution		1979		1975		168		1		6		225		yes				no		MOS LSI Switching Technology		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Switching technology would be a subsystem of a communications system.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Switching is a communications technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				3		Short-term		no				1974		1978		Forecast specifically states "near future" which, according to our lexicon indicates a one to five year range, making 1975-1979.		56		1979		1975		7/12/2011 10:04		1/26/2012 11:14		SF		738		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		638		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1992		no		As of 2010 this was still an active research area and the genes responsible for the production of opiates in nature had only recently been identified by scientists.		Interpreted rDNA opiates to mean opiates produced through use of an rDNA production process.		638		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		651		In 1992, rDNA brain opiates will be commercialized. Forecast derived from figure 5. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		638		rDNA brain opiates can emerge on any market in the world.  		651		739		yes				no		2010		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper reviews the use of patent statistics to predict markets and technology trends. 		1992		no				rDNA brain opiates will emerge on the market. 		651		Technology emergence		1994		1990		169		8		57		224		yes				no		rDNA opiates		yes		In 1992 rDNA opiates were not commercialized.		Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		rDNA opiates are components. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Production of rDNA opiates requires biotechnology. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that rDNA opiates were not mature when the forecast was made. 		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1986		1992		Explicit in table. 		651						7/12/2011 10:08		5/4/2012 12:26		SF		739		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		638		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1993.5		yes		Monoclonal antibodies had been used in therapy since 1986.		Data used stated clearly in source.		638		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		651		Between 1993 and 1994, monoclonal antibodies will be used in direct therapy. Forecast derived from figure 5. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		638		Monoclonal antibodies can be used for these purposes anywhere in the world. 		651		740		no		1986		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper reviews the use of patent statistics to predict markets and technology trends. 		1993.5		no		1		Monoclonal antibodies will emerge for use in therapies. 		651		Technology emergence		1994		1993		169		8		57		230		yes		-7.5		no		Monoclonal antibodies 		yes		In 1994, monoclonal antibodies were being used in therapy.		Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		Monoclonal antibodies are components. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		In this context, monoclonal antibodies will be components of pharmaceuticals, which are materials. 		651		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Monoclonal antibodies were used in research when the forecast was made, but were not commercialized as therapies.  		NA		7.5		7.5		Medium-term		yes		SF		1986				Explicit in figure. 		651		1994		1993		7/12/2011 10:13		5/9/2012 12:44		SF		740		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 1974, as seen on the title page.		NA						1980		no						2		Deputy Director for Operations Research Test and Analysis, "TRI-TAC Technology Forecast," Joint Tactical Communications (TRI-TAC), October 1974, Report Number TTO-ORT-035-74				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Another major problem associated with pointing accuracy is the effect of thermal and dynamic changes on the satellite structure and instrumentation...By 1980, structural engineers will have reduced the distortion errors caused by movement and heat to below 0.30 degrees."		64		By 1980, movement and thermal errors in satellite structure and materials will be reduced to below 0.30 degrees.										3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. government. Appendix B (which is not numbered; starts at page 168 on the PDF) provides a list of interviewees, who were based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Predicted for the TRI-TAC's future of military communications.		2		741		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The method is described as a "modified and informal Delphi method."		1980		no				Technology already exists, forecast is predicting improvement in material structure.		64		Evolution		1982		1978		168		1		6		230		yes				no		Satellite Structure Materials		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Material structure is a component of the satellite system.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Technology discussed is an improvement in the materials structure used in satellite assembly.		64		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				6		Medium-term		no				1974		1980		Forecast states "by 1980" specifically.		64		1979		1975		7/12/2011 10:23		1/26/2012 11:10		SF		741		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 1974.

The publication date is on the title page, which is not numbered. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		3. Almost realized		1975		yes		The 3914 was tested in 1975 but was not approved (officially available) until 1976. 		The forecast does not specify what is meant by "available". The analyst takes this to mean that the 3914 would not be operational until 1975. This implies that it needs to be approved by then as well. 		2		Deputy Director for Operations Research Test and Analysis, "TRI-TAC Technology Forecast," Joint Tactical Communications (TRI-TAC), October 1974, Report Number TTO-ORT-035-74				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Launch Vehicles...The next generation Delta will be capable of placing 2000 pounds into a transfer orbit.  This Delta vehicle, designated "3914," will be available by late 1975."		70		In 1975, the next generation Delta "3914" launch vehicle will be available.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. government. Appendix B (which is not numbered; starts at page 168 on the PDF) provides a list of interviewees, who were based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Predicted for the TRI-TAC's future of military communications.		2		742		yes		1976		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The method is described as a "modified and informal Delphi method."		1975		no		1		Technology already exists, forecast is predicting the availability of the next generation vehicle.		70		Evolution		1975		1975		168		1		6		234		yes		1		no		Delta Launch Vehicle		yes		The Delta 3914 model was approved for use in 1976. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Material structure is a component of the satellite system.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Technology discussed is a launch vehicle used for sending materials into space.		70		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was being worked on at time of forecast.		NA		1		1		Short-term		yes				1974		1975		Forecast states "1975" specifically.		70		1979		1975		7/12/2011 10:40		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		742		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 1974.

The publication date is on the title page, which is not numbered. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1977		yes		The military was using fiber optics for communication in 1977.		The military tested fiber optics for communication on a navy ship, the USS Little Rock in 1973, and on an Air Force plane shortly thereafter.  Given that the 1973 experiment occurred prior to the forecast and the document is a DoD Forecast by the Deputy Director of Operations Research I am assuming vehicle test are not the intent of the forecast.  Instead I used the earliest date for long distance communication for the military via fiber.  		2		Deputy Director for Operations Research Test and Analysis, "TRI-TAC Technology Forecast," Joint Tactical Communications (TRI-TAC), October 1974, Report Number TTO-ORT-035-74				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"...the first use of fiber optics in military communication systems by 1976-78."		81		Between 1976 and 1978, fiber optic cables will be used by the military.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. government. Appendix B (which is not numbered; starts at page 168 on the PDF) provides a list of interviewees, who were based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Predicted for the TRI-TAC's future of military communications.		2		743		yes		1976		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The method is described as a "modified and informal Delphi method."		1977		no		0.333333333		The forecast occurred during the period of time fiber optics for long distance communication were being developed and tested.		81		Technology emergence		1978		1976		168		1		6		225		yes		-1		no		Fiber Optic Cables		yes		Both military and commercial systems were installed in 1977.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Cables would be systems associated with communications technologies. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Technology discussed is used to transmit information.		81		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was being worked on at time of forecast.		NA		1		3		Short-term		yes		SF		1974				Forecast states between 1976 and 1978 specifically.		81		1978		1976		7/12/2011 11:11		7/17/2012 8:21		SF		743		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		638		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1996		yes		Genetically modified disease resistant tomatoes were released into world markets for sale in 1994.		Interpreting the disease-resistant term to mean genetically modified disease resistant since disease resistant seeds were available through selective farming methods for quite sometime.		638		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart. 		651		Between 1995 and 1997, disease-resistant seeds will be commercialized. Forecast derived from figure 5. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		638		Disease-resistant seeds can emerge anywhere in the world. 		651		744		no		1994		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper reviews the use of patent statistics to predict markets and technology trends. 		1996		no		0.2		Disease-resistant seeds will emerge in the forecast timeframe. 		651		Technology emergence		1997		1995		169		8		57		224		yes		-2		no		Disease-resistant seeds		yes		Genetically modified disease resistant seeds were being used in commercial farming.		Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		Disease-resistant seeds are subsystems of crops. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Disease-resistant seeds are produced using biotechnology. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that drug-resistant seeds had not been developed when the forecast was made. 		NA		2		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1986				Explicit in figure. 		651		1997		1995		7/12/2011 11:24		4/11/2012 12:44		SF		744		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		638		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1996		yes		High fructose corn syrup had been commercialized since 1967.		Data taken directly from source which states year of commercialization clearly.		638		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart.		651		Between 1995 and 1997, high fructose corn syrup will be commercialized. Forecast derived from figure 5. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		638		High fructose corn syrup can emerge anywhere in the world. 		651		745		no		1967		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper reviews the use of patent statistics to predict markets and technology trends. 		1996		no		2.9		High fructose corn syrup will emerge on the market. 		651		Technology emergence		1997		1995		169		8		57		230		yes		-29		no		High fructose corn syrup 		yes		High fructose corn syrup was commercialized in 1996.		Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		High fructose corn syrup is a component. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		High fructose corn syrup is a component of many food products.  		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that high fructose corn syrup existed but was not commercially available. 		NA		29		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1986				Explicit in forecast statement. 		651		1997		1995		7/12/2011 11:29		4/11/2012 12:45		SF		745		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 1974, as seen on the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1976.5		yes		The CW semiconductor laser produced by Laser Diode Labs was the first commercially available and was introduced in 1975 - within the range of the forecast.		Year taken directly from a table. 

		2		Deputy Director for Operations Research Test and Analysis, "TRI-TAC Technology Forecast," Joint Tactical Communications (TRI-TAC), October 1974, Report Number TTO-ORT-035-74				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Practical CW semiconductor lasers that operate at room temperature will probably be produced by 1975-78."		83		Between 1975 and 1978, CW semiconductor lasers that operate at room temperature will be produced.										3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. government. Appendix B (which is not numbered; starts at page 168 on the PDF) provides a list of interviewees, who were based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Predicted for the TRI-TAC's future of military communications.		2		746		no		1975		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The method is described as a "modified and informal Delphi method."		1976.5		no		0.6		Technology already available, forecast predicts evolution in abilities.		83		Evolution		1978		1975		168		1		6		231		yes		-1.5		no		CW Semiconductor Lasers		yes		CW semiconductor lasers operating at room temperature were first commercially produced in June 1975 by Laser Diode Labs.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		CW semiconductor laser would be a photonic system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Technology discussed is a laser and therefore photonic.		83		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was being worked on at time of forecast.		NA		1.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1974		1975		Forecast states between 1975 and 1978 specifically.		83		1978		1975		7/12/2011 11:32		4/11/2012 11:25		SF		746		ND

		2		yes		no		I disagree with the interpreting the remediation of oils to be the same as their enhancement. Remediation = using bacteria (sometimes engineered, sometimes wild type) to digest/metabolize oil, which doesn't enhance it. --SF				yes		Article publication date. 		638		2. A lot of interpretation		4. Mostly realized		1996		yes		In 1989 rDNA microorganisms were used to enhance oil for the first time in aid of clearing the Valdez oil spill. This is prior to the forecast date, continued employment of such technology would indicate the forecast was fully realized by 1996. 		Interpreted the cleaning of oil from contaminated matter to be an enhancement of minerals and oils.		638		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		651		Between 1995 and 1997, rDNA microorganisms will be used to enhance oils. Forecast derived from figure 5. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		638		rDNA microorganisms can be used for these purposes anywhere in the world. 		651		747		no		1989		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper reviews the use of patent statistics to predict markets and technology trends. 		1996		yes		0.7		rDNA microorganisms will be used for a different purpose. 		651		Technology Migration		1997		1995		169		8		57		232		yes		-7		no		rDNA microorganisms 		yes		By 1996 rDNA microorganisms had already been used in the enhancement of oils.		Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		rDNA organisms are components. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		In this context, rDNA organisms would be used in the production of minerals and oils. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that rDNA microorganisms were not mature when the forecast was made. 		NA		7		10		Medium-term		no				1986				Explicit in figure. 		651		1997		1995		7/12/2011 11:47		7/12/2012 9:50		SC		747		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		638						1996		no						638		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart. 		651		Between 1995 and 1997, novel cell fusion organisms will be commercialized. Forecast derived from figure 5. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		638		Novel cell fusion organisms can emerge anywhere in the world. 		651		748		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper reviews the use of patent statistics to predict markets and technology trends. 		1996		no				Novel cell fusion organisms will emerge on the market in the forecast timeframe. 		651		Technology emergence		1997		1995		169		8		57		224		yes				no		Novel cell fusion organisms		yes				Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		Unicellular organisms are components. In this context, the unicellular organisms would be engineered (instantly making them more complex), and would serve as subsystems in the cell fusion process/system.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Novel cell fusion organisms are products of biotechnology. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that novel cell fusion organisms were not mature when the forecast was made. 		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1986				Explicit in figure. 		651		1997		1995		7/12/2011 11:50		7/12/2012 8:56		SF		748		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 1974, as evidenced from the title page.		NA						1980		no						2		Deputy Director for Operations Research Test and Analysis, "TRI-TAC Technology Forecast," Joint Tactical Communications (TRI-TAC), October 1974, Report Number TTO-ORT-035-74				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By 1980, solar cell power output will have increased by at least 50 percent because of improved efficiency."		91		In 1980, solar cell output will have increased by 50 percent of what it was in 1974.										3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. government. Appendix B (which is not numbered; starts at page 168 on the PDF) provides a list of interviewees, who were based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Predicted for the TRI-TAC's future of military communications.		2		749		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The method is described as a "modified and informal Delphi method."		1980		no				Technology already available, forecast predicts evolution in efficiency.		91		Evolution		1982		1978		168		1		6		227		yes				no		Solar Cell Power		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Solar cell power is an energy system.				System		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Technology discussed is energy and power because it is solar cell power.		91		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was being worked on at time of forecast.						6		Medium-term		no				1974		1980		Forecast states between 1980 specifically.		91		1978		1975		7/12/2011 11:53		1/26/2012 10:57		SF		749		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		638		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1998		yes		The first chemical that was a produced in bulk using a rDNA production process was "Humulin" or synthetic human insulin in 1982.		Data used stated clearly in source.		638		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		Figure		651		In 1998, rDNA bulk chemicals will be commercialized. Forecast derived from figure 5. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		638		rDNA bulk chemicals can emerge anywhere in the world. 		651		750		no		1982		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper reviews the use of patent statistics to predict markets and technology trends. 		1998		no		1.333333333		rDNA bulk chemicals will emerge on the market. 		NA		Technology emergence		2002		1994		169		8		57		224		yes		-16		no		rDNA bulk chemicals 		yes		rDNA chemicals had been commercialized in bulk for a long time prior to the forecast date (since 1982).		Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		Chemicals are components. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Chemicals are a product of biotechnology. 		651		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that rDNA bulk chemicals were not in use when the forecast was made. 		NA		16		12		Long-term		yes		SF		1986		1998		Explicit in figure. 		651						7/12/2011 11:53		7/12/2012 8:53		SF		750		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		638		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1999		yes		Biochips had been commercially available for 4 years in 1999. 		Verification was straightforward; required finding when the first biochip was available commercially. 		638		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		651		In 1999, the biochip will be commercialized. Forecast derived from figure 5. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		638		The biochip can emerge anywhere in the world. 		651		751		no		1994		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper reviews the use of patent statistics to predict markets and technology trends. 		1999		no		0.384615385		The biochip will emerge on the market in the forecast timeframe. 		651		Technology emergence		2003		1995		169		8		57		224		yes		-5		no		Biochip		yes		Affymetrix commercialized the first biochip in 1994. 		Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		Biochips are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		The biochip is a biotechnology. 		651		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that the biochip was not mature when the forecast was made. 		651		5		13		Long-term		yes		ND		1986		1999		Explicit in figure. 		651						7/12/2011 11:56		7/12/2012 8:51		SF		751		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 1974.

The publication date is provided on the document's title page, which is not numbered. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1980		yes		Solar cell efficiency did not reach 16% in commercially available solar cells till 2005.		Limited search to commercially available PV cells		2		Deputy Director for Operations Research Test and Analysis, "TRI-TAC Technology Forecast," Joint Tactical Communications (TRI-TAC), October 1974, Report Number TTO-ORT-035-74				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The efficiency of solar cells is expected to increase from the present 11.6 percent to at least 16 percent...by 1980."		91		In 1980, solar cells efficiency will increase to at least 16 percent.										3		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. government. Appendix B (which is not numbered; starts at page 168 on the PDF) provides a list of interviewees, who were based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Predicted for the TRI-TAC's future of military communications.		2		752		yes		2005		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The method is described as a "modified and informal Delphi method."		1980		no		4.166666667		Technology already available, forecast predicts evolution in efficiency.		91		Evolution		1982		1978		168		1		6		227		yes		25		no		Solar Cells		yes		Solar cell efficiency was 8.1% in 1980.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		A solar cell would be an energy system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Technology discussed is energy and power because it is solar energy.		91		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was being worked on at time of forecast.		NA		25		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1974		1980		Forecast states between 1980 specifically.		91		1978		1975		7/12/2011 12:01		4/11/2012 12:47		SF		752		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		45		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		no		The project was canceled in 2005. 		The forecast and verifying information were clear. 		47		 “Technology Molds GI of the Future,” Design News, August 15, 2005. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“In weaponry, the 8.8-lb M4 carbine, equipped with a rail mount for a thermal sight, remains the basic Land Warrior weapon. However, analysts expect to see introduction of the new XM8 assault rifle in some units as early as 2006.” 		47		The XM8 assault rifle will be introduced to some (3) U.S. Army units in 2006. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Design News is headquartered in the U.S.; the editors and authors are likely U.S.-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		45		The forecast pertains to the U.S. Army. 		47		753		yes				no		2011		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The forecast statement indicates that the prediction came from analysts. This is assumed to be from written analyses/documents. 		2006		no				The new XM8 assault rifle will emerge in U.S. Army units in the forecast timeframe. 		47		Technology emergence		2006		2006		170		8		57		236		yes				no		XM8 assault rifle 		yes		The XM8 project was canceled in 2005. The rifle has not been introduced to any military units. 		Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		An assault rifle is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Rifles capitalize on physical and mechanical properties. 		47		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the XM8 assault rifle is mature but was not operational.  		46				1		Short-term		yes		ND		2005		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. 		47						7/12/2011 12:48		1/25/2012 7:58		SF		753		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was received, revised, and accepted in 2009.		45						2010		no						48-49		Tugrul Daim & Pattharaporn Suntharasaj, "Technology diffusion: forecasting with bibliometric analysis and Bass model," Foresight, 11, 3, 2009, 45-55				yes		Academic publications		Chart		51		By the year 2010, RFID will be adopted by 6,617 consumers.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Portland State University in Oregon. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		45		Forecast was made for US marketplace.		49		754		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Methodology used a Bass diffusion model to predict the level of demand for the technology discussed.		2010		no				Forecast predicted increased demand for the technology.		NA		Market penetration		2010		2010		171		6		36		225		yes				no		Radio Frequency ID Tags		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		RFID is a system for identifying merchandise.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Radio frequency ID tags provide information, and therefore are a communications technology.		51		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology is already being used in retail markets, forecast is predicting expansion of use and increased demand.		49				1		Short-term		no				2009		2010		Chart shows 2010 as year of forecast.		51						7/12/2011 15:10		1/26/2012 10:53		SF		754		ND

		0		yes		no		Uses "could" which is language excluded by our lexicon.				yes		Document publication date. 

Publication date is provided on the title page, which is not numbered. 		NA						1983		no						31-Mar		John McHale, “Toward the Future,” Design Quarterly, 72 (1968): 3-31.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“About fifteen years ago, packing densities of microelectronic modules were around 10^6 and 10^9 parts per cubic foot. At this scale, for example, more than 100 circuits comprising around 150 parts are packed in a silicon wafer an inch wide and less than 1/100th of an inch thick. If trends hold, this capacity could reach 10^15 per cubic foot within the next 30 years.” 		11		Between 1968 and 1998, the packing densities of microelectronic modules (such as silicon wafers) will be 10^15 parts per cubic foot.  										1		Worldwide		The author is assumed to be US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		31-Mar		Microelectronic modules with a 10^16 capacity can emerge anywhere in the world. 		11		755		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author references many forecasting documents int the document. These were ostensibly used to make the ensuing forecast. References are provided in footnotes throughout the document. 		1983		yes				Microelectronic modules will evolve such that their packing densities increase. 		NA		Evolution		1998		1968		172		8		57		230		yes				no		Microelectronic modules		yes				Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		Microelectronic modules are components. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Microelectronic modules are materials. 		11		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Microelectronic modules were mature when the forecast was made. 		NA				15		Long-term		no				1968				The forecast says the event will occur within the next 30 years, which is 1968 (date of forecast) to 1998 (date of forecast + 30 years). 		11		1998		1968		7/12/2011 15:13		1/26/2012 10:26		SF		755		SF

		0		yes		no				Cannot use this forecast.  This was not a forecast of emerging trends in technology that would allow us to launch as many as 16 satellites in a given year.  It was a forecast of how many communications satellites would be launched due to need.  It was a point estimate of demand as opposed to the availability of technology allowing us to launch that many.

The forecast was substantially off.  According to the forecast we should have seen a total of 4*16 = 64 communications satellites launched between 97-2000.  In fact there were (95+115+77+47) = 334 communications satellites launched.

The first time we achieved a 4 year span of 16 or more communications satellites launched into space was 1964 to 1967 with (10 + 9 + 23+22) = 64 launches.

Information gained from:
http://www.sciencedirect.com.mutex.gmu.edu/science/article/pii/S0265964609001179


 		yes		Article was published in 1995.		2739						1998.5		no						2739-2741		S. Chandrashekar, "Technology Priorities for India's Development: Need for Restructuring," Economic and POlitical Weekly, 30, 43, Oct. 28, 1995, 2739-2748				yes		Academic publications		"Most recent projections indicat a decline in the communications satellite market after the current peak of 23 launches per year for the 1994-96 period is over.  This is expected to decline to about 16 satellites for the period 1997-2000 and further decline after 2000."		2742		Between 1997 and 2000, only 16 communications satellites will be launched per year.										1		Worldwide		The article does not provide the author's affiliation, but the acknowledgements section of the paper indicates that the author is based in India. 		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		2747		Forecasted for worldwide need for communication satellites.		2742		756		no				yes				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Author looked at research and development expenditure in the world to assess future need for the technology.		1998.5		no				Forecast discussed lowered demand for communication satellites.		NA		Market penetration		2000		1997		173		6		36		234		no				no		Communication Satellites		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Satellites are a system because they incorporate multiple subsystems in order to operate.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Space technology due to the fact that the forecast is predicting the number of communications satellites to be launched into space.to be launched into space.		2742		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already being used, forecast predicts decreased demand.		NA				3.5		Short-term		no				1995				Forecast clearly states a range from 1997 to 2000.		2742		2000		1997		7/13/2011 13:49		6/7/2012 12:41		SC		756		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2002		39						2005		no						54		Andrea Masini & Paolo Frankl, "Forecasting the diffusion of photovoltaic systems in southern Europe: A learning curve approach," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 70, 2002, 39-65				yes		Academic publications		"Remote islands (i.e., not cable connected with the main domestic grid) in the Mediterranean Sea are the most likely candidates for a massive diffusion of PV grid-connected systems in the near future, for a number of reasons."		46		In the next 1-5 years, the Mediterranean Sea will probably have PV grid-connected systems.						22		Southern Europe		5		Europe		The authors are from the UK and Italy. First author is from the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		39		Focused on the Southern European-Mediterranean Sea area, no specific countries listed.		63		757		no				yes				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Looked at changes in policy to form the scenarios in order to come to the forecasts.		2005		no				Looked at rate of shipments of PV systems in order to assess increased levels of usage and demand.		NA		Market penetration		2007		2003		174		7		50		227		yes				no		Photovoltaic (PV) Systems- Crystalline Silicon Systems		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		PV is an energy system.		39		System		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		This is a technology that converts solar radiation into electrical energy.

http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2002/solarcells/		39		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology is already in use at the time of forecast.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2002				Forecast states "in the near future" which according to our lexicon, is one to five years form the forecasting date (2002), making it 2003-2007.		47		2007		2003		7/14/2011 13:01		1/26/2012 10:14		SF		757		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2002		39						2004		no						54		Andrea Masini & Paolo Frankl, "Forecasting the diffusion of photovoltaic systems in southern Europe: A learning curve approach," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 70, 2002, 39-65				yes		Academic publications		"...we also had to account for the amount of PV shipments dedicated to stand-alone applications, because they are still expected to represent a significant proportion of the total market in the next few years."		52		In the next three year, stand-alone applications of PV will account for 15% of the total PV market.						22		Southern Europe		5		Europe		The authors are from the UK and Italy. First author is from the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		39		Focused on the Southern European-Mediterranean Sea area, no specific countries listed.		63		758		no				yes				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Looked at changes in policy to form the scenarios in order to come to the forecasts.		2004		no				Looked at rate of shipments of PV systems in order to assess increased levels of usage and demand.		NA		Market penetration		2005		2003		174		7		50		227		yes				no		Photovoltaic (PV) Systems- Crystalline Silicon Systems		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		PV is an energy system.		39		System		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		This is a technology that converts solar radiation into electrical energy.
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		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2004.		27						2007		no						30		William E. Halal, "The Intelligent Internet: The Promise of Smart Computers and E-Commerce," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2004, 38, 2, 27-32				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Entertainment on Demand: 30% of music, movies, games and other entertainment is sold online: 2007."		29		In the year 2007, 30% of all entertainment sales will occur online.										1		Worldwide		Forecasts were derived from GWU's TechCast, which could conceivably obtain info from experts around the world, but more than likely receives information/forecasts from multiple regions around the world. 										7		Multi-regional		29		The Internet is available worldwide. 		30		787		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"...panels of experts provide online estimates to carefully researched questions.  The estimates are pooled automatically to produce the best possible forecast..."		2007		no				Forecast is predicting an evolution of transactions on the internet.		30		Evolution		2008		2006		178		1		5		225		yes				no		Online Entertainment Purchasing		yes				Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		The ability to purchase entertainment on the internet would be an internal process of the internet.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Online transactions communicate information for purchasing entertainment.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Online transactions had already taken place, forecast is predicting an increase in usage and specifically states for entertainment purchasing.		29				3		Short-term		no				2004		2007		Forecast specifically states 2007.		29						7/18/2011 19:46		1/26/2012 8:43		SF		787		ND

		3		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2004.		27		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		60% of the world's population used mobile phones in 2009. 		Direct comparison of use. 		30		William E. Halal, "The Intelligent Internet: The Promise of Smart Computers and E-Commerce," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2004, 38, 2, 27-32				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Web phones, handheld devices, etc., are used by 30% of the population for Internet, video, etc.: 2009."		29		In the year 2009, 30% of the population will use mobile/handheld web devices.										1		Worldwide		Forecasts were derived from GWU's TechCast, which could conceivably obtain info from experts around the world, but more than likely receives information/forecasts from multiple regions around the world. 										7		Multi-regional		29		The Internet is a worldwide industry. 		30		788		yes		2006		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"...panels of experts provide online estimates to carefully researched questions.  The estimates are pooled automatically to produce the best possible forecast..."				no				Forecast is predicting an evolution of handheld devices to connect to the internet and be used by a substantial portion of the population.		29		Evolution						178		1		5		225		yes				no		Handheld Internet Devices		yes		60% of the world's population used mobile phones in 2009. 34% of the population used them in 2006. 		Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		The web devices that access the internet are systems of communication.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Handheld internet devices, such as web phones, communicate information for connecting to the internet and communicate with other people/devices.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Forecast is predicting a rise in the number of users.		29				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2009		Forecast specifically states 2009.		29						7/18/2011 20:00		7/12/2012 10:53		SF		788		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2004.		27						2007		no						30		William E. Halal, "The Intelligent Internet: The Promise of Smart Computers and E-Commerce," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2004, 38, 2, 27-32				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Online Finance: 30% of banking, investments, and other financial services are performed online: 2007."		29		In the year 2007, 30% of financial services will occur online.										1		Worldwide		Forecasts were derived from GWU's TechCast, which could conceivably obtain info from experts around the world, but more than likely receives information/forecasts from multiple regions around the world. 										7		Multi-regional		29		The Internet is a worldwide industry. 		30		789		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"...panels of experts provide online estimates to carefully researched questions.  The estimates are pooled automatically to produce the best possible forecast..."		2007		no				Forecast is predicting an evolution of the internet to handle financial services.		29		Evolution		2008		2006		178		1		5		225		yes				no		Online Financial Services		yes				Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Online financial services are a subsystem of the internet.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The financial services being used online involves communicating information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Forecast is predicting a new use for the internet.		29				3		Short-term		no				2004		2007		Forecast specifically states 2007.		29						7/18/2011 20:11		1/26/2012 8:42		SF		789		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2004.		27						2008		no						30		William E. Halal, "The Intelligent Internet: The Promise of Smart Computers and E-Commerce," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2004, 38, 2, 27-32				yes		Trade press and popular media		"E-Training: Distance learning (Internet, video, email) is the main method used in 30% of training programs: 2008."."		29		In the year 2008, 30% of training programs will occur over the internet in distance learning.										1		Worldwide		Forecasts were derived from GWU's TechCast, which could conceivably obtain info from experts around the world, but more than likely receives information/forecasts from multiple regions around the world.  										7		Multi-regional		29		The Internet is a worldwide industry. 		30		790		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"...panels of experts provide online estimates to carefully researched questions.  The estimates are pooled automatically to produce the best possible forecast..."		2008		no				Forecast is predicting an evolution of the internet to be used as a method for training programs.		29		Evolution		2009		2007		178		1		5		225		yes				no		Online Training Programs		yes				Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Online training programs are a subsystem of the internet.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The training programs being used online involves communicating information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Forecast is predicting a developing use for the internet.		29				4		Short-term		no				2004		2008		Forecast specifically states 2008.		29						7/18/2011 20:18		1/26/2012 8:42		SF		790		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2001.		19						2005		no						23		Shuichi Uchikoga & Nobuki Ibaraki, "Low temperature poly-Si TFT-LCD by excimer laser anneal," Thin Solid Films, 383, 2001, 19-24				yes		Academic publications		Chart		23		A system-on-glass concept (e-books, DVD viewers and radio transmitters) will be available in 2005.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Toshiba Corporation's LCD R&D Center in Fukaya, Japan. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		19		Did not predict for any one specific country.		23		791		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Forecast was created by looking at current research and development and what it would take to reach a specific goal.		2005		no				Specific technology (system-on-glass) does not yet exist.		23		Technology emergence		2006		2004		179		6		34		225		yes				no		System-on-glass		yes				Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		System-on-glass is a subsystem of an object, such as an e-book.		23		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		System-on-glass is a material used to display information in a new form.		23		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is being worked on at time of forecast.		23				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Chart specifically shows 2005.		23						7/18/2011 21:18		1/26/2012 8:37		SF		791		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2001.		19						2005		no						23		Shuichi Uchikoga & Nobuki Ibaraki, "Low temperature poly-Si TFT-LCD by excimer laser anneal," Thin Solid Films, 383, 2001, 19-24				yes		Academic publications		Chart		23		A system-on-glass concept will use grain-boundary less poly-Si in 2005.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Toshiba Corporation's LCD R&D Center in Fukaya, Japan. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		19		Did not predict for any one specific country.		23		792		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Forecast was created by looking at current research and development and what it would take to reach a specific goal.		2005		no				Technology exists, forecast is predicting it's application in a new area.		23		Evolution		2006		2004		179		6		34		230		yes				no		Grain-boundary less poly-Si		yes				Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Grain-boundary less poly-Si is a component of the screen of a system-on-glass.		23		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Technology is a semiconductor material.		23		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists, forecast is predicting a new application.		23				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Chart specifically shows 2005.		23						7/18/2011 21:23		1/26/2012 8:36		SF		792		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1972.		173						1984.5		no						173		F.Taylor, "Shipyards of the future: possibilities and prospects," Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, 273, 1231, A Discussion on Ship Technology in the 1980's, Sept. 5, 1972, 173-181, The Royal Society				yes		Academic publications		"Tankers of 250 000 dwt are becoming commonplace and plans are already in hand for building vessels of double this size...It is more probably that the economic penalties of depth restrictions, dry docking and shore facilities may limit the size to between 400 000 and 600 000 tonnes dwt." (Article about developments in the 1980s)		176		In the 1980s, dry docking and shore facilities will limit the size of tankers to between 400,000 and 600,000 dwt. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with Swan Hunter Shipbuilders (based in the UK) when the forecast was written. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		173		Forecasts for worldwide maritime developments.		173		793		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The document indicates the author looked at current state of the technology, social institutions and their policies, economic trends, and emergent nations influence to developed forecasts.		1984.5		no				Forecast predicts evolution of size of tankers.		176		Evolution		1989		1980		180		5		66		229		yes				no		Tanker Capacity Dwt		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		5		no		Tankers are a complex machine with a large number of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Tankers are an ocean-going vessel used for transporting cargo.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is being developed at time of forecast.		176				12.5		Long-term		no				1972				Article is based on the probable developments for the 1980s.		173		1989		1980		7/19/2011 11:28		1/31/2012 11:21		SF		793		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1972.		173		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1984.5		yes		By the 1980's supercomputers and FEM were being used to support the development of ship design. We had already gone through several iterations of Turnkey Cad systems to get to supercomputer and FEM applications.		In table 1, the author clearly indicates that Turnkey systems were in use in the "70's". While some elements of ship design had been relegated to computer applications as early as the 60's, one would be hard-pressed to call it true CAD. The 70's appear to the decade in which true CAD was employed in ship building.  SC

The second citation shows that BRITSHIPS was created in 1973.  These two pieces of information allow me, with moderate interpretation, to state that 1973 was the year in which true CAD based ship building came about.

  		173		F.Taylor, "Shipyards of the future: possibilities and prospects," Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, 273, 1231, A Discussion on Ship Technology in the 1980's, Sept. 5, 1972, 173-181, The Royal Society				yes		Academic publications		"By the 1980s the draughtsman will have exchanged his pencil and paper for a light pen and an interactive graphical display."		181		In the 1980s, ship designers will use a computer-based program to create their designs.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with Swan Hunter Shipbuilders (based in the UK) when the forecast was written. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		173		Forecasts for worldwide maritime developments.		173		794		yes		1976		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The document indicates the author looked at current state of the technology, social institutions and their policies, economic trends, and emergent nations influence to developed forecasts.		1984.5		no		0.68		Forecast predicts emergence of computer technology to be used in ship design.		181		Technology emergence		1989		1980		180		5		66		226		yes		-8.5		no		Light Pen and Interactive Graphical Display		yes		By 1985, CAD was widely used in the ship-building industry.  All major shipbuilders had moved to mostly if not totally CAD based design.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		5		no		The technology would be complex graphical computer program involving several systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Light pens and the interactive graphical display would be used to create images and storing/processing data with computer technology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is being suggested in the article, no evidence it is already being worked on.		181		8.5		12.5		Long-term		yes		SF		1972				Article is based on the probable developments for the 1980s.		173		1989		1980		7/19/2011 11:47		7/6/2012 13:35		SF		794		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1972.		173		2. A lot of interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1984.5		yes		It is possible a high resolution printer was available for shipyards in 1985.  With the mass-market inkjet in 1988 and high resolution scanners (300dpi) it is likely drawings were reproduced by a computer. 		Based on the context and the current use of the word microplotter, I am assuming a microplotter is a type of printer similar to an inkjet.  Also I am picking the release of the deskjet printer, the first mass-market inkjet as the ground truth date.  Inkjets existed as early as 1984 and an earlier date may be correct.		173		F.Taylor, "Shipyards of the future: possibilities and prospects," Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, 273, 1231, A Discussion on Ship Technology in the 1980's, Sept. 5, 1972, 173-181, The Royal Society				yes		Academic publications		"By the 1980s the draughtsman will have exchanged his pencil and paper for a light pen and an interactive graphical display.  Drawings will be produced using the computer via a microplotter."		181		In the 1980s, ship drawings will be created by microplotters.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with Swan Hunter Shipbuilders, Ltd., which is located in the UK (http://www.swanhunter.com/contacts.html) 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		173		Forecasts for worldwide maritime developments.		173		795		no		1988		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The document indicates that the author looked at current state of the technology, social institutions and their policies, economic trends, and emergent nations influence to developed forecasts.		1984.5		no		0.28		Forecast predicts emergence of computer technology to be used in ship design.		181		Technology emergence		1989		1980		180		5		66		226		yes		3.5		no		Microplotter		yes		Printers that could create images with enough resolution to reproduce hand drawing existed but they may not of been available for a standard shipyard.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		5		yes		The technology would be complex system of creating an image on a computer.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Microplotters would be used to create images and storing/processing data with computer technology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is being suggested in the article, no evidence it is already being worked on.		181		3.5		12.5		Long-term		yes				1972				Article is based on the probable developments for the 1980s.		173		1989		1980		7/19/2011 11:55		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		795		ND

		2		yes		no				Might not be a true technology forecast, since it doesn't predict the technology's emergence, evolution, function, or market penetration explicitly.		yes		Article publication date. 		43		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2009		yes		Forecast required only 1350 Fuel Cell patents in 2009; there were actually 4091 in that year. 		Starting 2009 patent numbers had reached 7472428, all patents returned on a search for fuel cell patents below this number totaled to 4091 patents. This is the number of patents issued by 2009 for fuel cells. Starting 2000 patent numbers had reached 6009555, the 1350th fuel cell patent found in the searching of the database had a patent number below 6009555 and above the patent number for the year starting 1999. Thus the 1350th fuel cell patent was issued in 1999.		46		Tugrul Daim and Stephen Jordan, “A Foresight Based on Scientific Indicators: A Framework Drawn from the Case of Laptop Battery Alternatives,” Foresight, 10:3 (2008): 43-54.				yes		Academic publications		Figure. 		47		~1350 fuel cell patents will have been issued by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office by 2009. Forecast derived from figure 5. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are based at Portland State University in Oregon. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		43		The forecast is for patents made about the U.S. 		47		796		no		1999		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The forecast was based on a power regression plot. 		2009		no		10		The number of patents issued for technology might provide information about its market potential or market penetration. 		NA		Market penetration		2009		2009		181		4		18		227		yes		-10		no		Fuel cells		yes		4091 Fuel Cell patents had been issued by 2009.		Fitting a curve to data using a formula 		Regression		4		no		Fuel cells are components of energy-consuming systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		47		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Fuel cells were mature when the forecast was made. 		NA		10		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2008		2009		Explicit in figure. 		47						7/19/2011 12:38		5/4/2012 12:14		SF		796		SF

		0		yes		no				Might not be a true technology forecast, since it doesn't predict the technology's emergence, evolution, function, or market penetration explicitly. 		yes		Article publication date. 		43						2008.5		no						46		Tugrul Daim and Stephen Jordan, “A Foresight Based on Scientific Indicators: A Framework Drawn from the Case of Laptop Battery Alternatives,” Foresight, 10:3 (2008): 43-54.				yes		Academic publications		Figure. 		47		~600 lithium battery patents will have been issued by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office by 2009. Forecast derived from figure 6. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are based at Portland State University in Oregon. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		43		The forecast is for patents issued in the U.S. 		47		797		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The forecast is based on power regression. 		2008.5		no				The number of patents issued for a technology provides insight about its market potential or market penetration. 		NA		Market penetration		2009		2008		181		4		18		227		yes				no		Lithium batteries 		yes				Fitting a curve to data using a formula 		Regression		4		no		Batteries are components of energy-consuming systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Lithium batteries store energy. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Lithium batteries were mature when the forecast was made. 		NA				0.5		Short-term		no				2008				The forecast is for cumulative patents. 		47		2009		2008		7/19/2011 12:42		1/26/2012 8:30		SF		797		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		258		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		162 Mtoe is greater than the 122.8 Mtoe estimated in the forecast.		Had to convert from Qbtu to Mtoe using the convesion factor of 36.68 Mtoe per Qbtu.  Conversion factor provided by EIA.		258-260		Yonghun Jung, “Scenarios of Future Energy Demand and Carbon Dioxide Emissions in the Republic of Korea,” Ambio, 25: 4 (1996): 258-262.				yes		Academic publications		Table. 		259		In 2000, the demand for petroleum in the Republic of Korea will be 122.8 Mtoe. Forecast derived from table 1. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is affiliated with the Korea Energy Economics Institute. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		262		The forecast addresses demand in the ROK. 		259		798		no		1993		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		On pages 258-260, the authors describe several scenarios that were used when making predictions.		2000		no		1.75		Demand is an indication of market penetration. 		NA		Market penetration		2001		1999		182		7		50		227		yes		-7		no		Petroleum 		yes		162 Mtoe of petroleum demanded.		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Petroleum is a component of energy-consuming systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Petroleum is a source of energy. 		259		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Petroleum was in use when the forecast was made. 		NA		7		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		259						7/19/2011 13:36		4/11/2012 12:47		SF		798		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		258		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		South Korea's electricity consumption was >250 TWh in 2000. 		Some interpretation in determining whether 258 TWh was reached in 1999 or 2000. 		258-260		Yonghun Jung, “Scenarios of Future Energy Demand and Carbon Dioxide Emissions in the Republic of Korea,” Ambio, 25: 4 (1996): 258-262.				yes		Academic publications		Table		259		In 2000, the demand for electricity in the Republic of Korea will be 258.1 TWh. Forecast derived from table 1. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is affiliated with the Korean Energy Economics Institute in the ROK. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		262		The forecast addresses demand in the ROK. 		259		799		no		1999		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		On pages 258-260, the authors describe several scenarios that were used when making predictions.		2000		no		0.25		Demand is an indication of market penetration. 		NA		Market penetration		2001		1999		182		7		50		227		yes		-1		no		Electricity demand 		yes		South Korea's electricity consumption in 2000 was >250 TWh. It likely reached 258 TWH in late 1999. 		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		yes		Electricity requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast table. 		259		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electricity was used when the forecast was made. 		NA		1		4		Short-term		yes		ND		1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		259						7/19/2011 13:38		1/25/2012 7:48		SF		799		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		258		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		ROK demand for bituminous coal first exceeded 62 Mt in 2007.		Data stated clearly in sources. 		258-260		Yonghun Jung, “Scenarios of Future Energy Demand and Carbon Dioxide Emissions in the Republic of Korea,” Ambio, 25: 4 (1996): 258-262.				yes		Academic publications		Table. 		259		In 2000, the demand for bituminous coal in the Republic of Korea will be 62.0 Mt. Forecast derived from table 1. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is affiliated with the Korea Energy Economics Institute. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		262		The forecast addresses demand in the ROK. 		259		800		yes		2007		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		On pages 258-260, the authors describe several scenarios that were used when making predictions.		2000		no		1.75		Demand is an indication of market penetration.		NA		Market penetration		2001		1999		182		7		50		227		yes		7		no		Bituminous coal		yes		 In 2000, the ROK demand for bituminous coal was 55 Mt. 		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Coal is a component of fuel-consuming systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Coal is a source of energy. 		259		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Coal was in use when the forecast was made. 		NA		7		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		2000		Explicit in table.		259						7/19/2011 13:40		7/13/2012 8:34		SF		800		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		258		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		103.516 TWh of demand for nuclear energy in South Korea does not satisfy the forecast of 123.3 TWh. The first time this was exceeded was 2004 when demand for nuclear energy was 124.179 TWh.		Read data directly from table.		258-260		Yonghun Jung, “Scenarios of Future Energy Demand and Carbon Dioxide Emissions in the Republic of Korea,” Ambio, 25: 4 (1996): 258-262.				yes		Academic publications		Table. 		259		In 2000, the demand for nuclear energy in the Republic of Korea will be 123.3 TWh. Forecast derived from table 1. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is affiliated with the Korea Energy Economics Institute. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		262		The forecast addresses demand in the ROK. 		259		801		no		2004		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		On pages 258-260, the authors describe several scenarios that were used when making predictions.		2000		no		1		Demand is an indication of market penetration.		NA		Market penetration		2001		1999		182		7		50		227		yes		4		no		Nuclear energy		yes		In 2000 demand for nuclear energy in South Korea was 103.516 TWh.		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Nuclear energy requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		259		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Nuclear energy was in use when the forecast was made. 		NA		4		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		2000		Explicit in table.		259						7/19/2011 13:42		7/6/2012 11:46		SF		801		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		258						2000		no						258-260		Yonghun Jung, “Scenarios of Future Energy Demand and Carbon Dioxide Emissions in the Republic of Korea,” Ambio, 25: 4 (1996): 258-262.				yes		Academic publications		Table. 		259		In 2000, the demand for fossil fuel in the Republic of Korea will be 182.9 Mtoe. Forecast derived from table 1. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is affiliated with the Korea Energy Economics Institute. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		262		The authors are making predictions about the ROK. 		259		802		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		On pages 258-260, the authors describe several scenarios that were used when making predictions.		2000		no				Demand is an indication of market penetration.		NA		Market penetration		2001		1999		182		7		50		227		yes				no		Fossil fuel 		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Fossil fuel is a component of an energy-consuming system. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Fossil fuel provides energy. 		259		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Fossil fuel was used when the forecast was made. 		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table.		259						7/19/2011 13:43		1/26/2012 8:27		SF		802		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		258		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		Per capita energy consumption in the Republic of Korea was below the forecast amount till in 2008 the per capita consumption exceeded 4.63 toe at 4.66901 toe.		Data comes from the 2012 version of the world Bank data set.		258-260		Yonghun Jung, “Scenarios of Future Energy Demand and Carbon Dioxide Emissions in the Republic of Korea,” Ambio, 25: 4 (1996): 258-262.				yes		Academic publications		Table. 		259		In 2000, the per capita energy consumption in the Republic of Korea will be 4.63 toe. Forecast derived from table 1.		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is affiliated with the Korea Energy Economics Institute. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		262		The forecast is addresses demand in the ROK. 		259		803		no		2008		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		On pages 258-260, the authors describe several scenarios that were used when making predictions.		2000		no		2		Demand is an indication of market penetration.		NA		Market penetration		2001		1999		182		7		50		227		yes		8		no		Energy consumption 		yes		Per capita energy consumption in the Republic of Korea was 4.00092 toe in 2000.		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Energy production requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		259		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The energy industry was mature when the forecast was made. 		NA		8		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		2000		Explicit in table.		259						7/19/2011 13:46		4/11/2012 12:48		SF		803		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		258		4. Little interpretation		3. Almost realized		2000		yes		The per capita electricity demand in 2000 was only 4.7 MWh. 		Some interpretation involved in deciphering the chart in the Trading Economics ground truth source. 		258-260		Yonghun Jung, “Scenarios of Future Energy Demand and Carbon Dioxide Emissions in the Republic of Korea,” Ambio, 25: 4 (1996): 258-262.				yes		Academic publications		Table		259		In 2000, the per capita electricity demand in the Republic of Korea will be 5.5 MWh. Forecast derived from table 1. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is affiliated with the Korea Energy Economics Institute in the ROK.  		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		262		The forecast addresses demand in the ROK. 		259		804		yes		2001		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		On pages 258-260, the authors describe several scenarios that were used when making predictions.		2000		no		0.25		Demand is an indication of market penetration.		NA		Market penetration		2001		1999		182		7		50		227		yes		1		no		Electricity demand 		yes		The per capita electricity demand in South Korea in 2000 was 4,740 kWh (or 4.7 MWh). The per capita electricity consumption did not reach 5.5 MWh until 2001. 		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		yes		Energy production requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in table. 		259		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The energy industry was mature when the forecast was made. 		NA		1		4		Short-term		yes		ND		1996		2000		Explicit in table.		259						7/19/2011 13:49		1/25/2012 7:46		SF		804		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		258		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		The oil dependency rate in South Korea had reduced below 56.6% by 1999 when it fell to 54.6%.		Used the formula (Total Petroleum Consumption/Total Energy Consumption) x 100 to gain oil dependency rates given in conjunction with the data. Interpreted the forecast as being about a reduction in oil dependency rather than an increase.		258-260		Yonghun Jung, “Scenarios of Future Energy Demand and Carbon Dioxide Emissions in the Republic of Korea,” Ambio, 25: 4 (1996): 258-262.				yes		Academic publications		Table. 		259		In 2000, the Republic of Korea’s oil dependency rate will be 56.6%. Forecast derived from table 1. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is affiliated with the Korea Energy Economics Institute. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		262		The forecast is addresses demand in the ROK. 		259		805		yes		1999		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		On pages 258-260, the authors describe several scenarios that were used when making predictions.		2000		no		0.25		Demand is an indication of market penetration.		NA		Market penetration		2001		1999		182		7		50		227		yes		-1		no		Oil dependency 		yes		In 2000 the oil dependency rate in South Korea was 52.8%.		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		yes		Oil is a component of energy-producing systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Oil provides energy. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The oil industry was mature when the forecast was made. 		NA		1		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		259						7/19/2011 13:50		7/6/2012 11:45		SF		805		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		258						1998		no						258-260		Yonghun Jung, “Scenarios of Future Energy Demand and Carbon Dioxide Emissions in the Republic of Korea,” Ambio, 25: 4 (1996): 258-262.				yes		Academic publications		“Total energy consumption in the Republic of Korea is expected to increase at 6.5% per annum until 2000…” 		259		The ROK's energy consumption will increase at 6.5% from 1996 until 2000. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is affiliated with the Korea Energy Economics Institute. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		262		The forecast is addresses demand in the ROK. 		259		806		no				yes				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		On pages 258-260, the authors describe several scenarios that were used when making predictions.		1998		no				Demand is an indication of market penetration.		NA		Market penetration		2000		1996		182		7		50		227		yes				no		Energy consumption 		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Energy production requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in table. 		259		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The energy industry was mature when the forecast was made. 		NA				2		Short-term		no				1996				Explicit in forecast statement. 		259		2000		1996		7/19/2011 13:54		1/26/2012 8:26		SF		806		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1972.		129						1984.5		no						130		L.D. Dymoke, "Future Engineering Systems for Naval Ships," Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London.  Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, 273, 1231, A Discussion of Ship Technology in the 1980's, Sept. 5 1972, 129-135.				yes		Academic publications		"It seems unlikely that major surface ship endurance of less than 5500 km (300 n. miles) will be acceptable." (Article based on developments in the 1980's)		130		In the 1980's, major surface ships will have endurance of at least 5500 km (300 n. miles).		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		The author was affiliated with the UK Ministry of Defence (Navy Department) when the forecast was written. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		129		Forecasting for Britain based on trends it will adapt to.		129		807		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The forecast was made based on the societal needs of sea transportation.		1984.5		no				Discusses the evolution of how fast surface ships will have to travel.		130		Evolution		1989		1980		183		5		26		229		yes				no		Surface Ships		yes				Forecasts based on analysis of the structure and behavior of social institutions		Institutional Analysis 		5		no		The surface ships would be a complex maritime machine.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Forecast discusses the rate of speed surface ships will travel at in the given range of years.		130		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				12.5		Long-term		no				1972				Article was published to reflect probable technological trends in the 1980's.		129		1989		1980		7/19/2011 14:03		1/31/2012 11:35		SF		807		ND

		3		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, on title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2003		no		Based on statistics and subjective statements from 2010 we can conclude in 2003 mobile commerce was a small fraction of total e-commerce. 		I am relying on a second printing of a Forrester Research chart for the united states, a world wide forecast for 2015 and a secondary source to conclude m-commerce never reached 10% of e-commerce.		NA		Government of India Planning Commission, “India As Knowledge Superpower,” June 2001. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“It is estimated that more than 10 per cent of the e-commerce will be through mobile handsets by the year 2003, both in India and abroad.” 		43		In 2003, >10% of e-commerce in the world will be conducted using mobile handsets. 										1		Worldwide		The report was written by the Indian government's planning commission. In forward and on title page.		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		NA		"both India and abroad" is taken as two forecasts, one for India and one for the rest of the world.		43		808		yes				no		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast statement is preceded by "it is estimated", indicating that the authors derived the information either from themselves or from other sources. Since a task force of experts was convened to inform the report, it is assumed that the forecast was derived from expert sourcing. 

Task force members were listed at beginning of report.		2003		no				This forecast addresses the penetration e-commerce via mobile devices, often called m-commerce.		43		Market penetration		2004		2002		116		1		2		225		yes				no		Commerce by Mobile handsets		yes		M-commerce grew but not fast enough to reach 10% of the e-commerce market.		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Mobile commerce requires a system of systems		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile communications and e-commerce facilitate communication or are forms of communication. 		43		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Mobile commerce existed in 2001 but only in small niches demonstrating the capabilities.		43				2		Short-term		yes		ND		2001		2003		Explicit in forecast statement. 		43						7/19/2011 15:22		1/25/2012 7:43		SF		808		JH

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1993.		615						2000		no						615		Raymond A. Fillion, "A Forecast on the Future of Hybrid Wafer Scale Integration Technology," IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturing Technology, 16, 7, Nov. 1993, 615-625				yes		Academic publications		"Semiconductor device advances will continue through the end of this decades it has for the past three decades...Minimum feature sizes will continue to shrink from the 0.5 mu m area today to...0.2 mu m by the year 2000."		618		The size of semiconductor devices will reach 0.2 mm in 2000.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the General Electric's Electronic Technologies Laboratory in New York. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		615		Looks at advances for technology in the entire world industry. 		NA		809		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Author seemed to look at current state of technology and rate of development to formulate forecasts.		2000		no				Forecast predicted evolution of technology to improve over time.		618		Evolution		2002		1998		184		4		20		226		yes				no		Semiconductor Devices- Min feature Size		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		The size of the device is a component of it.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Semiconductor devices use the electronic properties of semiconductors materials in computer devices, such as chips.		615		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is being worked on at time of forecast based on current trends.		618				7		Medium-term		no				1993		2000		Forecast states "2000" as the year.		618						7/19/2011 22:02		1/26/2012 8:22		SF		809		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1993.		615		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		The forecast number of gates was 2 million this was far exceeded by the forecast date. 		Data used comes directly from a table.		615		Raymond A. Fillion, "A Forecast on the Future of Hybrid Wafer Scale Integration Technology," IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturing Technology, 16, 7, Nov. 1993, 615-625				yes		Academic publications		"Semiconductor device advances will continue through the end of this decades it has for the past three decades...Where today gates per chip are readily available, there will likely be...2M or more by the year 2000."		618		In the year 2000, the number of gates per chip in semiconductor devices will reach 2 million.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the General Electric's Electronic Technologies Laboratory in New York. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		615		Looks at advances for technology in the entire world industry. 		NA		810		no		1993		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Author seemed to look at current state of technology and rate of development to formulate forecasts.		2000		no		1		Forecast predicted evolution of technology to improve over time.		618		Evolution		2002		1998		184		4		20		226		yes		-7		no		Semiconductor Devices- Gates per chip		yes		The number of gates per chip in semiconductor devices had reached 100 million.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		The gates per chip on semiconductor devices are an electronic component of the semiconductors, an electronic subsystem.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Semiconductor devices use the electronic properties of semiconductors materials in computer devices, such as chips.		615		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is being worked on at time of forecast based on current trends.		618		7		7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1993		2000		Forecast states "2000" as the year.		618						7/19/2011 22:11		4/11/2012 12:49		SF		810		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1993.		615						2000		no						615		Raymond A. Fillion, "A Forecast on the Future of Hybrid Wafer Scale Integration Technology," IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturing Technology, 16, 7, Nov. 1993, 615-625				yes		Academic publications		"Semiconductor device advances will continue through the end of this decades it has for the past three decades...I/O pin count will rise from 300 to 500 pins today...to 1000 to 1600 pins by the year 2000."		618		The number of pins in an I/O (input/output) device will reach between 1000 to 1600 in 2000.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the General Electric's Electronic Technologies Laboratory in New York. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		615		Looks at advances for technology in the entire world industry. 		NA		811		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Author seemed to look at current state of technology and rate of development to formulate forecasts.		2000		no				Forecast predicted evolution of technology to improve over time.		618		Evolution		2002		1998		184		4		20		226		yes				no		Input/Output device (I/O) Pin Count-Semiconductor Devices		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		The I/O device's pin count would be a component of the semiconductor device.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Semiconductor Devices have to do with technology such as computer chips.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is being worked on at time of forecast based on current trends.		618				7		Medium-term		no				1993		2000		Forecast states "2000" as the year.		618						7/19/2011 22:20		1/26/2012 8:21		SF		811		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		258		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		South Korea's total energy consumption was only 193 Mtoe in 2000. 		Direct comparison of Mtoe. 		260		Yonghun Jung, “Scenarios of Future Energy Demand and Carbon Dioxide Emissions in the Republic of Korea,” Ambio, 25: 4 (1996): 258-262.				yes		Academic publications		Table		260		In 2000, the energy demand in the Republic of Korea will be 216.8 Mtoe. Forecast derived from table 2. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is affiliated with the Korean Energy Economics Institute in the ROK. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		262		The forecast is addresses demand in the ROK. 		260		812		yes		2004		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		The authors describe several scenarios that were used when making predictions. This particular forecast uses the "business as usual" (BAU) scenario. 		2000		no		1		Demand is an indication of market penetration.		NA		Market penetration		2001		1999		182		7		50		227		yes		4		no		Energy demand 		yes		South Korea’s total energy consumption was 193 Mtoe in 2000.  It reached 215 Mtoe in 2004, approximately. 		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Energy production requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in table. 		260		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The energy industry was mature when the forecast was made. 		NA		4		4		Short-term		yes		ND		1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		260						7/20/2011 6:33		1/25/2012 7:40		SF		812		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		258		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		South Korea's energy consumption was only 193 Mtoe in 2000.		Direct comparison of Mtoe.  		260		Yonghun Jung, “Scenarios of Future Energy Demand and Carbon Dioxide Emissions in the Republic of Korea,” Ambio, 25: 4 (1996): 258-262.				yes		Academic publications		Table		260		In 2000, the energy demand in the Republic of Korea will be 233.3 Mtoe. Forecast derived from table 2. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is affiliated with the Korean Energy Economics Institute in the ROK. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		262		The forecast addresses demand in the ROK. 		260		813		yes		2008		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		The authors describe several scenarios that were used when making predictions. This particular forecast uses the "high" scenario, as described on page 260. 		2000		no		2		Demand is an indication of market penetration.		NA		Market penetration		2001		1999		182		7		50		227		yes		8		no		Energy demand 		yes		South Korea’s total energy consumption was 193 Mtoe in 2000. It was at least 230 Mtoe by 2008. 		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Energy production requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in table. 		260		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The energy industry was mature when the forecast was made. 		NA		8		4		Short-term		yes		ND		1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		260						7/20/2011 6:36		1/25/2012 7:40		SF		813		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		258		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		South Korea's energy consumption in 2000 was 193 Mtoe.		Direct comparison of Mtoe.  		260		Yonghun Jung, “Scenarios of Future Energy Demand and Carbon Dioxide Emissions in the Republic of Korea,” Ambio, 25: 4 (1996): 258-262.				yes		Academic publications		Table		260		In 2000, the energy demand in the Republic of Korea will be 216.6 Mtoe. Forecast derived from table 2. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is affiliated with the Korean Energy Economics Institute in the ROK. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		262		The forecast is addresses demand in the ROK. 		258		814		yes		2004		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		The authors describe several scenarios that were used when making predictions. This particular forecast is for the "low" scenario, as described on page 260. 		2000		no		1		Demand is an indication of market penetration.		NA		Market penetration		2001		1999		182		7		50		227		yes		4		no		Energy demand 		yes		South Korea's energy consumption in 2000 was 193 Mtoe. Consumption reached 215 Mtoe in 2004, approximately. 		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Energy production requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in table. 		260		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The energy industry was mature when the forecast was made. 		NA		4		4		Short-term		yes		ND		1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		260						7/20/2011 6:44		1/25/2012 7:39		SF		814		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		258		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		Forecast requires carbon dioxide emissions in the Republic of Korea to have increased to 141 MtC in 2000, by then they have risen to 151 MtC. Carbon dioxide emissions first increased to 141 MtC in 1997 when emissions totaled 148 MtC.		Applied conversion factor referenced to data found to reach the figures quoted in MtC.		258-260		Yonghun Jung, “Scenarios of Future Energy Demand and Carbon Dioxide Emissions in the Republic of Korea,” Ambio, 25: 4 (1996): 258-262.				yes		Academic publications		“According to the BAU scenario, CO2 emissions are expected to increase from 74 MtC in 1992 to 141 MtC in 2000…” 		260		Carbon dioxide emissions in the Republic of Korea will increase to 141 MtC in 2000. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is affiliated with the Korea Energy Economics Institute. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		262		The forecast is addresses demand in the ROK. 		260		815		yes		1997		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		On pages 258-260, the authors describe several scenarios that were used when making predictions.		2000		no		0.75		CO2 emissions indicate an increased use in certain energy forms, or of energy in general. 		NA		Market penetration		2001		1999		182		7		50		227		yes		-3		no		Carbon emission 		yes		The level of CO2 emissions in the ROK was 151 MtC in the year 2000.		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Energy production requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Carbon emission is an indication of fuel use. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The energy industry was mature when the forecast was made. 		NA		3		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.  		260						7/20/2011 6:53		5/4/2012 12:11		SF		815		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date. 		258		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		The CO2 emissions per capita in the Republic of Korea were 3.25 tC in 2000. The 3.1 tC per capita of CO2 emissions required to satisfy the forecast have been reached.		Applied conversion factor quoted to data provided.		258-260		Yonghun Jung, “Scenarios of Future Energy Demand and Carbon Dioxide Emissions in the Republic of Korea,” Ambio, 25: 4 (1996): 258-262.				yes		Academic publications		“The BAU scenario shows that the per capita CO2 emissions of ROK will exceed the current level of CO2 emissions of the European countries by reaching 3.1 tC in 2000.” 		261		Carbon dioxide emissions in the Republic of Korea will be 3.1 tC in 2000.		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is affiliated with the Korea Energy Economics Institute. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		262		The forecast is addresses demand in the ROK. 		261		816		yes		2000		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		On pages 258-260, the authors describe several scenarios that were used when making predictions. 		2000		no		0		CO2 emission provides an indication of the penetration of a particular fuel, and of energy use. 		NA		Market penetration		2001		1999		182		7		50		227		yes		0		no		Carbon emission 		yes		In 2000, the CO2 emissions per capita in the Republic of Korea were 3.25 tC.		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		yes		Energy production requires a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		CO2 emission relates to energy use. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The energy industry was mature when the forecast was made. 		NA		0		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement. 		261						7/20/2011 6:56		5/4/2012 12:10		SF		816		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1993.		615		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		The clock rates forecast were achieved long before the forecast year. In 1993, semiconductor devices with clock rates of 200-250 Mhz were already available.		Interpreted semiconductor device to be equivalent to a processor, which is a device consisting of semiconductors.		615		Raymond A. Fillion, "A Forecast on the Future of Hybrid Wafer Scale Integration Technology," IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturing Technology, 16, 7, Nov. 1993, 615-625				yes		Academic publications		"Semiconductor device advances will continue through the end of this decades it has for the past three decades...Clock rates for basic logic, CMOS silicon, should climb from 60 to 80 MHz today to...200 to 250 MHz by the year 2000."		619		In 2000, clock rates for semiconductor devices will reach between 200-250 MHz.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the General Electric's Electronic Technologies Laboratory in New York.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		615		Looks at advances for technology in the entire world industry. 		NA		817		yes		1993		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Author seemed to look at current state of technology and rate of development to formulate forecasts.		2000		no		1		Forecast predicted evolution of technology to improve over time.		619		Evolution		2002		1998		184		4		20		226		yes		-7		no		Clock Speed (MHz) Of Semiconductor Devices		yes		In 2000 semiconductor devices had clock rates of up to 1.5 GHz.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		The speed of the device would be a component of it.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Semiconductor devices are computer devices such as computer chips.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is being worked on at time of forecast based on current trends.		619		7		7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1993		2000		Forecast states "2000" as the year.		619						7/20/2011 9:53		6/20/2012 9:01		SF		817		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1993.		615						2000		no						615		Raymond A. Fillion, "A Forecast on the Future of Hybrid Wafer Scale Integration Technology," IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturing Technology, 16, 7, Nov. 1993, 615-625				yes		Academic publications		"Semiconductor device advances will continue through the end of this decades it has for the past three decades...CMOS IC supply voltages will go from 5.0 V today to a mix of...3.5 and 2.5 V by the year 2000."		619		In 2000, CMOS IC supply voltages will be at 3.5 V and 2.5 V.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the General Electric's Electronic Technologies Laboratory in New York.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		615		Looks at advances for technology in the entire world industry. 		NA		818		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Author seemed to look at current state of technology and rate of development to formulate forecasts.		2000		no				Forecast predicted evolution of technology to improve over time.		619		Evolution		2002		1998		184		4		20		226		yes				no		CMOS IC Supply Voltage- Semiconductor Devices		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		The voltage of the device would be a component of it.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Semiconductor devices are computer devices such as computer chips.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is being worked on at time of forecast based on current trends.		619				7		Medium-term		no				1993		2000		Forecast states "2000" as the year.		619						7/20/2011 10:25		1/26/2012 8:11		SF		818		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1993.		615						2000		no						615		Raymond A. Fillion, "A Forecast on the Future of Hybrid Wafer Scale Integration Technology," IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturing Technology, 16, 7, Nov. 1993, 615-625				yes		Academic publications		Chart "Semiconductor Device Trends"		619		In 2000, power dissipation will reach 8-12 W.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the General Electric's Electronic Technologies Laboratory in New York.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		615		Looks at advances for technology in the entire world industry. 		NA		819		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Author seemed to look at current state of technology and rate of development to formulate forecasts.		2000		no				Forecast predicted evolution of technology to improve over time.		619		Evolution		2002		1998		184		4		20		226		yes				no		Power Dissipation- Semiconductor Devices		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		The power dissipation of the device would be a component of it.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Semiconductor devices are computer devices such as computer chips.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is being worked on at time of forecast based on current trends.		619				7		Medium-term		no				1993		2000		Forecast states "2000" as the year.		619						7/20/2011 10:28		1/26/2012 8:10		SF		819		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1993.		615						1995		no						615		Raymond A. Fillion, "A Forecast on the Future of Hybrid Wafer Scale Integration Technology," IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturing Technology, 16, 7, Nov. 1993, 615-625				yes		Academic publications		Chart "Semiconductor Device Trends"		619		In 1995, power dissipation will reach 6-8 W.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the General Electric's Electronic Technologies Laboratory in New York.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		615		Looks at advances for technology in the entire world industry. 		NA		820		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Author seemed to look at current state of technology and rate of development to formulate forecasts.		1995		no				Forecast predicted evolution of technology to improve over time.		619		Evolution		1996		1994		184		4		20		226		yes				no		Power Dissipation- Semiconductor Devices		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		The power dissipation of the device would be a component of it.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Semiconductor devices are computer devices such as computer chips.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is being worked on at time of forecast based on current trends.		619				2		Short-term		no				1993		1995		Chart depicts "mid-decade" to be 1995.		619						7/20/2011 10:31		1/26/2012 8:10		SF		820		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1993.		615		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		Lower voltages were achieved than those forecast by 1995. Therefore, the forecast is fully realized.		Interpreted data from graph in source.		615		Raymond A. Fillion, "A Forecast on the Future of Hybrid Wafer Scale Integration Technology," IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturing Technology, 16, 7, Nov. 1993, 615-625				yes		Academic publications		"Semiconductor device advances will continue through the end of this decades it has for the past three decades...CMOS IC supply voltages will go from 5.0 V today to a mix of 5.0 and 3.5 V by mid-decade..."

Chart also depicts "mid-decade" as 1995.		619		In 1995, CMOS IC supply voltages will be at 5.0 V and 3.5 V.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the General Electric's Electronic Technologies Laboratory in New York.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		615		Looks at advances for technology in the entire world industry. 		NA		821		no		1993		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Author seemed to look at current state of technology and rate of development to formulate forecasts.		1995		no		1		Forecast predicted evolution of technology to improve over time.		619		Evolution		1996		1994		184		4		20		226		yes		-2		no		CMOS IC Supply Voltage- Semiconductor Devices		yes		In 1995 Standard CMOS IC-supply voltages were 5 V or 3.3 V.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		The voltage of the device would be a component of it.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Semiconductor devices are computer devices such as computer chips.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is being worked on at time of forecast based on current trends.		619		2		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1993		1995		Chart depicts "mid-decade" to be 1995.		619						7/20/2011 10:34		6/20/2012 9:03		SF		821		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1993.		615		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		Semiconductor devices up to 275 MHz were demonstrated as early as October 1993. In 1995 IBM released a 120 MHz semiconductor device and Intel released a 90 MHz semiconductor device.		Interpreted semiconductor device clock rates to be equivalent to processor clock rates which are semiconductor devices.		615		Raymond A. Fillion, "A Forecast on the Future of Hybrid Wafer Scale Integration Technology," IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturing Technology, 16, 7, Nov. 1993, 615-625				yes		Academic publications		"Semiconductor device advances will continue through the end of this decades it has for the past three decades...Clock rates for basic logic, CMOS silicon, should climb from 60 to 80 MHz today to 80 to 125 MHz by mid-decade..."

Chart depicts "mid-decade" to be 1995.		619		In 1995, clock rates for semiconductor devices will reach between 80 to 125 MHz.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the General Electric's Electronic Technologies Laboratory in New York.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		615		Looks at advances for technology in the entire world industry. 		NA		822		no		1993		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Author seemed to look at current state of technology and rate of development to formulate forecasts.		1995		no		1		Forecast predicted evolution of technology to improve over time.		619		Evolution		1996		1994		184		4		20		226		yes		-2		no		Clock Speed (MHz) Of Semiconductor Devices		yes		In 1995 there were semiconductor devices with clock speeds between 80 and 125 MHz.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		The speed of the device would be a component of it.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Semiconductor devices are computer devices such as computer chips.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is being worked on at time of forecast based on current trends.		619		2		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1993		1995		Chart depicts "mid-decade" to be 1995.		619						7/20/2011 10:36		6/20/2012 9:06		SF		822		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1993.		615		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		yes		In 1995 Intel Socket 8 processors were released which had 387 pins. The 600-800 pins estimate was not reached till 2001 when Intel released the Socket 603 processors which used 603 pins.		Interpreted the pins referenced in the forecast to refer to the number of pins on processors (semiconductor devices). This is limited by the number of pins allowed by the socket the processor is meant for. Hence using sockets pin counts it can be seen when processors had the required pin count.		615		Raymond A. Fillion, "A Forecast on the Future of Hybrid Wafer Scale Integration Technology," IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturing Technology, 16, 7, Nov. 1993, 615-625				yes		Academic publications		"Semiconductor device advances will continue through the end of this decades it has for the past three decades...I/O pin count will rise from 300 to 500 pins today to 600 to 800 pins by mid-decade..."

Chart on page 619 depicts "mid-decade" to be 1995.		618		The number of pins in an I/O (input/output) device will reach between 600 to 800 in 1995.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the General Electric's Electronic Technologies Laboratory in New York.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		615		Looks at advances for technology in the entire world industry. 		NA		823		yes		2001		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Author seemed to look at current state of technology and rate of development to formulate forecasts.		1995		no		3		Forecast predicted evolution of technology to improve over time.		618		Evolution		1996		1994		184		4		20		226		yes		6		no		Input/Output device (I/O) Pin Count-Semiconductor Devices		yes		In 1995 semiconductor devices had 387 pins.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		The I/O device's pin count would be a component of the semiconductor.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Semiconductor Devices have to do with technology such as computer chips.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is being worked on at time of forecast based on current trends.		618		6		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1993		1995		Chart depicts "mid-decade" to be 1995.		619						7/20/2011 10:39		6/20/2012 9:09		SF		823		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1993.		615		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		Chips exceeding the forecast were first manufactured in 1989 when motorola introduced the 68040 chip also with 1.2M logic gates. By the forecast date the 800,000 gates per chip forecast was far exceeded.		Data read from tables.		615		Raymond A. Fillion, "A Forecast on the Future of Hybrid Wafer Scale Integration Technology," IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturing Technology, 16, 7, Nov. 1993, 615-625				yes		Academic publications		"Semiconductor device advances will continue through the end of this decades it has for the past three decades...Where today gates per chip are readily available, there will likely be 800K by mid-decade..."

Chart on page 619 depicts "mid-decade" to be 1995.		618		In the year 1995, the number of gates per chip in semiconductor devices will reach 800,000.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the General Electric's Electronic Technologies Laboratory in New York.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		615		Looks at advances for technology in the entire world industry. 		NA		824		no		1989		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Author seemed to look at current state of technology and rate of development to formulate forecasts.		1995		no		3		Forecast predicted evolution of technology to improve over time.		618		Evolution		1996		1994		184		4		20		226		yes		-6		no		Semiconductor Devices- Gates per chip		yes		The number of gates per chip in semiconductor devices had reached 5,200,000 in 1995		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		The gates per chip on semiconductor devices are an electronic component of the semiconductors, an electronic subsystem.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Semiconductor devices use the electronic properties of semiconductors materials in computer devices, such as chips.		615		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is being worked on at time of forecast based on current trends.		618		6		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1993		1995		Chart depicts "mid-decade" to be 1995.		619						7/20/2011 10:40		4/11/2012 13:51		SF		824		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1993.		615		4. Little interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1995		yes		.35um processors were available to the public in 1996, not 1995.		I am using consumer processors as a benchmark for the forecast.  This appears to be consistent with the stats presented in the forecast 		615		Raymond A. Fillion, "A Forecast on the Future of Hybrid Wafer Scale Integration Technology," IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturing Technology, 16, 7, Nov. 1993, 615-625				yes		Academic publications		"Semiconductor device advances will continue through the end of this decades it has for the past three decades...Minimum feature sizes will continue to shrink from the 0.5 mu m area today to 0.35 mu m by mid decade..."

Chart on page 619 depicts "mid-decade" to be 1995.		618		The size of semiconductor devices will reach 0.35 mm in 1995.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the General Electric Corporate Research Development Center in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		615		Looks at advances for technology in the entire world industry. 		NA		825		yes		1996		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Author seemed to look at current state of technology and rate of development to formulate forecasts.		1995		no		0.5		Forecast predicted evolution of technology to improve over time.		618		Evolution		1996		1994		184		4		20		226		yes		1		no		Semiconductor Devices- Min feature Size		yes		Custom high end .35 um chips existed but Intel and AMD didn't release .35um processors until 1996.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		yes		The size of the semiconductor device is a component of it.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Semiconductor devices use the electronic properties of semiconductors materials in computer devices, such as chips.		615		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is being worked on at time of forecast based on current trends.  Some high end, custom .35um processes existed ~1994.		618		1		2		Short-term		yes				1993		1995		Chart on page 619 shows "mid-decade" to mean 1995.		619						7/20/2011 10:43		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		825		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1993.		615						1995		no						615		Raymond A. Fillion, "A Forecast on the Future of Hybrid Wafer Scale Integration Technology," IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturing Technology, 16, 7, Nov. 1993, 615-625				yes		Academic publications		"It is expected that within the next few years that a designer could specify and procure fully tested and burned-in bare chips for use in complex MCM circuits."		622		Between 1994 and 1996, complex MCM circuits will use fully tested and burned-in bare chips that a designer has specified.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the General Electric's Electronic Technologies Laboratory in New York.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		615		Looks at advances for technology in the entire world industry. 		NA		826		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Author seemed to look at current state of technology and rate of development to formulate forecasts.		1995		no				Forecast predicted the ability of current technology to develop to use new chips.		622		Evolution		1996		1994		184		4		20		226		yes				no		Multichip Modules (MCM)		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		MCMs are a subsystem of a larger computer system.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The technology discussed is a computer device because it contains multiple computer chips on it.		615		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is being worked on at time of forecast based on current trends.		622				2		Short-term		no				1993		1995		Forecast states "within the next few years" which, according to our lexicon, means "within 3 years" and is categorized as a range.		622		1996		1994		7/20/2011 10:55		1/26/2012 8:06		SF		826		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1969.		331						1991.5		no						333		Chresten A. Bjerrum, "Forecast of Computer Developments and Applications: 1968-2000," Computer Developments- Futures, June 1969, 331-338				yes		Academic publications		"The money and cheque system of today will, to a large extent, be taken over by a network of terminals and computers by the early 1990's."		335		Between 1990 and 1993, the money and cheque system will generally be run by computers.										7		Multi-regional		The author is affiliated with Parsons and Williams in Denmark, but the participants in the Delphi method survey were from a few different regions: Northern America, Scandinavia, and Europe.										7		Multi-regional		335		Forecasts predicted for the leading countries in regions involved in the technology area:Northern America, Europe, Asia, and Australia.		338		827		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Explicitly states modified Delphi method was used. 		1991.5		no				Computer technology will move to the financial aspect of life.		335		Technology Migration		1993		1990		185		1		6		226		yes				no		Networked Computer Terminals		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The network of computers would be a system of computers, which are systems on their own.		335		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The networked terminals will connect computers together to process financial information.		335		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology still being researched at time of forecast.		NA				22.5		Long-term		no				1969				The forecast states "early 1990's" which would be 1990-1993. 		335		1993		1990		7/20/2011 17:24		1/26/2012 8:04		SF		827		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1969.		331						1985		no						333		Chresten A. Bjerrum, "Forecast of Computer Developments and Applications: 1968-2000," Computer Developments- Futures, June 1969, 331-338				yes		Academic publications		"Around 1985 a majority of employers will have terminals where income is recorded and automatically transferred to tax authorities."		335		In 1985, most employers will have computer terminals that automatically record income and send it to tax authorities.										7		Multi-regional		The author is affiliated with Parsons and Williams in Denmark, but the participants in the Delphi method survey were from a few different regions: Northern America, Scandinavia, and Europe.										7		Multi-regional		335		Forecasts predicted for the leading countries in regions involved in the technology area:Northern America, Europe, Asia, and Australia.		338		828		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Explicitly states modified Delphi method was used. 		1985		no				Computer technology will move to the financial aspect of work and taxes.		335		Technology Migration		1990		1980		185		1		6		226		yes				no		Income and Tax Terminals		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The network of terminals would be a system of computers, which are systems on their own.		335		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The income and tax terminals will use computers to automatically collect income information and will connect those computers to tax authorities.		335		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology still being researched at time of forecast.		NA				16		Long-term		no				1969		1985		The forecast states "1985" as the year.		335		1993		1990		7/20/2011 17:34		1/26/2012 8:03		SF		828		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1969.		331						1973		no						333		Chresten A. Bjerrum, "Forecast of Computer Developments and Applications: 1968-2000," Computer Developments- Futures, June 1969, 331-338				yes		Academic publications		"Large urban traffic flow will be controlled by computers from 1973..."		335		In 1973, urban traffic flow will be controlled by computers.										7		Multi-regional		The author is affiliated with Parsons and Williams in Denmark, but the participants in the Delphi method survey were from a few different regions: Northern America, Scandinavia, and Europe.										7		Multi-regional		335		Forecasts predicted for the leading countries in regions involved in the technology area:Northern America, Europe, Asia, and Australia.		338		829		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Explicitly states modified Delphi method was used. 		1973		no				Computer technology will move to a new area of traffic control.		335		Technology Migration		1974		1972		185		1		6		226		yes				no		Traffic-Flow Controlling Computers		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The system of computers to control traffic would have to be a large network of computer systems linked together.		335		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The forecast states specifically that "computers" will control traffic flow.		335		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology still being researched at time of forecast.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1969		1973		The forecast states "1973" as the year.		335		1993		1990		7/20/2011 17:37		1/26/2012 8:03		SF		829		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1969.		331						1983		no						333		Chresten A. Bjerrum, "Forecast of Computer Developments and Applications: 1968-2000," Computer Developments- Futures, June 1969, 331-338				yes		Academic publications		"...policing of individual vehicle by combined radar detection and computer record violation will be normal between 1980 and 1986."		335		Between 1980 and 1986, police will use radar and computer records of violations to police individual vehicles.										7		Multi-regional		The author is affiliated with Parsons and Williams in Denmark, but the participants in the Delphi method survey were from a few different regions: Northern America, Scandinavia, and Europe.										7		Multi-regional		335		Forecasts predicted for the leading countries in regions involved in the technology area:Northern America, Europe, Asia, and Australia.		338		830		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Explicitly states modified Delphi method was used. 		1983		no				Computer technology will move to a new area of law enforcement.		335		Technology Migration		1986		1980		185		1		6		226		yes				no		Computer Records of Violation		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		This technology would need a network of computers and computer programs to contain everyone's traffic records.		335		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Individuals traffic records or violation will be kept on a computer, making it computer technology.		335		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology still being researched at time of forecast.		NA				14		Long-term		no				1969		1973		The forecast states "between 1980 and 1986" which is a range of years..		335		1986		1980		7/20/2011 17:45		1/26/2012 8:03		SF		830		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1969.		331		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1998		no		Forecast still hasn't been met		The 2007 DARPA urban challenge demonstrated autonomous vehicles, and some luxury consumer vehicles have automatic parking features, however they are not in wide spread use. 		333		Chresten A. Bjerrum, "Forecast of Computer Developments and Applications: 1968-2000," Computer Developments- Futures, June 1969, 331-338				yes		Academic publications		"In the late 1990's, there will be a widespread use of automobile autopilots."		335		Between 1997 and 1999, it will be commonplace for people driving in automobiles to use autopilots.										7		Multi-regional		The participants in the Delphi method survey were from a few different regions: Northern America, Scandinavia, and Europe.										7		Multi-regional		335		Forecasts predicted for the leading countries in regions involved in the technology area:Northern America, Europe, Asia, and Australia.		338		831		no				yes		2009		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Explicitly states modified Delphi method was used. 		1998		no				Ground vehicle autopilots did not exist in 1969		335		Technology emergence		1999		1997		185		1		6		228		yes				no		Autopilot for Automobiles		yes		Experimental semi-autonomous rovers existed in 1998 but technologies that could be described as autopilots for ground vehicles did not.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		This technology would need a variety of subsystems to keep the car on the road, maintain speed, stop properly, etc., but it would be within the larger system-of-systems, the car itself.		335		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Autopilots are a new technology for ground vehicles		335		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology still being researched at time of forecast.		NA				29		Long-term		yes				1969				The forecast states "in the late 1990's" which is a range of years from 1997 to 1999.		335		1999		1997		7/20/2011 17:52		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		831		ND

		0		yes		no				This forecast isn't specific enough to verify. The author does not specify how computers will control patients. Could mean either patient records or patient care.		yes		Article was published in 1969.		331						1975		no						333		Chresten A. Bjerrum, "Forecast of Computer Developments and Applications: 1968-2000," Computer Developments- Futures, June 1969, 331-338				yes		Academic publications		"Around 1975 patients in major hospitals will be controlled by computers...."		335		In 1975, patients in major hospitals will be controlled by computers, not doctors.										7		Multi-regional		The author is affiliated with Parsons and Williams in Denmark, but the participants in the Delphi method survey were from a few different regions: Northern America, Scandinavia, and Europe.										7		Multi-regional		335		Forecasts predicted for the leading countries in regions involved in the technology area:Northern America, Europe, Asia, and Australia.		338		832		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Explicitly states modified Delphi method was used. 		1975		no				Computer technology will move to a new area, medical care.		335		Technology Migration		1977		1973		185		1		6		226		yes				no		Medical Care Computers		no				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The computer that patients would be a complicated device with several subsystems involved.		335		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The computers will "control" patients as a doctor would, thereby escalating computer technology.		335		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology still being researched at time of forecast.		NA				6		Medium-term		no				1969		1975		The forecast states "1975" as the year of realization.		335		1999		1997		7/20/2011 20:47		1/26/2012 8:02		SF		832		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1969.		331		4. Little interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1981.5		no		Electronic data about patient symptoms are used by doctors when they make diagnoses, but the majority of diagnoses are made independent of these systems. 		The forecast statement indicates that the majority of doctors will consult the EDP terminals during diagnosis. Doctors today regularly access patient data electronically and take it into consideration when making diagnoses, but the forecast implies that the EDP terminals would be used for diagnosis without patients being physically examined by doctors. This is not common practice as of 2011. 		333		Chresten A. Bjerrum, "Forecast of Computer Developments and Applications: 1968-2000," Computer Developments- Futures, June 1969, 331-338				yes		Academic publications		"...in the beginning of the 1980's a majority of doctors will have EDP terminals for consultation.  Computers will, at that time, give reliable diagnoses when the physician inputs the patients' symptoms."		335		Between 1980 and 1983, the majority of doctors will consult electronic data processing computers when diagnosing patients. 										7		Multi-regional		The participants in the Delphi method survey were from a few different regions: Northern America, Scandinavia, and Europe.										7		Multi-regional		335		Forecasts predicted for the leading countries in regions involved in the technology area:Northern America, Europe, Asia, and Australia.		338		833		no				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Explicitly states modified Delphi method was used. 		1981.5		no				The medical consulting/diagnosing terminals do not exist at the time of forecast.		335		Technology emergence		1983		1980		185		1		6		226		yes				yes		Medical Consultation Terminals		yes		As of 2011, the majority of doctors do not use electronic data processing computers when making diagnoses. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The computer that doctors consult and diagnose with would be a complicated device with several subsystems involved.		335		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The terminals doctors consult with would be a computer aiding in diagnosis.		335		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology still being researched at time of forecast.		NA				12.5		Long-term		yes				1969				The forecast states "in the beginning of the 1980's" which would be 1980 through 1983.		335		1983		1980		7/20/2011 20:58		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		833		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1969.		331						1979.5		no						333		Chresten A. Bjerrum, "Forecast of Computer Developments and Applications: 1968-2000," Computer Developments- Futures, June 1969, 331-338				yes		Academic publications		"It is expected that laser memories will be available between 1976 and 1983."		336		Between 1976 and 1983, laser memories will be available.										7		Multi-regional		The author is affiliated with Parsons and Williams in Denmark, but the participants in the Delphi method survey were from a few different regions: Northern America, Scandinavia, and Europe.										7		Multi-regional		335		Forecasts predicted for the leading countries in regions involved in the technology area:Northern America, Europe, Asia, and Australia.		338		834		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Explicitly states modified Delphi method was used. 		1979.5		no				The technology does not exist at the time of forecast.		336		Technology emergence		1983		1976		185		1		6		231		yes				no		Laser Memories		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The laser would be a system of creating memory.		336		System		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Lasers manipulate light, therefore being a photonic technology.		336		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology still being researched at time of forecast.		NA				10.5		Long-term		no				1969		1975		The forecast states "between 1976 and 1983" indicating a range.		336		1983		1976		7/20/2011 21:23		1/26/2012 8:02		SF		834		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1969.		331		3. Moderate interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1979		yes		Carnegie Mellon's Harpy program recognized 1011 during the early 70's.  Other DARPA supported programs also achieved some accuracy with limited vocabularies of a few thousand words.		Early speech recognition software had limited vocabulary.  The DragonDictate Voice-Typewriter represented a leap forward in vocabulary and presumably was complex enough to allow for oral entry of data into a computer.  In 1992 AT&T implemented a Voice Recognition Call Processing (VRCP) service that provided data entry for a limited number of voice interactions. It seems the 1990 date is the best interpretation of the forecast statement.		333		Chresten A. Bjerrum, "Forecast of Computer Developments and Applications: 1968-2000," Computer Developments- Futures, June 1969, 331-338				yes		Academic publications		"Oral input to the computer for practice work will be possible in 1979."		336		In 1979, people will be able to input information into a computer orally.										7		Multi-regional		The participants in the Delphi method survey were from a few different regions: Northern America, Scandinavia, and Europe.										7		Multi-regional		335		Forecasts predicted for the leading countries in regions involved in the technology area:Northern America, Europe, Asia, and Australia.		338		835		no		1990		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Explicitly states modified Delphi method was used. 		1979		no		1.1		The technology does not exist at the time of forecast.		336		Technology emergence		1982		1976		185		1		6		226		yes		11		no		Oral Input for Computers		yes		There were early efforts to achieve speech recognition during the 70’s but the technologies had limited vocabulary and I don’t think they were sufficient to meet the requirement for “Oral input to the computer”		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The method of information input would be a subsystem to the system that is the computer.		336		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The way data is input into a computer is computer technology.		336		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology still being researched at time of forecast.		NA		11		10		Medium-term		yes				1969		1979		The forecast states "1979" as the year of realization.		336		1983		1976		7/20/2011 21:41		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		835		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1969.		331		3. Moderate interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1981		yes		The technology that became a usual method for optical computer input was demonstrated in 1982, shortly after the forecast timeframe.		Based on the reference to card and paper tapes I am interpreting “transmission of data by laser signals will be usual by 1981” to specifically mean applications for data input into a computer.  If we include laser transmission by optical fiber the ground truth date would be in the early 1980’s.  The first fiber was placed in 1977 in California: http://www.nationalacademies.org/greatachievements/ga_18_3p.html, ATT adopted fiber optics in 1983, http://www.corp.att.com/history/nethistory/milestones.html, and Sprint had the first all digital, nation wide, fiber optic network in 1986. 

CD-ROM’s on the other hand were introduced in 1982 but adoptions was slow until they started to over take floppy drive around 1990.
		333		Chresten A. Bjerrum, "Forecast of Computer Developments and Applications: 1968-2000," Computer Developments- Futures, June 1969, 331-338				yes		Academic publications		"Cards and paper tapes will be outdated at that time as a communication medium and transmission of data by laser signals will be usual by 1981."		336		In 1981, laser signals will be commonplace as a way of communication.										7		Multi-regional		The participants in the Delphi method survey were from a few different regions: Northern America, Scandinavia, and Europe.										7		Multi-regional		335		Forecasts predicted for the leading countries in regions involved in the technology area:Northern America, Europe, Asia, and Australia.		338		836		no		1990		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Explicitly states modified Delphi method was used. 		1981		no		0.75		The technology would be applied in a new market.		336		Technology Migration		1985		1977		185		1		6		231		yes		9		no		Laser Signals		yes		The CD-Rom format was introduced in 1982 and a standard was agreed on in 1985, but the format wasn't dominate until ~1990, driven in part by the gaming industry. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		For data input into a computer the laser systems that ultimately replaced card readers and floppies are subsystems of the computer. The laser signals could be system of communication if describing a fiber optics network.		336		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		The laser will be used to transmit information and therefore is a photonic technology.  This could also be considered a computer technology in the context of the forecast.		336		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology still being researched at time of forecast.		NA		9		12		Long-term		yes				1969		1981		The forecast states "1981" as the year of realization.		336		1983		1976		7/20/2011 21:47		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		836		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1969.		331						1989		no						333		Chresten A. Bjerrum, "Forecast of Computer Developments and Applications: 1968-2000," Computer Developments- Futures, June 1969, 331-338				yes		Academic publications		"...and computers learning from their own experience will exist before 1989."		337		In 1989, computers will be able to learn from their own experience.										7		Multi-regional		The author is affiliated with Parsons and Williams in Denmark, but the participants in the Delphi method survey were from a few different regions: Northern America, Scandinavia, and Europe.										7		Multi-regional		331		Forecasts predicted for the leading countries in regions involved in the technology area:Northern America, Europe, Asia, and Australia.		338		837		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Explicitly states modified Delphi method was used. 		1989		no				The technology would evolve to allow for learning from their own experience.		337		Evolution		1995		1983		185		1		6		226		yes				no		Computers Learning From Their Own Experiences		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Computers learning from themselves would be a subsystem of the computer system.		337		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Computers learning from themselves would be an evolution in computer technology.		337		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology still being researched at time of forecast.		NA				20		Long-term		no				1969		1989		The forecast states "1989" as the year of realization.		337		1983		1976		7/20/2011 22:03		1/26/2012 7:51		SF		837		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Although article was published in 2007, it was originally submitted in 2005.		331		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		There were >1.9 billion cell phone subscribers in the world by 2005. There were almost 4 billion in 2008. 		"Active accounts" are assumed to mean "active subscriptions". 		332		George P. Boretos, "The future of the mobile phone business," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 74, 2007, 331-340				yes		Academic publications		Chart		334		For the world, there will be 1951 million active mobile phone accounts in 2008.										1		Worldwide		The author is from Greece. 		181		Greece		22		Southern Europe		5		Europe		331		Chart depicts "World" as area assessed.		334		838		yes		2005		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Article states that forecasts were made from using the "S-curve of natural growth."  A technology adoption model.		2008		no		1		Forecasts are predicting an increase in active mobile accounts form the time of forecast to the forecasted date of realization.		334		Market penetration		2009		2007		186		6		44		225		yes		-3		no		Mobile Telephones		yes		There were fewer than 4 billion cell phone subscribers in the world in 2008. There were 2.14 billion mobile phone subscribers in the world in 2005 and 1.8 billion in 2004 (see: http://blog.euromonitor.com/2010/05/mapping-global-mobile-telephone-subscriptions-the-worlds-biggest-markets.html).  		Models for determining technology diffusion or transport		Diffusion Models 		6		no		Mobile telephones would be a system of communication with many subsystems included within it.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile telephones are used to communicate information between people.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		technology exists, forecast is predicting an increase in demand and usage.		334		3		3		Short-term		yes				2005		2008		Chart shows "2008" as year of forecasted event.		334						7/21/2011 11:12		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		838		ND

		3		yes		no						yes		Although article was published in 2007, it was originally submitted in 2005.		331		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		Cell phone subscription rates were going up and had exceeded the specified amount of 492 million in 2008. 		I needed to find out which countries were from Europe and then sum of the total cell phone subscription rates to make sure I had a consistent set of data.  SC		332		George P. Boretos, "The future of the mobile phone business," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 74, 2007, 331-340				yes		Academic publications		Chart		334		For the entirety of Europe, there will be 492 million active mobile phone accounts in 2008.										5		Europe		The author is based in Greece. 		181		Greece		22		Southern Europe		5		Europe		331		Chart depicts "Europe" as area assessed.		334		839		yes		2005		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Article states that forecasts were made from using the "S-curve of natural growth."  A technology adoption model.		2008		no		1		Forecasts are predicting an increase in active mobile accounts form the time of forecast to the forecasted date of realization.		334		Market penetration		2009		2007		186		6		44		225		yes		-3		no		Mobile Telephones		yes		There were 717M mobile subscribers in the entirety of Europe in 2008		Models for determining technology diffusion or transport		Diffusion Models 		6		no		Mobile telephones would be a system of communication with many subsystems included within it.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile telephones are used to communicate information between people.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists, forecast is predicting an increase in demand and usage.		334		3		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2008		Chart shows "2008" as year of forecasted event.		334						7/21/2011 11:16		7/6/2012 13:33		SF		839		ND

		3		yes		no						yes		Although article was published in 2007, it was originally submitted in 2005.		331		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		China exceeded 532 million mobile users in 2008		Statistics are fairly clear and are quoted from the China’s Ministry of Information Industry.  Other searches show some ambiguity in the total number of cell phones in china for a given year but most agree 532 million was passed in 2007.		332		George P. Boretos, "The future of the mobile phone business," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 74, 2007, 331-340				yes		Academic publications		Chart		334		For the entirety of China, there will be 532 million active mobile phone accounts in 2008.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is from Greece. 		181		Greece		22		Southern Europe		5		Europe		331		Chart depicts "China" as area assessed.		334		840		yes		2007		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Article states that forecasts were made from using the "S-curve of natural growth."  A technology adoption model.		2008		no		0.333333333		Forecasts are predicting an increase in active mobile accounts form the time of forecast to the forecasted date of realization.		334		Market penetration		2009		2007		186		6		44		225		yes		-1		no		Mobile Telephones		yes		In 2008 , China had about 641 million mobile users		Models for determining technology diffusion or transport		Diffusion Models 		6		yes		Mobile telephones would be a system of communication with many subsystems included within it.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile telephones are used to communicate information between people.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists, forecast is predicting an increase in demand and usage.		334		1		3		Short-term		yes				2005		2008		Chart shows "2008" as year of forecasted event.		334						7/21/2011 11:21		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		840		ND

		3		yes		no						yes		Although article was published in 2007, it was originally submitted in 2005.		331		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		GSM connections well exceed the predicted about by 2008, so the number forecasted was fully realized.  However, the model shows a plateauing of the S curve starting ~2005.  This didn't occur and, consequently the model failed.		I am directly comparing GSM data to GSM data.  However in 2008 more devices than mobile phones were connected to the GSM network (i.e. ipads, cellular modems, ect) so the forecasted mobile accounts might not compare to the "total connections to GSM mobile communications networks" identified in the ground truth.

The realization data 2005 was identified by a November press release noting 3/4 of the worlds 2.02 mobile subscriptions use GSM (1515 million) Given the date and the forecast source stating there were 1266 million in 2004, the forecasted number was passed some time in 2005.		332		George P. Boretos, "The future of the mobile phone business," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 74, 2007, 331-340				yes		Academic publications		Chart		334		For the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), there will be 1445 million active accounts in 2008.										1		Worldwide		The author is from Greece. 		181		Greece		22		Southern Europe		5		Europe		331		Chart depicts "GSM" as area assessed.		334		841		yes		2005		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Article states that forecasts were made from using the "S-curve of natural growth."  A technology adoption model.		2008		no		1		Forecasts are predicting an increase in active mobile accounts form the time of forecast to the forecasted date of realization.		334		Market penetration		2009		2007		186		6		44		225		yes		-3		no		Mobile Telephones		yes		In 2008 there were 3 billion GSM connections.		Models for determining technology diffusion or transport		Diffusion Models 		6		no		Mobile telephones would be a system of communication with many subsystems included within it.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile telephones are used to communicate information between people.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists, forecast is predicting an increase in demand and usage.		334		3		3		Short-term		yes				2005		2008		Chart shows "2008" as year of forecasted event.		334						7/21/2011 11:30		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		841		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article was published by 1973.		457		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		The number of cars per 1000 people is within the range given in the forecast.		The information verifying the forecast is taken directly from table.		457		Geurt Hupkes, "The Future of the Motorcar: Alternative Scenarios," Futures, October 1973, 457-468				yes		Academic publications		Chart		465		There will be 300 to 420 cars per 1000 people in the Netherlands in 2000.		189		Netherlands		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The author was Deputy Director of the Centre for Transportation Planning in the Netherlands when the forecast was written.		189		Netherlands		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		457		Article states the analysis was for the Netherlands, but could be applied to other Western European countries.		457		844		no		2000		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article states that scenarios were used to develop forecasts.		2000		no		0		Forecast predicts increased demand in motorcars.		465		Market penetration		2008		1992		188		7		50		228		yes		0		no		Motorcars		yes		There were 412 cars per 1000 people in the Netherlands in 2000.		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		yes		A motorcar is a complex machine with many systems involved in it's processes.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Forecast is about how many cars there will be in the Netherlands in 2000.		465		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already exists, forecasting increased demand over time.		465		0		27		Long-term		yes		SF		1973		2000		Chart clearly shows "2000" as year of realization.		465						7/22/2011 8:57		4/11/2012 11:16		SF		844		ND

		1		yes		no				Might not be relevant. 		yes		Article was published by 1973.		457		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		No new roads were constructed in the Netherlands in 2000. New construction did not begin until 2001. 		The forecast is predicting an increase in the motorway, but since the forecast was made in the 1970s, it isn't clear whether the author intended the road extension to occur precisely in 2000, or whether it would occur between the year the forecast was made and 2000. The analyst assumes the former is the case. 		457		Geurt Hupkes, "The Future of the Motorcar: Alternative Scenarios," Futures, October 1973, 457-468				yes		Academic publications		Chart		465		Between 3700 km and 2650 km of motorway will be constructed in the Netherlands in 2000.		189		Netherlands		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The author was Deputy Director of the Centre for Transportation Planning in the Netherlands when the forecast was written.		189		Netherlands		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		457		Article states the analysis was for the Netherlands, but could be applied to other Western European countries.		457		845		no		2001		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article states that scenarios were used to develop forecasts.		2000		no		0.037037037		Evolution of the motorway system.		465		Evolution		2008		1992		188		7		50		228		no		1		no		Motorways		yes		The Netherlands had the same amount of roadway in 2000 as it did in 1999 (116,500 km). 		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		yes		A motorway is a complex system of transportation.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Forecast is about motorways which are necessary for the transportation of people and cargo over ground.		465		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already exists, forecasting increased demand and need for construction over time.		465		1		27		Long-term		yes		SF		1973		2000		Chart clearly shows "2000" as year of realization.		465						7/22/2011 9:09		7/12/2012 13:06		SC		845		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published by 1973.		457						2000		no						457		Geurt Hupkes, "The Future of the Motorcar: Alternative Scenarios," Futures, October 1973, 457-468				yes		Academic publications		"In 2000, 44% of all car-owning families have more than one car."		467		In 2000, forty-four percent of all car-owning families in the Netherlands will have more than one car.		189		Netherlands		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The author was Deputy Director of the Centre for Transportation Planning in the Netherlands when the forecast was written.		189		Netherlands		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		457		Article states the analysis was for the Netherlands, but could be applied to other Western European countries.		457		846		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article states that scenarios were used to develop forecasts.		2000		no				Increased demand for motorcars.		467		Market penetration		2008		1992		188		7		50		228		yes				no		Motorcars		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		A motorcar is a complex system of machines involved in it's various processes.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Forecast is about motorcars, which is a form of ground transportation.		467		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already exists, forecasting increased demand over time.		467				27		Long-term		no				1973		2000		Forecast clearly states "2000" as year of realization.		467						7/22/2011 9:19		6/27/2012 12:27		SF		846		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Publication date		11		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1988		yes		16M is greater than the 1024K forecast, which was first achieved in 1985.		Read data from chronological table of history.		12		Humberto Gerola and Ralph E. Gomory, "Computers in Science and Technology: Early Indications"  Science July 6, 1984, Vol 225, no 4657, 11-18				yes		Academic publications		Graph		12		In 1988, the number of bits per chip density on dynamic RAM (random-access memory) will reach 1024K.										1		Worldwide		Authors are IBM managers at San Jose and New York.  Science is an academic publication.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		11		Talking about commercial processors in general.				847		no		1985		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Projecting that straight line at the same slope to the year 1990		1988		no		0.75		Evolution of memory capability		12		Evolution		1989		1987		24		4		20		226		yes		-3		no		Computer Memory		yes		The number of bits per chip density on dynamic RAM (random-access memory) had reached 16M.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Memory is a component of computers. 				Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Random Access Memory		12		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Memory is a mature technology area.		12		3		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1984		1988		Graph shows "1988" as year of realization.		12						7/22/2011 9:44		4/11/2012 13:54		SF		847		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2009.		74						2010		no						80		Georgina Harell & Tugrul U. Daim, "Forecasting energy storage technologies," Foresight, 11, 6, 2009, 74-85				yes		Academic publications		Graph		82		In 2010, about 8.5% of energy storage technology patent applications will be for compressed air energy storage. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in Oregon. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		74		Looked at worldwide patents in order to compliment US growth of renewable energy sources.		74		848		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The article states that they used the Gompertz growth curve method was used for this part of the study.		2010		no				Showed increased demand for patent applications in this technology area.		80		Market penetration		2010		2010		189		4		16		227		yes				no		Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES)		yes				Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		CAES is a complex form of energy storage involving many systems working together.		76		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		"...compressed air storage uses electricity during off peak electricity to compress air a storage reservoir (typically underground) and then during peak times the compressed air is heated and run through a series of expanders to power a generator that produces electricity." 

Stores air energy.		76		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		"The concept of compressed air energy storage has been around for roughly 30 years and there are currently two sites operating, one in Alabama and one in Germany."

Technology being used at time of forecast.		76				1		Short-term		no				2009		2010		Graph shows 2010 as year of realization.		82						7/25/2011 11:58		1/26/2012 7:39		SF		848		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2009.		74						2010		no						80		Georgina Harell & Tugrul U. Daim, "Forecasting energy storage technologies," Foresight, 11, 6, 2009, 74-85				yes		Academic publications		Graph		82		In 2010, 13.5% of energy storage technology patent applications will be for compressed air.										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in Oregon. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		74		Looked at worldwide patents in order to compliment US growth of renewable energy sources.		74		849		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The article states that they used the Pearl growth curve method was used for this part of the study.		2010		no				Showed increased demand for patent applications in this technology area.		80		Market penetration		2010		2010		189		4		16		227		yes				no		Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES)		yes				Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		CAES is a complex form of energy storage involving many systems working together.		76		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		"...compressed air storage uses electricity during off peak electricity to compress air a storage reservoir (typically underground) and then during peak times the compressed air is heated and run through a series of expanders to power a generator that produces electricity." 

Stores air energy.		76		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		"The concept of compressed air energy storage has been around for roughly 30 years and there are currently two sites operating, one in Alabama and one in Germany."

Technology being used at time of forecast.		76				1		Short-term		no				2009		2010		Graph shows 2010 as year of realization.		82						7/25/2011 12:03		1/26/2012 7:39		SF		849		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2009.		74						2010		no						80		Georgina Harell & Tugrul U. Daim, "Forecasting energy storage technologies," Foresight, 11, 6, 2009, 74-85				yes		Academic publications		Graph		82		In 2010, about 8% of energy storage technology patent applications will be for flywheel energy storage. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in Oregon. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		74		Looked at worldwide patents in order to compliment US growth of renewable energy sources.		74		850		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The article states that they used the Gompertz growth curve method was used for this part of the study.		2010		no				Showed increased demand for patent applications in this technology area.		80		Market penetration		2010		2010		189		4		16		227		yes				no		Flywheel Energy Storage		yes				Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		Flywheel energy storage is a complex form of energy storage involving many systems working together.		77		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		"...flywheel energy storage is a kinetic energy storage technology."

		77		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Low speed versions are available and high speed versions are being developed.

Technology being used at time of forecast.		77				1		Short-term		no				2009		2010		Graph shows 2010 as year of realization.		82						7/25/2011 12:12		1/26/2012 7:38		SF		850		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2009.		74						2010		no						80		Georgina Harell & Tugrul U. Daim, "Forecasting energy storage technologies," Foresight, 11, 6, 2009, 74-85				yes		Academic publications		Graph		83		In 2010, about 12% of energy storage technology patent applications will be for flywheel energy storage. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in Oregon. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		74		Looked at worldwide patents in order to compliment US growth of renewable energy sources.		74		851		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The article states that they used the Pearl growth curve method was used for this part of the study.		2010		no				Showed increased demand for patent applications in this technology area.		80		Market penetration		2010		2010		189		4		16		227		yes				no		Flywheel Energy Storage		yes				Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		Flywheel energy storage is a complex form of energy storage involving many systems working together.		77		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		"...flywheel energy storage is a kinetic energy storage technology."

		77		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Low speed versions are available and high speed versions are being developed.

Technology being used at time of forecast.		77				1		Short-term		no				2009		2010		Graph shows 2010 as year of realization.		83						7/25/2011 12:14		1/26/2012 7:38		SF		851		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2009.		74						2010		no						80		Georgina Harell & Tugrul U. Daim, "Forecasting energy storage technologies," Foresight, 11, 6, 2009, 74-85				yes		Academic publications		Graph		82		In 2010, about 5% of energy storage technology patent applications will be for hydro energy storage. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in Oregon. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		74		Looked at worldwide patents in order to compliment US growth of renewable energy sources.		74		852		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The article states that they used the Gompertz growth curve method was used for this part of the study.		2010		no				Showed increased demand for patent applications in this technology area.		80		Market penetration		2010		2010		189		4		16		227		yes				no		Pumped Hydro Energy Storage		yes				Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		Pumped hydro energy storage is a complex form of energy storage involving many systems working together.		76		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		"Pumped hydro storage is a relatively simple concept that involved pumping water from a lower reservoir to an upper reservoir during off peak hours and then generating electricity during peak hours by flowing water through turbines back down to the lower reservoir."

		76		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		"...is a fairly widespread technology today accounting for approximately 3 percent of the total global energy generation."

Technology being used at time of forecast.		76				1		Short-term		no				2009		2010		Graph shows 2010 as year of realization.		82						7/25/2011 13:25		1/26/2012 7:37		SF		852		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2009.		74						2010		no						80		Georgina Harell & Tugrul U. Daim, "Forecasting energy storage technologies," Foresight, 11, 6, 2009, 74-85				yes		Academic publications		Graph		82		In 2010, about 1% of energy storage technology patent applications will be for NaS energy storage. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in Oregon. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		74		Looked at worldwide patents in order to compliment US growth of renewable energy sources.		74		853		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The article states that they used the Gompertz growth curve method was used for this part of the study.		2010		no				Showed increased demand for patent applications in this technology area.		80		Market penetration		2010		2010		189		4		16		227		yes				no		NaS Battery Energy Storage		yes				Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		NaS battery energy storage is a complex form of energy storage involving many systems working together.		76		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Batteries store and generate energy.

		77		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		"Sodium sulfur battery technology has been around for about 30 years and became commercially available in 2002."

Technology being used at time of forecast.		76				1		Short-term		no				2009		2010		Graph shows 2010 as year of realization.		82						7/25/2011 13:38		1/26/2012 7:36		SF		853		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2009.		74						2010		no						80		Georgina Harell & Tugrul U. Daim, "Forecasting energy storage technologies," Foresight, 11, 6, 2009, 74-85				yes		Academic publications		Graph		82		In 2010, about 2-3% of energy storage technology patent applications will be for NiCd energy storage. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in Oregon. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		74		Looked at worldwide patents in order to compliment US growth of renewable energy sources.		74		854		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The article states that they used the Gompertz growth curve method was used for this part of the study.		2010		no				Showed increased demand for patent applications in this technology area.		80		Market penetration		2010		2010		189		4		16		227		yes				no		NiCd Battery Energy Storage		yes				Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		NiCd battery energy storage is a complex form of energy storage involving many systems working together.		77		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Batteries store and generate energy.

		77		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		"...NiCd batteries are a rather mature technology having first been created in 1899."

Technology being used at time of forecast.		77				1		Short-term		no				2009		2010		Graph shows 2010 as year of realization.		82						7/25/2011 13:46		1/26/2012 7:36		SF		854		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2008.		34		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2009		yes		Forecast was realized 3 years earlier in 2006.		Clearly states the status in the document.  No interpretation required.		38		Tugrul U. Daim, Pattravadee Ploykitikoon, Elizabeth Kennedy, & Woraruthai Choothian, "Forecasting the future of data storage: case of hard disk drive and flash memory," 10, 5, 2008, 34-49				yes		Academic publications		Graph		43		In 2009, the area density of HDD will reach about 190 Gbits/inch squared.										1		Worldwide		The authors are based at Portland State University in Oregon. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		34		Predicts developments in the world of data storage.		36		855		no		2006		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The methodology for this particular prediction was a growth curve. 		2009		no		3		Technology is evolving to improve towards 190 Gbits/inch squared.		43		Evolution		2009		2009		190		4		16		226		yes		-3		no		Hard Disk Drive (HDD) Memory		yes		In 2009, the area density of HDD was 330 Gbits/Inch^2		Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		Disk drives are subsystems of computers.		35		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		"Currently, flash memory and hard disk drive (HDD) are the two main devices for portable storage (Coughlin, 2006)..."

HDD is a portable storage device for computers.		35		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology is already being used.		35		3		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2008		2009		The graph shows 2009 as year of forecasted event.		43						7/25/2011 14:40		7/13/2012 11:31		SF		855		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2008.		34								no						38		Tugrul U. Daim, Pattravadee Ploykitikoon, Elizabeth Kennedy, & Woraruthai Choothian, "Forecasting the future of data storage: case of hard disk drive and flash memory," 10, 5, 2008, 34-49				yes		Academic publications		Graph		45		In 2010, there will be about 9,000 patents on HDD.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are based at Portland State University in Oregon. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		34		Predicts increase in number of patents based on US Patent and Trademark.		38		856		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The methodology for this particular prediction was a growth curve. 				no				Predicts increase in demand for patents in this technology area.		45		Market penetration						190		4		16		226		yes				no		Hard Disk Drive (HDD) Memory		yes				Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		Disk drives are subsystems of computers.		35		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		"Currently, flash memory and hard disk drive (HDD) are the two main devices for portable storage (Coughlin, 2006)..."

HDD is a portable storage device for computers.		35		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology is already being used.		35				2		Short-term		no				2008		2010		The graph shows 2010 as year of forecasted event.		45						7/25/2011 15:10		7/13/2012 11:30		SF		856		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article was submitted and accepted in 2007.		1054		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		The number of GPRS subscribers in Taiwan peaked at 5,815,900 in 2005 and continues on a declining trend from then on.		Verifying graphs and charts are clear and consistent. 		1060		Chih-Peng Chu & Jin Gu Pan, "The forecasting of the mobile Internet in Taiwan by diffusion model," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 75, 2008, 1054-1067				yes		Academic publications		Graph		1064		In 2008, there will be 6.4 million subscribers of General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) in Taiwan. 		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with National Dong Hwa University in TAIWAN (no option in drop down menu for Taiwan). 		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1054		Forecast for TAIWAN (no option in drop down menu for Taiwan)		1054		857		yes				no		2010		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Used a combined diffusion model.		2008		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in product demand.		1063		Market penetration		2008		2008		191		6		44		225		yes				no		General Packet Radio Service  (GPRS)		yes		There were 3,319,949 GPRS subscribers in Taiwan in 2008.		Models for determining technology diffusion or transport		Diffusion Models 		6		no		GPRS is a complex form of communication involved in access the internet from a mobile device.		1055		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		GPRS is a form of mobile internet, meaning "mobile users who possess mobile phone handset capable of accessing the Internet, including WAP (Wireless Application Protocol), GPRS (General Packet Radio Service)..."		1055		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology was available at time of forecast.		1055				1		Short-term		yes		SF		2007		2008		The graph shows 2008 as year of predicted event.		1055						7/25/2011 21:00		4/11/2012 12:06		SF		857		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article was submitted and accepted in 2007.		1054		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		There were more than 3.5 million users in 2008, the forecast was fully realized by this point.		Some interpretation involved in adding the figures for 2007 and 2008 for PHS and 3G subscriptions to get the numbers needed to verify the forecast.		1060		Chih-Peng Chu & Jin Gu Pan, "The forecasting of the mobile Internet in Taiwan by diffusion model," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 75, 2008, 1054-1067				yes		Academic publications		Graph		1064		In 2008, there will be 3.5 million subscribers of Personal Handyphone Systems and Third Generation Mobile Communications (PHS/3G).		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with National Dong Hwa University in TAIWAN (no option in drop down menu for Taiwan). 		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1054		Forecast for TAIWAN (no option in drop down menu for Taiwan)		1054		858		no		2007		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Used a combined diffusion model.		2008		no		1		Forecast is predicting an increase in product demand.		1063		Market penetration		2008		2008		191		6		44		225		yes		-1		no		Personal Handyphone System and Third Generation Mobile Communications		yes		There were 6.6M users of PHS/3G combined in 2008		Models for determining technology diffusion or transport		Diffusion Models 		6		no		PHS/3G are complex forms of communication using mobile devices.		1055		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Both of these systems (PHS/3G) are ways of mobile communication.		1055		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology was available at time of forecast.		1055		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2007		2008		The graph shows 2008 as year of predicted event.		1055						7/25/2011 21:06		4/11/2012 12:08		SF		858		ND

		3		yes		yes						yes		Article was published in 1981.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		Computers were commonplace as early as 1997--three years before the forecasted date. 		The standard lexicon defines 'commonplace' as the point at which the technology is being used and is no longer in development, or 20-49% use. Ground truth sources don't necessarily have the same metrics. 		8		David W. Gillingham & Kenneth E. Loucks, "The Future Scenario for North America in the Year 2000," Management International Review, 21, 1, 1981, 8-19				yes		Academic publications		"Computers are expected to become commonplace in all Canadian homes and business places."		11		In the year 2000, computers will be commonplace in Canadian homes and businesses.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Laurentian University in Canada. 		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		8		Forecasting specifically states "Canadian homes and businesses."		11		859		yes		1997		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Methodology was clearly explained as a workshop in the article.		2000		no		0.157894737		technology exists at time of forecast, predicting an increase in usage.		NA		Market penetration		2006		1994		192		1		2		226		yes		-3		no		Computers		yes		Computers could be purchased in bulk commercially as early as 1997 in Canada. 		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		yes		Computers are complex machines with a variety of subsystems involved in its processes.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Computers in the home would be computer technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology is already being used at time of forecast.		NA		3		19		Long-term		yes				1981		2000		Article is forecasting the future of Canada in the year 2000.		8						7/26/2011 14:40		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		859		ND

		4		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1982.		417		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1999		yes		There were only 1,484,705,186 phone accounts in 1998 and 1,773,599,999 in 1999. Therefore, the forecast was first satisfied in 1999.		Applied weighted averages of numbers of phone subscribers per 1000 worldwide for a given year to the world population for said year.		419		Peter Brunt & Alan I. Naylor, "Telecommunications and Space," Futures, October 1982, Butterworth & Co. (Publishers) Ltd., 417-434				yes		Academic publications		"Forecasts are that by the end of the century the number of telephones in the world will probably have risen to 1500 million, the bulk of this growth coming from Asia, South America, and Europe."

Forecast starts on 419 and continues on to 420.		419		By 1999, there will be 1500 million active telephone accounts worldwide.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with General Technology Systems Ltd in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		417		Predicted for entire world, mentioned specific regions.		420		860		yes		1999		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Does not explicitly say it is a growth curve, but discusses history of growth of technology and then makes prediction for future growth based on this information.		1999		no		0		Forecast is predicting a rise in the number of users of the specific technology.		419		Market penetration		2004		1994		193		4		16		225		yes		0		no		Telephones		yes		There were 1,773,599,999 active telephone accounts in 1999		Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		yes		Individual telephones are systems for communication with subsystems involved in it's different processes.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Telephones are a form of communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already available at time of forecast.		NA		0		17		Long-term		yes		SF		1982		1999		Forecast states "by the end of the decade" which means by 1999.		419						7/27/2011 10:54		5/4/2012 12:07		SF		860		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1982.		417		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1985.5		yes		The first fiber optic cable laid underneath the North Sea was the Ulysses-2 in 1998.		Data provided is clear as to when cables were laid across the North Sea.		420		Peter Brunt & Alan I. Naylor, "Telecommunications and Space," Futures, October 1982, Butterworth & Co. (Publishers) Ltd., 417-434				yes		Academic publications		"For the future (1985/86 across the North Sea; 1988 for the Atlantic) a new generation of cable is under development using optical fibers and far fewer repeaters to give 4000 conversations per fibre compared with 200 for copper systems."		420		By 1985 or 1986, fiber optical cables will be laid across the North Sea.						23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		The authors are affiliated with General Technology Systems Ltd in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		417		Does not predict for a specific country, but for an area, the North Sea.		420		861		yes		1998		yes				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Does not explicitly say it is a growth curve, but discusses the history of the cable industry and applies that history to create their predictions for the future.		1985.5		no		3.571428571		Forecast is predicting when the fibre optic cables will first cross the North Sea.		420		Technology emergence		1986		1985		193		4		16		225		yes		12.5		no		Fibre Optic Cables		yes		In 1985 or 1986, there was no fiber optic cable crossing the North Sea.		Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		The cables themselves are systems for communicating information.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Fibre optic cables are used to transmit information at a higher rate than copper cables.		420		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Forecast states that the technology being discussed is under development.		420		12.5		3.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1982		1999		Forecast shows 1985 and 1986 as the years of realization.		420		1986		1985		7/27/2011 11:02		5/4/2012 12:05		SF		861		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1982.		417		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1988		yes		The TAT-8 entered service in 1988. 		Some interpretation involved in determining whether the forecast meant the cable would simply be in place by the forecasted timeframe or that it would be in use/operational. The analyst decided on a literal interpretation of the forecast: that the cable would simply be in place in the forecasted year. 		420		Peter Brunt & Alan I. Naylor, "Telecommunications and Space," Futures, October 1982, Butterworth & Co. (Publishers) Ltd., 417-434				yes		Academic publications		"For the future (1985/86 across the North Sea; 1988 for the Atlantic) a new generation of cable is under development using optical fibers and far fewer repeaters to give 4000 conversations per fibre compared with 200 for copper systems."		420		In 1988, fibre optical cables will be laid across the Atlantic Ocean.										7		Multi-regional		The authors are affiliated with General Technology Systems Ltd, which is based in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		417		Does not predict for a specific country, but for an area, the Atlantic Ocean.  This could be considered for North America and Europe.		420		862		yes		1988		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Does not explicitly say it is a growth curve, but discusses the history of the cable industry and applies that history to create their predictions for the future.		1988		no		0		Forecast is predicting when the fibre optic cables will first cross the Atlantic Ocean.		420		Technology emergence		1990		1986		193		4		16		225		yes		0		no		Fibre Optic Cables		yes		The first transatlantic fiber optic cable, the TAT-8, was in place in 1988. 		Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		yes		The cables themselves are systems for communicating information.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Fibre optic cables are used to transmit information at a higher rate than copper cables.		420		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Forecast states that the technology being discussed is under development.		420		0		6		Medium-term		yes				1982		1988		Forecast shows 1988 as the year of realization.		420		1986		1985		7/27/2011 11:05		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		862		ND

		4		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1982.		417		4. Little interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1985		no		INMARSAT system was being used as a test platform for Air Traffic control, but it wasn't approved and available for use.  The reason we say this forecast is "not realized" is because we interpret the authors' statement to be that it needed to be a dedicated ATC satellite system as opposed to a satellite systems that was designed for one task being used for something else.  

If the answer is a "dedicated system" (our interpretation) the answer is never realized.  The answer is "any satellite system fulfilling the role",  the answer is 1990 when INMARSAT-2 was launched into service.  		If this is taken to mean a dedicated satellite for air traffic control purposes then the answer to this question is no.  (ICAO, 2002 claims it is unlikely dedicated space segments for air traffic control will ever be justified financially).
The problem with this prediction seems more to be (as I interpret the prediction) that the author foresaw a dedicated system of air traffic control satellites, rather existing networks being utilised for air traffic functions to varying degrees or having aeronautical functionality bolstered on.		422		Peter Brunt & Alan I. Naylor, "Telecommunications and Space," Futures, October 1982, Butterworth & Co. (Publishers) Ltd., 417-434				yes		Academic publications		"It is expected that air traffic control satellites will also be developed in the near-term future."		423		Between 1983 and 1987, air traffic control satellites will be developed.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with General Technology Systems Ltd in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		417		Air traffic control satellites could be used worldwide.		423		863		yes				yes		2012		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The paper discussed the development of several kinds of communication satellites before making this forecast, so probably looked at the development similarities to predict this specific technologies emergence.		1985		no				Forecast is predicting when the first air traffic control satellites will be available.		423		Technology emergence		1987		1983		193		5		28		225		yes				no		Air Traffic Control Satellites		yes		Since the 1980’s INMARSAT was used for developing and testing aeronautical satellite communications. From 1990-1992 four INMARSAT-2 satellites were launched with transponders designed to operate in the aeronautical band. (Chen & Xiong, 1994) The INMARSAT satellites seem to have been available for use for air traffic control as part of the AMSS since 1995 (ICAO, 2002). If these INMARSAT-2 satellites with transponders specifically for aeronautical communications qualify as air traffic control satellites then the answer to this should be air traffic control satellites were in space (developed) by 1990. INMARSAT as of 1998 was also the only ICAO approved system of aeronautical satellite communication (USAFSAB, 1998).		Forecasting by comparison to a similar technology		Forecast by Analogy 		5		no		Air traffic control satellites would be a complex program of communication involving many units and systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Although a satellite, forecast and paper are focusing on the communications aspects of technology.		423		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Forecast implies that the technology is already being worked on by stating that it "will be developed" possibly within one to five years.		423				3		Short-term		yes		SF		1982		1988		Forecast states "in the near-term future" which according to our lexicon means a range of 1-5 years.		423		1987		1983		7/27/2011 11:24		7/6/2012 13:32		SF		863		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article was printed in 2004.		26		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		As of 2009, sales have never reached 400,000.		Extracted data directly from the graph.		28		John Peter, "2005 Industry Forecast," Automotive Industries, Nov 2004, 184, 11, 26-29 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Anthony Pratt senior manager Global Powertrain for J.D. Power, says that going beyond 2005, hybrid sales are expected to hit 400,000 units by 2008..."		28		In 2008, there will be 400,000 hybrid cars sold in North America.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		Automotive Industries appears to be published in the U.S.; authors and/or contributors are assumed to be predominantly US-based.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Prediction is for all of North America, as mentioned in previous paragraph.		28		864		no				no		2009		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Interviewed experts to come up with forecasts.		2008		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in demand for hybrid vehicles.		28		Market penetration		2009		2007		194		1		4		228		yes				no		Hybrid Automobiles		yes		There were 320,000 hybrid cars sold in North America in 2008.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Hybrid cars are complex machines with multiple systems involved in its processes.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Hybrid cars are a form of automobile, which is ground transportation.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists at time of forecast.		28				4		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2008		Forecast specifically states "2008" as year of realization.		28						7/27/2011 13:15		7/6/2012 11:44		SF		864		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2003.		28		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006.5		no		Never came close to meeting the forecast figure in range.		Using the US numbers, fuel cell vehicle deployment is well below the forecast "hundreds of thousands". Might currently be about 10,000 globally.		29		John Peter, "Out of the Blocks," Automotive Industries, May 2003, 183, 5, 28-31 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Rosenberg believes that the fuel cell is going to develop similar to the way ABS and air bags did.  It will get tested in small fleets to make sure it works, and to make sure it meets customer's demands and expectations.  The next Generation will increase in volume....'In '05 to '08 time frame it's going to be ramping up in the high hundreds of thousands of vehicles...'"		29		Between 2005 and 2008, there will be hundreds of thousands of fuel cell vehicles being tested on the road.										1		Worldwide		Automotive Industries appears to be published in the U.S.; authors and/or contributors are assumed to be predominantly US-based.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for the worldwide automobile market.		28		865		no				yes		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast was made by an expert in the field.		2006.5		no				Forecast is predicting the evolution of fuel cell testing on the way towards commercialization.		28		Evolution		2008		2005		195		1		4		227		yes				no		Fuel Cells in Automobiles		yes		There were about 30 fuel cell vehicles at the beginning of 2005 and 140 by the end of 2008. In 2006 there were about 68.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The fuel cell would be a system of power for the automobile.		28		System		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Forecast is predicting the fuel cells usage in an automobile application.		28		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is still being worked on at time of forecast.		28				3.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2003				Forecast states the time as a range between 2005 and 2008.		28		2008		2005		7/27/2011 13:52		4/11/2012 13:57		SF		865		ND

		2		yes		no		No date of realization. DF

Need year of realization. SF 7/2/12				yes		Article was printed in 2006.		28		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		In 2008 there were 287 million W-CDMA cell phones worldwide. By 2009 this had risen to 453 million, indicating sales of 166 million through 2008. 		Calculated worldwide W-CDMA sales in 2008 by subtracting 2009 figures from 2008 figures.		30		Joan Engebretson, "The future of mobile phone technology," Wireless Asia, March 2006, 28-31, www.telecomasia.net				yes		Trade press and popular media		"For 2005, 50 million out of 800 million cellphones sold worldwide were based on W-CDMA, says Davies.  But by 2008, that number will climb to 250 million out of 900 million..."		30		In 2008, 250 million out of 900 million cellphones sold worldwide will be based on W-CDMA (Wideband Code-Division Multiple-Access).										1		Worldwide		The author appears to be US-based (http://www.linkedin.com/pub/joan-engebretson/4/71a/492) 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Article states that the forecast is for the "worldwide" cellphone market.		30		866		yes				no		2008		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast was made based on experts interviewed for the article.		2008		yes				Forecast is predicting an increase in W-CDMA cellphone usage.		30		Market penetration		2009		2007		196		1		4		225		yes				no		Cellphones based on Wideband Code-Division Multiple-Access (W-CDMA)		yes		In 2008, of 1.22bn mobile handsets sold worldwide, 166 million were based on W-CDMA		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		WCDMA is a system of systems. 		30		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Cellphones are a technology used to communicate information if various formats.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already being used at the time of forecast.		30				2		Short-term		no				2006		2008		Forecast specifically states "2008" as year of realization.		30						7/27/2011 17:20		7/17/2012 8:19		SF		866		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1985.		23		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1985		yes		Forecast of 60 M phones was not reached till after the forecast date in 1994.		Interpret number of fixed-telephone subscriptions to be the same as or equivalent to number of telephone sets.		23		Koji Kobayashi, "Telecommunications in the Future," IEEE, July 1980, 23-27				yes		Trade press and popular media		Graph		23		In 1985, there will be over 60 million telephone sets in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author was Chairman of the Board of the Nippon Electric Company, Ltd. in Tokyo when the forecast was made.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		23		Forecast is predicting specifically for Japan.		23		867		no		1994		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Based future demand of telephones in Japan on the history of telephone demand.		1985		no		1.8		Forecasting increase in product usage and demand.		23		Market penetration		1987		1983		197		6		36		225		yes		9		no		Telephone Sets		yes		The number of landlines in use in Japan in 1985 was 45.3 M.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		A telephone would be a system of communication.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Telephones are used to communicate information.		23		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already exists at time of forecast.		23		9		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1980		1985		Graph shows "1985" as year of realization.		23						7/28/2011 10:44		4/11/2012 13:53		SF		867		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1985.		23		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1990		no		Below the forecast amount. 		Interprets fixed line subscriptions to be indicative of or the same as numbers of telephone sets.

The number of subscriptions in Japan peaked in 1997. The most recent year on the UN database is 2010, and there were only 40 million fixed telephone subscriptions in that year. 		23		Koji Kobayashi, "Telecommunications in the Future," IEEE, July 1980, 23-27				yes		Trade press and popular media		Graph		23		In 1990, there will be over 70 million telephone sets in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author was Chairman of the Board of the Nippon Electric Company, Ltd. in Tokyo when the forecast was made.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		23		Forecast is predicting specifically for Japan.		23		868		no				no		2010		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Based future demand of telephones in Japan on the history of telephone demand.		1990		no				Forecasting increase in product usage and demand.		23		Market penetration		1993		1987		197		6		36		225		yes				no		Telephone Sets		yes		There were 54,527,953 telephone sets in Japan in 1990. There were 65.7 million in 1997, which was the year that the number of telephone sets in Japan peaked. This is still lower than the forecasted amount. 		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		A telephone would be a system of communication.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Telephones are used to communicate information.		23		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already exists at time of forecast.		23				10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1980		1990		Graph shows "1990" as year of realization.		23						7/28/2011 10:45		4/12/2012 8:25		SF		868		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1985.		23						1995		no						23		Koji Kobayashi, "Telecommunications in the Future," IEEE, July 1980, 23-27				yes		Trade press and popular media		Graph		23		In 1995, there will be approximately 80 million telephone sets in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author was Chairman of the Board of the Nippon Electric Company, Ltd. in Tokyo when the forecast was made.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		23		Forecast is predicting specifically for Japan.		23		869		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Based future demand of telephones in Japan on the history of telephone demand.		1995		no				Forecasting increase in product usage and demand.		23		Market penetration		2000		1990		197		6		36		225		yes				no		Telephone Sets		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		A telephone would be a system of communication.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Telephones are used to communicate information.		23		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already exists at time of forecast.		23				15		Long-term		no				1980		1995		Graph shows "1995" as year of realization.		23						7/28/2011 10:47		1/31/2012 11:33		SF		869		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1985.		23						2000		no						23		Koji Kobayashi, "Telecommunications in the Future," IEEE, July 1980, 23-27				yes		Trade press and popular media		Graph		23		In 2000, there will be approximately 85 million telephone sets in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author was Chairman of the Board of the Nippon Electric Company, Ltd. in Tokyo when the forecast was made.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		23		Forecast is predicting specifically for Japan.		23		870		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Based future demand of telephones in Japan on the history of telephone demand.		2000		no				Forecasting increase in product usage and demand.		23		Market penetration		2006		1994		197		6		36		225		yes				no		Telephone Sets		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		A telephone would be a system of communication.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Telephones are used to communicate information.		23		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already exists at time of forecast.		23				20		Long-term		no				1980		2000		Graph shows "2000" as year of realization.		23						7/28/2011 10:48		1/31/2012 11:32		SF		870		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2004.		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		More than 730 million mobile phones sold in 2005. 		Some interpretation involved in determining what the author considered to be wireless handsets. 		1		Daniel Gross, "Buy Cell: How many mobile phones does the world need?" www.slate.com, June 2 2004				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Tim Long, an analyst at Bank of America, in May projected that 650 million wireless handsets would be sold this year and 730 million next year."		1		In 2005, 730 million wireless handsets sold in the world.										1		Worldwide		The author is US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		According to the context of the article, it appears to be a worldwide forecast.		1		871		yes		2005		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Interview with expert for forecasts.		2005		no		0		Forecast is predicting an increase in usage and demand for the technology.		1		Market penetration		2005		2005		198		1		4		225		yes		0		no		Wireless Handsets		yes		>730 million mobile phones sold in 2005. Fewer than 700 million sold in 2004. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		yes		Wireless handsets are a system of communication.		1		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Wireless handsets are used to communicate information.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		technology already available at time of forecast.		1		0		1		Short-term		yes				2004		2005		Forecast states "next year" which would be 2005.		1						7/28/2011 13:13		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		871		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2004.		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		1.2 billion mobile phones were sold in 2009. 		Some interpretation involved in determining what the author considered to be wireless handsets. 		1		Daniel Gross, "Buy Cell: How many mobile phones does the world need?" www.slate.com, June 2 2004				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Long, for example, sees sales rising at a compound rate of about 11 percent for the next five years, so that in 2009 about 1.1 billion handsets will be sold."		1		In 2009, 1.1 billion wireless handsets will be sold in the world.										1		Worldwide		The author is US-based (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_Gross).		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the context of the article, it appears to be a worldwide forecast.		1		872		yes		2007		no		2007		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Interview with expert for forecasts.				no				Forecast is predicting an increase in usage and demand for the technology.		1		Market penetration						198		1		4		225		yes				no		Wireless Handsets		yes		1.15 billion mobile phones were sold as early as 2007. 1.2 billion were sold in 2009. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Wireless handsets are a system of communication.		1		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Wireless handsets are used to communicate information.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already available at time of forecast.		1				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2009		Forecast states "2009" as year of forecast.		1						7/28/2011 13:17		7/12/2012 10:52		SF		872		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2003.		8						2006.5		no						8		Anonymous, "Engineers' forecasts for technology," The Futurists, July/August 2003, 37, 4, 8-9				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Two to five years from now: Car tires that will need air only once a year."		8		Between 2005 and 2008, car tires will be developed that only need air only once a year.										1		Worldwide		The Futurist headquarters is in Maryland; authors and editors are presumed to be US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast is for the entire world.		8		873		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Methodology states the forecasts are formulated after an interview with scientists.		2006.5		no				Technology does not exist at time of forecast.		8		Technology emergence		2008		2005		199		1		4		228		yes				no		Car Tires		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Car tires are a component of a vehicle.		8		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Car tires that only need to be filled once a year would be a component of a ground transportation vehicle.		8		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence technology is being worked on at time of forecast.		8				3.5		Short-term		no				2003				Forecast states "two to five years from now" which implies a range, meaning 2005 to 2008.		8		2008		2005		7/29/2011 10:12		1/26/2012 7:11		SF		873		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2003.		8						2006.5		no						8		Anonymous, "Engineers' forecasts for technology," The Futurists, July/August 2003, 37, 4, 8-9				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Two to five years from now: Self-assembly of small electric parts based on artificial DNA."		8		Between 2005 and 2008, small electronics will be self-assembled based on artificial DNA.										1		Worldwide		The Futurist headquarters is in Maryland; authors and editors are presumed to be US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast is for the entire world.		8		874		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Methodology states the forecasts are formulated after an interview with scientists.		2006.5		no				Technology does not exist at time of forecast.		8		Technology emergence		2008		2005		199		1		4		224		yes				no		Small Electronics Self-Assembly based on Artificial DNA		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The small electronics would be systems. 		8		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Biological technology due to the fact that the electronics are based on artificial DNA.		8		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence technology is being worked on at time of forecast.		8				3.5		Short-term		no				2003				Forecast states "two to five years from now" which implies a range, meaning 2005 to 2008.		8		2008		2005		7/29/2011 10:22		7/12/2012 8:50		SF		874		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2003.		8						2006.5		no						8		Anonymous, "Engineers' forecasts for technology," The Futurists, July/August 2003, 37, 4, 8-9				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Two to five years from now: New artificial semiconductors based on proteins."		8		Between 2005 and 2008, artificial semiconductors will be created based on proteins.										1		Worldwide		The Futurist headquarters is in Maryland; authors and editors are presumed to be US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast is for the entire world.		8		875		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Methodology states the forecasts are formulated after an interview with scientists.		2006.5		no				Technology does not exist at time of forecast.		8		Technology emergence		2008		2005		199		1		4		230		yes				no		Artificial Semiconductors		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The artificial semiconductor would be a component of a larger system.		8		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		The artificial semiconductor would be a material created.		8		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence technology is being worked on at time of forecast.		8				3.5		Short-term		no				2003				Forecast states "two to five years from now" which implies a range, meaning 2005 to 2008.		8		2008		2005		7/29/2011 10:39		1/26/2012 7:10		SF		875		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2003.		8						2006.5		no						8		Anonymous, "Engineers' forecasts for technology," The Futurists, July/August 2003, 37, 4, 8-9				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Two to five years from now: Complete medical diagnostic laboratories on a single computer chip."		8		Between 2005 and 2008, there will be complete medical diagnostic laboratories on a single computer chip.										1		Worldwide		The Futurist's headquarters is in Maryland; authors and editors are presumed to be US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast is for the entire world.		8		876		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Methodology states the forecasts are formulated after an interview with scientists.		2006.5		no				Technology does not exist at time of forecast.		8		Technology emergence		2008		2005		199		1		4		226		yes				no		Computer Chips with Diagnostic Laboratories		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The chip's capabilities would be a subsystem of the computer technology.		8		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The chip with the capability to have a complete diagnostic laboratory on it would be a computer technology.		8		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence technology is being worked on at time of forecast.		8				3.5		Short-term		no				2003				Forecast states "two to five years from now" which implies a range, meaning 2005 to 2008.		8		2008		2005		7/29/2011 10:45		1/26/2012 7:09		SF		876		ND

		1		yes		no		This was the first handheld device I could find but the majority of hits are for vehicle or stationary systems.  Earlier hand held devices may of existed.  				yes		Article was published in 2003.		8		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006.5		yes		A functioning prototype of a portable water filter existed in 2007. 		I am translating portable as man portable, not a vehicle system.		8		Anonymous, "Engineers' forecasts for technology," The Futurists, July/August 2003, 37, 4, 8-9				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Two to five years from now: Go-anywhere concentrators that produce drinkable water from air."		8		Between 2005 and 2008, there will be portable concentrators that produce drinkable water from air.".										1		Worldwide		The Futurist is published in the U.S.; editors are likely U.S.-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecast is for the entire world.		8		877		no		2007		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Methodology states the forecasts are formulated after an interview with scientists.		2006.5		no		0.142857143		Technology does not exist at time of forecast.		8		Technology emergence		2008		2005		199		1		4		232		yes		0.5		no		Go-Anywhere Concentrators that create Water from Air		yes		A design for a portable water filter won the Australian Design award in 2007.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		yes		The portable concentrators would be a water production system.		8		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		The concentrators would create water from air, making it a production technology.		8		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence technology is being worked on at time of forecast.		8		0.5		3.5		Short-term		yes				2003				Forecast states "two to five years from now" which implies a range, meaning 2005 to 2008.		8		2008		2005		7/29/2011 11:02		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		877		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1969.		65						1970		no						65		M. Mohan, "Demand Forecast for Dry Batteries," Economic and Political Weekly, 4, 22, May 31 1969, M65-M67				yes		Trade press and popular media		Chart		66		In 1970, 684 million dry batteries will be needed.		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		The article does not provide insight about the author's geographic affiliation, but a Google search of the author's name yielded a 2004 forecast on short term load forecasting ("Improved Generalized Neuron Model for Short Term Load Forecasting," April 2004. Full text available from Google). Assuming the coauthor of the 2004 paper is the same as the author for this 1969 paper, he/she is affiliated with Dayalbagh Educational Institute in India. 		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		NA		Forecasted for India's market.		NA		878		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Article states that regression analysis was used.		1970		no				Forecasting a demand increase.		66		Market penetration		1970		1970		200		4		18		227		yes				no		Dry Batteries		yes				Fitting a curve to data using a formula 		Regression		4		no		An individual dry cell battery would be a system of energy storage.		65		System		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Batteries store power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology is being used at time of forecast.		66				1		Short-term		no				1969		1970		Chart shows "1970" as year of event.		66						8/1/2011 11:54		1/26/2012 7:05		SF		878		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1969.		65						1971		no						65		M. Mohan, "Demand Forecast for Dry Batteries," Economic and Political Weekly, 4, 22, May 31 1969, M65-M67				yes		Trade press and popular media		Chart		66		In 1971, 787 million dry batteries will be needed.		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		The article does not provide insight about the author's geographic affiliation, but a Google search of the author's name yielded a 2004 forecast on short term load forecasting ("Improved Generalized Neuron Model for Short Term Load Forecasting," April 2004. Full text available from Google). Assuming the coauthor of the 2004 paper is the same as the author for this 1969 paper, he/she is affiliated with Dayalbagh Educational Institute in India. 		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		NA		Forecasted for India's market.		NA		879		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Article states that regression analysis was used.		1971		no				Forecasting a demand increase.		66		Market penetration		1972		1970		200		4		18		227		yes				no		Dry Batteries		yes				Fitting a curve to data using a formula 		Regression		4		no		An individual dry cell battery would be a system of energy storage.		65		System		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Batteries store power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology is being used at time of forecast.		66				2		Short-term		no				1969		1971		Chart shows "1971" as year of event.		66						8/1/2011 12:11		1/26/2012 7:04		SF		879		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1969.		65						1972		no						65		M. Mohan, "Demand Forecast for Dry Batteries," Economic and Political Weekly, 4, 22, May 31 1969, M65-M67				yes		Trade press and popular media		Chart		66		In 1972, 919 million dry batteries will be needed.		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		The article does not provide insight about the author's geographic affiliation, but a Google search of the author's name yielded a 2004 forecast on short term load forecasting ("Improved Generalized Neuron Model for Short Term Load Forecasting," April 2004. Full text available from Google). Assuming the coauthor of the 2004 paper is the same as the author for this 1969 paper, he/she is affiliated with Dayalbagh Educational Institute in India. 		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		NA		Forecasted for India's market.		NA		880		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Article states that regression analysis was used.		1972		no				Forecasting a demand increase.		66		Market penetration		1973		1971		200		4		18		227		yes				no		Dry Batteries		yes				Fitting a curve to data using a formula 		Regression		4		no		An individual dry cell battery would be a system of energy storage.		65		System		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Batteries store power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology is being used at time of forecast.		66				3		Short-term		no				1969		1972		Chart shows "1972" as year of event.		66						8/1/2011 12:13		1/26/2012 7:04		SF		880		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1969.		65						1973		no						65		M. Mohan, "Demand Forecast for Dry Batteries," Economic and Political Weekly, 4, 22, May 31 1969, M65-M67				yes		Trade press and popular media		Chart		66		In 1973, 1039 million dry batteries will be needed.		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		The article does not provide insight about the author's geographic affiliation, but a Google search of the author's name yielded a 2004 forecast on short term load forecasting ("Improved Generalized Neuron Model for Short Term Load Forecasting," April 2004. Full text available from Google). Assuming the coauthor of the 2004 paper is the same as the author for this 1969 paper, he/she is affiliated with Dayalbagh Educational Institute in India. 		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		NA		Forecasted for India's market.		NA		881		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Article states that regression analysis was used.		1973		no				Forecasting a demand increase.		66		Market penetration		1974		1972		200		4		18		227		yes				no		Dry Batteries		yes				Fitting a curve to data using a formula 		Regression		4		no		An individual dry cell battery would be a system of energy storage.		65		System		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Batteries store power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology is being used at time of forecast.		66				4		Short-term		no				1969		1973		Chart shows "1973" as year of event.		66						8/1/2011 12:19		1/26/2012 7:04		SF		881		ND

		1		yes		yes		Note this could also be considered expert analysis methods (scanning) due to the "comprehensive study of the trend of transport airplane development" 				yes		Article was published in 1936.		390		4. Little interpretation		4. Mostly realized		1943.5		yes		The technology was fully realized but geopolitical events affected forecast outcome. 		The DC-4 trips to the UK in about 14 hours are the first regular commercial airliners I could find, however the technology predated this event.		390		"Tomorrow's Airplane' Seen as a Result of New Survey, The Science News-Letter, 30, 819, Dec. 19 1936, 390-391				yes		Trade press and popular media		"In their report the scientists also consider briefly the airplane of the future--one that might be in service in five or ten years, that would bring Europe within 24 hours of our shores."		391		In five to ten years, there will be an operational airplane that allows travel between North America and Europe to take less than 24 hours.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Based out of MIT for North America's airplanes.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		390		Forecasted for North America's airplanes.		390		882		no		1945		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article states forecasts were made from a small group of experts.		1943.5		no		0.2		Implies an evolution in aviation's capabilities.		391		Evolution		1946		1941		201		1		3		223		yes		1.5		no		Airplanes		yes		Transatlantic flights taking fewer than 24 hours were possible but commercial service was disrupted by the war.		Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		yes		An airplane is a complex machine involving many systems in its processes.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Forecast is predicting an evolution of airplanes, a form of air transportation.		391		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Transatlantic flights existed and development of a pressurized plane had started.		391		1.5		7.5		Medium-term		yes				1936				Forecast implies a range of five to ten years.		391		1946		1941		8/1/2011 13:54		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		882		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Publication date is 2006 even though submittal date is 2004. One reference is from 2005 so we have to assume it was revised.		362						2007		no						375		Jongsu Lee, Youngsang Cho, Jeong-Dong Lee, & Chul-Yong Lee, "Forecasting future demand for large-screen television sets using conjoint analysis with diffusion model," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 73, 2006, 362-376				yes		Academic publications		Graph		373		In 2007, 35,000 LCD 40 inch television sets will be sold in Korea.		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with Seoul National University. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		362		Model applied to South Korea's market for large screen television.		362		883		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Is ultimately forecasting demand and uses a method similar to the diffusion model but without certain limitations.		2007		no				Forecast is predicting a change in demand for a technology.		373		Market penetration		2007		2007		202		6		36		225		yes				no		Liquid Crystal Display Televisions at 40 Inches		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		A television is a system of communicating information to people.		373		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Televisions are used to communicate information.		373		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already being used at time of forecast.		373				1		Short-term		no				2006		2007		Graph shows 2007 as year of event.		373						8/2/2011 13:53		1/26/2012 6:52		SF		883		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Publication date is 2006 even though submittal date is 2004. One reference is from 2005 so we have to assume it was revised.		362						2007		no						375		Jongsu Lee, Youngsang Cho, Jeong-Dong Lee, & Chul-Yong Lee, "Forecasting future demand for large-screen television sets using conjoint analysis with diffusion model," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 73, 2006, 362-376				yes		Academic publications		Graph		373		In 2007, 20,000 Projection 50 inch television sets will be sold in South Korea.		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with Seoul National University. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		362		Model applied to South Korea's market for large screen television.		362		884		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Is ultimately forecasting demand and uses a method similar to the diffusion model but without certain limitations.		2007		no				Forecast is predicting a change in demand for a technology.		373		Market penetration		2007		2007		202		6		36		225		yes				no		Projection Televisions at 50 Inches		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		A television is a system of communicating information to people.		373		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Televisions are used to communicate information.		373		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already being used at time of forecast.		373				1		Short-term		no				2006		2007		Graph shows 2007 as year of event.		373						8/2/2011 13:56		1/26/2012 6:51		SF		884		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Publication date is 2006 even though submittal date is 2004. One reference is from 2005 so we have to assume it was revised.		362						2007		no						375		Jongsu Lee, Youngsang Cho, Jeong-Dong Lee, & Chul-Yong Lee, "Forecasting future demand for large-screen television sets using conjoint analysis with diffusion model," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 73, 2006, 362-376				yes		Academic publications		Graph		373		In 2007, 10,000 Cathode ray tube 36 inch television sets will be sold in South Korea.		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with Seoul National University. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		362		Model applied to South Korea's market for large screen television.		362		885		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Is ultimately forecasting demand and uses a method similar to the diffusion model but without certain limitations.		2007		no				Forecast is predicting a change in demand for a technology.		373		Market penetration		2007		2007		202		6		36		225		yes				no		Cathode Ray Tube Televisions at 36 Inches		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		A television is a system of communicating information to people.		373		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Televisions are used to communicate information.		373		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already being used at time of forecast.		373				1		Short-term		no				2006		2007		Graph shows 2007 as year of event.		373						8/2/2011 13:57		1/26/2012 6:51		SF		885		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Publication date is 2006 even though submittal date is 2004. One reference is from 2005 so we have to assume it was revised.		362						2008		no						375		Jongsu Lee, Youngsang Cho, Jeong-Dong Lee, & Chul-Yong Lee, "Forecasting future demand for large-screen television sets using conjoint analysis with diffusion model," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 73, 2006, 362-376				yes		Academic publications		Graph		373		In 2008,  15,000 Plasma Display Panel 60 inch television sets will be sold in South Korea.		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with Seoul National University. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		362		Model applied to South Korea's market for large screen television.		362		886		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Is ultimately forecasting demand and uses a method similar to the diffusion model but without certain limitations.		2008		no				Forecast is predicting a change in demand for a technology.		373		Market penetration		2009		2007		202		6		36		225		yes				no		Plasma Display Panel Televisions at 60 Inches		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		A television is a system of communicating information to people.		373		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Televisions are used to communicate information.		373		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already being used at time of forecast.		373				2		Short-term		no				2006		2008		Graph shows 2008 as year of event.		373						8/2/2011 14:33		1/26/2012 6:50		SF		886		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Publication date is 2006 even though submittal date is 2004. One reference is from 2005 so we have to assume it was revised.		362						2009		no						375		Jongsu Lee, Youngsang Cho, Jeong-Dong Lee, & Chul-Yong Lee, "Forecasting future demand for large-screen television sets using conjoint analysis with diffusion model," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 73, 2006, 362-376				yes		Academic publications		Graph		373		In the year 2009,  about 25,000 Liquid Crystal Display 60 inch television sets will be sold in South Korea.		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with Seoul National University. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		362		Model applied to South Korea's market for large screen television.		362		887		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Is ultimately forecasting demand and uses a method similar to the diffusion model but without certain limitations.		2009		no				Forecast is predicting a change in demand for a technology.		373		Market penetration		2010		2008		202		6		36		225		yes				no		Liquid Crystal Display Televisions at 60 Inches		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		A television is a system of communicating information to people.		373		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Televisions are used to communicate information.		373		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already being used at time of forecast.		373				3		Short-term		no				2006		2009		Graph shows 2009 as year of event.		373						8/2/2011 14:37		1/26/2012 6:49		SF		887		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was printed in 1981.		128						2000		no						129		Shelby Stewman & David Lincoln, et al., "Recombinant DNA Breakthroughs in Agriculture, Industry, and Medicine," Futures, April 1981,128-140				yes		Academic publications		Delphi results chart		130		Improved disease and drought resistant grain crops will probably be developed by 2000.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Article states that experts from the US were used.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		129		Seemed to apply forecasts to US standards only.		136		888		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article describes methodology in detail and explains it is a Deplhi method specifically.		2000		no				Forecasts are predicting "breakthroughs" which seems to mean emergence of technologies not yet available to the time of forecast.		128		Technology emergence		2006		1994		203		1		6		224		yes				no		Disease and Drought Resistant Crops		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The individual crops would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		The rDNA involved in the specially enhanced crops makes it a biological technology.		130		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Forecast appears to be based on concepts not yet realized or tested and is predicting breakthrough realization.		128				19		Long-term		no				1981		2000		Chart shows 2000 as year of realization.		130						8/3/2011 10:34		1/20/2012 9:16		SF		888		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was printed in 1981.		128						2000		no						129		Shelby Stewman & David Lincoln, et al., "Recombinant DNA Breakthroughs in Agriculture, Industry, and Medicine," Futures, April 1981,128-140				yes		Academic publications		Delphi results chart		131		Using rDNA in the induction of missing cell enzymes will probably occur in 2000.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Article states that experts from the US were used.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		129		Seemed to apply forecasts to US standards only.		136		889		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article describes methodology in detail and explains it is a Deplhi method specifically.		2000		no				Forecasts are predicting "breakthroughs" which seems to mean emergence of technologies not yet available to the time of forecast.		128		Technology emergence		2006		1994		203		1		6		224		yes				no		rDNA Induction of Missing Cell Enzymes		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The manipulation of DNA would be a subsystem associated with the production of a genetically modified cell. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		The rDNA involved in the induction makes it a biological technology.		131		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Forecast appears to be based on concepts not yet realized or tested and is predicting breakthrough realization.		128				19		Long-term		no				1981		2000		Chart shows 2000 as year of realization.		131						8/3/2011 10:40		7/12/2012 8:48		SF		889		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was printed in 1981.		128						1990		no						129		Shelby Stewman & David Lincoln, et al., "Recombinant DNA Breakthroughs in Agriculture, Industry, and Medicine," Futures, April 1981,128-140				yes		Academic publications		Delphi results chart		131		rDNA will be used to develop bacteria for use in waste treatment and pollution control in 1990.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Article states that experts from the US were used.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		129		Seemed to apply forecasts to US standards only.		136		890		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article describes methodology in detail and explains it is a Deplhi method specifically.		1990		no				Forecasts are predicting "breakthroughs" which seems to mean emergence of technologies not yet available to the time of forecast.		128		Technology emergence		1993		1987		203		1		6		224		yes				no		rDNA in Waste treatment and Pollution Control		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The manipulation of DNA would be a subsystem associated with the overall production of a genetically modified organism (a system) capable of being used in waste treatment.  		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		The rDNA involved in the process makes it a biological technology.		131		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Forecast appears to be based on concepts not yet realized or tested and is predicting breakthrough realization.		128				9		Medium-term		no				1981		1990		Chart shows 1990 as year of realization.		131						8/3/2011 10:48		7/12/2012 8:47		SF		890		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was printed in 1981.		128						2000		no						129		Shelby Stewman & David Lincoln, et al., "Recombinant DNA Breakthroughs in Agriculture, Industry, and Medicine," Futures, April 1981,128-140				yes		Academic publications		Delphi results chart		131		Using rDNA in the development of petrochemical substitutes in pesticides will probably occur in 2000.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Article states that experts from the US were used.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		129		Seemed to apply forecasts to US standards only.		136		891		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article describes methodology in detail and explains it is a Deplhi method specifically.		2000		no				Forecasts are predicting "breakthroughs" which seems to mean emergence of technologies not yet available to the time of forecast.		128		Technology emergence		2006		1994		203		1		6		224		yes				no		rDNA in Petrochemical Substitues in Pesticides		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Using rDNA in the manufacture of petrochemical pesticide substitutes (a process/system) would render it a subsystem. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		The rDNA involved in the process makes it a biological technology.		131		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Forecast appears to be based on concepts not yet realized or tested and is predicting breakthrough realization.		128				19		Long-term		no				1981		2000		Chart shows 2000 as year of realization.		131						8/3/2011 10:54		7/12/2012 8:44		SF		891		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was printed in 1981.		128						1999		no						129		Shelby Stewman & David Lincoln, et al., "Recombinant DNA Breakthroughs in Agriculture, Industry, and Medicine," Futures, April 1981,128-140				yes		Academic publications		Delphi results chart		131		Using rDNA in the development of petrochemical substitutes in oil or lubricants will probably occur in 1999.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Article states that experts from the US were used.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		129		Seemed to apply forecasts to US standards only.		136		892		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article describes methodology in detail and explains it is a Deplhi method specifically.		1999		no				Forecasts are predicting "breakthroughs" which seems to mean emergence of technologies not yet available to the time of forecast.		128		Technology emergence		2004		1994		203		1		6		224		yes				no		rDNA in Petrochemical Substitutes of Oil or Lubricants		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The rDNA would be a subsystem associated with the production of petrochemical oil or lubricant substitutes (a process/system). 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		The rDNA involved in the process makes it a biological technology.		131		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Forecast appears to be based on concepts not yet realized or tested and is predicting breakthrough realization.		128				18		Long-term		no				1981		1999		Chart shows 1999 as year of realization.		131						8/3/2011 10:57		7/12/2012 8:45		SF		892		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was printed in 1981.		128						2000		no						129		Shelby Stewman & David Lincoln, et al., "Recombinant DNA Breakthroughs in Agriculture, Industry, and Medicine," Futures, April 1981,128-140				yes		Academic publications		Delphi results chart		131		Using rDNA for ore extraction will probably occur in 2000.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Article states that experts from the US were used.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		129		Seemed to apply forecasts to US standards only.		136		893		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article describes methodology in detail and explains it is a Deplhi method specifically.		2000		no				Forecasts are predicting "breakthroughs" which seems to mean emergence of technologies not yet available to the time of forecast.		128		Technology emergence		2006		1994		203		1		6		224		yes				no		rDNA in Ore Extraction		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The rDNA manipulation would be a subsystem to the overall process (system) of ore extraction. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		The rDNA involved in the process makes it a biological technology.		131		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Forecast appears to be based on concepts not yet realized or tested and is predicting breakthrough realization.		128				19		Long-term		no				1981		2000		Chart shows 2000 as year of realization.		131						8/3/2011 11:01		7/12/2012 8:46		SF		893		ND

		0		yes		yes						yes		Article was published in 2001.		27						2005		no						27		Marvin J. Cetron & Owen Davies, "Trends now changing the world: Technology, the workplace, management, and institutions," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2001, 35, 2, 27-42				yes		Trade press and popular media		"By 2005, expert systems will permeate manufacturing, energy prospecting, automotive diagnostics, medicine, insurance underwriting, and law enforcement."		28		In 2005, expert systems will be used in the manufacturing industry.										1		Worldwide		The authors are U.S.-based		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		42		Forecast is for the entire world industry.		27		894		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Two authors are forecasting experts, who worked together to create forecasts.		2005		no				Expert systems will move into a new area of usage.		28		Technology Migration		2006		2004		204		1		3		226		yes				no		Expert Systems		yes				Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		no		An expert system is a computer system for problem solving.

http://www.pcai.com/web/ai_info/expert_systems.html		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Expert systems are a computer system using human expertise to solve problems.

http://www.pcai.com/web/ai_info/expert_systems.html		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Forecast states 2005 as year of realization.		28						8/3/2011 14:21		1/25/2012 14:32		SF		894		ND

		0		yes		yes						yes		Article was published in 2001.		27						2005		no						27		Marvin J. Cetron & Owen Davies, "Trends now changing the world: Technology, the workplace, management, and institutions," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2001, 35, 2, 27-42				yes		Trade press and popular media		"By 2005, expert systems will permeate manufacturing, energy prospecting, automotive diagnostics, medicine, insurance underwriting, and law enforcement."		28		In 2005, expert systems will be used in the energy prospecting industry.										1		Worldwide		The authors are U.S.-based		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		42		Forecast is for the entire world industry.		27		895		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Two authors are forecasting experts, who worked together to create forecasts.		2005		no				Expert systems will move into a new area of usage.		28		Technology Migration		2006		2004		204		1		3		226		yes				no		Expert Systems		yes				Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		no		An expert system is a computer system for problem solving.

http://www.pcai.com/web/ai_info/expert_systems.html		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Expert systems are a computer system using human expertise to solve problems.

http://www.pcai.com/web/ai_info/expert_systems.html		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Forecast states 2005 as year of realization.		28						8/3/2011 14:25		1/25/2012 14:31		SF		895		ND

		0		yes		yes						yes		Article was published in 2001.		27						2005		no						27		Marvin J. Cetron & Owen Davies, "Trends now changing the world: Technology, the workplace, management, and institutions," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2001, 35, 2, 27-42				yes		Trade press and popular media		"By 2005, expert systems will permeate manufacturing, energy prospecting, automotive diagnostics, medicine, insurance underwriting, and law enforcement."		28		In 2005, expert systems will be used in the automotive diagnostics industry.										1		Worldwide		The authors are U.S.-based		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		42		Forecast is for the entire world industry.		27		896		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Two authors are forecasting experts, who worked together to create forecasts.		2005		no				Expert systems will move into a new area of usage.		28		Technology Migration		2006		2004		204		1		3		226		yes				no		Expert Systems		yes				Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		no		An expert system is a computer system for problem solving.

http://www.pcai.com/web/ai_info/expert_systems.html		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Expert systems are a computer system using human expertise to solve problems.
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		0		yes		yes						yes		Article was published in 2001.		27						2005		no						27		Marvin J. Cetron & Owen Davies, "Trends now changing the world: Technology, the workplace, management, and institutions," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2001, 35, 2, 27-42				yes		Trade press and popular media		"By 2005, expert systems will permeate manufacturing, energy prospecting, automotive diagnostics, medicine, insurance underwriting, and law enforcement."		28		In 2005, expert systems will be used in the medicine industry.										1		Worldwide		The authors are U.S.-based		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		42		Forecast is for the entire world industry.		27		897		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Two authors are forecasting experts, who worked together to create forecasts.		2005		no				Expert systems will move into a new area of usage.		28		Technology Migration		2006		2004		204		1		3		226		yes				no		Expert Systems		yes				Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		no		An expert system is a computer system for problem solving.

http://www.pcai.com/web/ai_info/expert_systems.html		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Expert systems are a computer system using human expertise to solve problems.
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		0		yes		yes						yes		Article was published in 2001.		27						2005		no						27		Marvin J. Cetron & Owen Davies, "Trends now changing the world: Technology, the workplace, management, and institutions," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2001, 35, 2, 27-42				yes		Trade press and popular media		"By 2005, expert systems will permeate manufacturing, energy prospecting, automotive diagnostics, medicine, insurance underwriting, and law enforcement."		28		In 2005, expert systems will be used in the insurance underwriting industry.										1		Worldwide		The authors are U.S.-based		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		42		Forecast is for the entire world industry.		27		898		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Two authors are forecasting experts, who worked together to create forecasts.		2005		no				Expert systems will move into a new area of usage.		28		Technology Migration		2006		2004		204		1		3		226		yes				no		Expert Systems		yes				Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		no		An expert system is a computer system for problem solving.

http://www.pcai.com/web/ai_info/expert_systems.html		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Expert systems are a computer system using human expertise to solve problems.
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		0		yes		yes						yes		Article was published in 2001.		27						2005		no						27		Marvin J. Cetron & Owen Davies, "Trends now changing the world: Technology, the workplace, management, and institutions," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2001, 35, 2, 27-42				yes		Trade press and popular media		"By 2005, expert systems will permeate manufacturing, energy prospecting, automotive diagnostics, medicine, insurance underwriting, and law enforcement."		28		In 2005, expert systems will be used in the law enforcement industry.										1		Worldwide		The authors are U.S.-based		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		42		Forecast is for the entire world industry.		27		899		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Two authors are forecasting experts, who worked together to create forecasts.		2005		no				Expert systems will move into a new area of usage.		28		Technology Migration		2006		2004		204		1		3		226		yes				no		Expert Systems		yes				Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		no		An expert system is a computer system for problem solving.

http://www.pcai.com/web/ai_info/expert_systems.html		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Expert systems are a computer system using human expertise to solve problems.

http://www.pcai.com/web/ai_info/expert_systems.html		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Forecast states 2005 as year of realization.		28						8/3/2011 14:35		1/25/2012 14:29		SF		899		ND

		0		yes		yes						yes		Article was published in 2001.		27						2005		no						27		Marvin J. Cetron & Owen Davies, "Trends now changing the world: Technology, the workplace, management, and institutions," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2001, 35, 2, 27-42				yes		Trade press and popular media		"The United States will lag in adopting new highway technology.  Though systems that allow traffic lights and the roadbed itself to interact with cars are already available, it will not be until at least 2005 that Washington begins to install them in the most heavily used roadways throughout the country."		29		In 2005, the US will install roads that interact with cars on high-traffic roads.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are U.S.-based		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		42		Forecast specifically states it is for the US.		29		900		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Two authors are forecasting experts, who worked together to create forecasts.		2005		no				Forecast is predicting the first usage in the United States for the described technology.		29		Technology emergence		2006		2004		204		1		3		228		yes				no		Interactive Roadways		yes				Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		no		The systems of traffic lights, roads, and cars are all part of this complex system of travel.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Roads that interact with the cars on it would be a development in ground transportation technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Forecast states the technology is already available.		29				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Forecast states 2005 as year of realization.		29						8/3/2011 14:48		1/25/2012 14:28		SF		900		ND

		1		yes		yes						yes		Article was published in 2001.		27		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		no		6.78% of prescriptions in 2006 were filled by mail-order, according to data. Internet sales will come under this category, so if overall mail-order prescription fillings are lower than 10% so are those filled on the Internet.		No information on internet-only orders and deliveries.  They are captured in the Mail order section of the data base.  The fact that mail order never exceeded 10% means internet never did either.		27		Marvin J. Cetron & Owen Davies, "Trends now changing the world: Technology, the workplace, management, and institutions," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2001, 35, 2, 27-42				yes		Trade press and popular media		"By 2006, 10% of prescriptions will be filled over the internet, just as prescription drugs have been bought by mail order since the 1970s."		31		In 2006, 10% of prescriptions will be filled over the internet.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are U.S.-based		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		42		No country-specific information was provided, but the small percentage predicted indicates that the forecast might be for the U.S. only. 		27		901		no				no		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Two authors are forecasting experts, who worked together to create forecasts.		2006		no				Forecast is predicting the demand on the internet to fill prescriptions.		31		Market penetration		2008		2004		204		1		3		225		yes				no		Internet Prescription Fillings		yes		No more than 6.78% of prescriptions could have been filled over the internet in 2006.		Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		no		The ability for the internet to fill prescriptions would involve multiple systems and processes.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The internet communicates information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The technology is already available, forecast is predicting an increase in usage.		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2001		2006		Forecast states 2006 as year of realization.		31						8/3/2011 15:09		5/4/2012 15:07		SF		901		ND

		2		yes		yes						yes		Article was published in 2001.		27		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		There were over a billion Internet users worldwide in 2005. 		Direct comparison of numbers. 		27		Marvin J. Cetron & Owen Davies, "Trends now changing the world: Technology, the workplace, management, and institutions," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2001, 35, 2, 27-42				yes		Trade press and popular media		"By 2005, the global population of Net users will reach at least 300 million."		31		In 2005, there will be 300 million internet users in the world.										1		Worldwide		The authors are US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		31		Forecast is for a worldwide trend.		31		902		yes		2000		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Two authors are forecasting experts, who worked together to create forecasts.		2005		no		1.25		Forecast is predicting the rise in demand for the internet.		31		Market penetration		2006		2004		204		1		3		225		yes		-5		no		Internet Usage		yes		There were over a billion Internet users worldwide in 2005. There were 300 million in early 2000. 		Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		no		The internet is a complex system of communication involving many systems and processes.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The internet communicates information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The technology is already available, forecast is predicting an increase in usage.		NA		5		4		Short-term		yes				2001		2005		Forecast states 2005 as year of realization.		31						8/3/2011 15:21		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		902		ND

		0		yes		yes						yes		Article was published in 2001.		27						2002		no						27		Marvin J. Cetron & Owen Davies, "Trends now changing the world: Technology, the workplace, management, and institutions," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2001, 35, 2, 27-42				yes		Trade press and popular media		"By 2002, the Africa ONE project will ring that continent with broadband fiber-optic lines capable of carrying 40 gigabits of data per second--enough to provide high-speed Net access for all of Africa."		31		In 2002, there will be enough fiber-optic line in use by Africa to provide high-speed internet access to the entire continent.										2		Africa		The authors are U.S.-based		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		42		Forecast is for all of Africa.		31		903		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Two authors are forecasting experts, who worked together to create forecasts.		2002		no				Forecast is predicting the high-speed internet access availability to Africa.		31		Technology Migration		2002		2002		204		1		3		225		yes				no		Internet Usage		yes				Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		no		The internet is a complex system of communication involving many systems and processes.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The internet communicates information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The technology is already available, forecast is predicting availability in a new area to a higher extent than is available to the time of forecast.		NA				1		Short-term		no				2001		2002		Forecast states 2002 as year of realization.		31						8/3/2011 15:29		1/25/2012 14:27		SF		903		ND

		1		yes		yes						yes		Article was published in 2001.		27		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2002		yes		There were 16.7 million Internet users in India in 2002. 		Subscribers and users are assumed to mean the same thing. 		27		Marvin J. Cetron & Owen Davies, "Trends now changing the world: Technology, the workplace, management, and institutions," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2001, 35, 2, 27-42				yes		Trade press and popular media		"India had 650,000 Internet subscribers in 1999.  It expects to have 4 million by the end of 2001, 8 million a year later."		31		In 2002, there will be 8 million internet subscribers in India.		119		India		19		Southern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		31		Forecast is specifically for India.		31		904		no		2002		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Two authors are forecasting experts, who worked together to create forecasts.		2002		no		0		Forecast is predicting the increase in internet subscribers.		31		Market penetration		2002		2002		204		1		3		225		yes		0		no		Internet Usage		yes		There were 16.5 million Internet users in India in 2002 and only 7 million in 2001. 		Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		yes		The internet is a complex system of communication involving many systems and processes.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The internet communicates information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The technology is already available at time of forecast, forecast is predicting increased usage.		31		0		1		Short-term		yes				2001		2002		Forecast states 2002 as year of realization.		31						8/3/2011 15:37		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		904		ND

		2		yes		yes						yes		Article was published in 2001.		27		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		There were 69 million Internet users in 2003 (over twice as many as predicted). 		Direct comparison of numbers. 		27		Marvin J. Cetron & Owen Davies, "Trends now changing the world: Technology, the workplace, management, and institutions," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2001, 35, 2, 27-42				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Despite Beijing's desire to control communications, Net service is expanding rather rapidly in China.  By 2003, China would have as many as 33 million people online and 85 million by 2005--but that is still less than 7% of the population."		31		In 2003, China will have 33 million people online.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		31		Forecast is specifically for China.		31		905		yes		2001		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Two authors are forecasting experts, who worked together to create forecasts.		2003		no		1		Forecast is predicting the increase in internet subscribers.		31		Market penetration		2004		2002		204		1		3		225		yes		-2		no		Internet Usage		yes		There were 69 million Internet users in China in 2003. There were 33.7 million by the end of 2001. 		Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		no		The internet is a complex system of communication involving many systems and processes.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The internet communicates information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The technology is already available at time of forecast, forecast is predicting increased usage.		31		2		2		Short-term		yes				2001		2003		Forecast states 2003 as year of realization.		31						8/3/2011 15:42		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		905		ND

		2		yes		yes						yes		Article was published in 2001.		27		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		There were over 100 million Internet users in China in 2005 (at least 15 million more than predicted). 		Ground truth sources differ over the year that China reached 85 million users. The analyst selected the earliest year, since the Internet World Stats indicated that there were 94 million users in 2004 and 69 million in 2003. 		27		Marvin J. Cetron & Owen Davies, "Trends now changing the world: Technology, the workplace, management, and institutions," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2001, 35, 2, 27-42				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Despite Beijing's desire to control communications, Net service is expanding rather rapidly in China.  By 2003, China would have as many as 33 million people online and 85 million by 2005--but that is still less than 7% of the population."		31		In 2005, China will have 85 million people online.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		31		Forecast is specifically for China.		31		906		yes		2003		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Two authors are forecasting experts, who worked together to create forecasts.		2005		no		0.5		Forecast is predicting the increase in internet subscribers.		31		Market penetration		2006		2004		204		1		3		225		yes		-2		no		Internet Usage		yes		China had over 100 million Internet users in 2005. There were 85 million Internet users as early as 2003. 		Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		no		The internet is a complex system of communication involving many systems and processes.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The internet communicates information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The technology is already available at time of forecast, forecast is predicting increased usage.		31		2		4		Short-term		yes				2001		2005		Forecast states 2005 as year of realization.		31						8/3/2011 15:43		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		906		ND

		1		yes		yes						yes		Article was published in 2001.		27		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		60.9% of Japan's population was using the Internet in 2005. 		Direct comparison of percentage. 		27		Marvin J. Cetron & Owen Davies, "Trends now changing the world: Technology, the workplace, management, and institutions," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2001, 35, 2, 27-42				yes		Trade press and popular media		"In contrast, 60% of Japan's population will be online by 2005."		31		In 2005, 60% of Japan's population will be internet users.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are US-based. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		31		Forecast is specifically for Japan.		31		907		no		2005		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Two authors are forecasting experts, who worked together to create forecasts.		2005		no		0		Forecast is predicting the increase in internet subscribers.		31		Market penetration		2006		2004		204		1		3		225		yes		0		no		Internet Usage		yes		60.9% of Japan's population was using the Internet in 2005. 		Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		yes		The internet is a complex system of communication involving many systems and processes.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The internet communicates information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The technology is already available at time of forecast, forecast is predicting increased usage.		31		0		4		Short-term		yes				2001		2005		Forecast states 2005 as year of realization.		31						8/3/2011 15:51		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		907		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1986.		73						1990		no						74		J.M. Schoenung & J.P. Clark, "Technology assessment of the demand for germanium in world market economies," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 30, 1986, 73-89				yes		Academic publications		"Given that a consumption level of 30 mt in 1983 for the IR market sector, and assuming that 90 percent of this was used for military purposes, the projected annual consumption for 1990 is 38 mt and for 2000 is 44.2 mt."		79		In 1990, the world will use 38 metric tons of germanium in the infrared optics industry.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with MIT.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		73		Predicted for the worldwide market.		73		908		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article describes the methodology in detail, calling it a scenario analysis.		1990		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in demand and use.		79		Market penetration		1991		1989		205		7		50		230		yes				no		Germanium		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		The germanium used is a component of the technology discussed.		79		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		The forecast is predicting an increase in germanium usage in a particular industry, making it a materials forecast.		79		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists at time of forecast, prediction is for growth in demand and usage.		79				4		Short-term		no				1986		1990		Forecast specifically states 1990 as year of event.		79						8/4/2011 11:42		1/25/2012 14:25		SF		908		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1986.		73						2000		no						74		J.M. Schoenung & J.P. Clark, "Technology assessment of the demand for germanium in world market economies," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 30, 1986, 73-89				yes		Academic publications		"Given that a consumption level of 30 mt in 1983 for the IR market sector, and assuming that 90 percent of this was used for military purposes, the projected annual consumption for 1990 is 38 mt and for 2000 is 44.2 mt."		79		In 2000, the world will use 44.2 metric tons of germanium in the infrared optics industry.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with MIT.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		73		Predicted for the worldwide market.		73		909		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article describes the methodology in detail, calling it a scenario analysis.		2000		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in demand and use.		79		Market penetration		2004		1996		205		7		50		230		yes				no		Germanium		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		The germanium used is a component of the technology discussed.		79		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		The forecast is predicting an increase in germanium usage in a particular industry, making it a materials forecast.		79		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists at time of forecast, prediction is for growth in demand and usage.		79				14		Long-term		no				1986		2000		Forecast specifically states 2000 as year of event.		79						8/4/2011 11:54		1/25/2012 14:24		SF		909		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1986.		73						1990		no						74		J.M. Schoenung & J.P. Clark, "Technology assessment of the demand for germanium in world market economies," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 30, 1986, 73-89				yes		Academic publications		"...the annual consumption of Ge in optical fibers is projected to increase to roughly 33 mt by 1990, and to 54 mt by 2000."		80		In 1990, the world will use 33 metric tons of germanium in the optical fibers industry.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with MIT.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		73		Predicted for the worldwide market.		73		910		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article describes the methodology in detail, calling it a scenario analysis.		1990		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in demand and use.		80		Market penetration		1991		1989		205		7		50		230		yes				no		Germanium		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		The germanium used is a component of the technology discussed.		80		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		The forecast is predicting an increase in germanium usage in a particular industry, making it a materials forecast.		80		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists at time of forecast, prediction is for growth in demand and usage.		80				4		Short-term		no				1986		1990		Forecast specifically states 1990 as year of event.		80						8/4/2011 11:58		1/25/2012 14:24		SF		910		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1986.		73						2000		no						74		J.M. Schoenung & J.P. Clark, "Technology assessment of the demand for germanium in world market economies," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 30, 1986, 73-89				yes		Academic publications		"...the annual consumption of Ge in optical fibers is projected to increase to roughly 33 mt by 1990, and to 54 mt by 2000."		80		In 2000, the world will use 54 metric tons of germanium in the optical fibers industry.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with MIT.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		73		Predicted for the worldwide market.		73		911		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article describes the methodology in detail, calling it a scenario analysis.		2000		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in demand and use.		80		Market penetration		2004		1996		205		7		50		230		yes				no		Germanium		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		The germanium used is a component of the technology discussed.		80		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		The forecast is predicting an increase in germanium usage in a particular industry, making it a materials forecast.		80		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists at time of forecast, prediction is for growth in demand and usage.		80				14		Long-term		no				1986		2000		Forecast specifically states 2000 as year of event.		80						8/4/2011 11:58		1/25/2012 14:23		SF		911		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1986.		73						1990		no						74		J.M. Schoenung & J.P. Clark, "Technology assessment of the demand for germanium in world market economies," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 30, 1986, 73-89				yes		Academic publications		"The level if Ge consumption projected using the scenarios above was 3.3 mt for semiconductor applications in 1990."		82		In 1990, the world will use 3.3 metric tons of germanium in semiconductor applications.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with MIT.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		73		Predicted for the worldwide market.		73		912		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article describes the methodology in detail, calling it a scenario analysis.		1990		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in demand and use.		82		Market penetration		1991		1989		205		7		50		230		yes				no		Germanium		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		The germanium used is a component of the technology discussed.		82		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		The forecast is predicting an increase in germanium usage in a particular industry, making it a materials forecast.		82		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists at time of forecast, prediction is for growth in demand and usage.		82				4		Short-term		no				1986		1990		Forecast specifically states 1990 as year of event.		82						8/4/2011 12:02		1/25/2012 14:22		SF		912		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1986.		73						2000		no						74		J.M. Schoenung & J.P. Clark, "Technology assessment of the demand for germanium in world market economies," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 30, 1986, 73-89				yes		Academic publications		Chart		82		In 2000, the world will use 7.8 metric tons of germanium in semiconductor applications.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with MIT.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		73		Predicted for the worldwide market.		73		913		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article describes the methodology in detail, calling it a scenario analysis.		2000		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in demand and use.		82		Market penetration		2004		1996		205		7		50		230		yes				no		Germanium		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		The germanium used is a component of the technology discussed.		82		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		The forecast is predicting an increase in germanium usage in a particular industry, making it a materials forecast.		82		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists at time of forecast, prediction is for growth in demand and usage.		82				14		Long-term		no				1986		2000		Forecast specifically states 2000 as year of event.		82						8/4/2011 12:03		1/25/2012 14:22		SF		913		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1986.		73						1990		no						74		J.M. Schoenung & J.P. Clark, "Technology assessment of the demand for germanium in world market economies," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 30, 1986, 73-89				yes		Academic publications		Chart		83		In 1990, the world will use 15.8 metric tons of germanium in catalyst applications.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with MIT.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		73		Predicted for the worldwide market.		73		914		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article describes the methodology in detail, calling it a scenario analysis.		1990		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in demand and use.		83		Market penetration		1991		1989		205		7		50		230		yes				no		Germanium		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		The germanium used is a component of the technology discussed.		83		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		The forecast is predicting an increase in germanium usage in a particular industry, making it a materials forecast.		83		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists at time of forecast, prediction is for growth in demand and usage.		83				4		Short-term		no				1986		1990		Forecast specifically states 1990 as year of event.		83						8/4/2011 12:05		1/25/2012 14:21		SF		914		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1986.		73						2000		no						74		J.M. Schoenung & J.P. Clark, "Technology assessment of the demand for germanium in world market economies," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 30, 1986, 73-89				yes		Academic publications		"The projected annual consumption for Ge in catalyst applications in 2000, 33 mt, was determined using similar inputs."		83		In 2000, the world will use 33 metric tons of germanium in catalyst applications.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with MIT.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		73		Predicted for the worldwide market.		73		915		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article describes the methodology in detail, calling it a scenario analysis.		2000		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in demand and use.		83		Market penetration		2004		1996		205		7		50		230		yes				no		Germanium		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		The germanium used is a component of the technology discussed.		83		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		The forecast is predicting an increase in germanium usage in a particular industry, making it a materials forecast.		83		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists at time of forecast, prediction is for growth in demand and usage.		83				14		Long-term		no				1986		2000		Forecast specifically states 2000 as year of event.		83						8/4/2011 12:09		1/25/2012 14:21		SF		915		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1986.		73						1990		no						74		J.M. Schoenung & J.P. Clark, "Technology assessment of the demand for germanium in world market economies," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 30, 1986, 73-89				yes		Academic publications		Chart		85		In 1990, the world will use 1.2 metric tons of germanium in nuclear detectors.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with MIT.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		73		Predicted for the worldwide market.		73		916		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article describes the methodology in detail, calling it a scenario analysis.		1990		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in demand and use.		85		Market penetration		1991		1989		205		7		50		230		yes				no		Germanium		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		The germanium used is a component of the technology discussed.		85		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		The forecast is predicting an increase in germanium usage in a particular industry, making it a materials forecast.		85		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists at time of forecast, prediction is for growth in demand and usage.		85				4		Short-term		no				1986		1990		Forecast specifically states 1990 as year of event.		85						8/4/2011 12:11		1/25/2012 14:20		SF		916		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1986.		73						2000		no						74		J.M. Schoenung & J.P. Clark, "Technology assessment of the demand for germanium in world market economies," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 30, 1986, 73-89				yes		Academic publications		Chart		85		In 2000, the world will use 1.9 metric tons of germanium in nuclear detectors.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with MIT.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		73		Predicted for the worldwide market.		73		917		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article describes the methodology in detail, calling it a scenario analysis.		2000		no				Forecast is predicting an increase in demand and use.		85		Market penetration		2004		1996		205		7		50		230		yes				no		Germanium		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		The germanium used is a component of the technology discussed.		85		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		The forecast is predicting an increase in germanium usage in a particular industry, making it a materials forecast.		85		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists at time of forecast, prediction is for growth in demand and usage.		85				14		Long-term		no				1986		2000		Forecast specifically states 2000 as year of event.		85						8/4/2011 12:12		1/25/2012 14:20		SF		917		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1986.		73		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1990		yes		The world had used 91.5 metric tons of Germanium prior to the forecast in 1978, when 99 metric tons were produced.		Used worldwide Germanium production as an analog for worldwide Germanium consumption.		74		J.M. Schoenung & J.P. Clark, "Technology assessment of the demand for germanium in world market economies," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 30, 1986, 73-89				yes		Academic publications		Chart		85		In 1990, the world will use 91.5 metric tons of germanium over all industries.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with MIT.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		73		Predicted for the worldwide market.		73		918		no		1978		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article describes the methodology in detail, calling it a scenario analysis.		1990		no		3		Forecast is predicting an increase in demand and use.		85		Market penetration		1991		1989		205		7		50		230		yes		-12		no		Germanium		yes		In 1990, 76 metric tons of Germanium were produced.		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		The germanium used is a component of the technology it would be used in.		85		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		The forecast is predicting an increase in germanium usage overall, worldwide.		85		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists at time of forecast, prediction is for growth in demand and usage.		85		12		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1986		1990		Forecast specifically states 1990 as year of event.		85						8/4/2011 12:14		5/4/2012 11:54		SF		918		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 1986.		73		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		Consumption of germanium was lower than the forecast predicts.		Source states the 2007 supply was 145 Metric Tons, and that supplies were tight due to consumption being greater than supplies, therefore the threshold was exceeded.		74		J.M. Schoenung & J.P. Clark, "Technology assessment of the demand for germanium in world market economies," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 30, 1986, 73-89				yes		Academic publications		Chart		85		In 2000, the world will use 141.3 metric tons of germanium over all industries.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with MIT.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		73		Predicted for the worldwide market.		73		919		yes		2007		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article describes the methodology in detail, calling it a scenario analysis.		2000		no		0.5		Forecast is predicting an increase in demand and use.		85		Market penetration		2004		1996		205		7		50		230		yes		7		no		Germanium		yes		World Total Market Supply was 105 metric tons in 2000 and the consumption matched the supply. The supply of Germanium in 2007 was 145 Metric Tons, and supplies were tight due to consumption being greater.		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		The germanium used is a component of the technology it would be used in.		85		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		The forecast is predicting an increase in germanium usage overall, worldwide.		85		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists at time of forecast, prediction is for growth in demand and usage.		85		7		14		Long-term		yes		SF		1986		2000		Forecast specifically states 2000 as year of event.		85						8/4/2011 12:15		4/11/2012 13:59		SF		919		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2006.		981		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		There were only 137 million passenger cars in the U.S. in 2008, which is ~13 million fewer than predicted. 		Some interpretation involved in determining what are considered "passenger cars". 		998		Tugrul U. Daim, Guillermo Rueda, Hilary Martin, & Pisek Gerdsri, "Forecasting emerging technologies: Use of bibliometrics and patent analysis," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 73, 2006, 981-1012				yes		Academic publications		Graph		998		In 2008, there will be 150,000 thousand passenger cars in the US.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Portland State University in Oregon. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		998		Forecasted specifically for the US.		998		920		yes				no		2009		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Used a model with Stella software for forecast.		2008		no				Predicts an increase in demand on passenger vehicles.		998		Market penetration		2009		2007		206		6		35		228		yes				no		Passenger Cars		yes		There were ~137 million passenger cars in the U.S. in 2008 and fewer than 150 million in 2009. 		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Cars are complex machines with a large number of systems involved in its processes.		998		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Cars are a form of ground technology.		998		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		technology available at time of forecast.		998				2		Short-term		yes				2006		2008		Graph shows 2008 as year of event.		998						8/5/2011 13:44		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		920		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2007.		682		2. A lot of interpretation		3. Almost realized				no		The forecast says there will be almost 50 cars per 100 people in Greece in the timeframe. 44.5 is almost 50, but since it's closer to 40 than 50, the forecast has been almost realized. 		The ground truth source only had data for the number of cars per 1,000 people, and this was used to extrapolate the number of cars per 100 people. Also, the forecast says there will be "almost" 50 cars per 100 people in the forecast timeframe. 44.5 can be considered almost 50. However, since it is close to 40 than to 50, the analyst does not think the forecast was fully realized by 2010. 		699		J.A. Paravantis & D.A. Georgakellos, "Trends in energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions of passenger cars and buses," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 74, 2007, 682-707				yes		Academic publications		"Fig. 3 confirms an impressively good fit to historical data and predicts that car ownership will almost hit 50 cars per 100 people in 2010."		699		In 2010 in Greece, there will be about 50 cars per 100 people.		181		Greece		22		Southern Europe		5		Europe		The authors are affiliated with the University of Piraeus in Greece. 		181		Greece		22		Southern Europe		5		Europe		682		Predicted for Greece.		685		921		no				no		2010		Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Forecast states that the prediction was made based on historical data.				no				Predicting an increase in demand and usage of technology.		699		Market penetration						207		4		19		228		yes				no		Cars		yes		There were 44.3 cars per 100 people in Greece in 2010. 		Extrapolating future events from a liner fit of historic data		Linear Prediction 		4		no		Cars are complex machines with a variety of systems involved in its processes.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Cars are a form of ground transportation.		699		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already available at time of forecast.		699				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2007		2010		Forecast clearly states 2010 as year of event realization.		699						8/9/2011 10:15		7/12/2012 10:50		SF		921		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2007.		682								no						699		J.A. Paravantis & D.A. Georgakellos, "Trends in energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions of passenger cars and buses," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 74, 2007, 682-707				yes		Academic publications		"On the other hand, Fig. 4 shows a relatively good fit to historical data with a peak around 2005 and a decline to just over 240 buses per 100,000 people in 2010."		699		In 2010 in Greece, there will be about 240 buses per 100,000 people.		181		Greece		22		Southern Europe		5		Europe		The authors are affiliated with the University of Piraeus in Greece. 		181		Greece		22		Southern Europe		5		Europe		682		Predicted for Greece.		685		922		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Forecast states that the prediction was made based on historical data.				no				Predicting an increase in demand and usage of technology.		699		Market penetration						207		4		19		228		yes				no		Buses		yes				Extrapolating future events from a liner fit of historic data		Linear Prediction 		4		no		Buses are complex machines with a variety of systems involved in its processes.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Buses are a form of ground transportation.		699		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already available at time of forecast.		699				3		Short-term		no				2007		2010		Forecast clearly states 2010 as year of event realization.		699						8/9/2011 10:23		1/25/2012 14:15		SF		922		ND

		3		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1995.		28		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		Typical memory met or exceeded the forecast by 2000 		I am estimating "typical professional" computer performance off the Windows operating system recommended requirements at the time and a data list of RAM costs from a SME.

Windows 98 released in June 1998 recommended 24 MB of memory.  Windows 2000 released in  December 1999 recommended 256 MB.  128 MB DIMM modules cost ~$100 in the summer of 1999 and dual memory card slots were common (2X 128MB) 		28		Carl Murphy, "Parallel Software Engineering Technology Forecast, Assessment, Trends, Vision, and Strategy," Rl-TR-95-209, Vol II (of two), October 1995, Rome Laboratory, Air Force Material Command, Rome, New York				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		28		Memory for typical professional workstations will increase from 16MB in 1995 to 256 MB in the year 2000. 										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by RCI, Ltd. (a U.S.-based company) for the U.S. Air Force's Materiel Command.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		28		Predicted for a worldwide industry.		28		923		yes		1999		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Follows a technology growth curve.		2000		no		0.2		Shows growth or improvement for the technology over time.		28		Evolution		2002		1998		208		4		16		226		yes		-1		no		Computer Memory		yes		Typical work computers with more than 256MB were common in 2000		Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		yes		Memory is a component of a workstation		28		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Memory is a computer component.		28		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Although computer memory as a concept was mature in 1995, the memory architecture improved several generations between the forecast and realization.		28		1		5		Short-term		yes				1995		2000		Chart shows 2000 as year of event realization.		28						8/9/2011 19:20		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		923		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1995.		28		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		Computer speed was at least 400-1000 MIPS in 2000. 		The forecast does not state whether the forecast only applies to high-end computers or typical ones. The Pentium III was considered high-end in 1999, but the Pentium II (which was more common) also fell within the 400-1000 MIP range. The analyst assumes the forecast pertained to commonplace computers. 		28		Carl Murphy, "Parallel Software Engineering Technology Forecast, Assessment, Trends, Vision, and Strategy," Rl-TR-95-209, Vol II (of two), October 1995, Rome Laboratory, Air Force Material Command, Rome, New York				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		28		The speed of a computer will increase to 400-1000 MIPS (million instructions per second) in the year 2000. 										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by RCI, Ltd. (a U.S.-based company) for the U.S. Air Force's Materiel Command.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		28		Predicted for a worldwide industry.		28		924		yes		1999		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Follows a technology growth curve.		2000		no		0.2		Shows growth or improvement for the technology over time.		28		Evolution		2002		1998		208		4		16		226		yes		-1		no		Processing Speed		yes		The Intel Pentium Pro had 541 MIPS in 1996 and the Intel Pentium III had 2,054 MIPS in 1999. As such, computer speed increased to 400-1000 MIPS by 1999. 		Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		yes		Speed is a part of the computer processes.		28		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processing speed is how quickly a computer follows instructions.		28		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Forecast is predicting an improvement being developed.		28		1		5		Short-term		yes				1995		2000		Chart shows 2000 as year of event realization.		28						8/9/2011 19:23		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		924		ND

		0		no		no				The forecast states removable storage CD will reach 2000Mbits (or 250MB)  The Standard for CD's in 1995 was ~600MB.  Data is missing to make this forecast logical.		yes		Report was published in 1995.		28						2000		no						28		Carl Murphy, "Parallel Software Engineering Technology Forecast, Assessment, Trends, Vision, and Strategy," Rl-TR-95-209, Vol II (of two), October 1995, Rome Laboratory, Air Force Material Command, Rome, New York				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		28		The removable storage CD of a computer will increase to 2,000 Mbits in the year 2000. 										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by the Air Force Materiel Command in New York, according to the (unnumbered) title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Predicted for a worldwide industry.		28		925		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Follows a technology growth curve.		2000		no				Shows growth or improvement for the technology over time.		28		Evolution		2002		1998		208		4		16		226		yes				no		Removable Storage CD		yes				Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		The removable storage is a component of the computer data system.		28		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Storage stores data on a computer.		28		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Forecast is predicting an improvement being developed.		28				5		Short-term		no				1995		2000		Chart shows 2000 as year of event realization.		28						8/9/2011 19:38		7/13/2012 11:29		SF		925		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1995.		28		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		What was available had already exceeded what was predicted, therefore hard drives of the 20GB capacity had already been achieved and exceeded two years prior.  		I assumed the hard drives were actually available in 1998 since the magazine was published on 1 Jan 1999.  I assumed this because most magazines are delivered the week or month before their actual cover date.  		28		Carl Murphy, "Parallel Software Engineering Technology Forecast, Assessment, Trends, Vision, and Strategy," Rl-TR-95-209, Vol II (of two), October 1995, Rome Laboratory, Air Force Material Command, Rome, New York				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		28		The disks used with a computer will increase to hold 20 GB in the year 2000. 										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by the Air Force Material Command in New York, according to the (unnumbered) title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Predicted for a worldwide industry.		28		926		yes		1998		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Follows a technology growth curve.		2000		no		0.4		Shows growth or improvement for the technology over time.		28		Evolution		2002		1998		208		4		16		226		yes		-2		no		Computer Disks		yes		In 2000, there were many computers for sale that had 36 GB hard drives 		Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		yes		The disks would be a software system of the computer.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Disks are used for a wide variety of purposes involved in computer processes.		28		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Forecast is predicting an improvement being developed.		28		2		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1995		2000		Chart shows 2000 as year of event realization.		28						8/9/2011 19:42		7/6/2012 13:31		SF		926		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1995.		28						2000		no						28		Carl Murphy, "Parallel Software Engineering Technology Forecast, Assessment, Trends, Vision, and Strategy," Rl-TR-95-209, Vol II (of two), October 1995, Rome Laboratory, Air Force Material Command, Rome, New York				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		28		The POTs of a computer will increase to a speed of 144,000 bits per second 1/4 in the year 2000. 										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by the Air Force Material Command in New York, according to the (unnumbered) title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Predicted for a worldwide industry.		28		927		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Follows a technology growth curve.		2000		no				Shows growth or improvement for the technology over time.		28		Evolution		2002		1998		208		4		16		226		yes				no		Plain Old Telephone Service (POTs)		yes				Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		The POTs would be a digital communication system of the computer.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		POTs is a service for digital communications with computers.		28		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Forecast is predicting an improvement being developed.		28				5		Short-term		no				1995		2000		Chart shows 2000 as year of event realization.		28						8/9/2011 19:48		1/25/2012 14:12		SF		927		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1995.		28		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		Typical work stations in 2000 used a keyboard and mouse as the user interface, not voice, audio, or stylus. 		The forecast ostensibly applies to typical computers,  not high-end ones. 		28		Carl Murphy, "Parallel Software Engineering Technology Forecast, Assessment, Trends, Vision, and Strategy," Rl-TR-95-209, Vol II (of two), October 1995, Rome Laboratory, Air Force Material Command, Rome, New York				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		28		In the year 2000, the user interface of a computer will be by voice, audio, or stylus.										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by RCI, Ltd. (a U.S.-based company) for the U.S. Air Force's Materiel Command.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		28		Predicted for a worldwide industry.		28		928		no				no		2011		Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Follows a technology growth curve.		2000		no				Shows growth or improvement for the technology over time.		28		Evolution		2002		1998		208		4		16		226		yes				yes		User Interface		yes		There were some experiments on computers with voice, audio, or stylus interfaces, but these were high-end systems that were not included in typical workstations. As of 2011, most work stations do not have these types of interfaces. 		Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		The way in which a person interacts with the computer would be a complete system of the computer with various subsystems making it work.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The user interface is how the person using the computer tells it what to do and interacts with it.		28		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Forecast is predicting an improvement being developed.		28				5		Short-term		yes				1995		2000		Chart shows 2000 as year of event realization.		28						8/10/2011 10:43		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		928		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1995.		28						2000		no						28		Carl Murphy, "Parallel Software Engineering Technology Forecast, Assessment, Trends, Vision, and Strategy," Rl-TR-95-209, Vol II (of two), October 1995, Rome Laboratory, Air Force Material Command, Rome, New York				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		28		In the year 2000, the data servers for computers will use 4-16 symmetric multiprocessors.										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by the Air Force Material Command in New York, according to the (unnumbered) title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Predicted for a worldwide industry.		28		929		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Follows a technology growth curve.		2000		no				Shows growth or improvement for the technology over time.		28		Evolution		2002		1998		208		4		16		226		yes				no		Data Server		yes				Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		Since the data server can manage many computers, it would have to be a complex system of data management with subsystems running for each computer it worked with.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The data server is a program for managing data for one or several computers.		28		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Forecast is predicting an improvement being developed.		28				5		Short-term		no				1995		2000		Chart shows 2000 as year of event realization.		28						8/10/2011 10:51		1/25/2012 14:12		SF		929		ND

		4		yes		no						yes		Report was released in 1969.

On title page that has no page number.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1972		yes		While prices had dropped significantly from the high RD costs, the near $40,000 price range makes it twice as high as expected in 1972. 		Had to use two sources to figure out that we crossed below the $20K mark in 1983		41		George B. Bernstein, "A Fifteen-Year Forecast of Information -Processing Technology: Final Report," Naval Supply Systems Command, Washington, D.C., January 20 1969, 1-188				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Low cost OCR reader (less than $20,000). 1970-1974.		52		Optical character reading (OCR) readers will be less than $20,000 between 1970 and 1974.										1		Worldwide		The report was prepared by the Naval Supply Systems Command in Washington, DC. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		Forecasted for worldwide technology industry.		3		930		yes		1983		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		States a form of Delphi method was used to create forecasts.		1972		no		3.666666667		Forecast predicts evolution in price and availability.		52		Evolution		1974		1970		209		1		6		226		yes		11		no		Optical Character Reading (OCR) Readers		yes		Scanners were available for approximately $37,500 and up by 1972 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The OCR would be a system of recognizing scanned items in a digital form.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Basically what is now known as a scanner.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology available, forecast is predicting a change in availability and price.		52		11		3		Short-term		yes		SF		1969		1972		Article shows 1970 and 1974 as the low and high ends of a range of years as probable time for event realization.		52		1974		1970		8/11/2011 11:46		7/6/2012 13:30		SF		930		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was released in 1969.

On title page that has no page number.		NA						1975.5		no						41		George B. Bernstein, "A Fifteen-Year Forecast of Information -Processing Technology: Final Report," Naval Supply Systems Command, Washington, D.C., January 20 1969, 1-188				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Optical page readers will use spelling, grammar, and context to check individual characters." 1971-1980.		53		Optical page readers will have spell check, grammar check, and context check capabilities for individual characters between 1971 and 1980.										1		Worldwide		The report was prepared by the Naval Supply Systems Command in Washington, DC. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for worldwide technology industry.		3		931		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		States a form of Delphi method was used to create forecasts.		1975.5		no				Forecast predicts evolution in capabilities of optical page readers.		53		Evolution		1980		1971		209		1		6		226		yes				no		Optical Page Readers		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The optical page readers would be a system of proofreading for a computer.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Technology would check documents as a machine similar to how a person proofreading would check the documents.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is probably being worked on at time of forecast.		53				6.5		Medium-term		no				1969		1972		Article shows 1971 and 1980 as the low and high ends of a range of years as probable time for event realization.		53		1980		1971		8/11/2011 12:10		1/25/2012 14:09		SF		931		ND

		2		yes		no		Verification is incomplete. We need a source for 1978. Also, the Juang article from 2004 says the VCRP handles (present tense)  1.2 billion voice transactions each year. What was its functionality in 1992? I'm sure it was capable of handling dozens of voices, but we need some sort of information about the system from 1992 or thereabouts. -SF 				yes		Report was released in 1969.

On title page that has no page number.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1978		yes		NEC commercialized a speaker-independent recognition system, the SR-1000, and first used it for banking information services in 1979. This system could recognize 20 words (numerals plus
control words, spoken separately) and could process 64 telephone lines simultaneously.		The forecast was vague about what they meant by processing dozens of voice. The NEC system could process 64 telephone lines simultaneously; this is assumed to mean that it could recognize dozens of voices. 		41		George B. Bernstein, "A Fifteen-Year Forecast of Information -Processing Technology: Final Report," Naval Supply Systems Command, Washington, D.C., January 20 1969, 1-188				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Speech recognition devices capable of recognizing dozens of speakers using the systems." 1973-1983.		54		Speech recognition devices will be available that can recognize dozens of speakers' voices between 1973 and 1983.										1		Worldwide		The report was prepared by the Naval Supply Systems Command in Washington, DC. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for worldwide technology industry.		3		932		yes		1979		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		States a form of Delphi method was used to create forecasts.		1978		no		0.111111111		Forecast predicts a new technology available to be used.		54		Technology emergence		1983		1973		209		1		6		226		yes		1		no		Speech Recognition Devices		yes		There were no commercially available speech recognition devices that could recognize several unique speakers in 1978. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		The speech recognition would be a system of communicating with a computer.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Speech recognition devices would use computer technology to distinguish between different voices.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is probably being worked on at time of forecast.		54		1		9		Medium-term		yes		SF		1969		1972		Article shows 1973 and 1983 as the low and high ends of a range of years as probable time for event realization.		54		1983		1973		8/11/2011 12:19		7/13/2012 13:58		SF		932		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Report was released in 1969.

On title page that has no page number.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1972.5		yes		Only R&D prototypes, such as The HARPY Speech Understanding System, were able to understand this width of vocabulary in the 1970s. There were no commercially available computers able to understand hundreds of words and small sentences that were spoken to it till the release of Kurzwell's Voice system in 1985.		Interpreted the forecast as referring to commercially available systems.		41		George B. Bernstein, "A Fifteen-Year Forecast of Information -Processing Technology: Final Report," Naval Supply Systems Command, Washington, D.C., January 20 1969, 1-188				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"For spoken input, computer vocabulary will be many hundreds of words, and computer will interpret simple sentences." 1970-1975.		54		Computers will be able to understand hundreds of words and small sentences that are spoken to it between 1970 and 1975.										1		Worldwide		The report was prepared by the Naval Supply Systems Command in Washington, DC. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		Forecasted for worldwide technology industry.		3		933		yes		1985		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		States a form of Delphi method was used to create forecasts.		1972.5		no		3.571428571		Forecast predicts a new technology available to be used.		54		Technology emergence		1975		1970		209		1		6		226		yes		12.5		no		Spoken Input Capabilities		yes		Systems available in 1973 had little very little vocabulary.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The ability of the computer to comprehend the spoken words would be a system of.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The technology described is the ability for a computer to understand spoken words by humans.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is probably being worked on at time of forecast.		54		12.5		3.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1969		1972		Article shows 1970 and 1975 as the low and high ends of a range of years as probable time for event realization.		54		1975		1970		8/11/2011 13:59		5/4/2012 11:47		SF		933		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was released in 1969.

On title page that has no page number.		NA						1973		no						41		George B. Bernstein, "A Fifteen-Year Forecast of Information -Processing Technology: Final Report," Naval Supply Systems Command, Washington, D.C., January 20 1969, 1-188				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Newly developed, hot-pressed ferroelectric ceramics will be used for at least the following: High-density (5-20k bits/in squared) electro-optic storage devices." 1970-1976.		57		Ferroelectric ceramics will be used in high-density (5-20k bits/in squared) electro-optic storage devices between 1970 and 1976.										1		Worldwide		The report was prepared by the Naval Supply Systems Command in Washington, DC. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		Forecasted for worldwide technology industry.		3		934		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		States a form of Delphi method was used to create forecasts.		1973		no				Forecast predicts a new way for ferroelectric ceramics to be used.		57		Technology Migration		1976		1970		209		1		6		230		yes				no		Ferroelectric Ceramics		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The material used would be a component of the technology.		57		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Ferroelectric ceramics would be a material used in a computer.		57		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is available but new area of application is in development.		57				4		Short-term		no				1969		1972		Article shows 1970 and 1976 as the low and high ends of a range of years as probable time for event realization.		57		1976		1970		8/11/2011 14:09		1/25/2012 14:07		SF		934		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was released in 1969.

On title page that has no page number.		NA						1973		no						41		George B. Bernstein, "A Fifteen-Year Forecast of Information -Processing Technology: Final Report," Naval Supply Systems Command, Washington, D.C., January 20 1969, 1-188				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Newly developed, hot-pressed ferroelectric ceramics will be used for at least the following: Controlled persistence displays. 1970-1976.		57		Ferroelectric ceramics will be used in controlled persistence displays between 1970 and 1976.										1		Worldwide		The report was prepared by the Naval Supply Systems Command in Washington, DC. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		Forecasted for worldwide technology industry.		3		935		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		States a form of Delphi method was used to create forecasts.		1973		no				Forecast predicts a new way for ferroelectric ceramics to be used.		57		Technology Migration		1976		1970		209		1		6		230		yes				no		Ferroelectric Ceramics		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The material used would be a component of the technology.		57		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Ferroelectric ceramics would be a material used in a computer.		57		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is available but new area of application is in development.		57				4		Short-term		no				1969		1972		Article shows 1970 and 1976 as the low and high ends of a range of years as probable time for event realization.		57		1976		1970		8/11/2011 14:14		1/25/2012 14:06		SF		935		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was released in 1969.

On title page that has no page number.		NA						1972.5		no						41		George B. Bernstein, "A Fifteen-Year Forecast of Information -Processing Technology: Final Report," Naval Supply Systems Command, Washington, D.C., January 20 1969, 1-188				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Newly developed, hot-pressed ferroelectric ceramics will be used for at least the following: Electro-optic and acousto-optic deflection and modulation devices. 1969-1976		57		Ferroelectric ceramics will be used in electro-optic and acousto-optic deflection and modulation devices between 1969 and 1976.										1		Worldwide		The report was prepared by the Naval Supply Systems Command in Washington, DC. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		Forecasted for worldwide technology industry.		3		936		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		States a form of Delphi method was used to create forecasts.		1972.5		no				Forecast predicts a new way for ferroelectric ceramics to be used.		57		Technology Migration		1976		1969		209		1		6		230		yes				no		Ferroelectric Ceramics		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The material used would be a component of the technology.		57		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Ferroelectric ceramics would be a material used in a computer.		57		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is available but new area of application is in development.		57				3.5		Short-term		no				1969		1972		Article shows 1969 and 1976 as the low and high ends of a range of years as probable time for event realization.		57		1976		1969		8/11/2011 14:18		1/25/2012 14:06		SF		936		ND

		3		yes		no		This forecast needs work. I don't think we should accept the assumption that cell phones can be worn like  wrist watches. Might need to run this by a Tauri IT person for a "soft" verification. -SF				yes		Report was released in 1969.

On title page that has no page number.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1980		yes		Unable to wear device as a watch in 1980. Also, the device had no communications network embedded in it. The forecast was first realized in 1998, when Seiko Instruments Inc. successfully commercialized the world's first wristwatch PC in Japan. 		The Seiko Ruputer was the world's first wrist-watch PC.  It was equipped with an infrared port that allowed for wireless transmission of data to other watches.		41		George B. Bernstein, "A Fifteen-Year Forecast of Information -Processing Technology: Final Report," Naval Supply Systems Command, Washington, D.C., January 20 1969, 1-188				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Personal computers-worn like a watch coupled with communications network."  1975-1985		58		Personal computers with a communications network will be available between 1975 and 1985. The computer will be worn like a watch. 										1		Worldwide		The report was prepared by the Naval Supply Systems Command in Washington, DC. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		Forecasted for worldwide technology industry.		3		937		yes		1998		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		States a form of Delphi method was used to create forecasts.		1980		no		1.636363636		Forecast predicts a new technology becoming available.		58		Technology emergence		1985		1975		209		1		6		226		yes		18		no		Personal Computers- Watch-Sized		yes		No wristwatch computer was available in 1980. In 1981 the first portable personal computer was released. It was not able to be worn as a watch, weighing 24lbs. The device was not connected to a communications network.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		PCs are systems, as are watches and other devices. 		58		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The technology discussed is a computer to be worn like a watch, therefore computer technology.		58		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is being discussed at time of forecast.		58		18		11		Long-term		yes		SF		1969		1972		Article shows 1975 and 1985 as the low and high ends of a range of years as probable time for event realization.		58		1985		1975		8/11/2011 14:29		7/13/2012 13:39		SF		937		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was released in 1969.

On title page that has no page number.		NA						1974		no						41		George B. Bernstein, "A Fifteen-Year Forecast of Information -Processing Technology: Final Report," Naval Supply Systems Command, Washington, D.C., January 20 1969, 1-188				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Laser devices will be used as computer fixed storage." 1971-1977.		73		Laser devices will be used as computer fixed storage devices between 1971 and 1977.										1		Worldwide		The report was prepared by the Naval Supply Systems Command in Washington, DC. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		Forecasted for worldwide technology industry.		3		938		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		States a form of Delphi method was used to create forecasts.		1974		no				Forecast predicts a new area for the technology that will become available.		73		Technology Migration		1977		1971		209		1		6		231		yes				no		Laser Devices		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Laser devices would be a system of fixed storage for computers.		73		System		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		The forecast describes the technology as lasers, which are a photonic technology.		73		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is being discussed at time of forecast.		73				5		Short-term		no				1969		1972		Article shows 1971 and 1977 as the low and high ends of a range of years as probable time for event realization.		73		1977		1971		8/11/2011 22:05		1/25/2012 14:04		SF		938		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was released in 1969.

On title page that has no page number.		NA						1982.5		no						41		George B. Bernstein, "A Fifteen-Year Forecast of Information -Processing Technology: Final Report," Naval Supply Systems Command, Washington, D.C., January 20 1969, 1-188				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Artificial intelligence-computers that learn, think, create, etc." 1975-1990.		93		Artificial intelligence will be in existence between 1975 and 1990.										1		Worldwide		The report was prepared by the Naval Supply Systems Command in Washington, DC. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		Forecasted for worldwide technology industry.		3		939		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		States a form of Delphi method was used to create forecasts.		1982.5		no				Forecast predicts a new technology available.		93		Technology emergence		1990		1975		209		1		6		226		yes				no		Artificial Intelligence		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Artificial intelligence is a system. 		93		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The forecast describes the technology as computers that "learn, think, create, etc."		93		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is being discussed at time of forecast.		93				13.5		Long-term		no				1969		1972		Article shows 1975 and 1990 as the low and high ends of a range of years as probable time for event realization.		93		1990		1975		8/11/2011 22:11		7/13/2012 11:27		SF		939		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Document was published in 1983.		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1994.5		yes		Fewer than 400 new cars were made in 1995.  		The forecast does not define what is meant by a railcar. The analyst assumes this is a passenger car, not an entire train. The ground truth source provides the number of such trains for each year. However, it is not entirely clear whether increases in numbers means that new cars have been constructed. The analyst assumes this is the case.  		3		Office of Technology Assessment "U.S. Passenger Rail Technologies" (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Congress, OTA-STI-222, December 1983).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Few U.S. passenger car orders are expected for the rest of this decade. For the 1990's, the total average railcar construction orders in the United States are estimated to be between 450 and 550 cars-"		7		During the 1990's, 450-550 railcars will be made.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Written by the U.S. government.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		84		Forecasted for the US.		84		940		no		2001		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Information for the assessment was obtained through analysis of technical literature and supplemented by interviews and workshops with experts in the field of passenger rail technology. This describes multiple methodologies (scientometrics and expert sourcing), but the previous sentence (and the footnote in the report, which directs readers to a complete bibliography of literature cited) indicates that literature searches were the main methodology. 		1994.5		no		0.565217391		Forecasted demand.		84		Market penetration		1999		1990		210		8		58		228		yes		6.5		no		Railcars		yes		More than 400 passenger train cars were added to Amtrack by 2001. 		Analysis of scientific research to forecast technology development		Scientometrics		8		no		Railcars are complex machines.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Railcars are a form of ground transportation of cargo.		84		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists at time of forecast.		84		6.5		11.5		Long-term		yes				1983				Forecast indicates a range of years--the 1990s.		84		1999		1990		8/18/2011 10:34		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		940		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Document was published in 1990.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		no		The Shuttle-C was not developed in 1995. This remains the case in 2011.		The forecast is clear.		33		Office of Technology Assessment, Access to Space: The Future of U.S. Space Transportation SYstems, OTA-ISC-415 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1990)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Low-rate Shuttle-C: develop the Shuttle-C expendable, unmanned, heavy-cargo launch vehicle, and launch three per year starting 1995."		33		The Low-rate Shuttle-C will be developed by the year 1995.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Written by the U.S. government.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		33		For U.S. government.		33		941		no				no		2011		Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Forecast states scenarios were used.		1995		no				Needs to develop the launch vehicle.		33		Technology emergence		1997		1993		211		7		50		234		yes				yes		Low-rate Shuttle-C		yes		The Shuttle-C never came to pass.		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		A complex machine with a multitude of systems involved.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		This is a launch vehicle for transporting cargo into space.		33		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Being worked on at time of forecast.		33				5		Short-term		yes				1990		1995		States that they will be launching in 1995 so it must be developed by then.		33		1995		1990		8/18/2011 10:46		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		941		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Document was published in 1990.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		no		The Shuttle-C was not developed in 1995. This remains the case in 2011.		The forecast is clear.		33		Office of Technology Assessment, Access to Space: The Future of U.S. Space Transportation SYstems, OTA-ISC-415 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1990)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Low-rate Shuttle-C: develop the Shuttle-C expendable, unmanned, heavy-cargo launch vehicle, and launch three per year starting 1995."		33		The Low-rate Shuttle-C will be launched three times a year in 1995.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Written by the U.S. government.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		33		For U.S. Government.		33		942		no				no		2011		Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Forecast states scenarios were used.		1995		no				Forecast is for increased usage.		33		Market penetration		1997		1993		211		7		50		234		yes				yes		Low-rate Shuttle-C		yes		The Shuttle-C never came to pass.		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		A complex machine with a multitude of systems involved.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		This is a launch vehicle for transporting cargo into space.		33		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Being worked on at time of forecast.		33				5		Short-term		yes				1990		1995		States that they will be launching in 1995.		33		1995		1990		8/18/2011 10:48		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		942		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Document was published in 1990.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		no		The Shuttle-C was not developed in 1995. This remains the case in 2011.		The forecast is clear.		33		Office of Technology Assessment, Access to Space: The Future of U.S. Space Transportation SYstems, OTA-ISC-415 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1990)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"High-rate Shuttle-C: develop the Shuttle-C and launch them at whatever rate is required to replace Titan IVs, starting 1995.		33		The High-rate Shuttle-C will be developed by 1995.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		States for U.S. government.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		33		Written by the U.S. government.		33		943		no				no		2011		Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Forecast states scenarios were used.		1995		no				Forecast is for a new technology.		33		Technology emergence		1997		1993		211		7		50		234		yes				yes		High-rate Shuttle-C		yes		The Shuttle-C never came to pass.		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		A complex machine with a multitude of systems involved.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		This is a launch vehicle for transporting cargo into space.		33		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Being worked on at time of forecast.		33				5		Short-term		yes				1990		1995		States that they will be launching in 1995 so it must be developed by then.		33		1995		1990		8/18/2011 10:50		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		943		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Document was published in 1990.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		no		The Shuttle-C was not developed in 1995. This remains the case in 2011.  		The forecast is clear. 		33		Office of Technology Assessment, Access to Space: The Future of U.S. Space Transportation SYstems, OTA-ISC-415 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1990)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"High-rate Shuttle-C: develop the SHuttle-C and launch them at whatever rate is required to replace Titan IVs, starting 1995.		33		The High-rate Shuttle-C will begin replacing Titan IVs in 1995.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Written by the U.S. government.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		33		For U.S. government.		33		944		no				no		2011		Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Forecast states scenarios were used.		1995		no				Forecast is for a new technology to be used in place of an old technology.		33		Market penetration		1997		1993		211		7		50		234		yes				yes		High-rate Shuttle-C		yes		The Shuttle-C never came to pass. 		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		A complex machine with a multitude of systems involved.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		This is a launch vehicle for transporting cargo into space.		33		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Being worked on at time of forecast.		33				5		Short-term		yes				1990		1995		States that they will begin replacing in 1995.		33		1995		1990		8/18/2011 10:52		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		944		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Document was published in 1990.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		The ALS was not developed in 2005. 		The ALS program was cancelled but the EELV can be considered a follow on to ALS. The first EELV system to launch was the Delta IV Heavy, which launched in 2004. The forecast says the ALS will be "developed" by 2005; since the forecaster did not specify what was meant by "developed", both the analyst and the space industry SME assume this means when it was launched. 		33		Office of Technology Assessment, Access to Space: The Future of U.S. Space Transportation SYstems, OTA-ISC-415 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1990)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Advanced Launch System: develop unmanned Advanced Launch System (ALS) vehicles and launch them at whatever rate is required to replace Titan IVs, starting 2005."		33		An advanced Launch System (ALS) will be developed by the year 2005.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Written by the U.S. government.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		33		For U.S. Government.		33		945		no		2004		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Forecast states scenarios were used.		2005		no		0.066666667		Forecast is for a new technology to be used.		33		Technology emergence		2010		2000		211		7		50		234		yes		-1		yes		Advanced Launch System (ALS)		yes		The ALS was replaced by the EELV program, which launched the Delta IV Heavy in 2004. 		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		yes		A complex machine with a multitude of systems involved.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		This is a launch vehicle for transporting cargo into space.		33		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Being worked on at time of forecast.		33		1		15		Long-term		yes				1990		2005		States that they will be launched in 2005 so they must be developed by then.		33		2005		1990		8/18/2011 10:55		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		945		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Document was published in 1990.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		The Delta IV first launched in 2004, thereby replacing Titan IV. 		The analyst assumes that the year the Titan IV was replaced is the same year that its replacement was launched. 		33		Office of Technology Assessment, Access to Space: The Future of U.S. Space Transportation SYstems, OTA-ISC-415 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1990)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Advanced Launch System: develop unmanned Advanced Launch System (ALS) vehicles and launch them at whatever rate is required to replace Titan IVs, starting 2005."		33		An advanced Launch System (ALS) will begin replacing Titan IVs in 2005.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Written by the U.S. government.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		33		For U.S. Government.		33		946		yes		2004		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Forecast states scenarios were used.		2005		no		0.066666667		Forecast is for a new technology to be used in place of another.		33		Market penetration		2010		2000		211		7		50		234		yes		-1		yes		Advanced Launch System (ALS)		yes		The Titan IV was ultimately replaced by the Delta IV Heavy, which was first launched in 2004. 		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		yes		A complex machine with a multitude of systems involved.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		This is a launch vehicle for transporting cargo into space.		33		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Being worked on at time of forecast.		33		1		15		Long-term		yes				1990		2005		States that they will begin replacing in 2005.		33		2005		1990		8/18/2011 10:56		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		946		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Document was published in 1990.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		The AMLS was never developed. 		The forecast statement was clear. 		33		Office of Technology Assessment, Access to Space: The Future of U.S. Space Transportation SYstems, OTA-ISC-415 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1990)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Advanced Manned Launch System: develop Advanced Manned Launch System (AMLS) vehicles and launch them at whatever rate is required to replace Shuttles, starting 2005."		33		An Advanced Manned Launch System (AMLS) will be developed by 2005.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Written by the U.S. government.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		33		For U.S. Government.		33		947		no				no		2011		Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Forecast states scenarios were used.		2005		no				Forecast is for a new technology to be used.		33		Technology emergence		2010		2000		211		7		50		234		yes				yes		Advanced Manned Launch System (AMLS)		yes		The AMLS was never developed. 		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		A complex machine with a multitude of systems involved.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		This is a launch vehicle for transporting cargo into space.		33		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Being worked on at time of forecast.		33				15		Long-term		yes				1990		2005		States that they will be launched in 2005 so they must be developed by then.		33		2005		1990		8/18/2011 10:59		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		947		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Document was published in 1990.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		The AMLS was never developed.		The forecast statement was clear. 		33		Office of Technology Assessment, Access to Space: The Future of U.S. Space Transportation SYstems, OTA-ISC-415 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1990)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Advanced Manned Launch System: develop Advanced Manned Launch System (AMLS) vehicles and launch them at whatever rate is required to replace Shuttles, starting 2005."		33		An Advanced Manned Launch System (AMLS) will begin replacing Shuttles in 2005.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Written by the U.S. government.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		33		For U.S. government.		33		948		no				no		2011		Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Forecast states scenarios were used.		2005		no				Forecast is for a new technology to be used in place of an old technology.		33		Market penetration		2010		2000		211		7		50		234		yes				yes		Advanced Manned Launch System (AMLS)		yes		The AMLS was never developed, and there is no replacement for shuttles. 		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		A complex machine with a multitude of systems involved.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		This is a launch vehicle for transporting cargo into space.		33		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Being worked on at time of forecast.		33				15		Long-term		yes				1990		2005		States that they will begin replacing Shuttles in 2005.		33		2005		1990		8/18/2011 11:00		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		948		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Document was published in 1990.		NA						2005		no						21		Office of Technology Assessment, Access to Space: The Future of U.S. Space Transportation SYstems, OTA-ISC-415 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1990)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"...OTA's Option 1, in which the Shuttle flight rate would increase to 12 percent per year by 2005."		23		By 2005, Shuttle flight rates will increase to 12 % per year.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was produced by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as evidenced from the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		For U.S. Government, NASA program.		23		949		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Forecast states different "options" which are simply different growth and demand scenarios.		2005		no				Forecast is for an increase in technology use and demand.		23		Market penetration		2010		2000		211		7		50		234		yes				no		Shuttles		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		A complex machine with a multitude of systems involved.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		This is a launch vehicle for transporting cargo into space.		23		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology in use at time of forecast.		23				15		Long-term		no				1990		2005		States 2005 as year of event realization.		23		2005		1990		8/18/2011 11:15		1/25/2012 14:00		SF		949		ND

		1		yes		no		This isn't a forecast; it's a vision or statement of intent. 		This isn't a forecast; it's a vision or statement of intent. The president is voicing his intention to support certain programs, and then elaborates by setting specific goals about a space station. 		yes		Document was published in 1990.		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1994.5		yes		In-orbit assembly of the ISS began in 1998, which is three years later than forecasted. Assembly of the ISS was ongoing until 2011, so even though construction began in 1988, it was not complete. 		1) The forecast does not specify what it means by "construct". This could be taken to mean the year construction on the ISS first begins, when construction will be complete, or the range of years it will occur from start to finish. The analyst chose the latter option. Also, construct could mean in-orbit or on earth. The analyst chose in-orbit construction, based input from space industry experts, who said space construction is usually done in orbit. 
2) In-orbit assembly of the ISS began in 1998 and was ongoing until early 2011. In order to determine the year of realization, the analyst had to take the median year between 1998 and 2011. Since this was a 13-year range, the analyst chose the event realization time as 6 years from the date of construction (1998 + 6 = 2004) rather than 7 years. 		21		Office of Technology Assessment, Access to Space: The Future of U.S. Space Transportation SYstems, OTA-ISC-415 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1990)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Option 3: Establish a lunar base or send crews to Mars...His vision includes the construction of the Space Station during the 1990s..."		23		During the 1990s, the U.S. should construct a Space Station.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was produced by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as evidenced from the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		For U.S. Government, NASA program.		23		950		no		2004		yes				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Forecast states different "options" which are simply different growth and demand scenarios.		1994.5		no		2.111111111		Forecast is for a new technology.		23		Technology emergence		1999		1990		211		7		50		234		no		9.5		no		Space Station		yes		In-orbit assembly of the International Space Station began in 1998 and was ongoing in 2011 (for a range of 13 years). 		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		A complex machine with a multitude of systems involved.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		This is a building in orbit in space.		23		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology in use at time of forecast.		23		9.5		4.5		Short-term		no		SF		1990		2005		States "during the 1990s" as time period of event realization.		23		1999		1990		8/18/2011 11:23		1/25/2012 14:00		SF		950		ND

		0		yes		no				The forecast timeframe is not specific enough to allow us to determine the forecast's accuracy. SF 		yes		Report was published in 1982.		NA						1985		no						109		Office of Technology Assessment, Civilian Space Policy and Applications, NTIS oder #PB82-234444 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, June 1982)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		110		The earliest a space telescope will be launched by NASA would be 1985.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was produced by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as evidenced from the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for US space program.		110		951		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Looks at current state of NASA, including plans, economics, research, etc.		1985		no				Forecasting a new technology available.		110		Technology emergence		1986		1984		212		5		26		234		yes				no		Space Telescope		no				Forecasts based on analysis of the structure and behavior of social institutions		Institutional Analysis 		5		no		Technology would have a number of systems included to perform a number of different operations.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Forecast predicts earliest launch date for technology.		110		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology in development at time of forecast.		110				3		Short-term		no				1982		1985		Chart shows 1985 as year of forecasted event.		110						8/18/2011 13:03		1/25/2012 13:59		SF		951		ND

		0		yes		no				The forecast timeframe is not specific enough to allow us to determine the forecast's accuracy. SF 		yes		Report was published in 1982.		NA						1985		no						109		Office of Technology Assessment, Civilian Space Policy and Applications, NTIS oder #PB82-234444 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, June 1982)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		110		The earliest the Gailileo spacecraft will be launched by NASA would be 1985.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was produced by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as evidenced from the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for US space program.		110		952		no		1989		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Looks at current state of NASA, including plans, economics, research, etc.		1985		no				Forecasting a new technology available.		110		Technology emergence		1986		1984		212		5		26		234		yes				no		Galileo Spacecraft		no				Forecasts based on analysis of the structure and behavior of social institutions		Institutional Analysis 		5		no		Technology would have a number of systems included to perform a number of different operations.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Forecast predicts earliest launch date into space for technology.		110		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology in development at time of forecast.		110				3		Short-term		no				1982		1985		Chart shows 1985 as year of forecasted event.		110						8/18/2011 13:05		1/25/2012 13:59		SF		952		ND

		0		yes		no				The forecast timeframe is not specific enough to allow us to determine the forecast's accuracy. SF 		yes		Report was published in 1982.		NA						1983		no						109		Office of Technology Assessment, Civilian Space Policy and Applications, NTIS oder #PB82-234444 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, June 1982)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		110		The earliest the Landsat D&D spacecraft will be launched by NASA would be 1983.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was produced by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as evidenced from the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for US space program.		110		953		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Looks at current state of NASA, including plans, economics, research, etc.		1983		no				Forecasting a new technology available.		110		Technology emergence		1983		1983		212		5		26		234		yes				no		Landsat D&D		no				Forecasts based on analysis of the structure and behavior of social institutions		Institutional Analysis 		5		no		Technology would have a number of systems included to perform a number of different operations.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Forecast predicts earliest launch date into space for technology.		110		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology in development at time of forecast.		110				1		Short-term		no				1982		1983		Chart shows 1983 as year of forecasted event.		110						8/18/2011 13:08		1/25/2012 13:58		SF		953		ND

		0		yes		no				The forecast timeframe is not specific enough to allow us to determine the forecast's accuracy. SF 		yes		Report was published in 1982.		NA						1985		no						109		Office of Technology Assessment, Civilian Space Policy and Applications, NTIS oder #PB82-234444 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, June 1982)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		110		The earliest year a Hailey Comet Flyby will be launched is 1985.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was produced by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as evidenced from the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for US space program.		110		954		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Looks at current state of NASA, including plans, economics, research, etc.		1985		no				Forecasting a new technology available.		110		Technology emergence		1986		1984		212		5		26		234		yes				no		Hailey Comet Flyby		no				Forecasts based on analysis of the structure and behavior of social institutions		Institutional Analysis 		5		no		Technology would have a number of systems included to perform a number of different operations.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Forecast predicts earliest launch date into space for technology.		110		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is not yet in development at the time of forecast.		110				3		Short-term		no				1982		1985		Chart shows 1985 as year of forecasted event.		110						8/18/2011 14:01		1/25/2012 13:58		SF		954		ND

		0		yes		no				The forecast timeframe is not specific enough to allow us to determine the forecast's accuracy. SF 		yes		Report was published in 1982.		NA						1988		no						109		Office of Technology Assessment, Civilian Space Policy and Applications, NTIS oder #PB82-234444 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, June 1982)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		110		The earliest year Venus orbiting imaging radar will be launched is 1988.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was produced by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as evidenced from the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for US space program.		110		955		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Looks at current state of NASA, including plans, economics, research, etc.		1988		no				Forecasting a new technology available.		110		Technology emergence		1990		1986		212		5		26		234		yes				no		Venus Orbiting Imaging Radar		no				Forecasts based on analysis of the structure and behavior of social institutions		Institutional Analysis 		5		no		Technology would have a number of systems included to perform a number of different operations.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Forecast predicts earliest launch date into space for technology.		110		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is not yet in development at the time of forecast.		110				6		Medium-term		no				1982		1988		Chart shows 1988 as year of forecasted event.		110						8/18/2011 14:04		1/25/2012 13:57		SF		955		ND

		0		yes		no				The forecast timeframe is not specific enough to allow us to determine the forecast's accuracy. SF 		yes		Report was published in 1982.		NA						1987		no						109		Office of Technology Assessment, Civilian Space Policy and Applications, NTIS oder #PB82-234444 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, June 1982)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		110		The earliest year a gravity satellite will be launched is 1987.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was produced by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as evidenced from the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasted for US space program.		110		956		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Looks at current state of NASA, including plans, economics, research, etc.		1987		no				Forecasting a new technology available.		110		Technology emergence		1989		1985		212		5		26		234		yes				no		Gravity Satellite		no				Forecasts based on analysis of the structure and behavior of social institutions		Institutional Analysis 		5		no		Technology would have a number of systems included to perform a number of different operations.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Forecast predicts earliest launch date into space for technology.		110		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Technology is not yet in development at the time of forecast.		110				5		Short-term		no				1982		1987		Chart shows 1987 as year of forecasted event.		110						8/18/2011 14:15		1/25/2012 13:56		SF		956		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Report published in 2002.

Found on back page of report, no number given.		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		no		Not enough engines were manufactured to classify the forecast as realized. As of 2011, the number had not reached 4 million.		Used clearly stated yearly data from sources.		3		Robert Phaal, "Foresight Vehicle Technology Roadmap: Technology and research directions for future road vehicles," Centre for Technology Management, Institute for Manufacturing, University of Cambridge, August 2002.				yes		Academic publications		"The UK has a vehicle manufacturing capacity of more than 1 million vehicles, and an engine manufacturing capacity which will approach 4 million units by 2004."		11		In 2004, the UK will manufacture about 4 million engines.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		The document is described as being the Foresight Vehicle technology roadmap, which used >130 experts from across the UK road transport sector. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		3		Forecasted for the UK.		3		957		yes				no		2011		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Document explicitly states road-mapping as method used.		2004		no				Forecasted a change in demand for engines.		11		Market penetration		2005		2003		213		6		34		227		yes				no		Engine Production		yes		3.1 million engines were manufactured in the UK in 2004.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Engines are a system of power and energy for a vehicle.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Engines generate energy.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology already exists at time of forecast.		11				2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Forecast states 2004.		11						8/18/2011 15:42		5/4/2012 11:39		SF		957		ND

		2		yes		yes		
				yes		Article was published in 1936.		390		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1943.5		yes		Passenger flights were occurring at or above 10,000 feet as early as 1940--four years before the forecasted date. 		Commercial flights on the Boeing 307 Stratoliner began in 1940 on Pan Am and TWA, and include LA to NY routes. Since the original forecast statement says these flights will "still be made at 10,000 feet", one can imply that the forecast is limiting these flights to only 10,000 feet and that flights occurring above that altitude (such as the Stratoliner) would therefore prove the forecast incorrect. The analyst interpreted the forecast to mean that passenger planes would be able to fly at 10,000 feet by the forecasted year, and that flights occurring above that altitude exceeded forecast expectations. 		390		"Tomorrow's Airplane' Seen as a Result of New Survey, The Science News-Letter, 30, 819, Dec. 19 1936, 390-391				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Transcontinental flights with intermediate stops will still probably be made at about 10,000 feet, although non-stop transoceanic ones may
go to 25,000 feet."		391		In five to ten years, continental flights will occur at 10,000 feet.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Based out of MIT for North America's airplanes.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		390		Forecasted for North America's airplanes.		390		958		yes		1940		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article states forecasts were made from a small group of experts.		1943.5		no		0.466666667		Implies an evolution in aviation's capabilities.		391		Evolution		1946		1941		201		1		3		223		yes		-3.5		no		Airplanes		yes		In 1944 commercial passenger flights could and did occur above 10,000 feet.  The Boeing 307 Stratoliner entered commercial service in 1940 and had an operational ceiling of 26,200 feet.		Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		no		An airplane is a complex machine involving many systems in its processes.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Forecast is predicting an evolution of airplanes, a form of air transportation.		391		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence it is being worked on at time of forecast.		391		3.5		7.5		Medium-term		yes		SC		1936				Forecast implies a range of five to ten years.		391		1946		1941		8/18/2011 16:55		7/12/2012 10:44		SC		958		JH

		1		yes		yes		The statement uses "may" which is language excluded by our lexicon. However based on the context of the forecasts it appears the author used very soft terminology when describing specific results of a survey.  In this case I think the statement is a forecast according to our rules.				yes		Article was published in 1936.		390		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1943.5		yes		The C-60 Constellation was the first U.S. plane that had a ceiling >25,000 feet. It wasn't fielded until 1945--a year after the forecasted date. 		The forecast was clear. 		390		"Tomorrow's Airplane' Seen as a Result of New Survey, The Science News-Letter, 30, 819, Dec. 19 1936, 390-391				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Transcontinental flights with intermediate stops will still probably be made at about 10,000 feet, although non-stop transoceanic ones may
go to 25,000 feet."		391		In five to ten years, transoceanic flights will occur at 25,000 feet.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Based out of MIT for North America's airplanes.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		390		Forecasted for North America's airplanes.		390		959		no		1945		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Article states forecasts were made from a small group of experts.		1943.5		no		0.2		Implies an evolution in aviation's capabilities.		391		Evolution		1946		1941		201		1		3		223		yes		1.5		no		Airplanes		yes		The C-69 Constellation was fielded in late 1945 and had a maximum service ceiling of 33,000 feet. 		Generating new ideas by small group interaction 		Brainstorming		1		yes		An airplane is a complex machine involving many systems in its processes.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Forecast is predicting an evolution of airplanes, a form of air transportation.		391		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence it is being worked on at time of forecast.		391		1.5		7.5		Medium-term		yes				1936				Forecast implies a range of five to ten years.		391		1946		1941		8/18/2011 16:55		7/12/2012 10:36		SC		959		JH

		3		yes		no						yes		Article is published in 2008.		211		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		Mobile devices capable of accessing intranets were available two years earlier than predicted. 		The forecast and ground truth sources were clear. 2008 was selected as the first year of realization to be conservative, since there was uncertainty as to whether the technology was available in 2007.  		213		Sami Muneer & Chetan Sharma, "Enterprise mobile product strategy using scenario planning," Information Knowledge Systems Management, 7, 2008, 211-224, IOS Press 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		218		In the year 2010, people will be able to access their company's Intranet from a cell phone.										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		211		Forecasted for worldwide telecommunications industry.		214		960		yes		2008		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article explicitly states that scenarios were used.				no				Technology is not yet available.		218		Technology emergence						214		7		50		225		yes				yes		Cell Phones		yes		Mobile devices capable of accessing intranets were available in 2008. 		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Technology would be a system of accessing internet.		218		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Article written about advances in the telecommunications industry.		218		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is probably being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				2		Short-term		yes		SF		2008		2010		Chart shows 2010 as year of event realization.		218						8/19/2011 0:30		7/12/2012 11:13		SF		960		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article is published in 2008.		211								no						213		Sami Muneer & Chetan Sharma, "Enterprise mobile product strategy using scenario planning," Information Knowledge Systems Management, 7, 2008, 211-224, IOS Press 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		218		In the year 2010, people will be able to instantly invoice their customers.										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		211		Forecasted for worldwide telecommunications industry.		214		961		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article explicitly states that scenarios were used.				no				Technology is not yet available.		218		Technology emergence						214		7		50		225		yes				no		Invoice Capabilities		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Technology would be a system of electronically invoicing customers.		218		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Article written about advances in the telecommunications industry.		218		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is probably being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				2		Short-term		no				2008		2010		Chart shows 2010 as year of event realization.		218						8/19/2011 0:39		1/25/2012 13:51		SF		961		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article is published in 2008.		211								no						213		Sami Muneer & Chetan Sharma, "Enterprise mobile product strategy using scenario planning," Information Knowledge Systems Management, 7, 2008, 211-224, IOS Press 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		218		In the year 2010, people will be able to perform a mobile search by inputting text.										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		211		Forecasted for worldwide telecommunications industry.		214		962		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article explicitly states that scenarios were used.				no				Technology is not yet available.		218		Technology emergence						214		7		50		225		yes				no		Mobile Search Abilities		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Technology would be a system of searching the internet.		218		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Article written about advances in the telecommunications industry.		218		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is probably being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				2		Short-term		no				2008		2010		Chart shows 2010 as year of event realization.		218						8/19/2011 0:44		1/25/2012 13:50		SF		962		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article is published in 2008.		211								no						213		Sami Muneer & Chetan Sharma, "Enterprise mobile product strategy using scenario planning," Information Knowledge Systems Management, 7, 2008, 211-224, IOS Press 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		218		In the year 2010, people will be able to perform a mobile search by inputting a picture.										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		211		Forecasted for worldwide telecommunications industry.		214		963		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article explicitly states that scenarios were used.				no				Technology is not yet available.		218		Technology emergence						214		7		50		225		yes				no		Mobile Search Abilities		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Technology would be a system of searching the internet.		218		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Article written about advances in the telecommunications industry.		218		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is probably being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				2		Short-term		no				2008		2010		Chart shows 2010 as year of event realization.		218						8/19/2011 0:45		1/25/2012 13:50		SF		963		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article is published in 2008.		211								no						213		Sami Muneer & Chetan Sharma, "Enterprise mobile product strategy using scenario planning," Information Knowledge Systems Management, 7, 2008, 211-224, IOS Press 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		218		In the year 2010, people will be able to perform a mobile search for information by inputting a radio -frequency identification (RFID) scan.										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		211		Forecasted for worldwide telecommunications industry.		214		964		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article explicitly states that scenarios were used.				no				Technology is not yet available.		218		Technology emergence						214		7		50		225		yes				no		Mobile Search Abilities		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Technology would be a system of searching the internet.		218		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Article written about advances in the telecommunications industry.		218		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is probably being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				2		Short-term		no				2008		2010		Chart shows 2010 as year of event realization.		218						8/19/2011 0:46		1/25/2012 13:49		SF		964		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article is published in 2008.		211								no						213		Sami Muneer & Chetan Sharma, "Enterprise mobile product strategy using scenario planning," Information Knowledge Systems Management, 7, 2008, 211-224, IOS Press 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		218		In the year 2010, workers will be able to access their business' information by speech technology in their vehicles.										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		211		Forecasted for worldwide telecommunications industry.		214		965		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article explicitly states that scenarios were used.				no				Technology is not yet available.		218		Technology emergence						214		7		50		225		yes				no		In-Vehicle Speech Technology		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Technology would be a system of connecting with information in a new way.		218		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Article written about advances in the telecommunications industry.		218		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is probably being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				2		Short-term		no				2008		2010		Chart shows 2010 as year of event realization.		218						8/19/2011 0:53		1/25/2012 13:48		SF		965		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article is published in 2008.		211								no						213		Sami Muneer & Chetan Sharma, "Enterprise mobile product strategy using scenario planning," Information Knowledge Systems Management, 7, 2008, 211-224, IOS Press 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		218		In the year 2010, workers will be able to access corporate documents on their cell phones.										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		211		Forecasted for worldwide telecommunications industry.		214		966		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article explicitly states that scenarios were used.				no				Technology is not yet available.		218		Technology emergence						214		7		50		225		yes				no		Mobile Document Accessibility		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Technology would be a system of connecting with information in a new way.		218		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Article written about advances in the telecommunications industry.		218		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is probably being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				2		Short-term		no				2008		2010		Chart shows 2010 as year of event realization.		218						8/19/2011 1:00		1/25/2012 13:47		SF		966		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article is published in 2008.		211								no						213		Sami Muneer & Chetan Sharma, "Enterprise mobile product strategy using scenario planning," Information Knowledge Systems Management, 7, 2008, 211-224, IOS Press 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		218		In the year 2010, workers will be able to forward corporate documents from their cell phones.										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		211		Forecasted for worldwide telecommunications industry.		214		967		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		Article explicitly states that scenarios were used.				no				Technology is not yet available.		218		Technology emergence						214		7		50		225		yes				no		Mobile Document Capabilities		yes				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Technology would be a system of connecting with information in a new way.		218		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Article written about advances in the telecommunications industry.		218		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is probably being worked on at time of forecast.		NA				2		Short-term		no				2008		2010		Chart shows 2010 as year of event realization.		218						8/19/2011 1:03		1/25/2012 13:46		SF		967		ND

		3		yes		yes						yes		Report was published in 1994.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1997.5		yes		In 1993 this forecast was realized and the technologies became increasingly commercially available after that point		I am assuming the UPS TotalTrack systems represent a "practical" use.  Also there is some ambiguity on whether the forecast is predicting cellular data networks or hand held computers.  Technically the TotalTrack system has hand held computers and data networks but the definition of handheld computer could vary between forecasters and UPS.  If the forecast specifically meant smart phones as hand held computers the first multi-function "smart phone" was the IBM Simon developed in 1992 and marketed in 1994.
		NA		Office of Technology Assessment, Remotely Sensed Data: Technology, Management, and Markets, OTA-ISS-604 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, September 1994)				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"This development, in turn, has made the concept of handheld computers more viable, since cellular links will eventually make wireless computer networking practical in the near future."		36		Between 1995 and 2000, wireless networking via cellular links will be available.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Written by US government.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		36		For US government.		36		968		yes		1993		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Lists a workshop panel and mentions expert sourcing in introduction.		1997.5		no		1.285714286		Implies an evolution of cellular networking technology.		36		Evolution		2000		1995		215		1		2		225		yes		-4.5		no		Cellular Networking		yes		Cellular data networks were available prior to 1998.		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Cellular networking is a system of systems. 		36		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Technology is a form of internet communication, a way of accessing information on a mobile device.		36		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Data networks existed at the time of the forecast		36		4.5		3.5		Short-term		yes				1994				Forecast states "near future", which according to the lexicon is 1-5 years, making it a range from 1995 to 2000.		36		2000		1995		8/19/2011 13:41		7/17/2012 8:18		SF		968		ND

		3		yes		no						yes		Article is printed in 1996.		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997.5		no		DSSSL was not commonplace in 1998. This remains the case in 2011. 		Some interpretation involved in determining what is considered "commonplace."		1		George Kerscher, Research Fellow, "A Forecast of Information Technology," Hong Kong Society for the Blind Keynote Address, Recording For the Blind & Dyslexic (RFB&D), December 2 1996				yes		Academic publications		"Visual presentation of information will always need to be considered.  It will continue to be essential to make the screens look good.  The way to do this is not by intermingling the structure and content with formatting, as HTML does.  This should be accomplished through DSSSL--Document Style Semantic Syntax Language.  DSSL is a new ISO Standard for formatting documents in SGML.  It is very new and it will be a few years before it becomes widely used."		9		In the next three years, DSSSL will become commonplace.										1		Worldwide		The author appears to be U.S.-based (see: http://kerscher.montana.com/vita-2011-February.html). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Predicting for internet technologies, which are worldwide. 		1		969		yes				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Basically just the expert giving his informal opinion on technology in the next few years for the blind and dyslexic.		1997.5		no				Technology already available, forecast is predicting an increase in usage.		9		Market penetration		1999		1996		216		1		4		225		yes				no		Document Style Syntax Language (DSSSL)		yes		DSSSL never achieved widespread support. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		This technology would be a subsystem of a webpage or browser used to present information through the internet.		9		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Technology is a form of presenting information on the internet.		9		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Forecast states the technology is new at the time of publication.		9				1.5		Short-term		yes				1996				Forecast states "few years" which according to our lexicon, implies a range of three years.		9		1999		1996		8/23/2011 7:56		7/12/2012 10:30		SC		969		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article is printed in 1996.		1						1997.5		no						1		George Kerscher, Research Fellow, "A Forecast of Information Technology," Hong Kong Society for the Blind Keynote Address, Recording For the Blind & Dyslexic (RFB&D), December 2 1996				yes		Academic publications		"What was online help and printed manuals will become HTML that is delivered right with your product.  Expect within two years that this becomes the standard in the software industry."		9		In the next two years, help and printed manuals will be put into HTML format.										1		Worldwide		The author appears to be based in the U.S., although the document was based on a keynote address given in Hong Kong. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Predicting for internet technologies which are worldwide, not for one specific country.		1		970		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Basically just the expert giving his informal opinion on technology in the next few years for the blind and dyslexic.		1997.5		no				Technology already available, forecast is predicting a new use for it as a help manuals replacing printed materials.		9		Technology Migration		1998		1997		216		1		4		225		yes				no		HTML as Help Documents		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		This technology would be a subsystem of a product used to present help information in a new format.		9		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Technology is a form of presenting help information with products.		9		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology is available at the time of publication.		9				1.5		Short-term		no				1996				Forecast states "two years."		9		1998		1997		8/23/2011 8:12		1/25/2012 13:44		SF		970		ND

		3		yes		no						yes		Article is printed in 1996.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		yes		Broadband was not available until 1999 or 2000. 		Ground truth sources indicate that broadband became commonplace in the early 2000s. The standard lexicon defines the early yeas of a decade as XX00-XX03. The analyst chose 2002 as the realization year, since Google searches of broadband yielded more results that year than in 2000 or 2001. 		1		George Kerscher, Research Fellow, "A Forecast of Information Technology," Hong Kong Society for the Blind Keynote Address, Recording For the Blind & Dyslexic (RFB&D), December 2 1996				yes		Academic publications		"During these two years, Windows NT will become the dominate [sic] operating system.  Your network connections to the internet will become faster and more dependable.  Cable connections to the Internet will begin to replace telephone connections."		10-Sep		In the next two years, cable connections will begin to replace telephone connections to the internet.										1		Worldwide		The author appears to be U.S.-based (see: http://kerscher.montana.com/vita-2011-February.html). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Predicting for internet technologies, which are worldwide. 		1		971		yes		2002		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Basically just the expert giving his informal opinion on technology in the next few years for the blind and dyslexic.

		1997		no		5		Technology not yet being used.		10		Technology emergence		1998		1996		216		1		4		225		yes		5		no		Cable Internet Connections		yes		Broadband was available by 1999 or 2000, but wasn't commonplace until the early 2000s. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		This technology would be a part of the system of connecting to the internet.		10		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Technology is a form of transferring information over the internet.		10		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology was probably being worked on at time of forecast.		10		5		1		Short-term		yes				1996				Forecast states "two years" as time until event realization.		10		1998		1996		8/23/2011 8:20		7/12/2012 10:30		SC		971		ND

		3		yes		no		I think we need to re-evaluate this forecast and figure out what the author was really saying.  I don't think the forecast was about the introduction of Lead-acid batteries.  It appears to be more about saying the that four battery types will be the primary energy sources for electric cars (i.e., there will be no new battery technology that will revolutionize the EV industry and market.

The original forecast document indicates that the four battery types would be available for use in demonstration electric vehicles, which appears to mean something different than that they'll be demonstrated in EVs. I've revised the forecast summary (and added more context to the direct statement). We should try to re-evaluate this. SF 7/6/12 				yes		Report was published in 1982.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1984		yes		In 1891, electric cars were powered with lead acid electric batteries.  The technology hadn't changed much between then and 1984		The documentation was pretty clear that lead-acid electric cars have been around since 1891.		18		Office of Technology Assessment, "Synthetic Fuels for Transportation: Background Paper #1: The Future Potential of Electric and Hybrid Vehicles," January 1982, U.S. Congress Prepared under contract by W.M. Carriere, W.F. Hamilton, and L.M. Morecraft				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Near-term batteries are those considered most likely to become available for use in demonstration electric vehicles before 1985....It appears quite likely that at least one of the near-term batteries will be successfully mass-produced for vehicular propulsion by 1990. It is too early, however, to determine which of the batteries will succeed, so all four near-term batteries are included in the projections presented here...The four types of near-term batteries are lead-acid, nickel-iron, nickel-zinc, and zinc-chlorine."		18		Between 1983 and 1985, lead-acid batteries will be available for demonstration electric vehicles. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was written by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as seen in the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasts for the US.		9		972		yes		1891		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Based the forecasts on published reports by the Department of Energy.		1984		no		46.5		Technology will be demonstrated for the first time in the forecasted year.		18		Technology emergence		1985		1983		217		8		58		227		yes		-93		no		Lead-Acid Electric Car Batteries		yes		Lead acid batteries were in fact the default battery for electric cars well before then.  		Analysis of scientific research to forecast technology development		Scientometrics		8		no		What the battery is made of would be a component of the power system of the electric car.		18		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Batteries are the mechanism with which electric cars are powered.		18		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology being worked on at time of forecast, working towards demonstration.		18		93		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1982				The term "before 1985" implies a range of time between the date of the forecast and the final year given.		18		1985		1983		8/23/2011 9:34		7/9/2012 11:46		SF		972		ND

		1		yes		no		Need more clarity on what the forecast was actually stating.  An 83 year TFE causes this to be an outlier and more than likely we missed an important point in the forecast.  Was it talking about modern electric cars?

The original forecast statement indicates that the batteries will be available for use in demonstration EVs, which is apparently different than predicting that they'll have been demonstrated. It might be worth re-researching this forecast, in light of the revised summary statement. SF 7/6/12				yes		Report was published in 1982.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1984		yes		Ni-Fe batteries were invented specifically by Thomas Edison to power electric vehicles in 1901.  Therefore the capability had been fully realized.		The cited source specifically states the No-Fe battery was created in 1901 to power electric vehicles 		18		Office of Technology Assessment, "Synthetic Fuels for Transportation: Background Paper #1: The Future Potential of Electric and Hybrid Vehicles," January 1982, U.S. Congress Prepared under contract by W.M. Carriere, W.F. Hamilton, and L.M. Morecraft				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Near-term batteries are those considered most likely to become available for use in demonstration electric vehicles before 1985....The four types of near-term batteries are lead-acid, nickel-iron, nickel-zinc, and zinc-chlorine."		18		Between 1983 and 1985, nickel-iron batteries will be available for use in demonstration electric vehicles. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was written by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as seen in the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasts for the US.		9		973		no		1901		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Based the forecasts on published reports by the Department of Energy.		1984		no		41.5		Technology will be demonstrated for the first time in the forecasted year.		18		Technology emergence		1985		1983		217		8		58		227		yes		-83		no		Nickel-Iron Electric Car Batteries		yes		nickel-iron batteries had already been introduced to the electric car industry by Thomas Edison.  		Analysis of scientific research to forecast technology development		Scientometrics		8		no		What the battery is made of would be a component of the power system of the electric car.		18		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Batteries are the mechanism with which electric cars are powered.		18		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology being worked on at time of forecast, working towards demonstration.		18		83		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1982				The term "before 1985" implies a range of time between the date of the forecast and the final year given.		18		1985		1983		8/23/2011 9:41		7/9/2012 11:43		SF		973		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1982.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1984		yes		GM built the Electrovette in 1980, which used zinc nickel batteries.		Had to interpret the definition of and what constituted a nickel zinc battery.		18		Office of Technology Assessment, "Synthetic Fuels for Transportation: Background Paper #1: The Future Potential of Electric and Hybrid Vehicles," January 1982, U.S. Congress Prepared under contract by W.M. Carriere, W.F. Hamilton, and L.M. Morecraft				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Near-term batteries are those considered most likely to become available for use in demonstration electric vehicles before 1985....The four types of near-term batteries are lead-acid, nickel-iron, nickel-zinc, and zinc-chlorine."		18		Before 1985, there will be nickel-zinc batteries being demonstrated in electric vehicles in the US.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was written by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as seen in the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasts for the US.		9		974		yes		1980		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Based the forecasts on published reports by the Department of Energy.		1984		no		2		Technology will be demonstrated for the first time in the forecasted year.		18		Technology emergence		1985		1983		217		8		58		227		yes		-4		no		Nickel-Zinc Electric Car Batteries		yes		The batteries were demonstrated in 1980--4 years earlier than forecast year. 		Analysis of scientific research to forecast technology development		Scientometrics		8		no		What the battery is made of would be a component of the power system of the electric car.		18		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Batteries are the mechanism with which electric cars are powered.		18		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology being worked on at time of forecast, working towards demonstration.		18		4		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1982				The term "before 1985" implies a range of time between the date of the forecast and the final year given.		18		1985		1983		8/23/2011 9:42		5/4/2012 11:37		SF		974		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1982.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1984		yes		Zinc-Chlorine vehicles were demonstrated in the US in line with the forecast prior to 1985.		Date read directly from sources. The zinc-chloride battery was demonstrated by Michigan-based firm Energy Development Associates in 1979. 		18		Office of Technology Assessment, "Synthetic Fuels for Transportation: Background Paper #1: The Future Potential of Electric and Hybrid Vehicles," January 1982, U.S. Congress Prepared under contract by W.M. Carriere, W.F. Hamilton, and L.M. Morecraft				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Near-term batteries are those considered most likely to become available for use in demonstration electric vehicles before 1985....The four types of near-term batteries are lead-acid, nickel-iron, nickel-zinc, and zinc-chlorine."		18		Before 1985, there will be zinc-chlorine batteries being demonstrated in electric vehicles in the US.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was written by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as seen in the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasts for the US.		9		975		yes		1979		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Based the forecasts on published reports by the Department of Energy.		1984		no		2.5		Technology will be demonstrated for the first time in the forecasted year.		18		Technology emergence		1985		1983		217		8		58		227		yes		-5		no		Zinc-Chlorine Electric Car Batteries		yes		Zinc-Chlorine battery cars were demonstrated in 1979.		Analysis of scientific research to forecast technology development		Scientometrics		8		no		What the battery is made of would be a component of the power system of the electric car.		18		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Batteries are the mechanism with which electric cars are powered.		18		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology being worked on at time of forecast, working towards demonstration.		18		5		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1982				The term "before 1985" implies a range of time between the date of the forecast and the final year given.		18		1985		1983		8/23/2011 9:43		4/12/2012 8:33		SF		975		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1982.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		The zinc-chlorine propulsion battery and all zinc-chlorine batteries were abandoned and replaced by alkaline batteries because of the potential release chlorine gas, which is poisonous to humans. 		Zinc-Chlorine propulsion batteries had been abandoned before 2011 (when lithium batteries were at the forefront of the electric propulsion market) and were not considered advanced. They also never made it to the mass production process, having been replaced by newer and safer materials in research and development.		22		Office of Technology Assessment, "Synthetic Fuels for Transportation: Background Paper #1: The Future Potential of Electric and Hybrid Vehicles," January 1982, U.S. Congress Prepared under contract by W.M. Carriere, W.F. Hamilton, and L.M. Morecraft				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		22		By 2000, advanced zinc-chlorine propulsion batteries will be mass-produced.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was written by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as seen in the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasts for the US.		9		976		yes				no		2011		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Based the forecasts on published reports by the Department of Energy.		2000		no				Technology will be demonstrated for the first time in the forecasted year.		22		Technology emergence		2005		1995		217		8		58		227		yes				no		Zinc-Chlorine Advanced Electric Car Batteries		yes		According to a 1994 source, the zinc-chlorine propulsion battery technology was abandoned due to potential ill effects on human health.		Analysis of scientific research to forecast technology development		Scientometrics		8		no		What the battery is made of would be a component of the power system of the electric car.		22		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Batteries are the mechanism with which electric cars are powered.		22		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology being worked on at time of forecast, working towards demonstration.		22				18		Long-term		yes		SF		1982		2000		The term "by 2000" means that the year of realization is 2000.		22		1985		1983		8/23/2011 10:07		5/4/2012 11:35		SF		976		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1982.		NA		4. Little interpretation		4. Mostly realized		2000		yes		They were not the battery of choice but they were being used and available for propulsion in at least one EV by 1998. For the batteries to be used as vehicle propulsion in the first month of 1998, they had to have been in production and available for manufacturers by 1997.		For the batteries to be used as vehicle propulsion in the first month of 1998, they had to have been in production and available for manufacturers by 1997.		22		Office of Technology Assessment, "Synthetic Fuels for Transportation: Background Paper #1: The Future Potential of Electric and Hybrid Vehicles," January 1982, U.S. Congress Prepared under contract by W.M. Carriere, W.F. Hamilton, and L.M. Morecraft				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		22		By 2000, advanced lithium-metal sulfide propulsion batteries will be mass-produced.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was written by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as seen in the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasts for the US.		9		977		no		1997		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Based the forecasts on published reports by the Department of Energy.		2000		no		0.166666667		Technology will be demonstrated for the first time in the forecasted year.		22		Technology emergence		2005		1995		217		8		58		227		yes		-3		no		Lithium-Metal Sulfide Advanced Electric Car Batteries		yes		Though not nearly mainstream they were being mass produced for sale to at least one company in 2000. Electric cars in general were still using Lead based batteries for any electric cars but Lithium was being heavily researched and by 97 they were being purchased in bulk by Nissan. Sony was the mass producer.		Analysis of scientific research to forecast technology development		Scientometrics		8		yes		What the battery is made of would be a component of the power system of the electric car.		22		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Batteries are the mechanism with which electric cars are powered.		22		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology being worked on at time of forecast, working towards demonstration.		22		3		18		Long-term		yes		SF		1982		2000		The term "by 2000" means that the year of realization is 2000.		22		1985		1983		8/23/2011 10:09		7/6/2012 13:27		SF		977		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1982.		NA						1990		no						50		Office of Technology Assessment, "Synthetic Fuels for Transportation: Background Paper #1: The Future Potential of Electric and Hybrid Vehicles," January 1982, U.S. Congress Prepared under contract by W.M. Carriere, W.F. Hamilton, and L.M. Morecraft				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		50		By 1990, lead-acid battery systems  for electric vehicles will weigh 1580 lbs.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was written by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as seen in the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasts for the US.		9		978		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Forecast based on ELVEC and EVWAC computer models.		1990		no				Technology will be demonstrated for the first time in the forecasted year.		50		Technology emergence		1992		1988		217		6		35		227		yes				no		Lead-Acid Battery		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The weight of the system would be a component of the power system of the electric car.		50		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Batteries are the mechanism with which electric cars are powered.		50		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology being worked on at time of forecast, working towards demonstration.		50				8		Medium-term		no				1982		1990		The term "by 1990" means that the year of realization is 1990.		50		1985		1983		8/23/2011 10:56		1/25/2012 13:38		SF		978		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1982.		NA						1990		no						50		Office of Technology Assessment, "Synthetic Fuels for Transportation: Background Paper #1: The Future Potential of Electric and Hybrid Vehicles," January 1982, U.S. Congress Prepared under contract by W.M. Carriere, W.F. Hamilton, and L.M. Morecraft				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		50		By 1990, nickel-iron battery systems  for electric vehicles will weigh 1050 lbs.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was written by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as seen in the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasts for the US.		9		979		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Forecast based on ELVEC and EVWAC computer models.		1990		no				Technology will be demonstrated for the first time in the forecasted year.		50		Technology emergence		1992		1988		217		6		35		227		yes				no		Nickel-Iron Battery		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The weight of the system would be a component of the power system of the electric car.		50		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Batteries are the mechanism with which electric cars are powered.		50		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology being worked on at time of forecast, working towards demonstration.		50				8		Medium-term		no				1982		1990		The term "by 1990" means that the year of realization is 1990.		50		1985		1983		8/23/2011 11:06		1/25/2012 13:38		SF		979		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1982.		NA						1990		no						50		Office of Technology Assessment, "Synthetic Fuels for Transportation: Background Paper #1: The Future Potential of Electric and Hybrid Vehicles," January 1982, U.S. Congress Prepared under contract by W.M. Carriere, W.F. Hamilton, and L.M. Morecraft				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		50		By 1990, nickel-zinc battery systems for electric vehicles will weigh 890 lbs.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was written by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as seen in the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasts for the US.		9		980		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Forecast based on ELVEC and EVWAC computer models.		1990		no				Technology will be demonstrated for the first time in the forecasted year.		50		Technology emergence		1992		1988		217		6		35		227		yes				no		Nickel-Zinc Battery		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The weight of the system would be a component of the power system of the electric car.		50		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Batteries are the mechanism with which electric cars are powered.		50		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology being worked on at time of forecast, working towards demonstration.		50				8		Medium-term		no				1982		1990		The term "by 1990" means that the year of realization is 1990.		50		1985		1983		8/23/2011 11:07		1/25/2012 13:37		SF		980		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 1982.		NA						1990		no						50		Office of Technology Assessment, "Synthetic Fuels for Transportation: Background Paper #1: The Future Potential of Electric and Hybrid Vehicles," January 1982, U.S. Congress Prepared under contract by W.M. Carriere, W.F. Hamilton, and L.M. Morecraft				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Chart		50		By 1990, zinc-chloride battery systems for electric vehicles will weigh 840 lbs.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The document was written by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment, as seen in the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Forecasts for the US.		9		981		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Forecast based on ELVEC and EVWAC computer models.		1990		no				Technology will be demonstrated for the first time in the forecasted year.		50		Technology emergence		1992		1988		217		6		35		227		yes				no		Zinc-Chloride Battery System		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The weight of the system would be a component of the power system of the electric car.		50		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Batteries are the mechanism with which electric cars are powered.		50		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology being worked on at time of forecast, working towards demonstration.		50				8		Medium-term		no				1982		1990		The term "by 1990" means that the year of realization is 1990.		50		1985		1983		8/23/2011 11:19		1/25/2012 13:37		SF		981		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Article published in 1969.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1970.5		yes		Semi-conductor memories were first commercially available in 1970.		Data stated clearly in sources.		1		Lawrence G. Roberts, "Data Processing Technology Forecast," Advanced Research Projects Agency, April 23, 1969				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Memory speed will also be going up sharply during the next two years due to introduction of semi-conductor memories.  These memories will be about the same price as core memories at first, but are 3-10 times faster."		5		Semi-conductor memories will be introduced in the next 2 years.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is affiliated with the Advanced Research Projects Agency, which is the former name for DARPA. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Forecasted for US industry.		1		982		yes		1970		yes				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Article states it used models for the paper to evaluate performance and cost.		1970.5		no		0.333333333		Predicts introduction of technology.		5		Technology emergence		1971		1970		218		6		35		226		yes		-0.5		no		Semi-conductor Memories		yes		By 1971 semi-conductor memories had been introduced.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		yes		Memory is a component of computer technologies. 		5		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Used for computer memory systems.		5		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is probably in development at time of forecast.		5		0.5		1.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1969				Forecast states "during the next two years" which implies a range from 1970 to 1971.		5		1971		1970		8/23/2011 13:51		7/13/2012 11:27		SF		982		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Article published in 1969.		1						1970.5		no						1		Lawrence G. Roberts, "Data Processing Technology Forecast," Advanced Research Projects Agency, April 23, 1969				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Memory speed will also be going up sharply during the next two years due to introduction of semi-conductor memories.  These memories will be about the same price as core memories at first, but are 3-10 times faster."		5		Semi-conductor memories introduced in the next 2 years will be 3-10 times faster than core memories.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is affiliated with the Advanced Research Projects Agency, which is the former name for DARPA. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Forecasted for US industry.		1		983		no				yes				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Article states it used models for the paper to evaluate performance and cost.		1970.5		no				Predicts introduction of technology.		5		Technology emergence		1971		1970		218		6		35		226		yes				no		Semi-conductor Memories		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The speed is a component of the memory system.		5		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Used for computer memory systems.		5		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology is probably in development at time of forecast.		5				1.5		Short-term		no				1969				Forecast states "during the next two years" which implies a range from 1970 to 1971.		5		1971		1970		8/23/2011 14:29		1/25/2012 13:34		SF		983		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 2000.		1		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		In September 2003, a patent filed states "Currently available HDDs have approximately 100K TPI".		Source cited was the earliest available source stating magnetic disks had reached 100K tracks per inch but it does not specify explicitly when 100K tracks per inch magnetic disks were first reached.  No sources prior to 2003 were found that discuss magnetic disks having 100K TPI.  		3		Jim Gray & Prashant Shenoy, "Rules of Thumb in Data Engineering," Microsoft Research, Advanced Technology Division, Technical Report MS-TR-99-100, Revised March 2000				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Graph		3		In 2004, magnetic disks will reach 100,000 tracks per inch.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Microsoft Research and the University of Massachusetts Amherst. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		For worldwide computer industry.		1		984		no		2003		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Used known "laws" to determine future developments.		2004		no		0.25		Indicates an evolution of technology to improve over time.		3		Evolution		2005		2003		219		6		35		226		yes		-1		no		Magnetic Disk Tracks Per Inch		yes		Magnetic disks with 100,000 tracks per inch were available before 2004. 		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		yes		The tracks per inch is a component to the memory system.		3		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Magnetic disk is a storage device for retrieving information on a computer.		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology exists but is being improved.		3		1		4		Short-term		yes		BL		2000		2004		Graph indicates 2004 as year of event realization.		3						8/24/2011 10:26		5/7/2012 15:02		BL		984		ND

		0		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 2000.		1						2004		no						3		Jim Gray & Prashant Shenoy, "Rules of Thumb in Data Engineering," Microsoft Research, Advanced Technology Division, Technical Report MS-TR-99-100, Revised March 2000				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Graph		3		In 2004, magnetic disks will reach over 1,000 thousands of bits per linear inch of track.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Microsoft Research and the University of Massachusetts Amherst. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		For worldwide computer industry.		1		985		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Used known "laws" to determine future developments.		2004		no				Indicates an evolution of technology to improve over time.		3		Evolution		2005		2003		219		6		35		226		yes				no		Magnetic Disk-Thousands of Bits Per Linear Inch of Tracks		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The thousands of bits per linear inch are a component of the memory system.		3		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Magnetic disk is a storage device for retrieving information on a computer.		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology exists but is being improved.		3				4		Short-term		no				2000		2004		Graph indicates 2004 as year of event realization.		3						8/24/2011 10:29		1/25/2012 12:40		SF		985		ND

		2		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 2000.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		A magnetic disk that spinned at 150 megabytes per second was available two years before the predicted date. 		Data stated plainly in sources; the Seagate Barracuda would have a magnetic disk with at least 150 MBps, and it was released in 2002. 		3		Jim Gray & Prashant Shenoy, "Rules of Thumb in Data Engineering," Microsoft Research, Advanced Technology Division, Technical Report MS-TR-99-100, Revised March 2000				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Graph		3		In 2004, magnetic disks will reach about 150 mega bytes per second as the media spins.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Microsoft Research and the University of Massachusetts Amherst. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		For worldwide computer industry.		1		986		no		2002		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Used known "laws" to determine future developments.		2004		no		0.5		Indicates an evolution of technology to improve over time.		3		Evolution		2005		2003		219		6		35		226		yes		-2		no		Magnetic Disk-Mega Bytes Per Second as the Media SPins		yes		Magnetic disks exceeded 150 megabytes per second in 2004. 		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The mega bytes per second as the media spins are a component of the memory system.		3		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Magnetic disk is a storage device for retrieving information on a computer.		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology exists but is being improved.		3		2		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2000		2004		Graph indicates 2004 as year of event realization.		3						8/24/2011 10:31		6/27/2012 12:41		SF		986		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Report was published in 2000.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		yes		~90Gbits per square inch is below the forecast amount. In 2006 a HDD was released with densities near 200Gbits per square inch.		Needed to pull the data off of a log scale chart that was published in 2006.		3		Jim Gray & Prashant Shenoy, "Rules of Thumb in Data Engineering," Microsoft Research, Advanced Technology Division, Technical Report MS-TR-99-100, Revised March 2000				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Graph		3		In 2004, magnetic disks will reach about 125 gigabits per square inch.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Microsoft Research and the University of Massachusetts Amherst. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		For worldwide computer industry.		1		987		no		2006		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Used known "laws" to determine future developments.		2004		no		0.5		Indicates an evolution of technology to improve over time.		3		Evolution		2005		2003		219		6		35		226		yes		2		no		Magnetic Disk-Gigabits Per Square Inch		yes		In 2004 magnetic disks reached ~90Gbits per square inch		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The gigabits per square inch are a component of the memory system.		3		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Magnetic disk is a storage device for retrieving information on a computer.		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technology exists but is being improved.		3		2		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2000		2004		Graph indicates 2004 as year of event realization.		3						8/24/2011 10:33		4/11/2012 14:03		SF		987		ND

		3		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2001.		1		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		yes		No single device was in widespread use for TV, DVD, and Internet capabilities in 2004. 		Some interpretation involved in determining how the device would incorporate TV and movies. The analyst included devices that could stream these from the Internet. 		4		David W. Schumann, Andy Artis, & Rachel Rivera, "The Future of Interactive Advertising Viewed Through an IMC Lens," Journal of Interactive Advertising 1, 2, 2001, University of Tennessee				yes		Academic publications		"Media Convergence-Within the next five years, the television, VCR, and the internet as a single, interactive communications product, will be commonplace."		5		Between 2002 and 2006, a single product with television, VCR and internet capabilities will be commonplace.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Published by the American Academy of Advertising. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		15		Published by the American Academy of Advertising, so probably for US industry.		15		988		yes		2007		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Article states that they are focusing "on the research efforts of practitioners" and the patterns from this research to create their forecasts.		2004		no		1		Forecasting a new technology becoming available.		5		Technology emergence		2006		2002		220		8		58		225		yes		3		no		TV, VCR, Internet Device		yes		Internet streaming of movies and TV shows to computers or TV sets was not widespread until 2007. 		Analysis of scientific research to forecast technology development		Scientometrics		8		no		The device itself would be a system. 		5		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The processes involved in this device all involve transferring information in a variety of ways.		5		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence the technologies are being worked on at time of forecast.		5		3		3		Short-term		yes		SC		2001				Article indicates a range of five years, which would be between 2002 and 2006.		5		2006		2002		8/24/2011 12:09		7/17/2012 9:34		SC		988		ND

		1		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2001.		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		The IBM Simon was available in 1993--11 years before the forecast date. 		The forecast was clear. PDAs were interpreted as any device that is capable of storing information, such as phone numbers and event information. 		5		David W. Schumann, Andy Artis, & Rachel Rivera, "The Future of Interactive Advertising Viewed Through an IMC Lens," Journal of Interactive Advertising 1, 2, 2001, University of Tennessee				yes		Academic publications		"Media Convergence-Within the next five years, the television, VCR, and the internet as a single, interactive communications product, will be commonplace. Likewise, cell phones, pagers, and personal digital assistants (PDAs) will all morph into one interactive mobile device."		5		Between 2002 and 2006, a single product that incorporates a cell phone, pager, and personal digital assistant (PDA) will be available.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Published by the American Academy of Advertising. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		15		Published by the American Academy of Advertising, so probably for US industry.		15		989		no		1993		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Article states that they are focusing "on the research efforts of practitioners" and the patterns from this research to create their forecasts.		2004		no		3.666666667		Forecasting a new technology becoming available.		5		Technology emergence		2006		2002		220		8		58		225		yes		-11		no		Cell phone, Pager, and PDA Device		yes		The IBM Simon merged the characteristics of cell phones, pagers, and PDAs. It was available in 1993.		Analysis of scientific research to forecast technology development		Scientometrics		8		no		The device itself would be a system. 		5		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The processes involved in this device all involve transferring information in a variety of ways.		5		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		A product that merges these predicted characteristics was introduced in the early 1990s.  		5		11		3		Short-term		yes				2001				Article indicates a range of five years, which would be between 2002 and 2006.		5		2006		2002		8/24/2011 12:33		7/17/2012 8:17		SF		989		ND

		3		yes		no						yes		Article was published in 2001.		1		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		In 2003, Microsoft Outlook was able to receive and send rich media e-mails and in 2004 Yahoo! (which was the largest mail provider) provided substantial amounts of storage for attachments, indicating the likely ability to send and receive rich media using their web mail platform.		Interpreted data collected to indicate that by 2003 more than 40% of users would have been capable of receiving rich media e-mail. By 2001 87% of those receiving e-mail could read HTML well, an essential component of rich media in e-mail. By 2003 the most popular series of Mail clients can be confirmed to have the ability to send and receive rich media. It seems quite likely that by this point more than 40% were able to. By 2004 Yahoo! which was the largest mail provider provided substantial amounts of storage for attachments indicating the likely ability to send and receive rich media using their web mail platform.		4		David W. Schumann, Andy Artis, & Rachel Rivera, "The Future of Interactive Advertising Viewed Through an IMC Lens," Journal of Interactive Advertising 1, 2, 2001, University of Tennessee				yes		Academic publications		"A major downside that will likely be remedied over the next five years is that only 40% of e-mail users can presently receive rich media ads; some of the major Internet companies, like AOL and Hotmail, can only handle text messages and still graphic."		6		Between 2002 and 2006, over 40% of e-mail users will be capable of receiving rich media ads.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		Published by the American Academy of Advertising. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		15		Published by the American Academy of Advertising, so probably for US industry.		15		990		yes		2003		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Article states that they are focusing "on the research efforts of practitioners" and the patterns from this research to create their forecasts.		2004		no		0.333333333		Forecasting a technology expanding in usage.		6		Market penetration		2006		2002		220		8		58		225		yes		-1		no		Enriched E-mail		yes		By 2004 a large majority of e-mail users were capable of receiving rich media ads.		Analysis of scientific research to forecast technology development		Scientometrics		8		yes		The technology described would be a system of communication and advertisement.		6		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Enriched e-mails are a way to communicate information.		6		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Technology exists at time of forecast, prediction involves increased usage.		6		1		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2001				Article indicates a range of five years, which would be between 2002 and 2006.		6		2006		2002		8/24/2011 14:58		5/4/2012 11:26		SF		990		ND

		1		yes		no		I'm lost on this one. Does research on e-commerce in general include "medium to large" transactions by default, or does this entire thing need to be researched again? It seems more like banking practices might be the place to start. -CH

I think the vagueness of the forecast, coupled with the lack of clear verifying data, is evidence that we should omit this forecast from our sample set. SF 7/5/12 		Might not be relevant. 

I think the vagueness of the forecast, coupled with the lack of clear verifying data, is evidence that we should omit this forecast from our sample set. SF 7/5/12 		yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1997		yes		The Forrester Research Group released a report in March 2001 that estimated 2000 world e-commerce at $657 billion, with a project growth to $6.8 trillion.  The consulting firm IDC reported an estimated $354 billion in ecommerce sales in 2000.		We are assuming that an increase in e-commerce goes hand in hand with an increase in large electronic business transactions. Also, pinning down the exact year with the research available is tricky and variable. 		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Changes within the company:...Paper money will be used only for small transactions. All significant dealings will be handled electronically." 		23		Between 1992 and 2002, companies will handle their significant financial transactions (medium and large transactions) electronically.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		On page 21, the author notes that the forecasts originally related to the United States only, but the scope of the forecasts are now global. However, some forecasts—especially those in the field of government—may apply primarily to the U.S. This forecast is not specific to the U.S. or its government, so it applies worldwide.		23		991		yes		2000		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no		0.6		The market for electronic financial transactions will increase in the forecast timeframe while the market for paper-based transactions will decrease. 		23		Market penetration		2002		1992		221		9				225		no		3		no		Electronic transactions		no		By the end of 1997, there were approximately 10 million e-commerce users (people, not specifically businesses). 								yes		Electronic financial transactions would require a system of systems (individual banking systems linked to a communication infrastructure). 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Financial transactions are a form of communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		E-commerce and other electronic transactions were possible but not widely-used when the forecast was made.		NA		3		5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0-10 years. Since the document was published in 1992, the years are 1992 to 2002.		21		2002		1992		3/29/2012 10:17		7/5/2012 11:20		SF		991		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						1997		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Changes within the company:...It will be an accepted practice for employers to use unobtrusive sensors to check personnel for drug use, AIDS and other problems. Unobtrusive lie detectors, compact enough to be kept in a briefcase or desk drawer or built into a telephone, will be available." 		23		Between 1992 and 2002, lie detectors small enough to be kept in a briefcase or desk drawer or built into a telephone will be available. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		On page 21, the author notes that the forecasts originally related to the United States only, but the scope of the forecasts are now global. However, some forecasts—especially those in the field of government—may apply primarily to the U.S. This forecast is not about the U.S. government and does not contain U.S.-centric language, so it applies worldwide.		23		992		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				Lie detectors will evolve such that they're small enough to be unobtrusive. 		23		Evolution		2002		1992		221		9				233		yes				no		Lie detection technologies 		yes										no		Lie detectors are systems with different sensing components.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Lie detectors are sensors.		23		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Lie detectors existed when the forecast was made, but they were not as small as what the author is predicting. 		NA				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively. This forecast is for 0-10 years. Since the document was written in 1992, the forecast time horizon is 1992 to 2002.		21		2002		1992		3/29/2012 10:27		3/29/2012 10:42		SF		992		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		As of 2011 gene therapy is still viewed as experimental and has not proven very successful in clinical trials. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has not yet approved any human gene therapy product for sale.
		Interpreted "will involve" to mean will happen commonly or regularly. 

While the US DHHS source from 2005 indicates that the type of gene therapy described in the forecast had ocurred in one patient in 1990, the forecast is not satisfied because the therapy is not commonplace or widely-practiced. 		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Major Developments Within the First Decade (0 to 10 Years): These developments are already beginning! The decade will see them rise to prominence...Gene therapy will be practiced widely. One method is to add, via transfusion, genes which control the production of specific proteins."		10		Between 1992 and 2002, gene therapy will involve transfusing genes that control the production of specific proteins into patients. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		On page 21, the author notes that the forecasts originally related to the United States only, but the scope of the forecasts are now global. However, some forecasts—especially those in the field of government—may apply primarily to the U.S. This forecast contains no U.S.-specific language and likely applies globally.		10		993		no				yes		2011		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				Gene therapy of the type described will emerge in the forecast timeframe.		10		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				224		yes				no		Gene therapy		yes		Gene therapy was only used in an experimental fashion through 1997.								no		Gene therapy is a process/system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Gene therapy is a biological technology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The author indicates that developments in gene therapy were already beginning (p.9). However, gene therapy was immature when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				The statement is embedded in a section that reads, "Major Developments Within the First Decade (0 to 10 Years)."		9		2002		1992		3/29/2012 10:41		7/12/2012 8:43		SF		993		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		yes		The first telecommunications network with global coverage, the Iridium satellite constellation, was still being constructed in 1997. It was first brought online in 1998, thereby enabling the type of communication predicted.		Interpreted the forecast to mean that there would be an ability to communicate via cell phone from any two points on the globe. Since the Iridium satellite constellation was the first telecommunications system with full global coverage this is when the forecast was realized.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"A second area of major development in the coming decade will be the achievement of global communications for almost everyone everywhere. The ultimate cellular telephone system will use satellites to cover every square foot of the earth. It will be possible for someone in an isolated undeveloped area to communicate with those in the world's cities."		12		Between 1992 and 2002, cell phones will enable communication between residents of isolated or resource-constrained countries and residents of dissimilar countries.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		On page 21, the author notes that the forecasts originally related to the United States only, but the scope of the forecasts are now global. However, some forecasts—especially those in the field of government—may apply primarily to the U.S. This forecast applies globally.		12		994		yes		1998		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no		0.2		Cell phone functionality will evolve such that their use will be practical for individuals in undeveloped nations. 		12		Evolution		2002		1992		221		9				225		yes		1		no		Cellular phones		yes		In 1997 cell phones were unable to allow for communication between residents of isolated or resource-constrained countries and residents of dissimilar countries in all situations.								yes		Cell phones are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Cellular phones are communication technologies. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Cell phones were in use when the forecast was made.		NA		1		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				The forecast is embedded in a section entitled, "Major Developments Within the First Decade (0 to 10 Years)." Since the document was published in 1992, the time horizon would be 1992 to 2002. 		12		2002		1992		3/29/2012 10:54		7/17/2012 8:16		SF		994		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		As of 2010, the best technologies commercially available did not allow for this capability.		Interpreted none of these technologies as being quite the same as conversing via telephone if we think of that as having a normal telephone conversation, including two telephones.

While research on the predicted technology was being conducted between 1997 and 2012--and technologies may have been demonstrated--no such commercial technology was in widespread use. 		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"The language barrier which has separated nations and peoples for centuries will be minimized in government and business communications. This will come with the refinement of systems for automatic translation of voice transmissions. Thus, a user in one country speaking language A will be able to converse with someone in another nation speaking language B. Reduced in cost, these systems will at least permit the world's citizens to converse freely." 		12		Between 1992 and 2002, technologies that automatically translate voice transmissions will enable individuals who speak different languages to converse via telephone. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies globally.		12		995		yes				yes		2010		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				Automatic translation technologies will emerge and will be used for telephone communications.		12		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				225		yes				no		Automatic translation of voice transmissions		yes		In 1997 technologies that automatically translate voice transmissions did not enable individuals who speak different languages to converse via telephone.								no		Translation technologies are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Translation technologies are for communication.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Automatic translation technologies were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				The forecast is embedded in a section entitled, "Major Developments Within the First Decade (0 to 10 Years)." Since the document was published in 1992, the time horizon is 1992 to 2002.		12		2002		1992		3/29/2012 11:02		6/20/2012 9:18		SF		995		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		For the forecast to be realized requires a replacement of mail with electronic services. This had not occurred in 1997.		Interpreting 'replace' in the forecast to mean a large scale replacement almost to the point of negation of the medium of physical mail. Based on the data in the sources there has been some degree of replacement and a decline in physical mail but not enough to satisfy a strong "replace" requirement.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Global pacts will permit unfettered electronic transfer of data used for education and scientific purposes. Scholars and business planners around the world will thus have access to on-line data services wherever they are located. FAX and other electronic systems will replace manual mail delivery as systems are privatized."		12		Between 1992 and 2002, fax and other electronic systems will replace manual mail delivery. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies globally.		12		996		yes				yes		2011		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The market penetration of fax and other electronic systems for transmitting information will increase such that manual mail delivery will be replaced.		12		Market penetration		2002		1992		221		9				225		yes				no		Electronic information dissemination		yes		In 1997 fax and electronic systems had not replaced manual mail.								no		Electronic information transmission requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Fax and other electronic means to transmit information are communication technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Fax machines and other electronic information dissemination systems were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				The forecast is embedded in a section entitled, "Major Developments Within the First Decade (0 to 10 Years)." Since the document was published in 1992, the time horizon is 1992 to 2002.		12		2002		1992		3/29/2012 11:12		6/20/2012 9:21		SF		996		SF

		2		yes		no				Kind of afraid to read the verifying info! 		yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		The forecast predicts a highly competitive network of global distributors of human organs. A single commercial market which was regulated heavily, such as the Iranian one, fails to satisfy the forecast.		Interpreted a single commercial market for transplants in Iran to not be satisfactory of a the forecast network of "highly competitive global distributors with facilities in every metro".		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"New growth industries:...One of the fastest-growing industries will be the acquisition, storage, and distribution of used human body parts. There will be highly competitive global distributors with facilities in every metro area offering delivery service 24 hours a day."		26		Between 1992 and 2002, there will be a commercial market for used human organs and body parts. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies globally.		26		998		no		1988		yes		2010		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				A commercial market for used human body parts will emerge in the forecast time frame. 		26		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				224		yes				no		Human body parts		yes		The only legally sanctioned commercial market for organs that existed in 1997 was found in Iran.								no		Body parts are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Body parts are biological systems.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Organ transplantation was mature when the forecast was made, but the forecast pertains to commercial sale of body parts, which was likely immature when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively. 

The bullet for this forecast is for 0 to 10 years. Since the document was published in 1992, the time horizon is 1992 to 2002. 		26		2002		1992		3/29/2012 11:25		6/20/2012 9:24		SF		998		SF

		3		yes		no				Might need one of the people on the space team to tell us which satellite-based GPS the author is referring to. 		yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1992.5		yes		GPS systems in 1993 were only at initial operational capabilities. Therefore, the forecast was not realized.		Interpreted the meaning of fully operative to be in line with the US Full Operational Capability requirements which based on evidence would indicate the NAVSTAR system was the first fully operative GPS.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Air transportation system: In the early 1990s the new satellite-based global positioning system will be fully operative, thus permitting precise global tracking of any vehicle on land, in the air or at sea."		27		By 1993, a satellite-based global positioning system will be fully operative. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast likely applies worldwide, since no country was specified as funding or establishing the GPS.		27		999		yes		1995		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1992.5		no		5		A satellite-based GPS will emerge in the predicted time frame.		27		Technology emergence		1993		1992		221		9				233		yes		2.5		no		Global positioning system		yes		In 1993 no GPS system had reached fully operative capabilities.								no		Satellite-based GPS requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		GPS is a type of sensor.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		GPS was in use when the forecast was made.		NA		2.5		0.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				The event was forecast to occur "in the early 1990s". The author did not define specific years. According to the standard lexicon, the early years of a decade are the first three years (in this case, 1990 to 1993). The document was published in 1992, so the forecast event would occur between 1992 and 1993. 		27		1993		1992		3/29/2012 11:36		6/20/2012 9:28		SF		999		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						1997		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Air transport system:...Refinement, miniaturization and large-scale production of positioning systems will make them practical for keeping track of children and pets."		27		Between 1992 and 2002, positioning systems will be used to monitor and locate children and pets.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide.		27		1000		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				Positioning systems will evolve such that they become practical for monitoring children and pets.		27		Evolution		2002		1992		221		9				233		yes				no		Positioning systems		yes										no		Positioning systems are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Positioning systems are sensors.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that positioning systems existed in 1992, but that they needed to be modified and mass produced. 		27				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		27		2002		1992		3/29/2012 11:41		3/29/2012 11:41		SF		1000		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1997		yes		The TCAS II system was mandated for implementation in 1993 by the FAA in all aircraft carrying over 30 passengers.		TCAS I did not appear to be a true collision avoidance system as much as a warning as to the location of other aircraft.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Air transport systems:...The introduction of practical collision avoidance avionics will help expedite the flow of air traffic in congested areas and increase air safety."		27		Between 1992 and 2002, collision avoidance avionics will be introduced in commercial air transportation. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide.		27		1001		yes		1993		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no		0.8		Collision avoidance avionics are forecasted to emerge in commercial air transportation.		27		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				223		yes		-4		no		Collision avoidance avionics		yes		In 1997 collision avoidance avionics had been mandated for use in commercial air transportation by the FAA for 4 years.								yes		Collision avoidance technology is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		In this case, the collision avoidance technology would be used in air transportation.		27		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that collision avoidance avionics existed when the forecast was made, but wasn't mature.		27		4		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast was for 0 to 10 years.		27		2002		1992		3/29/2012 11:48		7/2/2012 10:13		SF		1001		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		The first Boeing 777s came into service in 1995.		Data stated clearly in source.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Aircraft: The next advance for the air passenger will be the Boeing 777 to be in service by 1995. It will carry about 400 passengers over 5,000 miles and will rely on two large engines." 		27		The Boeing 777 will be in service by 1995.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The 777 could enter into service anywhere in the world.		27		1002		no		1995		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1995		no		0		The Boeing 777 will emerge in the forecasted year. 		27		Technology emergence		1996		1994		221		9				223		yes		0		no		Boeing 777		yes		The Boeing 777 was in service in 1995.								yes		Airplanes are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		The 777 is a plane.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast time horizon indicates that the 777 was still in development in 1992. 		27		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		1992		1995		Explicit in forecast statement.		27						3/29/2012 11:54		7/2/2012 10:11		SF		1002		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		An aircraft designed to be the first civil tilt rotor craft in the world was still in flight testing in 2004. In 2011 a NASA report suggested there was still no or few commercial uses of tiltrotor aircraft.		Interpreted the lack of availability of civil tiltrotor aircraft in 2004 to indicate that they were not being used to ease congestion in the forecast time. Also used suggestion that tiltrotor aircraft are new and anticipated to be used commercially to indicate they currently (as of 2011) are not being used as a transport solution.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Aircraft:...New tiltrotor aircraft types, which can take off vertically and cruise horizontally at good speed, will be used on many commuting runs to leapfrog areas of surface congestion. They will carry commuters to small mid-city terminals atop rapid transit stations, freeway interchanges and other sites with interconnection potential."		27		Between 1992 and 2002, tiltrotor aircraft will be used to ease congestion on roadways.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide.		27		1003		yes				yes		2011		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				Tiltrotor aircraft will emerge in the forecasted years.		27		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				223		yes				no		Tiltrotor aircraft		yes		In 1997 tiltrotor aircraft were not used to ease congestion on roadways.								no		Aircraft are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		27		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that the tiltrotor aircraft were "new", suggesting that they were in use when the forecast was made.		27				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		27		2002		1992		3/29/2012 12:02		7/2/2012 10:15		SF		1003		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						1997		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Most jet-propelled craft will feature thrust direction control systems. Such designs use the jet thrust not only for propulsion but also for directional control."		27		Between 1992 and 2002, most jet-propelled craft will feature thrust direction control systems.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide.		27		1004		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				Jet-propelled craft will evolve such that they feature thrust direction control systems.		27		Evolution		2002		1992		221		9				223		yes				no		Jet-propelled craft		yes										no		Jet-propelled craft are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		27		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that thrust direction control systems were mature in 1992. 		27				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast was for 0 to 10 years.		27		2002		1992		3/29/2012 12:08		3/29/2012 12:08		SF		1004		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		yes		By 2008 the Terrafugia Transition had recieved over $1 million in funding. All flying cars prior to this seem to have been funded in much smaller figures. In 2010 DARPA also budgeted $6 million for the creation of a vehicle that can fly or drive.		Interpret the history of flying cars provided to indicate lack of funding prior to the Terrafugia Transition.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Substantial investment and development effort will again be directed toward design and construction of "roadable aircraft"--small passenger vehicles that can either fly or drive along the road, depending on weather and traffic."		27		Between 1992 and 2002, funding will increase for the design and construction of passenger vehicles that can either fly or drive.  										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide.		27		1005		yes		2008		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no		2.2		The forecast predicts that funding for this technology will increase, indicating that the market for such a technology will increase. 		27		Market penetration		2002		1992		221		9				223		yes		11		no		Roadable aircraft		yes		Funding for the design and construction of vehicles that can fly or drive did not increase in 1997.								no		The technology would be a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Can be a ground transportation technology as well, but I'm filing it under air transportation technology because the forecast statement is embedded in a section that makes predictions about aircraft.		27		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that the technology was immature in 1992; efforts were to be focused on the technology's design and construction.		27		11		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		27		2002		1992		3/29/2012 12:15		7/2/2012 10:14		SF		1005		SF

		2		yes		no				Outside of timeframe, but including it so the client can conduct analysis on it later. 		yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		Forecast predicts commercial operation of NASP. This was never achieved, as the project was abandoned. Hence,  the forecast is not realized.		Data is stated clearly in sources.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"The U.S. National Aerospace Plane (NASP) project is a bold venture to provide transportation at hypersonic speeds in the Mach 25 range. A NASA research team is now evaluating design concepts and will submit a funding proposal to Congress in 1993. The NASP is a trans-atmospheric vehicle (TAV) which would have an air-breathing engine for take-off from existing airports, plus a rocket booster to propel it into space. Commercial operations are forecast to begin in the time frame of 2005 to 2010."		27		Between 2005 and 2010, NASA's National Aerospace Plane (NASP) will begin commercial operation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The NASP is a NASA venture, so the forecast applies to the U.S.		27		1006		yes				yes		2009		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 				no				NASP will emerge on the market in the forecasted time horizon.		27		Technology emergence						221		9				223		yes				no		National Aerospace Plane (NASP)		yes		The NASP project was abandoned in 1993, having never been commercialized.								no		The NASP would be a system of systems. 				Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		27		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that the NASP was immature in 1992; design concepts wouldn't be submitted to Congress until 1993. 		27				15.5		Long-term		yes		SF		1992				Explicit in forecast statement.		27		2010		2005		3/29/2012 12:22		6/20/2012 9:30		SF		1006		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						1997		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Highways: 'Car trains' will consist of strings of cars traveling along an expressway at high speeds bumper-to-bumper under electronic control. They might occupy one lane of a freeway with three or four lanes going the same direction. Such a plan could more than double the hourly capacity of the typical freeway." 		29-30		Between 1992 and 2002, it will be commonplace for strings of cars to travel bumper-to-bumper at high speeds, forming "car trains."										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide.		29-30		1007		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				Car trains will emerge in the forecast time frame.		29-30		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				228		yes				no		"Car trains"		yes										no		Car trains would be systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		29-30		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Cars existed when the forecast was made, but the technologies that enable them to travel bumper-to-bumper at high speeds likely did not. 		NA				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		29-30		2002		1992		3/29/2012 12:42		3/29/2012 12:42		SF		1007		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		As of 2011, the forecast had not been realized. 		Sources suggest that, as of 2011, most new cars available worldwide lacked homing devices. 		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Tracking stolen cars will be easy. Homing devices built into every new car will transmit radio signals that any police car can lock on. A special signal will be sent if the car alarm is disconnected or if the ignition switch is bypassed." 		30		Between 1992 and 2002, homing devices will be built into every new car to allow them to transmit signals. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide.		30		1008		yes				yes		2011		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				Homing devices will be installed in cars, which is a new application.		30		Technology Migration		2002		1992		221		9				233		yes				no		Homing devices		yes		The forecast was not realized in 1997. In 2002, only two automotive companies—General motors (onStar) and mercedes (teleAid)—offered consumers telematic lBS; such factors as cost, technological drawbacks of early-generation systems, and privacy concerns had led to slower than expected market growth.								no		A homing device would be a subsystem in a vehicle.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Homing devices are sensors. In this case, the homing devices would be incorporated into cars, so this forecast could also be binned as a ground transportation technology. 		NA		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Homing devices were mature when the forecast was made; forecast is predicting that the devices would be installed in cars.		30				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		30		2002		1992		3/29/2012 13:36		7/13/2012 8:37		SF		1008		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		There was only one place in the world that requires RFID tags to be embedded in license plates. As a result, the forecast was not yet predicted. 		Research did not yield any results for other countries embedding RFID tags in license plates. 		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"New license plates will contain embedded computer chips that can be used to trigger sensors placed in roadways, at toll gates, at entrances to military bases, and elsewhere to automatically count traffic, collect tolls, control entry and for a host of other purposes." 		30		Between 1992 and 2002, RFID tags will be embedded in license plates.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The technology can be used anywhere in the world.		30		1009		no				yes		2012		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				Tracking technologies would migrate for use in roadways, etc.		30		Technology Migration		2002		1992		221		9				233		yes				no		RFID tags		yes		No country placed RFID tags in car license plates in 1997. As of 2012, the only country to have fully implement RFID tags for electronic vehicle registration is Bermuda and they make use of a windshield sticker containing an RFID tag. There are technologies that allow for this to be done such as the ePlate but these are yet to be implemented anywhere.  								no		In this context, the tags would be a component of license plates.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		RFID tags are sensors.		NA		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		RFID technology was in use when the forecast was made. The forecast predicts that it will be used in a new market (on roadways). 		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		30		2002		1992		3/29/2012 13:44		7/11/2012 7:44		SF		1009		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		As of 2012, traffic light have still not be able to measure traffic flow and automatically adjust their light intervals.		The predicted traffic sensors have been used for research but are not commonplace or widespread. 		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Sophisticated new traffic lights measure traffic flow in all directions and automatically adjust light intervals to give a green light longer to the busier lanes. Lights along a route will also be synchronized to minimize stopping and starting." 		30		Between 1992 and 2002, traffic lights will measure traffic flow and automatically adjust their light intervals. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide, since the technology can emerge anywhere.		30		1010		yes				yes		2012		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				Traffic lights with the described functionality will emerge in the predicted time frame.		30		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				233		yes				no		Traffic light sensors		yes		In 1997, only systems which were centrally controlled or running on fixed timers were in use.								no		In this context, the traffic light (with sensor) would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		The forecast is describing sensors.		30		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that traffic lights with the described function were not mature in 1992. 		30				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		30		2002		1992		3/29/2012 13:54		7/11/2012 7:58		SF		1010		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1997		yes		The ETAK Navigator (the first (1985) became commercially available in 1985. It was an automobile navigation aid consisting of an electronic map display that used map-matching to enhance the accuracy of dead reckoning system. 		Sources provided sufficient information supporting the forecast. The analyst is assuming that the forecast was not predicting the widespread use of such systems. 		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Positioning systems and navigation displays will give the driver a map on a TV-like screen that shows where he is and the route he should take to reach his destination with minimum traffic." 		30		Between 1992 and 2002, drivers will be able to see where their cars are positioned on a TV-like screen and map different routes. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide, since the technology can emerge anywhere in the world. 		30		1011		no		1985		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no		2.4		Positioning and navigation systems of the type described will emerge during the predicted time frame.		30		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				228		yes		-12		no		GPS navigation for cars		yes		In 1997, at least one device capable of allowing drivers to view maps and routes on a TV-like screen was available.								no		The GPS would be a system in the car.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the sensors (GPS) would be a feature of vehicles. 		30		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		GPS existed when the forecast was made, but not in the form described in the forecast (TV-like screens for cars).		NA		12		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		30		2002		1992		3/29/2012 14:03		7/11/2012 7:50		SF		1011		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						1997		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Underwater vehicles will be in wide use for survey work, search, salvage, marine research, and recreation uses."		32		Between 1992 and 2002, the use of underwater vehicles for survey work, search, salvage, marine research, and recreation will be widespread. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide, since the technology can be used for the stated purposes anywhere in the world.		32		1012		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The forecast is predicting that the use of underwater vehicles for certain applications will be widespread in a specific time frame, which is an indication of its market penetration.		32		Market penetration		2002		1992		221		9				229		yes				no		Underwater vehicles 		yes										no		Underwater vehicles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Underwater vehicles are maritime transportation technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that underwater vehicles existed when the forecast was made, but were not in widespread use.		32				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		32		2002		1992		3/29/2012 14:29		3/29/2012 14:29		SF		1012		SF

		1		yes		no		The verifying source only provides a list of assumptions that were made about the cost of hydrogen, rather than actual data. This forecast needs to be re-researched. SF 7/10/11				yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		This forecast has not happen yet since hydrogen and oil prices are still much different. 		Sources provided sufficient information requiring no interpretation. 		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"The merit of hydrogen as a new fuel will soon be demonstrated. Readily manufactured via electrolysis--passing electric current through water--it can be shipped and stored easily. During the 2000-2010 period it is expected to become cost-competitive with oil. BMW is already operating experimental autos on hydrogen fuel, to demonstrate high efficiency and reduced emissions and to cope with safety questions."		34		Between 2000 and 2010, hydrogen will be cost-competitive with oil.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide, since hydrogen can be used for fuel anywhere in the world.		34		1013		no				yes		2010		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		2005		yes				Cost competitiveness is an indication of market penetration.		34		Market penetration		2010		2000		221		9				227		yes				no		Hydrogen fuel		yes		2010- A $3 gallon-1 of oil =  $19 GJ-1
2010- Estimation of cost of hydrogen fuels in 2010 were $6 kg-1 (equivalent to $42 GJ-1)
As a result, they are not yet cost-competetive. 
								no		Fuel is a component of an energy-consuming system.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Hydrogen fuel provides energy.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast statement indicates that hydrogen fuel was not mature when the forecast was made, since BMW was operating experimental cars on hydrogen fuel. 		34				13		Long-term		no				1992				Explicit in forecast statement.		34		2010		2000		3/29/2012 14:36		7/12/2012 9:49		SC		1013		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						1997		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Soon, the globalists will carry in their briefcases a small satellite antenna that will permit them to receive broadcasts direct to their portable units. This will mean that wherever they may be--even remote areas without telephone and radio--they can receive current news, weather and information."		46		Between 1992 and 2002, small portable units will allow individuals to access news, weather, and information even in remote areas.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The technology can emerge or be used anywhere in the world.		46		1014		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The forecast is stating that technology of the type described will emerge in the predicted timeframe. 		46		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				225		yes				no		Smart phones		yes										no		PDAs and smart phones are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The technology described is used for communicating information.		46		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		PDAs and smart phones were in development when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years. 		46		2002		1992		3/30/2012 7:34		3/30/2012 7:34		SF		1014		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						1997		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"And, they [globalists] will soon use automated translation machines which, for example, can receive Swahili and transmit English. Speech-to-text converters will deliver a neat printed copy of an oral agreement or set of field notes."		46		Between 1992 and 2002, speech-to-text converters that produce printed copies of oral agreements or notes will exist. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The described technology can emerge and be used anywhere in the world.		46		1015		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The forecast is predicting that technology of the type described will emerge in a certain timeframe.		46		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				225		yes				no		Speech-to-text converters		yes										no		Speech-to-text converters would be systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The forecasted technology facilitates communication.		46		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast timeframe and language indicate that the technology may have been in development in 1992. 		46				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		46		2002		1992		3/30/2012 7:41		3/30/2012 7:41		SF		1015		SF

		1		yes		no		The forecast states "around the turn of the century." Our standard lexicon does not specify how we should address "around." I treated it as "by the turn of the century" (a point estimate), but would like consensus from the group. SF		The forecast states "around the turn of the century." Our standard lexicon does not specify how we should address "around." I treated it as "by the turn of the century" (a point estimate), but would like consensus from the group. SF		yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		As of 2012, there are no services that support this type of travel. Therefore, it is not commonplace and the forecast has not been realized. 		Little information that actually proves that his has occurred or not. As a result, the lack of information implies that this is not a commonplace service.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Around the turn of the century, the globalist will be booking space on trans-atmospheric vehicles which take off from an airport, climb into space, descend and land at another airport on the other side of the world. Tokyo will be as close to Atlanta then as New York is today."		46		By 2000, travel on trans-atmospheric vehicles will be commonplace. These vehicles will take off from an airport, climb into space, descend and land at airports on the opposite side of the world. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 										3		Americas		NA		Aircraft capable of trans-atmospheric travel could emerge and be used anywhere in the world.		46		1016		no				no		2012		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		2000		no				The forecast is predicting that the vehicles described would emerge by 2000, enabling trans-atmospheric flights.		46		Technology emergence		2002		1998		221		9				223		yes				no		Trans-atmospheric flights		yes		The technology was not available in 2000. As of 2012, the closest thing to this being commonplace is a ticket on the Virgin Galactic flights for $200000. 								no		Trans-atmospheric vehicles and flights would require systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		46		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Trans-atmospheric vehicles and flights were not commonplace when the forecast was made.		NA				8		Medium-term		yes		SF		1992		2000		The forecast was written in 1992; the turn of the century was 2000.		46						3/30/2012 7:50		7/11/2012 7:51		SF		1016		SF

		3		yes		no		Could use additional data from the projected year. - The data used covered activity that lasted a range of years from 1996 to 2002. While 1997 was a part of that, it is unclear exactly how significant of a part. 

Need additional research, perhaps from an SME like Jason, Billy, or Mark B. SF 7/5/12

Added two ground truth sources and changed the explanation.  BL 7/13/12				yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		yes		Cable operating companies commenced a major upgrade of their distribution networks between 1996 and 2002. 		Video-on-demand (VOD) services were first offered in 2003.  By mid 2003, about 40% of all U.S. cable providers offered VOD services with nearly 4 million subscribers regularly using the service.  By 2005, over half of all digital TV subscribers had used their cable provider's VOD services, nearly double the number found in a similar survey by the same organization given 17 months prior. The level of consumer adoption in 2005 suggests that the technology had a significant impact on home entertainment. 		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Two-way cable TV systems and other interactive electronic networks will revolutionize home information and entertainment systems."		47		Between 1992 and 2002, two-way cable TV systems and other interactive electronic networks will have a significant impact on home information and entertainment systems.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The described technologies can emerge or be used anywhere in the world.		47		1017		yes		2005		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no		1.6		The forecast is predicting that technologies of this type will emerge, thereby revolutionizing entertainment and information acquisition.		47		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				225		yes		8		no		Two-way cable TV systems		yes		Cable operating companies had started a large upgrade of their systems in the year prior (1996). 								no		The forecast is describing systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The forecast describes technologies that can be used to communicate information.		47		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Technologies of the type described were in development in 1992.		NA		8		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		47		2002		1992		3/30/2012 7:57		7/13/2012 13:35		SF		1017		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		The newspaper by fax never took off and most available had folded through the 1990's without making an impact in the market.		Interpreted late 1990's to include 1997.

--This interpretation is consistent with the standard lexicon, which defines "end of a decade" (late in a decade) as XXX7 to XXX9. SF		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Newspapers will be delivered via facsimile printing in the home. The subscriber will be able to obtain any section of the paper updated at any time of the day." 		47		Between 1992 and 2002, it will be commonplace for individuals to receive newspapers via facsimile, rather than manual delivery. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Obtaining news via facsimiles can occur anywhere in the world.		47		1018		yes				yes		2006		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The forecast is predicting that facsimile use will increase. 		47		Market penetration		2002		1992		221		9				225		yes				no		Facsimiles		yes		By the late 1990's fax newspapers had become mostly confined to niche markets and on-demand fax.								no		Facsimiles are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Facsimiles are used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Facsimiles were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		47		2002		1992		3/30/2012 8:10		6/20/2012 9:34		SF		1018		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						1997		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Microwave cooking will become even quicker and easier. Packages will contain computer-coded cooking instructions which "smart" ovens will read and follow. The new smart ovens will be able to saute, roast, fry, brown, or simulate other long-cherished techniques."		47		Between 1992 and 2002, microwave ovens will be able to read cooking instructions from food packages. These ovens will be able to saute, roast, fry, or brown food as specified in the packaging. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The specified microwaves could evolve or be used anywhere in the world.		47		1019		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				Microwaves existed in 1992; the forecast is predicting that their functionality would improve. 		47		Evolution		2002		1992		221		9				236		yes				no		Microwave ovens		yes										no		Microwave ovens are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Microwave ovens capitalize on physical properties. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Microwaves with the predicted functionality were in development in 1992. 		NA				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		47		2002		1992		3/30/2012 8:18		3/30/2012 8:18		SF		1019		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						2002.5		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Soon after the year 2000 man will be able to control certain climatic factors within limited areas--rainfall, for example."		52		Between 2000 and 2005, certain climatic factors will be controlled by humans.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The technology can emerge and be used anywhere in the world.		52		1020		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		2002.5		no				The forecast is predicting that technology enabling the control of climate will emerge. 		52		Technology emergence		2005		2000		221		9				236		yes				no		Climate control 		yes										no		Climate control would likely require systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Climate control systems would need to capitalize on physical, chemical, and/or mechanical properties.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Climate control systems of the type described were immature when the forecast was made.		NA				10.5		Long-term		no				1992				There is currently no definition in the standard lexicon for "soon". I translated it as "near/short term", which is 1-5 years. Since the forecast said the event would occur after 2000, this means 2000-2005. 		52		2005		2000		3/30/2012 8:30		3/30/2012 8:30		SF		1020		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1997		yes		The use of HPLC was used as early as 1987 in some of the applications mentioned in the forecast and was widely used by 1989. By 1997 HPLC was still being widely used as forecast.		Taking all evidence here into consideration widespread use of HPLC for at least some of the applications mentioned in the forecast seems quite likely by 1989 and indicates that it was almost certainly in widespread use for all these applications by 1997.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) will be used to identify viruses and bacteria, to map human genomes, and in production of DNA."		53		Between 1992 and 2002, it will be commonplace to use high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) to identify viruses and bacteria, map human genomes, and produce DNA.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		HPLC could be used for these additional tasks anywhere in the world.		53		1021		yes		1989		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no		1.6		HPLC was in use in 1992; the author was predicting the technique would be used for additional applications. 		53		Technology Migration		2002		1992		221		9				224		yes		-8		no		High performane liquid chromatography		yes		In 1997 the use of HPLC was commonplace, as described in the forecast.								no		HPLC is a subsystem associated with the process/system of identifying microorganisms, etc.  		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		HPLC is used in chemistry and biology labs, and the tasks described in the forecast are biology-related.		53		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		HPLC was commonplace in 1992. The author is predicting that the technique would be used for additional experiments.		53		8		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		53		2002		1992		3/30/2012 8:41		7/12/2012 8:43		SF		1021		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						1997		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Artificial blood developed via genetic engineering will soon be approved for emergency room use. The development will also solve many blood bank problems. Methods will soon be developed for freeze drying blood for storage."		53		Between 1992 and 2002, artificial blood that has been developed via genetic engineering will be approved for use. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Artificial blood can emerge or be used anywhere in the world.		53		1022		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The forecast is predicting that artificial blood will emerge on the market. 		53		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				224		yes				no		Artificial blood 		yes										no		Artificial blood is a subsystem.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Artificial blood is a biological technology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Artificial blood was not in development when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		53		2002		1992		3/30/2012 8:50		3/30/2012 8:50		SF		1022		SF

		2		yes		no		Make sure we characterized techniques as systems (not subsystems) in previous forecasts. SF

The 2006 source is a basic research paper where the authors tested the feasibility of using NMR to analyze ginseng, which is used commercially. There's no evidence here that NMR was used commercially in 2006 or beyond. SF 7/5/12				yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		The technology did not enter the research stage until 2000 and was not available commercially until 2006. 		In 2000, three years past the forecast date, the data shows that the research stage was still far from being ready for the commercial market. 		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMRS) is an advanced method for studying molecules in solution. Applications in agriculture, biotechnology, and pharmaceuticals will be commercially important."		54		Between 1992 and 2002, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy will be used commercially by the agricultural, biotechnology, and pharmaceutical industries.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		NMRS can be used in these industries anywhere in the world.		54		1023		yes				yes		2006		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		yes				The forecast is predicting that the market for NMRS will increase in certain industries. 		54		Market penetration		2002		1992		221		9				236		yes				no		Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy		yes		The technology did not enter the research stage until 2000 and was not available commercially until 2006. 								no		NMRS is a technique/system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		NMRS capitalizes on physical, chemical, and mechanical properties.		NA		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		NMRS was in use in 1992. The forecast is predicting that it would be used commercially in new fields.		54				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		54		2002		1992		3/30/2012 9:03		7/12/2012 17:25		SC		1023		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						1997		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"New software programs developed by medical professionals using massive databases will make self-diagnosis possible. After inputting one's symptoms and health records, the patient will receive a diagnosis and treatment recommendation by way of a computer link to the medical center."		54		Between 1992 and 2002, new software programs will enable patients to receive diagnoses and treatment recommendations remotely. Patients will enter symptoms and health records into the system and a medical center will respond with a diagnosis and treatment recommendation. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The system could emerge and be used anywhere in the world.		54		1024		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The author is predicting that computer programs and an associated infrastructure will emerge that will enable patients to receive a diagnosis remotely. 		54		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				225		yes				no		Remote diagnosis and treatment		yes										no		The described technology would require a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The forecast is predicting a novel way by which patients and doctors can interact. 		54		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Remote communication programs for the medical community were in development when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		54		2002		1992		3/30/2012 10:10		3/30/2012 10:10		SF		1024		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		4. Mostly realized		1997		yes		Micro tags were embedded in patients teeth by 1984. However, it was not necessarily "routine" by that time, and is not routine in 2012. 		Interpreted the identification details of the patient being embedded in the tag to satisfy the forecast.

Some interpretation involved in determining what "routine" means.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Dentists will routinely install in molars a microchip which serves as an identification tag. Scanners will read the person's name and emergency medical records." 		54		Between 1992 and 2002, it will be commonplace for dentists to install identification tags in patients' molars. These tags will contain identifying information for patients, as well as their medical records. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The technology can be used anywhere in the world.		54		1025		yes		1984		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no		2.6		Identification and location tags were used in the retail industry in 1992. The forecast is predicting that they would also be used to identify individuals.		54		Technology Migration		2002		1992		221		9				233		yes		-13		no		Identification tags		yes		Dentists were be able to embed micro tags in patients teeth that contained identification in 1997.								no		Identifying people via implanted tags is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		The identification tags described in the forecast would be used as sensors.		54		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Identification tags were in use by retail establishments in 1992. The forecast is predicting that they be used in a new field.		54		13		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		54		2002		1992		3/30/2012 10:27		5/4/2012 11:13		SF		1025		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		Parents were unable to select the baby's gender or physical characteristics.		Interpreted the forecast to require the ability of parents to manipulate both gender and physical characteristics in order to mark the event as non realized.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Prospective parents will be able to order a child of preferred sex and physical features."		54		Between 1992 and 2002, the medical community will be able to provide parents with children of the parents' desired gender and physical characteristics.   										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The technology can emerge anywhere in the world.		54		1026		yes				yes		2009		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The author is predicting that technology will emerge that will enable parents to specify what their (biological) children will look like, etc. 		54		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				224		yes				no		Gene therapy		yes		In 1997 there were experimental techniques used which involved injecting the cytoplasm found inside the eggs of a fertile donor, into a patient's eggs.								no		The described technology would require a system of systems because it would likely involve large-scale genetic engineering. The medical community would need to discern which genes are associated with the desired traits and use numerous techniques to produce a viable chromosome, etc. 		54		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		The forecast is describing a biological technology similar to gene therapy. 		54		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technology was immature when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		54		2002		1992		3/30/2012 10:56		5/4/2012 11:10		SF		1026		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						1997		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Non-carcinogenic edible coatings will be introduced to preserve food and give much longer shelf life to perishables."		55		Between 1992 and 2002, edible coatings that are non-carcinogenic will be used to preserve food. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The coatings could emerge and be used anywhere in the world.		55		1027		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The author is predicting that non-carcinogenic edible coatings capable of preserving food will emerge. 		55		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				236		yes				no		Edible coatings		yes										no		Coatings would be components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Edible coatings would capitalize on chemical properties. 		55		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Edible preservative coatings were not in development when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		55		2002		1992		3/30/2012 11:50		3/30/2012 11:50		SF		1027		SF

		5		yes		no		The forecast predicts that the present dating system will be replaced by a biosensor-based system, which has not occurred. Need more research to substantiate whether the current dating system has been replaced. SF 7/5/12

Added new research showing developments of biosensor systems in 2000's and article in 2012 stating bionsensors are emerging technologies. DF				yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		By 2012 biosensors for use in food dating were still described as "emerging technology" thus suggesting that they are yet to fully replace the methods of dating described in the forecast.		Interprets statement that biosensors as applied to food are an emerging technology to indicate that a replacement of prior dating techniques are yet to be replaced wholly.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Biosensors will reveal the freshness of foods, eliminating the present dating system." 		55		Between 1992 and 2002, biosensors will be used to determine the freshness of foods, replacing the present dating system. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The biosensor-enabled system can emerge and be used anywhere in the world. 		55		1028		yes		2008		yes		2012		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The forecast is predicting that sensors capable of determining the freshness of food will emerge and eventually replace the existing freshness reporting system.		55		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				233		yes				no		Biosensors		yes		By 1997 biosensors were not used as a replacement for current dating systems in order to determine the freshness of foods.								no		A biosensor would be a subsystem in the freshness reporting system.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		55		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Biosensors were in use when the forecast was made, but a biosensor meeting this description was likely only in development.		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		55		2002		1992		3/30/2012 12:03		7/12/2012 8:04		SF		1028		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1997		yes		Two companies were already researching and producing plastics that degraded within months, at least one of them as early as 1988. 		According to a 1992 article (5 years prior to the forecast date) the technology had been produced by companies at least as early as 1988. It's unclear whether some of these plastics contained polyester resins. 		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"New plastics containing polyester resins will be biodegradable. They will degrade in months in a landfill."		55		Between 1992 and 2002, biodegradable plastics containing polyester resins will be available and will be capable of degrading in months.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The plastics can emerge or be used anywhere in the world.		55		1029		no		1988		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no		1.8		The forecast is predicting that new biodegradable plastics will emerge.		55		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				236		yes		-9		no		Biodegradable plastics		yes		The product type was already available and in use prior to the forecast year. 								no		Biodegradable plastics are mixtures/subsystems.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Biodegradable plastics capitalize on chemical properties.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Biodegradable plastics were in development when the forecast was made.		NA		9		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		55		2002		1992		3/30/2012 12:21		7/5/2012 14:38		SF		1029		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1997		yes		Forecast predicts insect resistant plants to be commercially available by 1997. They were commercially available since 1995.		Data stated clearly in sources.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Biotechnology advances will produce insect resistant plants and square trees that do not lose as much waste in the lumber mill."		55		Between 1992 and 2002, insect-resistant plants will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Insect-resistant plants can emerge anywhere in the world.		55		1030		yes		1995		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no		0.4		The author is predicting that insect-resistant plants will emerge on the commercial market. 		55		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				224		yes		-2		no		Insect-resistant plants		yes		Insect resistant plants were commercially available in 1997.								yes		Insect-resistant plants are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Insect-resistant plants would be the result of genetic engineering, a biological technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Insect-resistant plants were in development when the forecast was made. 		NA		2		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		55		2002		1992		3/30/2012 12:27		5/4/2012 11:08		SF		1030		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		At the forecast time, the only method of producing square trees was through physical manipulations of the tree, rather than genetic engineering.		Sources clearly state that genetically engineered square trees are not produced as of 2001. The 2011 article states that square trees are currently commonly made using steam presses in an article concerning genetically engineered square trees. This is interpreted to indicate that square trees are not being produced through genetic engineering as of 2011 but by physical manipulation of the tree itself.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Biotechnology advances will produce insect resistant plants and square trees that do not lose as much waste in the lumber mill."		55		Between 1992 and 2002, square trees will be produced via genetic engineering.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Square trees can emerge anywhere in the world.		55		1031		yes				yes		2011		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The author is predicting that square trees will emerge as a result of genetic engineering.		55		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				224		yes				no		Transgenic trees		yes		In 1997, genetically engineered square trees were not produced.								no		Transgenic trees would be systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Square trees would be the result of genetic engineering, a biological technology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Transgenic trees of the type described were not in development when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		55		2002		1992		3/30/2012 12:32		6/20/2012 9:36		SF		1031		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		As of 2002, 3D printers - the main enabler of desktop manufacturing - were still only used in limited applications with sales worldwide amounting to approximately 500 machines. 		Use sales data as a proxy for how common a technology's use is. PC sales in 2007 were over 200 times greater than those of 3D printers in 2011.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Desktop manufacturing will soon be as common as desktop computing and desktop publishing."		56		Between 1992 and 2002, desktop manufacturing will be as commonplace as desktop computing and publishing.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Desktop manufacturing could occur anywhere in the world.		56		1032		yes				yes		2011		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The author is predicting that there will be a market for desktop manufacturing.		56		Market penetration		2002		1992		221		9				232		yes				no		Desktop manufacturing		yes		In 1997, desktop manufacturing had not developed to become as commonplace as desktop publishing and computing.								no		Desktop manufacturing would require a system at least. Depending on what was being manufactured, this could also be a system of systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Manufacturing involves production. 		56		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Desktop manufacturing was not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		56		2002		1992		3/30/2012 12:39		6/20/2012 9:39		SF		1032		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						1997		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Artificial intelligence systems will emerge as major factors in the operation of manufacturing plants, making it possible to change products more quickly and efficiently."		56		Between 1992 and 2002, artificial intelligence will be widely used in the operation of manufacturing plants.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		AI systems can emerge in any manufacturing market worldwide.		56		1033		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				Explicit in the forecast statement; artificial intelligence systems will emerge in that manufacturing market.		56		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				226		yes				no		Artificial intelligence		yes										no		AI for manufacturing requires a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		AI systems are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		AI systems were being developed when the forecast was made. 		NA				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		56		2002		1992		3/30/2012 12:51		3/30/2012 12:51		SF		1033		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						1997		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Many computer users will wear a headband holding an eyepiece display that constitutes a high-resolution screen, giving the user freedom and mobility."		56		Between 1992 and 2002, high-resolution computer screens incorporated into wearable eyepieces will be commonplace. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The screens/eyepieces can emerge and be used anywhere in the world.		56		1034		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The author is predicting that the wearable screens will emerge on the market and will be widely used.  		56		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				226		yes				no		Computer screens		yes										no		Computer screens are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		56		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The described screens were immature when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		56		2002		1992		3/30/2012 12:58		7/13/2012 11:26		SF		1034		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1997		yes		In 1987 Matsushita Industrial Electric Co. used fuzzy logic for the first time commercially. It was applied in a shower to control water temperature.		Data stated clearly in sources.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Fuzzy logic software will see rapid growth. Such technology will control such home appliances as heaters, air conditioners, washing machines, showers and vacuum cleaners."		56		Between 1992 and 2002, fuzzy logic software will be incorporated into home appliances, such as heaters, air conditioners, washing machines, showers, and vacuum cleaners.										1		Worldwide		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Fuzzy logic could be incorporated into home appliances anywhere in the world.		56		1035		yes		1987		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no		2		The author is predicting that fuzzy logic software would migrate to a new market--household appliances. 		56		Technology Migration		2002		1992		221		9				236		yes		-10		no		Household appliances		yes		By 1997 fuzzy logic software had been incorporated in home appliances for ten years.								no		Appliances are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Household appliances capitalize on physical and mechanical properties.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technology was immature when the forecast was made.		NA		10		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		56		2002		1992		3/30/2012 13:06		7/2/2012 14:13		SF		1035		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						1997		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Automated publishing will emerge, with newsletters that edit, layout, print, and mail themselves. Updated data bases will feed each new edition automatically."		56		Between 1992 and 2002, automated publishing that edits, lays out, prints, and mails newsletters and other media will emerge. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Automated publishing can emerge anywhere in the world.		56		1036		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				Explicit in forecast statement; automated publishing will emerge.		56		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				232		yes				no		Automated publishing		yes										no		Publishing would require a system of systems (computer, printer, and other equipment).		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		In this context, publishing is a form of production rather than communication.		56		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technology was immature when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		56		2002		1992		3/30/2012 13:17		3/30/2012 13:17		SF		1036		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		yes		In 1997 digital cameras held approximately 7% camera market share. This does not indicate market dominance. Hence, the forecast is not realized.		Interpreted graph in evidence to indicate that only 7% of camera sales were digital worldwide in 1997.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Improved digital cameras that record images electronically, thus eliminating film, will dominate the market. Family albums will be stored on disk and shown on the family TV."		56		Between 1992 and 2002, digital cameras that record images electronically will dominate the market.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast applies worldwide.		56		1037		no		2003		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no		1.2		The author is forecasting that digital cameras will dominate the market.		56		Market penetration		2002		1992		221		9				226		yes		6		no		Digital cameras		yes		In 1997 digital camera that record images electronically did not dominate the camera market.								no		Digital cameras are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Digital cameras store and process data using chips.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that digital cameras existed in 1992 (predicting that "improved" ones would dominate later). However, these likely were in development and were not widely used in 1992. 		56		6		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		56		2002		1992		3/30/2012 13:26		6/20/2012 9:50		SF		1037		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1997		yes		The first commercial cable television service offering an interactive program guide was the Time Warner Full Service Network in 1994. In 1997, Gemstar's StarSight interactive program guide was available, which offered the functionality described in the forecast.		Interpreted the terminology "interactive program guides" to fulfill the forecast requirements as these involved menus allowing selection of programs. Also interpreted "electronic program guides" not to, as the earlier forms of these merely displayed listings of television shows in a rotation as a channel rather than having menus.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Cable television will be interactive, with users having a selection of thousands of programs. Users will be able to call up program menus for various interests from beekeeping to wrestling."		57		Between 1992 and 2002, cable television will be interactive, enabling users to use menus to find programs of interest from thousands of options.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Interactive cable TV can emerge and be used anywhere in the world.		57		1038		no		1994		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no		0.6		The author is predicting that cable TV will evolve such that it is interactive.		57		Evolution		2002		1992		221		9				225		yes		-3		no		Interactive cable TV		yes		In 1997, there was at least one cable television service offering interactive program guides enabling users to use menus to find programs of interest.								yes		Interactive cable TV would be a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Television is a communication technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Interactive cable TV was in development when the forecast was made.		NA		3		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		57		2002		1992		3/30/2012 13:56		6/20/2012 9:53		SF		1038		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1997		yes		The first HDTVs were released in 1990 in Japan. Computers can be demonstrated to have linked to televisions much earlier than this. The forecast was therefore fully realized in 1990.		Interprets the forecast as realized when HDTV first became available, since computers were able to connect to regular televisions long before this.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Television users will enjoy high-definition, flat screen and 3-D presentations capable of being linked to digital computers."		57		Between 1992 and 2002, high definition television will be available and will be linked to digital computers.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		HD televisions capable of linking to computers can emerge anywhere in the world.		57		1039		yes		1990		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no		1.4		The author is predicting that TVs will evolve such that they're high-definition and capable of linking to computers.		57		Evolution		2002		1992		221		9				225		yes		-7		no		Television		yes		HDTVs which could link to computers were available in 1997.								no		A HDTV connected to a computer would be a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Televisions are communication technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		HDTVs were in development when the forecast was made.		NA		7		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		57		2002		1992		3/30/2012 14:07		6/20/2012 9:54		SF		1039		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						1997		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Television users will enjoy high-definition, flat screen, and 3-D presentations capable of being linked to digital computers."		57		Between 1992 and 2002, televisions will have flat screens and will link to digital computers. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The technology can emerge anywhere in the world.		57		1040		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The author is predicting that TVs will evolve such that they have flat screens and can connect with computers.		57		Evolution		2002		1992		221		9				225		yes				no		Television		yes										no		Connecting a TV with a computer creates a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Television is a communication technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Flat screen TVs were in development when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		57		2002		1992		3/30/2012 14:14		3/30/2012 14:14		SF		1040		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		yes		The first commercially available 3D television set was released in 2008. It had two HDMI inputs which would allow linkages to computers.		Since 3D televisions were not available commercially until 2008, this forecast could not have been realized until then. Any computer with either an HDMI output or one that could be adapted to HDMI would have been able to be connected to the 2008 television.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Television users will enjoy high-definition, flat screen, and 3-D presentations capable of being linked to digital computers." 		57		Between 1992 and 2002, 3D televisions that link to digital computers will be available.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The television described can emerge anywhere in the world.		57		1041		no		2008		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no		2.2		The author is predicting that TVs will evolve such that they can project 3D images and link with computers.		57		Evolution		2002		1992		221		9				225		yes		11		no		Television		yes		In 1997, no 3D televisions were commercially available.								no		Connecting a TV to a computer creates a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		TVs communicate information.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		3D TVs were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA		11		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		57		2002		1992		3/30/2012 14:37		6/20/2012 9:56		SF		1041		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		3D televisions were not commercially available in 1997 and therefore will not have replaced 2D televisions. 3D televisions are now commercially available but account for only 14% of global television sales as of Q4-2011.		Data stated clearly in evidence.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Holographic or 3-D displays will make old two-dimensional TV sets obsolete."		57		Between 1992 and 2002, televisions that project holographic or 3D images will replace televisions that project two-dimensional images.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The TVs can emerge anywhere in the world.		57		1042		yes				yes		2011		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The author is predicting that the market for 3D and/or holographic TVs will replace the market for two-dimensional TVs.		57		Market penetration		2002		1992		221		9				225		yes				no		Television		yes		Televisions projecting 3 dimensional images were not available to consumers in 1997.								no		3D and holographic TVs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Televisions communicate information.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		3D and holographic TVs were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		57		2002		1992		3/30/2012 14:51		6/20/2012 10:02		SF		1042		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		As of 2011, only ceramic coatings were used in some airplane engines. In 1997, there were no ceramic airplane or automobile engines, hence the forecast is not realized.		Considering the currently early stages of commercialization of these products (mainly only used as coatings and materials for jet engine turbines, not for construction of whole engines) it is certain that wholly ceramic engines were not commercially available in the forecast range.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Some dramatic changes in materials will occur. Plastic airplanes and autos will be powered by ceramic engines."		58		Between 1992 and 2002, airplane and automobile engines will be made of ceramic. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Ceramic engines can emerge anywhere in the world.		58		1043		yes				yes		2011		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The author is predicting that ceramic airplane and car engines will emerge.		58		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				230		yes				no		Engines		yes		In 1997 airplane and automobile engines were not made of ceramics.								no		Engines are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. The forecast pertains to ground transportation technology as well. 		58		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Ceramic engines were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		58		2002		1992		3/30/2012 15:02		7/11/2012 12:48		JG		1043		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						1997		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Fabrics that adjust to body temperature will be widely used. Phase-changing polymers absorb heat when the body is hot and release it when the body is cool. First applications will be for skiers and outdoor workers."		58		Between 1992 and 2002, fabrics that adjust to body temperature will be widely used. These include fabrics that absorb heat when the body is hot and release it when the body is cool. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The sensing fabrics can emerge and be used anywhere in the world.		58		1044		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The author is predicting that sensing fabrics will emerge on the market.		58		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				230		yes				no		Sensing fabrics		yes										no		Sensing fabric is a subsystem.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Fabrics are materials. This forecast could also be binned under sensor technologies, since sensors would likely be incorporated into the fabric.		58		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Sensing fabrics were in development when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		58		2002		1992		3/30/2012 15:10		3/30/2012 15:10		SF		1044		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						1997		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"New plastics will serve as sensors to detect motion, heat and fluids and to provide electronic output to computers. They may hold shape, return to shape or deform according to programs."		58-59		Between 1992 and 2002, plastics will be able to detect motion, heat, and fluids and provide electronic output to computers. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The new plastics can emerge or be used anywhere in the world.		58-59		1045		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The author is predicting that a new type of plastic--one that can serve as a sensor--will emerge. 		58-59		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				230		yes				no		Plastic		yes										no		Sensing plastic would be a subsystem.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Although the forecast describes the plastic as being a sensor, primarily, it is basically a material that can serve as a sensor (as well as an electronic output for computers).		58-59		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Plastic of this type was not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		58-59		2002		1992		3/30/2012 15:17		3/30/2012 15:17		SF		1045		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA						1997		no						21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Military technology for night goggles will be adapted for consumer use, making flashlights unnecessary for many situations."		59		Between 1992 and 2002, night vision technology (goggles, etc.) will migrate from the military market to the consumer market. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The technology can migrate to any consumer market in the world.		59		1046		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The author is predicting that night vision technology will migrate to a new market.		59		Technology Migration		2002		1992		221		9				236		yes				no		Night vision technology		yes										no		Night vision technology is a subsystem.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Night vision technology capitalizes on physical properties.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Night vision technology was mature when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		no				1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		59		2002		1992		3/30/2012 15:32		3/30/2012 15:32		SF		1046		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		These materials had been built into the structures of buildings as early as 1991 but there has never been a widespread use of them with "relatively few" new buildings using the technology as of 2009.		Interpreted "relatively few" buildings being composed of fiber optic materials to not satisfy the forecast that "new buildings will be composed of fiber optic material".		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"New buildings and structures will have fiber optic 'smart skins.' These are surfaces in which fiber optic sensors are embedded during manufacture, making it possible to monitor the heat and stress they experience. Already used in military aircraft, the new structures will find uses in many types of vehicles and in other stressed structures."		59		Between 1992 and 2002, new buildings will be composed of fiber optic material that makes it possible to monitor the heat and stress the buildings experience. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The materials can be used in structures or buildings anywhere in the world.		59		1047		yes				yes		2009		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The forecast indicates that the materials were used in military aircraft in 1992, and predicted that they would be used for structures and buildings.		59		Technology Migration		2002		1992		221		9				230		yes				no		Fiber optic building material		yes		In 1997 there were buildings that had fiber optic materials in them which could monitor stress on the building.								no		The material would be a subsystem in a building or structure. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Explicit in forecast statement; "smart skins" are a type of material.		59		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		The forecast indicates that the materials were used in military aircraft in 1992, and predicted that they would be used for structures and buildings.		59				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		59		2002		1992		3/30/2012 15:41		6/20/2012 10:07		SF		1047		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		Commercial consumer marketed electronic scanners for ripeness were not available in the forecast year and therefore were not widely used.		Interpreted lack of evidence of commercial scanning technologies and the most current research suggesting that this technology could potentially aid the fruit and vegetable industry to indicate that there is no commercially available electronic scanner for the end consumer. As there is no commercially available electronic fruit and vegetable scanner for end consumers, it follows that this technology is not widely used by consumers.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Electronic scanners will tell the consumer when fruit and vegetables are ripe--no need to thump the watermelon."		59		Between 1992 and 2002, electronic scanners capable of determining whether fruits and vegetables are ripe will be widely used by consumers.										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The scanners can emerge anywhere in the world.		59		1048		no				yes		2012		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The author is predicting that the scanners will emerge.		59		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				233		yes				no		Electronic scanners		yes		In 1997, electronic scanners capable of determining whether fruits and vegetables are ripe were not generally available as a commercial product to be widely purchased by consumers.								no		The scanners/sensors would be systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		The forecast is describing scanners that serve as sensors.		59		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Scanners/sensors of this type were not in development when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.
		59		2002		1992		3/30/2012 15:46		6/20/2012 10:08		SF		1048		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		While storm detectors meant for personal or small scale usages such as those described in the forecast did exist in 1997, no evidence of widespread use at any point in time was found. Therefore, the forecast was not realized.		Interpreted rejection of usefulness of personal storm detectors, the small market of earlier personal storm detectors, and lack of evidence indicating a large market for storm detectors to be indicative that these devices have never been commonly used in the settings described in the forecast as of 2007.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Low-cost storm detectors will be installed in autos, homes, farms and offices. These will give a plot of approaching precipitation, lightning and turbulence. These devices will also be popular at golf courses, tennis clubs and other recreational areas."		60		Between 1992 and 2002, storm detectors that plot approaching precipitation, lightning, and turbulence will be common in cars, homes, farms, and offices. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The technology can emerge and be used anywhere in the world.		60		1049		yes				yes		2007		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The author is predicting that this technology will emerge and will be used in different markets.		60		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				233		yes				no		Weather sensors		yes		In 1997 storm detectors were not common in cars, homes, farms or offices.								no		Weather sensors are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement; sensors would detect climatological phenomena. 		60		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Weather sensing technology of the type described was likely in development when the forecast was made. 		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.
		60		2002		1992		3/30/2012 15:52		7/6/2012 11:29		SF		1049		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		yes		Forecast realization requires wide use of storm detection systems. Evidence indicates that in 1997 there was only limited usage.		Interpreted the phrase "commonly used" to be indicative of wide usage of storm detection systems, which led to the conclusion that whilst not widely used in 1997 storm detectors  were widely used by 2002 in recreational areas.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Low-cost storm detectors will be installed in autos, homes, farms and offices. These will give a plot of approaching precipitation, lightning and turbulence. These devices will also be popular at golf courses, tennis clubs and other recreational areas." 		60		Between 1992 and 2002, storm detectors that plot approaching precipitation, lightning, and turbulence will be widely used in recreational areas, including golf courses and tennis clubs. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The sensors can be used in recreational areas anywhere in the world.		60		1050		yes		2002		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no		1		The author is predicting that the sensors will emerge and be used in certain markets.		60		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				233		yes		5		no		Weather sensors		yes		In 1997, storm detectors were in use in recreational areas but were not yet widely used.								yes		Weather sensors are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		60		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Climatological sensors meeting this description were likely in development when the forecast was made.		NA		5		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		60		2002		1992		3/30/2012 15:56		6/20/2012 10:13		SF		1050		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		no		Forecast requires the replacement of oxygen tanks with devices that generate oxygen from water. This had not occurred in 1997.		Interpreted the device still being a prototype according the manufacturers website along side the earlier news release (which is suggestive that this is a novel product) to indicate lack of replacement by 2010.		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"New scuba gear will generate oxygen from water, thus making tanks unnecessary and providing extended dive duration."		60		Between 1992 and 2002, scuba gear that generates oxygen from water will replace oxygen tanks. 										1		Worldwide		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The new scuba gear can emerge anywhere in the world.		60		1051		no				yes		2010		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no				The author is predicting that new scuba gear will emerge.		60		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				236		yes				no		SCUBA gear		yes		By 1997 scuba gear that generates oxygen from water had not replaced oxygen tanks								no		The gear would be a system/technique for generating oxygen from water.		60		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		SCUBA gear capitalizes on physical and mechanical properties.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		There is no indication that the gear described in the forecast was mature or in development in 1992. 		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.		60		2002		1992		3/30/2012 16:01		6/20/2012 10:18		SF		1051		SF

		6		yes		no				This forecast might not be usable, since it does not specify what "after 2000" means. However, I'm including it in case several probes had been sent to Mars by 2012 (I seem to recall verifying a forecast last time about probes and Mars).
		yes		Document publication date, as seen in the foreword.		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		yes		The forecast year given to use is 1997. This is outside the range of the forecast given.		Interpreted the forecast statement as it is and found evidence to verify based on this, despite the irregular indefinite time horizon of the forecast statement.

There was some interpretation involved in determining whether the forecast itself was predicting that a Mars landing would occur after 2000 or whether probes would be sent after 2000 in preparation for an eventual landing that would occur at an unspecified date. 		21		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Several probes will be sent to Mars to collect soil samples and other data preparatory to a landing after the year 2000."		63		After 2000, more than 4 probes will be sent to Mars to collect soil samples. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The book was published in Norcoss, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based, as seen in the foreword. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast likely applies to the U.S., which had made plans to land on Mars around the time the forecast was made.		63		1052		yes		2011		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author states that some of the forecasts originated from him (an expert in air transportation and space technology, as seen from: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm) but most forecasts originated from published documents. Hence, multiple forecast methodologies are used (expert sourcing and essays). 		1997		no		2.8		The author is predicting that probes will be sent to Mars, which doesn't fully apply to any of the prediction types. It most closely resembles emergence, especially if probes that collect soil samples, etc. had not been used before.  		63		Technology emergence		2002		1992		221		9				234		yes		14		no		Mars probes		yes		More than 4 probes have been sent to Mars to collect soil samples since 2000.								no		Probes require systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		63		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Mars probes were in development when the forecast was made.		NA		14		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1992				In Chapter III (“Checklist of Potential Changes”), the author describes how different bullet styles in the document indicate what timeframe is associated with a forecast. Bullets without any shading project from 0 to 10 years, while bullets that are partially shaded and fully shaded are for 10-20 and 20-30 years, respectively.

This forecast is for 0 to 10 years.
		63		2002		1992		3/30/2012 16:11		7/11/2012 9:53		SF		1052		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006.5		yes		Forecast requires notebooks to be dominant in the PC market. This was not yet the case in 2007.		Interpreted the forecast that notebooks would "dominate" to mean they have greater sales than desktops.		1		Alex Kidman, "Turning Japanese," CNET Australia, September 14, 2004, accessed April 3, 2012, http://www.cnet.com.au/turning-japanese-240001281.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"The sales figures here pretty much confirm it, but a quick trip through Tokyo's Akihabara confirms that, within about five years, the notebook part of the PC market (whether you sit on the Mac or PC side of the fence) will be the majority share...while there are dektop PCs on the Japanese market they're dwarfed by the notebook offerings. While the core technologies - wireless, mainly Intel processors and so on - remained pretty much identical to what we can get here, the quality of screens on offer made me unconsciously drool."  		1		Between 2004 and 2009, notebooks rather than desktops will dominate the PC market in Australia. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The author writes for CNET Australia and is based in Australia: http://www.alexkidman.com/?page_id=6. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		1		The forecast language indicates that it might be specific to the Australian market, since he states that the core technologies of notebooks are identical to what "we" can get "here." This is likely a reference to Australia.		1		1053		no		2008		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author traveled to Japan to gather insight about what technologies might be popular in other countries in the near future. In this sense, he's observing trends in Japan and extrapolating their applicability to Australia. 		2006.5		no		0.6		Explicit in forecast statement; the author is predicting that notebooks will make up most of the PC market share.		1		Market penetration		2009		2004		223		5		30		226		yes		1.5		no		Notebooks		yes		In 2007, notebook sales represented 45.4% of all PC sales in Australia.		Analysis of precursor events that are correlated with similar historic events 		Precursor Analysis 		5		yes		Notebooks are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Notebooks are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Notebooks were in wide use when the forecast was made.		NA		1.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2004				The time horizon is stated as "within about five years," which is translated as, "within five years." According to our lexicon, "within X years" is evaluated as a date range from the year of the forecast to the forecast + x years. Therefore, the timespan for this forecast is 2004-2009, and it will be evaluated at 2007. 		1		2009		2004		4/3/2012 13:01		6/20/2012 10:27		SF		1053		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The author presented this paper at a conference in 2000.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2001		yes		The total sequence of the rice genome was first made available to the public on a database in late 2002.		Data stated clearly stated in source.		1		W.J. Peacock, “Emerging Directions in Gene Technology,” (Australia: CSIRO Plant Industry, July 25-26, 2000). 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“The first element of the program is to sequence the rice genome and Australia is not involved in this project. Monsanto has recently provided access to a first draft of the rice sequence, albeit with fairly hefty commercial strings attached…We can expect that the total sequence of rice will be available on a public database, available to all researchers around the world, in less than 2 years. We already have the sequence of the Arabidopsis genome – a broad leaf plant. We use this database in everyday research. Having a complete sequence enables us to do a lot of things, but it doesn’t tell us what the component genes do. Having a complete sequence is like having a dictionary with a list of all the words in the English language, but without their meanings.” 		4		Before July 2002, the total sequence of the rice genome will be available on a public database like GenBank. 										1		Worldwide		Dr. Peacock had been the chief of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) Plant Industry division when the forecast was made.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		1		The sequence for the rice genome can appear on any database in the world. 		4		1054		no		2002		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Dr. Peacock had been the chief of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) Plant Industry division when he spoke at the conference where the forecast was made. He is an expert in science policy and industry ( http://www.csiropedia.csiro.au/display/CSIROpedia/Peacock,+William+James) and likely based his forecast on his expert knowledge.  		2001		no		1		The author is predicting that the sequence will appear (emerge) on a public database.		4		Technology emergence		2002		2000		224		1		1		224		yes		1		no		Gene database 		yes		The total sequence of the rice genome was not available on a public database like GenBank in 2001.		Using conference proceedings as inputs for forecasting  		Conferences		1		yes		Sequencing a genome and posting and maintaining it in a public database requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		The forecast is describing databases used for biotechnology.		4		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Gene databases existed and were in use when the forecast was made.		NA		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2000				The author is predicting that the event will occur "in less than 2 years." Since the prediction was made in July 2000, the event must occur before July 2002. Our lexicon states that "before the year" forecasts are evaluated as a date range from the year the forecast was made (2000) to the forecast date (2 years = 2002). 		4		2002		2000		4/3/2012 14:31		6/20/2012 10:28		SF		1054		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to the article’s abstract and methodology sections, experts were surveyed in the fall of 1997 and that the workshop was held in November of 1997. 		NA						2004.5		no						NA		William A. Herman, Donald E. Marlowe, and Harvey Rudolph, “Future Trends in Medical Device Technology: Results of an Expert Survey,” (Rockville, MD: FDA Center for Devices and Radiological Health, April 8, 1998).  				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"All of the Table 1 technologies encompassed by this category were judged likely to experience significant development within the next five (and ten) years that would result in new products for clinical use...An escalating trend toward microprocessor-based intelligent devices was generally anticipated. Commonly cited examples were cardiac and drug-delivery implants, as well as “smart” robotics used in minimally invasive surgery.”		Report's discussion		Between 2002 and 2007, microprocessor-based intelligent devices, such as cardiac and drug-delivery implants as well as "smart" robotics used to make surgery less invasive, will be used in clinical settings. 

**Report available in sections online (http://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/CentersOffices/OfficeofMedicalProductsandTobacco/CDRH/CDRHReports/ucm234724.htm), so no page numbers can be assigned. 										1		Worldwide		The study was conducted by the FDA using U.S.-based experts. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report does not contain U.S.-specific language, and this technology can emerge anywhere in the world.		NA		1055		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the executive summary and methodology sections, the FDA conducted a survey of outside experts to identify major trends in medical device technologies over the next ten years.Participants included physicians, engineers, healthcare policymakers and payers, manufacturers, futurists and technology analysts. Questionnaire modeled on Delphi techniques. Each participant was later interviewed in a partially-structured format. Then participants were invited to a one-day workshop to promote interplay of viewpoints. 
		2004.5		no				The forecast is predicting that microprocessor-based intelligent devices will emerge on the clinical market.		NA		Technology emergence		2007		2002		225		1		62		226		yes				no		Microprocessor-based intelligent devices		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Microprocessor-based devices would be systems in this context.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Microprocessor-based devices are computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Microprocessor-based devices were likely in development when the forecast was made.		NA				7.5		Medium-term		no				1997				The surveys and workshop were held in 1997 and the forecast predicts that the technology would be available in 5-10 years.		NA		2007		2002		4/4/2012 8:42		4/4/2012 8:55		SF		1055		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to the article’s abstract and methodology sections, experts were surveyed in the fall of 1997 and that the workshop was held in November of 1997. 		NA						2004.5		no						NA		William A. Herman, Donald E. Marlowe, and Harvey Rudolph, “Future Trends in Medical Device Technology: Results of an Expert Survey,” (Rockville, MD: FDA Center for Devices and Radiological Health, April 8, 1998).  				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“All of the Table 1 technologies encompassed by this category were judged likely to experience significant development within the next five (and ten) years that would result in new products for clinical use. An escalating trend toward microprocessor-based intelligent devices was generally anticipated. Commonly cited examples were cardiac and drug-delivery implants, as well as "smart" robotics used in minimally invasive surgery...Survey participants also anticipated miniaturized biochemical and optical biosensors in these intelligent devices, sometimes in integrated “sensor fusion” configurations. The literature, too, reflects a substantial research interest in bioanalytic, electrochemical, and optical sensors in intelligent biomedical applications.”		Report's discussion		Between 2002 and 2007, microprocessor-based intelligent devices used in clinical settings (such as those used as cardiac and drug delivery implants or to render surgery less invasive) will incorporate miniaturized biochemical and optical biosensors. 

**Report available in sections online (http://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/CentersOffices/OfficeofMedicalProductsandTobacco/CDRH/CDRHReports/ucm234724.htm), so no page numbers can be assigned.										1		Worldwide		The study was conducted by the FDA using U.S.-based experts.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided with this forecast, and the technology can emerge anywhere in the world.		NA		1056		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The executive summary explains that the FDA conducted a survey of outside experts to identify major trends in medical device technologies over the next ten years.
Participants included physicians, engineers, healthcare policymakers and payers, manufacturers, futurists and technology analysts. Questionnaire modeled on Delphi techniques. Each participant was later interviewed in a partially-structured format. Then participants were invited to a one-day workshop to promote interplay of viewpoints. 
		2004.5		no				The forecast is predicting that the biosensors will be incorporated into the microprocessor-based intelligent devices that will emerge in 5-10 years.		NA		Technology emergence		2007		2002		225		1		62		233		yes				no		Miniaturized biosensors		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Biosensors would be subsystems when incorporated into microprocessor-based intelligent devices.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The miniaturized biosensors were likely in development when the forecast was made.		NA				7.5		Medium-term		no				1997				The surveys and workshop were conducted in 1997 and participants were predicting developments that would occur in 5-10 years.		NA		2007		2002		4/4/2012 8:54		4/4/2012 8:54		SF		1056		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to the article’s abstract and methodology sections, experts were surveyed in the fall of 1997 and that the workshop was held in November of 1997. 		NA						2004.5		no						NA		William A. Herman, Donald E. Marlowe, and Harvey Rudolph, “Future Trends in Medical Device Technology: Results of an Expert Survey,” (Rockville, MD: FDA Center for Devices and Radiological Health, April 8, 1998).  				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Participants expected significant developments leading to clinical applications in both genetic diagnosis and tissue-engineered devices over the next five to ten years. …For genetic diagnosis, participants’ interviews projected accelerating growth especially for single-gene disorders such as cystic fibrosis. The primary medical hardware cited was the DNA microchip sensor device.”		Report's discussion		Between 2002 and 2007, clinicians will use genetic testing to diagnose genetic disorders, including single-gene disorders. 

**Report available in sections online (http://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/CentersOffices/OfficeofMedicalProductsandTobacco/CDRH/CDRHReports/ucm234724.htm), so no page numbers can be assigned.										1		Worldwide		The study was conducted by the FDA using U.S.-based experts.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information in the report, and the technology can emerge anywhere.		NA		1057		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The executive summary explains that the FDA conducted a survey of outside experts to identify major trends in medical device technologies over the next ten years.
Participants included physicians, engineers, healthcare policymakers and payers, manufacturers, futurists and technology analysts. Questionnaire modeled on Delphi techniques. Each participant was later interviewed in a partially-structured format. Then participants were invited to a one-day workshop to promote interplay of viewpoints. 
		2004.5		no				The forecast is predicting that genetic diagnosis will emerge in a certain time frame.		NA		Technology emergence		2007		2002		225		1		62		224		yes				no		Genetic testing		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Genetic testing is a process/system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Genetic testing is a biological technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Some genetic testing was used clinically in 1997.		NA				7.5		Medium-term		no				1997				The surveys and workshop were conducted in 1997 and participants were predicting developments that would occur in 5-10 years.		NA		2007		2002		4/4/2012 9:07		7/12/2012 8:41		SF		1057		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to the article’s abstract and methodology sections, experts were surveyed in the fall of 1997 and that the workshop was held in November of 1997. 		NA						2004.5		no						NA		William A. Herman, Donald E. Marlowe, and Harvey Rudolph, “Future Trends in Medical Device Technology: Results of an Expert Survey,” (Rockville, MD: FDA Center for Devices and Radiological Health, April 8, 1998).  				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Participants expected significant developments leading to clinical applications in both genetic diagnosis and tissue-engineered devices over the next five to ten years.”		Report's discussion		Between 2002 and 2007, tissue-engineered devices, such as organ substitutes, will be used clinically.

**Report available in sections online (http://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/CentersOffices/OfficeofMedicalProductsandTobacco/CDRH/CDRHReports/ucm234724.htm), so no page numbers can be assigned.										1		Worldwide		The study was conducted by the FDA using U.S.-based experts.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report does not provide country-specific information and the technology can emerge anywhere.		NA		1058		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The executive summary explains that the FDA conducted a survey of outside experts to identify major trends in medical device technologies over the next ten years.
Participants included physicians, engineers, healthcare policymakers and payers, manufacturers, futurists and technology analysts. Questionnaire modeled on Delphi techniques. Each participant was later interviewed in a partially-structured format. Then participants were invited to a one-day workshop to promote interplay of viewpoints. 
		2004.5		no				The forecast is predicting that tissue-engineered devices will emerge on the clinical market.		NA		Technology emergence		2007		2002		225		1		62		224		yes				no		Tissue-engineered devices		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Tissue-engineered devices are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Tissue-engineered devices are biological technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Tissue-engineered devices were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				7.5		Medium-term		no				1997				The surveys and workshop were conducted in 1997 and participants were predicting developments that would occur in 5-10 years.		NA		2007		2002		4/4/2012 9:25		4/4/2012 9:25		SF		1058		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to the article’s abstract and methodology sections, experts were surveyed in the fall of 1997 and that the workshop was held in November of 1997. 		NA						2004.5		no						NA		William A. Herman, Donald E. Marlowe, and Harvey Rudolph, “Future Trends in Medical Device Technology: Results of an Expert Survey,” (Rockville, MD: FDA Center for Devices and Radiological Health, April 8, 1998).  				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Table 1 reflects the survey participants’ strong view that every technology in this category will experience significant new developments during the next five and ten year periods leading to new clinical developments…Participants also predicted continuing advances in noninvasive medical imaging, including a trend to image-guided procedures. The most pronounced expectations were for developments in functional and multimodality imaging.”  		Report's discussion		Between 2002 and 2007, image-guided medical procedures and functional and multimodality imaging will be used clinically.

**Report available in sections online (http://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/CentersOffices/OfficeofMedicalProductsandTobacco/CDRH/CDRHReports/ucm234724.htm), so no page numbers can be assigned.										1		Worldwide		The study was conducted by the FDA using U.S.-based experts.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific language in the report, and the technology can emerge anywhere.		NA		1059		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The executive summary explains that the FDA conducted a survey of outside experts to identify major trends in medical device technologies over the next ten years.
Participants included physicians, engineers, healthcare policymakers and payers, manufacturers, futurists and technology analysts. Questionnaire modeled on Delphi techniques. Each participant was later interviewed in a partially-structured format. Then participants were invited to a one-day workshop to promote interplay of viewpoints. 
		2004.5		no				The forecast is predicting that the technology will emerge in a specific time frame.		NA		Technology emergence		2007		2002		225		1		62		236		yes				no		Noninvasive medical imaging		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Noninvasive medical imaging is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Medical imaging relies on physical and mechanical properties.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Noninvasive medical imaging of the type described was in development when the forecast was made.		NA				7.5		Medium-term		no				1997				The surveys and workshop were conducted in 1997 and participants were predicting developments that would occur in 5-10 years.		NA		2007		2002		4/4/2012 9:40		4/4/2012 9:40		SF		1059		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to the article’s abstract and methodology sections, experts were surveyed in the fall of 1997 and that the workshop was held in November of 1997. 		NA						2004.5		no						NA		William A. Herman, Donald E. Marlowe, and Harvey Rudolph, “Future Trends in Medical Device Technology: Results of an Expert Survey,” (Rockville, MD: FDA Center for Devices and Radiological Health, April 8, 1998).  				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Table 1 shows that participants anticipated a strong likelihood of developments in this category over both five and ten-year periods leading to new clinical products...Generally, participants expected three types of developments. First, they anticipated development of new products designed for implanted delivery of insulin and other drugs. They pointed toward new implanted pumps, possibly intelligent devices with improved biosensors to monitor concentrations in body fluids and make dynamic adjustments in delivery rates. They also suggested the likely development of new polymeric timed-release devices which could improve the delivery of long-acting pharmaceuticals at optimized locations and rates."		Report's discussion		Between 2002 and 2007, new implantable products capable of delivering insulin will be available.  

**Report available in sections online (http://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/CentersOffices/OfficeofMedicalProductsandTobacco/CDRH/CDRHReports/ucm234724.htm), so no page numbers can be assigned.										1		Worldwide		The study was conducted by the FDA using U.S.-based experts.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The article does not provide country-specific information and the technology can emerge anywhere.		NA		1060		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The executive summary explains that the FDA conducted a survey of outside experts to identify major trends in medical device technologies over the next ten years.
Participants included physicians, engineers, healthcare policymakers and payers, manufacturers, futurists and technology analysts. Questionnaire modeled on Delphi techniques. Each participant was later interviewed in a partially-structured format. Then participants were invited to a one-day workshop to promote interplay of viewpoints. 
		2004.5		no				The forecast is predicting that the devices will emerge in a specific time frame.		NA		Technology emergence		2007		2002		225		1		62		236		yes				no		Implantable drug delivery device		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		A drug delivery device would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		A drug delivery device of this type would rely on physical, chemical, or mechanical properties.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Implantable drug delivery devices of the type described were not mature in 1997.		NA				7.5		Medium-term		no				1997				The surveys and workshop were conducted in 1997 and participants were predicting developments that would occur in 5-10 years.		NA		2007		2002		4/4/2012 11:12		4/4/2012 11:12		SF		1060		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to the article’s abstract and methodology sections, experts were surveyed in the fall of 1997 and that the workshop was held in November of 1997. 		NA						2004.5		no						NA		William A. Herman, Donald E. Marlowe, and Harvey Rudolph, “Future Trends in Medical Device Technology: Results of an Expert Survey,” (Rockville, MD: FDA Center for Devices and Radiological Health, April 8, 1998).  				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Table 1 shows that participants anticipated a strong likelihood of developments in this category over both five and ten-year periods leading to new clinical products...Generally, participants expected three types of developments. First, they anticipated development of new products designed for implanted delivery of insulin and other drugs. They pointed toward new implanted pumps, possibly intelligent devices with improved biosensors to monitor concentrations in body fluids and make dynamic adjustments in delivery rates. They also suggested the likely development of new polymeric timed-release devices which could improve the delivery of long-acting pharmaceuticals at optimized locations and rates. 		Report's discussion		Between 2002 and 2007, polymeric devices capable of providing timed release of pharmaceuticals will be used clinically.

**Report available in sections online (http://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/CentersOffices/OfficeofMedicalProductsandTobacco/CDRH/CDRHReports/ucm234724.htm), so no page numbers can be assigned.										1		Worldwide		The study was conducted by the FDA using U.S.-based experts.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information in the report, and the technology can emerge anywhere.		NA		1061		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The executive summary explains that the FDA conducted a survey of outside experts to identify major trends in medical device technologies over the next ten years.
Participants included physicians, engineers, healthcare policymakers and payers, manufacturers, futurists and technology analysts. Questionnaire modeled on Delphi techniques. Each participant was later interviewed in a partially-structured format. Then participants were invited to a one-day workshop to promote interplay of viewpoints. 
		2004.5		no				The forecast is predicting that the technology will emerge on the clinical market in a certain time frame.		NA		Technology emergence		2007		2002		225		1		62		236		yes				no		Drug delivery devices		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		A drug delivery device is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Drug delivery devices capitalize on physical, chemical, or mechanical properties.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Devices of this type were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				7.5		Medium-term		no				1997				The surveys and workshop were conducted in 1997 and participants were predicting developments that would occur in 5-10 years.		NA		2007		2002		4/4/2012 11:18		4/4/2012 11:18		SF		1061		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to the article’s abstract and methodology sections, experts were surveyed in the fall of 1997 and that the workshop was held in November of 1997. 		NA						2004.5		no						NA		William A. Herman, Donald E. Marlowe, and Harvey Rudolph, “Future Trends in Medical Device Technology: Results of an Expert Survey,” (Rockville, MD: FDA Center for Devices and Radiological Health, April 8, 1998).  				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Table 1 shows that participants anticipated a strong likelihood of developments in this category over both five and ten-year periods leading to new clinical products...Generally, participants expected three types of developments...Second, participants projected new developments in drug-impregnated devices. Examples included new types of cardiac implants with antithrombogenic drugs, as well as orthopedic implants with bacteriostatic coatings." 		Report's discussion		Between 2002 and 2007, cardiac implants impregnated with antithrombogenic drugs will be used clinically.

**Report available in sections online (http://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/CentersOffices/OfficeofMedicalProductsandTobacco/CDRH/CDRHReports/ucm234724.htm), so no page numbers can be assigned.										1		Worldwide		The study was conducted by the FDA using U.S.-based experts.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information in the report and the technology can emerge anywhere.		NA		1062		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The executive summary explains that the FDA conducted a survey of outside experts to identify major trends in medical device technologies over the next ten years.
Participants included physicians, engineers, healthcare policymakers and payers, manufacturers, futurists and technology analysts. Questionnaire modeled on Delphi techniques. Each participant was later interviewed in a partially-structured format. Then participants were invited to a one-day workshop to promote interplay of viewpoints. 
		2004.5		no				The forecast is predicting that the technology will emerge in a certain time frame.		NA		Technology emergence		2007		2002		225		1		62		236		yes				no		Drug-impregnated medical devices		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		A drug-implanted device would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		The devices would rely on physical, chemical, or mechanical properties.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technology was immature when the forecast was made.		NA				7.5		Medium-term		no				1997				The surveys and workshop were conducted in 1997 and participants were predicting developments that would occur in 5-10 years.		NA		2007		2002		4/4/2012 11:23		4/4/2012 11:23		SF		1062		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to the article’s abstract and methodology sections, experts were surveyed in the fall of 1997 and that the workshop was held in November of 1997. 		NA						2004.5		no						NA		William A. Herman, Donald E. Marlowe, and Harvey Rudolph, “Future Trends in Medical Device Technology: Results of an Expert Survey,” (Rockville, MD: FDA Center for Devices and Radiological Health, April 8, 1998).  				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Table 1 shows that participants anticipated a strong likelihood of developments in this category over both five and ten-year periods leading to new clinical products...Generally, participants expected three types of developments...Second, participants projected new developments in drug-impregnated devices. Examples included new types of cardiac implants with antithrombogenic drugs, as well as orthopedic implants with bacteriostatic coatings." 		Report's discussion		Between 2002 and 2007, orthopedic implants containing bacteriostatic coatings will be available. 

**Report available in sections online (http://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/CentersOffices/OfficeofMedicalProductsandTobacco/CDRH/CDRHReports/ucm234724.htm), so no page numbers can be assigned.										1		Worldwide		The study was conducted by the FDA using U.S.-based experts.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The technology can emerge anywhere in the world. 		NA		1063		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The executive summary explains that the FDA conducted a survey of outside experts to identify major trends in medical device technologies over the next ten years.
Participants included physicians, engineers, healthcare policymakers and payers, manufacturers, futurists and technology analysts. Questionnaire modeled on Delphi techniques. Each participant was later interviewed in a partially-structured format. Then participants were invited to a one-day workshop to promote interplay of viewpoints. 
		2004.5		no				The forecast is predicting that the technology will emerge in a certain time frame.		NA		Technology emergence		2007		2002		225		1		62		236		yes				no		Drug-impregnated medical devices		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Drug-implanted devices are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Drug-impregnated medical devices would rely on physical, chemical, and mechanical properties.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The described devices were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				7.5		Medium-term		no				1997				The surveys and workshop were conducted in 1997 and participants were predicting developments that would occur in 5-10 years.		NA		2007		2002		4/4/2012 11:28		4/4/2012 11:28		SF		1063		SF

		2		yes		no		Ground truth forecast year not in line with year stated in forecast statement.

Incorrectly entered '1999' as the forecast year, when it was in fact 2009. Changed to 2009. SF 6/25/12				yes		Document publication date.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2009		no		In 2011 the plastic electronics market was worth $3.5bn globally.		Data stated clearly in sources.		5		UK Department for Business, Innovation, and Skills, “Science & Technology Cluster Overview of Key Trends up to 2015-2020: Technology Cluster 1 of 8: Advanced Materials and Robotics,” December 1, 2006. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“The market for plastic electronics is expected to grow from around $100 million in 2005 to several billion dollars by the end of the decade. The largest market for the new electronic technologies is likely to be displays, ranging from devices on packaging and supermarket shelves to large television screens.” 		4		In 2009, the global market for plastic electronics will amount to between 4 and 10 billion dollars.  										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by the UK Department for Business, Innovation and Skills		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		The forecast is likely predicting the global market, since there is no country-specific language in the report and sales are provided in dollars.		4		1064		yes				no		2011		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The forecast methodology is vague. The document is peppered with footnotes, but none is associated with this forecast. However, the "general sources" section of the document indicates that the forecast may have been derived from information from OSI's Horizon Scanning Centre, which appears to track key technologies.		2009		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		4		Market penetration		2010		2008		226		8		56		225		yes				no		Electronics		yes		In 2009 the plastic electronics market was worth less than $2bn globally.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Stand-alone electronic devices are generally systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Most electronics are communications technology. However, this forecast is also about computer technology.		4		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Plastic electronics devices were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2006		2009		According to our lexicon, "end of the decade" is the last year of a decade (XXX9). 		4						4/4/2012 12:11		7/2/2012 9:02		SF		1064		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		26		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		There were first 72,000 cash machines installed in Europe in 1991, when installations reached 76,000.		Assumes as ~20% of ATMs were in Europe in 1989 and 1999 this remained approximately constant throughout that decade. To get approximations of the numbers of ATMs in Europe, the figures for Worldwide ATM's and the figures for European percentages of ATMs are used with the assumption above instated.		27		Torben Jessen, “ATMs and Cash Dispensers: Past, Present and Future,” Housing Finance International, August 1988. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“ATMs have now become an integral part of European financial institutions’ personal banking strategies. The number of operational ATMs has increased rapidly in recent years and it is expected that it will almost double by 1995…The number of European ATMs is expected to almost double by 1995 to 72,000, with the bulk of the increase in the next few years.” 		24 & 27		In 1995, there will be 72,000 ATMs in Europe. 										5		Europe		The author is a research associate with the Battelle Financial Industry Systems Group in London. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		27		Explicit in forecast statement. The prediction applies to all of Europe. 		24 & 27		1065		yes		1991		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is a research associate with the Battelle Financial Industry Systems Group in London who has published extensively on ATMs. 		1995		no		0.571428571		The author is predicting the market penetration of ATMs in 1995.		24 & 27		Market penetration		1997		1993		227		2		8		226		yes		-4		no		ATMs		yes		In 1995 there were approximately 112,000 cash machines installed in Europe.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		ATMs are part of a system of systems, but a single ATM node is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ATMs are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		ATMs existed and were in use when the forecast was made.		NA		4		7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1988		1995		Explicit in forecast statement. 		24 & 27						4/4/2012 13:43		7/13/2012 11:25		SF		1065		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33						2004		no						33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Toys with network-based intelligence, 2004”		33		Toys with network-based intelligence will be available commercially in 2004. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts, and the products can emerge anywhere in the world. 		33		1066		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2004		no				The forecasters are predicting that the toys will emerge in 2004. 		33		Technology emergence		2005		2003		228		2		8		226		yes				no		Toys		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Toys meeting this description would be systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		In this context, the toys would be a computer technology.		33		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Toys with network-based intelligence were likely in development when the forecast was made.		NA				2		Short-term		no				2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. 		33						4/5/2012 9:08		4/5/2012 9:08		SF		1066		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33						2005		no						33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Behavior alarms based on human mistake recognition, 2005”		33		In 2005, alarms that recognize mistakes and alert humans to these mistakes will be in use. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts, and the products can emerge anywhere in the world.		33		1067		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2005		no				The forecasters are predicting that the technology will emerge in 2005.		33		Technology emergence		2006		2004		228		2		8		233		yes				no		Behavior alarms		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		The alarms would be systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		The alarms would recognize (sense) mistakes.		33		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technology was likely immature when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		33						4/5/2012 9:13		4/5/2012 9:13		SF		1067		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		At the end of 2006 73.4% of US households had a personal computer. <73% of households had computers in 2005. 		Interpreted the 2006 figure for number of households with a personal computer to be indicative that in 2005 there were not enough households with a personal computer to satisfy the forecast.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“80% of U.S. homes have PCs, 2005”		33		In 2005, 80% of U.S. households will have a personal computer.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		Explicit in forecast statement.		33		1068		yes		2008		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2005		no		1		Explicit in forecast statement; the authors are predicting what percentage of U.S. households will have PCs. 		33		Market penetration		2006		2004		228		2		8		226		yes		3		no		Personal computers		yes		In 2005 there were not as many as 80% of US households with computers.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		PCs are systems. 				System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		33		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PCs were mature when the forecast was made.		NA		3		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		33						4/5/2012 9:18		6/20/2012 10:30		SF		1068		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		A Virtual Reality Harlem project was used in 2005 which allowed students to explore the buildings and sounds of Harlem in the 1920's.		Earliest example of actual use of virtual reality environments in teaching "science, art, history" found in research was 2005 before this source in 2002 describes virtual reality teaching as "fairly new concept". Interpreted this to indicate that prior to 2005 there was little or no use of virtual reality in real teaching environments. The use cited in 2005 seems to be enough to satisfy the forecast requirements.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Virtual reality is used to teach science, art, history, etc., 2005”		33		In 2005, at least one virtual reality technology will be used to teach science, art, history, and other subjects.										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts, and the products can emerge anywhere in the world.
		33		1069		no		2005		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2005		no		0		The forecasters are predicting that virtual reality will have a new use in education.		33		Technology Migration		2006		2004		228		2		8		226		yes		0		no		Virtual reality		yes		In 2005 virtual reality technologies were being used to teach history and literature.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Virtual reality products are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Virtual reality is a computer technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Virtual reality products existed when the forecast was made.		NA		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		33						4/5/2012 9:33		6/20/2012 10:51		SF		1069		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		yes		Computers of 100+ teraflops were not completed and installed until 2005.		Data stated clearly in sources.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“100-teraflop computer, 2004”		33		A computer with 100-teraflop computing power will be available in 2004.										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		A computer with the described computing power can be available anywhere in the world.		33		1070		yes		2005		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2004		no		0.5		The forecast is predicting that computing power will increase.		33		Evolution		2005		2003		228		2		8		226		yes		1		no		Computer		yes		In 2004, the fastest supercomputer was IBM's Blue Gene/L machine, which managed speeds of 70.72 teraflops.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		33		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Computers with the described computing power were in development when the forecast was made. 		NA		1		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		33						4/5/2012 10:43		6/20/2012 10:53		SF		1070		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		yes		Clip-on devices such as those available in 2004 do not qualify as built in.		To set this as realized in 2008, the forecast was interpreted to suggest that all components of the camera (including storage) must be built into the glasses and that they must function as a camera separate from any other devices or attachments not part of the glasses.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Cameras built into glasses record what we see, 2004”		33		In 2004, a pair of eyeglasses with a camera built into them will be commercially available. This glasses will record what the wearer sees. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts, and the products can emerge anywhere in the world.		33		1071		yes		2008		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2004		no		2		The forecast is predicting that the glasses will emerge in 2004.		33		Technology emergence		2005		2003		228		2		8		226		yes		4		no		Eyeglasses		yes		In 2004 there were devices that could be attached to glasses to record what the wearer saw but they were not built in.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		The described eyeglasses would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		In this context, the eyeglasses would process and store visual data.		33		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Eyeglasses of the type described were immature in 2002. 		NA		4		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		33						4/5/2012 10:58		6/20/2012 10:56		SF		1071		SF

		2		yes		no		I characterized this forecast as tech evolution because the solar cells (or other collection and storage mechanism) would first need to be modified (evolved) for use in textiles. SF
				yes		Article publication date.		33		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		Jackets capable of collecting solar energy and using it to power portable electronic devices were brought to market in late 2004.		Data stated clearly in sources.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Clothes collect and store solar power, 2005”		33		In 2005, clothing that collects and stores solar power will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts, and the products can emerge anywhere in the world.		33		1072		yes		2004		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2005		no		0.333333333		The forecast is predicting that solar cells--which existed when the forecast was made--would evolve such that they could be incorporated into clothing. The forecast is also predicting that fabrics would evolve such that they could incorporate technologies that collect and store solar energy. 		33		Evolution		2006		2004		228		2		8		227		yes		-1		no		Clothing		yes		Clothing that collected and stored solar energy was available in 2005.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Clothing that collects and stores solar energy would constitute  a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		In this case, the clothing would collect and store solar power.		33		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The technology was in the late stages of development when the forecast was made. 		NA		1		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		33						4/5/2012 11:05		7/11/2012 9:53		SF		1072		SF

		2		yes		no				Unable to find additional contextual information for this one. Not sure what adding computer chips to paint would achieve. 		yes		Article publication date.		33		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		no		Smart paint was still in early developmental research stages in 2004.		Data clearly states that such smart paints are still firmly in the developmental and research stages of development in 2012.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Smart paint containing computer chips is available, 2004”		33		In 2004, paint that contains computer chips will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		The paint can emerge anywhere in the world.		33		1073		yes				no		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2004		no				The authors are predicting the paint will emerge on the market in 2004.		33		Technology emergence		2005		2003		228		2		8		230		yes				no		Paint		yes		Smart paint - paint that contains computer chips, was not available commercially in 2004.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Paint with computer chips would comprise a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Paint that incorporates computer chips would rely on materials technology.		33		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		This technology was immature in 2002.		NA				2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		33						4/5/2012 11:25		7/11/2012 12:47		JG		1073		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33						2005		no						33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Fiber-optic plants used in gardens, 2005”		33		In 2005, fiber-optic plants will be used in gardens. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts, and the products can emerge anywhere in the world.		33		1074		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2005		no				The authors are predicting that fiber-optic plants will emerge on the market in 2005. 		33		Technology emergence		2006		2004		228		2		8		224		yes				no		Fiber-optic plants		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		A fiber optic plant would comprise a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		A fiberoptic plant would be a computer technology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Fiber optic plants were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		33						4/5/2012 11:30		7/11/2012 15:35		JG		1074		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33						2005		no						33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Living rooms decorated with virtual-reality scenes, 2005”		33		In 2005, products that allow rooms to be decorated with virtual reality scenes will be available. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts, and the products can emerge anywhere in the world.		33		1075		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2005		no				The authors are predicting that the products will emerge in 2005. 		33		Technology emergence		2006		2004		228		2		8		226		yes				no		Virtual reality-based home decor		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Virtual reality-based home decor would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Virtual reality products are computer technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The described technology was immature when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		33						4/5/2012 11:35		7/11/2012 9:50		SF		1075		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33						2005		no						33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Voice control of many household gadgets, 2005”		33		In 2005, between 4 and 10 household gadgets (hair dryers, can openers, toasters, microwaves, ovens, vacuum cleaners, refrigerators, etc.) will be voice-controlled. 

**A list of household devices is provided here: http://www.enchantedlearning.com/wordlist/householddevices.shtml
										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts, and the products can emerge anywhere in the world.		33		1076		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2005		no				The authors are predicting that in 2005, household gadgets will have evolved such that they are voice-controlled, rather than controlled manually.		33		Evolution		2006		2004		228		2		8		236		yes				no		Voice-controlled household products		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Household gadgets are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		The described products would rely on physical and mechanical properties.		33		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Voice-controlled products were in development when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		33						4/5/2012 11:51		7/11/2012 9:50		SF		1076		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		Autonomous space vehicles are yet to be deployed.		Data stated clearly in sources, only limited autonomous functionality was available on forecast year by 2011 research was still ongoing.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Robotic space vehicles and facilities, 2005”		33		In 2005, robotic vehicles will be in use in space.  										7		Multi-regional		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts. Since the forecast is about space vehicles, it would only apply to countries with space programs.		33		1077		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2005		no				The authors are predicting that space vehicles will evolve such that they're robotic. 		33		Evolution		2006		2004		228		2		8		235		yes				no		Autonomous space vehicles 		yes		In 2005, space vehicles were only partially autonomous in function.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Autonomous space vehicles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. Could also be filed under "space technology" or "ground transportation technology."		33		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Fully autonomous space vehicles were immature when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		33						4/5/2012 12:04		7/11/2012 9:49		SF		1077		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		Source from 2006 suggests virtual reality was not then accepted as courtroom evidence.		Interpreted "can benefit" in the 2011 source to imply courtrooms are not currently utilizing the technology. 

All ground truth sources make it clear that VR technologies were not routinely used in courtrooms.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“VR routinely used in courtrooms for evidence presentation, 2005”		33		In 2005, it will be commonplace for virtual reality technologies to be used to present evidence in courtrooms. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts, and the technology can emerge anywhere in the world.		33		1078		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2005		no				The authors are predicting that virtual reality technologies, which existed in 2002, will evolve such that they can be used in courtrooms. 		33		Evolution		2006		2004		228		2		8		226		yes				no		Virtual reality		yes		In 2005 virtual reality technologies were not used in courtrooms		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Virtual reality technologies are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Virtual reality systems are computer technologies.		NA		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Virtual reality technologies existed when the forecast was made, but they had yet to be adapted to courtroom settings.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		33						4/5/2012 12:10		7/11/2012 9:48		SF		1078		SF

		2		yes		no				There was no additional contextual information associated with this forecast. The author did not specify the type of weapons that would be fired remotely, other than to say they would be "soldier's weapons" (which implies that they'd be guns, not missiles or drones). Missing from the forecast is the role of the soldier, then. If his/her weapon is fired remotely, why is the soldier there in the first place (other than to hold and aim the gun that someone fires remotely)?  		yes		Article publication date.		33		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		The CROWS system allows the remote operation of crew-served weapons from inside an armored vehicle.		Interpreted the statement "like never before" to indicate that this is a first of its kind.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Soldiers’ weapons fired remotely, 2005”		33		In 2005, soldiers' weapons (pistols, rifles, etc.) will be able to be fired remotely. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts, and the weapons can be used by any country in the world. 		33		1079		yes		2005		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2005		no		0		The authors are predicting that military weapons will evolve such that some of them can be fired remotely.		33		Evolution		2006		2004		228		2		8		236		yes		0		no		Military weapons		yes		In 2005 the U.S army first deployed the CROWS system in Iraq.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Remotely-fired weapons would comprise a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		The weapons described would rely on physical and mechanical properties.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the technology was in development in 2002. 		33		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		33						4/5/2012 12:21		7/2/2012 9:04		SF		1079		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		As of 2012 such a vehicle is only in the rudimentary planning stages and none have been completed or demonstrated.		Data stated clearly in source.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Space tugs take satellites into high orbits, 2005”		33		In 2005, space tugs will be used to transfer satellites into high orbits.										7		Multi-regional		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		The space tugs could be used by any country with a space program.		33		1080		no				no		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2005		no				The authors are predicting that tugs will emerge by 2005.		33		Technology emergence		2006		2004		228		2		8		234		yes				no		Space tugs		yes		In 2005 there were no space tug vehicles being used to transfer satellites into high orbits.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Space tugs would be systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		33		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Space tugs were not in development when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		33						4/5/2012 12:30		7/2/2012 9:05		SF		1080		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		In 2005 no hydrogen fueled aircraft were in use. In 2011 hydrogen planes were still being researched.		Data in ground truth sources indicate technology is still in development.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Hydrogen-fueled executive jets (cryoplanes), 2005”		33		Hydrogen-fueled jets (cryoplanes) will be in use in 2005. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		Cryoplanes could emerge anywhere in the world.		33		1081		no				no		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2005		no				The authors are predicting that cryoplanes will emerge in 2005. 		33		Technology emergence		2006		2004		228		2		8		223		yes				no		Cryoplanes		yes		Hydrogen fueled aircraft had been tested by 2005 but none had gone into actual aviation use.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Planes are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		33		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Cryoplanes were not in development in 2002.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		33						4/5/2012 12:34		6/20/2012 11:13		SF		1081		SF

		2		yes		no				I omitted "trucks" from this forecast because the authors didn't specify what trucks they meant. I assume they meant semis and delivery trucks, but couldn't credibly include those here. 		yes		Article publication date.		33		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		OPTIGUIDE was installed on buses in operation in France in 2001. This system worked by using a camera and detection system that followed dashed lines painted on the bus lanes road surface.		Data stated clearly in source.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Assisted lane-keeping systems used in trucks and buses, 2005”		33		In 2005, buses will include technologies that enable them to stay in their own lanes while driving. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		The technologies can emerge and be used anywhere in the world.		33		1082		yes		2000		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2005		no		1.666666667		The authors are predicting that the lane-keeping technologies would emerge by 2005. 		33		Technology emergence		2006		2004		228		2		8		228		yes		-5		no		Lane-keeping systems		yes		In 2005 buses using optical guidance systems to enable them to remain in the desired lane were already in service for some 4 years.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Lane-keeping technologies are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement; the systems would be used to keep buses and trucks in their own lanes.		33		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that lane-keeping technologies we in development in 2002. 		33		5		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		33						4/5/2012 12:42		7/2/2012 9:07		SF		1082		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33						2005		no						33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Polymer video screens built into clothes, 2005”		33		In 2005, video screens will be incorporated into clothing. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		The clothing can be worn anywhere in the world. 		33		1083		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2005		no				The authors are predicting that video screens--which existed when the forecast was made--would evolve such that they could be incorporated into clothing (and vice versa). 		33		Evolution		2006		2004		228		2		8		225		yes				no		Clothing		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Clothing with a video screen would comprise a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		In this case, the clothing would include a video screen, which is a communication technology.		33		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technology was immature when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		33						4/5/2012 12:47		4/5/2012 12:47		SF		1083		SF

		3		yes		no				This one should be verified internally by a SME, since there will be significant interpretation involved in determining what a constitutes an "accident," much less a "major" one. 		yes		Article publication date. 		33		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		Some small genetic engineering accidents have occurred prior to 2005 but as of 2012 no major genetic engineering accident has occurred.		Difficult to determine what a "major" accident is as compared to a minor accident.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Wild card: major genetic engineering accident, 2005”		33		In 2005, there will be a major genetic engineering accident. 										1		Worldwide		The article explains that "wild card" forecasts like this one were obtained from a book written by John L. Peterson of The Arlington Institute. Mr. Peterson is based in the U.S. (http://www.arlingtoninstitute.org/tai/john-l-petersen). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		33		A genetic engineering accident could occur anywhere in the world.		33		1084		yes				no		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2005		no				The authors are predicting that a genetic engineering accident will occur/emerge. 		33		Technology emergence		2006		2004		228		2		8		224		yes				no		Genetic engineering		yes		No major genetic engineering accident occurred in 2005.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Genetic engineering is a technique/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Genetic engineering is a biological technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Genetic engineering was routinely used when the forecast was made. The forecast is predicting that the technique would produce an undesirable product.		33				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		33						4/5/2012 12:54		7/2/2012 9:09		SF		1084		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33						2006		no						33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Software is trained rather than written, 2006”		34		In 2006, it will be commonplace for software to be trained rather than written.										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		The technology to train software can be used anywhere in the world.		34		1085		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2006		no				The authors are predicting that technology will evolve such that software can be trained instead of written.		34		Evolution		2007		2005		228		2		8		226		yes				no		Software 		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Training software is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		34		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The ability to train software was likely in development when the forecast was made.		NA				4		Short-term		no				2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						4/5/2012 13:00		4/5/2012 13:00		SF		1085		SF

		1		yes		no				This doesn't meet the 30% rule, but I'm including it anyway in case the client wants to use it for some other analysis, 		yes		Article publication date.		33		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		In 2011 a robot with an artificial nervous system was still being described in futuristic and speculative terms.		2011 source states that the initial groundwork is being laid by creating software models of an artificial nervous system, implying there is no current technology of this sort.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Artificial nervous system for autonomous robots, 2010”		34		In 2010, autonomous robots will have artificial nervous systems.										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		The robots could be used anywhere in the world.		34		1086		no				no		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 				no				The authors are predicting that robots--which existed when the forecast was made--would evolve such that they had artificial nervous systems.		34		Evolution						228		2		8		235		yes				no		Autonomous robots 		yes		In 2010 robots did not have artificial nervous systems.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Robots of this description would be systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		34		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast timeline indicates that robots of this description were not in development in 2002.		NA				8		Medium-term		yes		SF		2002		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						4/5/2012 13:05		7/2/2012 9:12		SF		1086		SF

		2		yes		no				This is outside of our timeline, but I'm adding it in case the client wants to use it for subsequent analysis. 		yes		Article publication date.		33		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		In 2004 the Syncardia Total Artificial Heart received FDA approval.		Data stated clearly in sources.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Artificial heart (lab-cultured or entirely synthetic), 2010”		34		In 2010, an artificial heart that is entirely synthetic or has been cultured in a laboratory or will be used clinically. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		The product can emerge anywhere in the world.		34		1087		yes		2004		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 				no				The authors are predicting that an artificial heart will emerge on the clinical market.		34		Technology emergence						228		2		8		224		yes				no		Artificial heart		yes		In 2010 at least one artificial heart was being used clinically.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Artificial organs would comprise systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		A tissue-derived artificial heart would be a biological technology, whereas a synthetic artificial heart would be a physical, chemical, or mechanical system.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Artificial organs were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				8		Medium-term		yes		SF		2002		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						4/5/2012 13:21		7/6/2012 11:28		SF		1087		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33						2007		no						33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Optical neurocomputers, 2007”		34		Optical neurocomputers will be available in 2007. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		The technology can emerge anywhere in the world.		34		1088		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2007		no				The authors are predicting that optical neurocomputers will emerge in 2007.		34		Technology emergence		2009		2005		228		2		8		226		yes				no		Optical neurocomputer 		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		ONCs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ONCs are computer technologies. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		ONCs were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		no				2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						4/5/2012 13:25		4/5/2012 13:25		SF		1088		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		D-Wave claimed to have built a quantum computer in 2007 but claims were proved false. There were also claims in 2012 from D-Wave that they had built a quantum computer but the scientific community was skeptical of the claims and it is yet to be verified as true.		Data stated clearly in sources.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Quantum computer, 2007”		34		A quantum computer will be available in 2007. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		The computer can emerge anywhere in the world.		34		1089		yes				no		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2007		no				The authors are predicting that a quantum computer will emerge in 2007. 		34		Technology emergence		2009		2005		228		2		8		226		yes				no		Quantum computer		yes		There we no quantum computers in 2007.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		34		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Quantum computers were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						4/5/2012 13:28		6/20/2012 11:14		SF		1089		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		A breakthrough in conversion efficiency for multilayer solar cells in January 2009 achieved only a 41.1% conversion efficiency. In 2010 this had reached 42.3%.		Data stated clearly in sources.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Multilayer solar cells with efficiency of more than 50%, 2008” 		34		In 2008, multilayer solar cells will have a conversion efficiency of more than 50%. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		Solar cells with >50% conversion efficiency can be developed anywhere in the world.		34		1090		yes				no		2010		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2008		no				The authors are predicting that multilayer solar cells will have greater conversion efficiency in 2008.		34		Evolution		2010		2006		228		2		8		227		yes				no		Multilayer solar cells		yes		In 2008 multilayer solar cells did not have a conversion efficiency of more than 50%		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Solar cells are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		34		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Multilayer solar cells were mature when the forecast was made; the forecast is predicting that their efficiency will increase.		34				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2002		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						4/5/2012 13:31		7/2/2012 11:24		SF		1090		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33						2007		no						33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Portable translation device for simple conversation, 2007”		34		In 2007, a portable device capable of translating audio conversations will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts, and the products can emerge anywhere in the world.		34		1091		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2007		no				The authors are predicting that the device will emerge by 2007.		34		Technology emergence		2009		2005		228		2		8		225		yes				no		Translation device		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Translation devices are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		A translation device in a communication technology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Portable voice ranslation devices were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		no				2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						4/5/2012 13:37		4/5/2012 13:37		SF		1091		SF

		0		yes		no				Outside of timeframe. I'm including it in case the client wants to do additional analysis on it once the 30% rule is met (in 2013). 		yes		Article publication date.		33								no						33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“GPS and engine-management systems limit speed automatically, 2010”		34		In 2010, GPS and engine-management systems will be able to limit drivers' speed automatically.										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		The technology can be used anywhere in the world.		34		1092		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 				no				The authors are predicting that existing technologies will be able to provide additional benefits for the driver.		34		Evolution						228		2		8		228		yes				no		Automatic speed limiting system		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		The described technology is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement; the system would be used to limit drivers' speed.		34		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The system described was not mature in 2002.		NA				8		Medium-term		no				2002		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						4/5/2012 13:42		4/5/2012 13:42		SF		1092		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		A car with automatic steering had already been available commercially for 5 years. 		The forecast assumes that a car that is capable of parallel parking on its own is steering on its own, since parallel parking involves steering. 		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Cars with automatic steering, 2008”		34		In 2008, cars featuring automatic steering technology will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts, and the technology can emerge anywhere in the world.		34		1093		no		2003		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2008		no		0.833333333		The forecasters are predicting that a new technology will emerge.		34		Technology emergence		2010		2006		228		2		8		228		yes		-5		no		Automatic steering		yes		By 2008, a car with automatic steering had already been available commercially for 5 years. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Automatic steering would be one of a car's many systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		34		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Automatic steering was not being developed in 2002.		NA		5		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2002		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						4/5/2012 13:45		6/28/2012 14:49		SF		1093		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		Devices that were capable of monitoring emissions in automobiles were in use as early as 1994. 		The forecast was written in 2002 but was realized 8 years prior. The original forecast statement indicates that said devices would be "chips," which it did not define. The Onboard Diagnostic System uses a series of chips, so the realization date is still 1994.  		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Pollution-monitor chips are built into cars, 2008”		34		In 2008, devices capable of monitoring emissions will be built into cars. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts, and the devices can emerge anywhere in the world.		34		1094		no		1994		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2008		no		2.333333333		Devices capable of measuring emissions existed in 2002. The authors are predicting that these devices would be incorporated into vehicles.		34		Technology Migration		2010		2006		228		2		8		228		yes		-14		no		Emission-monitoring devices		yes		In 2008, devices capable of monitoring emissions were built into many automobiles. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		The devices would be one of many systems in a car.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		34		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Devices capable of measuring emissions existed in 2002. The authors are predicting that these devices would be incorporated into vehicles.		34		14		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2002		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						4/5/2012 13:49		6/27/2012 13:00		SF		1094		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33						2007		no						33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Next-generation space telescope launched, 2007”		34		In 2007, the next-generation space telescope will be launched.										7		Multi-regional		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		The telescope could be launched by any country with a space program.		34		1095		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2007		no				The authors are predicting that space telescope technology will evolve such that a new generation would be launched.		34		Evolution		2009		2005		228		2		8		234		yes				no		Space telescope		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		A space telescope is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		34		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The next generation space telescope was likely being developed when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		no				2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						4/5/2012 13:52		4/5/2012 13:52		SF		1095		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33						2008		no						33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Logic checkers highlight contradictory evidence, 2008”		34		In 2008, technology that is capable of highlighting contradictory evidence in legal cases and documents will be commonplace. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts, and the technology can emerge anywhere in the world.		34		1096		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2008		no				The authors are predicting the emergence of a new technology.		34		Technology emergence		2010		2006		228		2		8		226		yes				no		Logic checkers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Logic checkers would be systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The described technology sounds like a computer technology. 		34		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Logic checkers were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				6		Medium-term		no				2002		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						4/5/2012 13:56		4/5/2012 13:56		SF		1096		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		In 2003 some companies and governments are described as using physical robotic security patrols that also searched for fire, chemical spills, radiation and other "unusual events". The U.S army was also using armed robotic security guards in 2004-2008.		Interpreted "Technology has reached the point that robots are now being used" to indicate that robots began to be used for security purposes only recently (2003) in relation to the publishing of the book.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Robotic security and fire guards, 2008”		34		In 2008, robotic security and fire personnel will be in use. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts, and the robots can be used anywhere in the world.				1097		yes		2003		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2008		no		0.833333333		The forecast is predicting that robotics technology will evolve such that human jobs can be taken over by robots.		34		Evolution		2010		2006		228		2		8		235		yes		-5		no		Robotic personnel		yes		By 2008 robotic security and fire personnel were in use.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Robots of this type are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		34		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The robots described were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA		5		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2002		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						4/5/2012 14:01		7/6/2012 11:27		SF		1097		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		The first emotionally expressive toy was Hasbro's "My Real Baby," which was released in 2000.		Interpreted emotionally responding to mean being able to make appropriate facial expressions in response to stimuli. Using this interpretation, the My Real Baby (the first truly animatronic toy) is the first toy to respond emotionally as it made facial expressions and emoted using animatronics in response to stimuli.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Emotionally responsive toys and robots, 2006”		34		In 2006, toys that are able to respond emotionally to people will be available. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts, and the products can emerge anywhere in the world.		34		1098		yes		2000		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 		2006		no		1.5		The authors are predicting the emergence of a new technology.		34		Technology emergence		2007		2005		228		2		8		235		yes		-6		no		Emotionally responsive toys		yes		In 2006 toys that responded emotionally to people were available, such a the Emoti-Tronic Furby released in 2005.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Emotionally responsive toys are systems.		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Emotionally responsive toys would likely be autonomous or robotic.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Emotionally responsive toys were likely in development when the forecast was made.		NA		6		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						4/5/2012 14:06		7/6/2012 11:26		SF		1098		SF

		3		yes		no				Although this forecast is outside of our timeframe, I'm including it in case the client wants to conduct further analysis on it. Also, there is a forecast from McKinley Conway that is similar to this--we should add that verifying info to this entry. 		yes		Article publication date.		33		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		RFID tags are not commonly used on food packaging. An example of how RFID tags could used to control the way food is cooked has been demonstrated in a "tech house".		Interpreted device to mean some piece of technology such as an RFID tag, thereby excluding conventional bar codes. RFID tags were not widely being used in 2010 on food packaging and only technical demonstrations of the technology forecast had occurred up to this point.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Chips in packaging control cooking, 2010”		34		In 2010, devices that are incorporated in food packaging will be able to control the way the food is cooked.										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts, and the technology can emerge anywhere in the world.		34		1099		yes				no		2010		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 				no				The forecast is predicting the emergence of a new technology.		34		Technology emergence						228		2		8		226		yes				no		Food packaging		yes		In 2010, devices in food packaging were not able to control the way the food is cooked.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		The described technology is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		In this context, the food packaging would be a computer technology.		34		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technology was not mature in 2002.		NA				8		Medium-term		yes		SF		2002		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						4/5/2012 14:15		7/6/2012 11:24		SF		1099		SF

		2		yes		no				This is invalid, per the 30% rule but I'm including it in the database in case the client wants to use it when the 30% rule is satisfied (in 2013). 		yes		Article publication date.		33		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		Mood sensing light technology has not reached documented development yet. The closest technologies were a movement sensing light in 2011 and a mood sensing system that usesd cameras (which was developed in 2006). 		Research shows no mood sensing lights available commercially or in development. However, this does not necessarily mean that no such products were available. 		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Mood-sensitive light bulbs developed, 2010”		34		In 2010, mood-sensing light bulbs will be available commercially. These bulbs will be able to sense a user's mood and adjust accordingly. 										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		No country-specific information is provided in the forecasts, and the products can emerge anywhere in the world.		34		1100		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 				no				The forecast is predicting that lightbulbs will emerge such that they can sense users' mood and adjust accordingly.		34		Evolution						228		2		8		236		yes				no		Mood-sensing light bulbs		yes		The technology was not available in 2010. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Mood-sensing light bulbs are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Mood-sensing light bulbs would capitalize on physical, chemical, or mechanical properties.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Mood-sensing light bulbs were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				8		Medium-term		yes		SF		2002		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						4/5/2012 14:21		7/5/2012 14:33		SF		1100		SF

		1		yes		no		No date entered for Ground Truth Forecast Year. DF

No date entered because Quickbase doesn't recognize the forecast as usable, due to the time horizon. SF 7/2/12 		This forecast is invalid, per the 30% rule but I'm including it in the database in case the client wants to use it when the 30% rule is satisfied (in 2013).		yes		Article publication date.		33		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		In 1998 100 million people worldwide were using the Internet for the first time when Internet users grew from 70 million in December 1987 to 147 million in December 1998.		Data stated clearly in source.		33		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Cybercommunity attains population of 100 million, 2010”		34		In 2010, 100 million people will use the Internet.										1		Worldwide		The forecasts are derived primarily from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		33		The predicted number of users is likely global; there is no country-specific information in the forecast document.		34		1101		no		1998		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The timeline was derived from two forecasters, Ian Pearson (of BTexact Technologies) and Ian Nelid, and incorporates several “wild card” forecasts from John L. Petersen of the Arlington Institute. Both BTexact Technologies and the Arlington Institute are experts in forecasting (not necessarily in the related technologies). 				no				The authors are predicting the global penetration of the Internet.		34		Technology Migration						228		2		8		225		yes				no		Internet		yes		In 2010 1.9bn people used the Internet worldwide.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was mature and in use when the forecast was made.		NA				8		Medium-term		yes		SF		2002		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						4/5/2012 14:25		7/2/2012 10:41		SF		1101		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		yes		By 2010 the first robot to respond emotionally to humans was introduced in Europe.		Interpreted the "introduction" of a robot responding emotionally to indicate that it is "in use".		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Emotionally responsive toys and robots, 2006-2010”		3		Between 2006 and 2010, robots that respond emotionally to humans will be in use. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The robots can emerge anywhere in the world.		3		1102		yes		2010		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis. 		2008		no		0.666666667		The forecast is predicting that robots meeting this description will emerge on the market.		3		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		235		yes		2		no		Emotionally responsive robots 		yes		In 2008 robots that respond emotionally to humans remained in development.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Emotionally responsive robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Emotionally responsive robots were likely in development when the forecast was made.		NA		2		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement. 		3		2010		2006		4/12/2012 11:00		7/2/2012 11:14		SF		1102		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		Fido, a sensor, was declared the first to be able to sense odors as accurately and with the same success rate as a dog in 2005.		Interpreted forecast to mean that sensors would be able to detect any single scent as well as dog, rather than all scents.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Odour and flavour sensors comparable to dog, 2006-2010”		3		Between 2006-2010, odor sensors that are comparable to the olfactory senses of dogs will be in use. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The sensors can be used anywhere in the world.		3		1103		yes		2005		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		1		The forecast is predicting that odor sensors will evolve such that they are as effective as using dogs.		3		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		233		yes		-3		no		Odor sensors		yes		By 2008 an odor sensor comparable to the olfactory senses of dogs was in use.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Sensors are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Odor sensors meeting this description were being developed in 2005.		NA		3		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		3		2010		2006		4/12/2012 11:03		6/20/2012 11:16		SF		1103		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Toys with network based intelligence, 2006-2010” 		3		Between 2006 and 2010, toys with network-based intelligence will be on the market.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The toys can emerge anywhere in the world.		3		1104		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that the toys will emerge on the marketplace.		3		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		226		yes				no		Toys		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		The described toys would be systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		In this context, the toys would be computer technologies, since they'd have network-based intelligence.		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The toys were likely in development when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		3		2010		2006		4/12/2012 11:07		4/12/2012 11:07		SF		1104		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		In 1995 the RABI robot was created which modeled life forms artificially. 		Interprets "emerge" to be indicative of initial developments in the field occurring.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“First artificial electronic life, 2006-2010”		3		Between 2006 and 2010, the first artificial electronic life form will emerge.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The technology can emerge anywhere in the world.		3		1105		no		1995		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		4.333333333		The forecast is predicting that an artificial, electronic life form will emerge.		3		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		235		yes		-13		no		Artificial electronic life		yes		By 2008 artificial electronic life forms had emerged.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		A life form is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		An electronic life form would rely on physical and mechanical properties but its autonomy would make it an artificially alive.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The described technology was likely in development in 2005.		NA		13		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		3		2010		2006		4/12/2012 11:11		7/12/2012 13:00		SF		1105		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		In 2011 only 59.3% of 1334 human judges were fooled by a chatbot at a Turing test involving the chatbot "Cleverbot".		Data stated clearly in sources. Used 12 judge panel for 2008 - small sample size from which to extrapolate to worldwide population.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“AI chatbots indistinguishable from people by 95% of population, 2006-2010”		3		Between 2006 and 2010, 95% of the world's population will find artificial intelligence chatbots indistinguishable from people. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		No country-specific information was provided in the forecast statement, so it likely applies worldwide.		3		1106		yes				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that AI chatbots will evolve such that most of the population will find them indistinguishable from humans.		3		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes				no		AI chatbots 		yes		In 2008 the best performing chatbot fooled only 25% of 12 judges in competition for the Loebner Prize.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		AI chatbots are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		AI chatbots are communications technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		AI chatbots were likely in development when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		3		2010		2006		4/12/2012 11:16		7/6/2012 11:23		SF		1106		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		Speaking appliances had been developed in 2008, but as of 2012, none are said to have the ability to simulate emotion.		A search of research materials shows a strong focus on voice activated systems rather than systems with voice/emotion; thus we conclude that the technology has been ignored. 		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Domestic appliances with personality, 2006-2010”		3		Between 2006 and 2010, domestic appliances with features that resemble personalities (voices, ability to show emotion) will be available. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The appliances can emerge anywhere in the world.		3		1107		yes				yes		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that domestic appliances with features that resemble personalities (voices, ability to show emotion) will emerge. 		3		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		236		yes				no		Domestic appliances		yes		The forecast was not achieved in 2008.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Appliances are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Appliances rely on physical, chemical, and mechanical properties.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The described appliances were likely in development when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		3		2010		2006		4/12/2012 13:19		7/5/2012 14:30		SF		1107		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Computer agent personal shoppers, 2006-2010” 		3		Between 2006 and 2010, computer programs capable of serving as personal shoppers will be in use.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The programs can emerge anywhere in the world.		3		1108		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that the computer programs will emerge on the market.		3		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		226		yes				no		Virtual personal shoppers		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The technology was in development when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		3		2010		2006		4/12/2012 13:22		4/12/2012 13:22		SF		1108		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		In 2011 continuous, real-time sensing of blood chemistry was still not possible. 		Interpreted monitoring blood continuously to include real-time/near real-time output as a prerequisite.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“24/7 blood chemistry monitoring, 2006-2010”		4		Between 2006 and 2010, it will be possible to monitor one's blood chemistry continuously (24 hours a day). 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The technology can emerge anywhere in the world.		4		1109		yes				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that a blood chemistry analysis technology that enables continuous monitoring will emerge.		4		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		236		yes				no		Blood chemistry monitor		yes		In 2008 it was not possible to continuously monitor a patient's blood chemistry.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		The described technology is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		A blood chemistry monitor would capitalize on physical, chemical, and/or mechanical properties.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		A continuous blood chemistry monitor was likely in development when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		4		2010		2006		4/12/2012 13:36		7/6/2012 11:21		SF		1109		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Laser activated drug capsules, 2006-2010”		4		Between 2006 and 2010, pharmaceuticals products will be  contained in laser-activated capsules. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The capsules can emerge anywhere in the world.		4		1110		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that laser-activated capsules will emerge on the pharmaceutical market.		4		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		231		yes				no		Laser-activated capsules		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Laser-activated capsules would be systems.				System		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Laser-activated capsules would involve phononics technology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Laser-activated capsules were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		4		2010		2006		4/12/2012 13:44		4/12/2012 13:44		SF		1110		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Ultrasound or radio activated capsules, 2006-2010”		4		Between 2006 and 2010, pharmaceutical products will be contained in ultrasound or radio activated capsules.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The capsules could emerge anywhere in the world.		4		1111		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that ultrasound or radio-activated capsules will emerge on the pharmaceutical market.		4		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		236		yes				no		Ultrasound or radio-activated capsules		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Ultrasound or radio-activated capsules would be systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Ultrasound or radio-activated capsules would rely on physical or mechanical properties.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Ultrasound or radio-activated capsules were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		4		2010		2006		4/12/2012 13:59		4/12/2012 13:59		SF		1111		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Blood analysis chips, 2006-2010”		4		Between 2006-2010, blood analysis assays contained on small chips will be in use.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The chips can emerge anywhere in the world.		4		1112		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that a new, miniature blood analysis assay will emerge.		4		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		236		yes				no		Blood analysis microchips		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Blood analysis microchips are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Microchips for blood analysis would rely on physical and chemical properties.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Blood analysis microchips were in development when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		4		2010		2006		4/12/2012 14:03		4/12/2012 14:03		SF		1112		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		The first demonstration of a beetle being controlled remotely using neural implant technology occurred in 2008.		Data stated clearly in sources.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Remote control of insects by neural implants, 2006-2010”		4		Between 2006 and 2010, it will be possible to control insects remotely using neural implants. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The neural implants can be used in insects anywhere in the world.		4		1113		yes		2008		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		0		The forecast is predicting that neural implants will evolve such that they will be practical enough to be used to control insect behavior.		4		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		236		yes		0		no		Neural implants		yes		In 2008 a system was successfully devised for creating a beetle which could be controlled wireless by neural implants.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Neural implants that enable remote control of an organism require a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		The implants would rely on chemical and mechanical properties.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The implants were likely in development when the forecast was made.		NA		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		4		2010		2006		4/12/2012 14:08		7/2/2012 10:46		SF		1113		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		A 2008 source suggests this could be a useful tool in future. In 2010 a software was being developed by eXaudios Technologies which was demonstrated to be able to monitor call center agents' emotions. However, as of 2010, the technology was not available commercially. 		Data stated clearly in sources.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Emotion detection used in businesses to select front line staff, 2006-2010”		4		Between 2006 and 2010, businesses will use emotion detection technology to select which front line staff to use based on their temperament. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The technology can emerge and be used anywhere in the world.		4		1114		yes				yes		2010		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that emotion detection technology will emerge and be used by businesses.		4		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		233		yes				no		Emotion detection technology		yes		In 2008 emotion detection technology was not being generally used to select which front line staff to use based on temperament.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Emotion detection would require a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Emotion detection technology would involve some type of sensor.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Emotion detection technology was in development when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		4		2010		2006		4/12/2012 14:50		7/2/2012 11:36		SF		1114		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		In 2008, there was a professional service that would generate and send emails. 		Assumed that the earliest sales in 2008 included the fee required for generating and delivering the emails. 		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Professional paid-for email, 2006-2010”		5		Between 2006 and 2010, businesses will use a professional service that generates and sends e-mails for a fee.  										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.										5		Europe		1		The professional service can emerge anywhere in the world.		5		1115		yes		2008		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		0		The forecast is predicting that a professional e-mail service will emerge.		5		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2				225		yes		0		no		Professional e-mail service		yes		In 2008 professional services were available to generate and send emails for businesses to enhance their marketing campaigns. A 2008 sales brochure from the Constant Contact email marketing company that boasts the technology is the earliest evidence of such a service. 								yes		The service would be a system of generating e-mails.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		E-mail is a form of communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		E-mail was in use when the forecast was made.		NA		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		5		2010		2006		4/12/2012 15:08		7/6/2012 12:01		SF		1115		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		5 large firms offered instant voice mail services by 2006 and by 2008 instant voice mail was available on smartphones.		Interpreted the number of large companies offering services like those forecast to constitute the service being commonplace.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Instant voice mail, 2006-2010”		5		Between 2006 and 2010, instant voice mail will be commonplace.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Instant voice mail can be used anywhere in the world.		5		1116		yes		2006		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		0.666666667		The forecast is predicting that voice mail will evolve such that it will be provided instantaneously.		5		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes		-2		no		Instant voice mail		yes		In 2006 Microsoft, AOL, BT and Yahoo and Google all offered their own instant voice messaging services. By 2008 there were also products like HulloMail launched in 2008 offering Instant Voice Mail services for smartphones.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Instant voice mail would require a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Voice mail is used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Instant voice mail was in development when the forecast was made.		NA		2		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		5		2010		2006		4/12/2012 15:12		6/20/2012 11:18		SF		1116		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		By 2011 only 6.4% of the UK workforce was telecommuting.		Interpreted data from tables in source.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“25% of UK workforce teleworking at least 2 days a week, 2006-2010”		5		Between 2006 and 2010, 25% of the UK workforce will be telecommuting at least 2 days a week.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Explicit in forecast statement.		5		1117		no				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting the frequency of teleworking, which provides insight about the penetration of associated technologies.		5		Market penetration		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes				no		Teleworking 		yes		In 2008, 6.2% of the UK workforce telecommuted.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Telecommuting requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Teleworking is a form of communication and relies on communication technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		People were telecommuting in 2005. 		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		5		2010		2006		4/12/2012 15:21		7/2/2012 11:13		SF		1117		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		As of 2009 little progress had been made on research into microturbines and they are yet to gain ability to generate power or to be commercialized.		Data stated clearly in sources.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Button sized gas turbine generators for portable device power, 2006-2010”		6		Between 2006 and 2010, button-sized gas turbine generators will be used to provide power for portable devices.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The generators can be used anywhere in the world.		6		1118		yes				yes		2009		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that gas turbine generators will evolve such that they're miniaturized and practical for powering portable devices.		6		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		227		yes				no		Gas turbine generators		yes		In 2008 button-sized gas turbine generators were not used to provide power for portable devices.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Generators are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		6		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Miniaturized gas turbine generators were immature when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		6		2010		2006		4/12/2012 15:26		7/2/2012 11:11		SF		1118		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		In 2006 the UK government published an Energy Review backing long term investment in nuclear power as an energy strategy going forward.		Data stated clearly in sources.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Return to nuclear power in UK (decision made), 2006-2010”		6		Between 2006-2010, officials in the UK will decide to return to using nuclear power. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Explicit in forecast statement.		6		1119		yes		2006		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		0.666666667		The forecast is predicting that nuclear power will migrate (again) to the UK market.		6		Technology Migration		2010		2006		229		2		9		227		yes		-2		no		Nuclear power		yes		By 2008 a decision had been made by officials to return to using nuclear power in the UK.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Nuclear power requires a system of sytems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		6		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Nuclear power was mature in 2005.		NA		2		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		6		2010		2006		4/12/2012 15:29		7/6/2012 11:20		SF		1119		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		Research in 2011 showed that there was interest in creating best-by indicators for food, but this had not yet culminated in a marketable product. 		Data stated plainly in source. 		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Chips on food packaging tell when food is at its best, 2006-2010”		7		Between 2006 and 2010, food packaging will include devices that provide dates for when the food is at its best. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The devices can emerge anywhere in the world.		7		1120		no				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that the chips will emerge.		7		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		233		yes				no		Food packaging		yes		There is no indication that the technology was in use in 2008. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		The devices would be systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		The devices would include a sensor of some type.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The devices were immature when the forecast was made. 		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		7		2010		2006		4/12/2012 15:40		7/11/2012 9:46		SF		1120		SF

		3		yes		no		Need to look at home goods stores to see if any of the tiles they sold incorporated video. The ground truth source is for an art installation. SF 7/5/12

Added new research which shows video tiles called TARMLED which were used at public events and trade shows. There was evidence found that these were ever commercially available to a wider audience. DF				yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		There is no evidence these tiles ever became commercially available for home purchase.		Interprets the discussion of the TARMLED tiles, which only mentions use in trade shows and the events market, as indicative that these were not made available for home use (there is also a lack of evidence of their wider commercial availability from research).		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Video tiles, 2006-2010” 		7		Between 2006 and 2010, tiles used around the home will incorporate video.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The tiles can emerge anywhere in the world.		7		1121		no				yes		2008		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that tiles with a novel function--video display--will emerge.		7		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes				no		Tiles		yes		In 2008 such technologies were being used in the events industry and in trade shows or special demonstrations.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		The tiles would be systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		In this context, tiles would be used as communication technologies because they would incorporate video.		7		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The tiles were immature when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		7		2010		2006		4/13/2012 7:36		7/12/2012 8:05		SF		1121		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Emotional objects, switches etc around the home, 2006-2010”		7		Between 2006 and 2010, at least one object in the home (such as a light switch or an appliance) will be able to discern human emotions and respond accordingly.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The objects can emerge and be used anywhere in the world.		7		1122		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that emotionally-responsive objects will emerge.		7		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		233		yes				no		Emotionally responsive household objects		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		The forecast is describing a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		The objects would need to include at least one sensor to discern human emotion. 		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The devices were not mature in 2005.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		7		2010		2006		4/13/2012 7:42		4/13/2012 7:42		SF		1122		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		In 2006 24.3% of users worldwide had wireless Internet access, in 2009 42.6% of users had wireless Internet access, and in 2010 47% of users had wireless Internet access.		Uses "Wireless Internet User Share" metric to verify forecast applying to households.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Most homes have wireless networks, 2006-2010” 		7		Between 2006 and 2010, most of the world's homes (>50%) will use wireless networks.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies to the global market.		7		1123		no				yes		2010		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting the penetration of wireless networks.		7		Market penetration		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes				no		Wireless network		yes		In 2008 less than 50% of homes worldwide had Wireless Internet access.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Wireless networks are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Wireless networks are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Wireless networks were mature and in use in 2005.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		7		2010		2006		4/13/2012 7:47		7/2/2012 11:54		SF		1123		SF

		1		yes		no		No date of realization -- Seems like there is not enough evidence to say this was not achieved by 2009. DF

Need to re-research this one. SF 7/2/12 				yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“SMS appliances, 2006-2010”		7		Between 2006 and 2010, at least one home appliance will be capable of short message service (SMS) messaging.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Appliances with SMS can be used anywhere in the world.		7		1124		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		yes				The forecast is predicting that SMS messaging will migrate from cell phones to appliances		7		Technology Migration		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes				no		SMS-capable household appliances		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Incorporating SMS messaging into appliances would create a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		In this context, household appliances would be used to communicate information via SMS.		7		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Cell phones were capable of SMS messaging in 2005, but the technology had not yet been incorporated into household appliances.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		7		2010		2006		4/13/2012 7:55		7/12/2012 9:49		SC		1124		SF

		1		yes		no		No date of realization -- Seems like there is not enough evidence to say this was not achieved by 2009. DF

Need to re-research this one. SF 7/2/12 				yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“IM appliances, 2006-2010”		7		Between 2006 and 2010, at least one household appliance will be able to send instant message alerts to homeowners. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		IM-capable appliances could be used anywhere in the world.		7		1125		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		yes				Instant messaging was already used in PCs. The technology is predicting that it would migrate to household appliances.		7		Technology Migration		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes				no		IM-capable household appliances		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Adding IM capability to household appliances would create a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		In this context, the household appliances would be able to communicate with owners.		7		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		IM technology was mature when the forecast was made, but had yet to migrate to household appliances.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		7		2010		2006		4/13/2012 7:59		7/12/2012 9:49		SC		1125		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		The Sony Librie was available in 2001. It used E-ink, which had a contrast ratio of 9:1, which is a clearer contrast ratio than the 6:1 of newspaper.  		Source provided answer for forecast. The 9:1 contrast ratio of the Librie is clearer than the 6:1 contrast of newspaper, supporting the case that the Librie's contrast was as good as paper. 		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Electronic notebook with contrast as good as paper, 2006-2010” 		7		Between 2006 and 2010, an electronic notebook with contrast that is comparable to that of paper will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The notebook can be used anywhere in the world.		7		1126		no		2001		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		2.333333333		The forecast is predicting that the electronic notebook would evolve such that its contrast would be comparable to paper.		7		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes		-7		no		Electronic notebook		yes		The technology was developed in 2001, seven years prior to the predicted year. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Electronic notebooks are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Electronic notebooks are used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electronic notebooks were mature in 2005. 		NA		7		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		7		2010		2006		4/13/2012 8:03		7/13/2012 15:00		SF		1126		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		There were 1.023bn internet users worldwide in 2005 this was the year when 1bn internet users were first reached.		Data stated clearly in source.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“1Bn internet users, 2006-2010”		8		Between 2006 and 2010, there will be one billion Internet users in the world.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		No country-specific information was provided and the predicted number is in the billions, so the forecast pertains to the global population.		8		1127		no		2005		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		1		The forecast is predicting the penetration of the Internet worldwide.		8		Market penetration		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes		-3		no		Internet 		yes		In 2008 there were approximately 1.57bn internet users worldwide.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use when the forecast was made.		NA		3		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		8		2010		2006		4/13/2012 8:06		6/20/2012 11:20		SF		1127		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Automatic video capture of personal events, 2006-2010”		8		Between 2006 and 2010, a technology that automatically captures users' personal events on video will exist. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The technology can emerge anywhere in the world.		8		1128		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that a technology with the described functionality will emerge.		8		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		226		yes				no		Automatic video capture		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		The technology described is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The forecast is describing a computer technology.		8		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The described technology was likely in development when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		8		2010		2006		4/13/2012 8:10		7/11/2012 9:46		SF		1128		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“24/7 audio recording, 2006-2010”		8		Between 2006 and 2010, a technology that is capable of providing continuous (24/7) audio recording of users will be available.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The technology can be used anywhere in the world.		8		1129		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that voice recording technology will evolve such that it will be practical for continual use.		8		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		226		yes				no		Audio recording		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Audio recording requires a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Audio recording requires a computer technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Audio recording existed in 2005 but was not practical for continuous use.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		8		2010		2006		4/13/2012 8:25		4/13/2012 8:25		SF		1129		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		Many mobile phones and PDAs have embedded functionality to deliver text based reminders automatically at preset intervals.		Interpreted this forecast as looking for a device which could always be with the user to give reminders (must be mobile). Also used requirement that it must give text-based reminders with the intention of being a system of reminding (a devices that gives reminders in some way other than text and without intention of reminding could arguably be any device at all).		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Remind me devices, 2006-2010”		8		Between 2006 and 2010, devices that are capable of issuing reminders to users will be available. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The devices can emerge anywhere in the world.		8		1130		yes		1986		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		7.333333333		The forecast is predicting the emergence of a new technology.		8		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes		-22		no		Reminder devices		yes		In 2008 devices that could issue reminders to users were available. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		The technology would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The devices would communicate with users.		8		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Devices that were capable of storing information about appointments were available in 2005 and some could send reminders, but no device existed solely to remind users of their appointments.		NA		22		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		8		2010		2006		4/13/2012 8:30		7/6/2012 11:17		SF		1130		SF

		3		yes		no		

				yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		The technology first went live with for the Spanish Rally in Catalunya, 2002. 		The company "introduces" the spectator option for the first time, but it's not absolutely clear as to if it's the first time in the industry or just the first time for that particular company. 		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Virtual car races at spectator sports, 2006-2010”		8		Between 2006 and 2010, virtual car races will become spectator sports. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Virtual car races can become spectator sports anywhere in the world.		8		1131		yes		2002		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		2		The forecast is predicting that virtual car races will emerge as spectator sports.		8		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		226		yes		-6		no		Virtual car races 		yes		The technology was already in use in 2008.  		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Virtual reality is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The car races would use virtual reality, which is a computer technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Virtual had been used for spectator sports prior to 2005.		NA		6		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		8		2010		2006		4/13/2012 8:39		7/11/2012 9:45		SF		1131		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Personal remote web servers, 2006-2010” 		8		Between 2006 and 2010, the use of personal remote web servers will be commonplace. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Personal remote web servers can emerge anywhere in the world.		8		1132		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that personal remote web servers will emerge on the market.		8		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		226		yes				no		Personal web servers		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Web servers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Web servers are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Web servers were mature in 2005, but were not yet practical for personalization.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		8		2010		2006		4/13/2012 8:44		7/11/2012 9:44		SF		1132		SF

		1		yes		no		No date of realization provided. DF

Need to find year of realization. SF 7/2/12 				yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no		In 2007 a smart ball containing a chip was being tested - this chip allowed the location of the ball on the field to be determined.				2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Chips in footballs, players, etc to enhance data collection, 2006-2010”		8		Between 2006 and 2010, chips capable of collecting data about professional athletes and associated equipment (footballs, etc.) during games will be used. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The devices can emerge anywhere in the world.		8		1133		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		yes				The forecast is predicting that sensors that are customized for use in spectator sports will emerge. 		8		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		233		yes				no		Data collection devices		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		The sensors would be systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		The devices would likely incorporate some type of sensor capable of measuring sports-related activities.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Sensors capable of measuring relevant activities existed in 2005 but had not been integrated into players' clothing or sports equipment.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		8		2010		2006		4/13/2012 8:50		7/12/2012 9:49		SC		1133		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Viewers able to pick any angle or player view, 2006-2010”		8		Between 2006 and 2010, viewers will be able to customize their television sets so they can see sports figures play from any angle or view. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		TVs meeting the forecast's description can appear anywhere in the world.		8		1134		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that televisions will evolve such that owners can customize their views.		8		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes				no		Televisions		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		TVs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Televisions are used to communicate information.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		TVs with the described functionality were likely in development in 2005.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		8		2010		2006		4/13/2012 8:57		4/13/2012 8:57		SF		1134		SF

		1		yes		no		Unsure if there is enough here to legitimately say this wasn't occurring in 2011. DF

The verifying source is proposing an augmented reality system, which indicates that it was not yet in use in 2011. SF 7/2/12				yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		A study published in 2011 suggests a potential system that could be developed to allow using a mobile phone as an augmented reality device in baseball stadiums overlaying players statistics on the field of play.		Interpreted the question "How about applying a mobile augmented-reality system (MARS) to spectator sports?" and the fact that the source was proposing an augmented reality system to suggest this has no previously been done.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Augmented reality at sports grounds to enhance spectator experience, 2006-2010”		8		Between 2006 and 2010, at least one sporting stadium will feature augmented reality technology to enhance spectators' experience. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Augmented reality can migrate spectator sports anywhere in the world.		8		1135		no				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that augmented reality technology would migrate to the spectator sporting market.		8		Technology Migration		2010		2006		229		2		9		226		yes				no		Augmented reality		yes		In 2008 there was no evidence found of sports stadiums employing augmented reality technology to enhance spectators' experiences.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Augmented reality is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Augmented reality is a computer technology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		An augmented reality system of the type described was immature when the forecast was made. 		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		8		2010		2006		4/13/2012 9:01		7/2/2012 11:21		SF		1135		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		In 2006 Digital e-ink billboards were erected in Cannes.		Data stated clearly in sources.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“e-ink screen advertising billboards, 2006-2010”		9		Between 2006 and 2010, at least one advertising billboard will use electronic paper similar to that used in e-readers. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Electronic ink can be used in billboards anywhere in the world.		9		1136		no		2006		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		0.666666667		The forecast is predicting that e-paper will evolve such that it is practical for use in large advertising billboards.		9		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes		-2		no		Electronic paper		yes		By 2008 electronic paper similair to that used in e-readers was used on at least one billboard.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Billboards that use electronic paper would be systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		In this context, the electronic paper would be used for advertising/communicating.		9		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electronic paper was used in e-readers in 2005 but had not yet been used for larger billboards. 		NA		2		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		9		2010		2006		4/13/2012 9:07		7/2/2012 11:49		SF		1136		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		As of 2011 research was ongoing into the development of a television that could generate smells appropriate to the visual displayed on screen.		Interprets statement that such systems are being developed by researchers as indicative of lack of commercial availability.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Smelly television using chips with small reservoirs of chemicals, 2006-2010”		9		Between 2006 and 2010, televisions will incorporate small reservoirs of chemicals that produce smells associated with the advertisements or programs that viewers are watching. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The televisions can emerge anywhere in the world.		9		1137		no				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that televisions will evolve such that they incorporate olfactory stimuli as well as visual stimuli. 		9		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes				no		Televisions		yes		In 2008 there was no commercially available television that could produce smells associated with images displayed on screen.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Televisions are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Televisions are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Televisions were mature in 2005, but those that incorporate olfactory stimuli were likely only in development.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		9		2010		2006		4/13/2012 9:15		7/2/2012 11:18		SF		1137		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		By 2010 a virtual mouse for computers was in prototyping stages but was not available commercially.		Interprets prototype development as indication of lack of commercial availability.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Virtual mouse, 2006-2010”		9		Between 2006 and 2010, a virtual mouse for computers will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The devices can emerge anywhere in the world.		9		1138		no				yes		2010		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that a virtual mouse will emerge on the market.		9		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		226		yes				no		Virtual mouse		yes		In 2008 virtual mice for computers were not available commercially.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		A mouse is a subsystem associated with computers.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		A mouse is a computer technology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technology was immature when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		9		2010		2006		4/13/2012 9:20		7/2/2012 11:17		SF		1138		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Self destructing DVDs used for video hiring, 2006-2010”		9		Between 2006 and 2010, DVDs that self destruct will be used by companies during video-based hiring processes.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Self destructing DVDs can emerge anywhere in the world.		9		1139		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that self-destructing DVDs will emerge.		9		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		226		yes				no		Self-destructing DVDs		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		A self destructing DVD would be more complex than a regular DVD (a component).		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		In this context, DVDs would be used to store interview or company-specific information.		9		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		DVDs were mature in 2005, but self-destructing DVDs were likely only in development.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		9		2010		2006		4/13/2012 9:28		4/13/2012 9:28		SF		1139		SF

		1		yes		no		No explicit date of realization provided in sources. At best it can be said this happened by 1998. DF

Need to conduct additional research to determine year of realization. SF 7/2/12

Jog wheel in source is not iPod-like. JG 7/9/12 

Additional research did not yield any results. SF 7/11/12 (Catherine)				yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		As early as 1998 there was a jog-wheel dialing cordless landline phone from Sony called the SPP-SS960.		Interprets the "jog dial" mentioned in source as being "iPod Like".		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“iPod style jog-wheel dialing for phones, 2006-2010”		9		Between 2006 and 2010, at least one mobile or landline phone will feature jog-wheel dialing similar to that of the iPod.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Phones with jog-wheel dialing can emerge anywhere in the world.		9		1140		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		669.3333333		The forecast is predicting that the jog-wheel dialing will migrate to use in telephones.		9		Technology Migration		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes		-2008		no		Telephones		yes		By 2008 a jog-wheel dialing landline phone had been available for at least 10 years.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		The jog-wheel dialing feature is a component of the iPod and is predicted to be a component of telephones. Telephones are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Telephones are used for communication.		NA		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		The forecast is predicting that jog-wheel dialing will migrate to phones.		9		2008		3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		9		2010		2006		4/13/2012 9:35		7/17/2012 8:13		SF		1140		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		Spherical silicon integrated circuits were being made in 2002.		Data stated clearly in sources.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Spherical silicon integrated circuits, 2006-2010”		9		Between 2006 and 2010, spherical integrated circuits that are made of silicon will exist. 										1		Worldwide		“Spherical silicon integrated circuits, 2006-2010”		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The circuits can emerge anywhere in the world.		9		1141		no		2002		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		2		The forecast is predicting that integrated circuits will evolve such that they will be made of silicon and will be spherical in shape.		9		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		226		yes		-6		no		Integrated circuits		yes		By 2008 spherical integrated circuits made of silicon had been made for 6 years.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Integrated circuits are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Integrated circuits are components of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Integrated circuits of the type described in the forecast were likely in development in 2005.		NA		6		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		9		2010		2006		4/13/2012 9:46		7/2/2012 11:50		SF		1141		SF

		0		yes		no		Need someone to check tech area. 				yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Polymers with lower resistance than copper at room temperature, 2006-2010”		9		Between 2006 and 2010, polymers with a lower room temperature resistance than copper will have been developed. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The described polymers can emerge anywhere in the world.		9		1142		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		yes				The forecast is predicting that polymers meeting that description will emerge.		9		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		230		yes				no		Polymers		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Polymers are components.				Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Polymers are used to develop materials.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Polymers meeting the forecast's description were likely in development in 2005.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		9		2010		2006		4/13/2012 9:51		4/13/2012 9:51		SF		1142		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		In 2006 the Dual-Core Itanium 2 Montecito was released, which was the first processor to break the 1 billion transistor count.		Data stated clearly in sources.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Chips with 1 billion transistors, 2006-2010”		9		Between 2006 and 2010, microchips with 1 billion transistors will be available. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The microchips can emerge anywhere in the world.		9		1143		yes		2006		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		0.666666667		The forecast is predicting that microchips will evolve such that they contain more transistors.		9		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		226		yes		-2		no		Microchips		yes		In 2008 the Six-Core Xeon 7400 was released which had a 1,900,000,000 transistor count.A processor with  1 billion transistors was available in 2006.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Microchips are components of computers. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Microchips are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Microchips were mature when the forecast was made. One with a billion transistors was in the late stages of development when the forecast was made.		NA		2		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		9		2010		2006		4/13/2012 10:01		6/20/2012 11:24		SF		1143		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		As of 2010 ploymer gel based muscles were still not in use in humans due to an inability to closely replicate human muscles.		Interpreted lack mention of advances in the technology in recent papers to indicate there is still no use of polymer gel muscles in humans. The 2007 article explicitly states that there are technical issues with doing so. There is some interpretation of the data involved in regarding the forecast non realized in 2012. We must take the data to suggest there was no breakthrough in the field by not explicitly stating there was one and to some degree implying there hasn't been one.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Use of polymer gels for muscles, 2006-2010”		9		Between 2006 and 2010, polymer gels will be used to make artificial muscles.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The gels can be used for artificial muscles anywhere in the world.		9		1144		no				yes		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that polymer gels will migrate for use in artificial cells.		9		Technology Migration		2010		2006		229		2		8		230		yes				no		Polymer gels		yes		Electro active polymer gel based muscles were not used in humans as muscles in 2008 and were mostly only being used robotics research.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Polymer gels would be components of artificial muscles.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		In this context, polymer gels would be the materials that make artificial muscles.		9		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Polymer gels were in use in 2005 but were not yet practical for use in artificial muscles (http://www.designinsite.dk/htmsider/m1315.htm).  		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		9		2010		2006		4/13/2012 10:13		6/20/2012 11:27		SF		1144		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Quantum effect interferometer for flux measurement, 2006-2010”		9		Between 2006 and 2010, a quantum effect interferometer will be used to measure flux. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The interferometer can emerge anywhere in the world.		9		1145		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that a quantum effect interferometer will emerge for use in measuring flux.		9		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		236		yes				no		Quantum effect interferometer		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Quantum effect interferometry is a technique/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Interferometry capitalizes on physical phenomena.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Quantum effect interferometry was in development when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		9		2010		2006		4/13/2012 10:18		7/11/2012 9:43		SF		1145		SF

		1		no		no		There's no evidence that the Caliper device can identify what chemicals are in a sample, which is what the forecast is probably predicting. DNA is a chemical, but I think this forecast is for lab identification of chemical compounds in samples. SF				yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		In 1998 Caliper Technologies in collaboration with Hewlett-Packard released the first microfluidic based product for DNA sizing. This was the first commercially available lab-on-a-chip product.		Interprets the Ge Wu book to be stating that the 1998 Caliper Technologies device was a lab-on-a-chip based on the context of the quote.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Chemical lab on a chip, 2006-2010”		9		Between 2006 and 2010, a lab-on-a-chip device that is capable of performing chemical assays will be available commercially. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The chip can emerge anywhere in the world.		9		1146		no		1998		yes		1998		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.
		2008		yes		3.333333333		The forecast is predicting that a lab-on-a-chip for chemical analysis will emerge on the market.		9		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		236		yes		-10		no		Lab-on-a-chip		yes		In 2008, lab-on-a-chip chemical assays had been available commercially for 10 years.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Lab-on-a-chips are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Lab-on-a-chips rely on physical, chemical, and/or mechanical properties.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Lab-on-a-chips for chemical analysis were in development in 2005.		NA		10		3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		9		2010		2006		4/13/2012 10:30		7/13/2012 16:52		SC		1146		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Self diagnosis using gene chips for domestic use, 2006-2010”		9		Between 2006 and 2010, it will be commonplace for DNA microarrays (gene chips) to be used for self-diagnosis. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		DNA microarrays can be used for self-diagnosis anywhere in the world.		9		1147		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that gene chips will evolve such that they're practical for self-quantification/self-diagnosis.		9		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		224		yes				no		DNA microarray		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		DNA microarrays are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		DNA microarrays are the products of biological technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		DNA microarrays were in use in 2005 but were not practical for self-diagnosis.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		9		2010		2006		4/13/2012 10:37		4/13/2012 10:37		SF		1147		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		Ground truth sources through 2008-2011 indicate that the use of carbon nanotubes for interconnects remains a potential future technological breakthrough and that there were still technical problems needed to be overcome.		Data clearly states that employment of carbon nanotubes as interconnects on integrated circuits was not mature or in use commercially in 2011.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Use of carbon fullerenes for on chip interconnect, 2006-2010”		9		Carbon nanotubes will be used for on-chip interconnect between 2006 and 2010.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The nanotubes can migrate to the forecasted market anywhere in the world.		9		1148		no				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that carbon nanotubes will migrate for use as on-chip interconnects.		9		Technology Migration		2010		2006		229		2		9		226		yes				no		Carbon nanotubes		yes		In 2008 carbon nanotubes were not used as on-chip interconnects.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Carbon nanotubes would be components of the chips.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		In this case, the carbon nanotubes would be part of a computer technology.		9		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technology was immature when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		9		2010		2006		4/13/2012 10:41		6/20/2012 11:37		SF		1148		SF

		3		yes		no		There's no evidence that the 2011 ground truth above was actually posted/written in 2011, rather than 2006. The 2006 source indicates that the motors were being incorporated into cameras in mobile phones. Has additional research been conducted on mobile phone cameras available after 2006?  SF

Added 2012 data indicating that piezoelectric motors have recently started being used in phone cameras. DF				yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		yes		In 2012 phone designers began using piezoelectric motors in phone cameras for auto focus functions.		The 2012 source provided states that "Phone camera designers have begun using new piezoelectric focus systems," which would indicate a realization date of 2012 at latest.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Piezoelectric motors for moving lenses in phones, 2006-2010”		9		Between 2006 and 2010, camera lenses on mobile phones will have piezoelectric motors that will allow them to move.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Mobile phones with the forecasted lenses can emerge anywhere in the world.		9		1149		yes		2012		yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		1.333333333		The forecast is predicting that cell phone cameras will evolve such that they can move.  		9		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes		4		no		Mobile phone cameras		yes		Piezoelectric motors that could be used in phone cameras to make lenses move were available in 2008 but there is no evidence they have ever been used in phones.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		The cameras would be a subsystem of mobile phones.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile phones are used for communication.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technology was immature when the forecast was made.		NA		4		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		9		2010		2006		4/13/2012 10:47		7/12/2012 11:16		SF		1149		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		Terahertz scanners were in use in at least 2 locations in 2006.		Interpreted "will be in use" to indicate that any single practical application of terahertz scanning satisfies the forecast. The source from The Star Ledger mentions "millimeter wave" technology It is unclear whether this is the same as terahertz scanning but none the less the Jon Coaffee book explicitly states there were terahertz scanners being used in London in 2006.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Tetraherz scanners, 2006-2010”		9		Between 2006 and 2010, tetraherz scanners will be in use.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Tetraherz scanners can emerge anywhere in the world.		9		1150		yes		2006		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		0.666666667		The forecast is predicting that tetraherz scanners will emerge.		9		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		236		yes		-2		no		Tetraherz scanners		yes		Terhertz scanning systems had been deployed in a number of public locations to scan people for security purposes.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Tetraherz scanners are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Tetraherz scanners capitalize on physical and mechanical phenomena. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Tetraherz scanners were in development when the forecast was made.		NA		2		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		9		2010		2006		4/13/2012 10:53		6/20/2012 11:48		SF		1150		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		In 2012, portable terahertz scanners are still not available. The technology is still in research and development.		Interpreted portable to mean handheld in size.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Portable tetraherz scanners, 2006-2010”		9		Between 2006 and 2010, portable tetraherz scanners will be in use. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Portable tetraherz scanners can emerge anywhere in the world. 		9		1151		yes				yes		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.
		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that portable tetraherz scanners will emerge.		9		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		236		yes				no		Tetraherz scanners		yes		In 2008, portable terahertz scanners were not available.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Tetraherz scanners are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Tetraherz scanners capitalize on physical and mechanical phenomena.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Portable tetraherz scanners were in early development when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		9		2010		2006		4/13/2012 10:56		6/20/2012 11:51		SF		1151		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		The fastest supercomputer available in 2010 was unable to process information as quickly as the human brain.		Data stated clearly in sources.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Supercomputers as fast as human brain, 2006-2010”		10		Between 2006 and 2010, at least one supercomputer capable of processing information as quickly as the human brain can will exist.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The supercomputer can emerge anywhere in the world.		10		1152		yes				yes		2010		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that supercomputers will evolve such that they process info as quickly as the human brain.		10		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		226		yes				no		Supercomputer		yes		In 2008, there we no supercomputers capable of processing information as quickly as the human brain. This remained the case in 2010.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Supercomputers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Super computers with the forecasted speed were in development in 2005.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		10		2010		2006		4/13/2012 11:00		6/20/2012 11:56		SF		1152		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		By 2007 there were 5.5 million service robots in use worldwide, reaching the 4 million forecast for the first time growing from 3.5 million in 2006.		Data stated clearly in source.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Global domestic robot numbers passes 4M, 2006-2010”		10		Between 2006 and 2010, there will be over 4 million domestic robots in use worldwide. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		1153		no		2007		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		0.333333333		The forecast is predicting the penetration of domestic robots.		10		Market penetration		2010		2006		229		2		9		235		yes		-1		no		Domestic robots		yes		In 2008 there were 7.3 million service robots in use worldwide.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Domestic robots are typically systems that are not fully autonomous nor as complex as industrial robots.  		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Domestic robots were in use when the forecast was made.		NA		1		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		10		2010		2006		4/13/2012 11:02		7/12/2012 10:23		SF		1153		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		In 2007 there were 1 million industrial robots in use worldwide for the first time, increasing from 0.95 million in 2006.		Data stated clearly in source.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Global industrial robot numbers passes 1M, 2006-2010”		10		Between 2006 and 2010, there will be over 1 million industrial robots in use worldwide. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		1154		no		2007		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		0.333333333		The forecast is predicting the penetration of industrial robots.		10		Market penetration		2010		2006		229		2		9		235		yes		-1		no		Industrial robots		yes		In 2008 there were 1.3 million industrial robots in use worldwide.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Industrial robots were in use in 2005.		NA		1		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		10		2010		2006		4/13/2012 11:06		7/12/2012 10:22		SF		1154		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Bacteria used in detection of explosives, 2006-2010”		11		Between 2006 and 2010, bacteria will be used to detect the presence of explosives. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Bacteria can be used to identify explosives anywhere in the world.		11		1155		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that bacterial properties will be exploited to detect explosives--a new application. 		11		Technology Migration		2010		2006		229		2		9		233		yes				no		Bacteria-based detection		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Bacteria-based sensing would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		In this case, the bacteria would become sensors.		11		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Bacterial-based detection was not mature in 2005.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		11		2010		2006		4/13/2012 11:11		4/13/2012 11:11		SF		1155		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		The 1TouchIQ2 Fingerprint Door Lock was first released in 2002. This allowed residents to access their homes based on biometric data (fingerprint).		No actual statement of "first" commercially marketed biometric locking system for homes. The 2002 example is the earliest that could be found specifically marketing itself towards households/home consumers.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Biometric home access, 2006-2010”		11		Between 2006 and 2010, devices that allow residents to access their homes based on biometric data will be available commercially. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The devices can emerge anywhere in the world.		11		1156		yes		2002		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		2		The forecast is predicting that biometric entry devices would migrate from use in secure buildings to homes. 		11		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		233		yes		-6		no		Biometric home entry devices		yes		Biometric door locks were available as early as 2002.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		The devices would be part of a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Biometric devices are sensors.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Biometric scanners for building or office entry existed when the forecast was made, but had not migrated to the domestic market.		NA		6		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		11		2010		2006		4/13/2012 11:17		6/20/2012 11:58		SF		1156		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Live CD-based OS distributed in newspaper, 2006-2010”		10		Operating systems on live CDs will be distributed in newspapers between 2006 and 2010. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		CD-based operating systems can be distributed in any newspaper in the world.		10		1157		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that CD-based operating systems will be so commonplace that they will be distributed in newspapers.		10		Market penetration		2010		2006		229		2		9		226		yes				no		CD-based operating systems		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		CD-based operating systems contain a software system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		CD-based operating systems are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		CD-based operating systems had been in use since the 1990s and were mature when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		10		2010		2006		4/13/2012 11:23		4/13/2012 11:23		SF		1157		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“90% of calls tetherless, 2006-2010”		12		Between 2006 and 2010, 90% of the phone calls made worldwide will be tetherless.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		There is no country-specific information provided for this forecast, so it likely applies globally.		12		1158		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting the global market for tetherless phone calls.		12		Market penetration		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes				no		Tetherless phone calls		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Tetherless phone calls require a system of sytems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Tetherless phone calls require communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Tetherless phone calls existed in 2005.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		12		2010		2006		4/13/2012 11:26		4/13/2012 11:26		SF		1158		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		yes		The forecast requires 75% penetration. This was not achieved until 2011, when penetration reached 77%.		Data stated clearly in sources.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Internet achieves 75% penetration in UK, 2006-2010”		12		Between 2006 and 2010, the Internet will achieve 75% penetration in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Explicit in forecast statement.		12		1159		yes		2011		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		1		Explicit in forecast statement.
		12		Market penetration		2010		2006		229		2		8		225		yes		3		no		Internet		yes		In 2008 there was 65% penetration of internet in the UK.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was mature and in use in 2005.		NA		3		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		12		2010		2006		4/13/2012 11:29		6/20/2012 12:00		SF		1159		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		As of 2011, the forecast has not been achieved yet. Mobile broadband technology prevailed.		Clear figures in research. 		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Wireless LANs become preferred access mechanism for mobile internet use, 2006-2010”		12		Between 2006 and 2010, wireless local area networks (LANs) will become the preferred means by which people worldwide access the Internet remotely.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		There is no country-specific information provided in the forecast statement, so it likely applies globally.		12		1160		yes				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting the global penetration of wireless LANs. 		12		Market penetration		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes				no		Mobile LAN		yes		Wi-Fi was fast growing in  forecasted period but mobile-broadband subscriptions became the preferred method of accessing Internet remotely worldwide.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Mobile LANs are part of a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile LANs are used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Mobile LANs existed when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		12		2010		2006		4/13/2012 11:33		7/13/2012 8:23		SF		1160		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Vibration used as part of calls on cellphones to convey emotion, 2006-2010”		12		Between 2006 and 2010, at least one cell phone will feature vibrations that convey different emotions. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Cell phones with the described features can emerge anywhere in the world.		12		1161		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.
		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that cell phones will evolve such that they're capable of conveying users' emotions. 		12		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes				no		Cellular phones		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Cell phones are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Cell phones are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Cell phones were mature when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		12		2010		2006		4/13/2012 11:36		7/17/2012 8:12		SF		1161		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Last ever PSTN call, 2006-2010”		12		Between 2006 and 2010, the last telephone call made over a public switched telephone network will be made.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The last PSTN call can me made anywhere in the world.		12		1162		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting the end of the PSTN market.		12		Market penetration		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes				no		Public switched telephone network		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		The public switched telephone network is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Public switched telephone network is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The public switched telephone network was mature in 2005.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		12		2010		2006		4/13/2012 11:40		4/13/2012 11:40		SF		1162		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“100Mbit/s wireless speed in office/home, 2006-2010”		12		Between 2006 and 2010, wireless speed of 100Mbit/s will be commonplace in homes and offices worldwide.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		No country-specific information was provided in the forecast, so it likely applies globally.		12		1163		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that wireless Internet speed will evolve/improve.		12		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes				no		Wireless Internet		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Wireless Internet requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Wireless Internet is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Wireless Internet was in use in 2005.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		12		2010		2006		4/13/2012 11:44		4/13/2012 11:44		SF		1163		SF

		2		yes		no		This forecast is not verified and should be excluded from our final data set. SF 7/5/12 		This forecast is not verified and should be excluded from our final data set. SF 7/5/12 		yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		Research shows a sharp decline in MP3 players to match the increase in mobile phones in 2008. 		Couldn’t find exact figures from valid source about music players market. Taking iPod and iPhone as sample, according to the citation, one can jump into conclusion that forecast was achieved.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Mobile phones pass standalone music players in market share, 2006-2010”		12		Between 2006 and 2010, the market share of mobile phones will surpass that of standalone music players worldwide.  										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		No country-specific information was included in the forecast, so it likely applies globally.		12		1164		yes		2008		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		yes		0		Explicit in forecast statement.		12		Market penetration		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes		0		no		Mobile phones		yes		Mobile phone sales were sharply increasing while the MP3 market was suffering in 2008. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Mobile phones are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile phones are used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Mobile phones were in use when the forecast was made.		NA		0		3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		12		2010		2006		4/13/2012 11:47		7/17/2012 8:12		SF		1164		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		 “Wrist-based video displays, 2006-2010”		13		Between 2006 and 2010, wrist-based video displays will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Wrist-based displays can emerge anywhere in the world.		13		1165		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that video displays will migrate to the fashion accessory market. 		13		Technology Migration		2010		2006		229		2		9		226		yes				no		Wrist-based video displays 		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Wrist-based video displays are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Wrist-based video displays are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Video displays were mature in 2005 but had not migrated to the fashion accessory market.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		13		2010		2006		4/13/2012 11:55		4/13/2012 11:55		SF		1165		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1						2008		no						2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“TV jewelry, 2006-2010”		13		Between 2006 and 2010, jewelry that incorporates television screens will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The jewelry can emerge anywhere in the world.		13		1166		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that television screens will migrate to the fashion accessory market.		13		Technology Migration		2010		2006		229		2		9		226		yes				no		Jewelry-based television screens		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		The described jewelry would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		In this context, the jewelry would become a computer technology.		13		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		Television screens existed in 2005 but had not been incorporated into jewelry.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		13		2010		2006		4/13/2012 12:01		4/13/2012 12:01		SF		1166		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		yes		Clothing made of light-emitting fabric was first commercially available to a wide market in 2011.		Data stated clearly in sources.		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Light emitting fabrics used in clothes, 2006-2010”		13		Between 2006 and 2010, clothing made of light-emitting fabric will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The clothing can emerge anywhere in the world.		13		1167		yes		2011		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no		1		The forecast is predicting the emergence of new fabric on the clothing market.		13		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		230		yes		3		no		Light emitting clothing 		yes		By 2008, there were production-ready prototypes of light-emitting fabric clothing but none were commercially available.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Light emitting fabric is a system made up of light panels.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		In this context, light emitting fabric would be used to make clothing.		13		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Light emitting fabric was in early development when the forecast was made.		NA		3		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		13		2010		2006		4/13/2012 12:07		7/12/2012 12:58		SF		1167		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		The closest to the forecast was a wearable LED display in 2008. However, it was too limited for blog use.  In 2011 Microsoft artists were still playing with the idea but had not yet come up with a model wearable outside of the studio. 		The concept had not been fully realized as late as 2011 and was still in the conceptual phase. 		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Blogs go wearable, 2006-2010”		13		Between 2006 and 2010, at least one accessory or article of clothing will be capable of displaying a personal blog. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The technology can emerge anywhere in the world.		13		1168		yes				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting the emergence of a new technology.		13		Technology emergence		2010		2006		229		2		9		225		yes				no		Wearable blog displays 		yes		The technology was not available in 2008. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Displays are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		In this context, the clothing or accessory would become a communication technology.		13		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technology was not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		13		2010		2006		4/13/2012 12:11		7/17/2012 8:11		SF		1168		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2005. It includes forecasts from other (unmentioned) sources.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		In 2012, they have not created a heavy cargo ship. However, they still plan on creating one within the next few years.		Sources provided sufficient evidence that required little interpretation to prove if the forecast occurred or not. 		2		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		“Blimp cargo lifters, carrying 160 tonnes, 6000 miles at 60mph, 2006-2010”		13		Between 2006-2010 lighter than air transport vehicles will be commercially viable alternatives to maritime transport for long-distance heavy lift services. They will be capable of traveling 6000 miles at 60mph while carrying 160 tonnes. 										1		Worldwide		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Blimps meeting the forecast's description can be used anywhere in the world.		13		1169		yes				yes		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to information on page 2, the forecasts were derived from the preceding BT technology timeline (which was based primarily on predictions made by Ian Neild and Ian Pearson), the web, magazines, chats with world experts, newsletters such as the Harrow Report, and Peter Cochrane. 

While some expert sourcing was used ("chats with world experts"), the dominant methodology was expert analysis.		2008		no				The forecast is predicting that blimps will evolve such that they're practical for carrying cargo.		13		Evolution		2010		2006		229		2		9		223		yes				no		Blimps 		yes		In 2008, there were no lighter than air ships being used for heavy lifting, although there was one being planned. The one being planned could only carry a maximum of 40 tons. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Blimps are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Blimps are a type of air transportation technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Blimps existed in 2005.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				Explicit in forecast statement.		13		2010		2006		4/13/2012 12:16		7/5/2012 9:59		SF		1169		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		Document publication date.		1						2007.5		no						1		Working Group 2.2, “The Nearby Universe: A Report to the National Committee for Astronomy for the Australian Astronomy Decadal Plan 2006-2015,” September 2005. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“The first direct detection of circumstellar disks came from Infra-Red Astronomy Satellite (IRAS) observations of Beta Pictoris, Alpha Lyrae, and other nearby, bright stars. More recent mid-infrared studies with Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) and the Spitzer Space Telescope have revealed many similar debris disks, evidently the remains of proto-planetary disks (“proplyds”) long after the planetary formation process had ended…The molecular gas in the disks can also be detected through observations in the millimeter regime. The recent upgrade of the ATCA to operate at 3mm wavelength has made it the only millimeter interferometer in the southern hemisphere and one of the most sensitive instruments of its type in the world. It will play a major role in the next five years in making high-resolution observations of the molecular gas in disks in nearly low-mass star forming regions.” 		10		Between 2005 and 2010, the Australian Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) will play a major role in making high-resolution observations of the molecular gas in proto-planetary disks (“proplyds”) in low-mass star forming regions. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The report was commissioned by Australia's National Committee for Astronomy and most of the working group members are based in Australia. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		15		The ATCA is an Australian interferometer (http://www.narrabri.atnf.csiro.au/).		10		1170		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The report was the product of a workshop. The first paragraph on page 1 suggests that working group participants sought to reach consensus.		2007.5		no				The forecast is making a prediction about the contribution the ATCA will make in making high-resolution observations, which is an indication of its role in the space telescope market.		10		Market penetration		2010		2005		230		1		2		234		yes				no		Australian Telescope Compact Array (ATCA)		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		The ATCA is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		The ACTA is used in space.		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		ATCA was mature when the forecast was made. 		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				2005				The forecast predicts the event will occur "in the next 5 years," which our lexicon defines as a range between the year the forecast was made and number of years predicted. In this case, 2005 + 5 = 2010.		10		2010		2005		4/13/2012 13:51		4/13/2012 13:51		SF		1170		SF

		1		yes		no				Outside of 30% rule, but including in the database in case the client wants to conduct further analysis on it.		yes		Article publication date.		32		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		As of 2010, the percentage of the U.S. population online has not reached 88%.		Data stated clearly in source.		32-34		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 5		34		In 2010, 88% of the U.S. population will be online. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		No country-specific information is provided in the forecast document, but forecasts about other countries are often labeled as such, so this one is likely about the U.S.		34		1171		no				no		2010		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used the Gompertz model to obtain forecasts in figure 5. On page 32, the Gompertz is described as a quantitative method that is used for extrapolation. 				no				Explicit in figure 5.		34		Market penetration						231		6		35		225		yes				no		Internet		yes		In 2010 74% of the U.S. population was online.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use when the forecast was made.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2004		2010		Explicit in figure 5.		34						4/16/2012 7:23		7/2/2012 14:12		SF		1171		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		By 2011 the penetration rate of broadband in the U.S. was still only 27.3%.		Data stated clearly in source.		32-34		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 5		34		Broadband penetration in the U.S. will be 79-79% in 2010.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		There is no country-specific information in the forecast, but predictions about other countries are usually labelled in the document, so this forecast likely applies to the U.S.		34		1172		no				no		2011		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used the Gompertz model to obtain forecasts in figure 5. On page 32, the Gompertz is described as a quantitative method that is used for extrapolation.				no				Explicit in figure 5.		34		Market penetration						231		6		35		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010 the penetration rate of broadband in the U.S. was 26%.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use when the forecast was made.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2004		2010		Explicit in figure 5		34						4/16/2012 8:04		7/17/2012 8:11		SF		1172		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		Forecast status was achieved in 2005 in Western Europe. By 2009 (the closet available data point) there were 123 cellular phone subscriptions per 100 inhabitants in Western Europe.		Used number of cellular phones subscriptions per an inhabitant as equivalent to percentage of population adopting cellular telephony. Calculated Western European percentages by averaging countries remaining in data tables after removing Central and Eastern Europe and former Soviet Republics.		34		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 6		34		98-99% of the population in Western Europe will have adopted cellular telephony by 2010.						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure 6.		34		1173		no		2005		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that the Fisher-Pry, Gompertz, and Logistic models were used to formulate the forecasts in Figures 6, 7, and 8.				no				Explicit in figure 6.		34		Market penetration						231		6		35		225		yes				no		Cellular telephony		yes		By 2010 the percentage of the population in Western Europe adopting cellular telephony had exceeded 98-99%.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Cellular telephony is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Cellular phones are used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Cell phones were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2004		2010		Explicit in figure 6.		34						4/16/2012 8:08		7/17/2012 8:10		SF		1173		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all				yes		96-97% adoption rates of cellular telephony were not achieved until 2011 when there were 123.29 million mobile phone subscribers - approximately 96.5% of the population.		Calculated mobile phone subscriptions as a percentage of population and used this as equivalent to the percentage of the population in Japan that have adopted cellular telephony. Used 0.05% average annual increase in Japanese population to estimate 2011 population figure to use for calculation.		34		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 6		34		96-97% of the population in Japan will have adopted cellular telephony by 2010.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure 6.		34		1174		yes		2011		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that the Fisher-Pry, Gompertz, and Logistic models were used to formulate the forecasts in Figures 6, 7, and 8.				no				Explicit in figure 6.		34		Market penetration						231		6		35		225		yes				no		Cellular telephony		yes		In 2010 approximately 91% of the Japanese population had adopted cellular telephony.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Cellular telephony is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Cellular telephony is used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Cell phones were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2004		2010		Explicit in figure		34						4/16/2012 8:11		7/17/2012 8:10		SF		1174		SF

		2		yes		no		Unsure which countries are being counted as constituting North America - the statistics should be available for relevant countries in 2009 and 2010 in the sources provided. DF

Please enter information for the U.S. and Canada, if they exist in the above sources. Otherwise, additional research should be conducted. SF 7/2/12				yes		Article publication date.		32		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		In 2010, only 70.66 of 100 Canadian inhabitants and 89.86 of 100 United States inhabitants had cellular phone subscriptions.		Given per 100 inhabitant figures cited in sources, it must be the case the forecast was not realized in 2010.		34		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 6		34		97-98% of the population in North America will have adopted cellular telephony by 2010.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure 6.		34		1175		yes				no		2010		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that the Fisher-Pry, Gompertz, and Logistic models were used to formulate the forecasts in Figures 6, 7, and 8.				no				Explicit in figure 6.		34		Market penetration						231		6		35		225		yes				no		Cellular telephony		yes		In 2010 97-98% of the population in North America had not adopted cellular telephony.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Cellular telephony is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Cellular telephony is used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Cell phones were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2004		2010		Explicit in figure 6		34						4/16/2012 8:17		7/17/2012 8:09		SF		1175		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		58-59% of the worldwide population had adopted cellular telephony by 2008 when 59.9 out of 100 inhabitants worldwide had adopted it - 59.9% of worldwide population.		Data stated clearly in source.		34		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 6		34		58-59% of the worldwide population will have adopted cellular telephony by 2010.
Figure 6
										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure 6.		34		1176		no		2008		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that the Fisher-Pry, Gompertz, and Logistic models were used to formulate the forecasts in Figures 6, 7, and 8.				no				Explicit in figure 6.		34		Market penetration						231		6		35		225		yes				no		Cellular telephony		yes		In 2010 cellular telephony was adopted by 78 out of 100 inhabitants worldwide - 78% of worldwide population.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Cellular telephony is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Cellular telephony is used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Cell phones were mature when the forecast was made.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2004		2010		Explicit in figure 6.		34						4/16/2012 8:20		7/17/2012 8:09		SF		1176		SF

		3		yes		no		Need to explain why the realization year is 2005, not 2002 (first source indicates that 89.17% of households had TVs in 2002). SF

Changed realization year to 2002, based on Turk input. SF 6/26/12				yes		Article publication date.		32		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		89% of Chinese households had televisions by 2002. The goal of 88-89% of Chinese houlseholds having television was almost reached in 2001 with 87.25%.		Data stated clearly in sources. 
		34		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 7		34		88-89% of Chinese households will have television in 2005.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure 7.		34		1177		yes		2002		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that the Fisher-Pry, Gompertz, and Logistic models were used to formulate the forecasts in Figures 6, 7, and 8.		2005		no		3		Explicit in figure 7.		34		Market penetration		2005		2005		231		6		35		225		yes		-3		no		Television		yes		In 2005, 89% of Chinese households had televisions.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Televisions are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Television is used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Television was in use when the forecast was made.		NA		3		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2005		Explicit in figure 7		34						4/16/2012 8:24		6/26/2012 8:31		SF		1177		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		Forecast requires at least 93% of Chinese households to have televisions by 2010 to be realized.		Calculated that 370 million households with televisions was 92.17% of 401517330 households.

No data for 2011 or 2012 were found. 		34		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 7. 		34		93-94% of Chinese households will have television in 2010.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure 7.		34		1178		yes				no		2010		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that the Fisher-Pry, Gompertz, and Logistic models were used to formulate the forecasts in Figures 6, 7, and 8.				no				Explicit in figure 7.		34		Market penetration						231		6		35		225		yes				no		Television		yes		In 2010, 92.17% of Chinese households had televisions.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Televisions are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Television is used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Televisions were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2004		2010		Explicit in figure 7.		34						4/16/2012 8:27		6/20/2012 12:15		SF		1178		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		The broadband adoption percentage in Western Europe exceeded 18-19% by the end of 2004.		Interpreted data from graph to obtain percentages.		34		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 8		35		Broadband adoption in Western Europe will be 18-19% in 2005						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure 8; the forecast only applies to Western Europe.		35		1179		no		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that the Fisher-Pry, Gompertz, and Logistic models were used to formulate the forecasts in Figures 6, 7, and 8.		2005		no		1		Explicit in figure 8.		35		Market penetration		2005		2005		231		6		35		225		yes		-1		no		Broadband		yes		In 2005, the broadband adoption percentage in Western Europe was approximately 29%.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use when the forecast was made.		NA		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2005		Explicit in figure 8.		35						4/16/2012 8:32		7/17/2012 8:08		SF		1179		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		In 2005, the broadband adoption percentage in Western Europe was approximately 29%.		Read data from graph in source.		34		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 8 		35		Broadband adoption in Western Europe will be 28-29% in 2006						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure 8; forecast only applies to Western Europe.		35		1180		no		2005		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that the Fisher-Pry, Gompertz, and Logistic models were used to formulate the forecasts in Figures 6, 7, and 8.		2006		no		0.5		Explicit in figure 8.		35		Market penetration		2007		2005		231		6		35		225		yes		-1		no		Broadband		yes		In 2006, the broadband adoption percentage in Western Europe was approximately 38%.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		yes		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use when the forecast was made.		NA		1		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2006		Explicit in figure 8.		35						4/16/2012 8:37		7/17/2012 8:08		SF		1180		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		In 2006, the broadband adoption percentage in Western Europe was approximately 38%		Read data off of graph in source.		34		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 8		35		Broadband adoption in Western Europe will be 37-38% in 2007.						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure 8; forecast only applies to Western Europe.		35		1181		no		2006		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that the Fisher-Pry, Gompertz, and Logistic models were used to formulate the forecasts in Figures 6, 7, and 8.		2007		no		0.333333333		Explicit in figure 8.		35		Market penetration		2008		2006		231		6		35		225		yes		-1		no		Broadband		yes		In 2007, the broadband adoption percentage in Western Europe was approximately 46%.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		yes		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use when the forecast was made.		NA		1		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2007		Explicit in figure 8.		35						4/16/2012 8:40		7/17/2012 8:07		SF		1181		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		By the end 2007, the broadband adoption percentage in Western Europe was only approximately 46%. The predicted adoption percentage (47-48%) was met in early 2008. 		Read data from graph in source.		34		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 8		35		Broadband adoption in Western Europe will be 47-48% in 2008						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure 8; forecast only applies to Western Europe.		35		1182		no		2008		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that the Fisher-Pry, Gompertz, and Logistic models were used to formulate the forecasts in Figures 6, 7, and 8.		2008		no		0		Explicit in figure 8.		35		Market penetration		2009		2007		231		6		35		225		yes		0		no		Broadband		yes		In 2008, the broadband adoption percentage in Western Europe was approximately 51%.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		yes		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use when the forecast was made.		NA		0		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2008		Explicit in figure 8.		35						4/16/2012 8:43		7/17/2012 8:07		SF		1182		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		At the end of 2008, the broadband adoption percentage in Western Europe was only approximately 51%.		Read data from graph in source.		34		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 8		35		Broadband adoption in Western Europe will be 55-56% in 2009.						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure 8; forecast only applies to Western Europe.		35		1183		no		2009		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that the Fisher-Pry, Gompertz, and Logistic models were used to formulate the forecasts in Figures 6, 7, and 8.				no				Explicit in figure 8.		35		Market penetration						231		6		35		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2009, the broadband adoption percentage in Western Europe was approximately 57%.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2009		Explicit in figure 8.		35						4/16/2012 8:47		7/17/2012 8:06		SF		1183		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		2010 was the year that broadband adoption percentage in Western Europe first reached 63-64%.		Read data from graphs in sources.		34		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 8		35		Broadband adoption in Western Europe will be 63-64% in 2010						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure 8; forecast only applies to Western Europe.		35		1184		yes		2010		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that the Fisher-Pry, Gompertz, and Logistic models were used to formulate the forecasts in Figures 6, 7, and 8.				no				Explicit in figure 8.		35		Market penetration						231		6		35		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010, the broadband adoption percentage in Western Europe was approximately 68.7%.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use when the forecast was made.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2004		2010		Explicit in figure 8		35						4/16/2012 8:50		7/17/2012 8:06		SF		1184		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		2006 was the first year the U.S. household broadband percentage reached 42-43%.		Read data from graph in source.		35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 9		35		42-43% of U.S. households will have broadband in 2005. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure 9.		35		1185		no		2006		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 9 were derived from the Gompertz model fitted to historical broadband penetration data. This was done using regression and best-fit methods. 		2005		no		1		Explicit in figure 9.		35		Market penetration		2005		2005		231		6		35		225		yes		1		no		Broadband		yes		In 2005, the U.S. household broadband percentage was approximately 37%		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use when the forecast was made.		NA		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2005		Explicit in figure 9.		35						4/16/2012 8:57		7/17/2012 8:06		SF		1185		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		Q3 2011 figure released in January 2012 was 79.1%, indicating this level of penetration is yet to be reached.		Read data from graphs in sources.		35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 9		35		88-89% of U.S. households will have broadband in 2010. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure 9.		35		1186		yes				no		2012		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 9 were derived from the Gompertz model fitted to historical broadband penetration data. This was done using regression and best-fit methods. 				no				Explicit in figure 9.		35		Market penetration						231		6		35		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010, the U.S. household broadband percentage was approximately 77%.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use when the forecast was made.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2004		2010		Explicit in figure 9,		35						4/16/2012 9:01		7/17/2012 8:05		SF		1186		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		The percentage of households with broadband in South Korea in the second quarter of 2008 was 97.1%		Read data from graphs in sources.		35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 9		35		94-95% of South Korean households will have broadband in 2005. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure 9.		35		1187		yes		2008		no		2008		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 9 were derived from the Gompertz model fitted to historical broadband penetration data. This was done using regression and best-fit methods
		2005		no		3		Explicit in figure 9.		35		Market penetration		2005		2005		231		6		35		225		yes		3		no		Broadband		yes		In 2005, the South Korean household broadband percentage was approximately 82%.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use when the forecast was made.		NA		3		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2005		Explicit in figure 9.		35						4/16/2012 9:04		7/17/2012 8:05		SF		1187		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		The percentage of households in South Korea with broadband in the second quarter of 2008 was 97.1%.		Read data from graphs in sources.		35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 9		35		97-98% of South Korean households will have broadband in 2010. 		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure 9.		35		1188		yes		2008		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 9 were derived from the Gompertz model fitted to historical broadband penetration data. This was done using regression and best-fit methods. 				no				Explicit in figure 9.		35		Market penetration						231		6		35		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010, the South Korean household broadband penetration rate was approximately 107%		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use when the forecast was made.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2004		2010		Explicit in figure 9		35						4/16/2012 9:28		7/17/2012 8:04		SF		1188		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		IP-PABX accounted for 12% of PABX lines in 2002. By 2005 this had grown far above the forecast percentage.		Read data from graph in source. Figures given are approximations based off of reading the graph.		35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 10		35		11-12% of the installed base of private branch exchange (PABX) lines will use Internet Protocol switching in 2005. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		The figure caption indicates the predictions are for the U.S.		35		1189		no		2002		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 10 were derived using the Fisher-Pry model. 		2005		no		3		Explicit in figure 10.		35		Market penetration		2005		2005		231		6		35		225		yes		-3		no		Private branch exchange lines		yes		In 2005 55% of PABX lines used IP switching.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Private branch exchange lines are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Private branch exchange lines are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Private branch exchange lines were in use in 2004.		NA		3		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2005		Explicit in figure 10.		35						4/16/2012 9:57		6/20/2012 12:44		SF		1189		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32								no						35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 10		35		61-62% of the installed base of private branch exchange (PABX) lines will use Internet Protocol switching in 2010		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		The figure caption indicates that the forecasts are for the U.S.		35		1190		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 10 were derived using the Fisher-Pry model. 				no				Explicit in figure 10.		35		Market penetration						231		6		35		225		yes				no		Private branch exchange lines		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Private branch exchange lines are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Private branch exchange lines are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Private branch exchange lines were in use in 2004.		NA				6		Medium-term		no				2004		2010		Explicit in figure 10		35						4/16/2012 10:03		4/16/2012 10:03		SF		1190		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates the forecasts were originally made in 1999.		36		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		The forecast requires that 41-42% of households have Internet access by 2000. This had occurred by the forecast time.		Data stated clearly in source.		35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 11		36		41-42% of U.S. households that are online will use broadband in 2000		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		The y-axis of figure 11 indicates that forecasts are for the U.S.		36		1191		no		2000		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 11 were derived by fitting data to models using analogies and precursor trends (consumer electronic adoptions), evaluating driving forces, and obtaining expert opinion		2000		no		0		Explicit in figure 11		36		Market penetration		2000		2000		231		6		35		225		yes		0		no		Broadband		yes		In August 2000, 41.5% of US households has Internet access.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		yes		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 1999.		NA		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1999		2000		Explicit in figure 11.		36						4/16/2012 10:31		7/17/2012 8:04		SF		1191		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates that forecasts were originally made in 1999.		36		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		Forecast requires 66-67% of households to have access to the internet, this figure was not reached until 2008.		Interpreted the graph to indicate that in 2005 between the 2003 and 2007 data points internet access was at ~58% and that between the 2007 and 2009 data points in 2008 internet access was at 66%.		35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 11		36		66-67% of U.S. households that are online will use broadband in 2005.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		The figure's y-axis indicates that forecasts pertain to the U.S.		36		1192		no		2008		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 11 were derived by fitting data to models using analogies and precursor trends (consumer electronic adoptions), evaluating driving forces, and obtaining expert opinion		2005		no		0.5		Explicit in figure 11		36		Market penetration		2007		2003		231		6		35		225		yes		3		no		Broadband		yes		In 2005, approximately 58% of U.S households had access to internet.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 1999.		NA		3		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1999		2005		Explicit in figure 11		36						4/16/2012 10:35		7/17/2012 8:03		SF		1192		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates that forecasts were made in 1999.		36								no						35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 11		36		78-79% of U.S. households that are online will use broadband in 2010.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		The figure's y-axis indicates that forecasts pertain to the U.S.		36		1193		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 11 were derived using analogies and precursor trends (consumer electronic adoptions), evaluating driving forces, and obtaining expert opinion. 				no				Explicit in figure 11		36		Market penetration						231		5		30		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes				Analysis of precursor events that are correlated with similar historic events 		Precursor Analysis 		5		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 1999.		NA				11		Long-term		no				1999		2010		Explicit in figure.		36						4/16/2012 10:42		7/17/2012 8:03		SF		1193		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates that forecasts were made in 1999.		36						2000		no						35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 11		36		4-5% of U.S. households that have high-speed digital access will use broadband in 2000.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		The figure's y-axis indicates that forecasts pertain to the U.S.		36		1194		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 11 were derived by fitting data to models using analogies and precursor trends (consumer electronic adoptions), evaluating driving forces, and obtaining expert opinion		2000		no				Explicit in figure 11.		36		Market penetration		2000		2000		231		6		35		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 1999.		NA				1		Short-term		no				1999		2000		Explicit in figure.		36						4/16/2012 10:46		7/17/2012 8:03		SF		1194		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates that the forecasts were originally made in 1999.		36						2005		no						35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 11		36		22-23% of U.S. households that have high-speed digital access will use broadband in 2005.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		The figure's y-axis indicates that forecasts pertain to the U.S.,		36		1195		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 11 were derived by fitting data to models using analogies and precursor trends (consumer electronic adoptions), evaluating driving forces, and obtaining expert opinion		2005		no				Explicit in figure 11.		36		Market penetration		2007		2003		231		6		35		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 1999.		NA				6		Medium-term		no				1999		2005		Explicit in figure 11.		36						4/16/2012 10:49		7/17/2012 8:02		SF		1195		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates that the forecasts were originally made in 1999.		36								no						35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 11		36		55-56% of U.S. households that have high-speed digital access will use broadband in 2010.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		The figure's y-axis indicates that forecasts are for the U.S.		36		1196		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 11 were derived using analogies and precursor trends (consumer electronic adoptions), evaluating driving forces, and obtaining expert opinion. 				no				Explicit in figure 11.		36		Market penetration						231		5		30		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes				Analysis of precursor events that are correlated with similar historic events 		Precursor Analysis 		5		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 1999		NA				11		Long-term		no				1999		2010		Explicit in figure.		36						4/16/2012 10:57		7/17/2012 8:02		SF		1196		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates that the forecasts were made in 1995.		36		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		The forecast requires 1% penetration by HDTV in the U.S market in 2000. This was not achieved till 2001.		Data stated clearly in ground truth sources.		35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 12		36		In 2000, HDTV penetration among U.S. households will be 1%.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Text in the figure indicates that forecasts were about U.S. households.		36		1197		yes		2001		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 12 were derived by fitting analogies to models.  		2000		no		0.2		Explicit in figure 12.		36		Market penetration		2002		1998		231		6		35		225		yes		1		no		HDTV		yes		In 2000, HDTV penetration in the U.S market was at less than 1%.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		yes		HDTVs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		HDTVs are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		HDTVs were in development when the forecast was made, according to figure 12.		36		1		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1995		2000		Explicit in figure 12.		36						4/16/2012 11:03		6/20/2012 12:50		SF		1197		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates that the forecasts were originally made in 1995.		36		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		The penetration rate of HDTVs among U.S households first reached 15% in 2006, when the penetration rate was 24-25%.		Read data from graph in source.		35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 12		36		In 2005, HDTV penetration among U.S. households will be ~15%.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Text in the figure indicates that the forecasts are for the U.S.		36		1198		yes		2006		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 12 were derived by fitting analogies to models.  		2005		no		0.1		Explicit in figure 12		36		Market penetration		2008		2002		231		6		35		225		yes		1		no		HDTV		yes		In 2005 the HDTV penetration rate among U.S. households was 13%.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		yes		HDTVs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		HDTV is used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The figure indicates that HDTVs were in development in 1995.		NA		1		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1995		2005		Explicit in figure 12.		36						4/16/2012 11:10		7/2/2012 13:45		SF		1198		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates that the forecasts were made in 2004 and used data from 2004.		36		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		By 2007 the adoption rate of HDTVs in U.S households had only reached 13.7%.		Data stated clearly in sources.		35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 13		36		In 2005, HDTV adoption among U.S. households will be ~19%. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		On page 35, the authors write that forecasts in figure 13 are similar to those in figure 12, which were for the U.S.		35		1199		yes		2008		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 13 were derived by applying historical data, curve fitting, and analogy to models. 		2005		no		3		Explicit in figure 13.		36		Market penetration		2005		2005		231		6		35		225		yes		3		no		HDTV		yes		In 2005 the adoption rate of HDTVs among U.S households was less than ~19%. 		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		HDTVs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		HDTV is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		HDTVs were in use in 2004.		NA		3		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2005		Explicit in figure 13.		36						4/16/2012 11:21		7/11/2012 9:43		SF		1199		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates that forecasts were made in 2004.		36		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		yes		Forecast requires adoption rates of 25% in 2006 to be realized. This level of adoption was not reached till 2008 at some time between February and November when the number of households with a HDTV television rose from 19.3% to 29.2%.		No exact date for forecast realization but it can be assumed to have occurred sometime in 2008 from the information provided by the Nielsen Company.		35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 13		36		In 2006, HDTV adoption among U.S. households will be between 25 and 28%.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		On page 35, the authors write that forecasts in figure 13 are similar to those in figure 12, which were for the U.S.		35		1200		yes		2008		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 13 were derived by applying historical data, curve fitting, and analogy to models. 		2006		no		1		Explicit in figure 13.		36		Market penetration		2007		2005		231		6		35		225		yes		2		no		HDTV		yes		In 2006, only 17 percent of households in the U.S had a HDTV television.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		HDTVs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		HDTV is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		HDTVs were in use in 2004.		NA		2		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2006		Explicit in figure 13		36						4/16/2012 11:27		7/11/2012 9:42		SF		1200		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates that forecasts were made in 2004.		36		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		In 2006 HDTV adoption among U.S. households was at ~24-25%, indicating that 2007 was the first year the forecast 35-39% was reached.		Interpreted data from graph in source - although source does not explicitly state it applies to the U.S. market only this seems implied.		35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 13		36		In 2007, HDTV adoption among U.S. households will be between 35 and 39%.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		On page 35, the authors write that forecasts in figure 13 are similar to those in figure 12, which were for the U.S.		35		1201		no		2007		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 13 were derived by applying historical data, curve fitting, and analogy to models. 		2007		no		0		Explicit in figure 13.		36		Market penetration		2008		2006		231		6		35		225		yes		0		no		HDTV		yes		In 2007 HDTV adoption among U.S. households was at 39%.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		yes		HDTVs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		HDTV is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		HDTVs were in use in 2004.		NA		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2007		Explicit in figure 13.		36						4/16/2012 12:00		7/11/2012 9:42		SF		1201		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates that the forecasts were made in 2004.		36						2008		no						35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 13		36		In 2008, HDTV adoption among U.S. households will be between 40 and 42%. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		On page 35, the authors write that forecasts in figure 13 are similar to those in figure 12, which were for the U.S.		35		1202		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 13 were derived by applying historical data, curve fitting, and analogy to models. 		2008		no				Explicit in figure 13.		36		Market penetration		2009		2007		231		6		35		225		yes				no		HDTV		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		HDTVs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		HDTVs are communication technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		HDTVs were in use in 2004.		NA				4		Short-term		no				2004		2008		Explicit in figure 13.		36						4/16/2012 12:03		7/11/2012 9:41		SF		1202		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates that the forecasts were made in 2004.		36								no						35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 13		36		In 2009, HDTV adoption among U.S. households will be between 45 and 50%		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		On page 35, the authors write that forecasts in figure 13 are similar to those in figure 12, which were for the U.S.		35		1203		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 13 were derived using historical data and curve fitting, as well as analogy. 				no				Explicit in figure 13.		36		Market penetration						231		4		16		225		yes				no		HDTV		yes				Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		HDTVs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		HDTVs are communication technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		HDTVs were in use in 2004.		NA				5		Short-term		no				2004		2009		Explicit in figure 13		36						4/16/2012 12:06		7/11/2012 12:13		SF		1203		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates that the forecasts were made in 2004.		36								no						35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 13		36		In 2010, HDTV adoption among U.S. households will be between 55 and 58%. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		On page 35, the authors write that forecasts in figure 13 are similar to those in figure 12, which were for the U.S.		35		1204		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 13 were derived using historical data and curve fitting, as well as analogy. 				no				Explicit in figure 13.		36		Market penetration						231		4		16		225		yes				no		HDTV		yes				Fitting technology data to identified growth curves 		Growth Curve 		4		no		HDTVs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		HDTVs are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		HDTVs were in use in 2004.		NA				6		Medium-term		no				2004		2010		Explicit in figure 13.		36						4/16/2012 12:08		7/11/2012 12:12		SF		1204		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates the forecast was made in 1989.		37						2000		no						35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 14		37		In 2000, use of interactive video will be widespread among North American businesses. 						7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Figure 14 references SONET, which page 35 describes as North America's version of SDH. Therefore, the forecast likely applies to North America.		35		1205		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 14 were derived by applying analogies to models. 		2000		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		37		Market penetration		2003		1997		231		6		35		225		yes				no		Interactive video 		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Interactive video is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Interactive video is used for communication. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The technologies were in development in 1989.		NA				11		Long-term		no				1989		2000		Explicit in figure 14.		37						4/16/2012 12:22		7/17/2012 8:02		SF		1205		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32						2005		no						36		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 15		37		In 2005, 31 to 33% of U.S.  households will have 1.5 Mb/s broadband.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		The figure caption indicates that the forecasts are for the U.S.		37		1206		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figures 15 through 17 were derived by applying trend analysis and linked substitutions to models.		2005		no				Explicit in figure 15.		37		Market penetration		2005		2005		231		6		35		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2004.		NA				1		Short-term		no				2004		2005		Explicit in figure 15.		37						4/16/2012 14:52		7/17/2012 8:01		SF		1206		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32						2005		no						36		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 15		37		In 2005, 5 to 7% of U.S. households will have 6 Mb/s broadband.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		The figure caption indicates that forecasts are about the U.S.		37		1207		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figures 15 through 17 were derived by applying trend analysis and linked substitutions to models.		2005		no				Explicit in figure 15		37		Market penetration		2005		2005		231		6		35		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2004.		NA				1		Short-term		no				2004		2005		Explicit in figure 15.		37						4/16/2012 14:54		7/17/2012 8:01		SF		1207		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		In 2005, less than the forecast percentage of households had broadband connections. 38-39% of households did not have broadband internet until 2006.		Data stated clearly in sources.		36		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 15		37		In 2005, 38 to 39% of U.S. households will have broadband. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		The figure caption indicates that forecasts are about the U.S.		37		1208		no		2006		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figures 15 through 17 were derived by applying trend analysis and linked substitutions to models.		2005		no		1		Explicit in figure 15.		37		Market penetration		2005		2005		231		6		35		225		yes		1		no		Broadband		yes		In 2005 ~33% of U.S households had broadband internet connections.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2004.		NA		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2005		Explicit in figure 15.		37						4/16/2012 14:57		7/17/2012 8:00		SF		1208		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates that the authors made the forecast in 2003.		38						2005		no						37-38 		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 18		38		In 2005, 2-3% of traditional circuit switches in the U.S. will be replaced by asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)/Internet Protocol (IP). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure caption.		38		1209		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The forecast methodology is not explicit for this figure, but the text describing the context for the figure discusses trends. The forecast was likely derived by applying trends to a model. 		2005		no				Explicit in figure 18.		38		Market penetration		2006		2004		231		6		35		225		yes				no		Voice over Internet protocol		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		VoIP is a system/software. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		VoIP is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		VoIP existed in 2003.		NA				2		Short-term		no				2003		2005		Explicit in figure 18.		38						4/17/2012 7:37		7/17/2012 8:00		SF		1209		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates that the forecasts were originally made in 2003.		38						2005		no						37-38		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 18		38		In 2005, 26-27% of access lines in the U.S. will be replaced with asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)/Internet Protocol (IP) for data only. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in caption figure.		38		1210		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The forecast methodology is not explicit for this figure, but the text describing the context for the figure discusses trends. The forecast was likely derived by applying trends to a model. 		2005		no				Explicit in figure 18.		38		Market penetration		2006		2004		231		6		35		225		yes				no		Voice over Internet protocol		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		VoIP is a system/software. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		VoIP is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		VoIP was in use in 2003.		NA				2		Short-term		no				2003		2005		Explicit in figure 18.		38						4/17/2012 7:42		7/17/2012 7:59		SF		1210		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates that the forecasts were originally made in 2003.		38						2005		no						37-38		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 18		38		In 2005, 28-29% of all access lines (telephone and data switching) in the U.S. will be totally replaced by asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)/Internet Protocol (IP) switching. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure caption.		38		1211		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The forecast methodology is not explicit for this figure, but the text describing the context for the figure discusses trends. The forecast was likely derived by applying trends to a model. 		2005		no				Explicit in figure 18.		38		Market penetration		2006		2004		231		6		35		225		yes				no		Voice over Internet protocol		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		VoIP is a system/software. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		VoIP is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		VoIP was in use in 2003.		NA				2		Short-term		no				2003		2005		Explicit in figure 18.		38						4/17/2012 7:46		7/17/2012 7:59		SF		1211		SF

		0		yes		no				Figure shows example scenarios but does not provide a measurable forecast based on the author's interpretation of the scenario.		yes		The figure caption indicates that forecasts were originally made in 1989.		39						2000		no						38		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 19		39		In 2000, 3-4% of subscriber lines in the U.S. will be for broadband integrated services digital network (BISDN) fibers. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure caption.		39		1212		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		The text describing the figure indicates that the forecasts were made using different scenarios.		2000		no				Explicit in figure 19.		39		Market penetration		2003		1997		231		7		50		225		yes				no		Broadband		no				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Broadband fibers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband fibers are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that broadband fibers were not in use in 1989.		39				11		Long-term		no				1989		2000		Explicit in figure 19		39						4/17/2012 8:00		7/11/2012 9:38		SF		1212		SF

		0		yes		no				Figure shows example scenarios but does not provide a measurable forecast based on the author's interpretation of the scenario.		yes		The figure caption indicates that the forecasts were originally made in 1989.		39						2005		no						38		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 19		39		In 2005, 15-16% of subscriber lines in the U.S. will be for broadband integrated digital network (BISDN) fibers.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure caption.		39		1213		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		The text describing the figure indicates that the forecasts were derived using scenarios.		2005		no				Explicit in figure 19.		39		Market penetration		2010		2000		231		7		50		225		yes				no		Broadband fibers		no				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Broadband fibers are components of Broadband. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband fibers are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that broadband fibers were not in use in 1989.		NA				16		Long-term		no				1989		2005		Explicit in figure 19.		39						4/17/2012 8:04		7/17/2012 7:58		SF		1213		SF

		0		yes		no				Figure shows example scenarios but does not provide a measurable forecast based on the author's interpretation of the scenario.		yes		Explicit in figure caption.		39						2005		no						39		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 20		39		In 2005, 1% of access lines will be broadband.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure caption.		39		1214		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		The forecasters used scenarios to generate forecasts in this figure.		2005		no				Explicit in figure 20.		39		Market penetration		2006		2004		231		7		50		225		yes				no		Broadband fibers		no				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Broadband fibers are components of Broadband. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband fibers were in use in 2003		NA				2		Short-term		no				2003		2005		Explicit in figure 20.		39						4/17/2012 8:14		7/17/2012 7:58		SF		1214		SF

		0		yes		no				Figure shows example scenarios but does not provide a measurable forecast based on the author's interpretation of the scenario.		yes		Explicit in figure caption.		39						2005		no						38		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 20		39		In 2005, 2-3% of access lines will be broadband.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure caption.		39		1215		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		The forecasters used scenarios to generate forecasts in this figure.		2005		no				Explicit in figure 20.		39		Market penetration		2006		2004		231		7		50		225		yes				no		Broadband fibers		no				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Broadband fibers are components of Broadband. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband fibers are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband fibers were in use in 2003.		NA				2		Short-term		no				2003		2005		Explicit in figure 20		39						4/17/2012 8:17		7/17/2012 7:58		SF		1215		SF

		0		yes		no				Figure shows example scenarios but does not provide a measurable forecast based on the author's interpretation of the scenario.		yes		Explicit in figure caption.		39						2005		no						38		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 20		39		In 2005, 6-7% of access lines will be broadband.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure caption.		39		1216		no				no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		The forecasters used scenarios to generate forecasts in this figure.		2005		no				Explicit in figure 20.		39		Market penetration		2006		2004		231		7		50		225		yes				no		Broadband fibers		no				A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Broadband fibers are components of Broadband. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband fibers are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband fibers were in use in 2003.		NA				2		Short-term		no				2003		2005		Explicit in figure 20.		39						4/17/2012 8:20		7/17/2012 7:58		SF		1216		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		32						2005		no						38		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 23		40		In 2005, there will be fewer than 250 million first-time cellular subscribers worldwide.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Explicit in figure caption.		40		1217		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The forecasts were derived using substitution models.		2005		no				Explicit in figure 23.		40		Market penetration		2005		2005		231		6		35		225		yes				no		Cellular phone network subscriptions		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Cell phone networks are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Cellular phones are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Cell phones were in use in 2004.		NA				1		Short-term		no				2004		2005		Explicit in figure 23.		40						4/17/2012 8:25		7/17/2012 7:57		SF		1217		SF

		3		yes		no		methodology used to arrive at numbers might seem questionable (solid numbers might be better) but this seems to work. JG				yes		Explicit in figure caption.		41		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		Prediction of 41%-42% was not reached in 2000. The forecasted amount was first reached in 2007. 		OF the first THREE sources: The first source provides the percentage of broadband subscriptions worldwide in 2000. The second source provides the percentage of online households worldwide. The third source provides the total world population by year from 1950 on. By dividing the percentage of broadband subscriptions by the percentage of online households, then multiplying by 100, the percentage of online households who subscribe to broadband is reached, as shown below. 
2000: {[0.003 (percentage of broadband subscriptions)* 6,081,002,937 (total population)]/[.059 (percentage of internet users)* 6,081,002,937 (total population)] }*100 = 5.1%

Using the same sources:
The first source provides the percentage of broadband subscriptions worldwide from 2000 to 2010. The second source provides the percentage of online households worldwide from 1995 to present. The third source provides the total world population by year from 1950 on. By dividing the percentage of broadband subscriptions by the percentage of online households, then multiplying by 100, the percentage of online households who subscribe to broadband is reached, as shown below.
 

2006: {[0.067 (percentage of broadband subscriptions)* 6,537,660,423 (total population)]/[.167 (percentage of internet users)* 6,537,660,423 (total population)] }*100 = 40.1%
 

2007: {[0.098 (percentage of broadband subscriptions)* 6,613,222,370 (total population)]/[.2 (percentage of internet users)* 6,613,222,370 (total population)] }*100 = 49%		41		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 25		41		In 2000, 41-42% of online households worldwide will subscribe to broadband.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		There is no country-specific language associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide. 		41		1218		yes		2007		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Text in the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from applying historical trends to models.		2000		no		7		Explicit in figure 25. 		41		Market penetration		2000		2000		231		6		35		225		yes		7		no		Broadband		yes		In 2000, 5.1% of online households subscribed to broadband.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used for communication		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Broadband was not in use in 1999		NA		7		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1999		2000		Explicit in figure 25.		41						4/17/2012 8:33		7/17/2012 7:56		SF		1218		SF

		3		yes		no		Verification methodology explained in EXPLANATION is a little concerning. JG

Methodology seems to work; adjusted assessment of interpretation to reflect the laborious verification process. SF 6/29/12 				yes		Explicit in figure caption.		41		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		The prediction was for 66-67%, and it was not reached until 2010.		The first source provides the percentage of broadband subscriptions worldwide in 2005. The second source provides the percentage of online households worldwide. The third source provides the total world population by year from 1950 on. By dividing the percentage of broadband subscriptions by the percentage of online households, then multiplying by 100, the percentage of online households who subscribe to broadband is reached, as shown below.
 

2005: {[0.044 (percentage of broadband subscriptions)* 6,462,181,426 (total population)]/[.157 (percentage of internet users)* 6,462,181,426 (total population)] }*100 = 28%

USING THE SAME SOURCES
The first source provides the percentage of broadband subscriptions worldwide from 2000 to 2010. The second source provides the percentage of online households worldwide from 1995 to present. The third source provides the total world population by year from 1950 on. By dividing the percentage of broadband subscriptions by the percentage of online households, then multiplying by 100, the percentage of online households who subscribe to broadband is reached, as shown below.
 

2009: {[0.172 (percentage of broadband subscriptions)* 6,764,650,308 (total population)]/[.266 (percentage of internet users)* 6,764,650,308 (total population)] }*100 = 64.7%
 

2010: {[0.216 (percentage of broadband subscriptions)* 6,840,423,256 (total population)]/[.2 88 (percentage of internet users)* 6,840,423,256 (total population)] }*100 = 75%		41		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 25		41		In 2005, 66-67% of online households worldwide will subscribe to broadband.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		There is no country-specific text associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		NA		1219		yes		2010		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Text in the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from applying historical trends to models.		2005		no		0.833333333		Explicit in figure 25.		41		Market penetration		2007		2003		231		6		35		225		yes		5		no		Broadband		yes		In 2005, 5.1% of online households subscribed to broadband.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Broadband was not in use in 1999.		NA		5		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1999		2005		Explicit in figure 25. 		41						4/17/2012 8:36		7/17/2012 7:56		SF		1219		SF

		4		yes		no				Redundant with forecast 1218		yes		Explicit in figure caption.		41		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		The goal was to have above 40% of households using the internet, and a mere 5%-10% had internet in 2000.		Interpretation was required when extrapolating from graph, and when the following calculation was made to estimate percentage of household internet users in 2000: "total internet users"/"worldwide population"		39-40		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 26		41		In 2000, 41-42% of households worldwide will be online.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		No country-specific information is included in the figure or the text describing it, so the forecasts likely apply worldwide.		41		1220		yes				no		2011		Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The description of the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from observing historical trends.		2000		no				Explicit in figure.		41		Market penetration		2000		2000		231		4		20		225		no				no		Internet		yes		In 2000, approximately 5.8% of households were online.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 1999.		NA				1		Short-term		no		SF		1999		2000		Explicit in figure 26. 		41						4/17/2012 8:45		7/12/2012 12:02		SC		1220		SF

		2		yes		no				Redundant with forecast 1219		yes		Explicit in figure caption.		41		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		The 15.7% does not reach the 62%-63% predicted		"internet growth statistics 1995-2012" clearly shows that the goal was not met and is the best source of the two since it does not have estimates but actual data.		39-40		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 26		41		In 2005, 62-63% of households worldwide will be online.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		No country-specific information was provided in the figure or its description. The forecast likely applies worldwide.		41		1221		yes				no		2012		Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The description of the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from observing historical trends.		2005		no				Explicit in figure.		41		Market penetration		2007		2003		231		4		20		225		no				no		Internet		yes		In 2005, approximately 15.7% of households were online.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use when the forecast was made.		NA				6		Medium-term		no		SF		1999		2005		Explicit in figure.		41						4/17/2012 8:48		7/12/2012 12:02		SC		1221		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						2001.5		no						11		Australian Competition & Consumer Commission, “Mobile Number Portability,” September 1999.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Industry reports indicate that there is a high churn rate in the market for mobile services in the order of 20 to 30 per cent without MNP. This indicates that the absence of MNP and, consequently, the requirement to change mobile phone numbers may not be the most crucial consideration in customers decisions in switching between service providers. Optus submitted that this level of churn indicates that a direction from the Commission to the ACA would not improve consumer choice. Optus consider this illustrates that a lack of MNP does not preclude customers from switching mobile service providers. Moreover, Optus argued that, with the introduction of a fourth operator and the closure of the AMPS  [Advanced Mobile Phone System] network, churn rates are forecast to remain high in the long term. In this regard, analysts forecast that the level of churn, in the next five years, will be around 30 per cent to 40 per cent. If mobile number portability were to be introduced in the near future, the volume of churning customers could be expected to increase.” 		11		Between 1999 and 2004, churn rates in the global mobile services market will be 30-40%. 										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by the Australian Competition & Consumer Commission 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		iii		The forecast likely applies worldwide. Although the document pertains to Australia, other countries are discussed.		11		1222		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast statement indicates that "analysts" made the forecast. The previous sentence cites a forecast made by Opus, but this forecast indicates that it came from the ACCC, based on information from multiple sources (most likely essays).		2001.5		no				Churn rate is an indication of market penetration.		11		Market penetration		2004		1999		232		2		8		225		yes				no		Mobile services		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Mobile services are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile services are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Mobile services were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				1999				The standard lexicon defines "in the next X years" as a range from the year the forecast was made to X years.		11		2004		1999		4/23/2012 10:58		4/23/2012 10:58		SF		1222		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Article publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2001.5		yes		Event was realized in 2000 when the 8.64 million mark was reached, which falls within the constraints of the prediction (8million-9million)		Population number were taken along with subscriptions per 100 in order to figure out how many people in Australia had a mobile phone. The first source listed provides mobile cellular subscriptions (per 100 people) from 1980 to 2011 for a number of different countries, including Australia. The second source provided gives Australia’s total population for 1997-2000. By multiplying the population number by the mobile subscription percentage (shown below), I was able to approximate the number of people with mobile phone coverage in Australia for each of those years. 2000 was the first year the total mobile phone coverage surpassed 8 million people.

            1997: 25% (18.5 million) = 4.63 million
            1998: 26% (18.7 million) = 4.86 million
            1999: 33% (19 million) = 6.27 million
            2000: 45% (19.2 million) = 8.64 million


		12		Australian Competition & Consumer Commission, “Mobile Number Portability,” September 1999.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“One of the high growth areas in the Australian telecommunications market is mobile telephony. In 1996, Australia ranked 5th in the world in terms of penetration rates for mobiles. This ranking, however, has diminished in recent years, slipping to 7th in 1997 and 9th in early 1999. Notwithstanding the declining growth experienced in the last two years, there are expectations that the penetration of cellular mobile phones will continue to grow. In 1996, the penetration in the Australian population had grown to 24 per cent, while by mid 1999 it was around 33 per cent with about 6.5 million mobile customers. It has been estimated that coverage is likely to reach 40 to 45 per cent by the year 2001/2002 (that is, 8 to 9 million customers).” 		12		Between 2001 and 2002, 8-9 million people will have mobile phone coverage in Australia. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The report was produced by the Australian Competition & Consumer Commission 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		iii		Explicit in forecast statement.		12		1223		yes		2000		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast statement says "it has been estimated," indicating that the forecast came from another source (or variety of sources). The document references other studies, so this forecast likely came from essays.		2001.5		no		0.6		Explicit in forecast statement.		12		Market penetration		2002		2001		232		2		8		225		yes		-1.5		no		Mobile phones		yes		In 2002, approximately 12.54 million people had mobile phone coverage in Australia.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Mobile phones are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile phones are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Mobile phones existed when the forecast was made.		NA		1.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1999				Explicit in forecast statement.		12		2002		2001		4/23/2012 11:12		7/17/2012 7:55		SF		1223		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2001		yes		As of January 2001, mobile number portability was not yet implemented in the Czech Republic. Implementation occurred Jan 2006		Table clearly shows implementation dates for countries.		1		Australian Competition & Consumer Commission, “Mobile Number Portability,” September 1999.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Number portability is expected to be implemented in Belgium and Slovenia for GSM services in the year 2000. GSM [Global System for Mobile Communications] number portability is also expected to be implemented in the Czech Republic and Denmark at the start of the year 2001 and in Hungary by the start of the year 2002.” 		27		Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) number portability will be implemented in the Czech Republic in January of 2001. 		175		Czech Republic		4		Eastern Europe		5		Europe		The report was produced by the Australian Competition & Consumer Commission 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		iii		Explicit in forecast statement.		27		1224		no		2006		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast language indicates that this prediction came from other sources. These are most likely essays, since the authors reference several throughout the document.		2001		no		2.5		The forecast is predicting that mobile number portability will emerge in the Czech Republic.		27		Technology emergence		2002		2000		232		2		8		225		yes		5		no		GSM number portability 		yes		As of January 2001, mobile number portability was not yet implemented in the Czech Republic.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		GSM number portability is a subsystem associated with GSM services.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		GSM is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		GSM number portability existed when the forecast was made.		NA		5		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1999		2001		Explicit in forecast statement. January is the start of 2001. 		27						4/23/2012 11:25		7/17/2012 7:55		SF		1224		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2002		yes		As of January 2002, mobile number portability was not yet implemented in Hungary. GSM was implemented in May 2004. 		List clearly states implementation dates.		1		Australian Competition & Consumer Commission, “Mobile Number Portability,” September 1999.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Number portability is expected to be implemented in Belgium and Slovenia for GSM services in the year 2000. GSM [Global System for Mobile Communications] number portability is also expected to be implemented in the Czech Republic and Denmark at the start of the year 2001 and in Hungary by the start of the year 2002.” 		27		Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) number portability will be implemented in Hungary in January of 2002. 		182		Hungary		4		Eastern Europe		5		Europe		The report was produced by the Australian Competition & Consumer Commission 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		iii		Explicit in forecast statement.		27		1225		no		2004		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast language indicates that the prediction came from another source. This was likely an essay, since many are referenced throughout the document.		2002		no		0.666666667		The forecast is predicting that GSM number portability will emerge in Hungary.		27		Technology emergence		2003		2001		232		2		8		225		yes		2		no		GSM number portability		yes		As of January 2002, mobile number portability was not yet implemented in Hungary.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		GSM number portability is a subsystem associated with GSM services.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		GSM is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		GSM number portability existed when the forecast was made.		NA		2		3		Short-term		yes		SF		1999		2002		Explicit in forecast statement. January is the start of the year.		27						4/23/2012 11:30		7/17/2012 7:55		SF		1225		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		4. Mostly realized		2001		yes		It was fully realized in 2001, except that it happened in July and not January as predicted.		List clearly shows implementation dates for various countries.		27		Australian Competition & Consumer Commission, “Mobile Number Portability,” September 1999.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Number portability is expected to be implemented in Belgium and Slovenia for GSM services in the year 2000. GSM [Global System for Mobile Communications] number portability is also expected to be implemented in the Czech Republic and Denmark at the start of the year 2001 and in Hungary by the start of the year 2002.” 		27		Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) number portability will be implemented in Denmark in January of 2001.		176		Denmark		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		The report was produced by the Australian Competition & Consumer Commission 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		iii		Explicit in forecast statement.		27		1226		no		2001		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast language indicates that this prediction came from another source. This was most likely an essay, since the document references several.		2001		no		0		The forecast is predicting that GSM number portability will emerge in Denmark.		27		Technology emergence		2002		2000		232		2		8		225		yes		0		no		GSM number portability		yes		As of January 2001, mobile number portability was not yet implemented in Denmark. But it was implemented in July 2001.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		GSM number portability is a subsystem associated with GSM services.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		GSM is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		GSM number portability existed when the forecast was made.		NA		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1999		2001		Explicit in forecast statement. January is the start of the year.		27						4/23/2012 11:38		7/17/2012 7:54		SF		1226		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		4. Mostly realized		2000		yes		Mobile number portability was first implemented in Switzerland in March of 2000.		No interpretation required since it is clear that in Jan 2000, MPN had not been implemented.		27		Australian Competition & Consumer Commission, “Mobile Number Portability,” September 1999.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“MNP is expected to be implemented in Switzerland on 1 January 2000. While the technical solution to achieve MNP will be a decision for network operators, the routing arrangements have been set by OFCOM (the Swiss telecommunications regulator). Network operators do not have to provide a technical solution for Analogue services, as this technology is to be phased out by the end of 2000.” 		27		Mobile number portability will be implemented in Switzerland in January of 2000.

**Mobile number portability = the ability of a customer to change their mobile network operator and/or service provider while retaining the same phone number for the provision of the same service.**		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The report was produced by the Australian Competition & Consumer Commission 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		iii		Explicit in forecast statement.		27		1227		no		2000		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast language indicates that the prediction came from another source. This is likely an essay, since the document references several.		2000		no		0		MNP will emerge in Switzerland.		27		Technology emergence		2000		2000		232		2		8		225		yes		0		no		Mobile number portability		yes		Mobile number portability was not implemented in Switzerland in January of 2000. It was implemented in March of that year. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Mobile number portability is a subsystem of mobile services.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile number portability applies to cell phones.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Mobile number portability existed in 1999.		NA		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1999		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		27						4/23/2012 11:44		7/17/2012 7:54		SF		1227		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		20		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006.5		yes		GM canola was first grown commercially in Australia in 2008.		Data stated clearly in sources.		8		Agrifood Awareness Australia, “Gene Technology in Australia,” 2002. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Genetically modified canola varieties should be available to
Australian growers in three to five years."
		8		Genetically-modified canola varieties will be available to Australian farmers between 2005 and 2008. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The article was published by Agrifood Awareness Australia.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		20		Explicit in forecast statement.		8		1228		yes		2008		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The forecast is embedded in a section entitled, "current research" and was likely derived from articles about GM canola.		2006.5		no		0.333333333		The forecast is predicting that GM canola will emerge in Australia. 		8		Technology emergence		2008		2005		233		2		8		224		yes		1.5		no		Genetically modified canola		yes		In 2007 GM canola was not available to Australian farmers.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		GM canola is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		GM canola would be a product of biotechnology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		GM canola was in use when the forecast was made.		NA		1.5		4.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2002				The article was published in 2002 and the forecasted event was predicted to occur between 3 to 5 years.		8		2008		2005		4/23/2012 12:10		7/2/2012 14:16		SF		1228		SF

		1		yes		no				Might not be relevant. SF		yes		The document is undated, but this site indicates it was published in 2003: http://catalogue.nla.gov.au/Record/3049080. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		In 1990 emissions from transport were about 62 Mt CO2-e. By 2010 this had risen to around 83.6 Mt CO2-e.		Read data from graph in source.		11		Australian Automobile Association, “Australia in Motion,” 2003.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Research has estimated that greenhouse gas emissions from the transport sector increased by 20 percent between 1990 and 2000 and predict the levels in 2010 will be 47 percent higher than 1990 levels. Almost 60 percent of these greenhouse gas
emissions are from passenger cars. 
		11		Greenhouse gas emissions from Australia's transport sector will be 47 percent higher in 2010 than they were in 1990. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The document was published by the Australian Automobile Association, as seen on the title page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The forecast was likely about Australia, since the language before it was specific to Australia.		11		1229		no				no		2010		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are likely referencing a previous report they'd read.				no				Increasing emissions from one sector can provide insight about its market penetration.		NA		Market penetration						234		2		8		228		yes				no		Emissions		yes		Between 1990 and 2010, greenhouse gas emissions from Austalia's transport sector grew by approximately 38%.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Greenhouse gases are components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		This forecast predicts emission from vehicles.		11		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Vehicles and greenhouse gases existed in 2003.		NA				7		Medium-term		yes		SF		2003		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		11						4/23/2012 12:36		7/12/2012 11:03		SF		1229		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Our copy of the article is undated, but this site indicates the article was published in 2002: http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/indices/a-tree/v/Vukovic:Alex.html. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004.5		no		In 2005 all IP traffic came to 0.94TB/s. By 2010 all IP traffic came to 7.86TB/s.		Using the following conversions given by Google:-
20197 petabytes = 20681728 terabytes
2426 petabytes = 2484224 terabytes
1 month = 2629743.83 seconds

The TB/s figures quotes are calculated.		248		Alex Vukovic, Michel Savoie, and Heng Hua, “Towards Future Networks: Trends and Challenges,” Communications, Internet, and Information Technology (2002): 248-251.				yes		Academic publications		"As the world of telecommunications is being moved to fiber
optics, photonics and optoelectronics will play a main role
in the development of future networks over the next decade.
In order to achieve the required functionality and
performance, but at the same time to be profitable, current
networks face challenges, which can be grouped into the
following three categories: [1] Scalability (high power consumption,  large space, limited capability); Resource utilization (high capital and operating cost, forecast sensitive); Time to revenue (slow service provisioning, slow wavelength turn-up). 

Network traffic is projected to reach 10s to 100s of Tb/s in years to come." 		248		Between 2002 and 2007, global network traffic will reach 10s to 100s of Tb/s. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Communications Research Centre Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		248		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		248		1230		no				yes		2010		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This forecast statement cites 2 studies, including one that was published by this study's author. The rest of the article appears to be an essay written by the authors.		2004.5		no				The forecast is predicting a change in global network traffic.		248		Evolution		2007		2002		235		2		8		225		yes				no		Network traffic		yes		In 2005 all IP traffic came to 0.94TB/s.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		The network is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The network traffic is for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The network was in use in 2002.		NA				2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2002				The standard lexicon defines "years to come" as "coming years", which is the same as "short term" (1-5 years). 		248		2007		2002		4/23/2012 13:21		7/2/2012 11:32		SF		1230		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		73								no						78		Bob A. Hardage, “Developments, Trends and Future Directions in Vertical Seismic Profiling and Crosswell Seismic Profiling,” CSEG Recorder, September 2001.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"The industry is converting rapidly from single-component 3-D
surface-recorded seismic data to three-component and nine-component land data and four-component marine data. Both compressional (P) and shear (S) images are produced when multi-component seismic data are processed. A major problem for interpreters of multi-component surface-recorded data is to develop a reliable procedure by which depth coordinates of key targets can be identified in terms of their P-image times and S-image times so that P and S attributes can be calculated over correct data windows
to indicate facies distributions within targeted intervals.
Multi-component VSP data are the most reliable way to establish a rigorous correspondence between stratigraphic depth and P and S image times. The increasing use of multi-component surface 3-D data dictates that multi-component VSP applications that assist calibration of surface-recorded P and S seismic data will likely be a major market for VSP technology for the next several years.
		78		Between 2001 and 2011, multi-component vertical seismic profiling (VSP) applications that assist in calibrating surface-recorded compressional (P) and shear (S) seismic data will make up at least 15% of the VSP technology market.  										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the University of Texas at Austin. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		73		No country-specific information was provided with the forecast, so it likely applied worldwide.		78		1231		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The forecast is preceded by a statement that indicates the author (an expert who was writing an essay) extrapolated current trends to arrive at this forecast. The sentence reads, "The increasing use of multi-component surface 3-D data dictates that [forecast statement]."				no				Explicit in forecast statement.		78		Market penetration						236		5		29		236		yes				no		Multicomponent VSP applications		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Multicomponent VSP applications are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Multicomponent VSP applications capitalize on physical and mechanical properties.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Multicomponent VSP applications were likely in development when the forecast was made.		NA				5		Short-term		no				2001				The standard lexicon defines "several" as 4-10 years. "In the next X years is a date range from the year of the forecast (2001) to the forecasted date (10 years). 		78		2011		2001		4/23/2012 14:11		4/23/2012 14:11		SF		1231		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article indicates that forecasts made for 1979 were published in September 1976, and that forecasts for 1989 and 2000 were made in 1979. 		1						1979		no						4-Jan		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Table 1		1		In 1979, personal computers costing $1,000 will have 16 kilobytes of RAM.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide. 		1		1232		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html. 		1979		no				The author is predicting the evolution of computer memory.		1		Evolution		1980		1978		237		2		8		226		yes				no		Personal computers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Computers were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		no				1976		1979		Explicit in table.		1						4/23/2012 14:55		4/23/2012 15:02		SF		1232		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article indicates that forecasts made for 1979 were published in September 1976, and that forecasts for 1989 and 2000 were made in 1979. 		1						1989		no						4-Jan		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Table 1		1		In 1989, personal computers costing $1,000 will have 1 megabyte of RAM.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.				1233		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html		1989		no				The author is predicting that computer memory will change.		1		Evolution		1992		1986		237		2		8		225		yes				no		Personal computers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		PCs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PCs were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1979		1989		Explicit in table.		1						4/23/2012 14:58		4/23/2012 14:58		SF		1233		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article indicates that forecasts made for 1979 were published in September 1976, and that forecasts for 1989 and 2000 were made in 1979. 		1						2000		no						4-Jan		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Table 1		1		In 2000, personal computers costing $1,000 will have 64 megabytes of RAM.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		1		1234		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html.		2000		no				The author is predicting how computer memory will change over time.		1		Evolution		2006		1994		237		2		8		225		yes				no		Personal computers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		PCs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PCs were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				21		Long-term		no				1979		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						4/23/2012 15:01		4/23/2012 15:02		SF		1234		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article indicates that forecasts made for 1979 were published in September 1976, and that forecasts for 1989 and 2000 were made in 1979. 		1						1979		no						1		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Table 1		1		In 1979, personal computers costing $1,000 will have audio tape recorders for backup memory.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		1		1235		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html.		1979		no				The author is predicting the changing characteristics of PCs.				Evolution		1980		1978		237		2		8		226		yes				no		Personal computers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		PCs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PCs existed when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		no				1976		1979		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						4/24/2012 6:41		4/24/2012 6:41		SF		1235		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article indicates that forecasts made for 1979 were published in September 1976, and that forecasts for 1989 and 2000 were made in 1979. 		1						1989		no						1		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Table 1		1		In 1989, personal computers costing $1,000 will have diskettes for backup memory. 										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		1		1236		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html.		1989		no				The author is predicting the changing characteristics of PCs.		1		Evolution		1992		1986		237		2		8		226		yes				no		Personal computers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		PCs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PCs were in use in 1979.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1979		1989		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						4/24/2012 6:46		4/24/2012 6:46		SF		1236		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article indicates that forecasts made for 1979 were published in September 1976, and that forecasts for 1989 and 2000 were made in 1979. 		1						2000		no						1		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Table 1		1		In 2000, personal computers costing $1,000 will have a 1 GB hard drive for backup memory. 										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		1		1237		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html.		2000		no				The author is predicting the changing characteristics of PCs.		1		Evolution		2006		1994		237		2		8		226		yes				no		Personal computers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		PCs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PCs were in use in 1979.		NA				21		Long-term		no				1979		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						4/24/2012 6:49		4/24/2012 6:49		SF		1237		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article indicates that forecasts made for 1979 were published in September 1976, and that forecasts for 1989 and 2000 were made in 1979. 		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1979		yes		As early as March 1974, personal computers under $1,000 had 8-bit processors. The Scelbi-8H had an 8-bit processor and cost $565.		Data stated clearly in sources.		1		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Table 1		1		In 1979, personal computers costing $1,000 will have 8-bit processors. 										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		1		1238		yes		1974		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html.		1979		no		1.666666667		The author is predicting the changing characteristics of PCs.		1		Evolution		1980		1978		237		2		8		226		yes		-5		no		Personal computers		yes		In 1979 the C1 PMF personal computer could be purchased for $995 and this included an 8-bit processor.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		PCs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PCs were in use in 1976		NA		5		3		Short-term		yes		SF		1976		1979		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						4/24/2012 6:52		6/20/2012 13:00		SF		1238		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article indicates that forecasts made for 1979 were published in September 1976, and that forecasts for 1989 and 2000 were made in 1979. 		1						1989		no						1		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Table 1		1		In 1989, personal computers costing $1,000 will have 16-bit processor, plus separate microprocessor chips controlling the disk drive, graphics processing, sound, and printer.   										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		1		1239		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html.		1989		no				The author is predicting the changing characteristics of PCs.		1		Evolution		1992		1986		237		2		8		226		yes				no		Personal computers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		PCs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PCs were in use in 1979.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1979		1989		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						4/24/2012 6:54		4/24/2012 6:54		SF		1239		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article indicates that forecasts made for 1979 were published in September 1976, and that forecasts for 1989 and 2000 were made in 1979. 		1						2000		no						1		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Table 1		1		In 2000, personal computers costing $1,000 will have 32-bit processor, plus separate microprocessor chips controlling the disk drive, graphics processing, sound, and printer. 										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		1		1240		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html.		2000		no				The author is predicting the changing characteristics of PCs.		1		Evolution		2006		1994		237		2		8		226		yes				no		Personal computers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		PCs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PCs were in use in 1979.		NA				21		Long-term		no				1979		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						4/24/2012 6:57		4/24/2012 6:57		SF		1240		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article indicates that forecasts made for 1979 were published in September 1976, and that forecasts for 1989 and 2000 were made in 1979. 		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1979		yes		The forecast predicts availability of a black and white display with 32 columns for $1000 by 1979. In 1977, color display could be purchased for a similar price and as this is an upgrade on a black and white display. Therefore, the forecast is fully realized. 		Data stated clearly in sources. Color displays are interpreted as being an upgrade from black and white ones.		1		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Table 1		1		In 1979, personal computers costing $1,000 will have 32-column black and white displays.  										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		1		1241		yes		1977		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html.		1979		no		0.666666667		The author is predicting the changing characteristics of PCs.		1		Evolution		1980		1978		237		2		8		226		yes		-2		no		Personal computers		yes		In 1979 for $1150 (not far off the forecast) a personal computer with a 32 column color display could be purchased.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		PCs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PCs were in use in 1976.		NA		2		3		Short-term		yes		SF		1976		1979		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						4/24/2012 6:59		6/20/2012 13:07		SF		1241		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article indicates that forecasts made for 1979 were published in September 1976, and that forecasts for 1989 and 2000 were made in 1979. 		1						1989		no						1		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Table 1		1		In 1989, personal computers costing $1,000 will have 512-inch x 512-inch, 8-color displays.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		1		1242		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html.		1989		no				The author is predicting the changing characteristics of PCs.		1		Evolution		1992		1986		237		2		8		226		yes				no		Personal computers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		PCs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PCs were in use in 1979.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1979		1989		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						4/24/2012 7:01		4/24/2012 7:01		SF		1242		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article indicates that forecasts made for 1979 were published in September 1976, and that forecasts for 1989 and 2000 were made in 1979. 		1						2000		no						1		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Table 1		1		In 2000, personal computers costing $1,000 will have 1,024-inch x 1,024-inch, full-color displays. 										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		1		1243		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html.		2000		no				The author is predicting the changing characteristics of PCs.		1		Evolution		2006		1994		237		2		8		226		yes				no		Personal computers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		PCs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PCs were in use in 1979.		NA				21		Long-term		no				1979		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						4/24/2012 7:04		4/24/2012 7:04		SF		1243		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article indicates that forecasts made for 1979 were published in September 1976, and that forecasts for 1989 and 2000 were made in 1979. 		1						1989		no						1		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Table 1		1		In 1989, personal computers costing $1,000 will have dot-matrix printers.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		1		1244		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html.		1989		no				The author is predicting the changing characteristics of PCs.		1		Evolution		1992		1986		237		2		8		226		yes				no		Personal computers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		PCs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PCs were in use when the forecast was made.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1979		1989		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						4/24/2012 7:26		4/24/2012 7:26		SF		1244		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article indicates that forecasts made for 1979 were published in September 1976, and that forecasts for 1989 and 2000 were made in 1979. 		1						2000		no						1		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Table 1		1		In 2000, personal computers costing $1,000 will have color printers.  										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		1		1245		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html.		2000		no				The author is predicting the changing characteristics of PCs.		1		Evolution		2006		1994		237		2		8		226		yes				no		Personal computers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		PCs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PCs were in use in 1979.		NA				21		Long-term		no				1979		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						4/24/2012 7:28		4/24/2012 7:28		SF		1245		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was written in 2000.		2		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		In 2010, robots still had significant difficulty in discerning speech when there were complicating factors such as background noise and multiple speakers.		Interpreted the statement from the 2011 source that robots speech recognition will "reach the human performance levels in the future" to indicate they have not yet reached human performance levels.		1		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"By 2010, I should think that it might be reasonable to expect near-human levels of speech recognition, if not speech understanding. I expect to see limited context-sensitive phone-answering services by or before that time."		3		In 2010, robots will have near-human levels of speech recognition.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		3		1246		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html.				no				The author is predicting how robot speech recognition will change.		3		Evolution						237		2		8		235		yes				no		Robots		yes		In 2010, robot speech recognition capabilities were not near-human.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		3		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Robots were mature in 2000.		NA				10		Medium-term		yes		SF		2000		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		3						4/24/2012 7:31		6/20/2012 13:08		SF		1246		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was written in 2000.		2						2005		no						1		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"By 2010, I should think that it might be reasonable to expect near-human levels of speech recognition, if not speech understanding. I expect to see limited context-sensitive phone-answering services by or before that time."		3		Between 2000 and 2010, context-sensitive phone answering services will be in use. 										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		3		1247		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html.		2005		no				The author is predicting how robotics technologies will evolve.		3		Evolution		2010		2000		237		2		8		235		yes				no		Phone answering services		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Phone answering services are systems.		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		In this context, the phone answering services would be autonomous.		3		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Phone answering services were in use in 2000.		NA				5		Short-term		no				2000				The forecast predicts that the event would occur before or by 2010, which the standard lexicon says is a date range.		3		2010		2000		4/24/2012 7:35		4/24/2012 7:35		SF		1247		SF

		2		yes		no		Uncertain date of realization - Nothing to prove there wasn't at 10 billion instructions per second processor before 2005. DF

Need additional research to corroborate year of realization. SF 7/2/12				yes		The article was written in 2000.		2		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2002.5		yes		In 2002 a Pentium 4 processor was capable of achieve 10 billion instructions per second. In 2005 the AMD Athlon FX-57 had was capable of carrying out 12 billion instructions per second.		Data stated clearly in sources.		1		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"At the same time, reaching these speeds is not a done deal. The road is getting ever steeper. However, even if computer speeds plateau, there is always the possibility of using multiple processors to do the job, although heat dissipation and power consumption are issues with which one must contend. In the meantime, computer speeds of 10 to 20 billion calculations per second appear to be in the cards for the 2002-2003 time frame."		4		Between 2002 and 2003, computer speeds will reach 10 to 20 billion calculations per second.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		4		1248		yes		2002		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html.		2002.5		no		0.2		The author is predicting the changing characteristics of PCs.		4		Evolution		2003		2002		237		2		8		226		yes		-0.5		no		Computers		yes		In 2003 processor speeds had reached 10 billion instructions per second.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		4		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Computers were in use in 2000.		NA		0.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2000				Explicit in forecast statement.		4		2003		2002		4/24/2012 7:38		7/6/2012 11:14		SF		1248		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was written in 2000.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		The first single microprocessor to exceed 100 GFLOPS was launched in 2007 by NEC. By 2010 "top of the line" commercial Intel processors were capable of similar performance.		Data stated clearly in sources.		1		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Intel's first incarnation of their new Itanium processor, due out this summer, is said to afford fixed and floating point speeds as high as 6,000 MIPS (Million Instructions Per Second). Next year's "McKinley" model is expected to run as fast as 12,000 MIPS, and their "Madison" chip, appearing in the 2002-2003 time frame, will be faster yet. My private guesstimate is that, within ten years, we will eventually attain at least the 100 Gigops level in a single microprocessor."
		4		Between 2000 and 2010, a single microprocessor with at least 100 Gigops of speed will be available. 										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		4		1249		yes		2007		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html.		2005		no		0.4		The author is predicting the changing characteristics of PCs.		4		Evolution		2010		2000		237		2		8		226		yes		2		no		Computers		yes		In 2005  a single microprocessor with at least 100 Gigops of speed was  not available.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Computers were in use in 2000.		NA		2		5		Short-term		yes		SF		2000				According to the standard lexicon, "within x years" is evaluated as a date range from the year of the forecast to the forecast + x years. 		4		2010		2000		4/24/2012 7:43		7/12/2012 8:06		SF		1249		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was written in 2000.		2		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2001		yes		The average value in the forecast year was 2,500 MIPS, which is ~10,000 MIPS below the prediction. 		Research shows the processor levels within the industry for the years in question. 		1		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Intel's first incarnation of their new Itanium processor, due out this summer, is said to afford fixed and floating point speeds as high as 6,000 MIPS (Million Instructions Per Second). Next year's "McKinley" model is expected to run as fast as 12,000 MIPS, and their "Madison" chip, appearing in the 2002-2003 time frame, will be faster yet."
		4		In 2001, a processor that runs as fast as 12,000 MIPS will be available.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		4		1250		yes		2005		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html.		2001		no		4		The author is predicting the changing characteristics of PCs.		4		Evolution		2001		2001		237		2		8		226		yes		4		no		Computer processor		yes		The forecast was not reached in 2001. The average value in the forecast year was 2,500 MIPS.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Processors are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		4		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Computer processors existed in 2000.		NA		4		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2000		2001		The article was written in 2000 and the author is predicting that the McKinley processor would be available "next year" (2001).		4						4/24/2012 7:56		7/13/2012 11:23		SF		1250		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was written in 2000.		2		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2002.5		yes		The values for 2001 through 2004 were too low to meet the forecasted level. 		The capacity represented for 2003 did not meet the forecasted capacity. 		1		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Intel's first incarnation of their new Itanium processor, due out this summer, is said to afford fixed and floating point speeds as high as 6,000 MIPS (Million Instructions Per Second). Next year's "McKinley" model is expected to run as fast as 12,000 MIPS, and their "Madison" chip, appearing in the 2002-2003 time frame, will be faster yet." 		4		Between 2002 and 2003, a microprocessor capable of running faster than 12,000 MIPS will be available.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		4		1251		yes		2005		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		In 1976, 1979, and 2000, the writer--an expert--is writing an essay in which he makes forecasts.The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He writes extensively about science: http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html.		2002.5		no		1		The author is predicting the changing characteristics of PCs.		4		Evolution		2003		2002		237		2		8		226		yes		2.5		no		Computer processor		yes		The capacity had not yet been reached in 2003. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Computer processors are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		4		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Computer processors existed in 2000.		NA		2.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2000				Explicit in forecast statement.		4		2003		2002		4/24/2012 7:59		7/5/2012 14:03		SF		1251		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the article was published in 2000: http://books.google.com/books?id=oqVzt19D79EC&pg=PA394&lpg=PA394&dq=C.J.+Brace,+%E2%80%9CIntegrated+Powertrain+Design+and+Control,%E2%80%9D&source=bl&ots=eaaeb2XKgf&sig=GTVsQSBvzY_5BJOkSvIZpcF4aNw&hl=en&sa=X&ei=WZyWT8SCIqXD6AH3_dieDg&ved=0CD8Q6AEwAw#v=onepage&q=C.J.%20Brace%2C%20%E2%80%9CIntegrated%20Powertrain%20Design%20and%20Control%2C%E2%80%9D&f=false. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		In 2008, only 12.5% of cars sold in Europe had automatic transmissions meaning the majority must have had manual transmissions.		Used EU-27 group to cover Europe and used data concerning the share of automatic transmissions in cars to determine the share of manual transmissions used.		NA		C.J. Brace, “Integrated Powertrain Design and Control,” 1997.				yes		Academic publications		“In parallel with the development of prime movers activity a growing array of new and emerging transmission technologies are also competing for the attention of the major manufacturers. Many of these concepts will find niche marketing opportunities leaving a select few to take the major
share of the volume passenger car market. The manual transmission will still account for the major share of passenger vehicle sales in most European markets for the medium term.” 
		2		Between 2006 and 2010, passenger vehicles with manual transmissions will account for the majority of passenger vehicle sales in Europe.   										5		Europe		The author is affiliated with the University of Bath		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The forecast applies to the European market.		2		1252		no		2008		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author writes extensively about automotive technologies and is presumably an expert.		2008		no		0		Explicit in forecast statement.		2		Market penetration		2010		2006		238		2		8		228		yes		0		no		Transmissions		yes		In 2008, the majority of cars sold in Europe had manual transmissions.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		The transmission is a system in a car.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		The forecast is about vehicle transmissions.		2		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Manual transmission cars were in use in 2000.		NA		0		8		Medium-term		yes		SF		2000				The forecast states that the event would occur in the medium term, which is defined as 6-10 years (per the standard lexicon). So the event would occur 6-10 years from the forecast date. 		2		2010		2006		4/24/2012 8:33		6/20/2012 13:10		SF		1252		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the article was published in 2000: http://books.google.com/books?id=oqVzt19D79EC&pg=PA394&lpg=PA394&dq=C.J.+Brace,+%E2%80%9CIntegrated+Powertrain+Design+and+Control,%E2%80%9D&source=bl&ots=eaaeb2XKgf&sig=GTVsQSBvzY_5BJOkSvIZpcF4aNw&hl=en&sa=X&ei=WZyWT8SCIqXD6AH3_dieDg&ved=0CD8Q6AEwAw#v=onepage&q=C.J.%20Brace%2C%20%E2%80%9CIntegrated%20Powertrain%20Design%20and%20Control%2C%E2%80%9D&f=false.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2002.5		yes		0% growth in sales of Dual Clutch Transmissions in Europe in 2003. 		Graphs clearly show no growth in 2003. 
The only interpretation is in what year the forecast was realized: That a 1% growth in 2004 (or 2% in 2005) is enough growth to count as an increase for the sake of the forecast.		NA		C.J. Brace, “Integrated Powertrain Design and Control,” 1997.				yes		Academic publications		"Concerning hardware, although individual applications will always emerge against the trend it is likely that in the next five years small vehicles will see a proliferation of automated manual powertrains, medium vehicles will take CVT into the mainstream and large passenger vehicles will be dominated by conventional automatic transmissions. Commercial vehicles will continue to be a large market for various forms of automated parallel-shafted transmissions. Drive by wire
engines will be common in all sectors to allow the maximum potential for automation with the mix (at least in Europe) containing progressively more Diesel. It is likely that Direct Injection Gasoline engines will have effectively replaced current gasoline technology within this time frame and may
make life difficult for Diesel outside Europe." 		7		Between 2000 and 2005, there will be an increase in the number of small vehicles with automated manual powertrains in Europe.										5		Europe		The author is affiliated with the University of Bath		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The forecast likely applies to Europe, since a forecast specific to that market was provided earlier in the article. 		7		1253		yes		2004		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author writes extensively about automotive technologies and is presumably an expert.		2002.5		no		0.6		Explicit in forecast statement.		7		Market penetration		2005		2000		238		2		8		228		yes		1.5		no		Powertrain		yes		The technologies were available in 2003, but had no sales growth.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Powertrain is a system in a car.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The powertrains existed when the forecast was made.		NA		1.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2000				The forecast states the event will occur "in the next five years", which the standard lexicon translates as a date range from the year of the forecast (2000) plus x years. 		7		2005		2000		4/24/2012 8:41		7/12/2012 12:57		SF		1253		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the article was published in 2000: http://books.google.com/books?id=oqVzt19D79EC&pg=PA394&lpg=PA394&dq=C.J.+Brace,+%E2%80%9CIntegrated+Powertrain+Design+and+Control,%E2%80%9D&source=bl&ots=eaaeb2XKgf&sig=GTVsQSBvzY_5BJOkSvIZpcF4aNw&hl=en&sa=X&ei=WZyWT8SCIqXD6AH3_dieDg&ved=0CD8Q6AEwAw#v=onepage&q=C.J.%20Brace%2C%20%E2%80%9CIntegrated%20Powertrain%20Design%20and%20Control%2C%E2%80%9D&f=false.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2002.5		no		~80% of passenger cars sold in Europe in 2005 had manual transmissions. The remainder had automatic transmissions. Continuously variable transmissions are types of automatic transmission.		Interpreted lack of widespread use in 2005 to indicate lack of widespread use in 2003.		NA		C.J. Brace, “Integrated Powertrain Design and Control,” 1997.				yes		Academic publications		"Concerning hardware, although individual applications will always emerge against the trend it is likely that in the next five years small vehicles will see a proliferation of automated manual powertrains, medium vehicles will take CVT into the mainstream and large passenger vehicles will be dominated by conventional automatic transmissions. Commercial vehicles will continue to be a large market for various forms of automated parallel-shafted transmissions. Drive by wire
engines will be common in all sectors to allow the maximum potential for automation with the mix (at least in Europe) containing progressively more Diesel. It is likely that Direct Injection Gasoline engines will have effectively replaced current gasoline technology within this time frame and may
make life difficult for Diesel outside Europe."		7		Between 2000 and 2005, medium vehicles with continuously variable transmissions will be widespread in Europe. 										5		Europe		The author is affiliated with the University of Bath		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The forecast likely applies to Europe, since other language in the document indicates that the discussion is around that market.		7		1254		yes				yes		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author writes extensively about automotive technologies and is presumably an expert.		2002.5		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		7		Market penetration		2005		2000		238		2		8		228		yes				no		Continuously variable transmission		yes		In 2003, continuously variable transmissions were not widespread in Europe.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Continuously variable transmission are systems in automobiles.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Continuously variable transmission are systems in automobiles. 		7		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Continuously variable transmissions existed when the forecast was made.		NA				2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2000				The forecast states the event will occur "in the next five years", which the standard lexicon translates as a date range from the year of the forecast (2000) plus x years.		7		2005		2000		4/24/2012 8:42		6/20/2012 13:12		SF		1254		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the article was published in 2000: http://books.google.com/books?id=oqVzt19D79EC&pg=PA394&lpg=PA394&dq=C.J.+Brace,+%E2%80%9CIntegrated+Powertrain+Design+and+Control,%E2%80%9D&source=bl&ots=eaaeb2XKgf&sig=GTVsQSBvzY_5BJOkSvIZpcF4aNw&hl=en&sa=X&ei=WZyWT8SCIqXD6AH3_dieDg&ved=0CD8Q6AEwAw#v=onepage&q=C.J.%20Brace%2C%20%E2%80%9CIntegrated%20Powertrain%20Design%20and%20Control%2C%E2%80%9D&f=false.		NA						2002.5		no						NA		C.J. Brace, “Integrated Powertrain Design and Control,” 1997.				yes		Academic publications		"Concerning hardware, although individual applications will always emerge against the trend it is likely that in the next five years small vehicles will see a proliferation of automated manual powertrains, medium vehicles will take CVT into the mainstream and large passenger vehicles will be dominated by conventional automatic transmissions. Commercial vehicles will continue to be a large market for various forms of automated parallel-shafted transmissions. Drive by wire
engines will be common in all sectors to allow the maximum potential for automation with the mix (at least in Europe) containing progressively more Diesel. It is likely that Direct Injection Gasoline
engines will have effectively replaced current gasoline technology within this time frame and may
make life difficult for Diesel outside Europe."		7		Between 2000 and 2005, most large passenger vehicles in Europe will have conventional automatic transmissions. 										5		Europe		The author is affiliated with the University of Bath		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The forecast likely applies to Europe, since other language in the document indicates that it pertains to that market.		7		1255		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author writes extensively about automotive technologies and is presumably an expert.		2002.5		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		7		Market penetration		2005		2000		238		2		8		228		yes				no		Transmissions		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Transmissions are systems in cars.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		7		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Transmissions were in use in 2000.		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				2000				The forecast states the event will occur "in the next five years", which the standard lexicon translates as a date range from the year of the forecast (2000) plus x years.		7		2005		2000		4/24/2012 9:34		4/24/2012 9:34		SF		1255		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the article was published in 2000: http://books.google.com/books?id=oqVzt19D79EC&pg=PA394&lpg=PA394&dq=C.J.+Brace,+%E2%80%9CIntegrated+Powertrain+Design+and+Control,%E2%80%9D&source=bl&ots=eaaeb2XKgf&sig=GTVsQSBvzY_5BJOkSvIZpcF4aNw&hl=en&sa=X&ei=WZyWT8SCIqXD6AH3_dieDg&ved=0CD8Q6AEwAw#v=onepage&q=C.J.%20Brace%2C%20%E2%80%9CIntegrated%20Powertrain%20Design%20and%20Control%2C%E2%80%9D&f=false.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2002.5		yes		Forecast requires use of technology to be widespread in 2003. Technical, legislative and research issues seemed to have prevented this.		Interpreted legislative issues with technology in 2012 to indicate lack of widespread use.		NA		C.J. Brace, “Integrated Powertrain Design and Control,” 1997.				yes		Academic publications		"Concerning hardware, although individual applications will always emerge against the trend it is likely that in the next five years small vehicles will see a proliferation of automated manual powertrains, medium vehicles will take CVT into the mainstream and large passenger vehicles will be dominated by conventional automatic transmissions. Commercial vehicles will continue to be a large market for various forms of automated parallel-shafted transmissions. Drive by wire
engines will be common in all sectors to allow the maximum potential for automation with the mix (at least in Europe) containing progressively more Diesel. It is likely that Direct Injection Gasoline engines will have effectively replaced current gasoline technology within this time frame and may
make life difficult for Diesel outside Europe."		7		Between 2000 and 2005, drive-by-wire engines will be widespread in small, medium, and large vehicles in Europe.										5		Europe		The author is affiliated with the University of Bath		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The forecast likely applies to Europe, since other language in the document indicates that it pertains to that market.		7		1256		yes		2012		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author writes extensively about automotive technologies and is presumably an expert.		2002.5		no		3.8		Explicit in forecast statement.		7		Market penetration		2005		2000		238		2		8		228		yes		9.5		no		Drive-by-wire engines		yes		In 2003, drive-by-wire technology was not in widespread use in Europe.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Drive-by-wire engines are systems in cars.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		7		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Drive-by-wire engines were likely in the early stages of development in 2000.		NA		9.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2000				The forecast states the event will occur "in the next five years", which the standard lexicon translates as a date range from the year of the forecast (2000) plus x years.		7		2005		2000		4/24/2012 9:40		7/12/2012 11:02		SF		1256		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the article was published in 2000: http://books.google.com/books?id=oqVzt19D79EC&pg=PA394&lpg=PA394&dq=C.J.+Brace,+%E2%80%9CIntegrated+Powertrain+Design+and+Control,%E2%80%9D&source=bl&ots=eaaeb2XKgf&sig=GTVsQSBvzY_5BJOkSvIZpcF4aNw&hl=en&sa=X&ei=WZyWT8SCIqXD6AH3_dieDg&ved=0CD8Q6AEwAw#v=onepage&q=C.J.%20Brace%2C%20%E2%80%9CIntegrated%20Powertrain%20Design%20and%20Control%2C%E2%80%9D&f=false.		NA						2002.5		no						NA		C.J. Brace, “Integrated Powertrain Design and Control,” 1997.				yes		Academic publications		"Concerning hardware, although individual applications will always emerge against the trend it is likely that in the next five years small vehicles will see a proliferation of automated manual powertrains, medium vehicles will take CVT into the mainstream and large passenger vehicles will be dominated by conventional automatic transmissions. Commercial vehicles will continue to be a large market for various forms of automated parallel-shafted transmissions. Drive by wire
engines will be common in all sectors to allow the maximum potential for automation with the mix (at least in Europe) containing progressively more Diesel. It is likely that Direct Injection Gasoline engines will have effectively replaced current gasoline technology within this time frame and may
make life difficult for Diesel outside Europe."
		7		Between 2000 and 2005, commercial vehicles will be more than 30% of the European market for various forms of automated parallel-shafted transmissions. 										5		Europe		The author is affiliated with the University of Bath		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The forecast likely applies to Europe, since other language in the document indicates that it pertains to that market.		7		1257		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author writes extensively about automotive technologies and is presumably an expert.		2002.5		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		7		Market penetration		2005		2000		238		2		8		228		yes				no		Transmissions		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Automatic parallel-shafted transmissions are systems in vehicles.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		7		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automatic parallel-shafted transmissions existed in 2000.		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				2000				The forecast states the event will occur "in the next five years", which the standard lexicon translates as a date range from the year of the forecast (2000) plus x years.		7		2005		2000		4/24/2012 9:47		4/24/2012 9:47		SF		1257		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the article was published in 2000: http://books.google.com/books?id=oqVzt19D79EC&pg=PA394&lpg=PA394&dq=C.J.+Brace,+%E2%80%9CIntegrated+Powertrain+Design+and+Control,%E2%80%9D&source=bl&ots=eaaeb2XKgf&sig=GTVsQSBvzY_5BJOkSvIZpcF4aNw&hl=en&sa=X&ei=WZyWT8SCIqXD6AH3_dieDg&ved=0CD8Q6AEwAw#v=onepage&q=C.J.%20Brace%2C%20%E2%80%9CIntegrated%20Powertrain%20Design%20and%20Control%2C%E2%80%9D&f=false.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2002.5		no		Market penetration is too low to constitute replacement. In 2010, market penetration of direct injection gasoline in Europe reached approximately 15%.		Read data from graph in source. Market penetration is too low to constitute replacement. 		NA		C.J. Brace, “Integrated Powertrain Design and Control,” 1997.				yes		Academic publications		"Concerning hardware, although individual applications will always emerge against the trend it is likely that in the next five years small vehicles will see a proliferation of automated manual powertrains, medium vehicles will take CVT into the mainstream and large passenger vehicles will be dominated by conventional automatic transmissions. Commercial vehicles will continue to be a large market for various forms of automated parallel-shafted transmissions. Drive by wire
engines will be common in all sectors to allow the maximum potential for automation with the mix (at least in Europe) containing progressively more Diesel. It is likely that Direct Injection Gasoline engines will have effectively replaced current gasoline technology within this time frame and may make life difficult for Diesel outside Europe."
		7		Between 2000 and 2005, direct injection gasoline engines will replace the gasoline technology used in Europe in 2000. 										5		Europe		The author is affiliated with the University of Bath		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The forecast likely applies to Europe, since other language in the document indicates that it pertains to that market.		7		1258		no				yes		2010		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author writes extensively about automotive technologies and is presumably an expert.		2002.5		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		7		Market penetration		2005		2000		238		2		8		228		yes				no		Direct injection gasoline engines		yes		In 2003, gasoline direct injection engines had approximately a 1% market share in Europe.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Direct injection gasoline engines are systems in cars.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		7		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Direct injection gasoline engines were in use in 200.		NA				2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2000				The forecast states the event will occur "in the next five years", which the standard lexicon translates as a date range from the year of the forecast (2000) plus x years.		7		2005		2000		4/24/2012 9:54		7/12/2012 12:56		SF		1258		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		The panels took place in 2004 and the report was published that same year. 		2		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		The forecast requires artificial tissue be used in cosmetic surgery in 2007. The technology is still in research and development as of 2012.		Interpreted artificial tissue to mean lab-grown tissues consisting of the same material as natural counterparts.		5-Jan		Drachma Denarius, “Synthesis Report on Foresight Models and Methodology,” 2004.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table		23		Between 2004 and 2010, artificial tissues will be used as construction material during at least one cosmetic surgery. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the National Research Council of Canada’s Office of Technology Foresight, as seen on the title page. 		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided for the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		23		1259		yes				yes		2012		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Many workshops were held to solicit information from representatives of Canadian government agencies. 		2007		no				The forecast is predicting that artificial tissues will emerge on the market.		23		Technology emergence		2010		2004		239		1		2		236		yes				no		Artificial tissues		yes		In 2007, artificial tissues were not used as construction materials in cosmetic surgery.		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Artificial tissues are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Artificial tissues capitalize on physical, chemical, and mechanical properties.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Artificial tissues were immature in 2004.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004				The table indicates that the event would occur between "now and 2010". "Now" would be when the document was published (2004). 		23		2010		2004		4/24/2012 11:07		6/20/2012 13:17		SF		1259		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		The panels took place in 2004 and the report was published that same year.		2						2007		no						5-Jan		Drachma Denarius, “Synthesis Report on Foresight Models and Methodology,” 2004.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table		23		Between 2004 and 2010, clinical informatics will enable patients to receive remote care from doctors, with only minimal local assistance required. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the National Research Council of Canada’s Office of Technology Foresight, as seen on the title page. 		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided for the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		23		1260		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Many workshops were held to solicit information from representatives of Canadian government agencies.		2007		no				The forecast is predicting that telemedicine will evolve such that patients can receive almost all of their care remotely.		23		Evolution		2010		2004		239		1		2		225		yes				no		Clinical informatics		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Clinical informatics of this type would create or require a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		In this context, the systems would be used to communicate information.		23		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Clinical informatics of this type were in development in 2004.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2004				The table indicates that the event would occur between "now and 2010". "Now" would be when the document was published (2004). 		23		2010		2004		4/24/2012 11:10		4/24/2012 11:10		SF		1260		SF

		1		yes		yes						yes		The table indicates that the event would occur between "now and 2010". "Now" would be when the document was published (2004). 		23		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		No gene therapy had been approved for clinical use in 2011.		Interpreted lack of FDA approved treatments to indicate lack of available treatments.		5-Jan		Drachma Denarius, “Synthesis Report on Foresight Models and Methodology,” 2004.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 		23		Between 2004 and 2010, a least one gene-based therapy will enable practitioners to repair patients’ genetic defects, such as those that cause disease. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the National Research Council of Canada’s Office of Technology Foresight, as seen on the title page. 		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided for the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		23		1261		no				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Many workshops were held to solicit information from representatives of Canadian government agencies.		2007		no				The forecast is predicting that a new therapy will emerge.		23		Technology emergence		2010		2004		239		1		2		224		yes				no		Gene therapy		yes		Methods of using gene therapy to correct genetic defects were being researched in 2007.		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		The described therapy/process is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		The therapy alluded to is likely gene therapy, which is a biological technology.		23		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Gene therapy was not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004				The table indicates that the event would occur between "now and 2010". "Now" would be when the document was published (2004). 		23		2010		2004		4/24/2012 11:20		6/20/2012 13:19		SF		1261		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		The panels took place in 2004 and the report was published that same year.		23		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		In 2003, Roche released the first DNA microarray designed for use in clinical diagnosis.		Data stated clearly in sources.		5-Jan		Drachma Denarius, “Synthesis Report on Foresight Models and Methodology,” 2004.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table		23		Between 2004 and 2010, DNA arrays and BioCDs will be in use for diagnostic purposes. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the National Research Council of Canada’s Office of Technology Foresight, as seen on the title page. 		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided for the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		23		1262		yes		2003		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Many workshops were held to solicit information from representatives of Canadian government agencies.		2007		no		1.333333333		The forecast is predicting that new diagnostic assays will emerge.		23		Technology emergence		2010		2004		239		1		2		224		yes		-4		no		Diagnostic assays		yes		DNA arrays were being used for clinical diagnosis in 2007		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Diagnostic assays are processes/systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Diagnostic assays are biological technologies.		23		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The assays mentioned in the forecast were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA		4		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004				The table indicates that the event would occur between "now and 2010". "Now" would be when the document was published (2004). 		23		2010		2004		4/24/2012 11:26		6/20/2012 13:23		SF		1262		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		The panels took place in 2004 and the report was published that same year.		2		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		As of 2011, no gene therapies have been approved by the FDA for clinical use.		Interpreted lack of FDA approved gene therapies to indicate lack of available gene therapies.		5-Jan		Drachma Denarius, “Synthesis Report on Foresight Models and Methodology,” 2004.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table		23		Between 2004 and 2010, at least one gene-based therapy will enable practitioners to improve patients’ athletic, aesthetic, and/or intellectual capabilities.  										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the National Research Council of Canada’s Office of Technology Foresight, as seen on the title page. 		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided for the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		23		1263		yes				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Many workshops were held to solicit information from representatives of Canadian government agencies.		2007		no				The forecast is predicting that a new therapy with the described functions will emerge. 		23		Technology emergence		2010		2004		239		1		2		224		yes				no		Gene therapy		yes		In 2007, there were no gene therapies available to be used to enhance athletic, aesthetic and or intellectual capabilities.		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Gene therapy is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		The technology alluded to is gene therapy, which is a biological technology.		23		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Gene therapy was not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004				The table indicates that the event would occur between "now and 2010". "Now" would be when the document was published (2004). 		23		2010		2004		4/24/2012 11:31		6/20/2012 13:24		SF		1263		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		The panels took place in 2004 and the report was published that same year.		2						2007		no						5-Jan		Drachma Denarius, “Synthesis Report on Foresight Models and Methodology,” 2004.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 		23		Between 2004 and 2010, the field of bioinformatics will enable practitioners to link genetic codes to health conditions, thereby providing a better understanding of human and animal diseases. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the National Research Council of Canada’s Office of Technology Foresight, as seen on the title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided for the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		23		1264		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Many workshops were held to solicit information from representatives of Canadian government agencies.		2007		no				The forecast is predicting the changing functionality of bioinformatics.		23		Evolution		2010		2004		239		1		2		224		yes				no		Bioinformatics		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Bioinformatics is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Bioinformatics is both a biological and communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Bioinformatics was mature when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2004				The table indicates that the event would occur between "now and 2010". "Now" would be when the document was published (2004). 		23		2010		2004		4/24/2012 11:34		4/24/2012 11:34		SF		1264		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		The panels took place in 2004 and the report was published that same year.		2						2007		no						5-Jan		Drachma Denarius, “Synthesis Report on Foresight Models and Methodology,” 2004.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 		23		Between 2004 and 2010, nano-scale imaging and sensing that enables users to view phenomena at high resolution in real time will be available.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the National Research Council of Canada’s Office of Technology Foresight, as seen on the title page. 		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided for the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		23		1265		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Many workshops were held to solicit information from representatives of Canadian government agencies.		2007		no				The forecast is predicting that the nano sensing technology will emerge.		23		Technology emergence		2010		2004		239		1		2		236		yes				no		Nano-scale imaging and sensing		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Nano-scale imaging and sensing are processes/systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		A device capable of conducting nano-scale imaging and sensing would more closely resemble a physical, chemical, and mechanical system than just a sensor technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Nano-scale imaging and sensing was in development in 2004.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2004				The table indicates that the event would occur between "now and 2010". "Now" would be when the document was published (2004). 		23		2010		2004		4/24/2012 11:38		4/24/2012 11:38		SF		1265		SF

		1		yes		yes						yes		The panels took place in 2004 and the report was published that same year.		2		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		In 2000 Picometrix released the first commercially available terahertz system.		Data stated clearly in sources.		5-Jan		Drachma Denarius, “Synthesis Report on Foresight Models and Methodology,” 2004.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table		23		Between 2004 and 2010, t-rays that enable users to view phenomena not previously accessible using x-rays will be available commercially.  										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the National Research Council of Canada’s Office of Technology Foresight, as seen on the title page. 		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided for the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		23		1266		no		2000		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Many workshops were held to solicit information from representatives of Canadian government agencies.		2007		no		2.333333333		The forecast is predicting that t-rays will emerge on the market.		23		Technology emergence		2010		2004		239		1		2		236		yes		-7		no		T-ray		yes		By 2007 there was at least one commercially available terahertz scanning system.		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		T-ray technologies of the type described in the forecast are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		T-rays capitalize on physical and mechanical systems.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		T-rays were in use when the forecast was made.		NA		7		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004				The table indicates that the event would occur between "now and 2010". "Now" would be when the document was published (2004). 		23		2010		2004		4/24/2012 11:41		7/2/2012 14:18		SF		1266		SF

		1		yes		yes						yes		The panels took place in 2004 and the report was published that same year.		2		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		As of 2012 in vivo nanor sensor technologies remained in developmental stages.		Data stated clearly in sources.		5-Jan		Drachma Denarius, “Synthesis Report on Foresight Models and Methodology,” 2004.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 		23		Between 2004 and 2010, in vivo nano sensors that provide real time monitoring of biological conditions (such as the effects of drugs and other interventions) will be available. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the National Research Council of Canada’s Office of Technology Foresight, as seen on the title page. 		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided for the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		23		1267		no				yes		2012		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Many workshops were held to solicit information from representatives of Canadian government agencies.		2007		no				The forecast is predicting that the sensors will emerge.		23		Technology emergence		2010		2004		239		1		2		224		yes				no		In vivo nano sensors		yes		In 2007 in vivo nano sensors that provided real time monitoring of biological conditions were not available.		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		In vivo nano sensors are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		In vivo sensors would comprise a biological technology more than a sensor technology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		In vivo nano sensors were not mature when the forecast was made.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004				The table indicates that the event would occur between "now and 2010". "Now" would be when the document was published (2004). 		23		2010		2004		4/24/2012 11:44		7/12/2012 7:04		SF		1267		SF

		1		yes		yes						yes		The panels took place in 2004 and the report was published that same year.		2		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		As of 2011 the use of models of metabolomics is still yet to become commonplace.		Interprets the statement that there is a lack of success in applying the "-omics" to indicate metabolomics is not commonly applied successfully.		5-Jan		Drachma Denarius, “Synthesis Report on Foresight Models and Methodology,” 2004.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table		23		Between 2004 and 2010, the use of models of metabolomics pathways to successfully simulate drug uptake will be commonplace. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the National Research Council of Canada’s Office of Technology Foresight, as seen on the title page. 		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided for the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		23		1268		no				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Many workshops were held to solicit information from representatives of Canadian government agencies.		2007		no				The forecast is predicting that models of metabolomics pathways will emerge in the area of drug uptake simulation.  		23		Technology emergence		2010		2004		239		1		2		224		yes				no		Metabolomics pathway models		yes		In 2007 the use of models of metabolomics pathways to successfully simulate drug uptake was not commonplace. 		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		Metabolomics pathways are subsystems in drug uptake systems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Metabolomics pathway models are biological technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Metabolomics pathway models were not in use to simulate drug uptake.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004				The table indicates that the event would occur between "now and 2010". "Now" would be when the document was published (2004). 		23		2010		2004		4/24/2012 11:49		7/2/2012 14:19		SF		1268		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was submitted for publication in 2004.		232								no						232		Cedric Seynat, Allison Kealy, and Kefei Zhang, “A Performance Analysis of Future Global Navigation Satellite Systems,” Journal of Global Positioning Systems, 3: 1-2 (2004): 232-241. 				yes		Academic publications		"For an increasing number of applications, the performance characteristics of current generation Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) cannot meet full availability, accuracy, reliability, integrity and vulnerability requirements. It is anticipated however that around 2010 the next generation of GNSS will offer around one hundred satellites for positioning and navigation. This includes constellations from the US modernised Global Positioning System, the Russian Glonass, the European Galileo, the Japanese Quasi-
Zenith Satellite System and the Chinese Beidou."		232		In 2010, the next generation Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) will offer 100 satellites for positioning and navigation, including constellations from the U.S. modernized Global Positioning System, the Russian Glonass, the European Galileo, the Japanese Wuasi-Zenith Satellite System, and the Chinese Beidou. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Australian companies and/or universities. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		232		The GNSS is a global satellite system.		232		1269		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The authors use multiple sources throughout the report, so this forecast was likely derived from all of those sources (and possibly others).				no				The authors are predicting the changing functionality of the GNSS.		232		Evolution						240		8		59		234		yes				no		Global Navigation Satellite System		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Satellites are systems of systems		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Satellites are space technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The GNSS existed in 2004.		NA				6		Medium-term		no				2004		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		232						4/24/2012 12:08		4/24/2012 12:08		SF		1269		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in early January of 1996, but was likely researched and written in November and December of 1995. 		NA						1996		no						NA		Charles J. Murray, “Technology Forecast 1996,” Design News, January 8, 1996, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=217204&dfpPParams=ind_182,aid_217204&dfpLayout=article. 

				yes		Trade press and popular media		“Powdered metal to the pedal. Anticipate these moves in powdered metals in 1996, says Peter K. Johnson from the headquarters of the Metal Powder Industries Federation: In the automotive market, powder metallurgy (P/M) connecting rods and engine main bearing caps will increase dramatically in new engines. So will P/M stainless-steel parts in airbag and exhaust systems. Processes such as metal injection molding, warm compacting, and spray forming also will offer property improvements 'that will thrust P/M into new, higher-strength applications,' Johnson predicts.”		NA		In 1996, powder metallurgy (P/M) connecting rods will increase by at least 15% in new automotive engines worldwide. 

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		NA		1270		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The third paragraph indicates that the author spoke with experts in several fields to derive forecasts.		1996		no				The author is predicting that the penetration of P/M connecting rods will increase in the automotive industry.		NA		Market penetration		1996		1996		241		1		4		230		yes				no		Powder metallurgy connecting rods		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		P/M connecting rods are components of automobiles.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Powder metal is a material.

Could also be ground transportation technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that P/M connecting rods were already in use in 1995.		NA				1		Short-term		no				1995		1996		All forecasts in the article are for 1996. 		NA						4/25/2012 6:55		7/11/2012 10:35		SF		1270		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in early January of 1996, but was likely researched and written in November and December of 1995. 		NA						1996		no						NA		Charles J. Murray, “Technology Forecast 1996,” Design News, January 8, 1996, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=217204&dfpPParams=ind_182,aid_217204&dfpLayout=article. 

				yes		Trade press and popular media		“Powdered metal to the pedal. Anticipate these moves in powdered metals in 1996, says Peter K. Johnson from the headquarters of the Metal Powder Industries Federation: In the automotive market, powder metallurgy (P/M) connecting rods and engine main bearing caps will increase dramatically in new engines. So will P/M stainless-steel parts in airbag and exhaust systems. Processes such as metal injection molding, warm compacting, and spray forming also will offer property improvements 'that will thrust P/M into new, higher-strength applications,' Johnson predicts.”		NA		In 1996, powder metallurgy (P/M) engine main bearing caps will increase by at least 15% in new automotive engines worldwide. 

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		NA		1271		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The third paragraph indicates that the author spoke with experts in several fields to derive forecasts.		1996		no				The author is predicting that use of P/M parts will increase in the automotive industry.		NA		Market penetration		1996		1996		241		1		4		230		yes				no		Powder metallurgy engine main bearing caps		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		P/M engine main bearing caps are components of automobiles.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Powdered metals are materials.

Could be ground transportation technology as well. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that P/M engine main bearing caps were in use in 1995.		NA				1		Short-term		no				1995		1996		All forecasts in the article are for 1996.		NA						4/25/2012 7:02		7/11/2012 10:35		SF		1271		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in early January of 1996, but was likely researched and written in November and December of 1995. 		NA						1996		no						NA		Charles J. Murray, “Technology Forecast 1996,” Design News, January 8, 1996, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=217204&dfpPParams=ind_182,aid_217204&dfpLayout=article. 

				yes		Trade press and popular media		“Powdered metal to the pedal. Anticipate these moves in powdered metals in 1996, says Peter K. Johnson from the headquarters of the Metal Powder Industries Federation: In the automotive market, powder metallurgy (P/M) connecting rods and engine main bearing caps will increase dramatically in new engines. So will P/M stainless-steel parts in airbag and exhaust systems. Processes such as metal injection molding, warm compacting, and spray forming also will offer property improvements 'that will thrust P/M into new, higher-strength applications,' Johnson predicts."		NA		In 1996, the use of powder metallurgy stainless-steel parts in automotive airbag systems will increase by at least 15% worldwide. 

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		NA		1272		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The third paragraph indicates that the author spoke with experts in several fields to derive forecasts.		1996		no				The author is predicting that use of P/M parts in the automotive industry will increase.		NA		Market penetration		1996		1996		241		1		4		230		yes				no		Powder metallurgy stainless steel parts		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		P/M parts are components of airbags.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Powdered metals are materials.

Could also be ground transportation technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that P/M parts were already in use in 1995.		NA				1		Short-term		no				1995		1996		All forecasts in the article are for 1996.		NA						4/25/2012 7:07		7/11/2012 10:34		SF		1272		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in early January of 1996, but was likely researched and written in November and December of 1995. 		NA						1996		no						NA		Charles J. Murray, “Technology Forecast 1996,” Design News, January 8, 1996, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=217204&dfpPParams=ind_182,aid_217204&dfpLayout=article. 

				yes		Trade press and popular media		“Powdered metal to the pedal. Anticipate these moves in powdered metals in 1996, says Peter K. Johnson from the headquarters of the Metal Powder Industries Federation: In the automotive market, powder metallurgy (P/M) connecting rods and engine main bearing caps will increase dramatically in new engines. So will P/M stainless-steel parts in airbag and exhaust systems. Processes such as metal injection molding, warm compacting, and spray forming also will offer property improvements 'that will thrust P/M into new, higher-strength applications,' Johnson predicts.”		NA		In 1996, the use of powder metallurgy (P/M) stainless steel parts in automobile exhaust systems will increase by at least 15% worldwide. 

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		NA		1273		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The third paragraph indicates that the author spoke with experts in several fields to derive forecasts.		1996		no				The author is predicting that use of P/M parts will increase in the automotive industry.		NA		Market penetration		1996		1996		241		1		4		230		yes				no		Powder metallurgy stainless steel parts		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		P/M stainless steel parts are components of exhaust systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Powdered metals are materials.

Could also be ground transportation technology. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that P/M stainless steel parts were in use in 1995.		NA				1		Short-term		no				1995		1996		All forecasts in the article are for 1996.		NA						4/25/2012 7:12		7/11/2012 10:34		SF		1273		SF

		0		yes		no		Need someone to check the system vs. component				yes		The article was published in early January of 1996, but was likely researched and written in November and December of 1995. 		NA						1996		no						NA		Charles J. Murray, “Technology Forecast 1996,” Design News, January 8, 1996, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=217204&dfpPParams=ind_182,aid_217204&dfpLayout=article. 

				yes		Trade press and popular media		“And, speaking of automotive exhaust systems, R.G. Delagi, a TI Fellow at the Materials and Controls Group of Texas Instruments, predicts an increase in the use of metal substrate catalytic converters, 'particularly where it is desirable to lower emissions by moving the catalyst closer to the exhaust manifold.' This will be accelerated by the adoption of a new technology from TI for producing the highly brittle catalyst substrate material at a reduction in cost when compared to conventional metal substrate.”		NA		In 1996, the use of metal substrate catalytic converters in automotive exhaust systems will increase worldwide. 

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		NA		1274		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The third paragraph indicates that the author spoke with experts in several fields to derive forecasts.		1996		yes				The author and interviewee are predicting that the market for metal substrate catalytic converters will increase in 1996.		NA		Market penetration		1996		1996		241		1		4		228		yes				no		Metal substrate catalytic converters		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Catalytic converters are subsystems in automobiles.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Metal substrate catalytic converters are used in automobiles.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that metal substrate catalytic converters were in use in 1995.		NA				1		Short-term		no				1995		1996		All forecasts in the article are for 1996.		NA						4/25/2012 7:18		4/25/2012 7:18		SF		1274		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in early January of 1996, but was likely researched and written in November and December of 1995. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1996		yes		In a 1996 global industry report: “there is a capacity shortage for logic circuit chips -smart chips capable of computing, comparing, sensing, and converting.”		Both the forecast and the Electronic Industry Study Report matched up appropriately to validate the forecast occurred.		NA		Charles J. Murray, “Technology Forecast 1996,” Design News, January 8, 1996, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=217204&dfpPParams=ind_182,aid_217204&dfpLayout=article. 

				yes		Trade press and popular media		“Electronics is booming, and will continue to do so in 1996. However, all is not rosy: Component shortages are on the horizon… Microprocessors and microcontrollers won't be the only parts in short supply. 'Component availability is going to be very tight for the next two years across the board and worldwide,' says Leibson. He explains that the electronics industry has taken off to the point where semiconductor manufacturers have been caught completely flat-footed. They don't have enough fab capacity to satisfy demand.”		NA		Between 1995 and 1997, there will be worldwide shortages of components used in the electronics industry.  

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		NA		1275		no		1996		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The third paragraph indicates that the author spoke with experts in several fields to derive forecasts.		1996		no		0		The article indicates that the market for electronics will be so large that there will be a shortage of components.		NA		Market penetration		1997		1995		241		1		4		232		yes		0		no		Electronic components		yes		In 1996, there was a worldwide shortage of components used in the electronic industry		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		yes		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		In this case, the components would be used to produce the electronics.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the components were already in use in 1995.		NA		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1995				The interviewee says the shortages will occur for the next two years, which is translated as the year of the forecast (1995) plus two years, per the standard lexicon.		NA		1997		1995		4/25/2012 7:27		7/12/2012 12:55		SF		1275		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in early January of 1996, but was likely researched and written in November and December of 1995. 		NA						1996		no						NA		Charles J. Murray, “Technology Forecast 1996,” Design News, January 8, 1996, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=217204&dfpPParams=ind_182,aid_217204&dfpLayout=article. 

				yes		Trade press and popular media		“Jim Feldhan, president of Phoenix-based semiconductor research firm Semico, agrees with the solid swing toward Pentium-class chips in the PC market. His numbers show that in 1995, PC makers bought 27 million Pentiums and 17.5 million 486DX processors. He predicts that this year the numbers will be 50 million Pentiums and 3.8 million 486DXs. The 486 chips will wind up in notebook PCs.”		NA		In 1996, the number of Intel Pentium chips sold to PC manufacturers will increase to 50 million chips. 

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		NA		1276		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The third paragraph indicates that the author spoke with experts in several fields to derive forecasts.		1996		no				Sales provide an indication of market penetration.		NA		Market penetration		1996		1996		241		1		4		226		yes				no		Intel Pentium chips		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Chips are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Intel Pentium chips are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Intel Pentium chips were in use in 1995.		NA				1		Short-term		no				1995		1996		All forecasts in the article are for 1996.		NA						4/25/2012 7:47		4/25/2012 7:47		SF		1276		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in early January of 1996, but was likely researched and written in November and December of 1995. 		NA						1996		no						NA		Charles J. Murray, “Technology Forecast 1996,” Design News, January 8, 1996, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=217204&dfpPParams=ind_182,aid_217204&dfpLayout=article. 

				yes		Trade press and popular media		“Jim Feldhan, president of Phoenix-based semiconductor research firm Semico, agrees with the solid swing toward Pentium-class chips in the PC market. His numbers show that in 1995, PC makers bought 27 million Pentiums and 17.5 million 486DX processors. He predicts that this year the numbers will be 50 million Pentiums and 3.8 million 486DXs. The 486 chips will wind up in notebook PCs.”		NA		In 1996, the number of Intel 486 DX chips sold to PC manufacturers will decrease to 3.8 million chips.

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		NA		1277		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The third paragraph indicates that the author spoke with experts in several fields to derive forecasts.		1996		no				Sales are an indication of market penetration.		NA		Market penetration		1996		1996		241		1		4		226		yes				no		Intel 486 DX chips		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Chips are components of PCs. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Chips are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Chips were in use in 1995.		NA				1		Short-term		no				1995		1996		All forecasts in the article are for 1996.		NA						4/25/2012 7:50		4/25/2012 7:50		SF		1277		SF

		2		yes		no				**High level of interpretation involved in summarizing this forecast. We assumed the author was saying 1996 was the first year the chips would be used in notebooks, but he could have also been predicting that there will be no 486DX chips in any desktops manufactured in 1996**

		yes		The article was published in early January of 1996, but was likely researched and written in November and December of 1995. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1996		yes		The event was realized 4 years before the forecasted year.		Sources clearly state that the 486dx chips were found in computers in 1992.		NA		Charles J. Murray, “Technology Forecast 1996,” Design News, January 8, 1996, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=217204&dfpPParams=ind_182,aid_217204&dfpLayout=article. 

				yes		Trade press and popular media		“Jim Feldhan, president of Phoenix-based semiconductor research firm Semico, agrees with the solid swing toward Pentium-class chips in the PC market. His numbers show that in 1995, PC makers bought 27 million Pentiums and 17.5 million 486DX processors. He predicts that this year the numbers will be 50 million Pentiums and 3.8 million 486DXs. The 486 chips will wind up in notebook PCs.”		NA		1996 will be the first year in which notebook PCs are sold with 486DX chips as the cpu.

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		NA		1278		yes		1992		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The third paragraph indicates that the author spoke with experts in several fields to derive forecasts.		1996		no		4		The interviewee is predicting that 486 chips will migrate to the notebook market.		NA		Technology Migration		1996		1996		241		1		4		226		yes		-4		no		Intel 486 DX chips		yes		The event was realized in 1992.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Chips are components of PCs.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Chips are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the chips were in use in 1995.		NA		4		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1995		1996		All forecasts in the article are for 1996.		NA						4/25/2012 7:58		7/12/2012 12:54		SF		1278		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in early January of 1996, but was likely researched and written in November and December of 1995. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1996		yes		The PC 300-P100 to 200 models in June 1996 were equipped with USB ports, as shown IBM's "Personal Systems Reference 1994-2000."		No interpretation required since sources, especially IBM's, show the specifications of PC's 1996.		NA		Charles J. Murray, “Technology Forecast 1996,” Design News, January 8, 1996, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=217204&dfpPParams=ind_182,aid_217204&dfpLayout=article. 

				yes		Trade press and popular media		“Speaking of computers, USB (Universal Serial Bus) connectors and the industry-supported Plug and Play standard will make them still easier to use and further drive the market. USB sockets in the back of PCs will let users plug in any serial peripheral with an easy-to-use 4-lead USB plug. Look for computers and peripherals with this new connector system in the second half of the year.”		NA		1996 will be the first year in which Universal Serial Bus (USB) connectors will appear on computers and peripherals.

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		NA		1279		yes		1996		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The third paragraph indicates that the author spoke with experts in several fields to derive forecasts.		1996		no		0		The author is predicting that USB connections will emerge in the PC market.		NA		Technology emergence		1996		1996		241		1		4		226		yes		0		no		USB connectors		yes		Technology was realized in June 1996.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		yes		USB connectors are components of PCs		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		In this context, USB connectors would be used with computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that USB connectors were already in use in 1995.		NA		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1995		1996		All forecasts in the article are for 1996. This forecast is predicted to occur in the second half of 1996, but the summary of the forecast above (that 1996 will be the first year in which USB connectors will be used) renders the distinction irrelevant. 		NA						4/25/2012 8:06		6/27/2012 8:12		SF		1279		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in early January of 1996, but was likely researched and written in November and December of 1995. 		NA		5. No interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1996		yes		The forecast was somewhat realized because the technology existed in 1996 but was not made commercially available until 2003.		Clear in document that first 64 bit computer was in 2003.		NA		Charles J. Murray, “Technology Forecast 1996,” Design News, January 8, 1996, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=217204&dfpPParams=ind_182,aid_217204&dfpLayout=article. 

				yes		Trade press and popular media		“Sixty-four-bit computers are likely to become more prevalent after Sun Microsystems announced its new UltraSPARC architecture using 64 bits. Digital Equipment Corp.'s Alpha line and some SGI systems also use 64-bit addressing, which refers to how many bits of information are processed at a time by the machines. DEC officials say this larger addressing will be crucial for running very large-scale assembly models that take up more than 2 Gbytes of memory, as engineers attempt to run sophisticated analyses on entire automobiles or aircraft. Lajoie believes that 2 and 4 Gbytes of main memory will become somewhat common on the desktop this year.”		NA		In 1996, use of 64-bit computers will increase worldwide. 

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		NA		1280		no		2003		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The third paragraph indicates that the author spoke with experts in several fields to derive forecasts.		1996		no		7		The forecast is predicting that 64-bit computers will be more prevalent in 1996, which is an indication of their market penetration.		NA		Market penetration		1996		1996		241		1		4		226		yes		7		no		64-bit computers		yes		There was no 64 bit computer available to he general public for purchase in 1996. 		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that 64-bit computers were already in use in 1995.		NA		7		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1995		1996		All forecasts in the article are for 1996.		NA						4/25/2012 8:11		6/27/2012 8:15		SF		1280		SF

		2		yes		no		Terms are a bit blurry (main memory, commonplace). 

Need a quote or comment for the first ground truth document. Also, since the computers weren't commonplace in 2006, the forecast hasn't been realized and the last evaluation date appears to be 2006. I made these changes in the Ground Truth: Event Realization section above. SF 6/27/12				yes		The article was published in early January of 1996, but was likely researched and written in November and December of 1995. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1996		no		The 4gb main memory was not realized until almost 10 years later, but even then in 2006, it was not "commonplace".		The first review for a 4gbytes computer appears to be in 2006, they did not become a common type of computer until years later.		NA		Charles J. Murray, “Technology Forecast 1996,” Design News, January 8, 1996, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=217204&dfpPParams=ind_182,aid_217204&dfpLayout=article. 

				yes		Trade press and popular media		“Sixty-four-bit computers are likely to become more prevalent after Sun Microsystems announced its new UltraSPARC architecture using 64 bits. Digital Equipment Corp.'s Alpha line and some SGI systems also use 64-bit addressing, which refers to how many bits of information are processed at a time by the machines. DEC officials say this larger addressing will be crucial for running very large-scale assembly models that take up more than 2 Gbytes of memory, as engineers attempt to run sophisticated analyses on entire automobiles or aircraft. Lajoie believes that 2 and 4 Gbytes of main memory will become somewhat common on the desktop this year.”		NA		1996 will be the first year in which desktops with 2 and 4 Gbytes of main memory will become commonplace. 

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		NA		1281		yes				no		2006		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The third paragraph indicates that the author spoke with experts in several fields to derive forecasts.		1996		no				The interviewee is predicting the penetration of computers with 2-4 Gbytes of memory. 		NA		Market penetration		1996		1996		241		1		4		226		yes				no		Desktop computers		yes		In 1996, main memory was 16 Mbytes.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that desktops with the predicted memory were already in use in 1995 but were not commonplace.		NA				1		Short-term		yes		SF		1995		1996		All forecasts in the article are for 1996.		NA						4/25/2012 8:15		7/12/2012 12:52		SF		1281		SF

		0		yes		no		Need someone to check the system vs component assessment.				yes		The article was published in early January of 1996, but was likely researched and written in November and December of 1995. 		NA						1996		no						NA		Charles J. Murray, “Technology Forecast 1996,” Design News, January 8, 1996, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=217204&dfpPParams=ind_182,aid_217204&dfpLayout=article. 

				yes		Trade press and popular media		“Expect to see more options in adhesive performance, strengths, and cure times in '96. Whether it's better high-temperature performance, higher green strength, or a faster cure you seek, chances are new developments will suit your needs. "Reactive hot-melt technology is probably the fastest-growing adhesive area," says Bill Harrington, Editor of the Adhesives and Sealants Newsletter. Reactive hot melts are becoming more economical, and more companies are getting involved, he says. "For the design engineer, the advantage of this technology is that it provides thermoset-type bonding characteristics. Most hot melts give only thermoplastic bonds, which can be deformed by heat."
Previously, hot melts were limited to applications below 160F, or were expensive, adds Harrington. Look for new reactive hot melts to offer performance characteristics similar to Neoprene™ contact adhesives; with fast processing time, high-strength bonds, and high-temperature performance, he says.”
		NA		In 1996, reactive hot melt adhesives that can be used in applications above 160 degrees Fahrenheit will be available. 

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		NA		1282		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The third paragraph indicates that the author spoke with experts in several fields to derive forecasts.		1996		yes				The author is predicting that the characteristics of reactive hot melts will change.		NA		Evolution		1996		1996		241		1		4		236		yes				no		Reactive hot melt adhesives		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Reactive hot melt adhesives are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Reactive hot melt adhesives capitalize on physical and chemical properties.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that reactive hot melt adhesives existed in 1995 but were slated for improvement in 1996.		NA				1		Short-term		no				1995		1996		All forecasts in the article are for 1996.		NA						4/25/2012 8:27		4/25/2012 8:27		SF		1282		SF

		0		yes		no				The forecast indicates that there will be a significant increase in availability. The standard lexicon defines "significant" as at least 15%. 		yes		The article was published on January 5, 1998 but was likely written in November or December of 1997. 		NA						1998		no						NA		“Technology Forecast ’98,” Design News, January 5, 1998, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=213451. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“Taking a cue from the pneumatics industry, hydraulics component manufacturers expect to increase availability of fieldbus-based products in 1998. Though they don't foresee a giant increase, manufacturers believe it should be significant for users. The reason: Demand for fieldbus-compatible hydraulic valves and controllers is on the upswing in industrial automation and mobile equipment design.” 		NA		In 1998, hydraulics component manufacturers will increase the availability of fieldbus-based products to users by 15%. 

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The Design News contributors are U.S.-based.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		NA		1283		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were derived from expert assessments from Design News staff, as well as interviews with industry representatives (expert sourcing and expert analysis methods). 		1998		no				Increasing the availability of a product is an indication of its market penetration.		NA		Market penetration		1998		1998		242		9				232		yes				no		Fieldbus-based hydraulics components		yes										no		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Hydraulics components are used in production. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the components were already in use in 1997.		NA				1		Short-term		no				1997		1998		All forecasts in the article are for 1998. 		NA						4/25/2012 9:17		4/25/2012 10:04		SF		1283		SF

		2		yes		no		Need more research on this to find out if it was ever released. SF 7/6/12 

Added evidence indicating that technology was available in 2003. DF				yes		The article was published on January 5, 1998 but was likely written in November or December of 1997. 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1998		yes		By 2003 there was at least one company installing DeviceNet industrial valve I/O packages.		Information provided gives straightforward information about determining the plan to release this product into the market. Therefore, there was very little interpretation required.		NA		“Technology Forecast ’98,” Design News, January 5, 1998, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=213451. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"To solve that problem, hydraulics component makers have developed valves that can operate on the lower currents carried on the fieldbus. Vickers, in joint development with Festo Corp., has introduced multivalve assemblies for two fieldbus protocols, INTERBUS-S and PROFIBUS. Similarly, Parker Hannifin plans to roll out an industrial valve remote I/O package for DeviceNet in spring, 1998. "		NA		In 1998, an industrial valve remote input/output (I/O) package for DeviceNet will be available commercially. 

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The Design News contributors are U.S.-based.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		NA		1284		yes		2003		no		1998		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were derived from expert assessments from Design News staff, as well as interviews with industry representatives.		1998		no		5		The article is predicting that a new product will emerge in 1998.		NA		Technology emergence		1998		1998		242		9				232		yes		5		no		Industrial remote I/O package		yes		In 1998, there was a promotional paper from DeviceNet packages that included a industrial valve remote input/output (I/O) package.								no		The industrial remote I/O package would be a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		The industrial remote I/O package would be part of a production technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the product had been developed but was not on the market yet.		NA		5		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1997		1998		All forecasts in the article are for 1998. 		NA						4/25/2012 9:23		7/16/2012 7:16		SF		1284		SF

		0		yes		no		Need someone to check the system vs. component assessment.				yes		The article was published on January 5, 1998 but was likely written in November or December of 1997. 		NA						1998		no						NA		“Technology Forecast ’98,” Design News, January 5, 1998, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=213451. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Still, experts say that the need for fieldbus technology will continue to grow in 1998. "Most of our major automotive customers are either experimenting or dedicating themselves to fieldbus technologies," Phillips says. "And all of them want to connect hydraulic equipment to those buses." 		NA		Worldwide demand for fieldbus technology in the automotive industry will increase in 1998. 

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The Design News contributors are U.S.-based.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		NA		1285		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were derived from expert assessments from Design News staff, as well as interviews with industry representatives.		1998		yes				Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		NA		Market penetration		1998		1998		242		9				232		yes				no		Fieldbus technology 		yes										no		Fieldbus technologies are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		In this context, the fieldbus technology would be used to produce automobiles.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that fieldbus technology was already used in automobile production.		NA				1		Short-term		no				1997		1998		All forecasts in the article are for 1998. 		NA						4/25/2012 9:32		4/25/2012 9:32		SF		1285		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published on January 5, 1998 but was likely written in November or December of 1997. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1998		yes		The growing trend of plastic usage in cars had continued from at least as early as 1994, when 4.8 million tones were used globally, until the end of 1998, when 5.2 million tones were used globally.		Data stated clearly in source		NA		“Technology Forecast ’98,” Design News, January 5, 1998, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=213451. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"In 1998, plastics will continue to move into more automotive applications once dominated by metals. For example, thermoplastic compounds offer design engineers the opportunity to reduce automotive noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) problems at a lower cost than metals, says Emile Homsi, senior design engineer for AlliedSignal Plastics, Morristown, NJ."		NA		In 1998, the use of plastics in the automotive industry will increase worldwide.

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The Design News contributors are U.S.-based.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		NA		1286		no		1998		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were derived from expert assessments from Design News staff, as well as interviews with industry representatives.		1998		no		0		The article is predicting that the demand for plastics will increase in the automotive market.		NA		Market penetration		1998		1998		242		9				232		yes		0		no		Plastics		yes		In 1998 the use of plastics in the automotive industry increased globally.								yes		The plastic would be a component making up the subsystems and systems in automobiles. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		In this context, plastics would be used to produce automobiles.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that plastics were already used in the automotive industry.		NA		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1997		1998		All forecasts in the article are for 1998. 		NA						4/25/2012 9:37		7/6/2012 11:13		SF		1286		SF

		0		yes		no				An "explosion" of intranets was interpreted to be a significant growth, which the standard lexicon defines as at least 15%. 		yes		The article was published on January 5, 1998 but was likely written in November or December of 1997. 		NA						1998		no						NA		“Technology Forecast ’98,” Design News, January 5, 1998, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=213451. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		Watch for the continued explosion of intranets in manufacturing organizations, as well. "People have discovered that this technology supports them particularly well in times of manufacturing and engineering crisis, such as increasing globalization and increased outsourcing," says Lisa Tomlinson of Cambridge, MA-based consulting firm Daratech Inc. "Intranet and Web technologies have become the lifeline of new distributed design teams." (See DN 5/19/97 for more on the Internet and engineering). 		NA		In 1998, the use of intranets in manufacturing organizations will increase by at least 15% worldwide. 

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The Design News contributors are U.S.-based.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		NA		1287		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were derived from expert assessments from Design News staff, as well as interviews with industry representatives.		1998		no				The forecast is predicting that the use of intranets in manufacturing will continue to grow.		NA		Market penetration		1998		1998		242		9				232		yes				no		Intranets		yes										no		Intranet is a system of local area networks		NA		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		In this context, intranets would be used in manufacturing/production.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that intranets were already used in manufacturing in 1997.		NA				1		Short-term		no				1997		1998		All forecasts in the article are for 1998. 		NA						4/25/2012 9:52		7/13/2012 8:51		SF		1287		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published on January 5, 1998 but was likely written in November or December of 1997. 		NA						1998		no						NA		“Technology Forecast ’98,” Design News, January 5, 1998, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=213451. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"The next step in flexible-film circuits looks to be the advent of devices using silicon layers thin enough (15 microns) to flex. Irvine Sensors (Irvine, CA) is developing these attached to Kapton layers, via a 'flexible adhesive,' for medical sensors that can be stuck on like a band aid. The circuits will also contain an RF or IR transmitter so no patient cords will be needed--ideal for operating rooms, and emergency and battlefield situations. The company sees availability of the first device within 18 months--a nerve pulse sensor for use in rehabilitating patients with muscle injuries. It would track their progress and monitor pain. Processors in the sensor compare the muscle signals in sequence to determine if any muscle twitching occurs. But first fruit of the flexible-silicon effort actually looks to hit the consumer-photography market in 1998. Bruce Totty, Irvine Sensor vice president, corporate marketing and sales, says the silicon-film technology "allows making a film canister full of electronics." Which is what the
company has done with its E-Film--a 1,280 °— 1,024-pixel, 24-bit color--imaging CMOS array and electronics "film can" that drops into a conventional film camera--instantly transforming it into a digital device. A higher-end professional model will have about 4,000 °— 3,000 pixels and 32-bit imaging. Cost for the consumer version is initially targeted at well under $1,000. Software on the photographer's PC will correct any color saturation shortcomings compared to film and allow other image manipulation."
		NA		1998 will be the first year in which a flexible silicon product will be used in the worldwide consumer photography market. 

**The forecasts are derived from a news article, which doesn't have page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The Design News contributors are U.S.-based.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided in the article, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		NA		1288		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were derived from expert assessments from Design News staff, as well as interviews with industry representatives.		1998		no				The article is predicting that a flexible-silicon product will emerge in the consumer-photography market.		NA		Technology emergence		1998		1998		242		9				232		yes				no		Flexible silicon technology		yes										no		Flexible silicon technology would be a component of a photography device.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		In this context, the flexible silicon device would be used to produce equipment.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that flexible silicon technology was about to enter the commercial market in 1997.		NA				1		Short-term		no				1997		1998		All forecasts in the article are for 1998. 		NA						4/25/2012 10:14		4/25/2012 10:14		SF		1288		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Text on the last page of the document indicates that it was “received” (not specified where) in October of 1997. 		20		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1998.5		yes		By 2003 CRT sales revenues were approximately $16bn where as LCD sales revenues had grown to approximately $33bn.		Interpreted data from graph in source and took 'replaced' to mean that LCD became the dominant technology in sales terms over CRT.		12		Fumiaki Funada and Masaya Jijikigawa, “Recent Trend of Display Devices,” 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Today the TFT-LCD technology has grown into the industry whose market scale is approx. 7500 billion yen per year (estimated as of 1997). It will soon become a core display technology in the next few years, replacing the CRT, which dominated the market for over 100 years. "		12		Between 1997 and 2000, thin film transistor liquid crystal displays (TFT-LCDs) will replace cathode ray tube displays. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with LCD Laboratories in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		No country-specific information was provided, and the predicted event can occur anywhere in the world.		12		1289		yes		2003		yes		2008		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The authors discuss trends in the industry. 		1998.5		no		3		The authors are predicting that the market for TFT-LCD technology will overtake the market for CRT technology.		12		Market penetration		2000		1997		243		5		29		225		yes		4.5		no		Thin film transistor liquid crystal displays		yes		In 1999 CRT displays held approximately $24bn worldwide market revenues and LCD displays held approximately $10bn.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		TFT-LCDs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		LCDs are used to communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that TFT-LCDs were in use but had not yet eclipsed CRT displays.		12		4.5		1.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1997				The forecast says the event will occur "in the next few years." The standard lexicon defines "few" as 3.		12		2000		1997		4/25/2012 10:44		7/13/2012 8:46		SF		1289		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		NA						2003.5		no						NA		Dian Donnai, “Integrated Regional Genetic Services: Current and Future Provision,” accessed March 2, 2012, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1120189/.				yes		Academic publications		“Currently, technical and resource limitations prevent testing of all but those at highest risk for a small number of single gene disorders. A recent review identified 895 genes responsible for monogenic diseases, but the number of genetic tests available as services in the United Kingdom increased from only 41 disease indications listed in 1991 to 178 by 1998 (www.cmgs.org). In the next five years it is likely that there will be a growth of about 5-10% per year in the volume of genetic tests for single gene disorders (see table on BMJ 's website).”		NA		Between 2001 and 2006, the number of genetic tests available in the UK for single gene disorders will grow by 5-10% er year. 

**The article was retrieved online, so there are no page numbers to use for reference.**		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		The author is affiliated with Central Manchester Healthcare Trust in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		According to the abstract, the article describes how the benefits of rapidly expanding knowledge are being brought to the UK population as genetic services, and how they may develop in the future. The sentence preceding the forecast statement also indicates that the forecast applies to the UK.		NA		1290		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper’s “methods” section indicates that forecasts were derived from the experience of regional genetic centres in 12 UK health regions, information from the scientific literature, and information from official publications, as well as recent initiatives to commission genetic services. 		2003.5		no				The author is predicting that more genetic tests for single gene disorders will be approved for use/emerge on the market.		NA		Technology emergence		2006		2001		244		8		59		224		yes				no		Genetic testing		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Genetic tests are processes/systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Genetic tests would result from and use biotechnology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that genetic tests for single-gene disorders were already in use in 2001.		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				2001				The forecast was written in 2001 and is for "the next five years," which, according to the standard lexicon, means it applies to the 2001-2006 timeframe. 		NA		2006		2001		4/25/2012 11:05		4/25/2012 11:05		SF		1290		SF

		3		yes		no		This just needs more research to be validated. The ground truth source isn't all that convincing, and I'm under the impression that this still isn't commonplace. SF 7/5/12		The forecast is predicting that the technology will advance such that remote consultation will be commonplace, thereby making it a technology forecast.		yes		The article was published on January 14, 1995 but was likely written in 1994. 		73		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		As of 2006 even simple communications services were not commonplace in medicine.		Data stated clearly in sources.		73-74		“Telemedicine: Fad or Future?” The Lancet, 345:8942 (1995): 73-74.				yes		Academic publications		"What impact will telemedicine have on medical practice in the year 2000? The crystal ball reveals that remote consultation will be commonplace in the image-based specialties, both for non-specialist centres to get specialist opinions and for specialiststo get second opinions. "		73-74		In 2000, remote consultation among image-based medical specialties will be commonplace. Specialists will use remote consultation to get second opinions and non-specialists will use it to consult with specialists.										1		Worldwide		The Lancet is a UK publication and editors are likely based in the UK. 		196		Sweden		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast so it likely applies worldwide.		73-74		1291		no		2006		no		2006		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author(s) used other documents and industry trends to make forecasts. 		2000		no				The forecast is predicting the penetration of remote consultation among specialists and non-specialists.		NA		Market penetration		2002		1998		246		8		59		225		yes				no		Telemedicine		yes		By 2000 remote consultation among image-based medical specialties was not commonplace.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Telemedicine requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Telemedicine involves communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Telemedicine was not commonplace in 1994.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1994		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		73-74						4/25/2012 12:43		7/16/2012 10:48		SF		1291		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published on January 14, 1995 but was likely written in 1994.		73						2000		no						73-74		“Telemedicine: Fad or Future?” The Lancet, 345:8942 (1995): 73-74.				yes		Academic publications		"What impact will telemedicine have on medical practice in the year 2000? The crystal ball reveals that remote consultation will be commonplace in the image-based specialties, both for non-specialist centres to get specialist opinions and for specialists to get second opinions.  In radiology, pathology, and ultrasound the two centres will interact electronically in real time to obtain image or specimen positioning and will highlight relevant areas." 
		73-74		In 2000, it will be common for specialist and non-specialist medical centers to transmit and obtain radiology and/or ultrasound images in real time. 										1		Worldwide		The Lancet is a UK publication and editors are likely based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast so it likely applies worldwide.		73-74		1292		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author(s) used other documents and industry trends to make forecasts.		2000		no				The forecast is predicting the prevalence of telemedicine for certain applications.		73-74		Market penetration		2002		1998		246		8		59		225		yes				no		Telemedicine		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Telemedicine is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Telemedicine is a means of communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that telemedicine was not commonplace in 1994.		NA				6		Medium-term		no				1994		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		73-74						4/25/2012 12:50		4/25/2012 12:50		SF		1292		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published on January 14, 1995 but was likely written in 1994.		73						2000		no						73-74		“Telemedicine: Fad or Future?” The Lancet, 345:8942 (1995): 73-74.				yes		Academic publications		"What impact will telemedicine have on medical practice in the year 2000? The crystal ball reveals that remote consultation will be commonplace in the image-based specialties, both for non-specialist centres to get specialist opinions and for specialiststo get second opinions.  In radiology, pathology, and ultrasound the two centres will interact electronically in real time to obtain image or specimen positioning and will highlight relevant areas. 		73-74		In 2000, it will be common for specialist and non-specialist medical centers to transmit and obtain pathology samples/specimens in real time.										1		Worldwide		The Lancet is a UK publication and editors are likely based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast so it likely applies worldwide.		73-74		1293		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author(s) used other documents and industry trends to make forecasts.		2000		no				The author is predicting the prevalence of telemedicine for certain medical applications.		73-74		Market penetration		2002		1998		246		8		59		225		yes				no		Telemedicine		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Telemedicine is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Telemedicine is a form of communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that telemedicine was not common in 1994.		NA				6		Medium-term		no				1994		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		73-74						4/25/2012 12:54		4/25/2012 12:54		SF		1293		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published on January 14, 1995 but was likely written in 1994.		73						2000		no						73-74		“Telemedicine: Fad or Future?” The Lancet, 345:8942 (1995): 73-74.				yes		Academic publications		What impact will telemedicine have on medical practice in the year 2000? The crystal ball reveals that...In other specialties such as dermatology, accident and emergency, and fetal medicine, concomitant videoconferencing will then allow the doctor in the specialist centre to counsel the patient directly." 		73-74		In 2000, it will be common for specialists in dermatology, accident and emergency, and fetal medicine to counsel patients directly using videoconferencing. 										1		Worldwide		The Lancet is a UK publication and editors are likely based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast so it likely applies worldwide.		73-74		1294		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author(s) used other documents and industry trends to make forecasts.		2000		no				The author is predicting the prevalence of videoteleconferencing in certain medical disciplines.		73-74		Market penetration		2002		1998		246		8		59		225		yes				no		Telemedicine		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Telemedicine is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Telemedicine is a form of communication. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that telemedicine was not common in 1994.		NA				6		Medium-term		no				1994		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		73-74						4/25/2012 12:58		4/25/2012 12:58		SF		1294		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published on January 14, 1995 but was likely written in 1994.		73						2000		no						73-74		“Telemedicine: Fad or Future?” The Lancet, 345:8942 (1995): 73-74.				yes		Academic publications		"What impact will telemedicine have on medical practice in the year 2000? The crystal ball reveals that...Face-to-face video consultation will be used in undoctored areas (space stations, Antarctica)..."		73-74		In 2000, it will be common for patients in "undoctored" areas (such as space stations or Antarctica) to consult with their physicians face-to-face using video.										1		Worldwide		The Lancet is a UK publication and editors are likely based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast so it likely applies worldwide.		73-74		1295		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author(s) used other documents and industry trends to make forecasts.		2000		no				The author is predicting that video consultation will be commonplace for certain markets/people.		73-74		Market penetration		2002		1998		246		8		59		225		yes				no		Telemedicine		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Telemedicine is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Telemedicine is a form of communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that telemedicine was not common in 1994. 		NA				6		Medium-term		no				1994		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		73-74						4/25/2012 13:02		4/25/2012 13:02		SF		1295		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The paper was presented in 2006. 		1						2008		no						5-Apr		Geoff Huston and Grenville Armitage, “Projecting Fiture IPv4 Router Requirements from Trends in Dynamic BGP Behaviour,” presented at Australian Telecommunications Networks & Applications Conference (Australia: December 2006). 				yes		Academic publications		"The projections of BGP activity from this model indicate a
growth rate of some 1.7 million prefix updates per day by the
end of 2008 and 2.8 million prefix updates per day by the end
of 20010 [sic]." 
		5		By the end of 2008, border gateway protocol (BPG) activity will be 1.7 million prefix updates per day. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Swinburne University of Technology in Melbourne, Australia. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		1		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		5		1296		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The forecasters used the trend of the number of prefix updates and withdrawals per BPG routing across 2005. These trend lines were then applied to the BPG projection model. 		2008		no				The authors are predicting an increase in BPG activity, which is an indication of the penetration of inter-domain routing.		NA		Market penetration		2009		2007		247		6		35		225		yes				no		Border gateway protocol		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Border gateway protocol is a subsystem.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Border gateway protocol is used for inter-domain routing, which relates to communication. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Border gateway protocol was in use in 2006. 		5				2		Short-term		no				2006		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		5						4/25/2012 13:24		7/17/2012 7:53		SF		1296		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The paper was presented in 2006.		1								no						5-Apr		Geoff Huston and Grenville Armitage, “Projecting Fiture IPv4 Router Requirements from Trends in Dynamic BGP Behaviour,” presented at Australian Telecommunications Networks & Applications Conference (Australia: December 2006). 				yes		Academic publications		"The projections of BGP activity from this model indicate a
growth rate of some 1.7 million prefix updates per day by the
end of 2008  and 2.8 million prefix updates per day by the end
of 20010 [sic]." 
		5		By the end of 2010, there will be 2.8 million border gateway protocol (BGP) updates per day.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Swinburne University of Technology in Melbourne, Australia. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		1		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		5		1297		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The forecasters used the trend of the number of prefix updates and withdrawals per BPG routing across 2005. These trend lines were then applied to the BPG projection model. 				no				The authors are predicting an increase in BPG activity, which is an indication of the penetration of inter-domain routing.		5		Market penetration						247		6		35		225		yes				no		Border gateway protocol		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Border gateway protocol is a subsystem.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Border gateway protocol is used for inter-domain routing, which relates to communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Border gateway protocol is used for inter-domain routing, which relates to communication.		NA				4		Short-term		no				2006		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		5						4/25/2012 13:31		7/17/2012 7:53		SF		1297		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The paper was presented in 2006.		1						2008		no						5-Apr		Geoff Huston and Grenville Armitage, “Projecting Fiture IPv4 Router Requirements from Trends in Dynamic BGP Behaviour,” presented at Australian Telecommunications Networks & Applications Conference (Australia: December 2006). 				yes		Academic publications		"A similar growth trend is forecast for prefix withdrawal rates, to 0.9 million withdrawals per day by the end of 2008 and 1.6 million withdrawals by the end of 2010. This implies a CPU processing load that will increase by a factor of 4 over this 3 to 5 year period. Table 2 summarises the projections."
		5		By the end of 2008, there will be 0.9 million border gateway protocol (BGP) withdrawals per day. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Swinburne University of Technology in Melbourne, Australia. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		1		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		5		1298		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The forecasters used the trend of the number of prefix updates and withdrawals per BPG routing across 2005. These trend lines were then applied to the BPG projection model. 		2008		no				The authors are predicting an increase in BPG activity, which is an indication of the penetration of inter-domain routing.		5		Market penetration		2009		2007		247		6		35		225		yes				no		Border gateway protocol		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Border gateway protocol is a subsystem.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Border gateway protocol is used for inter-domain routing, which relates to communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Border gateway protocol was in use in 2006.		NA				2		Short-term		no				2006		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						4/25/2012 13:36		7/17/2012 7:53		SF		1298		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The paper was presented in 2006.		1								no						5-Apr		Geoff Huston and Grenville Armitage, “Projecting Fiture IPv4 Router Requirements from Trends in Dynamic BGP Behaviour,” presented at Australian Telecommunications Networks & Applications Conference (Australia: December 2006). 				yes		Academic publications		"A similar growth trend is forecast for prefix withdrawal rates, to 0.9 million withdrawals per day by the end of 2008 and 1.6 million withdrawals by the end of 2010. This implies a CPU processing load that will increase by a factor of 4 over this 3 to 5 year period. Table 2 summarises the projections."		5		By the end of 2010, there will be 1.6 million border gateway protocol (BGP) withdrawals per day. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Swinburne University of Technology in Melbourne, Australia. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		1		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		5		1299		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The forecasters used the trend of the number of prefix updates and withdrawals per BPG routing across 2005. These trend lines were then applied to the BPG projection model. 				no				The authors are predicting an increase in BPG activity, which is an indication of the penetration of inter-domain routing.		5		Market penetration						247		6		35		225		yes				no		Border gateway protocol		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Border gateway protocol is a subsystem.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Border gateway protocol is used for inter-domain routing, which relates to communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Border gateway protocol was in use in 2006.		NA				4		Short-term		no				2006		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		5						4/25/2012 13:41		7/17/2012 7:52		SF		1299		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The paper was presented in 2006.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		At the end of 2008, BGP routing table size was approximately 300,000.		The graphs presented show the forecast being met in 2008. 		5-Apr		Geoff Huston and Grenville Armitage, “Projecting Fiture IPv4 Router Requirements from Trends in Dynamic BGP Behaviour,” presented at Australian Telecommunications Networks & Applications Conference (Australia: December 2006). 				yes		Academic publications		Table 2		5		Border gateway protocol (BPG) routing able size will be 275,000 at the end of 2008. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Swinburne University of Technology in Melbourne, Australia. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		1		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		5		1300		no		2008		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The forecasters used the trend of the number of prefix updates and withdrawals per BPG routing across 2005. These trend lines were then applied to the BPG projection model. 		2008		no		0		The authors are predicting that BPG routing will evolve such that the table size will change. 		5		Evolution		2009		2007		247		6		35		225		yes		0		no		Border gateway protocol		yes		The forecast was met and exceeded within 2008. 		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		yes		Border gateway protocol is a subsystem.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Border gateway protocol is used for inter-domain routing, which relates to communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Border gateway protocol was in use in 2006.		NA		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2006		2008		Explicit in table 2		5						4/25/2012 13:44		7/17/2012 7:52		SF		1300		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The paper was presented in 2006.		1								no						5-Apr		Geoff Huston and Grenville Armitage, “Projecting Fiture IPv4 Router Requirements from Trends in Dynamic BGP Behaviour,” presented at Australian Telecommunications Networks & Applications Conference (Australia: December 2006). 				yes		Academic publications		Table 2		5		Border gateway protocol (BPG)  routing table size will be 370,000 at the end of 2010.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Swinburne University of Technology in Melbourne, Australia. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		1		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		5		1301		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The forecasters used the trend of the number of prefix updates and withdrawals per BPG routing across 2005. These trend lines were then applied to the BPG projection model. 				no				The authors are predicting that BPG routing will evolve such that the table size will change.		5		Evolution						247		6		35		225		yes				no		Border gateway protocol		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Border gateway protocol is a subsystem.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Border gateway protocol is used for inter-domain routing, which relates to communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Border gateway protocol was in use in 2006.		NA				4		Short-term		no				2006		2010		Explicit in figure 2.		5						4/25/2012 13:47		7/17/2012 7:52		SF		1301		SF

		2		yes		no				Page 2 (introduction) explains that there are seven technology trends that will strengthen over the next 5 to 10 years, then uses "near future" in the rest of the document when explaining these trends more specifically. It's unclear whether the author is using "5-10 years" and "near future" interchangeably or if the seven general trends are to take place in the 5-10 year timeframe while the rest of the predictions are for the nebulous "near future." I decided to use the standard lexicon definition for "near future" (1-5 years). SFYE		yes		Article publication date.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		The revenues from mobile learning increased throughout the period and onto 2010 when the market had reach a value of $958.7m.		Taking growth in revenues and positive CAGRs to indicate increases in usage of mobile learning. Uses figures based in U.S market alone.		8		Gary Woodhill, “Seven Trends in Corporate eLearning,” 2004.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Moving beyond web-based learning, mobile learning using laptops, tablets, PDAs, and cell phones will likely increase in the near future, and will use stand-alone educational materials as well as connect to the Web."		3		Between 2005 and 2009, mobile learning using laptops, tablets, PDAs, and cell phones will increase worldwide.										1		Worldwide		The author is a former professor of education at Ryerson University in Toronto, Canada. He has developed educational models for children’s CD-ROMs and for web-based training. He is affiliated with Operitel Corporation, which is based in Canada (http://www.operitel.com/contactus.aspx). 		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		8		No country-specific information was provided in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		3		1302		yes		2007		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is a former professor of education at Ryerson University in Toronto, Canada. He has developed educational models for children’s CD-ROMs and for web-based training. He is affiliated with Operitel Corporation, which is based in Canada (http://www.operitel.com/contactus.aspx). He is an expert in the field of education. 		2007		no		0		The author is predicting that the market for mobile learning will increase.		3		Market penetration		2009		2005		248		2		8		225		yes		0		no		Mobile learning		yes		The market for mobile learning products and services was growing at a fve year CAGR of 21.7%. Revenues reached $538m in 2007.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Mobile learning requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile learning is a form of communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that mobile learning was in use in 2004.		3		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004				The event is predicted to occur in the near future, which the standard lexicon defines as 1 to 5 years. 		3		2009		2005		4/25/2012 14:41		7/6/2012 11:12		SF		1302		SF

		0		yes		no				Page 2 (introduction) explains that there are seven technology trends that will strengthen over the next 5 to 10 years, then uses "near future" in the rest of the document when explaining these trends more specifically. It's unclear whether the author is using "5-10 years" and "near future" interchangeably or if the seven general trends are to take place in the 5-10 year timeframe while the rest of the predictions are for the nebulous "near future." I decided to use the standard lexicon definition for "near future" (1-5 years). SFYE		yes		Article publication date.		1						2007		no						8		Gary Woodhill, “Seven Trends in Corporate eLearning,” 2004.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Moving beyond web-based learning, mobile learning using laptops, tablets, PDAs, and cell phones will likely increase in the near future, and will use stand-alone educational materials as well as connect to the Web." 		3		Between 2005 and 2009, mobile learning will include the use stand-alone educational materials, as well as materials accessed by the Web.  										1		Worldwide		The author is a former professor of education at Ryerson University in Toronto, Canada. He has developed educational models for children’s CD-ROMs and for web-based training. He is affiliated with Operitel Corporation, which is based in Canada (http://www.operitel.com/contactus.aspx). 		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		8		No country-specific information was provided in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		3		1303		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is a former professor of education at Ryerson University in Toronto, Canada. He has developed educational models for children’s CD-ROMs and for web-based training. He is affiliated with Operitel Corporation, which is based in Canada (http://www.operitel.com/contactus.aspx). He is an expert in the field of education. 		2007		no				The author is predicting that mobile learning will evolve such that it will include stand alone materials as well as Web-based materials.		3		Evolution		2009		2005		248		2		8		225		yes				no		Mobile learning		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Mobile learning using the web requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile learning is a form of communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Mobile learning was in use in 2004.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2004				The event is predicted to occur in the near future, which the standard lexicon defines as 1 to 5 years.		3		2009		2005		4/25/2012 14:45		7/11/2012 9:33		SF		1303		SF

		1		yes		no		Could use another ground truth- I'll see if I can find one- CH

This needs more research. I'm not convinced that a product in another market hasn't already emerged. SF 7/5/12		Page 2 (introduction) explains that there are seven technology trends that will strengthen over the next 5 to 10 years, then uses "near future" in the rest of the document when explaining these trends more specifically. It's unclear whether the author is using "5-10 years" and "near future" interchangeably or if the seven general trends are to take place in the 5-10 year timeframe while the rest of the predictions are for the nebulous "near future." I decided to use the standard lexicon definition for "near future" (1-5 years). SFYE		yes		Article publication date.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		The closest we have come was in 2009, with a coffee maker that asked the user if they would like to change settings. 		Interpretation is made based on a lack of research and products matching the definition of the forecast. 		8		Gary Woodhill, “Seven Trends in Corporate eLearning,” 2004.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Computers will also become more unobtrusive. Most people do not think of their watch, a calculator or a car as a computer. This is because the computing function of these devices has become “invisible.” Similarly, there are a number of developments that will make the computing functions in training technologies also invisible. First, there is a move from the desktop computer to a diverse variety of locations for embedded computer chips. For example, most household devices in the near future will contain computer chips that will train their owners how to use them.”		4		Between 2005 and 2009, >50% of household devices will contain computer chips that will teach their owners how to use them. 										1		Worldwide		The author is a former professor of education at Ryerson University in Toronto, Canada. He has developed educational models for children’s CD-ROMs and for web-based training. He is affiliated with Operitel Corporation, which is based in Canada (http://www.operitel.com/contactus.aspx). 		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		8		No country-specific information was provided in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		4		1304		no				yes		2009		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is a former professor of education at Ryerson University in Toronto, Canada. He has developed educational models for children’s CD-ROMs and for web-based training. He is affiliated with Operitel Corporation, which is based in Canada (http://www.operitel.com/contactus.aspx). He is an expert in the field of education. 		2007		yes				The author is predicting the penetration of household devices capable of training owners in their use.		4		Market penetration		2009		2005		248		2		8		226		yes				no		Household appliances		yes		Forecast was not achieved in 2007. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		The household devices would be systems that contain chips (components). 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		AI-enabled household devices would be computer technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		AI-enabled household devices were immature in 2004.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2004				The event is predicted to occur in the near future, which the standard lexicon defines as 1 to 5 years.		4		2009		2005		4/25/2012 14:50		7/13/2012 11:23		SF		1304		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		2						2004		no						1		Hitoshi Sekine and Noriaki Nagahashi, “Trends in Dot Impact Printers,” OKI Technical Review, 70:2 (2003): 12-13.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"In the Asian market, the demand for impact printers is expected to increase until 2003, but in China only. In fact, the market scope is expected to exceed that of Europe and North America within the next one to two years."		1		Between 2003 and 2005, the Asian market for impact printers will exceed that of Europe and North America.										4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with Oki Data Corp, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.okidata.com/). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Explicit in forecast statement; the prediction is for the Asian market.		1		1305		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are affiliated with Oki Data Corp, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.okidata.com/) and manufactures printers. Since the authors work in the industry, they are experts. 		2004		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Market penetration		2005		2003		249		2		8		226		yes				no		Impact printers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Printers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Printers are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Impact printers were in use in 2003.		1				1		Short-term		no				2003				The event is supposed to occur "within the next 1-2 years." The forecast was made in 2003, so the timeframe is anywhere from 2003 to 2005. 		1		2005		2003		4/26/2012 7:10		4/26/2012 7:10		SF		1305		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		2						2004		no						1		Hitoshi Sekine and Noriaki Nagahashi, “Trends in Dot Impact Printers,” OKI Technical Review, 70:2 (2003): 12-13.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 2		2		In 2004, between 660,000 and 680,000 units of point-of-sale (POS) receipt printers will sell in North America. This includes stationary thermal, portable thermal, impact, hybrid, and inkjet technologies.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Oki Data Corp, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.okidata.com/). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		2		Explicit in figure 2; the forecast is for North America.		2		1306		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are affiliated with Oki Data Corp, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.okidata.com/) and manufactures printers. Since the authors work in the industry, they are experts. 		2004		no				Explicit in figure 2.		2		Market penetration		2004		2004		249		2		8		226		yes				no		POS receipt printers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Printers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Printers are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		POS receipt printers were in use in 2003.		2				1		Short-term		no				2003		2004		Explicit in figure 2.		2						4/26/2012 7:15		4/26/2012 7:18		SF		1306		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		2						2005		no						1		Hitoshi Sekine and Noriaki Nagahashi, “Trends in Dot Impact Printers,” OKI Technical Review, 70:2 (2003): 12-13.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 2		2		In 2005, between 700,000 and 740,000 units of point-of-sale (POS) receipt printers will sell in North America. This includes stationary thermal, portable thermal, impact, hybrid, and inkjet technologies. 						7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Oki Data Corp, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.okidata.com/).		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Explicit in figure 2; the forecast applies to North America.		2		1307		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are affiliated with Oki Data Corp, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.okidata.com/) and manufactures printers. Since the authors work in the industry, they are experts. 		2005		no				Explicit in figure 2.		2		Market penetration		2006		2004		249		2		8		226		yes				no		POS receipt printers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Printers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Printers are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		POS receipt printers were in use in 2003.		2				2		Short-term		no				2003		2005		Explicit in figure 2.		2						4/26/2012 7:17		4/26/2012 7:17		SF		1307		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		2						2004		no						1		Hitoshi Sekine and Noriaki Nagahashi, “Trends in Dot Impact Printers,” OKI Technical Review, 70:2 (2003): 12-13.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 1		1		In 2004, the worldwide market for dot impact printers will be 2.5 million to 2.6 million units. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oki Data Corp, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.okidata.com/). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Explicit in figure 1. The figure indicates that the prediction is for the North American, Japanese, European, and "APS+ Others" markets, which is effectively worldwide. 		1		1308		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are affiliated with Oki Data Corp, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.okidata.com/) and manufactures printers. Since the authors work in the industry, they are experts. 		2004		no				Explicit in figure 1.		1		Market penetration		2004		2004		249		2		8		226		yes				no		Dot impact printers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Printers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Printers are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Dot impact printers were in use in 2003.		1				1		Short-term		no				2003		2004		Explicit in figure 1.		1						4/26/2012 7:21		4/26/2012 7:21		SF		1308		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		2						2005		no						1		Hitoshi Sekine and Noriaki Nagahashi, “Trends in Dot Impact Printers,” OKI Technical Review, 70:2 (2003): 12-13.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 1		1		In 2005, the worldwide market for dot impact printers will be 2.4 million units. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oki Data Corp, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.okidata.com/).		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Explicit in figure 1. The figure indicates that the prediction is for the North American, Japanese, European, and "APS+ Others" markets, which is effectively worldwide.		1		1309		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are affiliated with Oki Data Corp, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.okidata.com/) and manufactures printers. Since the authors work in the industry, they are experts. 		2005		no				Explicit in figure 1.		1		Market penetration		2006		2004		249		2		8		226		yes				no		Dot impact printers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Printers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Printers are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Dot impact printers were in use in 2003.		1				2		Short-term		no				2003		2005		Explicit in figure 1.		1						4/26/2012 7:23		4/26/2012 7:23		SF		1309		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		2						2005		no						1		Hitoshi Sekine and Noriaki Nagahashi, “Trends in Dot Impact Printers,” OKI Technical Review, 70:2 (2003): 12-13.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 2		2		In 2005, between 310,000 and 330,000 units of stationary thermal point-of-sale (POS) receipt printers will sell in North America. 						7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Oki Data Corp, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.okidata.com/). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Explicit in figure 2; the forecast is for North America.		2		1310		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are affiliated with Oki Data Corp, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.okidata.com/) and manufactures printers. Since the authors work in the industry, they are experts. 		2005		no				Explicit in figure 2.		2		Market penetration		2006		2004		249		2		8		226		yes				no		Thermal POS receipt printers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Printers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Printers are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Thermal POS receipt printers were in use in 2003.		2				2		Short-term		no				2003		2005		Explicit in figure 2.		2						4/26/2012 7:26		4/26/2012 7:26		SF		1310		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		2						2004		no						1		Hitoshi Sekine and Noriaki Nagahashi, “Trends in Dot Impact Printers,” OKI Technical Review, 70:2 (2003): 12-13.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 2		2		In 2004, between 290,000 and 299,000 units of stationary thermal point-of-sale (POS) receipt printers will sell in North America. 						7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Oki Data Corp, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.okidata.com/).		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		Explicit in figure 2; the forecast is for North America.		2		1311		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are affiliated with Oki Data Corp, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.okidata.com/) and manufactures printers. Since the authors work in the industry, they are experts. 		2004		no				Explicit in figure 2.		2		Market penetration		2004		2004		249		2		8		226		yes				no		Thermal POS receipt printers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Printers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Printers are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Thermal POS receipt printers were in use in 2003.		2				1		Short-term		no				2003		2004		Explicit in figure 2.		2						4/26/2012 7:28		4/26/2012 7:28		SF		1311		SF

		1		yes		no		Since the forecast document was published in 1998 and the forecast statement provides the speed of the Internet backbone that year, there's no need to determine whether the forecast was exceeded prior to 1999.  SF 7/5/12				yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000.5		yes		In 1999, the Internet backbone upgraded to 2.5 Gbps.		Government source confirms that the forecast was reached 2 years prior. 		NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"The Internet backbone currently uses speeds in the 45Mbps to 155Mbps range. In the next five years we would expect to see these rise to speeds in the range 622Mbps to 2488Mbps."		5		Between 1998 and 2003, the Internet backbone will use speeds of 622 Mbps to 2488Mbps.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		5		1312		yes		1999		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper. 		2000.5		no		0.6		The authors are predicting the evolution of Internet speeds.		5		Evolution		2003		1998		250		2		8		225		yes		-1.5		no		Internet		yes		Forecast had been achieved 2 years prior. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 1998.		5		1.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period. Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 8:57		7/5/2012 13:55		SF		1312		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		4. Little interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2000.5		no		As of 2011 there are 221 U.S. universities, in cooperation with 45 leading corporations, 66 government agencies, laboratories and other institutions of higher learning, 35 regional and state research and education networks associated with Internet2. As compared to the market share of the Internet (billions of users) this seems minimal.		Data stated clearly in sources. Internet2 use in the U.S. was seen as minimal, when compared to the market share of the Internet. 		NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"A separate Internet (Internet 2) is already under construction in the U.S.A. with speeds of 622Mbps which will be widely used in the five-year period but probably only in the U.S.A."		5		Between 1998 and 2003, Internet 2 (which has speeds of 622 Mbps) will be widely used in the United States.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		5		1313		no				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no				The authors are predicting the penetration of Internet 2 in the U.S.		5		Market penetration		2003		1998		250		2		8		225		yes				no		Internet 2		yes		In 2001 Internet2 was not widely used in the United States.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that Internet 2 was under construction (in development) in 1998.		5				2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 9:02		7/2/2012 11:52		SF		1313		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						2000.5		no						NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"Apart from point to point optical fibre links the main types of wide area sub-net likely to be part of the Internet in the next five years are ATM networks and, to a lesser extent, frame relay networks."		5		Between 1998 and 2003, asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) sub-networks will be part of the Internet. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		5		1314		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no				The authors are predicting the penetration of ATM networks in the Internet.		5		Market penetration		2003		1998		250		2		8		225		yes				no		ATM sub-networks		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		ATM sub-networks are systems in the Internet (a system of systems).		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		ATM sub-networks are used for the Internet, which is for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		ATM sub-networks were in use in 1998.		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 9:08		4/26/2012 9:08		SF		1314		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						2000.5		no						NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"Apart from point to point optical fibre links the main types of wide area sub-net likely to be part of the Internet in the next five years are ATM networks and, to a lesser extent, frame relay networks."		5		Between 1998 and 2003, frame relay networks will be part of the Internet.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		5		1315		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no				The authors are predicting the penetration of frame relay networks in the Internet.		5		Market penetration		2003		1998		250		2		8		225		yes				no		Frame relay subnetworks		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Frame relay subnetworks are systems that make up the Internet (a system of systems).		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Frame relay subnetworks are part of the Internet, which is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Frame relay subnetworks were in use in 1998.		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 9:10		4/26/2012 9:10		SF		1315		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						2000.5		no						NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"ATM is a scaleable technology able to operate as either LAN or WAN and currently operating typically at 155Mbps. ATM technology can operate at much higher speeds and is the technology chosen for Internet 2 where it will operate at 622Mbps. The standards defined so far for ATM run up to 2488Mbps. Though there is no ATM hardware currently operating at the higher end of this speed range it seems probable that hardware to operate at these speeds will become available within a five-year period."		5		Between 1998 and 2003, asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) hardware capable of operating at least 2488Mbps will be available. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		5		1316		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no				The authors are predicting that ATM hardware will evolve such that the speed increases.		5		Evolution		2003		1998		250		2		8		226		yes				no		ATM hardware		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		In this context, the hardware would be a component of LAN or WAN.		5		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Hardware is a computer technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that ATM hardware of this speed was in development.		5				2.5		Short-term		no				1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 9:17		4/26/2012 9:17		SF		1316		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						2003		no						NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"In many parts of the world ATM sub-nets already form a high percentage of the Internet backbone. It is expected that by the end of the five-year period ATM will be almost universally adopted for the Internet backbone."		6		By 2003, asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) sub-nets will have been universally adopted for the Internet backbone. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		6		1317		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2003		no				The authors are predicting the penetration of ATM sub-nets.		6		Market penetration		2005		2001		250		2		8		225		yes				no		ATM sub-networks		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		ATM sub-networks are systems associated with the Internet (a system of systems).		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		ATM sub-networks make up the Internet, which is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		ATM sub-networks were in use in 1998.		6				5		Short-term		no				1998		2003		The forecast states that the event will occur by the end of the five-year period. The end of the five-year period is 2003.		6						4/26/2012 9:20		4/26/2012 9:20		SF		1317		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						2000.5		no						NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"In recent years there has been an increasing tendency for groups of academic and other organisations to create high speed networks for communicating within the city or region in which they are all located. These networks are termed Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs). Organisations are connected to MANs and MANs are connected to the Internet. This introduces an extra layer to the hierarchy of sub-nets which provides higher speed communication for local off-site data traffic than can be provided by using the Internet backbone. Frequently such MANs provide sufficiently high performance to permit the early introduction of services for metropolitan use (such as video conferencing) that cannot be supported on the wider Internet. It is highly probable that commercial use of such MANs will increase in the five-year period. An example of such commercial MAN use is the development of a MAN to link the financial institutions of the City of London."		6		Between 1998 and 2003, commercial use of Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs) will increase over 1997 levels.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		6		1318		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no				The forecast is predicting the penetration of MANs among commercial entities.		6		Market penetration		2003		1998		250		2		8		225		yes				no		Metropolitan Area Networks		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		MANs are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		MANs are associated with the Internet, a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		MANs were in use in 1998.		6				2.5		Short-term		no				1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 9:24		7/17/2012 7:51		SF		1318		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000.5		yes		LANs could operate at speeds between 1,000-5,000Mbps in the forecast year, since the 802.3z standard had been adopted in 1998.		Data stated clearly in sources.		NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"Most corporate desktop and other computers are connected to the Internet via their own site local area network (LAN). Within a five-year period we would expect to see LANs operating at speeds of 1,000Mbps to 5,000Mbps compared with speeds today typically in the range 10Mbps to 100Mbps. 1,000Mbps LANs are just being introduced at the moment. A large site will normally have an ATM LAN linking a series of 1000Mbps Ethernet or other more local LANs. Should this arrangement become common it will be possible to link the wide area ATM sub-nets to the ATM local area sub-nets using IP switching with the attendant benefits outlined earlier."		7		Between 1998 and 2003, local area networks (LANs) will operate at speeds of 1,000Mbps to 5,000Mbps. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		7		1319		no		1998		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no		1		The authors are predicting the evolution of LAN speed.		7		Evolution		2003		1998		250		2		8		225		yes		-2.5		no		Local area network		yes		By 2001, the IEEE 802.3z standard for wired ethernet LANs had been agreed. This allowed for speeds of up to 1,000Mbps and consumers were upgrading networks to the new standard.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		LANs are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		LANs are associated with the Internet, a a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		LANs were in use in 1998.		7		2.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 9:28		7/17/2012 7:50		SF		1319		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		IPv6 was widely implemented in routers in the forecast year.		2003 is the earliest available mention of wide implementation of IPv6 in routers. 2000 source states IPv6 has not been widely implemented.		4-Mar		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"We expect to see IPv6 widely implemented on installed routers by the end of the forecast period and where it is implemented its benefits will quickly become noticeable."		7		By 2003, IPv6 will have been widely implemented on installed routers. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		7		1320		yes		2003		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			2003		no		0		The authors are predicting the penetration of IPv6.		7		Market penetration		2005		2001		250		2		8		225		yes		0		no		IPv6		yes		Most routers had been upgraded to IPv6 in 2003.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		IPv6 is a subsystem/protocol for software.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		IPv6 is an Internet protocol, and is therefore a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		IPv6 was in use in 1998.		7		0		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1998		2003		The authors predict the event will occur "at the end of the forecast period," which is 2003. 		7						4/26/2012 9:32		7/17/2012 7:50		SF		1320		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000.5		yes		In 2001 most people still used a telephone network and ISP for their Internet connections. By 2003 this was still the case as 87% of people were using a telephone network for their Internet access.		Used figures from United States only to draw conclusions about worldwide Internet access.		NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"Access to the Internet has been via the telephone network to an Information Service Provider and then from that Information Service Provider's network into the Internet. This is likely to continue to be the most common method of access in the next five years though there may be many fewer Information Service Providers to choose from as large telecommunications companies such as AT&T and BT enter the field of providing Internet access."		8		Between 1998 and 2003, the most common method of accessing the Internet will be via a telephone network to an information service provider (ISP) and then from the ISP's network to the Internet. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		8		1321		yes		2001		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no		0.2		The authors are predicting that the means of accessing the Internet will not change/evolve.		8		Evolution		2003		1998		250		2		8		225		yes		0.5		no		Internet		yes		In 2001 86.6% of people connected to the Internet through the use of a telephone network and ISP.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 1998.		8		0.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 9:36		7/2/2012 8:11		SF		1321		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000.5		yes		Forecast predicts ISDN usage will peak by 2001.		Data stated clearly in source.		NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"ISDN provides two 64,000 bit/second channels over a single wire into user premises permitting simult aneous Internet access and voice calls. Alternatively the two 64kbps channels may be bonded together to give a single 128kbps link into the Internet. Though single channel ISDN speeds are only slightly higher than the highest modem speeds, the essential difference is the time to establish a connection. Connecting over ISDN typically takes less than a second whereas it normally takes 20 to 30 seconds for a pair of modems to establish connection with one another over the telephone network. This means that ISDN can, if desired, establish a connection for each datagram sent, removing the need to pay connection charges for the long period that there may often be between transmitted datagrams. We consider that ISDN will have passed its peak usage by the end of the five-year period with other higher speed technologies becoming established by then."		9-Aug		Between 1998 and 2003, Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) usage will reach its peak. 										1		Worldwide		Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		9-Aug		1322		no		2001		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no		0.2		The authors are predicting that the ISDN's market penetration will reach its peak.		9-Aug		Market penetration		2003		1998		250		2		8		225		yes		0.5		no		ISDN		yes		By 2001, ISDN internet had reached peak usage following which its number of subscribers declined gradually.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		ISDN is a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		ISDN is associated with the Internet, a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		ISDN was in use in 1998.		9-Aug		0.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1998				The forecast says ISDN will have passed its peak usage by the end of the forecast period (2003), but when rephrased to allow researchers to determine when the peak occurred, this means that usage will peak somewhere in the 5-year range (1998-2003).		9-Aug		2003		1998		4/26/2012 9:42		7/17/2012 7:49		SF		1322		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		no		In the U.S in 2003, ISDN users fell to 1,238,503 from 2,032,861 in 1999. On the other hand, DSL users increased from 2,104,066 in 1999 to 27,860,742 in 2003.		Took declining ISDN subscribers and increasing broadband subscribers along with statement that ISDN usage peaked in 2001 to indicate replacement of ISDN with higher speed broadband technology at this time.		NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"ISDN provides two 64,000 bit/second channels over a single wire into user premises permitting simult aneous Internet access and voice calls. Alternatively the two 64kbps channels may be bonded together to give a single 128kbps link into the Internet. Though single channel ISDN speeds are only slightly higher than the highest modem speeds, the essential difference is the time to establish a connection. Connecting over ISDN typically takes less than a second whereas it normally takes 20 to 30 seconds for a pair of modems to establish connection with one another over the telephone network. This means that ISDN can, if desired, establish a connection for each datagram sent, removing the need to pay connection charges for the long period that there may often be between transmitted datagrams. We consider that ISDN will have passed its peak usage by the end of the five-year period with other higher speed technologies becoming established by then."		9-Aug		By 2003, the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) will have been replaced by other higher speed technologies.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		9-Aug		1323		yes				no		2001		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2003		no				The authors are predicting that the market penetration for ISDN will decrease.		9-Aug		Market penetration		2005		2001		250		2		8		225		yes				no		Integrated Services Digital Network		yes		By 2003 in the U.S., ISDN was replaced by higher speed technologies.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		ISDN is a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		ISDN is part of the Internet, which is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		ISDN was in use in 1998.		9-Aug				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1998		2003		The last sentence of the forecast appears to be forecasting that 1) ISDN use will peak in the forecast timeframe, and 2) the peak will occur because it will be replaced by quicker technologies. This database entry addresses the second prediction, which is predicted to occur at the end of the five-year forecast timeframe (2003).		9-Aug						4/26/2012 9:47		7/17/2012 7:49		SF		1323		SF

		3		yes		no				Might not be relevant.		yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000.5		no		Forecast predicts ADSL being paid in quarterly charges. However, ADSL is generally paid for using monthly charges. 		Interpreted "most broadband" in 2003 as also including ADSL.		NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"ADSL is the most prominent of a range of Digital Subscriber Link technologies able to provide communication at multi-megabit per second data rates between the telephone exchange and the domestic or other subscriber over normal telephone cabling. ADSL was devised for the video-on-demand market as an alternative to delivery of videos via cable. The asymmetry is that there is a high speed link from the exchange to the user, and lower speed from the user to the exchange. This is a reflection of the requirement of the video on demand market but the World Wide Web user has similar requirements so ADSL can be used equally well for this purpose. Technically, the speeds available over ADSL depend on the distance from user to exchange but when it is marketed a fixed speed service is likely to be offered covering all distances at speeds of at least 2Mbps. This is over 30 times faster than the single channel ISDN speeds and removes most of the delays resulting from slow dial-up links. ADSL is likely to be paid for by means of a quarterly charge with no usage component which will make it attractive to Internet users."		9		Between 1998 and 2003, Internet users will pay for Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Link (ADSL) via quarterly charges. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		9		1324		yes				yes		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no				The authors are predicting that the payment method for ASDL will be more convenient and attractive to users, which may have implications for market penetration.		9		Market penetration		2003		1998		250		2		8		225		yes				no		Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Link 		yes		ADSL has mostly always been payed for using monthly charges.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		ADSL is a system associated with the Internet (a system of systems).		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		ASDL is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		ADSL was in use in 1998.		9				2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 9:58		6/20/2012 13:33		SF		1324		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000.5		no		By mid-2000, WebTV was being phased out due to lack of consumer uptake of services.		Interpreted source indicating general commercial failure of WebTV and source stating a launch of WebTV in the UK would not take place to indicate the technology did not become established in the UK.		NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"In the short time that WebTV has been in operation in the US, some 300,000 subscribers have subscribed to service operated by WebTV Networks Inc, a company now owned by Microsoft. We do, however, expect a WebTV service to become firmly established in the UK in the 5 year period as one aspect of several changes now underway in the television industry, such as digital broadcasting, wide screen TV and high definition TV."		10		Between 1998 and 2003, a WebTV service will become established in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		1325		yes				yes		2004		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no				The authors are predicting that a WebTV service will emerge in the UK.		10		Technology emergence		2003		1998		250		2		8		225		yes				no		WebTV		yes		WebTV was never a successful technology and failed to become established in the UK market.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		WebTV would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		WebTV is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that WebTV services existed in the U.S. but had not yet emerged in the UK.		10				2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			10		2003		1998		4/26/2012 10:14		7/17/2012 7:48		SF		1325		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						2000.5		no						NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"In the next five years a new generation of digital mobile phones will appear that will not be so noise prone because of their use of digital transmission. Many of these phones will also have slots into which users may insert credit card sized smart cards containing on them a computer and memory. A single card can be used as multiple credit cards, as a digital electronic cash purse refillable with electronic credit over the Internet, and for many other purposes. Since a smart card is programmable there is no limit in principle to its use and healthcare applications are certainly possible. The use of smart cards will become very widespread within the five-year forecast period and their use in conjunction with the Internet is also likely to quite common."		11		Between 1998 and 2003, a new generation of digital mobile phones whose digital transmissions produce less noise than the previous generation's will be available commercially.  										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		11		1326		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no				The authors are predicting that cell phone technology will  evolve such that digital transmission noise will decrease. 		11		Evolution		2003		1998		250		2		8		225		yes				no		Mobile phones		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Mobile phones are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile phones are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Mobile phones were in use in 1998.		11				2.5		Short-term		no				1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 10:20		4/26/2012 10:20		SF		1326		SF

		2		no		no		Need research for year of realization (when using SIM cards in mobile phones became commonplace). It would also be good to have a non-Wikipedia second source.  SF 7/6/12				yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000.5		yes		Between the years 1998 and 2003, credit-card-sized smart cards were being inserted into digital mobile phones. This began between 2000-2001 which was in the range of the forecasted years. As a result, this forecast was fully realized. 		It was unspecific when credit-card-sized smart cards were being commonly used in digital mobile phones. As a result, the assumption that credit-card-sized smart cards was commonplace after being introduced into the market.		NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"In the next five years a new generation of digital mobile phones will appear that will not be so noise prone because of their use of digital transmission. Many of these phones will also have slots into which users may insert credit card sized smart cards containing on them a computer and memory. A single card can be used as multiple credit cards, as a digital electronic cash purse refillable with electronic credit over the Internet, and for many other purposes. Since a smart card is programmable there is no limit in principle to its use and healthcare applications are certainly possible. The use of smart cards will become very widespread within the five-year forecast period and their use in conjunction with the Internet is also likely to quite common."		11		Between 1998 and 2003, it will be commonplace for credit-card-sized smart cards containing a computer and memory to be inserted into digital mobile phones. The cards can be used as money or to store information.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		11		1327		no		2001		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		yes		0.2		The authors are predicting that mobile phones and smart cards will merge, and that phones will have a new application/market (as systems of payment or storing information)		11		Technology Migration		2003		1998		250		2		8		225		yes		0.5		no		Mobile phones		yes		In 2000 through 2001, the smart cards available for cell phones included the credit card sized SIM. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Mobile phones meeting this description would be systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The forecast is about merging mobile phones with smart cards, which would turn the mobile phone into a storage technology. 		11		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Mobile phones meeting this description were likely in development in 1998.		11		0.5		2.5		Short-term		no				1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 10:39		7/16/2012 14:37		SC		1327		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000.5		yes		In a 2000 smart cards were described at being in widespread use and being used for debit transactions. In 2002 smart cards were being used for ATM's, SIM cards for mobile phones and prepaid telephone cards all of which include financial transactions.		Interpreted any transaction in which money is spent to be a financial transaction.		NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"In the next five years a new generation of digital mobile phones will appear that will not be so noise prone because of their use of digital transmission. Many of these phones will also have slots into which users may insert credit card sized smart cards containing on them a computer and memory. A single card can be used as multiple credit cards, as a digital electronic cash purse refillable with electronic credit over the Internet, and for many other purposes. Since a smart card is programmable there is no limit in principle to its use and healthcare applications are certainly possible. The use of smart cards will become very widespread within the five-year forecast period and their use in conjunction with the Internet is also likely to quite common."		11		Between 1998 and 2003, the use of smart cards for financial and healthcare-related transactions will be commonplace. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		11		1328		yes		2000		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no		0.2		The authors are predicting the penetration of smart cards.		11		Market penetration		2003		1998		250		2		8		225		yes		-0.5		no		Smart cards		yes		By 2001 smart cards were in widespread use for financial transactions.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Smart cards are components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		In this context, the smart cards would be used most prominently for communicating information (financial transactions) than storing information (medical records).		11		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Smart cards were in limited use in 1998.		NA		0.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 10:48		7/17/2012 7:48		SF		1328		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000.5		yes		By 2000, smart cards were being used in conjunction with the internet for financial transactions. There were 2.2 million American Express Blue Card smart cards in use in the U.S in 2000. This was also described as commonplace in 2001.		Data stated clearly in source.		NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"In the next five years a new generation of digital mobile phones will appear that will not be so noise prone because of their use of digital transmission. Many of these phones will also have slots into which users may insert credit card sized smart cards containing on them a computer and memory. A single card can be used as multiple credit cards, as a digital electronic cash purse refillable with electronic credit over the Internet, and for many other purposes. Since a smart card is programmable there is no limit in principle to its use and healthcare applications are certainly possible. The use of smart cards will become very widespread within the five-year forecast period and their use in conjunction with the Internet is also likely to quite common."		11		Between 1998 and 2003, it will be commonplace for smart cards to be used in conjunction with the Internet, including for financial transactions.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		11		1329		yes		2000		yes		2000		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no		0.2		The authors are predicting the penetration of smart cards in Internet-based activities.		11		Market penetration		2003		1998		250		2		8		225		yes		-0.5		no		Smart cards		yes		In 2001, the American Express Blue Card was used in conjunction with the internet and for financial transactions.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Smart cards are components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Smart cards would be used to communicate information.		11		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Smart cards were not widely-used in 1998.		NA		0.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 10:52		7/17/2012 7:47		SF		1329		SF

		0		yes		no				"Many" was translated as "several," which is 4-10 per the standard lexicon.		yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						2000.5		no						NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"WWW browsers such as Netscape Communicator and Microsoft Internet Explorer implement the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), allowing the execution of programs written in Java. Since Java is (almost!) machine independent and widely implemented, there is no need to write different versions of software for each available computer and operating system. We expect to see many important applications created in Java to permit access of information over the Internet. We also expect to see applets written in other languages, particularly Ada, run on JVMs. In the future applets to interpret different formats of data might normally be downloaded as required. Applets may also be used for verification of data input and to create a richer graphical user environment."		11		Between 1998 and 2003, 4-10 applications will be created in Java to permit access of information over the Internet. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		11		1330		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no				The authors are predicting that Java will evolve such that it will permit information from the Internet to be accessed.		11		Evolution		2003		1998		250		2		8		226		yes				no		Java		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Java is a programming language, which makes it a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Java is a computer technology. However, it can also be a communications technology, since it is used to run applets associated with the Internet.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Applications allowing Java to access the Internet were likely in development in 1998.		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 11:02		7/17/2012 7:46		SF		1330		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						2000.5		no						NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"We expect to see widespread use of genuine distributed operating over the Internet within the forecast period - systems in which objects distributed in an unlimited number of computers can co-operate on some common task. Work has been going on for some years to define agreed framework within which such systems can be constructed."		11		Between 1998 and 2003, the use of genuine distributed operating systems that allow objects distributed in an unlimited number of computers to cooperate on a common task over the Internet will be widespread. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		11		1331		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no				The authors are predicting the market for genuine distributed operating systems.		11		Market penetration		2003		1998		250		2		8		225		yes				no		Genuine distributed operating systems		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Genuine distributed operating systems are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Genuine distributed operating systems are used for communication.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that "work has been ongoing...for some years to define [an] agreed framework within which such systems can be constructed," which indicates that the systems were not in development in 1998. 		11				2.5		Short-term		no				1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 11:11		4/26/2012 11:11		SF		1331		SF

		0		yes		no		Need someone to check my system vs. component assessment.				yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						2000.5		no						NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"A typical approach to protecting corporate systems is to exclude direct communication between computers within the corporate network and those external to it. All communication from outside the corporate network to inside it and often all those from inside to outside go via a computer system set up to act as a filter or "firewall". Within that computer whatever checks are deemed necessary may be incorporated to check that the data is from an authorised source to an authorised destination and contains appropriate content. It is expected that use of firewalls to protect sensitive systems will increase over the next few years as corporate paranoia and legal requirements intensify."		12		Between 1998 and 2003, commercial use of firewalls to protective sensitive information will increase worldwide over 1997 levels.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		12		1332		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		yes				The authors are predicting that the commercial market for firewalls will increase.		12		Market penetration		2003		1998		250		2		8		226		yes				no		Firewalls 		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Firewalls are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Firewalls are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that firewalls were in use in 1998.		12				2.5		Short-term		no				1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 11:15		4/26/2012 11:15		SF		1332		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000.5		yes		42% of UK households had internet access in 2002. This was the first time that the 40% household penetration rate was reached.		Data stated clearly in source.		NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"The number of homes in the UK which are connected to the Internet will reach the same level as has been attained in the United States today (40%)." 		13		Between 1998 and 2003, 40% of UK households will be connected to the Internet.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		13		1333		no		2002		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no		0.6		Explicit in forecast statement.		13		Market penetration		2003		1998		250		2		8		225		yes		1.5		no		Internet		yes		In 2001, approximately 38% of UK households had internet access.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 1998.		13		1.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 11:19		6/20/2012 13:39		SF		1333		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000.5		yes		By 2002, VoIP was widely used with sales of $1.4bn.		Interpreted associated equipment sales of $1.4bn to indicate widespread use of technology.		NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"The Internet will be able to properly support delay-sensitive applications with an acceptable performance level. This means in particular that the Internet phone service will become very widely used in the five-year period."		13		Between 1998 and 2003, Internet phone service will be widely used worldwide. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		13		1334		yes		2002		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no		0.6		The authors are predicting that the Internet will evolve such that it supports the widespread adoption of Internet phone services.		13		Evolution		2003		1998		250		2		8		225		yes		1.5		no		Voice over Internet protocol		yes		In 2001, VoIP services were not widely used.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		VoIP is a system/software. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		VoIP is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		VoIP was in use but was not commonplace in 1998.		NA		1.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 11:24		7/17/2012 7:45		SF		1334		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000.5		yes		Applets written in Ada could be run on Java Virtual Machines as early as 1997.		Data stated clearly in sources.		NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"WWW browsers such as Netscape Communicator and Microsoft Internet Explorer implement the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), allowing the execution of programs written in Java. Since Java is (almost!) machine independent and widely implemented, there is no need to write different versions of software for each available computer and operating system. We expect to see many important applications created in Java to permit access of information over the Internet. We also expect to see applets written in other languages, particularly Ada, run on JVMs. In the future applets to interpret different formats of data might normally be downloaded as required. Applets may also be used for verification of data input and to create a richer graphical user environment."		11		Between 1998 and 2003, at least one applet that is written in a language other than Java, such as Ada, will run on Java Virtual Machines (JVMs).										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		11		1335		yes		1997		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no		1.4		The authors are predicting that JVMs will evolve such that other languages can be run on them.		11		Evolution		2003		1998		250		2		8		226		yes		-3.5		no		Java Virtual Machines		yes		In 2001, applets written in Ada could be run on Java Virtual Machines.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		JVMs are subsystems.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		JVMs are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		JVMs were in use in 1998.		NA		3.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.		4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 11:28		7/12/2012 12:48		SF		1335		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Document publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000.5		yes		December 2000, 361 million users, April 2002, 558 million users. The only year in which internet users grew at 100% at year was 1998 when users increased from 70 million at the end of 1997 to 147 million at the end of 1998.		Data stated clearly in source.		NA		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"The Internet is expected to undergo significant improvements in performance and security within the five-year forecast period which should expand its potential for uses beyond those currently available. At the same time the numbers of users is expected to continue to grow at the historical rate of 100% per year."		17		Between 1998 and 2003, the number of Internet users worldwide will increase at a rate of 100% per year. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		17		1336		no		1998		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine (the first author has published extensively on the topics; see http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm) and this appears to be an essay or white paper.		2000.5		no		1		Explicit in forecast statement.		17		Market penetration		2003		1998		250		2		8		225		yes		-2.5		no		Internet		yes		In 2001, the number of internet users worldwide grew by approximately 54%.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 1998.		17		2.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1998				According to the introduction, the paper’s discussion about future developments are limited to those that might occur within a five-year period.  Section 3 describes technical developments in the Internet planned or predicted to 2003.			4-Mar		2003		1998		4/26/2012 11:30		6/20/2012 13:45		SF		1336		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Text at the top of the page indicates that the forecasts were made in January 1997.		5						1999		no						1		John Hunt, “The Technological Roadmap: An Overview,” 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"MB prediction accepted in decision support systems."		5		In 1999, model based prediction will be accepted for use in decision support systems.										1		Worldwide		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		5		1337		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth in support of the original MONET proposal.		1999		no				The author is predicting that model based prediction will emerge in the decision support market.		5		Technology emergence		2000		1998		251		6		34		226		yes				no		MB prediction		yes				Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Model based prediction is a system associated with decision support processes.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Decision support tools are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that model based prediction wasn't widely-used in 1997.		5				2		Short-term		no				1997		1999		Explicit in table.		5						4/26/2012 14:44		7/13/2012 11:20		SF		1337		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Text at the top of the page indicates that the forecasts were made in January 1997		5						1999		no						1		John Hunt, “The Technological Roadmap: An Overview,” 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"Integration of MBR with traditional numerical models."		5		In 1999, model based reasoning will be integrated with traditional numerical models in industry.										1		Worldwide		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		5		1338		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth in support of the original MONET proposal.		1999		no				The authors are predicting that model based reasoning will emerge in industry's numerical models.		5		Technology emergence		2000		1998		251		6		34		226		yes				no		Model based reasoning		yes				Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Model based reasoning is a system associated with models.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Model based reasoning is an analysis tool		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that model based reasoning was not widely used in industry in 1997.		5				2		Short-term		no				1997		1999		Explicit in table.		5						4/26/2012 14:49		7/13/2012 11:20		SF		1338		SF

		1		yes		no		The only source is from wikipedia. DB

Wikipedia as source = not to be included in our final study. SF 7/16/12		No definition for FMEA		yes		Text at the top of the page indicates that the forecasts were made in January 1997		5		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1998		no		As early as the 1970’s the use of FMEA expanded beyond its initial use by the military to be used by industry (albeit government – NASA and USGS).  Ford Motor used it following an automotive crisis involving the Pinto automobile.  		Source provides information of FMEA tool adopted for the industry.		1		John Hunt, “The Technological Roadmap: An Overview,” 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"FMEA tools adopted"		5		In 1998, FMEA tools will be adopted by industry.										1		Worldwide		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		5		1339		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth in support of the original MONET proposal.		1998		no				The authors are predicting that FMEA tools will be used by industry.		5		Market penetration		1998		1998		251		6		34		226		yes				no		Failure mode effects analysis		no		Forecast was realized many years before 1998.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		FEMA is a subsystem.		5		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		FEMA is a computer technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that FMEA was not widely used in 1998.		5				1		Short-term		no				1997		1998		Explicit in table.		5						4/26/2012 14:53		7/16/2012 10:55		SF		1339		SF

		0		yes		no		Need someone to check my forecast translation and everything after.				yes		Text at the top of the page indicates that the forecasts were made in January 1997		5						1999		no						1		John Hunt, “The Technological Roadmap: An Overview,” 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"MB diagnosis systems in products"		5		In 1999, model based diagnosis systems will be incorporated into commercial products.										1		Worldwide		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		5		1340		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth in support of the original MONET proposal.		1999		yes				The authors are predicting that model based diagnosis systems will emerge on the commercial market.		5		Technology emergence		2000		1998		251		6		34		226		yes				no		Model based diagnosis systems		yes				Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Model Based diagnosis systems are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		MB diagnosis systems are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates  that Model based diagnosis systems were not widely used in 1997.		5				2		Short-term		no				1997		1999		Explicit in table.		5						4/26/2012 15:00		5/8/2012 16:10		JH		1340		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Text at the top of the page indicates that the forecasts were made in January 1997		5						2000		no						1		John Hunt, “The Technological Roadmap: An Overview,” 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"MBR used in system prediction simulators."		5		In 2000, model based reasoning will be used in industrial system prediction simulators.										1		Worldwide		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		5		1341		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth in support of the original MONET proposal.		2000		no				The authors are predicting that model based reasoning will emerge in the industrial system prediction simulator market		5		Market penetration		2001		1999		251		6		34		226		yes				no		Model based reasoning		yes				Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Model based reasoning is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Model based reasoning is an analysis tool.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that model based reasoning was not widely used in 1997.		5				3		Short-term		no				1997		2000		Explicit in table.		5						4/26/2012 15:04		7/13/2012 11:19		SF		1341		SF

		0		yes		no				FMEA is not defined		yes		Text at the top of the page indicates that the forecasts were made in January 1997		5						2000		no						1		John Hunt, “The Technological Roadmap: An Overview,” 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"FMEA and other safety analysis tools in use."		5		In 2000, failure mode effects analysis (FMEA) tools will be used commercially for safety analysis.										1		Worldwide		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		5		1342		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth in support of the original MONET proposal.		2000		no				The authors are predicting that there will be a commercial demand for FMEA tools. 		5		Market penetration		2001		1999		251		6		34		226		yes				no		Failure mode effects analysis		no				Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		FMEA tools are systems.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		FMEA tools are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that FMEA tools were not widely used in 1997.		5				3		Short-term		no				1997		2000		Explicit in table.		5						4/26/2012 15:08		7/11/2012 13:33		JG		1342		SF

		0		yes		no				STEP is a programming standard, so this forecast is not relevant. 		yes		Text at the top of the page indicates that the forecasts were made in January 1997		5						2002		no						1		John Hunt, “The Technological Roadmap: An Overview,” 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"STEP includes QR and similar models."		5		In 2002, STEP will include qualitative reasoning and similar models.  STEP is an initiative in produce data modeling, STandard for the Exchange of Product model data. 										1		Worldwide		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		5		1343		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth in support of the original MONET proposal.		2002		no				The authors are predicting the STEP will evolve such that it includes specific models.		5		Evolution		2004		2000		251		6		34		226		no				no		STEP		yes				Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		STEP is a subsystem.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		STEP is a data standard for computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that STEP was in use in 1997.		5				5		Short-term		no				1997		2002		Explicit in table.		5						4/26/2012 15:11		5/9/2012 13:06		SF		1343		SF

		2		yes		no		Original forecast has little to no contextual information to shed light on why the author was predicting an event that had occurred before the forecast was made. SF 7//12		STEP is a programming standard, so this forecast is not relevant. 		yes		Text at the top of the page indicates that the forecasts were made in January 1997		5		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		The industry standard for STEP models was established in 1994. As early as 1994, some CAD software supported STEP models. By 2002 STEP models were used in a wide range of industries.		Interpret discussion of CAD and STEP models in 1994 source as evidence of the two being "incorporated" and used in conjunction.		1		John Hunt, “The Technological Roadmap: An Overview,” 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"STEP models imported into CAD & CAE systems."		6		In 2003, STEP models will be incorporated into computer-aided design (CAD) & computer-aided engineering (CAE) systems. STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product model data) is a programing standard										1		Worldwide		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		6		1344		yes		1994		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth in support of the original MONET proposal.		2003		no		1.5		The authors are predicting that there will be a demand for STEP models in CAD and CAE systems.		6		Market penetration		2005		2001		251		6		34		226		no		-9		no		STEP models		yes		By 2003, STEP models had been integrated into CAD systems.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		STEP models are subsystems.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		STEP models are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that STEP models were in use in 1997.		6		9		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1997		2003		Explicit in table.		6						4/26/2012 15:15		7/2/2012 14:26		SF		1344		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Text at the top of the page indicates that the forecasts were made in January 1997		5						2004		no						1		John Hunt, “The Technological Roadmap: An Overview,” 1998.				yes		Academic publications		"Decision support systems use MBR."		6		In 2004, industrial decision support systems will use model based reasoning (MBR).										1		Worldwide		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		There is no country-specific information associated with the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		6		1345		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth in support of the original MONET proposal.		2004		no				The authors are predicting that there will be demand for model based reasoning in industry.		6		Market penetration		2006		2002		251		6		34		226		yes				no		Model based reasoning		yes				Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		MBR is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Model based reasoning is an analysis tool		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that model based reasoning is was not widely used in 1997.		5				7		Medium-term		no				1997		2004		Explicit in table. 		6						4/26/2012 15:18		7/13/2012 11:18		SF		1345		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document itself is undated, but I was able to find the year that it was published/presented by modifying the original document link. The paper was presented at Panel A during a workshop for the Grand Challenges for Computing Research, which commenced 24-26 November, 2002 in Edinburgh (see: http://www.nesc.ac.uk/esi/events/Grand_Challenges/workshop02.html). 		NA								no						NA		Kerstin I. Eder, “Grand Challenges for Computing Research: Billion + Transistor Chips – Right-First-Time,” presented at Grand Challenges for Computing Research (Edinburgh, UK: November 24-26, 2002).					yes		Academic publications		"The timescale is tight: 750 Million transistor chips are predicted for 2007; current projections expect 1.5 Billion transistor designs go into production in 2010.
		2		"In 2010, 1.5 billion transistor designs will go into production.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the University of Bristol in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		2		1346		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is an expert in the field, having published many articles about the technology (http://www.cs.bris.ac.uk/Publications/pub_master.jsp?author=115088).				no				The author is predicting the evolution of transistor chips.		2		Evolution						253		2		8		226		yes				no		Transistor chips		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Transistor chips are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Transistor chips are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that transistor chips were in use in 2002.		2				8		Medium-term		no				2002		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		2						4/27/2012 11:08		4/27/2012 11:08		SF		1346		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2003		no		As of 2011 attempts are still being made in research to develop such a vaccine.		Data stated clearly in sources. All sources from all periods discuss only vaccines being developed and never vaccines in use.		NA		Laurel Naversen, “Eye on the Future,” Harper’s Bazaar, January 2001.				yes		Trade press and popular media		"2003: Dentists will treat patients with a vaccine get (similar to fluoride treatments) that prevents decay and plaque causing bacteria from adhering to teeth. Later, this cavity-buster will be added to mouthwash and toothpaste, so you won't need to brush more than once a day."		NA		In 2003, a vaccine that prevents decay- and plaque-causing bacteria from adhering to teeth will be in use by dentists. 

**This is a news article, so the pages are not numbered**										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was included in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		NA		1347		yes		2003		no		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast method is not explained. However, all of the other forecast statements cite a practitioner or industry expert, so this statement likely came from an expert (or several) as well.		2003		no				The author is predicting the emergence of a new vaccine.		NA		Technology emergence		2004		2002		254		1		4		224		yes				no		Dental vaccine		yes		In 2003 a vaccine that prevents decay and plaque causing bacteria from adhering to teeth was not in use by dentists.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Vaccines are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Vaccines manipulate biological systems.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The short timeline suggests that this forecast was in development in 2003.		NA				2		Short-term		yes		SF		2001		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA						4/27/2012 11:32		7/2/2012 8:12		SF		1347		SF

		0		yes		no				Uses "could," which excludes it from consideration in our study.		yes		Article publication date.		NA						2004		no						NA		Laurel Naversen, “Eye on the Future,” Harper’s Bazaar, January 2001.				yes		Trade press and popular media		"2004: A pill containing parathyroid hormone (PTH), which boosts bone mineral density, could become available to help prevent osteoporosis, says Lynn Chard-Petrinjak, a spokesperson for the National Osteoporosis Foundation."		NA		In 2004, a pharmaceutical or nutritional supplement containing parathyroid hormone will be available commercially for osteoporosis prevention.

**This is a news article, so the pages are not numbered**										1		Worldwide		The article's author is based in the U.S. and the National Osteoporosis Foundation is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was included in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		NA		1348		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast cites Lynn Chart-Petrinjak, a spokesperson for the National Osteoporosis Foundation.		2004		no				The author is predicting the emergence of a new pharmaceutical product.		NA		Technology emergence		2005		2003		254		1		4		224		no				no		Parathyroid hormone 		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		A PTH medication would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Pharmaceuticals manipulate biological systems.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		A PTH medication or supplement was likely in development in 2001. 		NA				3		Short-term		no				2001		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA						4/27/2012 11:39		4/27/2012 11:39		SF		1348		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		NA						2005		no						NA		Laurel Naversen, “Eye on the Future,” Harper’s Bazaar, January 2001.				yes		Trade press and popular media		"2005: Waxing and other ways of dealing with unwanted hair will be replaced with pain-free products that accelerate natural shedding mechanisms, according to Michael Cheney, director of skincare development at Unilever."		NA		In 2005, pain-free hair removal products that accelerate natural shedding mechanisms will replace waxing and other methods for dealing with unwanted hair. 

**This is a news article, so the pages are not numbered**										1		Worldwide		The article's author is based in the U.S., as is the interviewee.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was included in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		NA		1349		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast came from an interview with Michael Cheney, director of skincare development at Unilever.		2005		no				The author is predicting that the penetration of traditional hair removal technologies will decrease because they will be replaced with a new technology.		NA		Market penetration		2006		2004		254		1		4		224		yes				no		Hair removal technology 		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The described products would be systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		The described technologies would manipulate natural hair shedding mechanisms, which are biological processes.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The described products were likely being researched in 2001.		NA				4		Short-term		no				2001		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA						4/27/2012 11:44		4/27/2012 11:44		SF		1349		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		As of 2012 Mechano Growth Factor is still not commercially available in weight loss and fitness markets as a nutritional supplement. Whilst the substance can be purchased online it is not generally available.		Interpreted injectable versions of Mechano Growth Factor being available from a limited number of companies, without human trials being conducted, as failing satisfy the forecast of a commercially available nutritional supplement containing the substance.		NA		Laurel Naversen, “Eye on the Future,” Harper’s Bazaar, January 2001.				yes		Trade press and popular media		"2007: Liposuction will become a procedure of the past. A new ability to engineer and design your body without surgery will come with the mecho growth factor (MCG) says nutritionist Oz Garcia. Oral supplements containing MCG will help build muscle mass selectively through the body with no side effects."		NA		In 2007, nutritional supplements containing mecho growth factor (MCG) will be available commercially in weight loss and/or fitness markets.

**This is a news article, so the pages are not numbered**										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was included in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		NA		1350		yes				no		2012		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast is based on an interview with Oz Garcia, a nutritionist.		2007		no				The author is predicting the emergence of a new nutritional supplement.		NA		Technology emergence		2009		2005		254		1		4		224		yes				no		Mecho growth factor		yes		In 2007 Mechano Growth Factor had not gone through any human research trials and was not generally commercially available.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Mecho growth factor would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Based on the forecast description, mecho growth factor would manipulate biological systems.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Mecho growth factor was likely being researched in 2001.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2001		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA						4/27/2012 11:50		7/2/2012 8:14		SF		1350		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		In 2009, the substance still was not being used to engineer and design bodies, despite its localized growth effects, due to lack of human testing.		Interpret combination of 2007 sources statements such as "may prove an effective method" and 2009 sources statement that only animal studies have been conducted as indicative that people do not engineer their bodies with Mechano Growth Factor.		NA		Laurel Naversen, “Eye on the Future,” Harper’s Bazaar, January 2001.				yes		Trade press and popular media		"2007: Liposuction will become a procedure of the past. A new ability to engineer and design your body without surgery will come with the mecho growth factor (MCG). says nutritionist Oz Garcia. Oral supplements containing MCG will help build muscle mass selectively through the body with no side effects."		NA		In 2007, it will be possible for people to engineer and design their bodies without surgery using mecho growth factor, which will be used as a supplement to help people build muscle selectively.  

**This is a news article, so the pages are not numbered**										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was included in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		NA		1351		yes				no		2009		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast is based on an interview with Oz Garcia, a nutritionist.		2007		no				The author is predicting the emergence of a new capability (which is enabled by a new technology, addressed in another forecast entry)		NA		Technology emergence		2009		2005		254		1		4		224		yes				no		Custom self-design 		yes		In 2007 while it was confirmed MGF could be used  to cause localized growth, the substance was not used to engineer and design bodies.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The product and process would comprise a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		The forecast describes the manipulation of biological systems (fat storage, muscle building).		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The capability and associated product were immature in 2001.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2001		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA						4/27/2012 11:56		7/2/2012 8:19		SF		1351		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		NA						2008		no						NA		Laurel Naversen, “Eye on the Future,” Harper’s Bazaar, January 2001.				yes		Trade press and popular media		"2008: Skin creams will calm your nerves, literally, by activating nerve endings to give the brain a physical massage, explains Francis McGlone, M.D., associate director of cognitive neuroscience at Unilever. We'll also have edible skincare to deliver nutrients to skin and hair from the inside."		NA		In 2008, skin creams capable of calming users' nerves by activating nerve endings will be available commercially.

**This is a news article, so the pages are not numbered**										1		Worldwide		The article's author and the interviewee are based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was included in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		NA		1352		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast is based on an interview with Francis McGlone, a physician affiliated with Unilever. 		2008		no				The author is predicting the emergence of a new product.		NA		Technology emergence		2010		2006		254		1		4		224		yes				no		Nerve-activating cosmetic products		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Nerve-activating cosmetic products would comprise a subsystem in the nerve-activating system.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Nerve-activating cosmetic products seek to manipulate biological systems.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Nerve-activating cosmetic products were likely being researched in 2001.		NA				7		Medium-term		no				2001		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA						4/27/2012 12:01		4/27/2012 12:01		SF		1352		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		In 1991 Imedeen, the first beauty pill, was launched. In 2008 there were a range of food stuffs from organic bars and vitamin-fortified yogurts to pro-biotic drinks which positioned themselves as both cosmetic items and nutritional supplements.		Interprets a beauty pill as being an edible skincare product.		NA		Laurel Naversen, “Eye on the Future,” Harper’s Bazaar, January 2001.				yes		Trade press and popular media		"2008: Skin creams will calm your nerves, literally, by activating nerve endings to give the brain a physical massage, explains Francis McGlone, M.D., associate director of cognitive neuroscience at Unilever. We'll also have edible skincare to deliver nutrients to skin and hair from the inside."		NA		In 2008, edible skincare products capable of delivering nutrients to skin and hair endogenously will be available commercially. The products would be considered cosmetic items as well as nutritional supplements.

**This is a news article, so the pages are not numbered**										1		Worldwide		The article's author and interviewee are based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was included in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		NA		1353		yes		1991		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast came from Francis McGlone, a physician affiliated with Unilever.		2008		no		2.428571429		The author is predicting that cosmetics will be used as nutritional supplements as well. 		NA		Technology Migration		2010		2006		254		1		4		224		yes		-17		no		Edible cosmetics		yes		By 2008 ,there was more than one company offering more than one type of product which could be called described as an edible skincare product.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		In this context, the edible cosmetics would be a subsystem associated with a nutrient-delivery system.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		These edible cosmetics would seek to manipulate a biological system (nutrient delivery).		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Edible cosmetics of this type were likely being researched in 2001.		NA		17		7		Medium-term		yes		SF		2001		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA						4/27/2012 12:07		7/12/2012 8:40		SF		1353		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		NA								no						NA		Laurel Naversen, “Eye on the Future,” Harper’s Bazaar, January 2001.				yes		Trade press and popular media		"2009: The technology we use for burn victims will be applied to cosmetic enhancement, claims Natasha Vita-More, adviser to the Extropy Institute, a technology information center. Skin transplants will allow scars, wrinkles, acne, or other damaged skin to be replaced with grafts of perfect, bioengineered skin."		NA		In 2009, use of skin transplants for cosmetic enhancement will be commonplace, enabling physicians to replace scars, wrinkles, acne, and other damaged areas to be with bioengineered skin. 

**This is a news article, so the pages are not numbered**										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was included in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		NA		1354		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast was derived from an interview with Natasha Vita-More, an employee of Extropy Institute, a technology information center.				no				The author is predicting that skin transplants will migrate from use in burn patients to patients with other cosmetic concerns.		NA		Technology Migration						254		1		4		224		yes				no		Skin transplants		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Skin transplants are processes/systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Skin transplants seek to manipulate biological systems (skin regeneration or healing).		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Skin transplant technology as a mainstream cosmetic treatment was immature in 2001.		NA				8		Medium-term		no				2001		2009		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA						4/27/2012 12:15		4/27/2012 12:15		SF		1354		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		NA								no						NA		Laurel Naversen, “Eye on the Future,” Harper’s Bazaar, January 2001.				yes		Trade press and popular media		"2010: Cancer prevention will move to the molecular level. Injections, patches, or pills containing microscopic machines known as nanotroops or smart bombs will work like guided missiles that seek and destroy cancer cells, says Ronald Klatz, M.D., president of the American Academy of Anti-Aging Medicine. "		NA		In 2010, nanotroops (aka "smart bombs) capable of finding and destroying cancer cells will be available commercially in injection, transdermal (patch), or pill forms.  

**This is a news article, so the pages are not numbered**										1		Worldwide		The article's author and the interviewee are based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was included in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		NA		1355		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The forecast is based on an interview with Ronald Klatz, a physician associated with the American Academy of Anti-Aging Medicine.				no				The author is predicting the emergence of a new product.		NA		Technology emergence						254		1		4		224		yes				no		Nanotroops/smart bombs		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		In this context, nanotroops/smart bombs would be subsystems of the immune system.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Nanotroops/smart bombs would manipulate biological systems by finding and destroying cancer cells (an immune system function).		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Nanotroops/smart bombs were immature in 2001.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				2001		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA						4/27/2012 12:21		7/12/2012 8:39		SF		1355		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2010		yes		Facebook was the most attacked web 2.0 application in 2010.		Interpreted the phrase "targeted" to include targeting by Phishing attacks.		1		Nick Billington, “Malware and AV Technology Trends in 2010,” 2009.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Particular attention should be paid to the major growth of Web 2.0 sites and their ongoing development. The most targeted Web 2.0 applications will remain the social networks.”		1		In 2010, the Web 2.0 applications most targeted by viruses will be social networks like Facebook and Twitter. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with BitDefender, which is based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		2		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		1		1356		yes		2010		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is affiliated with BitDefender, which provides antivirus software. As a member of the industry, he is likely an expert. The article looks at 2009 trends, as well as macro-level trends in technology development to make predictions about the coming year. 		2010		no		0		The author is predicting the "penetration" of malware among social networking sites, which provides an indication of the sites' popularity.		1		Market penetration		2010		2010		255		2		9		226		yes		0		no		Computer viruses		yes		In 2010, the web 2.0 application most targeted by viruses was Facebook.		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		yes		Viruses are subsystems associated with computer and information technologies.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Viruses and malware are associated with computers.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that viruses were targeting social networking sites in 2009.		1		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2009		2010		Article title.		1						4/27/2012 14:46		6/20/2012 13:47		SF		1356		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						2010		no						1		Nick Billington, “Malware and AV Technology Trends in 2010,” 2009.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“In 2010, we also expect to see a rise of e-threats and attacks targeting “in-the-cloud” based services and applications.”		2		In 2010, e-threats and attacks that target services and applications based "in the cloud" will increase over 2009 levels.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with BitDefender, which is based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		2		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		2		1357		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is affiliated with BitDefender, which provides antivirus software. As a member of the industry, he is likely an expert. The article looks at 2009 trends, as well as macro-level trends in technology development to make predictions about the coming year. 		2010		no				The author is predicting the "penetration" of e-threats and attacks against cloud services and applications, which is an indication of the popularity of these services and applications.		2		Market penetration		2010		2010		255		2		9		226		yes				no		E-threats		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		E-threats are systems in communications and computer technologies. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		E-threats are associated with computer technologies, such as cloud services. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Cloud services were in use in 2009 and were attacked by e-threats.		2				1		Short-term		no				2009		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		2						4/27/2012 14:58		4/27/2012 14:58		SF		1357		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in July of 1999.		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		A survey conducted in 2005/2006 showed that about 2% of the workforce were telecommuting full time. Another in 2010 found that 2% of employees telecommute the majority of the time.		Interpreted telecommuting the "majority of the time" as full-time.		NA		Norman Nie, “Tracking our Techno Future: What are the Social Consequences of Innovation?” American Demographics, 1999, accessed March 16, 2012, http://www.ivc.ca/part43a.htm.				yes		Trade press and popular media		“I predict that by 2005, at least 25% of the American workforce will be telecommuters or home office workers. By this I mean full-time or near full-time workers—including the self-employed and those who work for wages and salaries—operating primarily out of their homes.”		NA		In 2005, at least 25% of the American workforce will telecommute full time or near full-time. 

**The article was retrieved online and does not have page numbers**		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is an American social scientist: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norman_H._Nie		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA		1358		yes				no		2010		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is an American social scientist: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norman_H._Nie who is considered an expert on knowledge networks.		2005		no				The author is predicting the penetration of teleworking (and associated technologies).		NA		Market penetration		2007		2003		256		2		8		225		yes				no		Telecommuting		yes		In 2005, 25% of the American workforce was not telecommuting full time.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Telecommuting is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Telecommuting is a form of communication and requires communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Telecommuting technologies were in use in 1999.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1999		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA						4/27/2012 20:44		6/20/2012 13:49		SF		1358		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date, as seen on the title page.		NA						2004		no						NA		Peter Webb, “The Future of Digital Television,” August 13, 1997.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“But in North America the pursuit of a digital terrestrial policy has reached an advanced stage, and American policy is squarely focused on high definition. The American networks have been given adjacent channels for them to develop HDTV on—they will be required to hand back one of their two channels in several years time—and during those years they will simulcast their present standard definition analogue programs alongside the high definition digital versions of them.”		3		Between 2001 and 2007, American television networks will routinely simulcast standard definition analog programs alongside high-definition digital versions of the programs.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is the former Chairman of the Australian Broadcasting Authority, as seen on the title page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		3		1359		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is the former Chairman of the Australian Broadcasting Authority, as seen on the title page. He is an expert in the field of broadcasting.		2004		no				The author is predicting that American broadcast television will evolve such that high definition programming will be aired along with standard definition analogue programming. 		3		Evolution		2007		2001		257		2		8		225		yes				no		Television broadcasting		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Television broadcasting is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Television is a form of communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		In the preceding sentence, the author indicates that American networks had been given adjacent channels to develop HDTV on.		3				7		Medium-term		no				1997				The forecasted event is predicted to occur "in several years' time." The standard lexicon defines "several" as 4-10, so the event would have to happen 4-10 years after 1997 (when the forecast was made. 		3		2007		2001		4/27/2012 20:55		7/17/2012 7:45		SF		1359		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		According to this document, the article was published in the Journal of Institutional Research in 2001: www.mgt.unm.edu/faculty/vita/rgouvea.pdf		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2003		yes		By 2006 total e-commerce spending in Latin America was $7.5bn rising to $10.57bn in 2007. Hence, 2007 is the year e-commerce spending first reached the forecast amount.		Data stated clearly in sources.		NA		Raul Gouvea and Sul Kassicieh, “E-Learning in Latin America,” 2001				yes		Academic publications		“E-commerce should increase from US$ 36.2 million in 1997 to an expected US$ 8.0 billion by 2003.”		5		E-commerce in Latin America will amount to US$ 8 billion in 2003. 						9		South America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with the Anderson Schools of Management at the University of New Mexico. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement; the forecast pertains to Latin America.		5		1360		yes		2007		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The authors used historical trends, as well as forecasts published by other entities, to make forecasts. This can be seen throughout the document.		2003		no		2		The authors are predicting the penetration of e-commerce in Latin America.		5		Market penetration		2004		2002		258		5		29		225		yes		4		no		E-commerce		yes		In 2003, total e-commerce spending in Latin America was $1.866bn.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		E-commerce requires/creates a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		E-commerce is a form of communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that e-commerce was in use in Latin America in 2001.		5		4		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2001		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		5						4/27/2012 21:06		7/2/2012 13:27		SF		1360		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		According to this document, the article was published in the Journal of Institutional Research in 2001: www.mgt.unm.edu/faculty/vita/rgouvea.pdf		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2003		yes		In 2007 ecommerce spending in Brazil was $4.89bn, reaching $4.3bn for the first time.		Calculated $765 million figure for 2003 using the percentage of total ecommerce spending in Latin America done by Brazilians and the total value of ecommerce spending in Latin America for the appropriate year.		NA		Raul Gouvea and Sul Kassicieh, “E-Learning in Latin America,” 2001				yes		Academic publications		“Brazilian e-commerce is expected to increase from US$ 121 million in 2000 to US$ 4.3 billion by 2003; Mexican e-commerce from US$ 25 million to US$ 1.5 billion, and Argentina’s e-commerce should expand from US$ 15 million to US$ 1.1 billion in the same period." 		6		In 2003, e-commerce in Brazil will amount to US$ 4.3 billion.		92		Brazil		9		South America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with the Anderson Schools of Management at the University of New Mexico. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		6		1361		yes		2007		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The authors used historical trends, as well as forecasts published by other entities, to make forecasts. This can be seen throughout the document.		2003		no		2		The authors are predicting the demand/penetration of e-commerce in Brazil.		6		Market penetration		2004		2002		258		5		29		225		yes		4		no		E-commerce		yes		In 2003 ecommerce spending in Brazil was $765 million.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		E-commerce requires/creates a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		E-commerce is a form of communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that e-commerce was mature in Brazil in 2001.		6		4		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2001		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		6						4/27/2012 21:09		7/2/2012 13:29		SF		1361		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		According to this document, the article was published in the Journal of Institutional Research in 2001: www.mgt.unm.edu/faculty/vita/rgouvea.pdf		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2003		yes		In 2008 ecommerce spending was $2bn in Mexico reaching $1.5bn for the first time.		Calculated $298 million figure for 2003 using the percentage of total ecommerce spending in Latin America done by Mexicans and the total value of ecommerce spending in Latin America for the appropriate year.		NA		Raul Gouvea and Sul Kassicieh, “E-Learning in Latin America,” 2001				yes		Academic publications		"Brazilian e-commerce is expected to increase from US$ 121 million in 2000 to US$ 4.3 billion by 2003; Mexican e-commerce from US$ 25 million to US$ 1.5 billion, and Argentina’s e-commerce should expand from US$ 15 million to US$ 1.1 billion in the same period."		6		In 2003, e-commerce in Mexico will amount to US$ 1.5 billion.		87		Mexico		3		Central America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with the Anderson Schools of Management at the University of New Mexico. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		6		1362		yes		2008		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The authors used historical trends, as well as forecasts published by other entities, to make forecasts. This can be seen throughout the document.		2003		no		2.5		The authors are predicting the demand/penetration of e-commerce in Mexico.		6		Market penetration		2004		2002		258		5		29		225		yes		5		no		E-commerce		yes		In 2003 e-commerce spending in Mexico was $298million.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		E-commerce requires/creates a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		E-commerce is a form of communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The authors indicate that e-commerce was mature in Mexico in 2001.		NA		5		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2001		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		6						4/27/2012 21:12		7/2/2012 13:30		SF		1362		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		According to this document, the article was published in the Journal of Institutional Research in 2001: www.mgt.unm.edu/faculty/vita/rgouvea.pdf		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2003		yes		In 2009 e-commerce revenues in Argentina were $1.28bn, thereby fulfilling the forecast. 		Calculated $75 million figure for 2003 using the percentage of total ecommerce spending in Latin America done by Argentinians and the total value of ecommerce spending in Latin America for the appropriate year. Calculated 2009 figure of $1.28bn by working back from a 48% increase in 2010 to $1.9bn.		NA		Raul Gouvea and Sul Kassicieh, “E-Learning in Latin America,” 2001				yes		Academic publications		“Brazilian e-commerce is expected to increase from US$ 121 million in 2000 to US$ 4.3 billion by 2003; Mexican e-commerce from US$ 25 million to US$ 1.5 billion, and Argentina’s e-commerce should expand from US$ 15 million to US$ 1.1 billion in the same period."		6		In 2003, e-commerce in Argentina will amount to US$ 1.1 billion.		90		Argentina		9		South America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with the Anderson Schools of Management at the University of New Mexico. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		6		1363		yes		2009		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The authors used historical trends, as well as forecasts published by other entities, to make forecasts. This can be seen throughout the document.		2003		no		3		The authors are predicting the demand/penetration of e-commerce in Argentina.		6		Market penetration		2004		2002		258		5		29		225		yes		6		no		E-commerce		yes		In 2003 ecommerce spending in Argentina was $74 million.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		E-commerce requires/creates a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		E-commerce is a form of communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The authors indicate that e-commerce was mature in Argentina in 2001.		NA		6		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2001		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		6						4/27/2012 21:15		7/2/2012 13:31		SF		1363		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		According to this document, the article was published in the Journal of Institutional Research in 2001: www.mgt.unm.edu/faculty/vita/rgouvea.pdf		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		In 2000 the Brazilian e-learning market was worth approximately $71.8 million, rising to $112.6 million in 2001, making this the first year the Brazilian e-learning market was worth $80 million.		Assuming constant positive linear growth rates between 1999 and 2004, the average growth of the e-learning market in Brazil per annum was $40.8m. Using this figure the $80 million forecast was achieved in 2001. 		NA		Raul Gouvea and Sul Kassicieh, “E-Learning in Latin America,” 2001				yes		Academic publications		“The Brazilian market for corporate e-learning is in its first stages. The global corporate e-learning market is expected to gross US$ 2.1 billion in 2000. In this same year, the Brazilian corporate e-learning market for year 2000 is expected to gross US$ 25 million, with a forecast of US$ 80 million by the year 2003." 		9		The Brazilian corporate e-learning market will gross US$ 80 million in 2003.		92		Brazil		9		South America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with the Anderson Schools of Management at the University of New Mexico. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		9		1364		no		2001		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The authors used historical trends, as well as forecasts published by other entities, to make forecasts. This can be seen throughout the document.		2003		no		1		An industry's earnings provides an indication of its market penetration/demand.		9		Market penetration		2004		2002		258		5		29		225		yes		-2		no		E-learning		yes		In 2003 the Brazilian e-learning market was worth approximately $194.2 million.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		E-learning requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		E-learning is a form of communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The authors indicate that e-learning was mature in Brazil in 2001.		9		2		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2001		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		9						4/27/2012 21:19		7/2/2012 13:32		SF		1364		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The paper was included in a document produced by the Canadian Society of Exploration Geophysicists in 1966 (see page 3—of the 4th page of the PDF—in this link: www.cseg.ca/publications/journal/1965_12/1965_12_toc.pdf. 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1991		no		The closest Canada has come to consuming 2.5million barrels of oil per day was in 2005 when it consumed 2.35 millions barrels per day.		Data stated clearly in sources.		5		Robert A. Boulware, “Future Prospects for Exploration Geophysics,” 1966.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Of course the future prospects for Exploration Geophysics are dependent upon the continued demand for petroleum products and the entire oil industry seems to agree that over the next twenty-five years the demand for crude will grow
at a very rapid pace. For example, in Canada, the present production level is at about 850,000 barrels per day. In twenty-five years, it is estimated, this daily rate will increase to over two and one half million barrels per day (about three times the present rate of consumption). This will amount to almost a billion barrels per year just to stay even and maintain our current comfortable margin of approximately
twelve years supply.”
		5		In 1991, Canada's demand for crude oil will be 2.5 million barrels per day. 		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author was the President of the Canadian Society of Exploration Geophysicists when the document was written, and was affiliated with the National Geophysical Co. of Canada, Ltd. 		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		5		Explicit in forecast statement.		5		1365		no				no		2010		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author was the President of the Canadian Society of Exploration Geophysicists when the document was written, and was affiliated with the National Geophysical Co. of Canada, Ltd. As such, he is an expert in the field. 		1991		no				Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		5		Market penetration		1999		1983		259		2		8		227		yes				no		Crude oil		yes		In 1991, Canada consumed 1,662,000 barrels of oil per day.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Crude oil is a component of energy-producing systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Crude oil is used to produce energy.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Crude oil was in use in 1966.		NA				25		Long-term		yes		SF		1966		1991		The forecasted event is supposed to occur "in 25 years." According to the standard lexicon, this is the year the forecast was made (1966) plus 25 years. 		5						4/27/2012 21:26		6/20/2012 13:51		SF		1365		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The paper was included in a document produced by the Canadian Society of Exploration Geophysicists in 1966 (see page 3—of the 4th page of the PDF—in this link: www.cseg.ca/publications/journal/1965_12/1965_12_toc.pdf. 		NA						1968.5		no						5		Robert A. Boulware, “Future Prospects for Exploration Geophysics,” 1966.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Geographically, we can expect a considerable increase in geophysical exploration in offshore areas throughout the world. It is surprising to note that in Canada alone there is as much offshore exploration acreage held by oil companies as there is onshore acreage, approximately 155 million acres in
each case. This offshore acreage is situated off the east and west coasts of Canada and within the great Hudson Bay. It has been predicted that we will soon be drilling in water over 2,000 feet in depth. This will be accomplished by using remotely controlled robots in conjunction with closed circuit T.V. viewers to make sea floor connections and to carry out other mechanical operations of drilling and producing."		6		Between 1966 and 1971, Canadian offshore oil companies will routinely drill in water over 2,000 feet in depth using remotely-controlled robots and closed circuit television viewers. 		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author was the President of the Canadian Society of Exploration Geophysicists when the document was written, and was affiliated with the National Geophysical Co. of Canada, Ltd. 		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		5		Canada was mentioned in the sentences preceding the forecast statement, so the prediction is likely for Canada.		6		1366		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author was the President of the Canadian Society of Exploration Geophysicists when the document was written, and was affiliated with the National Geophysical Co. of Canada, Ltd. As such, he is an expert in the field. 		1968.5		no				The author is predicting that offshore drilling technologies will evolve such that they allow for drilling in increasing depths. 		6		Evolution		1971		1966		259		2		8		235		yes				no		Offshore oil drilling		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Offshore oil drilling requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Offshore oil drilling capitalizes on Robotics Technology		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The drilling technologies described in the forecast were likely in development in 1966.		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				1966				The standard lexicon defines "soon" as "near/short term," which is 1-5 years. As such, this forecast is interpreted to mean that the event will occur between 1966 and 1971.		6		1971		1966		4/27/2012 21:34		7/11/2012 13:27		JG		1366		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33								no						33		“10 Emerging Technologies that Will Change the World,” Technology Review, February 2003. 				yes		Academic publications		"To improve everything from fuel economy to performance, automotive researchers are turning to “mechatronics,” the integration of familiar mechanical systems with new electronic components and intelligent software control. Take brakes. In the next five to 10 years, electromechanical actuators will replace hydraulic cylinders; wires will replace brake fluid lines; and software will mediate between the driver’s foot and the action that slows the car.”		40		Between 2008 and 2013, electromechanical actuators on car brakes will replace hydraulic cylinders.										1		Worldwide		The contributing editors are based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		40		1367		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Editors used their expert knowledge to select 10 emerging technologies they thought would have a major impact in the near future and interviewed researchers who represented the fields.				no				The authors are predicting a decreasing market for hydraulic cylinders.		40		Market penetration						260		2		9		228		yes				no		Electromechanical actuators		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Electromechanical actuators are components of brakes.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Electromechanical actuators are used for automotive brakes.		40		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Electromechanical actuators were in development in 2003.		NA				7.5		Medium-term		no				2003				The forecast was written in 2003 and the event is slated to occur in 5-10 years.		40		2013		2008		4/27/2012 22:00		4/27/2012 22:00		SF		1367		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33								no						33		“10 Emerging Technologies that Will Change the World,” Technology Review, February 2003. 				yes		Academic publications		"To improve everything from fuel economy to performance, automotive researchers are turning to “mechatronics,” the integration of familiar mechanical systems with new electronic components and intelligent software control. Take brakes. In the next give to 10 years, electromechanical actuators will replace hydraulic cylinders; wires will replace brake fluid lines; and software will mediate between the driver’s foot and the action that slows the car.”		40		Between 2008 and 2013, wires will replace brake fluid lines in automobiles worldwide.										1		Worldwide		The contributing editors are based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		40		1368		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Editors used their expert knowledge to select 10 emerging technologies they thought would have a major impact in the near future and interviewed researchers who represented the fields.				no				The forecast is predicting increased demand for wire-based brakes.		40		Market penetration						260		2		9		228		yes				no		Brakes		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Wire-based brakes are subsystems in a vehicle. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		40		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Wire-based brakes were likely in development in 2003.		NA				7.5		Medium-term		no				2003				The forecast was written in 2003 and the event is slated to occur in 5-10 years.		40		2013		2008		4/27/2012 22:04		4/27/2012 22:04		SF		1368		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33								no						33		“10 Emerging Technologies that Will Change the World,” Technology Review, February 2003. 				yes		Academic publications		"To improve everything from fuel economy to performance, automotive researchers are turning to “mechatronics,” the integration of familiar mechanical systems with new electronic components and intelligent software control. Take brakes. In the next give to 10 years, electromechanical actuators will replace hydraulic cylinders; wires will replace brake fluid lines; and software will mediate between the driver’s foot and the action that slows the car.”		40		Between 2008 and 2013, automobiles will use software to mediate between the driver's foot and the action that slows the car.										1		Worldwide		The contributing editors are based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		40		1369		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Editors used their expert knowledge to select 10 emerging technologies they thought would have a major impact in the near future and interviewed researchers who represented the fields.				no				The authors are predicting that software capable of operating car brakes will emerge.		40		Technology emergence						260		2		9		228		yes				no		Brake-controlling software		yes				Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		The software would be a component of a brake system.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		The software would be integrated into automobiles.		40		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The software was likely being researched in 2003.		NA				7.5		Medium-term		no				2003				The forecast was written in 2003 and the event is slated to occur in 5-10 years.		40		2013		2008		4/27/2012 22:07		4/27/2012 22:07		SF		1369		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		33		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005.5		yes		Mechatronics in the form of ABS ha been incorporated into a worldwide selection of non luxury vehicles at least as early as 1993.		Interpreted the variety of cars (listed in source) both domestic and foreign to be indicative that ABS and hence mechatronics  were in use worlwide in non-luxury vehicles.		33		“10 Emerging Technologies that Will Change the World,” Technology Review, February 2003. 				yes		Academic publications		“Although the luxury market looms largest today—new high-end models from BMW contain more than 70 microprocessors that control more than 120 tiny motors—mechatronics will be moving into the wider car market within five years, says Lino Guzzella, codirector of the Institute of Measurement and Control at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology.” 		41		Between 2003 and 2008, mechatronics will be incorporated into non-luxury car markets worldwide. 										1		Worldwide		The contributing editors are based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		41		1370		no		1993		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		Editors used their expert knowledge to select 10 emerging technologies they thought would have a major impact in the near future and interviewed researchers who represented the fields.		2005.5		no		5		Explicit in forecast statement; there will be a market for mechatronics in non-luxury vehicles.		41		Market penetration		2008		2003		260		2		9		228		yes		-12.5		no		Mechatronics		yes		In 2006 mechatronics were be incorporated into non-luxury car markets worldwide. 		Big picture analysis of multiple different information sources to identify broad trends, issues, events ect		Scanning		2		no		Mechatronics are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Mechatronics are used in automobiles.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that mechatronics were in use in the luxury car market in 2003.		41		12.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2003				The event is slated to occur in 1-5 years. Since the forecast was made in 2003, this is 2003-2008.		41		2008		2003		4/27/2012 22:11		7/16/2012 7:15		SF		1370		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 199.		21		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		As early as 2001, the replacement of CFC's by more ozone-friendly alternatives had been a commercial success.		The research notes that phaseouts had already begun in 2001.		20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"CFCs are replaced: The majority of CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons) are replaced by materials that do not damage the ozone layer. 2006"		26		In 2006, chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) will be replaced by other materials that do not damage the ozone layer.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		26		1371		yes		2001		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 		2006		no		0.5		The authors are predicting that the market for CFCs will decrease.		26		Market penetration		2009		2003		261		1		6		236		yes		-5		no		Chlorofluorocarbons		yes		In 2006, CFCs had been replaced with HFCs. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		CFCs are components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		CFCs capitalize on physical properties.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		CFCs were in use in 1996.		NA		5		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		26						4/28/2012 12:50		7/13/2012 8:21		SF		1371		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996		21								no						20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Household waste: One-half of the waste from households in developed countries is recycled. 2008"		26		In 2008, one half of the waste from households in developed countries will be recycled.										7		Multi-regional		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		The forecast applies to developed countries.		26		1372		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 				no				The authors are predicting that the popularity of recycling will increase.		26		Market penetration						261		1		6		236		yes				no		Recycling		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Recycling is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Recycling capitalizes on chemical and mechanical properties.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Waste was recycled in 1996.		NA				12		Long-term		no				1996		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		26						4/28/2012 12:54		4/28/2012 12:54		SF		1372		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996		21						2006		no						20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Industrial ecology: The majority of manufacturing facilities use industrial ecology (eco-industrial parks operating as a closed system) to reduce waste pollution. 2006"		26		In 2006, more than 50% of manufacturing facilities worldwide will use industrial ecology (eco-industrial parks operating as closed systems) to reduce waste pollution.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1373		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 		2006		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of industrial ecology for waste disposal.		26		Market penetration		2009		2003		261		1		6		236		yes				no		Industrial ecology		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Industrial ecology is a system for reducing pollution.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Industrial ecology would capitalize on physical, chemical, and mechanical systems.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Industrial ecology was not widely-used in 1996.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		26						4/28/2012 12:59		7/11/2012 9:26		SF		1373		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21								no						20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Genetically produced food: Genetic engineering techniques are routinely used to produce new strains of plants and animals. 2008 "		26		In 2008, genetic engineering techniques will be routinely used to produce new strains of plants and animals.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1374		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 				no				The authors are predicting the popularity of genetic engineering techniques for the agricultural market.		26		Market penetration						261		1		6		224		yes				no		Genetic engineering		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Genetic engineering is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Genetic engineering seeks to manipulate biological processes.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Genetic engineering had been used to create transgenic plants in 1996.		NA				12		Long-term		no				1996		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		26						4/28/2012 13:02		4/28/2012 13:02		SF		1374		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21								no						20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Personal digital assistants: Hand-held microcomputers are used by the majority of people to manage their work and personal affairs. 2008"		26		In 2008, handheld microcomputers will be used by more than 50% of the world population to manage work and personal affairs.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1375		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 				no				The authors are predicting the popularity of PDAs.		26		Market penetration						261		1		6		225		yes				no		Personal digital assistants		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		PDAs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		PDAs are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		PDAs were in use in 1996 but were not widespread for the predicted applications. 		NA				12		Long-term		no				1996		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		26						4/28/2012 13:06		4/28/2012 13:06		SF		1375		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21								no						20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Parallel processing: Supercomputers using massive parallel processing are commonly used (30%). 2008"		26		In 2008, the use of supercomputers capable of massively parallel processing will be commonplace worldwide.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1376		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 				no				The authors are predicting the popularity of the supercomputers.		26		Market penetration						261		1		6		226		yes				no		Supercomputer		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Supercomputers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		26		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The described supercomputers existed in 1996 but were not widely used.		NA				12		Long-term		no				1996		2008		Explicit in forecast statement. 		26						4/28/2012 13:09		4/28/2012 13:09		SF		1376		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		Computers with all these features were available as early as 1995.		Found when all PC parts necessary to carry out functionality in forecast were available, since finding any single "first" PC would be impractical. 		20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"PCs include interactive television: Personal computers incorporate television, telephone, and interactive video transmission. 2005"		26		In 2005, personal computers that incorporate television, telephone, and interactive video transmission will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1377		no		1995		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 		2005		no		1.111111111		The authors are predicting that PCs will evolve such that they'll incorporate other technologies.		26		Evolution		2008		2002		261		1		6		225		yes		-10		no		Personal computers		yes		Personal computers that incorporate television, telephone, and interactive video transmission had been available for at least 10 years prior to 2005.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		PCs are systems.		26		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		In this context, the PCs would be used for communication.		26		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		PCs with the described functionality were in development in 1996.		NA		10		9		Medium-term		yes		SF		1996		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		26						4/28/2012 13:12		7/17/2012 7:43		SF		1377		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		The first complete pre-built Media Center PC was marketed by Hewlett Packard in 2002 to coincide with the release of Windows XP Media Center Edition.		Used date of first commercially available pre-built self labeled media center as many computers could and would have been used in a very similar way for many years before.		20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Entertainment center: An entertainment center combining interactive television, telephone, and computer capability is commercially available for home use. 2006"		26		In 2006, a home entertainment device capable of combining interactive television, telephone, and computer capability will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1378		yes		2002		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 		2006		no		0.4		The authors are predicting that a new technology will emerge.		26		Technology emergence		2009		2003		261		1		6		225		yes		-4		no		Home entertainment device		yes		There were Media Center PC's designed to incorporate all the functionality described in the forecast available in 2006.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The described device is a system that, when performing all of the described functions, would be part of a system of systems.		26		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The described device would primarily be used for communication.		26		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The described device was in development in 1996.		NA		4		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		26						4/28/2012 13:17		7/17/2012 7:44		SF		1378		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		Magnetic memory as forecast was the standard type of memory in 2006. It had been the standard memory type for 10 years by 2006. 		Magnetic storage (one of the "advanced" types of storage mentioned in the forecast) had been standard since 1981 or 1982, so the forecast was already true before the author made the prediction. CD burners (optical storage) became standard a few years after the forecast was made, and semi conductor storage still isn't standard as of 2012. The forecast can be interpreted one of two ways: 1) that all three advanced storage types become standard (in which case, the forecast has not yet been achieved because semiconductor storage has not yet been standard), or 2) that any of the three storage types listed become standard (in which case, the forecast was achieved in 1982, when magnetic storage was standard). The analyst assumes the latter is the case, because the original forecast language implies that any "advanced" type of storage would become standard in the time horizon. 		20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Advanced data storage: More advanced forms of data storage (optical, non-volatile semiconductor, magnetic memory, etc.) is standard on multimedia personal computers. 2006"		26		In 2006, optical, non-volatile, semiconductor, and/or magnetic memory will be the standard forms of data storage included in multimedia personal computers.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		106		Greenland		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1379		no		1982		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 		2006		no		2.4		The authors are predicting the penetration of advanced data storage forms.		26		Market penetration		2009		2003		261		1		6		226		yes		-24		no		Personal computers		yes		In 2006, magnetic memory had been standard in personal computers for 10 years.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Data storage is a subsystem of a PC.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		PCs are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Advanced data storage forms were included in PCs in 1996 but were not standard.		NA		24		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		26						4/28/2012 13:21		7/13/2012 12:05		SF		1379		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21						2007		no						20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Modular software: The majority of software is generated automatically using software modules (object-oriented programming, CASE tools, etc.). 2007"		27		In 2007, more than 50% of software will be generated automatically using software modules, such as object-oriented programming computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tools. In this way, software generation will be modular. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		27		1380		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 		2007		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of software modules.		27		Market penetration		2010		2004		261		1		6		226		yes				no		Software		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Modular software would be a system associated with computers.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Software is associated with computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Modular software was likely in development in 1996.		NA				11		Long-term		no				1996		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		27						4/28/2012 13:26		7/13/2012 11:17		SF		1380		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21						2007		no						20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Computer sensory recognition: Voice, handwriting, and optical recognition features allow ordinary personal computers to interact with humans. 2007"		27		In 2007, voice, handwriting, and optical recognition features will allow ordinary personal computers to interact with users. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		27		1381		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 		2007		no				The authors are predicting that PCs will evolve such that they an interact with users.		27		Evolution		2010		2004		261		1		6		225		yes				no		Personal computers		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		PCs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The predicted PCs would interact/communicate with humans		27		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		PCs of this type existed in 1996 but were not associated with ordinary PCs.		NA				11		Long-term		no				1996		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		27						4/28/2012 13:29		4/28/2012 13:29		SF		1381		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21						2006		no						20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Personal communication systems: PCS has a significant (10%) share of the market for voice communications. 2006"		27		In 2006, personal communication systems will have 10% of the global market share for voice communications.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		27		1382		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 		2006		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		27		Market penetration		2009		2003		261		1		6		225		yes				no		Personal communication systems		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Personal communication systems are systems.		27		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		27		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Personal communication systems were in development in 1996.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		27						4/28/2012 13:32		4/28/2012 13:32		SF		1382		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21						2006		no						20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Standard digital protocol: Most communications systems (80%) in industrialized countries adopt a standard digital protocol. 2006"		27		In 2006, at least 80% of the communications systems in industrialized countries will adopt a standard digital protocol.										7		Multi-regional		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		The forecast applies to industrialized countries.		27		1383		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 		2006		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		27		Market penetration		2009		2003		261		1		6		225		yes				no		Communication systems		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Explicit in forecast statement.		27		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		27		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Communication systems were in use in 1996.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		27						4/28/2012 13:35		4/28/2012 13:35		SF		1383		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21								no						20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Information superhighway: Most people (80%) in developed countries access an information superhighway. 2008"		27		In 2008, at least 80% of people in developed countries will have access to the Internet.										7		Multi-regional		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		The forecast applies to developed countries.		27		1384		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 				no				Explicit in forecast statement.		27		Market penetration						261		1		6		225		yes				no		Internet		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The "information superhighway" is used for communication. 		27		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in developed countries in 1996.		NA				12		Long-term		no				1996		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		27						4/28/2012 13:38		4/28/2012 13:38		SF		1384		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21						2007		no						20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Groupware systems: Groupware systems are routinely used for simultaneously working and learning together at multiple sites. 2007"		27		In 2007, groupware systems will be routinely used to allow people to simultaneously work and learn together at multiple sites.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		27		1385		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 		2007		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of groupware systems.		27		Market penetration		2010		2004		261		1		6		225		yes				no		Groupware systems		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Explicit in forecast statement.		27		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Groupware systems are used for communication.		27		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Groupware systems were likely in development in 1996.		NA				11		Long-term		no				1996		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		27						4/28/2012 13:42		4/28/2012 13:42		SF		1385		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21						2003		no						20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Entertainment-on-demand: A variety of movies, TV shows, sports, and other forms of entertainment can be selected electronically at home on demand. 2003"		27		In 2003, movies, TV shows, sports, and other forms of entertainment can be selected by users to view at home on demand.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		27		1386		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 		2003		no				The authors are predicting that home entertainment will evolve such that it is on-demand.		27		Evolution		2005		2001		261		1		6		225		yes				no		On-demand home entertainment		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		On-demand entertainment requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		On-demand entertainment is used for communication. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		On-demand entertainment was in development in 1996.		NA				7		Medium-term		no				1996		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		27						4/28/2012 13:45		4/28/2012 13:45		SF		1386		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		As early as 1994, video conference networks were described as commonplace in business and industry.		Data stated clearly in sources.		20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Videoconferencing: Teleconferencing is routinely used in industrialized countries for business meetings. 2004"		27		In 2004, the use of videoteleconferencing for business meetings in industrialized nations will be commonplace.										7		Multi-regional		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		The forecast is for industrialized countries.		27		1387		yes		1994		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 		2004		no		1.25		The authors are predicting the popularity of VTCs.		27		Market penetration		2006		2002		261		1		6		225		yes		-10		no		Videoteleconferencing 		yes		In 2004 video conferencing was commonplace with minimal investment nessecary in only a webcam, Internet connection and videoconferencing software.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Videoteleconferencing is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Videoteleconferencing is used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Videoteleconferencing was in limited use in 1996.		NA		10		8		Medium-term		yes		SF		1996		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		27						4/28/2012 13:48		7/17/2012 7:42		SF		1387		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21						2007		no						20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Online publishing: The majority of books and publications are published online. 2007"		27		In 2007, more than 50% of books and publications will be published online.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		27		1388		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 		2007		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of online publishing.		27		Market penetration		2010		2004		261		1		6		225		yes				no		Online publishing		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Online publishing is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Online publishing is associated with communicating information (books, news, etc.).		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Online publishing was not widely used in 1996.		NA				11		Long-term		no				1996		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		27						4/28/2012 13:51		7/17/2012 7:41		SF		1388		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21						2006		no						20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Distance learning: Schools and colleges commonly use computerized teaching programs and interactive television lectures and seminars, as well as traditional methods. 2006"		27		In 2006, it will be commonplace for schools and colleges worldwide to use computerized teaching programs and interactive television lectures and seminars along with traditional teaching methods. The combinations of these technologies will facilitate distance learning.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		27		1389		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 		2006		no				The authors are predicting that traditional teaching will evolve, thanks to the evolution of communication and computer technologies.		27		Evolution		2009		2003		261		1		6		225		yes				no		Distance learning		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Distance learning is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Distance learning is a form of communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Distance learning of the type described was not widely used in 1996.		27				10		Medium-term		no				1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		27						4/28/2012 13:55		4/28/2012 13:55		SF		1389		SF

		2		yes		no		Verification U.S. data only unsure if this is satisfactory to extrapolate from given the forecast is stated to apply worldwide. DF

Need to conduct some research for other countries. SF 7/2/12 				yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		In 2007 only 11.8% of doctors offices in the U.S had a system capable of this functionality and only 3.87% of doctors offices used these systems. In 2009 20.5% of doctors offices is the U.S had such systems and 6.3% of doctors used them. In 2008 only 6.6% of prescriptions were eligible to be passed through an e-prescribing process such as that described in the forecast.		Data only concerns U.S. healthcare. Interprets "routinely" to mean something akin to standard practice. Interpreted the basic EMR system as not covering the requirements of the forecast due to limited functionality.		20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Self-care: Computerized information systems are commonly used for medical care, including diagnosis, dispensing prescriptions, monitoring medical conditions, and self-care. 2007"		28		In 2007, computerized information systems will be routinely used for medical care, including diagnosing diseases, dispensing prescriptions, and monitoring medical conditions.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		28		1390		yes				no		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 		2007		yes				The authors are predicting the popularity of computerized information systems in the medical field.		28		Market penetration		2010		2004		261		1		6		225		yes				no		Telemedicine		yes		In 2007 computerized information systems which diagnosed diseases, dispensed prescriptions, and monitored medical conditions were not used routinely.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Telemedicine requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Telemedicine relies on communication technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Telemedicine was in limited use in 1996.		NA				11		Long-term		no				1996		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		28						4/28/2012 14:00		7/12/2012 9:47		SC		1390		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		Hybrid vehicles were first available commercially in Japan in 1997.		Data stated clearly in sources.		20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Hybrid vehicles: Vehicles that combine electric and internal combustion engines are commercially available. 2006"		28		In 2006, vehicles that combine electric and internal combustion engines will be commercially available.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		28		1391		yes		1997		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 		2006		no		0.9		The authors are predicting that hybrid vehicles will emerge on the market.		28		Technology emergence		2009		2003		261		1		6		228		yes		-9		no		Hybrid vehicles		yes		In 2006, hybrid vehicles were commercially available.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Hybrid vehicles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		28		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Hybrid vehicles were in limited use in 1996. 		NA		9		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		28						4/28/2012 14:03		6/20/2012 14:00		SF		1391		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Information on page 21 indicates that the latest Delphi survey was conducted in 1996.		21						2006		no						20,28		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Electric cars: Battery-powered electric cars are commonly (305) available. 2006"		28		In 2006, 30% of automobile manufacturers will offer battery-powered electric cars. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the George Washington University.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		25		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		28		1392		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Delphi technique was used to generate forecasts. According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 		2006		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of electric cars.		28		Market penetration		2009		2003		261		1		6		228		yes				no		Electric cars		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		28		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electric cars were in use in 1996.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1996		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		28						4/28/2012 14:08		4/28/2012 14:08		SF		1392		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The first paragraph indicates that the forecasts were written in 1996, and provides a link to a lecture the author gave to the Australian Computer Society’s North Queensland Chapter in February of 1996 (http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm). However, the top of the document also indicates that the forecasts may be part of the author’s book, “Net Traveller.” The book appears to have been published in 1999 (http://books.google.com/books/about/Net_traveller.html?id=BQttAAAACAAJ). 		NA						2005		no						6		Tom Worthington, “Australia: The Networked Nation,” February 7, 1996, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Medium and large businesses have high bandwidth digital fibre optic cabling”		2		In 2005, it will be commonplace for medium and large Australian businesses to use high bandwidth digital fiber optic cabling.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The author was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The lecture's title indicates that the forecasts pertained to Australia.		NA		1393		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		On page 6, the author indicates that the preceding narrative (in which he describes future events in Australia as if they had already occurred) was “slightly tongue-in-cheek fiction.” However, he was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996, making him an expert in computer science and technology, especially as it pertains to Australia (see: http://www.tomw.net.au/twpubs.html). As such, the author used a combination of science fiction analysis and expert opinion to derive forecasts. 		2005		no				The author is predicting the popularity of high bandwidth fiber optic cabling among businesses.		2		Market penetration		2008		2002		262		2		63		225		yes				no		Internet		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 1996.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		The statement is embedded in a section entitled, “2005: look, no wires!”		2						4/28/2012 15:30		4/28/2012 15:30		SF		1393		SF

		1		yes		no		We need to find additional documentation that the event hasn't occurred, since the current ground truth doc is a forecast. SF 7/2/12 				yes		The first paragraph indicates that the forecasts were written in 1996, and provides a link to a lecture the author gave to the Australian Computer Society’s North Queensland Chapter in February of 1996 (http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm). However, the top of the document also indicates that the forecasts may be part of the author’s book, “Net Traveller.” The book appears to have been published in 1999 (http://books.google.com/books/about/Net_traveller.html?id=BQttAAAACAAJ). 		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1998		no		As of 2006 the concept of a disposable computer was a concept that was still only forecast for the future.		Uses forecast of these kinds of disposable computers existing in the future as evidence of their lack of feasibility and existence at time source was written.		6		Tom Worthington, “Australia: The Networked Nation,” February 7, 1996, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“A few people still use personal computers, but mostly as antique furniture. With the availability of low cost networking, the need for each person to have a stand-alone computer was removed around 1998. Low cost, almost disposable terminals are in common use. These have enough processing power (equivalent to about four 1996-era Intel Pentium processors) and memory (64 megabytes) to hold the data the user needs immediately.”		2		In 1998, low-cost, disposable computer terminals will replace standalone personal computers in Australia. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The author was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The lecture's title indicates that the forecasts pertained to Australia.		1		1394		no				no		2006		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		On page 6, the author indicates that the preceding narrative (in which he describes future events in Australia as if they had already occurred) was “slightly tongue-in-cheek fiction.” However, he was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996, making him an expert in computer science and technology, especially as it pertains to Australia (see: http://www.tomw.net.au/twpubs.html). As such, the author used a combination of science fiction analysis and expert opinion to derive forecasts. 		1998		yes				The author is predicting the decreasing popularity of standalone PCs.		2		Market penetration		1999		1997		262		2		63		226		yes				no		Computer terminals		yes		In 1998 there were no disposable computer terminals.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		2		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The described terminals were likely in the early phases of development in 1996.		NA				2		Short-term		no				1996		1998		The statement is embedded in a section entitled, “1998: the year my PC broke”		2						4/28/2012 15:39		7/12/2012 9:47		SC		1394		SF

		6		yes		no		This forecast is unverifiable and should be omitted from our final sample set. SF 7/5/12		This forecast is unverifiable and should be omitted from our final sample set. SF 7/5/12		yes		The first paragraph indicates that the forecasts were written in 1996, and provides a link to a lecture the author gave to the Australian Computer Society’s North Queensland Chapter in February of 1996 (http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm). However, the top of the document also indicates that the forecasts may be part of the author’s book, “Net Traveller.” The book appears to have been published in 1999 (http://books.google.com/books/about/Net_traveller.html?id=BQttAAAACAAJ). 		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1998		no		See interpretation explanation. 		Since there is no data available from the company which installed these terminals we cannot find out when the forecast was achieved (if it was achieved at all).		6		Tom Worthington, “Australia: The Networked Nation,” February 7, 1996, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“A few people still use personal computers, but mostly as antique furniture. With the availability of low cost networking, the need for each person to have a stand-alone computer was removed around 1998. Low cost, almost disposable terminals are in common use. These have enough processing power (equivalent to about four 1996-era Intel Pentium processors) and memory (64 megabytes) to hold the data the user needs immediately.”		2		In 1998, low-cost computer terminals that replace standalone personal computers in Australia will have processing power equivalent to four 1996-era Intel Pentium processors.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The author was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The lecture's title indicates that the forecasts pertained to Australia.		1		1395		yes				no		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		On page 6, the author indicates that the preceding narrative (in which he describes future events in Australia as if they had already occurred) was “slightly tongue-in-cheek fiction.” However, he was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996, making him an expert in computer science and technology, especially as it pertains to Australia (see: http://www.tomw.net.au/twpubs.html). As such, the author used a combination of science fiction analysis and expert opinion to derive forecasts. 		1998		yes				The author is predicting that a new technology will emerge (thereby replacing an older technology), and will have a certain processing power		2		Technology emergence		1999		1997		262		2		63		226		yes				no		Computer terminals		yes		 In 1998 computer terminals existed in Australia, however the most likely did not meet the forecast requirements. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		2		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The described computer terminals were likely in early development in 1996.		NA				2		Short-term		no				1996		1998		The statement is embedded in a section entitled, “1998: the year my PC broke”		2						4/28/2012 15:44		7/13/2012 10:03		SC		1395		SF

		5		yes		no		The forecast is unverifiable and should not be used in the final sample. SF 7/5/12 		The forecast is unverifiable and should not be used in the final sample. SF 7/5/12 		yes		The first paragraph indicates that the forecasts were written in 1996, and provides a link to a lecture the author gave to the Australian Computer Society’s North Queensland Chapter in February of 1996 (http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm). However, the top of the document also indicates that the forecasts may be part of the author’s book, “Net Traveller.” The book appears to have been published in 1999 (http://books.google.com/books/about/Net_traveller.html?id=BQttAAAACAAJ). 		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1998		no		In 1998 computer terminals existed in Australia. The company that installed these does not know the specifications. However, what research is available shows that they probably did not meet the forecast. 		Since there is no data available from the company which installed those terminals we cannot find out when the forecast was achieved (if it was achieved at all).		6		Tom Worthington, “Australia: The Networked Nation,” February 7, 1996, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“A few people still use personal computers, but mostly as antique furniture. With the availability of low cost networking, the need for each person to have a stand-alone computer was removed around 1998. Low cost, almost disposable terminals are in common use. These have enough processing power (equivalent to about four 1996-era Intel Pentium processors) and memory (64 megabytes) to hold the data the user needs immediately.”		2		In 1998, low-cost computer terminals that replace standalone personal computers in Australia will have 64 megabytes of memory.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The author was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The lecture's title indicates that the forecasts pertained to Australia.		1		1396		yes				no		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		On page 6, the author indicates that the preceding narrative (in which he describes future events in Australia as if they had already occurred) was “slightly tongue-in-cheek fiction.” However, he was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996, making him an expert in computer science and technology, especially as it pertains to Australia (see: http://www.tomw.net.au/twpubs.html). As such, the author used a combination of science fiction analysis and expert opinion to derive forecasts. 		1998		yes				The author is predicting that a new technology will emerge to replace the existing one, and that this new technology will have certain performance characteristics (64 megabyte memory).		2		Technology emergence		1999		1997		262		2		63		226		yes				no		Computer terminals		yes		The terminals available in Australia in 1998 most likely did not have the specifications required to meet the forecast. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		2		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The described terminals were likely in the early stages of development in 1996.		NA				2		Short-term		no				1996		1998		The statement is embedded in a section entitled, “1998: the year my PC broke”		2						4/28/2012 15:47		7/12/2012 9:47		SC		1396		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The first paragraph indicates that the forecasts were written in 1996, and provides a link to a lecture the author gave to the Australian Computer Society’s North Queensland Chapter in February of 1996 (http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm). However, the top of the document also indicates that the forecasts may be part of the author’s book, “Net Traveller.” The book appears to have been published in 1999 (http://books.google.com/books/about/Net_traveller.html?id=BQttAAAACAAJ). 		NA						1998		no						6		Tom Worthington, “Australia: The Networked Nation,” February 7, 1996, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Long term storage of information on an unreliable, breakable, stealable desktop or portable computer would be considered eccentric today. Data is stored either safely on servers, owned by the employee’s company or by a contracted service provider. Data is downloaded as required over the network.”		2		In 1998, Australian workers will store data on company servers or on servers owned by a contracted provider, rather than on their desktops. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The author was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The lecture's title indicates that the forecasts pertained to Australia.		2		1397		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		On page 6, the author indicates that the preceding narrative (in which he describes future events in Australia as if they had already occurred) was “slightly tongue-in-cheek fiction.” However, he was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996, making him an expert in computer science and technology, especially as it pertains to Australia (see: http://www.tomw.net.au/twpubs.html). As such, the author used a combination of science fiction analysis and expert opinion to derive forecasts. 		1998		no				The author is predicting the popularity of servers for data storage.		2		Market penetration		1999		1997		262		2		63		226		yes				no		Data storage servers		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		Data storage servers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Servers are used to store information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Servers existed in 1996.		NA				2		Short-term		no				1996		1998		The statement is embedded in a section entitled, “1998: the year my PC broke”		2						4/28/2012 15:52		4/28/2012 15:52		SF		1397		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The first paragraph indicates that the forecasts were written in 1996, and provides a link to a lecture the author gave to the Australian Computer Society’s North Queensland Chapter in February of 1996 (http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm). However, the top of the document also indicates that the forecasts may be part of the author’s book, “Net Traveller.” The book appears to have been published in 1999 (http://books.google.com/books/about/Net_traveller.html?id=BQttAAAACAAJ). 		NA						1998		no						6		Tom Worthington, “Australia: The Networked Nation,” February 7, 1996, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Personal Access Display Devices (PADDs) are the 1998 equivalent of the disposable pocked calculator and the successor to the primitive Personal Digital Assistants, notebook PCs, radio pagers and mobile telephones of 1996…PADDs range in size from a large brooch to an A4 clipboard. Most people own several units. Small PADDs, the size of pocket calculators are cheap and disposable. You can borrow someone else’s PADD, enter your security codes and download your information from the ‘net."		3		In 1998, personal access display devices (the successor to the personal digital assistants, notebook PCs, radio pagers, and mobile telephones of 1996) commercially available in Australia will range in size from a large brooch to an A4 clipboard. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The author was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The lecture's title indicates that the forecasts pertained to Australia.		1		1398		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		On page 6, the author indicates that the preceding narrative (in which he describes future events in Australia as if they had already occurred) was “slightly tongue-in-cheek fiction.” However, he was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996, making him an expert in computer science and technology, especially as it pertains to Australia (see: http://www.tomw.net.au/twpubs.html). As such, the author used a combination of science fiction analysis and expert opinion to derive forecasts. 		1998		no				The authors are predicting that a new technology w/ certain physical characteristics will emerge.		3		Technology emergence		1999		1997		262		2		63		225		yes				no		Smart phone or tablet		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		The technologies themselves are systems. When attached to a network, they become part of a system of systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The technology described is a smart phone or tablet, which are used for communication.		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The technology was in development in 1996.		NA				2		Short-term		no				1996		1998		The statement is embedded in a section entitled, “1998: the year my PC broke”		2						4/28/2012 16:03		4/28/2012 16:03		SF		1398		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The first paragraph indicates that the forecasts were written in 1996, and provides a link to a lecture the author gave to the Australian Computer Society’s North Queensland Chapter in February of 1996 (http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm). However, the top of the document also indicates that the forecasts may be part of the author’s book, “Net Traveller.” The book appears to have been published in 1999 (http://books.google.com/books/about/Net_traveller.html?id=BQttAAAACAAJ). 		NA						1998		no						6		Tom Worthington, “Australia: The Networked Nation,” February 7, 1996, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Personal Access Display Devices (PADDs) are the 1998 equivalent of the disposable pocked calculator and the successor to the primitive Personal Digital Assistants, notebook PCs, radio pagers and mobile telephones of 1996…PADDs range in size from a large brooch to an A4 clipboard. Most people own several units. Small PADDs, the size of pocket calculators are cheap and disposable. You can borrow someone else’s PADD, enter your security codes and download your information from the ‘net."		3		In 1998, more than 50% of Australians who own personal access display devices (the successor to the personal digital assistants, notebook PCs, radio pagers, and mobile telephones of 1996) will own 4-10 units, rather than just 1. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The author was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The lecture's title indicates that the forecasts pertained to Australia.		1		1399		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		On page 6, the author indicates that the preceding narrative (in which he describes future events in Australia as if they had already occurred) was “slightly tongue-in-cheek fiction.” However, he was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996, making him an expert in computer science and technology, especially as it pertains to Australia (see: http://www.tomw.net.au/twpubs.html). As such, the author used a combination of science fiction analysis and expert opinion to derive forecasts. 		1998		no				The author is predicting the popularity of the devices among Australians (as well as the affordability).		3		Market penetration		1999		1997		262		2		63		225		yes				no		Smart phone or tablet		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		The devices are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The described technology is a smart phone or a tablet, which are used for communication.		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The devices were in development in 1996.		NA				2		Short-term		no				1996		1998		The statement is embedded in a section entitled, “1998: the year my PC broke”		2						4/28/2012 16:08		4/28/2012 16:08		SF		1399		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The first paragraph indicates that the forecasts were written in 1996, and provides a link to a lecture the author gave to the Australian Computer Society’s North Queensland Chapter in February of 1996 (http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm). However, the top of the document also indicates that the forecasts may be part of the author’s book, “Net Traveller.” The book appears to have been published in 1999 (http://books.google.com/books/about/Net_traveller.html?id=BQttAAAACAAJ). 		NA						1998		no						6		Tom Worthington, “Australia: The Networked Nation,” February 7, 1996, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Larger PADDs are about the size of 1996’s sub-notebook computers (the dimensions of a B5 sheet of paper, by 1 cm thick). PADDs usually have a touch sensitive screen covering the whole upper surface, which is also a high resolution (2000 x 2000 pixel by 16 miollion colours) screen. All PADDs have video and audio built in. The PADD can operate as what a 1996 person would know as a mobile telephone, radio, TV and camcorder."		3		In 1998, large personal access display devices (the successor to the personal digital assistants, notebook PCs, radio pagers, and mobile telephones of 1996) commercially available in Australia will be the size of a standard sub-notebook computer available in 1996. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The author was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The lecture's title indicates that the forecasts pertained to Australia.		1		1400		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		On page 6, the author indicates that the preceding narrative (in which he describes future events in Australia as if they had already occurred) was “slightly tongue-in-cheek fiction.” However, he was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996, making him an expert in computer science and technology, especially as it pertains to Australia (see: http://www.tomw.net.au/twpubs.html). As such, the author used a combination of science fiction analysis and expert opinion to derive forecasts. 		1998		no				The author is predicting that a certain product with specific physical characteristics will emerge.		3		Technology emergence		1999		1997		262		2		63		225		yes				no		Smart phone or tablet		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		The devices are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The described technology is a smart phone or a tablet, which are used for communication.		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The devices were in development in 1996.		NA				2		Short-term		no				1996		1998		The statement is embedded in a section entitled, “1998: the year my PC broke”		2						4/28/2012 16:13		4/28/2012 16:13		SF		1400		SF

		5		yes		no						yes		The first paragraph indicates that the forecasts were written in 1996, and provides a link to a lecture the author gave to the Australian Computer Society’s North Queensland Chapter in February of 1996 (http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm). However, the top of the document also indicates that the forecasts may be part of the author’s book, “Net Traveller.” The book appears to have been published in 1999 (http://books.google.com/books/about/Net_traveller.html?id=BQttAAAACAAJ). 		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1998		no		The state of the art personal access display device available in Australia in 1998 was the Nokia 9000il Communicator, which had a resolution of 640 x 200. 		All of the available technologies, including current, have lower resolutions listed than the forecast resolution. 		NA		Tom Worthington, “Australia: The Networked Nation,” February 7, 1996, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Larger PADDs are about the size of 1996’s sub-notebook computers (the dimensions of a B5 sheet of paper, by 1 cm thick). PADDs usually have a touch sensitive screen covering the whole upper surface, which is also a high resolution (2000 x 2000 pixel by 16 miollion colours) screen. All PADDs have video and audio built in. The PADD can operate as what a 1996 person would know as a mobile telephone, radio, TV and camcorder. "		3		In 1998, personal access display devices (the successor to the personal digital assistants, notebook PCs, radio pagers, and mobile telephones of 1996) commercially available will have a high resolution (2000 x 2000 pixel by 16 million colors) screen.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The author was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The lecture's title indicates that the forecasts pertained to Australia.		1		1401		yes				no		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		On page 6, the author indicates that the preceding narrative (in which he describes future events in Australia as if they had already occurred) was “slightly tongue-in-cheek fiction.” However, he was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996, making him an expert in computer science and technology, especially as it pertains to Australia (see: http://www.tomw.net.au/twpubs.html). As such, the author used a combination of science fiction analysis and expert opinion to derive forecasts. 		1998		no				The author is predicting that a technology will emerge, and that it will have certain physical characteristics.		3		Technology emergence		1999		1997		262		2		63		225		yes				no		Smart phone or tablet		yes		Not achieved in 1998; displays available at the time had a lower resolution. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		The devices themselves are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The described technology is a smart phone or tablet.		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The devices were in development in 1996.		NA				2		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		1998		The statement is embedded in a section entitled, “1998: the year my PC broke”		2						4/28/2012 16:18		7/5/2012 13:48		SF		1401		SF

		5		yes		no						yes		The first paragraph indicates that the forecasts were written in 1996, and provides a link to a lecture the author gave to the Australian Computer Society’s North Queensland Chapter in February of 1996 (http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm). However, the top of the document also indicates that the forecasts may be part of the author’s book, “Net Traveller.” The book appears to have been published in 1999 (http://books.google.com/books/about/Net_traveller.html?id=BQttAAAACAAJ). 		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1998		yes		The state of the art personal access display device at that time in Australia was a mobile telephone, Nokia's 9000il Communicator, which did not meet the forecast requirements.
The forecast was achieved in 2005, when video was added to already existing audio (mp3, radio etc.) features.		The research shows a lack of product capabilities meeting the forecast requirements in 1998. Searches for later technology show emergence of the capabilities in products starting in 2005. 		6		Tom Worthington, “Australia: The Networked Nation,” February 7, 1996, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Larger PADDs are about the size of 1996’s sub-notebook computers (the dimensions of a B5 sheet of paper, by 1 cm thick). PADDs usually have a touch sensitive screen covering the whole upper surface, which is also a high resolution (2000 x 2000 pixel by 16 miollion colours) screen. All PADDs have video and audio built in. The PADD can operate as what a 1996 person would know as a mobile telephone, radio, TV and camcorder. "		3		In 1998, all personal access display devices (the successor to the personal digital assistants, notebook PCs, radio pagers, and mobile telephones of 1996) available commercially in Australia will have video and audio built in.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The author was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The lecture's title indicates that the forecasts pertained to Australia.		1		1402		yes		2005		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		On page 6, the author indicates that the preceding narrative (in which he describes future events in Australia as if they had already occurred) was “slightly tongue-in-cheek fiction.” However, he was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996, making him an expert in computer science and technology, especially as it pertains to Australia (see: http://www.tomw.net.au/twpubs.html). As such, the author used a combination of science fiction analysis and expert opinion to derive forecasts. 		1998		no		3.5		The author is predicting that a technology will emerge, and that it will have certain characteristics.		3		Technology emergence		1999		1997		262		2		63		225		yes		7		no		Smart phone or tablet		yes		 In 1998 forecast was not achieved.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		The devices themselves are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The described technology is a smart phone or tablet, which are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The devices were likely in development in 1996.		NA		7		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		1998		The statement is embedded in a section entitled, “1998: the year my PC broke”		2						4/28/2012 16:21		7/5/2012 13:45		SF		1402		SF

		2		yes		no		Regarding the year the event was realized:  I think we got a little closer than just video in 2005. I was watching movies and listened to radio on my Android back when they first came out (2009 or 2010?). Additional research could be used. 

Need more research to figure out when a device with all the predicted features first became available. SF 7/5/12 				yes		The first paragraph indicates that the forecasts were written in 1996, and provides a link to a lecture the author gave to the Australian Computer Society’s North Queensland Chapter in February of 1996 (http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm). However, the top of the document also indicates that the forecasts may be part of the author’s book, “Net Traveller.” The book appears to have been published in 1999 (http://books.google.com/books/about/Net_traveller.html?id=BQttAAAACAAJ). 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1998		no		The high end mobile device available in Australia at the time did not have the required features (radio, video, tv) for the forecast.
Video was first incorporated into mobile phones in 2005. 		The mobile devices available in 1998 did not meet the forecast.

Regarding the year the event was realized:  I think we got a little closer than just video in 2005. I was watching movies and listening to radio on my Android back when they first came out (2009 or 2010?). Additional research could be used. 		6		Tom Worthington, “Australia: The Networked Nation,” February 7, 1996, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Larger PADDs are about the size of 1996’s sub-notebook computers (the dimensions of a B5 sheet of paper, by 1 cm thick). PADDs usually have a touch sensitive screen covering the whole upper surface, which is also a high resolution (2000 x 2000 pixel by 16 miollion colours) screen. All PADDs have video and audio built in. The PADD can operate as what a 1996 person would know as a mobile telephone, radio, TV and camcorder."		3		In 1998, personal access display devices (the successor to the personal digital assistants, notebook PCs, radio pagers, and mobile telephones of 1996) commercially available in Australia will operate as a mobile telephone, radio, TV, and video recorder.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The author was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The lecture's title indicates that the forecasts pertained to Australia.		1		1403		yes				no		2005		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		On page 6, the author indicates that the preceding narrative (in which he describes future events in Australia as if they had already occurred) was “slightly tongue-in-cheek fiction.” However, he was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996, making him an expert in computer science and technology, especially as it pertains to Australia (see: http://www.tomw.net.au/twpubs.html). As such, the author used a combination of science fiction analysis and expert opinion to derive forecasts. 		1998		yes				The author is predicting that a new technology will emerge, and that it will incorporate the functions of multiple other technologies.		3		Technology emergence		1999		1997		262		2		63		225		yes				no		Smart phone or tablet		yes		The technology was not available in 1998. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		The devices themselves are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The described device is either a smart phone or a tablet.		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The devices were in development in 1996.		NA				2		Short-term		no				1996		1998		The statement is embedded in a section entitled, “1998: the year my PC broke”		2						4/28/2012 16:24		7/12/2012 9:49		SC		1403		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		The first paragraph indicates that the forecasts were written in 1996, and provides a link to a lecture the author gave to the Australian Computer Society’s North Queensland Chapter in February of 1996 (http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm). However, the top of the document also indicates that the forecasts may be part of the author’s book, “Net Traveller.” The book appears to have been published in 1999 (http://books.google.com/books/about/Net_traveller.html?id=BQttAAAACAAJ). 		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1998		yes		 State of the art personal access display devices at that time had  only QWERTY keyboard available. The forecast was achieved in 2006 when few mobile phones featuring both touchscreen and QWERTY keyboard became available in Australia. 		Research shows that in 1998 the high end mobiles were not equipped with the forecast technology. The first year that mobiles fitting the description were found on the market according to searches was 2006. 		6		Tom Worthington, “Australia: The Networked Nation,” February 7, 1996, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Variations on pen-based writing and voice input were tried for PADDs, but it was found that buttons displayed on a touch sensitive screen and operated with a finger, worked well. The QWERTY keyboard, in its virtual form is still in use for data entry."		3		In 1998, personal access display devices (the successor to the personal digital assistants, notebook PCs, radio pagers, and mobile telephones of 1996) commercially available in Australia will use buttons displayed on a touch screen and operated with a finger, as well as a QWERTY keyboard for data entry. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The author was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The lecture's title indicates that the forecasts pertained to Australia.		1		1404		yes		2006		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		On page 6, the author indicates that the preceding narrative (in which he describes future events in Australia as if they had already occurred) was “slightly tongue-in-cheek fiction.” However, he was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996, making him an expert in computer science and technology, especially as it pertains to Australia (see: http://www.tomw.net.au/twpubs.html). As such, the author used a combination of science fiction analysis and expert opinion to derive forecasts. 
		1998		no		4		The author is predicting that a new technology will emerge, and is describing its characteristics.		3		Technology emergence		1999		1997		262		2		63		225		yes		8		no		Smart phone or tablet		yes		The forecast was not realized in 1998. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		The devices themselves are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The described device is either a smart phone or a tablet, which are used for communication.		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The devices were in development in 1996.		NA		8		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		1998		The statement is embedded in a section entitled, “1998: the year my PC broke”		2						4/28/2012 16:29		7/5/2012 13:40		SF		1404		SF

		2		yes		no		No date given for event realization. DF

Need to find out year of realization or document the status of the technology after 1998. SF 7/2/12 				yes		The first paragraph indicates that the forecasts were written in 1996, and provides a link to a lecture the author gave to the Australian Computer Society’s North Queensland Chapter in February of 1996 (http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm). However, the top of the document also indicates that the forecasts may be part of the author’s book, “Net Traveller.” The book appears to have been published in 1999 (http://books.google.com/books/about/Net_traveller.html?id=BQttAAAACAAJ). 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1998		no		In 1998 VRML was described as a very immature technology. By 2004 VRML was superseded by a new technology X3D.		Interpreted the statement that VRML is very immature as a technology to indicate it was not the most popular interface for PADDs in 1998.		6		Tom Worthington, “Australia: The Networked Nation,” February 7, 1996, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"The most popular interface for PADDs is Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) version 23. VRML provides a 3D visual representation of data and controls."		3		In 1998, the most popular interface for personal access display devices (the successor to the personal digital assistants, notebook PCs, radio pagers, and mobile telephones of 1996) in Australia will be Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) that will provide a 3D visual representation of data and controls.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The author was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The lecture's title indicates that the forecasts pertained to Australia.		1		1405		yes				no		2006		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		On page 6, the author indicates that the preceding narrative (in which he describes future events in Australia as if they had already occurred) was “slightly tongue-in-cheek fiction.” However, he was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996, making him an expert in computer science and technology, especially as it pertains to Australia (see: http://www.tomw.net.au/twpubs.html). As such, the author used a combination of science fiction analysis and expert opinion to derive forecasts. 		1998		no				The author is predicting the popularity of the personal access display device's interface.		3		Market penetration		1999		1997		262		2		63		225		yes				no		Smart phone or tablet		yes		In 1998 VRML was not the most popular interface for personal access display devices.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		The devices themselves are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The described device is either a smart phone or a tablet, which are used for communication.		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The devices were in development in 1996.		NA				2		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		1998		The statement is embedded in a section entitled, “1998: the year my PC broke”		2						4/28/2012 16:32		7/6/2012 11:11		SF		1405		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The first paragraph indicates that the forecasts were written in 1996, and provides a link to a lecture the author gave to the Australian Computer Society’s North Queensland Chapter in February of 1996 (http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm). However, the top of the document also indicates that the forecasts may be part of the author’s book, “Net Traveller.” The book appears to have been published in 1999 (http://books.google.com/books/about/Net_traveller.html?id=BQttAAAACAAJ). 		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1998		no		Java version 16 is yet to be release the current version of Java is Java 7 released in 2011.		Since there has never been a Java Version 16 (only up to version 7 currently) this forecast cannot be correct.		6		Tom Worthington, “Australia: The Networked Nation,” February 7, 1996, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Programs for the PADD will use the Boiling Lava programming language (aka Java Version 16)."		4		In 1998, programs for the personal access display devices (the successor to the personal digital assistants, notebook PCs, radio pagers, and mobile telephones of 1996) commercially available in Australia will use the Boiling Lava programming language (aka Java Version 16).		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The author was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The lecture's title indicates that the forecasts pertained to Australia.		1		1406		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		On page 6, the author indicates that the preceding narrative (in which he describes future events in Australia as if they had already occurred) was “slightly tongue-in-cheek fiction.” However, he was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996, making him an expert in computer science and technology, especially as it pertains to Australia (see: http://www.tomw.net.au/twpubs.html). As such, the author used a combination of science fiction analysis and expert opinion to derive forecasts. 		1998		no				The author is predicting the emergence of a new technology, as well as the characteristics and popularity of its associated programs.		4		Technology emergence		1999		1997		262		2		63		225		yes				no		Smart phone or tablet		yes		In 1998 Java version 2 was released.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		The devices themselves are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The described technology is either a smart phone or a tablet.		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The devices were in development in 1996.		NA				2		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		1998		The statement is embedded in a section entitled, “1998: the year my PC broke”		2						4/28/2012 16:36		7/2/2012 11:43		SF		1406		SF

		2		yes		no		No date of realization provided. DF

Need more research on the status of the tech after 1998, and anything that might lend more credibility to the above source. SF 7/2/12				yes		The first paragraph indicates that the forecasts were written in 1996, and provides a link to a lecture the author gave to the Australian Computer Society’s North Queensland Chapter in February of 1996 (http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm). However, the top of the document also indicates that the forecasts may be part of the author’s book, “Net Traveller.” The book appears to have been published in 1999 (http://books.google.com/books/about/Net_traveller.html?id=BQttAAAACAAJ). 		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1998		no		In 1998 only 44% of Australian households had computers in the home, 16% of which had Internet connections of any kind. Only 1% of Australian businesses used wireless Internet connection. As of 2012, only 53.8% of Australian homes use WiFi connections.		None of the statistics provided serve to directly verify the forecast but can be interpreted as indicating it was almost certainly not the case that all PADDs were connected to the Internet by wireless links. If in 2012 only 53.8% of households had WiFi it is unlikely all PADDs were connecting to the internet by wireless links.		6		Tom Worthington, “Australia: The Networked Nation,” February 7, 1996, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"The PADDs will be connected by wireless link to the ‘net."		4		In 1998, all personal access display devices (the successor to the personal digital assistants, notebook PCs, radio pagers, and mobile telephones of 1996) commercially available in Australia will be connected by wireless link to the Internet.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The author was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The lecture's title indicates that the forecasts pertained to Australia.		1		1407		yes				no		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		On page 6, the author indicates that the preceding narrative (in which he describes future events in Australia as if they had already occurred) was “slightly tongue-in-cheek fiction.” However, he was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996, making him an expert in computer science and technology, especially as it pertains to Australia (see: http://www.tomw.net.au/twpubs.html). As such, the author used a combination of science fiction analysis and expert opinion to derive forecasts. 		1998		no				The author is predicting the emergence of a new technology and describing its characteristics.		4		Technology emergence		1999		1997		262		2		63		225		yes				no		Smart phone or tablet		yes		In 1998 all commercially available PADDs in Australia were not connected by wireless link to the Internet.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		The devices themselves are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The described technology is either a smart phone or a tablet, which are used for communication.		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The devices were in development in 1996.		NA				2		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		1998		The statement is embedded in a section entitled, “1998: the year my PC broke”		2						4/28/2012 16:39		7/6/2012 11:09		SF		1407		SF

		1		yes		no				Might not be relevant. We could re-write this so that it addresses telecommuting in general more than it does telecommuting from cyber cafes.		yes		The first paragraph indicates that the forecasts were written in 1996, and provides a link to a lecture the author gave to the Australian Computer Society’s North Queensland Chapter in February of 1996 (http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm). However, the top of the document also indicates that the forecasts may be part of the author’s book, “Net Traveller.” The book appears to have been published in 1999 (http://books.google.com/books/about/Net_traveller.html?id=BQttAAAACAAJ). 		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1998		no		In 2002 only 7% of all adult Internet use in Australia occurred in cyber cafes.		Infers that since only 4% and 7% of Internet usage in Australia was in Internet Cafes in 1998 and 2002 respectively, it could not be the case that at least 50% of office work was done in this environment.		6		Tom Worthington, “Australia: The Networked Nation,” February 7, 1996, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Most office work is now done at CyberCafes. Some of these still serve coffee…but most just continue to provide the most advanced communications technology (outside a research lab) in a comfortable environment, which made them so popular in 1997."		5		In 1998, at least 50% of office work in Australia will be accomplished in cyber cafes, which will provide advanced communications technology in a comfortable environment.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The author was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The lecture's title indicates that the forecasts pertained to Australia.		1		1408		no				no		2002		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		On page 6, the author indicates that the preceding narrative (in which he describes future events in Australia as if they had already occurred) was “slightly tongue-in-cheek fiction.” However, he was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996, making him an expert in computer science and technology, especially as it pertains to Australia (see: http://www.tomw.net.au/twpubs.html). As such, the author used a combination of science fiction analysis and expert opinion to derive forecasts. 		1998		no				The author is predicting the popularity of telecommuting (in this case, from cyber cafes). 		5		Market penetration		1999		1997		262		2		63		225		yes				no		Telecommuting		yes		In 1998 only 4% of all adult Internet use in Australia occurred in cyber cafes.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		2		no		Telecommuting requires and creates a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Telecommuting is a form of communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Telecommuting occurred in Australia in 1996.		NA				2		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		1998		The statement is embedded in a section entitled, “1998: the year my PC broke”		2						4/28/2012 16:43		7/11/2012 9:25		SF		1408		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“They projected the mean EV range at 179 km in 2000, 270 km in 2010, and 358 km in 2020.”		1		In 2000, the mean range for electric vehicles will be 179 km.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		1		1409		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing performance of electric vehicles.		1		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Electric cars		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Electric cars were in development in 1996.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						4/30/2012 8:47		4/30/2012 8:47		SF		1409		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“The mean HEV range on battery power was projected as 145 km in 2000, 212 km in 2010, and 244 km in 2020.”		1		In 2000, the mean range for hybrid-electric vehicles wil. be 145 km. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		1		1410		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing performance of HEVs.		1		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Hybrid-electric vehicles		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Hybrid-electric vehicles were in development in 1996.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						4/30/2012 8:51		4/30/2012 8:51		SF		1410		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“The mean EV power is 66.7 kW in the year 2000, 86.1 kW in 2010 (a 29% increase), and 99.2 kW in 2020 (a 49% increase over 2000)." 		4		In 2000, the mean power of electric vehicles will be 66.7 kW.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		4		1411		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of EVs.		4		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Electric cars		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		4		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Electric cars were in development in 1996.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		4						4/30/2012 8:54		4/30/2012 8:54		SF		1411		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“An EV is projected to have a mean curb weight of 1,538 kg in 2000, 1.351 kg in 2010 (a 12% reduction), and 1,222 kg in 2020 (a 21% reduction)."		4		In 2000, the mean curb weight of electric vehicles will be 1,538 kg. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		4		1412		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of EVs.		4		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Electric cars		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		4		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Electric cars were in development in 1996.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		4						4/30/2012 8:59		4/30/2012 8:59		SF		1412		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Table 1 also shows the projected attributes of an HEV. Its mean power is projected at 79.6 kW in 2000, 99.1 kW in 2010 (a 24% increase), and 108.6 kW in 2020 (a 36% increase)." 		4		In 2000, the mean power of a hybrid-electric vehicle will be 79.6 kW. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		4		1413		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of HEVs.		4		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Hybrid-electric vehicles		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		4		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Hybrid-electric vehicles were in development in 1996.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		4						4/30/2012 9:02		4/30/2012 9:02		SF		1413		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“The mean total range of an HEV is projected to be 353 km in 2000, 469 km in 2010 (a 33% increase), and 527 km in 2020 (a 49% increase)….The mean engine range is 215 km in 2000, 257 in 2010 (a 20% increase), and 281 km in 2020 (a 31% increase).“		5-Apr		In 2000, the mean total range of a hybrid-electric vehicle will be 353 km.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		5-Apr		1414		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of HEVs.		5-Apr		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Hybrid-electric vehicles		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		5-Apr		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Hybrid-electric vehicles were in development in 1996.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		5-Apr						4/30/2012 9:04		4/30/2012 9:04		SF		1414		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		yes						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“The mean total range of an HEV is projected to be 353 km in 2000, 469 km in 2010 (a 33% increase), and 527 km in 2020 (a 49% increase)….The mean engine range is 215 km in 2000, 257 in 2010 (a 20% increase), and 281 km in 2020 (a 31% increase).“		5-Apr		In 2000, the mean engine range of hybrid electric vehicles will be 215 km. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		5-Apr		1415		no		2000		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no		0		The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of HEVs.		5-Apr		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes		0		no		Hybrid-electric vehicles		yes		In 2000, the mean engine range of hybrid-electric vehicles was 978km.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		5-Apr		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Hybrid-electric vehicles were in development in 1996.		NA		0		4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		5-Apr						4/30/2012 9:06		6/26/2012 11:49		SF		1415		SF

		4		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		In 2000, there were 2 full hybrid-electric vehicles. Their mean curb weight was 1037.6 kg, which is less than the predicted 1,556 kg. Since the forecast is predicting that the weight of HEVs will decrease over time, this forecast is fully realized.  The curb weight of the only HEV available in 1999 was 1615.24 kg, which is heavier than the predicted weight. 		Some interpretation required in converting pounds to kilograms. 		1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“The mean curb weight of an HEV is 1,556 kg in 2000, 1,382 kg in 2010 (a 11% reduction), and 1,265 kg in 2020 (a 19% reduction).”		5		In 2000, the mean curb weight of a hybrid-electric vehicle will be 1,556 kg. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		5		1416		yes		2000		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no		0		The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of HEVs.		5		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes		0		no		Hybrid-electric vehicles		yes		In 2000, the mean curb weight for the Honda Insight and Toyota Prius was 1037.6 kg, which is ~400 kg less than what the forecast predicted. The curb weight of the only HEV available in 1999 was 1615.24 kg, which is heavier than the predicted weight. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		5		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Hybrid-electric vehicles were in development in 1996.		NA		0		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		5						4/30/2012 9:09		6/26/2012 9:55		SF		1416		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		yes						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“A nickel metal hydride battery pack with 66.7 kW of power in 2000 will weigh 410 kg, contributing an estimated 26% of the EV curb weight. A nickel cadmium battery pack with a shorter range (130 km) will weigh 350 kg and contribute 23% of the EV curb weight.”		8		A nickel metal hydride battery pack with 66.7 kW of power will weigh 410 kg in 2010. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		8		1417		no		2010		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no		2.5		The authors are predicting the changing characteristics (in this case, weight) of car batteries.		8		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes		10		no		Nickel metal hydride battery pack		yes		In 2010, nickel metal hybride battery packs with 66.7 kW of power weighed 88.88kg.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the battery would be used for ground transportation.		8		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The battery packs existed in 1996 but did not have the described functionality.		NA		10		4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		8						4/30/2012 9:14		6/26/2012 11:55		SF		1417		SF

		4		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		Real-world driving conditions were 70 miles or 112.65 km, nearing the forecast target of a 130km range, but not reaching it. The industry switched to a different type of battery after, so the forecast was never achieved.   		Solectria Force was closest we ever got to forecasted status – industry acccepted and developed HEV using NiMH, Lithium Ion. In 2000, sole electric vehicle using nickel cadmium batteries was Solectria Force.		1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“A nickel metal hydride battery pack with 66.7 kW of power in 2000 will weigh 410 kg, contributing an estimated 26% of the EV curb weight. A nickel cadmium battery pack with a shorter range (130 km) will weigh 350 kg and contribute 23% of the EV curb weight.”		8		A nickel cadmium battery pack with a range of 130 km will weigh 350 kg in 2000.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		8		1418		yes				no		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics (in this case, weight) of car batteries.		8		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel cadmium battery pack		yes		The forecast was close to being achieved in 2000.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the battery is used for cars.		8		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed in 1996 but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		8						4/30/2012 9:17		7/13/2012 8:20		SF		1418		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Eighty-five out of 93 respondents (91%) answered the HEV range question under the basic vehicle characteristics. They specified total and engine ranges for an HEV. The resulting battery ranges are 145 km in 2000, 178 km in 2005, 212 km in 2010, and 244 km in 2020. Under our "range extender" design assumptions, nine battery technologies are capable of providing an all-electric range of 140 km or longer in 2000; of these, nickel cadmium is the least expensive at $13,750. The mean purchase price of an ICE powered HEV is $37,080 in 2000 (Table 2), leaving $23,330 for the rest of the components."		10		In 2000, the average battery range for hybrid electric vehicles will be 145 km.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		10		1419		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of HEVs.		10		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Hybrid-electric vehicles		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Hybrid-electric vehicles were in development in 1996.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		10						4/30/2012 9:21		4/30/2012 9:21		SF		1419		SF

		1		yes		yes		I need:

1) Sources that show the battery ranges for the 7 FHEVs available in 2001. 
2) Proof that the year of realization was actually 2005 (not before or after 2005) SFYE 6/26/12				yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3				5. Fully realized		2005		yes		The actual battery range of HEVs in 2005 was >800 km more than was predicted. In 2004, the average range was 134.7 km, then increased to 1,000 km in 2005 because the GMC Sierra and Chevrolet Silverado were added to the hybrid class. 				1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Eighty-five out of 93 respondents (91%) answered the HEV range question under the basic vehicle characteristics. They specified total and engine ranges for an HEV. The resulting battery ranges are 145 km in 2000, 178 km in 2005, 212 km in 2010, and 244 km in 2020. Under our "range extender" design assumptions, nine battery technologies are capable of providing an all-electric range of 140 km or longer in 2000; of these, nickel cadmium is the least expensive at $13,750. The mean purchase price of an ICE powered HEV is $37,080 in 2000 (Table 2), leaving $23,330 for the rest of the components."		10		In 2005, the average battery range for hybrid electric vehicles will be 178 km.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		10		1420		no		2005		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		yes		0		The authors are predicting the changing performance of HEVs.		10		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes		0		no		Hybrid-electric vehicles		yes		The batteries seven FHEV vehicles that were commercially available in 2005 had an average range of 1,000 km. In 2004 , the average range was 134.7 km, then increased to 1,000 km in 2005 because the GMC Sierra and Chevrolet Silverado were added to the hybrid class. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Hybrid-electric vehicles were in development in 1996.		NA		0		9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		10						4/30/2012 9:23		7/12/2012 9:47		SC		1420		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“The estimated mass of a nickel cadmium battery pack is projected to be 420 kg in 2000, while the nickel metal hydride battery packs would weigh 540 kg in 2010 and 530 kg in 2020.”		10		In 2000, a nickel cadmium battery pack will weigh 420 kg. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		10		1421		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of car batteries.		10		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel cadmium battery pack		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the battery is used in cars.		10		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed in 1996 but did not have the described functionality.		10				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		10						4/30/2012 9:26		4/30/2012 9:26		SF		1421		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"In a related ANL study, the conventional vehicle curb weight was estimated to drop
2% by 2000, 5% by 2010, and 7% by 2020 under a baseline scenario [Stodolsky, Vyas, and Cuenca, 1995]. Thus, the projected curb weight for the conventional mid-size car would be 1,340 kg in 2000, 1,300 kg in 2010, and 1,270 kg in 2020. The estimated weight of an HEV without its battery pack would be 1,136 kg in 2000, 842 kg in 2010, and 735 kg in 2020. These low curb weights will require increased use of lightweight materials, which will increase HEV costs."		10		In 2000, the average curb weight for conventional mid-sized cars will be 1,340 kg. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		10		1422		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of vehicles.		10		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Conventional vehicles		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Conventional vehicles were mature in 1996; the forecast is predicting that their weight will decrease.		10				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		10						4/30/2012 9:29		4/30/2012 9:29		SF		1422		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"In a related ANL study, the conventional vehicle curb weight was estimated to drop
2% by 2000, 5% by 2010, and 7% by 2020 under a baseline scenario [Stodolsky, Vyas, and Cuenca, 1995]. Thus, the projected curb weight for the conventional mid-size car would be 1,340 kg in 2000, 1,300 kg in 2010, and 1,270 kg in 2020. The estimated weight of an HEV without its battery pack would be 1,136 kg in 2000, 842 kg in 2010, and 735 kg in 2020. These low curb weights will require increased use of lightweight materials, which will increase HEV costs."		10		In 2000, at least one hybrid electric vehicle will weigh 1,136 kg without its battery pack.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		10		1423		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of HEVs.		10		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Hybrid-electric vehicles		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Hybrid-electric vehicles were in development in 1996.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		10						4/30/2012 9:32		4/30/2012 9:32		SF		1423		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"First, we computed total variable operating cost for an EV or HEV when the battery technology of choice meets the mean range requirements. Figure 5 shows the results of this comparison. In 2000, the EV is powered by a nickel metal hydride battery pack and the two HEVs are powered by nickel cadmium battery packs. Lithium polymer is the battery of choice for EVs from 2005 onward, while nickel iron in 2005 and nickel metal hydride from 2010 onward are the batteries of choice for HEVs."		12		In 2000, more than 50% of electric vehicles will be powered by a nickel metal hydride battery pack.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		12		1424		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of a certain battery pack in EVs.		12		Market penetration		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel metal hydride battery pack		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the battery pack is used in vehicles.		12		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed in 1996.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		12						4/30/2012 9:36		4/30/2012 9:36		SF		1424		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"First, we computed total variable operating cost for an EV or HEV when the battery technology of choice meets the mean range requirements. Figure 5 shows the results of this comparison. In 2000, the EV is powered by a nickel metal hydride battery pack and the two HEVs are powered by nickel cadmium battery packs. Lithium polymer is the battery of choice for EVs from 2005 onward, while nickel iron in 2005 and nickel metal hydride from 2010 onward are the batteries of choice for HEVs."		12		In 2000, more than 50% of hybrid electric vehicles will be powered by nickel cadmium battery packs.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		12		1425		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of a certain battery for HEVs.		12		Market penetration		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel cadmium battery pack		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would power cars.		12		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed in 1996.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		12						4/30/2012 9:39		4/30/2012 9:39		SF		1425		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"First, we computed total variable operating cost for an EV or HEV when the battery technology of choice meets the mean range requirements. Figure 5 shows the results of this comparison. In 2000, the EV is powered by a nickel metal hydride battery pack and the two HEVs are powered by nickel cadmium battery packs. Lithium polymer is the battery of choice for EVs from 2005 onward, while nickel iron in 2005 and nickel metal hydride from 2010 onward are the batteries of choice for HEVs."		12		In 2005, more than 50% of electric vehicles will be powered by lithium polymer batteries.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		12		1426		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of a certain battery in HEVs.		12		Market penetration		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Lithium polymer battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the battery would be used to power a car.		12		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The batteries were in use in 1996.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		12						4/30/2012 9:42		4/30/2012 9:42		SF		1426		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 1		18		In 2000, the average electric vehicle will have 4 seats.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		18		1427		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of EVs.		18		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Electric cars		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table. 		18		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Electric cars were in development in 1996.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		18						4/30/2012 9:45		4/30/2012 9:45		SF		1427		SF

		1		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		In 2000 there were two models of HEVs available: the Toyota Prius and Honda Insight. Toyota Prius with fuel capacity of 11.8 gallons with 45 mpg which gives 531 miles which upon conversion will give 849.6 km. Honda Insight with fuel capacity of 10.6 gal with 56 mpg which gives 593.6 miles which upon conversion will give 949.76 km.		Calculates range of HEVs using fuel capacity and miles per gallon.		1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 1		19		In 2000, the mean total range of HEVs will be 353 km.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1428		no		2000		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no		0		The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of HEVs.		19		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes		0		no		Hybrid-electric vehicles		yes		In 2000 the mean total range of HEVs was 899km.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table. 		19		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Hybrid-electric vehicles were in development in 1996. 		NA		0		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		19						4/30/2012 9:52		7/2/2012 12:14		SF		1428		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 1		19		In 2000, the mean engine range of HEVs will be 215 km										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1429		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of HEVs.		19		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Hybrid-electric vehicles		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table. 		19		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Hybrid-electric vehicles were in development in 1996.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		19						4/30/2012 9:54		4/30/2012 9:54		SF		1429		SF

		1		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		In 1999, of the two models of HEVs available one had 5 seats and the other had, 2 giving an average of 3.5 seats. By 2000, of the three models of HEVs available 2 had 5 sears and 1 had 2 seats giving an average of 4 seats.		Calculated averages based on models available and years in which they became available.		1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 1		19		In 2000, the average number of seats in HEVs will be 4. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1430		no		2000		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no		0		The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of HEVs.		19		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes		0		no		Hybrid-electric vehicles		yes		In 2000 the average number of seats in a HEV was 4.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table. 		19		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Hybrid-electric vehicles were in development in 1996.		NA		0		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		19						4/30/2012 9:57		7/2/2012 12:21		SF		1430		SF

		3		yes		yes		Lacking year of realization. Also unclear is 2010 source is valid. DF

Need to re-do this one to address David's comments (yr of realization and valid source). SF 7/2/12 				yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		By 2010 lead-acid car batteries had a specific energy of 30-55 Wh/kg.		Data stated clearly in 2000 source, unclear if 2010 source is applicable to cars. Title of report states "Stationary Electrical Energy Storage".

2009: For comparison, a conventional lead-acid battery is typically 30 to 40 wh/kg and modern lithium-ion batteries are about 160 wh/kg. In automobile applications gasoline contains around 12,000 wh/kg, which operates at 15% tank-to-wheel efficiency giving an effective energy density of 1800 wh/kg (http://www.gizmag.com/nanoscale-supercapacitor/11297/) J.G.		1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		22		In 2000, the specific energy of lead acid car batteries will be 40 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1431		yes		2009		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no		2.25		The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		22		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes		9		no		Lead acid batteries		yes		In 2000 lead-acid car batteries had a specific energy of 25 Wh/Kg.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		22		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA		9		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		22						4/30/2012 10:00		7/9/2012 11:03		SF		1431		SF

		2		yes		yes		Lacking year of realization. Also unclear is 2010 source is valid. DF

Need to re-research to address David's concerns (year of realization, valid sources). Sf 7/2/12 

Year of realization still needs to be researched. 2010 source quote is not valid as it refers to "Lead-Carbon" batteries, and not "Lead-Acid" batteries.				yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3				1. Not realized at all		2005		no		The forecast 42 Wh/kg was not reach by 2005. In 2005 the specific energy of a lead-acid battery was said to be 30-55 Wh/kg.				1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		22		In 2005, the specific energy of lead acid car batteries will be 42 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1432		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		yes				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		22		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Lead acid batteries		yes		In 2005 lead-acid car batteries had a specific energy of 35 Wh/kg.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		22		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		22						4/30/2012 10:02		7/12/2012 9:47		SC		1432		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		22		In 2000, the specific energy of lithium iron disulfide car batteries will be 97 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1433		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		22		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Lithium iron disulfide battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		22		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		22						4/30/2012 10:04		4/30/2012 10:04		SF		1433		SF

		3		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		The battery type was being used in smaller items in 2005, such as cameras, but not cars.		Research shows that the forecast battery type is not among those used to power vehicles (Nickel-Metal Hydride, Lithium Ion and Ultracapacitors). Hence, it could not reach the forecasted levels. 		1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		22		In 2005, the specific energy of lithium iron disulfide car batteries will be 106 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1434		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		22		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Lithium iron disulfide battery		yes		The forecast was not achieved in 2005. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		22		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		yes		SF		1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		22						4/30/2012 10:06		7/5/2012 13:38		SF		1434		SF

		2		yes		yes		Year of realization unclear given sources provided. None seem to explicitly prove a date for the first Li-Polymer car battery at 110 Wh/Kg. DF

Need additional research to determine the year of realization. SF 7/2/12				yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		no		110 Wh/kg falls within the range of the 110-130 Wh/kg achievable in 2000. By 2005 a lithium battery with specific energy of 124.68 Wh/kg had been tested.		Calculated Wh/kg of Li-Polymer from 2005 source by dividing stated Wh by stated weight of battery pack.		1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		22		In 2000, the specific energy of lithium polymer car batteries will be 110 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1435		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		yes				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		22		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Lithium polymer battery		yes		In 2000 the specific energy of a lithium polymer car battery was estimated to be 110-130 Wh/kg		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		22		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		22						4/30/2012 10:08		7/12/2012 9:47		SC		1435		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		22		In 2005, the specific energy of lithium polymer car batteries will be 125 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1436		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		22		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Lithium polymer battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		22		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		22						4/30/2012 10:10		4/30/2012 10:10		SF		1436		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		22		In 2000, the specific energy of nickel cadmium car batteries will be 57 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1437		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		22		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel cadmium battery 		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		22		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		22						4/30/2012 10:16		4/30/2012 10:16		SF		1437		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		22		In 2005, the specific energy of nickel cadmium car batteries will be 58 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1438		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		22		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel cadmium battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		22		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		22						4/30/2012 10:18		4/30/2012 10:18		SF		1438		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		22		In 2000, the specific energy of nickel iron car batteries will be 51 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1439		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		22		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel iron car battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		22		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		22						4/30/2012 10:20		4/30/2012 10:20		SF		1439		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		22		In 2005, the specific energy of nickel iron car batteries will be 53 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1440		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		22		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel iron car battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		22		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		22						4/30/2012 10:22		4/30/2012 10:22		SF		1440		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		The forecast wasn't reached or exceeded until 2003 when specific energy of nickel metal hydride car batteries reached 75 Wh/kg.		Research stated the energy amount in 2000. Further research showed an amount exceeding the forecast in 2003. 		1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		22		In 2000, the specific energy of nickel metal hydride car batteries will be 73 Wh/kg										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1441		yes		2003		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no		0.75		The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		22		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes		3		no		Nickel metal hydride battery		yes		 In year 2000, specific energy of nickel metal hydride car batteries was maximum 70 Wh/kg.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		22		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA		3		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		22						4/30/2012 10:24		7/5/2012 13:36		SF		1441		SF

		3		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		The specific energy of NiMH battery reached 80 Wh/kg in 2005. 		Missing data on 2004. Specific energy of NiMH battery was 80 Wh/kg 1,2 comparing to 75 in 2003. It is possible that the forecast was met in 2004, but there was no data to substantiate it. 		1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		22		In 2005, the specific energy of nickel metal hydride car batteries will be 78 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1442		yes		2005		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no		0		The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		22		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes		0		no		Nickel metal hydride battery		yes		In 2005, the specific energy met and exceeded the forecast by 2 Wh/kg. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		22		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA		0		9		Medium-term		yes		SF		1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		22						4/30/2012 10:26		7/5/2012 13:33		SF		1442		SF

		3		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3		4. Little interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2000		no		In 1999, the specific energy of nickel zinc batteries was up to 60 Wh/kg. Forecast was partially achieved. In 2000, the specific energy of nickel zinc batteries was between 60 and 70 Wh/kg, but their usage in car production was in research phase. 
   		Feat was never realized since the battery type did not make it into the car market.The batteries were used in an HEV in 2003 (http://www.altenergymag.com/emagazine.php?issue_number=04.02.01&article=evionyx), but it was only for a competition and therefore not applicable to the forecast.		1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		23		In 2000, the specific energy of nickel zinc car batteries will be 61 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		23		1443		yes				no		2003		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		23		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel zinc battery		yes		In 2000, the specific energy of nickel zinc batteries was between 60 and 70 Wh/kg, but their usage in car production was in research phase.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		23		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		23						4/30/2012 10:32		7/6/2012 11:24		JG		1443		SF

		3		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3		4. Little interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2005		no		Technology existed but was not being used for cars		We are interpreting the forecast to mean that both the technology spec was met and that the batteries were used in cars. Since both facts did not happen as of 2005, then the forecast is not realized.		1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		23		In 2005, the specific energy of nickel zinc car batteries will be 64 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		23		1444		yes				no		2005		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		23		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel zinc battery		yes		In 2005, the specific energy of nickel zinc batteries was between 70 and 80 Wh/kg 1 , but all the HEV were equipped with NiMH batteries at the time
		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		23		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		yes		SF		1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		23						4/30/2012 10:35		7/6/2012 9:02		SF		1444		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		23		In 2000, the specific energy of sodium sulfur car batteries will be 95 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		23		1445		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		23		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Sodium sulfur battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		23		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		23						4/30/2012 10:37		4/30/2012 10:37		SF		1445		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		23		In 2005, the specific energy of sodium sulfur car batteries will be 99 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		23		1446		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		23		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Sodium sulfur battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		23		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		23						4/30/2012 10:40		4/30/2012 10:40		SF		1446		SF

		2		yes		yes		No date of realization provided in sources. DF

Need to conduct additional research to determine the year of realization. SF 7/2/12

Additional research did not yield any results. SF 7/11/12 (Catherine)				yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3		5. No interpretation				2000		yes		In 1995 a zinc-air car battery had specific energy of 140Wh/kg.(www.llnl.gov/str/pdfs/10_95.1.pdf)  By 2001 a zinc-air car battery had specific energy of 180 Wh/kg. By 2003 a zinc-air car battery had specific energy of 230 Wh/kg.		Data stated clearly in sources. 		1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		23		In 2000, the specific energy of zinc air car batteries will be 116 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		23		1447		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no		500		The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		23		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes		-2000		no		Zinc air battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		23		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA		2000		4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		23						4/30/2012 10:43		7/11/2012 12:51		SF		1447		SF

		2		yes		yes		No date of realization provided in sources. DF

Need to conduct additional research to determine year of realization. We also need to know the status of the technology in 2005. SF 7/2/12 

Additional research did not yield any results. SF 7/11/12 (Catherine)				yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3		5. No interpretation				2005		yes		By 2001 a zinc-air car battery had specific energy of 180 Wh/kg. By 2003 a zinc-air car battery had specific energy of 230 Wh/kg.		Data stated clearly in sources.		1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		23		In 2005, the specific energy of zinc air car batteries will be 127 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		23		1448		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no		222.7777778		The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		23		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes		-2005		no		Zinc air battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		23		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA		2005		9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		23						4/30/2012 10:45		7/11/2012 12:50		SF		1448		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		23		In 2000, the specific energy of zinc bromide car batteries will be 69 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		23		1449		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		23		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		227		yes				no		Zinc bromide battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		23		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		23						4/30/2012 10:47		4/30/2012 10:47		SF		1449		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 4		23		In 2005, the specific energy of zinc bromide car batteries will be 72 Wh/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		23		1450		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		23		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Zinc bromide battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		23		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		23						4/30/2012 10:49		4/30/2012 10:49		SF		1450		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		23		In 2000, the specific power of lead acid car batteries will be 155 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		23		1451		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		23		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Lead acid batteries		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		23		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		23						4/30/2012 10:51		4/30/2012 10:51		SF		1451		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		23		In 2005, the specific power of lead acid car batteries will be 173 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		23		1452		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		23		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Lead acid batteries		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		23		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		23						4/30/2012 10:53		4/30/2012 10:53		SF		1452		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		23		In 2000, the specific power of lithium iron disulfide car batteries will be 167 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		23		1453		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		23		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Lithium iron disulfide battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		23		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		23						4/30/2012 10:55		4/30/2012 10:55		SF		1453		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		23		In 2005, the specific power of lithium iron disulfide car batteries will be 188 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		23		1454		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		23		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Lithium iron disulfide battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		23		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		23						4/30/2012 10:57		4/30/2012 10:57		SF		1454		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		24		In 2000, the specific power of lithium polymer car batteries will be 136 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		24		1455		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		24		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Lithium polymer battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		24		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		24						4/30/2012 11:00		4/30/2012 11:00		SF		1455		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		24		In 2005, the specific power of lithium polymer car batteries will be 152 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		24		1456		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		24		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Lithium polymer battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		24		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		24						4/30/2012 11:10		4/30/2012 11:10		SF		1456		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		24		In 2000, the specific power of nickel cadmium car batteries will be 189 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		24		1457		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		24		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel cadmium battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		24						4/30/2012 11:12		4/30/2012 11:12		SF		1457		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		24		In 2005, the specific power of nickel cadmium car batteries will be 194 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		24		1458		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		24		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel cadmium battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		24		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		24						4/30/2012 11:17		4/30/2012 11:17		SF		1458		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		24		In 2000, the specific power of nickel iron car batteries will be 125 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		24		1459		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		24		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel iron car battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		24		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		24						4/30/2012 11:19		4/30/2012 11:19		SF		1459		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		24		In 2005, the specific power of nickel iron car batteries will be 133 W/kg. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		24		1460		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		24		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel iron car battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		24		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		24						4/30/2012 11:23		4/30/2012 11:23		SF		1460		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		24		In 2000, the specific power of nickel metal hydride car batteries will be 165 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		24		1461		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		24		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel metal hydride battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		24		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		24						4/30/2012 11:25		4/30/2012 11:25		SF		1461		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		24		In 2005, the specific power of nickel metal hydride car batteries will be 174 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		24		1462		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		24		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel metal hydride battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		24		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		24						4/30/2012 11:27		4/30/2012 11:27		SF		1462		SF

		1		yes		yes		Source demonstrates that specific power of nickel zinc car batteries was in the range of 171 W/kg in 2001 after the forecast date but gives no basis for an event realization date. DF

Need realization date and status of technology in 2000. SF 7/2/12 				yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		24		In 2000, the specific power of nickel zinc car batteries will be 171 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		24		1463		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		yes				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		24		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel zinc battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		24		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		24						4/30/2012 11:29		7/12/2012 9:47		SC		1463		SF

		2		yes		yes		Sources prove that specific power of nickel zinc car batteries was in the range of 181 W/kg in 2001 and 2002 before the forecast date but gives no basis for an event realization date. DF

Need additional research to determine the year of realization and the status of the technology in 2005. SF 7/2/12

Additional research did not yield any results. SF 7/11/12 (Catherine)				yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		yes		In 2001 Nickel Zinc batteries were calculated to have a specific power of 150-200 W/kg. In 2002 they were calculated to have a specific power of between 170-260 W/kg.				1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		24		In 2005, the specific power of nickel zinc car batteries will be 181 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		24		1464		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no		222.7777778		The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		24		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes		-2005		no		Nickel zinc battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		24		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA		2005		9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		24						4/30/2012 11:34		7/11/2012 12:50		SF		1464		SF

		2		no		yes		The primary verifying source (the first one listed) is the same as the one the forecast came from. I didn't see any other substantiation for what the status of the technology was in the forecasted year, so this probably needs to be re-done. Also, there's no degree of interpretation info. SF 6/29/12				yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3				1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		Specific power of sodium sulfur batteries almost reached the forecast value (97.2%)				1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		24		In 2000, the specific power of sodium sulfur car batteries will be 144 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		24		1465		no		2001		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		yes		0.25		The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		24		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes		1		no		Sodium sulfur battery		yes		Specific power of sodium sulfur batteries was 140 W/Kg in 2000, just below the forecast amount 144 W/kg.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		24		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA		1		4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		24						4/30/2012 11:36		7/16/2012 14:37		SC		1465		SF

		2		no		yes		The primary verifying source (the first one listed) is the same as the one the forecast came from. I didn't see any other substantiation for what the status of the technology was in the forecasted year, so this probably needs to be re-done. Also, there's no degree of interpretation info. SF 6/29/12				yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3				5. Fully realized		2005		yes		Forecasted value has been reached in 2001.				1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		24		In 2005, the specific power of sodium sulfur car batteries will be 149 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		24		1466		yes		2001		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		yes		0.444444444		The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		24		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes		-4		no		Sodium sulfur battery		yes		In 2005, the specific power of sodium sulfur car batteries was > 149 W/kg (the predicted amount).		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		24		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA		4		9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		24						4/30/2012 11:38		7/16/2012 14:37		SC		1466		SF

		2		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		The forecast of 91 W/kg power for  zinc air car batteries was achieved some time in  2000.		In 1999 the specific power of zinc air batteries used in a vehicle is 90 W/kg. The article from 2001 shows that the specific power of zinc-air car batteries was 100 W/kg. With the publication date being early in the year and the power close to the forecasted target, it can be assumed that the forecast of 91 W/kg was achieved in 2000.		1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		25		In 2000, the specific power of zinc air car batteries will be 91 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		25		1467		yes		2000		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no		0		The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		25		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes		0		no		Zinc air battery		yes		The forecast was met in 2000. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		25		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA		0		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		25						4/30/2012 11:40		7/5/2012 13:31		SF		1467		SF

		4		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		In 2000, zinc-air batteries had a power density of 100 W/kg, thereby satisfying the forecast. 		Data stated clearly in source. The forecast was reached as early as 2000. 		1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		25		In 2005, the specific power of zinc air car batteries will be 100 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		25		1468		yes		2000		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no		0.555555556		The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		25		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes		-5		no		Zinc air battery		yes		In 2005, zinc-air batteries had a power density of 100 W/kg.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		25		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA		5		9		Medium-term		yes		SF		1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		25						4/30/2012 11:43		7/13/2012 8:19		SF		1468		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		25		In 2000, the specific power of zinc bromide car batteries will be 94 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		25		1469		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		25		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Zinc bromide battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		25		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		25						4/30/2012 11:44		4/30/2012 11:44		SF		1469		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		25		In 2005, the specific power of zinc bromide car batteries will be 102 W/kg.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		25		1470		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		25		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Zinc bromide battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		25		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		25						4/30/2012 11:46		4/30/2012 11:46		SF		1470		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		25		In 2000, the shelf life for lead acid car batteries will be 3.4 years.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		25		1471		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		25		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Lead acid batteries		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		25		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		25						4/30/2012 11:50		4/30/2012 11:50		SF		1471		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 5		25		In 2005, the shelf life for lead acid car batteries will be 3.9 years.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		25		1472		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		25		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Lead acid batteries		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		25		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		25						4/30/2012 11:52		4/30/2012 11:52		SF		1472		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		25		In 2000, the shelf life for lithium iron disulfide car batteries will be 3.5 years.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		25		1473		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		25		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Lithium iron disulfide battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		25		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		25						4/30/2012 11:54		4/30/2012 11:54		SF		1473		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		25		In 2005, the shelf life for lithium iron disulfide car batteries will be 4 years.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		25		1474		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		25		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Lithium iron disulfide battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		25		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		25						4/30/2012 11:56		4/30/2012 11:56		SF		1474		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		25		In 2000, the shelf life of lithium polymer car batteries will be 4.8 years.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		25		1475		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		25		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Lithium polymer battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		25		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		25						4/30/2012 12:01		4/30/2012 12:01		SF		1475		SF

		3		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3		4. Little interpretation		3. Almost realized		2005		yes		In 2005, the shelf life of lithium polymer batteries was 10 years, but all the HEV were equiped with NiMH batteries at the time. The forecast was fully achieved in 2009 when Hyundai start sale of Elantra Hybrid.		The data indicates when the "world’s first LPI hybrid" was the first to use advanced Lithium-Polymer batteries. Research also shows that the car batteries had a shelf life of more than the forecast amount as early as the forecast year of 2005. 		1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		25		In 2005, the shelf life of lithium polymer car batteries will be 6 years. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		25		1476		yes		2009		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no		0.444444444		The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		25		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes		4		no		Lithium polymer battery		yes		Forecast was partially achieved in 2009.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		25		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA		4		9		Medium-term		yes		SF		1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		25						4/30/2012 12:03		7/5/2012 13:30		SF		1476		SF

		2		yes		yes		I don't see any obvious evidence that the forecast was realized in 1995. If the ground truth docs (which appear to have been published in 2000) truly have verifying info for 1995, then that needs to be stated explicitly in the quotes/comments section associated with the relevant source. SF 7/5/12				yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		Shelf life was 10 years in 2000. 		The forecast was achieved in 2000, if not sooner. There was no research describing the shelf life of the batteries as being 10 years any earlier than 2000.  Verifying source from 2000 states that the shelf life of the batteries "should" be 10 years, which is vague and implies that the shelf life has not been measured. 		1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		25		In 2000, the shelf life of nickel cadmium car batteries will be 5.7 years.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		25		1477		yes		2000		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no		0		The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		25		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes		0		no		Nickel cadmium battery		yes		The forecast was achieved by 2000. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		25		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA		0		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		25						4/30/2012 12:05		7/16/2012 6:51		SF		1477		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		25		In 2005, the shelf life of nickel cadmium car batteries will be 6.2 years.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		25		1478		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		25		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel cadmium battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		1		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		25						4/30/2012 12:07		4/30/2012 12:07		SF		1478		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		26		In 2000, the shelf life of nickel iron car batteries will be 8.3 years.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1479		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		26		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel iron car battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		26		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		26						4/30/2012 12:11		4/30/2012 12:11		SF		1479		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		26		In 2005, the shelf life of nickel iron car batteries will be 8.7 years. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1480		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		26		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel iron car battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		26		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		26						4/30/2012 12:13		4/30/2012 12:13		SF		1480		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		26		In 2000, the shelf life of nickel metal hydride car batteries will be 4.6 years.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1481		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		26		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel metal hydride battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		26		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		26						4/30/2012 12:15		4/30/2012 12:15		SF		1481		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		26		In 2005, the shelf life of nickel metal hydride car batteries will be 5.3 years.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1482		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		26		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel metal hydride battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		26		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		26						4/30/2012 12:17		4/30/2012 12:17		SF		1482		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		26		In 2000, the shelf life of nickel zinc car batteries will be 3.1 years.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1483		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		26		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel zinc battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		26		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		26						4/30/2012 12:19		4/30/2012 12:19		SF		1483		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		26		In 2005, the shelf life of nickel zinc car batteries will be 3.6 years.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1484		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		26		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Nickel zinc battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		26		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		26						4/30/2012 12:21		4/30/2012 12:21		SF		1484		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		26		In 2000, the shelf life of sodium sulfur car batteries will be 4.2 years.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1485		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		26		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Sodium sulfur battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		26		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		26						4/30/2012 12:22		4/30/2012 12:22		SF		1485		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		26		In 2005, the shelf life of sodium sulfur car batteries will be 4.8 years.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1486		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		26		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		227		yes				no		Sodium sulfur battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		26		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		26						4/30/2012 12:24		4/30/2012 12:24		SF		1486		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		26		In 2000, the shelf life of zinc air car batteries will be 3.8 years.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1487		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		26		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Zinc air battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		26		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		26						4/30/2012 12:26		4/30/2012 12:26		SF		1487		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		26		In 2005, the shelf life of zinc air car batteries will be 4.3 years.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1488		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		26		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		227		yes				no		Zinc air battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		26		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		26						4/30/2012 12:28		4/30/2012 12:28		SF		1488		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2000		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		26		In 2000, the shelf life of zinc bromide car batteries will be 3.2 years.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1489		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		26		Evolution		2001		1999		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Zinc bromide battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		26		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1996		2000		Explicit in table. 		26						4/30/2012 12:30		4/30/2012 12:30		SF		1489		SF

		0		yes		yes						yes		According to information on page 3, the study’s methodology and questionnaire development were published in 1996, indicating that the study was conducted that same year (and presented in mid-1997).		3						2005		no						1		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 6		26		In 2005, the shelf life of zinc bromide car batteries will be 3.7 years.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		26		1490		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to the abstract, data from a two-stage Delphi study was used to project the future costs and operating characteristics of electric drive vehicles. According to page 3, private research organizations and potential component suppliers provided 28% of the responses to the survey, and government and academic institutions provided the remainder. The forecasts appear to be consensus-based; text on pages 4 and 5 indicates that the authors measured participants’ level of agreement on forecasts.		2005		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of batteries.		26		Evolution		2008		2002		263		1		6		228		yes				no		Zinc bromide battery		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of cars.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used to power a car.		26		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The batteries existed but did not have the described functionality.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1996		2005		Explicit in table. 		26						4/30/2012 12:32		4/30/2012 12:32		SF		1490		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in July of 2003, as seen on the page after the title page.		NA						2006		no						8-Jul		Alexander Huw Arnall, “Future Technologies, Today’s Choices,” July 2003.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“To illustrate, ‘smart’ wrappings for the food industry (to indicate freshness or otherwise) are close to the market…By 2006, beer packaging is anticipated by industry to use the highest weight of nano-strengthened material, at 3 million lbs., followed by meats and carbonated soft drinks.”		16		In 2006, beer packaging will use 3 million pounds of nano-strengthened material. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Imperial College of London’s Department of Environmental Science and Technology, as seen on the title page.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		16		1491		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Information on page 7 indicates that the Imperial College of London reviewed nanotechnology and artificial intelligence/robotics developments, documenting existing applications and analyzing current R&D, main players in technology developments, and the associated incentives and risks associated with the technologies. In section 1.3 (p.14), the author states that the report was compiled by consulting a wide variety of sources across the entire spectrum of the debate, from industry advocates to environmental and social pressure groups. The author then provides the most helpful sources used in the study. 		2006		no				The author is predicting the popularity of nano-strengthened material in beer packaging.		16		Market penetration		2007		2005		264		8		56		230		yes				no		Nano-strengthened material		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Nano-strengthened materials would be a component of beer packaging.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Nano-strengthened materials would be a component of beer packaging.		16		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The materials were likely in development in 2003.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2003		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		16						4/30/2012 14:47		4/30/2012 14:47		SF		1491		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in July of 2003, as seen on the page after the title page.		NA						2005.5		no						8-Jul		Alexander Huw Arnall, “Future Technologies, Today’s Choices,” July 2003.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Table 1		18		Between 2003 and 2008, telecommunications or optics products that use quantum wells will first become available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Imperial College of London’s Department of Environmental Science and Technology, as seen on the title page.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		18		1492		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Information on page 7 indicates that the Imperial College of London reviewed nanotechnology and artificial intelligence/robotics developments, documenting existing applications and analyzing current R&D, main players in technology developments, and the associated incentives and risks associated with the technologies. In section 1.3 (p.14), the author states that the report was compiled by consulting a wide variety of sources across the entire spectrum of the debate, from industry advocates to environmental and social pressure groups. The author then provides the most helpful sources used in the study. 		2005.5		no				The author is predicting the emergence of a new technology.		18		Technology emergence		2008		2003		264		8		56		232		yes				no		Quantum wells		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Quantum wells would be a component of the products.		18		Component		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		In this context, the quantum wells would be used to produce telecommunications or optics products.		18		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that quantum wells were in development in 2003.		18				2.5		Short-term		no				2003				The table indicates that the event will occur "current - 5 years". Since the document was published in 2003, the timeframe is 200302008. 		18		2008		2003		4/30/2012 15:08		4/30/2012 15:08		SF		1492		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in July of 2003, as seen on the page after the title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		yes		Forecast was achieved in 2009 with the sale of Recovery Complex® Anti-Frizz products. 		The first product found to advertise molecule capsules was   Recovery Complex® Anti-Frizz with their "nourishing nanospheres". 		8-Jul		Alexander Huw Arnall, “Future Technologies, Today’s Choices,” July 2003.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Table 1		18		Between 2003 and 2005, products that use nanocapsules will first become available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Imperial College of London’s Department of Environmental Science and Technology, as seen on the title page.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		18		1493		yes		2009		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Information on page 7 indicates that the Imperial College of London reviewed nanotechnology and artificial intelligence/robotics developments, documenting existing applications and analyzing current R&D, main players in technology developments, and the associated incentives and risks associated with the technologies. In section 1.3 (p.14), the author states that the report was compiled by consulting a wide variety of sources across the entire spectrum of the debate, from industry advocates to environmental and social pressure groups. The author then provides the most helpful sources used in the study. 		2004		no		5		The author is predicting the emergence of a new product.		18		Technology emergence		2005		2003		264		8		56		230		yes		5		no		Nanocapsules		yes		Forecast was not achieved in 2004, as nanocapsules were in the research phase. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Nanocapsules are components of products.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		In this context, nanocapsules would be used in materials.		18		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that nanocapsules were in development in 2003.		18		5		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2003				Table 1 describes the timeframe as "current - 2 years." Since the document was published in 2003, the timeframe is 2003 to 2005.		18		2005		2003		4/30/2012 15:17		7/5/2012 13:00		SF		1493		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in July of 2003, as seen on the page after the title page.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005.5		yes		Forecast requires that carbon nanotube products are released commercially by 2006. This happened in 2005.		There is conflicting evidence here as to whether this occurred in 2004 or 2005 so the more conservative estimate of 2005 is chosen.		8-Jul		Alexander Huw Arnall, “Future Technologies, Today’s Choices,” July 2003.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Table 1		18		Between 2003 and 2008, products that use carbon nanotubes will first become available commercially. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Imperial College of London’s Department of Environmental Science and Technology, as seen on the title page.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		18		1494		yes		2005		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Information on page 7 indicates that the Imperial College of London reviewed nanotechnology and artificial intelligence/robotics developments, documenting existing applications and analyzing current R&D, main players in technology developments, and the associated incentives and risks associated with the technologies. In section 1.3 (p.14), the author states that the report was compiled by consulting a wide variety of sources across the entire spectrum of the debate, from industry advocates to environmental and social pressure groups. The author then provides the most helpful sources used in the study. 		2005.5		no		0.2		The author is predicting that new products will emerge.		18		Technology emergence		2008		2003		264		8		56		230		yes		-0.5		no		Carbon nanotubes		yes		In 2005, Zyvex released the first products that used carbon nanotubes commercially.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		yes		Carbon nanotubes are components of materials.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		In this context, carbon nanotubes would be used to produce materials/products.		18		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that carbon nanotubes were in development in 2003.		18		0.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2003				The table describes the timeline as "current - 5 years." Since the document was published in 2003, the timeline is 2003-2008.		18		2008		2003		4/30/2012 15:21		6/20/2012 14:20		SF		1494		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in July of 2003, as seen on the page after the title page.		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006.5		yes		Forecast year is 2007; SAMs products were commercially available a year prior to this.		Interpreted SAMSS mentioned in source to be a subset of types of SAMs.		8-Jul		Alexander Huw Arnall, “Future Technologies, Today’s Choices,” July 2003.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Table 1		18		Between 2005 and 2008, products that use self-assembling monolayers (SAMs) will first become available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Imperial College of London’s Department of Environmental Science and Technology, as seen on the title page.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		18		1495		no		2006		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Information on page 7 indicates that the Imperial College of London reviewed nanotechnology and artificial intelligence/robotics developments, documenting existing applications and analyzing current R&D, main players in technology developments, and the associated incentives and risks associated with the technologies. In section 1.3 (p.14), the author states that the report was compiled by consulting a wide variety of sources across the entire spectrum of the debate, from industry advocates to environmental and social pressure groups. The author then provides the most helpful sources used in the study. 		2006.5		no		0.142857143		The author is predicting the emergence of a new product.		18		Technology emergence		2008		2005		264		8		56		230		yes		-0.5		no		Self-assembling monolayers (SAMs)		yes		Products that used SAMs were available commercially in 2006.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		yes		SAMs are components of products/materials.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		In this context, SAMs would be used to develop products.		18		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that SAMs were in development in 2003.		18		0.5		3.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2003				The table describes the timeframe as "2-5 years." Since the document was written in 2003, the timeline is 2005 to 2008.		18		2008		2005		4/30/2012 15:25		6/20/2012 14:22		SF		1495		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in July of 2003, as seen on the page after the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		In 1990 Toyota first used clay/nylon-6 nanocomposites for timing belt covers.		Data stated clearly in sources.		8-Jul		Alexander Huw Arnall, “Future Technologies, Today’s Choices,” July 2003.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Table 1		18		Between 2003 and 2005, products that use nanocomposites will first become available commercially. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Imperial College of London’s Department of Environmental Science and Technology, as seen on the title page.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		18		1496		yes		1990		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Information on page 7 indicates that the Imperial College of London reviewed nanotechnology and artificial intelligence/robotics developments, documenting existing applications and analyzing current R&D, main players in technology developments, and the associated incentives and risks associated with the technologies. In section 1.3 (p.14), the author states that the report was compiled by consulting a wide variety of sources across the entire spectrum of the debate, from industry advocates to environmental and social pressure groups. The author then provides the most helpful sources used in the study. 		2004		no		14		The author is predicting the emergence of a new technology on the market.		18		Technology emergence		2005		2003		264		8		56		230		yes		-14		no		Nanocomposites		yes		Products using nanocomposites had been commercially available for 14 years by the forecast date.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Nanocomposites are components of materials.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		In this context, nanocomposites would be used to produce materials.		18		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The table indicates that nanocomposites were in development in 2003.		18		14		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2003				The table describes the timeframe as "current-2 years." Since the document was published in 2003, the timeframe is 2003-2005.		18		2005		2003		4/30/2012 15:30		6/20/2012 14:24		SF		1496		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in July of 2003, as seen on the page after the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		Forecast requires textiles incorporating nanoparticles to be available in 2007. They were available before this date.		Data stated clearly in sources.		8-Jul		Alexander Huw Arnall, “Future Technologies, Today’s Choices,” July 2003.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Table 1		18		Between 2006 and 2008, textiles that incorporate nanoparticles will first become available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Imperial College of London’s Department of Environmental Science and Technology, as seen on the title page.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		18		1497		yes		2000		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Information on page 7 indicates that the Imperial College of London reviewed nanotechnology and artificial intelligence/robotics developments, documenting existing applications and analyzing current R&D, main players in technology developments, and the associated incentives and risks associated with the technologies. In section 1.3 (p.14), the author states that the report was compiled by consulting a wide variety of sources across the entire spectrum of the debate, from industry advocates to environmental and social pressure groups. The author then provides the most helpful sources used in the study. 		2007		no		1.75		The author is predicting the emergence of a new technology.		18		Technology emergence		2008		2006		264		8		56		230		yes		-7		no		Textiles		yes		Textiles which incorporated nanoparticles were available as early 7 years before in 2000.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Nanoparticles would be components in textiles.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		In this context, the nanoparticles would be used to create a material (textiles).		18		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The table indicates that nanoparticles were in development in 2003.		18		7		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2003				The table describes the timeline as "3-5 years." Since the document was published in 2003, the timeline is 2006 to 2008.		18		2008		2006		4/30/2012 15:34		6/20/2012 14:26		SF		1497		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in July of 2003, as seen on the page after the title page.		NA						2004.5		no						8-Jul		Alexander Huw Arnall, “Future Technologies, Today’s Choices,” July 2003.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Table 12		31		Between 2003 and 2006, lab-on-a-chip technologies will be widely available.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Imperial College of London’s Department of Environmental Science and Technology, as seen on the title page.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		31		1498		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Information on page 7 indicates that the Imperial College of London reviewed nanotechnology and artificial intelligence/robotics developments, documenting existing applications and analyzing current R&D, main players in technology developments, and the associated incentives and risks associated with the technologies. In section 1.3 (p.14), the author states that the report was compiled by consulting a wide variety of sources across the entire spectrum of the debate, from industry advocates to environmental and social pressure groups. The author then provides the most helpful sources used in the study. 		2004.5		no				The author is predicting the availability of LOC technologies, which indicates their popularity.		31		Market penetration		2006		2003		264		8		56		236		yes				no		Lab-on-a-chip		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		LOC technologies are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		LOC technologies capitalize on physical, chemical, and mechanical properties.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		LOC technologies were in development in 2003.		NA				1.5		Short-term		no				2003				The table indicates that the event will occur "within 3 years." Since the document was published in 2003, the timeframe is 2003-2006.		31		2006		2003		4/30/2012 15:38		4/30/2012 15:38		SF		1498		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in July of 2003, as seen on the page after the title page.		NA								no						8-Jul		Alexander Huw Arnall, “Future Technologies, Today’s Choices,” July 2003.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Table 12		31		Between 2008 and 2010, cellular manipulation will be used clinically to persuade tissues to grow.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Imperial College of London’s Department of Environmental Science and Technology, as seen on the title page.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		31		1499		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Information on page 7 indicates that the Imperial College of London reviewed nanotechnology and artificial intelligence/robotics developments, documenting existing applications and analyzing current R&D, main players in technology developments, and the associated incentives and risks associated with the technologies. In section 1.3 (p.14), the author states that the report was compiled by consulting a wide variety of sources across the entire spectrum of the debate, from industry advocates to environmental and social pressure groups. The author then provides the most helpful sources used in the study. 				no				The author is predicting that cellular manipulation will emerge in clinical markets.		31		Technology emergence						264		8		56		224		yes				no		Cellular manipulation		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Cellular manipulation is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		31		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The described manipulation was in development in 2003.		NA				6		Medium-term		no				2003				The table describes the timeline as "more distant: 5-7 years." Since the document was published in 2003, the timeline is 2008 to 2010.		31		2010		2008		4/30/2012 15:42		4/30/2012 15:42		SF		1499		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in July of 2003, as seen on the page after the title page.		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		yes		The first commercially available polymer based photovoltaic cells were offered by Konarka Technologies in 2009.		Data stated clearly in sources.		8-Jul		Alexander Huw Arnall, “Future Technologies, Today’s Choices,” July 2003.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"The research stage has advanced much more quickly than expected. As a result, polymer-based PV cells should enter the market in 5 years."		32		In 2008, polymer-based photovoltaic (PV) cells will enter the market.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Imperial College of London’s Department of Environmental Science and Technology, as seen on the title page.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		32		1500		yes		2009		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Information on page 7 indicates that the Imperial College of London reviewed nanotechnology and artificial intelligence/robotics developments, documenting existing applications and analyzing current R&D, main players in technology developments, and the associated incentives and risks associated with the technologies. In section 1.3 (p.14), the author states that the report was compiled by consulting a wide variety of sources across the entire spectrum of the debate, from industry advocates to environmental and social pressure groups. The author then provides the most helpful sources used in the study. 		2008		no		0.2		The author is predicting that a new product will emerge.		32		Technology emergence		2010		2006		264		8		56		227		yes		1		no		Polymer-based photovoltaic cells		yes		There were no polymer-based photovoltaic cells on the market in 2008.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		yes		Polymer-based photovoltaic cells are components of energy-producing systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		PV cells are used to store energy.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Polymer-based photovoltaic cells were in development in 2003.		NA		1		5		Short-term		yes		SF		2003		2008		Explicit in forecast statement; the products will enter the market 5 years after the forecast was published (2003 + 5 = 2008)		32						4/30/2012 15:47		6/20/2012 14:44		SF		1500		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in July of 2003, as seen on the page after the title page.		NA						2004		no						8-Jul		Alexander Huw Arnall, “Future Technologies, Today’s Choices,” July 2003.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Table 13		32		Between 2003 and 2005, products that use nanotubes for fuel conversion or storage will enter the market. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Imperial College of London’s Department of Environmental Science and Technology, as seen on the title page.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		32		1501		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		Information on page 7 indicates that the Imperial College of London reviewed nanotechnology and artificial intelligence/robotics developments, documenting existing applications and analyzing current R&D, main players in technology developments, and the associated incentives and risks associated with the technologies. In section 1.3 (p.14), the author states that the report was compiled by consulting a wide variety of sources across the entire spectrum of the debate, from industry advocates to environmental and social pressure groups. The author then provides the most helpful sources used in the study. 		2004		no				The author is predicting that a new technology will emerge.		32		Technology emergence		2005		2003		264		8		56		227		yes				no		Nanotubes		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Nanotubes would be a component of fuel conversion systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		In this context, the nanotubes would be used to convert fuel.		32		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Nanotubes were in development in 2003.		NA				1		Short-term		no				2003				The table describes the timeframe as "2 years." Since the document was published in 2003, the timeframe is 2003 to 2005.		32		2005		2003		4/30/2012 15:50		4/30/2012 15:50		SF		1501		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0503.aspx. 		NA						2006		no						3		Paul Anderson, “Advanced Display Technologies,” 2005.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Field Emission Displays (FED): Carbon nanotubes. Expected: End of 2006 onwards.”		22		The first field emission display devices to use carbon nanotubes will enter the market at the end of 2006. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) when the forecast was made.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		53		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		22		1502		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviewed other reports describing technology trends and scanned the horizon to evaluate the development and implications of more novel technologies.		2006		no				The author is predicting that the devices will emerge on the market.		22		Technology emergence		2006		2006		265		8		59		225		yes				no		Field emission displays		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		FEDs are subsystems.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		FEDs are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that the devices were in development in 2005.		22				1		Short-term		no				2005		2006		Explicit in forecast statement; the first products would enter the market at the end of 2006.		22						5/1/2012 7:19		7/17/2012 7:41		SF		1502		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0503.aspx. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		An OLED television was released in the forecast time period.		Data stated clearly in sources.		3		Paul Anderson, “Advanced Display Technologies,” 2005.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Organic light emitting diodes—OLEDs. Expected: Some products already available’ TVs expected 2007.”		22		Televisions that use organic light emitting diode (OLED) displays will enter the market in 2007. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) when the forecast was made.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		53		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		22		1503		yes		2007		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviewed other reports describing technology trends and scanned the horizon to evaluate the development and implications of more novel technologies.		2007		no		0		The author is predicting that OLED TVs will emerge on the market.		22		Technology emergence		2008		2006		265		8		59		225		yes		0		no		Television		yes		The first commercially available OLED television was released by Sony in Japan in October 2007.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		yes		TVs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		TVs are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that OLED TVs were in development in 2005.		22		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		22						5/1/2012 7:24		6/20/2012 14:47		SF		1503		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0503.aspx. 		NA								no						3		Paul Anderson, “Advanced Display Technologies,” 2005.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Polymer light emitting diodes—PLEDs. Expected: Some products already available; TVs expected 2010.”		23		Televisions that have polymer light emitting diode (PLED) displays will enter the market in 2010. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) when the forecast was made.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		53		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		23		1504		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviewed other reports describing technology trends and scanned the horizon to evaluate the development and implications of more novel technologies.				no				The author is predicting that PLED TVs will emerge on the market.		23		Technology emergence						265		8		59		225		yes				no		Television		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		TVs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		TVs are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that PLED TVs were in development in 2005.		23				5		Short-term		no				2005		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		23						5/1/2012 7:27		5/1/2012 7:27		SF		1504		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0503.aspx. 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		Plan to release SED products in 2007 were announced. No products ever materialized and the only companies developing the technology were Toshiba and Canon together as SED Inc. SED Inc was liquidated in 2010 with no product having been released. As of 2010 Canon stated that research and development is ongoing. 		Data stated clearly in sources.		3		Paul Anderson, “Advanced Display Technologies,” 2005.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Surface-conduction Electron-emitter Display – SEDs. Expected: 2007 onwards.”		24		The first products using surface-conduction electron-emitter displays (SEDs) will enter the market in 2007.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) when the forecast was made.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		53		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		24		1505		yes				no		2010		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviewed other reports describing technology trends and scanned the horizon to evaluate the development and implications of more novel technologies.		2007		no				The author is predicting that SED devices will emerge on the market.		24		Technology emergence		2008		2006		265		8		59		225		yes				no		Surface-conduction electron-emitter display		yes		In 2007 surface-conduction electron-emitter displays were still in research and development.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Display technologies are subsystems associated with communication systems (televisions, etc.).		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Display technologies are used to communicate information.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that SED devices were in development in 2005.		24				2		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		24						5/1/2012 7:31		6/21/2012 8:25		SF		1505		SF

		2		yes		no		This forecast entry should be deleted or otherwise omitted from our sample set, as it was taken out of context. SF		This forecast entry should be deleted or otherwise omitted from our sample set, as it was taken out of context. SF		yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0503.aspx. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		The first HDTVs were commercially released in Japan in 1990.		Data stated clearly in sources.		3		Paul Anderson, “Advanced Display Technologies,” 2005.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Specific trends: High Definition TV (HDTV) and Video Displays. Expected: 2006 onwards.”		27		The first high-definition televisions (HDTVs) will enter the market in 2006.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) when the forecast was made.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		53		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		27		1506		yes		1990		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviewed other reports describing technology trends and scanned the horizon to evaluate the development and implications of more novel technologies.		2006		no		16		The author is predicting that HDTVs will emerge on the market.		27		Technology emergence		2006		2006		265		8		59		225		no		-16		no		HDTV		yes		HDTVs had been available commercially for 16 years prior to the forecast date.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		TVs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		HDTVs are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that HDTVs were in development in 2005.		27		16		1		Short-term		no				2005		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		27						5/1/2012 7:34		7/12/2012 12:47		SF		1506		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0503.aspx		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		Flexible OLED displays are yet to become commercially available as of 2012. Therefore, the forecast was not realized.		Data stated clearly in ground truth sources.		3		Paul Anderson, “Advanced Display Technologies,” 2005.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Another active company is Universal Display Corporation, which is working on Flexible OLEDs (FOLED), built on optically-clear plastic films and thin, bendable metallic foils (www.universaldisplay.com/foled.htm). Other companies are working on technologies that will allow printing onto such flexible substrates. One such company, Plastic Logic, envisages flexible e-readers capable of displaying full motion video by 2008.”		26		In 2008, at least one flexible OLED e-reader capable of displaying full-motion video will be available commercially. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) when the forecast was made.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		53		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		26		1507		yes				no		2012		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviewed other reports describing technology trends and scanned the horizon to evaluate the development and implications of more novel technologies.		2008		no				The author is predicting that an e-reader with the described functionality will emerge on the market.		26		Technology emergence		2009		2007		265		8		59		226		yes				no		E-reader		yes		In 2008 Flexible OLED displays were not available commercially.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		E-readers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		E-readers are computing technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that the described e-readers were in development in 2005.		26				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		26						5/1/2012 7:40		7/17/2012 7:40		SF		1507		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0503.aspx. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		Blu-ray players became commercially available in the forecast year.		Data stated clearly in sources.		3		Paul Anderson, “Advanced Display Technologies,” 2005.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"HD content will also be made available via new formats in DVD-style discs. As things currently stand these discs will be distributed in two formats – HD-DVD and Blu-Ray. Players for the former will be available in the UK in late 2005, the latter in 2006."		27		Blue-Ray players will be commercially available in the UK in 2006. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) when the forecast was made.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		53		Explicit in forecast statement.		27		1508		yes		2006		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviewed other reports describing technology trends and scanned the horizon to evaluate the development and implications of more novel technologies.		2006		no		0		The author is predicting that Blu-Ray players will emerge in the UK.		27		Technology emergence		2006		2006		265		8		59		225		yes		0		no		Blu-ray player		yes		Blu-ray players first became commercially available in the UK in late 2006.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		yes		Blu-ray players are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Blu-ray players are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that Blu-ray players were about to enter the market in the UK, implying that they had entered other markets.		27		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		27						5/1/2012 7:43		6/21/2012 8:34		SF		1508		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0503.aspx. 		NA						2006.5		no						3		Paul Anderson, “Advanced Display Technologies,” 2005.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“One emerging trend over the next few years will be the increasing availability of three dimensional (3D) display technologies. The technology is already in the market and is being used in some UK HE institutions for the visualization of research data in high-end scientific work such as biomedical research. However, these systems cost thousands of pounds rather than the hundreds that will be required for mass adoption to take place.”		28		Between 2005 and 2008, market adoption of 3D display technologies in the UK will increase over 2004 levels.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) when the forecast was made.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		53		The forecast language indicates that it applies to the UK, explaining system costs in pounds rather than dollars.		28		1509		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviewed other reports describing technology trends and scanned the horizon to evaluate the development and implications of more novel technologies.		2006.5		no				The author is predicting that the penetration of 3D displays will increase.		28		Market penetration		2008		2005		265		8		59		226		yes				no		3D displays		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		3D displays are subsystems.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		3D displays are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that 3D displays were in use in 2005 but were not commonplace.		28				1.5		Short-term		no				2005				The event is described as taking place "over the next few years." The standard lexicon defines "few" as 3, and the forecast timeframe as 2005-2008. 		28		2008		2005		5/1/2012 7:49		7/17/2012 7:39		SF		1509		SF

		2		yes		no		This forecast entry needs to be deleted or otherwise removed from our data set, as it was taken out of context.  SF 				yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0503.aspx. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		The first volumetric 3D display to enter significant production was the depth cube in 2003.		Assumes that since 3D volumetric displays were available in 2004 they were in 2006.		3		Paul Anderson, “Advanced Display Technologies,” 2005.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Volumetric 3D displays. Expected: 2006 onwards”		31		The first products using volumetric 3D displays will enter the market in 2006. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) when the forecast was made.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		53		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		31		1510		yes		2003		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviewed other reports describing technology trends and scanned the horizon to evaluate the development and implications of more novel technologies.		2006		no		3		The author is predicting that the displays will emerge on the market.		31		Technology emergence		2006		2006		265		8		59		226		no		-3		no		Volumetric 3D displays		yes		By 2006, at least two volumentric 3D displays were available commercially.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Volumetric 3D displays are subsystems.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Volumetric 3D displays are computer technologies. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that volumetric 3D displays were about to enter the market in 2005. 		NA		3		1		Short-term		no				2005		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		31						5/1/2012 7:52		7/17/2012 7:38		SF		1510		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0503.aspx. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006.5		yes		No product that was simultaneously 2D and 3D was available in 2007. The first 2D and 3D device was released in 2011.		The verifying source says the first "glasses free" 3D and 2D device was introduced in 2011. 3D/2D products that required users to wear glasses may have been available earlier than 2011, but this was not found in our research. 		3		Paul Anderson, “Advanced Display Technologies,” 2005.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“SeeReal recently announced a prototype system that presents 2D and 3D images simultaneously to a wide viewing group and this new system is predicted to be in the market within the next three years.”		30-31		Between 2005 and 2008, a device that presents 2D and 3D images simultaneously will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) when the forecast was made.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		53		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		30-31		1511		no		2011		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviewed other reports describing technology trends and scanned the horizon to evaluate the development and implications of more novel technologies.		2006.5		no		3		The author is predicting that the product will emerge on the market.		30-31		Technology emergence		2008		2005		265		8		59		226		yes		4.5		no		2D and 3D display		yes		No product that was simultaneously 2D and 3D was available in 2007. The first 2D and 3D device was released in 2011. 		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		The displays themselves would be subsystems. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		2D and 3D displays are computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that a prototype of this technology existed in 2005.		30-31		4.5		1.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				The time horizon is described as "within the next three years," which, according to the standard lexicon, would be 2005-2008.		30-31		2008		2005		5/1/2012 7:56		7/17/2012 7:37		SF		1511		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0503.aspx. 		NA						2008		no						3		Paul Anderson, “Advanced Display Technologies,” 2005.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Personal displays, visors and headsets require the user to wear the display close to their eyes, and are becoming relatively common in research, military and engineering environments, and high-end gaming circles. Developments in microdisplay technologies will significantly increase their use and reach in coming years.”		35		Between 2006 and 2010, market adoption of near-to-eye displays, such as visors and headsets, will increase over 2005 levels worldwide.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) when the forecast was made.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		53		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		35		1512		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviewed other reports describing technology trends and scanned the horizon to evaluate the development and implications of more novel technologies.		2008		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		35		Market penetration		2010		2006		265		8		59		225		yes				no		Near-to-eye personal displays		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		The displays are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The displays are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that the displays were in use in 2005 but would increase in the next 1-5 years.		35				3		Short-term		no				2005				The timeframe is "in the coming years," which the standard lexicon defines as "short term" (1-5 years).		35		2010		2006		5/1/2012 8:03		5/1/2012 8:03		SF		1512		SF

		2		yes		no		Can we add a source from 2005 that describes the same tech? This will help make the judgment that they're less bulky and obvious less subjective. SF				yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0503.aspx. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		Near-to-eye displays were less bulk and obvious in 2008 than 2005.		Glasses released in 2008 claim to look natural but this is a subjective judgement.		3		Paul Anderson, “Advanced Display Technologies,” 2005.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Conventional front and rear projection systems involve the use of microdisplays and they are also commonly found in the viewfinders of digital cameras and video recorders; indeed this is the main market at the moment. However, a more interesting development is that microdisplay technologies are helping to facilitate the introduction of near-to-eye or 'heads-up' systems, and the production of lightweight, wearable, personal head-mounted displays with screens. The user wears the screens like a pair of glasses and sees an image in front of the eyes at the same time as being able to view the real world. Although currently the systems are somewhat bulky and obvious, it is expected that as the screen technology is miniaturised and embedded in the frame they will be indistinguishable from a pair of spectacles or sunglasses in a few years' time. Wireless connection to other peripherals and desktop systems is also expected shortly.”		35		In 2008, near-to-eye displays will more closely resemble eyeglasses or sunglasses than they did in 2005, becoming less bulky and obvious. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) when the forecast was made.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		53		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		35		1513		yes		2008		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviewed other reports describing technology trends and scanned the horizon to evaluate the development and implications of more novel technologies.		2008		no		0		The author is predicting that near-to-eye display technology will evolve such that they are miniaturized.		35		Evolution		2009		2007		265		8		59		225		yes		0		no		Near-to-eye personal displays		yes		In 2008, near-to-eye displays did more closely resemble eyeglasses or sunglasses than they did in 2005 and were less bulky and obvious.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		yes		The displays are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The displays are used to communicate information		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that the displays were in use in 2005 but were bulky and obvious.		35		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2008		The forecast timeframe is "in a few years' time," which is defined as "in 3 years."		35		2008		2005		5/1/2012 8:12		7/12/2012 12:44		SF		1513		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0503.aspx. 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		yes		The first wirelessly connective near eye display was the Kopin Golden-i, released in 2009.		Data stated clearly in ground truth sources.		3		Paul Anderson, “Advanced Display Technologies,” 2005.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Conventional front and rear projection systems involve the use of microdisplays and they are also commonly found in the viewfinders of digital cameras and video recorders; indeed this is the main market at the moment. However, a more interesting development is that microdisplay technologies are helping to facilitate the introduction of near-to-eye or 'heads-up' systems, and the production of lightweight, wearable, personal head-mounted displays with screens. The user wears the screens like a pair of glasses and sees an image in front of the eyes at the same time as being able to view the real world. Although currently the systems are somewhat bulky and obvious, it is expected that as the screen technology is miniaturised and embedded in the frame they will be indistinguishable from a pair of spectacles or sunglasses in a few years' time. Wireless connection to other peripherals and desktop systems is also expected shortly.”		35		Between 2006 and 2010, near-to-eye displays will be connected to other peripherals and desktop systems wirelessly. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) when the forecast was made.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		53		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		35		1514		yes		2009		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviewed other reports describing technology trends and scanned the horizon to evaluate the development and implications of more novel technologies.		2008		no		0.333333333		The author is predicting that the displays will evolve such that they incorporate wireless connections.		35		Evolution		2010		2006		265		8		59		225		yes		1		no		Near-to-eye personal displays		yes		Near-to-eye displays which connected to other peripherals and desktop systems wirelessly were not available in 2008.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		yes		In this context, the near-to-eye displays (systems) would be connected to other systems, creating a system of systems.		35		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The displays would be used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that the displays were in development in 2005.		35		1		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				The event is to occur "shortly," which the standard lexicon defines as "short term" (1-5 years). As such, the event will occur 1-5 years from 2005, which is 2006-2010.		35		2010		2006		5/1/2012 8:18		7/17/2012 7:36		SF		1514		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0504.aspx		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		In 2005, the largest internal storage capacity of a mobile phone was 3GB.		Data stated clearly in sources.		2		Paul Anderson, “Mobile and PDA Technologies: Looking Around the Corner,” 2005				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"This report has provided a short update on the previous JISC Technology Watch report on the future of PDA and mobile devices which was published in November 2004. In the space of a year we have seen a number of developments including the introduction of hard-disc based storage on handhelds, the spreading of WiFi Internet access and the continued rise of the smartphone, many with third generation (3G) telecomms access. Larger increases in the storage, processing and communications capabilities of these devices is predicted over the coming years, as is the continued miniaturisation."		7		Between 2006 and 2010, the storage capabilities of at least one PDA or mobile device will increase above 2005 levels. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) in 2005. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		7		1515		yes		2008		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviews other documents and industry reviews to characterize technology trends and describe their potential implications. 		2008		no		0		The author is predicting that PDAs and mobile phones will evolve such that their storage increases.		7		Evolution		2010		2006		266		8		59		225		yes		0		no		PDAs and mobile devices		yes		In 2008, mobile phones existed with internal storage of at least 16GB.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		yes		The devices themselves are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		PDAs and mobile devices are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The devices were in use in 2005; the author is predicting that they will be optimized.		7		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				The forecast timeframe is "the coming years," which the standard lexicon defines as 1-5 years.		7		2010		2006		5/1/2012 8:44		6/21/2012 8:42		SF		1515		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0504.aspx		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		The fastest processor available in handheld devices clocked at 624MHz in 2005.		Data stated clearly in sources.		2		Paul Anderson, “Mobile and PDA Technologies: Looking Around the Corner,” 2005				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"This report has provided a short update on the previous JISC Technology Watch report on the future of PDA and mobile devices which was published in November 2004. In the space of a year we have seen a number of developments including the introduction of hard-disc based storage on handhelds, the spreading of WiFi Internet access and the continued rise of the smartphone, many with third generation (3G) telecomms access. Larger increases in the storage, processing and communications capabilities of these devices is predicted over the coming years, as is the continued miniaturisation."		7		Between 2006 and 2010, the processing speeds associated with at least one mobile device will increase above 2005 levels.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) in 2005. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		7		1516		yes		2008		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviews other documents and industry reviews to characterize technology trends and describe their potential implications. 		2008		no		0		The author is predicting that mobile devices will evolve such that their functionality improves.		7		Evolution		2010		2006		266		8		59		225		yes		0		no		PDAs and mobile devices		yes		In 2008, mobile devices had processors with speeds of up to 800MHz.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		yes		The devices themselves are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The devices are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The devices were in use in 2005; the author is predicting changing characteristics.		7		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				The forecast timeframe is "the coming years," which the standard lexicon defines as 1-5 years.		7		2010		2006		5/1/2012 8:47		6/21/2012 8:43		SF		1516		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0504.aspx		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		Display sizes (used as a metric for phone size) increased from an average of 2 inches in 2005 to 2.1 inches in 2008. Phones were larger in size in 2008 than in 2005.		Used phone display sizes as a metric for "phone size".		2		Paul Anderson, “Mobile and PDA Technologies: Looking Around the Corner,” 2005				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"This report has provided a short update on the previous JISC Technology Watch report on the future of PDA and mobile devices which was published in November 2004. In the space of a year we have seen a number of developments including the introduction of hard-disc based storage on handhelds, the spreading of WiFi Internet access and the continued rise of the smartphone, many with third generation (3G) telecomms access. Larger increases in the storage, processing and communications capabilities of these devices is predicted over the coming years, as is the continued miniaturisation."		7		Between 2006 and 2010, mobile devices will be  smaller than they were in 2005.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) in 2005. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		7		1517		yes				yes		2010		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviews other documents and industry reviews to characterize technology trends and describe their potential implications. 		2008		no				The author is predicting that mobile devices will continue to miniaturize.		7		Evolution		2010		2006		266		8		59		225		yes				no		PDAs and mobile devices		yes		Phone display sizes were 2.1 inches in 2008.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		The devices themselves are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The devices are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The devices were in use in 2005; the author is predicting that they would continue to miniaturize.		7				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				The forecast timeframe is "the coming years," which the standard lexicon defines as 1-5 years.		7		2010		2006		5/1/2012 8:50		6/21/2012 8:45		SF		1517		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0504.aspx		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		yes		The 1GHz processor was not used in a handheld device until 2009.		Interpreted handheld to mean smart phones.		2		Paul Anderson, “Mobile and PDA Technologies: Looking Around the Corner,” 2005				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Intel continue to dominate the provision of CPUs to the more traditional PDA/handheld market with a great many devices running on Intel®'s Xscale PXA27x architecture at speeds of up to 6234Mhz (referred to in the previous report by its marketing name—the Bulverde range). This range will be built upon in 2006 in an update codenamed Monahans and predicted to have speeds of 1GHz."		4		In 2006, a processor with speeds of 1 GHz will enter the PDA/handheld market. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) in 2005. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		4		1518		yes		2009		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviews other documents and industry reviews to characterize technology trends and describe their potential implications. 		2006		no		3		The author is predicting that a processor with improved speed will emerge on the market.		4		Technology emergence		2006		2006		266		8		59		226		yes		3		no		Processor		yes		In 2006, a 1GHz processor designed for handheld devices was first launched but not yet incorporated into any devices.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Processors are components of communication devices.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processors are computer technologies, though this processor would be used in communication devices.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that processors for handheld devices were in use in 2005, but none with the predicted speed.		4		3		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		4						5/1/2012 8:58		7/13/2012 11:16		SF		1518		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0504.aspx		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		yes		The first mobile phone with a dual core processor was released in 2011. The phone used 2 1GHz cores.		Data stated clearly in sources.		2		Paul Anderson, “Mobile and PDA Technologies: Looking Around the Corner,” 2005				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"However, as discussed in the previous section, the growth in the marketplace is primarily coming from smartphones and wireless connected Blackberry-style email devices. These devices tend to run on Texas Instruments processors. The Texas Instruments OMAP High Performance family of scalable processors is built around a core provided by UK company, ARM, and Texas Instrument's in-house Digital Signal Processing (DSP) technology. The family includes the OMAP 1710 (used in Nokia's 6680) and OMPAP 1510 (Texas Instruments, 2005)..As part of efforts to gain momentum in the smartphone market, in late 2006, Intel will launch a dual-core processor for the mobile market called the Merom (Goodwins, 2005) with a power consumption of 45watts and 600+Mhz speeds."		4		At the end of  2006, a dual-core processor with 600+Mhz speeds will enter the mobile market.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) in 2005. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		4		1519		no		2011		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviews other documents and industry reviews to characterize technology trends and describe their potential implications. 		2006		no		5		The author is predicting that a dual-core processor with improved speed will enter the mobile market.		4		Technology emergence		2006		2006		266		8		59		226		yes		5		no		Computer processor		yes		In 2006, there were no mobile phones with dual core processors.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Processors are components of communication devices.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processors are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that dual-core processors were in use in 2005 but did not have the forecasted speed.		4		5		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2006		Explicit in forecast statement; the event is slated to occur in late 2006.		4						5/1/2012 9:02		7/13/2012 11:15		SF		1519		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0504.aspx		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		Miniaturized 802.11g chip sets designed for handhelds were released in 2004, being incorporated in devices in 2005.		If the standards were approved in 2003, devices could not have been available before then. If 802.11g chipsets for handhelds were only becoming available in 2004, then devices could not have been available then. Devices were available in 2005 at the earliest.		2		Paul Anderson, “Mobile and PDA Technologies: Looking Around the Corner,” 2005				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"An increasing number of handheld devices now include WiFi support as standard (see table 1). The current state-of-the art is based on 802.11b and most handheld devices offering WiFi will support this variant. This offers a theoretical speed of 11 Mb/s, although in practical, real-world usage the bandwidth is probably a lot lower. Products will shortly (early 2006) come on-stream which offer the faster, 802.11g, at speeds of up to 54Mb/s. An even faster variant 802.11n is still under discussion, but will offer speeds of up to 250Mb/s and is likely to be first available in 2007. So-called 'pre-n' products which implement some of the 802.11n standard have been announced, but this is unlikely to affect the handheld products market at this stage."		5		In 2006, at least one handheld device with speeds of up to 54Mb/s (based on the 802.11g standard) will be commercially available. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) in 2005. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		5		1520		yes		2005		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviews other documents and industry reviews to characterize technology trends and describe their potential implications. 		2006		no		1		The author is predicting that handheld devices will evolve such that their speed increases.		5		Evolution		2006		2006		266		8		59		225		yes		-1		no		Handheld devices		yes		In 2006, handheld devices using the 802.11g specification of Wi-Fi were available.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Handheld devices themselves are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Handheld devices are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that handheld devices with the predicted speed were about to enter the market.		5		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		5						5/1/2012 9:07		6/21/2012 8:49		SF		1520		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0504.aspx		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		The speeds available in 2007 were lower than those forecast.		Interpreted handheld devices to mean cell phones/smart phones.		2		Paul Anderson, “Mobile and PDA Technologies: Looking Around the Corner,” 2005				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"An increasing number of handheld devices now include WiFi support as standard (see table 1). The current state-of-the art is based on 802.11b and most handheld devices offering WiFi will support this variant. This offers a theoretical speed of 11 Mb/s, although in practical, real-world usage the bandwidth is probably a lot lower. Products will shortly (early 2006) come on-stream which offer the faster, 802.11g, at speeds of up to 54Mb/s. An even faster variant 802.11n is still under discussion, but will offer speeds of up to 250Mb/s and is likely to be first available in 2007. So-called 'pre-n' products which implement some of the 802.11n standard have been announced, but this is unlikely to affect the handheld products market at this stage."		5		A handheld device with speeds of up to 250 Mb/s will be available commercially in 2007.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) in 2005. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		5		1521		yes				no		2012		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviews other documents and industry reviews to characterize technology trends and describe their potential implications. 		2007		no				The author is predicting that handheld devices will evolve such that their speed improves.		5		Evolution		2008		2006		266		8		59		225		yes				no		Handheld devices		yes		In 2007, the 802.11g Wi-Fi standard was used in handheld devices, offering theoretical speeds of up to 54Mb/s.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Handheld devices themselves are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Handheld devices are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that a device with the predicted speed was in development in 2005.		5				2		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		5						5/1/2012 9:10		6/21/2012 8:51		SF		1521		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0504.aspx		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		The DMFCs available in 2007 were not powering mobile phones.		Data stated clearly in sources.		2		Paul Anderson, “Mobile and PDA Technologies: Looking Around the Corner,” 2005				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“For some time, commentators have been predicting that the introduction of fuel cell technologies would alleviate problems with the life of lithium batteries. The Japanese tend to be the leading developers of this technology and in 2005 there were a number of announcements concerning the development of prototype Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC) devices for use in mobile phones (see for example, Singer, 2005a) and these are now expected in 2007. Such devices will initially offer a hybrid with existing battery technology or even simply provide a convenient portable recharge mechanism. In anticipation of this a recent report by Nanomarkets argued that 2006 could be "break out year" for fuel cells (Nanomarkets, 2005).”		6		In 2007, a Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC) device will enter the mobile phone market. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) in 2005. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		6		1522		yes				no		2012		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviews other documents and industry reviews to characterize technology trends and describe their potential implications. 		2007		no				The author is predicting that a DMFC will emerge on the mobile phone market.		6		Technology emergence		2008		2006		266		8		59		225		yes				no		Direct Methanol Fuel Cell 		yes		In 2007, no small DMFCs were available commercially.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		A DMFC device would be a subsystem associated with mobile devices. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		In this context, the DMFC would be used in communication devices.		6		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that a prototype DMFC existed in 2005.		6				2		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		6						5/1/2012 9:16		6/21/2012 8:56		SF		1522		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2005. Information from this site confirms that it was written in October of 2005: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/horizonscanning/hs0504.aspx		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		Flexible displays are expected to be commercialized in handheld devices in 2012 but this has yet to occur.		Data stated clearly in sources.		2		Paul Anderson, “Mobile and PDA Technologies: Looking Around the Corner,” 2005				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Building on the introduction of OLEDs, a number of technology developments are pointing to a trend towards reflective, flexible display surfaces that can be rolled, like paper. It is likely that these roll-up displays will be incorporated into handheld devices in the near future and many different types of applications are envisaged that provide larger information screens to be carried on the move. Prototypes have been demonstrated by manufacturers in 2005 (see the picture below)."		6		Between 2006 and 2010, at least one commercially-available handheld device will have a reflective, flexible display surface that can be rolled like paper. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) in 2005. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		6		1523		no				yes		2012		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The author reviews other documents and industry reviews to characterize technology trends and describe their potential implications. 		2008		no				The author is predicting that a handheld devices with a flexible display will emerge on the market.		6		Technology emergence		2010		2006		266		8		59		225		yes				no		Handheld devices		yes		In 2008 flexible display surfaces in handheld devices were not available.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		The device itself would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Handheld devices are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that prototypes of this technology had been demonstrated by manufacturers in 2005.		6				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				The forecast timeframe is described as "in the near future," which the standard lexicon defines as 1-5 years (short term).		6		2010		2006		5/1/2012 9:22		7/2/2012 11:48		SF		1523		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2004. Information from this site confirms that it was written in November of 2004: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/archive.aspx 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		In June 2003, the 802.11g specification gave Wi-Fi speeds of 54 Mb/s.  This was the fastest wireless network standard available in 2004. In October of 2009, when the 802.11n specification was released which offered speeds up to 150 Mb/s. Devices incorporating the draft 802.11n spec began appearing in the market around early/mid-2006.		Data stated clearly in ground truth sources.		NA		Paul Anderson and Adam Blackwood, “Mobile and PDA Technologies and their Future use in Education,” November 2004.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Short-term trends (up to five years). Wireless Networking. Trend summary: Wireless technology in general is set to become cheaper, faster, and much more common over the coming year as more home users and institutions deploy or adopt Wi-Fi kits to share lines and devices around the house or within the workplace…”		12		Between 2005 and 2009, wireless technology available worldwide will be faster than it was in 2004. 										1		Worldwide		The first author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) in 2004. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		12		1524		yes		2007		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The methodology is not described, but based on the methodologies described in JISC reports—as well as the authors’ extensive reference list—it can be deduced that source analysis was their primary methodology. 		2007		no		0		The authors are predicting that wireless technology will evolve such that speeds increase.		12		Evolution		2009		2005		267		8		59		225		yes		0		no		Wireless Internet		yes		In 2007 Wi-Fi speeds were demonstrably faster than they were in 2004.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		yes		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Wireless Internet is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Wireless Internet was in use in 2004; the authors are predicting that its speed will increase.  		12		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004				The event is predicted to occur in the short term, which the author defines as "up to five years." The standard lexicon defines it more precisely as 1-5 years from the forecast date, which makes it 2005-2009.		12		2009		2005		5/1/2012 10:00		7/6/2012 11:08		SF		1524		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2004. Information from this site confirms that it was written in November of 2004: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/archive.aspx 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		In 2004 the subscriber number had been 0.5 per one hundred inhabitants, thus lower than the 2007 levels. 		The figures for 2007 were lower than those of 2004, thus an increase of levels occurred as was forecast. 		NA		Paul Anderson and Adam Blackwood, “Mobile and PDA Technologies and their Future use in Education,” November 2004.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Short-term trends (up to five years). Wireless Networking. Trend summary: Wireless technology in general is set to become cheaper, faster, and much more common over the coming year as more home users and institutions deploy or adopt Wi-Fi kits to share lines and devices around the house or within the workplace…”		12		Between 2005 and 2009, worldwide adoption of wireless Internet will increase above 2004 levels. 										1		Worldwide		The first author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) in 2004. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		12		1525		yes		2007		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The methodology is not described, but based on the methodologies described in JISC reports—as well as the authors’ extensive reference list—it can be deduced that source analysis was their primary methodology. 		2007		no		0		Explicit in forecast statement.		12		Market penetration		2009		2005		267		8		59		225		yes		0		no		Wireless Internet		yes		The number of wireless subscribers was 2 per hundred inhabitants in 2007. 		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		yes		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Wireless Internet is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Wireless Internet was in use in 2004; the authors are predicting that its use would be more widespread.		12		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004				The event was predicted to occur in the short term ("up to five years," defined by the authors). The standard lexicon defines short term more precisely as 1-5 years, which makes the timeline 2005 to 2009.		12		2009		2005		5/1/2012 10:05		7/5/2012 12:58		SF		1525		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2004. Information from this site confirms that it was written in November of 2004: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/archive.aspx 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005.5		yes		Samsung launched the first WiMAX devices and services in South Korea in 2006.		Interprets WiMAX as being a 4G technology, a topic around which there seems to be some debate.		NA		Paul Anderson and Adam Blackwood, “Mobile and PDA Technologies and their Future use in Education,” November 2004.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"At the same time as these developments there will be technological improvements in the cellular networks that provide voice and data calls to mobile and smartphones. These networks are cellular in that devices communicate from within a geographically defined area, or cell, back to a base station (a mobile phone mast). Currently, manufacturers of phones are installing and marketing third generation cellular technologies, known as 3G, which uses a mixture of IP and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technologies.  Fourth generation, or 4G, will follow in the next few years."		13		Between 2004 and 2007, fourth generation (4G) cellular technologies will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The first author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) in 2004. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		13		1526		yes		2006		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The methodology is not described, but based on the methodologies described in JISC reports—as well as the authors’ extensive reference list—it can be deduced that source analysis was their primary methodology. 		2005.5		no		0.333333333		The authors are predicting that 4G technologies would emerge on the market.		13		Technology emergence		2007		2004		267		8		59		225		yes		0.5		no		4G cellular devices		yes		In 2006 the world's first 4G services became commercially available in South Korea.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		yes		The devices themselves are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		4G cellular devices are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that 4G cellular devices were in development in 2004.		13		0.5		1.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2004				The event is slated to occur "in the next few years," which is evaluated as the year the forecast was made plus the number of years (in this case, 3).		13		2007		2004		5/1/2012 10:11		7/2/2012 11:28		SF		1526		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2004. Information from this site confirms that it was written in November of 2004: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/archive.aspx 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		Forecast was achieved in 2007 when the  iPhone was released.		There were two earlier models (Samsung SCH-i730 and Nokia N70) that were released earlier in 2005. However, they do not appear to fully meet the forecast requirements because the first was missing camera, Wi-Fi was a battery hog; while the second had been introduced without WLAN support.		NA		Paul Anderson and Adam Blackwood, “Mobile and PDA Technologies and their Future use in Education,” November 2004.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Trend summary: Mobile devices are likely to converge into a hybrid of smartphone, PDA, and media technologies, which can be termed PACE (personal assistant, communication, and entertainment) device." 		13		Between 2005 and 2009, mobile devices will converge into a single hybrid device that merges the functionality of smartphones, PDAs, and media technologies. 										1		Worldwide		The first author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) in 2004. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		13		1527		yes		2007		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The methodology is not described, but based on the methodologies described in JISC reports—as well as the authors’ extensive reference list—it can be deduced that source analysis was their primary methodology. 		2007		no		0		The authors are predicting that mobile technologies will change such that they condense to a single device incorporating all previously-individual functions.		13		Evolution		2009		2005		267		8		59		225		yes		0		no		Mobile devices		yes		The forecast was achieved in 2007. 		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		yes		The device itself would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile devices are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that a single mobile device incorporating all functions was in development in 2004.		13		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004				The statement is embedded in a section entitled, "short-term trends." The standard lexicon defines "short term" as 1-5 years.		13		2009		2005		5/1/2012 10:16		7/5/2012 12:56		SF		1527		SF

		1		yes		no		The source seems to imply that the device was available in another country before being available in Japan. The forecast does not apply to the U.S., so we should conduct additional research to see where in the world the device originally appeared (Japan?). SF				yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2004. Information from this site confirms that it was written in November of 2004: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/archive.aspx 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		yes		The first phone to be capable of displaying high definition resolutions was released in 2011.		Interpreted forecast to be indicating a mobile device with a high definition display (720p or better) with the ability to view broadcast or streaming HDTV from a source such as a mobile TV card, 4G connection or Wi-Fi internet. As such the HTC Rezound would be capable of streaming 720p over Wi-Fi from any source that it was compatible with. As the first phone with a 720p display the HTC Rezound is the first phone to qualify under this interpretation.		NA		Paul Anderson and Adam Blackwood, “Mobile and PDA Technologies and their Future use in Education,” November 2004.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"New phones, that can connect to broadcast TV as well as mobile networks, will be available in 2005 (Blau, 2004) and trials have already commenced in the UK for a digital TV technology known as DVB-H (3G news and information, 2004). By 2007 the market will also be introducing High Definition TV on mobile devices."		14		In 2007, at least one mobile device featuring HDTV will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The first author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) in 2004. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so predicted event can happen anywhere in the world.		14		1528		no		2011		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The methodology is not described, but based on the methodologies described in JISC reports—as well as the authors’ extensive reference list—it can be deduced that source analysis was their primary methodology. 		2007		no		1.333333333		The authors are predicting that a mobile device with a new feature will emerge on the market.		14		Technology emergence		2008		2006		267		8		59		225		yes		4		no		Mobile devices		yes		No phone in 2007 was capable of displaying high definition resolutions		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		The device itself is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile devices are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that a device of that type was in development in 2004.		14		4		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		14						5/1/2012 10:21		7/6/2012 12:54		SF		1528		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Text throughout the report indicates that it was written in 2004. Information from this site confirms that it was written in November of 2004: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/archive.aspx 		NA						2007		no						NA		Paul Anderson and Adam Blackwood, “Mobile and PDA Technologies and their Future use in Education,” November 2004.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"This report has reviewed the current state of the art with regard to mobile devices and suggested some trends for their future development and use within HE/FE. Students and staff are increasingly likely to be in possession of at least one mobile device and in the near future all these types of increasingly powerful computing devices will be capable of seamlessly connecting to the Internet through a variety of local and metropolitan wireless networks and a range of third generation cellular networks. These devices will effectively be ‘always on’ the network. This development presents education with a number of opportunities to enhance learning, administration and research, but also presents new challenges for the management and support of university infrastructure. "		21		Between 2005 and 2009, the number of UK college students possessing at least one mobile device will be greater than the number in 2004. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		The first author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) in 2004. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		The forecast statement is embedded in a paragraph that contains UK-specific discussion. Moreover, JISC analysts regularly assess technology's impact on UK education.		21		1529		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The methodology is not described, but based on the methodologies described in JISC reports—as well as the authors’ extensive reference list—it can be deduced that source analysis was their primary methodology. 		2007		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of mobile devices among UK college students.		21		Market penetration		2009		2005		267		8		59		225		yes				no		Mobile devices		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		The devices themselves are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile devices are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Mobile devices were in use by UK college students in 2004; the authors are predicting increased use.		21				3		Short-term		no				2004				The timeframe is described as the "near future," which the standard lexicon defines as 1-5 years.		21		2009		2005		5/1/2012 10:27		5/1/2012 10:27		SF		1529		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		no		The forecast was never achieved. While electronic devices capable of electronically connecting with patients existed even in the forecasted year, nothing similar ever become available for medical professionals.		A search of tech in 2004 and current did not reveal any device with the forecast capabilities being offered for connection with medical professionals. 		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2004, PDMAs – personal digital medical assistants will measure a broad range of health indicators, provide information and advice, and be capable of electronically connecting with medical professionals.”		16		In 2004, at least one personal digital medical assistant (PDMA) capable of electronically connecting with medical professionals will be commercially available.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		16		1530		yes				no		2012		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2004		no				The author is predicting that PDMAs will evolve such that they'll be able to link to medical professionals electronically.		16		Evolution		2005		2003		268		1		62		225		yes				no		Personal digital assistants		yes		The forecast had not been achieved in 2012. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		PDMAs meeting this description would be a system in a system of systems.		16		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		PDMAs are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that PDMAs were in use in 2002, but did not have the described functionality.		16				2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. The report indicates that the timeframe associated with each forecast statement is "possible," a word that our standard lexicon considers too non-committal to signify a forecast. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		16						5/1/2012 12:14		7/5/2012 12:54		SF		1530		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		no		By 2012 only one variety of transgenic tree had been successful and this was a variant of plum tree. This tree was yet to be made commercially available.		Interprets statement that "Before HoneySweet or other transgenic trees are grown commercially...they likely will face some form of regulatory review" to indicate no transgenic trees are yet being sold commercially.		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2004 – Genetically modified Elm trees resisted to Dutch Elm disease”		16		In 2004, transgenic Elm trees that are resistant to Dutch Elm disease will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		16		1531		no				no		2012		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2004		no				The author is predicting that a transgenic Elm tree will emerge in 2004.		16		Technology emergence		2005		2003		268		1		62		224		yes				no		Transgeic Elm tree		yes		In 2004 transgenic Elm trees resistant to Dutch Elm disease were not available commercially.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		A transgenic Elm tree would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		A transgenic plant would result from biotechnology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		A transgeic Elm tree was in development in 2002.		NA				2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. The report indicates that the timeframe associated with each forecast statement is "possible," a word that our standard lexicon considers too non-committal to signify a forecast. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		16						5/1/2012 12:20		7/2/2012 12:25		SF		1531		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		3. Moderate interpretation		4. Mostly realized		2004		yes		In 2004, scientists began the first use of a microbial biosensor for measuring organic pollutants directly in the gas phase. The biosensor was not necessarily used in a hard-to-reach location for remediation, though. 		The research shows the development and use of the technology within the forecast year. However, it does not provide insight about the microbe's use for remediation in hard-to-reach/contaminated areas. 		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		 “2004 – Biosensors available to monitor and measure in situ bioremediation. They will be applied to pollutants that are difficult to measure or are in hard to reach locations.”		16		In 2004, biosensors that are capable of monitoring or measuring in situ remediation will be in use in at least one hard-to-reach location.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		16		1532		no		2004		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2004		no		0		The author is predicting that biosensor-based bioremediation products will emerge on the market.		16		Technology emergence		2005		2003		268		1		62		236		yes		0		no		Biosensor-based remediation products		yes		The technology was used for measuring organic pollutants in 2004. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		yes		The biosensors would be subsystems in a bioremediation system.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Biosensor-based remediation products would capitalize on physical or chemical propoerties.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that the products were in development in 2002.		16		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. The report indicates that the timeframe associated with each forecast statement is "possible," a word that our standard lexicon considers too non-committal to signify a forecast. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		16						5/1/2012 12:25		7/5/2012 12:49		SF		1532		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		By 2011 DNA microchips (devices fitting the description in forecast statement) were still regarded as being a research tool only.		Interpreted adopted by medical profession to mean applied in clinical settings.		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2005 – Gene chip available that will include markers for all human genes and will test for over 100,000 conditions. It will be used by professionals in selected applications.”		17		In 2005, a gene chip that includes markers for all human genes will be adopted by the medical profession.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		17		1533		no				no		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2005		no				The author is predicting the emergence of a new product.		17		Technology emergence		2006		2004		268		1		62		224		yes				no		Gene chip		yes		In 2005 a gene chip including markers for all human genes had not been adopted by the medical profession.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Gene chips are systems associated with disease diagnosis (a system of systems, usually).		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Gene chip are biotechnologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Gene chips were in development in 2002.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. The report indicates that the timeframe associated with each forecast statement is "possible," a word that our standard lexicon considers too non-committal to signify a forecast. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		16						5/1/2012 12:30		7/2/2012 11:08		SF		1533		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8						2005		no						8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2005 – Gene chip available that will include markers for all human genes and will test for over 100,000 conditions. It will be used by professionals in selected applications.”		17		In 2005, at least one gene chip that is capable of testing for more than 100,000 diseases will be in clinical use. 										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		17		1534		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2005		no				The author is predicting the emergence of a new product.		17		Technology emergence		2006		2004		268		1		62		224		yes				no		Gene chip		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Gene chips are systems associated with clinical diagnosis (which is usually a system of systems).		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Gene chip are biological technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Gene chips were in development in 2002.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. The report indicates that the timeframe associated with each forecast statement is "possible," a word that our standard lexicon considers too non-committal to signify a forecast. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		16						5/1/2012 12:33		5/1/2012 12:33		SF		1534		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		As of 2011 there have been no scientifically verified claims of human clones being born.		Data stated clearly in source.		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2005 – Birth of first human cloned baby.”		17		The first cloned human baby will be born in 2005.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		17		1535		no				no		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2005		no				The authors are predicting that cloning will evolve such that it will be possible (practical?) for application in humans.		17		Evolution		2006		2004		268		1		62		224		yes				no		Cloning		yes		The first cloned human baby was not born in 2005.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Cloning is a process/system; cloned multi-cellular organisms are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Cloning is a biotechnology		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Human cloning was in the early phases of research in 2002.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. The report indicates that the timeframe associated with each forecast statement is "possible," a word that our standard lexicon considers too non-committal to signify a forecast. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		16						5/1/2012 12:37		7/12/2012 8:38		SF		1535		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8						2005		no						8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2005 – Therapeutic cloning of embryonic stem cells as an accepted practice”		17		In 2005, therapeutic cloning of embryonic stem cells will become widespread in the sciences. 										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		17		1536		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2005		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of stem cell cloning.		17		Market penetration		2006		2004		268		1		62		224		yes				no		Stem cell cloning		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Cloning is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Stem cell cloning is a biotechnology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Embryonic stem cell cloning was in limited use in 2002.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. The report indicates that the timeframe associated with each forecast statement is "possible," a word that our standard lexicon considers too non-committal to signify a forecast. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		16						5/1/2012 12:41		5/1/2012 12:41		SF		1536		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8						2005		no						8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2005 -  Technical refinements eliminate most abnormalities and deaths in cloned livestock.”		17		In 2005, livestock cloning will be optimized such that more than 50% of common abnormalities in these animals--including those that cause death--are eliminated. 										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		17		1537		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2005		no				The author is predicting that the practicality of livestock cloning will improve.		17		Evolution		2006		2004		268		1		62		224		yes				no		Livestock cloning		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Cloning is system/process.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Cloning is a biotechnology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Livestock cloning was mature in 2002.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. The report indicates that the timeframe associated with each forecast statement is "possible," a word that our standard lexicon considers too non-committal to signify a forecast. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		16						5/1/2012 12:46		5/1/2012 12:46		SF		1537		SF

		0		yes		no		We might need to translate this as "at least two micoorganisms," since organisms have been used to produce insulin and other things since the 90s (at least). SF				yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8						2005		no						8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2005 – Bioengineered microorganisms available as biocatalysts for industrial use. E.g. produce lysine from sugar for use in animal feed.”		17		In 2005, at least one engineered microorganism will be used to catalyze materials (enzymes, proteins, compounds, etc.) on an industrial scale.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		17		1538		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2005		yes				The article is predicting that engineered microorganisms will migrate for industrial use.		17		Technology Migration		2006		2004		268		1		62		224		yes				no		Engineered microorganisms		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		In this context, engineered microorganisms would be subsystems in the overall catalysis system. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Engineered microorganisms result from biotechnology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Engineered microorganisms were used in industry in 2002.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. The report indicates that the timeframe associated with each forecast statement is "possible," a word that our standard lexicon considers too non-committal to signify a forecast. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		16						5/1/2012 12:52		7/12/2012 8:38		SF		1538		SF

		1		yes		no				See record #686; same event. 		yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		no		No edible vaccine produced by cows was approved for use in 2006. This remains the case in 2012.		The forecast statement and verifying source were clear. 		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2006 – Milk containing vaccines are produced by transgenic cows and are approved for human use.”		17		In 2006, at least one vaccine produced by transgenic milk cows will be approved for human use. 										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		17		1539		no				no		2012		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2006		no				The author is predicting that 1) an edible vaccine will emerge, and 2) the edible vaccine will be produced by a transgenic animal.		17		Technology emergence		2007		2005		268		1		62		224		yes				yes		Edible vaccine		yes		No edible vaccine produced by cows was approved for use in 2006.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		The forecast is describing a vaccine production system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		The describe vaccine would be produced using biotechnology.		17		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Edible vaccines produced from transgenic animals was an immature concept in 2002.		NA				4		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. The report indicates that the timeframe associated with each forecast statement is "possible," a word that our standard lexicon considers too non-committal to signify a forecast. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.

		16						5/1/2012 13:17		7/6/2012 12:53		SF		1539		SF

		2		yes		no				See record #678; same forecast		yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		no		Genetically-modified microorganisms were used to remediate materials  as early as 2003.		Some interpretation involved in determining what constitutes "difficult-to-degrade" materials. 		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2006 – Early use of genetically modified organisms, GMOs, to remove difficult-to-degrade materials.”		17		In 2006, at least one genetically modified organism will be used to remove difficult-to-degrade materials. 										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		17		1540		yes				no		2003		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2006		no				The author is predicting that GMOs will migrate for use in biodegradation.		17		Technology Migration		2007		2005		268		1		62		224		yes				no		Genetically modified organisms		yes		Genetically-modified microorganisms were used to remediate materials in situ as early as 2003.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Biodegradation is a process/system		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		GMOs result from biotechnology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		GMOs were not yet used for biodegradation in 2002.		NA				4		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. The report indicates that the timeframe associated with each forecast statement is "possible," a word that our standard lexicon considers too non-committal to signify a forecast. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		16						5/1/2012 13:22		5/7/2012 15:24		SF		1540		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		yes		Carbon nanotube structures were commercialized the year after the forecast.		Interpreted developed to mean commercialized. There is contradictory evidence as to which year this occurred in so I have taken the more conservative date of 2005.		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		 “2004 – Development of carbon nanotube (CNT) laminates, structures and devices”		19		In 2004, at least one carbon nanotube (CNT) laminate, structure, and/or device will have been developed. 										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1541		yes		2005		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2004		no		0.5		The author is predicting that CNT products will evolve in their maturity.		19		Evolution		2005		2003		268		1		62		230		yes		1		no		Carbon nanotubes		yes		In 2004, the first commercially available products using carbon nanotubes were announced for release in 2005.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		yes		CNTs are components of products.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		In this context, CNTs would be used to produce materials.		19		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that CNTs-based products were not in development in 2002.		19		1		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. The report's language associated with timelines in this table is very non-committal, reminding readers that timelines are speculative. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		19						5/1/2012 13:27		6/21/2012 9:05		SF		1541		SF

		2		no		no		Basic research (the ground truth sources) means the technology was likely in the early developmental stages in 2004. We need actual information about the products having been manufactured commercially, which probably took place after 2004 (since it was in the beginning stages of research in 2004). SF 7/13/12 				yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		Composites that took into account high temperatures were fabricated in 2004. 		It appears 2004 is the first time that high temperature composites were achieved. 		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2004 – Manufacture of high temperature CNT composites.”		19		In 2004, at least one high temperature carbon nanotube composite will have been manufactured.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1542		yes		2004		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2004		yes		0		The author is predicting that a CNT composite will emerge.		19		Technology emergence		2005		2003		268		1		62		230		yes		0		no		Carbon nanotubes		yes		The forecast was reached in 2004. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		yes		CNTs are components of materials.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Carbon nanotubes are used to produce materials.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that CNTs were in development in 2002.		NA		0		2		Short-term		no				2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. The report's language associated with timelines in this table is very non-committal, reminding readers that timelines are speculative. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		19						5/1/2012 13:37		7/16/2012 14:37		SC		1542		SF

		4		yes		no		Need to find year of realization. All of the ground truth research indicates that CNTs were in the research stage (scientific articles = basic research/no commercialization, usually) in 2004. Can we find a source that tells us when they were manufactured? SF 7/13/12 

Added data indicating CNT electronics were not viable for commercialization as of 2011. DF				yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		no		As of 2011 carbon nanotubes were not commercialized for use in low power electronic circuits.		Interpreted 2011 statement that CNT sorting has been a bottleneck preventing practical electronic applications from being viable to be indicative that this technology is yet to be commercialized.		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2004 – Low power CNT electronic components.”		19		In 2004, at least one low-power carbon nanotube component will have been manufactured.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1543		yes		2004		no		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2004		no				The author is predicting that a low-power CNT component will emerge.		19		Technology emergence		2005		2003		268		1		62		230		yes				no		Carbon nanotubes		yes		In 2004, low-power carbon nanotube component had not been manufactured.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		CNTs would be components of electronic components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		In this context, CNTs would be used to produce electric components.		19		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that CNTs were not yet used to produce electric components.		NA				2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. The report's language associated with timelines in this table is very non-committal, reminding readers that timelines are speculative. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		19						5/1/2012 13:40		7/16/2012 10:49		SF		1543		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		In 2004, several new materials based on silicon carbide were on the market.		Products were currently on the market due to recent discoveries regarding creating the material in a way that was superior and affordable. No indication of the products having reached the market prior to 2004, though it is possible that they did. 		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2004 – New materials based on SiC, GaN”		19		In 2004, at least one new material based on silicon carbide (SiC) will be on the market.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1544		yes		2004		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2004		no		0		The author is predicting the emergence of a new product.		19		Technology emergence		2005		2003		268		1		62		230		yes		0		no		Silicon carbide		yes		The forecast was realized in 2004. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		yes		SiC is a component of materials.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		SiC is used to produce materials.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that products containing SiC were not on the market in 2002.		19		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. The report's language associated with timelines in this table is very non-committal, reminding readers that timelines are speculative. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		19						5/1/2012 13:49		7/13/2012 8:07		SF		1544		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		yes		The first commercially available Gallium Nitride products were released in 2005/2006.		Data stated clearly in source.		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2004 – New materials based on SiC, GaN”		19		In 2004, at least one new material based on gallium nitride will be on the market. 										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1545		no		2005		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2004		no		0.5		The author is predicting the emergence of a new product.		19		Technology emergence		2005		2003		268		1		62		230		yes		1		no		Gallium nitride		yes		Gallium Nitride products were not commercially available in 2004.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		yes		GaN is a component of materials.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		GaN is used to produce materials.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that GaN was not yet used in commercial products.		19		1		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. The report's language associated with timelines in this table is very non-committal, reminding readers that timelines are speculative. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		19						5/1/2012 13:52		7/6/2012 11:07		SF		1545		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		In 1992, the University of Vermont used sensors in their new science facility to monitor the curing of concrete. 		Research shows 1992 as the first year sensors were incorporated into construction materials. Interpreting the forecast to mean that normal building materials themselves (concrete, paint, etc.) would not be fabricated such that they include nanosensors, etc. as part of their chemical composition, rather that sensors and other standalone monitoring technologies would be incorporated into buildings as they were being constructed. 		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2004 – Develop materials for sensing and monitoring structural health”		19		By 2004, at least one material capable of sensing and monitoring the health of building structures will have been developed. 										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1546		yes		1992		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2004		no		6		The author is predicting the changing maturity of a certain product.		19		Evolution		2005		2003		268		1		62		230		yes		-12		no		Sensor-based building materials		yes		Both previously available wired sensors, as well as newly available wireless sensors were embedded into building structures to sense the building "health" by 1992. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Sensing materials would be systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Explicit in forecast statement; the materials would incorporate sensors.		19		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that the materials were in development in 2002.		19		12		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. The report's language associated with timelines in this table is very non-committal, reminding readers that timelines are speculative. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		19						5/1/2012 13:57		7/13/2012 8:06		SF		1546		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		In 2001 the first "practical" self healing material was demonstrated. By 2008 the first products were beginning to come to market.		Interpreted the description of older materials as impractical and unsuccessful as excluding them from the forecast realization.		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2005 – Design and fabrication of self-healing materials”		19		By 2005, at least one self-healing material will have been  fabricated. 										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1547		yes		2001		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2005		no		1.333333333		The author is predicting the changing maturity of a technology.		19		Evolution		2006		2004		268		1		62		229		yes		-4		no		Self-healing materials		yes		By 2005 self healing materials had been fabricated.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Self-healing materials would be systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		19		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that the materials would be developed in 2005, which means they were likely in the research phase in 2002.		19		4		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. The report's language associated with timelines in this table is very non-committal, reminding readers that timelines are speculative. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		19						5/1/2012 14:01		7/6/2012 11:07		SF		1547		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		A nanotube structure that was capable of acting as lightweight fiber supercapacitor and had electromechanical actuator capability was introduced in 2004. 		The capabilities appeared to be fabricated as early as 2004. 		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		 “2005 – Development of multifunctional CNT structures”		19		By 2005, at least one multifunctional carbon nanotube structure will have been developed.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1548		yes		2004		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2005		no		0.333333333		The author is predicting the changing maturity of a technology.		19		Evolution		2006		2004		268		1		62		230		yes		-1		no		Carbon nanotubes		yes		Multifunctional carbon nanotube structures had been developed in 2004. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		yes		CNTs would be components of structures.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		In this context, CNTs would be used to produce structures.		19		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The author indicates that the structures would not be developed until 2004, so they were likely immature in 2002.		19		1		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. The report's language associated with timelines in this table is very non-committal, reminding readers that timelines are speculative. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		19						5/1/2012 14:04		7/13/2012 8:01		SF		1548		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		In the years following 1992, "the emergence of devices utilizing quantum dots was predominantly seen". In 2005, quantum dots were used to generate white light from an LED.		Interpreted "in the following years" as indicating after 1992 but before 1995 (hence 1993 realization date) given that the next paragraph in source starts from 1995 and the previous finishes in 1992 and the source seems generally chronological.		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		 “2005 – Devices using quantum dots”		19		By 2005, at least one device that uses quantum dots will have been developed.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1549		yes		1993		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2005		no		4		The author is predicting the evolving maturity of a technology.		19		Evolution		2006		2004		268		1		62		230		yes		-12		no		Quantum dots		yes		In 2005 at least one device that used quantum dots had been devleoped.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Quantum dots are components of materials.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Quantum dots are used to produce materials.		19		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that quantum dots were not mature in 2002.		19		12		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. The report's language associated with timelines in this table is very non-committal, reminding readers that timelines are speculative. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		19						5/1/2012 14:07		7/6/2012 11:05		SF		1549		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8						2005		no						8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2005 – Pyro-electric micro-thrusters”		19		By 2005, at least one pyro-electric micro-thruster will have been developed. 										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1550		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2005		no				The author is predicting the evolving maturity of a technology.		19		Evolution		2006		2004		268		1		62		236		yes				no		Pyro-electric micro-thrusters		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Pyro-electric micro-thrusters are subsystems.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Pyro-electric micro-thrusters likely capitalize on physical and mechanical properties.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that pyro-electric micro-thrusters were not mature in 2002.		19				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. The report's language associated with timelines in this table is very non-committal, reminding readers that timelines are speculative. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		19						5/1/2012 14:10		7/11/2012 9:22		SF		1550		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		Working examples of nanosensors were first built in 1998.		Source states that what is presented in evidence was "one of the first" nanosensors. This is taken to indicate that testing will have taken place in 1998.		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2005 – Testing of nano sensors”		19		At least one nanosensor will have been tested in 2005.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1551		yes		1998		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2005		no		2.333333333		The author is predicting the evolving maturity of a technology.		19		Evolution		2006		2004		268		1		62		233		yes		-7		no		Nanosensors		yes		Nanosensors had been tested by 2005.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Nanosensors are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		19		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that nanosensors had not even been tested in 2002.		19		7		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. The report's language associated with timelines in this table is very non-committal, reminding readers that timelines are speculative. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		19						5/1/2012 14:16		6/21/2012 9:08		SF		1551		SF

		0		yes		no				The meaning of "deployment" was discussed by 2 analysts (Shannon and Jason) and it was decided that, in this context, the term should be translated as "developed."

The forecast indicates that there will be "some" deployment of the super MEMS. The standard lexicon defines "some" as "few" (3), so the translation states that at least 3 super MEMS will have been developed. SF		yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8						2005		no						8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		 “2005 – Some deployment of super micro-electro mechanical systems (MEMS)”		19		By 2005, at least 3 super micro-electrco mechanical systems (MEMS) will have been developed.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1552		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2005		no				The author is predicting the evolving maturity of a technology.		19		Evolution		2006		2004		268		1		62		233		yes				no		Super MEMS		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Super MEMS are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		MEMS are sensors.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that super MEMS were not mature in 2002.		19				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. The report's language associated with timelines in this table is very non-committal, reminding readers that timelines are speculative. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		19						5/1/2012 14:30		5/1/2012 14:30		SF		1552		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8						2005		no						8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		 “2005 - Testing and use of nano coating and materials”		19		By 2005, at least one nano coating and/or material will have been tested and used.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1553		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2005		no				The author is predicting the evolving maturity of a technology.		19		Evolution		2006		2004		268		1		62		230		yes				no		Nanocoating		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Nanocoatings and materials are components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		19		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that nanocoating and materials had not been tested in 2002.		19				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. The report's language associated with timelines in this table is very non-committal, reminding readers that timelines are speculative. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		19						5/1/2012 14:32		5/1/2012 14:32		SF		1553		SF

		1		yes		no		Source provided does not give a date for realization only provides an example of technology existing after forecast date. DF

Need to find year of realization. SF 7/2/12 				yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		5. No interpretation				2006		yes		By 2008 at least one micro-mirror array had been assembled.		Data stated clearly in sources.		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2006 – Assembly of micro-mirror arrays”		20		By 2006, at least one micro-mirror array will have been assembled. 										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		20		1554		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2006		yes		501.5		The author is predicting the evolving maturity of a technology.		20		Evolution		2007		2005		268		1		62		233		yes		-2006		no		Micro mirror arrays		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Micro mirror arrays are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Micro mirror arrays are imaging technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that micro mirror arrays were not mature in 2002.		20		2006		4		Short-term		no				2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement. The report's language associated with timelines in this table is very non-committal, reminding readers that timelines are speculative. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		19						5/1/2012 14:38		7/2/2012 12:26		SF		1554		SF

		1		yes		no				There was no verb associated with this forecast statement, so I translated it as saying that the sensors would have been developed. SF		yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		As of 2011, a quantum navigator sensor is yet to be developed.		Source seems to be stating that the mechanism by which quantum navigation could work cannot be recreated by scientists outside of specific laboratory conditions and for minuscule amounts of time.		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“2007 – Quantum navigation sensors”		20		By 2007, at least one quantum navigator sensor will have been developed.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		20		1555		no				no		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2007		no				The author is predicting the evolving maturity of a technology.		20		Evolution		2009		2005		268		1		62		233		yes				no		Quantum navigation sensors		yes		In 2007 a quantum navigator sensor had not been developed.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Sensors are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		20		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that the sensors were not mature in 2002.		20				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement. The report's language associated with timelines in this table is very non-committal, reminding readers that timelines are speculative. However, many of the forecasts in this table are also provided in the appendices (which provide the raw results of panel discussions), so the analyst considers these forecasts specific enough to include in the database.		8						5/1/2012 14:41		7/2/2012 11:30		SF		1555		SF

		1		yes		no				This forecast lacked an accompanying verb, so I assumed it was predicting the development of the technology. SF		yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2008		no		As of 2011 the current method for identifying microbial infections was through the use of blood cultures taking 48 hours. The company NanoMR was developing a nano marker system that could identify microbial infections under 2 hours.		Interpreted the statement that blood cultures taking 48 hours are the current method for identifying microbial infections to indicate nano markers than give real time diagnosis were not yet available.		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		 “(2008) Nano-markers to ID infection on a real-time basis”		48		By 2008, at least one nano-marker capable of identifying microbial infections in real time will have been developed.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		48		1556		no				no		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2008		no				The author is predicting the evolving maturity of a technology.		48		Evolution		2010		2006		268		1		62		224		yes				no		Nano markers		yes		In 2008 nano-markers capable of identifying microbial infections in real time had not been developed.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Nanomarkers would be components of a diagnostic system.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		In this context, the markers would be used to manipulate biological systems (disease identification).		48		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Nanomakers were not mature in 2002.		NA				6		Medium-term		yes		SF		2002		2008		Explicit in forecast statement. 		19						5/1/2012 14:46		7/2/2012 9:16		SF		1556		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		In 2005 researchers were still using injectable RFID tags to tag fish. In 2011 nanosensors were still not being used by researchers to tag fish.		Interpreted RFID with "nanoscale component" as not being indicative of use of nano sensors due to later mention of lack of use of nanosensors.		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"(2005) Feed fish nano-sensors as a tagging mechanism"		49		In 2005, edible nanosensors will be used by researchers to tag fish.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		49		1557		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2005		no				The author is predicting the emergence of a new technology.		49		Technology emergence		2006		2004		268		1		62		233		yes				no		Nanosensors		yes		In 2005 edible nanosensors were not used by researchers to tag fish.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Taggants are subsystems in an overall tagging system.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		49		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that nanosensors for this application were immature in 2002.		49				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		49						5/1/2012 15:03		7/2/2012 14:00		SF		1557		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		2012 paper states that organic solvent nanofiltration membranes have been used for 10-15 years. 2004 paper discusses development of nanomembrane that seperates acidic dyestuffs, including Acid red 4, Acid orange 10, and Acid red 27, from aqueous solution.		Data stated clearly in sources.		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"(2005) Nano-membranes (chemical separation)"		49		By 2005, at least one nanomembrane will have been developed for chemical separation.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		49		1558		yes		2002		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2005		no		1		The author is predicting the evolving maturity of a technology.		49		Evolution		2006		2004		268		1		62		236		yes		-3		no		Nanomembranes		yes		By 2005 at least one nanomembrane was developed for chemical separation.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Nanomembranes would be subsystems in the chemical separation process/system.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Nanomembranes capitalize on physical and chemical properties.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that nanomembranes were in development in 2002.		49		3		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		49						5/1/2012 15:08		7/2/2012 13:52		SF		1558		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8						2008		no						8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"(2008) Personal security: biometric sensor, home security and financial security with nanotechnology"		50		By 2008, nanotechnology will have been incorporated into at least one personal security product, such as biometric sensors or home and financial security products.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		50		1559		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2008		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of nanotechnologies in certain markets.		50		Market penetration		2010		2006		268		1		62		233		yes				no		Nanotechnology		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Nanotechnology-containing products would be systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		In this context, nanotechnology would be incorporated into personal security products, most likely as a sensor. 		50		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that nanotechnology had not been tested in personal security products in 2002.		50				6		Medium-term		no				2002		2008		Explicit in forecast statement. 		50						5/1/2012 15:13		5/1/2012 15:13		SF		1559		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		Nanotechnology for RFID application was being used for the purpose of tracking shipments by Walmart as early as 2003. 		Walmart introduced the concept of using RFID in shipping, as indicated by the data. 		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"(2005) Nano radio frequencies to track shipment of goods"		50		In 2005, it will be possible to track the shipment of goods using nano radio frequencies. 										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		50		1560		yes		2003		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2005		no		0.666666667		The authors are predicting the emergence of a new technology.		50		Technology emergence		2006		2004		268		1		62		233		yes		-2		no		Nano radio frequencies		yes		The forecast technology had been reached two years prior.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Nano radio frequencies would be a system associated with tracking (a system of systems).		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		In this context, nano radio frequencies would be used to track products, thereby acting as a sensor.		50		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that nano radio frequencies were not in use in 2002.		50		2		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement. 		50						5/1/2012 15:18		7/9/2012 13:16		SF		1560		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The document was published in 2003 but workshops and panels took place in 2002.		8		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		no		In 2011 a patent was filled for a "Printer with speech transcription of a recorded voice message," however no evidence was found for such a product being commercially available.		Takes the research paper to imply that in 2004 modern and therefore advanced speech recognition capabilities were represented well by Dragon software used in their research.		8		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"(2004) Voice to print technology that doesn’t have to be trained to voice recognition; digital audio files with multiple voices can be converted directly to print"		55		In 2004, at least one voice-to-print technology capable of converting audio files directly to print will have been developed.										1		Worldwide		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		3		No country-specific information was provides, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		55		1561		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The Technology Foresight Pilot Project (TFPP) hosted a series of workshops and panels to bring together individuals’ thoughts on scenarios. A two-day meeting of science managers in the public service was also held in 2002. Knowledge managers also engaged in independent research to identify material that had already been published on S&T futures, and a working group was established to ensure topics were relevant. 		2004		no				The author is predicting the emergence of a new technology.		55		Technology emergence		2005		2003		268		1		62		225		yes				no		Voice-to-print technology		yes		Speech recognition was in use in 2004 but this did not convert audio files directly to print.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Voice-to-print technology would involve a system		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The technology would be used for communication.		55		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that the technology was in development in 2002.		55				2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement. 		55						5/1/2012 15:22		7/11/2012 13:17		SF		1561		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in September 2005.		88						2007		no						88		Richard Mumford, “Microwaves in Europe: Technologies, Trends, and Prospects,” Microwave Journal (2005): 88-136. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Current estimates indicate that the total number of European wireless subscribers will grow to over 300 million
in 2007, when wireless systems will account for around half of the telecommunications market. By this time it is forecast that the vast majority of mobile handset sales will be replacement handsets with significant investment and growth in base station infrastructure as companies compete
to achieve better coverage."		93		In 2007, more than 300 million Europeans will subscribe to wireless Internet.										5		Europe		The author was the European Editor of Microwave Journal. He is based in the UK: http://uk.linkedin.com/pub/richard-mumford/11/61a/294. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		88		Explicit in forecast statement; the prediction is for Europe.		93		1562		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The author interviewed presenters and attendees of the upcoming European Microwave Week conference to gain insight on trends and future developments.		2007		no				The author is predicting the penetration of wireless Internet in Europe.		93		Market penetration		2008		2006		270		1		4		225		yes				no		Wireless Internet		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 2005.		93				2		Short-term		no				2005		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		93						5/1/2012 15:48		5/1/2012 15:48		SF		1562		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in September 2005.		88		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		The expected date for wireless systems to account for half of the telecommunications market was set to 2007. However, this was achieved at a much earlier date, 2000. Therefore, there forecast was not accurate in predicting the correct date of accomplishment.		The assumption that wireless subscriptions accounted for all wireless systems present was made.		88		Richard Mumford, “Microwaves in Europe: Technologies, Trends, and Prospects,” Microwave Journal (2005): 88-136. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Current estimates indicate that the total number of European wireless subscribers will grow to over 300 million in 2007, when wireless systems will account for around half of the
telecommunications market. By this time it is forecast that the vast majority of mobile handset sales will be replacement
handsets with significant investment and growth in base station infrastructure as companies compete to achieve better coverage." 
		93		In 2007, wireless systems will account for half of the European telecommunications market.										5		Europe		The author was the European Editor of Microwave Journal. He is based in the UK: http://uk.linkedin.com/pub/richard-mumford/11/61a/294		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		88		The preceding sentence--and the article itself--is specific to Europe, so this forecast statement likely is as well.		93		1563		no		2000		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The author interviewed presenters and attendees of the upcoming European Microwave Week conference to gain insight on trends and future developments.		2007		no		3.5		Explicit in forecast statement.		93		Market penetration		2008		2006		270		1		4		225		yes		-7		no		Wireless Internet		yes		By the year 2000, there were more wireless subscriptions than fixed subscriptions in the European Union.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Wireless Internet is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Wireless Internet was in use in 2005.		93		7		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		93						5/1/2012 15:52		6/29/2012 7:27		SF		1563		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in September 2005.		88						2006.5		no						88		Richard Mumford, “Microwaves in Europe: Technologies, Trends, and Prospects,” Microwave Journal (2005): 88-136. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"With regards to what trends will influence the European microwave industry, the belief is that wireless communications
for individual and commercial application will remain the major growth area in the next few years"		133		Between 2005 and 2008, wireless communications for individual and commercial application will be the largest growth area in the European microwave industry. 										5		Europe		The author was the European Editor of Microwave Journal. He is based in the UK: http://uk.linkedin.com/pub/richard-mumford/11/61a/294		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		88		Explicit in forecast statement; the prediction applies to Europe.		133		1564		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The author interviewed presenters and attendees of the upcoming European Microwave Week conference to gain insight on trends and future developments.		2006.5		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		133		Market penetration		2008		2005		270		1		4		225		yes				no		Wireless communication		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Wireless communication is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		133		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Wireless communication was in use in 2005.		133				1.5		Short-term		no				2005				The article predicted the event would occur in the "next few years," which is a range from when the forecast was made (2005) to 3 (few) years.		133		2008		2005		5/1/2012 15:58		5/1/2012 15:58		SF		1564		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 1998				5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1999.5		yes		The 1GHz mark was first reached in 2000 by AMD.		Data stated clearly in sources.		3		Ulrich Rude, "Technological Trends and their Impact on the Future of Supercomputers," (Germany: Institut für Mathematik, Universität Augsburg)				yes		Academic publications		As a direct consequence of miniaturization, clock rates below 2 nanoseconds (ns, 1 ns = 10^-9 seconds) can be achieved and there is no doubt that switching times below 1 ns will be possible within a few years.		3		In 2001, clock rates for computer processors will exceed 1GHz.										1		Worldwide		The author includes his location in the article.		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		1		Implied in forecast statement.		3		1565		yes		2000		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is an expert in computer engineering and is making a prediction based on his own knowledge.		1999.5		no		0.333333333		The author is predicting improvements in an existing technology		3		Evolution		2001		1998		269		2		8		226		yes		0.5		no		Computer Processors		yes		The 1GHz mark was first reached in 2000 by AMD. In August 2001, processor clock speeds had reached 2GHz		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Computer processors are a component of a computer		N/A		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicitly stated in the forecast		3		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Computer processors equalling or surpassing the speed in which the author is forecasting did not yet exist.		3		0.5		1.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1998		2001		Forecaster stated "...within a few years."  		3		2001		1998		5/1/2012 16:30		6/21/2012 9:10		SF		1565		BL

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in the fall of 2001.		1						2004		no						2		Institute for the Future,  “Eight Connective Technologies: Report and Forecast,” 2001.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"In the short term, smart-material adaptation will play out primarily as simple sensor-actuator responses to environmental stimuli. In the longer term, as the technology evolves, materials that self-diagnose and self-repair will find applications in everything from very small biomedical materials (internal components may someday automatically clean your arteries when necessary, or alert you of an oncoming bout of the flu), to very large-scale building materials that provide economies and efficiencies in an increasingly resource-constrained world."		11-Oct		Between 2002 and 2006, at least one commercial product using smart materials will provide a simple sensor-actuator response to environmental stimuli. 										1		Worldwide		The Institute for the Future is based in California: http://www.iftf.org/contact/		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Implied in the forecast statement.		11-Oct		1566		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The Institute for the Future specializes in writing reports describing the future implications of technologies and policy decisions. Its staff is made up of researchers with extensive experience assessing technologies: http://www.iftf.org/people/iftf. For this report, they describe several technologies and postulate future developments and implications. 		2004		no				The authors are predicting the maturity of commercially-available smart materials.		11-Oct		Evolution		2006		2002		271		8		56		230		yes				no		Smart materials		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Smart materials would be subsystems associated with the described products.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		In this context, smart materials would be used to make other products.		11-Oct		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that smart materials were in development in 2001.		11-Oct				3		Short-term		no				2001				The timeframe is the "short term" (1-5 years).		11-Oct		2006		2002		5/2/2012 7:49		5/2/2012 7:49		SF		1566		SF

		2		yes		no		Not entirely sure this constitutes a full verification. DF

Verification is complete; as of 2009, there is no evidence that PIN and biometric data is widely used. As such, the forecast had not been realized as of 2009. SF 7/2/12 		This forecast might be too vague; not sure how to measure "successful."		yes		The report was published in the fall of 2001.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		no		In 2004 the use of biometric information in the form of retinal scans was described as a promising replacement for PIN numbers for bank accounts and ATMs. In 2009 fingerprints were described as the most widely used biometric feature for identification and verification, but no mention of these being used in combination with PIN numbers was made.		Data stated clearly in sources.		2		Institute for the Future,  “Eight Connective Technologies: Report and Forecast,” 2001.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"In contrast to biometrics, traditional methods of verification offer rigid, “black-and-white” results: when someone enters a PIN code at an ATM, the machine confirms whether the code is correct or incorrect. The ATM cannot, however, confirm that the person  using the code is the rightful owner. By contrast, a biometric system wouldn’t be able to verify the code, but it does verify the identity of the person linked to
that code with a high degree of accuracy. In the near term, the limits of both current systems and biometrics suggest that the most successful verification and identification systems will be those that combine elements of each—say, a biometric scan plus
some kind of possession ID or code. Grafted onto the example above, the ATM machine would not only be able to discern whether the card owner had simply forgotten her code, it would also be able to tell if the individual using the code was an imposter, even if the code was correct."		14		Between 2002 and 2006, the most successful verification and identification systems in use will be those that combine both traditional verification methods (PINs or other codes) as well as users' biometric data. 										1		Worldwide		The Institute for the Future is based in California: http://www.iftf.org/contact/		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Implied in the forecast statement.		14		1567		yes				yes		2009		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The Institute for the Future specializes in writing reports describing the future implications of technologies and policy decisions. Its staff is made up of researchers with extensive experience assessing technologies: http://www.iftf.org/people/iftf. For this report, they describe several technologies and postulate future developments and implications. 		2004		no				The authors are predicting that verification systems will evolve such that they include both traditional methods and biometrics.		14		Evolution		2006		2002		271		8		56		233		yes				no		Verification systems		yes		In 2004 verification and identification systems did not generally employ both biometric and traditional verification methods.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Verification technologies are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Verification systems that incorporate biometric data would be sensor technologies.		14		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Verification systems incorporating biometric data were not widely used in 2001.		14				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2001				The timeframe is the "near term," which is 1-5 years per the standard lexicon.		14		2006		2002		5/2/2012 7:59		7/2/2012 13:50		SF		1567		SF

		2		yes		no		Not sure what is going on here. It seems based on the research that finger and hand scanning has always accounted for a much larger proportion of the biometric market than 15%. DF

Looked in original source for additional context. The forecast seems to be saying that the most significant biometric components will be those that combine BOTH hand and finger scanning hardware and software. So, we need to re-research this forecast. SF 7/2/12 

Additional research did not yield any results. SF 7/11/12 (Catherine)				yes		The report was published in the fall of 2001.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		In 1996 finger-and hand-scanning accounted for almost half the biometrics market.		Data stated clearly in sources.		2		Institute for the Future,  “Eight Connective Technologies: Report and Forecast,” 2001.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"While several component technologies are currently
available for capturing biometric information (e.g., finger and retinal scanners, hand geometry readers, and high resolution digital cameras for visual recognition) the breakthroughs will come from combining these components into cost-effective, secure system. For the near term, the most significant biometric components will be finger- and hand-scanning hardware and related software."		17		Between 2002 and 2006, at least 15% of commercially-available biometric components will be combine both finger- and hand-scanning hardware and software. 										1		Worldwide		The Institute for the Future is based in California: http://www.iftf.org/contact/		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Implied in the forecast statement.		17		1568		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The Institute for the Future specializes in writing reports describing the future implications of technologies and policy decisions. Its staff is made up of researchers with extensive experience assessing technologies: http://www.iftf.org/people/iftf. For this report, they describe several technologies and postulate future developments and implications. 		2004		no		668		The authors are predicting the popularity of certain biometric products.		17		Market penetration		2006		2002		271		8		56		233		yes		-2004		no		Biometric components		yes		In 2004 finger-and hand-scanning accounted for 59.2% of the biometrics market.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Biometric components would be subsystems associated with verification systems.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Biometric components are sensors.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The described biometric components existed in 2001 but were not widely used.		NA		2004		3		Short-term		no				2001				The forecast timeframe is the "near term," which is 1-5 years.		17		2006		2002		5/2/2012 8:11		7/11/2012 12:49		SF		1568		SF

		2		yes		no		The second source doesn't really indicate that any standards existed in 2002, if you click on the #79 (which brings up this page: http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc/catalogue_tc_browse.htm?commid=313770&published=on). Unless I'm reading this wrong, the earliest date I see is 2005. Need to re-visit this. If we're making certain assumptions for verification here, we need to state that before I can validate. SF
				yes		The report was published in the fall of 2001.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		Industry standards for biometric systems had begun to emerge as early as 2002.		Interpreted formation of committee to form Industry standards in 2002 and the subsequent adoption of 79 ISO standards to indicate the emergence of Industry standards in Biometric Systems in 2002.		2		Institute for the Future,  “Eight Connective Technologies: Report and Forecast,” 2001.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Biometrics are subject to network effects, and the greater convenience that they provide (through pervasive access points) will result in accelerated adoption. For this reason, we believe that the dominant biometric standards will emerge quickly, and in the near future."		17		Between 2002 and 2006, industry standards for biometric systems will emerge. 										1		Worldwide		The Institute for the Future is based in California: http://www.iftf.org/contact/		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Implied in the forecast statement.		17		1569		yes		2002		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The Institute for the Future specializes in writing reports describing the future implications of technologies and policy decisions. Its staff is made up of researchers with extensive experience assessing technologies: http://www.iftf.org/people/iftf. For this report, they describe several technologies and postulate future developments and implications. 		2004		no		0.666666667		The authors are predicting the emergence of technology standards, which provides insight about the technology's popularity and maturity.		17		Market penetration		2006		2002		271		8		56		233		yes		-2		no		Biometric system standards		yes		Industry standards for biometric systems had begun to emerge as early as 2002. By 2004, there was at least one industry standard for biometric systems.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		yes		Biometrics standards are components of a verification system.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Biometric systems use sensors.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No industry standard existed for biometric systems in 2001.		17		2		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2001				The forecast timeframe is the "near future," which is 1-5 years.		17		2006		2002		5/2/2012 8:20		7/6/2012 12:52		SF		1569		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The report was published in the fall of 2001.		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		yes		No cards with display technology incorporated into them were distributed to customers until 2010, when trials of the technology were initiated by some credit card companies.		Interpreted trialling of cards with displays with customers as displays being incorporated into credit cards.		2		Institute for the Future,  “Eight Connective Technologies: Report and Forecast,” 2001.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"In the near term, display technology advances will
show up in smart cards and/or credit cards, and in small, hand-held devices. The credit card could, in
fact, become an e-mail reader, or even a personalized
portal to news and information such as stock quotes,
sports scores, and bus or train schedules."		20-21		Between 2002 and 2006, display technologies will be incorporated into smart cards or credit cards. 										1		Worldwide		The Institute for the Future is based in California: http://www.iftf.org/contact/		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Implied in the forecast statement.		20-21		1570		yes		2010		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The Institute for the Future specializes in writing reports describing the future implications of technologies and policy decisions. Its staff is made up of researchers with extensive experience assessing technologies: http://www.iftf.org/people/iftf. For this report, they describe several technologies and postulate future developments and implications. 		2004		no		2		The authors are predicting the migration of display technologies into smart cards or credit cards.		20-21		Technology Migration		2006		2002		271		8		56		226		yes		6		no		Display technologies		yes		In 2004, major credit card companies were prototyping card designs with display technologies incorporated into the card.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Display technologies are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		In this context, the display technologies would be incorporated into devices that store information (computer-like devices). 		20-21		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Display technologies existed in 2001 but had not yet been incorporated into smart cards or credit cards.		NA		6		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2001				The forecast timeframe is the "near term," which is 1-5 years.		20-21		2006		2002		5/2/2012 8:37		7/17/2012 7:35		SF		1570		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in the fall of 2001.		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		In 2001, cell phones had an average weight of 103 grams; cell phones on average were lighter in 2004.		Interpreted handheld communications device to mean cell phones and read data from graph in source.		2		Institute for the Future,  “Eight Connective Technologies: Report and Forecast,” 2001.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"The near-term applications of this expanding technology
will put lighter, more flexible information and communication devices into consumers’ hands. Starting around 2004, displays will most likely break out of their “device” identity and become increasingly integrated into objects ranging from consumables to furniture. Every label, sign, and package will become an opportunity for broadcast or interactive communication with the consumer. Displays will provide new
opportunities for high-end brands to distinguish themselves
in clothing, household goods, and more. (Display kitsch will become a category all its own.) Combined with tagging, wireless communication protocols, and small-scale power systems, the proliferating displays will evolve into lively visual surfaces that permeate our daily lives. Combined with voice technology, they will talk to us in passing, engaging us
like so many street merchants and mendicants. Combined with smart materials, they will show signs of a new kind of sentience. The world of human-made objects will begin to crackle with expanded information and intention."		22		Between 2002 and 2006, handheld communications devices will be lighter than they were in 2001.										1		Worldwide		The Institute for the Future is based in California: http://www.iftf.org/contact/		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Implied in the forecast statement.		22		1571		no		2004		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The Institute for the Future specializes in writing reports describing the future implications of technologies and policy decisions. Its staff is made up of researchers with extensive experience assessing technologies: http://www.iftf.org/people/iftf. For this report, they describe several technologies and postulate future developments and implications. 		2004		no		0		The author is predicting that handheld devices will evolve such that they weigh less.		22		Evolution		2006		2002		271		8		56		225		yes		0		no		Handheld devices		yes		In 2004, cell phones had an average weight of 101 grams.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		yes		Handheld devices are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Handheld devices are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Handheld devices were in use in 2001; the forecast is predicting that they will eventually weigh less.		22		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2001				The forecast timeframe is the "near term," which is 1-5 years.		22		2006		2002		5/2/2012 8:51		6/21/2012 9:19		SF		1571		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in the fall of 2001.		1						2004		no						2		Institute for the Future,  “Eight Connective Technologies: Report and Forecast,” 2001.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"The near-term applications of this expanding technology
will put lighter, more flexible information and communication devices into consumers’ hands. Starting around 2004, displays will most likely break out of their “device” identity and become increasingly integrated into objects ranging from consumables to furniture. Every label, sign, and package will become an opportunity for broadcast or interactive communication with the consumer. Displays will provide new
opportunities for high-end brands to distinguish themselves
in clothing, household goods, and more. (Display kitsch will become a category all its own.) Combined with tagging, wireless communication protocols, and small-scale power systems, the proliferating displays will evolve into lively visual surfaces that permeate our daily lives. Combined with voice technology, they will talk to us in passing, engaging us
like so many street merchants and mendicants. Combined with smart materials, they will show signs of a new kind of sentience. The world of human-made objects will begin to crackle with expanded information and intention."
		22		In 2004, displays will be integrated into objects other than handheld devices, such as labels, packages, signs, or furniture. 										1		Worldwide		The Institute for the Future is based in California: http://www.iftf.org/contact/		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Implied in the forecast statement.		22		1572		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The Institute for the Future specializes in writing reports describing the future implications of technologies and policy decisions. Its staff is made up of researchers with extensive experience assessing technologies: http://www.iftf.org/people/iftf. For this report, they describe several technologies and postulate future developments and implications. 		2004		no				The authors are predicting that display technologies will migrate to use in everyday objects.		22		Technology Migration		2005		2003		271		8		56		225		yes				no		Display technologies		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Display technologies are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Display technologies are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Display technologies existed in 2001 but had not yet been miniaturized or incorporated into everyday items.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2001		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		22						5/2/2012 8:59		5/2/2012 8:59		SF		1572		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in the fall of 2001.		1						2004		no						2		Institute for the Future,  “Eight Connective Technologies: Report and Forecast,” 2001.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"In the nearer term, watch for the breakout use of remote voice interfaces in Europe and Asia, where the wireless infrastructure is more complete, and cell phone penetration is greater."		29		Between 2002 and 2006, remote voice interfaces will first be adopted in the European market. 										5		Europe		The Institute for the Future is based in California: http://www.iftf.org/contact/		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement; the event will occur in Europe.		29		1573		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The Institute for the Future specializes in writing reports describing the future implications of technologies and policy decisions. Its staff is made up of researchers with extensive experience assessing technologies: http://www.iftf.org/people/iftf. For this report, they describe several technologies and postulate future developments and implications. 		2004		no				The authors are predicting that the technology will emerge in Europe.		29		Technology emergence		2006		2002		271		8		56		225		yes				no		Remote voice interface		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Remote voice interfaces are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Remote voice interfaces are communications technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that remote voice interfaces were in development in 2001.		29				3		Short-term		no				2001				The timeframe is "near term," which is 1-5 years.		29		2006		2002		5/2/2012 9:06		5/2/2012 9:06		SF		1573		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in the fall of 2001.		1						2004		no						2		Institute for the Future,  “Eight Connective Technologies: Report and Forecast,” 2001.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"In the nearer term, watch for the breakout use of remote voice interfaces in Europe and Asia, where the wireless infrastructure is more complete, and cell phone penetration is greater."		29		Between 2002 and 2006, remote voice interfaces will first be adopted in Asia.										4		Asia		The Institute for the Future is based in California: http://www.iftf.org/contact/		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement; the prediction applies to Asia.		29		1574		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The Institute for the Future specializes in writing reports describing the future implications of technologies and policy decisions. Its staff is made up of researchers with extensive experience assessing technologies: http://www.iftf.org/people/iftf. For this report, they describe several technologies and postulate future developments and implications. 		2004		no				The authors are predicting that the technology will emerge in Asia.		29		Technology emergence		2006		2002		271		8		56		225		yes				no		Remote voice interface		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Remote voice interfaces are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Remote voice interfaces are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that remote voice interfaces were in development in 2001.		29				3		Short-term		no				2001				The timeframe is "near term," which is 1-5 years.		29		2006		2002		5/2/2012 9:09		5/2/2012 9:09		SF		1574		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in the fall of 2001.		1						2005		no						2		Institute for the Future,  “Eight Connective Technologies: Report and Forecast,” 2001.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Sophisticated voice-enabled applications will begin to reduce business’ reliance on humans for interaction with customers within the next three to five years. While the cost of the technology probably won’t allow for overall cost savings to the business, it will provide customers with faster and more
effective responses than today’s call centers are capable of providing."
		29		Between 2004 and 2006, the use of voice-enabled applications among businesses worldwide will increase above 2003 levels, reducing reliance on human employees for customer relations.										1		Worldwide		The Institute for the Future is based in California: http://www.iftf.org/contact/		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Implied in the forecast statement.		29		1575		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The Institute for the Future specializes in writing reports describing the future implications of technologies and policy decisions. Its staff is made up of researchers with extensive experience assessing technologies: http://www.iftf.org/people/iftf. For this report, they describe several technologies and postulate future developments and implications. 		2005		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of the technology among businesses worldwide.		29		Market penetration		2006		2004		271		8		56		225		yes				no		Voice-enabled applications		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Voice-enabled applications are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Voice-enabled applications are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that voice-enabled applications were not widely used in 2001		29				4		Short-term		no				2001				The forecast timeframe is the "next 3-5 years," which is 2004 to 2006.		29		2006		2004		5/2/2012 9:15		5/2/2012 9:15		SF		1575		SF

		4		yes		no		We need more research post-2005 to document whether the services were ever widespread. SF 7/5/12

Added additional evidence concerning 2005, stating that growth of voice recognition has been slow as evidence from the 2009, which states that 8% of UK call centers employ such technologies. More evidence from 2012 added, which stated that 18% of companies using IVR technologies used speech recognition - location of companies unclear.  DF				yes		The report was published in the fall of 2001.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		3. Almost realized		2005		no		In 2005, voice recognition and voice portal technologies were being used for many teleworking and customer services. However, it is undetermined how widespread these technologies were. By 2009 only 8% of call centers in the UK employed speech recognition. In 2012 18% of a 425 companies surveyed who were using Interactive Voice Response Systems used speech recognition systems.		The evidence supporting voice recognition and voice portal technologies does not provide enough information to determine how widespread these services are. Therefore, the use of these services must be estimated from the evidence provided. As a result, it seems that voice recognition services were increasing in 2005 but were not yet widespread.

Interpreted the combined evidence of only 8% of UK call centers using the technology in 2009 and only 18% of companies (of unknown origin) using any kind of IVR using speech recognition in 2012 to indicate that usage of the technology is not widespread. DF		2		Institute for the Future,  “Eight Connective Technologies: Report and Forecast,” 2001.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Voice portals are surfacing as one of the first service
sector businesses to effectively take advantage of voice technology for cost savings. Beyond the current financial market fluctuations, voice portals will become an important technology for most businesses. In just three to five years, voice recognition and voice portal technologies will emerge as a core element in communicating with mobile workers,
and in improving the quality of customer relationship
management. "		30		Between 2004 and 2006, the use of voice recognition and voice portal technologies for teleworking and customer service will be widespread.										1		Worldwide		The Institute for the Future is based in California: http://www.iftf.org/contact/		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Implied in the forecast statement.		30		1576		yes				yes		2012		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The Institute for the Future specializes in writing reports describing the future implications of technologies and policy decisions. Its staff is made up of researchers with extensive experience assessing technologies: http://www.iftf.org/people/iftf. For this report, they describe several technologies and postulate future developments and implications. 		2005		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of the technology for certain sectors/uses.		30		Market penetration		2006		2004		271		8		56		225		yes				no		Voice recognition technology		yes		In a 2005 technology trends survey, it was revealed that many companies were turning to voice response technologies for surveys and customer service. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Voice recognition technologies are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Voice recognition technology is used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that voice recognition technologies were not widely used in 2001.		30				4		Short-term		yes		SF		2001				The forecast timeframe is 3-5 years, which is 2004 to 2006.		30		2006		2004		5/2/2012 9:19		7/11/2012 13:20		SF		1576		SF

		0		yes		no				Some interpretation involved in translating this forecast. The authors do not specify whether "North America" includes Mexico (signatories of NAFTA), or just Canada and the U.S.		yes		The report was published in the fall of 2001.		1						2004		no						2		Institute for the Future,  “Eight Connective Technologies: Report and Forecast,” 2001.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"RFID advances are providing good news for companies
in North America. But the challenges in Europe remain. There, UHF use is more tightly designated and regulated (only low-to-mid-range spectrum communication is allowed; tags tend to have a more limited data storage capacity and shorter-distance reading ratio). A host of regulatory issues will need to be ironed out. In the long-term, global tracking of items is the ultimate goal (see “Standards” for more on all of this). Near term domestic (U.S. and North American) RFID applications, however, will soon be appearing."		34		Between 2002 and 2006, a single regulatory standard will allow RFID to be used for tagging and tracking cargo among North American countries.  						7		Northern America		3		Americas		The Institute for the Future is based in California: http://www.iftf.org/contact/		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement; the technology will be used in North America. 		34		1577		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The Institute for the Future specializes in writing reports describing the future implications of technologies and policy decisions. Its staff is made up of researchers with extensive experience assessing technologies: http://www.iftf.org/people/iftf. For this report, they describe several technologies and postulate future developments and implications. 		2004		no				The authors are predicting that RFID will emerge on the U.S. market.		34		Technology emergence		2006		2002		271		8		56		233		yes				no		RFID tags		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Tracking using RFID tags requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		RFID tags are sensors.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		RFID tags were in use in 2001.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2001				The timeframe is "near term," which is 1-5 years.		34		2006		2002		5/2/2012 9:33		5/2/2012 9:33		SF		1577		SF

		2		yes		no				The forecast was translated as meaning that a significant number (15%) of peer-to-peer applications would be for info management. The forecast says only that the "emphasis" will be on information management, which is vague. 		yes		The report was published in the fall of 2001.		1		2. A lot of interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2004		no		As of 2011/2012 the peer-to-peer application use is still overwhelmingly on the side of illegal downloads. Therefore, most peer to peer applications seem to be used for illegal downloads instead of information management.		Because peer to peer applications are being used most for illegal downloads, it is hard to determine the percent that use these applications for information management. As a result, the assumption that peer to peer applications are mostly used for activity that is illegal. Thus, because peer-to-peer applications are used widespread for illegal downloads, the assumption that 15% will be used for information management seems unobtainable.		2		Institute for the Future,  “Eight Connective Technologies: Report and Forecast,” 2001.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Peer-to-peer applications provide an alternate way to engineer data and secure resources. In the short term, the emphasis will be on managing information. In the longer term, as millions of small, smart objects in the environment become connected in a ubiquitous wireless network, the apportioned processing power of these nodes will transform the network itself into a powerful distributed computer."		38		Between 2002 and 2006, more than 15% of peer-to-peer applications in use worldwide will be for information management.										1		Worldwide		The Institute for the Future is based in California: http://www.iftf.org/contact/		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Implied in the forecast statement.		38		1578		yes				yes		2011		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The Institute for the Future specializes in writing reports describing the future implications of technologies and policy decisions. Its staff is made up of researchers with extensive experience assessing technologies: http://www.iftf.org/people/iftf. For this report, they describe several technologies and postulate future developments and implications. 		2004		no				The authors are predicting that peer-to-peer technologies would be popular for info management.		38		Market penetration		2006		2002		271		8		56		225		yes				no		Peer-to-peer applications		yes		In 2004, reports stated that "while P2P technology may ultimately offer the promise of increased efficiency and productivity, applications such as Kazaa and Grokster are used almost exclusively for illegally trading copyrighted works." As a result, it is very unlikely that 15% of peer to peer applications would be used for information management. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Peer-to-peer applications are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Peer-to-peer applications are used for communication. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that peer-to-peer technologies were in use in 2001.		38				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2001				The timeframe is "short term," which is 1-5 years.		38		2006		2002		5/2/2012 9:48		7/5/2012 9:55		SF		1578		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in the fall of 2001.		44		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		By 2005, Bluetooth technology had been widely adopted by the mobile industry.		Interpreted 250 million Bluetooth devices in 2004 and mobile devices being "bound" to have Bluetooth radio built in to indicate widespread use by 2005.		2		Institute for the Future,  “Eight Connective Technologies: Report and Forecast,” 2001.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Bluetooth was an early, proposed standard for the PAN.
However, component costs and security have slowed
its adoption (component cost will impair the widespread
adoption of Bluetooth in the short-range wireless space [PANs or LANs] probably until 2004.) Bluetooth’s future market share may also be somewhat eroded by current LAN solutions like 802.11b. (Some naysayers have suggested that Bluetooth has lost to 802.11b, but these are predominately complementary technologies with their own strengths and weaknesses.)"		44		In 2005, the adoption of Bluetooth in the short-range wireless space (PANs or LANs) will be widespread. 										1		Worldwide		The Institute for the Future is based in California: http://www.iftf.org/contact/		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Implied in the forecast statement.		44		1579		yes		2005		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The Institute for the Future specializes in writing reports describing the future implications of technologies and policy decisions. Its staff is made up of researchers with extensive experience assessing technologies: http://www.iftf.org/people/iftf. For this report, they describe several technologies and postulate future developments and implications. 		2005		no		0		Explicit in forecast statement.		44		Market penetration		2006		2004		271		8		56		225		yes		0		no		Bluetooth		yes		By 2005, the use of Bluetooth for the purpose of PANs was widespread.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		yes		Bluetooth is a subsystem. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Bluetooth is used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast states that Bluetooth existed in 2001 but had not been widely adopted.		44		0		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2001		2005		The forecast states that widespread adoption will be impaired "until 2004." The standard lexicon defines "until" as meaning "in." So the forecast is predicting that 2005 will be the first year in which Bluetooth will be eligible for widespread adoption. 		44						5/2/2012 9:54		7/17/2012 7:33		SF		1579		SF

		1		yes		no		This looks like a negative forecast. SF 6/29/12				yes		The report was published in the fall of 2001.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003.5		yes		In 2003, the evidence proved that this forecast was wrong. PANS, LANS, and WANS were being used within the forecasted dates of 2001-2006. Also, it stated that these multiple standards will always be in use. Thus, solidifying the proof required to regard this forecast as false. 		The information present clearly stated that multiple standards such as LANs, PANs, and WANs were always going to be used. Furthermore, in 2003 these multiple standards were still in use. However, since there was no further evidence in more previous years depicting these multiple standards still in use, the assumption that multiple standards will always be in use had to be made. 		2		Institute for the Future,  “Eight Connective Technologies: Report and Forecast,” 2001.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"In the next five years, no single standard will dominate
any of the above outlined domains. And, even after that, (as stated previously) users will expect devices to work across multiple standards and in multiple domains. Additionally, users will make their market choices on the basis of personal communication needs more than cost."		47		Between 2001 and 2006, no single standard will be used for PANs, LANs, or WANs.										1		Worldwide		The Institute for the Future is based in California: http://www.iftf.org/contact/		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Implied in the forecast statement.		47		1580		no		2003		yes		2003		Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The Institute for the Future specializes in writing reports describing the future implications of technologies and policy decisions. Its staff is made up of researchers with extensive experience assessing technologies: http://www.iftf.org/people/iftf. For this report, they describe several technologies and postulate future developments and implications. 		2003.5		no		0.2		The authors are predicting that no single standard will evolve from PAN, LAN, and WAN innovation.		47		Evolution		2006		2001		271		8		56		225		yes		-0.5		no		WAN, LAN, PAN 		yes		In 2003, it was stated that multiple standards will always exist. In other words, PANS, LANS, and WANS will always be in use		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		yes		A standard would be a component of WAN, LAN, and PAN.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		WAN, LAN, and PAN are used for communication.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that a single standard did not exist in 2001.		47		0.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2001				The forecast timeline is "in the next five years," which is 2001 to 2006.		47		2006		2001		5/2/2012 10:14		7/12/2012 12:41		SF		1580		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in the fall of 2001.		1						2007		no						2		Institute for the Future,  “Eight Connective Technologies: Report and Forecast,” 2001.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"At the component level, standards will segment into three categories: PANs, LANs, and WANs. Yet the boundaries between these domains will blur, and standards will cross over from one domain to the other. Multiple standards will also exist within domains for the next five to seven years."		47		Between 2006 and 2008, between 4 and 10 standards will exist for PANs, LANs, and WANs. 										1		Worldwide		The Institute for the Future is based in California: http://www.iftf.org/contact/		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Implied in the forecast statement.		47		1581		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The Institute for the Future specializes in writing reports describing the future implications of technologies and policy decisions. Its staff is made up of researchers with extensive experience assessing technologies: http://www.iftf.org/people/iftf. For this report, they describe several technologies and postulate future developments and implications. 		2007		no				The authors are predicting that the technologies will not evolve such that a single standard will emerge.		47		Evolution		2008		2006		271		8		56		225		yes				no		WAN, LAN, and PAN		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		A standard would be a component of WAN, LAN, and PAN		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		WAN, LAN, and PAN are used for communication.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that a common standard did not exist in 2001.		47				6		Medium-term		no				2001				The forecast timeframe is 5-7 years, which is 2006 to 2008.		47		2008		2006		5/2/2012 10:26		5/2/2012 10:26		SF		1581		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2001		ii		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		In 2003 by penetrating into car production (MEMS accelerometers crash air-bag) we can say it reached wide adoption and the forecast was achieved. 		 In 2003 MEMS sensors were in use. By penetrating into car production (MEMS accelerometers crash air-bag) we can say it reached wide adoption and forecast was achieved. They were used in medicine, communication, and inertia sensing.		vi		Defence R&D Canada, “Technology Trends, Threats, Requirements, and Opportunities (T3R&O) Study on Advanced Power Sources for the Canadian Forces in 2020,” August 2001.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“In the near future, MEMS sensors and actuators will see widespread use in both commercial and military systems. These new "intelligent microsystems" will interact with their environment by sensing, actuating and communicating without the need for external
hardware. Some of the potential military applications for MEMS are listed below.
- Wireless Battlespace Sensors
- Condition-Based Maintenance Sensors
- Structural Health Monitoring Sensors
- Distributed Control of Aerodynamic and Hydrodynamic Systems
- Non-Invasive Biomedical Sensors for the Soldier"
		10		Between 2002 and 2006, MEMS sensors will be widely adopted in the commercial market worldwide. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by Defence R&D Canada, as seen on the title page.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		10		1582		no		2003		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The analysis was based on other studies produced by Canadian, NATO, and US agencies. According to the abstract, the study identifies the state-of-the-art and current trends in a broad range of advanced power source technologies of interest in future requirements. The ability of these technologies to meet requirements out to 2020 is examined, as are R&D opportunities.		2004		no		0.333333333		The authors are predicting the popularity of MEMS sensors.		10		Market penetration		2006		2002		272		8		56		233		yes		-1		no		MEMS sensors		yes		MEM sensors were already in use starting in 2003. 		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		yes		Sensors are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		MEMS sensors were in use in 2001.		NA		1		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2001				The forecast time frame is the "near future," which is 1-5 years.		10		2006		2002		5/2/2012 11:41		7/9/2012 13:15		SF		1582		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2001		ii						2004		no						vi		Defence R&D Canada, “Technology Trends, Threats, Requirements, and Opportunities (T3R&O) Study on Advanced Power Sources for the Canadian Forces in 2020,” August 2001.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“In the near future, MEMS sensors and actuators will see widespread use in both commercial and military systems. These new "intelligent microsystems" will interact with their environment by sensing, actuating and communicating without the need for external
hardware. Some of the potential military applications for MEMS are listed below.
- Wireless Battlespace Sensors
- Condition-Based Maintenance Sensors
- Structural Health Monitoring Sensors
- Distributed Control of Aerodynamic and Hydrodynamic Systems
- Non-Invasive Biomedical Sensors for the Soldier"		10		Between 2002 and 2006, MEMS sensors and actuators will be widely adopted in military systems worldwide, such as wireless battlespace sensors, structural health monitoring sensors, and non-invasive biomedical sensors.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by Defence R&D Canada, as seen on the title page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		10		1583		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The analysis was based on other studies produced by Canadian, NATO, and US agencies. According to the abstract, the study identifies the state-of-the-art and current trends in a broad range of advanced power source technologies of interest in future requirements. The ability of these technologies to meet requirements out to 2020 is examined, as are R&D opportunities.		2004		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of MEMS sensors among military technologies.		10		Market penetration		2006		2002		272		8		56		233		yes				no		MEMS sensors		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Sensors are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		MEMS sensors were in use in 2001.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2001				The forecast time frame is the "near future," which is 1-5 years.		10		2006		2002		5/2/2012 11:48		5/2/2012 11:48		SF		1583		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2001		ii						2004		no						vi		Defence R&D Canada, “Technology Trends, Threats, Requirements, and Opportunities (T3R&O) Study on Advanced Power Sources for the Canadian Forces in 2020,” August 2001.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“In the near future, MEMS sensors and actuators will see widespread use in both commercial and military systems. These new "intelligent microsystems" will interact with their environment by sensing, actuating and communicating without the need for external
hardware. Some of the potential military applications for MEMS are listed below.
- Wireless Battlespace Sensors
- Condition-Based Maintenance Sensors
- Structural Health Monitoring Sensors
- Distributed Control of Aerodynamic and Hydrodynamic Systems
- Non-Invasive Biomedical Sensors for the Soldier"		10		Between 2002 and 2006, MEMS sensors will sense their surrounding environment, actuate, and communicate  without using external hardware. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by Defence R&D Canada, as seen on the title page.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		10		1584		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The analysis was based on other studies produced by Canadian, NATO, and US agencies. According to the abstract, the study identifies the state-of-the-art and current trends in a broad range of advanced power source technologies of interest in future requirements. The ability of these technologies to meet requirements out to 2020 is examined, as are R&D opportunities.		2004		no				The authors are predicting the changing function of MEMS sensors.		10		Evolution		2006		2002		272		8		56		233		yes				no		MEMS sensors		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Sensors are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		MEMS sensors were in use in 2001.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2001				The forecast time frame is the "near future," which is 1-5 years.		10		2006		2002		5/2/2012 11:56		5/2/2012 11:56		SF		1584		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2001		ii		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2003.5		yes		In 2009 a solid oxide fuel cell was developed with an average operating temperature of 500 degrees Celsius.		Data stated clearly in sources.		vi		Defence R&D Canada, “Technology Trends, Threats, Requirements, and Opportunities (T3R&O) Study on Advanced Power Sources for the Canadian Forces in 2020,” August 2001.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 11		49		Between 2001 and 2006, a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) with a chemical reaction temperature range of up to 500 degrees Celsius will be available.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by Defence R&D Canada, as seen on the title page.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		49		1585		yes		2009		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The analysis was based on other studies produced by Canadian, NATO, and US agencies. According to the abstract, the study identifies the state-of-the-art and current trends in a broad range of advanced power source technologies of interest in future requirements. The ability of these technologies to meet requirements out to 2020 is examined, as are R&D opportunities.		2003.5		no		2.2		The authors are predicting how SOFC will evolve.		49		Evolution		2006		2001		272		8		56		227		yes		5.5		no		Solid oxide fuel cells		yes		By 2004 solid oxide fuel cells had been developed with an average operating temperature of 550 degrees Celsius.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		SOFCs are component of systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		SOFCs store energy.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		SOFCs were in development in 2001.		NA		5.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2001				The table’s legend indicates that entries with a “(2)” signify technologies that will be available within 5 years.		49		2006		2001		5/2/2012 11:59		7/2/2012 13:36		SF		1585		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2001		ii						2003.5		no						vi		Defence R&D Canada, “Technology Trends, Threats, Requirements, and Opportunities (T3R&O) Study on Advanced Power Sources for the Canadian Forces in 2020,” August 2001.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 11		49		Between 2001 and 2006, a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) with a specific power of 5kw/kg will be available.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by Defence R&D Canada, as seen on the title page.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		49		1586		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The analysis was based on other studies produced by Canadian, NATO, and US agencies. According to the abstract, the study identifies the state-of-the-art and current trends in a broad range of advanced power source technologies of interest in future requirements. The ability of these technologies to meet requirements out to 2020 is examined, as are R&D opportunities.		2003.5		no				The authors are predicting the changing function of PEMFC		49		Evolution		2006		2001		272		8		56		227		yes				no		Proton exchange membrane fuel cell		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		PEMFCs are components of systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		PEMFCs are used to store energy.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		PEMFCs were in development in 2001.		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				2001				The table’s legend indicates that entries with a “(2)” signify technologies that will be available within 5 years.		49		2006		2001		5/2/2012 12:02		5/2/2012 12:02		SF		1586		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2001		ii		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		yes		In 2009 Toshiba launched the first methanol fuel cell designed to power mobile electronic devices.		Data stated clearly in sources.		vi		Defence R&D Canada, “Technology Trends, Threats, Requirements, and Opportunities (T3R&O) Study on Advanced Power Sources for the Canadian Forces in 2020,” August 2001.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Despite these problems, the easy availability, ease of storage and handling, high energy density and safety of methanol fuel make it so attractive that certain low power applications seem certain to appear soon. A good example might be a unit for recharging portable telephones. A direct methanol fuel cell could be incorporated into the holder of a cell phone, and keep it charged up while on standby. It has been calculated that such a unit would only have to have an efficiency of 4% to make it compete with battery technologies such as lithium for longer mission duration. Storage in liquid form is an important advantage of methanol vs. hydrogen for portable power source applications”		58		Between 2002 and 2006, methanol fuel will be used in low-power applications, such as to charge cell phones. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by Defence R&D Canada, as seen on the title page.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		58		1587		yes		2009		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The analysis was based on other studies produced by Canadian, NATO, and US agencies. According to the abstract, the study identifies the state-of-the-art and current trends in a broad range of advanced power source technologies of interest in future requirements. The ability of these technologies to meet requirements out to 2020 is examined, as are R&D opportunities.		2004		no		1.666666667		The authors are predicting that methanol fuel will be adopted.		58		Market penetration		2006		2002		272		8		56		227		yes		5		no		Methanol fuel		yes		In 2004 methanol fuel cells were still a relatively immature technology being researched for potential future applications and were not yet commercialized.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Methanol fuel is a component of energy-consuming systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Methanol fuel generates energy.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Methanol fuel cells were immature in 2001. 		NA		5		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2001				The event is predicted to occur "soon," which is defined as 1-5 years by the standard lexicon.		58		2006		2002		5/2/2012 12:11		7/2/2012 13:38		SF		1587		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2001		ii								no						vi		Defence R&D Canada, “Technology Trends, Threats, Requirements, and Opportunities (T3R&O) Study on Advanced Power Sources for the Canadian Forces in 2020,” August 2001.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“Problems have plagued the introduction of fuel cells to date. Fuel cells are still several years away from commercialization on a large scale. It is very difficult to tell which fuel and which technology will be predominant in the future.”		63		Between 2005 and 2011, at least one type of fuel cell will be commercialized on a large scale worldwide. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by Defence R&D Canada, as seen on the title page.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		63		1588		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The analysis was based on other studies produced by Canadian, NATO, and US agencies. According to the abstract, the study identifies the state-of-the-art and current trends in a broad range of advanced power source technologies of interest in future requirements. The ability of these technologies to meet requirements out to 2020 is examined, as are R&D opportunities.				no				The authors are predicting that the demand for fuel cells will increase dramatically.		63		Market penetration						272		8		56		227		yes				no		Fuel cells		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Fuel cells are components of energy consuming systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Fuel cells store energy.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Fuel cells existed in 2001 but were not widely used.		63				7		Medium-term		no				2001				The event is supposed to occur in "several years." The standard lexicon defines several as 4-10, so the forecast will occur 4 to 10 years from 2001.		63		2011		2005		5/2/2012 12:23		5/2/2012 12:23		SF		1588		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2001		ii						2004		no						vi		Defence R&D Canada, “Technology Trends, Threats, Requirements, and Opportunities (T3R&O) Study on Advanced Power Sources for the Canadian Forces in 2020,” August 2001.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“The Diesel engine has reached technological maturity in the last decade. Recent and near term activities on engine development will mainly concentrate on pollution and cost reductions. The state of art electronic engine has incorporated electronics and electronic-hydraulic fuel injection, advanced sensors, sealed electronics and firmware in the engine management system.”		97		Between 2002 and 2006, R&D activities on diesel engines will concentrate on reducing pollution and costs associated with the engines, rather than on their performance.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by Defence R&D Canada, as seen on the title page.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		97		1589		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The analysis was based on other studies produced by Canadian, NATO, and US agencies. According to the abstract, the study identifies the state-of-the-art and current trends in a broad range of advanced power source technologies of interest in future requirements. The ability of these technologies to meet requirements out to 2020 is examined, as are R&D opportunities.		2004		no				The authors are predicting that the diesel engine will evolve such that it produces fewer emissions and costs less.		97		Evolution		2006		2002		272		8		56		227		yes				no		Diesel engine		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Engines are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Diesel engines produce power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Diesel engines were mature in 2001; the forecast is predicting that they will be improved.		97				3		Short-term		no				2001				The forecast time frame is the "near term," which is 1-5 years.		97		2006		2002		5/2/2012 12:29		5/2/2012 12:29		SF		1589		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2001		ii						2006		no						vi		Defence R&D Canada, “Technology Trends, Threats, Requirements, and Opportunities (T3R&O) Study on Advanced Power Sources for the Canadian Forces in 2020,” August 2001.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“The Hydrogen on DemandTM system is convenient. Not only can it be used to produce hydrogen for direct use in internal combustion engines, but it can also be used to produce hydrogen for powering fuel cells. Every major auto maker is
scheduled to have fuel cell cars available by 2006.”
		124		In 2006, all major auto makers worldwide will offer a fuel cell car.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by Defence R&D Canada, as seen on the title page.		105		Canada		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		124		1590		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The analysis was based on other studies produced by Canadian, NATO, and US agencies. According to the abstract, the study identifies the state-of-the-art and current trends in a broad range of advanced power source technologies of interest in future requirements. The ability of these technologies to meet requirements out to 2020 is examined, as are R&D opportunities.		2006		no				The authors are predicting the market for fuel cell cars.		124		Market penetration		2008		2004		272		8		56		228		yes				no		Fuel cell cars		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		124		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Fuel cell cars were in development in 2001.		NA				5		Short-term		no				2001		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		124						5/2/2012 12:32		5/2/2012 12:32		SF		1590		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2001		ii		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		The Queen Mary, with a 2004 maiden voyage, was an All-Electric Ship CODEG (Combined Diesel Electric and Gas turbine electric plant)		A Gas turbine and diesel generator All-Electric Ship was developed between the years 2002 and 2006.		vi		Defence R&D Canada, “Technology Trends, Threats, Requirements, and Opportunities (T3R&O) Study on Advanced Power Sources for the Canadian Forces in 2020,” August 2001.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“8 POWER FOR AN ALL-ELECTRIC SHIP
Evaluation of Power Source Technologies and Identification of R&D Opportunities
Filter # 1 Determination of power sources options Considering an All Electric Ship it is not that much a question of power sources for realization. Near term solutions like diesel generators and gas turbines are available, and in the mid- to long term the integration of appropriate fuel cells should be no problem.”
		A-24		Between 2002 and 2006, diesel generators and gas turbines will be used to power an all-electric ship. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by Defence R&D Canada, as seen on the title page.										3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided in the forecast, so it likely applies worldwide.		A-24		1591		yes		2004		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The analysis was based on other studies produced by Canadian, NATO, and US agencies. According to the abstract, the study identifies the state-of-the-art and current trends in a broad range of advanced power source technologies of interest in future requirements. The ability of these technologies to meet requirements out to 2020 is examined, as are R&D opportunities.		2004		no		0		The authors are predicting the changing technologies associated with an all-electric ship.		A-24		Evolution		2006		2002		272		8				229		yes		0		no		All-electric ship		yes		By 2004, Diesel generators and gas turbines were being incorporated to power an all-electric ship.								yes		Ships are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with the movement of people and cargo across lakes, seas, and oceans (surface or subsurface) regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Maritime Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		A-24		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		An all-electric ship was in development in 2001.		NA		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2001				The forecast time frame is the "near term," which is 1-5 years.		A-24		2006		2002		5/2/2012 12:38		6/29/2012 7:04		SF		1591		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The study was published in September of 1992, as seen on the cover page.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		In 1995, there 40,705,700 landlines. This is the year when 33 million landlines was first reached.		Data stated clearly in source.		1		Costas Karageorgis, “A Study of Current World Telecommunications and a Projection of the Future,” September 1992.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The more economically advanced and growing countries in this region are investing heavily to improve their telecommunications infrastructures. In 1984 China announced a
U.S. $40 billion expansion program, to increase the number of telephone lines to 33 million by the year 2000."		44		There will be 33 million telephone landlines in China in 2000.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The author is affiliated with by the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California, as seen on the cover page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		44		1592		no		1995		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		In the first page of the report, the author explains that he analyzed the current status of the telecommunications industry worldwide, using information about present and future telephone rates, investment, technology application plans, performance of telecommunications carriers around the world, and statistical tables. Through this information and statistical data (taken from other sources), the author predicts the path the telecommunications industry will take in the future. 		2000		no		0.625		The author is predicting the popularity of telephones in China.		44		Market penetration		2002		1998		273		8		59		225		yes		-5		no		Telephone landlines		yes		In 2000, there were 144,829,000 telephone landlines in China.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Landline telephones are components of the overall telephone system of systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Telephones are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Telephones were in use in 1992; the author is predicting increased capacity.		44		5		8		Medium-term		yes		SF		1992		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		44						5/2/2012 13:45		7/17/2012 7:32		SF		1592		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The study was published in September of 1992, as seen on the cover page.		NA						1998		no						1		Costas Karageorgis, “A Study of Current World Telecommunications and a Projection of the Future,” September 1992.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"With the final unification of the European market EC can be considered a third big economic power equally compared to U.S.A. and Japan. In the telecommunications market, by the year 2000, 7% of the Community's GNP may derive from telecommunications, compared with just 2% today. By the end of the 20th century, 60% of all jobs inside the community will be dependent on telecommunications through information technology integration. Also over the next 20 years the total public and private investment in telecommunications will be between ECU 500 - 1000 billion. (1 ECU is approximate equal to 1 U.S. dollar)."		77-78		Between 1997 and 1999, 60% of all jobs inside the European Community will be dependent upon telecommunications through information technology integration. 

**In 1992, the European Community consisted of Belgium France, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, West Germany, Denmark, Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Spain, and the UK**										5		Europe		The author is affiliated with by the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California, as seen on the cover page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement; the forecast applies to the European Community.		77-78		1593		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		In the first page of the report, the author explains that he analyzed the current status of the telecommunications industry worldwide, using information about present and future telephone rates, investment, technology application plans, performance of telecommunications carriers around the world, and statistical tables. Through this information and statistical data (taken from other sources), the author predicts the path the telecommunications industry will take in the future. 		1998		no				The author is predicting the popularity of telecommunications in the EC.		77-78		Market penetration		1999		1997		273		8		59		225		yes				no		Telecommunications		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Integrating telecommunication systems creates a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		77-78		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that IT systems among EC nations had not yet been integrated.		77-78				6		Medium-term		no				1992				The standard lexicon defines the "end of a decade" (or century) as XXX7-XXX9.		77-78		1999		1997		5/2/2012 13:54		5/2/2012 13:54		SF		1593		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The study was published in September of 1992, as seen on the cover page.		NA						2000		no						1		Costas Karageorgis, “A Study of Current World Telecommunications and a Projection of the Future,” September 1992.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"With the final unification of the European market EC can be considered a third big economic power equally compared to U.S.A. and Japan. In the telecommunications market, by the year 2000, 7% of the Community's GNP may derive from telecommuni.atiors, compared with just 2% today. By the end of the 20th century, 60i of all jobs inside the community will be dependent on telecommunications through information technology integration. Also over the next 20 years the total public and private investment in telecommunications will be between ECU 500 - 1000 billion. (1 ECU is approximate equal to 1 U.S. dollar)."		77-78		In 2000, 7% of the European Community's gross national product will be based on telecommunications.

**European Community members as of 1992 were: Belgium France, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, West Germany, Denmark, Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Spain, and the UK**										5		Europe		The author is affiliated with by the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California, as seen on the cover page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement; the forecast applies to the European Community.		77-78		1594		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		In the first page of the report, the author explains that he analyzed the current status of the telecommunications industry worldwide, using information about present and future telephone rates, investment, technology application plans, performance of telecommunications carriers around the world, and statistical tables. Through this information and statistical data (taken from other sources), the author predicts the path the telecommunications industry will take in the future. 		2000		no				The author is predicting the popularity of telecommunications.		77-78		Market penetration		2002		1998		273		8		59		225		yes				no		Telecommunications		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Telecommunications requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		77-78		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Telecommunications was a mature field in 1992.		NA				8		Medium-term		no				1992		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		77-78						5/2/2012 13:57		5/2/2012 13:57		SF		1594		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The study was published in September of 1992, as seen on the cover page.		NA						1993		no						1		Costas Karageorgis, “A Study of Current World Telecommunications and a Projection of the Future,” September 1992.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Worldwide FDDI expenditures for 1991 were U.S. $181 millions. The predictions for 1993 are U.S. $640 millions and for 1995 U.S. $1,38 billions. In the next 10 years the widespread use of the basic FDDI will become the base for FDDI-II, which satisfies a much wider range of requirements."		93		In 1993, worldwide expenditures for the Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) will be US$ 640 million.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with by the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California, as seen on the cover page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		93		1595		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		In the first page of the report, the author explains that he analyzed the current status of the telecommunications industry worldwide, using information about present and future telephone rates, investment, technology application plans, performance of telecommunications carriers around the world, and statistical tables. Through this information and statistical data (taken from other sources), the author predicts the path the telecommunications industry will take in the future. 		1993		no				Expenditure provides an indication of market penetration.		93		Market penetration		1993		1993		273		8		59		226		yes				no		Fiber Distributed Data Interface		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		The FDDI is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		FDDI is a computer technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The FDDI was in use in 1992.		93				1		Short-term		no				1992		1993		Explicit in forecast statement.		93						5/2/2012 14:01		5/2/2012 14:07		SF		1595		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The study was published in September of 1992, as seen on the cover page.		NA						1995		no						1		Costas Karageorgis, “A Study of Current World Telecommunications and a Projection of the Future,” September 1992.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Worldwide FDDI expenditures for 1991 were U.S. $181 millions. The predictions for 1993 are U.S. $640 millions and for 1995 U.S. $1,38 billions. In the next 10 years the widespread use of the basic FDDI will become the base for FDDI-II, which satisfies a much wider range of requirements."		93		in 1995, worldwide Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) expenditures will total U.S.$ 1,38 billion. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with by the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California, as seen on the cover page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		93		1596		no				no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		In the first page of the report, the author explains that he analyzed the current status of the telecommunications industry worldwide, using information about present and future telephone rates, investment, technology application plans, performance of telecommunications carriers around the world, and statistical tables. Through this information and statistical data (taken from other sources), the author predicts the path the telecommunications industry will take in the future. 		1995		no				Expenditure provides an indication of market penetration.		93		Market penetration		1996		1994		273		8		59		226		yes				no		Fiber Distributed Data Interface		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		The FDDI is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		FDDI is a computer technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The FDDI was in use in 1992.		93				3		Short-term		no				1992		1995		Explicit in forecast statement.		93						5/2/2012 14:04		5/2/2012 14:06		SF		1596		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The study was published in September of 1992, as seen on the cover page.		NA						1997		no						1		Costas Karageorgis, “A Study of Current World Telecommunications and a Projection of the Future,” September 1992.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Worldwide FDDI expenditures for 1991 were U.S. $181 millions. The predictions for 1993 are U.S. $640 millions and for 1995 U.S. $1,38 billions. In the next 10 years the widespread use of the basic FDDI will become the base for FDDI-II, which satisfies a much wider range of requirements."		93		Between 1992 and 2002, the use of a basic Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) wil be widespread worldwide.										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with by the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California, as seen on the cover page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Implied in forecast statement.		93		1597		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		In the first page of the report, the author explains that he analyzed the current status of the telecommunications industry worldwide, using information about present and future telephone rates, investment, technology application plans, performance of telecommunications carriers around the world, and statistical tables. Through this information and statistical data (taken from other sources), the author predicts the path the telecommunications industry will take in the future. 		1997		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		93		Market penetration		2002		1992		273		8		59		226		yes				no		Fiber Distributed Data Interface		yes				Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		FDDI is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		FDDI is a computer technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		FDDI was in use in 1992 but was not yet widespread.		93				5		Short-term		no				1992				The timeframe is "in the next 10 years." Since the forecast was made in 1992, the timeframe is 1992-2002.		93		2002		1992		5/2/2012 14:10		5/2/2012 14:10		SF		1597		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2004, as seen on the title page.		NA						2005.5		no						6-Apr		Coronet, “Thermoplastic Composites in Europe to 2025: Foresight Study into Future Research Needs,” April 2004				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“From the companies that responded to the survey carried out for this study, there are significant trends in the types of fibres that are likely to be used over the next few years. In particular, there is expected to be an increase in the use of natural fibres such as wood, jute, hemp, sisal and flax, as well as polymeric fibres such as PET, PP and PE."
		13		Between 2004 and 2007, the use of natural fibers (wood, jute, hemp, sisal, and flax) will increase above 2003 levels throughout Europe. 										5		Europe		The report was produced by Coronet, which is described on the title page as a European Research Infrastructure Network. Workshop participants were affiliated with various organizations throughout Europe, as seen in Annex 2.										5		Europe		NA		Implied from the document title; forecasts apply to all of Europe.		NA		1598		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Three methods were used to gather information for the report: technology scanning, workshops, and surveys. Outputs from these methods were used to formulate the STEEP and SWOT analysis reports in the study, as well as the sections that describe key trends and major issues. However, this forecast is preceded by a sentence that indicates it was primarily derived from survey responses. 		2005.5		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of natural fibers.		13		Market penetration		2007		2004		274		1		5		230		yes				no		Natural fibers		yes				Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Natural fibers are components of other materials.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Natural fibers are used to make materials.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Natural fibers were in use in 2004; the forecast is predicting increased use.		13				1.5		Short-term		no				2004				The timeframe is the "next few years," which is 2004 to 2007.		13		2007		2004		5/2/2012 14:23		5/2/2012 14:39		SF		1598		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2004, as seen on the title page.		NA						2005.5		no						6-Apr		Coronet, “Thermoplastic Composites in Europe to 2025: Foresight Study into Future Research Needs,” April 2004				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“From the companies that responded to the survey carried out for this study, there are significant trends in the types of fibres that are likely to be used over the next few years. In particular, there is expected to be an increase in the use of natural fibres such as wood, jute, hemp, sisal and flax, as well as polymeric fibres such as PET, PP and PE."
		13		Between 2004 and 2007, the use of polymeric fibers (PET, PP, and PE) will increase above 2003 levels throughout Europe. 										5		Europe		The report was produced by Coronet, which is described on the title page as a European Research Infrastructure Network. Workshop participants were affiliated with various organizations throughout Europe, as seen in Annex 2.

										5		Europe		NA		Implied from the document title; forecasts apply to Europe.		NA		1599		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Three methods were used to gather information for the report: technology scanning, workshops, and surveys. Outputs from these methods were used to formulate the STEEP and SWOT analysis reports in the study, as well as the sections that describe key trends and major issues. However, this forecast is preceded by a sentence that indicates it was primarily derived from survey responses. 		2005.5		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of polymeric fibers.		13		Market penetration		2007		2004		274		1		5		230		yes				no		Polymeric fibers		yes				Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Polymeric fibers are components of materials.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Polymeric fibers are used to produce materials.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Polymeric fibers were in use in 2004; the forecast is predicting that use will increase.		13				1.5		Short-term		no				2004				The timeframe is the "next few years," which is 2004 to 2007.		13		2007		2004		5/2/2012 14:27		5/2/2012 14:39		SF		1599		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2004, as seen on the title page.		NA						2007		no						6-Apr		Coronet, “Thermoplastic Composites in Europe to 2025: Foresight Study into Future Research Needs,” April 2004				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"A potentially large increase in the use of carbon fibre is also much anticipated. Many people are predicting double-digit growth for carbon fibre over the coming years, with its likely emergence as an affordable reinforcement due to lower prices resulting from volume growth. This will in part be enabled by increased take-up of heavy tow carbon fibre."		13		Between 2005 and 2009, the use of carbon fiber throughout Europe will increase by at least 10% over 2004 levels. 										5		Europe		The report was produced by Coronet, which is described on the title page as a European Research Infrastructure Network. Workshop participants were affiliated with various organizations throughout Europe, as seen in Annex 2.										5		Europe		NA		Implied from the document title; forecasts apply to Europe.		NA		1600		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Three methods were used to gather information for the report: technology scanning, workshops, and surveys. Outputs from these methods were used to formulate the STEEP and SWOT analysis reports in the study, as well as the sections that describe key trends and major issues. 		2007		no				Explicit in forecast statement; use will grow.		13		Market penetration		2009		2005		274		9				230		yes				no		Carbon fiber		yes										no		Carbon fiber is a component of materials.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Carbon fiber is used to produce materials.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Carbon fiber was in use in 2004; the forecast is predicting that use will increase.		13				3		Short-term		no				2004				The timeframe is "coming years," which is the same as "short term" (1-5 years from the forecast date).		13		2009		2005		5/2/2012 14:31		5/2/2012 14:38		SF		1600		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2004, as seen on the title page.		NA						2007		no						14		Coronet, “Thermoplastic Composites in Europe to 2025: Foresight Study into Future Research Needs,” April 2004				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"A number of sources also suggest that there will be a large increase in use of thermoplastic RTM, a result that is perhaps surprising considering that the technology is still very young. The results of our survey confirmed that thermoplastic RTM is expected to feature strongly in coming years, with closed mould processes and low viscosity reactive thermoplastics such as reactive PA and PBT (Cyclics) type systems. It is also expected that more work will be carried out on other polymer systems with thermoplastic RTM, including other engineering thermoplastics and LCPs."		14		Between 2005 and 2009, use thermoplastic resin transfer molding (RTM) in Europe will increase over 2004 levels. 										5		Europe		The report was produced by Coronet, which is described on the title page as a European Research Infrastructure Network. Workshop participants were affiliated with various organizations throughout Europe, as seen in Annex 2.										5		Europe				Implied from the document title; forecasts apply to Europe.				1601		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		Multiple method were used to make most of the forecasts in this document, but this forecast is preceded by the statement, "The results of our survey confirmed..." indicating that this forecast (or at least its timeframe) was derived from surveys.		2007		no				The authors are predicting the increasing popularity of thermoplastic RTM.		14		Market penetration		2009		2005		274		1		5		230		yes				no		Thermoplastic RTM		yes				Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Thermoplastic RTM is a process/technique/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Thermoplastic RTM is used to make materials.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Thermoplastic RTM was in use in 2004; the forecast is predicting increasing use.		14				3		Short-term		no				2004				The timeframe is described as the "coming years," which is the same as "short term" (1-5 years after the forecast was made).		14		2009		2005		5/2/2012 14:37		5/2/2012 14:37		SF		1601		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The page before the table of contents indicates that the report was published in 1995.		NA						1996		no						103		The Privacy Commissioner of Canada, “Genetic Testing and Privacy,” 1995.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“With many persons starting to offer screening for cystic fibrosis, the National Institutes of Health convened an expert panel to consider the issue and provide advice. The panel noted that the current test identifies only about 70 per cent of patients or carriers and that tests to detect the other 30 per cent are expected in the next two years. Accordingly, the panel recommended against routine screening of pregnancies or for carriers at this time, and that the present test be used for prenatal diagnosis only when there is a family history of the disease.” 		103		Between 1995 and 1997, tests that are capable of identifying 100% of cystic fibrosis patients or carriers will be in use. 										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by the Privacy Commissioner of Canada (as seen on the title page), but the actual forecast came from the U.S. National Institutes of Health.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		103		The forecast language implies that the improved test could emerge or be used anywhere in the world.		103		1602		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		This forecast came from representatives of the U.S. National Institutes of Health. The author of this report explains that the NIH convened an expert panel, which predicted the emergence of a better test. 		1996		no				The author is predicting that cystic fibrosis screening will evolve/improve such that more patients and carriers can be identified.		103		Evolution		1997		1995		275		1		2		224		yes				no		Cystic fibrosis screening		yes				Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		The CF laboratory assay would be a subsystem in the overall CF screening process/system.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Screening would involve a laboratory assay, which is a biological technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		CF screening existed in 1995; the forecast is predicting that it will improve.		103				1		Short-term		no				1995				The forecast timeline is "in the next two years," which is 1995-1997.		103		1997		1995		5/3/2012 6:58		5/3/2012 6:58		SF		1602		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		In 2003 China primary consumption of coal was 1196 Mtce by 2004 this had risen to 1381.9 Mtce reaching and exceeding 1215.9 Mtce.
		Calculated Mtce of primary coal consumption from the percentage of primary energy consumption stated to be made up of coal.		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2005, China’s primary consumption of coal will be 1215.9 Mtce.

**This forecast includes the effects of continuation of recent increases in the price of coal and oil in China.** 		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1603		no		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2005		no		1		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2005		2005		276		6		36		227		yes		-1		no		Coal consumption		yes		In 2005 China's primary consumption of coal was 1543.1 Mtce.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Coal is a component of energy-generating systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Coal is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Coal was in use in 2004.		15		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2005		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 7:51		7/2/2012 11:58		SF		1603		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		In 2003 China's primary consumption of oil was 388.47 Mtce by 2004 this had risen to 453.2 Mtce making 2004 the year when China's primary energy consumption of oil first reached 402.9 Mtce.		Calculated Mtce of primary oil consumption from the percentage of primary energy consumption stated to be made up of oil.		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2005, China’s primary consumption of oil will be 402.9 Mtce.

**This forecast includes the effects of continuation of recent increases in the price of coal and oil in China.**
		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1604		no		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2005		no		1		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2005		2005		276		6		36		227		yes		-1		no		Oil demand		yes		In 2005 China's primary cosumption of oil was 468.9 Mtce.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Oil is a component of energy-generating systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Oil is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Oil was in use in 2004.		15		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2005		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 8:00		7/2/2012 11:58		SF		1604		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		In 2004 China's primary consumption of gas was 52.8 Mtce making 2005 the first year primary consumption of gas reached 54.1 Mtce.		Calculated Mtce of primary gas consumption from the percentage of primary energy consumption stated to be made up of natural gas.		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2005, China’s primary consumption of gas will be 54.1 Mtce.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1605		no		2005		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2005		no		0		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2005		2005		276		6		36		227		yes		0		no		Gas consumption		yes		In 2005 China's primary consumption of gas was 62.5 Mtce.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		yes		Gas is a component of energy-generating and consuming systems.				Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Gas is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Gas was in use in 2004.		15		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2005		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 8:04		7/2/2012 11:59		SF		1605		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		By 2006 China's primary consumption of hydroelectricity reached 140.8 Mtce reaching and exceed the forecast 133.4 Mtce for the first time.		Converted Mtoe to Mtce using conversion factor 1 Mtce = 0.697 Mtoe.		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2005, China’s primary consumption of hydroelectricity will be 133.4 Mtce.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1606		no		2006		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2005		no		1		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2005		2005		276		6		36		227		yes		1		no		Hydroelectricity		yes		In 2005 China's primary consumption of hydroelectricity was 128.2 Mtce.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Hydroelectricity is a component of energy-generating systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Hydroelectricity is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Hydroelectricity was in use in 2004.		15		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2005		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 8:07		7/2/2012 12:00		SF		1606		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		In 2003 China's total primary energy consumption was 1749.9 Mtce rising to 2032.3 Mtce in 2004 making 2004 the first year China's total primary energy consumption reached the forecast Mtce.		Data stated clearly in source.		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2005, China’s total primary energy consumption will be 1806.3 Mtce.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1607		no		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2005		no		1		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2005		2005		276		6		36		227		yes		-1		no		Energy consumption 		yes		In 2005 China's total primary energy consumption was 2233.2 Mtce.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Energy consumption is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in table.		15		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		China was using energy in 2004.		15		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2005		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 8:10		7/2/2012 12:01		SF		1607		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		China's primary consumption of coal first reached and exceeded 1245.1 Mtce in 2004 when it reached 1381.9 Mtce.		Calculated the Mtce Primary consumption of coal by applying the percentage consumption of coal to total primary energy consumption.		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4
		15		In 2006, China’s primary consumption of coal will be 1245.1 Mtce.

**This forecast includes the effects of continuation of recent increases in the price of coal and oil in China.**		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1608		no		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2006		no		1		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2007		2005		276		6		36		227		yes		-2		no		Coal consumption		yes		In 2006 primary consumption of coal in China was 1709.1 Mtce.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Coal is a component of energy-generating systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Coal is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Coal was in use in 2004.		15		2		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2006		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 8:31		7/2/2012 11:07		SF		1608		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		In 2004 Chinese primary oil consumption reached 453.2 Mtce. This was the first year in which primary oil reached or exceeded 417.5 Mtce.		Calculated the Mtce Primary consumption of oil by applying the percentage consumption of oil to total primary energy consumption.		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2006, China’s primary consumption of oil will be 417.5 Mtce.


**This forecast includes the effects of continuation of recent increases in the price of coal and oil in China.**
		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1609		no		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2006		no		1		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2007		2005		276		6		36		227		yes		-2		no		Oil demand		yes		In 2006 China's primary consumption of oil was 502.3 Mtce.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Oil is a component of energy-generating systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Oil is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Oil was in use in 2004.		15		2		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2006		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 8:33		7/2/2012 11:06		SF		1609		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		In 2005 China's primary gas consumption was 62.5 Mtce, reaching 57.8 Mtce for the first time after rising from 52.8 Mtce in 2004.		Calculated Mtce of Natural Gas consumed in China using Natural Gas as a percentage of total primary energy consumption.		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2006, China’s primary consumption of gas will be 57.8 Mtce.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1610		no		2005		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2006		no		0.5		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2007		2005		276		6		36		227		yes		-1		no		Gas consumption		yes		China's primary consumption of gas in 2006 was 73.8 Mtce.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		yes		Gas is a component of energy-generating systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Gas is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Gas was in use in 2004.		15		1		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2006		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 8:37		7/2/2012 13:40		SF		1610		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		In 2005 China's primary consumption of hydroelectricity was 128.2 Mtce; the forecast was realized in 2006.		Converted Mtoe to Mtce using http://www.iea.org/stats/unit.asp.		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2006, China’s primary consumption of hydroelectricity will be 138.2 Mtce.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1611		no		2006		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2006		no		0		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2007		2005		276		6		36		227		yes		0		no		Hydroelectricity		yes		In 2006 China's primary consumption of hydroelectricity was 140.8 Mtce.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		yes		Hydroelectricity is a component of energy production.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Hydroelectricity is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Hydroelectricity was in use in 2004.		15		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2006		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 8:41		7/2/2012 13:41		SF		1611		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		Primary energy consumption first reached 1858.8 Mtce in China in 2004 when primary energy consumption totaled 2032.3 Mtce.		Data stated clearly in source.		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2006, China’s total primary energy consumption will be 1858.8 Mtce.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1612		no		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2006		no		1		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2007		2005		276		6		36		227		yes		-2		no		Energy consumption		yes		In 2006 China's total primary energy consumption was 2462.7 Mtce		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Energy consumption requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in table.		15		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Energy consumption existed in 2004.		15		2		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2006		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 8:43		7/2/2012 13:43		SF		1612		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		In 2004 China's primary consumption of coal first exceeded 1274.1 Mtce reaching approximately 1300 Mtce.		Read data from graph in source.		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2007, China’s primary consumption of coal will be 1274.1 Mtce.

**This forecast includes the effects of continuation of recent increases in the price of coal and oil in China.**
		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1613		no		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2007		no		1		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2008		2006		276		6		36		227		yes		-3		no		Coal consumption		yes		In 2007 China's primary consumption of coal was approximately 1800 Mtce.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Coal is a component of energy-generating systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Coal is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Coal was in use in 2004.		NA		3		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2007		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 8:47		7/2/2012 9:13		SF		1613		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		435.4 Mtce of primary oil consumption in China was first reached in 2004, when 453.20 Mtce of oil was consumed.		Calculated primary oil consumption in Mtce by calculating the respective percentages in sources.		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2007, China’s primary consumption of oil will be 435.4 Mtce.


**This forecast includes the effects of continuation of recent increases in the price of coal and oil in China.**
		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1614		no		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2007		no		1		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2008		2006		276		6		36		227		yes		-3		no		Oil demand		yes		In 2007, Chinese primary oil consumption was 522.99 Mtce.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Oil is a component of energy-generating systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Oil is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Oil was in use in 2004.		NA		3		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2007		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 8:49		6/21/2012 9:23		SF		1614		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		China's primary consumption of gas first reached 61.6 Mtce in 2005 when it was 62.5 Mtce rising from 52.8 Mtce in 2004.		Calculated Mtce of Natural Gas consumed in China using Natural Gas as a percentage of total primary energy consumption.		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2007, China’s primary consumption of gas will be 61.6 Mtce.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1615		no		2005		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2007		no		0.666666667		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2008		2006		276		6		36		227		yes		-2		no		Gas consumption		yes		In 2007, China’s primary consumption of gas was 92.8 Mtce.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Gas is a component of energy-generating systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Gas is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Gas was in use in 2004.		15		2		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2007		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 8:55		7/2/2012 13:33		SF		1615		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		In 2006 China's primary consumption of hydroelectricity was 140.8 Mtce, making 2007 the year the forecast was realized.		Converted Mtoe to Mtce using http://www.iea.org/stats/unit.asp.		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2007, China’s primary consumption of hydroelectricity will be 143.2 Mtce.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1616		no		2007		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2007		no		0		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2008		2006		276		6		36		227		yes		0		no		Hydroelectricity		yes		In 2007 China's primary consumption of hydroelectricity was 156.8 Mtce.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		yes		Hydroelectricity is a component of energy-producing systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Hydroelectricity is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Hydroelectricity was in use in 2004.		15		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2007		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 8:58		7/2/2012 13:34		SF		1616		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		China's total primary energy consumption first reached 1914.3 Mtce in 2004 when it was 2032.3 Mtce, rising from 1749.9 Mtce in 2003.
     		Data stated clearly in source.		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2007, China’s total primary energy consumption will be 1914.3 Mtce.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1617		no		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2007		no		1		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2008		2006		276		6		36		227		yes		-3		no		Energy consumption		yes		In 2007 China's total primary energy consumption was 2654.8 Mtce.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Energy consumption requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in table.		15		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Energy consumption was occurring in 2004.		15		3		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2007		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 9:00		7/2/2012 13:35		SF		1617		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		China's primary coal consumption first reached 1311.1 Mtce when it was at 1382 Mtce in 2004.		Data stated clearly in source.		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2008, China’s primary coal consumption will be 1311.1 Mtce.


**This forecast includes the effects of continuation of recent increases in the price of coal and oil in China.**
		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1618		no		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2008		no		1		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2009		2007		276		6		36		227		yes		-4		no		Coal consumption		yes		In 2008, China's primary coal consumption was 1958 Mtce.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Coal is a component of energy-generating systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Coal is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Coal was in use in 2004.		15		4		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2008		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 9:02		6/21/2012 9:24		SF		1618		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		China met the 457.6 Mtce. in 2004, and in 2008, they were at 584.88 Mtce.		A bit of interpretation is required in the sense of conversions. Btu's had to be converted to Mtce. Using QBtu (Quadrillion = x10^15) to Mtce resulted in 584.88 Mtce. 1QBtu=36.02 mtce		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2008, China’s primary oil consumption will be 457.6 Mtce.


**This forecast includes the effects of continuation of recent increases in the price of coal and oil in China.**
		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1619		no		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2008		no		1		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2009		2007		276		6		36		227		yes		-4		no		Oil demand		yes		In 2008, China’s primary oil consumption was 584.88 Mtce.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Oil is a component of energy-generating systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Oil is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Oil was in use in 2004.		15		4		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2008		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 9:05		6/29/2012 9:35		SF		1619		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		China realized this event in 2005, with 65.6 Mtce		QBtu converted to Mtce. using 1QBtu=36.02*10^6 Mtce.		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2008, China’s primary gas consumption will be 65.5 Mtce.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1620		no		2005		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2008		no		0.75		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2009		2007		276		6		36		227		yes		-3		no		Gas consumption		yes		In 2008, China’s primary gas consumption was 102.5 Mtce		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Gas is a component of energy-generating systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Gas is used to generate power. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Gas was in use in 2004.		15		3		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2008		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 9:07		6/29/2012 9:36		SF		1620		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		The event was realized earlier than 2008, in 2007 when levels reached over 148.4 Mtce. 		Conversion is needed to turn Mtoe to Mtce using 1Mtoe=1.528Mtce		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2008, China’s primary consumption of hydroelectricity will be 148.4 Mtce.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1621		no		2007		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2008		no		0.25		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2009		2007		276		6		36		227		yes		-1		no		Hydroelectricity		yes		China’s primary consumption of hydroelectricity in 2008 was 189.1 Mtce		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		yes		Hydroelectricity is a component of energy-producing systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Hydroelectricity is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Hydroelectricity was in use in 2004.		15		1		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2008		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 9:09		6/29/2012 9:37		SF		1621		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		Total primary energy consumption first reached 1982.6 Mtce in China in 2004 when it was 2030 Mtce.		Read data from graph in source and used numbers in terms of Mtce rather than 10^8tce.		14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2008, China’s total primary energy consumption will be 1982.6 Mtce.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1622		no		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.		2008		no		1		Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration		2009		2007		276		6		36		227		yes		-4		no		Energy consumption		yes		In 2008 the total primary energy consumption in China was 2850 Mtce.		Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Energy consumption requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in table.		15		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Energy was consumed in 2004.		15		4		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2008		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 9:12		7/2/2012 9:14		SF		1622		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA								no						14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2009, China’s primary consumption of coal will be 1359.7 Mtce.

**This forecast includes the effects of continuation of recent increases in the price of coal and oil in China.**
		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1623		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.				no				Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration						276		6		36		227		yes				no		Coal consumption		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Coal is a component of energy-generating systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Coal is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Coal was in use in 2004.		15				5		Short-term		no				2004		2009		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 9:15		5/3/2012 9:15		SF		1623		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA								no						14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2009, China’s primary consumption of oil will be 485.4 Mtce.


**This forecast includes the effects of continuation of recent increases in the price of coal and oil in China.**
		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1624		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.				no				Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration						276		6		36		227		yes				no		Oil demand		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Oil is a component of energy-generating systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Oil is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Oil was in use in 2004.		15				5		Short-term		no				2004		2009		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 9:17		5/3/2012 9:17		SF		1624		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA								no						14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2009, China’s primary consumption of gas will be 69.4 Mtce.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1625		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.				no				Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration						276		6		36		227		yes				no		Gas consumption		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Gas is a component of energy-generating systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Gas is used to generate power. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Gas was in use in 2004.		15				5		Short-term		no				2004		2009		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 9:20		5/3/2012 9:20		SF		1625		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA								no						14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2009, China’s primary consumption of hydroelectricity will be 154.0 Mtce.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1626		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.				no				Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration						276		6		36		227		yes				no		Hydroelectricity		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Hydroelectricity is a component of energy-producing systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Hydroelectricity is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Hydroelectricity was in use in 2004.		15				5		Short-term		no				2004		2009		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 9:22		5/3/2012 9:22		SF		1626		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA								no						14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2009, China’s total primary energy consumption will be 2068.5 Mtce.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1627		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.				no				Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration						276		6		36		227		yes				no		Energy consumption		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Energy consumption requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in table.		15		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Energy was consumed in 2004.		15				5		Short-term		no				2004		2009		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 9:24		5/3/2012 9:24		SF		1627		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA								no						14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2010, China’s primary consumption for coal will be 1421.1 Mtce.

**This forecast includes the effects of continuation of recent increases in the price of coal and oil in China.**
		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1628		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.				no				Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration						276		6		36		227		yes				no		Coal consumption		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Coal is a component of energy-generating systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Coal is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Coal was in use in 2004.		15				6		Medium-term		no				2004		2010		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 9:27		5/3/2012 9:27		SF		1628		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA								no						14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2010, China’s primary consumption for oil will be 519.5 Mtce.

**This forecast includes the effects of continuation of recent increases in the price of coal and oil in China.**
		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1629		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.				no				Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration						276		6		36		227		yes				no		Oil demand		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Oil is a component of energy-generating systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Oil is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Oil was in use in 2004.		15				6		Medium-term		no				2004		2010		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 9:29		5/3/2012 9:29		SF		1629		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA								no						14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2010, China’s primary consumption for gas will be 73.3 Mtce.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1630		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.				no				Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration						276		6		36		227		yes				no		Gas consumption		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Gas is a component of energy-generating systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Gas is used to generate power. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Gas was in use in 2004.		15				6		Medium-term		no				2004		2010		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 9:31		5/3/2012 9:31		SF		1630		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA								no						14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2010, China’s primary consumption for hydroelectricity will be 159.7 Mtce.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1631		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.				no				Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration						276		6		36		227		yes				no		Hydroelectricity		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Hydroelectricity is a component of energy-producing systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Hydroelectricity is used to generate power.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Hydroelectricity was in use in 2004.		15				6		Medium-term		no				2004		2010		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 9:33		5/3/2012 9:33		SF		1631		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		NA								no						14		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				yes		Academic publications		Table 4		15		In 2010, China’s total primary energy consumption will be 2173.5 Mtce.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		Explicit in table.		15		1632		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors used Bayesian VAR models to generate forecasts in table 4.				no				Demand provides an indication of market penetration.		15		Market penetration						276		6		36		227		yes				no		Energy consumption		yes				Methods that estimate the quantity of demand for a technology 		Demand Forecasting 		6		no		Energy consumption requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in table.		15		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Energy was consumed in 2004.		15				6		Medium-term		no				2004		2010		Explicit in table.		15						5/3/2012 9:35		5/3/2012 9:35		SF		1632		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		This site indicates that the document was published in 1989: http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1075526		NA						1994.5		no						481		Ralph Weischedel, Jaime Carbonell, Barbara Grosz, Wendy Lehnert, Mitchell Marcus, et al., “White Paper on Natural Language Processing,” 1989.				yes		Academic publications		“Existing laboratory prototypes, coupled with the scientific breakthroughs projected above suggest that in the next decade a new generation of systems, having the properties below, will be available: Text analysis systems for automatic database update, in restricted domain areas
		485		Between 1990 and 1999, text analysis systems will be used to automatically update databases.										1		Worldwide		All authors are affiliated with U.S. universities or corporations.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		481		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		485		1633		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		All authors are affiliated with U.S. universities or corporations and are likely experts in the field of natural language processing.		1994.5		no				The authors are predicting that a new product will emerge.		485		Technology emergence		1999		1990		277		2		8		226		yes				no		Text analysis systems		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Explicit in forecast statement.		485		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Text analysis systems are computer technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that early prototypes of these systems may have existed in 1989.		485				5.5		Medium-term		no				1989				The forecast timeframe is "in the next decade." Since the document was written in 1989, the next decade is the '90s (1990-1999).		485		1999		1990		5/3/2012 10:45		5/3/2012 10:45		SF		1633		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		This site indicates that the document was published in 1989: http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1075526		NA						1994.5		no						481		Ralph Weischedel, Jaime Carbonell, Barbara Grosz, Wendy Lehnert, Mitchell Marcus, et al., “White Paper on Natural Language Processing,” 1989.				yes		Academic publications		“Existing laboratory prototypes, coupled with the scientific breakthroughs projected above suggest that in the next decade a new generation of systems, having the properties below, will be available:...Interactive problem-solving systems combining natural language, pointing, and graphical access to several target systems (e.g., databases, simulators, expert systems); exhibiting extended conversations including clarifications, suggestions, and confirmations; and allowing rapid, low-cost portability from one (constrained) application domain to another.		485		Between 1990 and 1999, at least one interactive problem-solving system that combines natural language, pointing, and graphical access to at least 4 target systems (databases, simulators, expert systems, etc.) will be available commercially. 										1		Worldwide		All authors are affiliated with U.S. universities or corporations.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		481		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		485		1634		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		All authors are affiliated with U.S. universities or corporations and are likely experts in the field of natural language processing.		1994.5		no				The authors are predicting that a new system will emerge.		485		Technology emergence		1999		1990		277		2		8		226		yes				no		Problem-solving systems		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Explicit in forecast statement.		485		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Problem-solving systems are computer technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The document indicates that early prototypes of the systems may have existed in 1989.		485				5.5		Medium-term		no				1989				The forecast timeframe is "in the next decade." Since the document was written in 1989, the next decade is the '90s (1990-1999).		485		1999		1990		5/3/2012 10:51		5/3/2012 10:51		SF		1634		SF

		2		yes		no		We need to find evidence of the ATIS being available commercially in 2002.  SF 7/5/12

No evidence of ATIS being commercialized in new research. Somewhat unsure as to whether Siri constitutes a full realization of the forecast. DF				yes		This site indicates that the document was published in 1989: http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1075526		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1994.5		yes		In 1996 the VAL dial in-voice portal was developed by BellSouth, allowing for voice activated menus and responses based on input. In 2010 Google added personalized voice search to its Android phones, which could answer questions contextually based on user data. By 2011 Siri was available for iPhone, which could make suggestions and confirmations also using data regarding the user to aid it in being more accurate.		Interprets the Siri application and its ability to make suggestions, confirmations and even humorous comments relevant to the user dependent on the context to demonstrate the ability referenced in the forecast statement.		481		Ralph Weischedel, Jaime Carbonell, Barbara Grosz, Wendy Lehnert, Mitchell Marcus, et al., “White Paper on Natural Language Processing,” 1989.				yes		Academic publications		“Existing laboratory prototypes, coupled with the scientific breakthroughs projected above suggest that in the next decade a new generation of systems, having the properties below, will be available:...Interactive problem-solving systems combining natural language, pointing, and graphical access to several target systems (e.g., databases, simulators, expert systems); exhibiting extended conversations including clarifications, suggestions, and confirmations; and allowing rapid, low-cost portability from one (constrained) application domain to another."		485		Between 1990 and 1999, at least one interactive problem-solving system capable of exhibiting extended conversations (including clarifications, suggestions, and confirmations) will be available commercially. 										1		Worldwide		All authors are affiliated with U.S. universities or corporations.										3		Americas		481		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		485		1635		yes		2011		yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		All authors are affiliated with U.S. universities or corporations and are likely experts in the field of natural language processing.		1994.5		no		3		The authors are predicting the emergence of a new product.		485		Technology emergence		1999		1990		277		2				226		yes		16.5		no		Problem-solving systems		yes		In June of 1990, MIT began developing the ATIS system. In 1995, they were not yet available commercially.								no		Explicit in forecast statement.		485		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Problem-solving systems are computer technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The document indicates that early prototypes of the systems may have existed in 1989.		485		16.5		5.5		Medium-term		yes		SF		1989				The forecast timeframe is "in the next decade." Since the document was written in 1989, the next decade is the '90s (1990-1999).		485		1999		1990		5/3/2012 10:54		7/11/2012 13:23		SF		1635		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		This site indicates that the document was published in 1989: http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1075526		NA						1994.5		no						481		Ralph Weischedel, Jaime Carbonell, Barbara Grosz, Wendy Lehnert, Mitchell Marcus, et al., “White Paper on Natural Language Processing,” 1989.				yes		Academic publications		“Existing laboratory prototypes, coupled with the scientific breakthroughs projected above suggest that in the next decade a new generation of systems, having the properties below, will be available:...Interactive problem-solving systems combining natural language, pointing, and graphical access to several target systems (e.g., databases, simulators, expert systems); exhibiting extended conversations including clarifications, suggestions, and confirmations; and allowing rapid, low-cost portability from one (constrained) application domain to another."		485		Between 1990 and 1999, at least one interactive problem-solving system that allows rapid portability from one (constrained) application domain to another will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		All authors are affiliated with U.S. universities or corporations.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		481		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		485		1636		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		All authors are affiliated with U.S. universities or corporations and are likely experts in the field of natural language processing.		1994.5		no				The authors are predicting the emergence of a new product.		485		Technology emergence		1999		1990		277		2		8		226		yes				no		Problem-solving systems		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Explicit in forecast statement.		485		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Problem-solving systems are computer technologies		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The document indicates that early prototypes of the systems may have existed in 1989.		485				5.5		Medium-term		no				1989				The forecast timeframe is "in the next decade." Since the document was written in 1989, the next decade is the '90s (1990-1999).		485		1999		1990		5/3/2012 10:58		5/3/2012 10:58		SF		1636		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		This site indicates that the document was published in 1989: http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1075526		NA						1994.5		no						481		Ralph Weischedel, Jaime Carbonell, Barbara Grosz, Wendy Lehnert, Mitchell Marcus, et al., “White Paper on Natural Language Processing,” 1989.				yes		Academic publications		“Existing laboratory prototypes, coupled with the scientific breakthroughs projected above suggest that in the next decade a new generation of systems, having the properties below, will be available:...Language generation systems producing extended texts in limited applications (e.g., summarization of databases or output and explanations of expert systems’ decisions)" 		485		Between 1990 and 1999, at least one language generation system capable of producing extended texts in limited applications (summarizing databases or the output and explanation of expert systems' decisions) will be available commercially. 										1		Worldwide		All authors are affiliated with U.S. universities or corporations.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		481		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		485		1637		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		All authors are affiliated with U.S. universities or corporations and are likely experts in the field of natural language processing.		1994.5		no				The authors are predicting the emergence of a new product.		485		Technology emergence		1999		1990		277		2		8		226		yes				no		Language generation systems		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Explicit in forecast statement.		485		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Language generation systems are computer technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The document indicates that early prototypes of the systems may have existed in 1989.		485				5.5		Medium-term		no				1989				The forecast timeframe is "in the next decade." Since the document was written in 1989, the next decade is the '90s (1990-1999).		485		1999		1990		5/3/2012 11:03		5/3/2012 11:03		SF		1637		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was published in October of 2004.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007.5		yes		The Langeled pipeline was opened in 2006.		Data stated clearly in sources.		4-Feb		Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology, “The Future of UK Gas Supplies,” October 2004.						yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"In addition to the two existing import routes into the UK, two new pipelines are planned. The largest is the 1,200km Langeled pipeline linking the Ormen Lange gasfield in the Norwegian Sea to a UK import terminal at Easington in Yorkshire. This is designed to deliver up to 25bcm a year, representing 20% of annual UK gas demand, with first gas expected to flow from 2007/08."		3		Gas will first flow to the UK through the the Langeled pipeline between 2007 and 2008. 										5		Europe		The article was published by the UK's Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The pipeline is links the Ormen Lange gasfield in the Norwegian Sea to a UK import terminal at Easington in Yorkshire.		3		1638		yes		2006		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The authors used other forecast documents, industry trends, and policy decisions to make predictions.		2007.5		no		0.428571429		The authors are predicting that the pipeline will first be used/emerge in 2007 or 2008.		3		Technology emergence		2008		2007		278		8		59		227		yes		-1.5		no		Gas pipeline		yes		In 2008 the Langeled pipeline had been opened for approximately 2 years.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Gas pipelines are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Gas is to produce energy.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that the pipeline had not been built in 2004; that it was only planned.		3		1.5		3.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2004				Explicit in forecast statement.		3		2008		2007		5/3/2012 11:27		7/6/2012 11:04		SF		1638		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in October of 2004.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006.5		yes		Transport of gas to the UK over this pipeline started in December 2006.		Data stated clearly in source.		4-Feb		Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology, “The Future of UK Gas Supplies,” October 2004.						yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"There is also a proposal to construct a pipeline from the Netherlands (Balgzand) to Bacton, importing upwards of 10bcm a year from 2006/2007."		3		Between 2006 and 2007, a gas pipeline linking the Netherlands (Balgzand) to the UK (Bacton) will begin operation. 										5		Europe		The article was published by the UK's Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The pipeline would connect the Netherlands with the UK.		3		1639		no		2006		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The authors used other forecast documents, industry trends, and policy decisions to make predictions.		2006.5		no		0.2		The authors are predicting that a new pipeline will emerge.		3		Technology emergence		2007		2006		278		8		59		227		yes		-0.5		no		Gas pipeline		yes		In 2007 a gas pipeline linking the Netherlands to the UK had begun operation.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		yes		Gas pipelines are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Gas is used to produce energy.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The document indicates that the pipeline had not been constructed in 2004.		3		0.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2004				Explicit in forecast statement.		3		2007		2006		5/3/2012 11:31		7/2/2012 12:01		SF		1639		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The article was published in October of 2004.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		There was an operational LNG terminal on the Thames Estuary in 2005.		Data stated clearly in source.		4-Feb		Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology, “The Future of UK Gas Supplies,” October 2004.						yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"However, three new LNG terminals are now under development. National Grid Transco is building one at the Isle of Grain on the Thames estuary, with the first gas expected in 2005. This terminal will initially handle 5bcm a year, rising to a total capacity of 15bcm annually."		3		The first gas is expected to flow from a liquefied natural gas  (LNG) terminal on the Thames estuary in 2005. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		The article was published by the UK's Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The terminal is in the UK.		3		1640		no		2005		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The authors used other forecast documents, industry trends, and policy decisions to make predictions.		2005		no		0		The authors are predicting the emergence of a new terminal.		3		Technology emergence		2005		2005		278		8		59		227		yes		0		no		Liquefied natural gas terminal		yes		The Grain LNG Terminal on the Thames Estuary became operational in mid 2005.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		yes		Liquefied natural gas terminals are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Liquefied natural gas is used to produce energy.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the terminal was under development in 2004.		3		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		3						5/3/2012 11:36		7/6/2012 11:03		SF		1640		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The article was published in October of 2004.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		yes		Two LNG terminals first became operational in Milford Haven in 2009.		Data clearly stated in sources.		4-Feb		Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology, “The Future of UK Gas Supplies,” October 2004.						yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Planning permission has been granted to two consortia to build two LNG terminals at Milford Haven in Wales; Petroplus/BG (Dragon terminal), and ExxonMobil/ Qatar Petroleum (South Hook terminal). Their combined capacity will be 25bcm a year, with first gas expected in 2007. All three will be regasification plants which convert LNG from its liquid state back into a gas and then distribute it directly into the national gas transmission network."		4-Mar		First gas will flow from at least 2 liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminals at Milford Haven, Wales in 2007. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		The article was published by the UK's Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		The terminals are in the UK.		4-Mar		1641		yes		2009		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The authors used other forecast documents, industry trends, and policy decisions to make predictions.		2007		no		0.666666667		The authors are predicting that 2 new LNG terminals will emerge.		4-Mar		Technology emergence		2008		2006		278		8		59		227		yes		2		no		Liquefied natural gas terminal		yes		In 2007 no LNG terminals were operational in Milford Haven.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Liquefied natural gas terminals are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		LNG is used to produce energy.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The article indicates that the terminals had not been built in 2004.		4-Mar		2		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		4-Mar						5/3/2012 11:42		7/6/2012 11:02		SF		1641		SF

		2		yes		no				Might not be relevant/technology-focused.		yes		The article was published in October of 2004.		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		The UK became a net importer of natural gas in 2004.		Interpreted graph in evidence.		4-Feb		Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology, “The Future of UK Gas Supplies,” October 2004.						yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The UK’s indigenous gas supply is diminishing. By 2006 the UK is expected to be a net gas importer; by 2020 up to 80% of the UK’s gas will be imported."		4		In 2006, the UK will be a net gas importer. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		The article was published by the UK's Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		1		Explicit in forecast statement.		4		1642		yes		2004		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The authors used other forecast documents, industry trends, and policy decisions to make predictions.		2006		no		1		The authors are predicting that the UK will emerge as a net gas buyer in 2006. This provides insight about the UK's diminishing gas supplies, as well as the market for gas importers.		4		Market penetration		2007		2005		278		8		59		227		yes		-2		no		Gas imports		yes		By 2006 the UK was a net importer of natural gas.		Compiling multiple media sources to identify key factory or trends		Environmental Scanning 		8		no		Importing gas requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Gas is used to produce energy.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article implies that the UK was not a net gas importer.		4		2		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2004		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		4						5/3/2012 11:48		7/2/2012 13:44		SF		1642		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Document publication date. 		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007.5		no		The infrastructure for Ultra broadband in 2012, while available in some locations, was still being planned and developed in many countries and was a focus of the 2012 European Telecommunications Association conference. 		The meaning of "most remote areas of the world" had to be interpreted. 		2		Centre for Ultra-Broadband Information Networks, “Broadband Connect and Clever Networks Programs,” January 17, 2006.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"A number of new technologies are rapidly changing the economics of broadband delivery in both urban and non-urban areas. In particular, a trend is emerging that will, within a few years make ultra-broadband data services available in all but the most remote areas."		4		Between 2006 and 2009, ultra-broadband data services will be available in all but the most remote areas of the world. 										7		Multi-regional		CUBIN is located at the University of Melbourne and NICTA appears to be a government organization.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		2		The forecast states that broadband will be available worldwide, except for the most remote areas.		4		1643		yes				yes		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		CUBIN focuses on research and teaching about broadband information technologies and NICTA conducts research, commercialization, education and collaborative activities related to information and communications technology. Employees of both organizations are likely experts.		2007.5		no				The authors are predicting the popularity and availability of ultra-broadband services.		4		Market penetration		2009		2006		279		2		8		225		yes				no		Ultra broadband services		yes		In years up to and including 2009, Ultra-broadband was unavailable in rural areas and was not the current standard for broadband in many locations.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Ultra broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Ultra broadband services are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that ultra broadband services were in use in 2006.		4				1.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2006				The forecast date is "within a few years," which is 2006 to 2009.		4		2009		2006		5/3/2012 13:19		7/17/2012 7:31		SF		1643		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		1								no						2		Centre for Ultra-Broadband Information Networks, “Broadband Connect and Clever Networks Programs,” January 17, 2006.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Given the future proofing advantage offered by optical fibre, FTTX solutions where fibre access is provided to a remote location closer to the customer premises and shared by a bigger number of customers seems very feasible for low to medium density dwellings. When the deployment of such solutions in urban areas are accelerated, deployment of FTTX solutions to remote towns and regional population centres can become economically feasible in the next three to five year period. Optical fibre access can also be used within a town to provide high capacity communication to local business and to switching centres of mobile telephone base stations. The effectiveness of FTTX solutions in the context of broadband access to the rural areas lies in its unique advantage of future proofing and the integration of other solutions in the last mile such as ADSL, Wi-Fi and WiMAX in the next 3-5 year period."		5		Between 2009 and 2011, it will be commonplace for fiber to the X (FTTX) solutions to be used in remote towns and regional population centers. 										1		Worldwide		CUBIN is located at the University of Melbourne and NICTA appears to be a government organization.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		2		The forecast includes all areas of the world, include remote areas.		5		1644		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		CUBIN focuses on research and teaching about broadband information technologies and NICTA conducts research, commercialization, education and collaborative activities related to information and communications technology. Employees of both organizations are likely experts.				no				The authors are predicting the penetration of FTTX to remote areas.		5		Market penetration						279		2		8		226		yes				no		Fiber to the X		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		FTTX solutions are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Fiber to the X solutions are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		FTTX solutions were in use in 2006.		5				4		Short-term		no				2006				The forecast timeframe is the "next three to five years." 		5		2011		2009		5/3/2012 13:34		5/3/2012 13:34		SF		1644		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		1								no						2		Centre for Ultra-Broadband Information Networks, “Broadband Connect and Clever Networks Programs,” January 17, 2006.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The useful capacity of optical fibres is continuing to grow. Within a short time commercial systems will be able to support hundreds of wavelengths, each carrying up to 40 Gbit/s (40,000 million bits per second). Even if every user requires a dedicated 1 Gbit/s, a single fibre of this capacity could support tens of thousands of users. This means that a single fibre could theoretically support a reasonable sized country town even if every household and business in the town simultaneously required a thousand times the capacity currently considered to be broadband."		10		Between 2007 and 2011, commercial optical fiber systems will support hundreds of wavelengths, each carrying up to 40Gbit/s. 										1		Worldwide		CUBIN is located at the University of Melbourne and NICTA appears to be a government organization.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		2		Implied in forecast statement.		10		1645		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		CUBIN focuses on research and teaching about broadband information technologies and NICTA conducts research, commercialization, education and collaborative activities related to information and communications technology. Employees of both organizations are likely experts.				no				The authors are predicting the changing functionality of optical fibers.		10		Evolution						279		2		8		225		yes				no		Optical fibers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Optical fibers are components of the Internet.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Optical fibers are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Optical fibers were in use in 2006.		10				3		Short-term		no				2006				The timeframe is 'within a short time,' which is translated as the short term (1-5 years).		10		2011		2007		5/3/2012 13:43		7/17/2012 7:31		SF		1645		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Document publication date.		1								no						2		Centre for Ultra-Broadband Information Networks, “Broadband Connect and Clever Networks Programs,” January 17, 2006.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"IP switched networks are now emerging and broadband solutions, whether they are mesh or 802.11/802.16 based are highly suited to these. The convergence of IP switching with new wireless technology means that the cost of deployment is very cheap, in comparison to 2G/3G mobile services. Services like Skype over 802.11 (WiFi) or WiMax (802.16) will allow international calls with a price range from zero to a few cents a minute (depending on whether the called party has Skype or not). This style of communication fully utilises IP switching (avoiding the infrastructure of the incumbents) and illustrates how the cost of wireless telephony will drop significantly in coming years."		14		Between 2007 and 2011, the cost of wireless telephony will drop by at least 15% worldwide.										1		Worldwide		CUBIN is located at the University of Melbourne and NICTA appears to be a government organization.		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		2		Implied in forecast statement.		14		1646		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		CUBIN focuses on research and teaching about broadband information technologies and NICTA conducts research, commercialization, education and collaborative activities related to information and communications technology. Employees of both organizations are likely experts.				no				Price is an indication of market penetration.		14		Market penetration						279		2		8		225		yes				no		Wireless telephony		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Wireless telephony is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Wireless telephony is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Wireless telephony was in use in 2006.		14				3		Short-term		no				2006				The forecast timeframe is the "coming years," which is translated as "short term" (1-5 years).		14		2011		2007		5/3/2012 13:45		7/17/2012 7:30		SF		1646		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		NA								no						NA		Jonathan B. Tucker and Raymond A. Zilinskas, “The Promise and Perils of Synthetic Biology,” The New Atlantis, Spring 2006, accessed March 3, 2012, 
http://www.thenewatlantis.com/publications/the-promise-and-perils-of-synthetic-biology.
				yes		Academic publications		"In the near future, synthetic genomics technology should make it possible to recreate any existing virus for which the complete DNA sequence is known [17]. At the same time, the advent of high-throughput DNA synthesis machines will cause the associated costs to drop precipitously, continuing the existing trend. In the year 2000, the price of custom oligonucleotides was about $10 per DNA base-pair; by early 2005, Blue Heron Biotechnology of Bothell, Washington was charging only $2 per base-pair (discounted to $1.60 for new customers) [18]. Over the next five years, the cost of synthetic DNA is expected to drop to about 10 cents per base-pair or even less, according to a recent report from the National Research Council and the Institute of Medicine [19]."		NA		Between 2007 and 2011, it will be possible to recreate any existing virus for which the complete DNA sequence is known.

**The forecast was taken from an online article; there are no page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided; the forecast likely applies worldwide.		NA		1647		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The authors used another assessment of the state of synthetic genomics to make the prediction.				no				The authors are predicting a possible outcome of the evolving field of synthetic genomics.		NA		Evolution						280		8		56		224		yes				no		Synthetic biology		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Synthetic biology is a system/process.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Synthetic biology is a biological technology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The recreation of some viruses had occurred by 2006, but recreating viruses for which the complete DNA sequence was known was not practical in 2006 due to sequence database errors.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2006				The forecast timefarme is the "near future," which is 1-5 years from the forecast date.		NA		2011		2007		5/3/2012 14:33		5/3/2012 14:33		SF		1647		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		Synthesis companies were charging >$0.25 per base pair throughout 2010 and 2012.		The forecast metrics and verifying information metrics were the same (price per base pair); verification involved a direct comparison. 		NA		Jonathan B. Tucker and Raymond A. Zilinskas, “The Promise and Perils of Synthetic Biology,” The New Atlantis, Spring 2006, accessed March 3, 2012, 
http://www.thenewatlantis.com/publications/the-promise-and-perils-of-synthetic-biology.
				yes		Academic publications		"In the near future, synthetic genomics technology should make it possible to recreate any existing virus for which the complete DNA sequence is known [17]. At the same time, the advent of high-throughput DNA synthesis machines will cause the associated costs to drop precipitously, continuing the existing trend. In the year 2000, the price of custom oligonucleotides was about $10 per DNA base-pair; by early 2005, Blue Heron Biotechnology of Bothell, Washington was charging only $2 per base-pair (discounted to $1.60 for new customers) [18]. Over the next five years, the cost of synthetic DNA is expected to drop to about 10 cents per base-pair or even less, according to a recent report from the National Research Council and the Institute of Medicine [19]."		NA		Between 2006 and 2011, synthetic DNA will cost 10 cents per base pair or less.  

**The forecast was taken from an online article; there are no page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The National Research Council and the Institute of Medicine are based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided; the forecast likely applies worldwide.		NA		1648		yes				yes		2012		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The authors cite a report from the National Research Council and the Institute of Medicine, which convened a panel to make predictions about the future (http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=11567)				no				Decreasing price is an indication of a technology's market penetration.		NA		Market penetration						280		1		2		224		yes				no		DNA synthesis		yes		Synthesis companies were charging between $0.29 to $0.39 per base pair throughout 2010 and 2012.		Formularized meeting of experts for the explicit purpose of establishing a forecast		Workshops		1		no		DNA and gene synthesis are processes/systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		DNA synthesis is a biotechnology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		DNA and gene synthesis were mature fields in 2006.		NA				2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2006				The forecast timeframe is "the next five years," which is the year of the forecast to the year of the forecast +5 (2006 to 2011).		NA		2011		2006		5/3/2012 14:46		7/6/2012 13:22		SF		1648		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		NA								no						NA		Jonathan B. Tucker and Raymond A. Zilinskas, “The Promise and Perils of Synthetic Biology,” The New Atlantis, Spring 2006, accessed March 3, 2012, 
http://www.thenewatlantis.com/publications/the-promise-and-perils-of-synthetic-biology.
				yes		Academic publications		"To what extent would the risks associated with a synthetic microorganism differ from those of a genetically engineered one? At least for the near future, the vast majority of synthetic biological systems will be engineered by transferring small genetic circuits into a well-understood bacterial host, limiting the level of risk. A decade from now, however, synthetic genomes may be assembled from BioBricks that have been redesigned or are entirely artificial, having been created de novo."		NA		Between 2007 and 2011, more than 50% of synthetic biological systems will be engineered by transferring small genetic circuits (or genes) into well-understood bacterial hosts, as opposed to constructing a new cell de novo using an entirely artificial whole genome. 

**The forecast was taken from an online article; there are no page numbers**										1		Worldwide		The authors are based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided; the forecast likely applies worldwide.		NA		1649		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The authors used previously-published reports and their own expertise to make the prediction.				no				The authors are predicting the advancement/practicality of synthetic biology.		NA		Evolution						280		8		56		224		yes				no		Synthetic biology		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Synthetic biology is a system/process.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Synthetic biology is a biological technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Synthetic biology was in limited use in 2006.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2006				The forecast timeline is the "near future," which is 1-5 years from the forecast publication date.		NA		2011		2007		5/3/2012 14:56		5/3/2012 14:56		SF		1649		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The paper was presented at a conference in 2003. 		1		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		no		<74% of Singaporean publishers were engaged in electronic publishing in 2004. This remained the case until 2010. 		Percent of e-publishers was calculated by dividing the number of e-publishers by the total number of publishers belonging to the Singapore Book Publishers Association. Verification assumes that all publishers in Singapore belong to the Association. Even if using the Publishers Global source (which sampled only 27 publishers) as the means of verification, only 30% (9 publishers) offered online or electronic products.		1		Heng Poh Choo, Chennupati K. Ramaiah, and Schubert Foo. “Electronic Publishing Trends in Singapore,” presented at IADIC International Conference WWW/Internet, (Algarve, Portugal: November 5-8, 2003). 				yes		Academic publications		"The publishers’ survey showed that about 74% of publishers in Singapore were or will be engaged in EP by 2004."		1		In 2004, 74% of publishers in Singapore will be engaged in electronic publishing.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with Nanyang Technical University in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		1650		yes				no		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The authors surveyed publishers and readers to obtain forecasts.		2004		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of electronic publishing.		1		Market penetration		2004		2004		281		1		5		225		yes				no		Electronic publishing		yes		<74% of Singaporean publishers were engaged in electronic publishing in 2004. 		Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Electronic publishing is a system/software. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Electronic publishing is a form of communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Electronic publishing was mature in 2003.		1				1		Short-term		yes		SF		2003		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						5/7/2012 13:47		7/17/2012 7:30		SF		1650		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The paper was presented at a conference in 2003. 		1						2004.5		no						1		Heng Poh Choo, Chennupati K. Ramaiah, and Schubert Foo. “Electronic Publishing Trends in Singapore,” presented at IADIC International Conference WWW/Internet, (Algarve, Portugal: November 5-8, 2003). 				yes		Academic publications		"Respondents were asked to indicate the percentage of their publications that would be published electronically in the next 3 years with the introduction of mobile and wireless devices. As shown in Figure 3, about 40% of publishers expressed that they would bring out one-fourth (25%) of their publications in electronic form. Another 13% of respondents would bring out 26% to 50% e-publications. Only 10% of the respondents expressed that they will be bringing out 76% to 100% of in e-format. Thus, p-publications would still be a significant or major portion of publications for a majority of publishers in the study in the coming 3 years."		10		Between 2003 and 2006, paper-based print publications will comprise at least 15% of publications for most Singaporean publishers. 		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The authors are affiliated with Nanyang Technical University in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		No country-specific information was included in the forecast, but the authors make assertions that are specific to Singapore throughout the document, so the forecast likely applies only to that country.		10		1651		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The authors surveyed publishers and readers to obtain forecasts.		2004.5		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of p-publications.		10		Market penetration		2006		2003		281		1		5		225		yes				no		Paper-based print publications		yes				Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Paper-based print publications are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Paper-based print publications communicate information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The document indicates that paper-based print publications were a large part of the market in 2003.		10				1.5		Short-term		no				2003				The forecast is "the coming three years," which is the same as "the next three years."		10		2006		2003		5/7/2012 14:03		5/7/2012 14:03		SF		1651		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was likely written in 2000, since the latest date it provides historical information for is 1999, and it refers to 2001 in the future tense. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		The entire human genome was sequenced in April 2003.		The event was realized in 2003 and is clearly supported by the evidence documents.		35		Singapore Ministry of Trade and Industry, “Life Sciences,” 2000.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		“The field of Genomics, the study of the structure and function of genes, has taken off rapidly in recent years. The
Human Genome Project (HGP) started modestly and at a leisurely pace in 1988 when the US Congress approved
funds to identify and sort out the approximately 3 billion basic chemical units making up the 80,000 genes in the
DNA of the human cell. However, with the development of new powerful sequencing technologies, the completion date was brought forward by 2 years to 2003.”
		35		The Human Genome Project will be completed in 2003.										7		Multi-regional		The article was published by the Singapore Ministry of Trade and Industry.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		38		The HGP was a multi-regional endeavor.		NA		1652		yes		2003		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The authors state that the completion date "was brought forward," indicating that the forecast was derived from another source. The authors of this document have confidence in the other (unreferenced) source or they wouldn't have included the forecast in their report. 		2003		no		0		The authors are predicting that the HGP will evolve such that its completion date will move up.		35		Evolution		2004		2002		282		8		56		224		yes		0		no		Human genome project		yes		The entire human genome was sequenced in April 2003.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		yes		The HGP was a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		The HGP was a biotechnological endeavor.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The HGP was not yet complete in 2000.		NA		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2000		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		35						5/7/2012 14:28		5/7/2012 15:42		SF		1652		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was likely written in 2000, since the latest date it provides historical information for is 1999, and it refers to 2001 in the future tense.		NA						2003		no						36		Singapore Ministry of Trade and Industry, “Life Sciences,” 2000.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"In the coming years, we can expect 500 to 2,000 new drugs and novel treatments in the market after going through clinical trials. This will be an astounding number compared to 50 produced in the 20th century. The Life Sciences will soon extend beyond medicine and healthcare as advances in genetic engineering have wide implications on other industries as well, including the chemical, agricultural and food industries."		36		Between 2001 and 2005, between 500 and 2,000 new drugs and novel treatments will be on the market globally.

										1		Worldwide		The article was published by the Singapore Ministry of Trade and Industry.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		38		The forecast is embedded in a section entitled, "growth worldwide."		36		1653		no				yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The authors are tracking the life science advances and describing their future possibilities or implications. 		2003		no				The authors are predicting the emergence of new drugs and treatments.		36		Technology emergence		2005		2001		282		8		56		224		yes				no		Therapeutics		yes				Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		no		Treatments and therapeutics are systems, generally.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		The therapeutics would exist due to life sciences research, which involves biotechnology.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The drugs were in the research phase in 2000. 		36				3		Short-term		no				2000				The timeframe is "the coming years," which is the same as "short term" (1-5 years).		36		2005		2001		5/7/2012 14:35		7/12/2012 8:36		SF		1653		SF

		1		yes		no		Unsure how to date realization. DF

The forecast predicts "continued double digit growth," which occurred during 2001 and 2003. Since the forecast was correct, the year of realization was taken as the median year (2002). SF 7/2/12				yes		The article was likely written in 2000, since the latest date it provides historical information for is 1999, and it refers to 2001 in the future tense.		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2001.5		yes		Between 2000-2006 the average growth rate per annum for the Singapore life science cluster was 23.8%.		Uses growth rate over period of 2000-2006 to indicate growth through period of 2000-2003 over 10%.

The forecast predicts "continued double digit growth," which occurred during 2001 and 2003. Since the forecast was correct, the year of realization was taken as the median year (2002)		37		Singapore Ministry of Trade and Industry, “Life Sciences,” 2000.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Over the next few years, we can expect continued double-digit growth in the Life Sciences industry. Manufacturing output in this industry is expected to double to $12 billion by 2005."		37		Between 2000 and 2003, the Singapore's life sciences cluster (which includes pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, medical devices, and health & nutrition sectors) will grow by at least 10%.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The article was published by the Singapore Ministry of Trade and Industry.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		38		The statement is embedded in a section entitled, "life sciences cluster in Singapore."		37		1654		no		2002		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The authors are tracking the life science advances and describing their future possibilities or implications.		2001.5		no		0.333333333		An industry's growth provides an indication of its role in the market.		37		Market penetration		2003		2000		282		8		56		224		yes		0.5		no		Life sciences		yes		Between 2000 and 2003, Singapore's life sciences cluster grew by at least 10%.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		yes		The life sciences industry is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Life sciences include biotechnology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Singapore's life sciences industry was mature in 2000. 		37		0.5		1.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2000				The forecast timeframe is "the next few years," which is the year the forecast was made + 3 years.		37		2003		2000		5/7/2012 14:51		7/2/2012 12:12		SF		1654		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The article was likely written in 2000, since the latest date it provides historical information for is 1999, and it refers to 2001 in the future tense.		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		In 2004 output grew 33% to $15.8 billion making this the first year the $12bn forecast amount was achieved.		Data stated clearly in sources.		37		Singapore Ministry of Trade and Industry, “Life Sciences,” 2000.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Over the next few years, we can expect continued double-digit growth in the Life Sciences industry. Manufacturing output in this industry is expected to double to $12 billion by 2005."		37		The manufacturing output of Singapore's life sciences industry (which includes pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, medical devices, and health & nutrition services) will be $12 billion in 2005. 		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The article was published by the Singapore Ministry of Trade and Industry.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		38		The statement is embedded in a section entitled, "life sciences cluster in Singapore."		36		1655		yes		2004		no				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The authors are tracking the life science advances and describing their future possibilities or implications.		2005		no		0.2		Manufacturing output is an indication of market demand.		37		Market penetration		2007		2003		282		8		56		224		yes		-1		no		Life sciences		yes		In 2005, manufacturing output of Life sciences Industry (Biomedical Sciences Industry) was $18bn.		Tracking key technologies that could enable a specific future		Key Technologies 		8		yes		The life sciences industry is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Life sciences include biotechnology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Singapore's life sciences industry was mature in 2000.		37		1		5		Short-term		yes		SF		2000		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		37						5/7/2012 14:57		7/2/2012 12:09		SF		1655		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in 2002, as seen on the cover slide.		1						2004		no						3		Tan Tiek Kheong, “Wireless LANs: The Transition to Phase II, presented at the 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Seminar (Singapore: November 26, 2002).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“The number of wireless modem chipsets going into external PC card will peak in 2004. After that year, more devices will be built with embedded modems, especially for the notebook PCs.”		3		The number of wireless modem chipsets going into external personal computer cards will peak in 2004. 										1		Worldwide		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was also affiliated with Philips Semiconductors, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.ida.gov.sg/technology/20060419162253.aspx). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information is included in the presentation, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		3		1656		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was likely an expert in the field, but forecasts were based mainly on industry trends and milestones.		2004		no				The author is predicting that a particular product or method will peak in 2004, indicating that it will be replaced soon/it's demand will decrease.		3		Market penetration		2005		2003		283		5		27		226		yes				no		Wireless modem chipsets		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		Chipsets are components of PCs.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Chipsets are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that chipsets were in use in 2002.		3				2		Short-term		no				2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		3						5/9/2012 7:37		5/9/2012 7:37		SF		1656		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in 2002, as seen on the cover slide.		1						2005		no						3		Tan Tiek Kheong, “Wireless LANs: The Transition to Phase II, presented at the 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Seminar (Singapore: November 26, 2002).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“The number of wireless modem chipsets going into external PC card will peak in 2004. After that year, more devices will be built with embedded modems, especially for the notebook PCs.”		3		In 2005, the number of devices with embedded modems (notebook PCs, etc.) will be greater than the number in 2004. 										1		Worldwide		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was also affiliated with Philips Semiconductors, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.ida.gov.sg/technology/20060419162253.aspx). 
		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information is included in the presentation, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		3		1657		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was likely an expert in the field, but forecasts were based mainly on industry trends and milestones.		2005		no				The author is predicting that the demand for devices with embedded modems will increase after 2004.		3		Market penetration		2006		2004		283		5		27		226		yes				no		Electronics		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		The devices are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The forecast is for devices that have embedded modems (especially notebook PCs), which are predominantly computer technologies.		3		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that the devices were already in use in 2002.		3				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		The forecast predicts that after 2004, the number of devices with embedded modems will increase. One way to measure if that is true is to compare the number of devices in 2004 and 2005. 		3						5/9/2012 7:49		5/9/2012 7:49		SF		1657		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in 2002, as seen on the cover slide.		1						2006		no						1		Tan Tiek Kheong, “Wireless LANs: The Transition to Phase II, presented at the 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Seminar (Singapore: November 26, 2002).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“By 2006, the embedded miniPCI form factor will be the most popular for WLAN chipsets. By then, start to see the BB integrated into the core logic chip-set.”		3		In 2006, the embedded mini Peripheral Component Interconnect (miniPCI) form factor will be the most popular among WLAN chipsets. 										1		Worldwide		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was also affiliated with Philips Semiconductors, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.ida.gov.sg/technology/20060419162253.aspx). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information is included in the presentation, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		3		1658		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was likely an expert in the field, but forecasts were based mainly on industry trends and milestones.		2006		no				Explicit in forecast statement; the author is predicting the popularity of embedded miniPCI.		3		Market penetration		2007		2005		283		5		27		226		yes				no		Embedded miniPCI		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		Embedded miniPCI is a component.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		A form factor is a computer technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the miniPCI form factor was in use in 2002.		3				4		Short-term		no				2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		3						5/9/2012 7:57		5/9/2012 7:57		SF		1658		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in 2002, as seen on the cover slide.		1						2006		no						1		Tan Tiek Kheong, “Wireless LANs: The Transition to Phase II, presented at the 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Seminar (Singapore: November 26, 2002).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“In PDAs, by 2006, embedded wireless modem modules will account for most of the WLAN and cellular modem chipsets for those devices. External cards for PDAs (PCMCIA, SD, etc.) will be less than 10%.”		3		In 2006, embedded wireless modem modules will account for at least 50% of the WLAN and cellular modem chipsets in personal digital assistants (PDAs). 										1		Worldwide		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was also affiliated with Philips Semiconductors, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.ida.gov.sg/technology/20060419162253.aspx). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information is included in the presentation, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		3		1659		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was likely an expert in the field, but forecasts were based mainly on industry trends and milestones.		2006		no				The author is predicting the demand for embedded wireless modem modules.		3		Market penetration		2007		2005		283		5		27		225		yes				no		Wireless modem modules		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		Wireless modem modules are subsystems.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Wireless modem modules are communication technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the modules were in use in 2002.		3				4		Short-term		no				2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		3						5/9/2012 8:09		7/13/2012 11:14		SF		1659		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in 2002, as seen on the cover slide.		1						2006		no						1		Tan Tiek Kheong, “Wireless LANs: The Transition to Phase II, presented at the 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Seminar (Singapore: November 26, 2002).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“In PDAs, by 2006, embedded wireless modem modules will account for most of the WLAN and cellular modem chipsets for those devices. External cards for PDAs (PCMCIA, SD, etc.) will be less than 10%.”		3		In 2006, external cards (PCMCIA, SD, etc.) will account for less than 10% of the chipsets for personal digital assistants (PDAs).										1		Worldwide		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was also affiliated with Philips Semiconductors, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.ida.gov.sg/technology/20060419162253.aspx). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information is included in the presentation, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		3		1660		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was likely an expert in the field, but forecasts were based mainly on industry trends and milestones.		2006		no				The author is predicting the popularity of external cards for PDAs.		3		Market penetration		2007		2005		283		5		27		226		yes				no		External cards		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		External cards are components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		External cards are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that external cards were in use in 2002.		3				4		Short-term		no				2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		3						5/9/2012 8:12		5/9/2012 8:12		SF		1660		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in 2002, as seen on the cover slide.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		Broadcom Delivered the world's first 7.2 Mbps single-chip HSDPA mobile phone processor in 2006. 		The first of its kind was released in 2006.		1		Tan Tiek Kheong, “Wireless LANs: The Transition to Phase II, presented at the 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Seminar (Singapore: November 26, 2002).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“By 2006, the embedded miniPCI form factor will be the most popular for WLAN chipsets. By then, start to see the BB integrated into the core logic chip-set.”		3		In 2006, BaseBand will be integrated into the core logic chip set.										1		Worldwide		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was also affiliated with Philips Semiconductors, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.ida.gov.sg/technology/20060419162253.aspx). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information is included in the presentation, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		3		1661		no		2006		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was likely an expert in the field, but forecasts were based mainly on industry trends and milestones.		2006		no		0		The author is predicting that BaseBand will emerge in core logic chip sets.		3		Technology emergence		2007		2005		283		5		27		226		yes		0		no		BaseBand		yes		The forecast was achieved in 2006 by Broadcom		An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		yes		BaseBand is a component of chip sets.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		BaseBand is a computer technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that BaseBand had yet to be incorporated into chip sets.		3		0		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		3						5/9/2012 8:17		7/5/2012 12:41		SF		1661		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in 2002, as seen on the cover slide.		1						2004		no						1		Tan Tiek Kheong, “Wireless LANs: The Transition to Phase II, presented at the 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Seminar (Singapore: November 26, 2002).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“PCs - moving from .11b to .11a/b to .11 a/g with combination flavors with WAN.” 		5		Between 2002 and 2006, personal computers will move from the 802.11b to the 802.11 a/g standard.										1		Worldwide		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was also affiliated with Philips Semiconductors, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.ida.gov.sg/technology/20060419162253.aspx). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information is included in the presentation, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		5		1662		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was likely an expert in the field, but forecasts were based mainly on industry trends and milestones.		2004		no				The author is predicting that PCs will evolve such that it adheres to a more advanced industry standard.		5		Evolution		2006		2002		283		5		27		226		yes				no		Personal computers		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		5		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		PCs were not yet at the .11 a/g standard.		5				2		Short-term		no				2002				Explicit in slide.		5		2006		2002		5/9/2012 8:21		5/9/2012 8:21		SF		1662		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in 2002, as seen on the cover slide.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		In 2004 theWiFi enabled cell phones were first given 802.11 WiFi Certification. By 2010 50% of all smartphones sold were WiFi compatible and could communication over a WLAN.		Interprets the first cell phones gaining WiFi certification in 2004 to indicate this was not yet a high volume market. By 2010 half of all smartphones sold were able to utilized WLAN via WiFi this is interpreted to constitute a high volume market.		1		Tan Tiek Kheong, “Wireless LANs: The Transition to Phase II, presented at the 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Seminar (Singapore: November 26, 2002).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Mobile comm. – An emerging market segment – will start realizing high volumes in 2004”		5		In 2004, mobile communication via PDAs, smart phones, and cell phones will begin to realize high volumes in the WLAN market. 										1		Worldwide		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was also affiliated with Philips Semiconductors, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.ida.gov.sg/technology/20060419162253.aspx). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information is included in the presentation, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		5		1663		yes		2010		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was likely an expert in the field, but forecasts were based mainly on industry trends and milestones.
		2004		no		3		The author is predicting the demand for PDAs, etc.		5		Market penetration		2005		2003		283		5		27		225		yes		6		no		Mobile devices		yes		By 2004 the market for mobile communications via WLAN was not a high volume market.		An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		The devices themselves are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile devices are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Mobile devices were in use in 2002.		5		6		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		5						5/9/2012 8:32		7/2/2012 10:34		SF		1663		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in 2002, as seen on the cover slide.		1		3. Moderate interpretation		3. Almost realized		2005		yes		In 2005, personal computers existed that would allow videos to be streamed from the Internet. However, Netflix, the primary means by which consumers stream videos, did not introduce streaming until 2007. 		Verification assumes that audio/video streaming in the home didn't begin until Netflix debuted with the streaming option. 		1		Tan Tiek Kheong, “Wireless LANs: The Transition to Phase II, presented at the 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Seminar (Singapore: November 26, 2002).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“CE – home applications including Audio/Video streaming”		5		Between 2004 and 2006, consumer entertainment (CE) technology will begin to be used in the home for audio/video streaming.										1		Worldwide		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was also affiliated with Philips Semiconductors, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.ida.gov.sg/technology/20060419162253.aspx). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information is included in the presentation, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		5		1664		yes		2007		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was likely an expert in the field, but forecasts were based mainly on industry trends and milestones.		2005		no		0.666666667		The author is predicting that CE technology will migrate to a new market.		5		Technology Migration		2006		2004		283		5		27		225		yes		2		no		Audio/video streaming		yes		In 2005, personal computers existed that would allow videos to be streamed from the Internet. However, Netflix, the primary means by which consumers stream videos, did not introduce streaming until 2007. 		An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		Audio/video streaming is a system/software.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Audio/video streaming is associated with communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that streaming was in use in 2002.		5		2		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002				Explicit in slide		5		2006		2004		5/9/2012 8:40		7/17/2012 7:29		SF		1664		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in 2002, as seen on the cover slide.		1						2005		no						1		Tan Tiek Kheong, “Wireless LANs: The Transition to Phase II, presented at the 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Seminar (Singapore: November 26, 2002).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“CE – industrial applications including security cameras, etc.”		5		Between 2004 and 2006, consumer entertainment (CE) technology will begin to be used in industry (in security cameras, etc.).										1		Worldwide		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was also affiliated with Philips Semiconductors, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.ida.gov.sg/technology/20060419162253.aspx). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information is included in the presentation, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		5		1665		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was likely an expert in the field, but forecasts were based mainly on industry trends and milestones.		2005		no				The author is predicting that CE will migrate to a new market.		5		Technology Migration		2006		2004		283		5		27		225		yes				no		Consumer entertainment technologies		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		Consumer entertainment technologies would be devices/systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		In this context, consumer entertainment would be used in industry to communicate info.		5		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that CE technologies were in use in 2002 but had yet to be used in industry.		5				3		Short-term		no				2002				Explicit in slide.		5		2006		2004		5/9/2012 8:47		7/17/2012 7:28		SF		1665		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in 2002, as seen on the cover slide.		1		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		PDAs with Bluetooth were commonplace by 2004, thereby fully fulfilling the forecast.		Interpreted the number of PDAs with Bluetooth as evidence of Bluetooth's widespread use.		1		Tan Tiek Kheong, “Wireless LANs: The Transition to Phase II, presented at the 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Seminar (Singapore: November 26, 2002).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“BT & 802.11b will become mainstream by 2004.”		8		In 2004, bluetooth will become mainstream/commonplace in high-end personal digital assistants (PDAs).										1		Worldwide		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was also affiliated with Philips Semiconductors, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.ida.gov.sg/technology/20060419162253.aspx). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information is included in the presentation, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		8		1666		yes		2004		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was likely an expert in the field, but forecasts were based mainly on industry trends and milestones.		2004		no		0		The author is predicting the popularity of Bluetooth.		8		Market penetration		2005		2003		283		5		27		226		yes		0		no		Personal digital assistants		yes		PDAs with Bluetooth were commonplace by 2004.		An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		yes		PDAs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		PDAs are computer technologies. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Bluetooth was in limited use in PDAs in 2002.		NA		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		8						5/9/2012 8:52		6/28/2012 12:18		SF		1666		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in 2002, as seen on the cover slide.		1						2005		no						1		Tan Tiek Kheong, “Wireless LANs: The Transition to Phase II, presented at the 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Seminar (Singapore: November 26, 2002).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Cellular functionality will become mainstream by ’05.”		8		Cellular functionality in high-end personal digital assistants (PDAs) will become mainstream/commonplace in 2005. 										1		Worldwide		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was also affiliated with Philips Semiconductors, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.ida.gov.sg/technology/20060419162253.aspx). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information is included in the presentation, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		8		1667		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was likely an expert in the field, but forecasts were based mainly on industry trends and milestones.		2005		no				The author is predicting the popularity of cellular functionality in PDAs.		8		Market penetration		2006		2004		283		5		27		226		yes				no		Personal digital assistants		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		PDAs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		PDAs are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that cellular functionality in PDAs was not yet commonplace in 2002.		8				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		8						5/9/2012 8:59		5/9/2012 9:00		SF		1667		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in 2002, as seen on the cover slide.		1						2006		no						1		Tan Tiek Kheong, “Wireless LANs: The Transition to Phase II, presented at the 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Seminar (Singapore: November 26, 2002).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Si BoM expected to increase from $40 in ’01 to $50 in ’06.”		8		In 2006, the Si bill of materials (Si BOM) for high-end PDAs will be $50.										1		Worldwide		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was also affiliated with Philips Semiconductors, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.ida.gov.sg/technology/20060419162253.aspx). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information is included in the presentation, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		8		1668		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was likely an expert in the field, but forecasts were based mainly on industry trends and milestones.		2006		no				Price is an indication of demand.		8		Market penetration		2007		2005		283		5		27		226		yes				no		Personal digital assistants		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		PDAs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		PDAs are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PDAs were in use in 2002.		8				4		Short-term		no				2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		8						5/9/2012 9:11		5/9/2012 9:11		SF		1668		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in 2002, as seen on the cover slide.		1						2006		no						3		Tan Tiek Kheong, “Wireless LANs: The Transition to Phase II, presented at the 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Seminar (Singapore: November 26, 2002).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Audio Portables (MP3, Jukebox,…) Avg. Si BoM will decrease from $35 in ’01 to $20 in ’06.”		8		In 2006, the Si bill of materials (Si BoM) for audio portables (MP3s, etc.) will be $20. 										1		Worldwide		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was also affiliated with Philips Semiconductors, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.ida.gov.sg/technology/20060419162253.aspx). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information is included in the presentation, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		8		1669		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was likely an expert in the field, but forecasts were based mainly on industry trends and milestones.		2006		no				Price is an indication of demand.		8		Market penetration		2007		2005		283		5		27		226		yes				no		Audio portables		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		Audio portables are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Audio portables are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Audio portables were in use in 2002.		8				4		Short-term		no				2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		8						5/9/2012 9:25		5/9/2012 9:25		SF		1669		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in 2002, as seen on the cover slide.		1						2006		no						3		Tan Tiek Kheong, “Wireless LANs: The Transition to Phase II, presented at the 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Seminar (Singapore: November 26, 2002).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		 “Bluetooth is appearing in digital cameras/camcorders and will become universal by 2006.”		8		Bluetooth will become universal in digital cameras/camcorders by 2006.										1		Worldwide		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was also affiliated with Philips Semiconductors, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.ida.gov.sg/technology/20060419162253.aspx). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information is included in the presentation, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		8		1670		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was likely an expert in the field, but forecasts were based mainly on industry trends and milestones.		2006		no				The author is predicting that Bluetooth's penetration will increase.		8		Market penetration		2007		2005		283		5		27		225		yes				no		Bluetooth		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		Bluetooth is a subsystem associated with communication technologies. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Bluetooth is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that Bluetooth was in use in 2002.		8				4		Short-term		no				2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement		8						5/9/2012 9:28		7/13/2012 11:12		SF		1670		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in 2002, as seen on the cover slide.		1						2006		no						3		Tan Tiek Kheong, “Wireless LANs: The Transition to Phase II, presented at the 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Seminar (Singapore: November 26, 2002).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Avg. camera Si BoM for digital cameras will decline from $51 in ’01 to $37 by ’06.”		8		In 2006, the average Si bill of materials (Si BoM) for digital cameras will be $37.										1		Worldwide		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was also affiliated with Philips Semiconductors, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.ida.gov.sg/technology/20060419162253.aspx). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information is included in the presentation, so forecasts likely apply worldwide.		8		1671		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was likely an expert in the field, but forecasts were based mainly on industry trends and milestones.		2006		no				Price is an indication of demand.		8		Market penetration		2007		2005		283		5		27		225		yes				no		Digital cameras		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		Digital cameras are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Digital cameras are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that digital cameras were in use in 2002.		8				4		Short-term		no				2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		8						5/9/2012 9:30		5/9/2012 9:30		SF		1671		SF

		2		yes		no		Forecast seems to be applicable to France. The introductory segment on page 4 of the forecast document seems to state the forecasts are applicable only to France.

Changed to France. SF				yes		The presentation was made in 2002.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		By 2010 France had only reached 15,161,000 Internet hosts.		Data stated clearly in sources.		11		Mohsen Hamoudia, “Forecasting the Growth of Internet Services Demand and the Network Capacity Requirements,” presented at the 21st International Symposium on Forecasting (Dublin, Ireland: June 24, 2002). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Logistic : estimate of Hosts potential to be about 29.5 Millions in 2005"		11		In 2005, there will be 29.5 million Internet hosts in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The presenter is affiliated with France Telecom, which is based in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		26		No country-specific information was provided, but the forecast likely applies to France. 		11		1672		yes				no		2010		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The forecast was based on the Logistic model.		2005		no				The number of hosts is an indication of demand.		11		Market penetration		2006		2004		284		6		35		225		yes				no		Internet 		yes		In 2005 France had 2,922,040 Internet hosts.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 2002.		11				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in table		11						5/9/2012 10:48		7/2/2012 9:27		SF		1672		SF

		2		yes		no		Forecast seems to be applicable to France. The introductory segment on page 4 of the forecast document seems to state the forecasts are applicable only to France.

Changed to France. SF				yes		The presentation was made in 2002.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		By 2010 France had only reached 15,161,000 Internet hosts.		Data stated clearly in sources.		11		Mohsen Hamoudia, “Forecasting the Growth of Internet Services Demand and the Network Capacity Requirements,” presented at the 21st International Symposium on Forecasting (Dublin, Ireland: June 24, 2002). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Gompertz : estimate unduly high, over 55 millions in 2005"		11		In 2005, there will be 55 million Internet hosts in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The presenter is affiliated with France Telecom, which is based in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		26		No country-specific information was provided, but the forecast likely applies to France. 		11		1673		yes				no		2010		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		This forecast was derived using the Gompertz forecast, which the presenter rejected, since it produced numbers that were "unduly high." However, I'm including it in the database in case the presenter was incorrect about it producing high values. 		2005		no				The number of hosts is an indication of demand.		11		Market penetration		2006		2004		284		6		35		225		yes				no		Internet		yes		In 2005 France had 2,922,040 Internet hosts.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 2002.		11				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		11						5/9/2012 10:52		7/2/2012 9:26		SF		1673		SF

		1		yes		no		Forecast seems to be applicable to France only considering the low numbers forecast. There were for example 56 million Internet subscribers in the United States alone by 2001 prior to this forecast being made. The introductory segment on page 4 of the forecast document also seems to state the forecasts are applicable only to France.

Changed to France. SF				yes		The presentation was made in 2002.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		As of 2010 there are 21,800,000 Internet connections in France.		Data stated clearly in source.		11		Mohsen Hamoudia, “Forecasting the Growth of Internet Services Demand and the Network Capacity Requirements,” presented at the 21st International Symposium on Forecasting (Dublin, Ireland: June 24, 2002). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Logistic : estimate of Connections potential to be about 28 Millions in 2005"		11		In 2005, there will be 28 million Internet connections in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The presenter is affiliated with France Telecom, which is based in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		26		No country-specific information was provided, but the forecast likely applies to France. 		11		1674		no				no		2010		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		This forecast was based on the Logistic model, as indicated in the forecast statement.		2005		no				The number of connections is an indication of demand.		11		Market penetration		2006		2004		284		6		35		225		yes				no		Internet		yes		In 2005 there were 13,217,000 Internet connections in France.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 2002.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		11						5/9/2012 10:55		7/2/2012 9:18		SF		1674		SF

		1		yes		no		Forecast seems to be applicable to France only considering the low numbers forecast. There were for example 56 million Internet subscribers in the United States alone by 2001 prior to this forecast being made. The introductory segment on page 4 of the forecast document also seems to state the forecasts are applicable only to France.

Changed to France. SF				yes		The presentation was made in 2002.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		As of 2010 there are 21,800,000 Internet connections in France.		Data stated clearly in source.		11		Mohsen Hamoudia, “Forecasting the Growth of Internet Services Demand and the Network Capacity Requirements,” presented at the 21st International Symposium on Forecasting (Dublin, Ireland: June 24, 2002). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Gompertz : estimate unduly high, over 39 millions in 2005"		11		In 2005, there will be 39 million Internet connections in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The presenter is affiliated with France Telecom, which is based in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		26		No country-specific information was provided, but the forecast likely applies to France. 		11		1675		no				no		2010		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		This forecast is based on the Gompertz model, which the presenter rejected from further consideration because it produced figures he considered "unduly high." I'm including it in the database in case the numbers are accurate (i.e., in case the presenter was wrong about it producing unduly high numbers).		2005		no				The number of connections is an indication of demand.		11		Market penetration		2006		2004		284		6		35		225		yes				no		Internet		yes		In 2005 there were 13,217,000 Internet connections in France.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 2002.The Internet was in use in 2002.		11				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		11						5/9/2012 10:59		7/2/2012 9:17		SF		1675		SF

		3		yes		no		Forecast seems to be applicable to France. The introductory segment on page 4 of the forecast document seems to state the forecasts are applicable only to France.

Changed to France. SF				yes		The presentation was made in 2002.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		In 2004 there were 24,848,009 Internet users in France, 26.2 million users was first achieved in 2005.		Data stated clearly in sources.		11		Mohsen Hamoudia, “Forecasting the Growth of Internet Services Demand and the Network Capacity Requirements,” presented at the 21st International Symposium on Forecasting (Dublin, Ireland: June 24, 2002). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Gompertz : 26.2 millions in 2005"		11		In 2005, there will be 26.2 million Internet users in France. 		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The presenter is affiliated with France Telecom, which is based in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		26		No country-specific information was provided, but the forecast likely applies to France. 		11		1676		yes		2005		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		This forecast is based on the Gompertz model.		2005		no		0		The number of users is an indication of demand.		11		Market penetration		2006		2004		284		6		35		225		yes		0		no		Internet		yes		In 2005 there were 28.8 million Internet users in France.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		yes		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 2002.		11		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		11						5/9/2012 11:04		7/2/2012 9:23		SF		1676		SF

		1		yes		no		Forecast seems to be applicable to France only considering the low numbers forecast. There were for example 56 million Internet subscribers in the United States alone by 2001 prior to this forecast being made. The Introductory segment on page 4 of the forecast document also seems to state the forecasts are applicable only to France.

Changed to France. SF 7/6/12 				yes		The presentation was made in 2002.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		There were first 14.2 million internet users in France in 2001, when there were 15.6 million.		Data stated clearly in source.		11		Mohsen Hamoudia, “Forecasting the Growth of Internet Services Demand and the Network Capacity Requirements,” presented at the 21st International Symposium on Forecasting (Dublin, Ireland: June 24, 2002). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Logistic : estimate of Users potential to be about 14.2 Millions in 2005"		11		In 2005, there will be 14.2 million Internet users in France.  		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The presenter is affiliated with France Telecom, which is based in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		26		No country-specific information was provided, but the forecast likely applies to France. 		11		1677		no		2001		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		This forecast is based on the Logistic model, which the presenter rejected as providing numbers that were too low. I'm including it in the database in case the presenter was incorrect.		2005		no		1.333333333		The number of users is an indication of demand.		11		Market penetration		2006		2004		284		6		35		225		yes		-4		no		Internet		yes		In 2005 there were 26.1 million Internet users in France.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 2002.		11		4		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		11						5/9/2012 11:07		7/6/2012 12:51		SF		1677		SF

		2		yes		no		Forecast seems to be applicable to France only considering the low numbers forecast. There were for example 56 million Internet subscribers in the United States alone by 2001 prior to this forecast being made. The Introductory segment on page 4 of the forecast document also seems to state the forecasts are applicable only to France.

Changed to France. SF 7/6/12				yes		The presentation was made in 2002.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		In 2002 there were only 16.97 million Internet users in France - the forecast was realized in 2003.		Data stated clearly in sources.		11		Mohsen Hamoudia, “Forecasting the Growth of Internet Services Demand and the Network Capacity Requirements,” presented at the 21st International Symposium on Forecasting (Dublin, Ireland: June 24, 2002). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure		14		In 2003, there will be 18 million Internet users in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The presenter is affiliated with France Telecom, which is based in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		26		No country-specific information was provided, but the forecast likely applies to France. 		14		1678		yes		2003		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Information on slide 11 indicates that the Gompertz model was used for forecasts predicting the number of users.		2003		no		0		The number of users is an indication of demand.		14		Market penetration		2003		2003		284		6		35		225		yes		0		no		Internet		yes		In 2003 there were 21.9 million Internet users in France.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		yes		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 2002.		14		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2003		Explicit in figure. 		14						5/9/2012 11:15		7/6/2012 12:50		SF		1678		SF

		2		yes		no		Forecast seems to be applicable to France only considering the low numbers forecast. There were for example 56 million Internet subscribers in the United States alone by 2001 prior to this forecast being made. The Introductory segment on page 4 of the forecast document also seems to state the forecasts are applicable only to France.

Changed to France. SF 7/6/12 				yes		The presentation was made in 2002.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		There were first 20 million Internet users in France in 2003.		Data stated clearly in sources.		11		Mohsen Hamoudia, “Forecasting the Growth of Internet Services Demand and the Network Capacity Requirements,” presented at the 21st International Symposium on Forecasting (Dublin, Ireland: June 24, 2002). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure		14		In 2004, there will be 22 million Internet users in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The presenter is affiliated with France Telecom, which is based in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		26		No country-specific information was provided, but the forecast likely applies to France. 		14		1679		yes		2003		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Information on slide 11 indicates that the Gompertz model was used for forecasts predicting the number of users.		2004		no		0.5		The number of users is an indication of demand.		14		Market penetration		2005		2003		284		6		35		225		yes		-1		no		Internet		yes		In 2004 there were 24,848,009 Internet users in France.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		yes		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 2002.		14		1		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in figure.		14						5/9/2012 11:17		7/6/2012 12:49		SF		1679		SF

		0		yes		no				This is a duplicate forecast entry from this author. 		yes		The presentation was made in 2002.		1						2005		no						11		Mohsen Hamoudia, “Forecasting the Growth of Internet Services Demand and the Network Capacity Requirements,” presented at the 21st International Symposium on Forecasting (Dublin, Ireland: June 24, 2002). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 		14		In 2005, there will be 26 million Internet users worldwide.										1		Worldwide		The presenter is affiliated with France Telecom, which is based in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		26		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		14		1680		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Information on slide 11 indicates that the Gompertz model was used for forecasts predicting the number of users.		2005		no				The number of users is an indication of demand.		14		Market penetration		2006		2004		284		6		35		225		no				no		Internet		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 2002.		14				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in figure.		14						5/9/2012 11:20		5/9/2012 11:45		SF		1680		SF

		0		yes		no				This is a duplicate entry from the same presenter/forecaster. 		yes		The presentation was made in 2002.		1						2005		no						11		Mohsen Hamoudia, “Forecasting the Growth of Internet Services Demand and the Network Capacity Requirements,” presented at the 21st International Symposium on Forecasting (Dublin, Ireland: June 24, 2002). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure		16		In 2005, there will be <30,000,000 Internet connections worldwide.										1		Worldwide		The presenter is affiliated with France Telecom, which is based in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		26		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		16		1681		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Information on slide 11 indicates that the Logistic model was used for forecasts predicting the number of connections or hosts. 		2005		no				The number of connections is an indication of demand.		16		Market penetration		2006		2004		284		6		35		225		no				no		Internet		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 2002.		16				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in figure.		16						5/9/2012 11:25		5/9/2012 11:47		SF		1681		SF

		1		yes		no		Forecast seems to be applicable to France only considering the low numbers forecast. There were for example 56 million Internet subscribers in the United States alone by 2001 prior to this forecast being made. The Introductory segment on page 4 of the forecast document also seems to state the forecasts are applicable only to France.

Changed to France. SF 7/6/12 				yes		The presentation was made in 2002.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		There were not 20 million Internet connections in France until 2009.		Data stated clearly in source.		11		Mohsen Hamoudia, “Forecasting the Growth of Internet Services Demand and the Network Capacity Requirements,” presented at the 21st International Symposium on Forecasting (Dublin, Ireland: June 24, 2002). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure		16		In 2004, there will be <20,000,000 Internet connections in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The presenter is affiliated with France Telecom, which is based in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		26		The author is likely referring to France.		16		1682		no		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Information on slide 11 indicates that the Logistic model was used for forecasts predicting the number of connections or hosts. 		2004		no		0		The number of connections is an indication of demand.		16		Market penetration		2005		2003		284		6		35		225		yes		0		no		Internet		yes		In 2004 there were 11.9 million Internet connections in France.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		yes		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 2002.		16		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in figure.		16						5/9/2012 11:33		7/6/2012 12:48		SF		1682		SF

		1		yes		no		Forecast seems to be applicable to France only considering the low numbers forecast. There were for example 56 million Internet subscribers in the United States alone by 2001 prior to this forecast being made. The introductory segment on page 4 of the forecast document also seems to state the forecasts are applicable only to France.

Changed to France. SF 7/6/12 				yes		The presentation was made in 2002.		1		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2003		yes		In 2003, there were 10.6 million Internet connections in France. There were first 15 million Internet connections in France in 2006.		Data stated clearly in source.		11		Mohsen Hamoudia, “Forecasting the Growth of Internet Services Demand and the Network Capacity Requirements,” presented at the 21st International Symposium on Forecasting (Dublin, Ireland: June 24, 2002). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure		16		In 2003, there will be 15,000,000 Internet connections in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The presenter is affiliated with France Telecom, which is based in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		26		The author is likely referring to France. 		16		1683		no		2006		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Information on slide 11 indicates that the Logistic model was used for forecasts predicting the number of connections or hosts. 		2003		no		3		The number of connections is an indication of demand.		16		Market penetration		2003		2003		284		6		35		225		yes		3		no		Internet		yes		In 2003, there were 10.6 million Internet connections in France.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 2002.		16		3		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2003		Explicit in figure.		16						5/9/2012 11:35		7/6/2012 12:47		SF		1683		SF

		5		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in 2002.		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2003		yes		Number of Internet hosts in France was between 1,619,793 (2001) and 2,396,761 (2004). It was between 3.149 million (2006) and 14.256 million (2008) in 2007. 		2003- The figures presented, when computed with the population of France, show that there were not as many hosts in France as forecasted. 
2007- The forecast event of 10,000,000 hosts should fall in 2007  based on research available showing 3.149 million in 2006 and 14.256 million in 2008.
		11		Mohsen Hamoudia, “Forecasting the Growth of Internet Services Demand and the Network Capacity Requirements,” presented at the 21st International Symposium on Forecasting (Dublin, Ireland: June 24, 2002). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure		19		In 2003, there will be 10,000,000 Internet hosts in France. 		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The presenter is affiliated with France Telecom, which is based in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		26		The forecast likely applies to France. 		19		1684		yes		2007		no		2004		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Information on slide 11 indicates that the Logistic model was used for forecasts predicting the number of connections or hosts. 		2003		no		4		The number of hosts is an indication of demand.		19		Market penetration		2003		2003		284		6		35		225		yes		4		no		Internet		yes		The forecast was not met in 2003. 		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 2002.		19		4		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2003		Explicit in figure.		19						5/9/2012 11:38		7/5/2012 12:38		SF		1684		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in 2002.		1		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		Number of Internet hosts 2004 - 2,396,761		The figures clearly state that there were less than 20,000,000 hosts in France in the forecast year. 		11		Mohsen Hamoudia, “Forecasting the Growth of Internet Services Demand and the Network Capacity Requirements,” presented at the 21st International Symposium on Forecasting (Dublin, Ireland: June 24, 2002). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 		19		In 2004, there will be <20,000,000 Internet hosts in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The presenter is affiliated with France Telecom, which is based in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		26		The author is likely referring to France.		19		1685		no		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Information on slide 11 indicates that the Logistic model was used for forecasts predicting the number of connections or hosts. 		2004		no		0		The number of hosts is an indication of demand.		19		Market penetration		2005		2003		284		6		35		225		yes		0		no		Internet		yes		The forecast was achieved in 2004. 		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		yes		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 2002.		19		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in figure.		19						5/9/2012 11:40		7/5/2012 12:37		SF		1685		SF

		2		yes		no				The author makes other forecasts for the # of hosts worldwide in 2005, but they are for 29.5 million (a forecast the author rejected as too low) to over 55 million. The figure on slide 19 clearly shows that the models predict ~40,000,000 hosts, so this appears to be yet another forecast for 2005. 		yes		The presentation was made in 2002.		1		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		no		For 2005, the number of hosts fell between  2,396,761 and 3,148,379. The most recent data available (2012 CIA Fact Book, which has data from 2010 at the latest) shows the 2010 levels at 15,182,001, still well below the forecast. 		We assume the number of hosts for 2005 fell between the numbers of 2004 and 2006 - 2,396,761 and 3,148,379.  Even if they were a few million more or less they still would not have met the forecasted amount. 		11		Mohsen Hamoudia, “Forecasting the Growth of Internet Services Demand and the Network Capacity Requirements,” presented at the 21st International Symposium on Forecasting (Dublin, Ireland: June 24, 2002). 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 		19		In 2005, there will be 40,000,000 Internet hosts in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The presenter is affiliated with France Telecom, which is based in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		26		The author is likely referring to France.		19		1686		yes				no		2010		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Information on slide 11 indicates that the Logistic model was used for forecasts predicting the number of connections or hosts. 		2005		no				The number of hosts is an indication of demand.		19		Market penetration		2006		2004		284		6		35		225		yes				no		Internet		yes		The predicted event was not realized in 2005. 		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 2002.		19				3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in figure.		19						5/9/2012 11:42		7/5/2012 12:35		SF		1686		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates the forecast was made in 1989.		37						2000		no						35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 14		37		In 2000, videoimaging will be widespread among North American businesses.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512).		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Figure 14 references SONET, which page 35 describes as North America's version of SDH. Therefore, the forecast likely applies to North America.		37		1687		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 14 were derived by applying analogies to models.		2000		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		37		Market penetration		2003		1997		231		6		35		225		yes				no		Videoimaging		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Videoimaging is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Videoimaging is used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Videoimaging was in development in 1989.		37				11		Long-term		no				1989		2000		Explicit in figure 14.		37						5/9/2012 12:30		5/9/2012 12:34		SF		1687		SF

		3		yes		no		No date of realization given. No data provided for forecast year. DF.

Need year of realization and status of the tech on the forecasted year. Sf 7/2/12				yes		The figure caption indicates the forecast was made in 1989.		27		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		By 199,5 there were over 1 million ISDN subscribers in the United States and in 2000 there were over 1.6 million subscribers. In 2001 most major North American telephone companies were offering long-distance ISDN lines.		Uses data for overall use of ISDN in the United States to prove widespread use. Interprets most major phone companies in North America offering ISDN as evidence of its widespread use.		35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 14		37		In 2000, use of integrated services digital network (ISDN) will be widespread among North American businesses."						7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512).		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Figure 14 references SONET, which page 35 describes as North America's version of SDH. Therefore, the forecast likely applies to North America.		37		1688		yes		1995		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 14 were derived by applying analogies to models.		2000		no		0.454545455		Explicit in forecast statement.		37		Market penetration		2003		1997		231		6		35		225		yes		-5		no		ISDN		yes		In 2000 ISDN was in widespread use in North America. 		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		ISDN is a system of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		ISDN is used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		ISDN was in use in development in 1989.		37		5		11		Long-term		yes		SF		1989		2000		Explicit in figure 14.		37						5/9/2012 12:33		7/17/2012 7:27		SF		1688		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates the forecast was made in 1989.		37						2000		no						35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 14		37		In 2000, use of local area network (LAN) interconnect will be widespread among North American businesses.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512).		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Figure 14 references SONET, which page 35 describes as North America's version of SDH. Therefore, the forecast likely applies to North America.		37		1689		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 14 were derived by applying analogies to models.		2000		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		37		Market penetration		2003		1997		231		6		35		225		yes				no		LAN		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		LAN is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		LAN is used for communication. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		LAN were not commonly used in 1989.		37				11		Long-term		no				1989		2000		Explicit in figure 14.		37						5/9/2012 12:37		5/9/2012 12:40		SF		1689		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The figure caption indicates the forecast was made in 1989.		37						2000		no						35		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 14		37		In 2000, use of high-speed data will be widespread among North American businesses.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512).		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		32		Figure 14 references SONET, which page 35 describes as North America's version of SDH. Therefore, the forecast likely applies to North America.		37		1690		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The authors indicate that forecasts in figure 14 were derived by applying analogies to models.		2000		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		37		Market penetration		2003		1997		231		6		35		225		yes				no		High speed Internet		yes				A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		High speed Internet is used for communication.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		High speed Internet was in development in 1989. 		37				11		Long-term		no				1989		2000		Explicit in figure 14.		37						5/9/2012 12:40		5/9/2012 12:40		SF		1690		SF

		4		yes		no		I think this one needs more research. The drug delivery method described in the ground truth source is actually catheter- and hydrogel polymer-based. The actual drug that the catheter and gel are delivering is based on monoclonal antibodies. We should try to find something where the monoclonal antibody is a larger component of the delivery mechanism, not the drug itself. SF 7/5/12 

Revised forecast based on comments - added data concerning Mylotarg the first FDA approved Antibody–Drug Conjugate. DF				yes		Article publication date.		638		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1993.5		yes		The first monoclonal antibody used as a drug delivery system was gemtuzumab ozogamicin (Mylotarg), which received FDA approval in 2000.		Interpreted "used in drug delivery" to indicate the forecast was predicting use of Antibody-Drug Conjugates.		638		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				yes		Academic publications		Chart		651		Between 1993 and 1994, monoclonal antibodies will be used in  drug delivery. Forecast derived from figure 5.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		638		Monoclonal antibodies can be used for these purposes anywhere in the world.		651		1691		yes		2000		yes				Forecasting tools that rely on publications.  Source analysis can rely on quantitative assessment of publications, such as citation counting in a bibliometrics study or compilation of previous sources, such as a key technology characterization.		Source Analysis		The paper reviews the use of patent statistics to predict markets and technology trends.		1993.5		no		0.866666667		The authors are predicting that monoclonal antibodies will emerge in the drug delivery market.		651		Technology emergence		1994		1993		169		8		57		230		yes		6.5		no		Monoclonal antibodies		yes		In 1994, monoclonal antibodies were not used in drug delivery.		Analysis of citations to predict technology emergence 		Bibliometrics		8		no		Monoclonal antibodies are components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		In this context, monoclonal antibodies will be components of pharmaceuticals, which are materials.		651		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Monoclonal antibodies were used in research when the forecast was made, but were not commercialized as therapies.		NA		6.5		7.5		Medium-term		yes		SF		1986				Explicit in figure.		651		1994		1993		5/9/2012 12:46		7/16/2012 14:08		SF		1691		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 1998.		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2001		no		The forcasted increase from 1999 to 2003 did not occur, since fewer than 15% of Americans used their televisions to access the internet. In 2001, the amount who used television to access the internet was around 2%.		The sources provided gave good information corresponding to Americans accessing the internet through televisions.		NA		U.S. Department of Commerce, “The Emerging Digital Economy,” 1998.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Soon, many Americans will be using their televisions to access the Internet. Present in nearly every household, TVs are easy to operate and require little or no maintenance."		9		Between 1999 and 2003, at least 15% of Americans will use their televisions to access the Internet. 										3		Americas		The report was published by the U.S. Department of Commerce, as seen on the cover page.										3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		9		1692		yes				yes		2011		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Throughout the report, the authors rely on historical data and industry trends (as described in other reports) to make predictions.		2001		no				The authors are predicting that televisions will evolve such that owners will be able to access the Internet from them. 		9		Evolution		2003		1999		285		5				225		yes				no		Internet television		yes		In 2001, 2% of U.S. internet users were Web-TV users. The forecast was not met.								no		A TV would become part of a system of system once it accesses the Internet.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Televisions and the Internet are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		TVs that could access the Internet were in development in 1998.		NA				3		Short-term		yes		SF		1998				The timeframe is "soon," which is the same as "short term" (1-5 years).		9		2003		1999		5/9/2012 13:41		7/17/2012 7:26		SF		1692		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 1998.		NA						2000.5		no						NA		U.S. Department of Commerce, “The Emerging Digital Economy,” 1998.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The wait for broadband Internet access to households is measured in years, not decades. Within the next five to ten years, the vast majority of Americans should be able to interact with the Internet from their television sets, watch television on their PCs, and make telephone calls from both devices. These combined services will be brought to homes by satellite, wireless, microwave, television cable and telephone lines, all interconnected in one overall system."		10		Between 2003 and 2008, at least 50% of Americans will be able to interact with the Internet from their television sets, watch television on their PCs, and make phone calls from both devices. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was published by the U.S. Department of Commerce, as seen on the cover page.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		10		1693		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Throughout the report, the authors rely on historical data and industry trends (as described in other reports) to make predictions.		2000.5		no				The authors are predicting the evolution of TV and Internet technologies.		10		Evolution		1998		2003		285		5		29		225		yes				no		Internet television		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		TVs become systems of systems once they access the Internet.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Both televisions and the Internet are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		TVs that could access the Internet (and vice versa) were in development in 1998.		NA				2.5		Short-term		no				1998				The forecast timeframe was the "next five to ten years," which is 2003 to 2008.		10		1998		2003		5/9/2012 13:47		7/17/2012 7:26		SF		1693		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		CDMA-2000 1xEV-DO was introduced in 2003. 		The data clearly states when the technology became available. 		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2003 - CDMA2000 1xEV-DV (300-600 kbps typical) will become commercialized."		123		In 2003, products using CDMA2000 1xEV-DV standards will first be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		123		1694		no		2003		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2003		no		0		The authors are predicting that products using the new standards will emerge.		123		Technology emergence		2003		2003		286		6		34		225		yes		0		no		CDMA2000		yes		The forecast was first realized in 2003. 		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		yes		Standards are components of communication systems. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		CDMA2000 is a standard used for communication technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		CDMA2000 was not yet adopted in 2002.		123		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 6:37		7/13/2012 7:59		SF		1694		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2003		yes		CDMA carriers were not using UIM modules in 2003. The modules were not in use until 2008. 		Interpreted open market handset (OMH) adoption as being tantamount to UIM card adoption. 		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2003 - CDMA carriers begin to use UIM cards."		123		In 2003, code division multiple access (CDMA) carriers will start using user identity module (UIM) cards. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		i		1695		no		2008		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2003		no		5		The authors are predicting that UIM cards would emerge in the CDMA market.		123		Technology emergence		2003		2003		286		6		34		225		yes		5		no		UIM cards		yes		CDMA carriers were not using UIM modules in 2003. 

		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		UIM cards would be a component of CDMA technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		CDMA is associated with communication technologies.		123		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that UIM cards were not yet used by CDMA carriers.		123		5		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 6:44		6/26/2012 14:07		SF		1695		SF

		2		yes		no		This needs research to find the year of realization. I'm not convinced that this wasn't realized before 2003.  SF 6/27/12

Added new source explicitly stating 2003 date. DF				yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		11 EDGE networks were deployed commercially in 2003. 		Verifying data clearly stated in source. 		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2003 - EDGE classic and compact networks will emerge (<384 kbps)."		123		In 2003, classic and compact enhanced data GSM environment (EDGE) will be deployed commercially.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		i		1696		yes		2003		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2003		no		0		Explicit in forecast statement.		123		Technology emergence		2003		2003		286		6		34		225		yes		0		no		EDGE networks		yes		By the end of 2003, 11 EDGE networks had been deployed commercially. 		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		yes		EDGE networks are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		EDGE networks are components of communication technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		According to the forecast, EDGE technology had not yet emerged on the market.		123		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 6:49		7/17/2012 7:25		SF		1696		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2003		yes		The first multi-mode GSM/GPRS/UMTS handsets were available commercially in 2007--four years after the forecasted date. 		Data stated plainly in source. 		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2003 - Emergence of multi-mode GSM/GPRS/UMTS handsets, TDSCDMA handset ready in China"		123		In 2003, multi-mode GSM/GPRS/UMTS handsets will first emerge on the market. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		123		1697		no		2007		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2003		no		4		Explicit in forecast statement.		123		Technology emergence		2003		2003		286		6		34		225		yes		4		no		Handsets		yes		The first multi-mode GSM/GPRS/UMTS handsets were available in 2007. No such handsets were available in 2003. 		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Handsets are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Handsets are communication devices.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that handsets using GSM, GPRS, or UMTS were not yet available commercially.		123		4		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 6:58		6/28/2012 14:56		SF		1697		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		JSR, the first Java-specific standard for 3D graphics for mobile devices, was released the same year as predicted in the forecast. 		Some interpretation involved in determining that JSR was a software-based 3D graphics system for mobile devices. 		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2003 - Multimedia: mobile software based 3D graphics & MPEG-4, Part 10(H.264) video emerges"		123		In 2003, mobile, software-based 3D graphics will emerge on the market.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		i		1698		yes		2003		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2003		no		0		Explicit in forecast statement.		123		Technology emergence		2003		2003		286		6		34		226		yes		0		no		3D graphics		yes		JSR was the first Java-specific standard for 3D graphics on mobile devices. It was first released in 2003. 		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		yes		Software-based 3D graphics is a system.  		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The forecast describes the graphics as being software-based.		123		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Mobile, software-based 3D graphics were not commercially available in 2002.		123		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 7:17		7/13/2012 11:11		SF		1698		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		H.264 VAC was first released in 2003, thereby fulfilling the forecast.		Interpreted the phrase "The final drafting work on the first version of the standard was completed in May of 2003" to mean that products were available shortly thereafter.		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2003 - Multimedia: mobile software based 3D graphics & MPEG-4, Part 10(H.264) video emerges"		123		In 2003, MPEG-4 video (Part 10, H.264) will emerge on the market.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		i		1699		no		2003		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2003		no		0		Explicit in forecast statement.		123		Technology emergence		2003		2003		286		6		35		226		yes		0		no		MPEG-4		yes		The first version of the H.264 VAC was completed in May of 2003.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		yes		MPEG-4 as a protocol is a subsystem.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		MPEG-4 as a protocol is a computer technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that MPEG-4s of this description were not available commercially in 2002.		123		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 7:22		7/17/2012 7:24		SF		1699		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		3. Moderate interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2003		yes		There were some 18 dual band (IEEE 802.11a and 802.11b) products certified in 2003. In 2005, 2 years later, more than 90% of notebooks were wifi enabled. 		The technology was available in 2003. Two years later it was in 90% of laptops. Thus, it's not entirely clear with the given  data if the forecast event was realized in 2004 info gap year or 2005. To be more conservative, 2005 was selected as the realization year. 		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2003 - 802.11 based (at board level) laptops are prevalent; GPRS/WLAN roaming standardised solutions available"		123		In 2003, the use of laptops that are based on 802.11 standards (at the board level) will be widespread.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		i		1700		yes		2005		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2003		no		2		The authors are predicting the popularity of laptops that use the standard.		123		Market penetration		2003		2003		286		6		34		226		yes		2		no		Laptops		yes		There was a move towards the technology in 2003, but it was not yet widespread. 		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Laptops are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Laptops are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that laptops that used the 802.11 standard were not widespread in 2002.		123		2		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 7:27		7/5/2012 12:32		SF		1700		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		The forecast was achieved in 2003 when Nokia, wordwide leader at the time, released mobile phones with voice dialing function		The mobile phone presented in 2003 had the predicted feature. Searches for similar products show no results prior to 2003.		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2003 - First deployments of embedded contactless function in handsets"		123		In 2003, handsets with embedded contactless function will first be deployed worldwide. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		i		1701		yes		2003		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2003		no		0		Explicit in forecast statement.		123		Technology emergence		2003		2003		286		6		34		225		yes		0		no		Handsets		yes		The forecast was achieved by Nokia in 2003. 		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		yes		Handsets are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Handsets are communication devices.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the specified handsets were not available commercially in 2002.		123		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 7:36		7/5/2012 12:30		SF		1701		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		AePONA provided OSA/Parlay products that were deployed by multiple mobile telecoms providers in 2003. The first commercial deployment occured in 2002.		Data stated clearly in source.		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2003 - Open Mobile Internet Platform products based on OSA/Parlay"		123		In 2003, open mobile Internet platform products that are based on OSA/Parlay will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		i		1702		no		2002		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2003		no		1		The authors are predicting the emergence of a new product.		123		Technology emergence		2003		2003		286		6		34		225		yes		-1		no		Open mobile Internet platform products		yes		In 2003 open mobile Internet platform products based on OSA/Parlay were available commercially.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		The products are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Open mobile Internet platform products are usually used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the products were not available commercially in 2002.		123		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 7:40		7/2/2012 8:26		SF		1702		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		The first location based game to be commercially available was released in 2001 and was called "BotFighters." Such games were still commercially available in 2003.		Data stated clearly in sources.		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2003 - LBS that users are likely to pay: resource management, LBS gaming, emergency/security services, personalized services"		123		In 2003, location-based gaming services will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		i		1703		yes		2001		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2003		no		2		The authors are predicting the emergence of a new product.		123		Technology emergence		2003		2003		286		6		34		233		yes		-2		no		Location-based gaming		yes		In 2003 location-based gaming services were available commercially such as "Supafly" and "BotFighters".		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Location-based gaming would require a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Location-based gaming would incorporate sensing technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that location-based gaming was not available commercially in 2002.		123		2		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 7:51		7/12/2012 12:40		SF		1703		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		As early as 1997 location based emergency services were available in cars using GPS such as the OnStar system. By 2003 the majority of telematics enabled automobiles in the USA, Europe and Japan had such services.		Data stated clearly in sources.		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2003 - LBS that users are likely to pay: resource management, LBS gaming, emergency/security services, personalized services"		123		In 2003, location-based emergency/security services will be available commercially. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		i		1704		yes		1997		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2003		no		6		The authors are predicting that new products will emerge.		123		Technology emergence		2003		2003		286		6		35		233		yes		-6		no		Location-based services		yes		In 2003 location based emergency services were commercially available.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Location-based services require systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Location-based services would require sensing technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that location-based services were not available commercially in 2002.		123		6		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 7:54		7/12/2012 12:38		SF		1704		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v						2003		no						i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2003 - Singapore: Enterprise mobile data wireless applications take off; Data Privacy Working Group proposes privacy policies, enabling LBS; Deployment of J2ME MIDP applications by local telcos"		123		In 2003, Singaporean telecos will deploy J2ME mobile information device profile (MIDP) applications. 		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		Explicit in forecast statement.		123		1705		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2003		no				The authors are predicting that a new technology will emerge.		123		Technology emergence		2003		2003		286		6		34		225		yes				no		J2ME MIDP		yes				Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		MIDP is a subsystem of Java		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		MIDP is a specification for Java, a computer technology used for communication. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that J2ME MIDP products existed but had not been deployed in Singapore in 2002.		123				1		Short-term		no				2002		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 7:59		7/13/2012 11:10		SF		1705		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v						2004		no						i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2004 - GPRS roaming: GRX based & GRX peering solutions dominant"		123		In 2004, GPRS roaming exchange (GRX)-based and GRX peering solutions will dominate the global GPRS roaming market. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		i		1706		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2004		no				Explicit in forecast statement.		123		Market penetration		2005		2003		286		6		34		225		yes				no		GRX roaming		yes				Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		GRX solutions are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		GRX roaming is associated with communication technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that GRX solutions were in use in 2002.		123				2		Short-term		no				2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 8:07		7/17/2012 7:23		SF		1706		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		yes		MobileOne was the first Singaporean mobile operator to offer 3G. This occurred in 2005, a year after the forecast author's prediction. 		Data clearly stated in the article. 		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2004 - Singapore: 3G deployment by 31 Dec 2004, no 3G infrastructure sharing"		123		3G mobile wireless networks will first be deployed in Singapore in 2004. 		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		Explicit in forecast statement.		123		1707		no		2005		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2004		no		0.5		The authors are predicting that 3G technologies will emerge in Singapore.		123		Technology emergence		2005		2003		286		6		34		225		yes		1		no		3G wireless technology 		yes		3G mobile wireless networks were first deployed in Singapore in 2005.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		yes		Wireless technology is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		3G wireless technology is used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that 3G technology was in use elsewhere, but had yet to be adopted in Singapore.		123		1		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 8:11		6/27/2012 10:43		SF		1707		SF

		5		yes		no		I need someone to research the status of the technology (how many MHz) in 2004. SF 6/27/12 				yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		The Intel XScale PXA270 at 624Mhz was first used in a PDA in 2004. In 2003 the fastest PDA mobile processor was at 533MHz.		Interprets "mobile processor" to mean those found in handhelds.		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2004 - Mobile processors >400-600MHz emerge"		123		In 2004, mobile processors operating at more than 600MHz will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		123		1708		yes		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2004		no		0		Explicit in forecast statement.		123		Technology emergence		2005		2003		286		6		34		226		yes		0		no		Mobile processors		yes		In 2004 the fastest mobile processor available was the Intel XScale PXA270 at 624Mhz.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		yes		Processors are components of computing devices.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processors are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors operating at that frequency were not available in 2002.		123		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 8:17		7/13/2012 8:47		SF		1708		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		yes		No fuel cells for laptop computers were available commercially in 2004. The first such fuel cell emerged on the market in 2006. 		Data stated plainly in source. 		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2004 - Commercialised laptop fuel cell power"		123		In 2004, a fuel cell that provides power for laptop computers will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		i		1709		no		2006		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2004		no		1		The authors are predicting the emergence of a new product on the market.		123		Technology emergence		2005		2003		286		6		34		226		yes		2		no		Fuel cell		yes		Fuel cells capable of powering laptop computers were not available commercially in 2004.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Fuel cells are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		In this context, the fuel cell would be used to provide power to a computer.		123		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Fuel cells for computers were not available in 2002.		123		2		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 8:20		6/27/2012 11:29		SF		1709		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		The world's first 1 GB chips were shipped in early 2004 by SanDisk. 		Data stated plainly in source. 		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2004 - Storage cards at Gbytes & USIM cards at hundreds of kbytes (commercially)"		123		In 2004, storage cards capable of storing gigabytes of information will be available commercially. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		123		1710		no		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2004		no		0		The forecast is predicting that storage cards will evolve such that they store more information.		123		Evolution		2005		2003		286		6		34		226		yes		0		no		Storage cards		yes		SanDisk began shipping the world's first 1 GB cards in January 2004. 		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		yes		Storage cards are components of computing devices.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Storage cards are associated with computing devices.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that storage cards were not capable of storing the specified amount of data in 2002.		123		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 8:26		6/27/2012 11:38		SF		1710		SF

		2		yes		no		I'm not convinced 2004 is the first year of realization, since the verifying source describes Spain's first >100 KB cards. We need to have someone research the first year of realization, keeping in mind that the tech could emerge anywhere in the world. SF 6/27/12

Added extra source provided in new research but this fails to provide any earlier verification. DF				yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		A card capable of storing 128 KB of information was available in the forecasted year. 		Data stated plainly in source. 		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2004 - Storage cards at Gbytes & USIM cards at hundreds of kbytes (commercially)"		123		In 2004, USIM cards that store at least 100 kilobytes of information will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		123		1711		yes		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2004		no		0		The forecast is predicting that the cards will evolve such that they store more information.		123		Evolution		2005		2003		286		6		34		226		yes		0		no		USIM cards		yes		The first USIM card capable of storing 100 KB of information was released on the market in 2004. 		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		yes		USIM cards are components of computing devices.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		USIM cards are associated with computing devices.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that USIM cards with the specified storage were not available in 2002.		123		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 8:29		7/11/2012 13:25		SF		1711		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		LG Electronics released the first terrestrial digital multimedia broadcast-receiving mobile phone in 2004, with extra progress in terms of additional standards being made available in 2005 and 2006.		Data stated clearly in sources.		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2004 - Mobile webcast/broadcast emerge"		123		In 2004, the first mobile webcast/broadcast technologies will emerge on the global market.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		123		1712		yes		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2004		no		0		Explicit in forecast statement.		123		Technology emergence		2005		2003		286		6		34		225		yes		0		no		Mobile webcast/broadcast		yes		The first mobile device able to receive mobile broadcast video was released in 2004. 		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		yes		Mobile webcasting/broadcasting technologies are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile webcasting/broadcasting is a form of communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that mobile webcasting/broadcasting was not available in 2002.		123		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 8:34		7/17/2012 7:22		SF		1712		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v						2004		no						i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2004 - SIM card provides rights management & cryptographic services for J2ME based applications"		123		In 2004, a SIM card that provides cryptographic services for J2ME applications will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		123		1713		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2004		no				The forecast is predicting that SIM cards will evolve such that they provide different services.		123		Evolution		2005		2003		286		6		34		226		yes				no		SIM cards		yes				Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		SIM cards are components of computing devices.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		SIM cards are associated with computing technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that SIM cards with this ability were not available in 2002.		123				2		Short-term		no				2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 8:38		5/11/2012 8:38		SF		1713		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		The Nokia 7610, launched in March 2004, & Nokia 6630, launched Q2 2004, as well as at least one other USB 2 mobile device were on the market in 2004.  		The research is based on the specifications of mobile products available on the market in 2004. 		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2004 - USB2.0 in some 3G handset models"		123		In 2004, USB 2.0 will be incorporated into at least two 3G handset models. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		123		1714		yes		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2004		no		0		The forecast is predicting the evolution of 3G handsets.		123		Evolution		2005		2003		286		6		34		225		yes		0		no		USB 2.0		yes		The forecast was achieved in 2004. 		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		yes		USB 2.0 is a component of handsets.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		In this context, USB 2.0 would be integrated into handsets, which are used for communication.		123		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that USB 2.0 had not bee incorporated into handsets in 2002.		123		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 8:43		7/5/2012 12:29		SF		1714		SF

		4		yes		no		
				yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		In 2001 European and American, as well as some Latin American providers, switched their networks to 2.5g. The technology was considered dominant in the market. 		We can assume that Europe and the Americas providers changing over to 2.5g technology in 2001 was considered as the year in which it first dominated the global market. We also use a reference that notes that the technology was currently dominating in that year when it came to consumer products. 		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2005 - Global market predominantly on 2.5G and some 3G in selected countries"		123		In 2005, 2.5G technologies will dominate the global wireless network market.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		Explicit in forecast statement.		123		1715		yes		2001		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2005		no		1.333333333		Explicit in forecast statement.		123		Market penetration		2006		2004		286		6		34		225		yes		-4		no		2.5G wireless technology		yes		In 2005 2.5G technologies dominated the global wireless network market.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		2.5G wireless technologies require systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		2.5G wireless technologies are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that 2.5G wireless technologies were in use in 2002 but may not have dominated the global market.		123		4		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 8:51		7/11/2012 12:47		SF		1715		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		The forecast had this hurdle being reached in 2006. It was not until 2009 that they actually invented a phone capable of operating above 800MHz.		The forecast did not occur in the year 2006. Eventually Smartphones operated above 800MHz in the year 2009.		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2005 - 3G/WLAN dual mode phones & PDAs with built-in 802.11 support with dynamic power control emerge"		123		In 2005, at least one phone that is capable of using both 3G and WLAN will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		123		1716		yes		2009		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2005		no		1.333333333		The forecast is predicting the changing features of phones.		123		Evolution		2006		2004		286		6		34		225		yes		4		no		Mobile phones		yes		In 2006 to 2007 the highest MHz around was on a smartphone. The listed smartphone operated at 624MHz.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Phones that incorporate WLAN are systems in a system of systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile phones are communication devices.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Dual mode phones were in development in 2002.		123		4		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 8:55		7/5/2012 10:27		SF		1716		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v						2005		no						i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2005 - Virtual Community Networks using P2P, multi-hop & energy aware routing"		123		In 2005, at least one virtual community network that uses peer-to-peer, multi-hop, and energy-aware routing will exist.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		123		1717		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2005		no				The forecast is predicting that virtual community networks will change such that they include different features.		123		Evolution		2006		2004		286		6		34		225		yes				no		Virtual community networks		yes				Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Networks are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Virtual community networks are associated with communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the networks existed in 2002 but did not yet include the described features.		123				3		Short-term		no				2002		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 9:00		5/11/2012 9:00		SF		1717		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		Between the years 2005-2006 the number of 3G networks increased from 100 to 130.		Sources provided straightforward data that corroborated the forecast.		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		2006 - More 3G networks deployed		123		In 2006, the number of 3G networks deployed worldwide will be greater than the number deployed in 2005.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		123		1718		yes		2006		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2006		no		0		The forecast is predicting that 3G networks will increase in popularity.		123		Market penetration		2007		2005		286		6		34		225		yes		0		no		3G wireless technology		yes		In the year 2005, there were 100 3G networks in 42 countries. By the end of 2006, there were 130 3G networks.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		yes		Wireless technology is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		3G wireless technology is used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		3G wireless technology was not mature in 2002.		123		0		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 9:04		6/29/2012 7:10		SF		1718		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v						2006		no						i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2006 –All CDMA networks (including IS95) use a UIM card"		123		By 2006, all CDMA networks will use UIM cards.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		123		1719		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2006		no				The forecast is predicting the penetration of UIM cards.		123		Market penetration		2007		2005		286		6		34		225		yes				no		UIM cards		yes				Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		UIM cards are components of communication networks and associated devices.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		In this context, UIM cards would be associated with communication networks.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		UIM cards were in limited use in 2002. The forecast is predicting increased use.		123				4		Short-term		no				2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 9:08		5/11/2012 9:08		SF		1719		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		yes		The forecast had this hurdle being reached in 2006. It was not until 2009 that they actually invented a phone capable of operating above 800MHz.
 
		The forecast did not occur in the year 2006. Eventually Smartphones operated above 800MHz in the year 2009.		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2006 - Mobile processors >600-800MHz emerge "		123		In 2006, at least one mobile processor capable of operating above 800MHz will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		123		1720		yes		2009		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2006		no		0.75		The forecast is predicting that mobile processors will evolve such that they operate at increasing frequencies.		123		Evolution		2007		2005		286		6		34		225		yes		3		no		Mobile processors		yes		In 2006 to 2007 the highest MHz around was on a smartphone. The listed smartphone operated at 624MHz.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Processors are components of mobile devices.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile processors are associated with communication technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that mobile processors of the specified frequency were in development in 2002.		123		3		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 9:12		6/29/2012 7:11		SF		1720		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		yes		A micro fuel cell prototype was made in 1998. As a result, this forecast is proven false for the forecasted year of 2006.		Had evidence from the forecasted date and evidence of prototype fuel cells being created years before the forecasted date. Reliable sources that make minimal to no interpretation required.		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2006 - Prototype micro fuel cell power for mobile devices"		123		In 2006, a prototype micro fuel cell for powering mobile devices will have been developed. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		123		1721		yes		1998		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2006		no		2		The forecast is predicting that a prototype will emerge.		123		Technology emergence		2007		2005		286		6		34		225		yes		-8		no		Fuel cell		yes		In 2006, there was a prototype fuel cell for mobile devices created for Samsung. However, these were not the first prototype fuel cells made. 		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Fuel cells are components of devices.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		In this context, the fuel cell would be used to power mobile devices.		123		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast is predicting that a prototype will emerge in 2006, indicating that the technology was immature in 2002.		123		8		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 9:16		6/29/2012 7:13		SF		1721		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		3. Moderate interpretation		4. Mostly realized		2007		yes		During 2007, most countries reported having 3G networks, proving the forecast is most likely true.		Some interpretation involved in determining what was meant by 'widespread'. The analyst assumed that 'widespread' is the same as 'commonplace', which the standard lexicon defines as a technology being in use and no longer in development.  		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2007 - 3G networks become commonplace"		123		In 2007, 3G network use worldwide will be widespread.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		123		1722		yes		2007		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2007		no		0		The forecast is predicting the popularity of 3G networks.		123		Market penetration		2009		2005		286		6		34		225		yes		0		no		3G wireless networks		yes		In 2007, there were 172 million 3G network subscribers globally. This accounted for 6% of all wireless subscribers worldwide.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		yes		3G wireless networks are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		3G wireless networks are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that 3G networks were not commonly used in 2002.		123		0		5		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 9:22		7/5/2012 10:16		SF		1722		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		4. Little interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		2007		yes		It wasn't until 2010 that phone processors ran at a higher speed than 1 GHz, taking an extra 3 years for the forecast to become realized.		The assumption that smartphones were the fastest phone processor in 2007 was made. As a result, looking for the fastest smartphone in 2007 would prove or disprove the forecasting.		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2007 - Mobile processors >1GHz emerge"		123		In 2007, at least one mobile processor capable of operating at >1GHz will be available commercially. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		i		1723		yes		2010		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2007		no		0.6		The forecast is predicting the changing frequency of mobile processors. 		123		Evolution		2009		2005		286		6		34		225		yes		3		no		Mobile processors		yes		In 2007, the average smartphone processor ran between 200 to 600 MHz.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Processors are components of computing devices.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile processors are associated with communication technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Mobile processors capable of operating at the predicted frequency were in development in 2002.		123		3		5		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 9:28		6/29/2012 7:25		SF		1723		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		yes		In 2012, a Samsung cellphone was the first RF MEMS software radio product. 		Sources provided accurate and precise information that validated the forecast in 2012.		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2007 - Active RF components/MEMS solutions emerge for software radio"		123		In 2007, at least one active RF/MEMS product will be used in the software radio market.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		123		1724		no		2012		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2007		no		1		Explicit in forecast statement.		123		Technology emergence		2009		2005		286		6		34		225		yes		5		no		Software radio		yes		In 2007, RF MEMS software radio products were in development.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Software radio is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Software radio is used for communication. The forecast is predicting that the radio will include sensors technologies (RF and MEMS).		123		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that software radio did not include RF or MEMS technologies in 202.		123		5		5		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 9:36		7/6/2012 12:16		SF		1724		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v						2007		no						i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		2007 - Storage cards in Gbytes range		123		in 2007, at least one card capable of storing at gigabytes of information will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		123		1725		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2007		no				The forecast is predicting the changing capacity of storage cards.		123		Evolution		2009		2005		286		6		34		226		yes				no		Storage card		yes				Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Storage cards are components of computing devices.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Storage cards are components of computing devices.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that storage cards with the specified capacity were not mature in 2002.		123				5		Short-term		no				2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		123						5/11/2012 9:41		5/11/2012 9:41		SF		1725		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		In 2007, there were approximately 2.1 billion java enabled handsets out of a total of approximately 3.5 billion mobile phones throughout the world. This allowed the java enabled phones to reach the 50% of market mark in 2007.		No interpretation required for determining if the forecast was accomplished. 		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2006 - Majority of handsets Java enabled. J2ME dominant standard for application development versus BREW"		124		In 2006, at least 50% of handsets in use worldwide will be Java-enabled. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		124		1726		yes		2007		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2006		no		0.25		The forecast is predicting the popularity of Java in handsets.		124		Market penetration		2007		2005		286		6		34		225		yes		1		no		Handsets 		yes		In 2006, there were approximately 1 billion java enabled handsets out of a total of approximately 2.6 billion mobile phones throughout the world. This did not allow the java enabled phones to reach the 50% of market mark in 2006.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		yes		Handsets are systems. Java is a component of the handsets. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Handsets are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that Java was not incorporated into handsets in 2002.		124		1		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		124						5/11/2012 9:45		7/6/2012 12:08		SF		1726		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v						2007		no						i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		2007 - IP multimedia services can roam across both GSM and CDMA WWAN and WLAN networks		124		In 2007, at least one IP multimedia services capable of roaming across GSM and CDMA WWAN and WLAN networks will exist.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		124		1727		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2007		no				The forecast is predicting the changing features of IP multimedia services.		124		Evolution		2009		2005		286		6		34		225		yes				no		IP multimedia services		yes				Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		IP multimedia services are systems/software.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		IP multimedia services are used for communication.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that IP multimedia services with the described features were not mature in 2002.		124				5		Short-term		no				2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		124						5/11/2012 9:49		7/17/2012 7:20		SF		1727		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		In 2011, DSL and cable accounted for about 35% of the global internet access. Therefore, the forecast had not been realized as of 2011. 		Most of the interpretation required understanding the meaning of majority. Therefore, the assumption that majority required 50% and above was used. -DB

The interpretation of 'majority' is consistent with that of the standard lexicon. SF 		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"In the area of Broadband Access, it is about creating the necessary connectivity for communication, computing and collaboration. In our vision of 2007, we expect ADSL and cable to replace dial-up as the dominant means for accessing Internet. However, these two access technologies may no longer be considered “broadband”."		v		By 2007, ADSL and cable will be the dominant means of accessing the Internet worldwide. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		v		1728		yes				no		2011		Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2007		no				The forecast is predicting that the popularity of ADSL and cable will increase.		v		Market penetration		2009		2005		286		6		34		225		yes				no		ADSL and cable		yes		In 2007, ADSL and cable made up over a quarter of the market in 2007. It was not yet the dominant means to access the internet.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		ASDL and cable are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		ADSL and cable are means to access the Internet.		v		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that ASDL and cable were used for accessing the Internet in 2002 but were not yet widespread.		v				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		v						5/11/2012 9:59		7/17/2012 7:19		SF		1728		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v						2007		no						i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Security will take precedent to address a myriad of issues in diverse communication paths occurring between one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many in an open dynamic network. Adding to the complexity is the variety of participants in this network, from humans to machines
and software agents. At the base of secured communication channels is encryption. By 2007, DES will be completely phased out and AES will be dominant over Triple-DES."		vi		By 2007, the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) will be the dominant encryption standard used worldwide.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		vi		1729		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2007		no				The forecast is predicting the increase popularity of the AES.		vi		Market penetration		2009		2005		286		6		34		225		yes				no		Advanced Encryption Standard		yes				Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		The AES is a standard and is therefore a component of communication systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The AES is used for communication technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the AES existed in 2002 but was not widely-adopted.		vi				5		Short-term		no				2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		vi						5/11/2012 10:04		5/11/2012 10:04		SF		1729		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		The prediction was accurate. In the 4th quarter of 2003 there were more WCDMA networks in Europe than in the 4th quarter of 2002 		The source gives a chart of customers using W-CDMA networks. The assumption that more customers would require more W-CDMA networks was made for this forecast to be considered correct.  		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2.1.3 WCDMA - Wideband Code Division Multiple Access… Some more WCDMA networks in Europe are likely to be launched in 2003. We are likely to see
more widespread WCDMA deployments in Asia and North America starting 2004. The period of 2004 to 2006 will see the wider deployment worldwide of WCDMA by GSM operators."		13		In 2003, the number of WCDMA networks launched in Europe will be greater than the number launched in 2002. 										5		Europe		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		Explicit in forecast statement; the prediction applies to Europe.		13		1730		no		2003		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2003		no		0		The number of networks launched is an indication of popularity.		13		Market penetration		2003		2003		286		6		34		225		yes		0		no		WCDMA networks		yes		The prediction was accurate. In the 4th quarter of 2003 there were more WCDMA networks in Europe than in the 4th quarter of 2002.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		yes		WCDMA networks are systems of systems		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		WCDMA networks are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that WCDMA networks were in use in 2002.		13		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		13						5/11/2012 10:08		7/5/2012 10:12		SF		1730		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		3. Moderate interpretation		4. Mostly realized		2004		yes		The forecast is proven true since in 2004 there were more WCDMA networks. However, the year in which the number of WCDMA networks increased was vague. 		UMTS is based on and required W-CDMA. Thus, by finding UMTS networks in America, the amount of W-CDMA networks can be determined.		i-ii		W.C. Patterson, "Technological Trends in the Automobile industry and Their Impact on Aluminum Usage," technological Forecasting and Social Change, 18, (1980), 205-216				yes		Academic publications		"2.1.3 WCDMA - Wideband Code Division Multiple Access… Some more WCDMA networks in Europe are likely to be launched in 2003. We are likely to see more widespread WCDMA deployments in Asia and North America starting 2004. The period of 2004 to 2006 will see the wider deployment worldwide of WCDMA by GSM operators."		13		In 2004, the number of WCDMA networks deployed in Asia will be greater than the number deployed in 2002. 										4		Asia		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		Explicit in forecast statement; the prediction applies to Asia.		13		1731		yes		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2004		no		0		The number of networks launched is an indication of popularity.		13		Market penetration		2005		2003		151		6		34		225		yes		0		no		WCDMA networks		yes		The total number of WCDMA networks in Asia for 2002 was approximately two. In 2004, at least nine more similar networks were added, increasing the the total WCDMA networks from 2002 to 2004 in Asia.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		yes		WCDMA networks are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		WCDMA networks are associated with communication technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that WCDMA networks were in use in 2002 but were not yet widespread.		13		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		13						5/11/2012 10:12		6/29/2012 7:21		SF		1731		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		WCDMA networks in North America increased from zero in 2004 to at least one launched in 2004. Therefore, the WCDMA networks increased from 2002 to 2004		UMTS is based on and required W-CDMA. Thus, by finding UMTS networks in America, the amount of W-CDMA networks can be determined.		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"2.1.3 WCDMA - Wideband Code Division Multiple Access… Some more WCDMA networks in Europe are likely to be launched in 2003. We are likely to see more widespread WCDMA deployments in Asia and North America starting 2004. The period of 2004 to 2006 will see the wider deployment worldwide of WCDMA by GSM operators."		13		In 2004, the number of WCDMA networks deployed in North America will be greater than the number deployed in 2002.						7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		Explicit in forecast statement; the prediction applies to North America.		13		1732		yes		2004		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2004		no		0		The number of networks launched is an indication of popularity.		13		Market penetration		2005		2003		286		6		34		225		yes		0		no		WCDMA networks		yes		In July of 2004, AT&T Mobility launched the first UMTS network in the Americas.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		yes		WCDMA networks are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		WCDMA networks are communication technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that WCDMA networks were in use in 2002 but were not widespread.		13		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		13						5/11/2012 10:15		6/29/2012 7:22		SF		1732		SF

		3		yes		no		Added new research from 2008 which seems to suggest a 2008 year of realization. DF				yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2003		yes		In China, TD-SCDMA handsets did not appear until 2008.		The 2008 source suggests that TD-SCDMA did not appear until 2008. 		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Unicom Horizon has also launched CDMA based networks in January 2002, and currently piloting
CDMA2000 1xRTT. The uptake on CDMA networks was also encouraging and there is a possibility
of Unicom Horizon being spun off as full-fledged CDMA operator in China. Recently, Huawei has
also developed a CDMA450 solution that provides data rates of up to 154kbps at frequency of
450MHz. It is backward compatible with IS-95 and can smoothly evolve to CDMA2000 1xEV.
It would probably be in 2003 for TD-SCDMA handsets to be ready. The local ownership of the network technology and regulatory controls will allow the Chinese handset and equipment
vendors to dominate the local market. Already in China, there are 11 GSM licensed Chinese
manufacturers and 19 for CDMA, while there are fewer foreign makers such as Motorola, Samsung and Siemens. Local handset manufacturers already occupy 15% of the market share in 2001 and are expected to expand their share to 20% in 2002, according to BDA China Ltd (a consultancy firm focused on China mobile market)."		17		Time Division Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access (TDSCDMA) handsets will be commercially available in China in 2003. 		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The forecast is embedded in a paragraph that addresses China specifically, and on page 123 the handsets are predicted to "pick up" in China in 2004. 		17		1733		yes		2008		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2003		no		5		The forecast is predicting that the handsets will emerge in China.		17		Technology emergence		2003		2003		286		6		34		225		yes		5		no		Handsets		yes		In 2003, the handset market consisted mainly of GPRS with no TD-SCDMAs. The TD-SCDMA standard was still in development in 2003; no handsets were commercially available.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Handsets are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Handsets are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that the handsets were not yet commercially available in 2002.		17		5		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		17						5/11/2012 10:21		7/11/2012 13:28		SF		1733		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		The system to allow for such transactions to take place was introduced as early as 2002.		Takes "has had to introduce" as a statement of a recent addition to the system of payments, hence the 2002 date of realization.		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"A key step in security for payments is the announcement from MasterCard and Visa that
Mastercard will adopt 3D Secure for payment authentication. In addition to this, the “Verified
by Visa” service and 3D Secure is already in production as of 2002 for WAP and will be available commercially using SMS in 2003. The availability of such services will provide a framework for credit, debit and pre-paid payment for mobile commerce with the assurances of payment to the providers of such products and services. Such efforts will facilitate authentication for remote mobile macropayments."		41		In 2003, a 3D secure payment system will be available commercially using SMS.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		41		1734		no		2002		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2003		no		1		The forecast is predicting the emergence of a new product.		41		Technology emergence		2003		2003		286		6		34		225		yes		-1		no		Secure payment system		yes		In 2003 a 3D secure payment system that used SMS was commercially available.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		The described payment process would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Secure payment systems that use SMS are communication technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		According to the forecast, the technology was in production in 2002.		41		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						5/11/2012 10:30		7/12/2012 12:36		SF		1734		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		In 2007, Bluetooth was a standard feature of most 3G phones, which fulfills the prediction. 		Assumed that since 61% of consumers had handsets with Bluetooth in 2008, that at least 50% (the majority) would have used it in 2007. 		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Bluetooth, currently at version 1.1, is a global standard driven by the Bluetooth Special Interest
Group and is supported today by more than 2800 organisations including 3Com, Ericsson, IBM, Intel, Lucent, Microsoft, Motorola, Nokia and Toshiba. Test, qualification and interoperability issues are areas that the Special Interest Group is actively promoting, besides developing standardised interpretations of the Bluetooth specifications via user models and protocol profiles. Bluetooth will be found on many 3G handsets too and is expected to be a basic feature on the majority of handsets by 2007."		52		In 2007, Bluetooth will be a basic feature of 3G handsets worldwide.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		52		1735		yes		2007		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2007		no		0		Explicit in forecast statement.		52		Market penetration		2009		2005		286		6		34		225		yes		0		no		Bluetooth		yes		In 2007, Bluetooth was a standard feature of most 3G phones.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		yes		Bluetooth is a subsystem of communications devices. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Bluetooth is a component of computing devices. In this context, it is used in communication devices. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Bluetooth existed in 2002 but had not been adopted widely.		NA		0		5		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		52						5/11/2012 10:34		7/17/2012 7:18		SF		1735		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		In 2007, at least 50% of handset operating systems were not proprietary, thereby satisfying the forecast. 		With Nokia being a member of the Open Handset Alliance and also the #1 global seller of handsets, the 50% predicted in the forecast is reached since other members, such as, T-Mobile, AT&T, and others, are in alliance with Nokia. 

The verifying source was published in 2008, so the 50% was assumed to have been reached in 2007. 		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Industry players such as Audiovox, Casio, Compaq, Everex, HP, Fujitsu-Siemens, Philips, Sharp, Symbol and Toshiba use Microsoft’s Windows CE. Since plans to use Windows CE fell apart possibly due to high per unit licensing fee, Symbian was formed in 1998 by Ericsson, Motorola, Matsushita, Nokia and Psion. Its operating system, EPOC from Psion, is targeted at wireless mobile phones and handheld computers. On the whole, proprietary OSes are still reigning the marketplace in today’s handsets but the trend is towards majority open platforms by 2007. Due to its leading position in the handset market, Symbian OS is currently the market leader and is expected to continue to be so in 2007."		61		In 2007, at least 50% of handset operating systems will be open (not proprietary). 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		61		1736		no		2007		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2007		no		0		The forecast is predicting the popularity of open platforms.		61		Market penetration		2009		2005		286		6		34		226		yes		0		no		Handsets		yes		In 2007, at least 50% of handset operating systems were not proprietary.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		yes		Operating systems are subsystems associated with computing devices.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Handsets are computing devices used for communication. In this context, the forecast is making predictions about their operating systems.		61		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that most operating systems were proprietary in 2002.		61		0		5		Short-term		yes		SF		2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		61						5/11/2012 10:40		6/28/2012 10:40		SF		1736		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v						2006		no						i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The number of Singapore wireless gamers will increase from 500 000 in 2001 to 3.6 million in 2006, taking into account that people can also have multiple game subscriptions."		96		In 2006, there will be 3.6 million wireless gamers in Singapore (including those that have multiple game subscriptions).		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		Explicit in forecast statement.		96		1737		no				no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2006		no				The forecast is predicting the popularity of wireless gaming in Singapore.		96		Market penetration		2007		2005		286		6		34		225		yes				no		Wireless gaming		yes				Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Wireless gaming is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Wireless gaming requires communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		According to the forecast, there were 500,000 wireless gamers in Singapore in 2001. 		96				4		Short-term		no				2002		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		96						5/11/2012 10:44		7/17/2012 7:17		SF		1737		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		The report was published in 2002.		v		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		By 2001 Windows XP was released with a built in instant messaging service, which allowed for rich multi-party multimedia communications to take place creating a commonplace availability of software capable of this worldwide.		Interpreted the release of Windows XP with software built in capable of rich multi-party multimedia communication to indicate commonplace availability worldwide.		i-ii		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Communication in the near future will evolve from simple voice calls to rich multi-party multimedia communications, instant messaging and presence services, location based services, as well as one-to-many multimedia broadcast and mobile webcasting. This will enhance individual communication features but also open up enterprise opportunities such as in the areas of mobile e-learning, mobile seminars, corporate teleworking and marketing."		113-114		Between 2003 and 2007, rich multi-party multimedia communication will be commonplace worldwide.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		i		The introduction notes that the roadmap anticipates global technology trends and identifies potential strategic technologies for adoption in Singapore. This forecast pertains to a global technology trend.		113-114		1738		yes		2001		yes				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		Experts from industry, academia, and government were used to map where technology would be in a 5-year span.		2005		no		1.333333333		The forecast is describing how communication will evolve,		113-114		Evolution		2007		2003		286		6		34		225		yes		-4		no		Multiparty, multimedia communication		yes		In 2005 rich multi-party multimedia communications were commonplace worldwide.		Steps and time frames for achieving a specific event or goal		Road-Mapping 		6		no		Multiparty, multimedia communication requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		113-114		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Multiparty, multimedia communication technologies were in development in 2002.		113-114		4		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2002				The forecast is for the "near term," which is 1-5 years. 		113-114		2007		2003		5/11/2012 10:49		7/6/2012 10:59		SF		1738		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The document was published in May of 2005, as seen on the cover page. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006.5		yes		In 2005 there were 23.4 million retail customers using VoIP worldwide. In 2007, adoption by businesses had risen from 27% in 2005 to 31%.		Interpreted 23.4 million retail customers and 27% of businesses using VoIP to constitute wide scale adoption worldwide in 2005.		22		Chris Roberts, “Voice Over IP Security,” 2005. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"All the industry and technological trends clearly indicate that VoIP is a technology that can expect wide scale implementation in the next few years. There are advantages and disadvantages but it seems inevitable that even if your own organisation does not immediately implement VoIP, you are likely to be communicating with an organisation that is VoIP enabled."		22		Between 2005 and 2008, voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) technology will be implemented on a wide scale worldwide. 										1		Worldwide		The author is affiliated with the Centre for Critical Infrastructure Protection in New Zealand, as seen on the cover page.		220		New Zealand		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.,		22		1739		yes		2005		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The forecast was derived from assessing industry and technological trends		2006.5		no		1		The author is predicting the future popularity of VoIP technologies. 		22		Market penetration		2008		2005		287		5		29		225		yes		-1.5		no		VoIP		yes		In 2007 31% of companies worldwide had implemented VoIP technologies.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		VoIP is a system/software. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		VoIP is associated with communication technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		VoIP was in limited use in 2005. 		22		1.5		1.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				The time horizon is "the next few years," which the standard lexicon defines as a range between the year the forecast was made (2005) to the number of years predicted. "Few" is translated as 3. 		22		2008		2005		5/14/2012 10:05		7/17/2012 7:17		SF		1739		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2004.		144						2007		no						144		Nicolas Montavont, Thomas Noel, and Mohamed Kassi-Lahlou, “Description and Evaluation of Mobile IPv6 for Multiple Interfaces,” IEEE Communications Society, 2004. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"In the near future, mobile devices will certainly integrate several wireless and wired interfaces to be connected to
the Internet everywhere and all the time."		144		Between 2005 and 2009, mobile devices will integrate at least 4 wireless and wired interfaces so they can be connected to the Internet anywhere at all times. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with organizations in France.		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		144		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		144		1740		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Language throughout the document indicates that the forecast statement was based on authors' assessment of current industry trends.		2007		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics and functionality of mobile devices.		144		Evolution		2009		2005		288		5		29		225		yes				no		Mobile devices		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Mobile devices themselves are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Mobile devices are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Mobile devices with wireless interfaces were in use in 2004.		NA				3		Short-term		no				2004				The time horizon is "near future," which the standard lexicon defines as 1-5 years.		144		2009		2005		5/14/2012 10:55		7/17/2012 7:16		SF		1740		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in July 2003, as seen on the cover page.		NA						2006.5		no						4-Jan		Biotenz, “The New Zealand Biotechnology Industry Capability Survey,” 2003.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Core biotechnology companies expect to bring 750 products to market in the next five years."		1		Between 2004 and 2009, New Zealand's core biotechnology companies will bring 750 products to market. 

**Core biotech companies are described as those that carry out research, development, and IP commercialization. 		220		New Zealand		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		Biotenz is an organization that studies New Zealand’s biotechnology industry, as indicated on this site: http://www.biotech.org.nz/d/biotenz/. 		220		New Zealand		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The authors surveyed New Zealand biotech companies, so forecasts apply to New Zealand. 		4-Jan		1741		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The authors averaged the results of surveys directed at 5 types of biotech organizations. 		2006.5		no				The authors are predicting the emergence of new products.		1		Technology emergence		2009		2004		289		1		5		224		yes				no		Biotech products		yes				Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Biotech products could be components or systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The report indicates that some of these products were in development in 2003.		1				3.5		Short-term		no				2003				The time horizon is the "next five years," which the standard lexicon defines as 1-5 years. 		1		2009		2004		5/14/2012 11:54		5/14/2012 11:54		SF		1741		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in July 2003, as seen on the cover page.		NA						2004.5		no						4-Jan		Biotenz, “The New Zealand Biotechnology Industry Capability Survey,” 2003.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Figure 5 Research organisation respondents report 313 products due to come to market over the next few years"		6		Between 2003 and 2006, New Zealand's biotechnology research organizations will bring 313 to market. 

**Research organizations include Crown Research Institutes (CRIs), universities, and private research institutions.		220		New Zealand		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		Biotenz is an organization that studies New Zealand’s biotechnology industry, as indicated on this site: http://www.biotech.org.nz/d/biotenz/. 		220		New Zealand		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The authors surveyed New Zealand biotech companies, so forecasts apply to New Zealand.		4-Jan		1742		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The authors averaged the results of surveys directed at 5 types of biotech organizations.		2004.5		no				The authors are predicting the emergence of new products.		6		Technology emergence		2006		2003		289		1		5		224		yes				no		Biotech products		yes				Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Biotech products could be components or systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		6		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that some of the products were in development in 2003.		6				1.5		Short-term		no				2003				The time horizon is "the next few years," which the standard lexicon defines as a range between the year the forecast was made (2003) and 3 years (2006). 		6		2006		2003		5/14/2012 12:15		5/14/2012 12:15		SF		1742		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in July 2003, as seen on the cover page.		NA						2004.5		no						4-Jan		Biotenz, “The New Zealand Biotechnology Industry Capability Survey,” 2003.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Overall, respondents expect to bring more than 540 products to market over the next few years."		26		Between 2003 and 2006, other biotechnology companies in New Zealand will bring more than 540 products to market. 

**Other biotech companies are defined as those who produce biotech products or services in with very little product development and no primary research; those who develop medical device products (including core biotechnology organizations); and those who develop, test, or manufacture pharmaceutical products. 		220		New Zealand		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		Biotenz is an organization that studies New Zealand’s biotechnology industry, as indicated on this site: http://www.biotech.org.nz/d/biotenz/. 		220		New Zealand		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The authors surveyed New Zealand biotech companies, so forecasts apply to New Zealand.		4-Jan		1743		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The authors averaged the results of surveys directed at 5 types of biotech organizations.		2004.5		no				The authors are predicting the emergence of new products.		26		Technology emergence		2006		2003		289		1		5		224		yes				no		Biotech products		yes				Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Biotech products could be components or systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		26		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that some of the products were in development in 2003.		26				1.5		Short-term		no				2003				The time horizon is "the next few years," which the standard lexicon defines as a range between the year the forecast was made (2003) and 3 years (2006).		26		2006		2003		5/14/2012 12:22		5/14/2012 12:22		SF		1743		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in July 2003, as seen on the cover page.		NA						2004		no						4-Jan		Biotenz, “The New Zealand Biotechnology Industry Capability Survey,” 2003.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Figure 50 More than 240 products are expected to come to market in the next two years" 		26		Between 2003 and 2005, other biotechnology companies* in New Zealand will bring more than 240 products to market.

*Other biotech companies are defined as those who produce biotech products or services in with very little product development and no primary research; those who develop medical device products (including core biotechnology organizations); and those who develop, test, or manufacture pharmaceutical products.		220		New Zealand		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		Biotenz is an organization that studies New Zealand’s biotechnology industry, as indicated on this site: http://www.biotech.org.nz/d/biotenz/. 		220		New Zealand		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The authors surveyed New Zealand biotech companies, so forecasts apply to New Zealand.		4-Jan		1744		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The authors averaged the results of surveys directed at 5 types of biotech organizations.		2004		no				The authors are predicting the emergence of new products.		26		Technology emergence		2005		2003		289		1		5		224		yes				no		Biotech products		yes				Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Biotech products could be components or systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		26		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that some of the products were in development in 2003.		26				1		Short-term		no				2003				The time horizon is "the next two years," which the standard lexicon defines as a range between the year the forecast was made (2003) and 2 years (2005).		26		2005		2003		5/14/2012 12:32		5/14/2012 12:32		SF		1744		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in July 2003, as seen on the cover page.		NA						2004.5		no						4-Jan		Biotenz, “The New Zealand Biotechnology Industry Capability Survey,” 2003.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Figure 68 Respondents expect to bring more than 160 new
products to market in the next few years"		34		Between 2003 and 2006, 160 natural products will be brought to market in New Zealand. 		220		New Zealand		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		Biotenz is an organization that studies New Zealand’s biotechnology industry, as indicated on this site: http://www.biotech.org.nz/d/biotenz/. 		212		Australia		25		Australia and New Zealand		6		Oceania		NA		The authors surveyed New Zealand biotech companies, so forecasts apply to New Zealand.		4-Jan		1745		no				yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The authors averaged the results of surveys directed at 5 types of biotech organizations.		2004.5		no				The authors are predicting the emergence of new products.		34		Technology emergence		2006		2003		289		1		5		224		yes				no		Biotech products		yes				Asynchronous surveys to collect opinions from numerous experts		Surveys		1		no		Biotech products could be components or systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		34		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that some of these products were in development in 2003.		34				1.5		Short-term		no				2003				The time horizon is "the next few years," which the standard lexicon defines as a range between the year the forecast was made (2003) and 3 years (2006).		34		2006		2003		5/14/2012 12:35		5/14/2012 12:35		SF		1745		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The article was published in 2003. 		54						2006		no						NA		Joana Maria Segui Pons and Maurici Ruiz Perez, “Geographic Information Systems and Intelligent Transport Systems: Technologies Used to Form New Communication Networks,” Networks and Communication Studies, 17:1-2 (2003): 53-70. 				yes		Academic publications		"The connectivity provided by Internet technology has transformed relations between hardware, software, data and users. Computing is seen as a mobile, distributed concept. GIS on-line applications are becoming increasingly common and, in the near future, GIS software packages will be transformed into collections of progressively interoperable modules."		66		Between 2004 and 2008, geographic information system (GIS) software packages will transform into increasingly interoperable modules.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the University of Balearic Islands and the GIS Service in Spain, respectively. 		195		Spain		22		Southern Europe		5		Europe		53		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		66		1746		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The authors describe advances in GIS technology and speculate about possible future applications throughout the document.		2006		no				The authors are predicting that GIS software will become increasingly interoperable.		66		Evolution		2008		2004		290		5		29		226		yes				no		Geographic information systems		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Software is subsystem of GIS technologies.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The forecast is describing the characteristics of GIS software.		66		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that GIS software was in use in 2003 but that improvements could be made in its interoperability.		66				3		Short-term		no				2003				The time horizon is the "near future," which the standard lexicon defines as 1-5 years.		66		2008		2004		5/14/2012 14:16		7/13/2012 11:08		SF		1746		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the article was presented in June 2003 at a meeting in Bordeaux, France: http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2003sf2a.conf...97P. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2005		yes		The GREGOR telescope was in operation 7 years after the forecasted date. 		Interpreted "inauguration" to mean the telescope was operational. 		NA		F. Paletou, A. Lopez Ariste, N. Meunier, and G. Molodij, “The Advanced Technology Solar Telescope,” 2003.				yes		Academic publications		"The ATST project lead by NSO (Keil et al. 2003) consists in putting in operations a 4-m aperture solar telescope by 2010. Considering the existing THeMIS (France & Italy) and SVST (Sweden) 1-m class telescope, and the 1.5-m aperture German telescope GREGOR expected around 2005, ATST will be, by far, the largest solar telescope in the near future."		30		In 2005, the 1.5-m aperture German telescope, GREGOR, will be operational. 		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		According to this site, the article was presented in June 2003 at a meeting in Bordeaux, France: http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2003sf2a.conf...97P. The first author was affiliated with a French university when the forecast was made: http://webast.ast.obs-mip.fr/people/paletou/vita.html		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		NA		As a German telescope, the GREGOR would likely become operational in Germany.		30		1747		yes		2012		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The first author publishes extensively on space technologies and is considered an expert in the field. (http://webast.ast.obs-mip.fr/people/paletou/papers.html) 		2005		no		3.5		The authors are predicting when the GREGOR would first become operational.		30		Technology emergence		2006		2004		291		2		8		234		yes		7		no		GREGOR telescope		yes		The GREGOR telescope was inaugurated in May 2012.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Space telescopes are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		The GREGOR is a space telescope.		30		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that the GREGOR was in development in 2003.		30		7		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2003		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		30						5/14/2012 15:08		6/28/2012 9:14		SF		1747		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the article was presented in June 2003 at a meeting in Bordeaux, France: http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2003sf2a.conf...97P. 		NA								no						NA		F. Paletou, A. Lopez Ariste, N. Meunier, and G. Molodij, “The Advanced Technology Solar Telescope,” 2003.				yes		Academic publications		"The ATST project lead by NSO (Keil et al. 2003) consists in putting in operations a 4-m aperture solar telescope by 2010. Considering the existing THeMIS (France & Italy) and SVST (Sweden) 1-m class telescope, and the 1.5-m aperture German telescope GREGOR expected around 2005, ATST will be, by far, the largest solar telescope in the near future."		30		In 2010, the Advanced Technology Solar Telescope (ATST) will be the largst operational solar telescope. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		According to this site, the article was presented in June 2003 at a meeting in Bordeaux, France: http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2003sf2a.conf...97P. The first author was affiliated with a French university when the forecast was made: http://webast.ast.obs-mip.fr/people/paletou/vita.html		179		France		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		NA		The ATST is a U.S. endeavor (http://atst.nso.edu/partners), and would therefore become operational in the U.S.		30		1748		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The first author publishes extensively on space technologies and is considered an expert in the field. (http://webast.ast.obs-mip.fr/people/paletou/papers.html) 				no				The authors are predicting the emergence of the largest solar telescope.		30		Technology emergence						291		2		8		234		yes				no		ATST solar telescope		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Solar telescopes are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		A solar telescope is a space technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that the ATST was in development in 2003.		30				7		Medium-term		no				2003		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		30						5/14/2012 15:33		5/14/2012 15:33		SF		1748		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1980		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 1		8		In 1980, emitter-coupled logic (ECL) gates will have a minimum base width of .48 micrometer. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		8		1749		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1980		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		8		Evolution		1982		1978		292		5		29		226		yes				no		ECL gates		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		ECL gates are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ECL gates are associated with computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that ECL gates meeting this description were in development in 1975. 		8				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in table.		8						5/23/2012 7:37		5/23/2012 7:39		SF		1749		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1985		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 1		8		In 1985, emitter-coupled logic (ECL) gates will have a minimum base width of .25 micrometer.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		8		1750		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1985		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		8		Evolution		1988		1982		292		5		29		226		yes				no		ECL gates		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		ECL gates are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ECL gates are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that ECL gates meeting this description were in development in 1975.						10		Medium-term		no				1975		1985		Explicit in table.		8						5/23/2012 7:39		5/23/2012 7:39		SF		1750		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1990		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 1		8		In 1990, emitter-coupled logic (ECL) gates will have a minimum base width of .15 micrometer.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		8		1751		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1990		no				The forecast indicates that ECL gates meeting this description were in development in 1975.		8		Evolution		1995		1985		292		5		29		226		yes				no		ECL gates		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		ECL gates are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ECL gates are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that ECL gates meeting this description were in development in 1975.		8				15		Long-term		no				1975		1990		Explicit in table.		8						5/23/2012 7:41		5/23/2012 7:41		SF		1751		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1980		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 1		8		In 1980, emitter-coupled logic (ECL) gates will have a minimum gate delay of .2 ns.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		8		1752		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1980		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		8		Evolution		1982		1978		292		5		29		226		yes				no		ECL gates		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		ECL gates are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ECL gates are associated with computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that ECL gates meeting this description were in development in 1975.		8				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in table.		8						5/23/2012 7:43		5/23/2012 7:43		SF		1752		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1985		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 1		8		In 1985, emitter-coupled logic (ECL) gates will have a minimum gate delay of .1 ns.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		8		1753		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1985		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		8		Evolution		1988		1982		292		5		29		226		yes				no		ECL gates		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		ECL gates are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ECL gates are associated with computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that ECL gates meeting this description were in development in 1975.		8				10		Medium-term		no				1975		1985		Explicit in table.		8						5/23/2012 7:45		5/23/2012 7:45		SF		1753		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1990		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 1		8		In 1990, emitter-coupled logic (ECL) gates will have a minimum gate delay of .06 ns. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		8		1754		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1990		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		8		Evolution		1995		1985		292		5		29		226		yes				no		ECL gates		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		ECL gates are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ECL gates are associated with computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that ECL gates meeting this description were in development in 1975.		8				15		Long-term		no				1975		1990		Explicit in table.		8						5/23/2012 7:48		5/23/2012 7:48		SF		1754		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1980		no						5		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 1		8		In 1980, emitter-coupled logic (ECL) gates will have a power dissipation of 35 mW.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		8		1755		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1980		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		8		Evolution		1982		1978		292		5		29		226		yes				no		ECL gates		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		ECL gates are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ECL gates are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that ECL gates meeting this description were in development in 1975.		8				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in table.		8						5/23/2012 7:53		5/23/2012 7:53		SF		1755		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1985		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 1		8		In 1985, emitter-coupled logic (ECL) gates will have a power dissipation of 25 mW.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		8		1756		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1985		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		8		Evolution		1988		1982		292		5		29		226		yes				no		ECL gates		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		ECL gates are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ECL gates are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that ECL gates meeting this description were in development in 1975.		8				10		Medium-term		no				1975		1985		Explicit in table.		8						5/23/2012 7:55		5/23/2012 8:00		SF		1756		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1990		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 1		8		In 1990, emitter-coupled logic (ECL) gates will have a power dissipation of 20 mW. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		8		1757		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1990		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		8		Evolution		1995		1985		292		5		29		226		yes				no		ECL gates		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		ECL gates are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ECL gates are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that ECL gates meeting this description were in development in 1975.		8				15		Long-term		no				1975		1990		Explicit in table.		8						5/23/2012 7:57		5/23/2012 7:59		SF		1757		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1980		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 1		8		In 1980, emitter-coupled logic (ECL) gates will have a maximum gate density of 1420 gates/in3. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		8		1758		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1980		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		8		Evolution		1982		1978		292		5		29		226		yes				no		ECL gates		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		ECL gates are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ECL gates are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that ECL gates meeting this description were in development in 1975.		8				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in table.		8						5/23/2012 7:59		5/23/2012 7:59		SF		1758		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1985		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 1		8		In 1985, emitter-coupled logic (ECL) gates will have a maximum gate density of 2000 gates/in3. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		8		1759		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1985		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		8		Evolution		1988		1982		292		5		29		226		yes				no		ECL gates		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		ECL gates are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ECL gates are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that ECL gates meeting this description were in development in 1975.		8				10		Medium-term		no				1975		1985		Explicit in table.		8						5/23/2012 8:02		5/23/2012 8:02		SF		1759		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1990		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 1		8		In 1990, emitter-coupled logic (ECL) gates will have a maximum gate density of 2500 gates/in3. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		8		1760		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1990		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		8		Evolution		1995		1985		292		5		29		226		yes				no		ECL gates		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		ECL gates are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ECL gates are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that ECL gates meeting this description were in development in 1975.		8				15		Long-term		no				1975		1990		Explicit in table.		8						5/23/2012 8:04		5/23/2012 8:04		SF		1760		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1980		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 2		9		In 1980, silicon-on-sapphire and complementary MOS logic circuits (CMOS/SOS) will have a gate delay of .5 ns. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		9		1761		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1980		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		9		Evolution		1982		1978		292		5		29		226		yes				no		CMOS/SOS logic circuits		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		CMOS/SOS logic circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		CMOS/SOS logic circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that CMOS/SOS logic circuits meeting this description were in development in 1975.		9				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in table.		9						5/23/2012 8:06		5/23/2012 8:06		SF		1761		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1985		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 2		9		In 1985, silicon-on-sapphire and complementary MOS logic circuits (CMOS/SOS) will have a gate delay of .28 ns.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide		9		1762		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1985		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		9		Evolution		1988		1982		292		5		29		226		yes				no		CMOS/SOS logic circuits		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		CMOS/SOS logic circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		CMOS/SOS logic circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that CMOS/SOS logic circuits meeting this description were in development in 1975.		9				10		Medium-term		no				1975		1985		Explicit in table.		9						5/23/2012 8:08		5/23/2012 8:08		SF		1762		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1990		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 2		9		In 1990, silicon-on-sapphire and complementary MOS logic circuits (CMOS/SOS) will have a gate delay of .15 ns. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		9		1763		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1990		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		9		Evolution		1995		1985		292		5		29		226		yes				no		CMOS/SOS logic circuits		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		CMOS/SOS logic circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		CMOS/SOS logic circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that CMOS/SOS logic circuits meeting this description were in development in 1975.		9				15		Long-term		no				1975		1990		Explicit in table.		9						5/23/2012 8:11		5/23/2012 8:11		SF		1763		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1980		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 2		9		In 1980, silicon-on-sapphire and complementary MOS logic circuits (CMOS/SOS) will have a maximum density of 45,500 gates/in3. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		9		1764		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1980		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		9		Evolution		1982		1978		292		5		29		226		yes				no		CMOS/SOS logic circuits		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		CMOS/SOS logic circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		CMOS/SOS logic circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that CMOS/SOS logic circuits meeting this description were in development in 1975.		9				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in table.		9						5/23/2012 8:20		5/23/2012 8:20		SF		1764		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1985		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 2		9		In 1985, silicon-on-sapphire and complementary MOS logic circuits (CMOS/SOS) will have a maximum density of 100,000 gates/in3.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		9		1765		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1985		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		9		Evolution		1988		1982		292		5		29		226		yes				no		CMOS/SOS logic circuits		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		CMOS/SOS logic circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		CMOS/SOS logic circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that CMOS/SOS logic circuits meeting this description were in development in 1975.		9				10		Medium-term		no				1975		1985		Explicit in table.		9						5/23/2012 8:22		5/23/2012 8:22		SF		1765		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1990		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 2		9		In 1990, silicon-on-sapphire and complementary MOS logic circuits (CMOS/SOS) will have a maximum density of 290,000 gates/in3. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		9		1766		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1990		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		9		Evolution		1995		1985		292		5		29		226		yes				no		CMOS/SOS logic circuits		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		CMOS/SOS logic circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		CMOS/SOS logic circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that CMOS/SOS logic circuits meeting this description were in development in 1975.		9				15		Long-term		no				1975		1990		Explicit in table.		9						5/23/2012 8:23		5/23/2012 8:23		SF		1766		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1980		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 4		12		In 1980, high-speed airborne processors will have 10,000 logic gates.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		12		1767		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1980		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		12		Evolution		1982		1978		292		5		29		223		yes				no		Airborne processors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The processors would be components of air transportation technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		In this context, the processors would be used in air transportation technologies.		12		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		12				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in table.		12						5/23/2012 8:29		5/23/2012 8:33		SF		1767		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1985		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 4		12		In 1985, high-speed airborne processors will have 12,000 logic gates.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		12		1768		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1985		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		12		Evolution		1988		1982		292		5		29		223		yes				no		Airborne processors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The processors would be components of air transportation technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		In this context, the processors would be used in air transportation technologies.		12		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		12				10		Medium-term		no				1975		1985		Explicit in table.		12						5/23/2012 8:32		5/23/2012 8:32		SF		1768		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1990		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 4		12		In 1990, high-speed airborne processors will have 15,000 logic gates.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		12		1769		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1990		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		12		Evolution		1995		1985		292		5		29		223		yes				no		Airborne processors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The processors would be components of air transportation technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		In this context, the processors would be used in air transportation technologies.		12		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		12				15		Long-term		no				1975		1990		Explicit in table.		12						5/23/2012 8:35		5/23/2012 8:35		SF		1769		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1980		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 4		12		In 1980, high-speed airborne processors will consume 16 watts of power.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		12		1770		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1980		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		12		Evolution		1982		1978		292		5		29		223		yes				no		Airborne processors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The processors would be components of air transportation technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		In this context, the processors would be used in air transportation technologies.		12		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		12				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in table.		12						5/23/2012 8:37		5/23/2012 8:37		SF		1770		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1985		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 4		12		In 1985, high-speed airborne processors will consume 10 watts of power.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		12		1771		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1985		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		12		Evolution		1988		1982		292		5		29		223		yes				no		Airborne processors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The processors would be components of air transportation technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		In this context, the processors would be used in air transportation technologies.		12		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		12				10		Medium-term		no				1975		1985		Explicit in table.		12						5/23/2012 8:39		5/23/2012 8:39		SF		1771		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1990		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 4		12		In 1990, high-speed airborne processors will consume 7 watts of power. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide		12		1772		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1990		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		12		Evolution		1995		1985		292		5		29		223		yes				no		Airborne processors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The processors would be components of air transportation technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		In this context, the processors would be used in air transportation technologies.		12		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		12				15		Long-term		no				1975		1990		Explicit in table.		12						5/23/2012 8:41		5/23/2012 8:41		SF		1772		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1980		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 3		11		In 1980, airborne multiprocessors will have a gate delay of 1.5 ns.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		11		1773		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1980		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		11		Evolution		1982		1978		292		5		29		223		yes				no		Airborne processors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The processors would be components of air transportation technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		In this context, the processors would be used in air transportation technologies.		11		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		11				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in table.		11						5/23/2012 8:44		5/23/2012 8:44		SF		1773		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1985		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 3		11		In 1985, airborne multiprocessors will have a gate delay of 0.8 ns.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		11		1774		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1985		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		11		Evolution		1988		1982		292		5		29		223		yes				no		Airborne processors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The processors would be components of air transportation technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		In this context, the processors would be used in air transportation technologies.		11		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		11				10		Medium-term		no				1975		1985		Explicit in table.		11						5/23/2012 8:46		5/23/2012 8:46		SF		1774		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1990		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 3		11		In 1990, airborne multiprocessors will have a gate delay of 0.4 ns.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		11		1775		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1990		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		11		Evolution		1995		1985		292		5		29		223		yes				no		Airborne processors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The processors would be components of air transportation technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		In this context, the processors would be used in air transportation technologies.		11		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		11				15		Long-term		no				1975		1990		Explicit in table.		11						5/23/2012 8:48		5/23/2012 8:48		SF		1775		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1980		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 5		13		In 1980, spaceborne multiprocessors will have a gate delay of 4 ns.

**Includes processors that have been used in manned and unmanned space vehicles, ballistic missiles, and satellites.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		13		1776		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1980		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		13		Evolution		1982		1978		292		5		29		234		yes				no		Spaceborne processors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The processors would be components of space technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the processors would be used in space technologies.		13		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		13				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in table.		13						5/23/2012 8:58		5/23/2012 8:58		SF		1776		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1985		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 5		13		In 1985, spaceborne multiprocessors will have a gate delay of 1.5 ns.

**Includes processors that have been used in manned and unmanned space vehicles, ballistic missiles, and satellites.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		13		1777		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1985		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		13		Evolution		1988		1982		292		5		29		234		yes				no		Spaceborne processors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The processors would be components of space technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the processors would be used in space technologies.		13		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		13				10		Medium-term		no				1975		1985		Explicit in table.		13						5/23/2012 9:00		5/23/2012 9:01		SF		1777		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1990		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 5		13		In 1990, spaceborne multiprocessors will have a gate delay of 0.8 ns.

**Includes processors that have been used in manned and unmanned space vehicles, ballistic missiles, and satellites.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		13		1778		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1990		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		13		Evolution		1995		1985		292		5		29		234		yes				no		Spaceborne processors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The processors would be components of space technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the processors would be used in space technologies.		13		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		13				15		Long-term		no				1975		1990		Explicit in table.		13						5/23/2012 9:03		5/23/2012 9:03		SF		1778		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1980		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 6		17		In 1980, general application uniprocessors will have a gate delay of 0.2 ns.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		17		1779		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1980		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		17		Evolution		1982		1978		292		5		29		226		yes				no		Uniprocessors 		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Processors are components of computer technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processors are components of computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		17				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in table.		17						5/23/2012 9:06		5/23/2012 9:06		SF		1779		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1985		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 6		17		In 1985, general application uniprocessors will have a gate delay of 0.1 ns. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		17		1780		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1985		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		17		Evolution		1988		1982		292		5		29		226		yes				no		Uniprocessors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Processors are components of computer technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processors are components of computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		17				10		Medium-term		no				1975		1985		Explicit in table.		17						5/23/2012 9:09		5/23/2012 9:09		SF		1780		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1990		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 6		17		In 1990, general application uniprocessors will have a gate delay of .06ns.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		17		1781		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1990		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		17		Evolution		1995		1985		292		5		29		226		yes				no		Uniprocessors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Processors are components of computer technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processors are components of computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		17				15		Long-term		no				1975		1990		Explicit in table.		17						5/23/2012 9:11		5/23/2012 9:11		SF		1781		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1980		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 7		18		In 1980, four-unit multiprocessors will have a gate delay of 0.2 ns.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		18		1782		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1980		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		18		Evolution		1982		1978		292		5		29		226		yes				no		Multiprocessors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Processors are components of computer technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processors are components of computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		18				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in table.		18						5/23/2012 9:14		5/23/2012 9:14		SF		1782		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1985		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 7		18		In 1985, four-unit multiprocessors will have a gate delay of 0.1 ns.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		18		1783		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1985		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		18		Evolution		1988		1982		292		5		29		226		yes				no		Multiprocessors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Processors are components of computer technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processors are components of computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		18				10		Medium-term		no				1975		1985		Explicit in table.		18						5/23/2012 9:15		5/23/2012 9:15		SF		1783		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1990		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 7		18		In 1990, four-unit multiprocessors will have a gate delay of .06 ns.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		18		1784		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1990		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		18		Evolution		1995		1985		292		5		29		226		yes				no		Multiprocessors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Processors are components of computer technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processors are components of computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		18				15		Long-term		no				1975		1990		Explicit in table.		18						5/23/2012 9:17		5/23/2012 9:17		SF		1784		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1980		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 8		19		In 1980, array processors will have a gate delay of 0.2 ns.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1785		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1980		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		19		Evolution		1982		1978		292		5		29		226		yes				no		Array processors 		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Processors are components of computer technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processors are components of computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		19				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in table.		19						5/23/2012 9:20		5/23/2012 9:20		SF		1785		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1985		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 8		19		In 1985, array processors will have a gate delay of 0.1 ns.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1786		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1985		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		19		Evolution		1988		1982		292		5		29		226		yes				no		Array processors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Processors are components of computer technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processors are components of computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		19				10		Medium-term		no				1975		1985		Explicit in table.		19						5/23/2012 9:21		5/23/2012 9:21		SF		1786		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1990		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 8		19		In 1990, array processors will have a gate delay of .06 ns. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		19		1787		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1990		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		19		Evolution		1995		1985		292		5		29		226		yes				no		Array processors		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Processors are components of computer technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processors are components of computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that processors meeting this description were in development in 1975.		19				15		Long-term		no				1975		1990		Explicit in table.		19						5/23/2012 9:23		5/23/2012 9:23		SF		1787		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1980		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 9		22		In 1980, 256 k-bit random-access memory will have read-write times of 10 ns.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1788		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1980		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		22		Evolution		1982		1978		292		5		29		226		yes				no		RAM		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		RAM is a component of computer technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		RAM is a component of computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that RAM write times were not at this level in 1975. 		22				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in table.		22						5/23/2012 9:26		5/23/2012 9:26		SF		1788		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1985		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 9		22		In 1985, 256 k-bit random-access memory will have read-write times of 6 ns.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1789		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1985		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		22		Evolution		1988		1982		292		5		29		226		yes				no		RAM		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		RAM is a component of computer technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		RAM is a component of computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that RAM write times were not at this level in 1975. 		22				10		Medium-term		no				1975		1985		Explicit in table.		22						5/23/2012 9:28		5/23/2012 9:28		SF		1789		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1990		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 9		22		In 1990, 256 k-bit random-access memory will have read-write times of 3 ns. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1790		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1990		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		22		Evolution		1995		1985		292		5		29		226		yes				no		RAM		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		RAM is a component of computer technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		RAM is a component of computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that RAM write times were not at this level in 1975. 		22				15		Long-term		no				1975		1990		Explicit in table.		22						5/23/2012 9:30		5/23/2012 9:30		SF		1790		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1980		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 9		22		In 1980, 256 k-bit random-access memory will consume 4 watts of power.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1791		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1980		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		22		Evolution		1982		1978		292		5		29		226		yes				no		RAM		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		RAM is a component of computer technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		RAM is a component of computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that RAM power consumption was not at this level in 1975. 		22				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in table.		22						5/23/2012 9:33		5/23/2012 9:33		SF		1791		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1985		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 9		22		In 1985, 256 k-bit random-access memory will consume 1.2 watts of power.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1792		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1985		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		22		Evolution		1988		1982		292		5		29		226		yes				no		RAM		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		RAM is a component of computer technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		RAM is a component of computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that RAM power consumption was not at this level in 1975. 		22				10		Medium-term		no				1975		1985		Explicit in table.		22						5/23/2012 9:35		5/23/2012 9:35		SF		1792		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1990		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 9		22		In 1990, 256 k-bit random-access memory will consume 0.5 watts of power.  										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1793		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1990		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		22		Evolution		1995		1985		292		5		29		226		yes				no		RAM		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		RAM is a component of computer technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		RAM is a component of computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that RAM power consumption was not at this level in 1975. 		22				15		Long-term		no				1975		1990		Explicit in table.		22						5/23/2012 9:38		5/23/2012 9:38		SF		1793		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1980		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 9		22		In 1980, 256 k-bit random-access memory will have a volume of 18 in3.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1794		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1980		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		22		Evolution		1982		1978		292		5		29		226		yes				no		RAM		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		RAM is a component of computer technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		RAM is a component of computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that RAM volumes were not at this level in 1975. 		22				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in table.		22						5/23/2012 9:40		5/23/2012 9:40		SF		1794		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1985		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 9		22		In 1985, 256 k-bit random-access memory will have a volume of 9 in3. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1795		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1985		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		22		Evolution		1988		1982		292		5		29		226		yes				no		RAM		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		RAM is a component of computer technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		RAM is a component of computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that RAM volumes were not at this level in 1975. 		22				10		Medium-term		no				1975		1985		Explicit in table.		22						5/23/2012 9:42		5/23/2012 9:42		SF		1795		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Article publication date.		1						1990		no						4		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Table 9		22		In 1990, 256 k-bit random-access memory will have a volume of 9 in3. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the RAND Corporation’s Santa Monica office when the report was written.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		22		1796		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Information on page 4 indicates that the author is extrapolating from historical trends, but making sure that projections are physically reliable. Therefore, projections are based on the assumption that related manufacturing techniques will find continued use and that their physical limits will be reached by the early 1990s.		1990		no				The author is predicting that the technology's characteristics will change over time.		22		Evolution		1995		1985		292		5		29		226		yes				no		RAM		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		RAM is a component of computer technologies. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		RAM is a component of computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that RAM volumes were not at this level in 1975. 		22				15		Long-term		no				1975		1990		Explicit in table.		22						5/23/2012 9:45		5/23/2012 9:45		SF		1796		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to Mr. Cochrane’s website, this article was published in 1992: http://archive.cochrane.org.uk/opinion/archive/articles.php. There are several other articles in the archive that share the same title, but the link for the article filed under 1992 is the one that has the forecasts. 		NA								no						NA		Peter Cochrane, “A Glimpse of the Future,” 1992. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"In the last decade we have tackled most of these effectively and have realised mobile communication that is already ubiquitous on a national scale, and clearly could be expanded on a global scale. Instant man-machine voice communication is coming: it's quite staid but you can steer through a PC or a computer with voice command, but we still lack machine cognition - which is probably another 10 - 20 years away from any practical realisation on a par with human abilities. The machine-machine communication problem was not overt. It was a covert operation in that the bridge computer was always in touch and updated by engineering and Star Fleet command, and nobody had to plug into a 9600 bit per second modem and worry about V24 to get there. The machine communicated of its own volition those things we would like machines to do."		2		Between 2002 and 2012, computers will have machine cognition on par with human abilities.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the UK. 		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		2		1797		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is an expert who has published and lectured extensively on technology futures: http://www.cochrane.org.uk/bio/				no				The author is predicting that machine cognition will evolve such that it is on par with human abilities.		2		Evolution						293		2		8		226		yes				no		Machine cognition		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Machine cognition is a system associated with computer technologies.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Machine cognition is associated with computer technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that machine cognition of this type was not mature in 1992. 		2				15		Long-term		no				1992				The author states that the event is "10-20 years away." Since the article was published in 1992, this means the event will occur between 2002 and 2012.		2		2012		2002		5/23/2012 11:19		7/13/2012 11:06		SF		1797		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		According to Mr. Cochrane’s website, this article was published in 1992: http://archive.cochrane.org.uk/opinion/archive/articles.php. There are several other articles in the archive that share the same title, but the link for the article filed under 1992 is the one that has the forecasts. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		Swatch "Beep" released in 1991 was the first wrist-watch pager combination.		Data stated clearly in sources.		NA		Peter Cochrane, “A Glimpse of the Future,” 1992. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"In 1995 a wrist-watch pager will be commercially available, and around 2000 a wrist-watch communicator (with video !) will be realised."		4		In 1995, a wrist watch that also serves as a pager will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		4		1798		no		1991		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is an expert who has published and lectured extensively on technology futures: http://www.cochrane.org.uk/bio/		1995		no		1.333333333		The author is predicting that a new product will emerge on the market.		4		Technology emergence		1996		1994		293		2		8		225		yes		-4		no		Wrist watch/pager		yes		By 1995 wrist-watch pagers had been available for 4 years.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		The product itself would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		In this case, the wrist watch would be a communication technology because it would include a pager.		4		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that the product was in development in 1992.		4		4		3		Short-term		yes		SF		1992		1995		Explicit in forecast statement.		4						5/23/2012 11:23		7/12/2012 11:00		SC		1798		SF

		1		yes		no		No date of realization provided - it seems more than likely to me these devices are actually available. DF

The military device available in 2006 is worn on the wrist, but isn't exactly "wristwatch-sized." Need additional research on this one. SF 7/2/12 				yes		According to Mr. Cochrane’s website, this article was published in 1992: http://archive.cochrane.org.uk/opinion/archive/articles.php. There are several other articles in the archive that share the same title, but the link for the article filed under 1992 is the one that has the forecasts. 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		As of 2006, a "wristwatch" sized video display which could provide real-time video images from drones was available commercially for military use.		Data stated clearly in sources.		NA		Peter Cochrane, “A Glimpse of the Future,” 1992. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"In 1995 a wrist-watch pager will be commercially available, and around 2000 a wrist-watch communicator (with video !) will be realised."		4		In 2000, a communication device contained on a wrist watch--which will include a video display--will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		4		1799		no				no		2006		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is an expert who has published and lectured extensively on technology futures: http://www.cochrane.org.uk/bio/		2000		yes				The author is predicting the emergence of a new product.		4		Technology emergence		2002		1998		293		2		8		225		yes				no		Wrist watch communicator		yes		In 2000 there was no wrist-watch with video display available commercially.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		The device itself would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		4		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that the device was in development in 1992. 		4				8		Medium-term		no				1992		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		4						5/23/2012 11:29		7/12/2012 9:47		SC		1799		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to Mr. Cochrane’s website, this article was published in 1992: http://archive.cochrane.org.uk/opinion/archive/articles.php. There are several other articles in the archive that share the same title, but the link for the article filed under 1992 is the one that has the forecasts. 		NA						1997		no						NA		Peter Cochrane, “A Glimpse of the Future,” 1992. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"As the electronics trajectory goes continues we can expect to see machines that will be 1000 times more capable that the machines that we have today within 10 years. So in the new millennium we can expect computing power 1,000,000 times greater and storage capacities that are far far higher than we can even contemplate today."		4		Between 1992 and 2002, computing power will be 1,000,000 times greater than it was in 1991. 										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		4		1800		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is an expert who has published and lectured extensively on technology futures: http://www.cochrane.org.uk/bio/		1997		no				The author is predicting that computing power will evolve/improve.		4		Evolution		2002		1992		293		2		8		226		yes				no		Computing power		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Computing power is a component/characteristic of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The author indicates that computing power was not close to the predicted level in 1992.		4				5		Short-term		no				1992				The forecast is for "within 10 years," which the standard lexicon defines as a range from the year the forecast was made (1992) to X (or 10) years. 		4		2002		1992		5/23/2012 11:38		5/23/2012 11:38		SF		1800		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to Mr. Cochrane’s website, this article was published in 1992: http://archive.cochrane.org.uk/opinion/archive/articles.php. There are several other articles in the archive that share the same title, but the link for the article filed under 1992 is the one that has the forecasts. 		NA						1994.5		no						n		Peter Cochrane, “A Glimpse of the Future,” 1992. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"I perceive that domestic technology is going to have more and more of an impact. Virtual reality is tipped to move int o the home within 5 years. Already you can clip together 2 Game Boy terminals on a lead and play each other across the room. A $50 modem from Radio Shack allows the kids to play across town. (My kids have had strict instructions about this!) It's much more fun to play another human being on flight simulators than it is to play the machine."		6		Between 1992 and 1997, at least one household product that incorporates virtual reality will be adopted commercially.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		6		1801		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is an expert who has published and lectured extensively on technology futures: http://www.cochrane.org.uk/bio/		1994.5		no				The author is predicting that virtual reality technologies will migrate to use in the home, since there will be an increasing demand for domestic technology. 		6		Technology Migration		1997		1992		293		2		8		226		yes				no		Virtual reality domestic products		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		VR products are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		VR domestic products would be computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that these products were in development in 1992.		6				2.5		Short-term		no				1992				The time horizon is "within 5 years," which the lexicon defines as a range between the year the forecast was made (1992) plus 5 years.		6		1997		1992		5/23/2012 11:44		5/23/2012 11:44		SF		1801		SF

		0		yes		no				This forecast uses the word "perhaps", which is excluded from our database. 		yes		According to Mr. Cochrane’s website, this article was published in 1992: http://archive.cochrane.org.uk/opinion/archive/articles.php. There are several other articles in the archive that share the same title, but the link for the article filed under 1992 is the one that has the forecasts. 		NA								no						NA		Peter Cochrane, “A Glimpse of the Future,” 1992. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Using a very closed subset of voice communication with a machine, we can get a satisfactory I/O today. My guess is that natural human voice communication (and full cognition) with a machine is going to be another 15 years away (and perhaps 20)- but by constraining the set that is being discussed, then a workable level is possible."		4		Between 1992 and 2012, at least one machine will be capable of recognizing natural human voice with full cognition. 										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		4		1802		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is an expert who has published and lectured extensively on technology futures: http://www.cochrane.org.uk/bio/				no				The author is describing how human-machine communication will evolve.		4		Evolution						293		2		8		225		yes				no		Human-machine communication		no				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Human-machine communication involves a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The author implies that such communication was a long ways off in 1992.		4				10		Medium-term		no				1992				The time horizon is 15-20 years away, which is 2007-2012		4		2012		1992		5/23/2012 11:52		5/23/2012 13:05		SF		1802		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to Mr. Cochrane’s website, this article was published in 1993: http://archive.cochrane.org.uk/opinion/archive/articles.php. 		NA								no						2		Peter Cochrane, “Optical Telecommunications: Future Prospects,” 1993.				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Firstly, the transmission capacity of individual cable routes, and the traffic handling capacity of the network as a whole, has increased significantly through the deployment of optical fibres (Fig 2): the typical bandwidth of a fibre is potentially ~40,000GHz, with ~6,000GHz available today, which compares favourably with <1GHz for a good coaxial cable and <300GHz for microwave radio. Although barely 1% of the bandwidth of fibre can be accessed with present day technology, this is expected to approach 100% within 15-20 years (Fig 3)."		2		Between 2008 and 2013, it will be possible to access 100% of the bandwidth of fiber globally. 										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		2		1803		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Although the author is an expert in the field and most of his forecasts are based in his expert knowledge (http://www.cochrane.org.uk/bio/), this forecast was made by extrapolating from historic trends. 				no				The author is predicting that technology will evolve such that it will be possible to access 100% of fiber bandwith.		2		Evolution						294		5		29		225		yes				no		Bandwidth		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Bandwidth is a component of the Internet. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Bandwidth is associated with communications technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The author indicates that only 1% of the bandwidth of fiber could be accessed in 1993.		2				17.5		Long-term		no				1993				The forecast time horizon is 15-20 years from the forecast publication date, which is 2008-2013.		2		2013		2008		5/23/2012 12:01		7/17/2012 7:15		SF		1803		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to Mr. Cochrane’s website, this article was published in the Common Purpose Journal in the Spring of 1994: http://archive.cochrane.org.uk/opinion/archive/articles.php. 		NA						2004		no						NA		Peter Cochrane, “Information Technology and the Future,” 1994. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Today, optical fibre transports over 80% of our telephone, fax and data communication, and has an inherent capacity to transport the entire contents of over 1000 human minds at the same rate as the fastest express train. Similarly the packing density of electronic circuits, information storage and processing power has doubled every year with power consumption, raw material and cost falling exponentially. We now enjoy a computing and communicating capability that was unimaginable in the 1960's. In ten years we can expect to see computers 1000x more powerful than those of today. Within twenty years the power will have increase to a 1,000,000x, and it is a distinct possibility that in thirty years time the power will have increased to a 1,000,000,000x."		1		In 2004, computers will be 1000 times more powerful than they were in 1994.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		1		1804		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is an expert who has published and lectured extensively on technology futures: http://www.cochrane.org.uk/bio/		2004		no				The author is predicting how computing power will evolve.		1		Evolution		2007		2001		295		2		8		226		yes				no		Computing power		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Computing power is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The author indicates that computing power in 1994 was not very powerful.		1				10		Medium-term		no				1994		2004		The time horizon is "in 10 years," which is 2004.		1						5/23/2012 12:25		5/23/2012 12:25		SF		1804		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		According to Mr. Cochrane’s website, this article was published in 1995: 
http://archive.cochrane.org.uk/opinion/archive/articles.php. 
		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		In 2008 computers still needed human assistance in order to generate software.		Interpret the statement that computers need human assistance to "do anything" to indicate they are unable to generate software on a level equal to that of humans.		NA		Peter Cochrane, “ The Technology of Tomorrow,” 1995. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Developments in evolutionary software also looks set to come to fruition by about the year 2000. At that time we can expect machines to exceed - or at least equal - human capacity to generate software."		3		In 2000, at least one computer will equal humans' capacity to generate software.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		3		1805		no				no		2008		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is an expert who has published and lectured extensively on technology futures: http://www.cochrane.org.uk/bio/		2000		no				The author is predicting that computers will evolve such that they can generate software more quickly.		3		Evolution		2002		1998		296		2		8		226		yes				no		Computers		yes		In 2000 computers did not equal humans' capacity to generate software.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that computers with this capacity were in development in 1995.		3				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1995		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		3						5/23/2012 12:48		7/2/2012 10:29		SF		1805		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		According to Mr. Cochrane’s website, this article was published in 1995: 
http://archive.cochrane.org.uk/opinion/archive/articles.php. 
		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1996.5		yes		The first PC that was able to be controlled by voice activation was made commercially available in 1984. In 1997 software such as Dragon "Naturally Speaking" was available for PCs.		Data stated clearly in sources.		NA		Peter Cochrane, “ The Technology of Tomorrow,” 1995. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		"Whilst multimedia developments place a small picture of the human being in a corner of the screen and have the PC screen dominated by computer data, a more realistic approach might be to reverse the process. Switching between people and data is one solution, but also the subliminal overlay of one above the other with an increasing density of representation for any person speaking would also be possible and would probably enhance the process. A further alternative for computer data display and manipulation involves the use of a large screen with a direct hand interface. Instead of a mouse or keyboard, the hand allows the user to activate and manipulate displayed data. Further levels of sophistication include direct voice activation within a very few years, whilst full cognition is likely to be 10-15 years in the future."		4		Between 1995 and 1998, at least one computer featuring direct voice activation will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The author is based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		4		1806		yes		1984		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author is an expert who has published and lectured extensively on technology futures: http://www.cochrane.org.uk/bio/		1996.5		no		8.333333333		The author is predicting how computer activation will evolve.		4		Evolution		1998		1995		296		2		8		226		yes		-12.5		no		Computer activation 		yes		In 1997 software based solutions were available to allow direct voice activation of computers.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		4		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that such products were in development in 1995.		4		12.5		1.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1995				The time horizon is "in a very few years," which is translated as "in a few (3) years."		4		1998		1995		5/23/2012 12:58		7/2/2012 10:11		SF		1806		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the paper was first presented in 2003: http://userpage.fu-berlin.de/~jmueller/its/conf/helsinki03/papers/papers.htm		NA								no						6-May		Jungmann Lee, Kiyong Om, Myung-Hwan Rim, and Yeong-Wha Sawng, “Realizing Digital Life in Korea: Core Technology and Promotion Policy,” presented at ITS 14th European Regional Conference (Helsinki, Finland.: August 23-24, 2003) 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Before selecting core technologies, we need to figure out what digital life looks like in the future. In view of home digital life, people will enjoy various contents based on high quality of HD (high density) TV any time, anywhere, and with any device because home utilities (telecommunications, home appliances, broadcasting, and terminals) will be connected to wired/wireless network. Home digital service that means control management of home appliances, home edutainment, and cyber office will be available around 2010."		6		Home digital services that allow users to control home appliances, edutainment, and cyber offices will be available commercially in 2010.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with the Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute in South Korea		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		Although the document is generally about South Korea, the section describing technology trends and possible futures appears to be describing worldwide trends.		6-May		1807		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The authors were describing the future state of technology based on the present state.				no				The authors are predicting that new products will emerge on the market.		6		Technology emergence						297		5		27		225		yes				no		Home digital service		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		The described product would be a system of systems.		6		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Home digital service would be associated with communication technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The authors indicate that such a service was in development in 2003.		6				7		Medium-term		no				2003		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		6						5/23/2012 13:53		5/23/2012 13:53		SF		1807		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the paper was first presented in 2003: http://userpage.fu-berlin.de/~jmueller/its/conf/helsinki03/papers/papers.htm		NA								no						6-May		Jungmann Lee, Kiyong Om, Myung-Hwan Rim, and Yeong-Wha Sawng, “Realizing Digital Life in Korea: Core Technology and Promotion Policy,” presented at ITS 14th European Regional Conference (Helsinki, Finland.: August 23-24, 2003) 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Furthermore, digital life will make big contributions at the level of business. Company will not only maximize its productivity and transparency, but also expand market and cut its cost when business activities connect to purchase, production, and marketing through e-business. In addition, all public service will be on-line when e-government is realized by 2010."		6		In 2010, e-government will be realized in at least one country in the world, taking all public services online.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with the Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute in South Korea		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		The forecast does  not provide country-specific information in the section that describes technology trends. Consequently, forecasts in this section likely apply worldwide.		6-May		1808		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The authors were describing the future state of technology based on the present state.				no				The authors are predicting that e-government will emerge somewhere in the world.		6		Technology emergence						297		5		27		225		yes				no		E-government 		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		E-government would be a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		E-government would be a form of communication.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		E-government was not a reality in 2003.		NA				7		Medium-term		no				2003		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		6						5/23/2012 13:57		5/23/2012 13:57		SF		1808		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the paper was first presented in 2003: http://userpage.fu-berlin.de/~jmueller/its/conf/helsinki03/papers/papers.htm		NA								no						6-May		Jungmann Lee, Kiyong Om, Myung-Hwan Rim, and Yeong-Wha Sawng, “Realizing Digital Life in Korea: Core Technology and Promotion Policy,” presented at ITS 14th European Regional Conference (Helsinki, Finland.: August 23-24, 2003) 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Figure 3		6		In 2010, e-voting will be adopted by at least one country.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with the Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute in South Korea		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		The forecast does  not provide country-specific information in the section that describes technology trends. Consequently, forecasts in this section likely apply worldwide.		6		1809		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The authors were describing the future state of technology based on the present state.				no				The authors are predicting that e-voting will replace traditional voting somewhere in the world.		6		Market penetration						297		5		27		225		yes				no		E-voting		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		E-voting is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		E-voting is a form of communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		E-voting was in limited use in 2003.		NA				7		Medium-term		no				2003		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		6						5/23/2012 14:02		5/23/2012 14:02		SF		1809		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the paper was first presented in 2003: http://userpage.fu-berlin.de/~jmueller/its/conf/helsinki03/papers/papers.htm		NA								no						6-May		Jungmann Lee, Kiyong Om, Myung-Hwan Rim, and Yeong-Wha Sawng, “Realizing Digital Life in Korea: Core Technology and Promotion Policy,” presented at ITS 14th European Regional Conference (Helsinki, Finland.: August 23-24, 2003) 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Figure 3		6		In 2010, virtual reality films will be adopted commercially. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with the Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute in South Korea		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		The forecast does  not provide country-specific information in the section that describes technology trends. Consequently, forecasts in this section likely apply worldwide.		6		1810		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The authors were describing the future state of technology based on the present state.				no				The authors are predicting that VR films will emerge on the market.		6		Technology emergence						297		5		27		225		yes				no		Virtual reality films 		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		Virtual reality films are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Virtual reality films are communication technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		VR films were not mature in 2003.		NA				7		Medium-term		no				2003		2010		Explicit in figure 		6						5/23/2012 14:04		5/23/2012 14:04		SF		1810		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the paper was first presented in 2003: http://userpage.fu-berlin.de/~jmueller/its/conf/helsinki03/papers/papers.htm		NA								no						6-May		Jungmann Lee, Kiyong Om, Myung-Hwan Rim, and Yeong-Wha Sawng, “Realizing Digital Life in Korea: Core Technology and Promotion Policy,” presented at ITS 14th European Regional Conference (Helsinki, Finland.: August 23-24, 2003) 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Figure 3		6		In 2010, interactive reality broadcasting will be adopted commercially. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with the Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute in South Korea		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		The forecast does  not provide country-specific information in the section that describes technology trends. Consequently, forecasts in this section likely apply worldwide.		6		1811		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The authors were describing the future state of technology based on the present state.				no				The authors are predicting that interactive broadcasting will emerge on the market.		6		Technology emergence						297		5		27		225		yes				no		Interactive reality broadcasting		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		Broadcasting requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadcasting is a communications technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Interactive reality broadcasting was in development in 2003.		NA				7		Medium-term		no				2003		2010		Explicit in figure		6						5/23/2012 14:14		5/23/2012 14:14		SF		1811		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the paper was first presented in 2003: http://userpage.fu-berlin.de/~jmueller/its/conf/helsinki03/papers/papers.htm		NA								no						6-May		Jungmann Lee, Kiyong Om, Myung-Hwan Rim, and Yeong-Wha Sawng, “Realizing Digital Life in Korea: Core Technology and Promotion Policy,” presented at ITS 14th European Regional Conference (Helsinki, Finland.: August 23-24, 2003) 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"By the year 2010 ubiquitous network will be fully deployed to comprise things and places as well as people and social organizations. Advanced countries like the USA and Japan are also making efforts to develop peta-bit computers and optical networks which are core elements of ubiquitous network."		10		In 2010, ubiquitous networks will be fully deployed, comprising things and places as well as people and social organizations.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with the Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute in South Korea		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		1		The forecast does  not provide country-specific information in the section that describes technology trends. Consequently, forecasts in this section likely apply worldwide.		10		1812		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The authors were describing the future state of technology based on the present state.				no				The authors are predicting the changing features of ubiquitous networks.		10		Evolution						297		5		27		225		yes				no		Ubiquitous network 		yes				An method to determine a likely path to a particular event and the present position on that path  		Back-Casting 		5		no		Ubiquitous networks are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		A ubiquitous network is a communication technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The authors indicate that ubiquitous networks were not fully deployed in 2003.		10				7		Medium-term		no				2003		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		10						5/23/2012 14:17		5/23/2012 14:17		SF		1812		SF

		1		yes		no		Need someone to check how I translated/entered the timeline. The forecast is predicting that the 20% will occur continuously from 2005 to 2010. Perhaps this is a compound forecast. SF
				yes		Report publication date		3		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007.5		no		From 2006-2010 the average CAGR in the global Broadband market was approximately 65% and in no one region was it below 50%. Since the forecast is predicting that a 20% CAGR would be maintained throughout the time horizon, and that CAGR was exceeded by at least 30%, the forecast is not realized. 		Read data from graph in source. From 2006-2010 the average CAGR in the global Broadband market was approximately 65% and in no one region was it below 50%. Since the forecast is predicting that a 20% CAGR would be maintained throughout the time horizon, and that CAGR was exceeded by at least 30%, the forecast is not realized. 		4		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Arthur D. Little expects the global Broadband market to maintain a 20 percent annual growth rate until 2010."		3		Between 2005 and 2010, the global Broadband market will maintain a CAGR of 20% 										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in forecast statement.		3		1813		no				yes		2010		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The introduction indicates that the report is based on >80 interviews with industry experts in 24 countries around the globe, as well as on Arthur D. Little’s proprietary research and models. 		2007.5		no				The authors are predicting that Broadband's global popularity will increase.		3		Market penetration		2010		2005		298		9				225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2008 the the average CAGR in the global Broadband market was approximately 65%.								no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		3				2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				The forecast states that the growth will be 20% per year until 2010.		3		2010		2005		5/24/2012 7:17		7/17/2012 7:14		SF		1813		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		In 2009, the global broadband revenue had already reached $170 billion.		In 2008, global broadband revenues were at $130 billion. While the forecasted goal was surpassed by the end of 2009, and the number less than the goal in 2008, it can be assumed that the forecast was acheived in 2009, one year before the forecasted year. Going into the forecasted year of 2010, the forecasted goal of $140 billion had been passed.		5		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"We estimate the global Broadband market to be worth USD 50bn in total revenues in 2004 (See Figure 2). Its development has been exceptionally fast in recent years, peaking at an annual growth rate of 90 percent in 2003,
followed by around 40 percent in 2004. This growth is expected to stabilize at 20 percent annually over the next 6 years. Total Broadband revenues are expected to exceed USD 140bn by 2010, luring players from different industries
as well as new entrants to try to capture a piece of this pie"		5		In 2010, global Broadband revenues will be more than $140 billion USD. 										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in forecast statement.		5		1814		yes		2009		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The legend at the bottom of figure 2 indicates that forecasts in the figure are based on a proprietary market model. This forecast was derived from the table by the authors.				no				The authors are predicting the popularity of Broadband.		5		Market penetration						298		6		35		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		The forecast amount had already been reached in 2010. 		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		5				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		5						5/24/2012 7:33		7/17/2012 7:14		SF		1814		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2009		yes		In 2005 broadband revenues were $113bn globally.		2005 source states that global broadband revenues hit $113bn in 2005 but then goes on to state this includes dial-up connections. However extrapolating from this to the 2009 figure of $170bn it seems likely the forecast was achieved in 2006.		5		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 2		5		Total Broadband revenues will be ~$115-119B USD in 2009.										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		5		1815		yes		2006		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The legend at the bottom of figure 2 indicates that forecasts in the figure are based on a proprietary market model.		2009		no		0.75		The authors are predicting the popularity of Broadband.		5		Market penetration		2010		2008		298		6		35		225		yes		-3		no		Broadband		yes		By the end of 2009 global fixed broadband service revenue totaled $170 billion.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		5		3		4		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2009		Explicit in figure.  		5						5/24/2012 7:36		7/17/2012 7:13		SF		1815		SF

		2		yes		no		No date of realization was provided initially. I added 2005 as the tentative realization date. We need to make sure the forecast wasn't first realized earlier than 2005. SF 6/25/12

The procurement of earlier verifying information for this forecast requires the purchase of expensive reports. DF				yes		Report publication date		3		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2008		yes		By 2008 total broadband revenues had exceeded $90-99bn. This had occurred as early as 2005, when broadband revenues were stated to be $113bn worldwide.		Worked back from year-on-year growth percentage in 2010 source to derive figures for 2008.		5		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 2		5		Total Broadband revenues will be ~$90-99B USD in 2008.										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		5		1816		yes		2005		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The legend at the bottom of figure 2 indicates that forecasts in the figure are based on a proprietary market model.		2008		no		1		The authors are predicting the popularity of Broadband.		5		Market penetration		2009		2007		298		6		35		225		yes		-3		no		Broadband		yes		In 2008 total broadband revenues were $146.2bn worldwide.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		5		3		3		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2008		Explicit in figure.		5						5/24/2012 7:38		7/17/2012 7:13		SF		1816		SF

		2		yes		no		No date provided for forecast realization.

I added 2005 as the tentative year of realization, but extra research needs to be conducted to determine what the actual year of realization is, since I suspect it occurred before 2005. SF 6/25/12

The procurement of earlier verifying information for this forecast requires the purchase of expensive reports. DF				yes		Report publication date		3		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		Broadband revenues had reached $113bn by 2005 and were at 146.2bn in 2008.		Worked back from year-on-year growth percentage in 2010 source to derive figures for 2008.		5		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 2		5		Total Broadband revenues will be ~$80-85B USD in 2007.										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		5		1817		yes		2005		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The legend at the bottom of figure 2 indicates that forecasts in the figure are based on a proprietary market model.		2007		no		1		The authors are predicting the popularity of Broadband.		5		Market penetration		2008		2006		298		6		35		225		yes		-2		no		Broadband		yes		By 2007, total broadband revenues had exceeded $80-85bn.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		5		2		2		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2007		Explicit in figure.		5						5/24/2012 7:40		7/17/2012 7:13		SF		1817		SF

		2		yes		no		No date provided for forecast realization.

I added 2005 as the tentative realization date, but extra research needs to be conducted to determine the actual year of realization. SF 6/25/12

The procurement of earlier verifying information for this forecast requires the purchase of expensive reports. DF				yes		Report publication date		3		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		Broadband revenues had reached $113bn by 2005 and were at 146.2bn in 2008.		Worked back from year-on-year growth percentage in 2010 source to derive figures for 2008.		5		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 2		5		Total Broadband revenues will be ~$70B USD in 2006. 										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		5		1818		yes		2005		no				Formalized tools that target multiple aspects of technology development.  Models often have structured inputs and derived outputs.		Models		The legend at the bottom of figure 2 indicates that forecasts in the figure are based on a proprietary market model.		2006		no		1		The authors are predicting the popularity of Broadband.		5		Market penetration		2006		2006		298		6		35		225		yes		-1		no		Broadband		yes		By 2006 Total Broadband revenues had exceeded $70bn.		A general method for simulating events  		Modeling		6		no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		5		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2006		Explicit in figure.		5						5/24/2012 7:41		7/17/2012 7:12		SF		1818		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		In 2008 there were an estimated 409,801,718 households worldwide with broadband connections. In 2007 there were an estimated 346,584,638 households worldwide with broadband connections.		Data stated clearly in source.		5		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"The tremendous growth Broadband has experienced over the past 4 years is expected to continue, resulting in an increase in the number of households with a Broadband connection worldwide from 130 million at the end of 2004, to about 370 million in 2010."		5		In 2010, 370 million households worldwide will have a Broadband connection.										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in forecast statement.		5		1819		no		2008		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The introduction indicates that the report is based on >80 interviews with industry experts in 24 countries around the globe, as well as on Arthur D. Little’s proprietary research and models.				no				The authors are predicting the popularity of Broadband.		5		Market penetration						298		9				225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010, an estimated 529,582,076 households had broadband connections worldwide.								no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		5				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		5						5/24/2012 7:44		7/17/2012 7:12		SF		1819		SF
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		0		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3								no						13		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 4		13		In 2010, 30% of Broadband households in Switzerland will have VoIP.		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		13		1853		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The legend at the bottom of the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from interviews. Participants are described on page 51.				no				The authors are predicting the popularity of VoIP applications.		13		Market penetration						298		1		4		225		yes				no		VoIP		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		VoIP is a system/software. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		VoIP is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		VoIP was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		13				5		Short-term		no				2005		2010		Explicit in figure.		13						5/24/2012 9:11		7/17/2012 7:02		SF		1853		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3								no						13		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 4		13		In 2010, 25% of Broadband households in the U.S. will have VoIP.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		13		1854		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The legend at the bottom of the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from interviews. Participants are described on page 51.				no				The authors are predicting the popularity of VoIP applications.		13		Market penetration						298		1		4		225		yes				no		VoIP		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		VoIP is a system/software. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		VoIP is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		VoIP was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		13				5		Short-term		no				2005		2010		Explicit in figure.		13						5/24/2012 9:13		7/17/2012 7:01		SF		1854		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3								no						13		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 4		13		In 2010, 25% of Broadband households in Germany will have VoIP.		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		13		1855		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The legend at the bottom of the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from interviews. Participants are described on page 51.				no				The authors are predicting the popularity of VoIP applications.		13		Market penetration						298		1		4		225		yes				no		VoIP		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		VoIP is a system/software. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		VoIP is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		VoIP was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		13				5		Short-term		no				2005		2010		Explicit in figure.		13						5/24/2012 9:15		7/17/2012 7:01		SF		1855		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3								no						13		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 4		13		In 2010, 25% of Broadband households in China will have VoIP.		116		China		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		13		1856		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The legend at the bottom of the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from interviews. Participants are described on page 51.				no				The authors are predicting the popularity of VoIP applications.		13		Market penetration						298		1		4		225		yes				no		VoIP		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		VoIP is a system/software. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		VoIP is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		VoIP was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		13				5		Short-term		no				2005		2010		Explicit in figure.		13						5/24/2012 9:17		7/17/2012 7:01		SF		1856		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3								no						13		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 4		13		In 2010, 20% of Broadband households in Belgium will have VoIP.		172		Belgium		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		13		1857		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The legend at the bottom of the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from interviews. Participants are described on page 51.				no				The authors are predicting the popularity of VoIP applications.		13		Market penetration						298		1		4		225		yes				no		VoIP		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		VoIP is a system/software. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		VoIP is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		VoIP was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		13				5		Short-term		no				2005		2010		Explicit in figure.		13						5/24/2012 9:19		7/17/2012 7:00		SF		1857		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3								no						13		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 4		13		In 2010, 15% of Broadband households in Spain will have VoIP.		195		Spain		22		Southern Europe		5		Europe		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		13		1858		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The legend at the bottom of the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from interviews. Participants are described on page 51.				no				The authors are predicting the popularity of VoIP applications.		13		Market penetration						298		1		4		225		yes				no		VoIP		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		VoIP is a system/software. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		VoIP is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		VoIP was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		13				5		Short-term		no				2005		2010		Explicit in figure.		13						5/24/2012 9:24		7/17/2012 7:00		SF		1858		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3								no						13		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 4		13		In 2010, 9% of Broadband households in Colombia will have VoIP.		94		Colombia		9		South America		3		Americas		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		13		1859		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The legend at the bottom of the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from interviews. Participants are described on page 51.				no				The authors are predicting the popularity of VoIP applications.		13		Market penetration						298		1		4		225		yes				no		VoIP		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		VoIP is a system/software. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		VoIP is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		VoIP was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		13				5		Short-term		no				2005		2010		Explicit in figure.		13						5/24/2012 9:26		7/17/2012 7:00		SF		1859		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3								no						13		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 4		13		In 2010, 10% of Broadband households in Brazil will have VoIP.		92		Brazil		9		South America		3		Americas		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		13		1860		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The legend at the bottom of the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from interviews. Participants are described on page 51.				no				The authors are predicting the popularity of VoIP applications.		13		Market penetration						298		1		4		225		yes				no		VoIP		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		VoIP is a system/software. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		VoIP is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		VoIP was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		13				5		Short-term		no				2005		2010		Explicit in figure.		13						5/24/2012 9:28		7/17/2012 7:00		SF		1860		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3								no						14		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Traditional fixed-line telephony service in Japan is at risk of being replaced by VoIP services; based on our research, VoIP penetration in Japan will reach nearly 100 percent in 2010. The Japanese government is strongly promoting VoIP, stating its plan to have VoIP take over fixed-line telephony in all areas of Japan in the 2010s."		14		In 2010, VoIP will replace fixed-line telephony in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in forecast statement.		14		1861		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The forecast is based on Arthur D. Little's research, which they describe on page 4 as being a combination of expert sourcing (interviews with industry experts) and their own proprietary research and models.				no				The authors are forecasting that VoIP will replace fixed-line telephony.		14		Market penetration						298		9				225		yes				no		VoIP		yes										no		VoIP is a system/software. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		VoIP is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that VoIP was being used in Japan in 2005.		14				5		Short-term		no				2005		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		14						5/24/2012 9:37		7/17/2012 6:59		SF		1861		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007.5		yes		At the beginning of 2008, 49% of households had broadband connections. By the end of 2008 this had risen to 56%.		Read data from graph in source.		4		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"In 2003, Korea and Hong Kong were the only countries where Broadband development had reached maturity stage, while Taiwan, Japan and Singapore are expected to reach maturity by the end of 2004. Most European countries
are in the growth phase and show household penetration rates between 10 and 40 percent. On current trajectories, these markets should reach a Broadband penetration approaching or exceeding 50 percent of households within 5 years."		26		Between 2005 and 2010, at least 50% of households in Europe will have Broadband.										5		Europe		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in forecast statement; the forecast applies to European countries.		26		1862		no		2008		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The introduction indicates that the report is based on >80 interviews with industry experts in 24 countries around the globe, as well as on Arthur D. Little’s proprietary research and models.		2007.5		no		0.2		The authors are predicting the popularity of Broadband.		26		Market penetration		2010		2005		298		9				225		yes		0.5		no		Broadband		yes		In 2008, the percentage of households with broadband connections in European countries reached 50% for the first time.								yes		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		26		0.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				The time horizon is "within 5 years," which is translated as a range between the year the forecast was made (2005) plus 5 years (2010).		26		2010		2005		5/24/2012 9:42		7/17/2012 6:59		SF		1862		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		In order for event to be realized, it must be at 80%. And at the rate of broadband proliferation (In 2010 broadband penetration was 35.18%), the 80% prediction is far off.		Table clearly shows that South Korea has not reached 80% and as of 2011, it was only in the 36% range.		4		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By 2010, we expect Broadband penetration to reach approximately 80-90 percent in Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and Japan. The most advanced
European countries like Switzerland, Austria and Benelux are likely to achieve penetration levels of 60 percent and above. Other European countries and the United States will reach a penetration of 50-60 percent, whereas emerging markets, like Brazil, China or Venezuela, are not expected to exceed
30 percent penetration before 2010."		26		Broadband penetration in South Korea will be 80-90% in 2010.		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in forecast statement.		26		1863		no				no		2011		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The introduction indicates that the report is based on >80 interviews with industry experts in 24 countries around the globe, as well as on Arthur D. Little’s proprietary research and models.				no				Explicit in forecast statement.		26		Market penetration						298		9				225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2011 broadband penetration reached 36.02%								no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		26				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		26						5/24/2012 9:45		7/17/2012 6:58		SF		1863		SF

		5		yes		no		Dividing broadband users by population seems to be a stretch. The percentage could be higher if it was done by household or family. JG

I think we should send this out to be re-verified. Someone might be able to find actual penetration data, rather than having to extrapolate the needed info. SF 6/27/12

Added new research stating actual penetration rates. DF				yes		Report publication date		3		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		An 80% rate of broadband penetration was first reached in 2008, when the penetration rate was 81%.		Data stated clearly in sources, uses January 2011 figure to indicate year end penetration rate from 2010.		4		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By 2010, we expect Broadband penetration to reach approximately 80-90 percent in Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and Japan. The most advanced European countries like Switzerland, Austria and Benelux are likely to
achieve penetration levels of 60 percent and above. Other European countries and the United States will reach a penetration of 50-60 percent, whereas emerging markets, like Brazil, China or Venezuela, are not expected to exceed
30 percent penetration before 2010."		26		Broadband penetration in Hong Kong will be 80-90% in 2010. 		118		China, Hong Kong Special Administrative Region		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in forecast statement.		26		1864		yes		2008		no		2011		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The introduction indicates that the report is based on >80 interviews with industry experts in 24 countries around the globe, as well as on Arthur D. Little’s proprietary research and models.				no				Explicit in forecast statement.		26		Market penetration						298		9				225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010, the broadband penetration rate in Hong Kong was 83%.								no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		26				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		26						5/24/2012 9:48		7/17/2012 6:58		SF		1864		SF

		5		yes		no		The exact year of when 80-90% was reached was not clear from the data gathered. More research is required to determine the exact year.

Need to send this one out for re-verification. There's no year of realization and penetration had to be calculated. SF 6/27/12

Fixed. Added source. JG				yes		Report publication date		3		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		It was above the 80% in 2009 and at 82% in 2010.		The division of broadband users by total population continues to create an issues, especially when there is a 167% penetration. 		4		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By 2010, we expect Broadband penetration to reach approximately 80-90 percent in Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and Japan. The most advanced European countries like Switzerland, Austria and Benelux are likely to achieve penetration levels of 60 percent and above. Other European countries and the United States will reach a penetration of 50-60 percent, whereas emerging markets, like Brazil, China or Venezuela, are not expected to exceed
30 percent penetration before 2010."		26		Broadband penetration in Singapore will be 80-90% in 2010.		135		Singapore		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in forecast statement.		26		1865		yes		2010		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The introduction indicates that the report is based on >80 interviews with industry experts in 24 countries around the globe, as well as on Arthur D. Little’s proprietary research and models.				no				Explicit in forecast statement.		26		Market penetration						298		9				225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010 broadband penetration was 82%
								no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		26				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		26						5/24/2012 9:51		7/17/2012 6:58		SF		1865		SF

		5		yes		no		Dividing users by census population can lead to lower numbers than actuals. 

Need to send this out for more research. Can we find actual penetration data, rather than having to calculate it using population? SF 6/27/12

I am certain whether the figures provided are penetration rates as the sources wording is often quite unclear. For example the press release from 2011 could be interpreted as indicating 70.58% of Taiwanese Internet users "netizens" used broadband. (Of course either way this is interpreted the figures are under the required level for the forecast to be realized). Depending on the interpretation taken the explanations may need adjustment. DF				yes		Report publication date		3		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		In 2011, the broadband penetration rate in Taiwan was 71.7%.		In 2010 broadband penetration was 22.2%; in 2011 broadband penetration reached 22.3%. Calculated from total subscribers divided by total population.

Some uncertainty over whether the figures provided in at least one ground truth source are penetration rates, as the sources wording is often quite unclear. For example, the press release from 2011 could be interpreted as indicating 70.58% of Taiwanese Internet users ("netizens") used broadband. Either way this is interpreted, the figures are under the required level for the forecast to be realized. 		4		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By 2010, we expect Broadband penetration to reach approximately 80-90 percent in Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and Japan. The most advanced European countries like Switzerland, Austria and Benelux are likely to
achieve penetration levels of 60 percent and above. Other European countries and the United States will reach a penetration of 50-60 percent, whereas emerging markets, like Brazil, China or Venezuela, are not expected to exceed
30 percent penetration before 2010."		26		Broadband penetration in Taiwan will be 80-90% in 2010.						18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		The forecast is for Taiwan, which isn't an option in the drop-down menu.		26		1866		yes				no		2011		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The introduction indicates that the report is based on >80 interviews with industry experts in 24 countries around the globe, as well as on Arthur D. Little’s proprietary research and models.				no				Explicit in forecast statement.		26		Market penetration						298		9				225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010, the broadband penetration rate in Taiwan was 70.58%.								no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		26				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		26						5/24/2012 9:55		7/17/2012 6:57		SF		1866		SF

		1		yes		no		Where did 2009 date come from for OECD source? It has data for 2011, so it was probably published in 2011 or 2012. SF 6/27/12				yes		Report publication date		3		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		Prediction was between 80% and 90%.		Table clearly shows that 80%-90% has not been reached.		4		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By 2010, we expect Broadband penetration to reach approximately 80-90 percent in Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and Japan. The most advanced European countries like Switzerland, Austria and Benelux are likely to
achieve penetration levels of 60 percent and above. Other European countries and the United States will reach a penetration of 50-60 percent, whereas emerging markets, like Brazil, China or Venezuela, are not expected to exceed
30 percent penetration before 2010."
		26		Broadband penetration in Japan will be 80-90% in 2010.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in forecast statement.		26		1867		no				no		2011		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The introduction indicates that the report is based on >80 interviews with industry experts in 24 countries around the globe, as well as on Arthur D. Little’s proprietary research and models.				no				Explicit in forecast statement.		26		Market penetration						298		9				225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010 broadband penetration was 26.70%								no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		26				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		26						5/24/2012 9:58		7/17/2012 6:57		SF		1867		SF

		1		yes		no		Need to add quote or comment (verifying data) for ground truth source. SF 6/27/12				yes		Report publication date		3		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		The forecast was set for 60% and in 2011. It was at 38.31%, well over the halfway mark.		Data table required no interpretation.
In 2010 broadband penetration was 37.62%
In 2011 broadband penetration reached 38.31%		4		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By 2010, we expect Broadband penetration to reach approximately 80-90 percent in Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and Japan. The most advanced European countries like Switzerland, Austria and Benelux are likely to
achieve penetration levels of 60 percent and above. Other European countries and the United States will reach a penetration of 50-60 percent, whereas emerging markets, like Brazil, China or Venezuela, are not expected to exceed
30 percent penetration before 2010."
		26		Broadband penetration in Switzerland will be at least 60% in 2010. 		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in forecast statement.		26		1868		no				no		2011		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The introduction indicates that the report is based on >80 interviews with industry experts in 24 countries around the globe, as well as on Arthur D. Little’s proprietary research and models.				no				Explicit in forecast statement.		26		Market penetration						298		9				225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010 broadband penetration was 37.62%
								no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		26				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		26						5/24/2012 10:00		7/17/2012 6:57		SF		1868		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		As of 2010, broadband penetration reached 24.32%, over  a third of the way to the goal set at 60%		In 2010 broadband penetration was 24.32%
In 2011 broadband penetration reached 24.66%
The table clearly shows the penetration rates.		4		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By 2010, we expect Broadband penetration to reach approximately 80-90 percent in Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and Japan. The most advanced European countries like Switzerland, Austria and Benelux are likely to
achieve penetration levels of 60 percent and above. Other European countries and the United States will reach a penetration of 50-60 percent, whereas emerging markets, like Brazil, China or Venezuela, are not expected to exceed
30 percent penetration before 2010."
		26		Broadband penetration in Austria will be at least 60% in 2010.		171		Austria		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in forecast statement.		26		1869		no				no		2011		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The introduction indicates that the report is based on >80 interviews with industry experts in 24 countries around the globe, as well as on Arthur D. Little’s proprietary research and models.				no				Explicit in forecast statement.		26		Market penetration						298		9				225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010 broadband penetration was 24.32%
								no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		26				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		26						5/24/2012 10:02		7/17/2012 6:56		SF		1869		SF

		1		yes		no		Need degree of interpretation info (above) to be filled in. SF 6/27/12				yes		Report publication date		3		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		The goal was at least 60% for Benelux, but 30% was the minimum reached and 38% was the maximum reached by the Netherlands.		No interpretation required since penetration rates are provided by OECD table through Q2 2011.		4		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By 2010, we expect Broadband penetration to reach approximately 80-90 percent in Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and Japan. The most advanced European countries like Switzerland, Austria and Benelux are likely to
achieve penetration levels of 60 percent and above. Other European countries and the United States will reach a penetration of 50-60 percent, whereas emerging markets, like Brazil, China or Venezuela, are not expected to exceed
30 percent penetration before 2010."
		26		Broadband penetration in Benelux will be at least 60% in 2010.

**Benelux comprises Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Benelux comprises Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg		26		1870		no				no		2011		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The introduction indicates that the report is based on >80 interviews with industry experts in 24 countries around the globe, as well as on Arthur D. Little’s proprietary research and models.				no				Explicit in forecast statement.		26		Market penetration						298		9				225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010 broadband penetration:
Belgium 30.84%
Luxembourg 30.78%
Netherlands 38.10%
								no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		26				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		26						5/24/2012 10:08		7/17/2012 6:56		SF		1870		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		50%-60% was the event to be reached in 2010; it only reached 26.68% in that year.		No interpretation required since penetration rates are provided by OECD table through Q2 2011.		4		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By 2010, we expect Broadband penetration to reach approximately 80-90 percent in Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and Japan. The most advanced European countries like Switzerland, Austria and Benelux are likely to
achieve penetration levels of 60 percent and above. Other European countries and the United States will reach a penetration of 50-60 percent, whereas emerging markets, like Brazil, China or Venezuela, are not expected to exceed
30 percent penetration before 2010."
		26		Broadband penetration in the U.S. will be 50-60% in 2010.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in forecast statement.		26		1871		no				no		2011		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The introduction indicates that the report is based on >80 interviews with industry experts in 24 countries around the globe, as well as on Arthur D. Little’s proprietary research and models.				no				Explicit in forecast statement.		26		Market penetration						298		9				225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010 broadband penetration was 26.68%
								no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		26				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		26						5/24/2012 10:10		7/17/2012 6:56		SF		1871		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3		5. No interpretation		3. Almost realized				no		Only South Korea managed to maintain its place as one of the two countries with highest access speeds. Japan dropped to third place in 2010.		Data stated clearly in sources.		4		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Korea, Japan, Belgium and the United States currently have the highest dominant bandwidth of 1.5 Mbit/s (for download) and above. The general upward trend in access speed differs from country to country. By 2010, we expect Korea and Japan to maintain the lead in very high access speeds, with the dominant bandwidth reaching up to 50 Mbit/s, while the bandwidth in growing Broadband countries is expected to stabilize at 3-8Mbit/s, and in the emerging countries at 1Mbit/s."		29		In 2010, South Korea and Japan will have the highest access speeds in the world.						18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		The forecast is for South Korea and Japan.		29		1872		yes				no		2010		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The introduction indicates that the report is based on >80 interviews with industry experts in 24 countries around the globe, as well as on Arthur D. Little’s proprietary research and models.				no				The authors are predicting that high-speed Internet will be most popular in Korea and Japan		29		Market penetration						298		9				225		yes				no		Internet		yes		By 2010, South Korea and Hong Kong had the highest Internet access speeds.								no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 2005		29				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2010		Explicit in forecast statement.		29						5/24/2012 10:31		6/21/2012 9:28		SF		1872		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007.5		yes		By 2004, Sony, in conjunction with TeliaSonera Finland, had released the world's first mobile music streaming service. In 2010 such services continued to be available with examples such as Pandora allowing music to be streamed to a mobile device over 3G or WiFi.		Data stated clearly in sources.		4		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Increases in access bandwidth will enable new application fields. Music streaming is a good illustration of this trend. Prior to 1998, music streaming from the Internet to a private desktop computer was technically impossible. Since 2003, music can be streamed to notebook computers over wireless networks while sitting in a restaurant. Within the next 5 years, we will be able to stream a chosen music program from a music server in real time while on the road."		30		Between 2005 and 2010, it will be possible to stream a music program from a music server in real time while traveling. 										1		Worldwide		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		30		1873		yes		2004		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The introduction indicates that the report is based on >80 interviews with industry experts in 24 countries around the globe, as well as on Arthur D. Little’s proprietary research and models.		2007.5		no		1.4		The authors are predicting the changing functionality of Internet technology.		30		Evolution		2010		2005		298		9				225		yes		-3.5		no		Internet		yes		By 2008 programs that stream music from servers in real time while traveling were available.								no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 2005.		30		3.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005				The time horizon is "within 5 years," which is translated as the year the forecast was made (2005) plus five years (2010).		30		2010		2005		5/24/2012 10:35		7/2/2012 8:36		SF		1873		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		Forecast requires a penetration rate equal to 74-76% in 2010, this value was not achieved.		Read data from graph in source.		35		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 13		35		In 2010, mobile Broadband penetration in South Korea will be 74-76%.		124		Republic of Korea		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		35		1874		no				no		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The legend at the bottom of the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from interviews. Participants are described on page 51.				no				Explicit in figure.		35		Market penetration						298		1		4		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010, the mobile broadband penetration rate in South Korea was approximately 66%.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		35				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2010		Explicit in figure.		35						5/24/2012 10:38		7/17/2012 6:55		SF		1874		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3								no						35		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 13		35		In 2010, mobile Broadband penetration in Hong Kong will be 30%. 		118		China, Hong Kong Special Administrative Region		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		35		1875		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The legend at the bottom of the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from interviews. Participants are described on page 51.				no				Explicit in figure.		35		Market penetration						298		1		4		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		35				5		Short-term		no				2005		2010		Explicit in figure.		35						5/24/2012 10:40		7/17/2012 6:55		SF		1875		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		The mobile broadband penetration rate had not met the forecast level, raising from 8.8% in 2008 to only 27.2% in 2010.		Data stated clearly in source.		35		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 13		35		In 2010, mobile Broadband penetration in Malaysia will be 30%.		128		Malaysia		20		South-Eastern Asia		4		Asia		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		35		1876		no				no		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The legend at the bottom of the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from interviews. Participants are described on page 51.				no				Explicit in figure.		35		Market penetration						298		1		4		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010, the mobile broadband penetration rate in Malaysia was 27.2%.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		35				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2010		Explicit in figure.		35						5/24/2012 10:42		7/17/2012 6:55		SF		1876		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		By 2011 the mobile broadband penetration rate in Austria was described as being "over 20%".		Interpreted the term "over 20%" to indicate some figure marginally greater than 20% and not great enough to reach 22%.		35		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 13		35		In 2010, mobile Broadband penetration in Austria will be 22-24%.		171		Austria		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		35		1877		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The legend at the bottom of the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from interviews. Participants are described on page 51.				no				Explicit in figure.		35		Market penetration						298		1		4		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010, Austria had a mobile broadband penetration rate of approximately 15%.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		35				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2010		Explicit in figure.		35						5/24/2012 10:44		7/17/2012 6:54		SF		1877		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3								no						35		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 13		35		In 2010, 20% of Switzerland’s Broadband households will also subscribe to a mobile Broadband service		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		35		1878		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The legend at the bottom of the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from interviews. Participants are described on page 51.				no				Explicit in figure.		35		Market penetration						298		1		4		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes				Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		35				5		Short-term		no				2005		2010		Explicit in figure.		35						5/24/2012 10:46		7/17/2012 6:54		SF		1878		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		In 2009 Italy had a mobile broadband penetration rate of 16.43%. By 2011 this had risen to 28.2%.		9.9 million as a percentage of 60.211211 million gives a 16.43% figure for the penetration rate of mobile broadband in Italy in 2009. Assuming a constant positive linear growth between this figure and the 2011 figure it is likely that penetration rates reached 20% in 2010 as forecast.		35		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 13		35		In 2010, mobile Broadband penetration in Italy will be 20%.		184		Italy		22		Southern Europe		5		Europe		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		35		1879		yes		2010		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The legend at the bottom of the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from interviews. Participants are described on page 51.				no				Explicit in figure.		35		Market penetration						298		1		4		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010 the mobile broadband penetration rate in Italy reached 20% for the first time.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		35				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2010		Explicit in figure.		35						5/24/2012 10:48		7/17/2012 6:53		SF		1879		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all				no		In 2009 the mobile broadband penetration rate in Germany was 4%. By 2011 the mobile broadband penetration rate in Germany had still only reached 5%.		Assumes that since mobile broadband penetration rate was 4% in 2009 and 5% in 2011 it did not reach 20% in 2010.		35		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 13		35		In 2010, mobile Broadband penetration in Germany will be 20%.		180		Germany		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 						5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		35		1880		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The legend at the bottom of the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from interviews. Participants are described on page 51.				no				Explicit in figure.		35		Market penetration						298		1		4		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010 the mobile broadband penetration rate in Germany was not 20%.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Broadband is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		35		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		35				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2010		Explicit in figure.		35						5/24/2012 10:50		7/17/2012 6:53		SF		1880		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Report publication date		3		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized				yes		In 2009 the mobile broadband penetration rate in the UK was 12%, indicating the forecast was realized in 2010.		Data stated clearly in sources.		35		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 13		35		In 2010, mobile Broadband penetration in the UK will be 14-17%.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		The report was produced by Arthur D. Little offices in Switzerland and Germany. 		156		Liechtenstein		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		51		Explicit in figure.		35		1881		yes		2010		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The legend at the bottom of the figure indicates that forecasts were derived from interviews. Participants are described on page 51.				no				Explicit in figure.		35		Market penetration						298		1		4		225		yes				no		Broadband		yes		In 2010, the UK had a 15% mobile broadband penetration rate.		Interview with recognized experts 		Interviews		1		no		Broadband is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Broadband is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Broadband was in use in 2005; the authors are predicting that it will become more popular.		35				5		Short-term		yes		SF		2005		2010		Explicit in figure.		35						5/24/2012 10:52		7/17/2012 6:52		SF		1881		SF
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		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1971		no						53		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Figure 7		54		In 1971, graphite fibers will cost ~$130-140 USD per pound. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with MIT’s Center for Materials Science and Engineering when the presentation was made.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		46		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		54		1907		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This chapter is based on a presentation about metals by Nicholas J. Grant. The speaker bio on page 46 indicates that Dr. Grant is an expert in his field. However, the author indicates that figure 7 summarized the latest price data for different whiskers, fibers, filaments and wires and projects them to 1975. This indicates that the author used extrapolation to make forecasts. 		1971		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration.		54		Market penetration		1971		1971		299		4		15		230		yes				no		Graphite fibers		yes				Identifying trends in historic data  		Trend Estimation 		4		no		Graphite fibers are components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Graphite fibers are materials		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that graphite fibers were in use in 1970.		54				1		Short-term		no				1970		1971		Explicit in figure		54						5/25/2012 7:44		5/25/2012 7:44		SF		1907		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1972		no						53		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Figure 7		54		In 1972, graphite fibers will cost ~$90 USD per pound.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with MIT’s Center for Materials Science and Engineering when the presentation was made.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		46		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		54		1908		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This chapter is based on a presentation about metals by Nicholas J. Grant. The speaker bio on page 46 indicates that Dr. Grant is an expert in his field. However, the author indicates that figure 7 summarized the latest price data for different whiskers, fibers, filaments and wires and projects them to 1975. This indicates that the author used extrapolation to make forecasts. 		1972		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration.		54		Market penetration		1973		1971		299		4		15		230		yes				no		Graphite fibers		yes				Identifying trends in historic data  		Trend Estimation 		4		no		Graphite fibers are components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Graphite fibers are materials		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that graphite fibers were in use in 1970.		54				2		Short-term		no				1970		1972		Explicit in figure		54						5/25/2012 7:47		5/25/2012 7:47		SF		1908		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1973		no						53		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Figure 7		54		In 1973, graphite fibers will cost ~$50 USD per pound.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with MIT’s Center for Materials Science and Engineering when the presentation was made.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		46		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		54		1909		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This chapter is based on a presentation about metals by Nicholas J. Grant. The speaker bio on page 46 indicates that Dr. Grant is an expert in his field. However, the author indicates that figure 7 summarized the latest price data for different whiskers, fibers, filaments and wires and projects them to 1975. This indicates that the author used extrapolation to make forecasts. 		1973		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration.		54		Market penetration		1974		1972		299		4		15		230		yes				no		Graphite fibers		yes				Identifying trends in historic data  		Trend Estimation 		4		no		Graphite fibers are components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Graphite fibers are materials		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that graphite fibers were in use in 1970.		54				3		Short-term		no				1970		1973		Explicit in figure		54						5/25/2012 8:07		5/25/2012 8:07		SF		1909		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1974		no						53		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Figure 7		54		In 1974, graphite fibers will cost ~$40 USD per pound.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with MIT’s Center for Materials Science and Engineering when the presentation was made.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		46		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		54		1910		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This chapter is based on a presentation about metals by Nicholas J. Grant. The speaker bio on page 46 indicates that Dr. Grant is an expert in his field. However, the author indicates that figure 7 summarized the latest price data for different whiskers, fibers, filaments and wires and projects them to 1975. This indicates that the author used extrapolation to make forecasts. 		1974		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration.		54		Market penetration		1975		1973		299		4		15		230		yes				no		Graphite fibers		yes				Identifying trends in historic data  		Trend Estimation 		4		no		Graphite fibers are components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Graphite fibers are materials		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that graphite fibers were in use in 1970.		54				4		Short-term		no				1970		1974		Explicit in figure		54						5/25/2012 8:09		5/25/2012 8:09		SF		1910		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1975		yes		Source published in late 1974 cites prices of $30-$225 per pound dependent on a number of factors. By 1998 prices are still cited as typically $25 per pound.		Interprets the relative speedy decline in prices from 1968-1974 as compared to the relatively slow decline in prices from 1974-1988 to be indicative that the prices would have remained relatively stable between 1974 and 1975, thus meaning graphite fibers would have cost $30 per pound in 1975 as in 1974.		53		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Figure 7		54		In 1975, graphite fibers will cost $30 USD per pound.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with MIT’s Center for Materials Science and Engineering when the presentation was made.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		46		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		54		1911		yes		1974		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This chapter is based on a presentation about metals by Nicholas J. Grant. The speaker bio on page 46 indicates that Dr. Grant is an expert in his field. However, the author indicates that figure 7 summarized the latest price data for different whiskers, fibers, filaments and wires and projects them to 1975. This indicates that the author used extrapolation to make forecasts. 		1975		no		0.2		Cost is an indication of market penetration.		54		Market penetration		1977		1973		299		4		15		230		yes		-1		no		Graphite fibers		yes		In 1975 prices of graphite fibers were as low as $30-$225 a pound depending on the fiber types, properties and suppliers.		Identifying trends in historic data  		Trend Estimation 		4		yes		Graphite fibers are components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Graphite fibers are materials		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that graphite fibers were in use in 1970.		54		1		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1970		1975		Explicit in figure		54						5/25/2012 8:13		7/2/2012 8:31		SF		1911		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1971		no						53		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Figure 7		54		In 1971, boron-W (W substrate) fibers will cost $220-230 USD per pound.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with MIT’s Center for Materials Science and Engineering when the presentation was made.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		46		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.

		54		1912		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This chapter is based on a presentation about metals by Nicholas J. Grant. The speaker bio on page 46 indicates that Dr. Grant is an expert in his field. However, the author indicates that figure 7 summarized the latest price data for different whiskers, fibers, filaments and wires and projects them to 1975. This indicates that the author used extrapolation to make forecasts. 		1971		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration.		54		Market penetration		1971		1971		299		4		15		230		yes				no		Boron-W (W-substrate)		yes				Identifying trends in historic data  		Trend Estimation 		4		no		Boron-W is a component of materials. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Boron W is a material  		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that W substrate was in use in 1970.		54				1		Short-term		no				1970		1971		Explicit in figure		54						5/25/2012 8:24		5/25/2012 8:24		SF		1912		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1972		no						53		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Figure 7		54		In 1972, boron-W (W substrate) fibers will cost $200 USD per pound.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with MIT’s Center for Materials Science and Engineering when the presentation was made.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		46		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		54		1913		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This chapter is based on a presentation about metals by Nicholas J. Grant. The speaker bio on page 46 indicates that Dr. Grant is an expert in his field. However, the author indicates that figure 7 summarized the latest price data for different whiskers, fibers, filaments and wires and projects them to 1975. This indicates that the author used extrapolation to make forecasts. 		1972		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration.		54		Market penetration		1973		1971		299		4		15		230		yes				no		Boron-W (W-substrate)		yes				Identifying trends in historic data  		Trend Estimation 		4		no		Boron-W is a component of materials. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Boron W is a material  		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that W substrate was in use in 1970.		54				2		Short-term		no				1970		1972		Explicit in figure		54						5/25/2012 8:27		5/25/2012 8:27		SF		1913		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1973		no						53		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Figure 7		54		In 1973, boron-W (W substrate) fibers will cost $185-195 USD per pound. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with MIT’s Center for Materials Science and Engineering when the presentation was made.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		46		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		54		1914		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This chapter is based on a presentation about metals by Nicholas J. Grant. The speaker bio on page 46 indicates that Dr. Grant is an expert in his field. However, the author indicates that figure 7 summarized the latest price data for different whiskers, fibers, filaments and wires and projects them to 1975. This indicates that the author used extrapolation to make forecasts. 		1973		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration.		54		Market penetration		1974		1972		299		4		15		230		yes				no		Boron-W (W-substrate)		yes				Identifying trends in historic data  		Trend Estimation 		4		no		Boron-W is a component of materials. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Boron W is a material  		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that W substrate was in use in 1970.		54				3		Short-term		no				1970		1973		Explicit in figure		54						5/25/2012 8:29		5/25/2012 8:29		SF		1914		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1974		no						53		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Figure 7		54		In 1974, boron-W (W substrate) fibers will cost $170-180 USD per pound.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with MIT’s Center for Materials Science and Engineering when the presentation was made.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		46		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		54		1915		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This chapter is based on a presentation about metals by Nicholas J. Grant. The speaker bio on page 46 indicates that Dr. Grant is an expert in his field. However, the author indicates that figure 7 summarized the latest price data for different whiskers, fibers, filaments and wires and projects them to 1975. This indicates that the author used extrapolation to make forecasts. 		1974		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration.		54		Market penetration		1975		1973		299		4		15		230		yes				no		Boron-W (W-substrate)		yes				Identifying trends in historic data  		Trend Estimation 		4		no		Boron-W is a component of materials. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Boron W is a material  		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that W substrate was in use in 1970.		54				4		Short-term		no				1970		1974		Explicit in figure		54						5/25/2012 8:39		5/25/2012 8:39		SF		1915		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1975		no						53		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Figure 7		54		In 1975, boron-W (W substrate) fibers will cost $170-180 USD per pound.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with MIT’s Center for Materials Science and Engineering when the presentation was made.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		46		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		54		1916		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		This chapter is based on a presentation about metals by Nicholas J. Grant. The speaker bio on page 46 indicates that Dr. Grant is an expert in his field. However, the author indicates that figure 7 summarized the latest price data for different whiskers, fibers, filaments and wires and projects them to 1975. This indicates that the author used extrapolation to make forecasts. 		1975		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration.		54		Market penetration		1977		1973		299		4		15		230		yes				no		Boron-W (W-substrate)		yes				Identifying trends in historic data  		Trend Estimation 		4		no		Boron-W is a component of materials. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Boron W is a material  		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that W substrate was in use in 1970.		54				5		Short-term		no				1970		1975		Explicit in figure		54						5/25/2012 8:41		5/25/2012 8:41		SF		1916		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1971		no						46		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“There is every reason to predict, with confidence, that well before 1980, on an accelerating scale starting in 1970-1972, a series of new OD alloys will see commercialization and use in a number of demanding high temperature applications.”		58		Between 1970 and 1972, at least two oxide dispersed (OD) alloys will be commercialized for use in high-temperature applications. 										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with MIT’s Center for Materials Science and Engineering when the presentation was made.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		46		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		58		1917		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about metals by Nicholas J. Grant. The speaker bio on page 46 indicates that Dr. Grant is an expert in his field. 		1971		no				The author is predicting that new OD alloys will emerge on the market. 		58		Technology emergence		1972		1970		299		2		8		230		yes				no		Oxide dispersed alloys		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		OD alloys are components of materials.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		OD alloys are materials.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that OD alloys existed in 1970 but had not yet been commercialized for high temperature applications.		58				1		Short-term		no				1970				Explicit in forecast statement.		58		1972		1970		5/25/2012 8:46		5/25/2012 8:46		SF		1917		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1984.5		no						46		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“One cannot but foresee great, new developments in powder metallurgy. As can be seen in the previous sections, it is clear that powdered metals are an important, even critical, part of these developments. These powders will, however, not be the type we know of interest to the current “press and sinter” industry, which is growing rapidly in its own right. Both finer and much coarser powders will be used extensively. The fine powders will be in the near micron size range and the coarse will be up to 5 millimeters in diameter. Both cold and hot (direct) rolling of powders will become large tonnage industries.”		62		Between 1980 and 1989, fine metal powders used in industry will be in the near micron size range.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with MIT’s Center for Materials Science and Engineering when the presentation was made.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		46		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		62		1918		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about metals by Nicholas J. Grant. The speaker bio on page 46 indicates that Dr. Grant is an expert in his field. 		1984.5		no				The author is predicting that fine metal powders will evolve such that their particle size decreases.		62		Evolution		1989		1980		299		2		8		230		yes				no		Fine metal powders		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Fine metal powders are components of materials.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Fine metal powders are materials.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that fine metal powders of this particle size were in development in 1970.		62				14.5		Long-term		no				1970				On page 48, the author/speaker mentions that his presentation will summarize the new metals developments that have break-out capability for the 1980s. Some forecasts in the document have explicit dates (usually in the '70s), but others are assumed to be for the 1980s because of this comment.		48		1989		1980		5/25/2012 8:52		5/25/2012 9:12		SF		1918		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1984.5		no						46		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“One cannot but foresee great, new developments in powder metallurgy. As can be seen in the previous sections, it is clear that powdered metals are an important, even critical, part of these developments. These powders will, however, not be the type we know of interest to the current “press and sinter” industry, which is growing rapidly in its own right. Both finer and much coarser powders will be used extensively. The fine powders will be in the near micron size range and the coarse will be up to 5 millimeters in diameter. Both cold and hot (direct) rolling of powders will become large tonnage industries.”		62		Between 1980 and 1989, coarse metal powders will be up to 5 millimeters in diameter.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with MIT’s Center for Materials Science and Engineering when the presentation was made.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		46		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		62		1919		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about metals by Nicholas J. Grant. The speaker bio on page 46 indicates that Dr. Grant is an expert in his field. 		1984.5		no				The author is predicting how coarse metal powders will evolve with time.		62		Evolution		1989		1980		299		2		8		230		yes				no		Coarse metal powders		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Coarse metal powders are components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Coarse metal powders are materials.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that coarse metal powders of this particle size were in development in 1970.		62				14.5		Long-term		no				1970				On page 48, the author/speaker mentions that his presentation will summarize the new metals developments that have break-out capability for the 1980s. Some forecasts in the document have explicit dates (usually in the '70s), but others are assumed to be for the 1980s because of this comment.		48		1989		1980		5/25/2012 9:05		5/25/2012 9:05		SF		1919		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1984.5		no						46		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“One cannot but foresee great, new developments in powder metallurgy. As can be seen in the previous sections, it is clear that powdered metals are an important, even critical, part of these developments. These powders will, however, not be the type we know of interest to the current “press and sinter” industry, which is growing rapidly in its own right. Both finer and much coarser powders will be used extensively. The fine powders will be in the near micron size range and the coarse will be up to 5 millimeters in diameter. Both cold and hot (direct) rolling of powders will become large tonnage industries.”		62		Between 1980 and 1989, cold rolling of metal powders will become a large tonnage industry.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with MIT’s Center for Materials Science and Engineering when the presentation was made.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		46		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		62		1920		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about metals by Nicholas J. Grant. The speaker bio on page 46 indicates that Dr. Grant is an expert in his field. 		1984.5		no				The author is predicting that cold pressing will emerge as an industry.		62		Technology emergence		1989		1980		299		2		8		232		yes				no		Cold rolling of fine metal powders		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Cold rolling is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Cold rolling of fine metal powders is used in production.		62		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author implies that cold rolling was not a large tonnage industry in 1970.		62				14.5		Long-term		no				1970				On page 48, the author/speaker mentions that his presentation will summarize the new metals developments that have break-out capability for the 1980s. Some forecasts in the document have explicit dates (usually in the '70s), but others are assumed to be for the 1980s because of this comment.		48		1989		1980		5/25/2012 9:08		5/25/2012 9:11		SF		1920		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1984.5		no						46		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“One cannot but foresee great, new developments in powder metallurgy. As can be seen in the previous sections, it is clear that powdered metals are an important, even critical, part of these developments. These powders will, however, not be the type we know of interest to the current “press and sinter” industry, which is growing rapidly in its own right. Both finer and much coarser powders will be used extensively. The fine powders will be in the near micron size range and the coarse will be up to 5 millimeters in diameter. Both cold and hot (direct) rolling of powders will become large tonnage industries.”		62		Between 1980 and 1989, hot (direct) rolling of metal powders will become a large tonnage industry.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with MIT’s Center for Materials Science and Engineering when the presentation was made.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		46		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		62		1921		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about metals by Nicholas J. Grant. The speaker bio on page 46 indicates that Dr. Grant is an expert in his field. 
		1984.5		no				The author is predicting that hot rolling will emerge as a large tonnage industry.		62		Technology emergence		1989		1980		299		2		8		232		yes				no		Hot (direct) rolling of powdered metals		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Hot (direct) rolling of powdered metals is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Hot (direct) rolling of powdered metals is a production process.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author implies that hot (direct) rolling of powdered metals was not a large tonnage industry in 1970.		62				14.5		Long-term		no				1970				On page 48, the author/speaker mentions that his presentation will summarize the new metals developments that have break-out capability for the 1980s. Some forecasts in the document have explicit dates (usually in the '70s), but others are assumed to be for the 1980s because of this comment.		48		1989		1980		5/25/2012 9:11		5/25/2012 9:11		SF		1921		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1980		yes		Powder metallurgy was being utilized in multiple applications in major industries by 1980.		Interprets the use of powder metallurgy in major industries to indicate that power metallurgy itself was a major industry. 

The year of realization is assumed to be 1980, to be conservative, since PM products were used in automobile parts in the '60s and '70s. 		46		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Improvements in powder production techniques will have major side benefits across the board. New atomization methods, new powder handling processes and equipment, and new conversion processes and equipment will enhance the overall potential so that powder metallurgy will be the basis of a major industry by 1980.”		62		In 1980, powder metallurgy will be a major industry.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with MIT’s Center for Materials Science and Engineering when the presentation was made.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		46		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		62		1922		no		1980		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about metals by Nicholas J. Grant. The speaker bio on page 46 indicates that Dr. Grant is an expert in his field. 		1980		no		0		The author is predicting that powder metallurgy will become so popular that it will emerge as a major industry.		62		Market penetration		1983		1977		299		2		8		230		yes		0		no		Powder metallurgy		yes		By 1980 powder metallurgy was used in cutting tools, automobile parts and aircraft turbine engine parts.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Powder metallurgy is an area of study/application/innovation, which makes it a system or process.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Powder metallurgy is an area of innovation associated with producing materials.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that powder metallurgy was not yet a major industry in 1970.		62		0		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1970		1980		Explicit in forecast statement		62						5/25/2012 9:17		7/2/2012 9:25		SF		1922		SF

		1		no		no		The forecast timeline required a significant amt of interpretation to discern. Need someone to double check this for me. SF

All information provided on this forecast shows a display was available as early as 1972 but there is nothing to indicate this is the first nor was there any data on forecast year provided. DF

Based on the interpretation required to generate the forecast statement, as well as the lack of verifying data, this forecast should be omitted from the data set - SF 6/25/12		This forecast's timeline required a significant amount of interpretation to discern. SF

Based on the interpretation required to generate the forecast statement, as well as the lack of verifying data, this forecast should be omitted from the data set - SF 6/25/12		yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129		2. A lot of interpretation				1980		no				All information provided on this forecast shows a display was available as early as 1972 but there is nothing to indicate this is the first nor was there any data on forecast year provided		94		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Small amounts of electrical power supplied to (certain) compound semiconductor diodes results in light emission, and we have known this for some time. Indeed much effort has been devoted to silicon carbide, for this and other applications, but the extreme difficulty of handling silicon carbide has severely limited the efficiencies of such devices and frustrated hopes for widespread application. The big change has come with gallium phosphide, a semiconductor compound which also emits visible light but is much more amenable to chemical control. Very high efficiencies for the emission of both red and green light have been achieved, and we envision an early use of the material in display devices. “		100		By 1980, gallium phosphide (a semiconductor compound) will have been used in at least one display device.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with Bell Laboratories when the presentation was given. Bell Laboratories was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		96		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		100		1923		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about ceramic materials H. Bruce Hannay. According to biographical information provided Mr. Hannay was the executive director of Bell Telephone Labs’ materials science and engineering division. He is an expert in his field or electronics and materials.		1980		no				The author is predicting that gallium phosphide will emerge in display devices.		100		Technology emergence		1983		1977		299		2		8		230		yes				no		Gallium phosphide		no				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Gallium phosphide is a component of display devices.		100		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		In this context, gallium phosphide would be used to produce materials.		100		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that displays containing gallium phosphide were in development in 1970 (see figure 4 on page 100).		100				10		Medium-term		no				1970		1980		There is no explicit timeframe associated with this forecast, and "early use" is vague. However, the symposium was supposed to describe technologies that would be available in 1980. Some authors described technologies that would be available "in the eighties" (1980-1989) while others described technologies that would be expected by 1980. The analyst assumes this author/speaker means 1980 rather than 80-89, since he provides a picture of gallium phosphide diodes used in telephone handsets (which indicates that the technology was at least in development in 1970).		100						5/25/2012 10:20		7/12/2012 11:22		SF		1923		SF

		0		yes		no				The timeframe for this forecast required a lot of interpretation. SF		yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1980		no						94		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“It is hard to imagine that magnetics will be displaced for most bulk storage of information, but we expect to see semiconductors used for many internal memory functions in electronic systems, and optical memories should find a place for bulk storage of information, in applications demanding high capacity.”		107		By 1980, semiconductors will have been used for at least 4 internal memory functions in electronic systems.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with Bell Laboratories when the presentation was given. Bell Laboratories was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		96		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		107		1924		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about ceramic materials H. Bruce Hannay. According to biographical information provided Mr. Hannay was the executive director of Bell Telephone Labs’ materials science and engineering division. He is an expert in his field or electronics and materials.		1980		no				The author is predicting the popularity of semiconductors in certain applications and industries.		107		Market penetration		1983		1977		299		2		8		226		yes				no		Semiconductors		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Semiconductors are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		In this context, semiconductors would be components of electronic/computer technologies.		107		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author implies that semiconductors were not yet used for internal memory functions in electronics.		107				10		Medium-term		no				1970		1980		There is no explicit timeframe associated with this forecast.  However, the symposium was supposed to describe technologies that would be available in 1980. Some authors described technologies that would be available "in the eighties" (1980-1989) while others described technologies that would be expected by 1980. The analyst assumes this author/speaker means 1980, since he doesn't explicitly say "in the eighties", as other speakers do.		107						5/25/2012 10:27		5/25/2012 10:32		SF		1924		SF

		3		yes		no				The forecast timeline required a lot of interpretation to discern. SF		yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1980		yes		The read-only video disk was introduced in 1978 and was the first optical storage product to be successfully commercialized. This was followed by the CD, which was introduced in 1983.		Some disagreement between sources. However, two sources state video disks were released prior to CDs so this statement has been preferred.		94		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“It is hard to imagine that magnetics will be displaced for most bulk storage of information, but we expect to see semiconductors used for many internal memory functions in electronic systems, and optical memories should find a place for bulk storage of information, in applications demanding high capacity.”		107		By 1980, the use of optical memories for bulk storage of information will be commonplace.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with Bell Laboratories when the presentation was given. Bell Laboratories was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		96		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		107		1925		yes		1978		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about ceramic materials H. Bruce Hannay. According to biographical information provided Mr. Hannay was the executive director of Bell Telephone Labs’ materials science and engineering division. He is an expert in his field or electronics and materials.		1980		no		0.2		The author is predicting that there will be a demand for optical memories in markets that relate to information storage.		107		Market penetration		1983		1977		299		2		8		226		yes		-2		no		Optical memories		yes		By 1980 read-only video disks were available. These were the first optical storage products to be successfully commercialized.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Optical memories are components of information storage systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Optical memories are components of information storage systems.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that optical memories were not widely used for this application in 1970.		107		2		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1970		1980		There is no explicit timeframe associated with this forecast. However, the symposium was supposed to describe technologies that would be available in 1980. Some authors described technologies that would be available "in the eighties" (1980-1989) while others described technologies that would be expected by 1980. The analyst assumes this author/speaker means 1980 rather than 80-89, since the author does not explicitly state "in the eighties" as other authors do.		107						5/25/2012 10:31		7/2/2012 8:45		SF		1925		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1980		no						110		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“The prediction has been made that by 1980 over three-fourths of U.S. electronic circuits will be integrated. “		128		By 1980, more than 75% of electronic circuits in the U.S. will be integrated.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		According to biographical information provided Mr. Adcock was vice president of strategic planning at Texas Instruments when he gave this presentation. Texas Instruments is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		110		Explicit in forecast statement. 		128		1926		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about ceramic materials Willis A. Adcock. According to biographical information provided Mr. Adcock was vice president of strategic planning at Texas Instruments when he gave this presentation. He is an expert in the field of integrated electronics. 		1980		no				The author is predicting the popularity of ICs.		128		Market penetration		1983		1977		299		2		8		226		yes				no		Integrated circuits		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		ICs are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ICs are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that ICs were used in electronics but not at the level predicted.		128				10		Medium-term		no				1970		1980		Explicit in forecast statement. 		128						5/25/2012 10:37		5/25/2012 10:37		SF		1926		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1980		no						110		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Today the average number of circuits per chip is below 10 and circuits of several hundred have been made in small quantities. By 1980 the number of circuits per chip will be several thousand.”		128		By 1980, the number of circuits per chip will be at least 4 thousand. 										1		Worldwide		According to biographical information provided Mr. Adcock was vice president of strategic planning at Texas Instruments when he gave this presentation. Texas Instruments is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		110		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		128		1927		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about ceramic materials Willis A. Adcock. According to biographical information provided Mr. Adcock was vice president of strategic planning at Texas Instruments when he gave this presentation. He is an expert in the field of integrated electronics. 		1980		no				The author is predicting the evolving characteristics of ICs.		128		Evolution		1983		1977		299		2		8		226		yes				no		Integrated circuits		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		ICs are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ICs are components of computer technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The author indicates that there were <10 circuits per chip in 1970, which is well below the predicted 4-10 thousand.		128				10		Medium-term		no				1970		1980		Explicit in forecast statement. 		128						5/25/2012 10:41		5/25/2012 10:41		SF		1927		SF

		0		yes		no		Need someone to check my "prediction type". Is it market penetration or evolution? SF				yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1980		no						110		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“As far as the number of units goes, anybody can draw a curve for integrated circuits and take it to the stars. It looks like we’ll see by 1980 over a billion units a year—in market value, in the United States maybe three times or four times today’s value. Worldwide, there are three billion transistors made a year, which is an unbelievable number, and we can see four or five billion integrated circuits being made per year.”		130		By 1980, the per unit volume of integrated circuits will be at least 1 billion.										1		Worldwide		According to biographical information provided Mr. Adcock was vice president of strategic planning at Texas Instruments when he gave this presentation. Texas Instruments is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		110		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		130		1928		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about ceramic materials Willis A. Adcock. According to biographical information provided Mr. Adcock was vice president of strategic planning at Texas Instruments when he gave this presentation. He is an expert in the field of integrated electronics. 		1980		yes				The author is predicting the changing characteristics of ICs.		130		Evolution		1983		1977		299		2		8		226		yes				no		Integrated circuits		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		ICs are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ICs are components of computer technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The author indicates that the unit volume was not nearly 1 billion per year in 1970.		130				10		Medium-term		no				1970		1980		Explicit in forecast statement. 		130						5/25/2012 10:47		5/25/2012 10:47		SF		1928		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1980		no						110		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“As far as the number of units goes, anybody can draw a curve for integrated circuits and take it to the stars. It looks like we’ll see by 1980 over a billion units a year—in market value, in the United States maybe three times or four times today’s value. Worldwide, there are three billion transistors made a year, which is an unbelievable number, and we can see four or five billion integrated circuits being made per year.”		130		In 1980, at least four billion integrated circuits will be made per year worldwide. 										1		Worldwide		According to biographical information provided Mr. Adcock was vice president of strategic planning at Texas Instruments when he gave this presentation. Texas Instruments is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		110		Explicit in forecast statement. 		130		1929		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about ceramic materials Willis A. Adcock. According to biographical information provided Mr. Adcock was vice president of strategic planning at Texas Instruments when he gave this presentation. He is an expert in the field of integrated electronics. 		1980		no				The author is predicting the popularity/demand for ICs.		130		Market penetration		1983		1977		299		2		8		226		yes				no		Integrated circuits		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		ICs are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		ICs are components of computer technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The author indicates the the number of ICs produced in 1970 was not nearly as high as 4 billion. 		130				10		Medium-term		no				1970		1980		Explicit in forecast statement. 		130						5/25/2012 10:54		5/25/2012 10:54		SF		1929		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1984.5		no		As of 2012 there are only a few industrial applications for superconducting materials cooled by liquid nitrogen alone, suggesting traditional cooling methods have not been entirely replaced.		Interpret the 2012 source stating that there are only a few industrial applications for superconductors using liquid nitrogen as a coolant to indicate incomplete replacement of liquid helium as a coolant.		132		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“During the last three years, superconducting transition temperatures were finally raised--for the first time since the discovery of the phenomenon in 1911--to temperatures above the boiling point of liquid hydrogen at atmospheric pressures. That this development occurred gives rising hope that in years to come the superconducting transition temperature will finally reach those values that will make cooling by liquid helium entirely unnecessary. And so, it is probable that during the next decade the concentric piping system of liquid helium and liquid nitrogen will be replaced by a much simpler one containing only liquid nitrogen.”		135		Between 1980 and 1989, the superconducting transition temperature will be such that traditional cooling methods (which require a concentric piping system of liquid helium and liquid nitrogen) will be replaced by a a simpler system containing only liquid nitrogen.										1		Worldwide		According to biographical information provided, Mr. Matthias was a professor at the University of California when the presentation was made. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		132		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		135		1930		yes		1987		yes		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about superconductivity given by Bernd T. Matthias. According to biographical information provided, Mr. Matthias was a professor at the University of California when the presentation was made. He is an expert in physics. 		1984.5		no				The author is predicting that a simpler system for regulating superconducting transition temperature.		135		Technology emergence		1989		1980		299		2		8		232		yes				no		Superconducting transition temperature		yes		In 1985 the superconducting transition temperature was not such that traditional cooling methods were replaced by a simpler system containing only liquid nitrogen.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Regulating superconducting transition temperature is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Regulating superconducting transition temperature is associated with production.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that the current system had not yet been replaced by the liquid-nitrogen-only system.		135				14.5		Long-term		yes		SF		1970				The time horizon is "in the next decade," which is the 1980s.		135		1989		1980		5/25/2012 11:08		7/2/2012 8:43		SF		1930		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1984.5		no						142		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“The general theme of this paper is the prediction that the 1980s will see optical and infrared sources which will generate any chosen frequency or wavelength or color; presettable or tunable at will.”		144		Between 1980 and 1989, at least one optical or infrared source capable of generating any chosen frequency or wavelength color will be adopted.										1		Worldwide		According to biographical information provided, Mr. Kingston was the head of Lincoln Laboratory’s optics division when the presentation was made. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		142		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		144		1931		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about superconductivity given by Robert H. Kingston. According to biographical information provided, Mr. Kingston was the head of Lincoln Laboratory’s optics division when the presentation was made. He is an expert in optics. 		1984.5		no				The author is predicting the changing characteristics of optical or infrared sources.		144		Evolution		1989		1980		299		2		8		231		yes				no		Optical or infrared source		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		The described sources would likely be devices, which are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Optical or infrared sources are photonics and phononics technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that such sources were in development in 1970.		144				14.5		Long-term		no				1970				Explicit in forecast statement. 		144		1989		1980		5/25/2012 11:14		5/25/2012 11:14		SF		1931		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1978		yes		In 1977 the use of CML circuits allowed for computer manufacturers to use subnanosecond circuitry, which was previously thought to be unproductive using ECL circuits.		Data stated clearly in sources.		188		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“By the end of the decade, subnanosecond circuitry should be practical.”		190		Between 1977 and 1979, subnanosecond computer circuitry will be practical.										1		Worldwide		According to biographical information provided, Mr. Haddad was the vice president of IBM’s Poughkeepsie Laboratory when the presentation was made. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		188		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		190		1932		yes		1977		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about superconductivity given by Jerrier A. Haddad. According to biographical information provided, Mr. Haddad was the vice president of IBM’s Poughkeepsie Laboratory. He is an expert in computer systems technology.  		1978		no		0.125		The author is predicting that subnanosecond circuitry will evolve such that it becomes practical.		190		Evolution		1979		1977		299		2		8		226		yes		-1		no		Subnanosecond circuitry		yes		In 1978 subnanosecond computer circuitry was considered practical.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Subnanosecond circuitry is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Subnanosecond circuitry is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that subnanosecond circuitry was not practical in 1970.		190		1		8		Medium-term		yes		SF		1970				The forecast is for the "end of the decade," which the standard lexicon defines as the last years of a decade.		190		1979		1977		5/29/2012 8:23		7/6/2012 10:29		SF		1932		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1975		yes		By 1980 there were 2.1 million personal computers in use worldwide, indicating that it has become more commonplace for non-experts to make use of computers accurately. The personal computer market is described as transitioning from electronic hobbyist to the plug-and-play user market by 1979.		Used personal computers as a proxy indicator of active use of computers by non-experts. Assumes that as the number of personal computers increases, the number of non-experts making active use of computers increases.		188		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“In the decade to come this terminal oriented centralized file system will touch the lives of every person in the developed countries of the world. While even today it is difficult to avoid being touched by computer systems the individual will actively play a role with the computer in the next 10 years. In practically all cases the role will not be that of the computer expert but that of some other craft or profession.”		193		Between 1970 and 1980, it will be commonplace for individuals who aren't computer experts to play an active role with computers. 										1		Worldwide		According to biographical information provided, Mr. Haddad was the vice president of IBM’s Poughkeepsie Laboratory when the presentation was made. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		188		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		193		1933		yes		1980		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about superconductivity given by Jerrier A. Haddad. According to biographical information provided, Mr. Haddad was the vice president of IBM’s Poughkeepsie Laboratory. He is an expert in computer systems technology.  		1975		no		1		The author is predicting that computers will evolve such that they become practical for use by individuals who are not experts in their function.		193		Evolution		1980		1970		299		2		8		226		yes		5		no		Computers		yes		In 1975 computers were not commonly used by non-experts; only 50,000 personal computers were in use worldwide at the time.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		193		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that computer use was not commonplace among laypeople in 1970.		193		5		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1970				The time horizon is "in the next 10 years," which the standard lexicon defines as a range between the date the forecast was made (1970) to 10 years later (1980).		193		1980		1970		5/29/2012 8:28		7/6/2012 10:07		SF		1933		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1973.5		no		By 1972 AT&T had "pulled the plug" on the Picturephone service, which was a commercial failure.		Data stated clearly in sources.		210		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“Picturephone ® service could be another revolution. Starting in Pittsburgh in 1970, it will be offered in other locations in the coming years. We can expect its first use to be among business executives.”		212		Between 1971 and 1976, Picturephone will be offered in locations other than Pittsburgh.										1		Worldwide		According to biographical information provided, Mr. Pierce was the executive director of research at Bell Telephone laboratories when the presentation was made. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		210		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		212		1934		yes				yes		2010		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about superconductivity given by John R. Pierce. According to biographical information provided, Mr. Pierce was the executive director of research at Bell Telephone laboratories. He is an expert in communications technologies. 		1973.5		no				The author is predicting that there will be a market for the Picturephone outside of Pittsburgh.		212		Market penetration		1976		1971		299		2		8		225		yes				no		Picturephone		yes		In 1974 the Picturephone service was no longer functional.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		The Picturephone is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Picturephone is a communication device.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that the Picturephone was not yet commercially available in 1970.		NA				3.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1970				The time horizon is "the coming years," which the standard lexicon defines as 1-5 years.		212		1976		1971		5/29/2012 8:45		7/6/2012 10:05		SF		1934		SF

		4		yes		no		I think this one needs to be re-researched to find a computer (not word processor) capable of the predicted functions. The forecast was written in 1970, so the author was referring to PCs or workplace computers. SF 7/6/12

Added research concerning emacs and Electronic Pencil two word processors for computers released in 1976. DF				yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1980		yes		In 1976 Electronic Pencil was released which is claimed to be the first effective word processor - also in 1976 emacs was released with over 1000 commands available.		Data stated clearly in sources.		210		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“As the computer becomes part of our office and home life there will be changes in what we do and how we do it. Secretaries will no longer have to retype in order to make corrections; they can delete or add material, and the computer will adjust the line length and put the right number of lines on the page.”		213		By 1980, computers will enable users to delete or add material rather than retype to make corrections. 										1		Worldwide		According to biographical information provided, Mr. Pierce was the executive director of research at Bell Telephone laboratories when the presentation was made. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		210		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		213		1935		yes		1976		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about superconductivity given by John R. Pierce. According to biographical information provided, Mr. Pierce was the executive director of research at Bell Telephone laboratories. He is an expert in communications technologies. 		1980		no		0.4		The author is predicting the changing characteristics of computers.		213		Evolution		1983		1977		299		2		8		226		yes		-4		no		Computers		yes		By 1980 computers capable of enabling users to delete or add material rather than retype to make corrections were commercially available.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		213		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that computers did not yet have this functionality.		213		4		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1970		1980		No timeline is provided in the forecast statement, but the forecast was made during a symposium that predicted technologies that would be available by 1980. 		213						5/29/2012 8:49		7/12/2012 11:17		SF		1935		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129						1980		no						210		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“As the computer becomes part of our office and home life there will be changes in what we do and how we do it. Secretaries will no longer have to retype in order to make corrections; they can delete or add material, and the computer will adjust the line length and put the right number of lines on the page.”		213		By 1980, at least one computer capable of automatically adjusting line length and putting the right number of lines on document pages will be available commercially. 										1		Worldwide		According to biographical information provided, Mr. Pierce was the executive director of research at Bell Telephone laboratories when the presentation was made. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		210		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		213		1936		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about superconductivity given by John R. Pierce. According to biographical information provided, Mr. Pierce was the executive director of research at Bell Telephone laboratories. He is an expert in communications technologies. 		1980		no				The author is predicting the changing characteristics of computers,		213		Evolution		1983		1977		299		2		8		226		yes				no		Computers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		213		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that computers did not have this ability in 1970.		213				10		Medium-term		no				1970		1980		No timeline is provided in the forecast statement, but the forecast was made during a symposium that predicted technologies that would be available by 1980.		213						5/29/2012 8:53		5/29/2012 8:53		SF		1936		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1980		yes		The first "online" banking services began to start trials in the U.S during 1981, with customer numbers of around 500. Financial transactions are described as commonplace in 2000 with over one third of top banks offering online services and 10 million customers in the U.S alone.		Interpreted financial transactions to be in reference to online banking. Used 2000 as year of realization based on this being the earliest reference to online banking being commonplace.		210		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“I also expect financial transactions and ordering by a combination of computer and communication. And, it would be wonderful to get an airline or hotel reservation without calling every airline or every hotel.”		213		By 1980, it will be commonplace for financial transactions to be made via computer.										1		Worldwide		According to biographical information provided, Mr. Pierce was the executive director of research at Bell Telephone laboratories when the presentation was made. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		210		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		213		1937		yes		2000		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about superconductivity given by John R. Pierce. According to biographical information provided, Mr. Pierce was the executive director of research at Bell Telephone laboratories. He is an expert in communications technologies. 		1980		no		2		The author is predicting that the use of computers will migrate to a new market.		213		Technology Migration		1983		1977		299		2		8		226		yes		20		no		Financial transactions		yes		In 1980 it was not commonplace for financial transactions to be made via computer.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Conducting financial transactions via computer requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		In this context, the transactions would occur using computer and communication technologies.		213		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Financial transactions were not yet occurring via computer in 1970.		NA		20		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1970		1980		No timeline is provided in the forecast statement, but the forecast was made during a symposium that predicted technologies that would be available by 1980.		213						5/29/2012 8:57		7/6/2012 9:57		SF		1937		SF

		5		yes		no						yes		Although the book was published in 1971, on page 129 a speaker indicates that the conference took place “on the eve of the seventies.” Contextual information elsewhere indicates that the conference was held in 1970.		129		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1980		yes		Business to consumer shopping online did not become commercially viable until the 1990s. In 1994, major retailers of today first began opening, such as Amazon and eBay. By 2001 the purchase of products via computer was being described as commonplace.		Used earliest date found where business to customer e-commerce was called commonplace as a date of realization.		210		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		“I also expect financial transactions and ordering by a combination of computer and communication. And, it would be wonderful to get an airline or hotel reservation without calling every airline or every hotel.”		213		By 1980, it will be commonplace for products to be ordered via computer.  										1		Worldwide		According to biographical information provided, Mr. Pierce was the executive director of research at Bell Telephone laboratories when the presentation was made. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		210		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		213		1938		yes		2001		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		This chapter is based on a presentation about superconductivity given by John R. Pierce. According to biographical information provided, Mr. Pierce was the executive director of research at Bell Telephone laboratories. He is an expert in communications technologies. 		1980		no		2.1		The author is predicting the migration of computer technology to a new market and use.		213		Technology Migration		1983		1977		299		2		8		226		yes		21		no		Computers		yes		In 1980, it was not commonplace to order products via a computer.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Using computers to order products requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		213		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Computers were not used for ordering in 1970.		NA		21		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1970		1980		No timeline is provided in the forecast statement, but the forecast was made during a symposium that predicted technologies that would be available by 1980.		213						5/29/2012 9:02		7/6/2012 9:56		SF		1938		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		This edition was published in 1976, but according to this author bio, the book was originally published in 1974: http://www.careerchangeability.com/scientists/html/about_us.html) 		NA						1980		no						360		Stephen Rosen, Future Facts, (New York, NY: Simon & Schuster, 1976). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Satellites can be lifesavers to people living in isolated areas. In emergencies, back-country physicians will be able to consult specialists in big cities and get guidance by making a telephone call via satellite. By 1980 there will be 200 million overseas calls annually to and from the United States--and more global shrinkage."		360		In 1980, there will be 200 million overseas calls via satellite annually to and from the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The author is based in the U.S.: http://www.careerchangeability.com/scientists/html/about_us.html		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The author is predicting the number of calls to and from the U.S.		360		1939		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The author appears to have identified key technologies, then conducted interviews with experts in the field.		1980		no				The author is predicting the popularity of satellite telephone calls.		360		Market penetration		1982		1978		300		9				225		yes				no		Satellite telephone		yes										no		Satellite telephone is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Satellite telephones are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Satellite telephone calls were taking place to and from the U.S. in 1974. The author is predicting that more will be placed.		360				6		Medium-term		no				1974		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		360						5/29/2012 11:09		7/17/2012 6:49		SF		1939		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9						1992		no						15		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"During the next two decades by far the major uses of robots (and machine vision) will undoubtedly be in factories. 		15		Between 1984 and 2000, >50% of robots worldwide will be used in factories. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with Carnegie-Mellon University and DHS Inc, which are in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		15		1940		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The subsequent sentence states that, "Viewed from an historical perspective a long term trend in manufacturing technology can be seen." 		1992		no				The author is predicting the popularity of robots in factories.		15		Market penetration		2000		1984		301		5		29		235		yes				no		Robots		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		15		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Robots were used in factories in 1984.		NA				8		Medium-term		no				1984				The time horizon is "the next two decades" and the forecast statement is embedded in a section entitled, "until the year 2000." This indicates that the predicted event will occur from when the forecast was written (1984) until 2000, since there is also a section for "beyond 2000."		15		2000		1984		5/29/2012 12:09		5/29/2012 12:25		SF		1940		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2002		no		As of 2010 the majority of industrial robots were described as using solid heavy structures. In 2012 the development of a lightweight flexible industrial robotic arm was considered a noteworthy achievement.		Interprets the 2010 book that states the majority of industrial robots are solid and heavy to indicate that industrial robotic arms being flexible and lightweight is not commonplace. Also interprets the statement that the development of a lightweight flexible industrial arm is "pioneering" in the 2012 source to indicate such arms still are not commonplace.		358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Long Term. As control problems associated with non-rigidness are solved, robots with light flexible arms will become common. Non-discrete joints will become available on some industrial robots where agility is important." 		360		Between 1995 and 2009, industrial robots with light flexible arms will become commonplace.  										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		360		1941		yes				yes		2012		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		2002		no				The authors are predicting that an industrial robot of this type will emerge.		360		Technology emergence		2009		1995		301		9				235		yes				no		Industrial robots		yes		In 2002 industrial robots with light flexible arms were not commonplace.								no		Robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		360		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The authors indicate that such robots were not in use in 1984.		360				18		Long-term		yes		SF		1984				The time horizon is "long term," which the standard lexicon defines as 11-25 years after the forecast date. 		360		2009		1995		5/29/2012 12:21		7/13/2012 8:48		SF		1941		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2002		yes		In 2005 a paper describing a snake-arm robot was published stating they were used to repair a nuclear reactor in 2004. In 2006 a BBC article describes the uses of snake arm robots in industrial processes.		Data stated clearly in sources.		358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Long Term. As control problems associated with non-rigidness are solved, robots with light flexible arms will become common. Non-discrete joints will become available on some industrial robots where agility is important."		360		Between 1995 and 2009, industrial robots with non-discrete joints will be adopted.										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		360		1942		yes		2004		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		2002		no		0.111111111		The authors are predicting the emergence of a new robot feature.		360		Technology emergence		2009		1995		301		9				235		yes		2		no		Industrial robots		yes		In 2002 industrial robots with non-discrete joints were yet to be adopted.								yes		Robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		360		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The authors indicate that such robots were not in use in 1984.		360		2		18		Long-term		yes		SF		1984				The time horizon is "long term," which the standard lexicon defines as 11-25 years after the forecast date.		360		2009		1995		5/29/2012 12:24		7/2/2012 14:06		SF		1942		SF

		6		yes		no		Unsure how research indicates date of realization provided. DF

Forecast may have been realized later than 1993, assuming the WAM is the first industrial robot actuator with a tendon drive (http://www.barrett.com/robot/products-hand-articles-ME-1.htm). We've done a lot of research, and it seems likely that at least one company produced a robot actuator meeting these specs by 1993. SF 7/12/12				yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1987		yes		By 1993 tendon drives were described as being used in a variety of industrial machinery and recently being incorporated into robot manipulators.		Interprets recently in 1999 source to mean 1993 was the latest date of realization, based on the citation in text that follow the sentence. The latest citation was published in 1993, so to be conservative, this was taken to be the year of realization. This is consistent with Barrett Technology's company history. The company was formed in 1990 with the aim of developing the WAM arm, which used tendon drives. 		358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Short Term:...Some initial versions of tendon drive will appear, although the difficulty of transmitting high torque is likely to restrict this to low power joints such as dexterous hands."		361		Between 1985 and 1989, at least one industrial robot actuator will have a tendon drive. 										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		361		1943		yes		1993		yes		1993		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		1987		no		2		The authors are predicting the changing features of actuators.		361		Evolution		1989		1985		301		9				235		yes		6		no		Actuators		yes		In 1987 robot actuators with tendon drives were still in the process of development.								no		Actuators would be subsystems associated with robots.		NA		Subsystem		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		361		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that actuators with tendon drives were in development in 1984.		361		6		3		Short-term		yes		SF		1984				The time horizon is "short term," which the standard lexicon defines as 1-5 years after the forecast date.		361		1989		1985		5/29/2012 12:31		7/12/2012 10:21		SF		1943		SF

		1		yes		no		Source states that "many" robotic devices employ tendons to transmit power, neglects to state a date for event realization. It would seem at the latest this forecast was realized in 2009. DF

Need more research for first year of realization. SF 7/2/12				yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9						2002		no						358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Long Term: Eventually, reliable tendon drives with high torque transmission capability will become available, used not just for hand drive, but for some of the arm joints. 		361		Between 1995 and 2009, tendon drives with high torque transmission capability will be available for use on industrial robot arm joints.										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		361		1944		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		2002		yes				The authors are predicting the changing features of tendon drives.		361		Evolution		2009		1995		301		9				235		yes				no		Actuators		yes										no		Tendon drives are subsystems associated with robots.		NA		Subsystem		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		361		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The authors indicate that tendon drives meeting this description were not used in robot arm joints in 1984.		361				18		Long-term		no				1984				The time horizon is "long term," which the standard lexicon defines as 11-25 years after the forecast date.		361		2009		1995		5/29/2012 12:38		7/12/2012 10:21		SF		1944		SF

		2		yes		no		Sources only provide evidence that such systems were in development at the time of the forecast. The 1987 source claims to be a review of implementation of such sensors in industrial robotics. Unsure if this is strong enough to constitute proof of event realization. DF

Since the forecast is predicting the percent of off-the-shelf grippers that will incorporate this sensing, the forecast is not verified. If we think this info can be found out, we should do additional research. SF 7/6/12				yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9						1987		no						358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Short Term:...Some local sensing at the hand, such as use of an ultrasonic proximity sensor, will be available as a standard part of many off-the-shelf grippers."		362		Between 1985 and 1989, at least 15% of off-the-shelf grippers for industrial robots will incorporate local sensing at the hand, such as by using ultrasonic proximity sensors.										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		362		1945		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		1987		yes				The authors are predicting the popularity of local sensing.		362		Market penetration		1989		1985		301		9				235		yes				no		Local sensing		yes										no		Local sensing is a system associated with robots.		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		In this context, the sensor would be part of a robotics technology (off the shelf gripper).		362		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the sensors were being incorporated into grippers in 1984.		362				3		Short-term		no				1984				The time horizon is "short term," which the standard lexicon defines as 1-5 years after the forecast date.		361		1989		1985		5/29/2012 12:47		7/12/2012 9:44		SC		1945		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1987		yes		Source states that most industrial robots do not have tactile arrays but they are commercially available in 1987.		Used lack of robots with tactile arrays in industry and fact that tactile arrays were commercially available in 1987 to indicate that such arrays may have become available only just in 1987 or very recently.		358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Short Term:...Small, coarse tactile arrays will be commercially available but with limited sophistication of processing."		362		Between 1985 and 1989, small, coarse tactile arrays for industrial robot end effectors will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		362		1946		no		1987		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		1987		no		0		The authors are predicting that small arrays will emerge on the market.		362		Technology emergence		1989		1985		301		9				235		yes		0		no		Tactile arrays		yes		Tactile arrays for industrial robots were commercially available in 1987.								yes		Tactile arrays are subsystems associated with robots		NA		Subsystem		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Tactile arrays are subsystems associated with robots		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the arrays were in development in 1984.		362		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		1984				The time horizon is "short term," which the standard lexicon defines as 1-5 years after the forecast date.		362		1989		1985		5/29/2012 12:52		7/2/2012 9:37		SF		1946		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2002		no		As of 2012, robots with touch sensing "skin" are still not commercially available. New sensors released in 2011 by Touchene called ShokacCube were designed to make robots sense light touch through a skin like mechanism. A gel substance in 2012 gave promise of developing more realistic type of touch sensing "skin" for robots.		Data stated clearly in sources.		358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Long Term: A true general purpose hand, with high resolution force sensing "skin," will become commercially available, providing in a single end effector the capabilities needed to perform the vast majority of applications."		362		Between 1995 and 2009, a general purpose industrial robot hand with force sensing "skin" will be commercially available 										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		362		1947		yes				yes		2012		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		2002		no				The authors are predicting that a general purpose hand with the described features will emerge on the market.		362		Technology emergence		2009		1995		301		9				235		yes				no		Robotic hand		yes		In 2002 robots with touch sensing "skin" were not commercially available.								no		A robotic hand is a system.		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		The hand would be part of an end effector, which is a robotic technology.		362		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that the technology was not mature in 1984.		362				18		Long-term		yes		SF		1984				The time horizon is "long term," which the standard lexicon defines as 11-25 years after the forecast date.		362		2009		1995		5/29/2012 13:04		7/2/2012 14:07		SF		1947		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9						1987		no						358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Short Term: In the near term, mobile robots riding on wheels with some type of supervision will be able to surmount minor irregularities in floors and modest amounts of rubbish without losing orientation or position information." 		363		Between 1985 and 1989, mobile robots riding on wheels with some human supervision will be able to surmount floor irregularities and debris without losing orientation or position information. 										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		363		1948		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		1987		no				The authors are predicting the changing/improving features of mobile robots.		363		Evolution		1989		1985		301		9				235		yes				no		Mobile robots		yes										no		Robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		363		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that mobile robots meeting this description were in development in 1984.		363				3		Short-term		no				1984				The time horizon is "short term," which the standard lexicon defines as 1-5 years after the forecast date.		363		1989		1985		5/29/2012 13:17		5/29/2012 13:17		SF		1948		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9						1987		no						358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Short Term:...Inspection and simple maintenance required in high hazard areas, such as nuclear power plants, will be performed by robots, with teleoperation capability allowing human supervision."		364		Between 1985 and 1989, robots will perform inspection and simple maintenance in at least one high hazard area, such as a nuclear power plants.										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		364		1949		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		1987		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of robots for high-hazard markets.		364		Market penetration		1989		1985		301		9				235		yes				no		Robots		yes										no		Robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		364		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that such robots were in development in 1984.		364				3		Short-term		no				1984				The time horizon is "short term," which the standard lexicon defines as 1-5 years after the forecast date.		364		1989		1985		5/29/2012 13:37		5/29/2012 13:37		SF		1949		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9						2002		no						358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Long Term: For highly unstructured environments such as construction sites, active tracked suspensions and legged systems will become available. Robots that can climb by gripping and pulling themselves will be available for work on scaffolds and in outer space."		364		Between 1995 and 2009, robots that can climb by gripping and pulling themselves will be available for work on scaffolds.										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		364		1950		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		2002		no				The authors are predicting the emergence of a new type of robot.		364		Technology emergence		2009		1995		301		9				235		yes				no		Robots		yes										no		Robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		364		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that the robots were not mature in 1984.		364				18		Long-term		no				1984				The time horizon is "long term," which the standard lexicon defines as 11-25 years after the forecast date.		364		2009		1995		5/29/2012 13:41		5/29/2012 13:41		SF		1950		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9						2002		no						358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Long Term: For highly unstructured environments such as construction sites, active tracked suspensions and legged systems will become available. Robots that can climb by gripping and pulling themselves will be available for work on scaffolds and in outer space."		364		Between 1995 and 2009, robots that can climb by gripping and pulling themselves will be available for work in outer space.										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		364		1951		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		2002		no				The authors are predicting the emergence of a new robot.		364		Technology emergence		2009		1995		301		9				235		yes				no		Robots		yes										no		Robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		364		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that such robots were not mature in 1984.		364				18		Long-term		no				1984				The time horizon is "long term," which the standard lexicon defines as 11-25 years after the forecast date.		364		2009		1995		5/29/2012 13:44		5/29/2012 13:44		SF		1951		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9						1987		no						358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Short Term:...Controllers will have software operating systems to handle the housekeeping of distributed processing and to support compilers for high level language programming. Offline programming will be common on sophisticated industrial robots."		366		Between 1985 and 1989, industrial robot controllers will have software operating systems to handle the housekeeping of distributed processing. 										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		366		1952		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		1987		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of controllers.		366		Evolution		1989		1985		301		9				235		yes				no		Robot controllers		yes										no		Controllers are systems associated with industrial robots.		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Controllers are systems associated with industrial robots.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that the controllers were in development in 1984.		366				3		Short-term		no				1984				The time horizon is "short term," which the standard lexicon defines as 1-5 years after the forecast date.		366		1989		1985		5/30/2012 7:12		5/30/2012 7:12		SF		1952		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9						2002		no						358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Long Term: Controllers will tie into local area networks to communicate with surrounding machinery such as parts presenters."		366		Between 1995 and 2009, industrial robot controllers will link to local area networks to communicate with surrounding machinery parts, such as presenters.										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		366		1953		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		2002		no				The author is predicting the changing features of controllers.		366		Evolution		2009		1995		301		9				235		yes				no		Robot controllers		yes										no		Controllers are systems associated with robots.		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Controllers are systems associated with robots.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that the controllers were not mature in 1984.		366				18		Long-term		no				1984				The time horizon is "long term," which the standard lexicon defines as 11-25 years after the forecast date.		366		2009		1995		5/30/2012 7:16		5/30/2012 7:16		SF		1953		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2002		no		As of 2012, even the most advanced A.I robots are still quite rudimentary and are programmed in some underlying way to perform tasks rather than creating their own systems.		Source describes a modern experimental set of A.I robots and their capabilities - this serves to illustrate the high likelyhood that industrial robots currently are unable to design their own systems of work.		358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Long Term: Controllers will cease to be directly programmed by humans. AI systems, working from CAM produced information, will use graphics and expert systems, with human supervision, to develop the programs needed by the robot on the plant floor."		366		Between 1995 and 2009, industrial robot controllers will cease to be programmed directly by humans. Instead, artificial intelligence (AI) systems will use graphics and expert systems to develop the programs needed by the robot on the plant floor with human supervision. 										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		366		1954		no				yes		2012		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		2002		no				The authors are predicting how the development of controllers will change.		366		Evolution		2009		1995		301		9				235		yes				no		Robot controllers		yes		In 2002 no industrial robots possessed artificial intelligence such that they ceased to need to be programmed by humans.								no		Controllers are systems associated with robots.		NA		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Controllers are systems associated with robots.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that controllers were not produced in this manner in 1984.		366				18		Long-term		yes		SF		1984				The time horizon is "long term," which the standard lexicon defines as 11-25 years after the forecast date.		366		2009		1995		5/30/2012 7:21		7/2/2012 14:09		SF		1954		SF

		2		no		no		The research doesn't seem to specify the VLSI connection. I'm not sure if it's what we're looking for. CH

Don't worry about the VLSI; we just need to demonstrate when industrial robots first achieved real-time 2D and 2.5 vision. I don't see any indication that the technology was first available in 2008 (i.e., not achieved sooner). SF 7/13/12 				yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1987		yes		A working form of the technology was presented at the Hannover fair in 2008.		The research doesn't seem to specify the VLSI connection. I'm not sure if it's what we're looking for. 		358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Short Term: Use of dedicated VLSI processors will speed up 2D and 2 1/2D vision to real-time capability for use in adaptive control.		367		Between 1985 and 1989, industrial robots will have real-time 2D and 2.5D vision. 										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		367		1955		yes		2008		yes		2008		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		1987		yes		7		The authors are predicting the changing features of robotic vision.		367		Evolution		1989		1985		301		9				235		yes		21		no		Robots		yes		The technology was still in the research and development stage in 1987.								no		2D and 2.5D vision are subsystems associated with robots.		NA		Subsystem		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		2D and 2.5D vision are subsystems associated with robots.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that this capability was in development in 1984.		367		21		3		Short-term		no				1984				The time horizon is "short term," which the standard lexicon defines as 1-5 years after the forecast date.		367		1989		1985		5/30/2012 7:35		7/16/2012 14:37		SC		1955		SF

		1		yes		no		Source states this was the first robot using webcams for real-time 3D vision it is unclear whether this means there were other robots with real-time 3D vision using some sensor other than webcams. DF

Checking with SMEs (Jason and Phil) to see if we can reach consensus on this. SF 

Phil Smith thinks the interpretation as it stands (with webcams) is correct. SF 7/2/12				yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2002		yes		The first industrial robot with real time 3D vision was produced by Universal Robotics in 2010.		Interprets "first robot using webcams for real-time 3D stereoscopic vision" to indicate that this was the first robot with real-time 3D stereoscopic vision.		358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Long Term: Sufficient speed will become available for real-time 3D vision, including shape extraction and comparison with CAD/CAM models.		367		Between 1995 and 2009, at least one industrial robot will have real-time 3D vision. 										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		367		1956		no		2010		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		2002		no		0.444444444		The authors are predicting that robot vision will advance.		367		Evolution		2009		1995		301		9				235		yes		8		no		Robots		yes		In 2002 there were no industrial robots with real-time 3D vision.								no		Vision is a subsystems associated with robots.		NA		Subsystem		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Vision is a subsystems associated with robots.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that real-time 3D vision was not mature in 1984.		367		8		18		Long-term		yes		SF		1984				The time horizon is "long term," which the standard lexicon defines as 11-25 years after the forecast date.		367		2009		1995		5/30/2012 7:39		7/2/2012 9:30		SF		1956		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9						1987		no						358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Short Term:...Force sensing along a single axis will become common and multi-axis force sensing will appear on the shop floor. "		368		Between 1985 and 1989, force sensing along a single axis will become common among industrial robots.										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		368		1957		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		1987		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of force sensing among industrial robots.		368		Market penetration		1989		1985		301		9				235		yes				no		Force sensing		yes										no		Force sensing is a subsystem associated with robots.		NA		Subsystem		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Force sensing is a subsystem associated with robots.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that force sensing existed but was not common among robots in 1984.		368				3		Short-term		no				1984				The time horizon is "short term," which the standard lexicon defines as 1-5 years after the forecast date.		368		1989		1985		5/30/2012 7:51		5/30/2012 7:56		SF		1957		SF

		2		yes		no		Sources state this is the first intelligent robot for industrial applications making no claim that it is the first with high resolution, wide range force sensing arrays although sources do state the robot had six axis force sensor capabilities. DF

Go ahead and populate the verification info as if this tech meets the forecast, but note the increased level of interpretation and all assumptions made, please. SF 7/2/12				yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2002		yes		The I-21i robot, released in 2001, was an intelligent robot for industrial applications with six-axis force sensors.		Sources state that robot was "intelligent" and had "six-axis force sensors" suggesting it would have been capable of using force sensing arrays in a sophisticated manner. Also assumes that a six axis force sensor has a wide range and high resolution.		358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Long Term: High resolution wide range force sensing arrays will become available commercially with a sophistication level comparable to that of vision systems."		368		Between 1995 and 2009, high resolution, wide range force sensing arrays with a sophistication level comparable to that of vision systems will be available commercially for use in industrial robots. 										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		368		1958		yes		2001		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		2002		no		0.055555556		The authors are predicting that sensing arrays with the described functionality will emerge on the market.		368		Technology emergence		2009		1995		301		9				235		yes		-1		no		Force sensing		yes		In 2002, intelligent robots for industrial applications with six axis force sensing capabilities were available.								yes		Force sensing is a subsystem associated with robots.		NA		Subsystem		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		In this context, the force sensing would be associated with robots.		368		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that force sensing of this type was not mature in 1984.		368		1		18		Long-term		yes		SF		1984				The time horizon is "long term," which the standard lexicon defines as 11-25 years after the forecast date.		368		2009		1995		5/30/2012 7:55		7/6/2012 9:51		SF		1958		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1985, but Robert Ayres' essay was written in March of 1984, as seen on page 9.		9		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2002		yes		The I-21i Robot was available to industry in 2001 and was called the First Intelligent Robot with Vision and Touch-sensing Capabilities. It was a vision guided industrial robot with the ability to track a moving object and was capable of reacting to the speed and direction of this movement and respond accordingly.		Interpreted "improved speed of robots" and the capability to track and acquire moving objects to indicate a real-time ability.		358		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"Long Term:...Processing of tactile data will become sufficiently improved to allow real-time acquisition of 3D shapes by touching."		368		Between 1995 and 2009, at least one industrial robot will be able to process tactile data such that it can acquire 3D shapes in real-time via touch.										1		Worldwide		These forecasts were made by employees of DHR, Inc, which is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		9		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		368		1959		yes		2001		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Forecasts were made by assessing technologies being worked on in the laboratory, consulting with experts at conferences and symposia, interviewing members of the study’s expert panel, and examining funding. 		2002		no		0.055555556		The authors are predicting the improvement of tactile data processing.		368		Evolution		2009		1995		301		9				235		yes		-1		no		Tactile data processing		yes		By 2002 at least one industrial robot was able to process tactile data such that it could acquire 3D shapes and track items in order to react to movements to respond in the proper manner.								yes		Tactile data processing is a subsystem associated with robots.		NA		Subsystem		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Tactile data processing is a subsystem associated with robots.		368		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that robots did not have this processing ability in 1984.		368		1		18		Long-term		yes		SF		1984				The time horizon is "long term," which the standard lexicon defines as 11-25 years after the forecast date.		368		2009		1995		5/30/2012 8:00		7/2/2012 9:39		SF		1959		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in January of 1987, as seen from the book’s cover page. 		NA								no						38		Barry Mahon, “Network Technology—Current and Future,” presented at the Silver Jubilee Conference (London, UK: January 16, 1987). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"LAN technology developments will mean that the power of a user's terminal will not be restricted to the room that it is in, but it will become a true workstation. The organisation's filing system, for example, will be available through the LAN, not just as a list of file names but as the complete texts of the documents." 		42		Between 1987 and 2012, it will be commonplace for organizations to store their documents through local area connections.										1		Worldwide		The author was affiliated with the European Information Market Development Group when the forecast was made. 										5		Europe		38		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		42		1960		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author was affiliated with the European Information Market Development Group when the forecast was made. He is likely an expert in network technology.				no				The author is predicting that technology will advance such that the way organizations store documents will change.		42		Evolution						302		2		8		225		yes				no		Local area networks		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		LANs are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		LANs are communications technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that LANs were already in use in 1987.		42				12.5		Long-term		no				1987				No timeline was provided with this forecast statement, but the book’s preface indicates that the aim of the conference was to “look forward to the next twenty-five years.” As such, this forecast time horizon is assumed to be the next 25 years.  		42		2012		1987		5/31/2012 7:43		5/31/2012 7:43		SF		1960		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in January of 1987, as seen from the book’s cover page. 		NA						2002		no						74		Elspeth J. Scott, “The Future of Information Science as a Profession,” presented at the Silver Jubilee Conference (London, UK: January 16, 1987). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"I would predict that after an initial growth phase, over the next ten to twenty years we will begin got see a contraction in the overall number of databases available, due in part to amalgamation of sources in subject areas, i.e. we shall see takeovers."		78		Between 1997 and 2007, the overall number of commercially-available databases will be less than the number available in 1996. 										1		Worldwide		Wellcome Research Laboratory was based in the UK.		197		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Northern Europe		5		Europe		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		78		1961		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author was affiliated with Wellcome Research Laboratories in 1987. She is likely an expert in information science.		2002		no				The author is predicting that the market will not demand as many databases.		78		Market penetration		2007		1997		303		2		8		226		yes				no		Databases		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Databases are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Databases store information.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that databases existed in 1987.		78				15		Long-term		no				1987				The time horizon is the "next 10 to 20 years," which the standard lexicon defines as a range between 10-20 years after the forecast was made.		78		2007		1997		5/31/2012 8:10		7/13/2012 10:20		SF		1961		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in January of 1987, as seen from the book’s cover page. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1988		yes		The forecast overestimated the number of computers by 15 million. 		No data was available for 1989. However, given that there were 45 million in 1988 and 92 million in 1990, we assume that there were 60 million in 1989. 		115		Roger K. Summit, “Online Information: A Ten-Year Perspective and Outlook,” presented at the Silver Jubilee Conference (London, UK: January 16, 1987). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"By the end of 1988 it is forecast that there will be sixty million computers in the United States home and business environments, approximately double the number today--an enormous opportunity for product developers."		116-117		In 1988, there will be 60 million computers in U.S. homes and businesses.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		DIALOG Information Services is based in the U.S.: http://www.dialog.com/contacts/. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		116-117		1962		yes		1989		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author was affiliated with DIALOG Information Services, Inc. in 1987. He is likely an expert in online networks. 		1988		no		1		The author is predicting the popularity of computers.		116-117		Market penetration		1988		1988		304		2		8		226		yes		1		no		Computers		yes		In 1988, there will be 45 million computers in U.S. homes and businesses.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		116-117		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Computers were in use in 1987.		116-117		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1987		1988		Explicit in forecast statement.		116-117						5/31/2012 8:20		6/28/2012 11:05		SF		1962		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in January of 1987, as seen from the book’s cover page. 		NA						1988		no						115		Roger K. Summit, “Online Information: A Ten-Year Perspective and Outlook,” presented at the Silver Jubilee Conference (London, UK: January 16, 1987). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"It is expected that modems on personal computers will increase from some forty percent today to some sixty percent by the end of 1988. Thus, in two years we can anticipate some forty million personal computers with modems and relatively inexpensive telecommunications by the end of 1988."		117		In 1988, 40 million PCs worldwide will have modems. 										1		Worldwide		DIALOG Information Services is based in the U.S.: http://www.dialog.com/contacts/. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		117		1963		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author was affiliated with DIALOG Information Services, Inc. in 1987. He is likely an expert in online networks. 		1988		no				The author is predicting the popularity of computers with modems,		117		Market penetration		1988		1988		304		2		8		226		yes				no		Personal computers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		PCs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		117		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PCs were in use in 1987.		117				1		Short-term		no				1987		1988		Explicit in forecast statement.		117						5/31/2012 8:26		5/31/2012 8:26		SF		1963		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in January of 1987, as seen from the book’s cover page. 		NA						1990		no						115		Roger K. Summit, “Online Information: A Ten-Year Perspective and Outlook,” presented at the Silver Jubilee Conference (London, UK: January 16, 1987). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"It is our observation, however, that when both source and citation databases are offered for the same publications, the indexed citation database tends to be used for searching and the source database used for output or fulfillment. Because of the high cost of keyboarding source documents and the practical inability of magnetic media to store images, a reasonable scenario would be to store source documents in image form (rather than magnetic form) for fulfillment purposes. I anticipate development of both digital and image storage of sources, with image willing out for most material by 1990."		117-118		In 1990, at least one system to digitally store source documents will have been developed.										1		Worldwide		DIALOG Information Services is based in the U.S.: http://www.dialog.com/contacts/. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		117-118		1964		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author was affiliated with DIALOG Information Services, Inc. in 1987. He is likely an expert in online networks. 		1990		no				The author is predicting the emergence of a new type of database.		117-118		Technology emergence		1991		1989		304		2		8		226		yes				no		Digital database		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Databases are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Databases store information.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that digital databases had yet to be developed in 1987.		117-118				3		Short-term		no				1987		1990		Explicit in forecast statement.		117-118						5/31/2012 8:38		7/13/2012 10:19		SF		1964		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in January of 1987, as seen from the book’s cover page. 		NA						1990		no						115		Roger K. Summit, “Online Information: A Ten-Year Perspective and Outlook,” presented at the Silver Jubilee Conference (London, UK: January 16, 1987). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"It is our observation, however, that when both source and citation databases are offered for the same publications, the indexed citation database tends to be used for searching and the source database used for output or fulfillment. Because of the high cost of keyboarding source documents and the practical inability of magnetic media to store images, a reasonable scenario would be to store source documents in image form (rather than magnetic form) for fulfillment purposes. I anticipate development of both digital and image storage of sources, with image willing out for most material by 1990."		117-118		By 1990, at least one database capable of storing source documents in image (rather than magnetic) form will have been developed. 										1		Worldwide		DIALOG Information Services is based in the U.S.: http://www.dialog.com/contacts/. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		117-118		1965		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author was affiliated with DIALOG Information Services, Inc. in 1987. He is likely an expert in online networks. 		1990		no				The author is predicting the emergence of a new type of database.		1117-118		Technology emergence		1991		1989		304		2		8		226		yes				no		Image form database		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Databases are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Databases store information.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that the databases did not exist in 1987.		117-118				3		Short-term		no				1987		1990		Explicit in forecast statement.		117-118						5/31/2012 8:41		7/13/2012 10:20		SF		1965		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The presentation was made in January of 1987, as seen from the book’s cover page. 		NA						1990		no						115		Roger K. Summit, “Online Information: A Ten-Year Perspective and Outlook,” presented at the Silver Jubilee Conference (London, UK: January 16, 1987). 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"The advent of optical storage and transmission capability coupled with anticipated lower telecommunications costs suggest that automatic delivery of document images will become a practicality in the near term."		120-121		Between 1988 and 1992, products or services that deliver document images automatically will be adopted. 										1		Worldwide		DIALOG Information Services is based in the U.S.: http://www.dialog.com/contacts/. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		120-121		1966		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The author was affiliated with DIALOG Information Services, Inc. in 1987. He is likely an expert in online networks. 		1990		no				The author is predicting that automatic image delivery services will emerge on the market. 		120-121		Technology emergence		1992		1988		304		2		8		225		yes				no		Automatic image delivery		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Automatic image delivery would require a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Delivering images would be a form of communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that this technology was in development in 1987.		120-121				3		Short-term		no				1987				The time horizon is the "near term," which the standard lexicon defines as 1-5 years after the forecast was made.		120-121		1992		1988		5/31/2012 8:47		5/31/2012 8:47		SF		1966		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1987.5		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Before the year 2000, ultra-highdensity solid-state mass memory systems will be available, capable of storing 10^l2 bits per cubic meter —an increase of 10^4 beyond 1975's capabilities. This development will be the foundation for great advances in data management, and in particular in remote automatic information processing. Additional capability will be available for archival storage up to 10^15 bits per cubic meter."		1-Feb		Between 1975 and 2000, at least one ultra-high density solid-state mass memory system will be available for use in space applications.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1967		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 		1987.5		no				The report is predicting that the the systems will emerge on the market.		1-Feb		Technology emergence		2000		1975		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Ultra-high density solid-state mass memory systems		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Explicit in forecast statement.		1-Feb		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the memory systems would be used in space technologies.		1-Feb		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The report indicates that the memory systems were immature in 1975.		1-Feb				12.5		Long-term		no				1975				The standard lexicon defines "before year X" as a range between the year the forecast was made and X year. 		1-Feb		2000		1975		6/4/2012 7:24		6/4/2012 7:24		SF		1967		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1987.5		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Before the year 2000, ultra-highdensity solid-state mass memory systems will be available, capable of storing 10^l2 bits per cubic meter —an increase of 10^4 beyond 1975's capabilities. This development will be the foundation for great advances in data management, and in particular in remote automatic information processing. Additional capability will be available for archival storage up to 10^15 bits per cubic meter."		1-Feb		Between 1975 and 2000, at least one ultra-high density solid-state mass memory system available in the U.S. will be capable of storing 10^12 bits per cubic meter. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1968		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 		1987.5		no				The report is predicting that systems with this storage capacity will emerge on the market.		1-Feb		Technology emergence		2000		1975		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Ultra-high density solid-state mass memory systems		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Explicit in forecast statement.		1-Feb		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the systems would be space technologies.		1-Feb		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The report indicates that the systems were not mature in 1975.		1-Feb				12.5		Long-term		no				1975				The standard lexicon defines "before year X" as a range between the year the forecast was made and X year.		1-Feb		2000		1975		6/4/2012 7:28		6/4/2012 7:28		SF		1968		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1987.5		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"It will be possible before the year 2000 to design, fabricate, deploy, and control large lightweight structures in space, such as solar arrays with areas of hundreds of thousands of square meters. For antennas, where pointing accuracies are more demanding, areas could be tens of thousands of square meters. Fabrication, deployment and control capability will result primarily from NASA-sponsored developments. However, design capabilities and availability of important new structural materials will come, primarily, from industrial technological advances — many sponsored by governmental agencies other than NASA."		2-Feb		Between 1975 and 2000, it will be possible for the U.S. space program to design, fabricate, deploy, and control large lightweight structures in space, such as solar arrays with areas of hundreds of thousands of square meters. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1969		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		1987.5		no				The report is predicting the U.S. space program's changing capabilities.		2-Feb		Evolution		2000		1975		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Large lightweight structures		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Large lightweight structures are systems of systems.		2-Feb		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		2-Feb		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The report implies that it was not possible to design, fabricate, deploy, or control these structures in space.		2-Feb				12.5		Long-term		no				1975				The standard lexicon defines "before year X" as a range between the year the forecast was made and X year.		2-Feb		2000		1975		6/4/2012 7:33		6/4/2012 7:33		SF		1969		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		In 2003, fully-closed life support systems for space applications were described as "beyond today's technology" and in 2009 they were described as probably not existing for the time being.		Data stated clearly in sources.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"It is forecast that it will be possible by the year 2000 to provide nearly fully closed (fully recycling) biologica1 life support systems for large crews in space or on the Moon. These systems could have reliable lifetimes of several years, and "farm" areas of the order of 103 square meters per capita. However, very little advance has occurred in this area to date."		2-Feb		In 2000, it will be possible for the U.S. space program to provide fully closed (fully recycling) biological life support systems for large crews in space or on the Moon. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1970		yes				no		2009		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting that NASA's ability to provide biological support to crews will improve.		2-Feb		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Biological life support systems		yes		In 2000, it was not possible for the U.S. space program to provide fully closed (fully recycling) biological life support systems for large crews in space or on the Moon.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Explicit in forecast statement.		2-Feb		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the systems would be used for space crews.		2-Feb		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The report states that, "very little advance has occurred in this area to date," which indicates that the technology was immature in 1975.		2-Feb				25		Long-term		yes		SF		1975		2000		The standard lexicon defines "by year X" as "in year X."		2-Feb						6/4/2012 7:38		6/21/2012 9:32		SF		1970		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1987.5		no		In 1988 the only launch system that was reusable in any way was the Space Shuttle and this was only partially reusable. In 2011, SpaceX announced they would plan to build the world's first fully reusable launch system.		Data stated clearly in sources.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"It will be possible in the time period in question to develop reusable, vertical landing (perhaps in water), heavy lift vehicles for low-cost Earth-to-orbit transportation. Such vehicles could be capable of delivering payloads of a few hundred thousand kilograms to low Earth-orbit at a cost of $50 per kilogram, or less."		2-Feb		Between 1975 and 2000, it will be possible for the U.S. space program to develop reusable, vertical landing, heavy lift vehicles for low-cost Earth-to-orbit transportation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1971		yes				yes		2011		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1987.5		no				The report is predicting the evolving capabilities of the U.S. space program.		2-Feb		Evolution		2000		1975		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Space vehicles		yes		In 1988, it was not possible for the U.S. space program to develop reusable, vertical landing, heavy lift vehicles for low-cost Earth-to-orbit transportation.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Space vehicles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the vehicles would be used for space travel.		2-Feb		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The report implies that these vehicles were immature in 1975.		2-Feb				12.5		Long-term		yes		SF		1975				The time horizon is "in the time period." Since most forecasts are for 25 years (1975 to 2000), it is assumed that this forecast is for the same time period.		2-Feb		2000		1975		6/4/2012 7:51		6/21/2012 9:34		SF		1971		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1987.5		yes		Data collected in space was increasing during the time period forecast.		Interpreted "the amount of data being collected or generated is increasing exponentially and should continue to grow in the future" to indicate that prior to 1989 there was a good level of growth of data collected.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The next 25 years will see a steady and rapid growth in the amount of data collected in space and returned to the Earth, combined with the necessity for acquiring, processing and disseminating this information at low cost. These two factors will provide the stimuli for the technological evolution of space-related information systems."		3-Feb		Between 1975 and 2000, the amount of data collected in space by the U.S. space program and returned to Earth will be larger than the amount collected in 1974.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1972		yes		1988		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1987.5		no		0.04		The report is predicting that the U.S. space program's ability to collect and return data from space will improve.		3-Feb		Evolution		2000		1975		305		5		29		234		yes		0.5		no		Data collection		yes		By 1988, the amount of data being in space by NASA was said to be increasing exponentially.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		Collecting and returning data from space requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the data will be collected in space.		3-Feb		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The report implies that the ability to collect and return data existed in 1975 but that it would increase in the following 25 years.		3-Feb		0.5		12.5		Long-term		yes		SF		1975				The standard lexicon defines "the next X years" as a date range between when the forecast was made plus X years.		3-Feb		2000		1975		6/4/2012 7:57		6/21/2012 9:36		SF		1972		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		10^13 bits is equivalent to 9312.2 gigabits, which is equivalent to 1164.1 gigabytes. This is over 5 times more data than the Terra satellite could send back. Data volumes per day of this amount still have not been reached today, with future satellites being planned for 900 gigabytes a day. NASA has suggested to continue achieving higher data rates an optical communications system is required.		Calculated the minimum Gigabyte value a day of 1164.1 Gigabytes fro 10^13 Gigabits.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By the year 2000, imaging devices on Earth application satellites will be capable of returning a thousand times more data than in 1975, that is, an increase from 10^10 to 10^11 bits/day to 10^13 to 10^15 bits/ day."		3-Feb		In 2000, image devices on Earth application satellites will be capable of returning 10^13 to 10^15 bits/day. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1973		yes				no		2010		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting the changing functionality of Earth application satellites.		3-Feb		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Earth application staellites		yes		In 2000, Terra satellite could send back 194 Gigabytes of data per day and the Landsat 7 satellite could send back 150 Gigabytes of data per day.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Satellites are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Satellites are space technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The report implies that Earth application satellites did not have this ability in 1975.		3-Feb				25		Long-term		yes		SF		1975		2000		The standard lexicon defines "by year X" as "in year X."		3-Feb						6/4/2012 8:05		6/21/2012 9:38		SF		1973		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1985		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The implementation of space-borne data processing and control functions will follow commercial trends. The concept of applying dedicated computers to individual functions will be realized on board space vehicles by 1985. Initially, these computers (micro-processors) will operate independently to simplify software and hardware complexity. Later, still more dense microcircuits and new software concepts will permit interaction of computer elements at higher levels and provide load-sharing and fault-tolerant operation."		4-Feb		In 1985, the U.S. space program will apply dedicated computers to individual functions on board space vehicles. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1974		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1985		no				The report is predicting that computers dedicated to individual functions will emerge on board space vehicles.		4-Feb		Technology emergence		1988		1982		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Dedicated computers		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the computers would be used on board space vehicles.		4-Feb		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The report implies that dedicated computers were not yet used on space vehicles.		4-Feb				10		Medium-term		no				1975		1985		Explicit in forecast statement.		4-Feb						6/4/2012 8:13		6/4/2012 8:13		SF		1974		SF

		2		yes		no				A lot of interpretation was interpret the data transmission metric in such a way as to make the forecast still verifiable. The analyst decided that so long as the data transmission requirements were substantially lower in 2000 (the standard lexicon defines "substantial" as 30%), then the forecast would be satisfied. SF		yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		The entire Skylab mission 1973-1979 intended to generate up to 30-40 gigabits of data or approximately 5 gigabytes. The Terra satellite launched in 1999 generated and transmitted 194 gigabytes of data per day and the Landsat 7 satellite also launched in 1999 generated 150 gigabytes of data a day.		Calculated that 40 gigabits is equivalent to 5 gigabytes.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By the year 2000, the volume of transmitted data required to meet a set of space-mission objectives will be reduced by a factor of approximately 100 through application of information extraction and encoding methods. Users will interact with spacecraft and satellite image processing systems to select and control the criteria employed in on-board information extraction."		4-Feb		In 2000, the volume of transmitted data required to meet a set of space-mission objectives will be substantially (at least 30%) lower than the amount required in 1974. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1975		yes				no		2009		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting that the U.S. space program will advance such that data transmission requirements will be reduced.		4-Feb		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Data transmission		yes		In 2000, the amount of transmitted data required to carry out space mission objectives was typically far higher than that in 1974.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Data transmission is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, data transmission is associated with space missions.		4-Feb		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The report indicates that data transmission requirements weren't nearly as low in 1975 as they're predicted to be in 2000.		4-Feb				25		Long-term		yes		SF		1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		4-Feb						6/4/2012 8:21		6/21/2012 9:40		SF		1975		SF

		4		yes		no				The analyst assumes that if the U.S. space program is using laser and/or microwave beam systems to transmit power, then the technologies must be the only feasible ones.  SF		yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1987.5		no		Neither of the technologies - lasers or microwaves have been used by the U.S space agency in the fashion forecast (to transmit large amounts of energy) in and from space.		Interpreted multiple sources provided above to in conjunction come to the conclusion that neither microwave or laser based power transmission is used for large amounts of power by the U.S space agency.		6-Feb		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Only laser and microwave beam systems are considered to be feasible during the next 25 years for transmitting large amounts of power between systems in space or between the Earth and space, with the microwave systems being the most advanced and appearing to be the most desirable for use in cislunar space over the time period in question."		6-Feb		Between 1975 and 2000, the U.S. space program will only use laser and microwave beam systems to transmit large amounts of power between systems in space or between the Earth and space.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1976		yes				yes		2011		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1987.5		no				The report is predicting that only 2 technologies will be used to transmit power in space.		6-Feb		Market penetration		2000		1975		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Power transmission		yes		In 1988, the U.S space agency was neither utilizing lasers or microwaves to transfer large amounts or energy in space.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Power transmission in or to space requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the power would be transmitted in space or to space.		6-Feb		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The report implies that the technologies were not yet feasible but were in development.		6-Feb				12.5		Long-term		yes		SF		1975				The standard lexicon defines "the next X years" as a date range between the year the forecast was made and X years.		6-Feb		2000		1975		6/4/2012 8:29		6/21/2012 9:42		SF		1976		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						2000		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		By the year 2000, overall transmission efficiency (dc power out of receiver/dc power into transmitter) of more than 70% can be envisioned with kilometer-scale apertures.		6-Feb		By 2000, the U.S. space program will achieve an overall energy transmission efficiency (dc power out of receiver/dc power into transmitter) of >70% with kilometer-scale apertures. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1977		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting the U.S. space program's changing/improving energy transmission efficiency.		6-Feb		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Energy transmission 		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Energy transmission requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, energy transmission occurs in or from space.		6-Feb		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The report implies that energy transmission was possible in 1975 but was not at the predicted level of efficiency.		6-Feb				25		Long-term		no				1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		6-Feb						6/4/2012 8:34		6/4/2012 8:34		SF		1977		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						2000		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"On the basis of mass-per-unit of stored energy, primary batteries, stable chemicals, and flywheels are competitive for storing energy and converting it to electrical energy. Forecast mass ratios for these devices by the year 2000 range from 10-6 to 10-7 kg/J. Neither metastable chemical systems nor superconducting magnetic systems appear to offer any particular advantages with regard to this parameter."		2-6 to 2-7		In 2000, primary batteries used by the U.S. space program to store energy and convert it to electrical energy will have mass ratios between 10^-6 to 10^-7 kg/J. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1978		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting the changing functionality of energy storage and conversion systems.		2-6 to 2-7		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Primary batteries		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Batteries are subsystems associated with energy storage and conversion.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the batteries would be used for space technologies.		2-6 to 2-7		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the batteries existed in 1975 but did not yet have the predicted mass ratios.		2-6 to 2-7				25		Long-term		no				1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		2-6 to 2-7						6/4/2012 8:40		6/4/2012 8:40		SF		1978		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						2000		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"On the basis of mass-per-unit of stored energy, primary batteries, stable chemicals, and flywheels are competitive for storing energy and converting it to electrical energy. Forecast mass ratios for these devices by the year 2000 range from 10-6 to 10-7 kg/J. Neither metastable chemical systems nor superconducting magnetic systems appear to offer any particular advantages with regard to this parameter."		2-6 to 2-7		In 2000, at least one stable chemical device used by the U.S. space program to store energy and convert it to electrical energy will have a mass ratio between 10^-6 to 10^-7 kg/J.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1979		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting the changing mass ratio for energy storage and conversion devices.		2-6 to 2-7		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Stable chemical devices		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The devices would be subsystems associated with energy storage and conversion.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the devices would be used to store and convert energy for space systems.		2-6 to 2-7		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the devices existed in 1975 but did not yet have the predicted mass ratios.		2-6 to 2-7				25		Long-term		no				1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		2-6 to 2-7						6/4/2012 8:44		6/4/2012 8:44		SF		1979		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						2000		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"On the basis of mass-per-unit of stored energy, primary batteries, stable chemicals, and flywheels are competitive for storing energy and converting it to electrical energy. Forecast mass ratios for these devices by the year 2000 range from 10-6 to 10-7 kg/J. Neither metastable chemical systems nor superconducting magnetic systems appear to offer any particular advantages with regard to this parameter."		2-6 to 2-7		In 2000, flywheel devices used by the U.S. space program to store energy and convert it to electrical energy will have mass ratios between 10^-6 to 10^-7 kg/J.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1980		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting the changing functionality of energy storage and conversion systems.		2-6 to 2-7		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Flywheel devices		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The devices would be subsystems associated with energy storage and conversion.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the devices would be used on space systems.		2-6 to 2-7		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the devices existed in 1975 but did not yet have the predicted mass ratios.		2-6 to 2-7				25		Long-term		no				1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		2-6 to 2-7						6/4/2012 8:47		6/4/2012 8:47		SF		1980		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1988		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Advances in microelectronics have been rapid over the past several years and will continue to be. Both costs and power requirements will be reduced steadily while
reliability and speed will increase. Artificial intelligence and robotics will be practical to implement in spacecraft. There will be a particularly important growth in the capabilities of data storage, using both semiconductors and magnetic bubble systems. By the end of the 1980s, storage systems such as optical memories using laser/read-write and holographic techniques, will be capable of storing data at a density of 1014 bits per cubic meter."		8-Feb		Between 1987 and 1989, storage systems used by the U.S. space program, such as optical memories using laser/read-write and holographic techniques, will be capable of storing data at a density of 10^14 bits per cubic meter.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1981		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1988		no				The report is predicting the changing performance of storage systems.		8-Feb		Evolution		1989		1987		305		5		29		233		yes				no		Storage systems		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Explicit in forecast statement.		8-Feb		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		In this context, the storage systems would be used for space technologies.		8-Feb		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The report implies that the systems were in development in 1975.		8-Feb				13		Long-term		no				1975				The time horizon is the "end of the 1980s," which the standard lexicon defines as the last years of a decade (XXX7-XXX9).		8-Feb		1989		1987		6/4/2012 8:52		6/4/2012 8:52		SF		1981		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		10^3 bits is equivalent to 9313.2 gigabits, which is equivalent to 1164.1 gigabytes per day. No earth-application satellite operated by the U.S. space program was capable of this in 2000 nor is any currently.		Calculate that 10^3 bits was equal to 1164.1 gigabytes. Interpreted the Terra satellite being described as flagship and having "extraordinary rates" of data generation to indicate that at the time this would have been one of the highest levels of data per day transmissions by satellites operated by the U.S in 2000. Also interpreted a future satellite planned in 2010 having a data rate of 900 GB which is described as particularly high to indicate that as of 2010 no satellites were transmitting 1164.1 gigabytes to earth a day.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The trend of most significance for space - related information management activities is the growth in the sheer volume of data sent back to Earth by satellites and by extraterrestrial spacecraft and probes. An extrapolation to the year 2000 of the expected return of imaging data from a series of projected or planned Earth-applications satellites (Forecast FC 3-1) shows that the daily rate will be 10^13 - 10^15 bits."		3-Mar		In 2000, at least one Earth-application satellite operated by the U.S. space program will return imaging data at a daily rate of 10^13 bits.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1982		yes				no		2010		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting the changing image return rates for satellites.		3-Mar		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Earth application staellites		yes		In 2000, NASAs flagship earth applications satellite launched only in 1999 becoming operational in 2000 could transmit 194 gigabytes of data to earth a day. Landsat 7 could transmit 150 gigabytes.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Satellites are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Satellites are space technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The report implies that satellites with this functionality were not mature in 1975.		3-Mar				25		Long-term		yes		SF		1975		2000		The forecast for 2000 is confirmed by the graph that appears beneath the forecast statement.		3-Mar						6/4/2012 9:06		6/21/2012 9:43		SF		1982		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						2000		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The number of microwave radiometer channels is forecast to grow from 5, covering 1-60 GHz (1970 technology), to about 30, covering up to 300 GHz (1000 GHz, possibly) in the year 2000."		10-Mar		In 2000, there will be about 30 microwave radiometer channels that cover up to 300 GHz. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1983		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The number of microwave radiometer channels is an indication of the technology's popularity.		10-Mar		Market penetration		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Microwave radiometer 		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Microwave radiometer channels are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Microwave radiometers are associated with space technologies.		10-Mar		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The report implies that microwave radiometer channels existed in 1975.		10-Mar				25		Long-term		no				1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement and in chart above the forecast statement.		10-Mar						6/4/2012 9:17		6/4/2012 9:17		SF		1983		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1990		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Aerosol Photometer: This multiwavelength photometer measures forward scattering of sunlight by aerosols. The minimum achievable volume extinction coefficient of scattering is expected to drop two decades from the present value of 10^-4m-l by 1990."		Mar-34		In 1990, the aerosol photometer's minimum achievable volume extinction coefficient of scattering will be less than 10^-4m^-1.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1984		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1990		no				The report is predicting how the aerosol photometer will change.		Mar-34		Evolution		1995		1985		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Aerosol photometer		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Aerosol photometers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		The aerosol photometer is used in space technologies.		Mar-34		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The report indicates that the aerosol photometer did not have the predicted functionality in 1975.		Mar-34				15		Long-term		no				1975		1990		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-34						6/4/2012 9:30		6/4/2012 9:30		SF		1984		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1980		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Passive Seismometer
Improvement of the displacement sensitivity by a factor of 3 below the 30 picometer level of the planned Viking instrument appears desirable and achievable. A net of three or more widely spaced instruments is highly desirable for definitive planetary experiments. No qualitatively new instruments have been introduced. Their absence represents a limitation in the report. The development of superconductivity, integrated optics, and coherent light techniques gives clear promise of the invention of such instruments, and completeness would require some consideration of these. One noteworthy instance of an apparatus probably peculiar to laboratory experiments in space is under development at present, namely one for acoustic handling and shaping of free liquids or other materials whose contact with walls must be avoided. The present development program can be expected to result in a space-qualified technology by 1980. Most other hardware for these purposes appears to be an adaptation of laboratory equipment."		Mar-34		By 1980, a space-qualified passive seismometer will have been developed in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1985		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1980		no				The report is predicting that a space-qualified passive seismometer will emerge. 		Mar-34		Technology emergence		1982		1978		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Passive seismometer		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Seismometers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Passive seismometers are used in space technologies.		Mar-34		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The report implies that a space-qualified passive seismometer was in development in 1975.		Mar-34				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-34						6/4/2012 9:40		6/4/2012 9:40		SF		1985		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1994.5		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The production of electromagnetic radiation power has progressed through four prime energy reactions in the past 75 years, evolving from spark discharges of the old gap transmitters to the electron-beam interactions of linear-beam tubes to the hole-electron flow of solid-state devices and to the atomic resonance of lasers. What is of interest is that no prime radio frequency reaction has been discovered in the past 25 years! An innovation is seemingly overdue, and with
our accumulating technical wherewithal, it is likely to come before the present decade is past - in view of the present emphasis on energy research. Energy production will reach the status of a national goal and the research surrounding
this activity will receive wide public funding support. The next radio-frequency reaction phenomenon will be discovered either directly or as a side-effect of this tremendous nationwide scientific activity. Energy of one form is required
to produce energy of another form, and the level of energy research destined for the next ten years will bring forth many useful power reactions. It is expected that among these will be a new rf transmitter powered by a simple energy source.
In summary, we can expect the use of tubes to decline and the use of solid-state devices to rise; both will be replaced by a new radio-frequency concept which will reach maturity in the 1990s."		Mar-44		Between 1990 and 1999, linear beam or electron tubes and solid-state devices will be replaced by a radio-frequency concept by the U.S. space program for transmission.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1986		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1994.5		no				The report is predicting that the market for the RF device will increase in the 1990s.		Mar-44		Market penetration		1999		1990		305		5		29		234		yes				no		RF transmission		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The RF concept is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the RF transmission would be for space-related information.		Mar-44		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The report implies that the RF concept was immature in 1975.		Mar-44				19.5		Long-term		no				1975				The forecast time horizon is "the 1990s," which is 1990 to 1999.		Mar-44		1999		1990		6/4/2012 10:07		6/4/2012 10:07		SF		1986		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						2000		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The noise temperature of the uncooled paramp is inversely proportional to the pump frequency. Therefore, it is essential to generate a higher frequency pump oscillator to achieve lower noise. An even higher pump frequency is required for a higher frequency paramp than for a lower frequency one when a similar noise performance is desired. The current state-of-the art is capable of generating 60-GHz pump sources and varactors with cutoff frequencies as high as 600 GHz. It is projected that the current level of effort will push the pump source to 300 GHz and the varactor cutoff frequency to 1000 - 2000 GHz. The trend will result in a 20K noise temperature for the uncooled paramp at S-band by the year 2000."
		Mar-45		In 2000, the noise temperature for an uncooled parametric amplifier at S-band will be 20 degrees Kelvin. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1987		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting the changing function of precooled preamps.		Mar-45		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Uncooled parametric amplifier		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Uncooled paramps are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Uncooled parametric amplifiers are associated with space technologies.		Mar-45		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The report indicates that uncooled paramps with these characteristics were not mature in 1975.		Mar-45				25		Long-term		no				1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-45						6/4/2012 10:31		6/4/2012 10:31		SF		1987		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						2000		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Other characteristics of space receivers are discussed by category below. (1) Frequency. The design of the preamplifier and the local oscillator frequency will have to be changed to adapt the basic receiver to higher uplink carrier frequency. (2) Implementation. Significant future advances are expected to result from the extensive use of integrated circuits and of digital techniques in the basic phase-lock loop and at the highest practical intermediate frequency. Both of these advances will reduce weight, volume, and cost
while increasing reliability and performance (Refs. 3-45, 3-46, and 3-47). (3) Size and Weight. The size and weight of the uncooled paramp are currently 800 cm3 and 6.5 kg, respectively, and they are projected to reduce to 100 cm^ and 0. 4 kg by the year 2000. The size ahd weight of the transistor amplifier are 15 cm^and 60 g now and their size is expected to be reduced to 4 cm^ and 15 g in the same period."		Mar-45		The size of at least one uncooled parametric amplifier used in space receivers will be 100 cm3 in 2000.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1988		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting the changing size of uncooled paramps.		Mar-45		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Uncooled parametric amplifier		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Uncooled parametric amplifiers are systems associated with space technologies.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Uncooled parametric amplifiers are systems associated with space technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that paramps of this size were immature in 1975.		Mar-45				25		Long-term		no				1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-45						6/4/2012 10:47		6/4/2012 10:47		SF		1988		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						2000		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Other characteristics of space receivers are discussed by category below. (1) Frequency. The design of the preamplifier and the local oscillator frequency will have to be changed to adapt the basic receiver to higher uplink carrier frequency. (2) Implementation. Significant future advances are expected to result from the extensive use of integrated circuits and of digital techniques in the basic phase-lock loop and at the highest practical intermediate frequency. Both of these advances will reduce weight, volume, and cost
while increasing reliability and performance (Refs. 3-45, 3-46, and 3-47). (3) Size and Weight. The size and weight of the uncooled paramp are currently 800 cm3 and 6.5 kg, respectively, and they are projected to reduce to 100 cm^ and 0. 4 kg by the year 2000. The size ahd weight of the transistor amplifier are 15 cm^and 60 g now and their size is expected to be reduced to 4 cm^ and 15 g in the same period"		Mar-45		In 2000, at least one uncooled parametric amplifier used in space receivers will weigh 0.4kg.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1989		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting the changing features of uncooled paramps.		Mar-45		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Uncooled parametric amplifier		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Uncooled parametric amplifiers are systems associated with space technologies.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Uncooled parametric amplifiers are systems associated with space technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that uncooled paramps of this weight were immature in 1975.		Mar-45				25		Long-term		no				1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-45						6/4/2012 10:50		6/4/2012 10:50		SF		1989		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						2000		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Other characteristics of space receivers are discussed by category below. (1) Frequency. The design of the preamplifier and the local oscillator frequency will have to be changed to adapt the basic receiver to higher uplink carrier frequency. (2) Implementation. Significant future advances are expected to result from the extensive use of integrated circuits and of digital techniques in the basic phase-lock loop and at the highest practical intermediate frequency. Both of these advances will reduce weight, volume, and cost
while increasing reliability and performance (Refs. 3-45, 3-46, and 3-47). (3) Size and Weight. The size and weight of the uncooled paramp are currently 800 cm3 and 6.5 kg, respectively, and they are projected to reduce to 100 cm^ and 0. 4 kg by the year 2000. The size ahd weight of the transistor amplifier are 15 cm^and 60 g now and their size is expected to be reduced to 4 cm^ and 15 g in the same period"		3-45 to 3-46		In 2000, the size of at least one transistor amplifier used in space receivers will be 4 cm3.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1990		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting the changing characteristics of amplifiers.		3-45 to 3-46		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Transistor amplifiers		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Transistor amplifiers are systems associated with space technologies.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Transistor amplifiers are systems associated with space technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that transistors of this size were not mature in 1975.		3-45 to 3-46				25		Long-term		no				1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		3-45 to 3-46						6/4/2012 10:54		6/4/2012 10:54		SF		1990		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						2000		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Other characteristics of space receivers are discussed by category below. (1) Frequency. The design of the preamplifier and the local oscillator frequency will have to be changed to adapt the basic receiver to higher uplink carrier frequency. (2) Implementation. Significant future advances are expected to result from the extensive use of integrated circuits and of digital techniques in the basic phase-lock loop and at the highest practical intermediate frequency. Both of these advances will reduce weight, volume, and cost
while increasing reliability and performance (Refs. 3-45, 3-46, and 3-47). (3) Size and Weight. The size and weight of the uncooled paramp are currently 800 cm3 and 6.5 kg, respectively, and they are projected to reduce to 100 cm^ and 0. 4 kg by the year 2000. The size ahd weight of the transistor amplifier are 15 cm^and 60 g now and their size is expected to be reduced to 4 cm^ and 15 g in the same period"		3-45 to 3-46		In 2000, the weight of at least one transistor amplifier used in space receivers will be 15g. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1991		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting the changing characteristics of amplifiers.		3-45 to 3-46		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Transistor amplifiers		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Transistor amplifiers are systems associated with space technologies.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Transistor amplifiers are systems associated with space technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that transistor amplifiers of this weight were not mature in 1975.		3-45 to 3-46				25		Long-term		no				1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		3-45 to 3-46						6/4/2012 10:57		6/4/2012 10:57		SF		1991		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1987.5		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Power. Advanced circuit-design techniques and the availability of efficient devices will reduce the power drain of current space receivers, which is on the order of 3 watts, to the 1-2 W range in the next 25 years."		Mar-46		Between 1975 and 2000, the power drain of space receivers will be 1-2 W. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1992		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1987.5		no				The report is predicting the changing efficiency of receivers.		Mar-46		Evolution		2000		1975		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Space receivers		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Receivers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-46		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that space receivers with the predicted power drain were not mature in 1975.		Mar-46				12.5		Long-term		no				1975				The standard lexicon defines “the next X years” as a range between the year the forecast was made and X years.		Mar-46		2000		1975		6/4/2012 11:04		6/4/2012 11:04		SF		1992		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1987.5		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The reliability of the uncooled paramp is estimated to improve from 35 to 5 failures per million hours of operation in the next 25 years, whereas that of transistor amplifiers will fall from 6. 5 to 2 failures per million hours. The reliability of the remaining parts of the receiver is believed to be much higher than that of the low-noise amplifiers."		Mar-46		Between 1975 and 2000, the reliability of uncooled parametric amplifiers used in space receivers will be 5 failures per million hours of operation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1993		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1987.5		no				The report is predicting the improved reliability of uncooled paramps.		Mar-46		Evolution		2000		1975		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Uncooled parametric amplifier		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Uncooled parametric amplifier are systems associated with space technologies.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Uncooled parametric amplifier are systems associated with space technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that uncooled paramps with the predicted level of reliability were  not mature in 1975.		Mar-46				12.5		Long-term		no				1975				The standard lexicon defines “the next X years” as a range between the year the forecast was made and X years.		Mar-46		2000		1975		6/4/2012 11:08		6/4/2012 11:08		SF		1993		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1987.5		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The reliability of the uncooled paramp is estimated to improve from 35 to 5 failures per million hours of operation in the next 25 years, whereas that of transistor amplifiers will fall from 6. 5 to 2 failures per million hours. The reliability of the remaining parts of the receiver is believed to be much higher than that of the low-noise amplifiers."		Mar-46		In 2000, the reliability of transistor amplifiers used in space receivers will be 2 failures per million hours of operation.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1994		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1987.5		no				The report is predicting the improving reliability of transistor amplifiers.		Mar-46		Evolution		2000		1975		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Transistor amplifiers		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Transistor amplifiers are systems associated with space technologies.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Transistor amplifiers are systems associated with space technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that transistor amplifiers of this reliability were not mature in 1975.		Mar-46				12.5		Long-term		no				1975				The standard lexicon defines “the next X years” as a range between the year the forecast was made and X years.		Mar-46		2000		1975		6/4/2012 11:11		6/4/2012 11:11		SF		1994		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		9.1 meters was the diameter in 2000, not the 180meters which was predicted. However, there was an antenna that was >180m, but it did not meet the forecast's Ghz specs. As of 2010, this forecast had not been met. 		It appears that a 180m antenna was realized before the forecasted date, but the Ghz were not to par. As of 2010, this forecast had not been met. 		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Large spacecraft antennas enable data to be transmitted at high rates over large distances. Because the beamwidths of such antennas are narrow, accurate beam steering is needed. Gross steering will be accomplished mechanically,
but fine beam-steering will be done electronically with a multiple-feed phased array. The antennas will have to be sufficiently stiff structurally that they will not undergo excessive distortion while being steered. It is assumed that the spacecraft will be sufficiently far from massive objects that gravitationally-induced distortions will be negligible during antenna use. It is further assumed that three-axis stabilization will be employed. Recent work done for the Large Space Telescope indicates that stabilization accuracies of 0.001 arc second are now possible. By the year 2000, the maximum antenna diameter for frequencies up to 15 GHz will be 180 m."		Mar-50		In 2000, the maximum diameter for large, 15GHz spacecraft antennas will be 180m. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1995		yes				no		2010		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting the changing characteristics of large spacecraft antennas.		Mar-50		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Spacecraft antenna		yes		Forecast was not achieved in 2000. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Antennas are subsystems associated with spacecraft.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-50		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that spacecraft with antennas of this diameter were immature in 1975.		Mar-50				25		Long-term		yes		SF		1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-50						6/4/2012 11:17		7/6/2012 8:58		SF		1995		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						2000		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"It appears reasonable to assume that the overall trend of improvements will continue unabated at the above rate for the remainder of this century, although we lack knowledge of the technologies which will surface to permit such growth. Thus, by the year 2000 three orders of magnitude improvement in available processing capability is expected. If we consider, as state-of-the-art today, a Fast-Fourier-Transform Unit which can develop in real-time a 1024-point Discrete Fourier Transform of a 100 kHz signal, a comparable unit by the year 2000 should be able to provide a 105~point transform of a 10& Hz signal, or perhaps a 104-point transform of a 107-Hz signal, at no increase in cost over today's unit. By the year 2000, the amateur geologist should be able to easily acquire a pocket instrument with the same capabilities as today's state-of-the-art Fourier Transform Unit; just as he can today obtain a handheld calculator with a power which noticeably exceeds that of many early computers. It is futile to speculate on all the applications which will surface as a result of the year 2000 capability. Those we can see today are extensions of today's experience. Those which will dominate the year 2000 are impractical or inconceivable today, such as:
(1) Personnel communications via random access satellite links.
(2) Achievement of large antenna aperture with arrays of billions of small dipole elements.
 (3) Processing 10 -Hz bandwidth to 1-Hz bandwidth resolution in near real-time."		Mar-53		In 2000, at least one Fast-Fourier-Transform Unit on the market will be able to provide a 10^5 transformation of a 10^7 Hz signal.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1996		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting the changing functionality of Fast-Fourier-Transform Units.		Mar-53		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Fast-Fourier-Transform Unit		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Fast-Fourier-Transform Units are systems associated with space technologies.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Fast-Fourier-Transform Units are systems associated with space technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that Fast-Fourier-Transform Units with the predicted functionality were immature in 1975.		Mar-53				25		Long-term		no				1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-53						6/4/2012 11:23		6/4/2012 11:23		SF		1996		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		The Iridium system was fully functional in 2000.		Documentation clearly states that IRIDIUM was deployed and available in 2000. 		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"It appears reasonable to assume that the overall trend of improvements will continue unabated at the above rate for the remainder of this century, although we lack knowledge of the technologies which will surface to permit such growth. Thus, by the year 2000 three orders of magnitude improvement in available processing capability is expected. If we consider, as state-of-the-art today, a Fast-Fourier-Transform Unit which can develop in real-time a 1024-point Discrete Fourier Transform of a 100 kHz signal, a comparable unit by the year 2000 should be able to provide a 105~point transform of a 10& Hz signal, or perhaps a 104-point transform of a 107-Hz signal, at no increase in cost over today's unit. By the year 2000, the amateur geologist should be able to easily acquire a pocket instrument with the same capabilities as today's state-of-the-art Fourier Transform Unit; just as he can today obtain a handheld calculator with a power which noticeably exceeds that of many early computers. It is futile to speculate on all the applications which will surface as a result of the year 2000 capability. Those we can see today are extensions of today's experience. Those which will dominate the year 2000 are impractical or inconceivable today, such as:
(1) Personnel communications via random access satellite links.
(2) Achievement of large antenna aperture with arrays of billions of small dipole elements.
 (3) Processing 10 -Hz bandwidth to 1-Hz bandwidth resolution in near real-time."		Mar-53		In 2000, personnel communications via random access satellite links will be commonplace in the U.S. space program.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1997		yes		2000		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no		0		The report is predicting that the enabling technologies will evolve such that communication via random access satellite links will become commonplace.		Mar-53		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes		0		no		Random access satellite links		yes		Forecast was achieved in 2000, when the Iridium system become fully functional.


		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		Satellite communication is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, random access satellite links are associatated with space technology.		Mar-53		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast states that communication via random access satellite links was inconceivable in 1975.		Mar-53		0		25		Long-term		yes		SF		1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-53						6/4/2012 11:27		7/6/2012 12:45		SF		1997		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		No antennas with "billions of small dipole moments" had been developed in 2000. This remained the case in 2011. 		Information on exact number of dipole elements installed on IMAGE antenna is not available, but since 3-m Ka band has 200,000, then IMAGE has less than billion.
		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"It appears reasonable to assume that the overall trend of improvements will continue unabated at the above rate for the remainder of this century, although we lack knowledge of the technologies which will surface to permit such growth. Thus, by the year 2000 three orders of magnitude improvement in available processing capability is expected. If we consider, as state-of-the-art today, a Fast-Fourier-Transform Unit which can develop in real-time a 1024-point Discrete Fourier Transform of a 100 kHz signal, a comparable unit by the year 2000 should be able to provide a 105~point transform of a 10& Hz signal, or perhaps a 104-point transform of a 107-Hz signal, at no increase in cost over today's unit. By the year 2000, the amateur geologist should be able to easily acquire a pocket instrument with the same capabilities as today's state-of-the-art Fourier Transform Unit; just as he can today obtain a handheld calculator with a power which noticeably exceeds that of many early computers. It is futile to speculate on all the applications which will surface as a result of the year 2000 capability. Those we can see today are extensions of today's experience. Those which will dominate the year 2000 are impractical or inconceivable today, such as:
(1) Personnel communications via random access satellite links.
(2) Achievement of large antenna aperture with arrays of billions of small dipole elements.
 (3) Processing 10 -Hz bandwidth to 1-Hz bandwidth resolution in near real-time."
		Mar-53		In 2000, the U.S. space program will have achieved a large antenna aperture with arrays of billions of small dipole elements. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1998		yes				no		2011		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		2000		no				The report is predicting that enabling technologies will evolve/advance such that a large antenna aperture meeting this description will exist.		Mar-53		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		233		yes				no		Large antenna aperture		yes		Forecast was not achieved in 2000. By early 2000, the development of reflectarray had mushroomed and several performance improvement techniques are worth mentioning here. One used multi-layer stacked patches to improve the reflectarray bandwidth from a few percent to more than ten percent. As an extension to the 1-m X-band inflatable reflectarray mentioned above, a 3-m Ka-band inflatable reflectarray consisting of 200,000 elements was also developed, which is currently known as the electrically largest reflectarray. 
·         These printed reflectarrays came in various forms, as shown in Fig. 10-31 [Fig. 10-31.  Various reflectarray elements: (a) identical patches with variable-length phase delay lines; (b) variable-size dipoles; (c) variable-size patches; (d) variable angular rotations., but all have flat low-profile and low-mass reflecting surfaces] 1
·         IMAGE has 2 spin-plane dipole antennas (along the spacecraft X and Y axis) and one spin-axis dipole antenna (along the spacecraft Z axis). The X and Y axis antennas are 1647 ft or 500 meters tip-to-tip each. These antennas are 182 ft longer than the height of the Empire State Building, making the IMAGE spacecraft the largest dipole antenna system currently in space. 2		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Large antennas are subsystems associated with space technologies.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		In this context, the antenna would be associated with a space technology.		Mar-53		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast states that a large antenna aperture meeting this description was inconceivable in 1975.		Mar-53				25		Long-term		yes		SF		1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-53						6/4/2012 11:33		7/6/2012 8:46		SF		1998		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		300Mbps is a lot slower than the "gigabits" which were estimated for the year 2000.		The "gigabits" prediction had not been realized as of 2002, as is evident in the sources from NASA		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By the year 2000, the TDRSS system will be expanded to meet increasing satellite tracking and data acquisition and relay needs. Data will be acquired and relayed at gigabit rates. While most communication will continue at K-bands, greater loads and larger bandwidth needs will force use of higher bands. Satellite-to-satellite links will be optical."		Mar-68		By 2000, the tracking and data relay satellite system (TDRSS) will acquire and relay data at gigabit rates. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		1999		yes				no		2012		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting the improving data acquisition rate of the TDRSS		Mar-68		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Tracking and data relay satellite system (TDRSS)		yes		In 2000 forecast was not achieved. The first Generation 2 Tracking and Data Relay Satellite, TDRS-H, launched in June 2000.  It could dump huge volumes of data at rates up to 300 megabits per second (Mbps), which was 5,000 times faster than the standard "56K" home computer modem. 300Mbps is a lot slower than the "gigabits" which were estimated for the year 2000.
 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The TDRSS is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Satellites are space technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that the TDRSS did not have the predicted data acquisition speed.		Mar-68				25		Long-term		yes		SF		1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-68						6/4/2012 11:45		7/6/2012 10:51		JG		1999		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		The predicted technology was still in the research phase in 2000.		Sources show that as of 2012 the predicted technology has not been achieved.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By the year 2000, the TDRSS system will be expanded to meet increasing satellite tracking and data acquisition and relay needs. Data will be acquired and relayed at gigabit rates. While most communication will continue at K-bands, greater loads and larger bandwidth needs will force use of higher bands. Satellite-to-satellite links will be optical."		Mar-68		In 2000, at least one satellite-to-satellite link in use by the U.S. space program to transmit date will be optical.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2000		yes				no		2012		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting the popularity of optical satellite links. 		Mar-68		Market penetration		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Optical satellite links		yes		Optical communication in the U.S. Space Program (Ground-to-Space) was in the research phase in 2000.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Satellite links are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Satellites are space technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that optical satellite links were not used in 1975.		Mar-68				25		Long-term		yes		SF		1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-68						6/4/2012 11:51		7/5/2012 9:10		SF		2000		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1985		yes		The 26-Meter Antenna, Madrid, Spain (DSS 61) was ready for system checkout in May 1965 and began participating in Mariner 4 operations in July. The  implementation  of   the  SIX-band  capability  and upgrade  of   DSS  61  from  a  26-meter-diameter  antenna  to  a 34-meter-diameter  antenna  was  completed  on  1 March  1980.

The 64-Meter Antenna at Tidbinbilla [Tidbinbilla Valley, about 35 killometers (22 miles) southwest of Canberra, Australia's capital], Australia: installation of the subreflector, multicone, and control-room electronics followed, and during the period of subsystem testing the antenna supported the Apollo 17 manned lunar landing mission (December 1972) as a backup to the Parkes radio telescope.		The forecasts began to be realized in 1966 and was finally realized completely with Spain's Antenna in 1972. Some interpretation in determining if forecast was fully realized or not, since it predicts that a 64m antenna plus 3 26-inch ones (in 3 different locations will exist). Verifying info reveals that 2 of the predicted locations had 64m antennas while a third had a 26m antenna. The analyst believes this meets the requirements of the forecast. 		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The probable configuration for deep-space communication stations on Earth for the 1985 period will be two 64-meter antennas plus one 26- meter antenna at each of the stations at Goldstone, California; Madrid, Spain; and Canberra, Australia. Standard coherent telemetry, command, and twoway tracking will be available along with noncoherent processing at a central location via a 10-MHz bandwidth ground-communication-facilities link. Increased use of differenced radiometric tracking data will reduce sensitivity to ionospheric and tropospheric effects on frequency and time standards for all tracking declinations. S-band uplinks will be used at all stations. Goldstone will also have an X-band uplink. Both S- and X-band downlinks will be available at all stations with an added K-band capability at Goldstone. Network monitoring and control will be largely automated by 1985."		Mar-68		In 1985, deep-space communication stations on Earth will consist of two 64-meter antennas plus one 26-meter antenna at Goldstone, California; Madrid, Spain; and Canberra, Australia.										7		Multi-regional		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast indicates that antennas would be located outside the U.S., so this forecast likely applies to countries with space programs or with satellites. 		Mar-68		2001		yes		1972		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1985		no		1.3		The report is predicting the changing systems associated with deep-space communication.		Mar-68		Evolution		1988		1982		305		5		29		234		yes		-13		no		Deep space communication 		yes		The antenna feat was achieved in 1972.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Deep space communication requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-68		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the antennas were not yet mature in 1975 and/or that the overall system was not mature. 		Mar-68		13		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1975		1985		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-68						6/4/2012 12:03		7/6/2012 8:56		SF		2001		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1985		yes		All stations were remotely operated from centralized Signal Processing Center starting in 1964. 		By the forecasted year, all stations were remotely operated from a SPC.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The probable configuration for deep-space communication stations on Earth for the 1985 period will be two 64-meter antennas plus one 26- meter antenna at each of the stations at Goldstone, California; Madrid, Spain; and Canberra, Australia. Standard coherent telemetry, command, and twoway tracking will be available along with noncoherent processing at a central location via a 10-MHz bandwidth ground-communication-facilities link. Increased use of differenced radiometric tracking data will reduce sensitivity to ionospheric and tropospheric effects on frequency and time standards for all tracking declinations. S-band uplinks will be used at all stations. Goldstone will also have an X-band uplink. Both S- and X-band downlinks will be available at all stations with an added K-band capability at Goldstone. Network monitoring and control will be largely automated by 1985."		Mar-68		In 1985, network monitoring and control for deep-space communication will be almost entirely automated.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2002		yes		1964		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1985		no		2.1		The report is predicting that deep space communication will evolve such that some aspects are mostly automated.		Mar-68		Evolution		1988		1982		305		5		29		234		yes		-21		no		Deep space communication		yes		The forecasted technology was in use in 1985. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Deep space communication requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-68		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that network monitoring and control were not automated in 1975.		Mar-68		21		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1975		1985		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-68						6/4/2012 12:09		7/6/2012 8:39		SF		2002		SF

		1		no		no		Need research on status of tech in 2000.  SF 7/6/12 				yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		No evidence provided that indicates any such capability existed in this time.  This verification may need additional research to establish capability in 2000.		Document does not exactly state the year in which event was realized.  Year was was determined based on year of publication		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Low-noise receivers in the rf bands from 20 GHz to 1000 GHz will be developed for improved microwave radiometer sensitivity. By the year 2000, a receiver noise temperature of 20°K can be obtained at 20 GHz. For the higher bands, a noise temperature of 20°K will be available at frequencies to 300 GHz and a noise temperature of 50°K at 1000 GHz is expected by the year 2000. Microprocessing will be used extensively in radio sensors for the following functions:
(1) Adaptive, optimum pulse tracking using maximum likelihood estimation techniques
for altimetry.
(2) Decompression, correlation, pre-summing and clutterlock compensation for radar imaging.
(3) Analog to digital conversion at megabit to gigabit rates for buffering, formatting, adaptive filtering, and data processing for all sensors. Signal bandwidth will be as large as 100 MHz. Processing and communication data rates will be as high as 1000 Mbps."		Mar-69		In 2000, radio sensors will have a receiver noise temperature of 20 degrees Kelvin at the radiofrequency band of 20 GHz. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2003		yes		2005		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		yes		0.2		The forecast is predicting the changing noise temperature of radio sensors.		Mar-69		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes		5		no		Radio sensors 		yes		Based on provided research, it appears the technology was not available nor even closely achieved in 2000		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		Radio sensors are systems associated with space technologies.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Radio sensors are systems associated with space technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that radio sensors' receiver noise temperature was not near the predicted level in 1975.		Mar-69		5		25		Long-term		no				1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-69						6/4/2012 12:17		7/16/2012 14:37		SC		2003		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1987.5		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Satellite communication capability over the next 25 years will exceed gigabit data rates over microwave and optical links. Three types of satellite links will be in use: satellite-to-satellite, satellite-to-low-Earth-orbit, and satellite-to- Earth. Satellite optical links will communicate to a multitude of Earth receiving stations, widely separated geographically and connected to a central-processor site with optical and microwave ground links. Satellite communication will continue to lower the cost of communication, making it largely independent of communication distance."		Mar-74		Between 1975 and 2000, satellite communication will exceed gigabit data rates. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2004		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1987.5		no				The report is predicting the evolving data rates of satellite communication.		Mar-74		Evolution		2000		1975		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Satellite communication 		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Satellite communication requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Satellites are space technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that satellites did not have a gigabit data rate in 1975.		Mar-74				12.5		Long-term		no				1975				The standard lexicon defines “the next X years” as a range between the year the forecast was made and X years.		Mar-74		2000		1975		6/4/2012 12:24		6/4/2012 12:24		SF		2004		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		4. Little interpretation		4. Mostly realized		1987.5		yes		2 of the 3 communication techniques had been established in 1998.		Source shows that all 3 comm techniques were eventually realized, with the last (Satellite to LEO) being realized in 1989.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Satellite communication capability over the next 25 years will exceed gigabit data rates over microwave and optical links. Three types of satellite links will be in use: satellite-to-satellite, satellite-to-low-Earth-orbit, and satellite-to- Earth. Satellite optical links will communicate to a multitude of Earth receiving stations, widely separated geographically and connected to a central-processor site with optical and microwave ground links. Satellite communication will continue to lower the cost of communication, making it largely independent of communication distance."		Mar-74		Between 1975 and 2000, three types of satellite links will be in use by the U.S.: 1) satellite-to-satellite, 2) satellite-to-low-Earth-orbit, and 3) satellite-to-Earth. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2005		no		1989		yes		1975		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1987.5		no		0.12		The report is predicting the popularity of satellite links.		Mar-74		Market penetration		2000		1975		305		5		29		234		yes		1.5		no		Satellite links		yes		As of 1988, only 2 of the 3 technologies were in use: satellite to Earth and satellite to satellite. Satellite to LEO came in 1989, all before the 2000 but after the 1988 required.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		Satellite links are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Satellites are space technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that not all satellite links were in use in 1975.		Mar-74		1.5		12.5		Long-term		yes		SF		1975				The standard lexicon defines “the next X years” as a range between the year the forecast was made and X years.		Mar-74		2000		1975		6/4/2012 12:28		7/5/2012 10:35		SF		2005		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1987.5		yes		"In 1992, NASA initiated a formal, more intensive, SETI program."		The NASA documents specify 1992 as the start year for a formal SETI program. 		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"It is likely that a major attempt will be made in the next 25 years at detection of electromagnetic signals emanating from other civilizations in interstellar space. These signals at microwave, infrared, visible or ultra-violet wavelengths reach Earth either as incident radiation or representing a direct attempt at communication. On Earth, emphasis will be placed initially on the detection of these radiations from space."		Mar-74		Between 1975 and 2000, at least one organization in the world will attempt to detect electromagnetic signals emanating from other civilizations in interstellar space. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2006		yes		1992		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1987.5		no		0.36		The report is predicting that there will be demand for communicating with other civilizations.		Mar-74		Market penetration		2000		1975		305		5		29		234		yes		4.5		no		Interstellar communication		yes		NASA had been making low-level SETI efforts since the 1960s and 1970s. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		Interstellar communication requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		Mar-74		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that such an endeavor had not yet been undertaken n 1975.		Mar-74		4.5		12.5		Long-term		yes		SF		1975				The standard lexicon defines “the next X years” as a range between the year the forecast was made and X years.		Mar-74		2000		1975		6/4/2012 12:34		7/11/2012 9:09		SF		2006		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1985		yes		It wasn't until 1994, during Space Shuttle mision #STS-62, that the technology was sent into a near-Earth environment. 		There was no evidence for the technology in orbit in 1985. The technology was noted as being launched in 1994, according to NASA. 		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"1980 - 1990. During this period of time, teleoperators will come into use in the near- Earth environment and robots will reach the stage of prototype development. Practical problems not considered in earlier test-bed research will be addressed. Algorithms will be simplified, and reliable spaceworthy computer systems able to meet the information-processing requirements of robots will be developed. Tasks to be faced during this time will include managing the supply of power to a system with complex and competing demands for it, and developing reliable and effective electromechanical systems that can withstand repeated use, harsh treatment, and environmental conditions such as temperature extremes and sandstorms."		3-105		Between 1980 and 1990, the U.S. space program will use at least one teleoperator in the near-Earth environment.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2007		yes		1994		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1985		no		0.9		The report is predicting that teleoperators will emerge for use in near-Earth environments.		3-105		Technology emergence		1990		1980		305		5		29		233		yes		9		no		Teleoperator		yes		The technology was not available, nor was it noted as being in development in 1985. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Teleoperators require systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Teleoperators are associated with space technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that teleoperators were in development in 1975.		3-105		9		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1975				Explicit in forecast statement.		3-105		1990		1980		6/4/2012 12:45		7/11/2012 12:42		SF		2007		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1985		yes		In 1981--four years before the predicted date--a Space Shuttle had a robot.		A robot first became part of the SS in 1981, well before the 1985 date forecasted in which a robot would merely be a prototype. 		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"1980 - 1990. During this period of time, teleoperators will come into use in the near-Earth environment and robots will reach the stage of prototype development. Practical problems not considered in earlier test-bed research will be addressed. Algorithms will be simplified, and reliable spaceworthy computer systems able to meet the information-processing requirements of robots will be developed. Tasks to be faced during this time will include managing the supply of power to a system with complex and competing demands for it, and developing reliable and effective electromechanical systems that can withstand repeated use, harsh treatment, and environmental conditions such as temperature extremes and sandstorms."		3-105		Between 1980 and 1990, space robots will reach the stage of prototype development.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2008		no		1981		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1985		no		0.4		The report is predicting that space robots will evolve in their maturity.		3-105		Evolution		1990		1980		305		5		29		234		yes		-4		no		Space robots		yes		The forecast was achieved and exceeded in 1981 when the first space robot became part of Space Shuttle.
		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		Robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the robots would be used in space.		3-105		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The report predicts that robots will be prototypes between 1980 and 1990, which indicates that they were very immature in 1975.		3-105		4		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1975				Explicit in forecast statement.		3-105		1990		1980		6/4/2012 12:49		7/6/2012 8:47		SF		2008		SF

		5		yes		no				Some interpretation involved in translating "a variety of industrial applications." The analyst assumed "variety" would mean "several" (more than 4). SF		yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1981.5		yes		By 1982 there were four industrial applications of robots with sensory feedback. The technology was still in first-run and trial status and was not yet widely used in industry. By 1985, the number of robots in use grew to 900 in Chrysler alone.		Companies were doing research using the technology in 1981 and 1983, thus it is reasonable to assume that the technology would have been in testing status in 1982 rather than widely used. In 1985 they had become more widely used, with Chrysler alone using approximately 900 and expecting to expand the line. 		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Continued drop in the price of microcomputers and increases in labor costs will have a significant impact during this period of time on industrial automation. Robots with sensory feedback will come into wide use in a variety of industrial applications early in the decade, and the development of inexpensive components for these systems will reduce the cost of robots for space applications."		3-105		Between 1980 and 1983, robots with sensory feedback will be widely used in more than four industrial applications. 										1		Worldwide		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		This forecast is a general one about industrial robots. As such, it likely applies worldwide.		3-105		2009		yes		1985		yes		1985		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1981.5		no		0.538461538		The report is predicting the popularity of industrial robots.		3-105		Market penetration		1983		1980		305		5		29		235		yes		3.5		no		Industrial robots		yes		University of Rhode Island and GM had installed prototype machines by 1982.   		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		The forecast is not specific to space robots.		3-105		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that industrial robots with sensory feedback were in development in 1975.		3-105		3.5		6.5		Medium-term		yes		SF		1975				The time horizon is "early in the decade," which the lexicon defines as XXX0 to XXX3. 		3-105		1983		1980		6/4/2012 12:57		7/11/2012 9:02		SF		2009		SF

		2		yes		no		Question- If it's two links but to the same source website, is it fully verified?

Verification sources should be entered separately, even if from the same website. Sources also need to be entered using Chicago Style. SF 6/25/12				yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		Forecast was achieved in 1961 when GM introduced robots for car production. Therefore, it had been fully realized by 1995. 		Sources show the forecast being realized ahead of schedule and in specific years (1961, 1962). 

Interpreted commercial use as use by industry. 		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"1990 - 2000. During the last decade of this century the technological and economic
developments of the preceding 15 years in information science and in computer hardware, combined with advances in problem-solving, learning, decision-making, sensory analysis, and other fields of artificial intelligence, will permit the introduction of simple robots to society at large. These systems will be special-purpose machines able to perform a variety of repetitive tasks requiring low judgment in a somewhat structured environment. Better and more expensive machines will be available for use in hazardous environments -- radioactive laboratories, the ocean floor, fires, mines. Early in the decade, technology will be ready for landing a semiautonomous rover on Mars or on a satellite of Jupiter or Saturn."		3-105		Between 1990 and 2000, simple robots (special purpose machines capable of performing a variety of repetitive tasks requiring low judgment in a somewhat structured environment) will be introduced commercially. 										1		Worldwide		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast is making a general statement about robots (not space robots) so the forecast likely applies worldwide,		3-105		2010		yes		1961		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1995		no		1.7		The report is predicting that robots will emerge on the commercial market.		3-105		Technology emergence		2000		1990		305		5		29		235		yes		-34		no		Robots		yes		Simple robots were already in use commercially ahead of 1995. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		3-105		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that commercial robots were in development in 1975.		3-105		34		20		Long-term		yes		SF		1975				Explicit in forecast statement.		3-105		2000		1990		6/4/2012 13:02		7/11/2012 9:06		SF		2010		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		3. Moderate interpretation		4. Mostly realized		1991.5		yes		In order to be realized, the spacrafts had to have arrived at target planet by year 1992.		Although the launch to Jupiter occurred in 1989, it failed. The forecast is interpreted to be mostly realized, since it predicted that a rover would be landed on Mars and Saturn OR Jupiter. 		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"1990 - 2000. During the last decade of this century the technological and economic
developments of the preceding 15 years in information science and in computer hardware, combined with advances in problem-solving, learning, decision-making, sensory analysis, and other fields of artificial intelligence, will permit the introduction of simple robots to society at large. These systems will be special-purpose machines able to perform a variety of repetitive tasks requiring low judgment in a somewhat structured environment. Better and more expensive machines will be available for use in hazardous environments -- radioactive laboratories, the ocean floor, fires, mines. Early in the decade, technology will be ready for landing a semiautonomous rover on Mars or on a satellite of Jupiter or Saturn."		3-105		Between 1990 and 1993, it will be possible for the U.S. space program to land a semiautonomous rover on Mars or on a satellite of Jupiter or Saturn. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2011		yes		1997		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1991.5		no		0.333333333		The report is predicting that technology will evolve such that semiautonomous systems can be sent to Mars or satellites of other planets.		3-105		Evolution		1993		1990		305		5		29		234		yes		5.5		no		Semiautonomous rover		yes		Launches of spacecrafts to Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars occurred in the forecasted years but they did not arrive until years after the forecasted period. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Rovers are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the rover would be used for space exploration.		3-105		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that the technology to develop semiautonomous rovers was immature in 1975.		3-105		5.5		16.5		Long-term		yes		SF		1975				The time horizon is "early in the decade," which the standard lexicon defines as XXX0 to XXX3. 		3-105		1993		1990		6/4/2012 13:08		7/6/2012 8:43		SF		2011		SF

		4		yes		no		The ground truth citations need to be put in Chicago Style. I can't tell what year each was published, which makes it difficult to substantiate that 2012 was the last year the forecast was evaluated. SF 6/25/12				yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		no		Only one version (medical) was noted as being commercially available in 1995. There were not enough functions available to meet the forecast. 
		The evidence is focused on cleaning and medical use of the technology and may not encompass all research or available uses at the time. However, it does show the technology still being mainly in the developmental stage rather than commercial. 		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Robot vision systems will begin to appear outside the factory environment, and will be used for various office and household tasks. Most routine visual tasks will have been automated. In the main, performance capabilities for these tasks will be limited by machine cognitive capabilities as compared to image-manipulation capabilities per se."		3-108		Between 1990 and 2000, robot vision systems will be used in commercially-available products that perform at least four different office and/or household tasks. 										1		Worldwide		NASA is a U.S. government agency.										3		Americas		NA		The forecast is general and applies to the global market.		3-108 		2012		yes				yes		2012		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1995		no				The report is predicting that robot vision systems will migrate for use in office and household products.		3-108		Technology Migration		2000		1990		305		5				235		yes				no		Robot vision systems		yes		The technology was being utilized commercially in surgery. It had also been used for two functions of cleaning.								no		Explicit in forecast statement.		3-108		System		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		3-108		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that robot vision systems were limited to laboratory settings in 1975.		3-108 				20		Long-term		yes		SF		1975				The forecast statement is embedded in a section entitled, "1990-2000" 		3-108		2000		1990		6/4/2012 13:15		7/11/2012 9:04		SF		2012		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1994.5		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"During the decade of the 1990s, «robot vision systems using scene-analysis techniques will perform inspection and assembly work in controlled industrial environments."		3-114		Between 1990 and 1999, at least one robot vision system that use scene-analysis techniques will be used to perform inspection and assembly work in industrial environments. 										1		Worldwide		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		This is a general forecast that is not about the space industry. As such, it likely applies worldwide.		3-114		2013		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1994.5		no				The report is predicting that industrial robots capable of performing inspection and assembly work will emerge on the market.		3-114		Technology emergence		1999		1990		305		5		29		235		yes				no		Industrial robots		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		3-114		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that industrial robots with the described vision systems were not mature in 1975.		3-114				19.5		Long-term		no				1975				The time horizon is "the 1990s," which is 1990 to 1999.		3-114		1999		1990		6/4/2012 13:23		6/4/2012 13:23		SF		2013		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1987.5		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The teleoperator/robot industry supplying components and systems is expected to grow by one to two orders of magnitude in annual volume over the next quarter century."		3-114		Between 1975 and 2000, the annual volume of the teleoperator/robot industry supplying components and systems will grow by at least one order of magnitude over 1974 levels. 										1		Worldwide		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		This is a general forecast that likely applies worldwide.		3-114		2014		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1987.5		no				An industry's growth is an indication of its popularity or penetration in a market.		3-114		Market penetration		2000		1975		305		5		29		235		yes				no		Industrial robots		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Industrial robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		3-114		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that industrial robots were not mature in 1975.		3-114				12.5		Long-term		no				1975				The standard lexicon defines “the next X years” as a range between the year the forecast was made and X years.		1-114		2000		1975		6/4/2012 13:30		7/12/2012 10:18		SF		2014		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1988		no		A 2003 paper claims to provide the first ever example of a fully autonomous robot prototype constructed.		Interpreted "advanced automation" to mean fully autonomous.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Space-qualified robot systems with some advanced automation will be available toward the end of the 1980s. The first robots used will be interactive in that they will depend upon human beings for most critical decisions and for planning."		3-114		Space-qualified robotic systems with some advanced automation will be used by the U.S. space program between 1987 to 1989.										1		Worldwide		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2015		no				yes		2003		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1988		no				The report is predicting that robots with advanced automation will emerge on the market.		3-114		Technology emergence		1989		1987		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Space-qualified robotic systems		yes		In 1988 there were no space qualified robots with advanced automation.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Robots are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the robots would be used in space.		3-114		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that space-qualified robots did not exist in 1975.		3-114				13		Long-term		yes		SF		1975				The standard lexicon defines the end of a decade as XXX7 to XXX9.		3-114		1989		1987		6/4/2012 13:38		7/2/2012 10:16		SF		2015		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1980		yes		The U.S. Space Shuttle attained full operational status in 1982.		Data stated clearly in source.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By 1980, the launch vehicle capability of the United States will be dramatically improved by the attainment of operational status of the Space Shuttle. This vehicle will be capable of launching 30, 000 kg payloads to low Earth-orbit within a protected payload compartment of 300 m3 volume, of providing extensive orbital services to these payloads, including man-tending, for long durations and of returning, intact, payloads up to 14, 500 kg from low orbit to Earth. Limited space maneuvering capability (several hundred m/s), high-accuracy placement, space positioning, and orbital assistance in deployment and initialization are all services that this system will provide to the orbital spacecraft after initial service as a launch vehicle. The Space Shuttle will be a reusable vehicle; its external propellant tank is the only element expended during the conduct of a launch and orbital support mission. "		3-Apr		In 1980, the U.S. Space Shuttle will attain operational status. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		3-Apr		2016		no		1982		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1980		no		0.4		The report is predicting that the Space Shuttle will emerge for operational use.		3-Apr		Technology emergence		1982		1978		305		5		29		233		yes		2		no		Space Shuttle		yes		The U.S. Space Shuttle did not attain full operational status in 1980.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		The space shuttle is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		The Space Shuttle is a space technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The space shuttle was in development in 1975.		NA		2		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1975		1980		Explicit in forecast statement. If the U.S.' launch vehicle capability will be improved in 1980 because of the Space Shuttle, this means that the Space Shuttle should become operational in 1980.		3-Apr						6/4/2012 13:54		7/2/2012 9:39		SF		2016		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		The costs of the space shuttle only increased throughout its operational period rather than decreasing as predicted.		Data stated clearly in sources.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By the year 2000, the uprated Space Shuttle recurring flight costs should be about $80/lbm ($180/kg) at Level-II activity. A second-generation fully reusable Shuttle, generically related to the 1971 Phase-B study configuration, could reduce these costs to about $50/lbm ($110/kg). The winged SSTO could displace the Shuttle in the mid to late 1990s and reduce the recurring launch costs to perhaps as low as $20/lbm ($44/kg). This development, however, must have nonrecurring costs no greater than $5 x 10^ to $10 x 109 to be economically competitive (see FC 4-9) and will require extensive technology developments in propulsion system specific impulse and in structure and heat shield mass."		18-Apr		In 2000, the uprated Space Shuttle recurring flight costs will be $180/kg at Level-II activity. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The Space Shuttle is a U.S. endeavor.		18-Apr		2017		yes				no		2011		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting that costs associated with the Space Shuttle will decrease.		18-Apr		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Space Shuttle		yes		In 2000 the per kg cost of a Space Shuttle flight were estimated to be $10,416.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The Space Shuttle is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		18-Apr		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The Space Shuttle was in development in 1975.		18-Apr				25		Long-term		yes		SF		1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		18-Apr						6/4/2012 14:13		7/2/2012 10:30		SF		2017		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1980		yes		Efficiency did not reach 30% until 1998. 		The efficiency was up to 30% as of 1998, well after the forecast date. Therefore it is safe to assume that it was below this amount in 1980.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Laser energy beaming in the infrared spectrum has already been attempted for short distances. The unclassified literature shows no reference to the 10 to 100 MWe scale of lasers needed for effective uses in propulsion. Development of such large systems for space use is not likely by 1980. The use of large laser-beam sources operating in space will be paced by development of large solar or nuclear energy sources. These developments will not come along before 1980. Transmission efficiency for laser beaming is likely to be limited to less than 30% in 1980."		21-Apr		In 1980, the transmission efficiency for laser energy beaming will be less than 30%.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2018		no		1980		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1980		no		0		The report is predicting the evolution of laser beaming technology.		21-Apr		Evolution		1982		1978		305		5		29		234		yes		0		no		Laser energy beaming		yes		Transmission efficiency for laser energy beaming was below 30% in 1980. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		Laser energy beams are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, laser beaming technology would be used in space.		21-Apr		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that laser energy beams were in use in 1975.		21-Apr		0		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1975		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		21-Apr						6/4/2012 14:20		7/5/2012 12:22		SF		2018		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1980		yes		The first case found of efficiency over 70% is in 1976, when it reached 91%. 		1976 is the first case of >70% that could be found.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Microwave beaming for energy transmission has already been accomplished over short distances(the order of one mile). Overall short distance efficiency of transmission measured from dc input to the transmitter to dc output from the receiver, is projected to be greater than 70% by 1980. Achievable transmitting distance is proportional to antenna apertures."		21-Apr		In 1980, the short distance efficiency (dc input to the transmitter to dc output from the receiver) of microwave beaming will be >70%. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2019		no		1976		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1980		no		0.8		The report is predicting the changing transmission efficiency of microwave beaming.		21-Apr		Evolution		1982		1978		305		5		29		233		yes		-4		no		Microwave beaming		yes		Efficiency was >90% in 1976.  		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Microwave beaming is a system/process.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		In this context, microwave beaming would be part of space technologies.		21-Apr		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that microwave beaming was in use in 1975.		21-Apr		4		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1975		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		21-Apr						6/4/2012 14:29		7/5/2012 12:19		SF		2019		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1980		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The technology for small pressure-fed space propulsion elements using space-storable (fluorine/ hydrazine) propellants will be available for use on unmanned spacecraft by 1980. Engines operating at an effective exhaust velocity of 3600 m/s, with
this propellant combination, will offer 25% improvement over engines burning Earth-storable propellants which are currently used for spacecraft applications. The first use of fluorine will open the door for later use of larger, pump-fed fluorine/hydrogen systems. Fluorine/hydrogen provides energy storage density close to the maximum possible with stable chemicals."		24-Apr		In 1980, the technology for small pressure-fed space propulsion elements that use space-storable propellands (flourine/hydrazine) will be available for use in the U.S. space program's unmanned spacecraft.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2020		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1980		no				The report is predicting that the technology will evolve such that they will be used on spacecraft.		24-Apr		Evolution		1982		1978		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Unmanned spacecraft 		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Spacecraft are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		24-Apr		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the technologies were in development in 1975.		24-Apr				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		24-Apr						6/4/2012 14:45		6/4/2012 14:45		SF		2020		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1984.5		yes		The first instance of an array that meets the criteria was in 1991.		The W/kg performance levels, as well as technology description, are available within the NASA document. 		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The feasibility of using solar arrays producing 110 We/kg (ac = 0.009 kg/We) has been established and large, lightweight arrays having this capability, or perhaps even greater, should be available by the 1980s."		25-Apr		Between 1980 and 1989, large, lightweight arrays capable of producing 110 We/kg of electrical energy will be available for use by the U.S. space program.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2021		no		1991		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1984.5		no		0.684210526		The report is predicting that lightweight arrays with the predicted capability will emerge on the market.		25-Apr		Technology emergence		1989		1980		305		5		29		234		yes		6.5		no		Solar arrays		yes		The technology was not yet available in 1985. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Solar arrays are systems		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the arrays would be used in space.		25-Apr		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that solar arrays already existed but that they were neither large nor lightweight.		25-Apr		6.5		9.5		Medium-term		yes		SF		1975				The time horizon is "the 1980s," which spans from 1980 to 1989.		25-Apr		1989		1980		6/4/2012 14:53		7/9/2012 13:14		SF		2021		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						2000		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Photon Collectors (Code 2. 1). Mass and cost estimates for photon collectors are included in Solar Energy Conversion Devices (Code 5.3). A forecast for this device is also presented separately, however, to allow ease of comparisons. Forecasts of paraboloid photon collector state of the art indicate that collectors capable of 1400°K
temperature will be built of a graphite-epoxy matrix. These collectors are estimated to have near-term costs of $110 per kg based on an area density of 4. 0 kg/m. The cost is expected to be halved by 2000 as these materials become more plentiful." 		27-Apr		In 2000, the cost of photon collectors will be ~$55 per kg based on an area density of 4 kg/m. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2022		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration.		27-Apr		Market penetration		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Photon collector		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Photon collectors are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		In this context, the photon collectors would be used as space technologies.		27-Apr		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that photon collectors existed in 1975, but that their cost would decrease in 25 years.		27-Apr				25		Long-term		no				1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		27-Apr						6/4/2012 15:02		6/4/2012 15:02		SF		2022		SF

		1		yes		no		Source given only provides evidence that greater lifespans were possible prior to 2000 but does not give a basis for realization date. DF

Need year of realization. SF 7/2/12 

Additional research did not yield any results. SF 7/11/12 (Catherine)				yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		In 2000 Brayton cycles had life spans greater than 5-10 years.		Data stated clearly in source.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Dynamic Cycles (Code 5.3.3). This forecast is based on the use of collected electromagnetic radiation as an energy source for a dynamic heat engine to drive electrical generators. Of the thermodynamic cycles available, the bias for space use is toward a Brayton cycle device. The system, as described inFC 4-17, includes a solar concentrator, heat receiver, Brayton rotating unit (including generator), recuperator, radiator, ducting, and support structure. Energy storage is not included. Present lifetime based on a single unit has been demonstrated to be 2 years. A lifetime of 5 to 10 years is predicted by 2000. Additionally, the solar collector must be oriented toward the Sun within an accuracy of 3 minutes of arc."		Apr-37		In 2000, a Brayton cycle device will have a lifetime of 5 to 10 years. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2023		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no		80		The report is predicting the changing lifetime of Brayton cycling devices.		Apr-37		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes		-2000		no		Brayton cycle device		yes		By 2000 Brayton cycles had life spans of up to 20 years if well maintained.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Brayton cycle devices are systems used to collect electromagnetic radiation in space.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Brayton cycle devices are systems used to collect electromagnetic radiation in space.		Apr-37		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that Brayton cycle devices did not have this lifetime in 1975.		Apr-37		2000		25		Long-term		no				1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		Apr-37						6/5/2012 7:30		7/11/2012 12:48		SF		2023		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1990		no		The technology was in the research phase in 1990. Even today the technology is not used.		Data stated plainly in sources. 		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"With respect to availability of beam transmitters, the microwave beam technology is in the development stage, whereas the high-power laser beam is on the technology frontier. Availability of microwave beam technology is forecast for 1975 and 1990, respectively, for Earth-based and space-based systems. Availability of highpowered laser beam technology is forecast for 1985 and 1995, respectively, for Earth-based and space-based systems."		Apr-39		In 1990, microwave beam technology for space-based systems will be available to the U.S. space program.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2024		yes				no		2011		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1990		no				The report is predicting that microwave beam technology will evolve such that it can be used in space.		Apr-39		Evolution		1995		1985		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Microwave beaming		yes		The technology was in the research phase in 1990. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Microwave beaming is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		Apr-39		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		According to the report, microwave beam technology not mature in 1975.		Apr-39				15		Long-term		yes		SF		1975		1990		Explicit in forecast statement.		Apr-39						6/5/2012 7:35		7/6/2012 14:03		SF		2024		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1985		yes		Sources describe the CO2 laser as being developed in 1964 and being capable of producing very high power densities stating that such technology is still currently used. 		Data stated clearly in sources.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"With respect to availability of beam transmitters, the microwave beam technology is in the development stage, whereas the high-power laser beam is on the technology frontier. Availability of microwave beam technology is forecast for 1975 and 1990, respectively, for Earth-based and space-based systems. Availability of high powered laser beam technology is forecast for 1985 and 1995, respectively, for Earth-based and space-based systems."		Apr-39		High-powered laser beam technology for Earth-based systems will be available in the U.S. in 1985. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2025		no		1964		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1985		no		2.1		The report is predicting that high energy laser technology will evolve such that it can be used in Earth-based systems.		Apr-39		Evolution		1988		1982		305		5		29		231		yes		-21		no		High powered laser beam technology		yes		By 1985 high powered laser beams had been available in earth-based systems for over 20 years.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		High powered laser beam technology is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		This forecast isn't specific to the space industry, and lasers are pohotonics and phononics technologies.		Apr-39		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that high-powered laser technology was on the "technology frontier" in 1975.		Apr-39		21		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1975		1985		Explicit in forecast statement.		Apr-39						6/5/2012 7:40		7/2/2012 10:27		SF		2025		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		In 1991 the Alpha laser was demonstrated to operate in space like environments.		Interprets available to mean developed rather than deployed and ready to use.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"With respect to availability of beam transmitters, the microwave beam technology is in the development stage, whereas the high-power laser beam is on the technology frontier. Availability of microwave beam technology is forecast for 1975 and 1990, respectively, for Earth-based and space-based systems. Availability of highpowered laser beam technology is forecast for 1985 and 1995, respectively, for Earth-based and space-based systems."		Apr-39		In 1995, high-powered laser beam technology for space-based systems will be available in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2026		no		1991		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1995		no		0.2		The report is predicting that high powered laser technology will evolve such that it can be applied to space-based systems.		Apr-39		Evolution		2001		1989		305		5		29		234		yes		-4		no		High powered laser beam technology		yes		By 1995 the U.S. was able to produce high powered laser beams that were capable of operating in space environments.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		High powered laser beam technology is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		Apr-39		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that high-powered laser technology was on the "technology frontier" in 1975. 		4-39. 		4		20		Long-term		yes		SF		1975		1995		Explicit in forecast statement.		Apr-39						6/5/2012 7:43		7/2/2012 10:29		SF		2026		SF

		2		yes		no		Just need to make sure I've select the appropriate status according to the information from the SMEs.  BL 16 July 2012				yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		From a purely technical standpoint, the technology of 2000 was sufficient to deliver payloads anywhere. However, the technology is unlikely to be demonstrated until 2015, the arrival year to Pluto. Therefore, as of 2012, it has not been realized. 		According to the SMEs, it was technically possible for the U.S. space program to do this. However, this will only be theoretical until 2015 at least, when it will be demonstrated. 		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"at the accuracy with which a spacecraft or a surface explorer can be positioned at its planned location. These investigations indicate that the normal course of technical developments will enable us by the year 2000 to deliver payloads to any point in the solar system with as much accuracy as would appear to be required, land payloads, manned or otherwise, on the surface of Mars or the Moon, traverse such surfaces with mechanical vehicles with high precision, and, in free-fall, stabilize and point large antennas or other spacecraft structures."		2-May		In 2000, the U.S. space program will be able to deliver payloads to any point in the solar system with whatever level of accuracy is required at the time. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2027		yes				no		2012		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting that space technology will improve such that payloads will become more accurate in the future.		2-May		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				yes		Payload delivery		yes		From a purely technical standpoint, the technology of 2000 was sufficient to deliver payloads anywhere.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Payload delivery requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		2-May		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that payloads could not be delivered accurately to any point in the solar system in 1975.		2-May				25		Long-term		yes		SF		1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		2-May						6/5/2012 7:49		7/16/2012 10:43		SF		2027		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		In 1997 the Mars Pathfinder landed on the surface of Mars.		Data stated clearly in source.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The investigation of the technology of Transferring of Matter has been directed primarily at the accuracy with which a spacecraft or a surface explorer can be positioned at its planned location. These investigations indicate that the normal course of technical developments will enable us by the year 2000 to deliver payloads to any point in the solar system with as much accuracy as would appear to be required, land payloads, manned or otherwise, on the surface of Mars or the Moon, traverse such surfaces with mechanical vehicles with high precision, and, in free-fall, stabilize and point large antennas or other spacecraft structures."		2-May		In 2000, the U.S. will be able to land manned or unmanned payloads on the surface of Mars.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2028		no		1997		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no		0.12		The report is predicting that U.S. space technology will evolve such that its ability to deliver payloads will improve.		2-May		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes		-3		no		Payload delivery		yes		By 2000 the U.S. was able to land unmanned payloads on the surface of Mars.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		Payload delivery requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		2-May		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the U.S. was not able to land payloads on Mars in 1975.		2-May		3		25		Long-term		yes		SF		1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		2-May						6/5/2012 7:53		6/25/2012 8:22		SF		2028		SF

		2		yes		no		Although data does indicate that the Mars Rovers could be precisely controlled it does not seem to rule out the possibility that others before were also able to be precisely controlled. DF

Checking with SMEs (Jason and Phil) to see if we can reach consensus on this. SF

According to Phil Smith, the rovers were "high precision" thereby satisfying the forecast. SF 7/2/12				yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		In 2004 the Mars Rovers were able to able to be precisely controlled in order to traverse the surface of Mars.		Interprets "expected" to move precisely to mean that the Rovers were technically capable of doing so.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The investigation of the technology of Transferring of Matter has been directed primarily at the accuracy with which a spacecraft or a surface explorer can be positioned at its planned location. These investigations indicate that the normal course of technical developments will enable us by the year 2000 to deliver payloads to any point in the solar system with as much accuracy as would appear to be required, land payloads, manned or otherwise, on the surface of Mars or the Moon, traverse such surfaces with mechanical vehicles with high precision, and, in free-fall, stabilize and point large antennas or other spacecraft structures."		2-May		In 2000, the U.S. will be able to traverse Mars or the Moon with mechanical vehicles with high precision.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2029		yes		2004		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no		0.16		The report is predicting that U.S. space technology will evolve such that it will be possible to traverse Mars or the Moon with high-precision mechanical vehicles.		2-May		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes		4		no		Mechanical vehicles		yes		In 2000 mechanical vehicles were not able to traverse Mars or the Moon with high precision.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		Mechanical vehicles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		2-May		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that this capability was not mature in 1975.		2-May		4		25		Long-term		yes		SF		1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		2-May						6/5/2012 8:00		7/2/2012 10:10		SF		2029		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						2000		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The investigation of the technology of Transferring of Matter has been directed primarily at the accuracy with which a spacecraft or a surface explorer can be positioned at its planned location. These investigations indicate that the normal course of technical developments will enable us by the year 2000 to deliver payloads to any point in the solar system with as much accuracy as would appear to be required, land payloads, manned or otherwise, on the surface of Mars or the Moon, traverse such surfaces with mechanical vehicles with high precision, and, in free-fall, stabilize and point large antennas or other spacecraft structures."		2-May		In 2000, the U.S. will be able to stabilize and point large antennas or other spacecraft structures while in free-fall.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2030		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting that U.S. space technology will improve such that the U.S. has the stated ability.		2-May		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Stabilizing large spacecraft structures		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Stabilizing spacecraft structures while in free fall requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		2-May		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that the U.S. did not have this ability in 1975.		2-May				25		Long-term		no				1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		2-May						6/5/2012 8:04		6/5/2012 8:04		SF		2030		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1980		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"For example, the emergence of CCD (charge coupled device) and MNOS (metal-nitride-oxide-silicon) technologies, which are presently in an advanced stage of development, will by 1980 have great impact on imaging and data handling capability. By 1980 we can expect at least 10^5 gates on single chips along with new methods of testing those chips, improved reliability, much lower power, higher speed, less weight, and, most significantly, much lower cost. Electron-beam - addressable components (e.g. vidicons) will continue to be available to fill specific requirements and can take advantage of the emerging ultra-high density chip technology."		5-14 to 5-15		In 1980, there will be at least 10^5 gates on a single chip										1		Worldwide		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast is not specific to space technologies, so it likely applies worldwide.		5-14 to 5-15		2031		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1980		no				The forecast is predicting the improvement of CCD and MNOS technologies.		5-14 to 5-15		Evolution		1982		1978		305		5		29		226		yes				no		Processing chip		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Chips are components of computers		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Chips are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that chips with this many gates were in development in 1975.		5-14 to 5-15				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		5-14 to 5-15						6/5/2012 8:10		6/5/2012 8:10		SF		2031		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1980		yes		Texas Instruments was first to market with Magnetic Memory Bubbles in 1977.		Data stated clearly in source.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Magnetic bubbles, which are presently in advanced development and will be available by 1980, offer high density and lower power. Tape recorders will probably still be needed by 1980 for mass memory, but this need will no longer exist after the mid-1980s when high-density solid-state memories (e.g., CCD, MNOS, or bubbles) can perform the function of disc files for on-board data processing. Again, further improvements will come with extensive parallel processing of image data."		15-May		Magnetic memory bubbles will be commercially available in 1980.										1		Worldwide		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast is not specific to space technologies, so it likely applies worldwide.		15-May		2032		no		1977		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1980		no		0.6		The report is predicting that magnetic bubbles will emerge on the market.		15-May		Technology emergence		1982		1978		305		5		29		226		yes		-3		no		Magnetic bubbles		yes		Magnetic Memory Bubbles were commercially available in 1980.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Magnetic bubbles are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Magnetic bubbles are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast states that magnetic bubbles were in advanced development in 1975.		15-May		3		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1975		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		15-May						6/5/2012 8:15		7/2/2012 9:41		SF		2032		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1980		yes		By 2004 no superconducting computers had been built. A superconducting computer was installed in 2011.		Data stated clearly in sources.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The application of superconductors for computer elements was first considered in the mid-50s and has undergone more intensive research since the advent of thin film techniques in the 60s, when some small working memories were demonstrated. In the past decade, memory elements have improved dramatically in speeds, densities, and potential cost savings and it now appears likely that a working superconducting computer will be a reality by 1980."		15-May		In 1980, a working superconducting computer will be in operation.										1		Worldwide		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast is not specific to space technology, so it likely applies worldwide.		15-May		2033		yes		2011		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1980		no		6.2		The report is predicting that advances in superconductor technologies will culminate in a superconducting computer.		15-May		Evolution		1982		1978		305		5		29		226		yes		31		no		Superconducting computer		yes		In 1980 no superconducting computers were in operation.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		15-May		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that a superconducting computer was in development in 1975.		15-May		31		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1975		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		15-May						6/5/2012 8:24		7/2/2012 12:34		SF		2033		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1981.5		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Rapid increases in semiconductor component densities will continue and be accompanied by much lower hardware cost, higher reliability, lower power, and increased speed. These
advances are predicted on the basis of established principles and fundamental limits which apply to semiconductor electronic components, coupled with the enormous commercial drive that will continue to exploit these principles. NASA can play a role in stimulating some of these advances during the early phases of development. In particular, emerging technologies such as CCD or MNOS can be more speedily developed into ultra-high-density components suitable for mass memories in the 10^11 to 10^15 bit range by the early 1980s."		24-May		Between 1980 and 1983, charge coupled device (CCD) technologies will have memories in the 10^11 to 10^15 bit range. 										1		Worldwide		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast is not specific to space technologies, so it likely applies worldwide.		24-May		2034		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1981.5		no				The report is predicting the changing characteristics of CCD technologies.		24-May		Evolution		1983		1980		305		5		29		226		yes				no		Charge coupled devices		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		CCDs are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		CCDs are components of computers.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast describes CCDs as emerging technologies in 1975.		24-May				6.5		Medium-term		no				1975				The time horizon is the early 1980s, which the standard lexicon defines as 1980 to 1983.		24-May		1983		1980		6/5/2012 8:30		6/5/2012 8:30		SF		2034		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1981.5		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Rapid increases in semiconductor component densities will continue and be accompanied by much lower hardware cost, higher reliability, lower power, and increased speed. These
advances are predicted on the basis of established principles and fundamental limits which apply to semiconductor electronic components, coupled with the enormous commercial drive that will continue to exploit these principles. NASA can play a role in stimulating some of these advances during the early phases of development. In particular, emerging technologies such as CCD or MNOS can be more speedily developed into ultra-high-density components suitable for mass memories in the 10^11 to 10^15 bit range by the early 1980s."		24-May		Between 1980 and 1983, metal nitride-oxide semiconductor (MNOS) technologies will have memories in the 10^11 to 10^15 bit range. 										1		Worldwide		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast is not specific to space technologies, so it likely applies worldwide.		24-May		2035		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1981.5		no				The report is predicting the evolving characteristics of MNOS technology.		24-May		Evolution		1983		1980		305		5		29		226		yes				no		MNOS		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		MNOS technologies are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		MNOS technologies are components of computers.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast describes MNOS technologies as emerging in 1975.		24-May				6.5		Medium-term		no				1975				The time horizon is the early 1980s, which the standard lexicon defines as 1980 to 1983.		24-May		1983		1980		6/5/2012 8:33		6/5/2012 8:33		SF		2035		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						2000		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Superalloys and dispersion-stabilized alloy technology development is currently used primarily by the turbine engine community. Maximum use temperatures for space vehicle structural applications are projected to rise from about 980°C (1800°F) today to about 1200°C (2200°F) by the year 2000."		28-May		In 2000, the maximum use temperatures for U.S. space vehicle structural applications will be 1200°C (2200°F). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		28-May		2036		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		2000		no				The report is predicting the changing features of space vehicles.		28-May		Evolution		2008		1992		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Space vehicles		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Space vehicles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		28-May		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that space vehicles did not have the predicted maximum use temperatures in 1975.		28-May				25		Long-term		no				1975		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		28-May						6/5/2012 8:51		6/5/2012 8:51		SF		2036		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1987.5		yes		Products containing fire-resistant polymers were being used in a number of commercial applications in 1976.		Research shows that the products were already being adopted across several applications in the 1970s. We can assume that if there were standards in place across multiple products then the products were in use. 		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The increasing concern for human health and safety will stimulate the production and use, during the next 25 years, of fire-resistant polymers having minimum smoke and vapor generation. Such polymers will be obtained by changing the basic molecular structure to a more stable form and by adding chemicals which retard flame spread and smoke generation."		31-May		Between 1975 and 2000, products containing fire-resistant polymers will be adopted by consumers. 										1		Worldwide		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast is not specific to space technologies, so it likely applies worldwide.		31-May		2037		no		1976		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1987.5		no		0.92		The report is predicting the future popularity of flame-resistant materials.		31-May		Market penetration		2000		1975		305		5		29		230		yes		-11.5		no		Flame-resistant polymers		yes		Products containing fire-resistant polymers were already widely in use before the forcast year. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		Flame-resistant polymers are components of fabrics and other materials.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Flame-resistant polymers are components of fabrics and other materials.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that flame-resistant polymers were in development in 1975.		31-May		11.5		12.5		Long-term		yes		SF		1975				The standard lexicon defines “the next X years” as a range between the year the forecast was made and X years.		31-May		2000		1975		6/5/2012 8:57		7/5/2012 12:15		SF		2037		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1980		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Structural Foams. The large-scale use of structural polymer foams is just beginning to develop. It is estimated that over 10, 000 tons of structural foams were used, in the world, in 1974; and it is projected that over 200, 000 tons of structural polymer foams will be produced by 1980. With this large-scale development will come increased opportunities for these materials to be used in space in the next 25 years."		May-32		In 1980, more than 200,000 tons of structural polymer foams will be produced worldwide. 										1		Worldwide		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast is not specific to space technologies, so it likely applies worldwide.		May-32		2038		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1980		no				Production of a material provides an indication of its popularity/market penetration.		May-32		Market penetration		1982		1978		305		5		29		230		yes				no		Structural polymer foams		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The forecast is not specific to space technologies, so it likely applies worldwide.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Structural polymer foams are components of materials.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast states that the large-scale use of structural polymer foams was just beginning to develop in 1975.		May-32				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-32						6/5/2012 9:01		6/5/2012 9:01		SF		2038		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1987.5		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"In macromolecular synthesis, long-chain polymers will be made which can store information in electrical, magnetic, or optical sites at discrete points in functional groups of atoms along the chain. Such memory sites are likely to see commercial production within the next 25 years. When developed, they will possess long-term stability and foster the exponential increase in information storage density which has been so successful in solid-state inorganic elements and compounds, e.g., Si, Ge, and GaAs."		May-32		Between 1975 and 2000, long-chain polymers capable of storing information in electrical, magnetic, or optical sites at discrete points in functional groups of atoms along the chain will be produced commercially. 										1		Worldwide		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast is not specific to space technologies, so it likely applies worldwide.		May-32		2039		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1987.5		no				The report is predicting that there will be a market for such polymers commercially.		May-32		Market penetration		2000		1975		305		5		29		230		yes				no		Memory-storing long-chain polymers		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		The polymers would be subsystems.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		In this context, the polymers would be materials used to store information. 		May-32		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that the polymers had not yet been developed in 1975.		May-32				12.5		Long-term		no				1975				The standard lexicon defines “the next X years” as a range between the year the forecast was made and X years.		May-32		2000		1975		6/5/2012 9:17		6/5/2012 9:17		SF		2039		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		4. Little interpretation		4. Mostly realized		1981.5		yes		The Space Shuttle had the capability of being used to construct large structures in space (that were larger than those constructed in 1975), however, this ability was not demonstrated until 1998-1999.		According to the SMEs, the Space Shuttle had the ability to construct large structures in space in 1982. This was first demonstrated in 1998 with the construction of the International Space Station.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Large Erectable Space Structures. A novel structural concept, which will provide great
potential for new space capability in the 1980-2000 time period, is the large erectable space structures. In the early 1980s man and/or crewoperated devices will be able to construct structures in space, orders of magnitude larger than possible today. Unlike launch and reentry vehicles and conventional spacecraft, where the technology is relatively mature, large erectable spacecraft provide a new dimension in structures where innovative and advanced concepts can produce gains measured in orders of magnitude rather than percentages."		May-36		Between 1980 and 1983, the U.S.' man- and/or crew-operated devices will be able to construct large structures in space that are larger than those constructed in 1975. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		May-36		2040		no		1998		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1981.5		no		2.538461538		The report is predicting the evolving capabilities of man- or crew-operated devices.		May-36		Evolution		1983		1980		305		5		29		234		yes		16.5		yes		Space structures		yes		The Space Shuttle, launched in 1981, was available in 1981-1983 and was theoretically able to construct large structures.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Space structures are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-36		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast describes this technology as "a novel structural concept," indicating that it was not mature in 1975.		May-36		16.5		6.5		Medium-term		yes		SF		1975				The time horizon is the early 1980s, which the standard lexicon defines as 1980 to 1983. 		May-36		1983		1980		6/5/2012 9:32		7/16/2012 10:37		SF		2040		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1990		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The field of macrostructures encompasses the traditional disciplines of materials and structures. For these forecasts of technologies for the period 1980-2000, the specific elements addressed were (1) materials technology, which included metals, composites, polymers, and ceramics; (2) structuresxtechnology, which included advanced concepts, computer-aided analysis and design methods, vehicle dynamics, and vehicle structural
integrity; and (3) space processing with emphasis on homogeneity and purity of materials…. The forecasts of advancements in materials and structures are summarized in Table 5-1. For materials these include (1) a fourfold increase in stiffness/density with beryllium or beryllium aluminum alloys; (2) superalloys and refractory metals with 1200°C (2200°F) use temperature; (3) composites with long-term stability in the space environment; (4) fibrous-polyimide or metal matrix composites for 315-540°C (600-1000°F) use; (5) ultra-high modulus polymer fibers, approaching 6. 2 x 105 MN/m' (90 million psi); (6) fire-resistant high-temperature polymers; and (7) a twofold increase in strength of ceramics."		May-44		Between 1980 and 2000, superalloys or refractory metals with 1200°C (2200°F) use temperature will be available for use in space applications.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2041		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1990		no				The report is predicting that the use temperature of superalloys and refractory metals will improve for space applications.		May-44		Evolution		2000		1980		305		5		29		230		yes				no		Superalloys or refractory metals		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Superalloys or refractory metals are components of materials.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Superalloys or refractory metals are components of materials.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that superalloys or refractory metals with this use temperature were in development in 1975.		May-44				15		Long-term		no				1975				Explicit in forecast statement.		May-44		2000		1980		6/5/2012 10:07		6/5/2012 10:07		SF		2041		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1990		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The field of macrostructures encompasses the traditional disciplines of materials and structures. For these forecasts of technologies for the period 1980-2000, the specific elements addressed were (1) materials technology, which included metals, composites, polymers, and ceramics; (2) structuresxtechnology, which included advanced concepts, computer-aided analysis and design methods, vehicle dynamics, and vehicle structural integrity; and (3) space processing with emphasis on homogeneity and purity of materials…. The forecasts of advancements in materials and structures are summarized in Table 5-1. For materials these include (1) a fourfold increase in stiffness/density with beryllium or beryllium aluminum alloys; (2) superalloys and refractory metals with 1200°C (2200°F) use temperature; (3) composites with long-term stability in the space environment; (4) fibrous-polyimide or metal matrix composites for 315-540°C (600-1000°F) use; (5) ultra-high modulus polymer fibers, approaching 6. 2 x 105 MN/m' (90 million psi); (6) fire-resistant high-temperature polymers; and (7) a twofold increase in strength of ceramics."		May-44		Between 1980 and 2000, fibrous-polyimide or metal matrix composites that can be used at 315-540°C (600-1000°F) will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast is not specific to space technologies, so it likely applies worldwide.		May-44		2042		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1990		no				The report is predicting that these materials will emerge on the commercial market.		May-44		Technology emergence		2000		1980		305		5		29		230		yes				no		Fibrous polyimide or metal matrix composites		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Fibrous polyimide or metal matrix composites are components of other materials.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Fibrous polyimide or metal matrix composites are materials.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that fibrous polyimide or metal matrix composites meeting this description were in development in 1975. 		May-44				15		Long-term		no				1975				Explicit in forecast statement.		May-44		2000		1980		6/5/2012 10:24		6/5/2012 10:24		SF		2042		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1990		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The field of macrostructures encompasses the traditional disciplines of materials and structures. For these forecasts of technologies for the period 1980-2000, the specific elements addressed were (1) materials technology, which included metals, composites, polymers, and ceramics; (2) structuresxtechnology, which included advanced concepts, computer-aided analysis and design methods, vehicle dynamics, and vehicle structural integrity; and (3) space processing with emphasis on homogeneity and purity of materials…. The forecasts of advancements in materials and structures are summarized in Table 5-1. For materials these include (1) a fourfold increase in stiffness/density with beryllium or beryllium aluminum alloys; (2) superalloys and refractory metals with 1200°C (2200°F) use temperature; (3) composites with long-term stability in the space environment; (4) fibrous-polyimide or metal matrix composites for 315-540°C (600-1000°F) use; (5) ultra-high modulus polymer fibers, approaching 6. 2 x 105 MN/m' (90 million psi); (6) fire-resistant high-temperature polymers; and (7) a twofold increase in strength of ceramics."		May-44		Between 1980 and 2000, ultra-high modulus polymer fibers 6. 2 x 10^5 MN/m' (90 million psi) will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The forecast is not specific to space technologies, so it likely applies worldwide.		May-44		2043		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1990		no				The report is predicting the changing characteristics of polymer fibers.		May-44		Evolution		2000		1980		305		5		29		230		yes				no		Ultra-high modulus polymer fibers		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Ultra-high modulus polymer fibers are components of materials. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		Ultra-high modulus polymer fibers are components of materials. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the fibers were in development in 1975.		May-44				15		Long-term		no				1975				Explicit in forecast statement.		May-44		2000		1980		6/5/2012 10:29		6/5/2012 10:29		SF		2043		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1990		yes		In 1973, Skylab was in earth orbit and had a materials processing facility on board.		Interpreted experimental materials processing facility on Skylab to indicate the U.S. space program was then able to process materials in earth orbit.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The technology for processing materials and fabricating complex structures in Earth orbit will be a reality in the 1980-2000 time frame. Furthermore, by the year 2000, the basic technology in this field to accomplish many of the requirements for the very large structures needed for orbiting space habitats will be available."		May-44		Between 1980 and 2000, it will be possible for the U.S. space program to process materials in Earth orbit.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2044		yes		1973		yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1990		no		1.133333333		The report is predicting that space technologies will improve such that they allow materials to be processed in Earth orbit.		May-44		Evolution		2000		1980		305		5		29		234		yes		-17		no		Processing materials in Earth orbit		yes		The U.S. space program was able to process materials in earth orbit by 1990.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Processing materials in Earth orbit requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-44		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the technologies that would enable the U.S. space program to process materials in Earth orbit were in development in 1975.		May-44		17		15		Long-term		yes		SF		1975				Explicit in forecast statement.		May-44		2000		1980		6/5/2012 10:34		7/6/2012 9:49		SF		2044		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1980		yes		The U.S space program first reached Saturn in 1979 when the Pioneer 11 flew by taking the first close up photographs of the planet.		Interprets 'reached' to mean flew near or close to, rather than landed on.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The technologies related to transferring matter (i. e. , guidance, navigation, stabilization,
and control) are relatively mature and in most cases have been well developed. Space vehicles have been accurately delivered to Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and the Moon. Landings have been accomplished on the Moon and Mars and atmospheric probes sent into Venus. Both manned and unmanned roving vehicles have gone to the Moon. In addition, sophisticated manned and unmanned Earth orbiting stations have been established. By 1980, Saturn will have been reached and at least one more payload will have been set down on Mars."		May-47		In 1980, the U.S. space program will reach Saturn. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2045		yes		1979		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1980		no		0.2		The report is predicting that the U.S. space program's capabilities will evolve such that it is able to focus efforts on Saturn.		May-47		Evolution		1982		1978		305		5		29		234		yes		-1		no		Travel to Saturn		yes		By 1980 the U.S space program has reached Saturn.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		yes		Traveling to Saturn would require a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-47		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the technologies that would enable a trip to Saturn were in development in 1975.		May-47		1		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1975		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-47						6/5/2012 10:43		7/6/2012 9:48		SF		2045		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1980		no		By 1971 non-stationary vehicles had been landed on the moon. In 1997 the first vehicle was landed on Mars. As of 2012 there have been only two missions to Mercury, neither of which landed stationary vehicles on the planet.		Data stated clearly in source - no missions have landed on Mercury the forecast is unrealized as of 2012.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By 1980, transferring of matter technology will permit:
(1) The flyby of any object in the Solar System with sufficient accuracy to provide reasonably useful scientific data.
(2) Landing stationary vehicles on tne Moon, Venus, Mars (including Phobos and Deimos), and Mercury, and landing roving vehicles on the Moon and Mars. 
3) Delivering atmospheric entry probes to Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and appropriate satellites of Jupiter and Saturn.
(4) Orbiting any planet.
(5) Returning samples from the Moon, Mars, and Mercury.
(6) Controlling and stabilizing large, manned and unmanned, stations in Earth orbit.
(7) Flying "drag-free" spacecraft that compensate for non-gravitational forces."		May-47		In 1980, the U.S. space program will be able to land stationary vehicles on the Moon, Venus, Mars (including Phobos and Deimos), and Mercury. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2046		yes				no		2012		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1980		no				The report is predicting that technology advances will allow the U.S. space program to land stationary vehicles on multiple planets.		May-47		Evolution		1982		1978		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Stationary vehicle landing		yes		In 1980, the U.S. space program was able to land stationary vehicles on the Moon but not on Mercury or Mars. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Landing stationary vehicles on planets requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-47		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that the technology was being developed in 1975. 		May-47				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1975		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-47						6/5/2012 10:49		7/9/2012 8:26		SF		2046		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		NA		5. No interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1980		yes		The first Lunar rover was landed on the moon as part of the Apollo 15 mission in 1971. The first Mars rover landed in 1997. 		Data stated clearly in sources.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By 1980, transferring of matter technology will permit:
(1) The flyby of any object in the Solar System with sufficient accuracy to provide reasonably useful scientific data.
(2) Landing stationary vehicles on tne Moon, Venus, Mars (including Phobos and Deimos), and Mercury, and landing roving vehicles on the Moon and Mars. 
3) Delivering atmospheric entry probes to Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and appropriate satellites of Jupiter and Saturn.
(4) Orbiting any planet.
(5) Returning samples from the Moon, Mars, and Mercury.
(6) Controlling and stabilizing large, manned and unmanned, stations in Earth orbit.
(7) Flying "drag-free" spacecraft that compensate for non-gravitational forces."		May-47		In 1980, the U.S. space program will be able to land roving vehicles on the Moon and Mars.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2047		yes		1997		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1980		no		3.4		The report is predicting that technology advances will enable the U.S. to land roving vehicles on two planets.		May-47		Evolution		1982		1978		305		5		29		234		yes		17		no		Roving vehicle landings		yes		By 1980, a lunar rover had been used but as of yet there was no Mars roving vehicle.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Landing a roving vehicle on a planet would require a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-47		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The article indicates that the enabling technologies were in development in 1975. 		May-47		17		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1975		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-47						6/5/2012 10:52		7/6/2012 9:43		SF		2047		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1980		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By 1980, transferring of matter technology will permit:
(1) The flyby of any object in the Solar System with sufficient accuracy to provide reasonably useful scientific data.
(2) Landing stationary vehicles on tne Moon, Venus, Mars (including Phobos and Deimos), and Mercury, and landing roving vehicles on the Moon and Mars. 
3) Delivering atmospheric entry probes to Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and appropriate satellites of Jupiter and Saturn.
(4) Orbiting any planet.
(5) Returning samples from the Moon, Mars, and Mercury.
(6) Controlling and stabilizing large, manned and unmanned, stations in Earth orbit.
(7) Flying "drag-free" spacecraft that compensate for non-gravitational forces."		May-47		In 1980, the U.S. space program will be able to do deliver atmospheric entry probes to Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and satellites of Jupiter and Saturn. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		May-47		2048		no				no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1980		no				The report is predicting that technological advances will enable the U.S. to deliver entry probes to various planets.		May-47		Evolution		1982		1978		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Atmospheric entry probe delivery		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Atmospheric entry probe delivery requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-47		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that the enabling technologies were in development in 1975.		May-47				5		Short-term		no				1975		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-47						6/5/2012 10:55		6/5/2012 10:55		SF		2048		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1980		no		Interstellar travel is currently costly and impractical - hence the U.S space program is unable to orbit any planet.		Interpreted "any planet" to mean any planet rather than any in the solar system.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By 1980, transferring of matter technology will permit:
(1) The flyby of any object in the Solar System with sufficient accuracy to provide reasonably useful scientific data.
(2) Landing stationary vehicles on tne Moon, Venus, Mars (including Phobos and Deimos), and Mercury, and landing roving vehicles on the Moon and Mars. 
3) Delivering atmospheric entry probes to Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and appropriate satellites of Jupiter and Saturn.
(4) Orbiting any planet.
(5) Returning samples from the Moon, Mars, and Mercury.
(6) Controlling and stabilizing large, manned and unmanned, stations in Earth orbit.
(7) Flying "drag-free" spacecraft that compensate for non-gravitational forces."
		May-47		In 1980, the U.S. space program will be able to orbit any planet.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2049		yes				no		2011		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1980		no				The report is predicting that technological advances will enable the U.S. to orbit any planet. 		May-47		Evolution		1982		1978		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Orbiting planets 		yes		By 1980 only five planets in the solar system had either been orbited, landed on, or flown past.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Orbiting planets requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that the enabling technologies were in development in 1975.		May-47				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1975		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-47						6/5/2012 10:58		7/6/2012 9:42		SF		2049		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1980		no		The U.S space program has currently only returned samples from the Moon. There have only been two missions to Mercury, neither of which were sample returning missions.		Data stated clearly in sources.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By 1980, transferring of matter technology will permit:
(1) The flyby of any object in the Solar System with sufficient accuracy to provide reasonably useful scientific data.
(2) Landing stationary vehicles on tne Moon, Venus, Mars (including Phobos and Deimos), and Mercury, and landing roving vehicles on the Moon and Mars. 
3) Delivering atmospheric entry probes to Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and appropriate satellites of Jupiter and Saturn.
(4) Orbiting any planet.
(5) Returning samples from the Moon, Mars, and Mercury.
(6) Controlling and stabilizing large, manned and unmanned, stations in Earth orbit.
(7) Flying "drag-free" spacecraft that compensate for non-gravitational forces."		May-47		In 1980, the U.S. will be able to return samples from the Moon, Mars, and Mercury.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		May-47		2050		yes				no		2012		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1980		no				The report is predicting that technological advances will allow the U.S. to return samples from 3 planets.		May-47		Evolution		1982		1978		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Sample return		yes		In 1980, the U.S space program was not able to return samples from the Moon, Mars, and Mercury.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Returning samples from space requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-47		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that the enabling technologies were in development in 1975.		May-47				5		Short-term		yes		SF		1975		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-47						6/5/2012 11:02		7/6/2012 9:41		SF		2050		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1980		yes		The SkyLab station was first launched in 1973 and was both manned and unmanned during its orbit.		Interpreting Skylab as being a large station in Earth orbit.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By 1980, transferring of matter technology will permit:
(1) The flyby of any object in the Solar System with sufficient accuracy to provide reasonably useful scientific data.
(2) Landing stationary vehicles on tne Moon, Venus, Mars (including Phobos and Deimos), and Mercury, and landing roving vehicles on the Moon and Mars. 
3) Delivering atmospheric entry probes to Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and appropriate satellites of Jupiter and Saturn.
(4) Orbiting any planet.
(5) Returning samples from the Moon, Mars, and Mercury.
(6) Controlling and stabilizing large, manned and unmanned, stations in Earth orbit.
(7) Flying "drag-free" spacecraft that compensate for non-gravitational forces."		May-47		In 1980, the U.S. will be able to control and stabilize large manned and unmanned stations in Earth orbit.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2051		no		1973		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1980		no		1.4		The report is predicting that technological advances will enable the control and stabilization of large stations in Earth orbit.		May-47		Evolution		1982		1978		305		5		29		234		yes		-7		no		Control of large Earth orbit stations		yes		In 1980, NASA was be able to control and stabilize large manned and unmanned stations in Earth orbit.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Controlling large Earth orbit stations  requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-47		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that the enabling technologies were in development in 1975.		May-47		7		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1975		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-47						6/5/2012 11:06		7/6/2012 9:40		SF		2051		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1980		yes		In 1972, TRIAD I was launched, which was a drag free satellite with a system to compensate for non-gravitational forces.		Data stated clearly in sources.		6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"By 1980, transferring of matter technology will permit:
(1) The flyby of any object in the Solar System with sufficient accuracy to provide reasonably useful scientific data.
(2) Landing stationary vehicles on tne Moon, Venus, Mars (including Phobos and Deimos), and Mercury, and landing roving vehicles on the Moon and Mars. 
3) Delivering atmospheric entry probes to Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and appropriate satellites of Jupiter and Saturn.
(4) Orbiting any planet.
(5) Returning samples from the Moon, Mars, and Mercury.
(6) Controlling and stabilizing large, manned and unmanned, stations in Earth orbit.
(7) Flying "drag-free" spacecraft that compensate for non-gravitational forces."		May-47		In 1980, the U.S. will be able to fly at least one "drag free" spacecraft that compensates for non-gravitational forces. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2052		yes		1972		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1980		no		1.6		The report is predicting that technological advances will enable spacecraft to compensate for gravitational forces.		May-47		Evolution		1982		1978		305		5		29		234		yes		-8		no		"Drag free" spacecraft 		yes		In 1980, the U.S. was be able to fly at least one "drag free" spacecraft that compensated for non-gravitational forces. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Spacecraft are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-47		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that the enabling technologies were in development in 1975.		May-47		8		5		Short-term		yes		SF		1975		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-47						6/5/2012 11:10		7/6/2012 9:19		SF		2052		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1990		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"During the last twenty years of this century technology will be available to: deliver payloads to any point in the solar system with considerable accuracy; land on and traverse the surfaces of Mars and the Moon; point vehicle payloads with high precision; and stabilize and point large spacecraft structures. Some specific capabilities will include the following:
1) With the advent and use of such techniques as AVLBI, on-board optical measurements, and pulsar navigation in addition to Earth-based radio, the accuracy in delivering spacecraft to the planets on flyby missions should increase from the current 50-100 km for the inner planets and 100-1000 km for the outer planets to 2-20 km for the inner planets and 2-10 km for the outer planets, and their major satellites."		May-59		Between 1980 and 2000, the U.S. space program's accuracy in delivering spacecraft to inner planets on flyby missions will be 2-20km.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2053		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1990		no				The report is predicting that technological advances will allow the U.S. to deliver spacecraft more accurately.		May-59		Evolution		2000		1980		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Spacecraft delivery		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Delivering a spacecraft requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-47		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that accuracy was not near what is predicted in 1975.		May-59				15		Long-term		no				1975				Explicit in forecast statement.		May-59		2000		1980		6/5/2012 11:17		6/5/2012 11:17		SF		2053		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1990		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"During the last twenty years of this century technology will be available to: deliver payloads to any point in the solar system with considerable accuracy; land on and traverse the surfaces of Mars and the Moon; point vehicle payloads with high precision; and stabilize and point large spacecraft structures. Some specific capabilities will include the following:
1) With the advent and use of such techniques as AVLBI, on-board optical measurements, and pulsar navigation in addition to Earth-based radio, the accuracy in delivering spacecraft to the planets on flyby missions should increase from the current 50-100 km for the inner planets and 100-1000 km for the outer planets to 2-20 km for the inner planets and 2-10 km for the outer planets, and their major satellites."		May-59		Between 1980 and 2000, the U.S. space program's accuracy in delivering spacecraft to the outer planets on flyby missions will be 2-10 km. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2054		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1990		no				The report is predicting that technological advances will allow the U.S. to deliver spacecraft with more accuracy.		May-59		Evolution		2000		1980		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Spacecraft delivery		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Spacecraft delivery requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-59		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast implies that the technology was not mature in 1975.		May-59				15		Long-term		no				1975				Explicit in forecast statement.		May-59		2000		1980		6/5/2012 11:20		6/5/2012 11:20		SF		2054		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1990		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The ability to accurately point spacecraft instruments will improve from 0. 1 degree to 0. 005 degrees for interplanetary spacecraft and from 0. 001 degrees to 0.0001 for Earth orbiters using sophisticated state-of-the-art sensors and actuators."		May-59		Between 1980 and 2000, the U.S.' accuracy in pointing spacecraft instruments will improve from 0.1 degrees to 0.005 degrees for interplanetary spacecraft. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2055		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1990		no				The report is predicting that technological advances will enable the U.S. to improve accuracy.		May-59		Evolution		2000		1980		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Pointing spacecraft instruments		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Pointing spacecraft instruments requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-59		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The forecast indicates that this capability was immature in 1975.		May-59				15		Long-term		no				1975				Explicit in forecast statement.		May-59		2000		1980		6/5/2012 11:27		6/5/2012 11:27		SF		2055		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2						1990		no						6-Jan		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"5) The ability to accurately point spacecraft instruments will improve from 0. 1 degree to 0. 005 degrees for interplanetary spacecraft and from 0. 001 degrees to 0.0001 for Earth orbiters using sophisticated state-of-the-art sensors and actuators."		May-59		Between 1980 and 2000, the accuracy with which the U.S. points spacecraft instruments will be 0.0001 degrees for Earth orbiters.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		2056		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 

**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 
		1990		no				The report is predicting that technological advances will enable the U.S. to improve accuracy.		May-59		Evolution		2000		1980		305		5		29		234		yes				no		Pointing spacecraft instruments		yes				A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Pointing spacecraft instruments requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		May-59		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that this capability was immature in 1975		May-59				15		Long-term		no				1975				Explicit in forecast statement.		May-59		2000		1980		6/5/2012 11:31		6/5/2012 11:31		SF		2056		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1992: http://www.nistep.go.jp/HP_E/researchworks/02_foresight/index.html		NA						2001		no						1		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2001: Conducting kidney, heart, liver, and other organ transplants at a level equal to Europe and the United States"		3		In 2001, Japan will be able to conduct kidney transplants at a level equal to Europe and the United States.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The report’s title indicates that forecasts pertain to Japan.		1		2057		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to page 1 of the summary, NISTEP used the Delphi method to generate forecasts. 		2001		no				The authors are predicting that Japan's ability to conduct organ transplants will improve.		3		Evolution		2004		1998		306		1		6		224		yes				no		Organ transplants		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Organ transplantation is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Organ transplants manipulate biological systems.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that Japan was able to conduct transplants in 1992, but not at the same level as the U.S. and Europe.		3				9		Medium-term		no				1992		2001		Explicit in forecast statement		3						6/6/2012 7:37		6/6/2012 7:47		SF		2057		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1992: http://www.nistep.go.jp/HP_E/researchworks/02_foresight/index.html		NA						2001		no						1		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2001: Conducting kidney, heart, liver, and other organ transplants at a level equal to Europe and the United States"		3		In 2001, Japan will be able to conduct heart transplants at a level equal to Europe and the U.S.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The report’s title indicates that forecasts pertain to Japan.		1		2058		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to page 1 of the summary, NISTEP used the Delphi method to generate forecasts. 		2001		no				The authors are predicting that Japan's ability to conduct organ transplants will improve.		3		Evolution		2004		1998		306		1		6		224		yes				no		Organ transplants		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Organ transplantation is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Organ transplants manipulate biological systems.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that Japan was able to conduct transplants in 1992, but not at the same level as the U.S. and Europe.		3				9		Medium-term		no				1992		2001		Explicit in forecast statement		3						6/6/2012 7:40		6/6/2012 7:48		SF		2058		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1992: http://www.nistep.go.jp/HP_E/researchworks/02_foresight/index.html		NA						2001		no						1		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2001: Conducting kidney, heart, liver, and other organ transplants at a level equal to Europe and the United States"		3		In 2001, Japan will be able to conduct liver transplants at a level equal to Europe and the U.S.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The report’s title indicates that forecasts pertain to Japan.		1		2059		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to page 1 of the summary, NISTEP used the Delphi method to generate forecasts. 		2001		no				The authors are predicting that Japan's ability to conduct organ transplants will improve.		3		Evolution		2004		1998		306		1		6		224		yes				no		Organ transplants		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Organ transplantation is a process/system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Organ transplants manipulate biological systems.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that Japan was able to conduct transplants in 1992, but not at the same level as the U.S. and Europe.		3				9		Medium-term		no				1992		2001		Explicit in forecast statement		3						6/6/2012 7:42		6/6/2012 7:48		SF		2059		SF

		1		yes		no		Note date for realization provided, source only states this is a new chip for Panasonic not the first 1GB LSI chip. DF

Need to re-research this one. SF 7/2/12 

Additional research did not yield any results. SF 7/11/12 (Catherine)				yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1992: http://www.nistep.go.jp/HP_E/researchworks/02_foresight/index.html		NA		5. No interpretation				2002		yes		By 2004 at least one LSI chip with a memory above 1GB was in use in Japan.		Data stated clearly in source.		1		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2002: Practical application for super LSI chip with a memory of 1 gigabyte or more."		3		In 2002, a super large-scale integration (LSI) chip with a memory of at least 1 gigabyte will be in use in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The report’s title indicates that forecasts pertain to Japan.		1		2060		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to page 1 of the summary, NISTEP used the Delphi method to generate forecasts. 		2002		no		200.2		The authors are predicting that there will be a market for a super LSI chip in Japan.		3		Market penetration		2005		1999		306		1		6		226		yes		-2002		no		Super LSI chip 		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		LSI chips are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		LSI chips are components of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that LSI chips with the predicted memory were in development in 1992.		3		2002		10		Medium-term		no				1992		2002		Explicit in forecast statement		3						6/6/2012 7:47		7/11/2012 12:48		SF		2060		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1992: http://www.nistep.go.jp/HP_E/researchworks/02_foresight/index.html		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2002		no		As of 2010 no genetically engineered crops are grown in Japan for commercial purposes.		Interpreted forecast statements "in use" to mean being grown in Japan.		1		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2002:...Practical application of improvement in crops through gene manipulation (harvest volume, disease resistance, cold resistance, etc.)."		3		In 2002, at least one genetically engineered crop will be in use in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The report’s title indicates that forecasts pertain to Japan.		1		2061		no				no		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to page 1 of the summary, NISTEP used the Delphi method to generate forecasts. 		2002		no				The authors are predicting that a GMO crop will emerge in Japan.		3		Technology emergence		2005		1999		306		1		6		224		yes				no		Genetically modified crops		yes		In 2002 no genetically engineered crop was in use in Japan.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		GM crops are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		GM crops manipulate biological systems.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		GM crops were in development in 1992.		NA				10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1992		2002		Explicit in forecast statement		3						6/6/2012 7:52		7/2/2012 13:19		SF		2061		SF

		0		yes		no				Some uncertainty over what the forecasters mean by "dissemination of" this technology and how to evaluate that. The analyst decided that if the technology is available commercially, then it has been disseminated. SF		yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1992: http://www.nistep.go.jp/HP_E/researchworks/02_foresight/index.html		NA						2003		no						1		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2003: Dissemination of a technological system for automatic separation of urban and other waste into combustibles, metals, glass etc."		3		In 2003, a device capable of automatically separating urban waste (into combustibles, metals, glass, etc.) will be available commercially in Japan. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The report’s title indicates that forecasts pertain to Japan.		1		2062		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to page 1 of the summary, NISTEP used the Delphi method to generate forecasts. 		2003		no				The authors are predicting that there will be a market for automatic trash sorters.		3		Market penetration		2006		2000		306		1		6		236		yes				no		Waste separation 		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The separation devices would be systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Waste separation systems would capitalize on physical, chemical, and/or mechanical properties.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Waste sorting systems were in development in 1992. 		NA				11		Long-term		no				1992		2003		Explicit in forecast statement		3						6/6/2012 7:57		6/6/2012 7:57		SF		2062		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1992: http://www.nistep.go.jp/HP_E/researchworks/02_foresight/index.html		NA						2003		no						1		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2003:...Development of aircraft positioning and time control system for high precision flying and improved safety."		3		In 2003, Japan will have developed an aircraft positioning and time control system that enables high-precision flying.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The report’s title indicates that forecasts pertain to Japan.		1		2063		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to page 1 of the summary, NISTEP used the Delphi method to generate forecasts. 		2003		no				The authors are predicting that the system will emerge in the aircraft market.		3		Technology emergence		2006		2000		306		1		6		223		yes				no		Aircraft positioning and time control system		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Explicit in forecast statement		3		System		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the system was in development in 1992.		3				11		Long-term		no				1992		2003		Explicit in forecast statement		3						6/6/2012 8:00		6/6/2012 8:00		SF		2063		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1992: http://www.nistep.go.jp/HP_E/researchworks/02_foresight/index.html		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		In 2003 a telehealth system described as past experimentation and into the stages of diffusion was in place in Japan. This allowed transmission of patients' vital statistics to health institutions, which could monitor them remotely.		Interprets entering diffusion as evidence of a system being in place. Also assumes that diagnosis can be given using the system, given the data about patient health being transmitted.		1		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2003:...Practical application of a system to enable home health checks and appropriate diagnosis."		3		In 2003, a system for conducting home health checks and making diagnoses will be in use in Japan. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The report’s title indicates that forecasts pertain to Japan.		1		2064		yes		2003		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to page 1 of the summary, NISTEP used the Delphi method to generate forecasts. 		2003		no		0		The authors are predicting that a home healthcare system will emerge in Japan.		3		Technology emergence		2006		2000		306		1		6		233		yes		0		no		Home health system		yes		In 2003 a system for conducting home health checks and making diagnoses was in use in Japan.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		The described system would require a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		A home health system capable of conducting health checks would include sensors. The system would also involve communications technology.		3		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Home health systems were immature in 1992.		NA		0		11		Long-term		yes		SF		1992		2003		Explicit in forecast statement		3						6/6/2012 8:09		7/2/2012 13:23		SF		2064		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1992: http://www.nistep.go.jp/HP_E/researchworks/02_foresight/index.html		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		Video conferencing made substantial gains in customers in Japan during 2002 and was described as "booming". By 2003 video conferencing was described as "standard", "economical" and "readily available".		Interprets a steady building of video conferencing followed by a rapid increase in video conferencing to indicate the service has become widespread among business by 2002.		1		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2003:...Meetings through the advancement of television phones."		3		In 2003, videoteleconferencing will be commonplace among Japanese businesses. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The report’s title indicates that forecasts pertain to Japan.		1		2065		yes		2002		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to page 1 of the summary, NISTEP used the Delphi method to generate forecasts. 		2003		no		0.090909091		The authors are predicting the popularity of videoteleconferencing in Japan.		3		Market penetration		2006		2000		306		1		6		225		yes		-1		no		Videoteleconferencing		yes		By 2003 video teleconferencing had become widespread in Japan among businesses.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Videoteleconferencing is a system/software.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Videoteleconferencing is a communications technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Videoteleconferencing existed in 1992 but was not commonplace.		NA		1		11		Long-term		yes		SF		1992		2003		Explicit in forecast statement		3						6/6/2012 8:12		7/17/2012 6:49		SF		2065		SF

		3		yes		no				The analyst assumes that if a robot is available commercially, that it has a practical application. SF		yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1992: http://www.nistep.go.jp/HP_E/researchworks/02_foresight/index.html		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2003		no		In 2005 research and trials were being carried out by NEC into a childcare robot which could play with and watch over children. As of 2011 this robot was yet to be commercialized.		Data stated clearly in sources.		1		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2003:...Practical application of multi-purpose nursing robots which conduct relieving and bathing duties in line with subject needs."		3		In 2003, nursing robots that are capable of bathing babies and changing their diapers will be available commercially in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The report’s title indicates that forecasts pertain to Japan.		1		2066		yes				no		2011		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to page 1 of the summary, NISTEP used the Delphi method to generate forecasts. 		2003		no				The authors are predicting that a nursing robot will emerge on the market.		3		Technology emergence		2006		2000		306		1		6		235		yes				no		Nursing robots		yes		In 2003 nursing robots that were capable of bathing babies and changing their diapers were not available commercially in Japan.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Robots are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes technologies associated with providing autonomy and decision authority to fixed and mobile mechanical systems (this is not about making an airplane fly, it is about making the airplane fly on its own without human intervention)		Autonomous/Robotics Technology		Explicit in forecast statement		3		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Nursing robots were not mature in 1992.		NA				11		Long-term		yes		SF		1992		2003		Explicit in forecast statement		3						6/6/2012 8:16		7/12/2012 10:19		SF		2066		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1992: http://www.nistep.go.jp/HP_E/researchworks/02_foresight/index.html		NA						2004		no						1		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2004...Practical role of micro-machines in bio-sciences and micro-processing, application in assembly, semi-conductor manufacturing and other types of tasks."		3		In 2004, at least one micro machine will be used in assembly in Japan. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The report’s title indicates that forecasts pertain to Japan.		1		2067		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to page 1 of the summary, NISTEP used the Delphi method to generate forecasts. 		2004		no				The authors are predicting that there will be a market for micro machines in assembly.		3		Market penetration		2008		2000		306		1		6		236		yes				no		Micro machines		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Micro machines are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Micro machines capitalize on physical and mechanical properties.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Micro machines were not mature in 1992.		NA				12		Long-term		no				1992		2004		Explicit in forecast statement		3						6/6/2012 8:21		6/6/2012 8:21		SF		2067		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1992: http://www.nistep.go.jp/HP_E/researchworks/02_foresight/index.html		NA						2004		no						1		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2004...Practical role of micro-machines in bio-sciences and micro-processing, application in assembly, semi-conductor manufacturing and other types of tasks."		3		In 2004, at least one micro machine will be used in semi conductor manufacturing in Japan. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The report’s title indicates that forecasts pertain to Japan.		NA		2068		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to page 1 of the summary, NISTEP used the Delphi method to generate forecasts. 		2004		no				The authors are predicting that there will be a market for micro machines in manufacturing.		3		Market penetration		2008		2000		306		1		6		236		yes				no		Micro machines		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Micro machines are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Micro machines capitalize on physical and mechanical properties.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Micro machines were not mature in 1992.		NA				12		Long-term		no				1992		2004		Explicit in forecast statement		3						6/6/2012 8:24		6/6/2012 8:24		SF		2068		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1992: http://www.nistep.go.jp/HP_E/researchworks/02_foresight/index.html		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		In 1998, 147 electric vehicles were sold as part of a government subsidy scheme with similar amounts being sold yearly at least up till 2002.		Data stated clearly in source.		1		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2004...Dissemination of electric cars through the development of batteries with a charging capacity that will enable commuting."		3		In 2004, at least one electric car will be adopted in Japan for commuting. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The report’s title indicates that forecasts pertain to Japan.		1		2069		no		1998		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to page 1 of the summary, NISTEP used the Delphi method to generate forecasts. 		2004		no		0.5		The authors are predicting that there will be a market for electric cars in Japan.		3		Market penetration		2008		2000		306		1		6		228		yes		-6		no		Electric car		yes		By 2004 electric vehicles for commuting were available in Japan.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Cars are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement		3		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Electric cars were in development in 1992.		NA		6		12		Long-term		yes		SF		1992		2004		Explicit in forecast statement		3						6/6/2012 8:28		7/2/2012 13:21		SF		2069		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1992: http://www.nistep.go.jp/HP_E/researchworks/02_foresight/index.html		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2005		yes		In 2004, a wearable, artificial kidney had been developed in Japan and was being tested on canines.		Interprets 'developed' to mean currently in testing, such as used in the context of the source provided.		1		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2005: Development of portable, or implanted artificial kidneys as an alternative to dialysis."		3		In 2005, portable or implanted kidneys that serve as an alternative to dialysis will be developed in Japan. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The report’s title indicates that forecasts pertain to Japan.		1		2070		no		2004		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to page 1 of the summary, NISTEP used the Delphi method to generate forecasts. 		2005		no		0.076923077		The authors are predicting that artificial kidneys will emerge on the market in Japan.		3		Technology emergence		2009		2001		306		1		6		224		yes		-1		no		Artificial kidneys		yes		By 2005 a portable kidney had been developed in Japan.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Artificial organs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Artificial kidneys would manipulate biological systems. They could also be considered physical, chemical, and mechanical technologies because they capitalize on these properties.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Artificial organs were not mature in 1992.		NA		1		13		Long-term		yes		SF		1992		2005		Explicit in forecast statement		3						6/6/2012 8:32		7/2/2012 13:03		SF		2070		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1992: http://www.nistep.go.jp/HP_E/researchworks/02_foresight/index.html		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		no		In 2009 the JMA stated that a volcano eruption was imminent and it failed to occur for a further 13 hours.		Interpret the lack of an ability to predict a volcano erupting to within 13 hours as indicative of a general inability to forecast an eruption 2-3 days in advance.		1		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2006: Reliable predictions 2-3 days in advance of volcanic eruptions."		3		In 2006, at least one organization in Japan will be able to provide warning about volcanic eruptions 2 to 3 days before an eruption is to occur. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The report’s title indicates that forecasts pertain to Japan.		1		2071		no		2006		no		2009		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to page 1 of the summary, NISTEP used the Delphi method to generate forecasts. 		2006		no				The authors are predicting that prediction and sensing technology will improve such that volcanic eruptions can be predicted.		3		Evolution		2010		2002		306		1		6		233		yes				no		Volcanic eruption prediction		yes		In 2006, Japan was unable to provide warning accurately about volcanic eruptions 2 to 3 days before an eruption is to occur.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Multiple sensors would likely be used to predict eruptions, creating a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		Predicting volcanic eruptions would involve sensor technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Sensing technologies associated with predicting eruptions were in use in 1992 but they were not able to provide warning 2-3 days in advance.		NA				14		Long-term		yes		SF		1992		2006		Explicit in forecast statement		3						6/6/2012 8:38		7/2/2012 13:05		SF		2071		SF

		3		yes		no		It would appear to me this forecast is predicting a cure. It has been verified as if it were predicting treatments of any kind to be available. No definitive date of realization provided. DF

The forecast is worded in such a way as to indicate that it is predicting an HIV/AIDS treatment regimen would be established in Japan. However, a regimen had been established in the U.S. when the forecast was made (and was likely already established or nearing establishment in Japan) at the same time. So, it's fair to assume that the authors are predicting a cure for AIDS, which no country has discovered yet as of 2012. SF 7/2/12		Not sure if the forecasters meant that a cure for AIDS (versus a treatment) would be established in 2006. Decided to stick with treatment, since treatment modalities were new in the U.S. in 1992. SF

Modified forecast interpretation to cure, based on ground truth research revealing that a treatment regimen existed in Japan when the forecast was made. SF 7/2/12 		yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1992: http://www.nistep.go.jp/HP_E/researchworks/02_foresight/index.html		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2006		no		Hospitals in Japan were described as treating AIDS and HIV in 2006, but as of 2012, no cure or medical prophylaxis for HIV/AIDS has been developed anywhere. 		The forecast is worded in such a way as to indicate that it is predicting an HIV/AIDS treatment regimen would be established in Japan. However, a regimen had been established in the U.S. when the forecast was made (and was likely already established or nearing establishment in Japan) at the same time. So, it's fair to assume that the authors are predicting a cure for AIDS, which no country has discovered yet as of 2012.		1		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2006:...Establishment of treatment for AIDS."		3		In 2006, a cure for AIDS will be established in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The report’s title indicates that forecasts pertain to Japan.		1		2072		yes				no		2012		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to page 1 of the summary, NISTEP used the Delphi method to generate forecasts. 		2006		no				The authors are predicting that a cure for AIDS will emerge on the market.		3		Technology emergence		2010		2002		306		1		6		224		yes				no		AIDS treatment		yes		By 2006 treatments for AIDS were available in Japan, but no cure or medical prophylaxis was available. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Therapeutics are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Treatments for AIDS would manipulate biological systems.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		AIDS treatments were new and in clinical trials in the U.S. in the early 1990s. They were likely immature in Japan in 1992.		NA				14		Long-term		yes		SF		1992		2006		Explicit in forecast statement		3						6/6/2012 8:44		7/12/2012 12:34		SF		2072		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1992: http://www.nistep.go.jp/HP_E/researchworks/02_foresight/index.html		NA								no						1		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2007: Dissemination of photovoltaic batteries for home electricity supplies."		3		In 2007, photovoltaic batteries will be available commercially in Japan for household use.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The report’s title indicates that forecasts pertain to Japan.		1		2073		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to page 1 of the summary, NISTEP used the Delphi method to generate forecasts. 				no				The authors are predicting that there will be a market for photovoltaic batteries among household appliances.		3		Market penetration						306		1		6		227		yes				no		Photovoltaic batteries 		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Batteries are components of energy-consuming systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Batteries store energy.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Photovoltaic batteries were in development in 1992.		NA				15		Long-term		no				1992		2007		Explicit in forecast statement		3						6/6/2012 8:47		6/6/2012 8:47		SF		2073		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1992: http://www.nistep.go.jp/HP_E/researchworks/02_foresight/index.html		NA								no						1		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2007:..Practical application of super electro-magnetic elevation train with a maximum speed of 500 km/hour."		3		In 2007, a super electro-magnetic elevation train with a maximum speed of 500 km/hour will be in use in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The report’s title indicates that forecasts pertain to Japan.		1		2074		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to page 1 of the summary, NISTEP used the Delphi method to generate forecasts. 				no				The authors are predicting that an elevation train will emerge in Japan.		3		Technology emergence						306		1		6		228		yes				no		Electromagnetic elevation train		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Trains are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Trains are ground transportation technologies.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		Electromagnetic elevation trains with the predicted speed were not mature in 1992.		NA				15		Long-term		no				1992		2007		Explicit in forecast statement		3						6/6/2012 8:51		6/6/2012 8:51		SF		2074		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA						2002		no						NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2002:..Practical use of driving simulators that enable a learner driver to have a realistic experience of driving under extreme conditions and being involved in a traffic accident (realistically simulates impact or intertia."		41		In 2002, at least one driving simulator that simulates traffic accidents for students will be in use in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecast apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2075		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi nethod. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2002		no				The authors are predicting that a realistic traffic accident simulator will emerge on the market.		41		Technology emergence		2004		2000		307		1		6		236		yes				no		Traffic accident simulator		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The simulator would be a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		A traffic accident simulator would capitalize on physical and mechanical properties.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Simulators of this type were likely in development in 1997.		NA				5		Short-term		no				1997		2002		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 9:20		6/6/2012 9:20		SF		2075		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		In 1997 many large telecommunications companies in Japan were offering Internet telephone services.		Data stated clearly in sources.		NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2003:...Practical use of a highly secure next-generation internet that allows the transmission of real-time information, leading to the implementation of internet-based telephone services and motion video broadcasts."		41		In 2003, Internet-based telephone services will be adopted in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2076		yes		1997		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi nethod. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2003		no		1		The authors are predicting that there will be a market for internet-based telephone in Japan.		41		Market penetration		2005		2001		307		1		6		225		yes		-6		no		Internet-based telephone 		yes		By 2003, most leading companies in Japan were providing Internet telephone services.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Internet-based telephone is a system/software.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Internet-based telephone is a communication technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Internet-based telephone was in development in 1997.		NA		6		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1997		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 9:34		7/17/2012 6:48		SF		2076		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		In 2002, Yahoo! BB launched the first Japanese IPTV service, becoming a paid-for service by 2003 followed by at least three other services becoming available by 2006.		Interpreted Internet-based motion video broadcasts to mean IPTV and multiple companies starting up beginning in 2003 to indicate becoming commonplace.		NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2003:...Practical use of a highly secure next-generation internet that allows the transmission of real-time information, leading to the implementation of internet-based telephone services and motion video broadcasts."		41		In 2003, Internet-based motion video broadcasts will be commonplace in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2077		yes		2003		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi nethod. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2003		no		0		The authors are predicting that there will be a market for Internet-based motion video broadcasts.		41		Market penetration		2005		2001		307		1		6		225		yes		0		no		Internet-based motion video broadcast		yes		In 2003, Internet Protocol television (IPTV) - internet-based motion video broadcasting - was commonplace in Japan.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Internet-based motion video broadcasting is a system/software. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Internet-based motion video broadcasting is a communication technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Internet-based motion video broadcasting was in development in 1997.		NA		0		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1997		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 9:37		7/17/2012 6:48		SF		2077		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2003		yes		In 1999, the first i-mode cell phone was released in Japan. It was able to send e-mail, browse the Internet and access online banking to name a few functions.		Interpreted phones able to perform computer like functions (e-mail, web access) as pocket PC's with multimedia communications abilities. 		NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2003:...Practical use of systems which facilitate multimedia communication from anywhere in the world using pocket-size computers."		41		In 2003, pocket-sized computers that enable multimedia communication from anywhere in the world will be adopted in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2078		yes		1999		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi nethod. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2003		no		0.666666667		The authors are predicting that smartphones will emerge on the market.		41		Technology emergence		2005		2001		307		1		6		225		yes		-4		no		Smartphones		yes		By 2003, over 40 million users in Japan had adopted phones with computer liked functions that were capable of multimedia communications.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Smartphones themselves are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Smartphones are used for communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Smartphones were in development in 1997.		NA		4		6		Medium-term		yes		SF		1997		2003		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 9:51		7/17/2012 6:47		SF		2078		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA						2004		no						NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2004:...Practical use of ultraviolet, blue, and green semiconductor lasers."		41		In 2004, ultraviolet semiconductor lasers will be used in at least one commercial product in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2079		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi method. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2004		no				The authors are predicting that UV semiconductor laser products will emerge on the market.		41		Technology emergence		2006		2002		307		1		6		231		yes				no		UV semiconductor laser		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		UV semiconductor lasers are subsystems of other products.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Lasers are photonics technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		UV semiconductor lasers were in development in 1997.		NA				7		Medium-term		no				1997		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 10:06		6/6/2012 10:06		SF		2079		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2004		yes		In 1999, blue lasers were being used for spectrometry and by 2003 DVD recorders utilizing blue lasers were on the market.		Data was stated clearly in sources. 		NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2004:...Practical use of ultraviolet, blue, and green semiconductor lasers."		41		In 2004, blue semiconductor lasers will be used in at least one commercial product in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2080		yes		1999		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi method. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2004		no		0.714285714		The authors are predicting that blue semiconductor laser products will emerge on the market.		41		Technology emergence		2006		2002		307		1		6		231		yes		-5		no		Blue semiconductor lasers		yes		By 2004 blue lasers were being used in multiple practical commercial applications in Japan.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Blue semiconductor lasers are subsystems of other products.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Lasers are photonics technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Blue semiconductor lasers were in development in 1997.		NA		5		7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1997		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 10:09		7/6/2012 13:40		SF		2080		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		yes		The first green laser was not commercially available until 2008. The first green pure semiconductor laser was commercially available in 2009.		With the release date given of the green semiconductor laser and the statement that "In this short amount of time, the green laser has found multiple applications, from better TV to astronomy" it is interpreted that the green laser developed was in use in at least one product by the end of 2009, the latest date this could have occurred is mid 2010 given the articles date.		NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2004:...Practical use of ultraviolet, blue, and green semiconductor lasers."		41		In 2004, green semiconductor lasers will be used in at least one commercial product in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2081		yes		2009		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi method. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2004		no		0.714285714		The authors are predicting that green semiconductor lasers will emerge on the market.		41		Technology emergence		2006		2002		307		1		6		231		yes		5		no		Green semiconductor lasers		yes		In 2004, there were no green lasers commercially available		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Green semiconductor lasers are subsystems of other products.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with the manipulation and direction of energy from the light, sound, and radio spectrums - This includes (but is not limited to) sonar, lasers, masers, microwave.  This excludes technology for communications or computing		Photonics and Phononics Technology		Lasers are photonics technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Green semiconductor lasers were in development in 1997.		NA		5		7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1997		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 10:12		6/21/2012 9:50		SF		2081		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2004		no		Source from 2005 states that if a type of GM rice is approved it will be the first GM crop grown in Japan. Source from 2010 states that no GM crops are grown in Japan for commercial purposes, some experiments are mentioned.		Interpreted being "grown in Japan" to mean for commercial consumption and release to the market, thus excluding the experiment mentioned in the 2010 source.		NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2004:...Practical use in Japan of crop varieties having the characteristics (higher yield and more disease- and cold-resistance) improved by gene manipulation."		41		In 2004, at least one genetically modified crop offering higher yields or more resistance to cold or disease will be grown in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2082		yes				no		2010		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi method. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2004		no				The authors are predicting that GM crops will emerge in Japan.		41		Technology emergence		2006		2002		307		1		6		224		yes				no		Genetically modified crops		yes		Genetically modified crops were not grown in Japan in 2004.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		GM crops are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		GM crops result from the manipulation of biological systems.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		GM crops were used in the U.S. by 1997 but were likely only in development in Japan at the time.		NA				7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1997		2004		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 10:18		6/21/2012 9:51		SF		2082		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA						2005		no						NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2005:...Widespread use of biodegradable containers and wrapping materials that use bio-oriented materials."		41		In 2005, use of biodegradable containers will be widespread in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2083		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi method. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2005		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of biodegradable containers.		41		Market penetration		2007		2003		307		1		6		236		yes				no		Biodegradable containers		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Biodegradable containers are products/systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Biodegradable containers would capitalize on chemical properties.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Biodegradable containers were in development in Japan in 1997.		NA				8		Medium-term		no				1997		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 10:23		6/6/2012 10:23		SF		2083		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA						2005		no						NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2005:...Widespread use of biodegradable containers and wrapping materials that use bio-oriented materials."		41		In 2005, the use of bio-oriented materials in Japan will be widespread 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2084		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi method. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2005		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of bio-oriented materials.		41		Market penetration		2007		2003		307		1		6		236		yes				no		Bio-oriented materials 		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Bio-oriented materials are components of other products. 		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Bio-oriented material would result from chemical processes.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Bio-oriented materials were in development in Japan in 1997.		NA				8		Medium-term		no				1997		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 10:27		6/6/2012 10:27		SF		2084		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2006		yes		In 2007, 83% of Japanese Internet users surveyed stated that they had shopped online. In 2000, 64.6% of Japanese internet users surveyed had experience of shopping online. The number of online retail outlets had grown from approximately 2,264 in 1996 to 27,279 in 2000.		Used the number of Internet users making use of online retailers as an indication of the penetration of e-commerce in Japan. Interpreted data to suggest this was widespread by 2000 due to 63% of Internet users having experience with online shopping and the existence of 27,000+ online retailers.		NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2006:...Widespread use of electronic commerce carried out via a network based on an electronic funds transfer system and electronic money system."		41		In 2006, the use of electronic commerce will be widespread in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2085		yes		2000		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi method. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2006		no		0.666666667		The authors are predicting that e-commerce will be popular in Japan.		41		Market penetration		2009		2003		307		1		6		225		yes		-6		no		E-commerce		yes		In 2006, e-commerce was widespread in Japan.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		E-commerce requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		E-commerce is a form of communication.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		E-commerce was not in widespread use in Japan in 1997.		NA		6		9		Medium-term		yes		SF		1997		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 10:33		6/21/2012 9:52		SF		2085		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA						2006		no						NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2007:...Development of a system that detects the initial mild tremors of an earthquake at appropriate locations and safely stops trains as necessary to avoid places that have a high risk of collapse (because of the earthquake)."		41		In 2006, a system that is capable of automatically stopping trains in areas that have a high risk of collapse due to earthquakes will be developed in Japan. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2086		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi method. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2006		no				The authors are predicting the emergence of a new technology.		41		Technology emergence		2009		2003		307		1		6		233		yes				no		Train stopping system		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The described technology is a system of systems (sensors, communication technologies, rail technologies).		41		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		The described system would likely use sensor technologies to detect tremors, then use communication and physical, chemical, and mechanical technologies to stop trains. Since the entire process hinges on the sensors, that is the category this is binned under.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technologies for detecting initial tremors existed in 1997, but the overall system of stopping trains was immature at the time.		NA				9		Medium-term		no				1997		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 10:41		6/6/2012 10:41		SF		2086		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA						2006		no						NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2006:...Widespread use of power generation using refuse derived fuel (RDF)."		41		In 2006, the use of refuse-derived fuel (RDF) for power generation will be widespread in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2087		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi method. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2006		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of RDF.		41		Market penetration		2009		2003		307		1		6		227		yes				no		Refuse derived fuel		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Fuel is a component of energy-consuming systems.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that generate, store, covert, or distribute energy and power.  Examples are batteries, fuel cells, engines, motors, solar cells, and transmission lines		Energy and Power Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		41		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that refuse-derived fuel was in development or was in use in 1997.		41				9		Medium-term		no				1997		2006		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 10:46		6/6/2012 10:46		SF		2087		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2007		yes		The "full-scale" waste plastic recycling business began in Japan in 1970. By 2007, 21% of plastic waste was recycled mechanically and 73% of plastic waste was being utilized in some way.		Data stated clearly in sources.		NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2007:...Establishment and practical use of plastic recycling technology."		41		In 2007, plastic recycling technology will be in use in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2088		yes		1970		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi method. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2007		no		3.7		The authors are predicting the emergence of a new technology for Japan.		41		Technology emergence		2010		2004		307		1		6		236		yes		-37		no		Plastic recycling technology		yes		In 2007, Japan mechanically recycled 21% of all plastic waste.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Plastic recycling technologies are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Plastic recycling technology would capitalize on physical, chemical, and/or mechanical properties.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Plastic recycling technology was mature in the U.S. in 1997, but the forecast implies that it was not mature in Japan at the time.		41		37		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1997		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 10:51		6/21/2012 9:53		SF		2088		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA						2007		no						NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2007:...Widespread use of highly reliable network systems capable of protecting the privacy and secrecy of individuals and groups from the intrusion of ill-intentioned hackers."		41		In 2007, the use of network systems capable of protecting the privacy and secrecy of users from hackers will be widespread in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2089		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi method. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2007		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of technologies that protect users' computers. 		41		Market penetration		2010		2004		307		1		6		225		yes				no		Anti-hacking systems		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Explicit in forecast statement.		41		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Anti-hacking systems are communications technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The systems existed in 1997 but their use was not widespread.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1997		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 10:56		7/13/2012 10:17		SF		2089		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		yes		In 2001 the Japanese companies began introducing hydrocarbon refrigeration. By 2007 it is stated that Japan no longer used CFCs.		Interpreted a "material that does not damage the ozone layer the way that fluorocarbons and halons do" to mean a replacement for CFC gases such as hydrocarbons.		NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2007:...Practical use of materials that replace fluorocarbons and halons, that do not damage the ozone layer and cause global warning problem."		41		In 2007, at least one material that does not damage the ozone layer the way that fluorocarbons and halons do will be used in a commercial product in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2090		yes		2001		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi method. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2007		no		0.6		The authors are predicting that a new product will emerge on the market.		41		Technology emergence		2010		2004		307		1		6		236		yes		-6		no		Replacement for fluorocarbons and halons		yes		In 2007 in Japan, materials that damage the ozone layer such as CFCs were not generally in use in commercial products. Hydrocarbons had replaced these.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The replacements would be components of other products.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Replacements for fluorocarbons and halons would capitalize on chemical properties.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Replacements were in development in 1997.		NA		6		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1997		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 11:01		6/21/2012 9:56		SF		2090		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA						2007		no						NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2007:...Widespread use of traffic control systems on road, for optimal control of the flow of traffic in cities based on identification of vehicles on road, speed, and level of congestion."		41		In 2007, the use of traffic control systems capable of adjusting the flow of traffic based on the number of vehicles on the road, their speed, and overall traffic congestion will be widespread in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2091		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi method. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2007		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of a new traffic control system.		41		Market penetration		2010		2004		307		1		6		233		yes				no		Traffic control system		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The forecast is describing a system of systems.		41		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with imaging and/or detecting events (examples are acoustic, seismic, magnetic, radar, visual, electronic, …		Sensor Technology		The described system would be based primarily on visual sensors.		41		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The traffic control technologies existed in 1997 but were not in widespread use.		NA				10		Medium-term		no				1997		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 11:14		6/6/2012 11:14		SF		2091		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		yes		In 2009 JAXA (Japanese Space Agency) launched GOSAT which was the first satellite dedicated to the observation of multiple greenhouse gases. This satellite is described as providing continuous monitoring.		Interpreted the development of technology as the launching of a satellite using such technology and interpreted the statement that GOSAT provides the ability to continuously monitor air pollution to imply that information would be real-time or near real-time (otherwise monitoring could not be achieved continuously).		NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2007:...Development of technology for measuring, in real time, the distribution and movement of air pollution via observation from space."		41		In 2007, Japan will develop a technology capable of measuring the distribution and movement of air pollution from space in real time. 		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2092		yes		2009		no		2009		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi method. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2007		no		0.2		The authors are predicting the emergence of a new technology.		41		Technology emergence		2010		2004		307		1		6		234		yes		2		no		Air pollution measurement		yes		In 2007 Japan had not launched any satellites continuously dedicated to monitoring air pollution.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		The forecast is describing a system of systems.		41		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		The forecast specifies that the technology will be based in space.		41		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		A space-based system was not mature in 1997.		NA		2		10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1997		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 11:24		6/21/2012 9:58		SF		2092		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2007		no		There was no vaccine developed and available for prevention of HIV in Japan in 2007.		Data clearly stated in sources. 		NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2007:...Development of an HIV vaccine."		41		In 2007, a vaccine to prevent HIV will be available in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2093		yes				no		2012		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi method. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 		2007		no				The authors are predicting the emergence of a new technology.		41		Technology emergence		2010		2004		307		1		6		224		yes				no		HIV vaccine		yes		In 2007, there were no effective vaccines available for HIV.		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Vaccines are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Vaccines manipulate biological systems.		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		HIV vaccines were not mature in 1997.		NA				10		Medium-term		yes		SF		1997		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 11:27		6/21/2012 9:59		SF		2093		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA								no						NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2008:...Widespread use of on-line seal-less document preparation services for various official documents such as contract documents which are provided via a network based on security technology capable of achieving both privacy protection and verification."		41		In 2008, the use of online seal-less document preparation services for official documents will be widespread in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2094		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi method. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 				no				The authors predicting the emergence of a new technology.		41		Technology emergence						307		1		6		225		yes				no		Online document preparation		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Online document preparation requires a system of system.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Online document preparation involves communication technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The technology was in development in 1997.		NA				11		Long-term		no				1997		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 11:33		6/6/2012 11:33		SF		2094		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA								no						NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2008:...Widespread use of a global-scale environmental surveillance network in which environmental changes for the earth as a whole are monitored around the clock in real time, and this information is integrated, systematically analyzed, and distributed around the world."		41		In 2008, the use of a global environmental surveillance network that monitors worldwide environmental changes from space in real time and distributes the information globally will be in widespread use.										1		Worldwide		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The surveillance system will be available worldwide, so it will likely be in widespread use worldwide.		41		2095		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi method. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 				no				The authors are predicting the emergence of a new technology.		41		Technology emergence						307		1		6		234		yes				no		Global environmental surveillance 		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		The forecast is describing a system of systems.		41		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with transporting humans or materials into space.  This includes rockets, missiles, satellites (less the package)		Space Technology		The forecast indicates that the technology is a space technology.		41		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Separate surveillance systems existed in 1997 but were not integrated or space-based.		NA				11		Long-term		no				1997		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 11:55		6/6/2012 11:55		SF		2095		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to this site, the study was conducted in 1997: http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html		NA								no						NA		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				yes		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		"2008:...Widespread use of the pest control method based mainly on the biological insecticides (natural microbial enemies, pheromones, etc.)"		41		In 2008, the use of pest control methods that are based on biological insecticides (natural microbial enemies, pheromones, etc.) will be widespread in Japan.		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		121		Japan		18		Eastern Asia		4		Asia		NA		The article title indicates that the forecasts apply to Japan (http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/ftx/eng/rep052e/rep052fe.html)		NA		2096		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		NISTEP’s forecasts result from the Delphi method. While the summary does not explicitly mention the Delphi method, text throughout the document indicates that the method was used, since there were multiple rounds of surveys. 				no				The authors are predicting the popularity of pest control methods that use biological insecticides.		41		Market penetration						307		1		6		224		yes				no		Biological insecticides		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Some biological insecticides (pheromones, etc.) are components.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Biological insecticides would manipulate biological systems.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Biological insecticides were in use in 1997.		NA				11		Long-term		no				1997		2008		Explicit in forecast statement.		41						6/6/2012 12:05		6/6/2012 12:05		SF		2096		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to the title page, the report was published in October of 1978. 		NA						1980		no						3		Office of Technology Assessment, “Emerging Food Marketing Technologies: A Preliminary Analysis,” October 1978.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The technologies that are used to produce fabricated, or engineered, foods are considered high-priority candidates for assessment because they are already in use, their impacts have already been felt, and it is highly probable that their development and use will continue in the years ahead. Sales of fabricated foods were more than $6 billion in 1972 and are expected to exceed $11 billion by 1980."		13		Worldwide sales of fabricated/engineered foods will exceed $11 billion in 1980.										1		Worldwide		The OTA is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		13		2097		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The OTA used a mail survey, a working group, and collateral staff work to generate forecasts.		1980		no				The report is predicting the popularity of fabricated foods.		13		Market penetration		1981		1979		308		1		62		224		yes				no		Fabricated foods 		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Fabricated foods are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Fabricated/engineered foods would result from a manipulation of biological systems. They could also result from a manipulation of chemical properties. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that fabricated foods were available in 1972.		13				2		Short-term		no				1978		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		13						6/6/2012 13:34		6/6/2012 13:49		SF		2097		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		According to the title page, the report was published in October of 1978. 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1980		yes		It was not until 6 year later in 1986 that 25% of US homes had a microwave oven. Thus, in 1986, the forecast was achieved. 		Data clearly stated in sources. 		3		Office of Technology Assessment, “Emerging Food Marketing Technologies: A Preliminary Analysis,” October 1978.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"More than a quarter of the homes in the United States are expected to have microwave units by 1980."		39		In 1980, more than 25% of U.S. homes will have microwave ovens.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		Explicit in forecast statement.		39		2098		yes		1986		no		1986		Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The OTA used a mail survey, a working group, and collateral staff work to generate forecasts.		1980		no		3		The report is predicting the popularity of microwave ovens.		39		Market penetration		1981		1979		308		1		62		236		yes		6		no		Microwave oven		yes		In 1980, only 14% of US homes had microwave ovens. The forecast was not yet achieved. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Microwave ovens are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Microwave ovens capitalize on physical and mechanical properties.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Microwave ovens were in use in 1978.		39		6		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1978		1980		Explicit in forecast statement.		39						6/6/2012 13:41		7/6/2012 12:31		SF		2098		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to the title page, the report was published in October of 1978. 		NA						2000		no						3		Office of Technology Assessment, “Emerging Food Marketing Technologies: A Preliminary Analysis,” October 1978.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The marketing of engineered or fabricated foods is widespread and will increase. Sales of engineered foods were more than $6 billion in 1972 and are expected to exceed $11 billion by 1980.9 These are important technologies with important policy implications; for instance, vegetable protein, a major ingredient in engineered foods, has a high probability
of increased use as a meat extender and to a lesser degree as a substitute for meat by the year 2000."		42		In 2000, the use of vegetable protein as a meat extender worldwide will increase above 1978 levels. 										1		Worldwide		The OTA is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		42		2099		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The OTA used a mail survey, a working group, and collateral staff work to generate forecasts.		2000		no				The report is predicting the popularity of vegetable protein.		42		Market penetration		2007		1993		308		1		62		230		yes				no		Vegetable protein 		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Vegetable protein is a component of meat mixtures.		42		Component		Includes all technologies associated with the development of materials.  Examples of materials include coatings, signature reduction materials, textiles, and new structural components comprised of new or existing materials		Materials Technology		In this context, vegetable protein would be used to extend meat/would be used in meat mixtures.		42		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Vegetable protein was in use in 1978.		42				22		Long-term		no				1978		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		42						6/6/2012 13:48		6/6/2012 13:48		SF		2099		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to the title page, the report was published in October of 1978. 		NA						1985		no						3		Office of Technology Assessment, “Emerging Food Marketing Technologies: A Preliminary Analysis,” October 1978.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"A retail storewide computer system that uses data derived from an automated checkout system and controls physical facilities for heating, lighting, refrigeration, scheduling of
labor, and interfaces electronically with suppliers will likely be adopted by 1985 and can be expected to have implications throughout the marketing system."		59		In 1985, a storewide computer system that 1uses data derived from an automated checkout system will be adopted worldwide. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		59		2100		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The OTA used a mail survey, a working group, and collateral staff work to generate forecasts.		1985		no				The report is predicting the emergence of a new technology.		59		Technology emergence		1987		1983		308		1		62		226		yes				no		Point-of-sale system		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Explicit in forecast statement.		59		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		59		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that automated POS systems were in development in 1978 or were not in widespread use.		NA				7		Medium-term		no				1978		1985		Explicit in forecast statement.		59						6/6/2012 13:56		6/6/2012 13:56		SF		2100		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to the title page, the report was published in October of 1978. 		NA						1985		no						3		Office of Technology Assessment, “Emerging Food Marketing Technologies: A Preliminary Analysis,” October 1978.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"A retail storewide computer system that uses data derived from an automated checkout system and controls physical facilities for heating, lighting, refrigeration, scheduling of
labor, and interfaces electronically with suppliers will likely be adopted by 1985 and can be expected to have implications throughout the marketing system."		59		In 1985, a storewide computer system that controls facility heating, lighting, and/or refrigeration will be adopted worldwide.										1		Worldwide		The OTA is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		59		2101		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The OTA used a mail survey, a working group, and collateral staff work to generate forecasts.		1985		no				The report is predicting the emergence of a new technology.		59		Technology emergence		1987		1983		308		1		62		226		yes				no		Point-of-sale system		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Explicit in forecast statement.		59		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		59		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technology was immature in 1978.		59				7		Medium-term		no				1978		1985		Explicit in forecast statement.		59						6/6/2012 14:00		6/6/2012 14:00		SF		2101		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to the title page, the report was published in October of 1978. 		NA						1985		no						3		Office of Technology Assessment, “Emerging Food Marketing Technologies: A Preliminary Analysis,” October 1978.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"A retail storewide computer system that uses data derived from an automated checkout system and controls physical facilities for heating, lighting, refrigeration, scheduling of
labor, and interfaces electronically with suppliers will likely be adopted by 1985 and can be expected to have implications throughout the marketing system."		59		In 1985, a store-wide computer system that is capable of scheduling employees' hours will be adopted worldwide. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		59		2102		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The OTA used a mail survey, a working group, and collateral staff work to generate forecasts.		1985		no				The report is predicting the emergence of a new technology.		59		Technology emergence		1987		1983		308		1		62		226		yes				no		Point-of-sale system		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Explicit in forecast statement.		59		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		59		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technology was not mature in 1978.		NA				7		Medium-term		no				1978		1985		Explicit in forecast statement.		59						6/6/2012 14:03		6/6/2012 14:03		SF		2102		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		According to the title page, the report was published in October of 1978. 		NA						1985		no						3		Office of Technology Assessment, “Emerging Food Marketing Technologies: A Preliminary Analysis,” October 1978.				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"A retail storewide computer system that uses data derived from an automated checkout system and controls physical facilities for heating, lighting, refrigeration, scheduling of
labor, and interfaces electronically with suppliers will likely be adopted by 1985 and can be expected to have implications throughout the marketing system.
		59		In 1985, a storewide computer system that communicates electronically with suppliers will be adopted worldwide.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA is based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		59		2103		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The OTA used a mail survey, a working group, and collateral staff work to generate forecasts.		1985		no				The report is predicting the emergence of a new technology.		59		Technology emergence		1987		1983		308		1		62		226		yes				no		Point-of-sale system		yes				Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Explicit in forecast statement.		59		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		59		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The technology was immature in 1978.		NA				7		Medium-term		no				1978		1985		Explicit in forecast statement.		59						6/6/2012 14:08		6/6/2012 14:08		SF		2103		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						1999		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Mouse and pointing-device technology will remain relatively static. The use of touchscreen in kiosks will increase."		66		Between 1998 and 2000, the use of touchscreens in kiosks worldwide will increase above 1997 levels.  										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		66		2104		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no				The report is predicting the popularity of touchscreens among kiosk stations.		66		Market penetration		2000		1998		309		9				225		yes				no		Touchscreens		yes										no		Touchscreens are subsystems associated with kiosks.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Touchscreens are communication technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that touchscreens were in use in 1997.		66				2		Short-term		no				1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. According to the standard lexicon, 1-3 years is a date range between X and Y years. So this forecast is for 1998 to 2000. 		66		2000		1998		6/7/2012 7:47		6/7/2012 7:47		SF		2104		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1999		yes		The forecast occurred in the predicted time. In 1999, logitech Quickcam was capable of 640 x 480 pixels with a frame rate of 30 fps.		Source provided gave enough information to validate the forecast. 		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Desktop digital video cameras will increase to handle large images (up to 640 x 480 pixels) at a frame rate up to 30 fps. Professional video cameras will decrease in price."		66		Between 1998 and 2000, at least one commercially-available desktop digital video camera will be able to handle images up to 640 x 480 pixels at a frame rate of 30 fps. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.										3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		66		2105		no		1999		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no		0		The report is predicting the changing features of digital cameras.		66		Evolution		2000		1998		309		9				226		yes		0		no		Digital cameras		yes		In 1999, the high-end logitech quickcam provided 640 x 480 pixels at a frame rate of 30 fps.								yes		Digital cameras are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Digital cameras are computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that digital cameras were in use in 1997 but did not have this image capacity.		66		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		vii		2000		1998		6/7/2012 7:55		7/6/2012 12:29		SF		2105		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1999		yes		In the forecasted time range, there was an increase of digital still cameras usage. The increase first occurred in 1998. 		Verification assumes that an increased use of digital cameras is tantamount to increased image capture. 		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"As prices drop and resolution improves, digital still cameras will become more popular for capturing images for use in printed and electronic documents."		66		Between 1998 and 2000, digital still cameras will be used more often to capture images for use in printed and electronic documents than they were in 1997.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.										3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		66		2106		yes		1998		yes		1999		Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no		0.5		The report is predicting the popularity of digital images for certain markets.		66		Market penetration		2000		1998		309		9				226		yes		-1		no		Digital cameras		yes		Between 1997 and 1999 there was an increase in digital camera usage.								yes		Digital cameras are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Digital cameras are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that digital cameras were in use for printed and electronic documents in 1997.		66		1		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		vii		2000		1998		6/7/2012 8:00		7/10/2012 8:44		SF		2106		SF

		2		yes		no		Original source indicates that forecasts will be larger and have better resolution, which likely doesn't apply to the Bondwell 2. This forecast might need to be omitted from the study because of it's vague language or it's lack of verifiability. SF 7/16/12 				yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		The forecast was realized 15 years before the forecasted year. Bondwell 2 was the first portable computer to include an LCD display commercially.		The sources were credible and accurate.		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Rapid advances in LCD technology will yield larger, higher-resolution panels at lower costs. By the end of the forecast period, these will begin to appear not only on portable computers, but also on desktops as a CRT replacement."		66		In 2000, at least one commercially-available portable computer will include an LCD display.  										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		66		2107		yes		1985		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		2000		no		5		The report is predicting the LCDs will migrate to the computing market.		66		Technology Migration		2001		1999		309		9				226		yes		-15		no		Laptop computers		yes		In 2000, the Tecra 8000 was produced commercially with an LCD screen. It was not the first LCD display portable computer to be produced or sold commercially. 								no		Laptops are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		66		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		The forecast is predicting that LCDs will be used in a new line of products (computers).		66		15		3		Short-term		yes		SF		1997		2000		The time horizon is "the end of the forecast period." No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. Since the forecast was made in 1997, the end of the forecast period is 2000.		66						6/7/2012 8:07		7/16/2012 9:19		SF		2107		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		One year after the predicted forecast, Apple began offering only LCD flat panel screens to be sold with their desktops. Thus, the forecast was satisfied in 2001.		Both sources indicated information of the forecasted year and the actual year achieved. Assuming that Apple's intention to switch to LCD displays was tantamount to products with LCD panels being available. 		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Rapid advances in LCD technology will yield larger, higher-resolution panels at lower costs. By the end of the forecast period, these will begin to appear not only on portable computers, but also on desktops as a CRT replacement."		66		In 2000, at least one commercially-available desktop will include a LCD (rather than CRT) display. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		66		2108		yes		2001		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		2000		no		0.333333333		The report is predicting the LCDs will migrate to the computing market.		66		Technology Migration		2001		1999		309		9				226		yes		1		no		Desktop computers		yes		In 2000, the concept of LCD monitors with desktop computer was only being considered by at least one company.								yes		PCs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		66		Applied Technology - predicted emergence of existing technologies in a new field		The forecast is predicting that LCDs will be used in a new line of products (computers).		66		1		3		Short-term		yes		SF		1997		2000		The time horizon is "the end of the forecast period." No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. Since the forecast was made in 1997, the end of the forecast period is 2000.		66						6/7/2012 8:10		7/6/2012 12:35		SF		2108		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1999		yes		The MICROLASER 7916S was made available in 1999 for office use and had a resolution of 1200 x 1200 dpi. 		Source matches requirement to achieve forecast.		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Laser printers for general office use will see increasing resolution up to 1,200 by 1,200 dpi, as well as increased engine speeds and lower costs; some devices will hit 2,400 by 2,400 dpi. Whenever possible, users will choose laser over other technologies, except at the very low end of the price spectrum."		66		Between 1998 and 2000, at least one laser printer for general office use will have a resolution of 1,200 X 1,200 dpi. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		66		2109		no		1999		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no		0		The report is predicting the changing characteristics of laser printers.		66		Evolution		2000		1998		309		9				226		yes		0		no		Laser printers		yes		The MICROLASER 7916S was made available in 1999 for office use and had a resolution of 1200 x 1200 dpi. 								yes		Printers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Printers are computer technologies		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that laser printers were in use in 1997 but did not have the predicted resolution.		66		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		66		2000		1998		6/7/2012 8:17		7/6/2012 12:33		SF		2109		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						1999		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Laser printers for general office use will see increasing resolution up to 1,200 by 1,200 dpi, as well as increased engine speeds and lower costs; some devices will hit 2,400 by 2,400 dpi. Whenever possible, users will choose laser over other technologies, except at the very low end of the price spectrum."		66		Between 1998 and 2000, at least one commercially-available laser printer for general office use will have a resolution of 2,400 x 2,400 dpi.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		66		2110		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no				The report is predicting the changing functionality of laser printers,		66		Evolution		2000		1998		309		9				226		yes				no		Laser printers		yes										no		Printers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Printers are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that laser printers were in use in 1997 but did not have the predicted resolution.		66				2		Short-term		no				1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		vii		2000		1998		6/7/2012 8:20		6/7/2012 8:20		SF		2110		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1999		yes		In 1999, the areal density of at least one magnetic hard disk drive increased at the maintained rate of 60%.		Slightly difficult to discover supporting evidence inside the provided source. Figure caption provides the verifying information. 		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Areal density of magnetic hard disk drives will increase at an annual rate of about 60 percent."		103		Between 1998 and 2000, the areal density of at least one magnetic hard disk drive will increase at an annual rate of 60 percent.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		103		2111		no		1999		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no		0		The report is predicting the changing characteristics of magnetic hard drive disks.		103		Evolution		2000		1998		309		9				226		yes		0		no		Magnetic hard drive disk		yes		The cumulative areal density growth rate (CAGR) for hard disc drives has been maintained at 60% since 1990, according to a graph provided in research that includes the years 1998 and 1999. 								yes		Disk drives are subsystems of computers. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Magnetic hard drive disks are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Magnetic hard drive disks were in use in 1997. The report is predicting that the areal density will increase in the following years.		103		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		103		2000		1998		6/7/2012 8:25		7/13/2012 10:16		SF		2111		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		4. Little interpretation		4. Mostly realized		1998		yes		In 1999, 30GB High end disk drives had been made. Forecast was realized a year after its predicted date.		The second source "Should High Performance Storage Mean High Cost Storage?" provides information about having 30 GB in 1999 but does not include the graph where this data was obtained. However, a statement that is made after the graph is supposedly displayed provides the verifying information. 		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Price per megabyte of disk storage will continue to fall by 50 percent every 15 to 18 months. High-end server disk drive capacity will reach 30 GB in 1998.		103		In 1998, at least one high-end server disk drive will have a 30 GB capacity. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		103		2112		no		1999		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1998		no		1		The report is predicting that the capacity of disk drives will increase.		103		Evolution		1998		1998		309		9				226		yes		1		no		Disk drive		yes		In 1998 high-end server disk drives, including the Viking 2 (Wiki) and the DiamondMax Plus 6800 (Maxtor), were being offered with capacities up to 27.3 GB (7200 RPM). 30 GB was not yet available. 								no		Disk drives are subsystems of computers. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Disk drives are components of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The report indicates that disk drives had not reached this capacity in 1997.		103		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1997		1998		Explicit in forecast statement.		103						6/7/2012 8:29		7/13/2012 10:16		SF		2112		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						1998		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Low-cost, removable disk drives from Avatar Systems, Iomega, Nomai, and SyQuest will increase market penetration significantly in both the home and business PC markets. Capacity will grow from approximately 2 GB in early 1998 to approximately 8 GB by the end of the forecast period."		103		In 1998, at least one low-cost, removable disk drive will have a 2 GB capacity.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		103		2113		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1998		no				The report is predicting the increasing capacity of disk drives.		103		Evolution		1998		1998		309		9				226		yes				no		Disk drive		yes										no		Disk drives are subsystems of computers. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Disk drives are components of computers		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that disk drive capacity was not at the predicted level in 1997.		103				1		Short-term		no				1997		1998		Explicit in forecast statement.		103						6/7/2012 8:35		7/13/2012 10:16		SF		2113		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						2000		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Low-cost, removable disk drives from Avatar Systems, Iomega, Nomai, and SyQuest will increase market penetration significantly in both the home and business PC markets. Capacity will grow from approximately 2 GB in early 1998 to approximately 8 GB by the end of the forecast period."		103		In 2000, at least one low-cost, removable disk drive will have a 8 GB capacity.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		103		2114		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		2000		no				The report is predicting the increasing capacity of disk drives.		103		Evolution		2001		1999		309		9				226		yes				no		Disk drive		yes										no		Disk drives are subsystems of computers. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Disk drives are components of computers. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that disk drives with the predicted capacity did not exist in 1997.		103				3		Short-term		no				1997		2000		The time horizon is "the end of the forecast period." No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. Since the forecast was made in 1997, the end of the forecast period is 2000.		103						6/7/2012 8:38		7/13/2012 10:15		SF		2114		SF

		2		yes		no		Forecast verified and validated,  but not classified as "fully verified" because Wikipedia was used as a source. SF 7/11/12				yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1999		yes		The first high-end storage system to use Fibre Channel was the SPARCstorage(TM) Array Model 100 Series in 1994. The forecast was off by 5 years. 		Sources indicated the forecast being realized years before the predicted date. Both sources were reliable and comprehensible.		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"High-end storage systems will shift to using Fibre Channel as their principal means of attaching to hosts." 		103		Between 1998 and 2000, at least one high-end storage system will begin using Fibre Channel as the primary means of attaching to hosts.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.										3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		103		2115		no		1994		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no		2.5		The report is predicting the popularity of Fibre Channel.		103		Market penetration		2000		1998		309		9				225		yes		-5		no		Fibre Channel		yes		In 1999 the UltraSPARC II, a high-end storage system, used Fibre channel. However, it was not the first of its kind to use the channel. 								no		Fibre Channel is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Fibre Channel is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that Fibre Channel was in use in 1997.		103		5		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		vii		2000		1998		6/7/2012 8:44		7/13/2012 10:14		SF		2115		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						1999		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"New PC systems will start to be shipped without conventional (1.44 MB) floppy drives, with higher-density floppy drives (initially in the 100 to 250 MB range) substituted as an alternatives."		103		Between 1998 and 2000, at least one PC system will be shipped to stores with a 100-250 MB high-density floppy drive instead of a conventional (1.44 MB) drive. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		103		2116		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no				The report is predicting the popularity of higher-density floppy drives in PCs.		103		Market penetration		2000		1998		309		9				226		yes				no		Floppy drive		yes										no		Floppy drives are subsystems of computers.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Floppy drives are components of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the higher-density floppy drives were not yet included in new PCs.		103				2		Short-term		no				1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		103		2000		1998		6/7/2012 8:52		7/13/2012 10:14		SF		2116		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						1999		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"New zinc-air battery technologies will allow users a full day's power using a standard notebook PC on a single charge by 1999."		104		In 1999, at least one commercially-available zinc air battery will provide standard notebook PC users with a full day's power on a single charge.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		104		2117		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no				The report is predicting the emergence of a new technology.		104		Technology emergence		2000		1998		309		9				226		yes				no		Zinc air batteries 		yes										no		In this context, the batteries would be components of computers.		104		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		In this context, the batteries would be components of computers.		104		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the batteries were not yet available.		104				2		Short-term		no				1997		1999		Explicit in forecast statement.		104						6/7/2012 8:58		6/7/2012 8:58		SF		2117		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						1999		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"In the U.S., smart cards will be found mostly in closed system environments, including university campuses, transit systems, and military bases throughout the forecast period. From the outset, interoperability will not be an issue for most closed systems."		131		Between 1998 and 2000, smart cards will primarily be used in closed systems (university campuses, transit systems, and military bases) in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		Explicit in forecast statement.		131		2118		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no				The report is predicting the penetration of smart card technology in the U.S.		131		Market penetration		2000		1998		309		9				226		yes				no		Smart cards		yes										no		Smart cards are a tracking system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Smart cards store information. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Smart cards were in use in 1997.		NA				2		Short-term		no				1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		vii		2000		1998		6/7/2012 9:03		7/13/2012 10:13		SF		2118		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						1999		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Several countries (most notably Malaysia) will introduce national multi-purpose smart cards for governmental, medical, and financial functions during the forecast period."		131		Between 1998 and 2000, at least four countries will introduce national multipurpose smart cards for governmental, medical, and/or financial functions.										7		Multi-regional		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		The forecast is for "several countries".		131		2119		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no				The report is predicting the popularity of smart cards.		131		Market penetration		2000		1998		309		9				226		yes				no		Smart cards		yes										no		Smart cards are tracking systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Smart cards store information. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Smart cards were in use in 1997.		NA				2		Short-term		no				1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		vii		2000		1998		6/7/2012 9:06		7/13/2012 10:13		SF		2119		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						1999		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Smart cards for corporate network security will be the next major market, possibly in connection with the increased adoption of network computing. Smart cards will be used for highly secure IDs and execution of cryptographic functions that permit access to networks, applications, and data."		131		Between 1998 and 2000, smart cards will be used for corporate network security worldwide, such as by providing secure IDs and executing cryptographic functions to permit network access. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		131		2120		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no				The report is predicting that smart cards will be used for a new application (network security).		131		Technology Migration		2000		1998		309		9				226		yes				no		Smart cards		yes										no		Smart cards are systems. 		131		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		In this context, smart cards would be used as component to network security.		131		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that smart cards were not yet used for corporate network security.		131				2		Short-term		no				1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		vii 		2000		1998		6/7/2012 9:13		7/13/2012 10:12		SF		2120		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						1999		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Given the significant advantages of JavaCard, it is likely to become the dominant smart card platform within the forecast period."		132		Between 1998 and 2000, the JavaCard will be the dominant smart card platform worldwide.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		132		2121		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no				The report is predicting the popularity of the JavaCard.		132		Market penetration		2000		1998		309		9				226		yes				no		JavaCard		yes										no		The JavaCard is a tracking system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		The JavaCard would store information. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The report indicates that the JavaCard was in use in 1997.		132				2		Short-term		no				1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		vii		2000		1998		6/7/2012 9:17		7/13/2012 10:12		SF		2121		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						1999		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Smart cards will be deployed in connection with the extension of the SET protocol to the realm of in-person credit/debit card transactions, allowing safe and efficient payments by retaining the cryptographic keys and algorithms within the card, thus preventing their compromise by the POS device. This is an application for which smart cards are ideally suited, and will be the driving force behind smart card introduction into the U.S."		132		Between 1998 and 2000, smart cards will be used for in-person credit/debit card transactions, allowing users to pay while retaining the cryptographic keys and algorithms within the card, thereby preventing the card's compromise by point-of-sale devices. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		132		2122		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no				The report is predicting that smart cards will be used in a new field (financial transactions).		132		Technology Migration		2000		1998		309		9				226		yes				no		Smart cards		yes										no		Smart cards are tracking systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Smart cards store information.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The report indicates that the cards were not widely used for financial transactions in 1997.		132				2		Short-term		no				1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		vii		2000		1998		6/7/2012 9:33		7/13/2012 10:11		SF		2122		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						2005		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Fiber throughput rates will reach the terabit (1 billion bits per second) level by 2005 as a result of considerable growth and innovations in WDM and SONET."		163		In 2005, fiber throughput rates will reach the terabit (1 billion bits per second) level.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		162		2123		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		2005		no				The report is predicting the changing throughput of fiber.		162		Evolution		2007		2003		309		9				225		yes				no		Transmission fiber		yes										no		Fiber is a component of communication networks.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Fiber is a subsystem associated with communication networks.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that throughput in 1997 was not at the predicted level.		162				8		Medium-term		no				1997		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		162						6/7/2012 9:42		7/17/2012 6:45		SF		2123		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						2005		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"In the U.S., most telcos do not expect to complete the conversion from copper to fully fiber optic systems before 2010 or 2015 at the earliest. Extension of fiber to the curb, with high-speed, twisted-pair or coax service to the home, will be widely deployed in major residential markets around 2005. Fiber will not reach the home until 5 to 10 years later."		162		In 2005, the last mile of at least one service provider's network will be fiber optic and connect from the curb to the customer's home via high-speed twisted pair or coax cable.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		Explicit in forecast statement.		162		2124		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		2005		no				The report is predicting that twisted-pair or coax services will be popular in residential markets.		162		Market penetration		2007		2003		309		9				225		yes				no		Twisted-pair or coax services		yes										no		Twisted-pair or coax services are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Twisted-pair or coax services are communication technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that these services were not yet available in 1997.		162				8		Medium-term		no				1997		2005		Explicit in forecast statement.		162						6/7/2012 9:50		6/7/2012 10:39		SF		2124		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1998		yes		In Q3 2008, Fast Ethernet ports first overtook sales of regular Ethernet ports, accounting for 68% of Ethernet sales.		Data stated clearly in sources.		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Some variety of Ethernet will continue to hold the dominant share of desktop LAN connections throughout the forecast period. In 1998, new purchases will be predominantly Fast Ethernet, with some use of Fast Ethernet switching."		199		In 1998, >50% of new desktop LAN connection purchases worldwide will be for Fast Ethernet. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		199		2125		yes		1998		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1998		no		0		The report is predicting the popularity of Fast Ethernet.		199		Market penetration		1998		1998		309		9				225		yes		0		no		Fast Ethernet		yes		In 1998 Fast Ethernet ports accounted for 68% of Ethernet sales.								yes		Ethernet is a system that connects PCs to the Internet (a system of systems).		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Ethernet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The report indicates that Fast Ethernet was in use in 1997.		199		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1997		1998		Explicit in forecast statement.		199						6/7/2012 9:55		6/21/2012 10:08		SF		2125		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1998		yes		In 1997, CERN experimented with Gigabit Ethernet before upgrading parts of the campus backbone to Gigabit Ethernet in 1998.		Data stated clearly in sources.		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Gigabit Ethernet will start to be deployed in building and campus backbones early in the forecast period. Usage will grow once a final standard is adopted."		199		In 1998, gigabit ethernet will be deployed in building and campus backbones.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		199		2126		yes		1998		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1998		no		0		The forecast is predicting the popularity of gigabit ethernet among campuses.		199		Market penetration		1998		1998		309		9				225		yes		0		no		Gigabit ethernet		yes		In 1998, CERN used the first production Gigabit Ethernet backbone on its campus.								yes		Ethernet is a system associated with the Internet (a system of systems).		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Ethernet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that gigabit ethernet was available in 1997.		199		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1997		1998		The time horizon is "early in the forecast period." According to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. The analyst assumes that 1998 is "early in the forecast period."		199						6/7/2012 9:59		6/21/2012 10:10		SF		2126		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1998		yes		The first commercially available VPN technology was designed and installed by UUNET in 1994. By 1998 there were many different VPN services that were available commercially and that businesses were beginning to adopt them for use.		Interpreted the 1998 source stating that there seems to be a new VPN service "every day" and that there are a "majority" of VPN services to suggest that there is more than one commercially available VPN service in 1998.		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"New technologies that allow companies to exploit the Internet as a VPN will start to gain acceptance in 1998 as IT departments become more comfortable with security issues and try to pare down WAN access costs."		199		In 1998, at least one technology that allows companies to exploit the network as a virtual private network (VPN) will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		199		2127		yes		1994		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1998		no		4		The report is predicting the popularity of VPN among companies.		199		Market penetration		1998		1998		309		9				225		yes		-4		no		Virtual private network		yes		By 1998, there were multiple commercially available technologies allowing companies to utilize the Internet to create VPNs								no		VPN technologies are systems associated with the Internet (a system of systems).		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		VPNs are communication technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that VPN technologies existed in 1997.		199		4		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1997		1998		Explicit in forecast statement.		199						6/7/2012 10:05		6/21/2012 10:11		SF		2127		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1998		yes		In November 2003, the IPv6 forum began giving IPv6 Ready certifications to hardware. The first commercially available products to be certified as IPv6 Ready were brought to market in 2004.		Only used products that had been certified as compliant to IPv6 standards (thus cannot be from before 11/2003), following this the earliest examples of products claiming to be the first IPv6 Ready certified products and commercially available were used to find 2004 as a date.		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"IPv6, which vastly increases the number of possible network addresses and adds quality of service and multicast features, will begin to appear in products in 1998."		199		In 1998, at least one commercial product will incorporate IPv6.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		199		2128		yes		2004		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1998		no		6		The report is predicting that IPv6 will emerge on the commercial market in 1998.		199		Technology emergence		1998		1998		309		9				225		yes		6		no		IPv6		yes		In 1998, no commercially available products satisfied IPv6 standards.								no		IPv6 is a subsystem associated with the Internet (a system of systems).		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		IPv6 is associated with the Internet, which is a communication technology.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that IPv6 was not yet used commercially.		199		6		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1997		1998		Explicit in forecast statement.		199						6/7/2012 10:15		6/21/2012 10:13		SF		2128		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		In early 2000, data traffic overtook the level of voice traffic on telecommunications networks.		Interpreted forecast as referring to entire telecoms network (not just mobile).		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Data traffic will become a larger market than voice by the end of the forecast period."		229		In 2000, data traffic will be a larger market than voice worldwide. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		229		2129		yes		2000		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		2000		no		0		Explicit in forecast statement.		229		Market penetration		2001		1999		309		9				225		yes		0		no		Data traffic		yes		Data traffic overtook voice traffic in the worldwide market in 2000.								yes		Data traffic is a component of communication technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Data traffic results from communications technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that data traffic existed in 1997.		229		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		1997		2000		The time horizon is "the end of the forecast period." No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. Since the forecast was made in 1997, the end of the forecast period is 2000.		229						6/7/2012 10:19		7/11/2012 9:23		SF		2129		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1999		yes		In 1997 there were a minimum of 15.5 million Internet hosts in OECD countries. In 1998 there were at least 30 million Internet hosts in OECD countries.  By 1999 there was a minimum of 52 million Internet hosts in OECD countries.		Interpreted Internet Hosts as equivalent or a close substitute for to number of computers connected to the Internet as suggested by the sources which state a host is any machine that has an IP. Used OECD data only as this is seemingly the only consistent data set measuring this variable.		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Growth of the number of computers connected to the Internet and the number of people accessing the Internet remains substantial. As Internet access, particularly access at higher speeds, become available to more users worldwide, the value of the Internet as a media for entertainment, commerce, and communications will continue to grow."		278		Between 1998 and 2000, the number of computers connected to the Internet worldwide will be greater than the number connected in 1997.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		278		2130		yes		1998		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no		0.5		The report is predicting the growth of the Internet's popularity.		278		Market penetration		2000		1998		309		9				225		yes		-1		no		Internet		yes		In 1999 there was a minimum of 52 million Internet hosts in OECD countries.								yes		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 1997.		278		1		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		vii		2000		1998		6/7/2012 10:35		6/21/2012 10:16		SF		2130		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1999		yes		30% of the worlds population first had Internet access between September 2010 when 28.8 % had access and March 2011 when 30.2 % had Internet access.		Interpreted the data to suggest that 30% of the worlds population would have first had access to Internet in 2011 rather than 2010 by assuming a constant positive linear growth trend in the percentage with access between September 2010 and March 2011.		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Growth of the number of computers connected to the Internet and the number of people accessing the Internet remains substantial. As Internet access, particularly access at higher speeds, become available to more users worldwide, the value of the Internet as a media for entertainment, commerce, and communications will continue to grow."		278		Between 1998 and 2000, at least 30% of the global population will use the Internet. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		278		2131		no		2011		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no		6		The report is predicting the popularity of the Internet.		278		Market penetration		2000		1998		309		9				225		yes		12		no		Internet		yes		In December 1999, 4.1 % of the worlds population had Internet access.								no		The Internet is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		The Internet is a communication technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The Internet was in use in 1997.		278		12		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1997				The time horizon is "the end of the forecast period." No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. Since the forecast was made in 1997, the end of the forecast period is 2000.		278		2000		1998		6/7/2012 10:38		6/21/2012 10:17		SF		2131		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1998		yes		The first standards for XML (XML 1.0) were recommended by WC3 in February 1998 and "XML made its first appearance in its 1.0 form in 1998".		Data stated clearly in sources.		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"XML will begin to be used in 1998, with one of the initial applications being Web sites offering consumer-oriented financial services due to XML's ability to allow the user to manipulate data within the browser."		278		In 1998, extensible markup language (XML) will first be used.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		278		2132		yes		1998		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1998		no		0		The report is predicting when XML will emerge on the market.		278		Technology emergence		1998		1998		309		9				226		yes		0		no		XML		yes		Extensible markup language was first used in 1998.								yes		XML is a system associated with computer technologies.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		XML is associated with computer technologies. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that XML was mature but not yet in use. 		278		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1997		1998		Explicit in forecast statement.		278						6/7/2012 10:45		7/13/2012 10:11		SF		2132		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						1999		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Browsers will become standard offerings on all client computing platforms and increasingly will be integrated with system software and popular applications."		278		Between 1998 and 2000, browsers will become standard offerings on client computing platforms.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		278		2133		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no				The report is predicting the changing features of computing platforms.		278		Evolution		2000		1998		309		9				225		yes				no		Browsers		yes										no		In this context, the browsers would be systems associated with computing platforms. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Browsers are systems associated with communication technologies.  		278		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that browsers had not yet been integrated into computing platforms.		278				2		Short-term		no				1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		vii		2000		1998		6/7/2012 10:52		7/13/2012 10:10		SF		2133		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1998		yes		Java 1 was support by all major operating systems used on servers - Solaris(UNIX) and Windows NT in 1995, Linux at least as early as 1997 and Netware by 1998.		Data stated clearly in sources.		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"By 1998, all major departmental server operating systems will support Java as well as bundled or third-party directory services."		313		In 1998, all major departmental server operating systems will support Java.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		313		2134		yes		1998		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1998		no		0		The report is predicting the changing characteristics of departmental server operating systems.		313		Evolution		1998		1998		309		9				226		yes		0		no		Departmental server operating systems		yes		By 1998 all major server operating systems supported Java.								yes		Explicit in forecast statement.		313		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Departmental server operating systems are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that operating systems were capable of supporting Java but not all were doing so.		313		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1997		1998		Explicit in forecast statement.		313						6/7/2012 10:57		6/21/2012 10:21		SF		2134		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						1998		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"By 1998, all major departmental server operating systems will support Java as well as bundled or third-party directory services."		313		In 1998, all major departmental server operating systems will support bundled or third-party directory services.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		313		2135		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1998		no				The report is predicting the changing features of departmental server operating systems.		313		Evolution		1998		1998		309		9				226		yes				no		Departmental server operating systems		yes										no		Explicit in forecast statement.		313		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Departmental server operating systems are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the operating systems were capable of supporting bundled or third-party services but not all were doing so.		313				1		Short-term		no				1997		1998		Explicit in forecast statement.		313						6/7/2012 11:01		6/7/2012 11:01		SF		2135		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						1998		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"By 1998, most major departmental server operating systems will come with optional electronic commerce software that goes beyond basic Web server software."		313		In 1998, >50% of major departmental server operating systems will come with optional electronic commerce software that goes beyond basic web server software. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		313		2136		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1998		no				The report is predicting the changing features of major departmental server operating systems.		313		Evolution		1998		1998		309		9				226		yes				no		Departmental server operating systems		yes										no		Explicit in forecast statement.		313		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Departmental server operating systems are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the software existed and was in use but was not yet incorporated into the operating systems. 		313				1		Short-term		no				1997		1998		Explicit in forecast statement.		313						6/7/2012 11:16		6/7/2012 11:16		SF		2136		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						1998		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"By late 1998, optional support for enterprise security standards will be widely available for all major departmental server operating systems." 		313		In 1998, optional support for enterprise security standards will be widely available for all major departmental server operating systems.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		313		2137		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1998		no				The report is predicting the changing features of departmental server operating systems.		313		Evolution		1998		1998		309		9				226		yes				no		Departmental server operating systems		yes										no		Explicit in forecast statement.		313		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Departmental server operating systems are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that the support was available in 1997, but not for all systems.		313				1		Short-term		no				1997		1998		Explicit in forecast statement.		313						6/7/2012 11:27		6/7/2012 11:27		SF		2137		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		IBM introduced the technology in 2000 and it was quickly adopted thereafter. 		The number of processors with the technology likely indicate its popularity. 		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"SMP will remain popular for two- and four-way multiprocessor systems based on Intel processors. Beyond four-way, NUMA will be the leading approach to multiprocessing using Intel processors by the end of the forecast period."		367		In 2000, non-uniform memory architecture (NUMA) will be the most popular approach to multiprocessing using Intel processors. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		367		2138		yes		2000		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		2000		no		0		The report is predicting the popularity of NUMA for multiprocessing.		367		Market penetration		2001		1999		309		9				226		yes		0		no		Non-uniform memory architecture (NUMA)		yes		The forecast was achieved in 2000.								yes		Memory architectures are components of computer technologies		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Memory architectures are components of computer technologies		NA		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		The report indicates that NUMA was not mature in 1997.		354		0		3		Short-term		yes		SF		1997		2000		The time horizon is "the end of the forecast period." No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. Since the forecast was made in 1997, the end of the forecast period is 2000.		367						6/7/2012 11:36		7/13/2012 7:53		SF		2138		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1998		yes		DVD Rom drives were available before forecasted year. 
		Sources show that in 1996: DVD-Rom drives were announced 
And in 1997: DVD-Rom drives were included in PC's.

•	1996 -  Finally this week at Comdex, Panasonic and Toshiba pledged ship dates for some products. Panasonic announced Monday that it will ship a DVD-ROM drive upgrade kit, including the necessary MPEG-2 video card, in January. The earliest you ll see the first home PCs with built-in DVD-ROM drives will be February or March, PC vendors tell us. Those first machines will likely be quite expensive. 2
•	1997 - The new Infinia brings together the first-ever integrated DVD solution, Intel's 200MHz Pentium processor with MMX technology and the InTouch Module, the industry's most interactive personal interface, all in one home PC 3		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"By late 1998, the typical business desktop configuration will become a 300 MHz Pentium II-based machine with 48 MB of RAM, 2 MB of VRAM, and 6 GB of hard disk storage. Also included is a DVD-ROM drive, a 56-Kbps modem, and two USB ports."		368		In 1998, at least one standard business desktop will include a DVD-ROM drive. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		368		2139		yes		1997		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1998		no		1		The report is predicting the evolving characteristics of PCs.		368		Evolution		1998		1998		309		9				226		yes		-1		no		Desktop PCs		yes		Technology was achieved in 1997.								no		PCs are systems. DVD-ROM drives are subsystems associated with computers.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		DVD-ROM drives are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		DVD-ROM drives were mature in 1997.		NA		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1997		1998		Explicit in forecast statement.		368						6/7/2012 11:47		7/5/2012 9:05		SF		2139		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1998		yes		Technology had been achieved a year prior to forecasted year.		Articles clearly support that tech. 56K modem was achieved prior to forecasted year.		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"By late 1998, the typical business desktop configuration will become a 300 MHz Pentium II-based machine with 48 MB of RAM, 2 MB of VRAM, and 6 GB of hard disk storage. Also included is a DVD-ROM drive, a 56-Kbps modem, and two USB ports."		368		In 1998, at least one standard business desktop will include a 56-Kbps modem.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		368		2140		yes		1997		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1998		no		1		The report is predicting the changing characteristics of computer modems.		368		Evolution		1998		1998		309		9				226		yes		-1		no		Desktop PCs		yes		56k modem was put into desktops in 1997								no		Computers are systems. Modems are subsystems associated with computers.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Modems are subsystems associated with computers.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that 56-Kbp modems existed in 1997.		368		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1997		1998		Explicit in forecast statement.		368						6/7/2012 11:51		7/5/2012 9:06		SF		2140		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1998		yes		USBs began to appear in 1997		Sources show that tech was present as of 1997, and by 1998 was being widely distributed.		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"By late 1998, the typical business desktop configuration will become a 300 MHz Pentium II-based machine with 48 MB of RAM, 2 MB of VRAM, and 6 GB of hard disk storage. Also included is a DVD-ROM drive, a 56-Kbps modem, and two USB ports."		368		In 1998, at least one standard business desktop will include two USB ports.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		368		2141		yes		1997		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1998		no		1		The report is predicting the changing features of desktop PCs.		368		Evolution		1998		1998		309		9				226		yes		-1		no		Desktop PCs 		yes		USB ports were already found in PC's as of 1997								no		Computers are systems. USB ports are components of computers.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		368		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		USB ports were in use in 1997 but were not yet standard in desktop PCs.		368		1		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1997		1998		Explicit in forecast statement.		368						6/7/2012 11:58		7/5/2012 9:08		SF		2141		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1998		yes		Typical business desktops met the forecast specifications in 1998. 		The majority of researched products met the forecast specifications in 1998. No indication that products meeting all of the predicted specs were available earlier than 1998. 		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"By late 1998, the typical business desktop configuration will become a 300 MHz Pentium II-based machine with 48 MB of RAM, 2 MB of VRAM, and 6 GB of hard disk storage. Also included is a DVD-ROM drive, a 56-Kbps modem, and two USB ports."		368		In 1998, the typical business desktop configuration will be a 300 MHz Pentium II-based machine with 1) 48 MB of RAM, 2) 2 MB of VRAM, and 3) 6 GB of hard disk storage. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		368		2142		yes		1998		no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1998		no		0		The forecast is predicting the evolution of the desktop PC.		368		Evolution		1998		1998		309		9				226		yes		0		no		Desktop PCs		yes		The forecast was achieved in 1998.
								yes		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		368		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that all the components of the computer existed in 1997 but were not yet standard among desktops.		368		0		1		Short-term		yes		SF		1997		1998		Explicit in forecast statement.		368						6/7/2012 12:03		7/13/2012 7:52		SF		2142		SF

		3		yes		no		Need data from 1997 that shows how many PDAs/HHDs sold that year, otherwise we're just comparing the market penetration of the Palm Pilot to the growth of the HHD market from 1999 to 2000. SF 7/13/12 

Added PDA sales data from 1997 (source is undated but references papers from 2000). DF				yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1999		yes		In 1997, only 1 million PDAs were shipped worldwide--4 million less than were shipped in 1999.		Clear data.		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"PDAs and HPCs will become more widely adopted during the forecast period as the products develop more applications and adequate connectivity."		369		Between 1998 and 2000, personal digital assistants (PDAs) and handheld PCs (HPCs) will be more widely adopted worldwide than they were in 1997.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		369		2143		yes		1999		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no		0		The report is predicting the popularity of PDAs and HPCs.		369		Market penetration		2000		1998		309		9				225		yes		0		no		Handheld devices		yes		In 1999 5.1 million PDAs were shipped worldwide. 								yes		PDAs and HPCs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		PDAs and HPCs are used for communication. 		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that PDAs and HPCs were already in use in 1997 but that they would be more widely adopted.		369		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		vii		2000		1998		6/7/2012 12:18		7/16/2012 10:51		SF		2143		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						1999		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Firewalls of the future will allow users to pick and choose between those services that can or should be proxied (such as mail, the Internet, and financial transactions) and those that should not (data-intensive services such as video).		423		Between 1998 and 2000, at least one commercially-available firewall will allow users to pick and choose between those services that can or should be proxied and those that should not.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		423		2144		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no				The report is predicting how firewalls will evolve.		423		Evolution		2000		1998		309		9				225		yes				no		Firewalls		yes										no		Firewalls are systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Firewalls are communications technologies. Could also be considered computer technologies. 		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that firewalls did not have this functionality in 1997.		423				2		Short-term		no				1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		vii		2000		1998		6/7/2012 12:24		7/13/2012 10:07		SF		2144		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						1999		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"The value of goods and services traded between companies over the Internet will grow substantially during the forecast period."		594		Between 1998 and 2000, the value of goods and services traded between companies over the Internet will grow by at least 30% worldwide.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		594		2145		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no				The predicted event provides an indication of market penetration.		594		Market penetration		2000		1998		309		9				225		yes				no		E-commerce		yes										no		E-commerce requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		E-commerce is a form of communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		E-commerce was occurring in 1997.		NA				2		Short-term		no				1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		594		2000		1998		6/7/2012 12:30		6/7/2012 12:30		SF		2145		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1999		yes		In 2000 fees were lowered, making the option more acceptable. Forecast was achieved in 2010 when UK’s The Times started selling news online. Other media followed.		There is some interpretation in using sales of news online as the standard for information/small transaction exchanges. 		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Digital cash will become a standard micropayment mechanism for paying small amounts (less than $1) for on-line information within the forecast period."		594		Between 1998 and 2000, digital cash will become a standard mechanism for paying small amounts (less than $1) for information online. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		594		2146		yes		2010		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no		5.5		The report is predicting the popularity of digital cash.		594		Market penetration		2000		1998		309		9				225		yes		11		no		Digital cash		yes		Digital cash existed in 1999, but was not widely used. 								no		Digital cash is a subsystem associated with the Internet (a system of systems).		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Digital cash would require communications technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that digital cash was in use in 1997.		594		11		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		vii		2000		1998		6/7/2012 12:35		7/13/2012 7:46		SF		2146		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii						1999		no						v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"The number of businesses of all sizes involved in EC will grow substantially, aided by hosting and other services that can take care of network, system, and transaction management as well as other tasks."		594		Between 1998 and 2000, the number of businesses worldwide that are involved in electronic commerce will grow by at least 30%. 										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		594		2147		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no				The report is predicting the popularity of e-commerce.		594		Market penetration		2000		1998		309		9				225		yes				no		E-commerce		yes										no		E-commerce requires a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		E-commerce requires communications technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		E-commerce was occurring in 1997.		594				2		Short-term		no				1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		vii		2000		1998		6/7/2012 12:39		6/7/2012 12:39		SF		2147		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1999		yes		The industry was described as experiencing a "dramatic increase" starting in the predicted year. 		Exact numbers are not available for target year, however the level of increase would seem to indicate the target was reached in 1999. "Dramatic increase" is assumed to mean at least 15%. 		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"The number of companies using data warehouses will increase significantly during the forecast period."		637		Between 1998 and 2000, the number of companies using data warehouses will increase by at least 15%.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		637		2148		yes		1999		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no		0		The report is predicting the popularity of data warehouses.		637		Market penetration		2000		1998		309		9				226		yes		0		no		Data warehouse		yes		The industry was described as experiencing a "dramatic increase" starting in 1999. 								yes		Data warehouses are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Data warehouses are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that data warehouses were in use in 1997.		637		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1997				No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. 		637		2000		1998		6/7/2012 12:43		7/13/2012 10:05		SF		2148		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The report was published in January 1998, so forecasts were likely made in 1997.		ii		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1999		yes		In 1999 major companies such as GM made web browsers the main interface tool for data warehouses. 		Major producers such as GM and Microsoft rolled out the technology in the forecast year. 		v		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				yes		Market research firms		"Web browsers will replace low-end query and report writing tools as an interface to data warehouses as information access tools are rewritten to exploit the web."		639		Between 1998 and 2000, web browsers will replace low-end query and report writing tools as an interface to data warehouses.										1		Worldwide		The report was published by PriceWaterhouse's Global Technology Centre in Menlo Park, CA.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		ii		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		639		2149		yes		1999		yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		Based on the references listed at the end of each chapter, forecasts are primarily based on source analysis, where key technologies are identified and tracked. However, page v indicates that subject experts were also used to produce the report.  PriceWaterhouse likely monitored key technologies to make initial predictions, then used experts to refine the predictions (or vice versa). 		1999		no		0		The report is predicting the popularity of web browsers. 		639		Market penetration		2000		1998		309		9				225		yes		0		no		Web browsers		yes		Web browsers replaced low-end query and report writing tools as an interface to data warehouses in 1999.
								yes		Web browsers are systems associated with the Internet. 		639		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Web browsers are communications technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that web browsers were in use in 1997 but were not yet used to search data warehouses.		639		0		2		Short-term		yes		SF		1997				The time horizon is "the end of the forecast period." No explicit timeline was associated with this forecast. However, according to page vii, the time horizon for forecasts in this book is the next 1 to 3 years. Since the forecast was made in 1997, the end of the forecast period is 2000.		639		2000		1998		6/7/2012 12:48		7/13/2012 10:04		SF		2149		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		Article citations on every page.		29		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1997		yes		In 1996 the forecast was achieved when soybean varieties that have resistance to Roundup became commercialy available. By 1997 more than 4 crop varieties had resistance. 		Data is clear. 		29		N. Gotsch and P. Reider, "Future Importance of Biotechnology in Arable Farming," Trends in Biotechnology, 7:2 (1989): 29-34. 				yes		Academic publications		"Half the experts believed that crops would be made resistant to between one and four herbicides by 1997 and between two and six herbicides (corn, four to ten) by 2007."		31		At least one crop will be made resistant to 1-4 herbicides by 1997.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Institute of Agricultural Economics, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich.		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		29		The authors narrowed the scope of the survey by concentrating on crops that are common in Central Europe. However, many of these crops are common worldwide, so this forecast applies worldwide.		29		2150		no		1996		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Long-range forecasting must allow for discontinuities which can be caused by innovations. This excludes methods based on statistics but 'intuitive' methods, such as the Delphi method used in our study, are suitable."		1997		no		0.125		The crops would be made herbicide resistant, which is an emergent technology.		31		Technology emergence		1999		1995		16		1		6		224		yes		-1		no		Agricultural biotechnology		yes		The forecast had been exceeded by 1997. 		Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		yes		Transgenic crops are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Article title		29		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Article implies that while some other crops were already resistant, the ones described were still being worked on at the time of the forecast.		31		1		8		Medium-term		yes		SF		1989		1997		Explicit in forecast.		31						6/7/2012 14:18		7/16/2012 6:43		SF		2150		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		Article citations on every page.		29								no						29		N. Gotsch and P. Reider, "Future Importance of Biotechnology in Arable Farming," Trends in Biotechnology, 7:2 (1989): 29-34. 				yes		Academic publications		"Half the experts believed that crops would be made resistant to between one and four herbicides by 1997 and between two and six herbicides (corn, four to ten) by 2007."		31		Corn will be made resistant to 4-10 herbicides by 2007.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with the Institute of Agricultural Economics, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich.		167		Switzerland		5		Western Europe		5		Europe		29		The authors narrowed the scope of the survey by concentrating on crops that are common in Central Europe. However, many of these crops are common worldwide, so this forecast applies worldwide.		29		2151		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		"Long-range forecasting must allow for discontinuities which can be caused by innovations. This excludes methods based on statistics but 'intuitive' methods, such as the Delphi method used in our study, are suitable."				no				The crops would be made herbicide resistant, which is an emergent technology.		31		Technology emergence						16		1		6		224		yes				no		Agricultural biotechnology		yes				Formulized survey technique that uses multiple rounds to identify convergence		Delphi Method		1		no		Transgenic crops are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that manipulate biological systems.  This area includes pharmaceuticals, medical science, non-barrier CBN defense, synthetic biology, genomics, physiology, physiology and other bio-orientated technologies		Biological Technology		Article title		29		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Article implies that while some other crops were already resistant, the ones described were still being worked on at the time of the forecast.		31				18		Long-term		no				1989		2007		Explicit in forecast.		31						6/7/2012 14:21		7/12/2012 9:43		SC		2151		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		no		Mainframes served other functions in 1995 besides just being information and document repositories. As of 2011, the forecast has not yet been realized. 		The research shows that primary use of mainframes is varied, however specific percentages are not available. 		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"In the mid-1990s, mainframes will serve primarily as the corporate document and information repository. Although some people call this role "database server," the name undervalues the mainframe's actual role. Most batch processing and information retrieval tasks will still be carried out by a central large system."		25		Between 1994 and 1996, mainframes will primarily serve as document and information repositories for corporations worldwide. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		25		2152		yes				yes		2011		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting mainframes' popularity for certain tasks.		25		Market penetration		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		Mainframes		yes		Mainframes served other functions in 1995 besides just being information and document repositories. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Mainframes are systems associated with computers.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Mainframes are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Mainframes were in use in 1991,		25				4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		25		1996		1994		6/8/2012 7:42		7/13/2012 10:03		SF		2152		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Two types of small- to mid-range shared systems will be used in IISs of the mid-1990s: servers and application-specific departmental systems."		26		Between 1994 and 1996, only two types of small- and mid-range shared systems will be used in Integrated Information Systems: servers and application-specific departmental systems.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		26		2153		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of servers and application-specific departmental systems.		26		Market penetration		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		Shared systems		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Explicit in forecast statement. 		26		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Shared systems are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that shared systems were in use in 1991.		26				4		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		26		1996		1994		6/8/2012 7:48		6/8/2012 7:48		SF		2153		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By the mid-1990s, live-action sound and video will be mixed with digitally generated text and graphics on one or more of the windows in a high-end business or engineering workstation."		36		Between 1994 and 1996, at least one high-end business or engineering workstation will include a window with live-action sound and video and digitally generated text and graphics. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		36		2154		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of high-end workstations.		36		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		Workstation 		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Workstations are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Workstations are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that workstations did not include the predicted features in 1991.		36				4		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		36		1996		1994		6/8/2012 7:53		6/8/2012 7:53		SF		2154		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991.		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		yes		Technology was achieved in 1996 with Gateway Solo 3300		Laptop market for subject period was researched. The Gateway Solo 3300 was the first to comply with all the requirements of the forecast.		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"The portable workstation of the mid-1990s will actually be an 'office in a briefcase.' The system will include the capabilities of today's average office PC: a color, high-resolution display; 8 to 16 megabytes of RAM; more than 100 megabytes of nonerasable secondary storage; and communications capabilities to interface with corporate systems as well as to originate and receive standard facsimile messages. Optional features, such as cellular telephone, non-impact printer, and extended-use batteries, will transform the system into an 'office in a carry-on suitcase.' Although compact at 4 to 6 pounds (not including printer), the basic portable will support traveling workers in the technological style to which they have become accustomed in the office."		38		Between 1994 and 1996, at least one portable workstation with the following features will be available commercially: 1) a color, high-resolution display, 2) 8-16 MB of RAM, 3) >100 MB of nonerasable secondary storage, 4) communications capabilities to interface with corporate systems as well as to originate and receive standard facsimile messages.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		38		2155		no		1996		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no		0.25		The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of portable computers.		38		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes		1		no		Portable workstations		yes		No laptop met the forecast specifications in 1995. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Workstations are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Workstations are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The described technology was not available in 1991.		NA		1		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		38		1996		1994		6/8/2012 8:02		7/13/2012 7:37		SF		2155		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		Workflow languages became commonplace a year before the predicted date.  		The research shows when workflow language began to become common. 		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Workflow languages, just starting to appear as part of document image processing systems, will become widely used in the more complex application systems by the mid-1990s."		69		Between 1994 and 1996, at least one workflow language will be widely-used in complex application systems.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		69		2156		yes		1994		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no		0.25		The authors are predicting the popularity of workflow languages.		69		Market penetration		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes		-1		no		Workflow languages		yes		Workflow languages became commonplace as early as 1994. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Workflow language would be a subsystem associated with complex application systems.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Workflow languages are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast states that workflow languages were just starting to be used in 1991.		69		1		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		69		1996		1994		6/8/2012 8:10		7/13/2012 9:59		SF		2156		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"The primary facilities within a major site or complex of buildings will be LAN-based by the mid-1990s, and multiple levels of networks will be used: a main backbone, fiber optic, high-bandwidth LAN, which will connect the major processing and information consumption nodes in the system; and multiple PC-level (or fiber-optic, when necessary) LANs, which will link local workstations."		70		Between 1994 and 1996, the primary facilities within a major site or complex of buildings will be LAN-based. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		70		2157		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of LAN.		70		Market penetration		1996		1994		310		2		8		225		yes				no		Local area networks		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		LANs are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		LANs are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		LANs were in use in 1991.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		70		1996		1994		6/8/2012 8:16		7/17/2012 6:42		SF		2157		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"The primary facilities within a major site or complex of buildings will be LAN-based by the mid-1990s, and multiple levels of networks will be used: a main backbone, fiber optic, high-bandwidth LAN, which will connect the major processing and information consumption nodes in the system; and multiple PC-level (or fiber-optic, when necessary) LANs, which will link local workstations."		70-71		Between 1994 and 1996, major sites of complex buildings will use multiple levels of LAN networks (such as main backbone, fiber optic, high-bandwidth LAN and or a multiple PC-level LAN).										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		70-71		2158		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of LANs.		70-71		Market penetration		1996		1994		310		2		8		225		yes				no		Local area networks		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		LANs are systems of systems. 		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		LANs are communications technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		LANs were in use in 1991.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		70-71		1996		1994		6/8/2012 8:20		7/17/2012 6:41		SF		2158		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"PABXs will be dedicated primarily to voice communications, including voice mail, in the mid-1990s."		71		Between 1994 and 1996, private branch exchanges will be dedicated primarily to voice communications, including voice mail. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		71		2159		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of PABXs for certain applications.		71		Market penetration		1996		1994		310		2		8		225		yes				no		Private branch exchanges 		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		PABXs are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		PABXs are associated with telephones, which are used for communication.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		PABXs were in use in 1991.		NA				4		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		71		1996		1994		6/8/2012 8:25		7/17/2012 6:41		SF		2159		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		3. Almost realized		1995		yes		KLA Instrument was able to use 0.25 microns technology at research level in 1995 but more work had to be done to achieve turnkey solution. A patent for the forecasted technology was filed in 1996. 		There was no evidence that the technology existed in 1995, but there was evidence that research was being conducted on the predicted technology in that year. 		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"In addition to faster speeds, semiconductors are being reduced to much smaller sizes in order to occupy less space on the printed circuit board. Devices will move from the 0.6 micron linewidths of the state-of the-art very large scale integrated (VLSI) devices of the late 1980s to 0.3 micron linewidths by 1995. 		82		In 1995, at least one semiconductor device will have a linewidth of 0.3 microns.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		82		2160		yes		1996		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no		0.25		The authors are predicting the changing size of semiconductor devices.		82		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes		1		no		Semiconductors		yes		Technology was approaching the forecasted level. Research targeting 0.25 microns semiconductor had been announced on July 18, 1995 by KLA Instruments Corp. (NASDAQ/NMS:KLAC) and SVG Lithography Systems Inc. (NASDAQ:SVGI)		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Semiconductors are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Semiconductors are computer technologies.		82		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that semiconductors of the predicted size were in development in 1991.		82		1		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991		1995		Explicit in forecast statement. 		82						6/8/2012 8:33		6/29/2012 14:41		SF		2160		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1993.5		no		Prior to the forecast dates LCDs shared the market place with plasma and TEFL displays. Between 1991 and 1994 LCDs shared the flat panel marketplace with plasma and OEL flat panel technologies. Up until 2009 LCDs share the flat panel market with plasma and LED technologies.		Uses evidence of competing technologies over large time periods to illustrate lack of single technology marketplace through the time in which LCD has been a prominent technology.		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By the use of backlights, LCDs can mimic the features of other emitter displays, and every indication is that they will supplant all other competitive flat panel technologies during the next 5 years."		90		Between 1991 and 1996, LCDs will replace all other flat panel technologies. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		90		2161		no				yes		2009		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1993.5		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of LCDs.		90		Market penetration		1996		1991		310		2		8		226		yes				no		LCDs		yes		In 1994 LCDs shared the flat panel marketplace with plasma and OEL flat panel technologies.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		LCDs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		LCDs are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The preceding sentence indicates that LCDs were used in other products, as well as laptop computers, in 1991.		90				2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1991				The time horizon is "the next five years," which the standard lexicon defines as a range between the year the forecast was made and X years.		90		1996		1991		6/8/2012 8:40		7/12/2012 8:07		SF		2161		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		In 1992 a Mac monitor is listed as possessing a resolution of 1152x870.		Calculated pixels of monitors surrounding this monitor cited on list in source to determine this was the first 1 million pixel or greater monitor.		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By 1995, general-purpose workstations should achieve resolution of one million pixels--the limit of the human eye for a 13-inch diagonal display."		90		In 1995, at least one general-purpose workstation available worldwide will have a resolution of one million pixels.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		90		2162		yes		1992		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no		0.75		The authors are predicting the changing features of general-purpose workstations.		90		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes		-3		no		Workstation		yes		In 1995, at least one general-purpose workstation available had a resolution of one million pixels.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Workstations are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Workstations are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that workstations with this resolution were in development in 1991.		90		3		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991		1995		Explicit in forecast statement. 		90						6/8/2012 8:43		7/12/2012 8:08		SF		2162		SF

		1		yes		no		This needs more research. There's no evidence here to prove that the technology didn't exist in 1995, or to clearly state that the tech still doesn't exist. SF 7/5/12				yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		no		According to the formula on the site ( Dot pitch = 1/dpi x 25.4 ), we can see that a monitor would have to have a DPI of b/w 2.55 and 2.56 to get the 10 mm pixel pitch (which is the same as dot pitch). No source found of a monitor with less than 2.56 dpi		No source found of a monitor with less than 2.56 dpi		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 5.10		92		In 1995, at least one monochrome LCD display with a pixel pitch of 10 mil will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		92		2163		no				no		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		yes				The authors are predicting the changing features of LCD displays.		92		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		LCDs		yes		not realized		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		LCDs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		LCDs are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The figure indicates that LCDs with this functionality did not exist in 1991.		92				4		Short-term		no				1991		1995		Explicit in forecast statement. 		92						6/8/2012 8:55		7/12/2012 9:43		SC		2163		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 5.10		92		In 1995, at least one monochrome LCD display with a pixel matrix of 1,200 x 900 will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		92		2164		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the changing features of LCD displays.		92		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		LCDs		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		LCDs are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		LCDs are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The figure indicates that LCDs with this functionality did not exist in 1991.		92				4		Short-term		no				1991		1995		Explicit in figure		92						6/8/2012 9:06		6/8/2012 9:06		SF		2164		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 5.10		92		In 1995, at least one monochrome LCD display that uses active matrix technology will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		92		2165		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the changing features of LCD displays.		92		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		LCDs		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		LCDs are systems.		92		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		LCDs are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The figure indicates that LCDs did not use active matrix technology in 1991.  		92				4		Short-term		no				1991		1995		Explicit in figure		92						6/8/2012 9:10		6/8/2012 9:10		SF		2165		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		In 1993, an IBM scientist demonstrated that a laboratory blue-laser optical recording system could read and write data at a world-record density of 2.5 billion bits (gigabits) per square inch. 		Data stated clearly in sources.		95		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 5.11		95		In 1995, the storage density for Blue Optical Recording will be 1648 million bits/square inch. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		95		2166		yes		1993		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Predictions for 1995 were derived by obtaining a linear fit of historical data. 		1995		no		0.5		The authors are predicting the changing storage density of secondary storage.		95		Evolution		1996		1994		310		4		19		226		yes		-2		no		Blue Optical Recording 		yes		The forecast was achieved two years prior to the predicted date. 		Extrapolating future events from a liner fit of historic data		Linear Prediction 		4		no		Blue optical recording is a component associated with computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Blue Optical Recording is a storage technology, which is associated with computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The figure indicates that the blue optical recording's density was not at the predicted level in 1991.		95		2		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991		1995		Explicit in figure		95						6/8/2012 9:22		7/13/2012 9:56		SF		2166		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		In 1994 prior to the release of DVD - CD's had a storage density of 120 million bits per square inch.		DVD:  
8.54 GB = 7.34E+10 bits
 Outer data radius = 117mm = 4.61in = 67sq in
 Inner data radius = 48mm = 1.89in = 11 sq in
 Total data area = 56sq in
 bits per sq in = 1.3 billion bits per sq in
 
CD:
 0.742 GB = 6.37E+09 bits
 Outer data radius = 117mm = 4.61in = 67sq in
 Inner data radius = 50mm = 1.97in = 12 sq in
 Total data area = 55sq in
 bits per sq in = 120 million bits per sq in		95		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 5.11		95		In 1995, the storage density of near I/R optical recording will be 824 million bits per square inch.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		95		2167		yes		1995		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Predictions for 1995 were derived by obtaining a linear fit of historical data. 		1995		no		0		The authors are predicting the changing storage density of secondary storage.		95		Evolution		1996		1994		310		4		19		226		yes		0		no		Near I/R optical recording		yes		In 1995 the the storage density of the near I/R optical recording medium double sided double density DVD was 1.3 billion bits per square inch.		Extrapolating future events from a liner fit of historic data		Linear Prediction 		4		yes		Near I/R optical recording is a component associated with computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Near I/R optical recording is a storage technology that is associated with computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The figure indicates that the storage density of near I/R optical recording in 1991 was not at the level that is predicted for 1995.		95		0		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991		1995		Explicit in figure		95						6/8/2012 9:26		7/13/2012 9:55		SF		2167		SF

		4		yes		no		Wikipedia was used as a major source for verification, which means this needs to go out to be researched using a credible source. SF 7/5/12

Added sources interpreted as indicative that this forecast was achieved in 1995. DF				yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		By 1995 EIDE hard disks with transfer speeds of up to 16.6 MBps per second dominated the market.		The EIDE technology that became dominant by 1995 supported data transfer rates much above 6 MBps. Hence it is likely this 6 MBps average transfer rate was reached by the time that this technology was dominant. 		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By 1995, the typical data transfer rates of hard magnetic disk drives will increase from 3 megabytes per second to more than 6 megabytes per second."		97		In 1995, the average data transfer rate of hard magnetic disk drives will be at least 6 megabytes per second.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		97		2168		yes		1995		no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no		0		The authors are predicting that data transfer rates will improve.		97		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes		0		no		Magnetic hard drive disk		yes		In 1995, the average data transfer rate of hard magnetic disk drives was at least 6 megabytes per second.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		The entire disk drive would be a subsystem associated with computers. 		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Magnetic hard drive disks are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that transfer rates were not at the predicted level in 1991.		97		0		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991		1995		Explicit in forecast statement. 		97						6/8/2012 9:36		7/16/2012 10:52		SF		2168		SF

		4		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		yes		About the time of the forecast, memory was going for more than $1 a MB.  The fact that it was on average, less than $1, means it was moving in the right direction and getting closer.  		The first two documents (ns1758.ca) clearly show the cost per MB of RAM		97		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 5.13		97		In 1995, at least one optical storage technology will cost $0.1 per MB.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		97		2169		yes		1997		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Predictions for 1995 result from trend extrapolation, as seen in the figure.		1995		no		0.5		The authors are predicting that the decrease in cost will result from evolutionary and revolutionary advances. 		96		Evolution		1996		1994		310		4		20		226		yes		2		no		Optical storage		yes		The cost for these devices was about $.68 per MB in 1995. 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Optical storage is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Optical storage is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The figure indicates that costs in 1991 were not at the level predicted for 1995. 		97		2		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991		1995		Explicit in figure		97						6/8/2012 9:42		7/11/2012 11:16		SF		2169		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		yes		Media price dropped to $.02 per MB in 1997, after the forecast year. 		Media price was $.02 per MB in 1997: “The company also cut the price of removable media, taking $70 off the price of 4.6GB disks to $93 (street).”
The lowest in 1995: Cartridge (media) price was $.09 per MB: “For example, street prices have declined to about $20 each for a rewritable 230MB cartridge.		97		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 5.13		97		In 1995, magneto-optic storage technologies will cost $0.02 to 0.03 per megabyte.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		97		2170		yes		1997		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Predictions for 1995 result from trend extrapolation, as seen in the figure.		1995		no		0.5		The authors are predicting that the decrease in cost will result from evolutionary and revolutionary advances.		96		Evolution		1996		1994		310		4		20		226		yes		2		no		Magneto-optic storage		yes		In 1995, the size of a drive of this type was 640 MB and the cost was $250, which gives it a cost of $0.38/mb, much greater than the forecast amount.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Magneto-optic storage is a component of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Magneto-optic storage is a component of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The figure indicates that costs in 1991 were not at the level predicted for 1995.		97		2		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991		1995		Explicit in figure		97						6/8/2012 9:50		7/11/2012 11:17		SF		2170		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						97		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 5.13		97		In 1995, the magnetic storage technologies will cost $5 per megabyte.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		97		2171		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Predictions for 1995 result from trend extrapolation, as seen in the figure.		1995		no				The authors are predicting that the decrease in cost will result from evolutionary and revolutionary advances.		96		Evolution		1996		1994		310		4		20		226		yes				no		Magnetic storage		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Magnetic storage is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Magnetic storage is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The figure indicates that costs in 1991 were not at the level predicted for 1995.		97				4		Short-term		no				1991		1995		Explicit in figure		97						6/8/2012 9:54		7/11/2012 11:16		SF		2171		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		yes		In 1995, semiconductor storage technologies were approximately $40 per megabyte on average, significantly lower than the predicted amount. 1986 was the year that the cost was within the predicted range. 		The data clearly shows the cost for each year, both forecast year and the year in which the event was realized. 		97		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 5.13		97		In 1995, semiconductor storage technologies will cost $300-$400 per megabyte.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		97		2172		yes		1986		no		1986		Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Predictions for 1995 result from trend extrapolation, as seen in the figure.		1995		no		2.25		The authors are predicting that the decrease in cost will result from evolutionary and revolutionary advances.		96		Evolution		1996		1994		310		4		20		226		yes		-9		no		Semiconductor storage		yes		The cost was approximately $40 per megabyte in 1995.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Semiconductor storage is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Semiconductor storage is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The figure indicates that costs in 1991 were not at the level predicted for 1995.		97		9		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991		1995		Explicit in figure		97						6/8/2012 9:57		7/11/2012 11:12		SF		2172		SF

		6		yes		no		The ground truth sources don't indicate that a single system can perform all of the functions of the forecast. Therefore, the forecast is unverifiable and should be excluded from our final data set. SF 7/5/12 		The ground truth sources don't indicate that a single system can perform all of the functions of the forecast. Therefore, the forecast is unverifiable and should be excluded from our final data set. SF 7/5/12 		yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		4. Mostly realized		1991.5		yes		TWAIN, the required software, came to be in 1992, falling within the forecast range.		Using the data available we see that an OCR scanner using TWAIN can save a document as an editable document....scanners could always do images.  According to the research, TWAIN came to be in 1992, falling within the forecast range. Since there doesn't seem to be evidence of a single system that does all of this, I think all of the combined information here can be used.
		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By the early 1990s, the scope of office automation will change dramatically. For example, a document image processing (DIP) system will be able to scan a paper insurance application form and store both the image and the textual information. A clerk will review the form image and the database file to fix any incorrect data and to input any data not successfully scanned. He or she will then access internal or external databases to fill in additional data, if any; trigger the generation of a letter to the applicant; and send an electronic mail message advising the agent to the application's status..."		105		Between 1990 and 1993, at least one document image processing system that allows users to scan forms and store them in both image and textual forms, which can be modified,  will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		105		2173		yes		1992		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1991.5		yes		1		The authors are predicting the emergence of a new technology.		105		Technology emergence		1993		1990		310		2		8		226		yes		0.5		no		Scanner		yes		The software required to both scan and store images became available in 1992. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Scanners are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Scanners are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the technology was in development in 1991.		105		0.5		0.5		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is the "early 1990s," which the standard lexicon defines as 1990 to 1993.		105		1993		1990		6/8/2012 10:11		7/12/2012 9:43		SC		2173		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By the mid-1990s, hypermedia systems will be employed primarily in publishing systems for the purpose of producing CDI-based, enriched publications."		116		Between 1994 and 1996, hypermedia systems will be used primarily in publishing systems to produce CDI-based, enriched publications.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		116		2174		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of hypermedia systems for certain applications.		116		Market penetration		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		Hypermedia systems		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Explicit in forecast statement. 		116		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Hypermedia systems are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that hypermedia systems were in use in 1991 but not for the predicted purposes.		116				4		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		116		1996		1994		6/8/2012 10:16		6/8/2012 10:16		SF		2174		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		no		CASE tools had a competitor in interactive IDEs and use began dying out in the early 1990s. 		While I could not find anything giving percentages, the research states that the main time period was the early 1990's, before the mainframe started to become obsolete.  It also states that the decline really started in 1993, that is how I have come to the conclusion.		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By the mid-1990s, approximately 75% of system development organizations will use at least one niche CASE tool. By the year 2000, many developers will turn to integrated CASE tools and dialects of programming languages such as C++ and Prolog."		118		Between 1994 and 1996, 75% of system development organizations will use at least one niche computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tool.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		118		2175		yes				yes		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of CASE tools.		118		Market penetration		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		CASE tool		yes		Use of the technology was already in decline in 1995.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		CASE tools are software systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		CASE tools are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that CASE tools were in use in 1991.		118				4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		118		1996		1994		6/8/2012 10:23		7/13/2012 9:53		SF		2175		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1993.5		yes		The tool use was at its peak in the early 1990s, however there was still an increase in the amount of tools available as late as 1996. 		The tool use was at its peak in the early 1990s. An increase in the amount of tools available was noted in 1996. There is no reference to the exact number of tools available, but the data suggests more than 4. To be conservative, 1996 was assumed to be the first year of realization. 		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"During the next 5 years, many new CASE tools will emerge."		120		Between 1991 and 1996, at least 4 new computer-aided software engineering tools will emerge on the market.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		120		2176		yes		1996		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1993.5		no		1		The authors are predicting the emergence of new tools.		120		Technology emergence		1996		1991		310		2		8		226		yes		2.5		no		CASE tool		yes		In 1994 there were a growing number of CASE tools on the market. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		CASE tools are software systems. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		CASE tools are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that new CASE tools were in development in 1991.		120		2.5		2.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1991				The time horizon is "the next five years," which the standard lexicon defines as a range between the year the forecast was made and X years.		120		1996		1991		6/8/2012 10:29		7/13/2012 9:52		SF		2176		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By the mid-1990s, document image processing systems will represent the largest single portion of the overall image market."		125		Between 1994 and 1996, document image processing systems will represent the largest portion of the overall image market worldwide.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		125		2177		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of document image processing systems.		125		Market penetration		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		Document image processing systems		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Explicit in forecast statement. 		125		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Document image processing systems are computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the systems were in use in 1991.		125				4		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		125		1996		1994		6/8/2012 10:33		6/8/2012 10:33		SF		2177		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		yes		The first machine meeting this description (RIM) was put into General Motors plants in 2006, so it appears that these were not used during the forecast period.		Source provides information clearly showing that these machines were not available worldwide until 2006 when they were implemented by GM.		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Machine vision technology will focus primarily on assembly-line inspection, and systems to do this work will be widespread by the mid-1990s."		126		Between 1994 and 1996, machines that are capable of conducting assembly-line inspection will be widely used worldwide. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		126		2178		no		2006		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no		2.75		The authors are predicting the popularity of inspecting machines.		126		Market penetration		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes		11		no		Assembly-line inspection		yes		The machines had not yet been created for the predicted purpose in 1995.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Explicit in forecast statement. 		126		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Machines that are capable of conducting assembly-line inspection are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the systems were not widely used in 1991.		126		11		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		126		1996		1994		6/8/2012 10:38		7/5/2012 8:07		SF		2178		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		3. Almost realized		1995		no		Specs were fully met in 1995 except for the LAN interface.		Data stated plainly in source. 		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 7.1		131		Between 1994 and 1996, at least one basic workstation will include the following features: 1) 5-10 MIPS, 2) 960 x 480 display, 3) 4-6 MB of main memory, 4) a 50-300 MB disk, 5) 0.6 to 1 GB of CDROM, 6) LAN interface.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		131		2179		no				yes		2012		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the changing features of basic workstations.		131		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		Basic workstation		yes		In 1995, basic workstations came with a 14.4k modem, and not a LAN interface. Therefore, the forecast is incorrect.  It looks like every other criteria was met, however. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Workstations are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Workstations are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that basic workstations in 1991 did not have these features.		131				4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		131		1996		1994		6/8/2012 10:43		7/5/2012 10:34		SF		2179		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		3. Almost realized		1995		yes		In 1995, only the high end machines came close to the specs required, but still no LAN interface, which does not allow for the event to be realized in 2005.		It appears that DVD ROM equipped computers were first available in late 1996-early 1997, and LAN interfaces were not standard in 1995. To be conservative, the forecast realization date is determined as 1997, but the forecast is "almost realized" because of the lack of LAN interface. 		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 7.1		131		Between 1994 and 1996, at least one high-end workstation will include the following features: 1) 10-20 MIPS, 2) 1280 x 960 display, 3) 8-12 MB main memory boards, 4) 200-400 MB disk, 5) 1-10 GB optical disk, 6) LAN interface, and 7) add-on graphics and accelerator.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		107		Saint Pierre and Miquelon		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		131		2180		yes		1997		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no		0.5		The authors are predicting the evolving characteristics of high-end workstations.		131		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes		2		no		High-end workstations		yes		Looks like a high end machine had all of the above, except still did not have a LAN interface standard. 
		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Workstations are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Workstations are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that workstations meeting this description were in development in 1991.		131		2		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		131		1996		1994		6/8/2012 10:48		7/5/2012 7:58		SF		2180		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 7.2		132		Between 1994 and 1996, at least one server will include the following features: 1) 30-50 MIPS, 2) 16-32 MB main memory, 3) 2-5 GB disk, 4) at least 4 10 GB optical disks, 5) add-on signal processing accelerator and gateway boards, 6) multicolor imager, 7) input scanner, and 8) protocol conversion devices.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		132		2181		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of servers.		132		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		Servers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Servers are subsystems associated with computers.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Servers are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that servers did not have these features in 1991.		132				4		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		132		1996		1994		6/8/2012 10:53		6/8/2012 10:53		SF		2181		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 7.3		133		Between 1994 and 1996, at least one departmental computer* will have the following features: 1) 50-500 MIPS, 2) 32-50 MB  main memory, 3) 1-20 GB disk, 4) at least 4 10 GB optical disks, 5) specialized coprocessors, and 6) gateway to LANs and WANs.

*Departmental computers are described as minicomputers possessing the power and I/O throughput of small mainframes. They can handle all the processing needs of a department or subsidiary of modest size with little or no communication to a mainframe.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		133		2182		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of departmental computers.		133		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		Departmental computers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in figure		133		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that departmental computers did not have these features in 1991.		133				4		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		133		1996		1994		6/8/2012 11:02		6/8/2012 11:02		SF		2182		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		134						1995		no						xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 7.4		134		Between 1994 and 1996, at least one mainframe computer will include the following features: 1) 100-1000 MIPS, 2) 1-5 GB main memory, 3) 200-400 GB disk, 4) at least 4 10 GB optical disks, 5) vector facility of 100-400 MFLOPS, 6) gateways to high-speed LAN, 7) fiber optic bus, 8) at least 4 I/O complements.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		134		2183		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the changing features of mainframe computers.		134		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		Mainframe computer		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in figure		134		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that mainframe computers did not have these features in 1991.		134				4		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		134		1996		1994		6/8/2012 11:08		6/8/2012 11:08		SF		2183		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By mid-decade, even conventional mainframes will be capable of restarting within a few minutes after an error, thus meeting the extremely high availability requirements for most companies."		136		Between 1994 and 1996, at least one commercially-available conventional mainframe computer will be capable of restarting in three minutes or less after an error. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		136		2184		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the changing restart time for mainframe computers.		136		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		Mainframe computer		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		136		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that mainframes available in 1991 did not have this restart time.		136				4		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is "mid-decade," which is the same as "mid 1990s." The standard lexicon defines it as 1994 to 1996.		136		1996		1994		6/8/2012 11:12		6/8/2012 11:12		SF		2184		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1998		yes		The first teraflop computer was operational in 1997, a year before the predicted date. 		The verifying source, written in 2006, indicates that the world's first teraflop computer first became operational nine years prior (in 1997). 		159		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Dramatic changes will affect engineering and scientific computing technology in the 1990s. Supercomputers will reach speeds of 1 teraflop by the end of the decade, and 10 to 100 gigaflop computers will be available for under $1 million. 		158-159		Between 1997 and 1999, at least one supercomputer will have a speed of 1 teraflop.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		158-159		2185		no		1997		yes				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 8.3 provides forecasts for 1995 and 2000 based on historical data.		1998		no		0.142857143		The authors are predicting the changing speed of supercomputers.		158-159		Evolution		1999		1997		310		4		20		226		yes		-1		no		Supercomputers		yes		The world's first teraflop computer became operational in 1997. 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		yes		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		158		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 8.3 indicates that supercomputers were not at teraflop speed in 1991.		159		1		7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1991				The time horizon is the "end of the decade," which the standard lexicon defines as 1997 to 1999. Figure 8.3 comfirms that supercomputers reach teraflop speeds before 2000.		158-159		1999		1997		6/8/2012 11:22		7/11/2012 11:12		SF		2185		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						158-159		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By 1995, nearly all computers used for engineering and scientific applications will be either vector or parallel computers.		158		In 1995, at least 50% of computers used for engineering and scientific applications will be either vector or parallel computers.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		158		2186		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 8.3 (which the forecast statement is summarizing) used historical data to make predictions about 1995 and 2000.		1995		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of vector and parallel computers for scientific and engineering tasks.		158		Market penetration		1996		1994		310		4		20		226		yes				no		Vector or parallel computers		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		158		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that vector or parallel computers were not widely used for scientific or engineering applications in 1991.		158				4		Short-term		no				1991		1995		Explicit in forecast statement. 		158						6/8/2012 11:26		7/11/2012 11:11		SF		2186		SF

		3		yes		no		This one should be omitted from our final set of forecasts. I don't think the verifying information answers the question about the architectures, and we can't pin down a credible realization date. SF 7/5/12 				yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1993.5		yes		 Parallel computing had continuing growth through the 1990s. 		All sources point to an increase of the technology throughout the 1990s, in which the forecast years falls. 		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Use of parallel computers with a wide variety of architectures (e.g., bus, hypercube, switch-connected, and very long instruction word) will grow in the next five years."		160		Between 1991 and 1996, the use of parallel computers with at least four architectures (such as bus, hypercube, switch-connected, or very long instruction word) will be higher than 1990 levels. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		160		2187		yes		1994		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1993.5		yes		0.2		The authors are predicting the popularity of parallel computing with >4 architectures.		160		Market penetration		1996		1991		310		2		8		226		yes		0.5		no		Parallel computing 		yes		The rate of increase was steady through the forecast period. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Parallel computing is a subsystem associated with computers.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		160		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that parallel computing using >4 architectures was occurring in 1991.		160		0.5		2.5		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is "the next five years," which the standard lexicon defines as a range between the year the forecast was made and X years.		160		1996		1991		6/8/2012 11:32		7/12/2012 9:42		SC		2187		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By the mid 1990s, high-end workstations will feature processing power nearly equal to a small mainframe of the late 1980s (25 to 40 mainframe-equivalent MIPS).		167		Between 1994 and 1996, at least one high-end workstation will have a processing power of 25-40 mainframe-equivalent MIPS.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		167		2188		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the changing processing speed of high-end workstations.		167		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		High-end workstations		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Workstations are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Workstations are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that high-end workstations did not have the predicted processing power in 1991.		167				4		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		167		1996		1994		6/8/2012 11:36		6/8/2012 11:36		SF		2188		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By the mid-1990s, all supercomputers, minisupercomputers, and workstations will include a relational SQL-compliant database package, which will be especially tuned for the high-speed data stripping kinds of access needed in engineering and scientific computations."		168		Between 1994 and 1996, all supercomputers will include a relational structured query language (SQL)-compliant database package that will be specially tuned for the high-speed data stripping kinds of access needed in engineering and scientific computations.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		168		2189		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the changing features of supercomputers.		168		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		Supercomputers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		168		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that supercomputers did not come with the predicted package in 1991.		168				4		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		168		1996		1994		6/8/2012 11:41		6/8/2012 11:41		SF		2189		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By the mid-1990s, all supercomputers, minisupercomputers, and workstations will include a relational SQL-compliant database package, which will be especially tuned for the high-speed data stripping kinds of access needed in engineering and scientific computations."		168		Between 1994 and 1996, all minisupercomputers will include a relational structured query language (SQL)-compliant database package that will be specially tuned for the high-speed data stripping kinds of access needed in engineering and scientific computations.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		168		2190		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of minicomputers.		168		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		Minicomputers		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement. 		168		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that minicomputers did not come with the predicted package in 1991.		168				4		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		168		1996		1994		6/8/2012 11:44		6/8/2012 12:16		SF		2190		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By the mid-1990s, all supercomputers, minisupercomputers, and workstations will include a relational SQL-compliant database package, which will be especially tuned for the high-speed data stripping kinds of access needed in engineering and scientific computations."		168		Between 1994 and 1996, all workstations will include a relational structured query language (SQL)-compliant database package that will be specially tuned for the high-speed data stripping kinds of access needed in engineering and scientific computations.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		168		2191		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of workstations.		168		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		Workstation		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Workstations are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Workstations are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that workstations did not come with the predicted package in 1991.		168				4		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		168		1996		1994		6/8/2012 11:46		6/8/2012 11:46		SF		2191		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		no		As of 2006, it was still only being considered in theory, and not for practical uses. 		The article, from 2006, implies that this has not been done yet and they are working on it in theory. Based on the above information, and lack of other information, I believe this has not been achieved yet.		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"New CAD/CAM systems incorporating AI techniques will be created by the mid-1990s for workgroup environment requiring sharing of text and drawings."		170		Between 1994 and 1996, at least one new CAD/CAM system incorporating artificial intelligence techniques will be marketed for environments requiring the sharing of text and drawings. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		170		2192		no				yes		2006		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the emergence of a new product/technology.		170		Technology emergence		1996		1994		310		2		8		232		yes				no		CAD/CAM systems		yes		The prediction was not realized in 1995. This remained the case in 2006.  		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Explicit in forecast statement. 		170		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		CAD/CAM systems are manufacturing technolgies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that CAD/CAM systems were in use in 1991 but not necessarily ones incorporating AI.		170				4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		170		1996		1994		6/8/2012 11:53		7/13/2012 9:49		SF		2192		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		no		In  the mid-90s it became evident that TCP/IP had become the dominant standard, not OSI. 		The majority of research noted within the research document suggests that, as of the mid-1990s, TCP/IP was the dominant standard. There was no indication in the research that OSI had been the dominant standard before of after 1995.		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"The hybrid transitional environment will be common in the first half of the 1990s. By 1995, the OSI standards will dominate."		181		In 1995, the Open System Interconnection (OSI)-compliant computers and devices will dominate the global market.  										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		181		2193		no		1995		no		1995		Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of the OSI standard.		181		Market penetration		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes				no		OSI standards		yes		In 1995, TCP/IP was the dominant interconnection protocol on the global market.		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Standards are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		OSI standards are associated with computing devices.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that other standards were used in 1991.		180				4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991		1995		Explicit in forecast statement. 		181						6/8/2012 11:59		7/13/2012 7:33		SF		2193		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1991.5		no						xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"By the early 1990s, SS7 will be deployed throughout the major long-distance networks and cover more than 80% of traffic originating locally."		197		Between 1990 and 1993, the SS7 channel signaling system will cover more than 80% of computer network traffic originating locally.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		197		2194		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1991.5		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of SS7		197		Market penetration		1993		1990		310		2		8		225		yes				no		SS7		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		SS7 is a system associated with the Internet (a system of systems).		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		SS7 is a channel signaling system that is associated with the Internet, a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The authors are predicting that SS7, which was in use in 1991, would become more popular.		197				0.5		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is the "early 1990s," which the standard lexicon defines as 1990 to 1993.		197		1993		1990		6/8/2012 12:05		6/8/2012 12:05		SF		2194		SF

		3		yes		no		One of the key sources here is Wikipedia. This needs to be re-researched (perhaps by clicking on the appropriate footnote in Wikipedia that's linked to the verifying sentence). SF 7/5/12 

Added data supporting the Wikipedia source. DF
				yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1994.5		yes		ISDN service began in Brittany, France in 1987. After France the next nation to adopt it was Japan in 1988. 

		There is a 1988 date for when the technology was introduced to the market. 		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Nevertheless, ISDN will become a key technological infrastructure of public networks in the 1990s because of the increasing operational efficiency that it makes possible for these networks."		198		Between 1990 and 1999, Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) will become a key technology in at least one public network.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		198		2195		yes		1987		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1994.5		no		2.142857143		The authors are predicting the popularity of ISDN.		198		Market penetration		1999		1990		310		2		8		225		yes		-7.5		no		ISDN		yes		The technology was already in use in 1995. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		ISDN is a system of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		ISDN is a communications technology.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		ISDN was in use in 1991.		NA		7.5		3.5		Short-term		yes		SF		1991				The time horizon is "in the 1990s," which is 1990 to 1999.		198		1999		1990		6/8/2012 12:15		7/17/2012 6:40		SF		2195		SF

		1		yes		no		The forecast is about workstations being PC's capable of independent operation, but the sources address "purchased PC's". Are these two the same? JG

This needs to be re-researched. The source doesn't address whether PCs were capable of independent operation, and there's no info for the forecasted year. SF 7/5/12				yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		Using the data provided on some of the tables on this, we see that the number of Computers in Use worldwide were 257 Million.  Another graph shows PCs-In-Use worldwide was 229 Million or 226 Million (two different numbers, not sure why).  But since both numbers are so high and since it is a safe assumption that the PC is considered the independent operations machine (as opposed to a terminal), this by far surpasses the forecast of 50%		Google Answers source provides variety of sources providing numbers for the amount of individuals wolrdwide who owned/bought PC's . The numbers provided are not "independent PC's". We are assuming that "independent PC's" is the same as the number of PC's purchased.		xv-xix		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Almost all workstations of the mid-1990s will be PCs capable of independent operation."		232		Between 1994 and 1996, more than 50% of workstations available worldwide will be PCs capable of independent operation.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		232		2196		yes		1985		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 		1995		yes		2.5		The authors are predicting the changing features of workstations.		232		Evolution		1996		1994		310		2		8		226		yes		-10		no		Workstation		yes		Had surpassed event realization		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Workstations are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Workstations are computers.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that some workstations were capable of operating independently in 1991.		232		10		4		Short-term		no				1991				The time horizon is the “mid 1990s,” which the standard lexicon defines as 1994 to 1996.		232		1996		1994		6/8/2012 12:22		7/5/2012 9:02		SF		2196		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		From the graph, it appears that the event was realized in 1990.		The graph shows that over time, more MIPS were available per $1000.		34		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 2.8		34		In 1995, at least one personal computer will cost $300/MIPS.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		34		2197		no		1990		no		1990		Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Forecasts in the figure are derived by extrapolating form historical trends.		1995		no		1.25		The authors are predicting the changing performance and cost of computers.		34		Evolution		1996		1994		310		4		20		226		yes		-5		no		Computers		yes		According to this graph, in 1995 it looks to be about 500MIPS/$1000, which works out to $2/MIPS, which is less than the forecast amount.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in figure		34		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		According to the figure, the price per MIPS in 1991 was not at the level predicted for 1995.		34		5		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991		1995		Explicit in figure		34						6/8/2012 12:39		7/11/2012 11:10		SF		2197		SF

		1		no		no		The source/the forecast is unclear to me. Someone else should take a look at this one to verify. JG

Ground truth source does not provide the information necessary to verify the forecast. SF 7/9/12		Ground truth source does not provide the information necessary to verify the forecast. SF 7/9/12		yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		In 1982, the earliest computer with a cost per MIPS under $4k was the commodore 64 at $2500.		The source is a bit unclear.		34		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 2.8		34		In 1995, the cost per MIPS of at least one small computer will be $4k.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		34		2198		no		1982		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Forecasts in the figure are derived by extrapolating form historical trends.		1995		no		3.25		The authors are predicting the changing performance and cost of computers.		34		Evolution		1996		1994		310		4		20		226		yes		-13		no		Computers		yes		In 1995, the average cost per MIPS of small computers was $25.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in figure		34		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		According to the figure, the price per MIPS in 1991 was not at the level predicted for 1995.		34		13		4		Short-term		no				1991		1995		Explicit in figure		34						6/8/2012 12:43		7/11/2012 11:10		SF		2198		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						34		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 2.8		34		In 1995, the cost per MIPS of at least one large computer system will be $20K. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		34		2199		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Forecasts in the figure are derived by extrapolating form historical trends.		1995		no				The authors are predicting the changing performance and cost of computers.		34		Evolution		1996		1994		310		4		20		226		yes				no		Computers		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in figure		34		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		According to the figure, the price per MIPS in 1991 was not at the level predicted for 1995.		34				4		Short-term		no				1991		1995		Explicit in figure		34						6/8/2012 12:45		7/11/2012 11:09		SF		2199		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						83		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Fgiure 5.2		83		In 1995, at least one general-purpose computer will have a peak speed of 100 megaflops										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		83		2200		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Forecasts in the figure are derived by extrapolating form historical trends.		1995		no				The authors are predicting changing computer speeds.		34		Evolution		1996		1994		310		4		20		226		yes				no		Computers		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in figure		83		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		According to the figure, computer speed in 1991 was not at the level predicted for 1995.		83				4		Short-term		no				1991		1995		Explicit in figure		83						6/8/2012 12:51		7/11/2012 11:08		SF		2200		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						83		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 5.2		83		In 1995, at least one near supercomputer will have a peak speed of 6,000-7,000 megaflops										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		83		2201		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Forecasts in the figure are derived by extrapolating form historical trends.		1995		no				The authors are predicting changing computer speeds.		83		Evolution		1996		1994		310		4		20		226		yes				no		Computers		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in figure		83		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		According to the figure, computer speed in 1991 was not at the level predicted for 1995.		83				4		Short-term		no				1991		1995		Explicit in figure		83						6/8/2012 12:56		7/11/2012 11:08		SF		2201		SF

		3		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1995		yes		The goal was between 4,500-5,500 teraflops for 1995, but it wasn't until November of 2010 the top supercomputer had a peak speed of  4,701 tereflops/s.		The website clearly ranks the supercomputers for years 1993-2012, several times per year.		83		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 5.2		83		In 1995, at least one supercomputer will have a peak speed of 4,500-5,500 teraflops.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		83		2202		yes		2010		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Forecasts in the figure are derived by extrapolating form historical trends.		1995		no		3.75		The authors are predicting changing computer speeds.		83		Evolution		1996		1994		310		4		20		226		yes		15		no		Computers		yes		In 1995, the top supercomputer had a peak speed of 235.8  gigaflops/s.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in figure		83		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		According to the figure, computer speed in 1991 was not at the level predicted for 1995.		83		15		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991		1995		Explicit in figure		83						6/8/2012 12:59		7/11/2012 11:07		SF		2202		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						2000		no						87		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 5.6		87		In 2000, at least one speed power product for commercial silicon circuits will be 10^-16 Joules. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		87		2203		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Predictions were derived by obtaining a linear fit of historical data.		2000		no				The authors are predicting changing speed power for silicon circuits.		87		Evolution		2003		1997		310		4		19		226		yes				no		Silicon circuits		yes				Extrapolating future events from a liner fit of historic data		Linear Prediction 		4		no		Silicon circuits are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Silicon circuits are components of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		According to the figure, the speed power in 1991 was not at 2000 levels.		87				9		Medium-term		no				1991		2000		Explicit in figure		87						6/8/2012 13:03		7/11/2012 12:32		SF		2203		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA						1995		no						87		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 5.6		87		In 1995, the speed power of at least one commercial silicon circuit will be at least 10^-14 Joules. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		87		2204		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Predictions for 1995 were derived by obtaining a linear fit of historical data.		1995		no				The authors are predicting changing speed power for silicon circuits.		87		Evolution		1996		1994		310		4		19		226		yes				no		Silicon circuits		yes				Extrapolating future events from a liner fit of historic data		Linear Prediction 		4		no		Silicon circuits are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Silicon circuits are components of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		According to the figure, the speed power in 1991 was not at 2000 levels.		87				4		Short-term		no				1991		1995		Explicit in figure		87						6/8/2012 13:06		7/11/2012 12:32		SF		2204		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1991. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		3. Almost realized		1995		yes		The AMD K5 almost saw the .3 microns with its line width of .35 microns. But the feat was not realized until 1997 by Intel.		The interpretation comes into play when we assume that it was not until 1997 with Intel's .25 micron chip because this is the only information that we have. It could have been done previously by another manufacturer.		84		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				yes		Strategic analysis firms		Figure 5.3		84		In 1995, the line width of at least one commercial silicon chip will be 0.3 microns.										1		Worldwide		The authors are associated with U.S. organizations, including the Arthur D. Little Foundation. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		vii-x		No country-specific information is provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide. 		84		2205		yes		1997		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Forecasts in the figure are derived by extrapolating form historical trends.		1995		no		0.5		The authors are predicting the changing line width of silicon chips.		84		Evolution		1996		1994		310		4		20		226		yes		2		no		Silicon chips		yes		In 1995, two new commercial chips were availabe.  The AMD K5 with a line width of 0.35 microns and the Intel Pentium Pro processor with a line width of 0.6 microns.		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Silicon chips are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Silicon chips are components of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		According to the figure, the line width in 1991 was not at 1995 levels.		84		2		4		Short-term		yes		SF		1991		1995		Explicit in figure		84						6/8/2012 13:11		7/11/2012 11:05		SF		2205		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1985		yes		In 1977, the 118 million car mark was reached, the event was realized. By the 1985 year, over 125 million cars were registered.		A bit of interpretation is required when looking at the graph since scale complicates the exact determination of "number of cars" at certain year.		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 13		29		In 1985, there will be 118 million automobiles in operation in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2206		yes		1977		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		1985		no		1.142857143		The report is predicting the popularity of automobiles in the U.S.		29		Market penetration		1987		1983		311		5		29		228		yes		-8		no		Automobiles		yes		In 1985, total registrations of automobiles was ~125 million.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table.		29		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		29		8		7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1978		1985		Explicit in table.		29						6/12/2012 8:02		6/29/2012 8:10		SF		2206		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		Although there were only about 127 million cars, it is only about 21 million short of the 148 million cars predicted.		Interpreting the number of registered cars as the same as the number of cars in operation.  Table 3.1 clearly shows that in 2000, there were not 148 million cars, but only 127 million. As of 2009, the predicted amount of 148 million had not been achieved. 		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 13		29		In 2000, there will be 148 million automobiles in operation in the U.S. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2207		yes				no		2009		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		2000		no				The report is predicting the popularity of automobiles in the U.S.		29		Market penetration		2007		1993		311		5		29		228		yes				no		Automobiles		yes		In 2000, car registrations were noted at 127,721,000, which is short of the 148 million predicted. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table.		29		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		29				22		Long-term		yes		SF		1978		2000		Explicit in table.		29						6/12/2012 8:05		6/29/2012 8:12		SF		2207		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1985		yes		A few years later, in 1989, fuel consumption was 19.0 miles per gallon. In 1990, fuel consumption was 20.2 miles per gallon.		In 1989, fuel consumption was 19.0 miles per gallon.
In 1990, fuel consumption was 20.2 miles per gallon.
To determine the actual event realization year as 1990, a conservative pick was made in 1990.		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 13		29		In 1985, fuel consumption for the U.S automobile fleet as a whole will be 19.4 miles per gallon under actual driving conditions.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2208		no		1990		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		1985		no		0.714285714		The forecast is predicting the changing fuel consumption of cars in the U.S.		29		Evolution		1987		1983		311		5		29		228		yes		5		no		Fuel consumption		yes		In 1985, fuel consumption for the U.S automobile fleet as a whole was 17.4 miles per gallon.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the consumption relates to automobiles.		29		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		29		5		7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1978		1985		Explicit in table.		29						6/12/2012 8:09		6/29/2012 8:15		SF		2208		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		In 2009, fuel consumption was estimated  at 22.5 miles per gallon, only 2.1 MPG away from the event.		No interpretation required because the event has not been realized and the table clearly shows that 24.6 MPG has not been achieved for car population as a whole.		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 13		29		In 2000, fuel consumption for the U.S automobile fleet as a whole will be 24.6 miles per gallon under actual driving conditions.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2209		no				no		2009		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		2000		no				The forecast is predicting the changing fuel consumption of cars in the U.S.		29		Evolution		2007		1993		311		5		29		228		yes				no		Fuel consumption		yes		In 2000, fuel consumption for the U.S automobile fleet as a whole was 21.9 miles per gallon.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the consumption relates to automobiles.		29		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		29				22		Long-term		yes		SF		1978		2000		Explicit in table.		29						6/12/2012 8:11		6/29/2012 8:15		SF		2209		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		5. No interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1985		no		In 1986 sales peaked at 11.404 million and have trended downward since.  In 2010 total sales were 5.635 million.		It is clear from table 3.10 that sales never reached close to 13 million except in 1986 when it peaked at 11.4 million. 		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 13		29		In 1985, annual new car sales in the U.S. will total 13.1 million.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2210		no				no		2010		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		1985		no				The report is predicting the popularity of automobiles in the U.S.		29		Market penetration		1987		1983		311		5		29		228		yes				no		Automobiles		yes		In 1985, annual new car sales in the U.S. totaled 10.979 million.  		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table.		29		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		29				7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1978		1985		Explicit in table.		29						6/12/2012 8:14		6/29/2012 8:18		SF		2210		SF

		1		yes		no		When we say: In 2000, annual new car sales in the U.S. will total 16.4 million. .......Do we literally mean cars that are not trucks? or do we mean 'vehicles' (encompassing truck sales also). Because as of now, we are excluding the sale of new trucks. JG

The interpretation of "light car" is fine for this forecast, since the authors didn't specify. I would assume this would mean all new vehicles, but it could go either way. SF 6/29/12				yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		The prediction for 16.4 million car sales in 2000 was met by only 8.78 million sales in 2000.		In this case, we are taking the forecast statement: In 2000, annual new car sales in the U.S. will total 16.4 million.      AND taking the word "car" to literally mean a light car, and not a 'light truck' or 'heavy truck' even though this is still a type of car. The "Total Vehicle Sales" for 2000 was 17.8 million. I think we should be counting the sales of trucks, both light and heavy, which would allow for the even to be realized in 1986 and again in 1999-2007, years when sales exceeded 16.4 million total vehicles.		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 13		29		In 2000, annual new car sales in the U.S. will total 16.4 million. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2211		no				no		2010		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		2000		no				The report is predicting the popularity of automobiles in the U.S.		29		Market penetration		2007		1993		311		5		29		228		yes				no		Automobiles		yes		In 2000, annual new car sales in the U.S. totaled 8.778 million.  		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table.		29		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		29				22		Long-term		yes		SF		1978		2000		Explicit in table.		29						6/12/2012 8:16		6/29/2012 8:29		SF		2211		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1985		no		In 1990, small car sales peaked at 56.7% and have trended downward since. In 2010, small car sales comprised of 40.2% of sales. Far from the 66% prediction.		Interpretation required to only use 'small' CARS and not 'midsize' and 'large' since forecast statement called for ' small cars (including subcompact, compact, and small luxury cars)'.		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 19		38		In 1985, small cars (including subcompact, compact, and small luxury cars) will comprise 66% of all new car sales in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2212		no				no		2010		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		1985		no				The report is predicting the popularity of small cars in the U.S.		38		Market penetration		1987		1983		311		5		29		228		yes				no		Automobiles		yes		In 1985, small cars comprised 51.1% of all new car sales in the U.S.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table.		38		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		38				7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1978		1985		Explicit in table.		38						6/12/2012 8:26		6/29/2012 8:29		SF		2212		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1985		no		In 1985, diesels comprised 0.83% of all new car sales in the U.S. Percentage of diesel sales has remained under 1% of total sales until 2009. In 2009 and 20010 diesel sales were between 2.5 and 3.0%		The table clearly shows that diesel vehicle sales have not gone above 4% since 1980.		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 19		38		In 1985, diesels will comprise 10% of all new car sales in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2213		no				no		2010		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		1985		no				The report is predicting the popularity of small cars in the U.S.		38		Market penetration		1987		1983		311		5		29		228		yes				no		Automobiles		yes		In 1985, diesels comprised 0.83% of all new car sales in the U.S.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table.		38		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		38				7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1978		1985		Explicit in table.		38						6/12/2012 8:28		6/29/2012 8:39		SF		2213		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		The goal was 66% in 2000, but only 46.7% was reached that year, even though in 1990, 56.7% was reached.		We are interpreting "small cars (including subcompact, compact, and small luxury cars) " as "Small" from our table on page 95. We are not including "midsize".		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 19		38		In 2000, small cars (including subcompact, compact, and small luxury cars) will comprise 66% of all new car sales in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2214		no				no		2010		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		2000		no				The report is predicting the popularity of small cars in the U.S.		38		Market penetration		2007		1993		311		5		29		228		yes				no		Automobiles		yes		In 2000, small cars comprised 46.7% of all new car sales in the U.S.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table.		38		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		38				22		Long-term		yes		SF		1978		2000		Explicit in table.		38						6/12/2012 8:30		6/29/2012 8:44		SF		2214		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		In 2000, diesels comprised 0.26% of all new car sales in the U.S. Percentage of diesel sales trends upward but has remained under 1% of total sales until 2009. In 2009 and 20010 diesel sales were between 2.5 and 3.0%		None required since table clearly shows that diesels sales have not exceeded 4.32% since 1980.		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 19		38		In 2000, diesels will comprise 25% of new car sales in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2215		no				no		2010		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		2000		no				The report is predicting the popularity of diesels in the U.S.		38		Market penetration		2007		1993		311		5		29		228		yes				no		Automobiles		yes		In 2000, diesels comprised 0.26% of all new car sales in the U.S.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table.		38		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		38				22		Long-term		yes		SF		1978		2000		Explicit in table.		38						6/12/2012 8:33		6/29/2012 8:47		SF		2215		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		4. Mostly realized		1985		yes		In 1985 it was 4.665 million and only a few years later in 1988-1989 was the 4.8 million/day reached. In 1988, auto fuel consumption in the U.S. was 4.784 million barrels per day. In 1989, auto fuel consumption in the U.S. was 4.821 million barrels per day.		A little interpretation has to be used to pinpoint the exact year when that 4.8 million was reached because it either happened in 1988 or 1989, but since the numbers are relatively close, we can conservatively assume that it happened in 1989.		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 19		38		In 1985, auto fuel consumption in the U.S. will be 4.8 million barrels per day (MMBD). 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2216		no		1989		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		1985		no		0.571428571		The forecast is predicting the changing fuel consumption of cars in the U.S.		38		Evolution		1987		1983		311		5		29		228		yes		4		no		Fuel consumption		yes		In 1985, auto fuel consumption in the U.S. was 4.665 million barrels per day.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the consumption relates to automobiles.		38		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		38		4		7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1978		1985		Explicit in table.		38						6/12/2012 8:37		6/29/2012 8:49		SF		2216		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		The barrels per day number fluctuates. For example in 1970 it was 4.4 MMBD and in 1975 it was 4.8 MMBD and 5.2 MMBD in 1978 but  in 1983 it drops to 4.5 MMBD.		The interpretation was required when deciding when the event was realized because of the fluctuation of petroleum consumption.		38		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 19		38		In 2000, auto fuel consumption in the U.S. will be 4.8 million barrels per day (MMBD).		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2217		no		1975		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		This forecast is based on the Case A scenario, which assumes a 21.5 mpg standard for automobiles.		2000		no		1.136363636		The forecast is predicting the changing fuel consumption of cars in the U.S.		38		Evolution		2007		1993		311		7		50		228		yes		-25		no		Fuel consumption		yes		In 2000, auto fuel consumption in the U.S. was 4.766 million barrels per day.		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the consumption relates to automobiles.		38		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		38		25		22		Long-term		yes		SF		1978		2000		Explicit in table.		38						6/12/2012 8:42		6/29/2012 8:50		SF		2217		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		5. Fully realized		1985		yes		In 1985, the number of automobiles per licensed drive in the U.S. was 1-to-1. The number of vehicles per driver first reached the predicted amount (0.78) in or before 1965, when it was 0.83. 		Data was plainly stated in the source. However, first year of realization might not be applicable to this forecast, since it wasn't necessarily predicting an increase in the vehicle-to-driver ratio, but rather what the number would be in 1985. 		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 19		38		In 1985, the number of automobiles per licensed driver in the U.S. will be 0.78.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2218		no		1965		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		1985		no		2.857142857		The report is predicting the popularity of automobiles in the U.S.		38		Market penetration		1987		1983		311		5		29		228		yes		-20		no		Automobiles		yes		In 1985, the number of automobiles per licensed drive in the U.S. was 1-to-1.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table.		38		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		38		20		7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1978		1985		Explicit in table.		38						6/12/2012 8:53		6/28/2012 14:07		SF		2218		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		The number of automobiles per licensed driver in the U.S. was roughly around 1.06 in 2000. In 1966 that number was closer to the forecast range. 		There was no 2000 data available, so the data for that year is based on 2001 statistics. 

The statistics skip years.  In 1970 the number of vehicles per licensed driver was 0.88, in 1965 it was 0.83, so the realization year of 1966 is a guess and may not be exact. 		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 19		38		In 2000, the number of automobiles per licensed driver in the U.S. will be 0.84.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2219		yes		1966		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		2000		no		1.545454545		The report is predicting the popularity of automobiles in the U.S.		38		Market penetration		2007		1993		311		5		29		228		yes		-34		no		Automobiles		yes		The forecast had already been exceeded by 2000. 		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table.		38		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		38		34		22		Long-term		yes		SF		1978		2000		Explicit in table.		38						6/12/2012 8:55		7/13/2012 7:31		SF		2219		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1985		yes		In 1985, U.S. automobile vehicle miles traveled (VMT) was 1.77 trillion. The forecasted amount was reached in 1977, when the VMT was 1.47 trillion. 		Data stated plainly in source. 		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 23		42		In 1985, U.S. automobile vehicle miles traveled (VMT) will be 1.43 trillion.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2220		no		1977		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		1985		no		1.142857143		The report is predicting the popularity of automobiles in the U.S.		42		Market penetration		1987		1983		311		5		29		228		yes		-8		no		Automobiles		yes		In 1985, U.S. automobile vehicle miles traveled (VMT) was 1.77 trillion.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table.		42		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		42		8		7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1978		1985		Explicit in table.		42						6/12/2012 9:20		6/28/2012 14:26		SF		2220		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		2000		yes		In 2000, U.S. automobile vehicle miles traveled (VMT) was 2.75 trillion. The forecasted amount was first reached in 1986, when the VMT was 1.83 trillion. 		Data stated plainly in source. 		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 23		42		In 2000, U.S. automobile vehicle miles traveled (VMT) will be 1.80 trillion.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2221		no		1986		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		2000		no		0.636363636		The report is predicting the popularity of automobiles in the U.S.		42		Market penetration		2007		1993		311		5		29		228		yes		-14		no		Automobiles		yes		In 2000, U.S. automobile vehicle miles traveled (VMT) was 2.75 trillion.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table.		42		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		42		14		22		Long-term		yes		SF		1978		2000		Explicit in table.		42						6/12/2012 9:23		6/28/2012 14:32		SF		2221		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1985		yes		The forecast amount was first achieved and then exceeded in 1967 when it reached 72.6 billion. 		The data is exact amounts and is clear in the research tables. 		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 23		42		In 1985, the annual fleet gasoline consumption rate of U.S. automobiles will be 70.6 billion gallons		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2222		no		1967		no				Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		1985		no		2.571428571		The forecast is predicting the changing fuel consumption of cars in the U.S.		42		Evolution		1987		1983		311		5		29		228		yes		-18		no		Fuel consumption		yes		The forecast amount had already been exceeded.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the consumption relates to automobiles.		42		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		42		18		7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1978		1985		Explicit in table.		42						6/12/2012 9:26		7/5/2012 11:42		SF		2222		SF

		1		yes		no		The ground truth source does not separate gasoline and diesel use out by automobiles, but for other transit systems (buses, commuter rail, etc.) and cannot be used for verification. Since this forecast has been researched twice and neither search has yielded credible verifying information, it is assumed to be unverifiable. SF 7/5/12		The ground truth source does not separate gasoline and diesel use out by automobiles, but for other transit systems (buses, commuter rail, etc.) and cannot be used for verification. Since this forecast has been researched twice and neither search has yielded credible verifying information, it is assumed to be unverifiable. SF 7/5/12		yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1985		no		As late as 2010, the amount was 633 million gallons, meaning the forecast has not yet been realized. 		The research is based upon the only tables available about fuel consumption in the U.S., the data on those tables clearly shows the amounts reached in the target year as well as up to 2010.		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 23		42		In 1985, the annual fleet diesel consumption rate of U.S. automobiles will be 3.3 billion gallons.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2223		yes				no		2010		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		1985		yes				The forecast is predicting the changing fuel consumption of cars in the U.S.		42		Evolution		1987		1983		311		5		29		228		yes				no		Fuel consumption		yes		The annual fleet diesel consumption rate of U.S. automobiles was 609 million gallons in 1985.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table.		42		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		42				7		Medium-term		no				1978		1985		Explicit in table.		42						6/12/2012 9:28		7/12/2012 9:40		SC		2223		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		Forecast was achieved in 1963 at 61.27 billion.		The data is clearly listed in the Department of Transportation tables. 		42		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 23		42		In 2000, the annual fleet gasoline consumption rate of U.S. automobiles will be 60.2 billion gallons.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2224		yes		1963		no		2012		Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		This forecast is based on the Case A scenario, which assumes a 21.5 mpg standard for automobiles.		2000		no		1.681818182		The forecast is predicting the changing fuel consumption of cars in the U.S.		42		Evolution		2007		1993		311		7		50		228		yes		-37		no		Fuel consumption		yes		Total gasoline use in 2000 was 128.88 billion gallons		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table.		42		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		42		37		22		Long-term		yes		SF		1978		2000		Explicit in table.		42						6/12/2012 9:31		7/5/2012 11:40		SF		2224		SF

		1		yes		no		The ground truth source does not separate gasoline and diesel use out by automobiles, but for other transit systems (buses, commuter rail, etc.) and cannot be used for verification. Since this forecast has been researched twice and neither search has yielded credible verifying information, it is assumed to be unverifiable. SF 7/5/12		The ground truth source does not separate gasoline and diesel use out by automobiles, but for other transit systems (buses, commuter rail, etc.) and cannot be used for verification. Since this forecast has been researched twice and neither search has yielded credible verifying information, it is assumed to be unverifiable. SF 7/5/12		yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		Total diesel use in 2000 was 591 million gallons. As of 2010 the forecast amount has still not been realized. 		The data is clearly represented in the Bureau of Transportation Statistics. 		42		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 23		42		In 2000, the annual fleet diesel consumption rate of U.S. automobiles will be 13.1 billion gallons.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2225		no				no		2010		Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		This forecast is based on the Case A scenario, which assumes a 21.5 mpg standard for automobiles.		2000		yes				The forecast is predicting the changing fuel consumption of cars in the U.S.		42		Evolution		2007		1993		311		7		50		228		yes				no		Fuel consumption		yes		Forecast not achieved. 		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the consumption relates to automobiles.		42		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		42				22		Long-term		no				1978		2000		Explicit in table.		42						6/12/2012 9:35		7/12/2012 9:39		SC		2225		SF

		2		yes		no		The first ground truth source does not separate gasoline and diesel use out by automobiles, but for other transit systems (buses, commuter rail, etc.) and cannot be used for verification. The second source does provide evidence of the first year the forecast was realized (1953, actually), but it doesn't provide data past 1995. Since this forecast has been researched twice and neither search has yielded credible verifying information, it is assumed to be unverifiable. SF 7/5/12 		The first ground truth source does not separate gasoline and diesel use out by automobiles, but for other transit systems (buses, commuter rail, etc.) and cannot be used for verification. The second source does provide evidence of the first year the forecast was realized (1953, actually), but it doesn't provide data past 1995. Since this forecast has been researched twice and neither search has yielded credible verifying information, it is assumed to be unverifiable. SF 7/5/12 		yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		yes		The forecast was reached in 1952 with 45.5 billion. 		The tables clearly show the amounts for each year. 		42		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 23		42		In 2000, the annual fleet gasoline consumption rate of U.S. automobiles will be 45.7 billion gallons.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2226		yes		1952		no				Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		This forecast is based on the Case B scenario, which assumes a 30-35 mpg standard for automobiles in 1998 and 2000, respectively.		2000		yes		2.181818182		The forecast is predicting the changing fuel consumption of cars in the U.S.		42		Evolution		2007		1993		311		7		50		228		yes		-48		no		Fuel consumption		yes		Total gasoline use in 2000 was 128.88 billion gallons		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the consumption relates to automobiles.		42		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		42		48		22		Long-term		no				1978		2000		Explicit in table.		42						6/12/2012 9:38		7/12/2012 9:35		SC		2226		SF

		1		yes		no		This is the same source that Terry used. The source doesn't appear to clearly separate diesel use by U.S. automobiles. The figures used for verification are for "transport". Looking at footnote D, commuter rail, automated guideway, ferryboat, and other transport systems were excluded from figures prior to 1984, which means they're included in post-1984 numbers. This means the figures used for verification were for vehicles/transport systems other than automobiles. SF 7/5/12 		The verifying source doesn't clearly separate diesel use by U.S. automobiles. The figures used for verification are for "transport". Looking at footnote D, commuter rail, automated guideway, ferryboat, and other transport systems were excluded from figures prior to 1984, which means they're included in post-1984 numbers. This means the figures used for verification were for vehicles/transport systems other than automobiles. The forecast is unverifiable. SF 7/5/12 		yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		5. No interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		Forecast has not been achieved as of 2010, with 633 million gallons used.		The data is clear in the Bureau of Transportation Statistics.		42		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		Table 23		42		In 2000, the annual fleet diesel consumption rate of U.S. automobiles will be 18.7 billion gallons.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2227		yes				no		2010		Tools that enable interactive or a priori manipulation of the context within which technologies develop.  These tools enable technology forecasting by assessing the impact of broader environments on technology areas.		Gaming and Scenarios		This forecast is based on the Case B scenario, which assumes a 30-35 mpg standard for automobiles in 1998 and 2000, respectively.		2000		yes				The forecast is predicting the changing fuel consumption of cars in the U.S.		42		Evolution		2007		1993		311		7		50		228		yes				no		Fuel consumption		yes		Total diesel use in 2000 was 591 million gallons 		A descriptive analysis of possible futures 		Scenarios		7		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in table.		42		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		42				22		Long-term		no				1978		2000		Explicit in table.		42						6/12/2012 9:40		7/12/2012 9:34		SC		2227		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		As of 2011, a viable replacement has yet to be marketed.		Interprets such fuels being developed in 2011 as indicative of lack of commercialization, prior developments, and viable alternatives.		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Synthetic fuels and alcohol or alcohol blends are assumed to be the most likely alternate automobile energy sources by 2000. No significant production of synthetic fuels is foreseen before 1985."
		44		In 2000, at least one synthetic fuel will be an alternative automobile energy source to gasoline in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2228		no				no		2011		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		2000		no				The forecast is predicting the emergence of a new technology/fuel.		44		Technology emergence		2007		1993		311		5		29		228		yes				no		Synthetic fuel		yes		In 2000, synthetic fuel replacements for gasoline were not available commercially.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Fuel is a component of automobiles.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the fuel would be a component of automobiles. 		44		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Synthetic fuels were not available commercially in 1978.		NA				22		Long-term		yes		SF		1978		2000		Explicit in forecast statement.		44						6/12/2012 9:50		7/6/2012 9:17		SF		2228		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		3. Moderate interpretation		1. Not realized at all		2000		no		As of 2010, it continued to be the case that there were few ethanol fueling stations.		Interprets "alternative" to mean a practical and available alternative.		29		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"Synthetic fuels and alcohol or alcohol blends are assumed to be the most likely alternate automobile energy sources by 2000. No significant production of synthetic fuels is foreseen before 1985."		44		In 2000, at least one alcohol or alcohol blend will be an alternate automobile energy source to gasoline in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2229		yes				no		2010		Forecasts that rely on historical, societal, cultural, or contextual trends to project development of related technologies		Qualitative Trend Analysis		This projection is based on the “base case scenario.” Text on page 29 indicates that the base case scenario is a projection of automobile system characteristics and use under the assumption that current federal government policies and programs are continued until 2000. Consequently, base case scenario projections likely resulted from trend extrapolation, where the authors looked at current trends and deduced future outcomes.		2000		no				The report is predicting the emergence of a new technology/fuel.		44		Technology emergence		2007		1993		311		5		29		228		yes				no		Alcohol-based fuels		yes		By 2000, despite ethanol fuel vehicles being sold, very few fueling stations had ethanol fuel.		A method that modified extrapolations of historic trends based on expectation of future events or impacts		Trend Impact Analysis 		5		no		Fuel is a component of automobiles.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		In this context, the fuels would be components of automobiles.		44		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Alcohol-based fuels were in development in 1978.		NA				22		Long-term		yes		SF		1978		2000		Explicit in table.		44						6/12/2012 9:53		7/6/2012 9:16		SF		2229		SF

		1		no		no		This needs more research. Weren't cars with plastic and other materials available in the 80s? SF 6/28/12 				yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1985		yes		In 1985, no automobiles available commercially is the U.S. were  partially made of lightweight materials. The 2003 Dodge Viper had approximately 40 pounds of magnesium alloy parts, the most of any U.S. made vehicle.		Data stated plainly in sources. The Dodge Viper appears to be the first U.S. vehicle made of magnesium, a lightweight material. 		iii-iv		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The technological aspects of the automobile transportation system that are likely to change in the near term are:
--Downsizing programs now underway will reduce the average size and weight of the vehicle fleet. Wasted space resulting from styling and image features will be greatly reduced.
--Substitution of lightweight materials such as aluminum, plastics, and high-strength low-alloy steels will reduce vehicle weight further."		297		In 1985, at least one automobile available commercially in the U.S. will be made of lightweight materials (such as aluminum, plastics, and high-strength low-alloy steels) for reduced weight.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2230		no		2003		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to pages iii and iv, OTA used expert panels and independent consultants (experts) to make many of the predictions in the report.  		1985		yes		2.571428571		The report is predicting the changing features of automobiles.		297		Evolution		1987		1983		311		1		62		228		yes		18		no		Automobiles		yes		In 1985, no automobiles available commercially is the U.S. were  partially made of lightweight materials. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Automobiles are systems of systems.		NA		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		297		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Automobiles were in use in 1978.		297		18		7		Medium-term		no				1978		1985		“Near term” is defined as 1985 on page 297.		297						6/12/2012 10:04		7/12/2012 9:30		SC		2230		SF

		2		yes		no		Uncertain how to determine a year of realization. I have gone for 1985 for now due to the statement about Detroit. DF

Addressed this issue in the "degree of interpretation" field. SF 7/12/12 				yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1985		yes		During the 1980's, all manufacturers adopted fuel injection in their cars. One source states "a carbureted car has not left Detroit since 1985".		Interpreted the statement that "a carbureted car has not left Detroit since 1985," to indicate that the EFI systems were widely adopted by this point in the U.S. auto industry. There is no evidence that EFI systems were widely used prior to 1985, though they likely were. 		iii-iv		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		--"The technological aspects of the automobile transportation system that are likely to change in the near term are:
Downsizing programs now underway will reduce the average size and weight of the vehicle fleet. Wasted space resulting from styling and im		297		In 1985, electronic fuel control systems will be widely used by the U.S. auto industry.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2231		yes		1985		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to pages iii and iv, OTA used expert panels and independent consultants (experts) to make many of the predictions in the report.  		1985		no		0		The report is predicting the popularity of electronic fuel control systems.		297		Market penetration		1987		1983		311		1		62		228		yes		0		no		Fuel control systems		yes		In 1985 electronic fuel systems were in use in the U.S auto industry.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		yes		Explicit in forecast statement.		297		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Fuel control systems are associated with automobiles.		297		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The report implies that the systems were in development in 1978.		297		0		7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1978		1985		“Near term” is defined as 1985 on page 297.		297						6/12/2012 10:10		7/12/2012 8:11		SF		2231		SF

		2		yes		no						yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		5. No interpretation		5. Fully realized		1985		yes		By 197,5 most new cars sold in the U.S. had electronic ignition systems.		Data stated clearly in sources.		iii-iv		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The technological aspects of the automobile transportation system that are likely to change in the near term are:
--Downsizing programs now underway will reduce the average size and weight of the vehicle fleet. Wasted space resulting from styling and image features will be greatly reduced.
--Substitution of lightweight materials such as aluminum, plastics, and high-strength low-alloy steels will reduce vehicle weight further.
--Changes in vehicle layout, such as frontwheel drive, will allow further size and weight reduction….
--Electronic fuel control and ignition systems will come into widespread use and will help to maintain efficient engine performance and to reduce the need for tuneups."		297		In 1985, electronic ignition systems will be widely used by the U.S. auto industry.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2232		yes		1975		no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to pages iii and iv, OTA used expert panels and independent consultants (experts) to make many of the predictions in the report.  		1985		no		1.428571429		The report is predicting the popularity of electronic ignition systems.		297		Market penetration		1987		1983		311		1		62		228		yes		-10		no		Ignition systems		yes		By 1985, most new cars sold in the U.S. had used electronics ignitions for 10 years.		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		no		Explicit in forecast statement.		297		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		297		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the ignition systems were in development in 1978.		297		10		7		Medium-term		yes		SF		1978		1985		“Near term” is defined as 1985 on page 297.		297						6/12/2012 10:13		7/6/2012 9:14		SF		2232		SF

		2		yes		no		 				yes		The report was published in February 1979, as seen on the cover page. Forecasts were likely made in 1978. 		NA		2. A lot of interpretation		5. Fully realized		1995		yes		A number of Sterling generators had been developed for commercial applications by 1995. 		Between 1990 and 2000, Infinia Corporation developed a number of Stirling generators for commercial applications, but there is no indication that it is a widely available system. The research available for this technology--including its first year of commercialization--is not definitive. 		iii-iv		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				yes		Government reports and roadmaps		"The long leadtimes required to modify existing engine plants and to introduce new processes for the production of new engine parts make the commercialization of the Stirling engine unlikely until 1990 to 2000. The lag is likely to persist despite the fact the Government support doubled in 1978."		337		Between 1990 and 2000, the Stirling engine will be commercialized.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The OTA was based in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		The report addressed the U.S. automobile industry and potential policy-related changes that would occur in the industry.		NA		2233		yes		1995		yes				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		According to pages iii and iv, OTA used expert panels and independent consultants (experts) to make many of the predictions in the report.  		1995		no		0		The report is predicting that a new engine will emerge on the market.		337		Technology emergence		2000		1990		311		1		62		228		yes		0		no		Stirling engine		yes		A number of Sterling generators had been developed for commercial applications by 1995. 		Multiple sub-methodologies were used		Multiple		1		yes		An engine is a system in an automobile (a system of systems).		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with ground movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (cars, trucks, trains, tanks, tractors,…)		Ground Transportation Technology		The Stirling engine is used in automobiles.		337		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that the engine was in development in 1978.		337		0		17		Long-term		yes		SF		1978				The report  predicts that the engine will be available commercially between 1990 and 2000.		337		2000		1990		6/12/2012 10:18		7/5/2012 10:59		SF		2233		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1981.5		no						ix		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"Both DMOS and VMOS offer enhanced speed through their short channel lengths. As such, they can be expected to permit the early introduction of high-speed MOS circuits in the late 1970s and early 1980s. With the application of electron-beam lithographic techniques in production by the early to mid-1980s, their subsequent use is less certain in high-speed LSI."		32		Between 1980 and 1983, at least one high-speed metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) circuit will be introduced commercially. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		32		2234		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The preface indicates that the book’s forecasts are based on a literature review and interviews with experts. 		1981.5		no				The authors are predicting the emergence of new products.		32		Technology emergence		1983		1980		312		9				226		yes				no		High-speed MOS circuits		yes										no		MOS circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		MOS circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The full forecast statement indicates that the circuits were in development when the forecast was made.		32				1.5		Short-term		no				1980				The time horizon is the "early 1980s," which the standard lexicon defines as 1980 to 1983. 		32		1983		1980		6/13/2012 8:17		6/13/2012 8:23		SF		2234		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1983		no						ix		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"Both DMOS and VMOS offer enhanced speed through their short channel lengths. As such, they can be expected to permit the early introduction of high-speed MOS circuits in the late 1970s and early 1980s. With the application of electron-beam lithographic techniques in production by the early to mid-1980s, their subsequent use is less certain in high-speed LSI."		32		Between 1980 and 1986, electron-beam lithographic techniques will be used in production.  										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		32		2235		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The preface indicates that the book’s forecasts are based on a literature review and interviews with experts. 		1983		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of electron-beam lithography in production.		32		Market penetration		1986		1980		312		9				232		yes				no		Electron-beam lithography		yes										no		In this context, electron-beam lithography is a process/subsystem associated with production.		32		Subsystem		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		In this context, electron-beam lithography is a process/subsystem associated with production.		32		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that electron-beam lithography was not yet used in production.		32				3		Short-term		no				1980				The time horizon is "early to mid-1980s." The standard lexicon defines the early 1980s as 1980 to 1983, while the mid-1980s is 1984 to 1986. Therefore, the timeline is 1980 to 1986.		32		1986		1980		6/13/2012 8:22		6/13/2012 8:22		SF		2235		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1990		no						34		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"The cost of fabricating a monolithic circuit will decrease as a result of increased process automation but will increase because of rising labor costs and more expensive equipment and supplies. Wafer process cost is expected to increase from $30 in 1975 to $35 in 1980 and to $50 in 1990. Wafer size will increase from 3 in. (1975) to 4 in. (1980) and 5 in. by 1990."		34		In 1990, the cost of fabricating a monolithic wafer will be $50 (in 1975 USD). 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		34		2236		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 3.3 illustrates this forecast, and is based on historical trends. 		1990		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration.		34		Market penetration		1993		1987		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Monolithic wafers		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Monolithic wafers are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Monolithic wafers are components of computers.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.3 indicates that monolithic wafers were in use in 1980. 		34				10		Medium-term		no				1980		1990		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						6/13/2012 8:36		7/11/2012 11:02		SF		2236		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1990		no						34		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"The cost of fabricating a monolithic circuit will decrease as a result of increased process automation but will increase because of rising labor costs and more expensive equipment and supplies. Wafer process cost is expected to increase from $30 in 1975 to $35 in 1980 and to $50 in 1990. Wafer size will increase from 3 in. (1975) to 4 in. (1980) and 5 in. by 1990."		34		In 1990, the size of at least one monolithic wafer will be 5 inches. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		34		2237		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The forecast is based on figure 3.3, which extrapolates future values from past trends.		1990		no				The authors are predicting the changing size of wafers.		34		Evolution		1993		1987		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Monolithic wafers		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Monolithic wafers are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Monolithic wafers are components of computers.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.3 indicates that monolithic wafers were in use in 1980.		34				10		Medium-term		no				1980		1990		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						6/13/2012 8:40		7/11/2012 11:01		SF		2237		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1990		no						34		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"The use of improved masks, projection printing, and later, X-ray lithography...will reduce defect densities, maintaining yield in the 20 to 30 percent range and allowing the cost per unit area of processed silicon to decrease from about $0.13 (per 10 kmil^2) in 1975 to about $0.09 in 1990."		34		In 1990, the cost per unit area of at least one processed silicon wafer will be $0.09 per 10 kmil^2 (in 1975 USD).										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		34		2238		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The forecast is based on figure 3.3, which extrapolates future values from past trends.		1990		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration.		34		Market penetration		1993		1987		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Silicon wafers		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Silicon wafers are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Silicon wafers are components of computers.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.3 indicates that silicon wafers were in use in 1980.		34				10		Medium-term		no				1980		1990		Explicit in forecast statement.		34						6/13/2012 8:46		7/11/2012 11:01		SF		2238		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1985		no						34		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"Increased testing automation and the inclusion of diagnostic circuitry on the chip will only partially offset the increased cost of testing an increasingly complex die. An increase in testing cost from $0.30 (1975) to $0.54 (1985) and $0.75 (1990) is expected for RAM. The testing cost for more complex units (e.g., microcomputers) will be somewhat higher."		35		In 1985, testing costs associated with processed silicon chips will be $0.54 (in 1975 USD).		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		35		2239		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The forecast is based on figure 3.3, which extrapolates future values from past trends.		1985		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration.		35		Market penetration		1987		1983		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Silicon wafers		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Silicon wafers are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Silicon wafers are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.3 indicates that silicon wafers were in use in 1980.		34				5		Short-term		no				1980		1985		Explicit in forecast statement.		35						6/13/2012 9:27		7/11/2012 11:01		SF		2239		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1990		no						34		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"Increased testing automation and the inclusion of diagnostic circuitry on the chip will only partially offset the increased cost of testing an increasingly complex die. An increase in testing cost from $0.30 (1975) to $0.54 (1985) and $0.75 (1990) is expected for RAM. The testing cost for more complex units (e.g., microcomputers) will be somewhat higher."		35		In 1990, testing costs associated with processed silicon chips will be $0.75 (in 1975 USD).										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		35		2240		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The forecast is based on figure 3.3, which extrapolates future values from past trends.		1990		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration.		35		Market penetration		1993		1987		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Silicon wafers		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Silicon wafers are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Silicon wafers are components of computers.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.3 indicates that silicon wafers were in use in 1980.		34				10		Medium-term		no				1980		1990		Explicit in forecast statement.		35						6/13/2012 9:31		7/11/2012 11:00		SF		2240		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1981.5		no						35		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"Automated die-attach and lead-attach systems will become widespread by the early 1980s, causing a drop in this component of packaging cost."		35		Between 1980 and 1983, at least one automated die-attach system will become widespread. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		35		2241		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The preface indicates that the book’s forecasts are based on a literature review and interviews with experts. 		1981.5		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of die-attach systems.		35		Market penetration		1983		1980		312		9				232		yes				no		Die-attach systems		yes										no		Explicit in forecast statement.		35		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Die attachment is a system associated with production.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that die attachment was in use in 1980 but not yet widespread.		35				1.5		Short-term		no				1980				The time horizon is the "early 1980s," which the standard lexicon defines as 1980 to 1983. 		35		1983		1980		6/13/2012 9:42		6/13/2012 9:42		SF		2241		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1981.5		no						ix		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"Automated die-attach and lead-attach systems will become widespread by the early 1980s, causing a drop in this component of packaging cost."		35		Between 1980 and 1983, the use of at least one automated lead-attach system will be widespread. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		35		2242		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The preface indicates that the book’s forecasts are based on a literature review and interviews with experts. 		1981.5		no				The authors are predicting the popularity of lead-attach systems.		35		Market penetration		1983		1980		312		9				232		yes				no		Lead-attach system		yes										no		Explicit in forecast statement.		35		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Lead attachment is associated with producing computer-related devices.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that lead-attachment systems were not yet in widespread use in 1980.		35				1.5		Short-term		no				1980				The time horizon is the "early 1980s," which the standard lexicon defines as 1980 to 1983.		35		1983		1980		6/13/2012 9:47		6/13/2012 9:47		SF		2242		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1985		no						34		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"Improved plastics and molding techniques will permit increased use of plastic packages, with a shift from metal-lid ceramic to plastic and "cerdip" packages. Plastic packaging costs are expected to increase from $0.15 (1975) to $0.24 (1985) and may reach $0.35 by 1990 as package size continues to grow."		35		In 1985, plastic packaging costs for silicon wafers will be $0.24 (in 1975 USD).										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		35		2243		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The forecast is based on figure 3.3, which extrapolates future values from past trends.		1985		no				Costs provide an indication about market penetration.		35		Market penetration		1987		1983		312		4		20		232		yes				no		Plastic packaging		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Plastic packaging is a process/system.		35		System		Includes all technologies focused on production.  Examples are agriculture equipment, manufacturing processes, resource extraction, etc.		Production Technology		Plastic packaging is a process associated with producing silicon wafers. 		35		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that plastic packaging was occurring in 1980.		35				5		Short-term		no				1980		1985		Explicit in forecast statement.		35						6/13/2012 9:54		7/11/2012 11:00		SF		2243		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1990		no						34		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"The cost per 10 kmil^2 of processed, packaged silicon is expected to decline slowly from about $0.44 (1975) to about $0.28 cents in 1990, as shown in Figure 3.3."		35		In 1990, the cost per 10kmil^2 of processed, packaged silicon circuits will decline to $0.28 (in 1975 USD).										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		35		2244		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The forecast is based on figure 3.3, which extrapolates future values from past trends.		1990		no				Cost provides an indication of market penetration.		35		Market penetration		1993		1987		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Packaged silicon wafers		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Silicon wafers are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Silicon wafers are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.3 indicates that packaged silicon wafers were in use in 1980.		34				10		Medium-term		no				1980		1990		Explicit in forecast statement.		35						6/13/2012 9:58		7/11/2012 10:59		SF		2244		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						2000		no						37		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 3.4		37		In 2000, the effective gate size of at least one LSI circuit will be 7.9 microns per side.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		37		2245		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The forecasts in figure 3.4 are based on historical trends.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing gate size of LSI circuits.		37		Evolution		2006		1994		312		4		20		226		yes				no		LSI circuits		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		LSI circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		LSI circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.4 indicates that the gate size in 1980 was not at the level predicted for 2000.		37				20		Long-term		no				1980		2000		Explicit in figure.		37						6/13/2012 10:20		7/11/2012 10:59		SF		2245		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						2000		no						37		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 3.4		37		In 2000, the effective gate area of at least one LSI circuit will be 0.005 mil^2.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		37		2246		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 3.4 extrapolates future values from past trends.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing effective gate area of LSI circuits.		37		Evolution		2006		1994		312		4		20		226		yes				no		LSI circuits		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		LSI circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		LSI circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.4 indicates that effective gate areas in 1980 were not at the level predicted for 2000.		37				20		Long-term		no				1980		2000		Explicit in figure.		37						6/13/2012 10:30		7/11/2012 10:58		SF		2246		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1984		no						37		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 3.4		37		In 1984, the effective gate area of at least one LSI circuit will be 0.5 mil^2. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		37		2247		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 3.4 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1984		no				The authors are predicting the changing gate area of LSI circuits.		37		Evolution		1985		1983		312		4		20		226		yes				no		LSI circuits		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		LSI circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		LSI circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.4 indicates that the gate area in 1980 was not the same as the level predicted for 1984.		37				4		Short-term		no				1980		1984		Explicit in figure.		37						6/13/2012 10:35		7/11/2012 10:58		SF		2247		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		37						1991.5		no						37		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"As seen in the figure, improvements in gate density are expected to continue, with effective gate area shrinking to about 2 mil^2 in 1980, and 0.1 mil^2 by the early 1990s." 		37		Between 1990 and 1993, the effective gate area of at least one LSI circuit will be 0.1 mil^2.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		37		2248		no				yes				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The forecast is based on figure 3.4, which extrapolates future values from past trends.		1991.5		no				The authors are predicting the changing gate density of LSI circuits.		37		Evolution		1993		1990		312		4		20		226		yes				no		LSI circuits		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		LSI circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		LSI circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.4 indicates that density in 1980 was not at the level predicted for the early 1990s.		37				11.5		Long-term		no				1980				The time horizon is the "early 1990s," which the standard lexicon defines as 1990 to 1993.		37		1993		1990		6/13/2012 10:41		7/11/2012 10:57		SF		2248		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1984.5		no						ix		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"In situations where failures cannot be tolerated, redundancy will be used. Some fault detecting/correcting circuits will be built into the LSI circuits of the 1980s."		39		Between 1980 and 1989, at least three commercially-available LSI circuits will include fault detection and correction.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		39		2249		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The preface indicates that the book’s forecasts are based on a literature review and interviews with experts. 		1984.5		no				The authors are predicting the changing characteristics of LSI circuits.		39		Evolution		1989		1980		312		9				226		yes				no		LSI circuits		yes										no		LSI circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		LSI circuits are components of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that LSI circuits in 1980 did not include fault detection and correction.		39				4.5		Short-term		no				1980				The time horizon is "the 1980s," which is 1980 to 1989.		39		1989		1980		6/13/2012 10:53		6/13/2012 10:53		SF		2249		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1981.5		no						ix		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"Much progress has been made recently in logic based on new materials and effects. Gallium arsenide logic gates have exhibited delays less than 100 psec and Josephson junction devices have shown delays less than 50 psec...It is unlikely that there will be sufficient motivation to apply these devices in LSI before 1990, although applications in high-speed interface circuits are likely during the early 1980s."		40		Between 1980 and 1983, gallium arsenide gates or Josephson junction devices will be used in at least one high-speed interface circuit.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		40		2250		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The preface indicates that the book’s forecasts are based on a literature review and interviews with experts. 		1981.5		no				The authors are predicting the emergence of a new types of interface circuits.		40		Technology emergence		1983		1980		312		9				226		yes				no		High-speed interface circuits		yes										no		High-speed interface circuits are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		High-speed interface circuits are components of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that circuits using these new materials were in development in 1980.		40				1.5		Short-term		no				1980				The time horizon is the "early 1980s," which the standard lexicon defines as 1980 to 1983.		40		1983		1980		6/13/2012 11:00		6/13/2012 11:00		SF		2250		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1984		no						47		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 3.12		47		In 1984, the high-volume cost of at least one third generation (55 kmil^2) microcomputer will be between $4 and $5 (in 1975 USD).  										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		47		2251		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 3.12 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1984		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration.		47		Market penetration		1985		1983		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Microcomputers		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Processors are systems in computers.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Microcomputers are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.12 indicates that cost in 1980 was not the same as that predicted for 1984.		47				4		Short-term		no				1980		1984		Explicit in figure.		47						6/13/2012 11:09		7/13/2012 9:34		SF		2251		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1984		no						47		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 3.12		47		In 1984, the high-volume cost of at least one second-generation (35 kmil^2) microcomputer will be $3 to $4 (in 1975 USD).										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		47		2252		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 3.12 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1984		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration.		47		Market penetration		1985		1983		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Microcomputers		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Processors are systems in computers.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Microcomputers are computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.12 indicates that cost in 1980 was not the same as that predicted for 1984.		47				4		Short-term		no				1980		1984		Explicit in figure.		47						6/13/2012 11:12		7/13/2012 9:33		SF		2252		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1984		no						48		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 3.13		48		In 1984, at least one serial processor with a cycle time of 50 ns will be adopted commercially.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		48		2253		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 3.13 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1984		no				The authors are predicting the changing instruction cycle times of serial processors.		48		Evolution		1985		1983		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Serial processors		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Processors are subsystems in computers.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processors are subsystems in computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.13 indicates that cycle times in 1980 were not the same as those predicted.		48				4		Short-term		no				1980		1984		Explicit in figure.		48						6/13/2012 11:22		7/11/2012 10:56		SF		2253		SF

		3		yes		no		Need to do additional research to make sure the conversion used in Wikipedia source is valid. SF 7/5/12

Added evidence confirming Wikipedia source. DF				yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix		4. Little interpretation		1. Not realized at all		1988		yes		The average one serial processor had a cycle time of less than 30 ns until 1990. 		Using Wikipedia, a 3 Ghz processor is equal to 0.3 nanoseconds per cycle.  Given that a 3 Ghz processor is 3000 Mhz, we can do simple conversions to realize a 30 Mhz processor would equal 30 nanoseconds per cycle.  The second document shows the first processor to be about 30 Mhz was in 1990.		48		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 3.13		48		In 1988, at least one serial processor with a cycle time of 30 ns will be adopted commercially.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		48		2254		yes		1990		no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 3.13 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1988		no		0.25		The authors are predicting the changing instruction cycle times of serial processors.		48		Evolution		1990		1986		312		4		20		226		yes		2		no		Serial processors		yes		Forecast not yet realized in 1988. 		Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		yes		Processors are subsystems in computers.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processors are subsystems in computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.13 indicates that cycle times in 1980 were not the same as those predicted.		48		2		8		Medium-term		yes		SF		1980		1988		Explicit in figure.		48						6/13/2012 11:25		7/16/2012 7:12		SF		2254		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1992		no						48		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 3.13		48		In 1992, at least one serial processor with a cycle time of 10 ns will be adopted commercially.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		48		2255		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 3.13 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1992		no				The authors are predicting the changing instruction cycle times of serial processors.		48		Evolution		1996		1988		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Serial processors		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Processors are subsystems in computers.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processors are subsystems in computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.13 indicates that cycle times in 1980 were not the same as those predicted.		48				12		Long-term		no				1980		1992		Explicit in figure.		48						6/13/2012 11:28		7/11/2012 10:55		SF		2255		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1996		no						48		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 3.13		48		In 1996, at least one serial processor with a cycle time of 6.5 ns will be adopted commercially.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		48		2256		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 3.13 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1996		no				The authors are predicting the changing instruction cycle times of serial processors.		48		Evolution		2001		1991		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Serial processors		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Processors are subsystems in computers.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processors are subsystems in computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.13 indicates that cycle times in 1980 were not the same as those predicted.		48				16		Long-term		no				1980		1996		Explicit in figure.		48						6/13/2012 11:31		7/11/2012 10:53		SF		2256		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						2000		no						48		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 3.13		48		In 2000, at least one serial processor with a cycle time of 6.5 ns will be adopted commercially.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		48		2257		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 3.13 extrapolates future values from past trends.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing instruction cycle times of serial processors.		48		Evolution		2006		1994		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Serial processors		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Processors are subsystems in computers.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processors are subsystems in computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.13 indicates that cycle times in 1980 were not the same as those predicted.		48				20		Long-term		no				1980		2000		Explicit in figure.		48						6/13/2012 11:33		7/11/2012 10:53		SF		2257		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1981		no						ix		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"The 128K-bit chips, expected by 1981, should see some further cell simplifications, a larger chip size, enhanced sensitivity in the sense amplifiers, and perhaps some use of discretionary wiring or redundancy and yield enhancement."		56		In 1981, at least one 128K memory chip will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		56		2258		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The preface indicates that the book’s forecasts are based on a literature review and interviews with experts. 		1981		no				The authors are predicting the emergence of a new technology/chip.		56		Technology emergence		1981		1981		312		9				226		yes				no		Memory chip		yes										no		Memory chips are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Memory chips are components of computers.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		The forecast indicates that 128K chips were about to enter the commercial market in 1980.		56				1		Short-term		no				1980		1981		Explicit in forecast statement.		56						6/13/2012 11:41		6/13/2012 11:41		SF		2258		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1984		no						57		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"Further cost reductions are forecast as shown in Figure 3.21, and RAM should reach $0.0001 per bit by 1984 or before."		57		In 1984, RAM will be $0.0001 per bit (in 1975 USD). 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		57		2259		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		The forecast is based on figure 3.20, which extrapolates future values from past trends.		1984		no				Cost is an indication of market penetration.		57		Market penetration		1985		1983		312		4		20		226		yes				no		RAM		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		RAM is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		RAM is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.20 indicates that RAM was not at the predicted level in 1980.		57				4		Short-term		no				1980		1984		Explicit in forecast statement.		57						6/13/2012 11:45		7/11/2012 10:52		SF		2259		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1990		no						ix		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"Block oriented CCD RAMs may merge the random access and serial approaches and could be widely used in the 1980s. By the 1990s, it is likely that new memory approaches (e.g., optical stores) will be applied."		58		In 1990, at least one new memory technology that was not used in 1980 (such as optical stores) will be in use.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		58		2260		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The preface indicates that the book’s forecasts are based on a literature review and interviews with experts. 		1990		no				The authors are predicting the emergence of a new technology.		58		Technology emergence		1993		1987		312		9				226		yes				no		Memory		yes										no		Memory is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Memory is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that new memory approaches were in development in 1980.		58				10		Medium-term		no				1980		1990		The time horizon is "by the 1990s." According to the standard lexicon, forecasts using the word "by" are point estimates. Since the 1990s start in 1990, the forecast date is 1990, not a range of 1990-1999.		58						6/13/2012 11:50		6/13/2012 11:50		SF		2260		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1984		no						60		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 3.22		60		In 1984, the access time of a 4K-bit dynamic RAM will be ~40 ns.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		60		2261		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 3.22 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1984		no				The authors are predicting the changing RAM access time.		60		Evolution		1985		1983		312		4		20		226		yes				no		RAM		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		RAM is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		RAM is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.22 indicates that RAM access time in 1980 was not at the level predicted in the forecast.		60				4		Short-term		no				1980		1984		Explicit in figure.		60						6/13/2012 12:02		7/11/2012 10:52		SF		2261		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1988		no						60		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 3.22		60		In 1988, the access time of a 4K-bit dynamic RAM will be 9 ns.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		60		2262		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 3.22 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1988		no				The authors are predicting the changing RAM access time.		60		Evolution		1990		1986		312		4		20		226		yes				no		RAM		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		RAM is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		RAM is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.22 indicates that RAM access time in 1980 was not at the level predicted in the forecast.		60				8		Medium-term		no				1980		1988		Explicit in figure.		60						6/13/2012 12:04		7/11/2012 10:51		SF		2262		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1992		no						60		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 3.22		60		In 1992, the access time of a 4K-bit dynamic RAM will be ~6 ns.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		60		2263		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 3.22 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1992		no				The authors are predicting the changing RAM access time.		60		Evolution		1996		1988		312		4		20		226		yes				no		RAM		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		RAM is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		RAM is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.22 indicates that RAM access time in 1980 was not at the level predicted in the forecast.		60				12		Long-term		no				1980		1992		Explicit in figure.		60						6/13/2012 12:07		7/11/2012 10:51		SF		2263		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1996		no						60		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 3.22		60		In 1996, the access time of a 4K-bit dynamic RAM will be ~3.5 ns.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		60		2264		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 3.22 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1996		no				The authors are predicting the changing RAM access time.		60		Evolution		2001		1991		312		4		20		226		yes				no		RAM		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		RAM is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		RAM is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.22 indicates that RAM access time in 1980 was not at the level predicted in the forecast.		60				16		Long-term		no				1980		1996		Explicit in figure.		60						6/13/2012 12:09		7/11/2012 10:51		SF		2264		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						2000		no						60		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 3.22		60		In 2000, the access time of a 4K-bit RAM will be ~2 ns.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		60		2265		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 3.22 extrapolates future values from past trends.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing RAM access time.		60		Evolution		2006		1994		312		4		20		226		yes				no		RAM		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		RAM is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		RAM is a component of computer technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 3.22 indicates that RAM access time in 1980 was not at the level predicted in the forecast.		60				20		Long-term		no				1980		2000		Explicit in figure.		60						6/13/2012 12:12		7/11/2012 10:50		SF		2265		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1985		no						ix		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"By 1985, most large machines (by 1978 standards) are expected to follow suit. The prospect of a processor composed of 10^4 gates, 64K bits of RAM, and 128K bits of ROM on a single chip is very real for 1985."		63		In 1985, at least one processor with 10^4 gates, 64K bits of RAM, and 128K bits of ROM in a single chip will be available commercially.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		63		2266		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The preface indicates that the book’s forecasts are based on a literature review and interviews with experts. 		1985		no				The authors are predicting the evolution of processors.		63		Evolution		1987		1983		312		9				226		yes				no		Processors		yes										no		Processors are components associated with computers.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Processors are subsystems associated with computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that such a processor did not exist in 1980.		63				5		Short-term		no				1980		1985		Explicit in forecast statement.		63						6/13/2012 12:19		7/13/2012 9:25		SF		2266		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1984		no						73		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 4.3		73		In 1984, at least one monolithic analog-to-digital converter will have an accuracy of 14.5 bits.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		73		2267		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 4.3 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1984		no				The authors are predicting the changing accuracy of converters.		73		Evolution		1985		1983		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Converters		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Converters are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Converters are subsystems of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 4.3 indicates that accuracy in 1980 was not at the level predicted in the forecast.		73				4		Short-term		no				1980		1984		Explicit in figure.		73						6/13/2012 12:29		7/13/2012 9:16		SF		2267		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1988		no						73		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 4.3		73		In 1988, at least one monolithic analog-to-digital converter will have an accuracy of 15.5 bits.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		73		2268		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 4.3 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1988		no				The authors are predicting the changing accuracy of converters.		73		Evolution		1990		1986		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Converters		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Converters are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Converters are subsystems of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 4.3 indicates that accuracy in 1980 was not at the level predicted in the forecast.		73				8		Medium-term		no				1980		1988		Explicit in figure.		73						6/13/2012 12:31		7/13/2012 9:16		SF		2268		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1992		no						73		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 4.3		73		In 1992, at least one monolithic analog-to-digital converter will have an accuracy of 16.3 bits.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		73		2269		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 4.3 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1992		no				The authors are predicting the changing accuracy of converters.		73		Evolution		1996		1988		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Converters		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Converters are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Converters are subsystems of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 4.3 indicates that accuracy in 1980 was not at the level predicted in the forecast.		73				12		Long-term		no				1980		1992		Explicit in figure.		73						6/13/2012 12:33		7/13/2012 9:15		SF		2269		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1996		no						73		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 4.3		73		In 1996, at least one monolithic analog-to-digital converter will have an accuracy of 16.5 bits.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		73		2270		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 4.3 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1996		no				The authors are predicting the changing accuracy of converters.		73		Evolution		2001		1991		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Converters		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Converters are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Converters are subsystems of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 4.3 indicates that accuracy in 1980 was not at the level predicted in the forecast.		73				16		Long-term		no				1980		1996		Explicit in figure.		73						6/13/2012 12:36		7/13/2012 9:15		SF		2270		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						2000		no						73		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 4.3		73		In 2000, at least one monolithic analog-to-digital converter will have an accuracy of 17 bits.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		73		2271		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 4.3 extrapolates future values from past trends.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing accuracy of converters.		73		Evolution		2006		1994		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Converters		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Converters are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Converters are subsystems of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 4.3 indicates that accuracy in 1980 was not at the level predicted in the forecast.		73				20		Long-term		no				1980		2000		Explicit in figure.		73						6/13/2012 12:38		7/13/2012 9:14		SF		2271		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1984		no						74		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 4.4		74		In 1984, at least one monolithic successive-approximation converter with a 10-bit accuracy will have a conversion time of 3 microseconds.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		74		2272		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 4.4 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1984		no				The authors are predicting the changing conversion time of converters. 		74		Evolution		1985		1983		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Converters		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Converters are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Converters are subsystems of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 4.4 indicates that conversion time in 1980 was not at the level predicted in the forecast.		74				4		Short-term		no				1980		1984		Explicit in figure.		74						6/13/2012 12:45		7/13/2012 9:14		SF		2272		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1988		no						74		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 4.4		74		In 1988, at least one monolithic successive-approximation converter with a 10-bit accuracy will have a conversion time of 1.4 microseconds.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		74		2273		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 4.4 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1988		no				The authors are predicting the changing conversion time of converters. 		74		Evolution		1990		1986		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Converters		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Converters are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Converters are subsystems of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 4.4 indicates that conversion time in 1980 was not at the level predicted in the forecast.		74				8		Medium-term		no				1980		1988		Explicit in figure.		74						6/13/2012 12:52		7/13/2012 9:13		SF		2273		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1992		no						74		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 4.4		74		In 1992, at least one monolithic successive-approximation converter with a 10-bit accuracy will have a conversion time of 0.9 microseconds.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		74		2274		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 4.4 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1992		no				The authors are predicting the changing conversion time of converters. 		74		Evolution		1996		1988		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Converters		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Converters are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Converters are subsystems of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 4.4 indicates that conversion time in 1980 was not at the level predicted in the forecast.		74				12		Long-term		no				1980		1992		Explicit in figure.		74						6/13/2012 12:56		7/13/2012 9:13		SF		2274		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1996		no						74		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 4.4		74		In 1996, at least one monolithic successive-approximation converter with a 10-bit accuracy will have a conversion time of 0.7 microseconds.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		74		2275		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 4.4 extrapolates future values from past trends.		1996		no				The authors are predicting the changing conversion time of converters. 		74		Evolution		2001		1991		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Converters		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Converters are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Converters are subsystems of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 4.4 indicates that conversion time in 1980 was not at the level predicted in the forecast.		74				16		Long-term		no				1980		1996		Explicit in figure.		74						6/13/2012 13:05		7/13/2012 9:13		SF		2275		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						2000		no						74		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Figure 4.4		74		In 2000, at least one monolithic successive-approximation converter with a 10-bit accuracy will have a conversion time of 0.6 microseconds.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		74		2276		no				no				Forecasts that rely on statistical, mathematical, or methodological tools to fit data to general trends		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Figure 4.4 extrapolates future values from past trends.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing conversion time of converters. 		74		Evolution		2006		1994		312		4		20		226		yes				no		Converters		yes				Extrapolating future events from historic record		Extrapolation		4		no		Converters are components of computers.		NA		Component		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Converters are subsystems of computers.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 4.4 indicates that conversion time in 1980 was not at the level predicted in the forecast.		74				20		Long-term		no				1980		2000		Explicit in figure.		74						6/13/2012 13:07		7/13/2012 9:12		SF		2276		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1984.5		no						ix		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		"As this technology advances, storage of individual words may be feasible so that phrases may be synthesized directly by the machine. Voice output systems should be practical for avionics during the 1980s."		87		Between 1980 and 1989, at least one avoinics technology will include a voice output system.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		87		2277		no				yes				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		The preface indicates that the book’s forecasts are based on a literature review and interviews with experts. 		1984.5		no				The authors are predicting that voice output systems will evolve such that they're practical for use in avoinics technologies.		87		Evolution		1989		1980		312		9				223		yes				no		Voice output systems		yes										no		Explicit in forecast statement.		87		System		Includes all technologies associated with aerial movement of people and cargo, regardless of platform type (rotary wing, fixed wing, lighter than air - excludes rockets and missiles)		Air Transportation Technology		In this context, the systems would be used in air transportation technologies.		87		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The forecast implies that voice output systems were not yet practical for use in avionics.		87				4.5		Short-term		no				1980				The time horizon is the 1980s, which is 1980 to 1989.		87		1989		1980		6/13/2012 13:19		6/13/2012 13:19		SF		2277		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1982		no						164-167		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Table 7.6		164		In 1982, at least one microcomputer that processes VLSI data will have a speed of 7.81 MIPS. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		164		2278		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		This forecast is based on scenarios (in this case, the "expansive growth" scenario) as well as quantitative methodologies, since the authors state on page 165 that charts displaying table 7.6 data were made according to equations provided on page 167.		1982		no				The authors are predicting the changing speed of microcomputers.		164		Evolution		1983		1981		312		9				226		yes				no		Microcomputers		yes										no		Microcomputers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in table.		164		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 7.2 indicates that microcomputers did not have the predicted processing time in 1980.		164				2		Short-term		no				1980		1982		Explicit in table.		164						6/13/2012 13:33		6/13/2012 13:33		SF		2278		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1985		no						164		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Table 7.6		164		In 1985, at least one microcomputer that processes VLSI data will have a speed of 15.63 MIPS. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		164		2279		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		This forecast is based on scenarios (in this case, the "expansive growth" scenario) as well as quantitative methodologies, since the authors state on page 165 that charts displaying table 7.6 data were made according to equations provided on page 167.
164-167
		1985		no				The authors are predicting the changing speed of microcomputers 		164		Evolution		1987		1983		312		9				226		yes				no		Microcomputers		yes										no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		164		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 7.2 indicates that microcomputer speed in 1980 was not the same as is predicted for 1985.		164				5		Short-term		no				1980		1985		Explicit in table.		164						6/13/2012 13:42		6/13/2012 13:42		SF		2279		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1985		no						164		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Table 7.6		164		In 1985, at least one microcomputer that processes VLSI data will have a speed of 7.81 MIPS. 										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		164		2280		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		This forecast is based on scenarios (in this case, the "resource allocation" scenario) as well as quantitative methodologies, since the authors state on page 165 that charts displaying table 7.6 data were made according to equations provided on page 167.		1985		no				The authors are predicting the changing speed of microcomputers 		164		Evolution		1987		1983		312		9				226		yes				no		Microcomputers		yes										no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in table.		164		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 7.2 indicates that microcomputer speed in 1980 was not what is predicted for 1985.		164				5		Short-term		no				1980		1985		Explicit in table.		164						6/13/2012 13:48		6/13/2012 13:48		SF		2280		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1990		no						164-167		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Table 7.6		164		In 1990, at least one microcomputer that processes VLSI data will have a speed of 7.81 MIPS.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		164		2281		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		This forecast is based on scenarios (in this case, the "muddling through" scenario) as well as quantitative methodologies, since the authors state on page 165 that charts displaying table 7.6 data were made according to equations provided on page 167.		1990		no				The authors are predicting the changing speed of microcomputers 		164		Evolution		1993		1987		312		9				226		yes				no		Microcomputers		yes										no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in table.		164		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 7.2 indicates that microcomputer speed in 1980 was not the same as is predicted for 1990.		164				10		Medium-term		no				1980		1990		Explicit in table.		164						6/13/2012 13:52		6/13/2012 13:55		SF		2281		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						1990		no						164-167		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Table 7.6		164		In 1990, at least one microcomputer that processes VLSI data will have a speed of 15.63 MIPS.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		164		2282		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		This forecast is based on scenarios (in this case, the "resource allocation" scenario) as well as quantitative methodologies, since the authors state on page 165 that charts displaying table 7.6 data were made according to equations provided on page 167.		1990		no				The authors are predicting the changing speed of microcomputers 		164		Evolution		1993		1987		312		9				226		yes				no		Microcomputers		yes										no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in table.		164		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 7.2 indicates that microcomputer speed in 1980 was not as fast as is predicted for 1990.		164				10		Medium-term		no				1980		1990		Explicit in table.		164						6/13/2012 13:55		6/13/2012 13:55		SF		2282		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						2000		no						164-167		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Table 7.6		164		In 2000, at least one microcomputer that processes VLSI data will have a speed of 41.67 MIPS.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		164		2283		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		This forecast is based on scenarios (in this case, the "resource allocation" scenario) as well as quantitative methodologies, since the authors state on page 165 that charts displaying table 7.6 data were made according to equations provided on page 167.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing speed of microcomputers 		164		Evolution		2006		1994		312		9				226		yes				no		Microcomputers		yes										no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in table.		164		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 7.2 indicates that microcomputer speed in 1980 was different from the speed predicted for 2000.		164				20		Long-term		no				1980		2000		Explicit in table.		164						6/13/2012 13:59		6/13/2012 13:59		SF		2283		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The book was published in 1980 but information in the preface indicates that the book makes informed judgments about future microcomputer technology and its impacts on society for the period 1976 to 2000, which suggests that forecasts were made prior to 1976.  Text in some chapters of the book make predictions about the late 1970s and 1980, supporting the preface’s claim that forecasts are for 1976-2000. However, text in other chapters of the book refers to 1978 in the past tense. Therefore, the analyst assumes forecasts were made the year the book was published (1980). 		ix						2000		no						164-167		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				yes		Academic publications		Table 7.6		164		In 2000, at least one microcomputer that processes VLSI data will have a speed of 15.63 MIPS.										1		Worldwide		The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions, as seen on the book’s title page. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		NA		No country-specific information is provided, so forecasts likely apply worldwide. 		164		2284		no				no				Use this option when a forecast uses multiple methodologies equally. Use sparingly. 		Multiple		This forecast is based on scenarios (in this case, the "expansive growth" scenario) as well as quantitative methodologies, since the authors state on page 165 that charts displaying table 7.6 data were made according to equations provided on page 167.		2000		no				The authors are predicting the changing speed of microcomputers 		164		Evolution		2006		1994		312		9				226		yes				no		Microcomputers		yes										no		Computers are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies associated with storing and processing data (chips, memory, hardware, and software for the processing data)		Computer Technology		Explicit in table.		164		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		Figure 7.2 indicates that microcomputer speed in 1980 was not the same as that predicted for 2000.		164				20		Long-term		no				1980		2000		Explicit in table.		164						6/13/2012 14:02		6/13/2012 14:02		SF		2284		SF

		1		yes		no						yes		The advertisement was published in 1910. 		1		5. No interpretation		2. Somewhat realized		1913		yes		The first transatlantic telephone conversation using wireless transmission occurred in 1915. Although this is 2 years later than the calculated realization date, it is well within the author's given timeline. 		Data stated clearly in source. 		1		“North American Wireless Corporation,” Salt Lake City Herald-Republican, May 8, 1910, accessed June 21, 2012, http://earlyradiohistory.us/1910naw.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“I feel certain that within a short time we will be able to be in wireless communication between our station on top of the Metropolitan Tower in New York and the Eiffel Tower in Paris.”		1		Between 1911 and 1915, it will be possible for a company in United States to communicate with Paris using a wireless telephone. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The advertisement was published in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The forecast is predicting that a company in the U.S. will be able to communicate wirelessly with international locations.		1		2285		no		1915		yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The advertisement has a section that contains forecasts made by Dr. Lee DeForest, inventor of the wireless telephone. He was an expert in the field of telephony. 		1913		no		0.666666667		The author is predicting the evolving utility and functionality of wireless telephones.		1		Evolution		1915		1911		313		2		8		225		yes		2		no		Wireless telephones		yes		No transatlantic telephone conversation took place in 1913. 		Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		yes		Wireless telephony is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Wireless telephones are communications technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author indicates that the technology to communicate wirelessly with other countries was in development in 1910.		1		2		3		Short-term		yes		SF		1910				The time horizon is "a short time," which the analyst interprets as being the same as "in the short term." The standard lexicon defines this as 1-5 years.		1		1915		1911		6/21/2012 14:30		7/17/2012 6:39		SF		2285		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The advertisement was published in 1910. 		1						1912.5		no						1		“North American Wireless Corporation,” Salt Lake City Herald-Republican, May 8, 1910, accessed June 21, 2012, http://earlyradiohistory.us/1910naw.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“I may say that the possibilities of the Radio telephone are almost limitless, and I confidently predict that within the next five years every ship of large tonnage that goes to sea will be equipped with the wireless telephone, and will be in telephonic communication in every part of the civilized world.”		1		Between 1910 and 1915, every ship of large tonnage that goes to sea will be equipped with the wireless telephone.										1		Worldwide		The advertisement was published in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No country-specific information was provided, so the forecast likely applies worldwide.		1		2286		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The advertisement has a section that contains forecasts made by Dr. Lee DeForest, inventor of the wireless telephone. He was an expert in the field of telephony. 		1912.5		no				The author is predicting the popularity of wireless telephones among large tonnage ships.		1		Market penetration		1915		1910		313		2		8		225		yes				no		Wireless telephones		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Wireless telephony is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Wireless telephones are communications technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author implies that wireless telephones for use in maritime shipping were in development in 1910.		1				2.5		Short-term		no				1910				The time horizon is "next five years," which the standard lexicon defines as a range between when the forecast was made and 5 years.		1		1915		1910		6/21/2012 14:38		7/17/2012 6:39		SF		2286		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The advertisement was published in 1910. 		1						1912.5		no						1		“North American Wireless Corporation,” Salt Lake City Herald-Republican, May 8, 1910, accessed June 21, 2012, http://earlyradiohistory.us/1910naw.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“I may say that the possibilities of the Radio telephone are almost limitless, and I confidently predict that within the next five years every ship of large tonnage that goes to sea will be equipped with the wireless telephone, and will be in telephonic communication in every part of the civilized world.”		1		Between 1910 and 1915, large tonnage ships will be in wireless telephonic communication in every part of the civilized world.										7		Multi-regional		The advertisement was published in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The forecast pertains to the "civilized world," such as it was in 1910.		1		2287		no				yes				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The advertisement has a section that contains forecasts made by Dr. Lee DeForest, inventor of the wireless telephone. He was an expert in the field of telephony. 		1912.5		no				The author is predicting the changing functionality of wireless telephony.		1		Evolution		1915		1910		313		2		8		225		yes				no		Wireless telephones		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Wireless telephony is a system. 		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Wireless telephones are communications technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author implies that the ability to communicate internationally using wireless telephony was in development in 1910.		1				2.5		Short-term		no				1910				The time horizon is "within the next five years," which the standard lexicon defines as a range between the year the forecast was made and five years.		1		1915		1910		6/21/2012 14:44		7/17/2012 6:39		SF		2287		SF

		0		yes		no						yes		The advertisement was published in 1910. 		1						1913		no						1		“North American Wireless Corporation,” Salt Lake City Herald-Republican, May 8, 1910, accessed June 21, 2012, http://earlyradiohistory.us/1910naw.htm. 				yes		Trade press and popular media		“The long-distance wireless telephone is already a proven fact, and I thoroughly believe that but a few short years will elapse before we will be in actual vocal accord, not only with Paris, but with every other capital of the nations of the Old World.”		1		In 1913, at least one U.S. company will be in wireless vocal communication with capitals of the nations of the Old World. 		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		The advertisement was published in the U.S.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		The author is predicting that a U.S. company will be able to communicate telephonically with other countries.		1		2288		no				no				Intuitive methods that use expert judgment with formalized analysis processes		Expert Analysis Methods		The advertisement has a section that contains forecasts made by Dr. Lee DeForest, inventor of the wireless telephone. He was an expert in the field of telephony. 		1913		no				The author is predicting the changing functionality of wireless telephones.		1		Evolution		1914		1912		313		2		8		225		yes				no		Wireless telephones		yes				Informal prediction developed by one, or a small team of, expert(s) for publication		Essays		2		no		Wireless telephony is a system.		NA		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Wireless telephones are communications technologies.		NA		Technology in Development (TRL 4-6) - predicted technologies with systems in development at the time of the forecast		The author implies that the technology was in development in 1910.		1				3		Short-term		no				1910		1913		The time horizon is "a few short years," which the analyst defined as "a few (3) years."		1						6/21/2012 14:52		7/17/2012 6:38		SF		2288		SF

		1		no		yes						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 2002.		1						2007		no						1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Breakthroughs for Future Household Products by 2007,” news release, 2002. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Virtual projections and sound environments will be used to enhance computer games, music systems, video entertainment systems, and exercise equipment."		2		By 2007, household music systems will incorporate virtual projections and sound.										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No specific country or region listed.		2		2289		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that Battelle is making the forecasts but doesn’t specify that experts at Battelle is doing so. However, Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied.		2007		no				Virtual projections and sound environments will migrate into video game, music, entertainment, and other technologies.		2		Technology Migration		2009		2005		41		1				225		yes				no		Virtual reality domestic products		yes										no		The sound device would be a subsystem of the system or product it is providing sound for.		2		Subsystem		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Virtual reality products are a form of communication.		2		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence given the technology was being worked on at the time of forecast.		1				5		Short-term		no				2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						7/10/2012 9:17		7/16/2012 14:37		SC		2289		SF

		1		no		yes						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 2002.		1						2007		no						1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Breakthroughs for Future Household Products by 2007,” news release, 2002. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Virtual projections and sound environments will be used to enhance computer games, music systems, video entertainment systems, and exercise equipment."		2		By 2007, household video entertainment systems will incorporate virtual projections and sound.										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No specific country or region listed.		2		2290		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that Battelle is making the forecasts but doesn’t specify that experts at Battelle is doing so. However, Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied.		2007		no				Virtual projections and sound environments will migrate into video game, music, entertainment, and other technologies.		2		Technology Migration		2009		2005		41		1				225		yes				no		Virtual reality domestic products		yes										no		Explicit in forecast statement.		2		System		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Virtual reality products are a form of communication.		2		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence given the technology was being worked on at the time of forecast.		2				5		Short-term		no				2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						7/10/2012 9:22		7/16/2012 14:37		SC		2290		SF

		1		no		yes						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 2002.		1						2007		no						1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Breakthroughs for Future Household Products by 2007,” news release, 2002. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Virtual projections and sound environments will be used to enhance computer games, music systems, video entertainment systems, and exercise equipment."		2		By 2007, household exercise equipment will incorporate virtual projections and sound.										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No specific country or region listed.		1		2291		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that Battelle is making the forecasts but doesn’t specify that experts at Battelle is doing so. However, Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied.		2007		no				Virtual projections and sound environments will migrate into video game, music, entertainment, and other technologies.		2		Technology Migration		2009		2005		41		1				236		yes				no		Virtual reality domestic products		yes										no		Exercise equipment are systems, generally.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Exercise equipment capitalize on physical and mechanical properties.		2		Conceptual Technology (TRL 1-3) - predicts technologies based on basic research or conceptual hypothesis		No evidence given the technology was being worked on at the time of forecast.		2				5		Short-term		no				2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						7/10/2012 9:27		7/16/2012 14:37		SC		2291		SF

		1		no		yes						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 2002.		1						2007		no						1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Breakthroughs for Future Household Products by 2007,” news release, 2002. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Wires will begin to disappear from view in homes as we move toward wireless communication, data transmission, and energy distribution. That means more cordless telephones, wireless hook-ups to the internet, and even electric lamps and small appliances that don't have to be plugged in."		1		By 2007, the number of household wireless hook-ups to the Internet worldwide will be greater than the number in 2002.										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No specific country or region listed.		1		2292		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that Battelle is making the forecasts but doesn’t specify that experts at Battelle is doing so. However, Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied.		2007		no				The technologies are evolving such that they don't need wires.		1		Evolution		2009		2005		41		1				225		yes				no		Wireless communication 		yes		Wireless Internet use continued to increase in 2007. 								no		Wireless communication is a system of systems.		1		Systems of systems		Includes all technologies designed for communicating information.  This area includes networks, radio, television.  It does not include print media and computer hardware		Communications Technology		Explicit in forecast statement.		1		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Forecast states "more" wireless devices will become available, implying they are already in existence at the time of forecast.		1				5		Short-term		no				2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						7/10/2012 9:53		7/17/2012 6:38		SF		2292		SF

		1		no		yes						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 2002.		1						2007		no						1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Breakthroughs for Future Household Products by 2007,” news release, 2002. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Wires will begin to disappear from view in homes as we move toward wireless communication, data transmission, and energy distribution. That means more cordless telephones, wireless hook-ups to the internet, and even electric lamps and small appliances that don't have to be plugged in."		1		By 2007, the number of household electric lamps that don't have to be plugged in will be greater than the number available in 2002.										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No specific country or region listed.		1		2293		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that Battelle is making the forecasts but doesn’t specify that experts at Battelle is doing so. However, Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied.		2007		no				The technologies are evolving such that they don't need wires.		1		Evolution		2009		2005		41		1				236		yes				no		Wireless electric lamps		yes										no		Wireless lamps would be subsystems.		NA		Subsystem		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Wireless electric lamps would capitalize on physical, chemical, and mechanical properties.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Forecast states "more" wireless devices will become available, implying they are already in existence at the time of forecast.		1				5		Short-term		no				2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						7/10/2012 9:59		7/16/2012 14:37		SC		2293		SF

		1		no		yes						yes		The first page of the document indicates that the content was originally posted in 2002.		1						2007		no						1		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Breakthroughs for Future Household Products by 2007,” news release, 2002. 				yes		Strategic analysis firms		"Wires will begin to disappear from view in homes as we move toward wireless communication, data transmission, and energy distribution. That means more cordless telephones, wireless hook-ups to the internet, and even electric lamps and small appliances that don't have to be plugged in."		1		By 2007, the number of small household appliances that don't have to be plugged in will be greater than the number available in 2002.										1		Worldwide		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio.		108		United States of America		7		Northern America		3		Americas		1		No specific country or region listed.		1		2294		no				no				Intuitive methods that rely on expert judgment through direct input		Expert Sourcing		The document indicates that Battelle is making the forecasts but doesn’t specify that experts at Battelle is doing so. However, Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied.		2007		no				The technologies are evolving such that they don't need wires.		1		Evolution		2009		2005		41		1				236		yes				no		Cordless small appliances		yes										no		Generally, appliances are systems.		NA		System		Includes all technologies that provide a function by capitalizing physical or chemical properties.  Includes explosives, heat transport systems, cleaning supplies, conventional weapons		Physical, Chemical, and Mechanical System		Cordless small appliances would capitalize on physical, chemical, or mechanical properties.		NA		Technology Demonstration (TRL 7-9) - predicted technologies that have been demonstrated or fielded at the time of the forecast		Forecast states "more" wireless devices will become available, implying they are already in existence at the time of forecast.		1				5		Short-term		no				2002		2007		Explicit in forecast statement.		1						7/10/2012 10:04		7/16/2012 14:37		SC		2294		SF
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		9		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=2&z=et4b		John Cockcroft, "Future of Atomic Energy," The Scientific Monthly, 82:3 (1956): 136-141.		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		Clear, consistent terminology.						1956		no		no		2		no				The article is based on a lecture given on the evening of 19 August 1955 at Geneva, Switzerland during the United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Forecast information was derived from papers presented at the conference, which addressed the UK, U.S., India, and other countries. 		138-141		The author had been the director of the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Research Establishment at Harwell since 1944. From 1944 to 1946, he was director of the Montreal and Chalk River Laboratory of the National Research Council of Canada.		yes		yes		Forecasts were derived from conference presentations; no efforts to mitigate bias.		Academic publications						1		Worldwide		The forecasts in the article are apparently derived from talks given at the United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy in August 1955. There are no explicit methodology statements in the document.				3/4/2011 12:30		4/14/2011 16:00		RG		2		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=4&z=et4b		"Aerospace Market Forecast: What's in it for Composites?," CompositeWorld.com, accessed 3-21-2011 


1This article is based on a December 2004 market report, Opportunities for Composites in the Global Aerospace Market 2004-2010, by E-Composites Inc., which estimates market size and forecasts trends for composite materials in various aerospace industry segments.  Need to find orginal source to get most of this info						no		Unknown		United States of America		7		3/1/2005		no		no		4		no		Northern America		Since 1928, Gardner Publications [Publishers of CompositeWorld] has been the premier publisher for the heart of manufacturing in North America - the plants, shops, factories, and the people that make them work. Gardner Publications was founded in 1928 in Cincinnati, Ohio, with the introduction of Modern Machine Shop (MMS) magazine -- the premier Metalworking and Machine Tool publication in North America.				Unknown		no		yes		Unknown		Market research firms		108		7		3		Americas		This is a summary article from a market forecast.  The article itself is relatively transparent, but we don't have the forecast to gauge methodology, or other factors.  So overall this forecast statement has a low transparency.		http://www.compositesworld.com/columns/aerospace-market-forecast-what39s-in-it-for-composites		3/8/2011 16:06		4/3/2012 13:48		SA		4		JH

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=5&z=et4b		Linda Geppert Associate Editor, "Solid State" IEEE SPECTRUM JANUARY 1994, 50-53						no		Most of the technical terms are clearly defined and used consistently.  There may be some information lost when reporting on the forecasts.		United States of America		7		Jan-94		no		no		5		no		Northern America		IEEE Spectrum's headquarters mailing address is:
Headquarters

3 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016
+1 212 419 7555 				The source is a technology magazine that from a trade organization that often highlights computer technologies.  This implies some integration.		no		yes		Unknown		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		Article is written in a trade press style with a fairly high level of detail.  However the useful forecast have limited information on methodology, background, and other necessary context 				3/8/2011 17:02		3/28/2011 11:48		JH		5		JH

		8		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=6&z=et4b		J. Vanston and H. Elliott "Nanotechnology: A Technology Forecast" April 2003 Texas State Technical College		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		Key words are defined and attempts at consistent language are used throughout the forecast section. 		United States of America		7		Apr-03		no		no		6		no		Northern America		Texas State Technical College				The authors have done several technology forecasts but do not appear to be SME.  I believe the level of integration is limited.		yes		yes		The report doesn't specifically mention bias mitigation, however it does separate its findings from forecasts of other organizations and individual.  Also the report uses multiple sources for the forecast with efforts to improve the quality of each source. 		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		This report clearly states its purpose and provides background information for the forecasts.  The various methodologies uses are outlined.  Overall the report is transparent. 		http://www.system.tstc.edu/forecasting/registration/download.asp		3/9/2011 9:48		10/19/2011 11:28		ND		6		JH

		5		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=7&z=et4b		Selwyn Enzer, "General Applications: Plastics and Competing Materials by 1985", Chapter in Harold Linstone's "The Delphi Methods Teniques and Applications":III.C. 2. Plastics and Competing Materials by 1985: A Delphi Forecasting Study," Originally published in 1971		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		The forecast document is clearly written.  The tables that display the forecast information sometimes use short hand and undefined jargon.		United States of America		7		The book was published in 2002 the chapter is from a 1970/71 forecast 		no		no		7		no		Northern America		The chapter was originally published as part of "Some Developments in Plastics and Competing Materials by 1985" by the Institute for the Future  in Middletown, Conn.				Unknown		yes		yes		The forecast used anonymity and successive reviews to limit bias.		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		Ample evidence is given on the methodology.  The tables that contain the specific forecasts include some jargon and short hand, but it appears to be used consistently and can be interpreted.				3/9/2011 12:25		9/22/2011 12:11		ND		7		JH

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=8&z=et4b		David Rigby Associates, Technical Textiles And Nonwovens: World Market Forecasts To 2010				I haven't been able to confirm a date for this article.  I think it might be based on a 2002 market survey.  There is a lot of data in here but untill we run this down can we use?		no				United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23				no		no		8		no		Western Europe		David Rigby Associates is a consultancy specialising in the fibre, textiles and clothing industry, based
in Manchester UK		1				no		yes				Trade press and popular media		197		5		5		Europe						3/9/2011 18:54		3/25/2011 12:54		JH		8		JH

		7		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=9&z=et4b		Donald W. Kosy, "Air Force Command and Control Information Processing in the 1980's: Trends in Software Technology" A RAND Publication, R-1012-PR, June 1974 		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		A glossary is included and efforts to keep consistent language appear to have been made.  Given the data of the forecast and the rate that this industry changes additional efforts are needed to translate some of the vocabulary.		United States of America		7		Jun-74		no		no		9		no		Northern America		Rand publication, based in Santa Monica CA		Title Page		Fairly integrated.  The analysis firm that conducted the report had a strong military presence. 		yes		yes		There is no mention of efforts to mitigate bias in the preface		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		The source is fairly transparent.  Background information on the technology, purpose of the report, forecasters, and methods is given.  Additional information on the specific methodology would be helpful.  				3/10/2011 11:02		10/19/2011 10:33		ND		9		JH

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=10&z=et4b		Dave Evans, Chief Futurist, Cisco IBSG Innovations Practice, "Top 25 Technology Predictions" Cisco IBSG 2009.						no		The forecasts statements are mostly clear with measureable, explicit events. 						Dec-09		no		no		10		no				Cisco IBSG is an International company with regional offices.  It does have a strong U.S. component. http://www.cisco.com/web/about/ac79/biographies.html		2		Cisco Internet Business Solutions Group should be very familiar with the events described but I don't know if they are directly linked to any one them.		no		yes		Unknown		Strategic analysis firms				16		1		Worldwide		The statements are fairly direct and clear, but there is no information on the context, methodology, source (beyond the analysis firm) or any other useful information.		http://www.cisco.com/web/about/ac79/docs/Top_25_Predictions_121409rev.pdf		3/11/2011 11:27		3/25/2011 12:34		JH		10		JH

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=11&z=et4b		Thomas J. Boardman, "The Future of Statistical Computing on Desktop Computers," The American Statistician vol 36, No 1 Feb 1982 pp 49-58 						no				United States of America		7		1982		no		no		11		no		Northern America		Author is from the Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO.		49				no		yes				Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas				http://www.jstor.org/stable/2684095		3/11/2011 12:20		10/19/2011 12:26		ND		11		JH

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=12&z=et4b		Richard Comerford, "PCs and workstations" IEEE Spectrum Technology 1994, 35-37.		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		Technical terms are consistently used and in some instances forecasts are broken down into constituents for added clarity.  For reported forecasts information may be lost in the writing.  		United States of America		7		Jan-94		no		no		12		no		Northern America		IEEE Spectrum's headquarters mailing address is:
Headquarters

3 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016
+1 212 419 7555 				The magazine is a industry organization publication that covers technology in general and often focuses on IT.  This implies there is some integration. 		yes		yes		Unknown		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		The transparency varies for each forecast.  Some are based on reported data and the original source will be necessary to provide contextual data.  Some forecast are reported in explicit graphs and appropriate context can be extracted from the surrounding text.				3/11/2011 15:11		4/14/2011 16:00		RG		12		JH

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=13&z=et4b		Robert I. Benjamin, "Information Technology in the 1990s: A Long Range Planning Scenario," MIS Quarterly Vol 6, No 2, June 1982, pp 11-31						no				United States of America		7		1982		no		no		13		no		Northern America		The article is published in an American journal and the Author is a manager at an U.S. company.		1 and 22				no		yes				Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas						3/11/2011 16:45		6/27/2011 14:56		JH		13		JH

		5		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=15&z=et4b		National Institute of Justice, "The Future of Forensic DNA Testing: Predictions of the Research and Development Working Group", 2000. 		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		Scientific terminology used throughout, but is explained in lay terms in the beginning of the report.		United States of America		7		Nov-00		no		no		15		no		Northern America		Document is written by the National Institute of Justice about the future of forensic DNA testing within the U.S. Therefore, forecasts pertains to the U.S.		v-vi		The forecasts in this document were derived from the National Institute of Justice's Research and Development Working Group, which is composed of scientists with expertise in genetics and microbial forensics (see p. vii).		yes		yes				Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		The preface describes the methodology as "several meetings, and numerous exchanges by letter, e-mail, and telephone" (p.iii). The report does not explicitly state what information was exchanged, other than to state that the specific assignment of the Working Group was to "predict...where the technology will be in 5 years and in 10 years." (p.iii)				3/17/2011 11:19		4/14/2011 16:00		RG		15		SF

		7		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=16&z=et4b		N. Gotsch and P. Reider, "Future Importance of Biotechnology in Arable Farming," Trends in Biotechnology, 7:2 (1989): 29-34. 		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		Very little lay terminology. Most words are familiar to geneticists, molecular biologists, botanists, and agricultural scientists.		Switzerland		5		1989		no		no		16		no		Western Europe		Drs. Gotch and Reider are affiliated with the Institute of Agricultural Economics, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich. 		29		Both authors were affiliated with the Institute of Agricultural Economics at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology when the article was published.		yes		yes		Per page 19 of the article, the authors contacted experts in genetics and molecular biology, plant breeding, plant physiology, agricultural product research and development, and commercial aspects of agriculture. Table 1 (p.20) indicates that most of the respondents were from public institutions in Europe, but that non-European, non-public (i.e., private) entities also participated in the study.		Academic publications		167		5		5		Europe		The study methodology was described fully and clearly in the article.				3/18/2011 8:57		4/14/2011 16:00		RG		16		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=17&z=et4b		Jim Gray, "Computer Technology Forecast for Virtual Observatories: Extended Abstract of talk at Astronomy Virtual Observatories of the Future," presented at California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, July 2000						no		For the most part conversational English is used		United States of America		7		Jul-00		no		no		17		no		Northern America		Microsoft Research, Talk given at CalTech		1		Somewhat.  The forecasts are for Virtual Observatories and the author is a computer expert.		no		yes		Unknown		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The source is written like a speech and most of the statements are thrown out without sufficient context or sourcing.  The informal style makes the forecasts very approachable but does not provide the depth for a good analysis.				3/18/2011 12:22		3/28/2011 10:45		JH		17		JH

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=18&z=et4b		The Associated Press, "Expert Visions Machines Taking White-Collar Jobs," New York Times December 6, 1950, pg 39:
Archived with ProQuest Historical Newspapers The New York Times (1851 - 2007)		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		The vocab has changed a lot since the forecast and some inference have to be made.  This is compounded by the fact the article summarizes but does not quote the SME for the forecast statement		United States of America		7		1950		no		no		18		no		Northern America		Expert at University of Delaware				Unknown.		yes		yes		Unknown		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		This is a short new article summarizing the result of a SME.  The data necessary to evaluate the forecast is scattered between paragraphs and there may be errors in interpretation.				3/18/2011 12:55		4/14/2011 16:00		RG		18		JH

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=19&z=et4b		John A. Osmundsen, "Expert Fears Harmful Effects Amid Benefits From Computers,"
New York Times Jan 1, 1962, pg 33; Archived through ProQuest Historical Newspapers The New York Times (1851 - 2007)		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		The article is mostly consistent with terminology, but there is the potential for ambiguity, such as the use of experiments to describe simulations and laboratory tests.		United States of America		7		1962		no		no		19		no		Northern America		New York Times				Very, The SME is an expert at Bell Laboratories and he is forecast about future experiments there.		yes		yes		Unknown		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		This source is a short new blurb summarizing a talk by a SME.  The article is clear and transparent, but it is possible information was lost in the writing.  Also there is insufficient detail for analysis.				3/18/2011 13:38		4/14/2011 16:00		RG		19		JH

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=20&z=et4b		"Pocket Computer May Replace Shopping List"
New York Times, Nov 3, 1962, pg 23;
Archived with ProQuest Historical Newspapers The New York Times (1851 - 2007)
		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		The news paper article makes an effort at clear language.  It is possible some nuances were lost in print.		United States of America		7		1962		no		no		20		no		Northern America		New York Times				The SME is a computer expert and is attempting to develop portable computers. Highly integrated.		yes		yes		There is no evidence of proactive bias mitigation, the forecast appears to be the thoughts of a SME.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		This is a News Brief summarizing comments by an SME.  The news article is accessible and uses clear language however it is possible information was lost or amended for print.  Sections quoting the SME are fairly self-explanatory.				3/18/2011 13:53		4/14/2011 16:00		RG		20		JH

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=21&z=et4b		Judy Anderson, Mark Gregory, Bart Massey, "A 3–5 Year Computing Technology Forecast For The Academy" Technology Subcommittee
Advisory Committee on Academic Information Technologies, January 21, 2002


NOTE: there is a table on page 11 that we might want to use to help select the forecasts from this document.
Portland State University
Portland, OR, USA 97207–0751
Subcommittee Members:
Judy Anderson <andersonj@pdx.edu>
Mark Gregory <gregorym@pdx.edu>
Bart Massey <bart@cs.pdx.edu>
		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		The section I pulled the forecast from is clear and has controlled vocab.		United States of America		7		2002		no		no		21		no		Northern America		Publication from and for Portland State University				Unknown		yes		yes		Unknown		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		Forecast is clear and there is good contextual information				3/18/2011 14:14		4/14/2011 16:00		RG		21		JH

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=22&z=et4b		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Biotechnology: A Technology Forecast" (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, 2006).						no		Lay vocabulary.		United States of America		7		2006		no		no		22		no		Northern America		The report was published by the Texas State Technical College, and the report objective is to assess the role of Texas community and technical colleges in the development of a biotechnology industry in the state. 		vii 		The authors state that they have prior experience analyzing the biotechnology industry. (p.viii)		no		yes		The authors interviewed and surveyed representatives from the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries, as well as experts in biotechnology and the biosciences.		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		The methodology is apparent, with three appendices including survey questions and results, workshop participants, and interview questions.				3/21/2011 9:28		3/22/2011 15:02		RG		22		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=23&z=et4b		"The Future of Flight: High Times," The Economist, December 11, 2003						no								2003		no		no		23		no										no		yes				Trade press and popular media				16		1		Worldwide						3/21/2011 12:52		3/21/2011 13:59		RG		23		CM

		4		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=24&z=et4b		Humberto Gerola and Ralph E. Gomory, "Computers in Science and Technology: Early Indications"  Science July 6, 1984, Vol 225, no 4657, 11-18		This article is cited twice in the database.

This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		There is some overlapping terminology but efforts are made to define most key terms.		United States of America		7		1984		no		no		24		no		Northern America		Managers at IBM based in New York and San Jose 		11		Very integrated.  The authors are highly places at the IBM research laboratory and director of research for the company.  Presumably they are top experts in this field.		yes		yes		Unknown		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The authors show their affiliations and the data behind the forecasts are presented and described.				3/22/2011 11:27		9/23/2011 12:53		ND		24		JH

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=25&z=et4b		Richard Comerford, "Computing: The PC's Reign Ends> Internet Appliances/Server Take Over>Disk Farms Gain Acreage> Mobility Matter to Business Users."  IEEE Spectrum January 2000, 45-50		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		The vocab in the IEEE article is fairly sloppy but the data around this forecast is clear.   I don't know about the original source.		United States of America		7		2000		no		no		25		no		Northern America		IEEE Spectrum's headquarters mailing address is:
Headquarters

3 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016
+1 212 419 7555 				Unknown		yes		yes		Unknown		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		Need original source				3/22/2011 12:18		4/14/2011 16:00		RG		25		JH

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=26&z=et4b		J. Vanston and H. Elliott, "Fuel Cells: A Technology Forecast," (Waco, TX: Texas State Technical College, September 2003). 		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		Consistent terminology throughout.		United States of America		7		Sep-03		no		no		26		no		Northern America		The document was published by the Texas State Technical College. 				No indication that authors have expertise in fuel cell technologies.		yes		yes		The authors interviewed a broad array of experts.		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		The primary forecast methodology was interviews with experts, but the authors also conducted literature searches. The report insufficiently cited the source of forecasts in figures 1 and 13.				3/22/2011 12:47		4/14/2011 16:00		RG		26		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=27&z=et4b		United States Department of Agriculture, "Industrial Uses of Agricultural Materials"
Industrial Uses/IUS-4/December 1994		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		Vocab appears to be controlled and key words for the forecast have sufficient clarity.		United States of America		7		1994		no		no		27		no		Northern America		U.S. Dept. Agriculture				Very, oversees the industry.		yes		yes		Unknown		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Need more information on methodology but most other parts are transparent.				3/22/2011 13:34		4/14/2011 16:00		RG		27		JH

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=28&z=et4b		United States Department of Agriculture, "Industrial Uses of Agricultural Materials"
Industrial Uses/IUS-5/September 1995		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		Vocab appears to be controlled and key words for the forecast have sufficient clarity.		United States of America		7		1995		no		no		28		no		Northern America		U.S. Dept. Agriculture				Very, oversees the industry.		yes		yes		Unknown		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Need more information on methodology but most other parts are transparent.				3/22/2011 13:53		4/14/2011 16:00		RG		28		JH

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=29&z=et4b		Defense Threat Reduction Agency, "Militarily Critical Technologies, Section 7: Energy Systems Technology," (Ft. Belvoir, VA: November 1999). 				This document has approximately 92 forecasts, though most project out to 2010 (which can't be verified in this analysis). Only forecasts predicting to 2005 were selected for inclusion in this analysis. Of these, several were excluded because they were contingent forecasts (i.e., they depended on continued R&D funding) or because numerous forecasts for that technology (CDLs, for example) were already included for this analysis. 		no		Unclear terminology for lay people. 		United States of America		7		Nov-99		no		no		29		no		Northern America		This is a DTRA publication. 						no		yes		No bias mitigation efforts are described in the document. 		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology is not described in this document. However, the report is part of a series; it's possible that other reports in the series might elucidate the forecast methodology. 		www.iwar.org.uk/iwar/resources/p3sec10.pdf		3/22/2011 14:28		3/30/2011 14:15		SF		29		SF

		13		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=30&z=et4b		M.E. Merchant, et al. "The future of batch manufacture," Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Vol 275, No 1250, A Discussion of Manufacturing Technology in the 1980s (Nov. 8 1973), pp. 357-372.		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		The actually forecast is an excerpt and it is hard to discern if there was an effort to control vocab.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		1973		yes		no		30		no		Northern Europe		Royal Society of London				Dr. M.E. Merchant works for Milacron Inc, a manufacturing company, indicating a high level of integration. 		yes		yes		Some is mentioned in the article:  Anonymous iterative reply (a foundation of delphi)		Academic publications		197		23		5		Europe		Article is fairly transparent.  It notes ME Merchant’s affiliations and provide discussion of the methodology for the Delphi study mentioned.  It is not the original source for the forecast however the author was a lead on the forecast and the article provides sufficient background information.				3/22/2011 15:09		4/14/2011 16:00		RG		30		JH

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=31&z=et4b		Dave Dooling, "Transportation," IEEE Spectrum,  31:1 (1994): 62-65. 						no		Clear terminology. 		United States of America		7		Jan-94		yes		no		31		no		Northern America		IEEE Spectrum's headquarters is in New York City. 				The author was a contributing editor to IEEE Spectrum at the time of publication. 		no		yes		Bias mitigation efforts not apparent. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		The forecasts are derived from industry sources and the author, but the methodology is not explicit. 				3/23/2011 12:10		3/25/2011 7:48		SF		31		SF

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=32&z=et4b		Elizabeth A. Bretz, "Transportation," IEEE Spectrum, 37:1 (2000): 91-96.		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		Consistent vocabulary. 		United States of America		7		Jan-00		yes		no		32		no		Northern America		The IEEE Spectrum headquarters is in New York City, and the author of the article is a Senior Associate Editor.  		91		The author is a Senior Associate Editor at IEEE Spectrum. 		yes		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology is unclear, though some forecasts are clearly based on interviews or previous reports. 				3/23/2011 12:57		4/14/2011 16:00		RG		32		SF

		7		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=33&z=et4b		University of Michigan,“Delphi IV Forecast and Analysis of the U.S. Automotive Industry Through 1995”, (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, March 1987). 		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
				no		Consistent vocabulary. 		United States of America		7		Mar-87		yes		no		33		no		Northern America		The study was conducted by the University of Michigan. 				University of Michigan faculty and staff have close ties with representatives of the automotive industry and have conducted many studies of the industry. 		yes		yes		The forecasts are based on opinions of more than 225 experts in the automotive industry.  		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		The authors are explicit about the study methodology and participants. 				3/23/2011 14:54		4/14/2011 16:00		RG		33		SF

		8		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=34&z=et4b		John Manobianco, Et. al. "Global Environmental MEMS Sensors (GEMS): Revolutionary Observing Technology for the 21st Century," ENSCO Inc., NASA Institute for Advanced Concepts Phase 1 Presentation, October 2002.		This record predates the following fields:
- "Contains forecasts not included in study"
- "This source contains more than 10 forecasts"

Please review these fields and update appropriately. 
		Power point presentation with limited data.  Will reduce the fidelity of the extracted info.  The related phase 1 final report (cited below) has some additional information but does not have all of the listed forecasts.

John Manobianco, "Global Environmental MEMS Sensors (GEMS):
A Revolutionary Observing System for the 21st Century,"  NASA Institute for Advanced Concepts Phase I Final Report, December 2, 2002.		no		Vocab is limited but controlled.		United States of America		7		Oct-02		no		no		34		no		Northern America		ENSCO is a Washington DC firm.				Very.  The forecast author is the developer of the forecasted technology.		yes		yes		Forecast is part of a Phase I report and presumable are chosen to highlight success of the effort.  Bias mitigation is unlikely.		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		Low transparency.  Data is reported as bullets on a chart.  There is some additional contextual information in a related report however these forecast aren't explicitly stated in the report.  I had to make leaps of logic on forecast statements and methodology.				3/23/2011 14:58		10/19/2011 11:16		ND		34		JH

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=35&z=et4b		Ann M. Florini, "Remote Sensing and Diplomacy," Technology in Society, Vol. 11, pp. 17-65 (1989)				Reference to "some forecasts" can’t use without the methodology and tracking down the original sources		no				United States of America		7		1989		no		no		35		no		Northern America		Published in an American Journal by a Author working at the University of California LA.						no		yes				Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas						3/23/2011 16:05		10/19/2011 9:47		ND		35		JH

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=36&z=et4b		University of Michigan, “Forecast and Analysis of the North American Automotive Industry for 2004 and 2009,” (Ann Arbor, MI: Transportation Research Institute, August 2001).		This record predates the field "This source contains more than 10 forecasts." Please review this fields and update appropriately.		Most forecasts in this study were marketing-centric and did not relate to technology. 		yes		Terminology is clear and consistent throughout. 		United States of America		7		Aug-01		yes		no		36		no		Northern America		The study was conducted by the University of Michigan.				University of Michigan researchers are closely connected to members of the automotive industry. 		yes		yes		According to page viii, lists of prospective experts were assembled for technology, marketing, and materials panels. Members were selected on the basis of the position they occupy within the automotive industry and their knowledge of the topic being surveyed. This ensures that respondents are deeply knowledgeable and broadly experienced in the subject matter.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		The report clearly describes the study methodology and participant selection process. 				4/4/2011 12:09		4/14/2011 16:02		RG		36		SF

		6		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=37&z=et4b		W.E. Halal, M.D. Kull, and A. Leffmann, “The George Washington University Forecast of Emerging Technologies,” Technology Forecasting and Social Change, 59 (1998): 89-110. 		This record predates the field "This source contains more than 10 forecasts." Please review this fields and update appropriately.		Some of the forecasts were outside of the study timeframe. 		yes		Vocabulary is consistent throughout. 		United States of America		7		1998		yes		no		37		no		Northern America		The analysis was conducted by the George Washington University.						yes		yes		The analysis used participants with a broad range of expertise and covers all fields of science and technology. 		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The analytical methodology is transparent. See pages 89-93. 				4/5/2011 12:55		4/14/2011 16:02		RG		37		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=38&z=et4b		Battelle Memorial Institute, "Environment Wins in Technology Forecast," news release, April 23, 1998. 				There were more than 10 forecasts in this document; a sampling of the 10 most specific, diverse forecasts were included in the analysis.  		yes				United States of America		7		23-Apr-98		yes		no		38		no		Northern America		Battelle's headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio and the Pacific Northwest National Lab (PNNL, which is managed by Battelle) is in Washington state. 				PNNL representatives who made the forecasts are said to represent "decades of experience on national and international environmental issues..." indicating that they are well-versed in environmental technologies. 		no		yes		The news release does not mention any bias mitigation efforts. 		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		The forecasts are derived from experts at the Department of Energy's PNNL. 				4/5/2011 14:19		4/5/2011 14:19		SF		38		SF

		9		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=39&z=et4b		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Battelle Predicts Ten Most Innovative Products by 2006,” news release, 1996. 		This record predates the field "This source contains more than 10 forecasts." Please review this fields and update appropriately.		Several forecasts were too vague to be used in this analysis, and several (weight control and aging products and never-owned products) weren't appropriate for this analysis. 		yes		Consistent language throughout.		United States of America		7		1996		yes		no		39		no		Northern America		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 						yes		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias. 		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		The document indicates that the forecasts were made by technology experts; it isn't clear how the forecasts were elicited from the experts (workshops, surveys, interviews, etc.). 				4/6/2011 8:10		4/14/2011 16:02		RG		39		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=40&z=et4b		LC Angell, "iPod nano to get video playback, Apple working on vPod battery life?," May 1, 2006, www.ilounge.com [News Relese]				News article citing a "research note to clients" by analyst Shaw Wu.		no		Vocab is fairly controlled.  Most metrics are explicit but there is some potential for ambiguity around "basic video playback capability" and "top sellers."		United States of America		7		1-May-06		no		no		40		no		Northern America		Based in Irvine, California, the iLounge website is owned and operated by Dennis Lloyd's company iLounge, Inc., and is not affiliated with Apple Computer or the manufacturers of iPod- or iPhone-related products.

http://www.ilounge.com/index.php/ilounge/aboutus/				Shaw Wu is an analyst at American Technology Research.  Based on previous forecast he follow apply closely and is fairly integrated with the product, but is unlikely to have direct control or influence over development.		no		yes		Unknown		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		Article is transparent but the forecasts are quoted from an original source material we do not have access too.  We can fill in the holes with the information provided to analyze these forecasts.		http://www.ilounge.com/index.php/news/comments/ipod-nano-to-get-video-playback-apple-working-on-vpod-battery-life/		4/6/2011 12:03		4/6/2011 12:03		JH		40		JH

		8		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=41&z=et4b		Battelle Memorial Institute, “Breakthroughs for Future Household Products by 2007,” news release, 2002. 		This record predates the field "This source contains more than 10 forecasts." Please review this fields and update appropriately.		Several forecasts were too vague to be used in this analysis and many forecasts applied to technologies that aren’t relevant to this analysis. 		yes		Consistent vocabulary throughout. 		United States of America		7		2002		yes		yes		41		no		Northern America		Battelle’s headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 						yes		yes		No discussion of mitigating bias. 		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		Forecast methodology is unclear. The document indicates that Battelle is making the forecasts but doesn’t specify that experts at Battelle is doing so. However, Battelle is a large company that does extensive research and development, employs thousands of scientists, and manages many federal laboratories, so expert opinion is implied. 				4/6/2011 13:32		4/14/2011 16:02		RG		41		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=42&z=et4b		Science News-Letter, "Synthetic Future Forecast," Science News-Letter, 61:1 (1952): 3-4				This source contains numerous interesting forecasts but only one forecast was included in this analysis because it was the only one that had a timeframe associated with it. 		yes		Consistent vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		5-Jan-52		yes		yes		42		no		Northern America		The forecast was made by Dr. Roger Adams of the University of Illinois. 		3		Dr. Adams is described as a leading organic chemist. 		no		yes		No efforts to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The first paragraph of the article explains that the forecasts were made by Dr. Roger Adams of the University of Illinois.				4/7/2011 8:17		4/7/2011 8:17		SF		42		SF

		4		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=43&z=et4b		Battelle Memorial Institute, "The Top Ten Strategic Technologies by 2005, in Order of Importance," news release, 1995.				The source contains several forecasts that are vague and contingent forecasts, as well as a few that do not apply to this analysis (i.e., "anti-aging products").  		yes		Consistent vocabulary throughout. 		United States of America		7		1995		yes		yes		43		no		Northern America		Battelle's headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio. 				Battelle is a large science and technology firm that employs thousands of scientists; its scientists are well-connected to technologies and related communities. 		no		yes		No obvious attempts to mitigate bias.		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		There is no description of the forecast methodology.				4/7/2011 9:29		4/7/2011 9:29		SF		43		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=44&z=et4b		Mike Elgan, "Why the BlackBerry Pearl is the smart phone of the future," Computerworld, December 14, 2006, accessed April 7, 2011, www.computerworld.com				We only have the first page PDFd.		no		Explains everything in detail, including new and unfamiliar aspects of the technology.  Has a few areas of generalized vocabulary such as "the first major fourth-generation mobile phone."		United States of America		7		14-Dec-06		no		no		44		no		Northern America		Computerworld has won several American awards and the writer is located out of Silicon-Valley.				Mike Elgan is a writer specializing in user interaction with technology.  He seems very integrated in the world of consumer technology but probably does not have any involvement in the technology directly.		no		yes		Does not seem to have any bias besides personal preference of the discussed technology.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		Article seems fairly transparent.  He explains the reasons for his prediction and gives evidence to back it up.		http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9006103/Why_the_BlackBerry_Pearl_is_the_smart_phone_of_the_future?taxonomyId=15&pageNumber=1		4/7/2011 12:48		4/21/2011 15:12		RG		44		ND

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=45&z=et4b		Phil Scott, "Technology 2000: Aerospace & Military," IEEE Spectrum, January 2000. 				A few forecasts were beyond the timeframe of this analysis. 		yes		Consistent vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		Jan-00		yes		no		45		no		Northern America		The IEEE's headquarters is in the U.S.				The author is a contributing editor to IEEE Spectrum. 		no		yes		No bias mitigation efforts were described.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		No description of methodology. 				4/7/2011 12:54		4/7/2011 12:54		SF		45		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=46&z=et4b		J. Ruffolo, P. Lee, and D. Stewart, "Technology Predictions 2010," (London, UK: Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, 2010).				Several forecasts in this document fall outside of our analysis timeframe. Additionally, many forecasts are too vague to be included in the analysis. 		yes		Clear terminology throughout. 		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		2010		yes		yes		46		no		Northern Europe		Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited is a UK private company limited by guarantee. 'Deloitte' refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited and its network of member firms, each of which is a legally separate and independent entity. 				According to the document, DTT's member firms serve 92% of the TMT companies in the Fortune 500, indicating that DTT is well-connected with the TMT industry. 		no		yes		No obvious efforts to mitigate bias, but the report draws on expert opinion from companies, experts, financial and industry analysts, and trade associatons.		Market research firms		197		23		5		Europe		According to the document, the 2010 series of predictions is based on internal and external inputs, including conversations with technology, media, and telecommunications (TMT) companies, contributions from Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu (DTT) member firms' 7,000 partners and senior practitioners specializing in TMT, discussions with financial and industry analysts, and conversations with trade bodies. 				4/8/2011 11:05		4/8/2011 11:05		SF		46		SF

		9		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=47&z=et4b		International Federation of Robotics, "World Robotics 2006: Executive Summary," 2006. 		This document is cited and processed twice in the database. 		This is the executive summary for a report.

Table 1 (page vi) contains numerous forecasts for the number of installations of multipurpose industrial robots in 2006 and 2009, as well as the operational stock during those years. Not all of these forecasts were taken because there were already several forecasts in the body of the report. From this table, the analyst chose to include 3 forecasts for 2006 to include in the database. Two of these forecasts pertained to Europe and Asia/Australia, while the third forecast was global. If we need more forecasts, this table would be a good place to start. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout. 		Germany		5		2006		no		yes		47		no		Western Europe		The headquarters for the International Federation of Robotics (IFR) is in Frankfurt, Germany. 				The IFR produces numerous studies relating to robotics, indicating that they are integrated with experts worldwide. 		yes		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		180		5		5		Europe		This is an executive summary and the forecast methodology isn't explicit. However, the document was produced by the IFR Statistical Department and, so statistical analyses are implied. 		www.worldrobotics.org/downloads/2006_Executive_Summary(1).pdf		4/8/2011 14:40		9/23/2011 13:18		ND		47		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=48&z=et4b		PricewaterhouseCoopers, “Technology Forecast”, Summer 2008. 				Most of the forecasts in this document fall outside of the analysis timeframe, projecting out to 2011 and 2013. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.						2008		yes		yes		48		no				PricewaterhouseCoopers is an international firm. 				PricewaterhouseCoopers appears to be well-connected to experts in the industries highlighted in this report. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Strategic analysis firms						7		Multi-regional		Unclear methodology for deriving forecasts. The article contains interviews (which don't contain forecasts that fall within the analysis timeframe) and draws on previously-published forecasts.				4/11/2011 11:12		4/11/2011 11:12		SF		48		SF

		7		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=49&z=et4b		National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP), "Japanese and German Technology Forecast Survey (Mini-Delphi): NISTEP Report No. 42," December 1995.  				Several forecasts projected beyond the current timeframe and therefore couldn't be verified as having occurred. 		yes		Fairly clear language; some grammatical errors that make it difficult to understand forecasts. 		Japan		18		Dec-95		yes		yes		49		no		Eastern Asia		This is one of many reports produced by the Japanese National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP). This particular report also contains forecasts from Germany.  				No indication of how connected NISTEP representatives are with the industries addressed in the forecast. 		no		yes		The survey respondents were experts of industrial, academic and governmental circles in Japan and Germany. 405 respondents were Japanese experts and 459 were German experts. 		Government reports and roadmaps		121		18		4		Asia		The study methodology is transparent. 		 http://www.nistep.go.jp/achiev/abs/eng/rep042e/rep042ae.html		4/11/2011 12:18		4/11/2011 14:02		SF		49		SF

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=52&z=et4b		John Keller, "Next Decade to See Healthy Spending for Defense Electronics," Military & Aerospace Electronics, April 1, 2001, accessed March 4, 2011, www.militaryaerospace.com/...electronics/.../next-decade-to-see-healthy-spending-for-defense-electronics.html				Several forecasts in this document project beyond the analysis timeframe. 		no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		1-Apr-01		yes		no		52		no		Northern America		The article originated in Newtown, Connecticut. 				The analyst making the forecasts is described as a senior military electronics analyst for Forecast International/DMS. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		Forecasts were made by a U.S. defense electronics analyst.		www.militaryaerospace.com/...electronics/.../next-decade-to-see-healthy-spending-for-defense-electronics.html		4/12/2011 12:43		4/14/2011 10:18		SF		52		SF

		3		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=53&z=et4b		Semico Research Corp, Online staff: Electronic News Press Release, Structured ASIC Market Set to Expand- Semico, July 16, 2004, accessed April 12, 2011, www.semico.com						no		Controlled vocabulary throughout forecast.  Explains several factors used in creating the forecast.		United States of America		7		16-Jul-04		yes		no		53		no		Northern America		"Semico Research Corp is a marketing and engineering research company located in Phoenix, Arizona."				Semico corp was created by "veterans of the semiconductor industry" and so their analysts may have personal or professional investments in the semiconductor industry.		no		yes		Unknown		Market research firms		108		7		3		Americas		The press release explains factors used in creating the forecast.  The website explains basic methodology.		http://www.semico.com/press/press.asp?id=114		4/12/2011 14:10		4/12/2011 14:10		ND		53		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=54&z=et4b		"Air Transport Market: The Demand Continues," Avionics Magazine, January 1, 2001, accessed March 3, 2011, http://www.aviationtoday.com/av/issue/feature/12513.html 						no		Clear language throughout. 		United States of America		7		1-Jan-01		yes		no		54		no		Northern America		The headquarters for Avionics magazine is in the U.S. 						no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		Forecasts were derived from Frost & Sullivan.		http://www.aviationtoday.com/av/issue/feature/12513.html		4/12/2011 14:16		4/12/2011 14:16		SF		54		SF

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=55&z=et4b		Semico Research Press Release, "Semico Predicts Good Growth Ahead for Semiconductor Industry", September 6 2005, accessed April 12, 2011, www.semico.com						no		The press release used controlled vocabulary throughout.  The terminology was clear, although some of the forecasting terms were vague such as "good growth".		United States of America		7		6-Sep-05		yes		no		55		no		Northern America		Semico is a marketing research firm based out of Phoenix, Arizona.				Semico Corp was started by a group of "semiconductor industry veterans" and so the analyst may have personal or professional investments in the industry.		no		yes		Unknown		Market research firms		108		7		3		Americas		Semico provides descriptions of the methodology on their website http://semico.com/about/default.asp and explains factors influencing their forecast in the press release.		http://www.semico.com/press/press.asp?id=162		4/12/2011 19:48		4/12/2011 19:48		ND		55		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=56&z=et4b		Sandra I. Erwin, "European Cargo Plane Inches Forward," National Defense Magazine, December 2000, accessed March 3, 2011, http://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/archive/2000/December/Pages/European_Cargo4302.aspx				One forecast in this document projects out to 2009. This wasn't included in the analysis due to the 30% rule for ground truth verification. Another forecast didn't include a timeline. 

National Defense Magazine is published by the National Defense Industrial Association.		no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		Dec-00		yes		no		56		no		Northern America		The National Defense Industrial Association's headquarters is in Arlington, VA.  				National Defense magazine addresses issues relating to defense-related business and technology. As such, its staff is likely integrated into relevant communities. 		no		yes		The author interviewed representatives of competing companies, as well as seemingly impartial experts.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		Forecasts appear to be derived from interviews, though this isn't explicit.		http://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/archive/2000/December/Pages/European_Cargo4302.aspx		4/13/2011 8:51		4/13/2011 9:06		SF		56		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=57&z=et4b		Aloysius Rauen, "EADS Military Aircraft," April 28, 2003. 				Slide 3 contains forecasts from 2002-2011. These weren't included in the analysis because the ground truth can't be verified.

This is a PowerPoint of a presentation given to the Global Investors Forum in Munich. The presenter/author is President and CEO of Military Aircraft for the EADS corporation. 		no		Clear vocabulary.		Netherlands		5		28-Apr-03		yes		no		57		no		Western Europe		EADS is an international pan-European corporation with headquarters in the Netherlands. 				The presenter/author is the President and CEO of Military Aircraft for EADS, indicating that he is integrated with experts in the military aircraft industry.		no		yes		This is a corporate presentation; no bias mitigation.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		189		5		5		Europe		Forecast methodology is not obvious.				4/13/2011 9:18		4/13/2011 9:28		SF		57		SF

		5		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=58&z=et4b		Japan Aircraft Development Corporation, "Worldwide Market Forecast for Commercial Air Transport 2000-2019," June 2000.				Most of the forecasts in this document project out to 2019. Moreover, many of the forecasts aren't related to technology (i.e. airplane delivery) or are too vague about what country/region they pertain to. These were not included in the database.

The Japan Aircraft Development Corporation (JADC) is a consortium of Japanese Aircraft Industries for the development of commercial airplanes.		yes		The report is unclear at times, due to problems translating between Japanese and English.		Japan		18		Jun-00		yes		yes		58		no		Eastern Asia		The document was written by the Japan Aircraft Development Corporation. 				The Japan Aircraft Development Corporation (JADC) is a consortium of Japanese Aircraft Industries for the development of commercial airplanes, indicating that the authors of this report are integrated into the aircraft industry. 		no		yes		No obvious efforts to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		121		18		4		Asia		The forecast methodology is described on page 43. 		www.jadc.or.jp/wmf00.pdf		4/13/2011 11:42		4/13/2011 13:00		SF		58		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=59&z=et4b		Tekla S. Perry, "Consumer Electronics", January 1994, IEEE Spectrum, Volume 31 Issue 1, 						no		Controlled vocabulary throughout article.  Explained factors in detail.		United States of America		7		Jan-94		yes		no		59		no		Northern America		Headquarters are located in New York, NY.  No other offices listed. http://spectrum.ieee.org/static/contactus				Author is a editor for the magazine in which the article was publish and seems to be an expert in the field.  She seems to be familiar with the technology but not especially attached to it.		no		yes		Author brought up several different companies for the technologies described and also talking about competing technologies.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		Gave a very detailed article but gave no description of methodology.  Gave many details on factors and timelines of forecasts.				4/13/2011 13:12		4/13/2011 13:12		ND		59		ND

		3		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=60&z=et4b		John F. Gantz (Project Director), "The Expanding Digital Universe: A Forecast of Worldwide Information Growth Through 2010", March 2007, International Data Corporation (IDC)				The source generally has forecasts predicting for 2010, which we couldn't use, but throughout the document are several other predictions for other years that we can use.		no		Very clear, well defined and easy to read and understand.		United States of America		7		Mar-07		yes		no		60		no		Northern America		Has offices all over the world but headquarters are listed as in Framingham, MA.  http://www.idc.com/about/wwoffices.jsp				Has an interest in the technology but does not appear to have any control over the industry.  No obvious ties to the industry involved.		no		yes		Unknown		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		1		Worldwide		Very good description of the methodology and summarizing the findings.				4/13/2011 20:05		4/13/2011 20:05		ND		60		ND

		12		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=61&z=et4b		King County International Airport/Boeing Field, "Revised Draft Master Plan, Section B: Aviation Activity Demand Forecast," August 2001. 				Many forecasts in this document project beyond the analysis timeline. Additionally, many forecasts are not technology-specific and therefore were not included in this analysis. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		Aug-01		yes		yes		61		no		Northern America		The report was written for the King County International Airport (Washington state) by TRA-BV Airport consulting. Unable to identify information about TRA-BV and it's geographic ties. 						no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Page B.2 indicates that many of the forecasts were prepared using 1997 base year data		your.kingcounty.gov/airport/plan/masterplan_section_B.pdf		4/14/2011 8:29		4/14/2011 8:36		SF		61		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=62&z=et4b		James M. Brandon, "The Global Positioning System: Global Developments and Opportunities", May, 2003, , Office of Industries, U.S. International Trade Commission						no		Very clear and consistent language throughout the report.		United States of America		7		May-03		yes		no		62		no		Northern America		Published by the U.S. International Trade Commission.				Very involved in the technology.  GPS was first developed in the U.S. so they have a lot of control and interest in the industry.		no		yes		Presented information from around the world involved in the industry, not just the U.S.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Detailed account of the forecast, explaining factors involved such as history, policies and the current market.				4/14/2011 10:35		6/27/2011 14:13		JH		62		ND

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=63&z=et4b		A.W. Blackman, “Normex Forecasting of Jet Engine Characteristics,” Technological Forecasting and Social Change 2 (1970): 61-76. 						no		Consistent vocabulary throughout. 		United States of America		7		1970		yes		no		63		no		Northern America		The author is affiliated with the United Aircraft Research Laboratories in East Hartford, Connecticut. 				The author is affiliated with the United Aircraft Research Laboratories and is presumably well-integrated into the aircraft industry.		no		yes		No obvious efforts to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology is explained in detail throughout the article.				4/14/2011 11:05		4/14/2011 11:05		SF		63		SF

		5		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=64&z=et4b		"Technology Predictions for 2010," The Telegraph, December 24, 2009, accessed March2, 2011, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/6874009/Technology-predictions-for-2010.html.						no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		24-Dec-09		yes		no		64		no		Northern Europe		The Telegraph is a UK newspaper.				The correspondents are part of the Telegraph's "technology team", so there is presumably some level of integration between them and the predicted technologies. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		197		23		5		Europe		The article contains forecasts for 5 different technologies by 5 correspondents referred to as the Telegraph's "technology team". No information about the background of the correspondents is provided.		http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/6874009/Technology-predictions-for-2010.html		4/14/2011 11:56		4/14/2011 11:56		SF		64		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=65&z=et4b		Dave Dooling, "Technology 1994: Aerospace and Military," IEEE Spectrum, 1994. 				One of the forecasts in this article projected out to 2010, but could not be included in the analysis because of the 30% rule. 		no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		Jan-94		yes		no		65		no		Northern America		The IEEE headquarters is in New York City. 				The author is a contributing editor to IEEE Spectrum and is presumably integrated into the aerospace and military community. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		The author uses a lot of interview data in the article.				4/14/2011 12:43		4/14/2011 12:43		SF		65		SF

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=66&z=et4b		Michael J. Riezenman, "Technology 1994: Test and Measurement," IEEE Spectrum, 1994.						no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		Jan-94		yes		no		66		no		Northern America		The IEEE headquarters is in New York City.				The author is a Senior Editor at IEEE Spectrum. Presumably, he is well-integrated with the related industries. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		The article contains information from numerous interviews; this is how forecasts were presumably derived.				4/14/2011 13:46		4/14/2011 13:46		SF		66		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=67&z=et4b		Yardena Arar, PWC Print, "The Future of Cell Phones: Handsets get even thinner, more versatile," Oct 2 2006, Accessed April 14, 2011, www.pcworld.com 						no		Article has controlled vocabulary with everything broken down to be easily understood.		United States of America		7		October 2 2006		yes		no		67		no		Northern America		Almost all contact information was in email form but under terms of service found one listed in San Francisco, CA.  Also mentions popularity in the U.S. under About Us>Audience. http://www.pcworldmacworld.com/?page_id=8
http://www.pcworld.com/resource/termsofservice.html				The author is a senior editor at www.pcworld.com and does many pieces on a variety of upcoming technologies so it is likely she is familiar with the technology but not personally or professionally invested in it.		no		yes		Unknown		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		Forecast was well described and easy to understand.  Methodology was poorly described and had to be assumed.		http://www.pcworld.com/article/126854/the_future_of_cell_ph		4/14/2011 15:15		4/15/2011 8:40		ND		67		ND

		7		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=68&z=et4b		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1958," The Science News Letter, 73: 1( 1958): 10-11.  				Most of the forecasts in this document are too vague to be included in the analysis. 		yes		The author confuses tenses in the article, making it difficult to determine what is and isn't a forecast and what the forecast timeframe really is. 		United States of America		7		4-Jan-58		yes		yes		68		no		Northern America		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S. 				The author is editor of the Science News Letter and is presumably integrated with relevant industries and scientific communities. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		Forecasts were derived from Watson Davis, the editor of the Science News Letter.				4/15/2011 7:29		4/15/2011 7:29		SF		68		SF

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=69&z=et4b		"Science Forecast for 1961," The Science News-Letter, 78:27 (1960): 440-441.						no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		31-Dec-60		yes		no		69		no		Northern America		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S.				The author is editor of The Science News-Letter and presumably integrated with relevant industries and technologies. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The forecasts were made by Watson Davis, an editor for the Science News-Letter and, presumably, an expert.				4/15/2011 9:31		4/15/2011 9:31		SF		69		SF

		11		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=70&z=et4b		Watson Davis, "Science Forecast for 1966," The Science News-Letter, 8:26 (1965): 403-404. 				This document contains more than 10 forecasts; only the least vague of the forecasts were included in this analysis. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout. 		United States of America		7		25-Dec-65		yes		yes		70		no		Northern America		The Science News Letter was published in the U.S.				The author is the editor of The Science News-Letter and is presumably integrated with relevant communities and technologies. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The author is the forecaster and is also the editor of the journal. As such, the author is presumed to be an expert. 				4/15/2011 11:48		4/15/2011 11:48		SF		70		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=71&z=et4b		W.F. Hilton, "Electronics in Space", The Radio and Electronic Engineer, Vol. 45 No. 10, p.623-626, October 1975						no		Article has controlled vocabulary, clearly written and easy to understand.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Oct-75		yes		no		71		no		Northern Europe		Throughout article Britain is referred to, implying the country of origin and author went to school and worked for the most part in the United Kingdom.				The author seems to be an academic very invested in the technology.		no		yes		Unknown		Academic publications		197		23		5		Europe		Forecast is clearly laid out and reasons for it are explained.				4/15/2011 13:05		4/15/2011 14:09		ND		71		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=72&z=et4b		R. Munton, “Future Propulsion Systems for Merchant Ships,” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, Series A: Mathematical and Physical Sciences, 273:1231 (1972): 137-150.						no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		5-Sep-72		yes		no		72		no		Northern Europe		The author is affiliated with the British & Commonwealth Shipping Co. Ltd. and the article was published in a UK journal. 		15		The author is affiliated with the British & Commonwealth Shipping Co. and is presumably well-connected to related technologies. 		no		yes		The first sentence of the abstract states that the paper was written from an individual shipowner's viewpoint and the author repeatedly prefaces sentences by stating "it is the author's opinion". Opposing opinions are not injected into these paragraphs regularly.		Academic publications		197		23		5		Europe		The methodology is unclear. The author uses his own expertise, historical data, and previous statistical analyses.				4/15/2011 13:31		4/15/2011 13:42		SF		72		SF

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=73&z=et4b		Author Unknown, "Satellite Launch Set," Science News Vol. 89 No. 21, May 21, 1966, p. 402, Published by: Society for Science & the Public www.jstor.org						no		Article was very clear and used controlled and consistent vocabulary to explain the technology it discussed.		United States of America		7		21-May-66		yes		no		73		no		Northern America		This article was published in Science News, a magazine published by the Society for Science & the Public which operates out of Dupont Circle, Washington, D.C. http://www.societyforscience.org/who				Science News clearly is an American magazine but concerns itself with all aspects of science, so probably is only moderately familiar with the field of technology discussed.		no		yes		Unknown		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		The forecasts were clear and the rationale behind them was discussed.		http://www.jstor.org/stable/3950351		4/15/2011 16:43		6/29/2011 8:21		SF		73		ND

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=74&z=et4b		Navigant Consulting, “EIA: Technology Forecast Updates – Residential and Commercial Building Technologies, Reference Case Second Edition (Revised), September 21, 2007. 				This document was presented to the Energy Information Administration by representatives of Navigant Consulting. 

Many of the forecasts in this document projected out to 2020 and 2030. Additionally, several projected for the energy factor, average life, retail equipment cost, installed cost, and maintenance cost of household equipment/appliances in 2010. These were not included in the database because they aren't as technology-centric/relevant to the study as are forecasts about appliance capacity (a measure of performance). The remaining forecasts were randomly-chosen by the analyst for inclusion in the database. 		yes		Terms are defined on slide 6. 		United States of America		7		21-Sep-07		yes		yes		74		no		Northern America		The analysis was conducted by Navigant Consulting’s Washington, DC office. 						no		yes		On slide 4, the authors state that they varied sources to ensure the forecasts were based on a balanced view of the technology progress and the probable timing of commercial availability.		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		Several slides are dedicated to explaining the study methodology (slides 3 and 4, specifically). 				4/18/2011 9:46		4/18/2011 11:44		SF		74		SF

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=75&z=et4b		National Research Council, “STAR 21: Strategic Technologies for the Army of the Twenty First Century,” (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1992). 				This report projects out 15-20 years and is therefore outside the timeframe of this analysis. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		1992		yes		yes		75		no		Northern America		The report was published by the National Academies Press. 				Panel members were experts in their various application areas, and most came from industry. This suggests that panel members were integrated with relevant technologies. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		The authors describe the study methodology in the beginning of the report. 				4/18/2011 15:02		4/18/2011 15:02		SF		75		SF

		4		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=77&z=et4b		Gadi Kaplan (Senior Technical Editor), "Industrial Electronics", January 2000 IEEE Spectrum magazine, 						no		The vocabulary in the article was fairly controlled with some unclear terms explained.		United States of America		7		Jan-00		yes		no		77		no		Northern America		IEEE Spectrum is a magazine by IEEE, a company based on New York, NY.  				The author seems to be familiar with the technology but probably does not have personal or professional investments in the discussed technology.		no		yes		The author presented information from different companies around the world on the technologies discussed.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		This article's forecasts were very clear and the reasoning behind them was easy to understand.				4/18/2011 22:06		4/18/2011 22:06		ND		77		ND

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=78&z=et4b		J. Rose "United Nations, World Robotics 1998" (Statistics, Market analysis, forecasts, case studies and profitability of robot investment), co-authored by The International Federation of Robotics, UN Economic Commission for Europe, Palais des Nations, CH-1211 Geneva 10, Switzerland, 1998, 299 pp. July 1999, accessed April 19 2011, Journal Robotica Vol. 17 Issue 4, New York, NY.				Forecast was referenced in secondary source, IEEE Spectrum "Industrial electronics" by Gadi Kaplan.  Not sure of publication type.		no		Secondary source had controlled vocabulary.		Switzerland		5		Jul-99		no		no		78		no		Western Europe		Co-authored by UN Economic Commission for Europe in Switzerland				Author of secondary source did not seem to have any personal or professional investments in the discussed technology.		no		yes		Unknown		Academic publications		167		5		5		Europe		Forecast was spelled out in secondary source.		http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=980489		4/19/2011 1:22		4/19/2011 1:57		ND		78		ND

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=79&z=et4b		K.Yonemoto and K. Shiino, “Present State and Future Outlook for Industrial Robots in Japan,” The Industrial Robot, December 1977.				There are several usable forecasts in this document that can be added to the database later, if needed. The forecasts that are included in the database were selected randomly by the analyst. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		Japan		18		Dec-77		yes		yes		79		no		Eastern Asia		The authors are affiliated with the Japan Industrial Robot Association and the Nomura Research Institute.		171		The authors are affiliated with the Japan Industrial Robot Association and the Nomura Research Institute so they are presumably familiar with related technologies. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		121		18		4		Asia		The forecasts were derived using the Delphi method. 				4/19/2011 9:04		4/19/2011 9:04		SF		79		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=80&z=et4b		Shai Shammai and Christopher Cradock, "Future Asia and Asia-Pacific Procurement Trends," April 15, 2005, accessed March 1, 2011, http://www.frost.com/prod/servlet/market-insight-top.pag?Src=RSS&docid=35854398.				This information was also published in Frost & Sullivan's "Unmanned Vehicles", which was published in November/December of 2004.

The first figure in this document contains forecasts, but the axes are not labelled clearly (nor is the table), rendering it too vague to be included in the analysis.  		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		15-Apr-05		no		yes		80		no		Northern Europe		The authors are affiliated with universities in the UK, and Frost & Sullivan has headquarters in the U.S. and Europe.				The authors are affiliated with Frost & Sullivan's Aerospace & Defense practice, indicating that they are familiar with relevant industries and technologies. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Strategic analysis firms		197		23		5		Europe		The study methodology is not addressed; need original source to elucidate this information. 		http://www.frost.com/prod/servlet/market-insight-top.pag?Src=RSS&docid=35854398		4/19/2011 12:10		4/19/2011 12:10		SF		80		SF

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=81&z=et4b		Hugh L. Dryden, “Future Exploration and Utilization of Outer Space,” Technology and Culture, 2:2 (1961): 112-126.				The paper was presented at a seminar in Italy on September 9, 1960. 		no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		Spring 1961		yes		no		81		no		Northern America		The author was Deputy Administrator of NASA when the paper was presented.  		112		The author was Deputy Administrator of NASA when the paper was presented, indicating that he was familiar with related industries and technologies.  		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The author is explicit in saying that the forecasts are his opinion. 				4/19/2011 12:59		4/19/2011 12:59		SF		81		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=82&z=et4b		"Direct TV Broadcasts Forecast," Science News, 89:21 (1966): 402. 				This is a brief news alert in an academic publication.		no		Clear vocabulary throughout. 		United States of America		7		21-May-66		yes		no		82		no		Northern America		Science News was published in the U.S.						no		yes		The views of experts with opposing beliefs were featured in the article. 		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		Forecasts were derived from conferences and interviews.				4/19/2011 14:32		4/19/2011 14:32		SF		82		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=83&z=et4b		David Krebs & Michael J. Liard, "Global Markets and Applications for Radio Frequency Identification," Venture Development Corporation, May 2001						no		There was controlled vocabulary throughout the document, including explanation of unfamiliar terminology.		United States of America		7		May-01		yes		no		83		no		Northern America		Venture Development Corp. is a marketing research firm based out of Natick, Massachusetts.  http://www.vdcresearch.com/about/				Authors are from a researching firm so they probably do not have any controlling interest in the technology.		no		yes		Offers a wide variety of applications of the discussed technology in many different regions around the world so bias is probably low.		Market research firms		108		7		3		Americas		The forecasts were clearly written and easy to understand.				4/19/2011 17:12		4/19/2011 17:12		ND		83		ND

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=84&z=et4b		International Federation of Robotics Statistical Department, "World Robotics 2008 Press Conference," June 11, 2008.				There are a number of vague forecasts on page 28.		yes		This document is a PowerPoint presentation. As such, explanatory and transition paragraphs/sentences that provide context are missing. 		Germany		5		11-Jun-08		yes		no		84		no		Western Europe		The IFR headquarters is in Germany.				The document was written by representatives of the International Federation of Robotics, who are familiar with related technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		180		5		5		Europe		Study methodology is not explicit; assumed to be extrapolation, since historical market figures preceded forecasts.				4/20/2011 8:29		4/20/2011 8:29		SF		84		SF

		7		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=85&z=et4b		Department of Defense, “Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Roadmap 2002-2007,” December 2002. 				Most of the forecasts in this document projected outside of the timeframe for this analysis or could not be verified per the 30% rule. 		yes		Some unclear terminology. 		United States of America		7		Dec-02		yes		yes		85		no		Northern America		The document was produced by the U.S. DoD's Office of the Secretary of Defense. 				The U.S. DoD is well-integrated with UAV technologies and related industries. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology is not obvious; the document appears to use a mixture of historical cost data and DoD funding data, as well as other reports and expert opinion. 				4/20/2011 11:53		4/20/2011 11:53		SF		85		SF

		5		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=86&z=et4b		Lawrence K. Vanston & Ray L.Hodges, "Forecasts for the US Telecommunications Network" (Austin, TX: Telenor ASA 2009)						no		Controlled vocabulary throughout report, including explanations of terms and reasons behind forecasts.		United States of America		7		2009		yes		no		86		no		Northern America		Company is based out of Austin, TX.
http://www.tfi.com/contact.html				Not tied to the discussed technology, only does strategic analyses for various areas of technology.		no		yes		Presents information for multiple companies and for a variety of aspects of telecommunication technology.		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		Forecasts were very easy to read and understand.				4/20/2011 13:48		4/20/2011 13:52		ND		86		ND

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=87&z=et4b		N.Y. Lao and F.C. Wong, “Hyperspectral Imagery Market Forecast: 2000-2005,” December 2000. 				There are more forecasts for market revenues on p.40. These weren't included in the database because 10 forecasts were already extracted from the document. 		yes		Clear language throughout.		United States of America		7		Dec-00		yes		yes		87		no		Northern America		The authors are representatives of The Aerospace Corporation in El Segundo, California.				The authors are representatives of The Aerospace Corporation in El Segundo, California and are presumably integrated with related technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		The authors explained the methodology in several places throughout the document.		www.aero.org/capabilities/emac/PK0444vl.pdf 		4/21/2011 8:31		4/21/2011 8:31		SF		87		SF

		7		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=88&z=et4b		Tamio Arai, “Forecast of Assembly Automation in the Automobile Industry: Technological Progress in Robotics,” Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 35 (1989): 133-148.  				Figure 9 contains forecasts for 1990-2015; only data for 1995 and 2000 were selected for inclusion in the database. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		Japan		18		1989		yes		yes		88		no		Eastern Asia		The author is a professor at the Department of Prevision Machinery Engineering at the University of Tokyo. 				The author is a professor at the Department of Prevision Machinery Engineering at the University of Tokyo and is presumably familiar with relevant technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		121		18		4		Asia		The forecast methodology was obvious.				4/21/2011 10:01		4/21/2011 10:01		SF		88		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=89&z=et4b		D. Kotz & R.S. Gray, "Mobile Agents and the Future of the Internet," CM Operating Systems Review, (1999): 7-13						no		Controlled vocabulary with terminology defined.		United States of America		7		Aug-99		yes		no		89		no		Northern America		Researchers are at Dartmouth College in Hanover, New Hampshire		7		The forecasters are researchers from a college and seem to be familiar with the technology but do not have any controlling interest in it.		no		yes		Unknown		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The forecasts are clear and easy to understand.				4/21/2011 22:49		4/21/2011 22:49		ND		89		ND

		9		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=90&z=et4b		Office of Technology Assessment, "Information Technology and R&D: Critical Trends and Issues," February 1985.				Several graphs/figures had forecasts, but these were either too vague or it was difficult to discern the values, due to the poor quality of the graphs. Additionally, many forecasts in this document were for 1985--the same year the document was published. These forecasts would not have been usable for the analysis.  		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		Feb-85		yes		no		90		no		Northern America		The document was published by the U.S. Congress' Office of Technology Assessment. 				Workshop participants (listed on pages v-viii) are experts and are familiar with related technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		There is no section that explicitly covers the study methodology, but the foreward indicates that expert sourcing was the prime methodology. Subsequent sections indicate that a number of workshops were held to obtain information from experts.				4/22/2011 9:50		4/22/2011 11:10		SF		90		SF

		3		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=91&z=et4b		PricewaterhouseCoopers, “Software Pricing Trends,” January 2007. 						no		Clear vocabulary throughout.						January 2007. 		yes		no		91		no				PricewaterhouseCoopers is an international corporation. 				According to the document, the "people of PricewaterhouseCoopers have the scope, depth, and knowledge to advise technology companies on the changes facing their business." This implies that the authors are integrated with related industries and technologies. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Strategic analysis firms						7		Multi-regional		The document does not describe the forecast methodology.				4/22/2011 12:57		4/22/2011 12:57		SF		91		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=92&z=et4b		Fleur Pijpers and Mark J. Belsey, “Cancer Remains the Dominant Disease Target for Biotech Through to 2010,” Journal of Commercial Biotechnology, 12:4 (2006): 294-298.				Figure 1 has several forecasts for product sales, but the document quality is poor, making it difficult to specify what the sales figures for each product will be. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout. 						Jul-06		yes		no		92		no				The authors are affiliated with Datamonitor, an international corporation. 				Both authors are well-integrated with the biotech and healthcare industries, and one of the authors specializes in studies relating to oncology. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications						7		Multi-regional		The authors are affiliated with Datamonitor, an international corporation. Forecasts are based on data derived from information reported by participating biotechnology companies.				4/22/2011 14:03		4/22/2011 14:03		SF		92		SF

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=93&z=et4b		Alex K. Pavlou, "Leading Biotechnology Players, 2002-2008: Key Products, Indications, and Technologies," Journal of Commercial Biotecnlogy, 10:2 (2003): 167-176.				There are several forecasts for the 2004 timeframe that weren't included because the article was published in December of 2003. 		yes				United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		December 2003. 		yes		yes		93		no		Northern Europe		The author is affiliated with Datamonitor's London office. Datamonitor is an international corporation.		167		The author regularly publishes forecasts about the biotechnology industry and is integrated with associated technologies. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		197		23		5		Europe		According to the article's abstract, the forecasts were derived using Datamonitor's proprietary forecasting methodology. Since this methodology is proprietary, it is not obvious in the article. 				4/25/2011 9:30		4/25/2011 9:30		SF		93		SF

		4		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=94&z=et4b		"Big Bets for the U.S. Cable Industry: Key Opportunities for Future Revenue Growth," (San Jose, CA: PricewaterhouseCoopers Global Technology Centre, January 2005)						no		Vocabulary was controlled and key terms/ideas were explained adequately.						Jan-05		yes		no		94		no				PricewaterhouseCoopers is a company with offices all over the world in a number of different countries.  The office that published this report was from their San Jose office.
http://www.pwc.com/gx/en/site-index.jhtml				PricewaterhouseCoopers is hired by industries around the world to help with consulting.  It is unlikely they have any controlling interest or personal/professional investments in the discussed technology.
http://www.pwc.com/gx/en/index.jhtml?ld=no		no		yes		Presented information from a variety of companies and in a variety of cable industry markets, i.e. high speed internet, DVRs, etc.		Strategic analysis firms						1		Worldwide		Forecasts were easy to read and interpret.				4/25/2011 14:25		4/25/2011 14:25		ND		94		ND

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=95&z=et4b		J. Hill, A.B. Lovins, J. Hill, K.E. Zimen, and E. Eisner, “Future Trends in Nuclear Power Generation [and Discussion],” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 276: 1261 (1974): 587-601. 				Several forecasts were not included because they were too vague (figure 3) or were based on another forecast source (table 1).		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		30-May-74		yes		yes		95		no		Northern Europe		The first author is affiliated with the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority in London.		587		The first author is affiliated with the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority and is presumably familiar with related technologies. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		197		23		5		Europe		The author uses information provided by the OECD, as well as his own personal expertise.				4/26/2011 8:17		4/26/2011 8:17		SF		95		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=96&z=et4b		George A. Hoffman, "Future Electric Automobiles," Technological Forecasting, 1 (1969): 173-183				Figure 1 contains forecasts that aren't technology-focused. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		1969		yes		no		96		no		Northern America		The author is affiliated with the Advanced Structures Department of the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company in Santa Monica, California. 		173		The author is a Principal Engineer at  Advanced Structures Department of the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company in Santa Monica, California. As such, he is presumably familiar with related technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		Forecasts were obtained using recent historical trends in automotive technology and metropolitan travel.				4/26/2011 10:56		4/26/2011 10:56		SF		96		SF

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=97&z=et4b		G. Bouladon, "Aviation's Role in Future Transportation," Technological Forecasting, 1 (1969): 5-16						no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		Switzerland		5		1969		yes		no		97		no		Western Europe		The author is affiliated with the Battelle Institute in Geneva. 				The author is the head of the engineering department at the Battelle Institute in Geneva, and is presumably well-integrated with related technologies. 		no		yes		The author is careful to provide insight from several perspectives: those of technicians, economists, and financial analysts. 		Academic publications		167		5		5		Europe		The author uses historical data, trend analysis, extrapolation, and expert opinion (from technicians). 				4/26/2011 11:37		6/27/2011 14:17		JH		97		SF

		4		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=99&z=et4b		Jeffrey C. Stier, “Technological Substitution in the United States Pulp and Paper Industry: The Sulfate Pulping Process,” Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 23 (1983): 237-245. 						no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		1983		yes		no		99		no		Northern America		The author is affiliated with the Department of Forestry at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 		237		The author is an Assistant Professor in the School of Natural Resources at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and is presumably familiar with relevant technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The paper presents an econometric analysis of the diffusion of the sulfate piping process. The methodology is transparent.				4/26/2011 13:57		4/26/2011 13:57		SF		99		SF

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=100&z=et4b		Jonathan Doran, Broadband & Media Europe, "Mass-Market Fiber Remains Distant on the European Horizon", The Yankee Group, December 2004						no		Controlled vocabulary was used throughout the report.						Dec-04		yes		no		100		no				The Yankee Group is a worldwide organization.
http://www.yankeegroup.com/about_us/				The Yankee Group is a worldwide company that was hired as a market consultant.  They probably do not have any controlling interest in the industry discussed.		no		yes		The Yankee Group presents information from a variety of countries with further readings provided to back-up their forecasts.		Market research firms						1		Worldwide		The forecasts in this report are clear and concise.		www.nodig-construction.com/doks/pdf/FTTH_EU-Study.pdf		4/26/2011 15:03		4/26/2011 15:03		ND		100		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=101&z=et4b		T.S. Rappaport, A. Annamalai, R.M. Buehrer & W.H. Tranter, "Wireless Communications: Past Events and a Future Perspective"  IEEE Communications Magazine, May 2002						no		Generally controlled vocabulary, much of the acronyms explained and terminology discussed in detail.		United States of America		7		May-02		yes		no		101		no		Northern America		Magazine is published by a company that originated in New York and authors are from a college in Virginia (Virginia Tech).		148		Written by researchers at a Virginia college so probably no controlling interest in the industry.		no		yes		Unknown.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		Forecasts are clearly stated.		http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/login.jsp?url=http%3A%2F%2Fieeexplore.ieee.org%2Fstamp%2Fstamp.jsp%3Ftp%3D%26arnumber%3D1006984&authDecision=-203		4/27/2011 12:01		10/19/2011 12:06		ND		101		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=102&z=et4b		Carlton Daniel, Corps of Engineers, "Laser Scanning Technology for 3-d Representation," (US Army Corps of Engineers; 15 April 2004)						no		In slide form, so not very clear and terms were not explained.		United States of America		7		15-Apr-04		yes		no		102		no		Northern America		Report was written by the United States Army Corps of Engineers.				Report concerned with overall forecasting of demand so US Army Corps of Engineers is interested in the technology but does not have any control over it. 		no		yes		Unknown		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		In powerpoint slide form, so not as clear as it would have been in a paper.				5/16/2011 12:59		5/16/2011 12:59		ND		102		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=103&z=et4b		Angela Navarrete, "Future Internet," (PC World: March 1999)						no		Clearly written.		United States of America		7		Mar-99		no		no		103		no		Northern America		Almost all contact information was in email form, but an address was given for terms and services in San Francisco, CA. 

http://www.pcworld.com/resource/termsofservice.html				Interested in technology area but no evidence of any controlling interest in the area.		no		yes		Unknown		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		Forecast was easy to read and understand.				5/16/2011 14:03		9/15/2011 15:26		ND		103		ND

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=104&z=et4b		W.S. Ring, "Silicon Photonics: Challenges and Future," (Washington, DC: Optoelectronics Industry Development Association, 2007)						no		Vocabulary was controlled throughout report.		United States of America		7		2007		yes		no		104		no		Northern America		OIDA is based in Washington, D.C.				OIDA would probably benefit from an increased demand for Silicon Photonics.		no		yes		Applies technology to various areas and discusses several different countries involved.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		Easy to understand forecast.				5/16/2011 14:47		5/16/2011 14:47		ND		104		ND

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=105&z=et4b		Maj Gen Donald L. Lamberson, Col Edward Duff, Don Washburn, & Lt Col Courtney Holmberg, "Whither High-Energy Lasers?", (Air & Space Power Journal, 1 March 2004)						no		Demonstrated controlled vocabulary throughout the report.		United States of America		7		1-Mar-04		yes		no		105		no		Northern America		The Air & Space Power Journal is published by the US Air Force.				Probably has no controlling interest in the technology, just very familiar with it.		no		yes		Unknown		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Very clear and easy to understand.				5/16/2011 15:33		5/20/2011 9:53		ND		105		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=106&z=et4b		Department of the Army, "DoD In-house S&T Activities Report FY2006" (Ft.Belvoir, VA: July 2007)						no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout report.		United States of America		7		Jul-07		yes		no		106		no		Northern America		Released by US Army, Department of Defense.				Involved in the technology but ultimately has no control over it.		no		yes		Unknown.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Forecasts were clearly stated.				5/17/2011 12:22		5/17/2011 12:22		ND		106		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=107&z=et4b		Alvin O. Ramsey & William B. Bushnell, "Development of the US Woodland Battle Dress Uniform," (US Army Natick Research and Development Laboratories, Natick, MA, January 1981)						no		Terms were defined and explained.		United States of America		7		Jan-81		yes		no		107		no		Northern America		Published by the US Army from a research facility in Natick, MA.				Highly integrated with the technology.		no		yes		Unknown		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Forecast was easy to read and understand.				5/17/2011 20:12		5/17/2011 20:12		ND		107		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=108&z=et4b		Michael Maloni & Eric C. Jackson, "North American Container Port Capacity: An Exploratory Analysis" (The Behrend College, Erie, PA: 2005)						no		Article was easy to read and all terms were defined.		United States of America		7		2005		yes		no		108		no		Northern America		The author was out of an American university. 				No personal or professional investments in technology development.		no		yes		Unknown.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast was easy to understand.				5/17/2011 22:26		5/17/2011 22:26		ND		108		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=109&z=et4b		Planning and Management Consultants, Ltd., "The National Dredging Needs Study of Ports and Harbors- Implications to Cost-Sharing of Federal Deep Draft Navigation Projects Due to Changes in the Maritime Industry," (Carbondale, IL: May 2000)						no		Key terms were defined and the history of the issue was explained.		United States of America		7		May-00		yes		no		109		no		Northern America		Report submitted by a company out of Carbondale, IL.				No controlling interest in the technology field.		no		yes		Looked at a wide variety of places to form their predictions.		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		Complete information about the report's purpose and the people writing the report.  Forecasts were clearly written.				5/18/2011 10:01		5/18/2011 10:01		ND		109		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=110&z=et4b		William M. Jankowski, "Maritime Shipping Container Security and the Defense Transportation System: Problems and Policy in the 21st Century," (Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA : June 2003)						no		Clearly written with history, purpose, and conclusions of the report explained.		United States of America		7		Jun-03		yes		no		110		no		Northern America		The publication institution is the US Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, CA.				Author is a graduate student so probably does not have any controlling interest in the discussed technology.		no		yes		Unknown.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		Forecast was clear and information on document publication was given.				5/18/2011 12:55		5/18/2011 12:55		ND		110		ND

		11		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=111&z=et4b		D.M. Johnson and D. Meister, “Man-Machine Impact of Technology on Coast Guard Missions and Systems,” December 1979. 				This document contains several forecasts not used in this study due to bias-related restrictions. The 10 forecasts selected for inclusion in this analysis were selected by technology type. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout. 		United States of America		7		Dec-79		yes		yes		111		no		Northern America		The authors of this report were affiliated with the U.S. Navy’s Personnel Research and Development Center in San Diego.				The authors of this report were affiliated with the U.S. Navy’s Personnel Research and Development Center in San Diego and were presumably familiar with related technologies and industries. 		no		yes		The authors consulted with a variety of experts and reviewed a variety of documents. 		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		The methodology is clearly stated on pages 5 and 6. 				6/2/2011 11:43		6/2/2011 11:43		SF		111		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=112&z=et4b		Wang Jong Chin and Victor Chua Yung Sern, “Unmanned Aerial Vehicles: Development Trends & Technology Forecast,” DSTA Horizons, February 2009. 						no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		Singapore		20		Feb-09		yes		no		112		no		South-Eastern Asia		The authors are affiliated with the Singapore government's Defense Science & Technology Agency (DSTA).  				The authors are affiliated with the Singapore government's Defense Science & Technology Agency (DSTA) and are presumably familiar with associated technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		135		20		4		Asia		The forecast methodology is not apparent. 				6/2/2011 12:49		6/2/2011 12:49		SF		112		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=113&z=et4b		Katie Hafner, “Scooby Doo, Where Are You?” The New York Times, May 14, 1998, accessed June 1, 2011, http://www.nytimes.com/1998/05/14/technology/scooby-doo-where-are-you.html.				New York Times article from 1998. 		no		Clear vocabulary.		United States of America		7		14-May-98		yes		no		113		no		Northern America		The article was published in the New York Times. 				The author was a staff reporter and was presumably not familiar with the technology or related industries. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		The only usable forecast in the document was obtained from expert information.		http://www.nytimes.com/1998/05/14/technology/scooby-doo-where-are-you.html		6/2/2011 13:03		6/2/2011 13:03		SF		113		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=114&z=et4b		National Academy of Sciences, “Synthetic-Aperture Optics, Volume 1: Woods Hole Summer Study,” August 1967. 				This information was derived from volume 1 of the report, which provides a summary of the techniques proposed by the group. Volume 2 of the report, which is classified, is a collection of appendices that describe various aperture synthesis techniques in detail.  		no		Technical vocabulary throughout. 		United States of America		7		Aug-67		yes		no		114		no		Northern America		The summer study was sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences and supported by the Air Force Systems Command. 				The study was authored by numerous experts, who were well-integrated with relevant technologies. 		no		yes		The study was conducted in four weeks by a group of research scientists from universities, industrial laboratories, and government, representing skills in radio and optical astronomy, microwave radar, optical design, laser physics, holography, electromagnetic theory, information theory, and related disciplines. Experts likely varied to reduce bias. 		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		The few forecasts in the document were clearly derived from expert sourcing.				6/2/2011 13:11		6/2/2011 13:11		SF		114		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=115&z=et4b		Junfeng Li, “Mitigation Country Study—China,” United Nations Human Development Report, 2007. 				This is a UN report. 		no		The report was poorly-worded, confounding understanding of the methodology and of forecasts. Background documents are mentioned throughout this report, but none are cited. 						2007		yes		no		115		no				Not all countries are members of the UN. 				There is no information about the author. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias. 		Government reports and roadmaps						7		Multi-regional		The forecast methodology is not obvious. Forecasts are assumed to come from a composite of trend analysis, essays, and historical information. 				6/3/2011 12:12		6/3/2011 12:12		SF		115		SF

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=116&z=et4b		Government of India Planning Commission, “India As Knowledge Superpower,” June 2001. 				One forecast projected out to 2001, which was the same year the document was published. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		India		19		Jun-01		yes		no		116		no		Southern Asia		The report was written by the Indian government's planning commission. 				The task force members who wrote the document consisted of representatives of the Indian government, as well as some representatives from academic and industry. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias. 		Government reports and roadmaps		119		19		4		Asia		The methodology is not explicit.				6/3/2011 12:39		6/3/2011 12:39		SF		116		SF

		9		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=117&z=et4b		U.S. Department of Defense, “Annual Report on the Military Power of the People’s Republic of China,” July 12, 2002.				Many of the forecasts are for the 2020 timeframe. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout. 		United States of America		7		July 12, 2002. 		yes		yes		117		no		Northern America		The article was published by the U.S. Department of Defense. 				The article was presumably written by members of the DoD intelligence community. The authors are likely familiar with associated technologies. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias. 		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology is not obvious. 				6/3/2011 12:48		6/3/2011 12:48		SF		117		SF

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=118&z=et4b		Ron Johnston, “Technology Planning in Major Asian Countries: An Analysis of Recent Foresight Reports from China and India & Comparison with Japan and Korea,” January 2005. 				Most of the forecasts in this document were derived from previous Delphi studies. Only the most clearly-written ones were included in this analysis. 		yes		Clear vocabulary. 		Australia		25		January 2005. 		yes		yes		118		no		Australia and New Zealand		The author is affiliated with the University of Sydney’s Australian Centre for Innovation. 				The author is affiliated with the University of Sydney’s Australian Centre for Innovation and is presumably familiar with associated technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Strategic analysis firms		212		25		4		Asia		The forecasts were derived from previous Delphi studies conducted by other organizations.				6/3/2011 13:16		6/3/2011 13:16		SF		118		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=120&z=et4b		N.S. Contractor, A. Singhal, and E.M. Rogers, “Metatheoretical Perspectives on Satellite Television and Development in India,” Journal of Broadcasting & Electronic Media, 32(2): Spring 1988: 129-148.						no		Some social sciences-related terminology.		United States of America		7		1988		yes		no		120		no		Northern America		The authors are affiliated with the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and the University of Southern California.						no		yes		The authors mitigated against bias by presenting opposing viewpoints.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology is not explicit.				6/6/2011 13:15		6/6/2011 13:15		SF		120		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=121&z=et4b		“China Eyes New Spaceport and Bigger Rockets,” Space Daily, February 6, 2001				Space Daily is China's space industry publication. 		no		Clear language.		China		18		6-Feb-01		yes		no		121		no		Eastern Asia		Space Daily is published in China and provides Chinese readers with information about the space industry. 				Authors at Space Daily are presumably familiar with associated technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		116		18		4		Asia		The forecast methodology is not explicit.				6/6/2011 13:22		6/6/2011 13:22		SF		121		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=122&z=et4b		W.W. Keller and L.W. Pauly, “Crisis and Adaptation in East Asian Innovation Systems: Semiconductors in Taiwan and South Korea,” January 2001. 				This is a report published by MIT. MIT is an academic institution, but the report is not peer-reviewed and did not appear in a journal. As such, the authors were conducting strategic analysis. 		no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		Jan-01		yes		no		122		no		Northern America		The authors are affiliated with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the University of Toronto. 				The authors are familiar with associated technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias. 		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology is not obvious. 				6/6/2011 13:30		6/6/2011 13:30		SF		122		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=123&z=et4b		P. Kapur, J.P. McVittie, and K.C. Saraswat, “Technology and Reliability Constrained Future Copper Interconnects—Part I: Resistance Modeling, IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices, 49:4 (2002): 590-597.				Many of the forecasts in the figures were too difficult to interpret and were therefore not included in the database. 		yes		Scientific terminology throughout, which made the forecasts in figures difficult to interpret. 		United States of America		7		Apr-02		yes		no		123		no		Northern America		The authors are affiliated with Stanford University’s Department of Electrical Engineering.				The authors are affiliated with Stanford University’s Department of Electrical Engineering and are presumably familiar with related technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology was obvious (modeling).				6/7/2011 9:25		6/7/2011 9:25		SF		123		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=124&z=et4b		Ben Ames, “Army to Spin Off Future Soldier Gear to Homeland Security First Responders,” Military & Aerospace Electronics, August 1, 2003, accessed June 7, 2011, http://prod.militaryaerospace.com/articles/print/volume-14/issue-8/departments/design-watch/army-to-spin-off-future-soldier-gear-to-homeland-security-first-responders.html						no		Clear language throughout.		United States of America		7		1-Aug-03		yes		no		124		no		Northern America		The article was written in Natick, Massachusettes. 						no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		The article relied on interviews.				6/7/2011 10:48		6/7/2011 10:48		SF		124		SF

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=126&z=et4b		Commonwealth of Australia, “Defence 2000: Our Future Defence Force,” 2000.				Most of the forecasts in this document are for "the coming decade" (2000-2010) and were not included in the database because of the 30% rule. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		Australia		25		2000		yes		no		126		no		Australia and New Zealand		The document was published by the Australian government.				The authors are presumably familar with military technologies. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Government reports and roadmaps		212		25		6		Oceania		The introduction explains the forecast methodology: a review of Australia's defense needs and consultations with communities and Defence personnel. 				6/7/2011 11:24		6/7/2011 11:24		SF		126		SF

		5		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=127&z=et4b		“The Mobile World,” Futurist, November 1, 2002. 				Futurist is a the World Future Society's publication.

Some forecasts were too vague to be included in the database. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		1-Nov-02		yes		no		127		no		Northern America		The World Future Society's headquarters is in Bethesda, Maryland. 				Futurist is published by The World Future Society; the author is presumably familiar with related technologies. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		The author interviewed experts to get predictions.				6/7/2011 13:06		6/7/2011 13:06		SF		127		SF

		15		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=128&z=et4b		North American Electric Reliability Council, “2003 Long-Term Reliability Assessment: The Reliability of Bulk Electric Systems in North America,” December 2003. 				NERC is an organization of electrical grid operators.

Many forecasts were for 2003 (the same year the document was published) or projected out to 2010 (30% rule precludes their inclusion in the database) or 2012 (outside of analysis timeframe).		yes		Clear vocabulary.						Dec-03		yes		yes		128		no		Northern America		The NERC is an organization of electrical grid operators in North America. 				The NERC is an organization of electrical grid operators in North America. Its employees are presumably familiar with related technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No effort to mitgate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies				7		3		Americas		NERC's methodology was transparent, but it is unclear how the reporting entities (electrical grid operators) derived their information. 				6/7/2011 15:01		6/7/2011 15:01		SF		128		SF

		3		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=129&z=et4b		John McHale, “Robotics Are Key to Future of Vertronics,” Military & Aerospace Electronics, October 1, 2002, accessed June 8, 2011, http://www.militaryaerospace.com/index/display/article-display/158428/articles/military-aerospace-electronics/volume-13/issue-10/features/special-report/robotics-are-key-to-future-of-vertronics.html. 						no		Clear language throughout. 		United States of America		7		1-Oct-02		yes		no		129		no		Northern America		Military & Aerospace Electronics is a U.S. publication. 						no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		The forecasts were derived from interviews with representatives of the U.S. Army's Tank-automotive and Armaments Command (TACOM). 		http://www.militaryaerospace.com/index/display/article-display/158428/articles/military-aerospace-electronics/volume-13/issue-10/features/special-report/robotics-are-key-to-future-of-vertronics.html		6/8/2011 8:22		6/8/2011 8:22		SF		129		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=130&z=et4b		Kate Jacobs, “The Year in Ideas: Personal Terrorism Prevention,” New York Times Magazine, December 15, 2002.						no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		15-Dec-02		yes		no		130		no		Northern America		The New York Times Magazine is published in the U.S. 				No indication of the author's familiarity with associated technologies or industries. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology isn't apparent.				6/8/2011 8:53		6/8/2011 9:35		SF		130		SF

		4		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=131&z=et4b		Semiconductor Industry Association, “The National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors: Technology Needs,” 1997. 				This is a requirements document with an industry roadmap; several forecasts are included. 		no		Clear vocabulary throughout; some industry-centric verbiage. 		United States of America		7		1997		yes		no		131		no		Northern America		The headquarters of the Semiconductor Industry Association is located in Washington. D.C. 				Working group members are experts in their respective fields and are presumably familiar with related technologies. 		no		yes		Experts from a variety of semiconductor-related fields were included in the working groups.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		The methodology is transparent: a working group of experts was used to devise the roadmap and associated requirements and forecasts.				6/8/2011 11:44		6/8/2011 11:44		SF		131		SF

		14		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=132&z=et4b		U.S. Coast Guard, “The Road to 2012: Looking Towards the Next Two Decades,” March 1993. 				Many forecasts projected beyond the analysis timeframe. Additionally, some were too vague to include or weren't associated with a timeframe.		yes		Clear language throughout.		United States of America		7		Mar-93		yes		yes		132		no		Northern America		The report was written by the U.S. Coast Guard. 						no		yes		Some potentially biasing language. The forecast methodology relied on scanning, and some citations/analyses were described with adjectives. For instance, one source was described as an “elegant analysis”, which indicates that the authors may have preferred this source above others. (p.80)		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology (scanning) was obvious.				6/9/2011 13:03		6/9/2011 13:03		SF		132		SF

		14		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=133&z=et4b		U.S. Department of Transportation, “Oceanborne Shipping: Demand and Technology Forecast,” June 1968.				This document has numerous forecasts; those that were included in the  database were chosen randomly. Many forecasts were too vague to be included, and many projected outside of the analysis timeframe. 		yes		Marginally clear vocabulary.		United States of America		7		Jun-68		yes		yes		133		no		Northern America		This document was written by the U.S. Department of Transportation. 						no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology included trend analysis.				6/9/2011 14:29		6/9/2011 14:29		SF		133		SF

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=134&z=et4b		“Forecasts Bright for Future of Technology,” The Daily Yomiuri, December 1, 1992. 				Some forecasts were outside of the analysis timeframe, or were too vague to be included. 		yes		Clear vocabulary, though vague. 		Japan		18		1-Dec-92		yes		no		134		no		Eastern Asia		The Daily Yomiuri is a Japanese newspaper.				There is no indication of the editorial staff's integration with the forecasted technology. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		121		18		4		Asia		The forecasts were derived from a Japan Science and Technology Agency survey of 3,000 experts in a wide range of fields.				6/9/2011 14:59		6/9/2011 14:59		SF		134		SF

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=135&z=et4b		Office of Technology Assessment, “Advanced Automotive Technology: Visions of a Super-Efficient Family Car,” September 1995. 				Forecasts were randomly selected for inclusion in the database. In addition to the 2005 timeframe, this document has many forecasts that project out to 2015.  		yes		Some technical language, but mostly clear language throughout.		United States of America		7		Sep-95		yes		yes		135		no		Northern America		The report was written by the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment.						no		yes		No explicit effort to mitigate bias. Workshop participants represented academic institutions, the auto industry, strategic consulting firms, and government agencies. 		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		The study methodology is apparent: the OTA used workshops, interviews with experts, and a literature review to produce forecasts. 				6/10/2011 11:07		6/10/2011 11:07		SF		135		SF

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=136&z=et4b		European Space Agency,” Materials and Structures for 2000 and Beyond and Attempted Forecast by the DLR Materials and Structures Department,” May 1990. 				Several forecasts were too vague to be included in the database. Forecasts for 2010 were not included because of the 30% rule. 		yes		Some technical language, but otherwise clear. 		Germany		5		May-90		yes		yes		136		no		Western Europe		The forecasts were made by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in West Germany. 				The authors of the reports were officials of the DLR and were presumably familiar with related technologies. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Government reports and roadmaps		180		5		5		Europe		The forecasts were derived from essays/reports written by experts. 				6/10/2011 13:18		6/10/2011 13:19		SF		136		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=137&z=et4b		Michael V. Copeland, “Tech Detective: Lasers at PARC,” Venture Capital Journal, October 1, 2002. 						no		Clear language throughout.		United States of America		7		1-Oct-02		yes		no		137		no		Northern America		The Venture Capital Journal’s headquarters is in the U.S. 				No indication of the author's familiarity with the technology. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		The author visited the Palo Alto Research Center and derived forcasts from its scientists. 				6/13/2011 11:04		6/13/2011 11:04		SF		137		SF

		3		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=138&z=et4b		“Pentagon Studying Laser Battle Stations in Space,” Aviation Week & Space Technology, July 28, 1980. 						no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		28-Jul-80		yes		no		138		no		Northern America		The headquarters for Aviation Week & Space Technology is in the U.S.						no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		The forecasts are based on several DoD assessments/essays on laser battle stations.				6/13/2011 11:11		6/13/2011 11:11		SF		138		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=139&z=et4b		W.D. Marbach, P. Hoban, R. Sandza, R. LaBrecque, K. Willenson, K. Foltz, & W.J. Cook, “The Dazzle of Lasers,” Newsweek, January 3, 1983.						no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		3-Jan-83		yes		no		139		no		Northern America		Newsweek is a U.S. publication. 				No indication of the author's familiarity with associated technologies. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		Forecasts were derived from interviews with DoD personnel.				6/13/2011 11:30		9/15/2011 15:44		ND		139		SF

		3		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=140&z=et4b		Philip J. Klass, “Laser Destroys Missile in Test,” Avionics, August 7, 1978.						no		Clear vocabulary.		United States of America		7		7-Aug-78		yes		no		140		no		Northern America		Avionics magazine is published in the U.S.				This author frequently writes about laser technologies and is presumably familiar with associated technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		Forecasts were derived from interviews with DoD personnel.				6/13/2011 11:41		6/13/2011 11:41		SF		140		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=141&z=et4b		Philip J. Klass, “House Unit Alters Laser Goals,” Aviation Week & Space Technology, April 26, 1982. 						no		Clear vocabulary.		United States of America		7		26-Apr-82		yes		no		141		no		Northern America		Aviation Week & Space Technology is published in the U.S.				The author writes about lasers frequently, and is presumably familiar with related technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast was based on an expert interview.				6/13/2011 12:01		6/13/2011 12:01		SF		141		SF

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=142&z=et4b		Matthew Forney, “Great Leap Skyward,” Time,  October 20, 2003. 						no		Clear vocabulary throughout. 		United States of America		7		October 20, 2003. 		yes		no		142		no		Northern America		Time magazine is a U.S. publication. 				No indication of the author's familiarity with associated technologies. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		The article relied on interviews with experts.				6/13/2011 12:07		6/13/2011 12:07		SF		142		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=143&z=et4b		Robert Wall, “Better Defense, Better Offense,” Aviation Week & Space Technology, April 12, 2004. 						no		Clear vocabulary.		United States of America		7		12-Apr-04		yes		no		143		no		Northern America		Aviation Week & Space Technology is published in the U.S.				No indication of the author's familiarity with related technologies or industries. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		The article relied on interviews with experts.				6/13/2011 12:14		6/13/2011 12:14		SF		143		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=144&z=et4b		K.M. Leonard and V.K. Aksamentov, “Compatibility of Russian Life-Support Systems to Future Space Missions,” Journal of Aerospace Engineering, (1995): 68-74. 						no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		1995		yes		no		144		no		Northern America		The authors are associated with the University of Alabama. 				The authors are affiliated with engineering departments the University of Alabama and are presumably familiar with associated technologies. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology is not obvious.				6/13/2011 12:22		6/13/2011 12:22		SF		144		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=145&z=et4b		Guy J. Farley and S. M. Gauthier. "Radar Technology Forecast for Land Warfare," Defense Research Establishment Ottawa, Technical Memorandum DREO TM 2000-064, April 2000 				Publication includes forecasts prior to publication date.		no		There is a lot of jargon and I didn’t notice and effort to control the vocabulary. 		Canada		7		Apr-00		yes		no		145		no		Northern America		Canadian report 				Unknown.		no		yes		Unknown		Government reports and roadmaps		105		7		3		Americas		There was a lot of confusion between the publication date and forecasted events, and I am unsure about the actual forecast date.  

The methodology isn’t clearly stated.				6/20/2011 13:50		6/20/2011 14:21		JH		145		JH

		18		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=146&z=et4b		Kan Chen and Nicolas Chang, "Technology Forecast of Space Robots to the Year 2000,"  Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 26, 47-57, (1984)						yes		There is some alteration between industrial robots and space robots but efforts are made to keep forecast clear.						1984		yes		yes		146		no				One author works at the University of Ann Arbor, the second at Shanghai Jiao Tong University		47		Both professors are experts in engineering and likely associated with robotics.		no		yes		Unknown		Academic publications						7		Multi-regional		Forecast is relatively transparent with information on the methodology, purpose, and overall approach.				6/20/2011 14:17		6/27/2011 14:16		JH		146		JH

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=148&z=et4b		G.W. Criss III, "Space Technology and the Soviet/US Strategic Competition: A Perspective and Forecast Using Twelve-Year Cycles" Air War College Research Report, United States Air Force, 1988						no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout report.		United States of America		7		May-88		yes		no		148		no		Northern America		Published by the United States Air Force				No controlling interest in Soviet or US space-military technology.		no		yes		Compared Soviet and US abilities only.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology explained in abstract.				6/21/2011 14:11		6/21/2011 14:11		ND		148		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=149&z=et4b		J. Henize, "Evaluating the Employment Impact of Information Technology," Technology Forecasting and Social Change, 20 (1981), 41-61						no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout article.						1981		yes		no		149		no				Published by a company named Elsevier which is a worldwide company.

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/intro.cws_home/ataglance				Author is a professor so has an professional interest in the technology area but probably no controlling or financial interest.		no		yes		Unknown		Academic publications						1		Worldwide		Investigative process described in detail.				6/21/2011 15:20		6/21/2011 15:20		ND		149		ND

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=150&z=et4b		A. Mody & D. Wheeler, "Technological Evolution of the Semiconductor Industry," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 30 (1986), 197-205						no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout the article.						1986		yes		no		150		no				Magazine published by Elsevier, a worldwide company.

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/intro.cws_home/ataglance				Authors have no controlling interest in the industry.		no		yes		Looks at both United States and Japan.		Academic publications						1		Worldwide		Forecast and methodology explained thoroughly.				6/21/2011 17:55		6/21/2011 17:55		ND		150		ND

		3		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=151&z=et4b		W.C. Patterson, "Technological Trends in the Automobile industry and Their Impact on Aluminum Usage," technological Forecasting and Social Change, 18, (1980), 205-216						no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout the entire article. 						1980		yes		no		151		no				Article published in a journal by a worldwide company.

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/intro.cws_home/ataglance				The author is an academic in the field and probably has no controlling interest in the technology field.		no		yes		Compared American cars to cars built in other countries.		Academic publications						1		Worldwide		Methodology was clearly described.				6/21/2011 22:54		6/21/2011 22:54		ND		151		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=152&z=et4b		J.A. McEvers, R.L. Anderson, J.O. Hylton, T.J. McIntyre, & M.R. Moore, "CALSETS 2000 Assessment Study," Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc for the United States Department of Energy, 1993						no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout with terms defined.		United States of America		7		1993		yes		no		152		no		Northern America		Published by a company for the United States Department of Energy.				Does not seem to have any professional investments in the technology discussed.		no		yes		Unknown		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology explained well.				6/22/2011 12:14		6/22/2011 12:14		ND		152		ND

		3		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=153&z=et4b		J.D. Roessner, "Forecasting the Impact of Office Automation on Clerical Employment, 1985-2000," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 28, (1985), 203-216						no		Controlled vocabulary is used throughout the article.						1985		yes		no		153		no				Article is published by a worldwide company.

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/intro.cws_home/ataglance				Author is an associate professor so does not have any controlling interest in the technology.		no		yes		Unknown		Academic publications						1		Worldwide		Methodology is clearly explained.				6/22/2011 14:07		6/22/2011 14:07		ND		153		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=154&z=et4b		"Soviet Space Programs, 1971-75 Overview, Facilities and Hardware, Manned and Unmanned Flight Programs, Bioastronautics, Civil and Military Applications, Projections of Future Plans," Staff Report, Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences United States Senate by the Science Policy Research Division, Congressional Research Service, the Library of Congress Volume I, August 30, 1976 						no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout report.		United States of America		7		30-Aug-76		yes		no		154		no		Northern America		From the United States Senate.				Very involved in the technology.		no		yes		Compares United States with Soviet technology.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Fairly clear methodology.				6/22/2011 15:25		6/22/2011 15:25		ND		154		ND

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=155&z=et4b		A. Weiss, N. Themelis, & N. Guernsey "Technological Innovation in the Copper Industry: Volume II, Technology Forecast," Bureau of Mines, United States Department of the Interior, Division of Minerals Policy and Analysis, March 1983						yes		Controlled vocabulary used throughout the document.		United States of America		7		Mar-83		yes		yes		155		no		Northern America		Written for the Department of the Interior of the United States				Unknown		no		yes		Took many different views into account for the forecasting.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology clearly explained.				6/26/2011 17:39		10/19/2011 9:39		ND		155		ND

		6		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=156&z=et4b		"Economic Planning Agency Technology Forecast to the Year 2010: Part I: General Report," JPRS Report Science & Technology Japan, Keizai Kikiakucho Sogkeikaku-Kyoku in Japanese July 91 pp 1-78				Republication in English by the U.S. Department of Commerce		no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout the document.		Japan		18		17-Nov-91		yes		no		156		no		Eastern Asia		Originally published by Japanese journal by the Structural Adjustment Section of the Economic Council.				Council members are very involved in the technology field they assessed.		no		yes		Compared to United States and European technologies.		Government reports and roadmaps		121		18		4		Asia		Methodology clearly explained with examples given and a copy of the survey given to the experts.				6/27/2011 13:20		6/27/2011 13:20		ND		156		ND

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=157&z=et4b		Office of Technology Assessment, Marine Applications for Fuel Cell Technology- A Technical Memorandum, OTA-TM-O-37 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, February 1986).						no		Language was clear and terms explained.		United States of America		7		Feb-86		yes		no		157		no		Northern America		Published by the U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment.				Removed from technology development but highly interested in outcome.		no		yes		Compared United States to other countries.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology not described in detail.		http://www.princeton.edu/~ota/disk2/1986/8612/8612.PDF		6/27/2011 19:19		10/19/2011 12:34		ND		157		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=158&z=et4b		Ellen Jo Baron, “Speculations on the Microbiology Laboratory of the Future,” Clinical Infectious Diseases, 35:1 (2002): S84-S87. 				Several forecasts are not associated with a timeframe or, at best, can be associated with the "distant future". The forecasts that can be associated with the near term do not read like forecasts. Instead, they appear to be statements of the current clinical lab. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		Sep-02		yes		no		158		no		Northern America		The author is affiliated with the Stanford University Medical School.				The author is affiliated with the Stanford University Medical School and is presumably familiar with relevant technologies. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		Forecasts are based on the author’s experience, as well as thoughts from others in the field. 				7/8/2011 7:35		7/11/2011 7:52		SF		158		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=159&z=et4b		Alejandro Carrion, "Technology forecast on ink-jet head technology application," Rapid Prototyping Journal, Vol 3, 1997, 99-105						no		Terms explained throughout the article.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		1997		yes		no		159		no		Northern Europe		The journal was published by a company out of the United Kingdom.

http://www.emeraldinsight.com/journals.htm?issn=1355-2546&volume=3&issue=3				Probably does not have any controlling interest in the technology area.		no		yes		Used a variety of experts for his survey.		Academic publications		197		23		5		Europe		Methodology was explained in detail for laypersons to understand.				7/8/2011 9:17		7/8/2011 9:17		ND		159		ND

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=160&z=et4b		Charles G. Moore & Hugo P. Pomrehn, "Technological Forecast of Marine Transportation Systems 1970 to 2000," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 3, 1971, 99-135						no		Terms defined and controlled vocabulary used throughout the article.						1971		yes		no		160		no				Article was in a magazine published by Elsevier, a worldwide company.

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/intro.cws_home/ataglance				No controlling interest in technology, a consultant for the government and an engineer.		no		yes		Used a wide variety of forecast methods.		Academic publications						1		Worldwide		Methodology clearly explained.				7/8/2011 10:49		7/8/2011 10:49		ND		160		ND

		12		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=161&z=et4b		William R. Rowley, “Biotechnology Overview: Applications and Forecasts,” Foresight, 4:4 (2002): 4-12. 				Several forecasts are outside the analysis timeframe. Others are for 2002, which is the same year the document was published. There is no indication that the forecasts were made in 2001 or earlier.

Most of the forecasts in this document were preceded by the sentences, "Possible forecasts include:..." and, "Draft forecasts intended to stimulate thinking about the scope and rate of growth include:..." The standard lexicon excludes forecasts that use the word "possible", and the "draft forecast" language is vague. However, the forecasts that followed these statements were specific and were therefore included in the analysis. The author may have used the vague language to evade implication if the forecasts failed. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		Aug-02		yes		yes		161		no		Northern America		The author is affiliated with the Institute of Alternative Futures in Alexandria, Virginia.				No indication of how integrated the author is with the biotechnology industry. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology is not explicit.				7/8/2011 11:34		7/8/2011 12:13		SF		161		SF

		8		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=162&z=et4b		Joel de Rosnay, “The Growth of Biotechnics: Biology, Computerization, and Automation,” Futures, April 1986. 				Several forecasts were too vague to include in the study. 		yes		Clear language throughout.		France		5		Apr-86		yes		yes		162		no		Western Europe		The author is affiliated with the Institut Pasteur. 				The author is affiliated with the Institut Pasteur and is presumably familiar with relevant technologies. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		179		5		5		Europe		The author is tracking the development of several disciplines to make forecasts.				7/11/2011 7:59		7/11/2011 7:59		SF		162		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=163&z=et4b		Dirk Basting, Klause Pippert, & Uwe Stamm, "History and future prospects of excimer laser technology," RIKEN Review No. 43, January 2002, Lambda Physik AG, Germany						no		Used a lot of jargon but defined a fair amount of it.  Used a lot of scientific shorthand.		Japan		18		Jan-02		yes		no		163		no		Eastern Asia		Article published in RIKEN Review which is a Japanese company involved in technology development.

http://www.riken.go.jp/engn/r-world/riken/outline/index.html				Author Basting was a founding member of Lmabda Physik.

http://optics.org/article/17318/Basting		no		yes		Seemed to mainly focus on Lambda Physik operations and developments.		Academic publications		121		18		4		Asia		Methodology is not clearly explained.				7/11/2011 12:05		7/11/2011 12:05		ND		163		ND

		5		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=164&z=et4b		Deam W. Given, “ROV Technology Trends and Forecast,” 1983.				There are some (vague) forecasts for Phase V of ROV development, which the document defines as 1995-? Since these forecasts are vague and the timeframe is incomplete, they weren't included in the database. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		1983		yes		no		164		no		Northern America		The author is the editor of SubNotes and an employee of Acoustic Systems, Inc., both of which are based in California.				The author is the Applications Director of Acoustic Systems, Inc. and is presumably integrated with related technologies and industries. 		no		yes		Some effort to mitigate bias on p. 573 when the author defends ROV development phases.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		The author looked at past and present trends in the industry and in technology development and extrapolated future events. 				7/11/2011 13:07		7/11/2011 13:07		SF		164		SF

		9		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=165&z=et4b		Marvin J. Cetron, "An American renaissance in the year 2000: 74 trends that will affect America..." The Futurist, Mar/Apr 1994, 28, 2, ABI/INFORM Global, SS1						no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout the article.		United States of America		7		March/April 1994		yes		no		165		no		Northern America		The Futurist's headquarters are in Bethesda, Maryland and the author is an American who has consulted various presidents.				No controlling interest in any of the technologies discussed.		no		yes		Unknown		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology only briefly touched on and not explained.				7/11/2011 13:28		7/11/2011 13:28		ND		165		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=166&z=et4b		Robert Bogue, “MEMS Sensors: Past, Present, and Future,” Sensor Review, 27:1 (2007): 7-13. 						no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		2007		yes		no		166		no		Northern Europe		The author is based in the UK (see: http://www.robbogue.co.uk/). 				The author is the associate editor of Sensor Review, and is presumably familiar with associated technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		197		23		5		Europe		The forecast methodology was not obvious. 				7/12/2011 7:12		7/12/2011 7:12		SF		166		SF

		3		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=167&z=et4b		Jeremie Bouchaud and Henning Wicht, “RF MEMS: Status of the Industry in 2004, Application Roadmap and Market Forecasts,” presented at 34th European Microwave Conference (Amsterdam, Netherlands: 2004). 				The article was published by the IEEE. 		no		Fragmented English, but otherwise clear vocabulary.		Germany		5		2004		yes		no		167		no		Western Europe		The authors are affiliated with Wicht Technologie consulting in Munich, Germany. 				The authors are affiliated with Wicht Technologie consulting in Munich, Germany. The company provides market analysis for numerous topics, including MEMS technologies. As such, the authors are presumably familiar with associated technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		180		5		5		Europe		The acknowledgement section of a paper indicates that the authors either interviewed or surveyed 80 MEMS companies and institutes to discern their RF MEMS developments. The authors also interviewed user companies of RF MEMS to discern their needs. The authors also described funding for RF MEMS among various governments worldwide.  All of this information influenced the forecasts. 				7/12/2011 7:58		7/12/2011 7:58		SF		167		SF

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=168&z=et4b		Deputy Director for Operations Research Test and Analysis, "TRI-TAC Technology Forecast," Joint Tactical Communications (TRI-TAC), October 1974, Report Number TTO-ORT-035-74				Written by Booz Allen, a market research firm, but for the US Government.		yes		Terms clearly defined throughout the entire article.		United States of America		7		Oct-74		yes		yes		168		no		Northern America		Report created by Booz Allen, a company based in McLean, Va.				Written by a market research firm that has no controlling interest in the government's communications technologies.		no		yes		Used a wide variety of sources.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology clearly described.				7/12/2011 9:16		7/12/2011 12:53		ND		168		ND

		17		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=169&z=et4b		Peter R. Wheale and Ruth M. McNally, “Patent Trend Analysis: The Case of Microgenetic Engineering,” Futures, October 1986. 				Table 2 has market value forecasts that weren't included in the database because some of them were or classes of compounds rather than compounds, or for product categories instead of selected compounds. There are also forecasts net cash-flow forecasts in figure 5 that aren't included in the database. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout. 		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Oct-86		yes		yes		169		no		Northern Europe		The authors are affiliated with Oxford Polytechnic in the UK. 				One of the authors is affiliated with Bio-Information (International) Limited and is presumably familiar with associated technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		197		23		5		Europe		The forecast methodology is clear.				7/12/2011 9:30		7/12/2011 9:30		SF		169		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=170&z=et4b		 “Technology Molds GI of the Future,” Design News, August 15, 2005. 				Article in Design News		no		Clear vocabulary throughout. 		United States of America		7		15-Aug-05		yes		no		170		no		Northern America		Design News is based in the U.S. 				Design News is well-integrated into the defense industry and is familiar with associated technologies. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias. 
		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology is not obvious. 				7/12/2011 12:32		4/3/2012 13:48		SA		170		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=171&z=et4b		Tugrul Daim & Pattharaporn Suntharasaj, "Technology diffusion: forecasting with bibliometric analysis and Bass model," Foresight, 11, 3, 2009, 45-55						no		All terms were explained throughout the article.		United States of America		7		2009		yes		no		171		no		Northern America		The authors are both based out of Portland, Oregon and the Foresight magazine has its headquarters in Medford, MA.

http://forecasters.org/foresight/contact-us/		45		Both authors are based at Portland State University and so probably do not have any controlling interest in the technology discussed.		no		yes		Looked at US market and Walmart for analyses.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology is explained in detail.				7/12/2011 14:45		7/12/2011 14:45		ND		171		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=172&z=et4b		John McHale, “Toward the Future,” Design Quarterly, 72 (1968): 3-31.				The chart on page 7 has several forecasts, but there is no timeframe associated with them. There are other forecasts in the document, but these are either vague or were derived from other sources. 		yes		Vocabulary is clear, but the forecasts are vague.		Canada		7		1968		yes		no		172		no		Northern America		Design Quarterly is a Canadian publication. 						no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		105		7		3		Americas		The author summarizes other forecast documents and reports. 				7/12/2011 15:07		7/12/2011 15:07		SF		172		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=173&z=et4b		S. Chandrashekar, "Technology Priorities for India's Development: Need for Restructuring," Economic and POlitical Weekly, 30, 43, Oct. 28, 1995, 2739-2748						no		Terms and abbreviations were explained.		India		19		28-Oct-95		yes		no		173		no		Southern Asia		Journal is published in Mumbai.

http://www.epw.org.in/epw/user/aboutUs.jsp				Works in forecasting and management, but no direct contacts to a certain technology area.		no		yes		Compared India to the rest of the world as far as technology priorities are concerned.		Academic publications		119		19		4		Asia		Methodology is briefly mentioned in the introduction.		http://www.jstor.org/stable/4403372		7/13/2011 13:31		7/13/2011 13:31		ND		173		ND

		8		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=174&z=et4b		Andrea Masini & Paolo Frankl, "Forecasting the diffusion of photovoltaic systems in southern Europe: A learning curve approach," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 70, 2002, 39-65						no		Terminology was explained throughout the article.						2002		yes		no		174		no				Journal is published by Elsevier, a worldwide company.

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/intro.cws_home/ataglance		NA		Primary author is familiar with different technology areas but is a professor so probably has no controlling interest in this industry.

http://www.ivyexeced.org/faculty/andrea-masini		no		yes		Used a variety of scenarios to determine forecasts.		Academic publications						1		Worldwide		Methodology is discussed in detail.				7/14/2011 12:25		7/14/2011 12:25		ND		174		ND

		4		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=175&z=et4b		William Morsch, "Technology Forecasting and Assessment in Ultrasonics," Technology Forecast & Assessment Project, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Washington, D.C., 20006, 1973 						no		Article was very easy to understand.		United States of America		7		1973		yes		no		175		no		Northern America		Published by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers which is out of Washington, D.C.		579		Familiar with technology but probably has no controlling interest in the field.		no		yes		Used a large number of experts in the field.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		Discussed methodology clearly in the introduction.				7/14/2011 14:09		7/14/2011 14:09		ND		175		ND

		13		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=176&z=et4b		J.E. Steiner, “Aircraft Evolution and Airline Growth,” Financial Analysts Journal, 23:2 (1967): 85-92.  				There are additional forecasts in figures 10, 17, and 18. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout. 		United States of America		7		March/April 1967		yes		yes		176		no		Northern America		The author was the Vice President of Product Development for the Boeing Company’s Commercial Airplane Division. 		85		The author was the Vice President of Product Development for the Boeing Company’s Commercial Airplane Division and was likely familiar with associated technologies. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		Forecast methodology is apparent. 				7/18/2011 8:11		7/18/2011 8:11		SF		176		SF

		4		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=177&z=et4b		Platon M. Velonias, "Forecasting Tanker Freight Rates," Department of Ocea Engineering Massachusetts Institute of Technology, September 10 1994 						no		Controlled vocabulary was used throughout the article.		United States of America		7		September 10 1994		yes		no		177		no		Northern America		Published by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology located in the US.		2		Master's student at time of forecast so probably has no controlling interest in the technology.		no		yes		Looked at several different countries to formulate forecasts.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology was explained multiple times throughout the article.				7/18/2011 12:57		7/18/2011 12:57		ND		177		ND

		4		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=178&z=et4b		William E. Halal, "The Intelligent Internet: The Promise of Smart Computers and E-Commerce," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2004, 38, 2, 27-32						no		Terms and future technologies were defined.						Mar/Apr 2004		yes		no		178		no				The Futurist is published by the World Future Society, an organization with institutional membership and affiliations from around the world.		27		Author is a "futurist" so not affiliated with one specific technology area.		no		yes		Used a variety of experts to formulate the forecasts.		Trade press and popular media						1		Worldwide		Methodology was clearly explained.				7/18/2011 19:04		7/18/2011 19:04		ND		178		ND

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=179&z=et4b		Shuichi Uchikoga & Nobuki Ibaraki, "Low temperature poly-Si TFT-LCD by excimer laser anneal," Thin Solid Films, 383, 2001, 19-24						no		Uses a lot of jargon, parts are hard to understand but forecasts are obvious.						2001		yes		no		179		no				Journal is published by Elsevier, a worldwide company.

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/intro.cws_home/ataglance		NA		Unknown		no		yes		Unknown		Academic publications						1		Worldwide		Methodology was not explained.				7/18/2011 20:51		7/20/2011 9:13		ND		179		ND

		3		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=180&z=et4b		F.Taylor, "Shipyards of the future: possibilities and prospects," Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, 273, 1231, A Discussion on Ship Technology in the 1980's, Sept. 5, 1972, 173-181, The Royal Society						no		Different technologies and concepts were explained.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		5-Sep-72		yes		no		180		no		Northern Europe		Article is published by The Royal Society of London, in Great Britain.		173		Written by a person who is part of a Swan Hunter Shipbuilders Ltd in Wallsend, Northumberland, so probably has some financial interest in many of the technologies described.		no		yes		Looked at worldwide trends.		Academic publications		197		23		5		Europe		Methodology not clearly explained but some factors that were examined were discussed so methodology could be deduced.		http://jstor.org/stable/74069		7/19/2011 11:07		7/19/2011 11:07		ND		180		ND

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=181&z=et4b		Tugrul Daim and Stephen Jordan, “A Foresight Based on Scientific Indicators: A Framework Drawn from the Case of Laptop Battery Alternatives,” Foresight, 10:3 (2008): 43-54.				Figure 2 contains forecasts of the number of publications about Lithium batteries and fuel cells in The Journal of Power Sources.  These were not included in the database because they are not forecasting about a technology. 		yes		Clear language throughout.		United States of America		7		2008		yes		no		181		no		Northern America		The authors are affiliated with Portland State University. 				Both authors are "futurists"; there is no indication of how integrated they are with this particular technology. 		no		yes		The authors mitigate bias by selecting data from various sources.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology is explicit.				7/19/2011 12:30		7/19/2011 12:30		SF		181		SF

		14		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=182&z=et4b		Yonghun Jung, “Scenarios of Future Energy Demand and Carbon Dioxide Emissions in the Republic of Korea,” Ambio, 25: 4 (1996): 258-262.				Forecasts from table 1 were randomly selected for 2000. There were many forecasts that were outside of the timeframe (out to 2030) or could not be included in the analysis because of the 30% rule (i.e., forecasts for 2010). 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		Republic of Korea		18		1996		yes		yes		182		no		Eastern Asia		The author is based in the ROK. 				No indication of the author's familiarity with associated technologies or industries. 		no		yes		Some effort to mitigate bias; the assumptions and limitations of the scenarios were discussed.		Academic publications		124		18		4		Asia		The forecast methodology is explicit.				7/19/2011 13:30		7/19/2011 13:30		SF		182		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=183&z=et4b		L.D. Dymoke, "Future Engineering Systems for Naval Ships," Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London.  Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, 273, 1231, A Discussion of Ship Technology in the 1980's, Sept. 5 1972, 129-135.						no		Technological terms were sufficiently explained.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		September 5 1972		yes		no		183		no		Northern Europe		Published by The Royal Society of London.		129		Author is a member of the Ship Department, Ministry of Defence (Navy Department) in Bath, so probably has a professional and financial interest in the technology described.		no		yes		Unknown, looked only at United Kingdom's development and technology.		Academic publications		197		23		5		Europe		Methodology was not explained, only mentions a few factors the author looked at.		http://www.jstor.org/stable/74066		7/19/2011 13:44		7/19/2011 13:44		ND		183		ND

		13		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=184&z=et4b		Raymond A. Fillion, "A Forecast on the Future of Hybrid Wafer Scale Integration Technology," IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturing Technology, 16, 7, Nov. 1993, 615-625						yes		Jargon throughout the article, but several terms were explained.						Nov-93		yes		yes		184		no				Published by IEEE which is a worldwide technology-centered company.

http://www.ieee.org/about/index.html		615		Author is a researcher with General Electric in their Electronic Technologies Laboratory, he probably has some financial and professional involvement and is very integrated in this technology.		no		yes		Unknown		Academic publications						1		Worldwide		Methodology was not explained.				7/19/2011 15:54		7/20/2011 10:46		ND		184		ND

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=185&z=et4b		Chresten A. Bjerrum, "Forecast of Computer Developments and Applications: 1968-2000," Computer Developments- Futures, June 1969, 331-338						yes		Terms and technologies were explained and defined.						Jun-69		yes		yes		185		no				Author is from Denmark, but the magazine in which it was published was by a worldwide company, Elsevier.

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaldescription.cws_home/30422/description

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/intro.cws_home/ataglance		331		Integrated into technology but probably does not have any controlling interest in the technology.		no		yes		Used worldwide technology and forecasters from various regions of the world.		Academic publications						1		Worldwide		Methodology was very clearly explained in detail.				7/20/2011 13:54		7/21/2011 9:10		ND		185		ND

		4		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=186&z=et4b		George P. Boretos, "The future of the mobile phone business," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 74, 2007, 331-340						no		Terms were defined and explanations given for any jargon used.						2007		yes		no		186		no				Journal published by a worldwide company, Elsevier.

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/intro.cws_home/ataglance		331		Author is a researcher and forecaster for technology so probably does not have any controlling interest in the technology development.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0040162508001273#vitae		no		yes		Compared several different regions.		Academic publications						1		Worldwide		Methodology was discussed in detail.				7/21/2011 10:57		7/21/2011 10:57		ND		186		ND

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=187&z=et4b		Humberto Gerola & Ralph E. Gomory, "Computers in Science and Technology: Early Indications," Science, New Series, 225, 4657, July 6 1984, 11-18, American Association for the Advancement of Science		This article has been cited twice in the database.				no		Controlled vocabulary is used throughout the document.		United States of America		7		July 6 1984		yes		no		187		no		Northern America		Published by the American Association for the Advancement of Science.		NA		Authors are researchers at IBM and so have a professional stake in the discussed technology.		yes		yes		Authors spent a large part of the article discussing their own company's (IBM) research.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology mentioned briefly and not fully described.		www.jstor.org/stable/1694100		7/21/2011 22:34		9/23/2011 12:53		ND		187		ND

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=188&z=et4b		Geurt Hupkes, "The Future of the Motorcar: Alternative Scenarios," Futures, October 1973, 457-468						no		Clear language used throughout the article.						Oct-73		yes		no		188		no				The article is published in a journal that is maintained by Elsevier, a worldwide company.

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaldescription.cws_home/30422/description

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/intro.cws_home/ataglance		457		Author is a Deputy Director of the Centre for Transportation Planning in The Netherlands so may have some professional involvement beyond just researching in the technology discussed.		no		yes		Looked at other countries for comparison at times throughout the article.		Academic publications						1		Worldwide		Methodology explained well.				7/22/2011 8:21		7/22/2011 8:21		ND		188		ND

		7		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=189&z=et4b		Georgina Harell & Tugrul U. Daim, "Forecasting energy storage technologies," Foresight, 11, 6, 2009, 74-85						no		Clear language used throughout the article.		United States of America		7		2009		yes		no		189		no		Northern America		Authors are based in Oregon universities.		74		Authors work at universities in Oregon so probably do not have any controlling interest in the technology.		no		yes		Looked at a wide variety of sources for methodology.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology was clearly explained in the article.				7/25/2011 11:04		9/22/2011 12:29		ND		189		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=190&z=et4b		Tugrul U. Daim, Pattravadee Ploykitikoon, Elizabeth Kennedy, & Woraruthai Choothian, "Forecasting the future of data storage: case of hard disk drive and flash memory," 10, 5, 2008, 34-49						no		Terms and technologies are explained throughout the article.		United States of America		7		2008		yes		no		190		no		Northern America		All authors are either currently students or instructors at Portland State University in Oregon.		48		All authors are familiar with technology area and have worked in the field, but are instructors and students so probably have little controlling interest in this technology.		no		yes		Unknown		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The methodology was explained in detail.				7/25/2011 14:18		9/22/2011 20:41		ND		190		ND

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=191&z=et4b		Chih-Peng Chu & Jin Gu Pan, "The forecasting of the mobile Internet in Taiwan by diffusion model," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 75, 2008, 1054-1067						no		Controlled vocabulary was used throughout the article.						2008		yes		no		191		no				Article was in a journal published by Elsevier, a worldwide company.

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/intro.cws_home/ataglance		1054		Both the authors are researchers and therefore probably do not have a controlling interest in the technology.		no		yes		Looked at a variety of sources.		Academic publications						1		Worldwide		Methodology was explained in detail.				7/25/2011 20:31		7/25/2011 20:31		ND		191		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=192&z=et4b		David W. Gillingham & Kenneth E. Loucks, "The Future Scenario for North America in the Year 2000," Management International Review, 21, 1, 1981, 8-19						no		The technologies and forecasts are clearly explained.						1981		yes		no		192		no				Th article was published in a journal that is internationally run, Management International Review.  The journal is published by an internationally known company, Springer Publishing.

http://www.mir-online.de/Contact.html

http://www.springerpub.com/pages/Contact-Us#.Ti8FtnO1m_E		NA		Both authors are professors and have no financial stake in the technology described.		no		yes		Used a variety of experts to create forecasts.		Academic publications						1		Worldwide		The methodology is detailed in the article.		http://www.jstor.or/stable/40227572		7/26/2011 14:27		7/26/2011 14:27		ND		192		ND

		4		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=193&z=et4b		Peter Brunt & Alan I. Naylor, "Telecommunications and Space," Futures, October 1982, Butterworth & Co. (Publishers) Ltd., 417-434						no		The technologies were clearly described throughout the article.						Oct-82		yes		no		193		no				The article is published in a journal by Elsevier, a worldwide company.

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaldescription.cws_home/30422/description

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/intro.cws_home/ataglance		417		Authors both work as consultants "in the field of space, telecommunications, and energy."		no		yes		Openly compared several different nations' history with and plans for telecommunications in space, along with looking at a variety of technologies.		Academic publications						1		Worldwide		Methodology was not specifically explained, had to be inferred from the context of the forecast.				7/27/2011 10:23		7/27/2011 10:23		ND		193		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=194&z=et4b		John Peter, "2005 Industry Forecast," Automotive Industries, Nov 2004, 184, 11, 26-29 						no		Language was easy to understand throughout the article.						Nov-04		yes		no		194		no				Automotive Industries is a worldwide trade magazine.

http://www.ai-online.com/Adv/about.php		NA		Unknown		no		yes		Compared car companies from around the world under a variety of factors.		Trade press and popular media						1		Worldwide		The methodology was not described, but was not hard to figure out what it was based on the context.				7/27/2011 12:57		7/27/2011 12:57		ND		194		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=195&z=et4b		John Peter, "Out of the Blocks," Automotive Industries, May 2003, 183, 5, 28-31 						no		Language was easy to understand throughout the article.						May-03		yes		no		195		no				Automotive Industries is a worldwide trade magazine.

http://www.ai-online.com/Adv/about.php		28		Unknown		no		yes		Compared car companies and experts form a variety of backgrounds and countries.		Trade press and popular media						1		Worldwide		The methodology was not described, but was not hard to figure out what it was based on the context.				7/27/2011 13:41		7/27/2011 13:41		ND		195		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=196&z=et4b		Joan Engebretson, "The future of mobile phone technology," Wireless Asia, March 2006, 28-31, www.telecomasia.net						no		Technologes discussed were described adequately.		China, Hong Kong Special Administrative Region		18		Mar-06		yes		no		196		no		Eastern Asia		The company who publishes Wireless Asia, Telecom Asia, is based in Hong Kong but has offices and correspondents all over Asia with one in London.

http://www.telecomasia.net/content/who-we-are		28		Author is a researcher and magazine editor so probably has no financial or professional dependence on forecasted technology.

http://www.modernmedicine.com/modernmedicine/author/authorInfo.jsp?id=15		no		yes		Discussed counties and companies not just in Asia.		Trade press and popular media		118		18		4		Asia		Methodology not discussed but easy to assume.				7/27/2011 17:10		10/18/2011 0:32		ND		196		ND

		4		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=197&z=et4b		Koji Kobayashi, "Telecommunications in the Future," IEEE, July 1980, 23-27						no		Technologies were adequately explained, little jargon used throughout the article.						Jul-80		yes		no		197		no				IEEE is a worldwide company that assesses and advances technology through its journals.

http://www.ieee.org/about/index.html		23		The author is very integrated in the technology.  Much of what he discusses in the article reflects on his company's developments, therefore he has a professional and financial stake in the technology developments discussed.		no		yes		Seemed to focus on the company the author is the chairman for but did compare Japan with other countries.		Trade press and popular media						1		Worldwide		Methodology was not explained.				7/28/2011 9:55		7/28/2011 9:55		ND		197		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=198&z=et4b		Daniel Gross, "Buy Cell: How many mobile phones does the world need?" www.slate.com, June 2 2004				This article references different reports that make forecasts, which we need to obtain. 		no		Controlled vocabulary was used throughout the article.		United States of America		7		June 2 2004		no		no		198		no		Northern America		Slate is a Magazine that is run out of the US.

http://www.slate.com/id/2147070/		1		Is a financial advisor, probably has no controlling interest in this technology.

http://www.businessinsider.com/author/daniel-gross		no		yes		Unknown		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		The methodology was not explained, but was able to be figured out.		www.slate.com/id/2101625		7/28/2011 13:04		7/29/2011 11:24		SF		198		ND

		5		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=199&z=et4b		Anonymous, "Engineers' forecasts for technology," The Futurists, July/August 2003, 37, 4, 8-9						no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout article.						July/August 2003		yes		no		199		no				Magazine is published by the World Future Society, a company with worldwide membership and distribution.

http://www.wfs.org/node/920				Anonymous author.		no		yes		Used many experts to come up with forecasts.		Trade press and popular media						1		Worldwide		Methodology touched on briefly but not fully discussed.				7/29/2011 9:45		7/29/2011 9:45		ND		199		ND

		4		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=200&z=et4b		M. Mohan, "Demand Forecast for Dry Batteries," Economic and Political Weekly, 4, 22, May 31 1969, M65-M67						no		Limited jargon used.		India		19		May 31 1969		yes		no		200		no		Southern Asia		The magazine in which the article was published was an Indian publication.

http://www.epw.org.in/epw/user/aboutUs.jsp		NA		Unknown		no		yes		Unknown		Trade press and popular media		119		19		4		Asia		Methodology was discussed.				8/1/2011 11:29		8/1/2011 11:29		ND		200		ND

		3		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=201&z=et4b		"Tomorrow's Airplane' Seen as a Result of New Survey, The Science News-Letter, 30, 819, Dec. 19 1936, 390-391						no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout the article.		United States of America		7		December 19 1936		yes		no		201		no		Northern America		The Science News-Letter changed its name to Science News and is based out of the US.

http://www.sciencenews.org/view/page/id/42/title/Contact		NA		Experts are researchers at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, so they are familiar with technology but do not necessarily have a professional or financial stake in it.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias present.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology was clearly discussed.		http://www.jstor.or/stable/3912376		8/1/2011 13:40		8/1/2011 13:40		ND		201		ND

		5		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=202&z=et4b		Jongsu Lee, Youngsang Cho, Jeong-Dong Lee, & Chul-Yong Lee, "Forecasting future demand for large-screen television sets using conjoint analysis with diffusion model," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 73, 2006, 362-376						no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout the article with acronyms and terms defined.						2006		yes		no		202		no				The journal this article is published in is distributed by a worldwide company.

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaldescription.cws_home/505740/description#description

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/intro.cws_home/ataglance		362		Authors appear to be involved in research at a college in South Korea and therefore would not have any controlling interest in the technology discussed.		no		yes		Looked at several different variables in order to create forecasts.		Academic publications						1		Worldwide		The methodology was clearly explained.				8/2/2011 13:28		8/2/2011 13:28		ND		202		ND

		6		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=203&z=et4b		Shelby Stewman & David Lincoln, et al., "Recombinant DNA Breakthroughs in Agriculture, Industry, and Medicine," Futures, April 1981,128-140						no		Controlled vocabulary was used throughout the article.		United States of America		7		Apr-81		yes		no		203		no		Northern America		The authors work at and the study was sponsored by Carnegie-Mellon UNiversity in Pittsburg, PA.		128		The authors all work as researchers at a university and do not have controlling interest in this technology.		no		yes		Occasionally discussed opposing viewpoints on the forecasts made.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The methodology was explained in detail.				8/3/2011 9:35		8/3/2011 9:35		ND		203		ND

		14		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=204&z=et4b		Marvin J. Cetron & Owen Davies, "Trends now changing the world: Technology, the workplace, management, and institutions," The Futurist, Mar/Apr 2001, 35, 2, 27-42						no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout the article.		United States of America		7		March/April 2001		yes		no		204		no		Northern America		The Futurist's headquarters are in Bethesda, Maryland and the author is an American who has consulted various presidents.				No controlling interest in any of the technologies discussed.		no		yes		Unknown		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology not described.				8/3/2011 13:42		8/3/2011 13:42		ND		204		ND

		12		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=205&z=et4b		J.M. Schoenung & J.P. Clark, "Technology assessment of the demand for germanium in world market economies," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 30, 1986, 73-89						yes		Controlled and clear vocabulary was used.		United States of America		7		1986		yes		yes		205		no		Northern America		Both authors are researchers at Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the US.

Publishing company is Elsevier, a worldwide company.

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/intro.cws_home/ataglance		73		Both authors are researchers at MIT and do not have controlling interest in the industry.		no		yes		Used a variety of factors and looked at world market.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The methodology was clearly explained with examples given.				8/4/2011 11:10		8/4/2011 11:10		ND		205		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=206&z=et4b		Tugrul U. Daim, Guillermo Rueda, Hilary Martin, & Pisek Gerdsri, "Forecasting emerging technologies: Use of bibliometrics and patent analysis," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 73, 2006, 981-1012						no		Controlled vocabulary was used.		United States of America		7		2006		yes		no		206		no		Northern America		Both authors are doctoral students at Portland State University.		981		Both authors are doctoral students interested in technology research, so they do not have a controlling interest in the technology discussed.		no		yes		Unknown		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology was described in detail.				8/5/2011 12:04		8/5/2011 12:04		ND		206		ND

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=207&z=et4b		J.A. Paravantis & D.A. Georgakellos, "Trends in energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions of passenger cars and buses," Technological Forecasting & Social Change, 74, 2007, 682-707						no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout the article.		Greece		22		2007		yes		no		207		no		Southern Europe		Both authors are Greek professors in a Greek university.		707		Both authors are researchers involved in the technology so they do not have any controlling interest in it.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias evident.		Academic publications		181		22		5		Europe		Methodology was explained in detail.				8/9/2011 9:28		8/9/2011 9:28		ND		207		ND

		6		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=208&z=et4b		Carl Murphy, "Parallel Software Engineering Technology Forecast, Assessment, Trends, Vision, and Strategy," Rl-TR-95-209, Vol II (of two), October 1995, Rome Laboratory, Air Force Material Command, Rome, New York						no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout the report.		United States of America		7		Oct-95		yes		no		208		no		Northern America		Published by the US Air Force.		NA		Unknown		no		yes		Unknown		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology mentioned in forecast.				8/9/2011 18:44		8/9/2011 18:44		ND		208		ND

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=209&z=et4b		George B. Bernstein, "A Fifteen-Year Forecast of Information -Processing Technology: Final Report," Naval Supply Systems Command, Washington, D.C., January 20 1969, 1-188						yes		Controlled vocabulary and technology explained in detail throughout the report.		United States of America		7		January 20 1969		yes		yes		209		no		Northern America		Prepared by the Research and Development Division of the Naval Supply Systems Command in the United States.		NA		Author is a Special Assistant to the Director of the Research and Development Division of the Naval Supply Systems Command and therefore does not have a controlling interest in the technology discussed.		no		yes		Unknown		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology is clearly stated.				8/11/2011 11:00		8/11/2011 11:00		ND		209		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=210&z=et4b		Office of Technology Assessment "U.S. Passenger Rail Technologies" (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Congress, OTA-STI-222, December 1983).						no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout the document.		United States of America		7		Dec-83		yes		no		210		no		Northern America		By the U.S. Congress.		NA		Authors work in research only.		no		yes		Looked at other countries for comparisons.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Not clearly described, only assumed.				8/18/2011 10:30		9/15/2011 13:52		ND		210		ND

		9		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=211&z=et4b		Office of Technology Assessment, Access to Space: The Future of U.S. Space Transportation SYstems, OTA-ISC-415 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1990)						no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout the document.		United States of America		7		Apr-90		yes		no		211		no		Northern America		By the U.S. Congress.		NA		Authors work in research only.		no		yes		Looked at other countries and technologies for comparisons.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Not clearly described, only assumed.				8/18/2011 10:38		10/19/2011 12:36		ND		211		ND

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=212&z=et4b		Office of Technology Assessment, Civilian Space Policy and Applications, NTIS oder #PB82-234444 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, June 1982)						no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout the document.		United States of America		7		Jun-82		yes		no		212		no		Northern America		By the U.S. Congress.		NA		Authors were researchers and a panel of experts.		no		yes		Unknown		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Not explicitly described.				8/18/2011 12:56		10/19/2011 12:36		ND		212		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=213&z=et4b		Robert Phaal, "Foresight Vehicle Technology Roadmap: Technology and research directions for future road vehicles," Centre for Technology Management, Institute for Manufacturing, University of Cambridge, August 2002.						no		Controlled vocabulary with terms and concepts defined and explained throughout document.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Aug-02		yes		no		213		no		Northern Europe		Author is British researcher for Centre for Technology Management, Institute for Manufacturing, University of Cambridge.		NA		Author is an expert in the field of technology management but is not specifically tied to the technology discussed in this report.

http://www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.uk/people/rp108/		no		yes		Unknown		Academic publications		197		23		5		Europe		Methodology is clearly explained.		www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.uk		8/18/2011 15:35		8/18/2011 15:35		ND		213		ND

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=214&z=et4b		Sami Muneer & Chetan Sharma, "Enterprise mobile product strategy using scenario planning," Information Knowledge Systems Management, 7, 2008, 211-224, IOS Press 						no		Controlled vocabulary and technologies described throughout article.		United States of America		7		2008		yes		no		214		no		Northern America		Authors are consultants in the US and the journal is based in the US.

http://gulib.georgetown.edu/newjour/i/msg03596.html		224		Both authors are consultants and have worked for various companies.		no		yes		Unknown		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology clearly described.				8/18/2011 16:24		8/18/2011 16:24		ND		214		ND

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=215&z=et4b		Office of Technology Assessment, Remotely Sensed Data: Technology, Management, and Markets, OTA-ISS-604 U.S. Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, September 1994)						no		Controlled vocabulary used throughout the report.		United States of America		7		Sep-94		yes		no		215		no		Northern America		Published by the U.S. Congress.		NA		Authors are researchers for the US government.		no		yes		Looked at multiple countries and companies.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology briefly mentioned in introduction.				8/19/2011 13:31		10/19/2011 12:35		ND		215		ND

		3		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=216&z=et4b		George Kerscher, Research Fellow, "A Forecast of Information Technology," Hong Kong Society for the Blind Keynote Address, Recording For the Blind & Dyslexic (RFB&D), December 2 1996						no		Technologies described throughout article.		China, Hong Kong Special Administrative Region		18		December 2 1996		yes		no		216		no		Eastern Asia		Published by a Research Fellow at the Hong Kong Society For the Blind.		1		Author is a researcher and expert in the field.		no		yes		Unknown		Academic publications		118		18		4		Asia		Methodology was fairly easy to deduce.				8/23/2011 7:26		8/23/2011 7:26		ND		216		ND

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=217&z=et4b		Office of Technology Assessment, "Synthetic Fuels for Transportation: Background Paper #1: The Future Potential of Electric and Hybrid Vehicles," January 1982, U.S. Congress Prepared under contract by W.M. Carriere, W.F. Hamilton, and L.M. Morecraft						no		Controlled vocabulary was used throughout the report.		United States of America		7		Jan-82		yes		no		217		no		Northern America		Report published by U.S. Congress.		NA		Authors are researchers and probably do not have any controlling interest in the technology.		no		yes		Unknown		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology was not explicitly stated, had to be figured out and assumed.				8/23/2011 9:00		10/19/2011 12:32		ND		217		ND

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=218&z=et4b		Lawrence G. Roberts, "Data Processing Technology Forecast," Advanced Research Projects Agency, April 23, 1969						no		All technologies were explained sufficiently.		United States of America		7		23-Apr-69		yes		no		218		no		Northern America		Agency in the US, now known as DARPA.		1		Researcher with the Advanced Research Projects Agency, involved mainly in networking and computers.		no		yes		Compared several different companies.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology explained thoroughly.		http://ziplink.net/users/lroberts/Forecast69.htm		8/23/2011 13:33		8/23/2011 13:34		ND		218		ND

		4		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=219&z=et4b		Jim Gray & Prashant Shenoy, "Rules of Thumb in Data Engineering," Microsoft Research, Advanced Technology Division, Technical Report MS-TR-99-100, Revised March 2000						no		Terms were adequately explained for a layperson.		United States of America		7		Mar-00		yes		no		219		no		Northern America		Written by researchers for Microsoft, a US-based company.		1		Both authors are researchers with Microsoft so they must have some professional and/or financial involvement in the technology discussed.		no		yes		Looked at several other companies for data.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology was discussed in the beginning of the document.				8/24/2011 9:37		8/24/2011 9:37		ND		219		ND

		3		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=220&z=et4b		David W. Schumann, Andy Artis, & Rachel Rivera, "The Future of Interactive Advertising Viewed Through an IMC Lens," Journal of Interactive Advertising 1, 2, 2001, University of Tennessee						no		Controlled vocabulary was used throughout the article.		United States of America		7		2001		yes		no		220		no		Northern America		Researchers are at the University of Tennessee.		1		All authors are academics who either work at or are students at the University of Tennessee, so they probably do not have an investment in the technology.		no		yes		Quoted many different experts for opinions on technology.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		Methodology was discussed briefly.		http://jiad.org/article12		8/24/2011 11:52		8/25/2011 0:14		ND		220		ND

		59		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=221&z=et4b		McKinley Conway, A Glimpse of the Future: Technology Forecasts for Global Strategists (Norcross, GA: Conway Data, Inc., 1992).  				Book/report purchased online. 		no		Clear and consistent language throughout.		United States of America		7		1992		yes		yes		221		no		Northern America		The report was published in Norcross, Georgia and the author is U.S.-based.		NA		The author appears to be an expert in space and air transportation technologies, with extensive experience with global planning. See: http://www.conway.com/mac/ConwayCareer.htm. 		no		yes		No apparent effort to mitigate bias.		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		On page 21, the author indicates that some of the forecasts originated from him, but that most of the forecasts were derived from published documents. 				3/29/2012 9:53		3/29/2012 9:53		SF		221		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=223&z=et4b		Alex Kidman, "Turning Japanese," CNET Australia, September 14, 2004, accessed April 3, 2012, http://www.cnet.com.au/turning-japanese-240001281.htm. 						no		Clear language throughout.		Australia		25		14-Sep-04		yes		no		223		no		Australia and New Zealand		The publication is CNET Australia.		1		The author writes extensively about technology (http://www.cnet.com.au/turning-japanese-240001281.htm) and is presumably well-integrated with technology in general. 		no		yes		The author mentions that, while in Japan, he met with representatives of Sony. As such, his list of forecasts might be biased by what technologies were demonstrated to him by Sony. 		Trade press and popular media		212		25		6		Oceania		The article is complete relative to other news articles. 		http://www.cnet.com.au/turning-japanese-240001281.htm		4/3/2012 12:37		4/3/2012 12:37		SF		223		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=224&z=et4b		W.J. Peacock, “Emerging Directions in Gene Technology,” (Australia: CSIRO Plant Industry, July 25-26, 2000). 				This is a paper that was presented at the "Emerging Technologies in Agriculture: From Ideas to Adoption" conference that took place in Australia on July 25 and 26, 2000. I was only able to retrieve 5 the first 5 pages of this paper. 		no		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		Australia		25		July 25-26, 2000		yes		no		224		no		Australia and New Zealand		Dr. Peacock had been the chief of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) Plant Industry division when the forecast was made. 		1		Dr. Peacock had been the chief of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) Plant Industry division when the forecast was made. He is an expert in science policy and industry ( http://www.csiropedia.csiro.au/display/CSIROpedia/Peacock,+William+James).		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Government reports and roadmaps		212		25		6		Oceania		The forecast's methodology and the author's thought processes are clearly articulated.		adl.brs.gov.au/brsShop/data/jpeacock_paper.pdf		4/3/2012 14:14		4/3/2012 14:14		SF		224		SF

		9		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=225&z=et4b		William A. Herman, Donald E. Marlowe, and Harvey Rudolph, “Future Trends in Medical Device Technology: Results of an Expert Survey,” (Rockville, MD: FDA Center for Devices and Radiological Health, April 8, 1998).  				This report contains several forecasts that are too vague to include in our study. 		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout. 		United States of America		7		8-Apr-98		yes		yes		225		no		Northern America		The study was sponsored by the FDA, and participants were based in the U.S, as seen in the methodology section. 		NA		Survey participants included physicians, engineers, healthcare policymakers and payers, manufacturers, futurists and technology analysts who were well-qualified to make projections about future medical technologies. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		The study methodology is easily discerned from the report.		http://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/CentersOffices/OfficeofMedicalProductsandTobacco/CDRH/CDRHReports/ucm234724.htm		4/4/2012 8:28		4/4/2012 8:29		SF		225		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=226&z=et4b		UK Department for Business, Innovation, and Skills, “Science & Technology Cluster Overview of Key Trends up to 2015-2020: Technology Cluster 1 of 8: Advanced Materials and Robotics,” December 1, 2006. 				Several forecasts in this study came from other sources. The document does not cite these sources properly (it omits the author and title), so it isn't possible to retrieve the forecasts. 		yes		Vocabulary is clear throughout. 		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		1-Dec-06		yes		no		226		no		Northern Europe		The report was published by the UK Department for Business, Innovation and Skills		NA		The BIS regularly commissions forecasts, so its representatives are likely well-integrated with the associated technology. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias. 		Government reports and roadmaps		197		23		5		Europe		The methodology is not apparent.				4/4/2012 12:00		4/4/2012 12:00		SF		226		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=227&z=et4b		Torben Jessen, “ATMs and Cash Dispensers: Past, Present and Future,” Housing Finance International, August 1988. 				Housing Finance International is published by the International Union for Housing Finance.		no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		Belgium		5		Aug-88		yes		no		227		no		Western Europe		The International Union for Housing Finance is headquartered in Belgium (http://www.housingfinance.org/contact).		NA		The author is a research associate with the Battelle Financial Industry Systems Group in London. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		172		5		5		Europe		The forecast methodology is not readily apparent.				4/4/2012 13:39		4/4/2012 13:39		SF		227		SF

		30		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=228&z=et4b		“The Technology Timeline,” The Futurist, July-August 2002. 				This is a summary of a technology forecast originally published by Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid. The document contains forecasts that are outside of our study's time frame (2012, 2015, 2020, 2040) and a few forecasts that are within our time frame but are too vague to include in the database. 		yes		Consistent vocabulary throughout.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		July-August 2002		no		yes		228		no		Northern Europe		Most of the forecast originated from Ian Pearson and Ian Nelid, who are based in the UK.		33		The authors are experts in technological forecasting, but not necessarily experts in technology. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		197		23		5		Europe		The forecast methodology is not obvious and there is little contextual information associated with the forecasts.				4/5/2012 8:58		4/5/2012 8:58		SF		228		SF

		67		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=229&z=et4b		Ian Neild and Ian Pearson, “2005 BT Technology Timeline,” August 2005. 				This source contains many forecasts that are outside of our analysis timeline, such as those predicting from 2008-2012 and beyond (to 2040). Some forecasts that are within our analysis timeline were too vague to be included in the database. 		yes		The wording of the forecast statements is choppy and lacks contextual information.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Aug-05		yes		yes		229		no		Northern Europe		Although forecasts are derived from multiple (mostly unreferenced) sources, the article was published by BT, which is based in the UK, and was edited by UK-based forecasters.		1		The editors are affiliated with BT, which is a UK-based firm that is well-known in the futures community. The authors are presumably familiar with the associated technology. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Strategic analysis firms		197		23		5		Europe		The methodology was clear, but contextual information was not provided for most of the forecasts. Hence, many were not included in the database. 				4/12/2012 10:46		4/12/2012 10:46		SF		229		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=230&z=et4b		Working Group 2.2, “The Nearby Universe: A Report to the National Committee for Astronomy for the Australian Astronomy Decadal Plan 2006-2015,” September 2005. 				This document is the product of a working group convened to provide insight about the Australian Astronomy Decadal Plan and make predictions about what technologies would be important from 2006 to 2015. Most predictions in this document are outside our analysis timeframe.		yes		Discipline- and industry-related language throughout.		Australia		25		Sep-05		yes		no		230		no		Australia and New Zealand		The working group members were based in Australia.		1		Working group members were likely familiar with the related technologies. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		212		25		6		Oceania		The description of the workshop methodology and agenda was vague.				4/13/2012 13:42		4/13/2012 13:42		SF		230		SF

		32		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=231&z=et4b		Lawrence K. Vanston and Ray L. Hodges, “Technology Forecasting for Telecommunications,” 2004.  				Some of the forecasts in this document predict for years that are outside of our analysis timeframe and others make predictions for timeframes that are outside of the 30% rule. 		yes		Consistent vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		2004		yes		yes		231		no		Northern America		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which is a U.S.-based company (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Futures-Inc-TFI/103073629512). 		32		The authors are affiliated with Technology Futures, Inc., which has made many predictions about the telecommunications industry. As such, the authors are likely familiar with the industry. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		Different methods were used to derive forecasts in charts. Many of the methods included both models and historical trends, but the authors didn't always distinguish which method was used most prominently.				4/16/2012 7:08		4/16/2012 7:08		SF		231		SF

		6		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=232&z=et4b		Australian Competition & Consumer Commission, “Mobile Number Portability,” September 1999.				Several of the documents forecasts are from sources that we don't have. A few are too vague to be included in the database.		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout; terms defined clearly.		Australia		25		Sep-99		yes		no		232		no		Australia and New Zealand		The report was produced by the Australian Competition & Consumer Commission. 		iii		No information is provided about the members of the ACCC who wrote the report, so there is no way to know how familiar they are with the industry or its technologies. 		no		yes		Clear effort to mitigate bias; the commission provided industry input throughout the report.		Government reports and roadmaps		212		25		6		Oceania		The study's methodology was explicit.				4/23/2012 10:49		4/23/2012 10:49		SF		232		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=233&z=et4b		Agrifood Awareness Australia, “Gene Technology in Australia,” 2002. 				There are some forecasts for 2025 in the document.		yes		Vocabulary is clear and consistent throughout.		Australia		25		2002		yes		no		233		no		Australia and New Zealand		The document was published by Agrifood Awareness Australia.		20		No indication of how familiar authors are with associated technologies, but they are likely familiar with the agrifood industry.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		212		25		6		Oceania		The forecast methodology is not explicit.				4/23/2012 12:03		4/23/2012 12:03		SF		233		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=234&z=et4b		Australian Automobile Association, “Australia in Motion,” 2003.				All but 1 forecast in this document was unusable (outside our timeframe or derived from another source we don't have). 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		Australia		25		2003		yes		yes		234		no		Australia and New Zealand		The document was published by the Australian Automobile Association, as seen on the title page. 		NA		The document was published by the Australian Automobile Association; authors are likely familiar with the industry and associated technologies. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		212		25		6		Oceania		The forecast methodology was not clear.				4/23/2012 12:26		4/23/2012 12:26		SF		234		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=235&z=et4b		Alex Vukovic, Michel Savoie, and Heng Hua, “Towards Future Networks: Trends and Challenges,” Communications, Internet, and Information Technology (2002): 248-251.				Some of the forecasts in the document are vague, making predictions about the "future", which has an undefined timeframe. 		yes		Vague language throughout.		Canada		7		2002		yes		no		235		no		Northern America		The authors are affiliated with Communications Research Centre Canada.		248		The authors are affiliated with Communications Research Centre Canada, so they are likely familiar with associated technologies.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		105		7		3		Americas		Predictions in this article are vague.				4/23/2012 13:12		4/23/2012 13:12		SF		235		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=236&z=et4b		Bob A. Hardage, “Developments, Trends and Future Directions in Vertical Seismic Profiling and Crosswell Seismic Profiling,” CSEG Recorder, September 2001.				The Recorder is a monthly magazine published by the Canadian Society of Exploration Geophysicists.		no		Technical language used throughout.		Canada		7		Sep-01		yes		no		236		no		Northern America		The Recorder is a monthly magazine published by the Canadian Society of Exploration Geophysicists.		NA		The author is a professor in the University of Texas' Bureau of Economic Geology, so he is likely familiar with the associated technologies and industry. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		105		7		3		Americas		The forecast method is not clear.				4/23/2012 13:57		4/23/2012 13:57		SF		236		SF

		19		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=237&z=et4b		Bob Seitz, “Here Come the Robots!” 2000, accessed February 15, 2012, http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/Age_of_Robotics.htm. 				Some forecasts were for 2030 or other timeframes beyond our scope of analysis.		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		2000		yes		no		237		no		Northern America		The author is affiliated with the Mega Foundation, a foundation that aids in the development of “severely” gifted individuals: http://www.megafoundation.org/Mission.html. He is based in the U.S.		NA		The writes extensively about science (http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/2006_Daily_ScienceNews-1st-Half.html) and is presumably familiar with associated technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		High level of transparency in the document.				4/23/2012 14:49		4/23/2012 14:49		SF		237		SF

		7		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=238&z=et4b		C.J. Brace, “Integrated Powertrain Design and Control,” 1997.				The article may have been presented at a conference, but there is no text indicating such.		no		Vocabulary is industry-specific.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		1997		yes		no		238		no		Northern Europe		The author is affiliated with the University of Bath		1		The author writes extensively about automotive technologies and is presumably an expert.		no		yes		No clear effort to mitigate bias. 		Academic publications		197		23		5		Europe		The forecast methodology is not overly apparent. The author appears to be drawing on his own knowledge of industry trends.				4/24/2012 8:23		4/24/2012 8:23		SF		238		SF

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=239&z=et4b		Drachma Denarius, “Synthesis Report on Foresight Models and Methodology,” 2004.				Many forecasts are outside our study's timeframe.		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout, but forecasts themselves were provided in fragmented sentences in tables. Consequently, it was difficult to determine what the forecasts were predicting (availability of a technology? widespread use of it?).		Canada		7		2004		yes		yes		239		no		Northern America		Participants listed in page 1 and include multiple government agencies in Canada.  		NA		The panel members represent many Canadian agencies, and are likely familiar with associated technologies.		no		yes		Little effort to mitigate bias; all panel members were government representatives, though they represent numerous agencies.		Government reports and roadmaps		105		7		3		Americas		The methodology is explicit.				4/24/2012 10:47		4/24/2012 10:47		SF		239		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=240&z=et4b		Cedric Seynat, Allison Kealy, and Kefei Zhang, “A Performance Analysis of Future Global Navigation Satellite Systems,” Journal of Global Positioning Systems, 3: 1-2 (2004): 232-241. 				One forecast on the first page (p.232) has a forecast from another source that we don't have.		yes		Technical language throughout.		Australia		25		2004		yes		no		240		no		Australia and New Zealand		The authors are affiliated with Australian companies and/or universities. 		232		The first author is affiliated with GPSat Systems in Australia and the other two authors are affiliated with geospatial departments of Australian universities. They are presumably familiar with the associated technologies and industries.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		212		25		6		Oceania		The researchers' method for the rest of the paper is clear, but not for the forecast statement.				4/24/2012 12:02		4/24/2012 12:02		SF		240		SF

		13		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=241&z=et4b		Charles J. Murray, “Technology Forecast 1996,” Design News, January 8, 1996, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=217204&dfpPParams=ind_182,aid_217204&dfpLayout=article. 

				Some forecasts in this article were too vague to include in the database, while others clearly came from market research analysis firms (whose methodologies couldn't be discerned).		yes		Some technical language.		United States of America		7		8-Jan-96		yes		no		241		no		Northern America		Design News is based in the U.S. (http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=208725)		NA		The author writes extensively for Design News and is presumably familiar with associated technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology (expert interviews) was obvious.		http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=217204&dfpPParams=ind_182,aid_217204&dfpLayout=article		4/25/2012 6:44		4/25/2012 6:44		SF		241		SF

		6		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=242&z=et4b		“Technology Forecast ’98,” Design News, January 5, 1998, accessed September 27, 2011, http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=213451. 				Some of the forecasts in the document were vague and/or company- or product-specific		yes		Some technical language throughout.		United States of America		7		5-Jan-98		yes		no		242		no		Northern America		Design News is based in the U.S. (http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=208725).		NA		The article was written by several members of the Design News staff, who are familiar with associated technologies and industries. This site provides a list of continuing education courses taken by one of the article contributors, indicating that the publication places a priority on keeping its staff's understanding of technology current: http://www.designnews.com/profile_content.asp?piddl_userid=384322&piddl_fieldsmode=grades.  		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology is not explicitly stated, but it includes expert assessments from Design News staff, as well as interviews with industry representatives.		http://www.designnews.com/document.asp?doc_id=213451		4/25/2012 9:04		4/25/2012 9:04		SF		242		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=243&z=et4b		Fumiaki Funada and Masaya Jijikigawa, “Recent Trend of Display Devices,” 1997.				This article is assumed to be from industry, since the authors are affiliated with LCD Laboratories in Japan. There is very little author- or publication-specific information contained in the document.		no		Vocabulary was clear throughout.		Japan		18		1997		yes		no		243		no		Eastern Asia		The authors are affiliated with LCD Laboratories in Japan.		1		The authors are affiliated with LCD Laboratories in Japan and are likely familiar with trend display devices and the associated industry. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		121		18		4		Asia		The authors' methods are clear: they reviewed historical trends.				4/25/2012 10:33		4/25/2012 10:33		SF		243		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=244&z=et4b		Dian Donnai, “Integrated Regional Genetic Services: Current and Future Provision,” accessed March 2, 2012, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1120189/.				The article was downloaded online from NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1120189/) but it was originally published in 2001 in the British Medical Journal, volume 322, no. 7293, pages 1048-1052.		no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		28-Apr-01		yes		no		244		no		Northern Europe		The author is affiliated with Central Manchester Healthcare Trust in the UK. 		1048		The author is affiliated with Central Manchester Healthcare Trust in the UK and is likely familiar with the associated therapies.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		197		23		5		Europe		The paper’s “methods” section indicates that forecasts were derived from the experience of regional genetic centres in 12 UK health regions, information from the scientific literature, and information from official publications, as well as recent initiatives to commission genetic services. 		http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1120189/		4/25/2012 10:57		4/25/2012 10:57		SF		244		SF

		5		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=246&z=et4b		“Telemedicine: Fad or Future?” The Lancet, 345:8942 (1995): 73-74.				One forecast in the document has the word "may," which is too non-committal to be included in our study. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		14-Jan-95		yes		no		246		no		Northern Europe		The Lancet is a UK publication.		NA		The editors of Lancet are familiar with associated industries and technologies.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		197		23		5		Europe		The forecast method is transparent.				4/25/2012 12:35		4/25/2012 12:35		SF		246		SF

		3		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=247&z=et4b		Geoff Huston and Grenville Armitage, “Projecting Fiture IPv4 Router Requirements from Trends in Dynamic BGP Behaviour,” presented at Australian Telecommunications Networks & Applications Conference (Australia: December 2006). 				This paper was presented at the Australian Telecommunications Networks & Applications Conference in December 2006.		no		Some technical language throughout, but terms were defined.		Australia		25		Dec-06		yes		no		247		no		Australia and New Zealand		The authors are affiliated with Swinburne University of Technology in Melbourne, Australia. 		1		The authors are affiliated with Swinburne University of Technology's Centre for Advanced Internet Architectures and are likely familiar with associated technologies. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		212		25		6		Oceania		The forecast methodology is clear.				4/25/2012 13:16		4/25/2012 13:16		SF		247		SF

		3		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=248&z=et4b		Gary Woodhill, “Seven Trends in Corporate eLearning,” 2004.				Some of the forecasts about AI applications for e-learning were too vague to include in the database, and other forecasts in the document weren't about technology.		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		Canada		7		2004		yes		no		248		no		Northern America		The author is a former professor of education at Ryerson University in Toronto, Canada. He has developed educational models for children’s CD-ROMs and for web-based training. He is affiliated with Operitel Corporation, which is based in Canada (http://www.operitel.com/contactus.aspx). 		8		The author is a former professor of education at Ryerson University in Toronto, Canada. He has developed educational models for children’s CD-ROMs and for web-based training and is likely familiar with the e-learning industry. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Strategic analysis firms		105		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology is not obvious.				4/25/2012 14:27		4/25/2012 14:27		SF		248		SF

		7		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=249&z=et4b		Hitoshi Sekine and Noriaki Nagahashi, “Trends in Dot Impact Printers,” OKI Technical Review, 70:2 (2003): 12-13.				This document was written by representatives of Oki Data Corp, a U.S.-based company that manufactures printers.		no		Clear and consistent language throughout. Some industry-related acronyms and terms (APS, etc.) are undefined.		United States of America		7		Apr-03		yes		no		249		no		Northern America		The authors are affiliated with Oki Data Corp, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.okidata.com/) and manufactures printers. 		1		High level of integration; the authors are affiliated with Oki Data Corp, which is based in the U.S. (http://www.okidata.com/) and manufactures printers. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology is not apparent, but it is assumed that it is based on expert essays.				4/26/2012 6:59		4/26/2012 6:59		SF		249		SF

		24		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=250&z=et4b		J.S. Briggs and G.H. Early, “Internet Developments and their Significance for Healthcare,” September 30, 1998.				The document is classified as an academic publication even though there is no evidence that it has been published in a journal. The authors are from academia, and this appears to be a white paper or essay. 

Some forecasts in this document used the word "may," which our standard lexicon regards as too non-specific to include in the database. 		yes		The language is clear throughout and technical terms are defined and described in layman's terms.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		30-Sep-98		yes		yes		250		no		Northern Europe		The authors are affiliated with the Healthcare Computing Group, Department of Information Systems at the University of Portsmouth, which is in the UK.		NA		The authors are experts in the field of information technology and telemedicine. The first author has published extensively on the topics: http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/pubs.htm. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		197		23		5		Europe		The forecast methodology is not obvious.				4/26/2012 8:53		4/26/2012 8:53		SF		250		SF

		5		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=251&z=et4b		John Hunt, “The Technological Roadmap: An Overview,” 1998.				This document was not published in a journal, but was written by professor(s). The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth in support of the original MONET proposal.

Many of the forecasts in this document are too vague to be included in the database. 		yes		Forecast statements are fragmented and acronyms are undefined.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		1998		yes		yes		251		no		Northern Europe		The document was written by John Hunt (from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth) and provides an overview of a technology roadmap that was produced by Professor Mark Lee of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth in support of the original MONET proposal.		1		The authors are affiliated with the Department of Computer Sciences at the University of Wales and are therefore familiar with associated technologies. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		197		23		5		Europe		The method is not apparent.				4/26/2012 12:10		4/26/2012 12:10		SF		251		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=253&z=et4b		Kerstin I. Eder, “Grand Challenges for Computing Research: Billion + Transistor Chips – Right-First-Time,” presented at Grand Challenges for Computing Research (Edinburgh, UK: November 24-26, 2002).					The document itself is undated, but I was able to find the year that it was published/presented by modifying the original document link. The paper was presented at Panel A during a workshop for the Grand Challenges for Computing Research, which commenced 24-26 November, 2002 in Edinburgh (see: http://www.nesc.ac.uk/esi/events/Grand_Challenges/workshop02.html). 

One of the forecasts in the document came directly from another document that is already included in the database. 		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		NA		yes		no		253		no		Northern Europe		The author is affiliated with the University of Bristol in the UK.		1		The author is an expert in the field, having published many articles about the technology (http://www.cs.bris.ac.uk/Publications/pub_master.jsp?author=115088). She is familiar with the associated technologies and industries.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		197		23		5		Europe		The methodology is not obvious. However, the author is an expert in the field, having published many articles about the technology (http://www.cs.bris.ac.uk/Publications/pub_master.jsp?author=115088).		www.nesc.ac.uk/esi/events/Grand_Challenges/panela/a8.pdf		4/27/2012 11:04		4/27/2012 11:04		SF		253		SF

		6		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=254&z=et4b		Laurel Naversen, “Eye on the Future,” Harper’s Bazaar, January 2001.				Several forecasts in this document are for 2015 and beyond. 		yes		Vocabulary is clear; few technical terms are used.		United States of America		7		Jan-01		yes		no		254		no		Northern America		Harper's Bazaar is a U.S. publication.		NA		The author was a freelance writer specializing in sports, fashion, and beauty when the article was written. As such, she was well-integrated with the beauty/cosmetics industry but may not have been well-integrated with associated technologies (http://www.linkedin.com/in/laurelgeraghty).		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast method is not explained. However, most of the forecast statements cite a practitioner or industry expert.				4/27/2012 11:26		4/27/2012 11:26		SF		254		SF

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=255&z=et4b		Nick Billington, “Malware and AV Technology Trends in 2010,” 2009.				This document was written by a BitDefender UK employee. BitDefeder manufactures antivirus software.		no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		2009		yes		no		255		no		Northern Europe		The article was distributes by a representative of BitDefender UK.		2		The author is affiliated with a manufacturer of antivirus software and is familiar with associated technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias. The author is affiliated with a manufacturer of antivirus software and the article discusses possible threats in 2010.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		197		23		5		Europe		The forecast method was not explicit but could be deduced from the contextual information.				4/27/2012 14:39		4/27/2012 14:39		SF		255		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=256&z=et4b		Norman Nie, “Tracking our Techno Future: What are the Social Consequences of Innovation?” American Demographics, 1999, accessed March 16, 2012, http://www.ivc.ca/part43a.htm.				The article was originally published in American Demographics but was retrieved from the Canadian Teleworks Association website, which does not have numbered pages. 		no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		Jul-99		yes		no		256		no		Northern America		The article was published in American Demographics, which is a U.S.-based publication (http://adage.com/help/faq#contactus).		NA		The author is an American social scientist: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norman_H._Nie who is considered an expert on knowledge networks.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast method is not obvious, but the contextual info indicates that the author is an expert giving his opinion.		http://www.ivc.ca/part43a.htm		4/27/2012 20:41		4/27/2012 20:41		SF		256		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=257&z=et4b		Peter Webb, “The Future of Digital Television,” August 13, 1997.				The report was published by the Australian Broadcast Society, which is a government agency. The article was presented at the International Institute of Communications, at the offices of Allen, Allen & Hemsley Solicitors in Sydney, Australia, as seen on the title page. 

Some of the forecasts in the document were not about technology. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		Australia		25		13-Aug-97		yes		no		257		no		Australia and New Zealand		The report was published by the Australian Broadcast Society, as seen on the title page. The ABA is a government agency.		NA		The author is the former Chairman of the Australian Broadcasting Authority, as seen on the title page. He is an expert in the field of broadcasting.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Government reports and roadmaps		212		25		6		Oceania		The method is not explicitly stated, but the author is the former Chairman of the Australian Broadcasting Authority, as seen on the title page. 		www.acma.gov.au/webwr/aba/newspubs/speeches/.../pwdtd_97.pdf		4/27/2012 20:48		4/27/2012 20:48		SF		257		SF

		5		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=258&z=et4b		Raul Gouvea and Sul Kassicieh, “E-Learning in Latin America,” 2001				Most forecasts in this document were derived from other reports and could not be used in this study, since their methodology could not be elucidated.

According to this site, the article was published in the Journal of Institutional Research in 2001 (Volume 10, No. 1, p. 1-15): www.mgt.unm.edu/faculty/vita/rgouvea.pdf		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		2001		yes		yes		258		no		Northern America		The Journal of Institutional Research is based in the U.S. (http://www.airweb.org/AboutUs/Pages/ContactUs.aspx)		NA		The first author has published numerous articles about the implications of technologies to Latin America  (www.mgt.unm.edu/faculty/vita/rgouvea.pdf) and the second author has published extensively on technology and management issues (www.mgt.unm.edu/faculty/vita/skassicieh.pdf).		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The authors' methods are not explicit, but can be surmised from contextual information.				4/27/2012 21:00		4/27/2012 21:00		SF		258		SF

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=259&z=et4b		Robert A. Boulware, “Future Prospects for Exploration Geophysics,” 1966.				The paper was included in a document produced by the Canadian Society of Exploration Geophysicists in 1966 (see page 3—of the 4th page of the PDF—in this link: www.cseg.ca/publications/journal/1965_12/1965_12_toc.pdf. 		no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		Canada		7		1966		yes		no		259		no		Northern America		The paper was included in a document produced by the Canadian Society of Exploration Geophysicists in 1966 (see page 3—of the 4th page of the PDF—in this link: www.cseg.ca/publications/journal/1965_12/1965_12_toc.pdf. 		NA		The author was the President of the Canadian Society of Exploration Geophysicists when the document was written, and was affiliated with the National Geophysical Co. of Canada, Ltd. As such, he is an expert in the field. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		105		7		3		Americas		The forecast method was not explicit, but the contextual information made it clear that the author is an expert giving his opinion.				4/27/2012 21:21		4/27/2012 21:21		SF		259		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=260&z=et4b		“10 Emerging Technologies that Will Change the World,” Technology Review, February 2003. 				Technology Review is published by MIT (http://www.technologyreview.com/).

Most of the forecasts in this document used the words "may" and "could," which are too non-committal to be used in our study. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		Feb-03		yes		no		260		no		Northern America		Technology Review is published by MIT (http://www.technologyreview.com/).		NA		The 10 technologies were selected by Technology Review editors, who are familiar with associated technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast method was clear: editors used their expert knowledge to select 10 emerging technologies they thought would have a major impact in the near future and interviewed researchers who represented the fields. 				4/27/2012 21:55		4/27/2012 21:55		SF		260		SF

		17		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=261&z=et4b		William E. Halal, Michael D. Jull, and Ann Leffmann, “Emerging Technologies: What’s Ahead for 2001-2030,” The Futurist, 1997. 				The Futurist is published by the World Future Society (http://www.wfs.org/futurist).

Many of the forecasts in this document are outside our timeframe (or the 30% rule). 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout. The forecasters were unusual in that they define all ambiguous terms.		United States of America		7		November-December, 1997		yes		yes		261		no		Northern America		The World Future Society is based in the U.S. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Future_Society).		NA		According to information on page 28, several well-known futurists and technical experts participated in the study. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast method is obvious.				4/28/2012 12:21		4/28/2012 12:21		SF		261		SF

		16		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=262&z=et4b		Tom Worthington, “Australia: The Networked Nation,” February 7, 1996, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm.				Some of the forecasts in this document were too vague or product/company-specific to be included in the database.		yes		The language is clear throughout, but the author spoke about future events in the past tense.		Australia		25		7-Feb-96		yes		yes		262		no		Australia and New Zealand		The forecasts were made during a presentation to the Australian Computer Society.		NA		The author was president of the Australian Computer Society in 1996. He is an expert in computer science and technology, especially as it pertains to Australia: http://www.tomw.net.au/twpubs.html.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		212		25		6		Oceania		The forecast method is not obvious.		http://www.tomw.net.au/twadd3.htm		4/28/2012 15:09		4/28/2012 15:09		SF		262		SF

		80		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=263&z=et4b		Anat D. Vyas, Henry K. Ng, Danilo J. Santini, and John L. Anderson, “Batteries for Electric Drive Vehicles: Evaluation of Future Characteristics and Costs through a Delphi Study,” presented at SAE International Spring Fuel and Lubricants Meeting (Detroit, Michigan: May 5-7, 1997).				The report was commissioned by the U.S. Department of Education and conducted by representatives of Argonne National Laboratory.

Many of the forecasts in this document fall outside of the 30% rule (i.e., forecasts predicting to 2010) or beyond the analysis timeline (i.e., forecasts predicting to 2015). Many forecasts for 2000 and 2005 were omitted because they imply a contingent relationship or would not be verifiable. 		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		May-97		yes		yes		263		no		Northern America		The report was commissioned by the U.S. Department of Education and conducted by representatives of Argonne National Laboratory.		1		The authors are affiliated with Argonne National Laboratory and are likely familiar with associated technologies and industries.		no		yes		Delphi participants were represented a broad range of stakeholders. 

		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast method was obvious.				4/30/2012 8:39		4/30/2012 8:39		SF		263		SF

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=264&z=et4b		Alexander Huw Arnall, “Future Technologies, Today’s Choices,” July 2003.				The report was written for the Greenpeace Environmental Trust, as seen on the title page.

Several forecasts in this document were beyond our forecast timeframe, and others were directly extracted from other sources whose methodologies were not explained.		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout, though some of the forecasts in tables were not clear.		Netherlands		5		Jul-03		yes		yes		264		no		Western Europe		Greenpeace is headquartered in the Netherlands (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greenpeace)		NA		The author is affiliated with the Imperial College of London’s Department of Environmental Science and Technology, as seen on the title page. It is likely that he is familiar with associated technologies and industries.		no		yes		The author attempted to mitigate bias by reviewing documents from a variety of sources that represent the entire spectrum of debate (see page 14).		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		189		5		5		Europe		The forecast methodology was explicit.		www.greenpeace.org.uk/MultimediaFiles/Live/FullReport/5886.pdf		4/30/2012 14:38		4/30/2012 14:38		SF		264		SF

		10		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=265&z=et4b		Paul Anderson, “Advanced Display Technologies,” 2005.				Most of the forecasts in this document were taken directly from other sources. Others were too product- or company-specific or vague to be included in the database. 		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout. 		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Oct-05		yes		yes		265		no		Northern Europe		The report was published by the Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC), which is based in the UK: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/		NA		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) when the forecast was made. He is likely familiar with related industries and technologies.		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		197		23		5		Europe		The forecast method is not explicitly stated, but can be deduced from reading the document.		www.jisc.ac.uk/media/documents/techwatch/jisctsw_05_03.doc		5/1/2012 7:04		5/1/2012 7:04		SF		265		SF

		9		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=266&z=et4b		Paul Anderson, “Mobile and PDA Technologies: Looking Around the Corner,” 2005				Some forecasts in this report were extracted directly from other sources. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Oct-05		yes		no		266		no		Northern Europe		The document was published by JISC, which is based in the UK: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/.		NA		The author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) in 2005. He is likely familiar with associated industries and technologies.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		197		23		5		Europe		The forecast method is not obvious, but can be deduced by reading the report (and others written by the same author).		www.jisc.ac.uk/media/documents/techwatch/jisctsw_05_04.doc		5/1/2012 8:38		5/1/2012 8:38		SF		266		SF

		6		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=267&z=et4b		Paul Anderson and Adam Blackwood, “Mobile and PDA Technologies and their Future use in Education,” November 2004.				Some of the forecasts were taken directly from other sources. Others were already captured in the database from other reports published by JISC		yes		Clear language throughout, but forecast timeframes were not clear. 		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Nov-04		yes		no		267		no		Northern Europe		The report was published by JISC, which is based in the UK (http://www.jisc.ac.uk/)		NA		The first author is affiliated with the British Computer Society and was Technical Editor of the JISC Technology & Standards Watch service (TechWatch) in 2004. He is likely familiar with associated industries and technologies.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		197		23		5		Europe		The methodology is not described, but based on the methodologies described in JISC reports—as well as the authors’ extensive reference list—it can be deduced that source analysis was their primary methodology. 		www.jisc.ac.uk/media/documents/techwatch/acf11ae.doc		5/1/2012 9:55		5/1/2012 9:55		SF		267		SF

		31		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=268&z=et4b		Jack Smith, “BioSystemics Knowledge Manager’s Synthesis Report,” 2003.				Most of the forecasts in this report are for 2015 and beyond. Some forecasts were omitted from the database because they contained the words "possible" or "may."		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout, though tables with forecasts were fragmented and often did not include complete sentences.		Canada		7		2003		yes		yes		268		no		Northern America		The report was published by the National Research Council of Canada. 		3		The project’s leader, Jack Smith, was affiliated with the National Research Council of Canada. Participants (page 4) are likely familiar with associated industris and technologies. 		no		yes		Workshops participants represented many departments involved in science and policy in Canada.		Government reports and roadmaps		105		7		3		Americas		The forecast method is explained on page 8.		www.moyak.com/researcher/nrc/BioSystemics.pdf		5/1/2012 11:53		5/1/2012 11:53		SF		268		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=269&z=et4b		Ulrich Rude, "Technological Trends and their Impact on the Future of Supercomputers," (Germany: Institut für Mathematik, Universität Augsburg)		This is my first forecast source entry and should probably be evaluated by someone smarter than me.				no		Clear language used.		Germany		5		1998		yes		no		269		no		Western Europe		Institut für Mathematik, Universität Augsburg is located in Augsburg, Germany				Forecaster is a professor and SME in the field of computer engineering.		yes		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		180		5		5		Europe		The forecasts are derived from other sources.  				5/1/2012 15:41		5/1/2012 15:41		BL		269		BL

		3		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=270&z=et4b		Richard Mumford, “Microwaves in Europe: Technologies, Trends, and Prospects,” Microwave Journal (2005): 88-136. 				Microwave Journal appears to be an industry publication.

Some of the forecasts in the document were taken directly from other documents. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout. 		United States of America		7		Sep-05		yes		no		270		no		Northern America		Microwave Journal's headquarters is in the U.S. (http://www.microwavejournal.com/contact)		NA		The author was European Editor of the journal. He is familiar with associated industries and technologies (http://uk.linkedin.com/pub/richard-mumford/11/61a/294).		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias, aside from interviewing industry representatives from different sectors.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		The author's methodology is obvious.				5/1/2012 15:44		5/1/2012 15:44		SF		270		SF

		16		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=271&z=et4b		Institute for the Future,  “Eight Connective Technologies: Report and Forecast,” 2001.				Some forecasts in the document contain the word "may" (excluded from our analysis, per the standard lexicon) or project out to longer timeframes. Also, many have vague or incomplete timeframes ("in the future"). 		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		Fall 2001		yes		yes		271		no		Northern America		The Institute for the Future is based in California: http://www.iftf.org/contact		NA		The Institute for the Future specializes in writing reports describing the future implications of technologies and policy decisions. Its staff is made up of researchers with extensive experience assessing technologies: http://www.iftf.org/people/iftf. They are likely familiar with associated industries and technologies.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		The methodology is not explained in the document. I was only able to deduce it by reading other reports published by the Institute for the Future.		www.iftf.org/system/.../SR-754_Eight_Connective_Technologies.pdf		5/2/2012 7:37		5/2/2012 7:37		SF		271		SF

		9		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=272&z=et4b		Defence R&D Canada, “Technology Trends, Threats, Requirements, and Opportunities (T3R&O) Study on Advanced Power Sources for the Canadian Forces in 2020,” August 2001.				Many forecasts in this document are for 2010 and beyond. Some forecasts are vague or were taken directly from other sources. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		Canada		7		Aug-01		yes		yes		272		no		Northern America		The report was published by Defence R&D Canada, as seen on the title page.		NA		The report was produced by Defence R&D Canada, whose employees may be familiar with associated technologies or industries.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias, other than to include reports from outside of Canada.		Government reports and roadmaps		105		7		3		Americas		The methodology is explained on page vi.		pubs.drdc.gc.ca/PDFS/unc26/p516085.pdf		5/2/2012 11:35		5/2/2012 11:35		SF		272		SF

		6		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=273&z=et4b		Costas Karageorgis, “A Study of Current World Telecommunications and a Projection of the Future,” September 1992.				Most of the forecasts in this document are not original; they're derived from other sources. Despite being a thesis, this document contains little original research. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		Sep-92		yes		yes		273		no		Northern America		The report was published by the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California, as seen on the cover page.		NA		There is no indication of the author's level of familiarity with the associated industry or technologies. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias, other than the selection of sources from a variety of industry sources.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		In the first page of the report, the author explains that he analyzed the current status of the telecommunications industry worldwide, using information about present and future telephone rates, investment, technology application plans, performance of telecommunications carriers around the world, and statistical tables. Through this information and statistical data, the author predicts the path the telecommunications industry will take in the future. However, the only statistical data in the report appears to be from other sources--not original from the author.		www.dtic.mil/cgi-bin/GetTRDoc?AD=ADA257545		5/2/2012 13:40		5/2/2012 13:40		SF		273		SF

		4		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=274&z=et4b		Coronet, “Thermoplastic Composites in Europe to 2025: Foresight Study into Future Research Needs,” April 2004				Most of the forecasts in this document were for 10-15 years in the future, which is beyond our study's timeframe.		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout; technical terms are defined.						Apr-04		yes		no		274		no				The report was produced by Coronet, which is described on the title page as a European Research Infrastructure Network. Workshop participants were affiliated with various organizations throughout Europe, as seen in Annex 2.		NA		There is no indication of the authors' familiarity with the associated technologies or industries, but study participants appear to have a high level of familiarity. 		no		yes		The authors sought to mitigate bias by looking at the thermoplastic composites industry as a whole.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies						5		Europe		The study's methodology was obvious; it is described on pages 4-6 and in the annexes.		manualebook.info/thermoplastic-composites-in-europe-to-2025.html		5/2/2012 14:18		5/2/2012 14:18		SF		274		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=275&z=et4b		The Privacy Commissioner of Canada, “Genetic Testing and Privacy,” 1995.				The purpose of this document was not to make forecasts; there just happened to be a random forecast in the document. 		no		Clear and consistent language throughout.		Canada		7		1995		yes		no		275		no		Northern America		The report was produced by the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, as seen on the title page. 		NA		No indication of the author's level of familiarity with associated industries or technologies.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Government reports and roadmaps		105		7		3		Americas		The purpose of this document was not to make forecasts, so the methodology was not obvious. For the random forecast that was in the document, the author provided the methodology.		www.priv.gc.ca/information/02_05_11_e.pdf		5/3/2012 6:49		5/3/2012 6:49		SF		275		SF

		20		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=276&z=et4b		Paul Crompton and Yanrui Wu, “Energy Consumption in China: Past Trends and Future Directions,” 2004, accessed March 15, 2012, www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf. 				Some forecasts in the article were taken directly from other sources and could not be included in the database.

The authors state that the forecast period is 2004 to 2010. This site indicates that the report was created in 2004, which indicates that forecasts were created then: http://ideas.repec.org/p/uwa/wpaper/04-22.html. 		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		Australia		25		2004		yes		yes		276		no		Australia and New Zealand		The authors are affiliated with the University of Western Australia, as seen on the cover page. 		NA		The authors are affiliated with the economics department at the University of Western Australia. There is no indication of their familiarity with the industries or technologies related to this article. One of the authors publishes extensively about China: http://www.business.uwa.edu.au/school/staff-profiles?type=profile&dn=cn%3DYanrui%20Wu%2Cou%3DEconomics%2Cou%3DUWA%20Business%20School%2Cou%3DFaculty%20of%20Business%20%28UWA%20Business%20School%29%2Cou%3DFaculties%2Co%3DThe%20University%20of%20Western%20Australia.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		212		25		6		Oceania		The forecast method is obvious.		www.law.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf.../04_22_Crompton_Wu.pdf		5/3/2012 7:40		5/3/2012 7:52		SF		276		SF

		5		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=277&z=et4b		Ralph Weischedel, Jaime Carbonell, Barbara Grosz, Wendy Lehnert, Mitchell Marcus, et al., “White Paper on Natural Language Processing,” 1989.				The white paper was written by members of U.S. academia and 2 industry representatives. Some of the forecasts in the document were for scientific breakthroughs that would occur in a certain timeframe. These were not included in the database because "breakthroughs" is vague.		yes		Clear and consistent language throughout.		United States of America		7		1989		yes		yes		277		no		Northern America		All authors are affiliated with U.S. universities or corporations.		1		All authors are affiliated with U.S. universities or corporations and are likely familiar with associated technologies and industries.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methodology is not described.				5/3/2012 10:38		5/3/2012 10:38		SF		277		SF

		5		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=278&z=et4b		Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology, “The Future of UK Gas Supplies,” October 2004.						Many forecasts in this document were taken directly from other sources and could not be used in our study.		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Oct-04		yes		yes		278		no		Northern Europe		The article was published by the UK's Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology.		1		Authors at the Office of Science and Technology are likely familiar with associated technologies and industries.		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Government reports and roadmaps		197		23		5		Europe		The forecast methodology was not explained, but reading the article revealed that the authors used other source documents to make preditions.		www.parliament.uk/documents/post/postpn230.pdf		5/3/2012 11:20		5/3/2012 11:20		SF		278		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=279&z=et4b		Centre for Ultra-Broadband Information Networks, “Broadband Connect and Clever Networks Programs,” January 17, 2006.				CUBIN is located at the University of Melbourne and NICTA appears to be a government organization. The report was written for the Australian government to inform policy decisions.		no		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		Australia		25		17-Jan-06		yes		no		279		no		Australia and New Zealand		CUBIN is located at the University of Melbourne and NICTA appears to be a government organization.		2		CUBIN focuses on research and teaching about broadband information technologies and NICTA conducts research, commercialization, education and collaborative activities related to information and communications technology. Employees of both organizations are likely experts.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Government reports and roadmaps		212		25		6		Oceania		The forecast methodology is not obvious.				5/3/2012 13:06		5/3/2012 13:06		SF		279		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=280&z=et4b		Jonathan B. Tucker and Raymond A. Zilinskas, “The Promise and Perils of Synthetic Biology,” The New Atlantis, Spring 2006, accessed March 3, 2012, 
http://www.thenewatlantis.com/publications/the-promise-and-perils-of-synthetic-biology.
				The authors are associated with academia and government.		no		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		Spring 2006		yes		no		280		no		Northern America		The New Atlantis is published in the U.S: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_New_Atlantis		NA		The authors are experts in arms control and weapons nonproliferation. Raymond Zilinskas is a former laboratory scientist, and is familiar with associated technologies. 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The methodology is not clear, but the authors cite sources where supporting information for forecasts can be found.		http://www.thenewatlantis.com/publications/the-promise-and-perils-of-synthetic-biology		5/3/2012 14:27		5/3/2012 14:27		SF		280		SF

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=281&z=et4b		Heng Poh Choo, Chennupati K. Ramaiah, and Schubert Foo. “Electronic Publishing Trends in Singapore,” presented at IADIC International Conference WWW/Internet, (Algarve, Portugal: November 5-8, 2003). 						no		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		Singapore		20		Nov-03		yes		no		281		no		South-Eastern Asia		The authors are affiliated with Nanyang Technical University in Singapore.		1		The authors are affiliated with the Division of Information Studies at the Nanyang Technical University in Singapore and are likely familiar with associated industries and technologies.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias, other than to survey both publishers and readers.		Academic publications		135		20		4		Asia		The forecast method is explicit.		www3.ntu.edu.sg/home/sfoo/publications/2003/2003ICWI_fmt.pdf		5/7/2012 13:43		5/7/2012 13:43		SF		281		SF

		4		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=282&z=et4b		Singapore Ministry of Trade and Industry, “Life Sciences,” 2000.				This article is a portion of a larger document that I was unable to find. 		no		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		Singapore		20		app-stg.mti.gov.sg/data/article/21/doc/NWS_ACFC.pdf		yes		no		282		no		South-Eastern Asia		The article was published by the Singapore Ministry of Trade and Industry. 		38		Authors at the Singapore Ministry of Trade and Industry are likely familiar with associated technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Government reports and roadmaps		135		20		4		Asia		The forecast method is not explicit but could be deduced from contextual information.				5/7/2012 14:21		5/7/2012 14:21		SF		282		SF

		16		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=283&z=et4b		Tan Tiek Kheong, “Wireless LANs: The Transition to Phase II, presented at the 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Seminar (Singapore: November 26, 2002).				Some of the forecasts in this presentation were too vague to include in the study. 		yes		The document contained technical terms and undefined acronyms. Since it is a PowerPoint presentation, sentences are not always complete and contextual information is minimal. 		Singapore		20		26-Nov-02		yes		yes		283		no		South-Eastern Asia		The conference was sponsored by the Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore, as seen on the cover slide.		1		The author was Chairman of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of IEEE 802.11, as seen on the cover slide. He was likely an expert in the field, and was making his own forecasts.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		135		20		4		Asia		The author's method was not obvious, but could be deduced by determining his qualifications.		www.ida.gov.sg/doc/Technology/Technology.../WirelessLANs.pdf		5/9/2012 7:22		5/9/2012 7:22		SF		283		SF

		13		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=284&z=et4b		Mohsen Hamoudia, “Forecasting the Growth of Internet Services Demand and the Network Capacity Requirements,” presented at the 21st International Symposium on Forecasting (Dublin, Ireland: June 24, 2002). 				Many forecasts in this document were extracted directly from other sources (market research firms), whose methodologies could not be discerned with any level of certainty.		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		France		5		24-Jun-02		yes		yes		284		no		Western Europe		The document was published by France Telecom and was presented in Ireland.		1		The presenter is affiliated with France Telecom and is likely familiar with associated technologies and industries. 		no		yes		The presenter juxtaposed his results with those of other researchers to compare accuracy.		Strategic analysis firms		179		5		5		Europe		The forecast method is explicit.		www.lums.lancs.ac.uk/files/PDF15.pdf		5/9/2012 10:37		5/9/2012 10:37		SF		284		SF

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=285&z=et4b		U.S. Department of Commerce, “The Emerging Digital Economy,” 1998.				The vast majority of forecasts in this document were from other sources whose methodologies could not be discerned.		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		1998		yes		yes		285		no		Northern America		The report was published by the U.S. Department of Commerce, as seen on the cover page.		NA		No indication of authors' familiarity with associated technologies or industries.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast method was not obvious but could be deduced from contextual information.		govinfo.library.unt.edu/ecommerce/EDEreprt.pdf		5/9/2012 13:33		5/9/2012 13:33		SF		285		SF

		44		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=286&z=et4b		Infocomm Development Authoirty of Singapore, “Mobile Wireless: 4th Infocomm Technology Roadmap Report 2002-2007,” 2002.				Some forecasts in this report were too vague to be included in the analysis, while others used non-committal words (may, possible) and were therefore excluded. 		yes		Some undefined terms, but mostly clear language throughout.		Singapore		20		2002		yes		yes		286		no		South-Eastern Asia		The report was published by the Infocomm Development Authority in Singapore.		i		Forecasts were based on input from representatives of industry, academia, and government agencies. These representatives were likely familiar with associated technologies and industries.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Government reports and roadmaps		135		20		4		Asia		The methodology is described by the authors.				5/11/2012 6:18		5/11/2012 6:54		SF		286		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=287&z=et4b		Chris Roberts, “Voice Over IP Security,” 2005. 				This document had only 1 forecast. 		no		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		New Zealand		25		May-05		yes		no		287		no		Australia and New Zealand		The author is affiliated with the Centre for Critical Infrastructure Protection in New Zealand, as seen on the cover page.		NA		The author is affiliated with the Centre for Critical Infrastructure Protection in New Zealand. He is likely familiar with associated technologies and industries.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Government reports and roadmaps		220		25		6		Oceania		The forecast method was obvious.		www.ccip.govt.nz/archives/ccip/.../2005/voice-over-ip-security.pdf		5/14/2012 9:54		5/14/2012 9:54		SF		287		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=288&z=et4b		Nicolas Montavont, Thomas Noel, and Mohamed Kassi-Lahlou, “Description and Evaluation of Mobile IPv6 for Multiple Interfaces,” IEEE Communications Society, 2004. 				This document only has 1 forecast. 		no		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		2004		yes		no		288		no		Northern America		The IEEE is based in the U.S. 		144		The authors are affiliated with the French telecom industry and academic institutions. They are likely familiar with associated technologies and industries.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast method is not explicitly stated, but could be deduced from contextual information.		lsiit-cnrs.unistra.fr/Publications/2004/4.../WCNC04-MontavontN.pdf		5/14/2012 10:26		5/14/2012 10:26		SF		288		SF

		5		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=289&z=et4b		Biotenz, “The New Zealand Biotechnology Industry Capability Survey,” 2003.				Many forecasts in this report were omitted from the database because they weren't relevant.
		yes		Clear and consistent language, and unclear terms and categories are defined. 		New Zealand		25		Jul-03		yes		yes		289		no		Australia and New Zealand		Biotenz is an organization that studies New Zealand’s biotechnology industry, as indicated on this site: http://www.biotech.org.nz/d/biotenz/. 		NA		Biotenz specializes in studying New Zealand's biotech industry. It's authors/analysts are likely familiar with associated technologies. 		no		yes		The authors mitigate bias by surveying a variety of representatives from 4 biotech sectors.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		220		25		6		Oceania		The forecast method is obvious.				5/14/2012 11:42		5/14/2012 11:42		SF		289		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=290&z=et4b		Joana Maria Segui Pons and Maurici Ruiz Perez, “Geographic Information Systems and Intelligent Transport Systems: Technologies Used to Form New Communication Networks,” Networks and Communication Studies, 17:1-2 (2003): 53-70. 				This document only has 1 forecast; another forecast was too vague to be included in the database. 		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout, with defined terms. 		France		5		2003		yes		no		290		no		Western Europe		NETCOM is a French publication: http://alor.univ-montp3.fr/netcom_labs/		NA		The authors are affiliated with the University of Balearic Islands and the GIS Service in Spain, respectively, and are likely familiar with associated technologies and industries.		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		179		5		5		Europe		The forecast method is not obvious, but could be deduced from contextual information.				5/14/2012 14:02		5/14/2012 15:34		SF		290		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=291&z=et4b		F. Paletou, A. Lopez Ariste, N. Meunier, and G. Molodij, “The Advanced Technology Solar Telescope,” 2003.				Some of the "forecasts" in this document read more like plans and were therefore not included in the database.  		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary.		France		5		Jun-03		yes		no		291		no		Western Europe		According to this site, the article was presented in June 2003 at a meeting in Bordeaux, France: http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2003sf2a.conf...97P. 		NA		The first author publishes extensively on space technologies and is considered an expert in the field. (http://webast.ast.obs-mip.fr/people/paletou/papers.html) 		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		179		5		5		Europe		The forecast method is not obvious, but can be deduced from the article's context and from knowledge of the authors.		www.ast.obs-mip.fr/users/fpaletou/pub/atst_france.pdf		5/14/2012 14:58		5/14/2012 14:58		SF		291		SF

		48		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=292&z=et4b		Rein Turn, “Computer Systems Technology Forecast,” 1975.				This source is a RAND report that was purchased/not available electronically. 

A number of forecasts were not included in the database because their metrics were not clear or because they were likely unverifiable (such as those that predict MIPS—an obsolete metric). Forecasts in table 10 were derived from another study and were omitted from the database. 		yes		Several undefined metrics throughout the report, making some forecasts unclear.		United States of America		7		Jan-75		yes		yes		292		no		Northern America		The RAND Corporation is based in the U.S.		NA		The author is likely an expert in the field. The report was prepared for presentation at the 11th Annual Meeting of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and the author was an invited speaker. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		The author's methodology is not explicit, but can be inferred from contextual information, sources, and his description of his approach.				5/23/2012 7:30		5/23/2012 7:33		SF		292		SF

		4		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=293&z=et4b		Peter Cochrane, “A Glimpse of the Future,” 1992. 				Some forecasts were excluded due to vague language.		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout, but the author uses very non-committal terms when making forecasts.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		1992		yes		no		293		no		Northern Europe		The author is based in the UK and many of his articles and essays appear in UK publications.		NA		he author is an expert who has published and lectured extensively on technology futures: http://www.cochrane.org.uk/bio/		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		197		23		5		Europe		The forecast method is not obvious but can be elucidated from contextual information.		http://archive.cochrane.org.uk/opinion/archive/articles/futuregl.php		5/23/2012 11:10		5/23/2012 13:07		SF		293		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=294&z=et4b		Peter Cochrane, “Optical Telecommunications: Future Prospects,” 1993.						no		Clear vocabulary throughout.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		1993		yes		no		294		no		Northern Europe		The author is based in the UK and many of his articles and essays appear in UK publications		NA		The author is an expert who has published and lectured extensively on technology futures: http://www.cochrane.org.uk/bio/		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		197		23		5		Europe		The forecast method is not obvious, but can be inferred from contextual information.		http://archive.cochrane.org.uk/opinion/archive/articles/opticalc.php		5/23/2012 11:54		5/23/2012 11:54		SF		294		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=295&z=et4b		Peter Cochrane, “Information Technology and the Future,” 1994. 				Three forecasts were omitted because they use the words "might," "could," and "may." 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout, but the author uses very non-committal terms when making forecasts.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		1994		yes		no		295		no		Northern Europe		The author is based in the UK and many of his articles and essays appear in UK publications.		NA		The author is an expert who has published and lectured extensively on technology futures: http://www.cochrane.org.uk/bio/		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		197		23		5		Europe		The forecast method is not obvious but can be inferred from the context.		http://archive.cochrane.org.uk/opinion/archive/articles/it_expon.php		5/23/2012 12:16		5/23/2012 13:06		SF		295		SF

		2		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=296&z=et4b		Peter Cochrane, “ The Technology of Tomorrow,” 1995. 				Some forecasts were excluded due to vague language.		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout, but the author uses very non-committal terms when making forecasts. 		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		1995		yes		no		296		no		Northern Europe		The author is based in the UK and many of his articles and essays appear in UK publications.		NA		The author is an expert who has published and lectured extensively on technology futures: http://www.cochrane.org.uk/bio/		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		197		23		5		Europe		The forecast method is not obvious, but can be inferred from contextual information,.		http://archive.cochrane.org.uk/opinion/archive/articles/technolo.php		5/23/2012 12:30		5/23/2012 13:01		SF		296		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=297&z=et4b		Jungmann Lee, Kiyong Om, Myung-Hwan Rim, and Yeong-Wha Sawng, “Realizing Digital Life in Korea: Core Technology and Promotion Policy,” presented at ITS 14th European Regional Conference (Helsinki, Finland.: August 23-24, 2003) 				Assuming the ITS is an association or society.		no		The document is difficult to understand in places due to grammatical issues.		Finland		23		Aug-03		yes		no		297		no		Northern Europe		Could not figure out what ITS is or where it's based. However, the document was presented at a regional conference in Europe (Helsinki): http://userpage.fu-berlin.de/~jmueller/its/conf/helsinki03/papers/papers.htm		NA		The authors are associated with the Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute in South Korea and are likely familiar with associated technologies and industries,		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		178		23		5		Europe		The forecast method is not obvious, but can be inferred from contextual information.		userpage.fu-berlin.de/~jmueller/its/conf/.../Lee_Om_Rim_Sawng.pdf		5/23/2012 13:45		5/23/2012 13:45		SF		297		SF

		8		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=298&z=et4b		Arthur D. Little, “The Arthur D. Little Global Broadband Report Update 2005,” 2005. 				Some vague forecasts were excluded, as were some forecasts in figures that would have required too much interpretation to discern. 		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.						2005		yes		yes		298		no				The Arthur D. Little organization is international, with offices in different countries throughout the world:http://www.adlittle.com/contact-us.html.		NA		Many of the forecasts were informed by expert input. 		no		yes		Bias mitigation involved obtaining information from experts from all over the world. 		Strategic analysis firms						7		Multi-regional		The forecast is explicitly stated, but is partially based on the organization's proprietary methods, which are not shared.		www.adlittle.at/.../tx.../ADL_Broadband_update_2005_brochure.pdf		5/24/2012 7:08		5/24/2012 7:08		SF		298		SF

		31		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=299&z=et4b		Ernst Weber, Gordon K. Teal, and A. George Schillinger, Technology Forecast for 1980, (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971).				This is a book that was purchased from Abebooks.com. The book lacks a jacket that provides contextual information for the information it contains. The content appears to have come from a conference or workshop, since each chapter features a different topic and speaker and discussion points at the end. 

I've classified this book as coming from industry, although 2 of the 3 editors were affiliated with university while only 1 was affiliated with industry. Speakers/authors of individual chapters are from industry, academic, and government.

Many forecasts were excluded because they were too vague to be evaluated. Others predicted theoretical or contingent possibilities associated with technologies.		yes		Mostly clear vocabulary, though the audience consisted of members of academia and industry, so technical terms were used heavily throughout.		United States of America		7		1971		yes		yes		299		no		Northern America		The book was published in the U.S.		NA		All authors are experts in their field and are either directly involved in industry or are very familiar with it. 		no		yes		Bias reduction throughout the book comes in the form of workshop participants' questions, which are presented at the end of each chapter. At least one of these question and answer sessions was rather contentious.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast methods are not obvious, but can be deduced from speaker bios and contextual information.				5/25/2012 7:09		5/25/2012 7:09		SF		299		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=300&z=et4b		Stephen Rosen, Future Facts, (New York, NY: Simon & Schuster, 1976). 				This source is a book. The author was probably most closely associated with industry orgs than academia or other pub source types.

The document contains numerous forecasts, but only 1 was included in the database. The rest were either too vague, used "may" or similar non-committal language, or lacked a timeframe to be included in the database. 		yes		Clear vocabulary throughout, but often non-committal and vague.		United States of America		7		1976		yes		yes		300		no		Northern America		The book was published in the U.S. by Simon & Schuster.		NA		Information on this site indicates that the author was likely familiar with related technologies in 1974: http://www.careerchangeability.com/scientists/html/about_us.html
		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast method is not obvious but can be deduced from contextual information.				5/29/2012 10:58		5/29/2012 10:58		SF		300		SF

		19		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=301&z=et4b		Robert U. Ayres, Steven M. Miller, James Just, Keith King, Michael Osheroff, et al., Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing Technologies: Assessment, Impacts and Forecast, (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Publications, 1985).				This a book that describes an analysis that was funded by the National Science Foundation about robotics. 

Some forecasts in this document were omitted because they were too vague to be included in the database or were outside the 30% rule. 		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary.		United States of America		7		1985		yes		yes		301		no		Northern America		The NSF is based in the U.S., as is the publisher of the book.		NA		The authors are experts in the field of robotics.		no		yes		The authors mitigated bias by interviewing a diverse set of experts in the field.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast method was explicit.				5/29/2012 11:57		5/29/2012 11:57		SF		301		SF

		0		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=302&z=et4b		Barry Mahon, “Network Technology—Current and Future,” presented at the Silver Jubilee Conference (London, UK: January 16, 1987). 				This source is a book that contains the proceedings of the Silver Jubilee Conference. The book's title is "Future Trends in Information Science and Technology," edited by P.A. Yates-Mercer and published in 1988. 

Some forecasts were omitted because they were vague. 		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		16-Jan-87		yes		no		302		no		Northern Europe		The proceedings were published by Taylor Graham, which is based in the UK. Moreover, the Jubilee Conference was hosted by the City University of London.		NA		The author was affiliated with the European Information Market Development Group when the forecast was made. He is likely familiar with associated technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		197		23		5		Europe		The forecast methodology is not obvious, but can be inferred from contextual information.				5/31/2012 7:11		5/31/2012 7:11		SF		302		SF

		1		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=303&z=et4b		Elspeth J. Scott, “The Future of Information Science as a Profession,” presented at the Silver Jubilee Conference (London, UK: January 16, 1987). 				This source is a book that contains the proceedings of the Silver Jubilee Conference. The book's title is "Future Trends in Information Science and Technology," edited by P.A. Yates-Mercer and published in 1988. 

Some forecasts were omitted because they were vague.
		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		16-Jan-87		yes		no		303		no		Northern Europe		The proceedings were published by Taylor Graham, which is based in the UK. Moreover, the Jubilee Conference was hosted by the City University of London.		NA		The author was affiliated with Wellcome Research Laboratories in 1987. She is likely an expert in information science.		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		197		23		5		Europe		The forecast method was not obvious but could be inferred from contextual information.				5/31/2012 7:59		5/31/2012 7:59		SF		303		SF

		5		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=304&z=et4b		Roger K. Summit, “Online Information: A Ten-Year Perspective and Outlook,” presented at the Silver Jubilee Conference (London, UK: January 16, 1987). 				This source is a book that contains the proceedings of the Silver Jubilee Conference. The book's title is "Future Trends in Information Science and Technology," edited by P.A. Yates-Mercer and published in 1988. 

Some forecasts were omitted because they were vague.
		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		16-Jan-87		yes		no		304		no		Northern Europe		The proceedings were published by Taylor Graham, which is based in the UK. Moreover, the Jubilee Conference was hosted by the City University of London.

		NA		The author was affiliated with DIALOG Information Services, Inc. in 1987. He is likely an expert in online networks. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		197		23		5		Europe		The forecast method is not obvious, but can be inferred from contextual information.				5/31/2012 8:15		5/31/2012 8:15		SF		304		SF

		89		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=305&z=et4b		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.				Many of the forecasts in this document were excluded because they used non-specific/vague language, used non-committal terms like "may" or "could", or were associated with charts that predicted what is possible. The only forecasts included in the database were those in the text (not figures), and of those, only the ones that were specific and unambiguous were used. Consequently, most of the documents forecasts are not included in the database. 		yes		Highly technical vocabulary throughout the document, especially in charts.		United States of America		7		Jan-76		yes		yes		305		no		Northern America		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		The experts doing the trend extrapolation were affiliated with NASA and industry. They were likely familiar with related technologies and industries.		no		yes		The authors prevented bias by having experts in many fields and agencies extrapolate trends.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		Many forecasts were based on the exploratory method, but the document indicates that each chapter may have a different methodology. Since the report and chapters were poorly-organized, it was difficult to tell whether each chapter's forecasts were the result of the exploratory method or some other method. 				6/4/2012 7:09		6/4/2012 7:09		SF		305		SF

		16		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=306&z=et4b		NISTEP, “The Fifth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan,” November 1992. 				Some forecasts were excluded because they were too vague to be evaluated. Many were excluded because they were outside of our study's timeframe (such as those that predicted to 2008 or 2017). 		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		Japan		18		Nov-92		yes		yes		306		no		Eastern Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan.		NA		The document does not provide any indication of authors' familiarity with technologies or industries. Delphi participants were from industry, academia, public research institutes, and other organizations. They are likely familiar with associated technologies.  		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias, other than to ensure Delphi participants represented a diverse group.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		121		18		4		Asia		The forecast methodology is obvious.				6/6/2012 7:31		6/6/2012 8:52		SF		306		SF

		19		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=307&z=et4b		NISTEP, “The Sixth Technology Forecast Survey: Future Technology in Japan Toward the Year 2025,” June 1997.				Only forecasts in section 3.5 of the summary (pages 41 to 44) were included in the database, since these are the 104 deemed most important to Japan by survey respondents. (p.41) Forecasts in this table that are outside of the study timeframe were excluded. 		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		Japan		18		Jun-97		yes		yes		307		no		Eastern Asia		NISTEP is based in Japan		NA		There is no indication of how familiar survey participants are with associated technologies. However, NISTEP usually selects participants from industry, academia, and government.		no		yes		No effort to mitigate bias, other than to select diverse survey participants.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		121		18		4		Asia		The forecast method is obvious.				6/6/2012 9:14		6/6/2012 9:14		SF		307		SF

		7		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=308&z=et4b		Office of Technology Assessment, “Emerging Food Marketing Technologies: A Preliminary Analysis,” October 1978.				Some forecasts in this document came from other sources and were not included in the database. 		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		Oct-78		yes		no		308		no		Northern America		The OTA is based in the U.S.		NA		Survey and interview participants were likely familiar with associated technologies and industries. 		no		yes		Bias was mitigated by surveying and interviewing a variety of experts.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast method is described in the executive summary.				6/6/2012 13:29		6/6/2012 13:29		SF		308		SF

		46		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=309&z=et4b		PriceWaterhouse, “Technology Forecast: 1998,” 1998. 				Many forecasts were excluded because they were too vague to be evaluated or they implied a contingent relationship. 

This is a book that was purchased online. 		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland		23		Jan-98		yes		yes		309		no		Northern Europe		PriceWaterhouse Coopers is headquartered in London: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PricewaterhouseCoopers		NA		The experts used in the review process were likely familiar with associated technologies and industries.		no		yes		Bias mitigation was accomplished by obtaining input from multiple PriceWaterhouse experts worldwide.		Market research firms		197		23		5		Europe		The forecast method is not obvious, but could be inferred from contextual information.				6/7/2012 7:32		6/7/2012 7:33		SF		309		SF

		53		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=310&z=et4b		Norman Weizer, George O. Gardner III, Stuart Lipoff, Martyn F. Roetter, and Frederick G. Withington, The Arthur D. Little Forecast on Information Technology and Productivity: Making the Integrated Enterprise Work, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991).				Many forecasts were excluded because they were too vague to be evaluated, contained words like "may" or "could," or implied a contingent relationship. 

Forecasts from some figures (such as figure 5.4) were excluded from the database because it was too difficult to interpreting a forecast metric from a crowded y axis. 		yes		Clear and consistent vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		1991		yes		yes		310		no		Northern America		The Arthur D. Little Foundation is U.S.-based.		NA		The authors are experts in the field and are familiar with associated technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Strategic analysis firms		108		7		3		Americas		The methodology is not obvious, but the preface indicates that forecasts are based on authors’ expert knowledge of the technology. The “about the authors” section (pages vii-x) confirm that the authors are experts. 				6/8/2012 7:22		6/8/2012 13:12		SF		310		SF

		27		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=311&z=et4b		Office of Technology Assessment, “Automobile Transportation System: Technical Report,” February 1979. 				Many forecasts were omitted from the database because they were not technological forecasts or contained the word "may."		yes		Consistent vocabulary throughout.		United States of America		7		Feb-79		yes		yes		311		no		Northern America		The OTA was based in the U.S.		NA		The study relied heavily on expert opinion. Experts were likely familiar with associated technologies and industries. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Government reports and roadmaps		108		7		3		Americas		The study's approach was described but was not clear. Contextual information was used to discern a methodology.				6/12/2012 7:45		6/12/2012 8:02		SF		311		SF

		51		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=312&z=et4b		Kensall D. Wise, Kan Chen, and Ronald E. Yokely. Microcomputers: A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year 2000, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1980.				1) The authors are affiliated with U.S. institutions. Two of the three authors are affiliated with the University of Michigan. Therefore, the analyst is classifying this source as an academic publication.
2) Many forecasts were excluded because they used the words “may” or “could” or described theoretical applications of the technology. 
3) Many forecasts in charts with logarithmic scales were omitted because too much interpretation was required to discern values. 		yes		Some technical vocabulary throughout, but generally clear and consistent.		United States of America		7		1980		yes		yes		312		no		Northern America		The book was published in the U.S., as seen on the title page.		NA		Two authors are affiliated with the University of Michigan and the third is affiliated with Acumenics Research and Technology, Inc. They are likely experts on microcomputers.		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Academic publications		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast method(s) were described but weren't always clear. 				6/13/2012 7:57		6/13/2012 7:57		SF		312		SF

		4		https://taurigroup.quickbase.com/db/bf3yudtbi?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_16=313&z=et4b		“North American Wireless Corporation,” Salt Lake City Herald-Republican, May 8, 1910, accessed June 21, 2012, http://earlyradiohistory.us/1910naw.htm. 				This is a full-page advertisement in the Salt Lake City Herald-Republican. It contains a section with commentary from Dr. Lee DeForest, inventor of the wireless telephone. 		no		Language was clear and consistent.		United States of America		7		8-May-10		yes		no		313		no		Northern America		The advertisement was published in a Salt Lake City, UT newspaper.		1		The advertisement was for North American Wireless Corporation and forecasts were made by Dr. Lee DeForest, inventor of the wireless telephone. 		no		yes		No obvious effort to mitigate bias.		Trade press and popular media		108		7		3		Americas		The forecast method is obvious (expert analysis).		http://earlyradiohistory.us/1910naw.htm		6/21/2012 14:19		6/21/2012 14:19		SF		313		SF



